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“ah-h
!

myIwiyBarti
lis apleasure...

pure pleasure!”

Yes, for Ivory lather is

richer . . . faster

!

You take it easy when you take an Ivory bath!
That sturdy cake of Ivory floats risjht up to

meet you . .
.
greets your lightest touch with a

burst of creamy lather. For Ivory makes iiioi

Idther, faster, than any other leading bath soa|

And Ivory lather is mild as mild
. . and so clean smelling !

Silky Ivory lather is such a delight, so right for
your skin. Why, Ivory Soap is mildness itself

—

more doctors advise it tor skin care than any
other soap. And, Minni ... the clean, refreshing

fragrance of those Ivorv suds leaves you perkv
as a two-year-old

!

Yet your pleasure-filled

Ivory bath costs less!

Most folks would gladly pay more for the extra

pleasure of an Ivory bath. But, actually, you
pay less! For pure, mild, floating Ivory gives

you more soap for your money than anv other
leading bath soap.
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A SensalionarGet-Acquainte^ffer to new Dollar Book Club members! U

MYTHRB£bB
Take Your Choice of These New, Full-Size, Horci-Boonci Best-Sellers

.

You'd Expect to Pay Up to $3.95 Each for

These Books in Publishers' Editions — but

You Can Have Any 3 for a Total of only $1

. . . with FREE-Trial Membership

in theOollar Book Club!

HERE’S an exciting offer to demonstrate the

wonderful values offered by the Dollar

Book Club. Choose any 3 best-sellers on this page for only $1, with

membership. Take your pick of these top romance and adventure

hits, as well as de luxe library volumes costing up to $3.95 each in

publishers’ editions! If not delighted when you see thein, return

them and your membership will be cancelled, without further obli-

gation! Otherwise, pay only $1 for all 3, and continue to enjoy

member’s bargain privileges. (You don’t have to take a book every

month—take as few as six a year!) Accept this offer now—send

no money—just mail coupon below

!

THE CAPTIVE WITCH—Dale Van Every

Adam Frane kidnapped her fiom an In-

dian camp - then discovered she was a

white girl, brought up as a savage. She
fought him like a wildcat, then tempted
him with her beauty until he almost for-

got his waiting bride! Pub. ed. $3.5U.

THE HANDY HOME MEDICAL ADVISER
by Morris Fishbein, M.D. A new guide to

good health for all the family-a neces-

sity in emergencies. Clear, reliable irifor-

mation on Blood Pressure, Digestion,

Heart. Dieting, Allergies. Skin. First Aid.

Common Diseases, etc. Illustrated.

THE SARACEN BLADE— Frank Yerby

Pietro the Crusader stormed his way from

the palaces of Sicily to the harems of the

East . . . where the half-savage slave girl

Zenobla waited for the one man with cour-

age enough to possess her! Yerby s best

since “Foxes of Harrow.” Pub. ed. 53. ^u.

THE GOWN OF GLORY—Agnes Turnbull

New hit by the author of “The Bishop’s

Mantle.” Delightful story of a small-

town American family in the horse-and-

buggy days-their good times, love aria\r^

struggles and triumphs. “Buoyant with

happiness!”—*W. Y. TiTnes. Pub. ed. $3.75.

MU 1 iNY N
Herman Wouk

)st read, most talked
)Out book of our time
•'the greatest novel
Lo come out of
World Wa- II”-

N. Y. News.

OUTLINE OF HISTORY—H. G. Wells

New, enlarged, 1300-page edition, brought

up-to-date. The whole story of mankind
from earliest times through World War
II More than 200 maps and illustrations.

One of the most acclaimed books of the

twentieth century. Pub. ed. $3.95.

THE MODERN FAMILY COOK BOOK
Meta Given. Most practical cook book

published! 365 daily menus complete with

delicious recipes! Plans your meals,

guides your shopping, keeps cost within

your budget, makes meal preparation a

pleasure! 650 pages, hundreds of pictures!

READER’S DIGEST READER
The cream of all the stories, articles,

anecdotes and features printed in the

Reader's Digest in the past 30 years.

Over 500 pages of fascinating entertain-

ment by America’s most famous writers.

Illustrated in co’or! Pub. ed. $3.50.

JUBILEE TRAIL—Gwen Bristow

Two beautiful girls crossed half a con-

tinent-alone among desperate men on
the famous Jubilee Trail! One, the pam-
pered darling of Eastern society; the

other a music star accused of murder!
564 exciting pages! Publisher's ed. $3.

The Dollar Book Club Saves You At Least Two -Thirds

the Usual Cost of New Best-Sellers (®?ub^A”o“ iol7s”)

xiT-p-q the verv same titles selling ONLY $1, plus a few cents shipping

Y- -: cost. Two books are your gift for jom- |- in publishers’ retail edition for —- --
selection. _

$3.00 to $3.75 come to Dollar Book
-phereafter, you will receive regularly

Club members for only $1—an in- Club’s Bulletin, which describes

credibly big saving which is pos- ^he forthcoming $1 selections, also oc-

sible because of the huge printings casional extra-value books up to $1.49.

made for nearly a million members ! But you buy only the books you want.

SEND NO MONEY-
Jvst Mail the Coupon!

book

MAIL THIS COUPON
Doubleday One Dollar Book Club, Dept. IMFW, Garden City, New York

Please enroll me as a Dollar Book Club member Send me at once the 3

books checked below and bi'l me ONLY $1 FOR ALL 3, plus a few cents

shipping cost. The Captive Witch n Handv Home
The Caine Mutiny

Book
^ Medical ^ dviser

g rtilne irn'istory R rdr’s"Sro'^^t‘iltci^r'’“'‘ Saracen Blade

Take as Few as Six Books a Year!

Membership in the Dollar Book
Club requires no dues of any kind. You
do not even have to take a book every

month; the purchase of as few as six

books a year fulfills your membership
requirement.
When you mail coupon at ripht, you

will be sent ANY 3 BOOKS YOU

When you see your TRIPLE
package—and realize these three books are

typical of the values you will continue to

receive from the Club for only $1 each—

you will be delighted to have become a

member! If not, return all books and your

membership will be cancelled, without

further obligation! Act at once—supply

CHOOSE FROM THIS PAGE FOR of many titles is limited! Mail coupon,

DOUBIEOAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB, GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

Q Reader’s Digest Reader

sii
(unless I choose an extra-value selection).
' NO RISK GUARANTEE: If not delighted, return all

bo'oks within 7 days, and membership will be cancelled.

Print
Mr.
Mrs
Miss

Address

City& state.

‘Sriection pVlci'ln Canada.' $1 .'ici plus Address 195 Bond St , Toronto 2.

° g ^ Canada only.
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JUDX YOU CANT BLAME
‘ MEN F0RGMN6AS0LID<

,
FROST TO BAD breath!

SEE YOUR DENTIST, honey!

then see what
^iHAPPENS! T-^

I THIS IS A COLD I
SHOULDER-BUT NO

COLDER THAN OTHER

[
mensivemeM

'SNO wonder!

TO STOP BAD BREATH,! RECOMMEND
COLGATE DENTAL CREAM. BRUSHING TEETH RIGHT

AFTER EATING WITH COLGATE'S A1AKES YOUR
MOUTH FEEL CLEANER L0NGER-6IVES YOU
A CLEAN, FRESH MOUTH^ DW LONG!

AND COLGATES HAS PROVED CONCLUSIVELY

THAT BRUSH ING TEETH RIGHT AFTER EATING STOPS

TOOTH DECAY BEST! IN FACT, THE COLGATE WAY
STOPPED MORE DECAY FOR MORE PEOPLE THAN EVER

'

BEFORE REPORTED IN DENTIFRICE HISTORY!

LATER— Thanks to Colgate Denial Cream

Brushing Teeth Right After Eating with

COIGATE DENTAL CREAM

STOPS
BAD BREATH and

STOPS DECAY!
Colgate’s instantly stops bad breath in 7 out of 10

cases that originate in the mouth ! And the Colgate

way of brushing teeth right after eating is the

best home method known to help stop tooth decay

!
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Yes,I love you . . .but . .

.

a secret mission

is a secret. A secret

from your wife,

rA secret from

the world!”

, W^-
' -

HOW MUCH CA^
A WOMAN TAKE..?

The personal story

of pretty Lucey Tibbets

who had the hard

luck to fall in love

with a hero!

M-G-M presents the love story

behind the billion -dollar

secret!

Screen
Play

STARRING

ROBERT ELEANOR

TAYLOR'PARKER
...Whitmore •ersHne

'b"y MELVYN FRANK, NORMAN PANAMA and BEIRNE LAY, JR.

RM.jR.*“Mby'MELVYN FRANK and NORMAN PANAMA- ah m-bm picture



hollywood

party line

by 6(iiik/9u)i|TUv

NO USE STARTING OFF with 3 dissertation about dresses in gen-
eral. when most of Hollywood is still gabbing about a certain
party in particular and some of the super-duds paraded ther ,

Of course, I’m speaking of that party Marion Davies tossed for

Johnnie Ray and his hride. It was the biggest thing! I know
you have heard scads about it, but there is still much to be told.

Note, I said this shindig was the biggest thing—not necessarily
the best. First let me tell you how a gal like Marion, who spent
$25,000 to entertain some six hundred glitter guests that night,
went about making it the most colossal get-together Tinsel-town
has seen in at least twenty years! Whether the spirit of the
old-time galas was revived is a question. But many a wide-eyed
newcomer had a chance to see how the big stars of yesteryear
used to stage parties. Three rooms of the Davies mansion were
done over to resemble New York’s El Morocco and Stork Club,
and Hollywood’s Mocambo—with a different orchestra in each
“cafe. An outdoor terrace, with a bar about “a mile long,”

was filled with small tables. These
overlooked a big lily pond in

which fountains spouted tinted

water amid fancy lighting effects.

Thousands of gardenias had been
“pinned” to all the garden shrubs.
The flowers throughout the house
were breath-taking.

Huge chrysantheniunis in mas-
sive bowls and vases were spotted
all over the place. Dozens of
long-stemmed, red roses formed
the centerpieces on the count-
less individual tables. Layer
cakes made of gardenias with big

clusters of orchids on top, deco-
rated the several long buffet ta-

bles, groaning under the weight
of food. A Roman sarcophagus, that weighed over two tons,

was filled with champagne; sixty extra servants were just some
of the things that had even the most inveterate party-goers

goggle-eyed. You could hardly name a star or starlet who
wasn’t there, all elegantly done up for the event.

The Filmtown dressmakers struck gold on the Davies soiree

—

because so many femmes decided they had to have a new gown
for the affair. Don Loper alone, sold almost $25,000 worth of

gowns in the two weeks preceding it! One was to la Davies
herself, a beautiful thing of white satin and lace, with which she
wore a diamond and ruby necklace (about two inches wide)
worth $200,000. If these figures seem like telephone numbers,
think nothing of it. They’re fer real! Can’t possibly list all

i e glamour gals present in fashion’s best—so I’ll just give a

brief run-down on some of the standouts for beauty and style

that eve. Ava Gardner, a knockout with her new short hair-do,

in, an
,,
ankle-length, strapless, black-net gown, its very full skirt

highlighted with dangling gold discs the size of a quarter. . . .

Esther Williams in a bouffant gown of gray and white tulle . . .

Mrs. Darryl Zanuck in a stunning dress of white taffeta, skin-

tight, strapless, long-waisted, embroidered in vivid coral beads.

Joan Crawford came in a slim-skirted black gown, trimmj
with jet beads—very decollete, but featuring a diagonal, wid
black strap across one shoulder . . . Janet Leigh in dei

mauve net, billowing out to there . . . Denise Darcel in blacl

velvet cut so low, people wondered whether she was insk

trying to get out—or outside trying to get in . . . La
Turner, luscious in a sweeping black chiffon beaded job .

Marge Champion in ballet-length yellow net, having trouble

finding room to dance with her Gower . . . Red Skelton putti
on an hour’s free show for laffing guests . . . Gary Cooper, jui

back from Samoa, the Jeff Chandlers, the Charlton Hesto:
the John Carrolls, the Jack Bennys, Anne Baxter and Jo
Hodiak, Kathryn Grayson (in bright red), the Van Johnsoi
(Evie in heavily beaded rose velvet). Piper Laurie, the Jami
Masons, Rhonda Fleming and her husband. Dr. Lew Morrill,

Dinah Shore (in pink
net with horsehair em-
broidery) and ever-lov-

in’ George Montgomery,
Debbie Reynolds, Jean
Simmons and Stewart
Granger—oh, heck ! I

could go on and on

—

but better wind this one
up right now!

4
î.

Redhead Rhonda Fleming and husband I

The very next night, al-

most the same “cast”

showed up for Johnnie
Ray’s opening at Giro’s—including Ginny
Simms freshly made up
with Bob Calhoun; Ursula Thiess, lovely in black velvet, twoing
with Bob Taylor at a table right next to Barbara Stanwyck’s.!

Milton Berle beaued Barbara and Nancy Sinatra to the Weeper’s
bow. Things got really hectic when, within a week of these do-

ings, a goodly bunch of Hollywood boys and gals dashed up to

Las Vegas where Ray Bolger was the star attraction at the open-j

ing of the new Sahara Hotel. Among them were Donald O’Con-
nor, Anne Bancroft (a new starlet at Twentieth), the Gordon
MacRaes, the Gene Nelsons, Jeanne Crain and Paul Brinkman
and lots more all whooping it up in the desert resort for a whoop-]
ing three days. From the look of things at these parties, there is

no doubt that your choice of dresses can encompass just about
every line and silhouette. Gowns are long and short, slim and
full, very nekkidy or with the newer “covered up” look, which
can be even sexier than the bare, if the outfit is clingy and flat-

teringly cut, with added touches of glamour. Speaking of “added
touches,” Arlene Dahl was an eyeful at La Rue, dining in a

floor-length gown of ivory crepe—with long sleeves that slipped

on like gloves and her only trimming, long pendant earrings of

gold and diamonds.

All the younger set and many besides showed up for Photo-
play’s cocktail party at the Beverly Hills Hotel, honoring
its “Choose your Star” winners. Lori Nelson and Tab Hunter
took their bows as top winners followed by all the others.

Barbara Ruick, a real standout, wore a lovely flame-red net

with a charming “added touch.” On her left arm, almost
at the shoulder, was a crushed
band of net, covered with small,

matching red flowers, giving the

effect of one little sleeve. Keith

Andes, another winner, talking

to oh-so-beautiful, black-haired

Ursula Thiess . . . Saw Anne
Francis later, her blonde beau-

ty set off by a romantic cock-

tail-length gown with a scarlet

velveteen bodice—quite long

waisted and moulded to the fig-

ure, topping a bouffant skirt of

matching net. . . . Linda Chris-

tian looked exotic in a gown
dappled with metallic threads. winners: Ursula and Keith



Fans, if you’re in the mood to “get away from it all,” I’m the gal who can tell

you how to do it! It doesn’t have to cost you more than the price of a movie

theatre ticket, a ticket that’ll take you to exotic, mysterious India when you

see “Thunder in the East”—and to the lush and colorful banana country when

you see “Tropic Zone.”
* *

Just in time for that January pick-up, you’ll be able to magic-carpet-yomself

via “Thunder in the East” to a fabulously-decorated Maharajah’s palace - .

to the teeming market-places of Ghandahar where evil and good rub shoulders,

and where the man Alan Ladd portra'''" ‘s right at home, living the kind of

exciting adventures he had in “Saigon. .hina” and “Calcutta.”

* *

Ladd’s a gun-runner in “Thunder in the East,” and while he mixes with some

pretty rough characters, star-wise he’s in real solid company. Deborah Kerr,

Charles Boyer and Corinne Calvet share top billing with him. With two

irresistible lovelies like Deborah and Corinne in the same picture, Ladd doesn’t

stand a chance of avoiding romantic entanglement, not that he’d want to.

But I’m going on record to action-lovers that there’s action in the field of

romance, too!
i|t :)C *

The story centers around Ladd’s efforts to sell a plane-load of guns and ammu-

nition to the Maharajah of Ghandahar, who is momentarily expecting attack

by outlaw tribesmen. Ladd didn’t figure on Charles Boyer, who portrays the

Maharajah’s peace loving secretary and who insists the only way to meet force

is with love and kindness. Boyer locks the guns away and when trouble starts,

the small British colony is really up against it. There’s a lot of edge-of-the-seat

excitement in “Thunder in the East” that typifies adventure in far-away places,

and I know it will give you the feeling of being right in the middle of one of

today’s hottest action spots.

* * *

For a different—and torrid!— change of scene, make a note to catch “Tropic

Zone” where the action (and there’s plenty of it!) takes place on a banana

plantation in Puerto Barrancas. And if the name of that town doesn’t sound

like a cruise-stop, then I’ve been wasting my time reading travel-folders.

* * *

‘"rropic Zone” is photographed in gorgeous Technicolor and stars rugged

Ronald Reagan, lovely red-head Rhonda Fleming, and fiery singer-dancer

Estelita. It has to do with the struggle between the independent banana-

growers and the crooked shipping head who has designs on Rhonda’s planta-

tion. Reagan, involved with the wrong side, faUs in love with Rhonda. Their

romance sparks some flaming action both between the lovers and between the

rival banana-growers.
* * *

Before long, I’m going to be singing you the praises of “The Stars Ai’e Singing”

. . . a music-loaded Technicolor dandy that brings you a terrific new screen per-

sonality—none other than the original “Come-On-A-My-House” girl, Rosemary

Clooney! The millions of records she’s sold are nothing compared with the box-

office records that gal’s gonna break! What a singin’ team Rosemary, Anna
Maria Alberghetti and Lauritz Melchior make! But more about that later.

* * *

Goodbye for now, fans, and happy movie-going!

Paramount Presents

Paramount Presents

THUNDER
starring

ALAN DEBORAH
LADD • KERR
CHARLES CORINNE
BOYERCALVET

Produced by Eveni* Rlskin • Directed by CHARLES VIDOR
Screenplay by Jo . ./erling • Adaptation by George Tabori

and Frederick Hazlitt Brennan

From the novel by Alan Moorehead

Color by TECHNICOLOR
starring

RONALD REAGAN
RHONDA FLEMING

ESTELITA
With NOAH BEERY • GRANT WITHERS

Written for the Screen and Directed by Lewis R. Fostei

Based on a novel by Tom Gill • Produced by
William H. Pine and William C. Thomas

Paramount Presents

ITWESTARSi

ii g i Pii

Color by TECHNICOLOR
starring

'ANNA MARIA ALBERGHETTIi

LAURITZ MELCHIOR

ROSEMARY CLOONEY
l\ M with BOB WILLIAIVIS • TOM MORTON
^ * FRED CLARK • JOHN ARCHER • RED DUST

Produced by Irving Asher • Directed by Norman Taurog

Screenplay by Liam O'Brien



I BET LANA TURNER often wishes her romances were the way they

are in the movies: the men pursue her to a happy endin^ . . . Zsa

Zsa Gabor is a female who is making a career out of being fe-

male ... I know Barbara Bates rather well and Barbara Rush
only slightly, but I'm still confused about which one is doing

what in pictures . . . No matter what you say, I insist Johnnie Ray
doesn’t cry—he sweats . . . Gloria Grahame convinces me she is

what she is on the screen . . . Don’t let me hear any more stories

about Hollywood and the glamour it used to have. I had a flash-

back of it at the Marion Davies party and it’s strictly out of place

now. Hollywood has no magic that can keep it from changing in

a changing world . . . Marilyn Monroe, by the way, changes her

phone number more often in a month than Mary Pickford did in

any given year when she was “America’s Sweetheart” ... I find

it tough to enjoy any movie before noon, no matter how good it is

. . . Get this: the picture Barbara Payton made in England, tenta-

tively titled “The Four-Sided Triangle,” is about two men so in

love with Barbara that they build a duplicate so each can have

a Barbara Payton . , , Debra Paget, who’s been so goody-goody,

is ready to step out . . . During a

conference, an angry writer said to

Mike Curtiz: “You’re driving me
crazy.” “That’s the way it is out

here,” said Mike. “No one walks.”

Loretta Young looked so good in

tights in “Because of You,” that now
“It Happens Every Thursday” . . .

Betty Grable uses a special perfume,
a scent she discovered that her horses

like . . . Td say that Terry Moore and
Suzan Ball could be a couple of very

ponular celluloid sex bundles . . .

When you see “O. Henry’s Full

House,” listen carefully to John
Steinbeck. He sounds like Ward
Bond to me . . . Denise Darcel goes

in for negligees so sheer that if she

wore all she owns at one time, she couldn’t get by the Johnston

Office . . . My favorite sign’s at Schwab’s: “They said it couldn’t

be done. So he tackled it with a smile. And he couldn’t do it!”

liOretfa (Lees) Youne

I know that Lex Barker, to be Tarzan, has to watch his figure

as closely as Jane Russell watches hers, and I’d rather watch hers

. . . Cornel Wilde likes to look like a romantic actor . . . Wonder
if Ann Sheridan, who hated the title, wishes that they’d call her

“The Oomph Girl” again ... If I were a talent scout for a movie

company, I’d certainly sign Dorothy Collins of the Hit Parade

... By the way, I guess I believe that radio is more accurate than

television, because I would never set my watch by TV, only by

the radio . . . Greer Garson once played Shylock and wore a

beard . . . I’m a guy who goes for those singers to whom the words

are important ... In case you’re interested in voice doubles.

Trudy Erwin did the singing for Lana in “The Merry Widow,”

Gigi Greer did it for Rita in “Affair in Trinidad,” anci Pat Mor-

gan for Ralph Meeker in “Somebody Loves Me” . . . Mitzi Gay-
^ nor’s discovering she has the sex appeal off the screen that

Monroe has on screen ... I think the time has come for

another Tracy-Hepburn movie.

Have you noticed how the so-called “slick” magazines are be-

ginning to look like fan magazines, with a photo of a movie
star on the cover and a couple of movie articles inside? . . ,

Shelley Winters still gives counsel to Farley Granger ... I

happen to know that Marge and Gower Champion sleep in twin

beds rather close to each other. She ivears an old-fashioned

nightgown. He, being even more
old-fashioned, wears nothing . . ,

Tallulah Bankhead didn’t tell it

in her book. When she was mak-
ing “‘Lifeboat,” she objected to a

profile shot, saying to director

Alfred Hitchcock: “It’s not my
best side.” Hitchcock answered

:

‘^You’re sitting on your best side.”

Tony Curtis makes things dis-

appear in “Houdini,” but Janet
Leigh doesn’t, which is swell with

me . . . Rhonda Fleming will tell

you she functions better when
she’s married ... I have yet to be
in a movie star’s dressing-room
that is as swanky as a star’s dressing-room in a movie . . . I’m
weary of gimmick pictures. I almost screamed for someone to talk

in “The Thief,” and I tapped my foot waiting for more people to

come into “The Fourposter” . . . James Mason is honest enough
to say he is an actor because it’s the best way he knows to make
money . . . Advising a friend, Gregory Ratoff said: “It isn’t a

good movie, and you can stay away any time, because it’s con-

tinuous.” I don’t care if Rita and Aly make up or not. Stop
already ... If John Carroll and his wife separated, would John
rush to Mario Lanza’s or Dale Robertson’s house? . . . I’m look-

ing forward to seeing Ethel Merman in “Call Me Madam.” It’s

good to have the gal back in films.

IC

f-

Whenever an actor plays a policeman in a movie, no matter what
else he ever plays in others, I remember him as a policeman
. . . I can’t recall any particular performance of Piper Laurie’s,

but I’ll always recall that she eats flowers ... The wickedest

thing Ann Blyth ever did was to come to a costume party dressed

as Sadie Thompson . . . Constance Smith, at Photoplay’s “Choose
Your Star” party, made
working a pleasure . . .

I know that Le lie Caron
sleeps in an oversized

double bed. “This is

part of marriage, isn’t

it?” she says ... A sales-

man, waiting on cus-

tomer Joan Davis, said:

“Has anyone ever told

you that you look like

Joan Davis?” To which

Joan replied: “That’s

the most insulting thing

I have ever been told!”

And that’s Hollywood

for you, Constance Smith (rave Sidney a party lift!
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Bing photographing Dixie and the

twins at graduation last summer

the

brave

heart

Gallant Dixie Lee Crosby is mourned by all of Hollywood—and by the whole world

ON NOVEMBER IsT, AT 1 ;00 P.M., Dixie Lee

Crosby died of cancer. Bing and their

four sons were at her bedside.

Dixie Crosby’s death marked the end of

a gallant fight. She had been in poor

health for many years. In recent months,

it was known that she was constantly

under the care of her doctor, and Holly-

wood rumors began to repeat that dreaded

word, “cancer.” It was assumed that Dixie

did not know the nature of her illness. But

perhaps she kept her secret well.

Last July, she underwent an abdominal

operation for her condition. Bing flew

down from Nevada to be with her. And it

was only because she seemed to have come
through the surgery with flying colors that

he consented to make a trip to France to

film “Little Boy Lost.”

It was still believed that Dixie was on

the way to recovery—until the Sunday be-

fore her death. That Sunday, against her

doctor’s advice, she insisted upon meeting

Bing’s train when he returned from the

East. She may have realized that the end

was near. A relapse followed. The four

Crosby sons, Gary, Philip, Dennis and

Lindsay—all away at their schools

—

rushed home to be with their mother.

On Monday, Dixie received Extreme

Unction, the last Sacrament of the

Church. On Tuesday, she lapsed into a

coma from which she never emerged. Four

days later, Dixie died of what doctors

described as a “cancer condition that

balked all attempts at alleviation.”

Dixie’s defiance of her doctor’s orders

that Sunday was reminiscent of her earlier

defiance of the Hollywood world to be

with Bing. At the time they met, Bing was
a rather confirmed sower of wild oats. He
was young and healthy and he believed in

living. He and Dixie met at the famed
Cocoanut Grove where he was singing

with the “Rhythm Boys.” Dixie was the

famous one, the star.

She fell in love. The studio to which

she was under contraet warned her that if

she married “that Crosby character” they

would drop her from contract. She mar-

ried him. And the studio did drop her.

At the time of the marriage, news re-

leases announced : “Dixie Lee, film actress,

today married Murray Crosby, orchestra

leader, at a simple church ceremony.”

Neither Bing’s name nor his occupation

were correctly noted. No one seemed to

care . . . with the exception of Dixie.

One of the last appearances of Dixie

in public was with Bing at the twins’

graduation exercises at prep school

The Crosbys were poor when they were
first wed, but there never was a happier

pair. Dixie made several pictures and then

went into retirement. Bing settled down to

prove that he could make the grade. He
continued his night-club work and made
movie shorts. He went on to become a fea-

tured radio singer and finally came his

film success. And his wife took great pride

in reminding the skeptics, “I told you so!”

It has been said many times that Bing’s

career was built upon the faith of his wife.

As for her own career, Dixie kept only

her scrapbooks and memories. She re-

fused further public appearances saying,

“After I taught Bing to sing, I quit.” She

concentrated on their home and on raising

their family. First there was Gary, now
nineteen, then the twins, Philip and Den-

nis, and finally Lindsay. Reportedly, the

Crosbys were one of the most devoted

families in the movie colony. However, as

in many movieland marriages, there were

rumors of discontent from time to time.

These rumors grew louder when Bing va-

cationed alone in France in 1950. It was
said that Dixie was consulting her law-

yers and was ready to file for divorce.

Nothing came of the reports, and during

the months that followed, Bing and Dixie

appeared closer than ever.

Then in July, Dixie entered the hospital

for the operation. And it was only a short

time before Dixie and Bing were separated

forever. Bing issued a stateinent, “The

family wishes to thank the many kind folks

for their prayers and good wishes.”

Dixie is gone. But her pride in her hus-

band and her sons will never die.

8
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BERNHARD-VIDOR
PRODUCTIONS, INC. presents

JENNIFER

CHARLTON

KARL

with TOM TULLY- BERNARD PHILLIPS • JAMES ANDERSON
JOSEPHINE HUTCHINSON • PHYLLIS AVERY- HERBERT HEYES

PRODUCED BY

JOSEPH BERNHARD & KING VIDOR
DIRECTED BY SCREENPLAY BY

:
KING VIDOR • SILVIA RICHARDS

Story by ARTHUR FITZ-RICHARD • Released by 20th Century-Fox
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impertinent interview

l.KKEK GAKSOlN IS RIDING THE CREST. Ill addition tO licillg One

ot the most beautiful and talented of Filmland’s many
glamorous lovelies, she’s also one of the happiest.

It was rumored around these Hollywood hills that Greer

and Buddy Fogelson—oil millionaire and publisher of the

Saute Fe News, to whom she’s been married three years

—

weren’t seeing eye to eye on Greer's career. It was said that

Buddy didn’t approve of his wife's making movies—that he

wanted her to be plain-and-simply Mrs. Buddy Fogelson. It

was also whispered about that Greer’s present strong upsurge

in popularity at M-G-M would soon bring an open marital

rift. For the studio wasted no time in putting their talented

actress to work. Greer, who appeared last in “The Law and

the Lady,’’ in 1951, found herself wdth two pictures scheduled

for 1952.

In one, “Vicki.” she has tlie same type of warm, witty

role that endeared her to moviegoers as the unforgettable

Mrs. Miniver and. later, Mrs. Parkington. From “Vicki.”

Greer went into the much-publicized “Julius Caesar,” in

which she plays Calpurnia, the beautiful wife of Caesar. A
busy and exciting year,

undoubtedly, and Greer

loved every minute of it.

Whether Buddy Fogelson

shared her enthusiasm is

a matter that kept the

local gossips working

overtime.

When I questioned

Greer about all this one

afternoon recently, in

the garden of her beau-

tiful home in the Bel-Air

canyon, she laughed and

said: “A New York col-

umnist started the story

that Buddy and I aren’t

getting along. It’s so un-

true! It’s not that Buddy
With Donna Corcoran in “Vicki” doesn t approve of my

Career rift? Greer and Buddy

making pictures, it's just that he doesn’t want me to make
dull pictures! Buddy loves show people and they love him. He
knows more people in the business than I do!’

Greer really “took dowm” that breathtakingly beautiful red

hair of hers when she

confessed to me: “I got

off to a bad start in

Hollywood and it’s been

catching up with me. I

think it all started with

that Oscar I won for

‘Mrs. Miniver.’ It meant
so much to me! It was
1:00 A.M. when my Os-

car was presented, you

may remember, and I

meant to say only ‘Thank

you so much!’ and shed

a tear or two, but instead

I thanked everybody in

the world, talked for six long minutes, and bored the ears of

the tired and sleepy audience. Afterwards it was a great loca'

joke; people even imitated me at parties, and as a result

although I was perfectly at ease on tours and personal appear

ances, I became very shy and self-conscious when I was ai

home in Hollywood.

“Last year, however, when I accepted the Oscar for Vivier

Leigh for ‘A Streetcar Named Desire’ (she was in New York)

I was able to joke about it myself. I said: ‘Well, this is hardl

the time to expand verbally. We’ve been told to keep to <

strict timetable. But if anybody wants some extra material, !

can let them have some five-and-a-half minutes out of a speed
I made on a similar occasion several years ago, as you ma]

remember! ’

“You see,” Greer beamed, “it’s the Fogelson influence! I’n

a happy extrovert these days. Now, I take everything in m;

stride . . . and enjoy it all!’

And talking to Greer, you can’t help but realize that she

can take the gossip along with the rest of it—in that same,

beautiful happy stride!

Who are your favorites?

Send in your vote, letting us know who your favorites are and telling us

what actors and actresses yoiCd like to see in future issues of Photoplay

In color / want to see Actress Actor

I want to read stories

about (1> (2)

(1) (2)

The features I like best

in this issue of Photo- (3) (4)

play are

Name A ddress Age

Send this ballot to Readers" Poll Editor, Box 1374, Grand Central Station, Neiv York 17, 'New York



Those Brilliant Young Stars of

"Bend Of The River" are Together Again!

The most talked-about
new star of our time!

A luscious sensation...

as the wild and wonderful
Rose of Texas!

COLOR

MARY CASTLE • JOHN McINTIRE - HUGH O'BRIAN

From the director who gave you fl II fliff fIfH f Clf
"The World In His Arms”. .

.

mAU U WAbWA
Directed by Raoul Walsh • Screenplay by Bernard Gordon • Produced by William Alland • A Raoul Walsh Production • A Universal-International Picture



Get the lady out from behind all that cigar smoke and it

turns out to he Anne Baxter! People used to think of her

as shy and retiring—hut where there’s smoke there’s fire

Anne and Monty Clift do a love scene in

“I Confess” and von see it like this . . .

. . . but when it was filmed their director.

Hitchcock, was right there alongside them

get annie!
“What has happened to Anne Baxter?”

That’s the question all Hollywood is asking. There were

some raised eyebrows when Anne dyed her hair blonde, and
when she began to go around smoking cigars in public, the

staid citizens of cinemaland were really startled. Not only that,

but the new Annie seemed to have outspoken and definite

opinions about anything and everything!

What’s been happening? Why this sudden change in

Anne, who used to be known as a fine actress, but one who
kept the curtain drawn on her private life?

Maybe—just maybe—the answer is a very simple one.

Perhaps the background to the answer is Anne’s recent trip

to Quebec for location scenes for her new Warner picture.

“I Confess.” It has been reported that it was there Director

Alfred Hitchcock introduced Anne to cigars, and it was on her

return to Hollywood that she began smoking them publicly.

Maybe something else happened, too. Anne found that

in Quebec there was great interest in movie stars, that people

were asking her about such glamour queens as Marilyn Monroe.

Lana Turner and Jane Russell. As for Anne herself they

seemed to take it for granted she was a fine actress. Period.

No questions. Now any actress likes to be questioned about

herself. So Annie did a turnabout. And you can bet that from

now on the questions will be flying!
12



“A horse

remodeled

our home
!

"

“There isn’t a more generous

husband on earth than

Michael O’Shea,” Virginia

Mayo explains. “But he gave

more than he realized when

he presented me with my first

horse. Now we practically

make our home in the stables!

“Keeping the stables spic and span

is my job, too. That’s another reason

I’m so grateful for Jergens Lotion —
it soothes my hands so fast. Try

this and see why: Smooth one hand

with quickly absorbed Jergens . . .

“It’s fun - but hard work. Grooming - cleaning saddles and bridles

hands than a complete housecleaning. But Jergens Lotion soon s(

VIRGINIA MAYO, ^
co-storring in

’THE IRON MISTRIS^
A Worner Bros. Production

Color by Technicolor

“Apply any ordinary lotion or

cream to the other. Then wet

them. Water won’t ‘bead’ on

the hand smoothed with Jer-

gens as it will with oily cares.

“Come evening, my hands are

smooth for close-ups with

Mike.” No wonder Jergens is

used by more women than any

other hand care in the world!

Jergens Lotion is effective —

it doesn’t just coat the skin.

Jergens penetrates the upper

layer and gives it softening

moisture. 10<t to $1, plus tax.

Remember JERGENS LOTION . . . because you care for your hands

!

p
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BRIEF REVIEWS
For fuller reviews, see Photoplay for months indicated. Photoplay
Applauds for this month, page 16. This month’s full reviews, page 20.

A—Adults F—Family

OUTSTANDING

HAPPY TIME, THE—Columbia: Witty and wise
story of a Frenrh-Canadian boy’s awakening to love

and sex. Family saga excellently acted by Bobby
Driscoll. Charles Boyer and Marsha Hunt. Louis

Jourdan and Linda Christian. (F) September

IVANHOE—M-G-M, Technicolor: Big, splendid

action epic of knighthood days, with Robert Taylor
as the Saxon hero who defies King John and is

loved by Elizabeth Taylor, as Rebecca, and Joan
Fontaine, as Rowena. (F) September

JUST FOR YOU—Paramount, Technicolor: Ami-
able, tune-filled reunion for Bing Crosby and Jane
Wyman. Bing’s a musical-comedy producer who's

been too busy to woo Jane or be a real father to Bob
Arthur and Natalie Wood. ( F) October

PROMOTER, THE—Rank-U-I: Slyly hilarious

Alec Guinness film, about a gent who makes his

fortune by his wits. With Glynis Johns as an ad-

venturess. (A) December

QLilET MAN, THE—Republic, Technicolor: Re
turning to his ancestral Ireland, ace director John
Ford lovingly spins a yarn about an Irish-American
prizefighter (John Wayne) and a spirited colleen

(Maureen O'Hara). (F) September

VERY GOOD

ASSIGNMENT—PARIS—Columbia: Suavely told

story of a courageous American reporter sent be-

hind Hungary’s Iron Curtain. Dana Andrews and
Marta Toren share the romance element; George
Sanders, Audrey Totter add complications and a

few touches of humor. (F) November

BECADSE YOU’RE MINE—M-G-M, Technicolor:

Cheerful musical presenting Mario Lanza as an

opera star who finds Army life unusual under a

music-loving sergeant (James Whitmore). New-
comer Doretta Morrow duets with Mario in some of

the pop and classic songs that are supplied in gen-

erous measure (F) November

EVERYTHING I HAVE IS YOURS—M-G-M,
Technicolor: Marge and Gower Champion achieve

stardom in an easygoing musical of show-business

marriage. With Monica Lewis. (F) December

FULL HOUSE—20th Century-Fox: Five 0. Henry
short stories provide quaintly charming entertain-

ment. Charles Laughton plays an elegant bum;
Jean Peters and Anne Baxter, devoted sisters; Dale
Robertson and Richard Widmark, a detective and
a hoodlum; Farley Granger and Jeanne Crain, a

couple poor in money but rich in love; Oscar Le-

f vant and Fred Allen, comic con-men. ( F) November

IT GROWS ON TREES—U-I; Homey fantasy in

^
which housewife Irene Dunne finds money sprout-

ing in her back yard. Dean Jagger and Joan Evans
are among the family circle. (F) December

LUSTY MEN, THE—RKO: Vigorous, unglorified

survey of the rodeo cowboy’s life, involving Robert
Mitchum, Arthur Kennedy and Susan Hayward
in a triangle. (F) December

MIRACLE OF OUR LADY OF FATIMA, THE—
Warners, WarnerColor: Gentle yet impassioned re-

ligious drama about the child to whom the Madon-
na appearer* on a remote Portuguese hillside. Susan
Whitney’s a lovely, unaffected heroine; Gil-

bert Roland scores as a vagabond. (F) November

MY WIFE’S BEST FRIEND—20th Century-Fox:
Featherweight marital farce starring Anne Baxter
anil Macdonald Carey as a couple whose life is dis-

rupted when Mac confesses a past indiscretion. With
Catherine McLeod, Cecil Kellaway. (A) November

SAVAGE, THE—Paramount, Technicolor: Action-

ful, intelligent western starring Charlton Heston
as a white man brought up among Indians. With
Susan Morrow. (F) December

SNOWS OF KILIMANJARO, THE—20th Century-
Fox, Technicolor: Writer Gregory Peck recalls his

wasted life and many loves (Susan Hayward, Ava
Gardner, Hildegarde Neff). Pretentious, lush

romance. (A) December

SPRINGFIELD RIFLE—Warners, WarnerColor:
In a satisfying western, Gary Cooper plays Union
counterspy to outwit Confederate horse raiders.

With Phyllis Thaxter, Paul Kelly. (F) December

TURNING POINT, THE—Paramount: Expertly

made racket-busting story, with Edmond O’Brien
as a crusader, William Holden as a reporter, Alexis

Smith as the girl both love. (F) December

GOOD

ANNA—Lux: Old-fashioned romantic melodrama
with Italian dialogue, English titles. Voluptuou.s

Silvana Mangano, distraught by passion for the no-

good Vittorio Gassman and love for farmer Raf
Vallone, turns nursing sister. (A) October

BREAKDOWN—Realart: Brisk prize-ring drama,

with unusual angles. Politico Sheldon Leonard has

an unjustly jailed boxer (William Bishop) freed

to fight again, in order to help Leonard’s brother, a

psychotic manager (Wally Cassell). (F) October

HELLGATE—Lippert: Grim, gripping drama set

in an inhumane desert prison of the 1860’s, with

Sterling Hayden as an innocent convict. Ward Bond
as the stern commandant. (F) December

HOUR OF 13, THE—M-G-M: As a clever jewel

thief in turn-of-the-century London, Peter Lawford
trails a maniac killer, with Dawn Addams’ help.

Sprightly melodrama. (F) December

HURRICANE SMITH—Paramount, Technicolor:

Slapdash swashbuckler—treasure-hunting, piracy

and mutiny in the South Seas, with John Ireland,
Yvonne DeCarlo. James Craig. (F) November

OPERATION SECRET—Warners: Confused but
often suspenseful story of the French underground
and the Red threat. Cornel Wilde, Steve Cochran
and Phyllis Thaxter play maquis. (F) December

SECRET PEOPLE—Lippert: British thriller with
Valentina Cortesa, Audrey Hepburn as refugees
duped by radical agents. (A) December

SOMEBODY LOVES ME—Paramount, Technicol-
or: Betty Hutton’s the whole show in this song-
filled biography of Blossom Seeley. Ralph Meeker
plays the singer’s partner-husband. (F) November

SOMETHING FOR THE BIRDS—20th Century.
Fox: Spoof on lobbying, in which Patricia Neal
upsets Washington to save a bird sanctuary, aided
by Edmund Gwenn, Victor Mature. (F) December

STEEL TRAP, THE—20th Century-Fox: Nerve-
racking suspense. Joseph Cotten as an absconder,
Teresa Wright as his wife. (F) December

THIEF, THE—U. A.: Ray Milland scores as a

traitorous physicist in a dialogueless chase story.

Trick treatment of the Red-spy plot, with sexy Rita

Gam appearing briefly. (F) December

WORLD IN HIS ARMS, THE— U-I, Technicolor:
Exciting, if obvious, adventure story of early San
Franc.SCO and Alaska. Gregory Peck’s a tough
Yankee sea captain; Ann Blyth, a Russian coun-
tess. With Anthony Quinn. (F) August

FAIR

BACK AT THE FRONT— U-I: As Mauldin’s famed
Willie and Joe, Tom Ewell and Harvey Lembeck
get snared in the reserve call-up. In Tokyo, slinky

Mari Blanchard makes them the dupes of a smug-
gling ring. Good for a few laughs. (F) November

BECAUSE OF YOU—U-I: Loretta Young and
Jeff Chandler team appealingly in a sobby story

of a loving mother with a past. (A) December

GOLDEN HAWK, THE—Columbia, Technicolor:

Weak sea saga, with Sterling Hayden and Rhonda
Fleming as rival buccaneers. (F) December

HORIZONS WEST—U-I, Technicolor: Rock Hud-
son and Robert Ryan play good brother and bad
brother in a routine western. (F) December

UNDER THE RED SEA—RKO: Record of ocean-

floor exploration by Dr. Hans Hass and his expedi-

tion, with fascinating shots of coral reefs and
marine life—and phony touches that keep it from
rivaling “Kon-Tiki.” (F) November

YANKEE BUCCANEER—U-I, Technicolor: Jeff

Chandler and Scott Brady look handsome in buc-

caneer costumes, as U. S. Navy officers whose ship

is assigned to track down the Caribbean pirate fleet.

Suzan Ball’s also an eyeful in this over-talkative

adventure yarn. ( F) November



I was afraid of my own shadow
. . . now I am the most popular woman in town

Are you shy . . . timid . . . afraid to meet
and talk with people? If so, here’s good
news for you! For Elsa Maxwell, the fa-

mous hostess to world celebrities, has

written a book packed solid with ways to

develop poise and self-confidence.

This wonderful book entitled, Elsa Max-
well’s Etiquette Book contains the answers
to all your everyday social problems. By
following the suggestions given in this

book you know exactly how' to conduct
yourself on every occasion. Once you are

completely familiar with the rules of good
manners you immediately lose your shy-
ness—and you become your true, radiant

self.

Win New Respect
IVin new esteem and respect from your
friends—men and women alike. Take less

than five minutes a day. Read one chap-
ter in this helpful etiquette book in your
spare time. In a very short period you
will find yourself with more self-confi-

dence than you ever dreamed you would
have. You will experience the wonderful
feeling of being looked up to and admired.
Gone will be all your doubts and fears.

You will be living in a new, wonderful
world. You will never fear your own
shadow again!

Go Places—With Good Manners
Good manners are one of the greatest per-
sonal assets you can possess. Good jobs,

new friends, romance, and the chance to

influence people can be won with good
manners. Ladies and gentlemen are al-

ways welcome . . . anywhere. And the

most encouraging thing about good man-
ners is that anyone can possess them.

A Gay, Entertaining Book
Elsa Maxwell’s new book is different from
the usual dry-as-dust etiquette volume.
It’s gay! It’s up-to-date! It’s just chock-
full of the type of information you can
put to immediate use. It brings you a
thorough social education, that will en-
able you to live a richer, happier life.

Here in clear, straightforward language
are the answers to all your everyday eti-

quette problems. Here you find important
suggestions on good manners in restau-
rants—in church—in the theatre—on the
street—and when you travel.

In this book Elsa Maxwell covers every
phase of engagements and weddings. Herc^

is everything you need to know about in-

vitations, gifts, the wedding dress, the

attendants, the reception, etc. The bride

who follows the suggestions contained in

this up-to-date book need have no wed-
ding fears. She will be radiant in the

knowledge that her wedding is correct in

every detail.

Only $1.00

The price of this

book that puts
at ease no matter
where you are

—

and opens the door
to achievement
and success— costs

only $1.00. And we
pay the postage!
Take advantage of

this truly remark-
able bargain. Mail
coupon below for

your book—TO-
DAY.

• Praised by These Famous Hollywood Stars •

“Elsa Maxwell’s blueprint
for correct social usage as
I'evealed in the pages of
her fine book, are an in-
spiration to all who enjoy
gracious living.”

Joan Crawford

“After reading Elsa Max-
well’s gay, entertaining
book on etiquette it is easy
to understand why she is
universally popular as a
hostess and as a friend.”

Doris Day

"Here at last is a down-to-
earth book on etiquette
that is as breezy and easy-

to-read as it is practical.”

Gordon MacRae

“I loved Miss Maxwell's
book, so interesting and not
just a dry list of do’s and
don’ts. It’s delightful, too.
to look through a work on
etiquette which is styled as
modernly as our life today.
And I agree with her 100%
that good manners are one
of the greatest personal as-
sets anyone can possess.”

Jeanne Crain

“Elsa Maxwell’s new book
is painless. That’s the news
for anyone who wants the

lowdown on etiquette but
wants it interesting. I like
it. It’s useful. And, it’s good
reading.”

Dan Dailey

“Gay, exciting, amusing . . .

those are the words for my
favorite kind of movie . . .

and those are the ones for
Miss Maxwell’s book. She's
lived an interesting life—
and it jumps out at you so
briskly from her pages!
ifou’ll never find such lively
reading anywhere on what’s
right to do when and
where.”

Mitzi Gaynor

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE, INC., Dept. WG-153
205 E. 42nd St.. New York 17, N. Y.

Send me postpaid a copy of ELSA MAXWELL'S
ETIQUETTE BOOK. I enclose $1.00.

NAME
Please Print

STREET

CITY STATE I

P
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Best Acting: Shirley Booth

However grueling, a good picture is '

exhilarating to make, agree Shirley and
]

Burt, Terry and Dick on the film set

photoplay

applauds:

“Come Back,

Little Sheba

Rough on the emotions but rewarding, this is a story of youth—what it’s like to live it and to lose it

A wealth of surprises is in store for every movie-goer who
sees “Come Back, Little Sheba.” Based on the long-run Broad-

way hit, Hal Wallis’ production for Paramount introduces the

play’s star, Shirley Booth, to movie audiences. Each year,

guesswork Oscars are handed out pretty freely in advance. But

nobody’s arguing about Shirley’s performance. This one will

be very much in the running, no matter what the competition.

If you consider Burt Lancaster just an efiBcient action-film star,

get set to revise your opinion. If you see Terry Moore only as

a sunny ingenue, Richard Jaeckel as a naive serviceman, you’re

in for a couple of further jolts.

This is an intimate drama, drawing you uncomfortably close

to the lives of its people. As if eavesdropping on neighbors,

you find Burt celebrating his victory over alcoholism, and

gradually you discover the reason for his drinking. A small-

town chiropractor, he inwardly regrets the medical career he

gave up when he had to marry his college sweetheart. He
resents the plump, friendly slattern she has become. But for

Shirley, that campus romance is no tragic turning point; it’s

the loveliest time of her life. She remembers it fondly and

persistently; just so, she keeps hoping her strayed white dog

will come back, and calls from the porch for the lost Sheba.

The couple’s life has achieved a precarious balance when
they take in a college student as boarder. This is Terry—fresh-

faced, innocent-seeming, but actually a callous little trick who
has a home-town fiance and still wants to amuse herself with

athlete Jaeckel. Burt idealizes her, and his disillusionment

brings about the terrifying, cleansing climax.
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Casts of Current Pictures

AGAINST ALL FLAGS—V-1-. Brian Hawks, Errol

Flynn; Spitfire Stevens, Maureen O’Hara; Capt.

Roc Brasiliano, Anthony Quinn; Princess Patnia.

Alice Kelley; Miss Malvina MacGregor, Mildred

Natwick; Jones, John Tully; Harris, John Alderson;

Goto, Harry Cording; Swaine, Michael Ross.

BLACK CASTLE, THE-V-l: Count Von Bruno,

•Stephen McNally; Richard Beckett, Richard Greene;

Elga. Paula Corday; Dr. Meissen, Boris Karloff;

Gargon, Lon Chaney; Herr Von Melcher, Michael

Pate; Ror>iley, Tudor Owen; Krantz, Otto Waldis;
Herr Sticken, John Hoyt; Fonder, Henry Corden.

BLAZING FOREST. THE—Paramount: Kelly

Hanson, John Payne; Syd Jessup, William Demarest;
Jessie Crain, Agnes Moorehead; Joe Morgan, Rich-

ard Arlen; Sharon Wilks, Susan Morrow; Beans,

Roscoe Ates; Grace, Lynne Roberts; Ranger, Ewing
Mitchell; Max, Walter Reed.

BLOODHOUNDS OF BROADWAY—IQth Cen-
tury Fox: Emly Ann Stackcrlee, Mitzi Gaynor;
Numbers Foster, Scott Brady; Tessie Sammis, Mitzi

Green; Yvonne, Marguerite Chapman; Inspector
McNamara, Michael O’Shea; Poorly Sammis. Wally
Vernon; Dave, the Dude, Henry Slate; Ropes Mc-
Gonigle, George E. Stone; Lookout Louie, Edwin
Max; Curtaintime Charlie, Richard Allan; Little

Elida, Sharon Baird; Frankie Ferraccio, Ralph
Volkie; Pittsburg Philo, Charles Buchinski; Crockett
Pace, Timothy Carey.

COME BACK. LITTLE SHEBA—\VMis. Para-
mount: Doc Delaney, Burt Lancaster; Lola Delaney,
Shirley Booth; Marie Loring, Terry Moore: Turk
Fisher, Richard Jaeckel; Ed Anderson, Philip Ober;
Elmo Huston, Edwin Max; Mrs. Coffman, Liza
Golm; Bruce, Walter Kelley.

EIGHT IRON MEN—Columbia: Collucci, Bonar
Colleano; Carter, Arthur Franz; Mooney, Lee Mar-
vin; Coke, Richard Kiley; Sapiros, Nick Dennis;
Ferguson, James Griffith; Muller, Dick Moore;
Small, George Cooper; Captain Trelawny, Barney
I’hillips; Walsh, Robert Nichols; Lieutenant Crane,
Richard Grayson; Hunter, Douglass Henderson.

FACE TO FACE (Two Short Stories)—RKO

:

I'HE CAPTAIN : The Captain, James Mason; The
Stoimnier, Michael Pate; Capt. Archbold, Gene
Lockhart; 1st Mate, Albert Sharpe; 2nd Mate, Sean
VleClory; Ship's Cook, Alec Harford. THE SHER-
IFF OF YELLOW SKY: The Sheriff, Robert
Preston; The Bride, Marjorie Steele; The Bad Man,
Minor Watson; The Drummer, Dan Seymour; The
Saloon Keeper, Olive Carey; The Prisoner, James
Agee.

IRON MISTRESS, THE—Warners: Jim Bowie,
Alan Ladd; Judalon de Bornay, Virginia Mayo;
Juan Moreno, Joseph Calleia; Ursula de Veramendi,
Phyllis Kirk; Philippe de Cabanal, Alf Kjellin;
Narcisse de Bornay, Douglas Dick; “Bloody Jack”
Sturdevant, Tony Caru.so; Henri Contrecourt, Ned
Young; James Audubon, George Voskovec; Resin
Bowie, Richard Carlyle; General Cuny, Robert Em-
hardt, Dr. Cuny, Donald Beddoe; Andrew Mar-
schalk, Harold Gordon.

MY PAL GUS—20th Century-Fox: Dave Jennings,
Richard Widmark; Lydia Marble, Joanne Dru; Joyce,
Audrey Totter; Gus Jennings, George Winslow; Ivy
Tolliver, Joan Banks; Farley Norris, Regis Toomey;
Karl, Ludwig Donath; Polly Pahlman, Ann Morri-
son; Anna, Lisa Golm; Tommy, Christopher Olsen.

PLYMOUTH ADVENTURE—M-G-M: Capt. Chris-
topher Jones, Spencer Tracy; Dorothy Bradford,
Gene Tierney: John Alden, Van John.son; William
Bradford, Leo Genn; Coppin, Lloyd Bridges; Pris-
cilla Mullins, Dawn Addams; William Brewster,
Barry Jones; Miles Standish, Noel Drayton; Gilbert
Winslow, John Dehner; William Button, Tommy
Ivo; Edward Winslow, Lowell Gilmore.

PRISONER OF ZENDA, THE—M-G-M: Rudolf
Rassendyll, King Rudolf V, Stewart Granger; Prin-
cess Flavia, Deborah Kerr; Rupert of Hentsau,
James Mason; Col. Zapt, Louis Calhern; Antoinette
de Mauban, Jane Greer; The Cardinal, Lewis Stone;
Michael, Duke of Strelsau, Robert Douglas; Frits
von Tarlenheim, Robert Coote; Johann. Peter Brocco.

RAIDERS
, THE—U-I: Jan Morrell, Richard Conte;

Elena Ortega, Viveca Lindfors; Elisabeth Ainsworth,
Barbara Britton; Hank Purvis, Hugh O’Brian;
Felipe Ortega, Richard Martin: Marty Smith, Palmer
Lee; Frank Morrell, William Reynolds; Marshal
Bill Henderson, William Bishop; Thomas Ainsworth,
Morris Ankrum; Dick Logan, Dennis Weaver; Mary
Morrell, Margaret Field; Welch, John Kellogg.

STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER—20th Cen-
tury-Fox: John Philip Sousa, Clifton Webb; Lily,
Debra Paget; Willie, Robert Wagner; Jennie, Rutli
Hussey; Col. Randolph, Finlay Currie; Mme. Berns-
dorff-M ueller, Benay Venuta; Major Houston, Roy
Roberts; David Blakely, Tom Browne Henry; Mr.
Pickering, Lester Matthews; Maid, Maude Prickett;
Organ Grinder, Erno Verebes; Secretary of Navy,
Richard Garrick; Music Professor, Romo Vincent:
Navy Nurse, Florence Shirley: Bass Singer, Delos
Jewkes: President Harrison, Roy Gordon; Mrs. Har-
rison, Helen Van Tuyl; Sousa, Jr., Nicholas Koster.

WAY OF A GAUCHO—20th Century-Fox: Martin.
Rory Calhoun; Teresa, Gene Tierney; Salinas, Rich-
ard Boone: Miguel. Hugh Marlowe: Falcon, Everett
Sloane; Father Fernandes

,

Enrique Chaico; Val-
verde, Jorge Villoldo; Julio, Roland Dumas; Tia
Maria, Lidia Campos.

All your gang’s going— and Tom’s heckling

you to come along. Trouble is (maybe
you’re new in town) — you’ve never met

the hostess! Appear at her party as a

"guest’s guest”? Tain’t proper! A girl

should have a written invitation. On
problem days, Kotex invites you to be

comfortable — with softness that holds its

shape. You know, this extra-absorbent nap-

kin’s made to stay soft while you wear it ; so

you stay confident, whatever your plans.

Is this doodler showing signs of—
I I The Zodiac Q] Genius Q Warning

"Ain’t he had no fetchin’ up?” — this

tablecloth Michelangelo? Bruising good
linen doesn’t worry him a bit. Be leery of

such telltale traits. They’re a warning

sign: show he’s inconsiderate. And when
you’re buying sanitary protection, sidestep

telltale outZmes— with Kotex. Those
pressed ends show no sign of a line! Try

all 3 absorbencies: Regular, Junior, Super.

Do you think a “fascia” is

—

I I A lady Fascist Q] Fine for any Figure

You love the "dash” a fascia gives — but

unless you’re the tall, lean type this broad

draped cummerbund is not for you. To flatter

a plumpish midriff, get a narrower style;

helps boost your height, if you’re pint-sized.

To hoist your poise (on certain days) get the

extra protection Kotex gives. Remember, that

special safety center helps prevent "accidents.”

More women choose KOTEX
than all other sanitary napkins

— T. M. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

How to prepare for “certain” days?

I I Circle your calendar d] Perk up your wardrobe [d Buy a new belt

Before "that” time, be ready! All 3 answers can help. But to assure

extra comfort, buy a new Kotex sanitary belt. Made with soft-stretch

elastic— this strong, lightweight sanitary belt’s non-twisting . . .

non-curling. Stays flat even after many washings. Dries pronto! So
don’t wait: buy a new Kotex belt now. Buy two—for a change!



readers ine...

SOAP BOX:

... I especially liked the article, “I Want
Women to Like Me,” by Marilyn Monroe . . . 1

hope . . . this opens the eyes of some of those

jealous women gossipers who do nothing but
criticize her. I’d like her to remain just as she
is—a .great actress and a beautiful and honest
woman . . . Marilyn, this is one gal who loves

you . . .

Felicia Massie
Chicago Heights, Illinois

. . . always wondered what distracted from
Debbie Reynolds’ looks . . . it’s her hair. She
needs a poodle cut.

Rose Mary Langlois
Rochester, New York

. . . the movies, “Detective Story” and “Scar-
amouche.” In these two pictures, the one that

really stood out was Eleanor Parker . . . has
the beauty, charm and acting ability of Lana
Turner, Liz Taylor and Betty Grable all com-
bined . . .

Cecilia Lindner
Cleghorn, Iowa

. . . Ifo you know who’s a dream doll in this

movie colony? It’s that Barbara Bates. Why
doesn’t Hollywood give her higger and better

roles'^ . . .

Dick Williams
Santa Monica, California

Taking a poll of the girls with whom I work
(telephoae operators), I find ... we all go, at

least once a week to a movie, but we just

aren’t the ones who w’rite fan letters . . . Our
favorites are slipping away . . .

... go for Louis Hayward . . . would like

to see him in a modern romance. We’d like

David Wayne ... in a few more “Adam’s
Ribs” . . . Kenneth Tobey . . . should only
know how many pulses he made race. And

p
what happened to Gail Russell and Dane
Clark? We. the silent . . . want our favorites

back.

Lois Poxon
Pittsburah, Pennsvlvania

18 ^ -

I am saddened by the news of the death of

a very dear friend, Susan Peters. No, I didn’t
know her personally, but from the very first

time I saw her on the screen . . . she became
not only a very, very dear friend but one of

my favorite actresses. ... I read of her hunt-
ing accident and her life in a w’heel chair. I

began to pray that day for a friend who never
gave up, but went on to bring happiness and
encouragement to others who were also in

wheelchairs. . . . No actress will forever be
remembered with as much pride, happiness and
love . . . The woman is gone but the memory
of her courage and her acts of kindness will

never die . . .

Grace Caldwell
Austin, Texas

I have subscribed to your good magazine for

more years than I care to remember, and have
always found it full of very interesting and de-

lightful stories . . . However, I feel I must
voice my disapproval of the disgustingly re-

vealing photographs ... in your November
issue of some of the . . . stars in the high-

fashion, low-cut strapless evening gowns (and
one in a bathing suit). . . . Needless to say,

the movie magazine is very popular . . . with
the younger generation . . . and this sort of

thing does more harm than good . . .

Marietta Simons
Akron, Ohio

. . . here is a list compiled by some girls in

my town of the ten sexiest men in Hollywood.
This order does not necessarily imply going
from most to least

!

Montgomery Clift, Peter Lawford, Mel Fer-

rer, Stewart Granger, Hugh Marlowe, Farley
Granger, John Ireland, Ricardo Montalban,
John Dali, Dale Robertson.

A Colorado Steady Reader
Fort Collins, Colorado

CASTING:

I think some studio should remake a picture

of the thrilling and wonderful book, “The Scar-

let Pimpernel.” Gregory Peck would be won-
derful in the male lead and Ava Gardner as

his leading lady.

Janet Jones
Decatur, Illinois

I suggest Louis Jourdan for the role of De-
metrius in “The Robe.” He would be perfect.

Since Tyrone Power doesn’t like costume pic-

tures, how about Anthony Steele or Marlon
Brando for Marcellus?

Pat Kilduff
Baltimore, Maryland

One picture that has been outstanding in my
mind and that I saw many years ago is “A
Tale of Two Cities.” I think it would really be
a hit in Technicolor with, say, stars like Robert
Taylor and Anne Baxter.

Jean Holmes
Columbus Grove, Ohio

After Jane Powell has had her second baby,
why don’t they cast her and Gene Nelson in a

real good musical? They’d make a wonderful
pair for this type of movie.

Betty Day
Warren, Ohio

QUESTION BOX

:

Could you please tell me who played Wiley
Post in “The Story of Will Rogers”? I thought
he was very good and deserves more parts.

Charlene Holmes
Worcester, Massachusetts

Noah Beery, Jr., whose famous father thrilled

last generation’s moviegoers. He was busy in

westerns before he played Wiley Post.—ED.

I’ve just seen “Lure of the Wilderness” with
Jeffry Hunter and Jean Peters. It was a won-
derful movie . . . but it seems I’ve seen the

film somewhere before. Could it have been
made back in the forties with Dana Andrews,
Joan Leslie and Walter Brennan . . .?

Winston May
Mammoth Spring, Arkansas

You’re right. It was called “Swamp Water,”

but Anne Baxter was the girl, and not Joan
Leslie as you wrote.—ED.

Recently, I saw “Miracle of Our Lady of

Fatima” and enjoyed it very much. Can you
tell me if Virginia Gibson was in it?

Carol Ann Tarantino
Denver, Colorado

No, though she was scheduled to play The
Voice, there was a later cast change.—ED.

I just saw the movie, “Lovely to Look At”
and I wondered if Kathryn Grayson does all

her own singing. It looked as if her lips

weren’t moving with the words.
Sandra M.
Delavan, Wisconsin

Kathryn Grayson always does her own sing-

ing. But in this, as in all musicals, the songs

are recorded separately from the action. That’s

why occasionally the lips don’t seem to match
the words.—ED.

Could you kindly tell me how many persons

have played Tarzan—and their names?
Wise Jordan
Carthage, Texas

There have been ten Tarzans over thirty-five

years. Elmo Lincoln was the first. Lex Barker

is the present, and the in-betweens have in-

cluded Buster Crabbe, Glenn Morris, Bruce
Bennett and Johnny Weissmuller.—ED.

Could you please give me some information

on the man who played Junior in the picture,

“Sudden Fear,” with Joan Crawford. I think

Address letters to this department to Readers Inc., Photoplay, 205 Hast 42nd Street,

New York 17, New York. However, our space is limited. And much as we would
like to we cannot promise to publish, return or reply to all letters we receive.



he is a wonderful player. Where can I get his

photo? Is he making any more pictures?

Jean Yates
Hudson, New York

That was Touch Conners. Touch isn't his

real name; he changed it for picture pur-

poses. He is married to the former Mary Lou
Willey—and their friends call them Touch

and Go! You can get a photo of him by

writing to the RKO Studios in Hollywood. He’ll

be in a new movie soon.—ED.

In many of the current magazines, including

Photoplay, it shows stars opening and an-

swering fan mail. And it always has the

young stars like Tab Hunter, Lori Nelson,

Joan Evans and others thanking people. But

it never gives their addresses. What I’d like

to know is how to obtain their home addresses.

Carol Polick
Great Falls, Montana

Unfortunately, we cannot give their home
addresses. But mail which you write to them

at their studios is sure to reach them.—ED.

“Duel at Silver Creek” was a wonderful pic-

ture. Throughout it ... I had my eye on

that doll who was Johnny Sombrero. Would
you please print a picture . . . and some in-

formation . . .

Evelyn Lineal
Brooklyn, New York

That was Eugene Iglesias. He’s been in show
business since he was seven—radio, stage, con-

cert halls, movies. Born in Puerto Rico, he

once recited voodoo poems with drums in New
York’s Carnegie Hall.—ED.

I just saw “The Greatest Show on Earth”
and I would like to know who the man was
who played the part of Klaus, the elephant
trainer.

Nadine Holyfield
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Blue-eyed Philadelphian Lyle Bettger, who
likes to sing Christmas carols. His favorite dish
is fish and chips. Made his first film, “No Man
of Her Own,” in 1950. He’s married, and has
two children.—ED.

A Norwich
Product

Easier, surer protection for

your most intimate marriage problem
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Norforms are now safer and surer than ever.
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combats ge- ms right in the vaginal tract. The
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ature, forming a powerful, protective film

that permits effective, long-lasting action.

Will not harm delicate tissues.

2. deodorant (Protection from odor)

Norforms were tested in a hospi^l clime

and found to be more effective than any-

thing it had ever used. Norforms are pow-

erfuUy deodorant-they eliminate (rather

than ro..r up) unpleasant or embarrassing

odors, and yet have no “medicine or

“disinfectant” odor themselves.

3 CONVENIENT (So easy to use)

Norforms are small vaginal suppositories

that are so easy and convenient to use
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measuring. They’re greaselej
'
ha^

keep in any climate. Your druggist has

them in boxes of 12 and 24.
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FREE informative Norforms booklet
\

Please send me the new Norforms booklet, m a
|

plain envelope.
|
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Street.
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V'V'V'V' OUTSTANDING VERY GOOD GOOD FAIR

Getting wind of rescue plans, the scheming James Mason figures

he'd better visit the dungeon where Stewart Granger is captive

THE PKIMOxXEU OF ZENDA
(M-G-M, TECHNICOLOR)

This new version of the famous mythical-

kingdom romance is turned out in full-

blown elegance. It’s light without poking
fun at the time-honored to-do over who’ll get the

throne of Ruritania and the hand of the future

queen. Stewart Granger cuts a splendid figure as

both the tippling king and the debonair Englishman
who doubles for him after he’s been drugged on
coronation eve. His love scenes with Deborah Kerr
(the perfect fairy-tale princess) are quite affecting

in their high-minded way. But James Mason gaily

steals the picture. Of course, his billing indicates

that he’s supposed to; Rupert of Hentzau ahvays
was the choice role in this story. As the rogue equal-

ly adept with knife, rapier, blunt instrument, bright

remark and doublecross. Mason’s a delight to watch.

Verdict: Blithe escape into graceful adventure

(F)

Timothy Carey. Mitzi Gaynor's backwoods beau, tries to convince

Scott Brady and W ally Vernon to start heading home to Broadway

As a couple of tired dogfaces. Bonar Colleano and Arthur Franz

scan the machine-gun-raked street outside their temporary home

BLOODHOUNDS OF BROADWAY
(20TH CENTURY-FOX, TECHNICOLOR)

As the stage proved with “Guys and Dolls,”

Damon Runyon’s raffish world makes a nice

setting for a musical. Scott Brady fits into

this fictitious Broadway society neatly as a big-shot

bookie, and Mitzi Gaynor, as a hillbilly belle, is the

conventional innocent whose trustfulness softens

hard characters. Subconsciously in love with his

Georgia protegee, Scott’s on the spot; his regular

doll (Marguerite Chapman), who “spells love

m-i-n-k,” will be sure to tell the law all if he walks
out on her. In the bookie’s entourage, Wally Vernon.
Edwin Max and Mitzi Green mouth the Runyon lingo

to the most amusing effect. The winning enthusiasm
of the Gaynor song-and-dance style gets full play,

with moppet Sharon Baird collaborating entranc-

ingly on the first number, attractive Richard Allan
on others. Music and story are in neat balance.

Verdict: Tuneful carryings-on of babes and bookies

EIGHT IRON MEN
(COLUMBIA)

If this story of one day on the Italian front

had been filmed six or seven years ago, its

impact would have been a good deal

stronger. It’s timely enough; these tired, bored,

nerve-worn soldiers could be fighting anywhere, from
Troy to Korea. But earlier movies have made us too

familiar with the guy from Brooklyn, the kid, the

leader harrowed by responsibility. And it’s to this

movie’s credit that its men seem so individualized,

their talk so true and deceptively casual (though
there’s too much of it). Among the platoon due for

relief but held up by one bumbling G.I. who’s gotten

himself trapped in a shell hole, there are no star

roles. But Bonar Colleano stands out as the Brooklyn
type, with Lee Marvin scoring as the sergeant and
Richard Kiley and Arthur Franz doing good jobs.

The rest of the cast also underplays skillfully.

Verdict: Realistic war interlude, short on action

(F)

(F)

For brief reviews of current pictures see pagre 14

For complete casts of new pictures see paj^e 17
20



WITH JANET GRAVES
xW-M- w' JBL JBLjI

(F) FAMILY (A) ADULTS ONLY

fa«;e to face
(RKO)

Following a new trend, a pair of filmed

short stories is tied up in one picture-

package. The first story. Conrad’s “The
Captain,” is a dreary, would-be philosophical sea-

faring incident; James Mason, a captain with his

first command, gives refuge on his ship to a man
accused of murder. But Crane’s “I'he Sherifl

of Yellow Sky” is an enchanting blend of humor,
ruefulness and suspense. Call it a comedy com-
panion piece to “High Noon,” sketching the death

of the Wild West. The town bum (Minor Watson) is

on a spree, reverting to his own and the town’s lusty

youtb. Nobody can keep him from shooting up the

joint except sheriff Robert Preston, who’s on a

train, bringing home his bride (pretty, wholesome
Marjorie Steele), awed by tbe luxury of the trij).

Verdict: Two-story film, with one fine episode

THE IKOIN MISTRESS
(WARNERS, TECHNICOLOR)

A lively adventure tale of the early Nine-

teenth Century casts Alan Ladd as young
Jim Bowie, inventor of the knife referred

to in the film’s title. A proud backwoodsman, he
comes to New Orleans in the colorful era of the

code duello, and stays to make his fortune, so that

he may win the heart of a lovely flirt. Infatuation

blinds him to the lady’s true character, but Virginia

Mayo, returning to the handsome-hussy routine she

does so well, leaves the audience in no doubt. Seems
odd to complain about a shortage of sex in a movie,

but this one could have used a bit more, to explain

its hero’s love for such a worthless female. But it’s

Ladd’s best action film in a long while; dueling
scenes are full of excitement. Joseph Calleia’s a

suave heavy, but Phyllis Kirk hardly suits her
senorita role as Alan’s consolation prize.

Verdict: Dashing yarn of old-time New Orleans

(F)

FEl'MOUTH ADVENTURE
(M-G-M, TECHNICOLOR)

I

No Stuffy history-book essay, the movie

I

saga of the Mayflower voyage boasts a big— cast headed by Spencer Tracy, Gene Tier-

ney, Leo Genn and Van Johnson. But a straggling
narrative cuts down the intended dramatic power.
Convincing details put you right aboard the tiny

ship, to share cramped quarters, short rations, ill-

ness and the dangers of the autumn Atlantic. As the
cynical captain who considers his human cargo a
pack of fools, Tracy has the fattest assignment and
—not quite the easy performer he used to be—seems
conscious of the fact. He and Gene are involved in

one of the love stories; as the wife of William Brad-
ford (Genn), she fights against the captain’s hold
over her. Van and Dawn Addams share the lighter

romance of John Alden and Priscilla. Below Metro’s
high standard, the color suggests travel postcards.

Verdict : Attempt to humanize the Pilgrim story

Full reviews eontinned on next imse

Sheriff Robert Preston, handyman Minor W atson and saloon-keep-

er Olive Carey share a reminiscing ses.sion about the bad old days

Though Virginia Mayo has jilted Alan Ladd, he is ready to help

her weak husband (Alf Kjellin), fleeced by river-boat gamblers

The voyage to the New World affects the marital relationship of
Pilgrim leader Leo Genn and the would-be faithful Gene Tierney

21



Let’s go to the movies

Slar!« and StripoN Forever
(20th Century-Fox, Technicolor)

Many a musical has been tripped up by
stray chunks of plot that keep interrupting

the music. This one gets around the barrier

handily; it has nothing that can be prop-

erly called a plot, simply an amiable,

rambling account of a famous man’s life.

As John Philip Sousa, bandleader and

Clifton kibitzes on Boh and Debra

foremost composer of march tunes, Clifton

Webb hides behind a beard and a pair of

pince-nez to re-create a pompous, warm-
hearted musician. Ruth Hussey’s familiar

role of quizzical, devoted wife sketches in

Sousa’s home background.
Bob Wagner has his biggest chance as

the self-assured youngster who joins the
Marines to get into Sousa’s band and is

also in the civilian band that later stages
triumphal tours. Debra Paget does a per-

sonality switch as an 1890’s version of the
strip-tease artist, who becomes Bob’s secret

bride. Her songs and dances show a vivac-

ity you wouldn’t expect. Filled with
spirited march music, the picture returns
you to a sunny period in American history,

clouded only by a small-scale war.
Verdict: Genial fun in four-four time

(F)

Cinorama
(Cinerama Productions, Eastman Kodak color,

print by Technicolor)

With no story, a series of spectacular
sequences shows off an amazing new film

technique, sure to overwhelm even the most
blase movie-goer. After the New York un-
veiling in October, plans were quickly
made to equip theatres in other cities for

the Cinerama process. Its three huge
^ curved screens fill almost your whole field

of vision; you feel yourself projected into

the middle of the action, riding in a roller-

coaster, soaring over the scenic wonders of

America, following aquaplanes through
cypress gardens, seeing a performance at

La Scala Opera House in Milan. Lowell
Thomas introduces Cinerama and voices

the commentary.
For outdoor epics and musical spec-

tacles, the process will surely be of tremen-
dous value. But, judging from the shots of

Thomas in his living room, it doesn’t seem
calculated to add any force to the more
intimate human dramas. And it has the

handicap of mimicking the stage too close-

ly. The movies’ most important distinction

has always been their selectivity; the direc-

tor shows you only what he wants to show
you: his camera becomes your eyes. With
Cinerama’s vast triple screen, he’d have
the same task as the stage director—to

handle every detail of the action so that

you would look where he wants you to look.

You can’t look directly at the whole screen

at once. In this first exhibition, it doesn’t

matter where your eyes stray, but if a

story were being told, this would become
a vital problem. However, Cinerama is a

remarkable experience, which left this re-

viewer giddy and half-bemused.
Verdict: Brand-new movie-going adventure
k^k^y^k^ (F)

Tlio lllaziiin^ F'orest

(Paramount, Technicolor)

The grandeur of the redwoods and the

dangers of the logger’s trade provide a

promising background for an action pic-

ture, and the promise is realized in this

John Payne vehicle. Payne’s acting style

seems more flexible than usual in his role

of tough foreman hired to boss a hurry-up
logging job. Always a shrewd performer,
Agnes Moorehead’s the forthright farm
woman who wants to sell her timber so

that she and her niece can go to the city.

Susan Morrow, as the niece, is so fresh

and comely that even her slight awkward-
ness with dialogue is ingratiating. Older
hands like Richard Arlen and William
Demarest help to make the tense situations

convincing, Arlen as the no-good brother

who is Payne’s burden, Demarest as the

crippled veteran logger whose cocksure-

ness gets the whole gang into trouble.

Verdict: Neat and breezy outdoor melo
k^y"k^ (F)

My Pal Gus
(20th Century-Fox)

To present Richard Widmark as a candy
manufacturer engaged in bringing up a

little son seems offbeat casting. But the

part turns out to be typically Widmark,
that of the cynic who finally sheds his

shell. A self-made man, he’s so intent on
piling up more money that he has devoted

too little time to his boy. A nursery-school

teacher (Joanne Dru) brings father and
son closer together, and is quickly winning
Widmark’s heart when the boy’s worthless

mother (Audrey Totter) returns to make
trouble. Many of the picture’s heart-

tugging devices are pretty obvious—but

effective, thanks to Widmark’s talent and
the unaffected appeal of little, tougn-guy
George Winslow (baby baritone of “Room
for One More”).
Verdict: Engaging story of parental love

(F)

Against All Flags
(U-1, Technicolor)

Even its makers seem to have had little

respect for this pirate film, so carelessly is

it slapped together. With such an approach,
Errol Flynn is at home; he plays most of

his roles as if confidentially telling the

audience, “We all know this is a lot of

nonsense.” Here Errol’s a British Navy
officer who pretends to desert in order to

carry on an undercover campaign against

the pirates holed up on Madagascar. Mau-
reen O’Hara swashbuckles through her

lady-buccaneer assignment as if bur-

lesquing her “Quiet Man” performance.

Also on deck are Anthony Quinn as the

villain of the piece and Alice Kelley as a

nitwitted captive princess. Mildred Nat-

wick, much too good an actress to waste
her efforts on such goings-on, is seen as

the Scottish governess to the princess and
a bevy of harem beauties.

Verdict: Ramshackle melodrama of piracy

^ (F)

Way of a Gaucho
(20th Century-Fox, Technicolor)

Inevitably, in a story of Argentina’s cow-

boys, there’s a strong resemblance to the

traditional western. But something alien

about the shapes of the magnificent Andes
and the colors of the pampas tells you that

you’re thousands of miles from our own
lone prairie. An American troupe headed
by Gene Tierney and Rory Calhoun went to

Argentina to film this re-creation of the

gauchos’ wild, free life, changed by the

advent of law and order.

Rory’s black-browed good looks make
him visually believable as the hero whose
rebellion against all discipline turns him
into a hunted outlaw. But the illusion’s

smashed whenever his untrained voice is

heard. Gene is romantically beautiful as

the noble lady who shares the outlaw’s mis-

fortunes. The acting department is better

taken care of by Everett Sloane, as Rory’s

sly companion, and Richard Boone, as a

stern officer. Hugh Marlowe has little

opportunity as Calhoun’s closest friend, a

gentle pampas-dweller.

Verdict: Stately-paced drama of Argentina

k^k/k/ (F)



eontinned from page 21

Something wonderful happens

The Itlack Castle
(U-l)

The title’s a complete tip-off on this mild

chiller. Both in search of revenge, Richard

Greene and Stephen McNally wander
through an Austrian castle that’s stylishly

equipped with dungeons, a crocodile pit, a

cage for the man-eating leopard, and cor-

ridors almost as labyrinthine as the plot.

Though most of the action takes place in

McNally’s hideaway, those revenge mo-
tives date back to a past African hunting

trip. Paula Corday, as McNally’s un-

happy wife, is the lady in distress, ripe

for rescue. Naturally, Boris Karloff is on
hand, but since he’s gone soft and can
no longer be depended upon for fiendish

behavior, Lon Chaney looms up at in-

tervals for extra menace.
Verdict: Not very horrible horror film

^ (F)

The Raiders
(U-l, Technicolor)

Conventional in design, this western
proceeds briskly through the adventures
of despoiled settlers who turn bandits in

order to ruin the claim-jumpers’ leader.

With appropriate grimness, Richard Conte
plays the hero out to avenge the murder of

his wife and brother. Viveca Lindfors’

Scandinavian accent is supposed to sound
Mexican, and she’s further handicapped by
an unbecoming hair-do and the chore of

pleading with Conte to stop all this vio-

lence. What audience will sympathize with
a girl who wants to bring the action to a

standstill? Barbara Britton’s an alternate

Conte hears Viveca beg for peace

heroine, innocent daughter of veteran vil-

lain Morris Ankrum, and William Bishop
appears briefly as the honest sheriff duped
by Ankrum.
Verdict: Solid fare for horse-opera fans

(F)

when you see

Samuel Goldwyn’s

new musical wonderfilm

“HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN ”

COLOR 8Y Technicolor ^

^
'A

Something wonderful happens

because out of the romantic

life of the greatest storyteller

of them all . . . and from the fab-

ulous and unforgettable tales he told

. , . Samuel Goldwyn has created some-

thing more than a motion picture . . . some-

thing off the beaten path of entertainment

as we know it ... a multi-million dollar

Technicolor musical that’s all song and

dance and love and joy!

Yes, something wonderful hap-

pens—and it happens to you—

when you see

“Hans Christian Andersen”!

8 WONDERFUL SONG HITS!

“No Two People”, “Anywhere I Wander”,
“Thumbelina”, “Wonderful Copenhagen”

, . . and more
r

Hans
CHri stianAiidersen

F
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photoplay sneak previews:

"Hans Christian Andersen
55

Around Hollywood they’re saying that

the new Goldwyn production. “Hans Chris-

tian Andersen,” is the last of the superco-

lossal productions, for it cost something

like a colossal $4,000,000 to make. The
fact is, “Hans” will probably point the

way to the most successful motion pictures

of the future, for it is just what the public’s

been ordering in the way of entertainment.

The picture has song, dance and spectacle,

all woven into an appealing story. Not in

any sense a screen biography, the movie is

instead an attempt to catch on film the

same delightful feeling listeners get in

hearing Andersen’s fairy tales.

Danny Kaye plays the title role, that of

a cobbler run out of a small Danish town

in 1830 for contributing to the delinquency

of children by telling them fairy tales.

Going to Copenhagen, the ex-cobbler meets

a ballerina (Jeanmaire) who makes him
famous by interpreting his tales on the

stage. Hans falls in love with the balle-

rina, but when he learns she is happily

married to her director (Farley Granger),

he returns to his native town. But his fame

has spread everywhere now, and he is wel-

comed back as a hero.

Danny Kaye has ten new songs in the

film, songs especially written for him by

Frank Loesser, composer of “Slow Boat to

China” and “Bushel and a Peck.” It’s a

very safe bet that at least three of the songs

from “Hans” will be Hit Paraders.

A perfectionist, Farley rehearsed

many weeks for his dancing scenes
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Sandpaper Hands feel

ERSRINE JOHNSON
(,Set* Krskine Jolinson’s “HollywocKl
Kefl” on your lo<*al T> station.)

Talking about an actor known for his

gigolo tactics, Frank Fontaine said. 'Ties

a gny who dances check to check.

Marquee eye-opener:

“Three for Bedroom C —’Clash hy

Night"

“Hollywood,” says .lolin Lucas, ’‘is a

place where it's easy to make money hist

and tough to make it last.”

jack Benny brought this story back from

London: A reindeer went into a bur and

ordered a scotch, which cost him a dollar.

The bartender said. “It's very unusual see-

ing a reindeer in here.” The animal

snapped. “At these prices, you probably

won’t ever see one again.”

Overheard at Giro’s:

lie: What happened to that crazy blonde

your husband used to run around with?

She: I dyed my hair!

Alan Wilson says he knows a psychiatrist

who’s treating so many emotional movie

queens that he is going to enter his couch

for an Academy Award.

A line from the script of “The Redhead

from Wyoming” exiilains the shapely dance-

hall girls who work for Maureen O'Hara:

"These may not he fallen women, hut
|

they’ve certainly done a lot of stiimhling.”
j

It' hile in Paris. Milton Berle went to the

Folies Bergere. U hen the nude beauties

pranced out onto the stage, he turned and
\

whispered to his companion. “You see—
that’s what the public wants—new faces!”

Bob Crosby makes a gag appearance, with

Brother Bing in “Road to Bali.” Here's the

gag: Bing and Dorothy Laniour are walking

through the jungle when Bob jumps out

from behind a tree carrying a big rifle.

“Now?” Ue asks Bing.

“Now,” says Bing.

Bob points the gun into the air, fires, and
immediately disappears into the jungle.

Bing explains to the wide-eyed Dottie.
/ always promised my brother a shot in

one of my pictures.”

Cashmere Bouquet

NBW! Gashiner& Bouquet"

French Type Non-Smear UpsHckl

Ljanxi
Absorbs Like A Lotion . . . Softens Like A Cream

!

Now— in just 10 seconds! . . .“.Sandpaper Hands” are smoothed

and softened to lovely “Caressahle Hands” with lanolin-enriched

Cashmere Bouquet Hand Lotion! \our thirsty skin seems to

drink up Cashmere Bouquet— il dries without stickiness,

leaves your hands so caressably smoother, softer, younger-

looking! And of course, they’re romantically scented with

the famous Cashmere Bouquet “tragrance men love”!

P
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. . . add this marvelous new Jantzen "plus bra" to your

life . . . and suddenly you’re wonderful . . . with lovely

new curves . . . and lovely new rhythm . . . and the

loveliest new pride in your figure. The "plus contours"

are the lightest airfoam rubber built right in the bra,

no ridges to show. Finest broadcloth or silky absorbent

nylon, A and B cups; sizes 32 to 38... 3.95... strapless 5.95

What
should
I do?
YOUR LETTERS ATS SW ERED

Dear Miss Colljert:

I think my problem is a little different

from most, but I feel you will be able to

understand it. I'm twenty, my boy friend is

overseas, and I work the night shift in a

defense plant. We are both saving our
money for the time he comes home and we
can get married.

I explain all this so you will know that

I am not interested in other romantic en-

tanglements.

I ride in a car pool. The ride was lined

up by a friend in my department whose
brother is the driver. One night he asked
me to stay in the car and talk awhile.

We talked about books, movies, world
events, sports—everything. And I want you
to know that was the limit of our friend-

ship; conversation.

In talking to his sister one day. I learned
that he was married and his wife was ex-

pecting a child. That night I asked the man
why he had never talked about his home
life, and he said it was because he and his

wife didn't always get along well, but that

airing one’s domestic problems didn't solve

anything, and was undignified.

Now I have been transferred to the day
shift, so I no longer see this man. However,
from getting to know’ him I feel that I know’

his wife and that I would enjoy her. I have
learned that she is considered “difficult,”

but I think that is because people don’t

try to understand her, as I feel I do.

Uo you think it would be all right for me
to call on her some evening? She is alone

a lot, of course, and I think she might wel-

come a new friend who could be sincere.

Althea W.

Dear Miss W’

:

/ don't think you understand yourself.

And Tm afraid that this man's wife might
understand you all too well.

It seems to me that, subconsciously, you
are in love with this man. This isn't your

fault, and you shouldn't blame yourself;

these things happen innocently sometimes.

However, the mure quickly you realize the

situation, and eliminate him from your
thoughts and life completely, the better off

you are going to be.

The reason you want to meet his wife is

based on the natural human compulsion to

face and estimate the opposition. If you are

wise, you will not call upon this man's wife

or, in any way. evidence interest in him.

Each of us, at one time or another, has

caught a glimpse of a wonderful experience

that might have been. It's like a sunset:

something to enfoy and remember, but

nothing to own or keep.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

I like your frankness in answering
questions, so I've decided to come to you.

I met my husband during the war and



HY CLAUDETTE COLBERT

dated him only a montli or two before he

was sent overseas. I promised to write every

day, and I was faithful in this for about a

year. Then I met at.otiier hoy whom I liked

a lot and stopped writing to Maynard. Im-

mediately he began to bombard me with

letters, asking why I didn't write.

When he came back from overseas, he

rushed me into marriage. I might have

waited for Joe, except that he had never

said anything about love or marriage. How-
ever, when I was carrying my second child.

Joe came to see me and said he was sorry

he hadn't spoken up before I was married,

but at that time he had been contused abnut

the future and—his own feelings.

In the meantime I had discovered that

my husband was unreliable about money
matters; we are in debt all the time, yet

my husband buys anything he wants and
slaps me when I complain.

I have no skill, outside of keeping house,

so I w'ould never be able to take care of

myself and my three youngsters if I left my
husband. Do you think I would be foolisb

to be thinking about Joe, and wondering if

he might be the loving mate with whom
1 could rebuild my life'?

From your experience with those who
have written to you, can you see a solution?

Janice F.

Dear Mrs. F:
Have you ever heard of ‘'extrasensory''

perception y It consists of one person being

aware of the attitude of another without
words having been sjxiken. without concise

attitudes having been framed.
Ifhen your husband married you. / as-

sume that he loved you very much. How-
ever. it is sensible to presume that almost

from the first, you permitted yourself to

think about the other man. Perhaps you
thought, whenever some mannerism of your
husband's annoyed you. "It would have
been different with Joe.”

Your husband may never have known, con-

sciously, that a barrier existed between you.

yet he must have become subconsciously
aware of it. and he reacted in the only way
in which many an ordinary man reacts: he
became critical of you; he indulged him-
self: he tried in foolish ways to compensate
for lack of the devoted unity, which is an
essential part of hapj)y marriage.

I believe you should hear in mind that it

is easy for a single man to confess to a mar-
ried woman that he wishes he had spoken
up years earlier. It is easy flattery which
costs him nothing, and usually has no basis

in honorable intention.

At your age, you should have dismissed
the idle dreams of a teenager. You have a
husband, a home, three children. Your duty
is clear. Jf'hy don’t you re-read some of the
letters your husband wrote to you when he
was overseas? Why don't you dream of him,
his good qualities, his ( Continued on page 72 )

co/or h TFC//N/COLOjR

ROBERT NEWTON
LINDA DARNELL WILLIAM BENDIX

wi,h KEITH ANDES AlAN MOWBRAY 14#
AN EDMUND GRAINGER prodnct.on V

Directed by RAOUL WALSH Screenplay by ALAN Le MAY ’ Produced by EDMUND GRAINGER
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with a truly different flavor

and aroma — exfra-m/7c/

FATIMA continues to ^
grow in favor among

*
King-Size cigarette

smokers everywhere

YOU GET an extra-mild and soothing smoke

—plus the added protection of
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A few days after this picture was taken, Lana
Turner and Fei’nando Lamas ended their engagement.

“It’s just one of those things,” said Lana. “We’re still

friends, but as far as romance is concerned, that’s out.”

Only recently had Hollywood begun to suspect that

a rift was inevitable. It was rumored that Fernando
had said that he and Lana

.
quarreled too much, that

his primary interest was his career and he didn’t feel

that he could consider matrimony at this time.

There were also stories of Fernando’s jealousy.

At the Marion Davies party, he neax'ly came to blows

with another leading man who, he thought, was paying

too much attention to Lana. Peace was made that

evening. But the public announcement of the break-

up followed the next day. Then Lana began stepping

out with Lex Barker. Fernando squired Arlene Dahl.

M-G-M, where Lana and Lamas were due to co-

star in “Latin Lovers,” at first took no side, saying,

“It is a personal matter between them.” A few days

later, however, the studio, wise to Hollywood ro-

mances—and feuds, announced a change of casting,

Ricardo Montalban for Lamas as the Latin lover.



In the happiness corner: Joan Evans, at top,

with new husband, Kirby W' eatherly, adds a

honeymoon glow to Joan Crawford's party

Mona Freeman, center, and Uedda Hopper re-

lax at Motion Picture Relief Fund party.

Hedda’s now on tour plugging her new book

Ricardo Montalban, romantic in costume,

welcomes Elaine Stewart to the “Sombrero”

set. She's in “Everything I Have Is Yours”

Game called—until Marilyn takes her seat! The
Monroe scored a hit when she appeared at Hol-

lywood’s “Out of This World Series” ballgame
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Beauty at the feast: In balloon-decked tent backstage, Jeanne Crain and Paul Brinkman head for buffet table at Ice Follies party

Citrictly Stag: Both Robert Wagner and Craig Hill now oc-

cupy their first bachelor apartments. Bob “left home”
when his parents moved out of the city. He’s doing his own
decorating, and going modern. Craig’s place is Early Ameri-

can, but he says, “subject to change without notice” . . . Un-

til he returns from making that movie in Europe, Rock Hud-
son won’t know he’s a proud “father.” Six baby kittens were
horn in his—bathtub! . . . Tab Hunter’s buying a diamond
engagement ring on the installment plan. “It isn’t for any-

one in particular,” he philosophizes. “1 want to be prepared

—just in case!”

Without Onions: It happened when Bob Hope returned from

a sensational personal appearance in London’s Palladium.

While he was away, great additions and alterations took place

at his home in North Hollywood. As he drove up and got his

first gander at the improvements, he cracked: “Some joint.

I wonder if I can get a quick hamburger!” Since then Bob
refers to his little nest as—a million-doll ar drive-in!

Hands Across The Sea: We were right. Doris Day didn’t

mind a bit when we gave William Holden her new private

phone number. In fact, Doris was thrilled. “I just want you

to know what you mean to the fellows in Korea,” said Bill,

who just returned, to Doris. “Practically every man asked

for you and they worship what you represent back here at

home.” Bill extracted our promise that we wouldn’t give him
personal publicity. However, he’s so tireless in his efforts

More Pictures •»!
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Meet the newcomers, as they meet each other— and the favorites of

Past winner Jeff Chandler and his Top winner among the men. Tab Hunter A thrilled Lori Nelson, chosen top actress, just

wife hear latest filmtown gossip shared his triumph with pretty date, had to have her parents “share this honor

from Master of Ceremonies Ty Power Gloria Gordon. They’re steady twosome with me.” Center is Lori’s date Palmer Lee

to recruit more stars for visiting our fighting boys on the

battlefronts of Korea, we just have to hold him up as a

shining example.

Tomorrow's Twinklers: Highlights on Photoplay’s party for

the “Choose Your Star” winners; Tab Hunter discovering

through conversation with Ursula Thiess, that she and his

mother were born in the same European city . . . The very

thrilled Lori Nelson explaining, “I brought my parents to

the party because I wanted them to share this honor with

me” . . . Arthur Franz telling Gene Barry that his beautiful

wife (Adele Longmire) was home with a cold, with Gene

opining Iris wife was home baby-sitting! . . . Elaine Stewart

modeling the dress she made herself for the special occasion,

while Helene Stanley and her boy friend voiced their approval

. . . Joan Taylor proudly introducing her husband, Leonard

Freeman, and plugging his role opposite Joyce Holden in

“Girls in the Night” . . . Dawn Addams obviously not

perturbed by the news that she and M-G-M are parting

company . . . Beverly Michaels clutching the coveted scroll

presented by Tyrone Power, as she clutched her handsome

boy friend, Russell Rouse, who brilliantly directed “The

Thief” . . . Barbara Ruick, a lady in red, on the arm of

handsome Robert Horton who looked in the pink . . . Keith

Andes wondering if RKO will allow him to accept that

fabulous offer from Rogers and Hammerstein for a Broadway
musical . . . Rusty Tamblyn, Dean Miller, and Michael

Moore joining the others in a gallant toast to Zsa Zsa Gabor,

Joan Rice, Hildegarde Neff, Oscar Werner, and John For-

sythe, who were away making movies, some as far from home
as France and Germany.

Relative-ly Speaking: When John Wayne’s mother suffered a

slight heart attack recently, one of the first persons to reach

her bedside was John’s other wife, Josephine, who has always

been the favorite daughter-in-law . . . Insiders believe there’s

a strong possibility of Ann Blyth becoming Dennis Day’s

sister-in-law. Every time anyone asks the beautiful one about

Dr. Jim McNulty—she turns a nice pretty pink!

Scarlet Sister: Former-actor, new-producer Ross Hunter
wins the fur-lined “Oscar” when it comes to enthusiasm. Cal

was practically carried into the projection room to see the

Technicolor tests of Ann Sheridan’s twenty-four gowns for

“Vermilion O’Toole.” No wonder Ross was ranting! The
stream-lined Sheridan looks sensational as the small town
shady lady, and a whole new career is bound to open up for

her. Incidentally, the picture opens on a close-up of Annie
swinging her bustle, as a voice with gee-tar accompaniment
sings, “The Tale of Vermilion O’Toole!” Watch for this one.
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other years— at Photoplay’s party for “Choose your Star” winners

A favorite pair are Bob Blonde and beautiful Beverly Michaels couldn’t keep Arthur Franz, a current favorite, is congral-

Horton and Barbara Ruick. her good news to herself—fust hgd to tell everyone ulated by last year winner Bob Wagner, whose

And a romantic item, too.' about her new contract with Universal-International date, of course, is sparkling Debbie Reynolds

Hep And Handsome: The Barrymores have always been

gifted with a great sense of humor and sister Ethel is no
exception. Recently she made one of her rare appearances at

a small Hollywood party. Unexpectedly, an invited guest

showed up with Johnnie Ray in tow. When the sobbin’ singer

was introduced to the great lady of the theatre, she looked

at him with a twinkle in her eye and drily said: “Well for

cryin’ out loud!” We love that woman.

Today's Target: Fortunately for Joan Evans, she has a wise

head on those pretty shoulders and can take what isn’t

coming to her. Still in the rainbow-hued stage of marriage,

Joanie awakened one morning to read in one column that she

was having a baby. A second “inside” source wanted the

world to know that the honeymoon was over, that the bride

and groom were exchanging nasty words. This method of

“creating news” is an old familiar story in Hollywood. For
the record, she isn’t “expecting” and the Kirby Weatherlys

are the happiest kids in town.

Polite Conversation: John Carroll, who’s only made one pic-

ture this year, still has his wonderful sense of humor. Making
polite conversation at a Hollywood party, Cesar Romero
asked him if he was working. With a raised eyebrow and an

incredulous tone to his voice, John shouted, “Working? Are

you kidding! Last week I got canceled out of a benefit!”

John, no mean singer of songs himself, shared his home with

Mario Lanza during one period of Lanza’s studio squabbles.

Party Palaver: Cal asked for it—and got it! The Gig Youngs

and the Don Siegels (Viveca Lindfors) threw a party for the

newly-married Zachary Scotts. “Tell us just one Marlon

Brando story,” we prodded Edmond O’Brien, who played

opposite the stage star in M-G-M’s “Julius Caesar.” Good
friend Eddie fastened a beady eye. “Brando’s a fine actor, a

serious artist and he’s going to be great in the picture,” he

cryptically said. “Now what else do you want to know?”
There was only one more thing: “Where is the nearest exit?”

Set Of The Month: Esther Williams was drying out in her

dressing room when Cal visited the “Dangerous When Wet”
set. Things looked mighty dull until—Denise Darcel walked

in! Denise plays a French channel swimmer in this one, but

let her tell you about it. “I lose thirty pounds but they still

have to put zee skirt on my bathing zoot. You see. I’m every-

where else where Esther isn’t !
” How did she lose that

weight? “For zee first time I am really in love,” she sighed.

“I can’t eat, I don’t sleep.” (He’s a business man. His name
is Bill.) Just as we left. Jack Carson asked the French filly

if she really could swim. “Swim?” {Continued on page 69)



The saxicy tinkle of sleigh bells on a frosty night . . ?

black-eyed Susans in a frilly boudoir . . . fireworks in the Garden of

Eden . . . purple shadows on a green lawn . . , impertinent angel

Photograph by Apger: Katie’s in “The Desert Song”
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Photograph by Kornman: Rory’s next in “Powder River”

Mood music with Irish lyrics . . . the spicy tang of pine forests . . .

logging boots on a dance floor . . . the emerald depths of

a mountain lake . . . flapjacks at Romanoff’s . . . disciplined dynamo

fnry

1 ,
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Marilyn Monroe tells

Many conflicting stories have appeared about Marilyn

in the past few months. Here she talks frankly and

fearlessly, refuting the fiction with startling fact

UNTOLD STORY NO. 3

• Every time Marilyn Monroe picks up a newspaper or a magazine

these days, she crosses her fingers. Because she never knows what wild-

eyed tale she’s likely to read about herself. America’s “best undressed

woman” hits the public press more often, with more pictures and more
prose, than any other personality in the world. But a lot of the things

that are being written about her, she says, are far from the truth.

“Let’s get to the bottom of it,” I said to her, as we sat down to

thrash it all out, “so we can give the true low-down on your private

life for a change.”

“Nothing would suit me better,” was Marilyn’s reply. “There is very

little one can do about printed untruths, unless some one like you
comes along and gives me a chance to straighten things out. And
right now is a wonderful time to do just that.”

“Well,” I said, “I’m going to start with something a little ticklish.

Did you know that your ex-sister-in-law is trying to sell all sorts of

stories about you aroimd Hollywood?”

Marilyn nodded: “Yes, I know. I read about it. That’s the way I

learn most things about me, true or vmtrue—by reading the news-

papers. So I investigated and found out that one publication had

bought a story from her, but that another magazine had turned down
another story she wanted to sell them, because they didn’t want to

print anything about me that wasn’t firsthand.

“You see, my sister-in-law hardly knew me at all. And I knew her

very little when I was married to Jim Dougherty. She was married

at that time, and had three children. And we were all busy, so we
had little or no contact. She is married to another man now (I didn’t

know her name was Nelson until you told me), and I understand that

he is a writer of sorts. They need money pretty badly, probably, and

I guess she thinks this is a good way to get some.”

There was not a trace of rancor in Marilyn’s voice as she said this.

It was a simple statement of fact—as direct and as frank as her answer

when she was first questioned about posing in the nude for that

calendar. Remember? She said then, “I was hungry and the fifty

dollars I earned paid my board at the Studio Club. They had been

carrying me along way past the time limit. (Continued on page 85)
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to

Hedda Hopper



'M'm telling this because I know

there are a lot of other guys and girls

who handicap themselves

with this same shyness"



was the
shyest
guy
in

town

"

• The fii’st time I ever played a love scene, true to all movie

tradition, was also the first time I’d met the leading lady.

She was pretty and witty and a star.

I was nobody, but when the script told me to kiss her I

did. Very gladly and quite good, I thought.

She said, “It you ever dare do that again, I’ll scratch your

eyes out.”

“Do what?” I mumbled, terrified.

“Upstage me,” she laughed. “Don’t you dare.”

The picture was “Peggy.” The star’s name was Diana

Lynn. Somebody quickly explained to Diana that I honestly

didn’t know what the word “upstage” meant. And that

was the beginning of a beautiful friendship.

We can both laugh about it now—but then, and it was
only a couple of years ago, I could hardly say a word.

I was too shy. Sounds silly, doesn’t it? But I grew up be-

ing shy.

I came to Hollywood in the same dumb stage. I was just

out of the Navy. I’d saved up the last two months of my
discharge pay to get the fare to Los Angeles. All I wanted

to do was to get into the movies—but I was afraid to admit

it. I got a job in downtown Los Angeles and I was sure

everybody would laugh if I asked how you got to the part

of town that is Hollywood.

So help me, it took me six weeks to find that out. Then
when I finally did get “discovered” I kept on being so timid,

both socially and before the camera, I nearly lost out. If a

pal on the Universal-International lot hadn’t tipped me off

that either I landed a big part in “The Iron Man” or I was
through, I wouldn’t be telling this yarn.

But I am telling it because I know there are a lot of other

guys and girls who handicap themselves with this same shy-

ness. So let me give you this fast commercial: If I could get

over being shy, anybody can.

There’s another step involved, too, but let’s take the first

one first.

In case somebody is snorting, “How can a big ox like

Rock Hudson be shy?” let me answer that it comes easy-
very easy to anybody oversized. Particularly when you’re

growing up.

That’s because you grow up and up and up. From the

time you’re seven, you’re the biggest thing in your class

—

and they expect your brains to (Continued on page 83)



Dolls

Without

G-uys
BY SHEILAH GRAHAM

In Hollywood, a girl’s best

• I’m looking at a statistic which says there are i

77,600 more single men than single women in Los

Angeles. I don’t believe it. Unless they are all bunched
downtown in L. A., leaving Hollywood an arid female

j

desert where girls outnumber men, a dime a dozen. It’s |

the only way to account for so many dolls at so many
;

parties without hide nor hair of a male beside them.

Especially in the upper echelons of movieland. Fine

for the men. Revolting for the women.
Rita Hayworth, for instance, was as lonely as her last

'

audience, before Prince Aly made with the sweet talk

for a spell. She’d had a few dates with those very much
;

in demand men-about-town, Cy Howard, Kirk Douglas

and Dickie Greene. But the list of ladies was so long I

on their busy little schedules that Rita sometimes had f



friend isn’t a diamond. It’s someone who knows an extra man!

to wait in line for her turn. So Aly’s temporary dash

to her side was as welcome as rain in the desert.

Joan Crawford marks time with men without compli-

cations, like Mel Dinelli and Cesar Romero. But she

keeps a weather eye open all the time for a man she

can call her own permanently.

When Jo£m gives a p^uty, she makes sure of avoiding

the usual three-gals-to-one-guy situation, by combing
surroimding covmties to stock the stag line. When she

gave a party recently for the Stanley Marcuses of Dallas,

Joan sent as far as San Frcmcisco for good looking men.

No wonder movie maidens scramble for invites to Joan’s

swelegant soirees.

Remember that joint party thrown by Gary Cooper
and his so-called estranged wife, Rocky? Well, Mrs.

Cooper, a real stickler for place cards and party protocol,

scanned the invitation list and screamed, “Gary, for

heaven’s sake, don’t you know any extra men?” The
Coop was toiling at Warners at the time, so he checked

all the men without wives at the studio—and came up
with Steve Cochran.

“I don’t know him,” hemmed Rocky, “but,” quickly,

as Gary was crossing Steve off, “I’ll invite him. We
need men.” So in came Steve, the night of the party,

an hour late, and, as if that wasn’t enough, he had a

doll on his arm—Ginger Rogers, no less. Rocky wished

up another place card, but her man-woman, man-
woman seating was completely ruined. And I haven’t

heard of Mr. Cochran being invited again.

Ginger, on again off again (Continued on page 80)
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• The whispers have turned to shouts

—and raucous shouts at that. And
the cinema cynics who, two months

ago, were called crepe hangers when
they predicted that Frank Sinatra

and Ava Gardner would not be Mr.

and Mrs. by the end of 1953, are now
being hailed as prophets and wise

men. After the series of volatile

blowups that punctuated their mar-

riage during the last months of 1952,

Frankie and Ava would have to be

miracle workers to keep from wind-

ing up in the divorce courts before

Ava’s worn out her trousseau.

Even the most pessimistic—and the

most highly imaginative—of the ob-

servers of this rocky romance would
never have guessed that one of the

wildest tiffs would involve Lana
Turner, who, by the kind of coinci-

dence only Hollywood takes for

granted, is also an ex-wife of Ava’s

ex-husband, Artie Shaw.

Ava and Lana, both hurt and lone-

ly—Lana over the breakup of her

romance with Fernando Lamas, and
Ava over the friction in her mar-
riage—^had turned to each other for

friendship and understanding. With
Frank in Hollywood working on a

TV show, Ava invited Lana home to

Palm Springs. Frank, the story

goes, returned to find the girls there,

with Ava’s agent, Benton Cole. Ac-
counts of the incident vary; one re-

port was that the two girls had been
“cutting him up conversationally,”

so Frank simply ordered them all

out.

At the time of this writing, any-
thing is possible in this volcanic mar-
riage. And no matter what does come
to pass, it’s easy, as you examine the

romance step by step, to see that

ti’ouble was foredestined.

When Frankie and Ava were first

married, the illusion they created

of being happy honeymooners was
perfect. They held hands and gazed

into each other’s eyes as if they were
so in love they couldn’t wait to be
alone. But when they were alone,

their ardor (Continued on page 70)



By Eve Ford

• “They just seem completely bored with each other.”

“She won’t listen to anybody!”

“When they go out for an evening of fun he usually

ends up by making someone angry.”

That’s the sort of thing Hollywood is saying about

Esther Williams and her husband, Ben Gage. Holly-

wood riimor often has had Esther and Ben on the point

of separation. This rumor hits full force about once

every year, and recently three columnists had the

Gages ready to call their marriage quits. Career

troubles had finally been too much for them.

But career troubles were one of the things Esther

and Ben considered seriously when they were first

married. Early in their marriage, Esther said, “We have

no career complications. Ben is great in his own field

—

radio. And he’s very understanding about the problems

and the demands in mine. The only thing that gives

us any trouble is the fact that my work demands that

I travel a lot for personal appearances. But Ben under-

stands this and has adjusted himself to it. He refuses

to let us be separated. Between radio shows, he just

gets on a plane and joins me. The day he stopped

flying to me. I’d stop going.”

Hollywood gossip, however, points out that Ben’s

radio career is a thing of the past, that more and more
his activities are tied up with Esther’s, dependent upon



her decisions. His position is no match for the glamour

of Esther’s postion as a Number One money-making
star on the M-G-M lot. And no man likes playing

second fiddle—Whence all the recurring riimors of

trouble between Esther and Ben.

Reports of Ben’s behavior in public have done little

to cement any belief that he and Esther could be
happily married . . . and right there seems to be the

root of the trouble. For each time a colunimist hears

of a public incident involving Ben and Esther, the

report that they’re heading for separation and eventual

divorce is rushed into type.

Not long ago when Ben was reported to have en-

hvened the scene at a Beverly Hills restaurant by in-

sulting other diners, a close friend of the Gages said,

“It’s perfectly natural. He has to assert himself in public

one way or another. And in spite of what you may read

in the papers, Esther understands this.”

At one time, Ben probably envisioned their restau-

rant, The Trails, as the locale for a show which he

would produce and perform in as a singing star. But
during the months and years of its operation, it has

become an eating place, which Ben manages, and not a

showcase for himself.

“Esther likes to give the impression that she knows
nothing about the dollar {Continued on page 86)
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The Jeff Chandlers behave like newlyweds in public

—

but still have those definite differences of opinion

Rumors continue to fly about both the Dean Martins and the Jerry

Lewises—but neither of the comics 'finds the gossip routine amusing
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Are the Ty Powers really headed for trouble—or is it

just that Linda Christian loves raising Hollywood eyebrows?

Ingrid Bergman and Rossellini deny those new rumors—but

reports indicate that the Roman “wars” are by no means over!

By Corrine Bailey

• “Well!” exclaimed one of Hollywood’s better-known

starlets. From a ringside table, she was taking in the

view at one of Hollywood’s better-known night clubs.

“Well, really!” she said.

“Really, what?” inquired her escort.

“See? Over there. Jeff Chandler and his wife. He just

leaned over and kissed her cheek.”

“That’s nice.”

“But they’re supposed to be fighting. They’re about

to separate. Why, everybody knows Marge is practically

on her way to Reno.”

Don’t look now, but there goes another rumor. As far

as the Jeff Chandlers are currently concerned, it’s going

straight out the window. But from time to time, it will

crop up again as it has in the past.

Because they are two definite personalities, Jeff and
Marge Chandler will always share a difference of opin-

ion -upon occasions, and invariably these differences

will bring whispered hints of trouble brewing. When it

happens, the Chandlers become automatic tsirgets for

the gossip columnists, and this they fully realize.

Once, after a quarrel, they went so far as to separate.

And when they reconciled, few expected it to last. Since

the reconciliation, however, the bond between these

two has deepened and strengthened. A vacation at

Laguna Beach, away from studio pressure, gave them
iminterrupted time to say all the things that should have

been said before this. At the present time, they’re be-

having like newlyweds. Following a recent party, Jeff

and Marge ended up at Judy Garland’s house for scram-

bled eggs and some of Judy’s special brand of singing.

The Chandlers held hands as they listened. Occasionally,

when Judy sang a love ballad, the big fellow leaned

over and pressed his cheek (Continued on page 87)
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• “Come on, drink it. Don’t be snooty, or your old

mother’ll hit you in the head,” said Debbie, addressing

her dog. She shoved a bowl of water under its nose, and

tied it to the chair-leg with a rope. “Because those old

leashes cost so much,” she explained the rope. “Imagine,

three dollars for a .collar, three for a leash. Practically

my whole allowance, and she chews it up. Let her chew
rope, which doesn’t cost a thing. It’s the studio’s rope.”

The poodle dimked a paw into the bowl. Debbie bent

down and quickly undunked it. “Now you’re going to

catch pneumonia or something—and who’s got time to

soothe your foolish brow? Settle down, thing.”

The pup settled. So did Debbie. She’d been rehears-

ing dance routines for the Marge and Gower Champion
musical, “Give a Girl a Break’,’ and this was her lunch

hour. A sandwich in one hand, a mammoth carrot in

the other punctuated her discoxirse. 'Through the sunlit

strip between sound stages, people came and went. At
times she’d tip her carrot in salute. At times she’d be

too deep in talk to notice. It made no difference. Sight-

ing the green-eyed elf in the canvas chair, each face

cracked into a wide warm grin.

Meet Miss Reynolds and you’re meeting a pair of

characters. One’s the kid Gene Kelly was talking about
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photoplay’s feature

ATTRACTION

when he said: “There’s nobody younger than Debbie.

Not even my daughter and she’s nine.” The other’s a

twenty-year-old, whose maturity of outlook would do

credit to many of her elders. Debbie the First chews

gum with abandon, pines for a monkey ’round the house

and greets star-stuff with, “Hi, glamour boy, I say that

laughingly.” Debbie the Second hates being called won-
derful. “I never believe a person when they tell me
stuff like that. It’s too much praise. Anything too much
is no good.”

The two Misses Reynolds make a combination as

natural as a mountain spring and equally refreshing.

Words tumble from her in a rainbow stream of gaiety,

yet they are laced with common sense. It’s not her wit

that endears her to people, but her spontaneity. Un-
seLfconscious as a puppy, she wouldn’t know a complex
if it brought a letter from Freud. Given the chance,

she’d flop on her stomach with a queen and dish as cozily

as with a girl friend. She can’t understand being ill at

ease with people. “You are what you are, and there’s

nothing you can do about it.”

Only on one occasion did the cat get her tongue.

Standing outside the studio commissary, all of a sudden
without any preparation, there (Continued on page 76)
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Squeaky set Piper back five dollars at

the pound—and turned out to be a thor-

oughbred! Sashay is Squeaky’s daughter

Color photographs

by Stern and Smith

Piper gives you the answers to

all those romantic rumors.

Then brings into the picture

someone the gossips missed!

4

4

BY RUTH WATERBURY



• Hollywood talks of the four major romances in Piper

Laurie’s life wondering which one of them holds the key
to her blithe young heart.

Piper, herself, mentions a fifth one. Not that she calls

it a romance any more than she does the other four. But
this much is true: this fifth name is the only one that

brings stars to her voice and a gleam to her eyes. And
the absolutely crazy part of it is, that this boy has never

once given her a tumble, since junior high days, when
she first spotted him and swooned over him, right up un-
til now, when he lives a few doors down the street from
her—and isn’t even aware of it.

The four men Hollywood talks about are Leonard

Goldstein, the producer; Dick Anderson, the actor;

David Schine, the heir to a hotel fortune, and Charles

Simonelli, a New York movie executive. And a lot of

people are also remembering that Vic Damone had quite

a crush on Piper, before Uncle Sam got him. Since Vic is

about to be out of uniform, he may re-activate this claim

shortly.

The one Piper talks about with the most excitement

is the boy named Rick.

But she was reluctant to discuss the subject at all.

when I hunted her down one {Continued on page 75)
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He did his share of smashing windows and

being chased by the cops, but no matter what

Burt was up to—it was always fun being his dad

Burt’s father, Jim

uv

• I’ve heard Burt tell interviewers, “I was a very unpleasant

little boy.” And some people around Hollywood say (not

to my face! ) that Burt as a man is a bristly sort of character,

hard to get along with.

As Burt’s dad, I suppose I’m prejudiced, but I have plenty

of facts at hand to give you a better idea of what my son’s

really like. There’s a lot about the man Burt is now that

keeps reminding me of a towheaded little boy with a Buster

Brown haircut—yep, bangs! (It was his mother’s idea, and

Burt put up with it for three or four years.) There’s a lot

about Burt today that reminds me of a lanky kid with hair

that seemed to have been combed with an eggbeater. (Burt

threw away his comb when his mother died—just used his

fingers after that.)

Was Burt a bad boy? I don’t think so. Sure, he did his

share of smashing windows and being chased by cops, but

that was par for the course on our block—East 106th Street

between Second and Third Avenues in New York City.

Maybe I shouldn’t be contradicting my son. You ever take

him on in an argument? Well, don’t. One Sunday when he

was a youngster, his brother Jim got to arguing with him
over a baseball game. Jim said the ball was out. Burt said

it wasn’t, and emphasized the point by conking Jim on the

noggin with the bat. That taught Jim never to argue with

his brother again.

Burt’s never outgrown his love of arguing—in the family

circle and among friends, tliat is. When he first came to

Hollywood, I hear, he used to soxmd off on his purely per-

sonal opinions. Probably tliat didn’t make him too popular

in some quarters. But since then, he has learned to guard

his tongue; Not that he’s afraid of free speech—he just

realizes that any strongly pronounced opinion on any sub-

ject is bound to hurt some people in a large group, leading

to useless wrangling or outright quarrels. Now he’s careful

to know the company he’s in before he starts spouting.

He’s changed in another way since {Continued on page 81)



Photograph by Six: Virginia’s next is “The Iron Mistress'

Lady Godiva without her horse ... a cloudless summer day . . .

rare steak and strawberry sodas . . . provocation in technicolor

. . . white violets on a golden cushion . . . hearthside pinup girl



sails against an azure sky . . sporting prints in a bopkiined den . .

a Cole Porter ballad on a spinet . . . talent without temperament

Photograph by Powolny: Jeff's in “Sailor of the King"

Varsity dreamboat ... a rustic cabin in the woods . . . white



Jane Powell’s Demi-Tasse is a demi-denion specializing in creating confusion. But to Jane she is queen of. the household

Life’s purr-feet for Chata when Suzan

Ball takes her for a really fast drive!

GLAMOUR
PUSSES
The stars may rate the spotlight in public, hut in

their homes it’s the cinema kitties who make the mews!

BY BETH BROWN
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Dusty is only a neighbor—a fact he ignores.

He picked Anne Bancroft’s home as his very own

The fun’s occidental when Jane Russell comes home from the

set to have a romp with her kings from Siam, Ming and Buddha

• Opinion’s fairly unanimous that Hollywood movie

stars are possibly the most pampered creatures in

the world. That may or may not be the case. But the

stars will tell you that there is one breed of beast

who gets more attention, more kowtowing, more
special treatment than they could ever hope for.

Just ask the star who owns a cat. Or rather, who
is owned by one.

In Hollywood, as everywhere else, once a cat

takes over, she rules the roost with an iron paw.

And anybody who doesn’t want to play the cat’s

way might as well throw in the chips. Kitty’s

Queen! And that’s that!

The divine right to rule applies to aU cats—^from

the scruffiest stray to the highest-bred Persian.

And their human subjects—from a street urchin to

Hollywood’s most glamourous glamour gal—seem
to dote on being tyrannized.

The list of movie-town cat slaves is a long one

—

Ida Lupino, Jane Powell, Liz Taylor, Ethel Barry-

more, Deborah Kerr, Rita Hayworth, Jane Russell,

Liz Scott, Linda Darnell, James Mason, and dozens

of others “sensitive and discerning enough”—their

words—“to appreciate living with a cat.”

The breeds are as varied as their owners. One
of Hollywood’s most royally pedigreed pussies is

Ramddhipati, who has condescended to move in

with Greer Garson. Rama, as Greer calls him, has

a penchant for motoring. And no matter how busy

Greer is, she takes him out for a daily auto ride.

But one day, her schedule was so heavy that she

just couldn’t make it. She (Continued on page 73)

The fur would fly if Joe knew that Marlon
Brando is partial to his pet raccoon, Russell

Ann Blyth took one look at her Persian’s Irish

, ,
green eyes and knew he was a born Mickey

Valeska
^ j
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The Photoplay Star

The little star you have been seeing in photoplay STAR FASHIONS

is suddenly real. Now it’s more than a picture: it’s an exciting piece

of rhinestone jewelry that you can wear a hundred lovely ways—

a

perfect, basic accessory. The secret of its many uses is in the little

catch closing at the tip of one of its points: it can be clipped to

your bracelet or. watch, to a necklace chain or ribbon, or slipped

onto a bar pin, pinned to your scarf, your shoulder, your pocket

or belt or bag. (See the ways five stars wear it on the following

pages.
)
Above you see it magnified to five times its size, and at

left, it’s shown actual size. It’s a little less than one inch long and

wide, covered on both sides with sparkling rhinestones.

The Photoplay Star is both a jewel and a symbol. It means

glamourous good fashion! It’s the wearable symbol of your

PHOTOPLAY STAR FASHIONS . . . your guide to good style. Here on

these pages every month, you’ll find the very latest fashions

—

selected for you by the stars—at prices everyone can afford. And

to make your fashion news even more exciting and fun, the movie

stars themselves will wear the fashions and The Star, in every

fashion photo shown in Photoplay. Copy the wonderful ways

the stars wear their Stars . . . and dream up your own imaginative

ways! Watch Photoplay for fashion ... an ’ v atch for The Star

when you shop. You’ll see it pictured on the tags attached to all the

styles you see here, tags that read, “a photoplay star fashion.”
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*^The Photoplay Star, by Coro, $2 phis tax. See pag:e 70 for where to buy.
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Featuring Photoplay’s

FIVE-STAR DRESS’^

ACCESSORIZED five ways by five new

stars . . . which star-type are you?

if career Girl Lori Nelson

•jUr Sophisticate. . .Beverly Michaels

if Oatdoor Girl .... Elaine Stewart

if Cinderella Barbara Ruick

if Demnre Dawn Addams

Lori wears the dress to work with

its own chiffon scarf and three dazzling

NEW Photoplay Stars pinned on with

a Coro bar pin. Her new 1953 daytime

accessories : Madcaps rose felt cloche

;

Coronet long, slim navy calf bag, both,

under $13; Wear Right blonde cotton

gloves, under $4; Speyer blonde hide

belt with real watch, under $9; navy

calf Beck pumps, $6.99. Lori’s next

picture : “Ma and Pa Kettle atWaikiki”

*Basic pink wool jersey coat-dress
by Jerry Gilden, under $18. 10-18

i

I

PHOTOPLAY’S STAR FASHIONS:

Starring Accessories

Willinger
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Sophisticate Beverly Michaels, new Universal star, wears

the dress to Giro’s, dramatically accented with black for

cocktail time. Fringed velvet stole by Glentex, about $5;

rhinestone-studded velveteen cocktail hat. Madcaps, under

$7; Dawnelle cotton shorties with gold kid bracelet cuff,

about $7; Beck black velvet sandals, $6.99; and Coro rhine-

stone drop earrings and bracelet, about $2 and $4 plus tax

Demure Dawn Addams, in M-G-M’s “Plymouth Adventure,”

uses the dress as a spring coat. Red felt feather hat, Betmar,

$9; polka dot cotton Dawnelle shorties, $4; bronze patent

contour belt, Speyer, under $3; calf opera pumps. Queen

Quality, $12.95. She clips the Star to her Deltah choker, which

comes in her tortoise shell carryette, both, $12.75. , Deltah

earrings, $1 plus tax. Pink umbrella, N. Y. Umbrella Co., $5
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Cinderella Barbara Ruick of M-G-M’s “Apache War

Smoke” wears the dress to Graumin’s Chinese Theatre,

giving it glamour with Speyer elasticized gold mesh

belt, under $3; Madcaps black-dyed Russian fox muff,

under $40, and sequin hat, under $8; Beck gold kid

sandals, $6.99; Dawnelle gloves, $5; and LaTausca

pearl ’n gold earrings, $2, choker, $5, bib, $6 plus tax

Outdoor-Girl Elaine Stewart of M-G-M’s “The Bad and the Beau-

tiful” makes the same dress completely casual with Speyer three-

in-one cowhide belt, under $3; Wear Right string gloves, $1.95;

Coronet russet leather satchel bag, $10.95 plus tax; Betmar

wool jersey stocking cap, about $5; Atlas copper heraldic

bracelet and earrings, $2 each plus tax; Beck patent stripling

shoe, $5.99. Elaine pins a Photoplay Star jauntily to her cap



photoplay star lingerie

Climb a stairwaf

...to a starfiAre!

Take the star-lift for your basic lesson in million-dollar glamour . . .

what’s the million-dollar figure? It’s the

figure that belongs to the girl on her way up

. . , whether she’s climbing to stardom or to

success in any field. It’s your most basic

fashion accessory: a figure that does wonderful

things for the new clothes you buy and gives

you blissful assurance that you look your keen,

million-dollar best in them. But let’s face it:

even the keenest figure looks better in a girdle,

because clothes fit much better, hang more

smobthly over a good foundation. The new

fashions are beautiful, and vital, made to take

to all the exciting new accessories and to make

the most of the body beautiful.

Good bet to make a million-dollar figure out

of any figure, lifting it to star-like heights

—this boneless, smooth-as-skin White Magic

Fabric-Lined Playtex girdle, basic for all fash-

ions, made now with flat, adjustable garters.

More good news: its price, $6.95, in stores from

here to Hollywood. Cannon Mills hose, in the

new, soft-as-moonlight beige shade. Candlelight

BUY PHOTOPLAY STAR FASHIONS IN STORES LISTED ON PAGE 79



Climb a stairway

to a star look!

Lori’s new basic cloche hat

sets the pace for accessorizing

in a city or career mood

Barbara’s glamorous, red

fox muff is the key to

all-out evening drama

Elaine’s sporty cowhide belt

gives her dress the outdoor

touch, cues all other accessories

Dawn’s adorable pol-

ka-dot gloves give the

style note for Spring

Beverly’s black velvet stole

spells out her sophistication,

other accessories follow lead

Step by step the starlets show you

the way to a million-dollar manner

what’s the million-dollar look? It’s

the way the stars look . . . the way you

can look, if you use star-sense when you

dress! In the “moving” pictures on the

preceding pages, five bright young star-

lets prove you can look like a million

whether you dress on a budget or a bank-

roll. They’ve turned the trick with acces-

sories . . . making one good little basic

dress do the work of five (that’s not dol-

lars, but sense!). And here’s the finale to

the story : Their style secret is in the choice

of one dramatic accessory for every role.

The others, more subdued, fall easily into

line. On this page we show a close-up of

the one touch of drama in each costume

that sets the pace .
.'

. whether your star-

ring role calls for a street scene, outdoor

setting, drawing room, or dance floor!

photoplay star accessories

!

!
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Can Dale

Robertson

SaveHis

Marriage ?
BY

GEORGE ARMSTRONG

While the gossips speculate wildly. Dale

and Jackie are quietly trying to ignore

the rumors and work out a reconciliation

that will lead to a truly happy ending

• Can the Dale Robertsons still patch up their

marriage?

All Hollywood has been pondering this

question—and wishing them well—since news
of their reconciliation late last fall first fell

upon eager, friendly ears.

Shock had been the imiversal reaction

when, on that gloomy Sunday last October

twelfth. Dale threw a few personal belongings

into a satchel and closed the door on his San

Fernando Valley bungalow. The bungalow
had been home for him and his bride, the for-

mer Jacqueline Wilson, since their marriage

only a year and five months before.

During their brief parting at that time, both

Jackie and Dale secluded themselves in the

homes of friends and ducked the persistent

bloodhoimds of the press, while they “thought

things out.”

At that time. Dale said: “I think the trouble

will blow over. But I think right now it is

better for us to be separated for a while.”

And Jackie, talking off the record, indicated

that she stiU loved her big, Oklahoma-salted

“wild colt” of a husband. But she implied

that she was not satisfied with love or a mar-
riage that is a one-way street.

So they separated, and they “thought things

out.” And they concluded, evidently, that they

would try hard to turn that thoroughfare of

marriage into a broad avenue that runs both

ways.

While the Robertsons’ real friends held their

counsel during that turbulent period, the gos-

sips were avidly (and acidly) guessing at the

cause of the rift. The hints were broad and
the rumors numerous and varied. “Sensa-

tional developments,” had been the whisper,

“can be expected as the real inside story of

the quarrel comes to light.”

The rumor most widely circulated was that

D^le was infatuated with another woman. The
Miss X of these stories—or Mrs. X, rather'

—

was said to be a blonde charmer who was her-

self a recent bride.

Both Dale and Jackie refused adamantly to

tal k about this much-discussed version of their

differences during that short and unhappy
separation. And now (Continued on page 74)



Tab Hunter learned about

1

courage and faith from his mother.

He had to succeed—for her

• Christmas was just around the comer.

As usual at that festive time of year, the

shipping department of Barker Bros, on Holly-

wood Boulevard was churning like an angry

beehive.

Conspicuous among the employees, was a

handsome, blond six-footer who looked like

a fugitive from a college campus. His strong

fingers pounced upon the endless parade of

packages, and quicker than you cem say, “Happy
holiday,” he had them packed, labeled and on

their merry way. Suddenly a name and address

caught his eye.

“Holy Cow!” exclaimed Tab Himter (he was
thMi Art Gelien—^pronoimced Ga-leen) . He held

a package up and gazed at it rapturously.

“What is it—^a time bomb?” cracked the guy
on his left.

“It’s a present for Linda Darnell,” said Tab.

“Brother, wouldn’t I love to deliver this myself

and have a good look at her!”

Two years, four months and a million dreams
later. Tab Hxmter was getting about the best

look at Linda DarneU that a man can get. She
was in his arms, very close and very tight in

his arms. Her breath was warm on his lips as

his blue eyes mirrored the painful self-con-

sciousness he felt.

“Don’t worry, honey,” she whispered, “just

relax. I’m lucky for newcomers.”

He drew her to him, pressed his lips against

hers. Tenderly, he eased her away again. His

cheeks were flushed with embarrassment. She
smiled a broad, approving smile.

“That was nice, honey,” she said soothingly.

Eass included, the screen test was just what
the casting dhector ordered. And Linda DarneU
had a new romsmtic leading man for “Island of

Desire.” It was the first time Tab Hunter ever

faced a camera, though producers Pine and
Thomas had once used the back of his head for

a scene—in “The Lawless.”

“Good things are always happening to me,”

twenty-one-year-old Tab earnestly reflects

—

so earnestly, in fact, that on first meeting him
one wonders if he’s for real. He’s so fantasticaUy

forthright, he shames the most seasoned skeptic.

The “good things” that happen to Tab, he
sincerely and honestly believes, are the result

of good thoughts. (Continued on page 88)
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When Mitzi was seventeen, she

planned their future—hers

and Richard’s. But now their

futiu-e belongs to the past

• There were just the two of them
at the table. They spoke in low
voices over their half-filled coffee

cups. There was a pause in the con-

versation. She watched as he lit a

cigarette and she tried to find words
—the right words—to say what she

knew she must say. . . .

Mitzi Gaynor had come to realize

that the future as she had once

planned it wasn’t what she wants
today. That settling down to domes-
ticity just now when, in a sense, she

had never reaUy lived at all, wasn’t

for her.

And so she told them—the attorney

who had been her best beau as well

as her friend and who, during the

four years she had known him, had
contributed much to her own devel-

opment as a human being. She told

him simply and honestly—the way
Mitzi Gaynor would. As always,

whatever the problem, he imder-

stood. She had known he would.

“Richard was my first love,” says

Mitzi. “He’s a very special person

—

one of the finest you could ever

know.” She adds quietly, “I wish him
all the happiness in the world. And
he wishes me the same, I’m sure.”

Handsome {Continued on page 78 )

BY JANE CORWIN

i
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inside Stuff STAR CANDIDS

[Continued from page 33)

she squealed. “When I was a school girl

in France, I won zee prize for my breast

stroke!” The entire set collapsed.

Round-Up: Ray Bolger who can afford to

be independent, wouldn’t appear at the

new Hotel Sahara in Las Vegas ’tis said,

unless he received more than any other

performer. The show went on to capacity

business. The dancer supposedly received

120,000 per week for his talent . . . Plaudits

for his fabulous performance in “The

Thief” were short-lived for Ray Milland.

He has to sing to Jane Wyman in “Love

Song” and the poor guy’s scared silly . . .

Jeffrey Hunter’s first gift for his new son

was a letter-man sweater with big 1971

numerals on the chest . . . With Hollywood

necklines plunging lower than ever, Doris

Day receives hundreds of letters from

masculine admirers who laud her for

leaving something to their imagination!

. . . Joan Crawford buys Rosemary Clooney

recordings by the dozen and hands them

out as door prizes.

Studio Stuff: Susan Hayward is now one

up on Anne Baxter, who currently loves

to smoke small after-dinner cigars in pub-

lic. Susie girl smokes a corn cob pipe in

“The President’s Lady” and loathes it . . .

Peter Lawford, who wasn’t a bit happy

when Cary Grant got that role in “Dream
Wife,” probably won’t be with M-G-M by

the time you read this . . . This is the story

of the three Johnnies! Director John Ford

was so enthusiastic over actor John Rus-

sell’s performance in Republic’s “The Sun

Shines Bright,” he called his good friend

John Wayne to come see the rushes.

Prodigal Son: Usually there are two sides

to a story. This time we heard—three!

Farley Granger was suspended by Sam
Goldwyn recently, when he refused to

make personal appearances for “Hans
Christian Andersen.” According to friends

he wanted to go. But they wouldn’t tell

him where he was going or for how long.

The star is doctoring for a stubborn virus,

he’s building a house and is needed here.

Also, the studio supposedly knew Farley

would protest; he wasn’t working, and by

suspending him they saved his salary! We
just calls ’em as we hears ’em!

Chuckle Wagon: Red Skelton said it after

seeing Marilyn Monroe for the first time

in a film : “She has the kind of voice you
usually hear coming over transoms!” . . .

“Tony Curtis,” says a producer (who is

mad at him), “is so good in ‘Houdini,’ he’s

even making his best friends disappear!”

. . . Vic Mature, refusing to fly to the “Bap-
tism of Fire” location at Ft. Leonard Wood
in Missouri, insisted on taking the Super
Chief. “It doesn’t go that way,” the studio

explained. “That’s your problem!” an-

swered the inimitable guy.

RITA HAYWORTH

MARIO LANZA

BETTY GRABIE

HOWARD KEEL

exciting

NEW
pictures!

off-guard candids of your

favorite movie stars
LANA TURNER

All the selective skill of

our ace cameramen
went into the making of

these startling candids.

Handsome, glossy, full-

size 4x5 quality prints.

Look over the list. New
poses and names are

constantly added.
Keep your collection
up to date.

Fill out and mail coupon today. Send cash or money order. 12 pictures

for $1:6 for 50c.

WORLD WIDE, Dept. PH-5
63 Central Avenue, Ossining, N. Y.

1 enclose $ for candid pictures of my favorite

stars and have circled the numbers of the ones you are to send
me by return mail.

NAME

STREET

CITY ZONE STATE

1 . Lana Turner

2. Betty Grcble
5. Alan Ladd
7. Gregory Peck
8. Rita Hayworth
9. Esther Williams

I I . Elizabeth Taylor
1 4. Cornel Wilde
1 5. Frank Sinatra
18. Rory Calhoun
19. Peter Lawford
21. Bob Mitchum
22. Burt Lancaster
23. Bing Crosby
24. Shirley Temple
25. Dale Evans
26. June Haver
27. June Allyson

29. Ronald Reagan
30. Dana Andrews
3 1 . Glenn Ford
33. Gene Autry
34. Roy Rogers
35. Sunset Carson
36. Monte Hale
46. Kathryn Grayson
48. Gene Kelly

50. Diana Lynn
51 . Doris Doy
52. Montgomery Clift

53. Richard Widmark
54. Mona Freeman
55. Wanda Hendrix
56. Perry Como
57. Bill Holden
60. Bill Williams

63. Barbara Lawrence
65. Jane Powel!

66. Gordon MacRoe
67. Ann Blyth

68. Jeanne Crain
69. Jane Russell

74. John Wayne
75. Yvonne de Carlo
78. Audie Murphy
79. Dan Dailey
84. Janet Leigh

86. Farley Granger
88. Tony Martin

91. John Derek
92. Guy Madison
93. Ricardo Montalban
94. Mario Lanza
95. Joan Evans

1 03. Scott Brody
1 04. Bill Lawrence
1 05. Vic Damone
106. Shelley Winters

107. Richard Todd
1 08. Vera-Ellen

I 09. Dean Martin
I I 0. Jerry Lewis

III. Howard Keel
1 12. Susan Hayward
1 1 5. Betty Hutton

1 1 6. Coleen Gray
1 20. Arlene Dahl

121. Tony Curtis

123. Tim Holt

1 27. Piper Laurie

128. Debbie Reynolds

129. Penny Edwards
131. Jerome Courtland
1 34. Gene Nelson
135. Jeff Chondler
1 36. Rock Hudson
137. Stewart Granger
138. John Barrymore, Jr.

139. Debra Paget
140. Dale Robertson
141. Marilyn Monroe
1 42. Leslie Caron
1 43. Pier Angel!

144. Mitzt Gaynor
1 45. Marlon Brando
1 46. Aldo Roy
1 47. Tab Hunter

148. Robert Wagner
149. Rusty Tamblyn

150. Jeff Hunter

151. Marlsa Pavan

152. Marge and Gower
Champion

153. Fernando Lamas
154. Arthur Franz

155. Johnny Stewart

156. Oskar Werner
1 57. Keith Andes
158. Michael Moore
1 59. Gene Barry

1 60. John Forsyth

161. Lori Nelson

1 62. Ursula Thiess

163. Elaine Stewart

164. Hildegarde Neff

165. Down Addams
166. Zsa Zsa Gabor
1 67. Barbara Ruick

1 68. Joan Taylor

169. Helene Stanley

170. Beverly Michaels

171. Joan Rice

172. Robert Horton

173. Dean Miller

174. Rito Gam
175. ChaHton Heston

176. Steve Cochron

P
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Hollywood's Whispering: Ava And Frank

(Continued jrom page 43)
tui'ned to argument, and the domestic heat
generated until they were screaming and
throwing things at each other.

As the months piled up and the tensions
grew greater, they began to drop even the
public pretenses of peace and adoration

—

and anybody who happened to be handy
when their tempers were hot, was treated
to a display of emotional fireworks.
There was nothing at all private about

the flare-up that preceded Ava’s impulsive
return of her wedding ring to Frank this

past October. It all happened one-two-
three before a packed house at the Riviera
Night Club over the Hudson from Man-
hattan where Frankie was singing. Ava
had been in New York for the opening of
“The Snows of Kilimanjaro” and though
Frank’s schedule had kept him from going
to the premiere with her, as soon as he
finished up his first show he piled into a
car and tore down New York’s West Side
Highway to pick her up and take her back
to the Riviera for his late show. The club
was packed when they got back—and look-
ing quickly over the crowded room, Ava
turned white. Sitting at a table with a
group of friends was Marilyn Maxwell.
When Frank sang an old song—a senti-

mental ballad that he’s been doing for

years—Ava took it into her pretty little

head to decide that he was singing it for

Marilyn. And Ava remembered those Hol-
lywood rumors to the effect Frank used
to find Marilyn attractive.

Ava swept out of the Riviera, made her
own way back to town, and the next thing
Frank knew, she had flown to Hollywood
and the wedding ring—wrapped in a fur-
ious note—was winging its way across the
continent to him.
Now Frank can be just as temperamental

—just as erratic—as Ava. And since the
thing he cherishes most is his marriage,
he’ll go to any extreme to protect it. With
the ring burning in his pocket he decided
that he’d better get back to Hollywood—at

once. He was scheduled to go on to St.

Louis for a public appearance, but he didn’t

want to appear anywhere except in front
of Ava, where he hoped he could get things
straightened out.

Contracts? Tear ’em up! Career? Who
cares?

Maybe Frankie doesn’t—but his agent
and his managers and a half a dozen people
whose fortunes are invested in Frank’s
voice do care—and care a lot. He was forced
to keep his St. Louis commitments (inci-

dentally, he broke every PA record the
town has ever had). And Ava partied
blithely in Hollywood, while Frankie ate

his heart out in a lonely hotel room.
These arguments started months before

they were married. Once, in a New York
hotel after they’d quarreled, Frank got
Ava on the phone, threatened to commit
suicide, then pulled his gun and fired a

couple of shots in the pillows, to empha-
size his point. Ava said later that she knew
he was kidding all along.
Another time, in a Nevada resort, it was

reported that he took a flock of sleeping
pills—maybe to scare her again, maybe to

calm his nerves. But a doctor had to be
called to bring him out of a deep sleep.

Frankie says that things like that could
happen in anybody’s life, but because it’s

happening to him they make a “great big

federal case out of it.” Of course, he’s right.

But that’s the penalty one pays for being
famous.

If Frankie had gone on with his plans

to be an obscure newspaper man and Ava
had never come to Hollywood, they might
have been happily wed. But then they
probably would never have met at all.

Frankie would probably have gone on
living with Nancy, eating her spaghetti

cooked in clam juice, and have had nothing
more to worry about than keeping the kids

in shoes.
Instead, he sang his way into fortune and

has taken on all the headaches of a mil-

lionaire without the temperament or the

training to move about in high financial

circles.

Swift fame and big dough went to his

head with an intoxicating wallop. They
brought him the back-slapping guys who
were looking for somebody to touch, and
they brought him the admiration of beauti-

ful women.
It wasn’t surprising that he began to

think of himself as a big man who could

do no wrong.
And Ava has been living in a gold fish

bowl too, ever since she arrived in Holly-

wood and married Mickey Rooney. Those

who are closest to Ava now say that she ^

never really loved Mickey—that she loved ]

only the excitement of being married to a
big name (he was tops in those days).
Her marriage to Artie Shaw was some-

thing else again. It was the most over-
whelming emotion that had ever hit the
still unsophisticated farm girl. Artie kidded
Ava about her lack of erudition and her
slow mental processes. For him, she be-
gan reading books and emulating the poses
of the so-called intellectuals who haunt
the entertainment world. She began talk-
ing about the problems of “the little

people,” although it was quite apparent
that she was over her head most of the
time.

f oiks around Hollywood still choose to

believe Ava has never got Artie entirely
out of her mind and that she never will

Certainly, she seemed to be still in love
with him up until not too many months
before she married Frank. When Artie
was appearing in New York’s “Bop City,”
Ava arranged with a couple of songplug-
gers—mutual friends—to take her to see
Artie’s show.
Ava herself says that’s all over now.

Completely. And that there’s nobody she’d
dream of using the word “love” about ex-
cept Frankie.
Despite a lot of tempestuous behavior

which would seem to belie the fact, it’s

probably true that Ava and Frank really

do love each other—as much as any two
egocentric, spoiled people can. But neither
one has ever learned to compromise, nor
learned to be reconciled to being anything
but kingpin in his own bailiwick.

Frank seems to have gone farther in this

direction than his wife. The story of the

sacrifices he made to marry her is old and
familiar by now—the moral censure of his

public, the break with his Church, the

heavy financial penalties. But though the

reading public may take them all for

granted, Frank himself still smarts under
their hurt. But he wouldn’t take one step

backward to have these harms undone.
He knew what he was sacrificing to

marry Ava. And he’ll regret those sac-

rifices only if the marriage should collapse.

Then what’s the trouble all about?
Although some people say that much of

the fuss stems from Frank’s financial

troubles, that’s by no means the root of it

all. Certainly Frank has had his tough

times, and the fact that one-third of every-

thing he ever earns is ear-marked for

Nancy and the children, doesn’t make it

easy for him to meet his bills. But he’s

gradually pulling himself out of debt. The
red ink on his balance sheet with Uncle
Sam is being replaced by black.

On this score, the story goes that Ava
dipped deeply into her own bank account

to help pull Frankie up financially. And
it’s this fact that now makes it impera-

tive for her to stay out of the United States

for a full eighteen months (in order to

benefit from income tax exemptions) so

she can save some money.
Despite stories to the contrary, Frank

has never worried enough about money

.

He’s always operated blithely on the theory

that there was no need, for instance, for

flying in a public plane when he could

charter one for himself. And he’s been

almost madly generous—with lavish gifts

to all his friends (he’s bought gold cigar-

ette lighters literally in dozen lots) and

with financial help to anyone who’s ever

asked it of him.
,

That’s why he was so opposed to Ava s

going off on the “Mogambo” location trip.

It was not that he was afraid she would

have a torrid African romance with Clark

Gable, as so many people have suggested

He simply didn’t want her that far away for

so long. Earning money did not seem to

him to be nearly a good enough reason for
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^sul;Il a long ana agonizing separation.

And that’s why—against the advice of

his agent and manager—he turned heaven
and earth to try to arrange singing engage-
ments that would keep him near her dur-
ing this trip, no matter how that would af-

fect his career at home.
The rough spots in their romance don’t

seem to have been created by career com-
petition, either, though that’s another
theory that’s making the rounds. “How,”
people ask, “can you expect things to be
any different—when she keeps moving up-
ward all the time—and he keeps sliding

down?”
Things could be very different indeed.

Ava has said a dozen times that she’d give
her career up in a second, if she could find

real happiness in her heart. It’s common
knowledge that, when she and Frank were
first married, she wanted nothing more
than to become a mother. And she says
that if she had a child she would make it

her life.

Since the marriage, she’s been downright
cavalier about her movie commitments

—

and, at least at first, was willing to flaunt
any authorities, even to go on suspension,
as she once did, just to be with Frank.
And as far as his own career is con-

cerned, Frank is not the least bit worried.
“I can still make a buck,” he says. And he’s

right. He can. There are literally hun-
dreds of cities, in the United States and
abroad, where he has never appeared, and
where he could still pack ’em in, as wit-
ness his recent St. Louis and Riviera
record-breaking appearances.
Though his voice is, perhaps, not quite

as true as it once was (medical authori-
ties say this is the direct result of his emo-
tional upsets), he is a better showman than
he ever was. And audiences still love him!
Then if it isn’t the money, and it isn’t

career, what is the ruckus all about?

It's all deep-rooted—and difficult to de-
fine. It’s a job for a psychiatrist and not
really for a magazine writer. But here’s

the way it seems to shape up:
These two do love each other. If they

didn’t, would he have put himself through
the fiery hoops he did to marry her? And
would she be so violently jealous of him?

But does she have any cause to be jeal-

ous? Those who know them both best
answer with a positive and vehement “No!”
Though Frank was once supposed to be
more than mildly guilty of a roving eye,
things have changed entirely since Novem-
ber 7, 1951, when he married Ava. Since
then, he has not so much as looked at an-
other woman. When they’ve had to be
separated, he has always carried a color

picture of Ava with him (a stunning por-
trait from “Sombrero”) and this goes on
his bedside table. He has even gone so
far as to give up his old men friends whom
Ava happened not to like.

Is it then, perhaps, some ask, that he
may look back nostalgically on the com-
paratively peaceful days with Nancy, that
he may be yearning for a return to her?
Again, the answer is “No.” Though many
of his closest friends have suggested to him
that this would be the wisest step he could
take—that it would assure him tranquility,

and practically guarantee the contim
success of his career, he isn’t having a
thank you. Nancy has indicated that
would go back to him (the rumor is t

she telephoned him in St. Louis after J

sent back the wedding ring), but Fr:

says that could never be. He and Nancy
says, were washed up years ago, long
fore Ava ever came into their lives, i

was not the cause of their breakup, he S£

But she was the only woman whom he 1

ever truly loved—loved enough to g
him the strength to face the breaking

of his home and the censure of the world.
Then what?
The finger points to Ava.

And the words are hard to choose.

Even though she denies any feeling for

Artie Shaw, the wounds of that love seem
to have left deep and ugly scars, and a
desperate need to take revenge. Not on
Artie, because he’s out of her life now.
But on any man she loves. And Frankie is

that man. So, without meaning to, with-
out wanting to do so, she hurts him, hurts
him deeply. And she hurts herself.

Does she know that she’s doing it? Not
consciously. And she hates herself when
she does. She fights against it diligently.

Somehow she just can’t help herself.

But she’s trying. For a long time now,
she’s been seeing a Hollywood psychiatrist,

hoping that he can give her the strength
she can’t quite summon up within herself.

And this was the cause of one more mari-
tal battle. She wanted Frank to start psy-
chiatric treatment too, and when he re-
fused, a quarrel ensued.

But he’s thought better of it lately.

Though he’s by no means sure that this

would be the solution, he says now that
he’d try anything. If that will save the
marriage, then he’ll take any treatment
that Ava wants him to.

f
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in Every Cake of Palmolive Soap

DOCTORS PROVE

palmoiive's beauty plan

BRINGS MOST women
lovelier complexions

IN 14 DAYS OR LESS!

The very first time you try the Palmolive Beauty Plan
you’ll actually see Palmolive begin to bring out beauty
while it cleans your skin. Palmolive is so mild ... so

pure . . its rich, fragrant lather gives you everything

you need for gentle beauty care.

Remember . . 36 doctors in 1285 impartial tests

proved that Palmolive’s Beauty Plan brings most
women softer, smoother, younger looking skin.

Massage Palmolive Soap’s extra-mild, pure lather

onto your skin for 60 seconds. Rinse with warm water,

splash with cold, and pat dry. Do this 3 times a day.

It feels just right ... is just right for your skin.SAME WRAPPER—SAME LOW PRICE!
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What Should I Do?

RECORD «t.96

SPECIAL 4 RECORDS

Select any 4 of the following PROM
regular full sized nonbreakable 10

inch 78 R.P.M. records for only $1.96.

Each record has 2 big hits with outstand-

ing singers from radio and T.V. Music is by

Enoch Light and his orchestra. Postage Prepaid.

Immediate shipment. Money refunded if not satisfied.

1018 YOU BELONG TO ME
JAMBALAYA

1020 WISH YOU WERE HERE

WALKIN’ MY BABY BACK HOME

1021 I WENT TO YOUR WEDDING
HIGH NOON

MAKE\ExtraMoney
CHILDREN’S WEAR

Introduce mothers to adorably-
styled, long-wearing dresses—in-
cluding famous Dan River Ging-
hams . . . and T-shirts, separates,
mix-and-match styles, playwear
nightwear for children, school
and pre-school ages. Huge selec-

tion AT LOW PRICES,

FREE Rush your name for
Big Display, sent

absolutely FREE. See how easy itis to

make extra money and get your own
children’s dresses without one penny
cost. . .in just spare time. Write today.

HARFORD, Dept, j-1351
CINCINNATI 25, OHIO

MAKE EXTRA
MONEY WITHnASVif
Learn at HOt/iB ^

TUNITIES for MEN and

WOMEN with “know-how” in Plastics. Interstate’s new Plas-

tics course tells and shows how to make hundreds of fast selling

items-out of Plastics. Gives complete training in fabrication,

casting. lamination, molding, internal carving, etc., in simple,

easy, step-by-step language and pictures. Plastics and Fabri-

cating Kits for 23 valuable Plastic items come with training at

no extra cost. START A PLASTICS BUSINESS OF YOUR
OWN. No other industry holds such promise for the future.

You can make big money manufacturing novelties, toys, signs,

etc., in your own home in spare or full time. Don’t wait! Learn

NOW how Interstate’s Plastics Training qualifies you for

success in the Plastics field.

LEARN HOW TO MAKE fast-setling

PLASTIC NOVELTIES, FURNITURE,

JEWELRY, SIGNS, TOYS/ LAMPS

PLASTICS AND SUPPLIES

FURNISHED FOR
23 VALUABLE PROJECTS

INTERSTATE
TRAINING SERVICE

1022 IT WASN’T GOD WHO MADE
HONKY TONK ANGELS

INDIAN LOVE CALL

1023 TRYING

MEET MR. CALLAGHAN

1024 WHITE XMAS
I SAW MOMMY KISSING

SANTA CLAUS

1026 OUTSIDE OF HEAVEN

LADY OF SPAIN

1027 BECAUSE YOU’RE MINE

THE GLOW WORM

PROM RECORDS

Depl.C20A PORTLAND 13, OREGON

(Continued from page 27)

possibilities in the future? Why not run away
with your own husband?

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

I am the kind of guy whose friends probably
regard him as the brawn, instead of the brain,

type. I played four years of high school fpot-

ball and two years of college football before

going into the Marine Corps. I like the Corps
fine. The associations are the best, the train-

ing makes a guy a real man, and a fellow gets

around.
I guess I’m telling you this because I don't

want you to consider me a real cornball when
I explain what’s eating me. I’ve got two girls,

and I'm thinking about marrying one of them.

I’d marry both of them if the courts didn’t

have other ideas about such things.

Helen likes all the things I do: swimming,
horseback riding, tennis, watching ball games,
and she knows what she’s talking about when
she discusses sports. She has a good disposition,

dresses well, and gets enough wolf whistles so

that you know she’s all right in that depart-

ment, too. I would say that her only serious

fault is that she’s inclined to take the lead in

things: I think she might try to boss a hus-

band. I don’t think I’d care for that.

Lou-Marie’s little and dark. She has dimples
and the longest eyelashes you’ve ever seen.

She isn’t very athletic, but she dances to beat

anything, and she says funny things. A real

kick to be with. She can also sing and she has

a pretty good job as a commercial illustrator.

She has a fault, too; she’s moody. Also, she’s

jealous. If I dance twice with another girl, she

tries to get even.

In spite of everything I think I’m in love

with both girls, maybe because they’re so dif-

ferent. But darned if I know which would
make the better wife. Considering what you
know about gals in Hollywood, which one do
you think would be the best bet?

Archer T. M.

P/ay RightAway!
Now it's EASY to learn ANY INSTRUMENT—even if you

don’t know a single note now. No boring exercises. You play
delightful pieces RIGHT AWAY—from very first lessoni
properly—by note. Simple as A-B-C. You make amazing prog-
ress—at home, in spare time, without teacher.
Only few cents per lesson. 900,000 STUDENTS!
EDCB BA/W 3Hd FREE Print and PictureTKCB Lesson- Samole. Write for ^them. No obligation; no salesman will call
upon you. U.S. School of Music, Studio C201,
Port Washington, N. Y.

It’s FREE for

CHUBBIES!
Our new Spring Book

telling all about our

CHUBBY-sIze clothes

Girls’ sizes 8V2, 10'/2, 12^2. t4V2

'Teen’s sizes I0y2.i2y2.i4y2.l6y2

If pictures the newest
dresses, coats, suits, sports

clothes, skirts, blouses, under-

wear for girls and ‘teens too

chubby to fit Into regulor

sizes (ond everything is

priced the some os “regu-

lar sizes” )

.

j^G^ryant
If you ore not already on our mailing list mail

coupon for your Free Chubby Style Book today.

Lone Bryant, 465 Fifth Ave,, N. Y. C. 17, N. Y.

Please send me your Chubby Fashion Book PI

Name

Street

City -...State —

Dear Corporal M:
There is a wonderful poem by John Gay

which says, “How happy could I be with either.

Were t’other dear charmer away?” which, I

think, describes your state of mind.
As nearly as I can compute your age,

I would fudge it at twenty-one. I hope you
wont think me unromantic if / point out that,

in addition to the charmers described in your
letter, you are likely to meet dozens of un-

bearably lovely girls during the ensuing nine

years. Such is the Marine Corps experience!

Why not wait until some girl comes along

who. although not entirely perfect, gives you
the impression that you have never before met
anyone as essential to your lasting happiness?
As long as your emotions are torn between two
girls, you aren't really in love with either^

The chief characteristic of the complex emo-
tion we call love is your conviction that This

Is It—there has never been anything like it

before, there will never be anything like it

again.

As long as you can write an objective let-

ter about two girls—you”re safe. When you start

to write poetry about one girl—you've had it.

Claudette Colbert

Miss Colbert will be seen

in “Outpost in Malaya”

Have you a problem which seems to

have no solution? Would you like the

thoug:htful advice of CLAUDETTE
COLBERT? If you would, write to her

in care of Photoplay, 321 S. Beverly

Hills, California. If Miss Colbert feels

your problem is of general Interest, she

will consider answering it here. Names
will be held confidential.
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(Continued from page 57)

explained it all very carefully when she

went off in the morning. And she apolo-

gized humbly.
But when she got back from the studio

that night—no Rama. In the midst of a

frantic search for him, a small truck pulled

into the drive—and out stepped His High-
ness. The plumbers had been working at

Greer’s house that day, and Rama had de-

cided that if Greer wouldn’t give him his

daily airing, he’d get it for himself. So he
simply stowed away.
Jan Sterling has a Persian whose food

tastes are strange even for felines, who
are renowned for their finickiness about
vittles. She won’t touch milk, and, com-
pletely unconcerned about the soaring cost

of living, insists on heavy cream—or noth-
ing! She gets it, and she laps it up lan-

guidly as a side dish to her two favorite

solid foods—soaghetti and beans.

Jane Powell’s Siamese, Demi-Tasse, is a

demon for dishevelment. When she can’t

find enough confusion ready-made to suit

her, she custom-makes it for herself. Her
favorite trick is to get into an open drawer
and strew the contents with happy aban-
don all over the house. One day, it may
be hair ribbons, the next, spools of thread.

When Demi-Tasse has finished her little

chore, the house looks like the streets of

New Orleans the morning after Mardi
Gras. And then Demi-Tasse surveys the
effect happily, and lies down in the midst
of it for a comfortable snooze.
Among the stars who own alley cats and

adore them are Debra Paget, whose Tur-
key Bell lives peaceablv with a pair of

Siamese called Minx and Chinx; and the
Gene Nelsons, who welcome any and all

creatures—so long as they mew—and sel-

dom seat less than a half dozen under the
kitchen sink at dinner time.

Probably the most audacious of the “no-
family-tree; who-cares” crowd is Henry,
who rooms with Debbie Reynolds. Debbie
speaks to him severely about the rashness
of his warlike nature. But deep down in-
side, she’s very proud of his prowess. “Be-
lieve me,” she says, “there’s not even a
dog in the neighborhood brave enough
to tangle with Henry.”
Henry, a tremendous feline who fights

like a tiger, roars like a lion, and at times
even scares Debbie, recently conducted a
full-scale one-cat war, in which he wal-
loped practically every cat on the block.
Debbie read him the riot act. “If you don’t
behave,” she told him. “find a new home!”
Henry’s no dope. He knows when he’s

well off—and living with Debbie is some-
thing an awful lot of other cats (and peo-
ple, too) would like. So, for the time
being, he’s fulfilling his part of the peace
treaty like a well -schooled international
diplomat. But, like a diplomat, he’s no
doubt treasuring the notion that treaties
are made only to be broken.
Another push - em - around pussycat,

whose antecedents were in the alley, is

Booby Trap, the pride of Peter Lawford.
He came into Pete’s life late one stormy
night, when Pete found him curled up on
his patio, taking shelter from the wind and
the rain. “Poor pussycat,” said Pete—or
something equally inappropriate. And he
reached down to pick him up. But Booby
Trap would have none of that. He wasn’t
waiting for any cluck-clucking invitation
to come in out of the rain. He had picked
this house, and now all he was waiting for
was the owner, please, to hurry up and
open the door.
So Pete did. And Booby Trap made a

beeline for the closet in Pete’s bedroom
and settled himself in cozily. That’s been
his headquarters ever since.

Glamour Pusses

Booby Trap did all right for himself,

when he picked the Lawford house as his

port in the storm. He’s living the life of

Reilly these days. Every night at ten

sharp, he demands—and gets—a bedtime
snack. Then he climbs into Pete’s bed. To
Pete himself, he grudgingly allots a tiny,

and carefully measured out area along the

very edge of the bed. This is no doubt a

dispensation which he makes to Pete for

having had the good sense to open the

right door at the right time.

Booby Trap has a lot of good reasons to

be smug, for he is a creature of great

culture. He has a complete repertoire of

tricks—including rolling over and playing

dead—a doggy routine that most cats just

won’t be bothered with.

Pete says, “Cats are not as difficult to

train as people think. If they like you,

they’ll do what you ask. But they are

proud and self-willed. Cats can never be
humiliated. They must be treated with
tact, patience and understanding. You
must never try to force them to obey you.

And, above all, you must never show your
temper.”
And cats will tell you that the same

thing holds true for people; If you’re pa-
tient enough, you can teach them a trick

or two, too.

Marge and Gower Champion have picked
up some pretty pirouettes, indeed, from
their brood, two alley cats—Flower and
Clara, and three Siamese—Wicket, Real
George and Real Gladys. Marge and
Gower study their graceful movements,
their leaps and their jumps, and thus get

new ideas for their dance routines.

The cats pose one problem, though, that

baffles the Champions. Like most cats,

they scorn special beds—no matter how
be-ribboned or be-catniped—and choose
their own little corner to curl up in. It’s

the corner this crowd has chosen that gets

Marge and Gower—the back seat of an
automobile. The Champions own both a
Hillman Minx and a Pontiac. But the cats

will have nothing to do with these plebian

jobs. No indeed! Every night, five strong,

they parade to the rose-covered garage
down the lane, and settle themselves into

the neighbor’s Cadillac. Now the Cham-
pions are beginning to wonder whether
they should trade in both their cars for

one swish model, just to keep their wan-
dering clan at home.
Cat lovers know that you can’t be casual

about what you call a cat. Says June
Havoc: “The name is very important. It

should suit the cat’s personality. And it

should never, never embarrass him.” No
Poopsies for her, or Tweedledums, or any
other silly frilly monickers. “If you call

your cat Shaggy,” she says, “he’ll be stub-
born enough to live up to it. And no mat-
ter how much you brush him, the maid
will still mistake him for the mop and start

wiping the kitchen floor with him.” On
one point, she’s vehement: “Before you
name him Billy, be sure he is a Billy, and
not a Nellie.”

In Hollywood, cat names range from the
whimsical to the downright dignified. Anne
Jeffrey, who is married to Bob Sterling,

has named her cats after operatic charac-

“Is Hollywood Carrying

Sex Too Far?”

In February Photoplay Sheilah Gra-

ham gives some provocative answers.

Don't miss this issue—on saie January 9

ters—Madame Butterfly, Tosca, Traviata,
Pinkerton.
Ann Blyth calls her nine-year-old Irish

Persian Mickey, because, she says, “the
fires of Old Erin glow in his emerald green
eyes.” And Jane Russell’s pair of Siamese
are Ming and Buddha.
Liz Taylor dubbed the kitten a London

waiter gave her, Tailspin. “One look at

that sweet little mite,” she says, “and that’s

what I went into.”

Ruth Roman’s mind took a romantic turn
when she settled down to kitten christen-
ing. Her triumvirate are known as Marco
Polo, Golden Bells and Lord Renfrew.
Gene Tierney calls her Maltese kitten

Fifi. “because she’s like a flirtatious French
midinette.” and Carleton Carpenter’s sleek
black and gray striped beauty is Bugbee.
But Carleton isn’t saying why.

Phyllis Kirk says it’s obvious why she
calls her half-Persian Aldous Huxley.
“He’s the intellectual type. That white
mark on his face gives him a raised-eye-
brows look.” And Suzan Ball calls her
Siamese, Chata, because she thinks she’s

a dog, and loves to ride in a car and loves
to speed.” Which, if Suzan says so, is

probably a lot of good reasons.

Anne Bancroft, who’s haunted by a cat

called Dusty, doesn’t know how he got his

name. And, in the center of a colony of

cat worshippers, she’s audacious enough to

admit that she doesn’t care. Dusty isn’t

her cat at all. He just likes to pretend he
is. He belongs to a neighbor—but this is

a fact he prefers to ignore. He’s picked
Annie for his very own—has made her
home his, curls up on her lap and purrs at

her adoringly. “So what can I do about
it?” she asks, and she muses: “They* must
have grown catnip on my family tree.”

There are always so many cats wander-
ing around the Alan Ladds’ ranch, all

mixed up with dogs and horses, that no-
body ever can remember what they de-
cided to call them all. Alan’s a softie for

a kitten in distress, and distressed kittens
always seem to sense it and head his way.
Once on a vacation in Arizona, he came
home with a complete litter—because he
happened on the scene when their insensi-

tive owner was getting ready to drown
them. And another time, he was attend-
ing some outdoor gi’aduation exercises,

when a tiny little stray limped across the
entire field look'ng lonely and lost—until

it get to Alan. Then it purred, and hopped
up into his lap. And that was that. But
one of his favorite stories is that of his

latest feline acquisition;

“I was walking along the street when I

saw a small boy with a huge cat. The boy
was saying, Tf you’re a he, I know that
Mother will let me keep you.’ And then
he sniffled. ‘But if you’re a she, gesh. I’ll

just have to put you back out into the
street.’ He sniffled again. ‘And maybe
somebody else will take you in.’

“Well, she was a she, all right. But the
little boy and I made a deal: I traded him
his she for one of a group of brand-new
he’s I had at home.”
There’s one Hollywood household where

the cat king gets a little competition. And
that’s Marlon Brando’s. Marlon knows
better than even to whisper the fact when
Joe’s around. And he goes so far to con-
ceal it, as to have special cat-fo d air-

mailed from New York to Hollywood. But
the truth’s the truth. For years, Marlon’s
true love has been Russell, his raccoon.
“Maybe Joe does know a trick or two

that Russell doesn’t,” says Marlon. “But
who else, I ask you, would adopt a
raccoon?”
And you can’t deny he’s got something

here. Who else, indeed? The



Can Dale Robertson Save His Marriage?

(Continued from page 65)

that they’re back together, they are even
less willing—and logically so—to acknowl-
edge that such rumors had ever made the
rounds. But their close friends have com-
mented, at length and passionately. “There
was no ‘other woman,’ ” these confidantes
of the warring couple insist. “And no
‘other man.’ ” It is their feeling that the
Robertsons’ marital trouble had been a long
time a-brewing, and that the differences

were there long before Dale reported to

his studio for work on “The Silver Whip,”
during the filming of which, allegedly, the
whispered “new romance” was supposed
to have begun.
These differences—the real differences,

according to devoted friends of both Dale
and Jackie, make far less sensational read-
ing than the romantic triangle which had
been hinted at. They are deeper, more
basic, and therefore, unfortunately, much
harder to work out. Yet, if the Robertsons
are to try to save their marriage, to re-
instate it as a working partnership, they
will have to face up to these differences

—and they’ll have to make compromises.
“They’ll have a lot of forgiving to do,

before they can get back together,” an
intimate girl friend of Jackie’s sums it

up. “And then a lot of giving to do, after

that, if the reconciliation is to take. It

will be hard for them both. Jackie is

proud. And Dale, the most charming guy
in the world otherwise, is downright stub-
born. But I think they’re in love with
each other, still. And I know they are
both mad for their baby daughter, Rochelle,
who was three months old just two days
before her parents separated.

“I think they will both try. And every-
body who knows them hopes that they
will succeed in working things out. For
they’re both wonderful people.”

So that’s what it comes down to: two
vital human qualities—Jacqueline’s pride
and Dale’s stubbornness. And these two
“heavies” can be more dangerous to the
Robertson marriage—and to any marriage,
for that matter—than any threat from the
outside, no matter how sexually super-
charged.
No two people could have been more in

love, no two people could have been surer
of their decision than Dale and Jackie
were when they exchanged their marriage
vows on May 19, 1951.

They knew that making a successful
marriage in the tension-ridden atmosphere
of Hollywood was a complicated and risky
business, even for a stable and mature
couple. And they were very, very young

—

Jackie was just nineteen—and they had
a whole world of living and learning, and
possibly of making mistakes, in front of
them. Learning to unmake mistakes is a
slow, but always hopeful, process.
They had determined in advance to avoid

that evil-eyed old shipwrecker. Career
Trouble. Although Jackie was nicely
started on an acting career of her own

—

she and Dale met for the first time, re-
member, on the set of “Down Among the
Sheltering Palms,” in which she played a
small part—she decided with wisdom be-
yond her years that one acting career in

the family is problem enough. Her job,

once she was Mrs. Dale Robertson, would
be just that—to be Dale’s loving wife and
homemaker, and mother to the brood of
four or five small Robertsons they confi-
dently expected to have.
There would be absolutely no question

that Dale would be the man in the house,
the breadwinner. For one thing, his fierce

masculine pride would have had it no
other way. And certainly there was no

question that he could fulfill this respon-
sibility—his star was rising in pictures.
Many years on top seemed certain to be
ahead of him.
And Jackie was admirably equipped for

her feminine role. Educated in the best
eastern private schools, bred to be a lady
in the old-fashioned sense by her socialite
parents, she was—even if rmder twenty—

a

poised and gracious woman ready in every
way for marriage.
The pitfalls they had not foreseen came

in the areas of their life together where
their two roles overlapped—the occasions
when Jackie must share Dale’s life in the
limelight as the wife of a celebrity, and
the even more imp>ortant times when Dale,
as every young husband must, would be
called upon to share the responsibilities of
the household and, later, the family.
Breaking Dale Robertson to domestic life

proved very soon to be as difficult a task
as taming some of the horses he breeds on
his California and Oklahoma ranches. A
man’s man to the core. Dale is a guy who
simply cannot stand a rein. It was incom-
prehensible to him that any woman, in-
cluding his wife, should have the right to

ask where he had been, and with whom,
and how late. That he should be expected
to telephone if he would be late to dinner,
should be required occasionally even to

show up on time, was, to him, a gross
abridgment of his freedom.
What happened, after awhile, was that

Dale worked—or played—day and night,

kept up his million and one contacts with
his studio friends, his soft-ball friends, his

horse-fancying friends, his dog-loving
friends, while Jackie—who had given up
her old friends to devote her life to Dale

—

sat at home in the valley. There were
some especially lonely months when she
sat there solitarily with the toys and tiny
garments she had been assembling for their

expected child.

Actually, Jackie’s disillusion set in be-
fore her honeymoon was over. Dale took
his bride to a beautiful seaside resort in

Santa Barbara, and Jackie was enchanted
with the prospect of long, quiet hours in

the sun—just the two of them. But it

turned out that Dale had chosen Santa
Barbara for their honeymoon destination
because an important horse show was in

progress there. They spent the entire day
after their marriage ceremony admiring

horses! Now Jackie likes horses as well
as the next one; she is, in fact, an expert
horsewoman herself. But on her honey-
moon! Dale couldn’t have been more sur-
prised that she should object. What else,
his shrugged shoulders asked, does a guy
do on his honeymoon?
Jackie Robertson, on the afternoon of

her marriage, was a gay, outgoing, confi-
dent girl. A short month later she was
subdued, withdrawn, and, her best friends
thought, unhappy.

Even the people who love Dale best, and
know him best, could see what was hap-
pening, and they were inclined to see it

from Jackie’s point of view.
When their separation occurred. Dale’s

best friend. Kit Carson, talked to him like
a Dutch uncle. His mother flew out from
Oklahoma City to do what she could to
save her son’s threatened marriage. At
first Dale resisted all compromise.

“That’s the kind of a guy I am,” he said,

“if she wants me, she’ll have to get used
to me as I am.”
Jackie wanted him, but not at any price.

Obviously, since they’re trying again,
somebody gave in, or, more hopefully, both
conceded some groimd.

Dale, it is certain, was happy to move
his toothbrush and razor from Pal John
Carroll’s guest room, and to get back to the
quiet atmosphere of his valley home where
he could “take off his gaiters” and relax
to the music of soft baby sounds from the
nursery.
The reconciliation, of course, may not

work. The Robertsons have faced their

problems, but the harder task of solving
them lies ahead.
But then again, it very well may work.

And all of Dale’s and Jackie’s friends are
hoping so.

“They’re good, kind and sensitive people,
these two,” one of their best friends put
it. “And when they were married—there’s

no doubt about it—they had every inten-
tion of marrying for keeps.
“Any two people who feel as strongly

about each other as they do, and who are
willing to face up to the pitfalls honestly
and courageously, as they’re doing now,
deserve the help of all their friends—and
the best of luck.
“Things have to work out—because

they’re such wonderful folks.” The End

From France and England, Zsa Zsa Gabor made news—telling the world she

did so love her Georgie, couldn’t wait to finish filming “Moulin Rouge” and

get back to him. Her escort on first evening out—hnvpy husband, George Sanders
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fine fall afternoon on the set of “Mississippi
Gambler.” She was having a day off from
work, and she came in, her flashy hair tied

down under a scarf, her eyes wide and
shining. She had been out with Dick An-
derson in his new English racing car and
‘it had absolutely sent” her, as she phrases
it. Dick was hovering in the background,
his eyes watching her with a sort of hungry
worship. We both asked him to get lost

tor an hour or so, as I couldn’t see how
Piper could otherwise comfortably deal
with the gossip item in a leading column
that very morning—that she was about to

marry Leonard Goldstein.
The first thing you notice, on meeting

Piper, aside from her physical beauty, is

her thoughtful honesty and sincerity. She
had never discussed Leonard Goldstein for
oublication before—but when I hit her with
the question, she answered it frankly.

“I never think of Leonard as a date,”
'he said. “I think of him as a friend.

Whenever we go out to a nightclub to-
gether, Hollywood begins ‘coupling’ us, but
actually the best times we have are’when
be comes over to my house, and we sit

around with my folks and discuss things.”
Piper flashed her mischievous grin.

“Leonard is as old as my father,” she said,

“but when my dad answers the door, Leon-
ard always greets him with, ‘Hello, son.’
You see. I’ll be twenty-one on my birth-
day, this January, but Leonard is forty-
eight.

“The first time I ever met him was my
first day on the Universal-International lot.

That was almost three years ago, and I had
iust graduated senior high. I was abso-
’ntely petrified at meeting him and when
they introduced us, he scowled.

“I didn’t know then that whenever he is

"hy, Leonard does scowl. All it did to me
that day was make me more frightened.
“They put me into a studio dramatic

group, to study acting. I was tickled to
discover Tony Curtis there. I’d known
Tony before, you see, and when he asked
me for a date, I was delighted to accept.”

Piper paused, using the excuse of unty-
ing the bandanna around her hair, to give
herself more time to think. As that mass
of red-gold tumbled around her shoulders,
she looked incredibly exciting, her face
so vivacious above the neckline of the ex-
tremely tailored suit she was wearing.

“People talk all the time about there not
being enough fellows to go around in
Hollywood,” Piper said, “and maybe it’s so,

if you just stay in the movie crowd. But
I honestly do think it makes a difference if

you grew up here, as I did. I mean when
Los Angeles is just your home town, as it

has been mine since I was seven, you meet
boys on a more casual basis.

“I took Tony over to meet my folks, just
as I always have with every other boy,
and we did go about together for a little

while. We never dreamed that our first

starring picture would be together.
“My first picture, of course, was ‘Lou-

isa’ and the studio sent me to Chicago to
make a personal appearance with it. I was
absolutely wildly excited, being in a big
city like that, and putting up at a luxury
hotel and all the rest of it. I made per-
sonal appearances on sixteen TV and radio
shows in five days, besides personal ap-
pearances at the theatre, so I was com-
pletely beat when I came in to the hotel
lobby one night and saw Vic Damone
standing there.

“I started to speak to him—and then I

I’ealized I didn’t actually kno\v him. I had
just met him very casually. So I ran up
to my room, but the phone was ringing,
and it was Vic, asking me to come down

and have a drink with him. I told him I

didn’t drink. I told him it was my first free

evening, when I could actually get a good
night’s sleep. He persisted, so finally, with
my studio chaperone, I went down to the
cocktail bar for twenty minutes and had a

ginger ale. But I did make a date to see
Vic’s show the next evening.
“That really was a thrill. You see, I’d

never been away from home before, or in

a real night club like the Chez Paree

—

and the following evening, when Vic took
me for a real fling around Chicago, I just

nearly collapsed trying to absorb all the
full glamour treatment. And I nearly
flipped, being escorted by a celebrity!
“The moment I got home, I got an order

to report immediately to Mr. Goldstein’s
office. I was absolutely terrified, and when
I walked in, and Leonard smiled at me,
and then told me he was going to co-star

me with Tony in ‘The Prince Who Was a
Thief,’ I was absolutely struck dumb.
“To put me at my ease, I guess, Leonard

began talking. He asked me what I really

wanted to do, how much I studied, if I had
ever seen any of the great performers. He
said that one of the greatest, Sophie
Tucker, was playing in town right then.

He suggested that we go see her.
“That was our first date, nearly two and

a half years ago. It was wonderful being
out with a man as respected as Leonard.
Even with my very meager importance, I

was learning that too many fellows have
too many reasons for wanting to be seen
out with a girl who has a movie career.

It isn’t only the ‘wolf pack.’ That exists

everywhere—and it’s the same I suspect,

everywhere—and any girl with enough
sense to wash her face, knows how to

handle that problem.
“But there is a special Hollywood prob-

lem. Some apparently nice guy calls you
for a date. You go out with him, and find

that you have drifted, somehow, to where
photographers are, and that somehow, next
day, the fact that you were out with him
has got itself into print. Then you know,
if he’s an ambitious young actor or writer
or something like that, that you’ve been
used. You can’t help resenting it.

“With Leonard, from the very first, I

could discuss all my problems. I remem-
ber, just after that first picture of Tony’s
and mine was finished, asking him if it

paid to be honest in movies—honest as an
actress, I mean. Just as in any other
business, out here you see a lot of people
cheating around the edges, cultivating ‘the

right people,’ pretending to be something
they are not, and all the rest of it.

“Sometimes at my house, with my folks,

sometimes at his house, with his two sis-

ters, Leonard would point out to me the
simplicity of somebody like Helen Hayes,
or the long-time career of someone like

Claudette Colbert, who climbed entirely
on merit and nothing else.

“Then, when there was some night-club
act he wanted to see for the studio, or some
great stage performer, he’d take me along,
and point out why this star was a star.

Or if he was reading some special book
for possible production, he’d sometimes
have me read it, too, and he’d tell me why,
in his opinion, it was good or bad.

“This is the way it has always been with
me and Leonard, and this is the way it still

is. He’s a constant education to me, and
I owe him very much. But I do not call it

romance, no matter what columnists say.”
Dick Anderson came strolling back at

this moment. From his great height he
looked down on us. “Are you two through
yakking yet?”

Piper’s eyes sparkled at him. “Go away,”
she said, “we are about to take you apart.”

“That should take all of five minutes,”

Dick said. “I’ll see you then.”
Piper smiled as he moved away. “Dick’s

such a nice, intelligent boy,” she said. “We
have fun together on very simple dates

—

just dinner and a movie, generally, or

maybe just an evening at my house, play-
ing records or talking endlessly about act-

ing. My mother says when Dick and I

get together we never stop talking.”

“Where lovers are more often silent,” I

said.

“Yes, that’s right.”

“Like things were, maybe, with Charlie
Simonelli?” I asked.
“Oh, please,” said Piper, “I don’t want to

talk about that.”

Some insiders in Hollywood insist that

this was the brief flirtation that really hit

Piper’s heart. Perhaps. For the record,

Charles Simonelli is an executive in Uni-
versal-International’s New York office. He
and Piper did date frequently, and were
serious enough to part over religious dif-

ferences—which certainly suggests their

feeling for one another was far from trivial.

With young David Schine, heir to the
fabulous Schine hotel chain, the religious

difference does not exist—but something
that would be of considerable importance
to Piper does figure: Schine has no parti-

cular interest in show business and Holly-
wood. She has every interest in it.

By way of innocently proving, without
even knowing it, that her career is based
on intelligence, as well as on beauty and
talent. Piper said, “I have a friend who
married outside this profession. She didn’t

want to give up her career and her hus-
band didn’t demand it. But recently, when
she got a very fine part and was naturally
very excited about it, he was just mildly
interested. He was nice about it, indulgent
over her excitement, but that’s all.

“I wouldn’t be able to stand that, I know.
But I would never get into such a marriage
in the first place, because if my husband
weren’t fascinated by what I was doing, and
I excited about everything that concerned
him. I’d know we didn’t have enough in

common to make it a lasting thing. My
parents have had a wonderful marriage.
So has my older sister. That’s the kind
I want—and because I do, I won’t be doing
anything impulsive. I’m very grateful that

I do have dates. But you’ll never see any
‘eloping’ headlines about me.”
“Suppose you suddenly fall in love at

first sight?” I said.

“Oh, I did once. It’s terrible. Never
again,” said Piper.

That’s where this character Rick came in.

“I was in several of his classes in junior
high,” Piper said, “and I nearly swooned
whenever I saw him. But he never once
looked my way. And isn’t it weird that

now he lives right on the same street that

I do—and he still never looks my way.
“He doesn’t even recognize me—but I

couldn’t fail to recognize him. He looks
just as tall, dark and handsome to me as

he did six years ago.”

“Tall, dark, handsome, blind and dumb,”
I said, “or he would have to recognize you.”
“No,” said Piper. “I was a terrible look-

ing kid in school. I had long red pigtails.

I had freckles all over my face and I was
overweight. I had another name, too.”

“Just suppose he does recognize you
some day?”
“Oh, don’t,” said Piper. “I get weak at

the very thought.”
We saw Dick Anderson circling back our

way and we backoned to him to join us.

But this is a special note to a guy named
Rick: Why don’t you start ringing door-

p
bells in your neighborhood until you hit

the right one? In my opinion, you’re miss-

V ,g a great opportunity. The End
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was Clark Gable. “Hello, Debbie,” he said,
and she fell on the floor.

With Gene Kelly, talking presented no
problem. She merely couldn’t dance in
front of him which, considering the script
of “Singin’ in the Rain,” made everything
great. He’d show her the step. She’d look
on like a goon. “Try it,” he’d say. Her
legs would refuse to budge. “You’re on a
pedestal,” she’d wail, “and I’m in the soup.”

“Let’s meet halfway.”
She’d had no professional training. Kelly

and O’Connor were both tremendous hoof-
ers. “Just the same,” she recalls severely,
“I acted real young. But Gene had more
patience than Job, so I gradually aged.”
The wrinkles don’t show yet and she’s

still comparatively carefree, despite an im-
possible schedule that keeps her tearing
around from pictures to publicity, from tap
and ballet to voice and dramatic lessons.
She loves the whole business now, though
when Warner Brothers first signed her, it

was just a joke to sixteen-year-old Mary
Frances, and at times a poor one. Her
heart belonged to John Burroughs High, to
the Girl Scouts, to the French horn she
tootled in the band, and to umpteen other
activities. It belonged to her studies, too.
She worked hard for good credits, so she
could get to college and be a gym teacher.

Then came the Burbank on Parade con-
test. Debbie practically passed out when
the emcee announced, “And Queen of all

Burbank, Miss Mary Frances Reynolds.”
As per agreement, Warners handed her

a contract, but no work till the very end
when she played June Haver’s sister in

“The Daughter of Rosie O’Grady.” The
awful part was dropping out of the beau-
tiful hurlyburly of Burroughs. Mornings
she went to school at the studio, after-
noons she tried returning to her own baili-

wick, and she learned firsthand of the perils

of prominence. Lots of the kids expected
her to be snooty, so they beat her to the
punch by being snooty first. She’d trail

home and cry like mad, which relieved her
emotions, but failed to solve the dilemma.
She advised herself, (1) Cheer up; (2)
Steer clear of Burroughs till your contract
runs out, then go back and forget the
whole dumb deal, including Deborah.

That’s the name they picked for her,

Deborah. “What’s wrong with Mary
Frances?”
“Too plain. What’s wrong with Deb-

orah?”
“Too dignified.”

They compromised on Debbie. But to her
family and school friends, she remains
Franny. To herself, she’s a split person-
ality. “I feel like Franny at home and like

Debbie on the lot, and you’d be surprised
how the two of us get along.”
Burroughs she had to get along without.

M-G-M caught her when Warners dropped
her option. “Two Weeks With Love” did
the trick. Most beginners (and some vet-
erans) will tell you they writhe in torment
through their own performances. Such is

their agony that they skulk into darkened
theatres to suffer alone. Debbie’s the ex-
ception. In addition to parents, grandpar-
ents, brother Bill and his wife, Joyce, she
rounded up twenty of her gang for the
sneak preview. If they liked it, fine. If

not, the world would still turn. Watching
herself on the screen, she felt no pa'in. Out
of her first bout with autograph hounds
she got the topsyturviest feeling. “They
acted like I was doing them a favor. Golly,
imagine what they were doing for me!”
After a malt with her girl friends, she went
home to her folks who never dreamed of

calling her wonderful. They liked her,

that’s all. Bill said, “Pretty good. Sis.” She

doesn’t remember what anyone else said.
As Mary Frances, Bill’s “pretty good” had
always been her private Academy Award.
It was good enough for Debbie.
The picture started Debbie’s stock soar-

ing and her mind working. Up to then, it

had all been an accident, pleasant but crazy
—and likely to explode in her face any day.
Up to then, none of it mattered much. But
suddenly it came to matter a lot. “You
know that old corny saying about grease-
paint getting inside of you? Well, it’s in-
side of me,” she informed her parents.
On the subject of her mother and father,

she’s not effusive. She just talks about
them, and soon it becomes plain that no par-
ents were ever more popular with a child.
“They’re immensely broadminded. Not
knowing a thing about show business, all
of a sudden here I am in the midst of it.

Many others would likely be inclined to
say, ‘We don’t think our daughter ought
to go into it. This is supposed to be quite
a fast business. She might change.’ What
they did, without telling me till much later,
was just quietly take themselves over to
Warner Brothers, and meet practically
everybody except Jack Warner. There’s
nothing at all wrong with these people,
they decided. They’re pretty nice folks

—

and you can be just as fast in whatever
business, if that’s how you feel about it.

So when I said I wanted to stay in, it was
fine with them.”
For the rest, she feels very lucky, but

keeps a temperate head. “I don’t ljurst
with excitement. I’m not demonstrative
that way. Maybe it’s better when you are.
It makes people think you appreciate it

more. I couldn’t appreciate it more, but I

can’t go around screaming about it and I’ll

tell you something: If a fairy godmother
had tipped her wand and asked me to
chcose, I would have liked finishing high
school first. High school’s such an unwor-
ried kind of fun. This is a real responsible
kind of fun. Please don’t make it sound
like complaining. It’s just a small regret.”
The family now includes Joyce and baby

Gail—Bill’s at Fort Ord—and they all live
together in the house Dad bought when
they left El Paso for Burbank twelve years
ago. Since Burbank’s a long haul from the
studio, Debbie’s sometimes asked why she
didn’t take a place of her own. This query
never ceases to puzzle her. “What for?
I’d be embarrassed even to mention it. It’s

like saying your parents’ house isn’t good
enough. I love their house. I wouldn’t
want to live anyplace else. It’s not the
size that makes a home, but the spirit. In
size, it has bedrooms enough for all of us.
In spirit, it says, ‘Come in and bring your
friends and take your shoes off.’

”

Dad works for the Southern Pacific.

Mother’s a housewife. They live on his

salary, as always. Debbie’s business man-
ager invests her earnings, and gives her
twenty a week to squander. “That goes
for lunches, bowling, shows, and if I want
to buy a belt or something. Right now the
family’s away, so I have to spend more for

food. And my deg, Tourjete (named after

a ballet step) and cat, Henry, eat better

than I do.”
Livhig at home doesn’t cramp her sense

of independence, an asset diligently fos-
tered by her elders. In her three years at

M-G-M, Dad’s never been seen on the lot,

and Mother rarely. “You wouldn’t believe
it,” she reported to Mom one day, “but
some mothers stick with the girl. This
would be to me very disconcerting. It

would wear me out.”

“Wear you out? And what on earth do
you think it would do to me? I don’t have
to follow you, Franny. You’ve been raised

so we know vou won’t go off your rocker.”



She’s been working too constantly to en-
joy much leisure. Even on Sundays, she

poses for magazine layouts. But when a
holiday does come along, her idea of fun
is to sleep late, have a girl friend or two
over, swim and lie in the sun with the radio

on. Evenings she gets in around seven,

eats, helps with the dishes, plays records,

reads and goes to bed.

She thinks it’s wrong to let movies push
all the rest of life out of your head, and
make you one-sided. In her family, you
can’t be one-sided, because they’re inter-

ested in too many other things. V/ith Dad,
she has big discussions about politics and
what she calls “worldly situations.” Mom’s
community-minded, active in Scouting and
the local Blood Bank. If Mom fails to get

her quota, it upsets her to where she can’t

eat or sleep. It upsets them all. Anything
to do with Korea is their vital concern, not
only because Bill’s at Fort Ord, but because
lots of boys they know and don’t know are
at the fighting front. Apathy on this score
stirs Debbie to battle. “Some people know
there’s a war on, but not with their hearts.

They say, ‘Yes, it’s terrible,’ but ask them
for a pint of blood they’ll never miss and
some kid might die without it, and they
drift away.” The green eyes cloud. “I

don’t know if it makes me mad or sad.”

She used to get mad with the greatest of

ease. Time was when she’d holler and
claw and hit, or stomp off in a rage when
they called a foul on her. Somewhere in

junior high she got wise to herself. Said
Debbie to Debbie: “You’re being pretty
childish, letting yourself blow your top on
purpose about stuff you won’t even remem-
ber tomorrow. Better change your ways,
sister.” And she did.

Both at home and studio, she’s predis-
posed in favor of the human race, though
some members of it, like habitual late-

comers, drive her nuts. And she has no
use for people who pretend. She can al-

ways spot them. “Because they’re too,

too sweet or too, too something.” Accord-
ing to Mother, one of her main faults is

how she treats the few who get on her
nerves. “I find it hard not to be really

sarcastic. I do all I possibly can to antagon-
ize them. I usually succeed.” Mother be-
lieves in politeness, no matter how you
feel. So does Debbie, in theory.

Debbie’s dream-come-true is her swim-
ming pool. They joked about it at home,
knowing they’d never be able to afford it.

But after her contract, the joke turned into
the dream, and the dream came closer
when her manager said she had enough
money in the bank. Dad was against it,

however. He doesn’t like you to change
things round the house. So she went to
work on him. Not in a crude way, not nag-
ging, “Dad, please can I have a pool?” Very
subtly. Say they’d be mowing the lawn
on a hot afternoon, and she’d push the
damp hair from her brow, heave a heart-
rending sigh over all the grass left to be
cut, and watch him weaken out of the cor-
ner of her eye. By the time he left for
his vacation, she saw he was weak enough
to stand the shock. “So home he comes
and finds this big enormous hole in the
ground. My poor father just looked at it.

Then he said that what’s done is done, which
has always been his philosophy. But on
top of that he likes swimming.”
When it came to her room, she asked the

question direct. “Pop, can I make my room
bigger?”

“What for?”

“My clothes. They’re spilling over.”

“Can’t be done, Franny. It means chang-
ing the roof.”

As a practical psychologist, Franny’s no
dope. Before departing on a personal ap-
pearance tour, she carefully arranged gar-
ments every which way over bed, tables
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ADDRESS OCCUPATION

CITY STATE.

Dept. TW-

2/ Nebr.

m LIIT . .
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Reduce

!

It's Fun
This Common Sense Way
“I’ve really got to reduce!”
—how many times have
you promised yourself that
and then kept putting it off.

Delay no longer—let Sylvia
of Hollywood tell you how
to reduce The Common
Sense Way. Let Sylvia ex-
plain what you can do for
yourself to improve your
figure. There is no magic
about The Common Sense
Way to a beautiful figure.

But if you follow the sug-
gestions Sylvia of Holly-
wood has for you in her
book No More Alibis you
may, perhaps, challenge the
beauty of the loveliest
movie star!

Sylvia of Hollywood
Names Names

Sylvia of Hollywood has reduced scores
of famous stage and screen stars—suc-
cessfully. In this book Sylvia tells how
she helped many of Hollywood’s brightest
stars with their figure problems. She
names names—tells you how she devel-
oped this star’s legs—how she reduced
that star’s waistline—how she helped an-
other star to achieve a beautiful youthful
figure. Perhaps your own figure problems
are identical to those of your favorite
screen star.

Partial Contents

New Edition
Too Much Hips, Reduc-
ing Abdomen, Reducing
the Breasts. Firming the
Breasts. Fat. Pudgy
Arms, Slenderizing the
Legs and Ankles, Cor-
recting Bow-legs. Slim-
ming the Thighs and
Upper Legs, Reducing
Fat on the Back. Squeez-
ing Off Fat. Enlarge
Your Chest, Develop
Your Legs—Off with
That Double Chin! Slen-
derizing the Face and
Jowls, Refining Your
Nose. Advice For The
Adolescent—The Woman
Past Forty—The Person-
ality Figure, Glamour Is
Glandular, This Thing
Called Love. Cure-For-
The-Blues Department.
Take a Chance!

ONLY $1.00

A brand new edi-
tion of Sylvia’s
famous book, No
More Alibis is now
ready for you. This
edition contains all

the text matter of

the original book,

plus the greatest
part of her splendid

book on personality

development en-
titled Pull Yourself
Together, Baby.
Now get Sylvia’s
secrets of charm as

well as beauty! The
price of this beauti-

ful new illustrated

edition is only $1

postpaid.

I
Bartholomew House, Inc., Dept. WG-153 ^
205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

||

Send me postpaid a copy of Sylvia of Hoi-
Ivwood’s NO MORE ALIBIS! COMBINED |
WITH PULL YOURSELF TOGETHER,*
BABY! I enclose $1.00. |

I

g
Please Print H

Address |
I ICity State

and chairs, achieving an effect of orderly
disorder. She figured her father’d wander
into the room. She figured he’d miss her.
She figured his heart would be smitten for
his poor absent daughter without enough
space in her home to hang up her clothes,
though she did her pathetic best. She fig-

ured right. On her first night back Dad
produced a paper. “About your room,
honey. I called in some men and got some
estimates. Let’s sit down and see who can
build it the best for the least.”

When it was completed, Mother sec-
tioned off the cabinet for her monkey col-
lection, so that each monkey has its own
little nook. Her delight in monkeys dates
from her earliest visits to the zoo. Dolls
she never cared for, though she’s kept
about seven for her children, in case there’s

a girl and she’s silly enough to prefer dolls

to monkeys. Her thwarted ambition is to

own a live one. Whenever she mentions it,

the roof comes off. “Dogs, cats, I don’t
mind,” says Mom. “But monkeys, no!”
“Then I’ll just have to warn my hus-

band.”
“What husband?”
“The one I won’t marry unless he gives

me a monkey.”
But at the moment, marriage is some-

thing she thinks of as way off in the future.

Bob Wagner—universally known as R. J.

—

is the boy she dates most, which doesn’t
mean they’re exclusive with each other. She
enjoys going out but not to the point of

overdoing it. For one thing she works too
hard. For another, she is a sleepyhead and
’round eleven she gets tired.

R. J. understands Debbie perfectly. He’s
a most considerate person. If you’re dead

beat and beg off a date, he never gives you
a sarcastic routine. He says, “Get a good
night’s rest. I’ll call you next week.”

R. J. doesn’t try to change her, doesn’t
think her monkey collection’s idiotic,

doesn’t poke fun at Scouting. “I don’t have
time to be active in it now, but I’m vitally

interested. Some people think if you’re in

the Girl Scouts, you have to be this small,

smaller than Tourjete, or Henry. They
think when you’re grown up, it’s the stu-

pidest thing which, if you’ll pardon me, is

pure ignorance. R. J. kids me about it, but
in a sympathetic way, and that’s different.

I’m completely myself with him, for bet-

ter or worse, and I don’t mean the mar-
riage service. I just mean friendship.”

Marriage is like a career, Debbie be-
lieves. It takes lots of time. To be fair aU
round, a girl should either have her career
well set or else no career. Janie Powell
was set. So was Liz Taylor. Debbie’s just

building up what they’ve had seven years
to accomplish. “I was thinking about it the

other night. How I dash out of bed in the
morning, work all day, then barely have
time to rush home and hit the sack. Heav-
ens-to-Betsy, my poor husband would
never even see me.”
A messenger came to call her back to

rehearsal. Hoisting her poodle under one
j

arm and her thermos under the other, she
!

flitted off like a sunbeam in pedal-pushers, i

leaving the alley a little drabber. Which
remark, being too, too sentimental, will

doubtless annoy the heck out of her. So
maybe we’d better take a leaf out of

brother Bill’s book. As a performer, he
dubbed her pretty good. As a girl, she’s

|

likewise. The End

Change of Heart

(Continued from page 68)

Richard Coyle had been Mitzi’s best beau
since she was seventeen. At that time, her
rise to movie stardom was a dream. But it

was a dream she knew would come true

—

with steady and hard work. Yet Mitzi had
another dream, one of a home, a husband,
and children. And when she first saw Rich-
ard, she knew with the confidence of her
seventeen years that this was the man
who should share her future.

Older minds might have laughingly con-
sidered Richard Mitzi’s first “crush.” When
her mother saw that Mitzi was serious, she
didn’t laugh it off. Instead, she wisely
extracted a promise from her daughter
that she would not wed until she was
twenty-one . . . until she knew beyond a

doubt that she was ready for marriage.
Mitzi made the promise and told Richard,
“That gives me four whole years to prepare
myself to be a good wife.”

But toward the end, Mitzi, who has al-

ways considered marriage the most im-
portant step in anyone’s life, found that

doubts had begun setting in. "rhere should

be no doubts, she realized. And that was
when she began to take stock of her life.

Seventeen is the time when most young
girls are caught up in a happy social whirl.

They have crushes. They “go steady.” But
for the most part, they generally date a

good many fellows before finding the one
and only. Mitzi never had a great deal of

the carefree freedom that one associates

with school days. She worked long hours
for her stardom and it was a full-time job.

Then she found Richard, and she went with
no one else for four years.

Growing up can be a bewildering ex-
perience under the most normal circum-
stances. Mitzi achieved stardom in the

process. And once she had attained her
goal, suddenly she had more time to take

a good look at the world and herself. In

growing up, Mitzi saw that she had changed.
Today she’s more mature, with a more
sophisticated sparkle, both as a person and

j

a personality. And she has an exciting new
|

future before her.

There have been rumors that there is

another man in Mitzi’s life. A very im-
portant man. It has been said that he
entered the picture during the time she
was appearing in the musical comedy,
“Jollyanna,” in San Francisco. It has also

been said that he hired a noted dance di-

rector to sharpen Mitzi’s dance numbers
in the show.

It could, of course, be love. There is

nothing Hollywood likes better than a love

story, which may explain the rumors. How-
ever, according to the Hollywood grapevine,
Mitzi’s friend is making plans to produce
a lavish musical. This being the case, Mitzi,

one of the most talented dancers in film-

land, would be a likely choice for the lead.

So it is more logical to assume that his in-

terest is business—rather than romance.
Another report substantiates this con-

clusion by its mere absurdity. As rumors
go, they have gone from the mysteriously
romantic to the ridiculous. One fantastic

report had it that Mitzi’s new beau was
having her carefully watched twenty-four
hours a day. If true, the guard did double •

duty, as Mitzi’s mother is with her con-
stantly. They have moved from the house
they shared with Richard and his mother
and are now sharing a modest apartment
together.

In breaking her engagement, Mitzi has
ended a chapter in her life. “Actually,” a

friend of the Gaynors has said, “This has
been coming for a long time.”

It’s hard for a girl to admit that she

was wrong. Especially, when it means
j

hurting one of the best friends she will

ever have. A change of heart takes courage i

—like Mitzi’s. The End j
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HERE’S WHERE YOU
CAN BUY

PHOTOPLAY STAR
FASHIONS:

Five-Star Dress by Jerry Gilden;

Franklin Simon Co.,

New York, N. Y.

Atlas Jewelry
Stewart Dry Goods Co.,

Louisville, Ky.

Beck Shoes
At A. S. Beck Stores

Betmar stocking cap
McCreery’s,

New York, N. Y.

Betmar feather profile hat

I. Magnin & Co.,

San Francisco, Cal.

Coronet navy calf bag
Best & Co.,

New York, N. Y.

Coronet leather satchel bag
Best Apparel,

Seattle, Wash.
G. Fox & Co.,

Hartford, Conn.

Dawnelle gloves

Harzfeld’s

Kansas City, Mo.
Picardot only;

Saks-34th .Street

New York, N. Y.

Deltah pearls and carryette

at fine jewelry stores

Glentex velvet stole

Stern Bros..

New York. N. Y.

LaTausca jewelry
Kaufmann Dept. Store,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Best & Co.,

New York, N. Y.

Madcap hats

Carson, Pirie Scott,

Chicago, 111.

N. Y. Umbrella Co. umbrella
Arnold Constable,

New York, N. Y.
Gimbel’s,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Queen Quality shoes
Queen Quality Shoe Stores

Speyer belts

H. Braunstein,

Wilmington, Del.

Saks-34th Street,

New York, N. Y.

Wear Right gloves
The Fair,

Chicago, 111.

Tee-off only:

Lord and Taylor,

New York, N. Y.

For stores nearer you, write to

Fashion Editor, Jessica Bradt

To order THE PHOTOPLAY
STAR, simply send $2.50 {fed-

eral tax and postage included)

in check or money order to:

Coro, Inc., Attention: H.M.B.,
47 West 34th Street, N. Y.1,N. Y.

DREAM CORONATION PEARLS*
FROM MANUFACTURER-DIRECfto YOU!

DISSIMULATED—please note that CORONATION simu-

lated pearls have the weight, the lustre and the

look of genuine cultured pearls, yet cost only a

fraction of their price!

S MERCURY JEWELRY COMPANY
! 112 Main St., Ottininf, N. Y.

5 Please send me your DREAM CORONATION SIMU-
LATEO PEARLS In the PRESENTATION GIFT BOX.

I enclose $1.98 cash money order check.

You pay postage. (No C.O.D.’s please.)

Beautiful, creamy, lustrous pearls . .
.
glowing loveliness for

every age, every occasion and exceptional values in every

way. When you feel these exquisite pearls you’ll know in an

instant that HERE are the very pearls you want .

.

long, 18 inch graduated strand . . with that

expensive look — at much less than you

dreamed of paying.

STERLING SILVER CLASP
with patented safety lock, so

that you never lose your pre-

cious pearls!

Name

Address.

City

Easy to use Viscose applications may heal
many old leg sores by relieving venous
congestion if caused by varicose veins,
leg swelling or injuries. Send today for
book and trial plan.

R. G, VISCOSE COMPANY
140 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 2, Illinois

UANTEP! ^Vhotos
^

For Calendars • Billboards • Magazines
Your child's photo may bringr you as much as $200
from advertisers. Big demand for pictures of boys and
girls 6 months to 18 years old. Let your child, too, have
this wonderful opportunity to be presented to the
nation’s leading advertisers. (Not a contest.) Send
ONE small photo for our approval (ONLY ONE).
Print child’s name and parent’s name and address
on back. Picture returned in 60 days if not accepted.

SPOTLIT! PHOTO DIRECTORY
7070 Dept. E, Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Coltf.

No Proscription Needed

Amazing "shut-eye” shuts your eyes

softly-—helps you relax and drift into

natural, restful slumber. Don’t lie

awake and worry. Get "shut-eye” to-

day. At most drug stores. 30 tablets Si.

fOUOW lABEl—AVOID EXCESSIVE USE

sjinf-epe
Harrison Products, Inc., San Francisco 5

START $3,270.00 TO $3,795.00 A YBAR
Prepare NOW for — —
1953 exams. 'FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
MEN—WOMEN ^ Dept. 5-96. Rochester 4, N. Y.
Thousands ap« P(Not Gov’t Controlled)
pointments being ^Sirs: Rush without charge, (1) 32-paa:e
made. 32-page q book with list of U.S. Government Jobs:
Book FREE. 0<2) Tell me hcrw to qualify for one.
Mail Coupon , Name
Today, SURE. 'Address .Age

RELIEVES PAIN OF

HEADACHE • NEURALGIA

NEURITIS

The way
thousonds of

physicians
and denlists

recommend

Here's Wiiy . . . Anacin® is

like a doctor's prescription. That is, Anacin
contains not one but a combination of med-
ically proved, active ingredients in easy-to-

take tabfet form. Anocin gives FAST, LONG
LASTING relief. Don't wait. Buy Anacin today.

P
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Hollywood Stars

in Pin-Up Poses
[NEW EDITION]

It’s new! . . . It’s glamorous! . . . It’s

terrific! . . . It’s the second big colorful

album of Hollywood stai’s in captivat-
ing poses, prepared by the editors of

Photoplay Magazine. Here in brilliant

full-color pictures are your favorite
Hollywood stars. Each picture is a gem
—each picture can be cut out for fram-
ing or pinning up without interfering

with any other picture in the book.

Only Photoplay Magazine could bring
you this prize collection of colorful
pictures—printed on heavy paper—at
the low, low price of only 35^. You’ll
be the envy of your fi'iends with this

glamorous Pinup Book. Get your copy
at your newsstand now.

^acc 'Ci Cove

• Marilyn Monroe
• Esther Williams
• Rita Hayworth
• Betty Grable

• Marie Wilson
• Vera-Ellen

• Jane Russell

• Sarnia Gamal

Only 35c

If Photoplay Pinups are sold out at your
newsstands, you may still obtain copies
of this fascinating book by mailing the
attached coupon at once. Hurry! Don’t
miss this gorgeous array of female pul-
chritude. Mail coupon, with remittance

—

today.

rPHOTOPLAY. Dept. WG-153
’

I
205 E. 42 St.. New York 1 7. N. Y.

!

• Send me, postpaid, PHOTOPLAY PINUPS J

I
No. 2 os checked below:

• ( ) 1 copy— I enclose 35c I

( ) 3 copies— I enclose $1.00 |

I
I

Name *
' I

! I
• Address I
' I

< CIfy State !

Dolls Without Guys

(Continued from page 41)

with Greg Bautzer, took to her heels when
he dated another very lonely lady of

Hollywood, Jane Wyman. And I always
did say it was broadening for a girl to

travel, coz right off the boat and the bat
in Paris, Ginger got herself a handsome
Frenchman. Jacques Bergerac—I believe
the translation for the name is “Shepherd”
—and this French guy made a fine shep-
herd for our little Bo Peep.
Everyone here loves Janie Wyman, but

her romantic life since she was wooed by
Ronnie Reagan has been on the catch as
catch can order. After the divorce, you
couldn’t sell her Don Juan, but when the
normal depression was over she perked
up and decided she was too young to be
a stag at eve. But what was there in the
male line for a gal to choose from? Of
course, there was always Mr. Bautzer,
then in one of the off periods with Gin-
ger. He made a beeline for the honey. I

believe the hectic romance lasted all of
three months and poof, it was over.
Then along came Travis Kleefeld, twen-

ty-six, handsome, well-heeled. Janie tied

up her loose ends and fell hook line and
blinker for the charming real estater who
would have been lucky to get Wyman for

a bride. But came the disillusionment

—

his parents didn’t swoon for the actress.

And she realized there was too big an age
gap. The girl everyone loves wasn’t in

love and wasn’t being dittoed.

I t's a fine kettle of female fish when
beautiful girls like Barbara Stanwyck and
Nancy Sinatra have to go to parties to-
gether because of the manless condition
here. For a while, Babs was in luck.
Jean Pierre Aumont liked her very much.
But the same breaker-upper of her mar-
riage to Robert Taylor took Jean away—
he had to go to France to work. I believe
that if Aumont had been able to stay, the
m.utual interest might have ended at the
altar. But it was too soon for Jean after the
tragic death of his wife. Maria Montez.

So, trying to keep her life uncomplicated,
and because there are so few eligible men
around, the two rover girls, Babs and
Nancy, chaperone each other to the smart
cafes and soirees.

Of course Pete Lawford doesn’t help the
more-girls-than-men situation here. He
has always been social, but he used to

escort movie actresses, especially when
they were in the limelight for any reason.
Now he’s strictly Southampton, Long Is-

la’^'^. or Palm Beach, Florida.

Rock Hudson is the Dowagers’ Delight.
Also the Debs’. How they creep up for
the close-up with the tall, dark and oh-
so-handsome young actor! Rock, very
amiable, plays no favorites, although he
confides that the only girl who has really
intere.sted him since Vera-Ellen is Mari-
lyn Maxwell. But not for any obvious
reasons. “She likes to laugh, and she isn’t

possessive,” Rock explained.
The quickest way for an unknown male

to get his name in the papers is to latch
on to a movie star actress. No one had
heard of David Niven until he was seen
everywhere with Merle Oberon, many
years ago. In fact, who, outside the small
international set, had heard of Aly Khan
before he chased Rita to Hollywood? But
I want to give a plug here and now to
young Craig Hill, who is sticking to his
unknown girl in Laguna, when he could
win scads of free publicity if seen with
star actresses of the Piper Laurie calibre.

So who does Piper go with all the time?
Middle-aged producer Len Goldstein, who
used to make pictures with her at Uni-
versal-International. But this one looks
more like companionship than marriage.

There just isn’t a young man around that
the extremely intelligent Piper wants to
spend a lot of time with, although she has
been seen with Dick Anderson lately.

But then, can the young men afford to

dine her at Romanoff’s, La Rue’s or Chas-
en’s? The answer, in most cases, “No.”
I’d like to set Piper down in a city in

|

Texas—where men are men and there are I

lots of them—where she could choose in-
j

stead of being chosen.
Before Howard Duff married Ida Lu-

j

pino, he told me, “I won’t date anyone >.

who makes more money than I do.” I
'

don’t know what Ida makes. But the
checkbook is another reason why single
star actresses have such a rugged time on .

the male dating front. How many men are
|

there who can match incomes with in- .;

genues who can earn up to $5,000 a week?
;

And a man who’s a man for all that,

doesn’t usually let the lady pay. Better
to call his soul his own.
The loneliest gal in town has always

:

been Hedy Lamarr. A director friend of
mine from abroad, told me that the day

;

after he was introduced to Hedy at a din-
’

ner party, she called him. And he didn’t
know whether to be flattered or fright-
ened. I refrained from asking why Hedy

,

had telephoned. I’m sure he wouldn’t
have told me. But I’m just as sure it was
because she was lonely and liked the looks ;

of this man. We’re living in a modern
age, so why not call for a date?
Kirk Douglas learned the feminine facts

of life in Hollywood when his beautiful
wife Diana divorced him. He found a

,

world of waiting women from Rita to

Gene Tierney to Terry Moore—all ready,
,

willing and able to dine with him at the
drop of a phone call.

Cy Howard has an antenna—invisible
'

but potent—that lets him know when a
.

girl is going to be in the news. He landed
i

Lana immediately after she left Topping, 1

for his dine-and-dance date. He caught .1

Rita when she walked out on Aly. He
purswooed Paulette Goddard to Europe.
It’s all good for party business.
Ann Miller would give all her dancing

shoes if she could snare a “Will you
marry me?” from Bill O’Connor. But the

legal luminary is very elusive.

Pat Neal took a real beating publicity-

wise from the aforementioned Mr. Cooper.

!

I honestly believe that Pat would rather

:

be lonely than in the limelight with a

married man. But she fell in love with
Gary, and he did with her. He just

couldn’t quite make the leap from one
marriage to another. And Pat did the

only thing a girl as innately nice as she

is, could do. She went away. I see her
about, kind of lonely, but the chin is up.

.

It was a lucky day for Ann Sothern
when Dick Egan crossed her path. He’s

a nice guy and she knew he wasn’t using

her for publicity when he called. But in

this town a woman doesn’t always know..
There’s a type of man who likes to dress

himself, so to speak, with a beautiful

woman. Joan Crawford will know what
I mean. And a star has to be seen at

premieres and such. So sometimes, she

says, “Yes,” even though she isn’t fooled.:

And hostesses squawk about inviting

single women. They might have to find,

someone to pick them up and take them,
home. But usually, the lonely lady goes

to the party alone, hoping she won’t leave,

alone, but it’s dollars to dimes she will.

Because the stags have so many fauns

to choose from. And it’s strange to see

Hedy or Barbara or Joan or Ginger,

vanishing into the night, driving off in a

new Cadillac, without a guy. Dolls with-;

out guys—that’s Hollywood for you—a big

hunk of it, anyway. The Enb



ril Bef

{Continued from page 53)

he became a star. On his first trip out of

Hollywood with Mark Hellinger, the pro-
ducer who discovered him, Burt arrived
in San Francisco without so much as a
tooth brush, let alone a change of suits.

These days, he’s as conscientious about

i'

being well-dressed in public as he is

about taking a fair, friendly attitude
i toward autograph-hunters. It’s all part of

1; what he calls “the responsibilities of star-
* dom,” but it took him a while to begin
'feeling these responsibilities—maybe, I

' figure, because he was the baby of the

I
family. We did have a daughter younger

'^than Burt, but she died when she was two,
so it was just Burt that Willie and Jim

! and Jane looked out for, fighting his
^fights. He had no reason then to develop
' the sense of responsibility he has now.

I didn’t have much time to devote to the
. children, with my post-office job in the
' daytime, and in the evening, repair work
.^on a couple of small houses I owned and
rented. I was a Sunday father—“a fun
father,” Burt puts it. It was my pleasure
to take the') kids over to Central Park on
Sunday afternoons to play baseball, eat
popcorn, visit the zoo and drink soda pop.
My wife really brought up our family, and
a wonderful job she did.

Burt never argued with his mother. He
[did try it once, and he couldn’t sit down
for a week. Mostly, he’d charm his way
out of getting a spanking. His big blue
eyes normally had a devilish look, but
boy!—how he could turn on the innocence
jiwhen it served his purpose. He’d see his
-mother coming after him with fire in her
eye and a switch in her hand, and he’d
start singing “When Irish Eyes Are Smil-

' ing” in his good Irish tenor. It usually
worked. Or he’d throw his arms around his
[mother’s neck, smile that beautiful smile
of his ' and say, with more schmaltz than
lyou’cy^hear in a Viennese waltz, “Mother
dear, 'you don’t love me any more.” Mrs.
Lancaster, I regret to say, would melt,
while Willie and Jim, no charm boys,
looked on in utter disgust.
Burt still uses that ingratiating smile

when he gets backed into a corner. I

believe that boy could smile his way out
of anything. But in some way his mother
managed to keep him disciplined. My wife
had a phobia about dishonesty. She was
determined that our children grow up to
be decent, law-abiding citizens. I recall
one day when Burt was eight or nine.
He came home from a grocery-store er-
rand with sixteen cents when he should
have had only eleven. First he got a
cuffing for cheating the clerk; then he
was sent straight back to the store to
return the extra nickel.
An incident when Burt was in high

school made me proud to see how that
lesson had stuck with him. Coming out
of the Com Exchange Bank in our neigh-
borhood, he saw a twenty -dollar bill on
the sidewalk. His first impulse was to
pick it up and run. But he didn’t. He
covered it with his foot and leaned against
a fireplug to wait. “If nobody comes along
to claim it in twenty minutes,” he told
himself, “it’s mine.” At the end of nine-
teen minutes a little old lady scampered
up and asked plaintively whether he’d seen
a twenty-dollar bill. Burt lifted his foot
and gave her the money. Of course, he
kind of ruined the story when he told
it to me by adding, “I cursed myself all
the way home for being such a dope.”
Even as a youngster, Burt had a shrewd

sense of money. Maybe that’s why he’s
produced his own pictures successfully,
while so many other actors have gone
broke that way. He wasn’t much good at
arithmetic problems in school, but when

on Burt

it came to genuine nickels and dimes he
was real smart. One summer, he decided
he wasn’t making enough money on his
paper route, so he went into the shoe-
shine business. “I set up my stand out-
side Macy’s on the Thirty-fifth Street side.
Dad,” he told me. “It’s the most profitable
spot in town. That’s where the shoe sales-
men go in and come out. They have to
have a shine twice a day, and I catch ’em
coming and going!”

Burt’s generally very cautious with his
money now, except that he’s a soft touch
for the old has-beens of show business.
He won’t talk about this, and I’d get in
wrong with him if I went into detail, but
plenty of hard-up actors and circus people
know the facts. His interest in show busi-
ness developed early in life. You might
say he inherited it. When I was a young
nian, I used to win prizes on amateur
nights at the local theatres for my song
and dance routine called “The Broadway
Swell and the Bowery Bum.” I played the
accordion and the harmonica, too.

Burt got his acting start at the non-
denominational Church of the Son of
Man and the Union Settlement House, in
our neighborhood. I remember his opening
line well—too well! When he was three
years old, he played a shepherd (wearing
a burlap potato sack) in a Nativity pag-
eant. Needless to say, he wasn’t ' assigned
any dialogue. In the midst of the per-
formance, he discovered he had chewing
gum stuck to one shoe. So he sat down
center stage and proceeded to pull it off.

After much exasperated pulling, he snarled
at the top of his little voice, “How’d this
damn gum get on my shoe?” Mrs. Lan-
caster was not amused. She couldn’t wait
to get her youngest off the stage.
But his career wasn’t ruined. In fact, he

finally got promoted; for years, the Lan-
caster boys played the Three Wise Men
in the Christmas pageant. It became a sort
of tradition. Willie and Jim weren’t too
keen about acting, but Burt got a big
kick out of it. He was a movie fan, and
at seven his great idol was Douglas Fair-
banks. When “The Mark of Zorro” played
the Atlas Theatre in our neighborhood,
Burt was there when the doors opened at
eleven. He was still there at eleven that
night, forgetting all about lunch and din-
ner. Naturally, his mother was in a tizzy.
“Willie,” I said, “go get Burt. Bring him
home even if you have to use force.”
“Aw, Dad,” Willie complained, “all I

ever do around .'here is retrieve Burt.”
But he went and t'got Burt, and he used
force, all right. This time. Mom didn’t have
to administer a licking; Willie had beaten
her to it.

All the same, Burt wasn’t the slightest
bit discouraged. He’d go around the house
jumping over everything in sight, trying
to imitate the Fairbanks feats. It never
occurred to me then that he’d eventually
become an athlete; he was quite small as
a child, and we figured he was going to be
the runt of the family. Suddenly, at thir-
teen, he seemed * to begin shooting up
overnight, and turned out to be the tall-
est of the boys. (He’s six feet, two now,
weighs 185 pounds and has a forty-one
inch chest.)

Burt started on his way toward being a
second Doug Fairbanks when he met an
Australian fellow named Curley Brent, a
neighbor of ours who taught him how’ to
do a few stunts on the horizontal bars.
This taste for acrobatics got my boy and
his pal Nick Cravat so excited that they
decided to build bars of their own. Burt
borrowed money from me; Nick got some
from his mother; and soon the two of
them, the husky blond kid and the wirv
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dark one, were swinging away in our back
yard. You’ve seen the same team, grown
up, showing their skill in “The Flame and
the Arrow” and “The Crimson Pirate.”

But I couldn’t foresee this, so I was pretty
exasperated with Burt, some years later,

when he left college and went off with
Nick to join a circus—at three dollars a
week apiece! If his mother had been alive
at the time (she died when he was
fifteen), I don’t think he would have
made this break. Mrs. Lancaster was set
on the children getting college diplomas,
and the other three did. Probably, my own
old-time interest in show business kept
me from trying too hard to talk Burt out
of turning acrobat. Whenever a circus or
carnival including his act came within
twenty-five miles of New York, I’d always
go and see him. Burt doing giant swings
and somersaults was really something.
But I couldn’t help thinking that his
mother wouldn’t have liked it.

Of course, Burt still keeps in top ath-
letic trim even while he’s working on a
picture that doesn’t call for any stunts.

(Being a frustrated actor myself. I’m ex-
tra proud of the dramatic job he does in

“Come Back, Little Sheba.”) He has hori-
zontal bars at his home, works out on
them regularly.

In the last couple of years, Burt’s been
far away from home a good deal, making
pictures on location. The business of
ranging from Ischia to the Fiji Islands re-
minds me again of that little towhead. I

sympathized with Willie’s complaint about
all the time he spent “retrieving,” because
Burt could get lost easier than any kid
I’ve ever seen. When the postal employees
and their families had their big yearly
clambake at Coney Island, Burt always
got lost, and Willie always spent the day
trying to find him. Burt’s wanderings were
mostly due to his great curiosity. As a kid,

he was interested in everything. Still is.

I guess I’ve heard him say a million
times, “But I want to know why.”
For me and the rest of the family, his

travels can often be unnerving—like the
time early in October when a Fijian na-
tive’s misaimed spear gave him a gash
over the right eye, while he was working
on “His Majesty O’Keefe.” But his wander-
lust seems to be unsatisfied, and we all

know better than to try tying him down.
When I say “the family” now, I mean

my daughter-in-law, Norma, my remark-
able grandchildren, Billy, Susan and Joan-
na, and step-grandchild, James, Norma s

son by her first marriage. A few years ago,
Burt persuaded me to come out and live

with them at their West Los Angeles home.
William has died, but his widow lives near
us. Jane and Jim are still in New York,
Jane teaching school and Jim on the police

force.

While I’m not sure what Burt’s mother
would have thought of all his globe-
trotting and the devil-may-care stunts he
does in line of duty, I do know that his

marriage would have made her very, very
happy. When he was in his teens, he never
seemed to bother much about girls, but
I suspect he made up for lost time later,

after he’d left home. Certainly, there was
nothing bashful in the way he went about
courting Norma. They met during the war
in Pisa, Italy, where Burt was with the

Army and Norma Anderson with the

USO. And they must have been really

taken with each other, because when Burt
was ordered back to Florence and Norma
to Rome, she smuggled herself into a
plane and hopped out at Florence to meet
him. The M.P.’s caught up with both of

them; Burt got guard duty; the USO
authorities confined Norma to quarters
for three weeks. But this opposition only
made them more sure that they’d eventu-

ally be Mr. and Mrs. It was just like

Norma to insist on packing up the three
older children and going along on his
recent jaunt to the Fijis.

Yes, this daughter-in-law of mine is

exactly the right wife for Burt, and he
knows it. Not that they think alike on
everything—Norma usually seems to take
life lightly, is full of laughs, while Burt’s
essentially a serious-minded guy, in-

clined to get intense about ideas and
situations. He always has been a dreamer;
when he was a little kid, he could be off

in his own dream world for hours, and he
wouldn’t hear a thing you’d say to him.
Because of some of the parts he plays

in pictures, people get the notion that he’s

a r igh sort of bum who shaves with a

blowtorch. Truth is, he’s always been
crazy about books and music. As a boy, he
belonged to both the 110th Street and the
96th Street libraries. His mother would
tuck him into bed at nights, and he’d give
her a big loving kiss and pretend to settle

down to sleep. But she’d hardly closed
the door before he’d have the bed covers
pulled up to hide a flashlight and a Frank
Merriwell book, and if he wasn’t caught
at it he’d be likely to read away until

daylight. Today, I’ll bet Burt is one of the
best-read actors in Hollywood. He keeps
up with all the important books, and he’ll

sit up all night reading if something
catches his interest especially.

Even as a small boy, he loved sym-
phonies. Many a night I’d come home
from my repairing chores and stumble
over a body stretched out on the living-

room floor. There would be Burt, listening

to a symphony. We had a cabinet-model
radio, and he’d turn it down low and stick

his head under it so the rest of the
household wouldn’t be kept awake. Later,
when he was making a few bucks here
and there, he went to the Lewisohn
Stadium concerts regularly. When he was
eighteen he took voice lessons, but soon
decided to stick to listening. Opera’s an-
other interest of his; he talks about it like

a real long-hair.

These evenings, I come into the living

room carefully to avoid tripping over the

same body (slightly bigger now) . Burt
still stretches on the floor to listen to the

record player. His tastes have spread out;

he likes light opera, tunes from musical
shows and all kinds of good jazz, as well

as classical stuff. He sings just for fun,

kidding about his voice.

Burt and Norma are stay-at-homes, I’d

say. He enjoys catching a ballet when
there’s one in town, and Norma likes to go
to the movies a couple of nights a week.
If it was easier for her to get Burt into

dress-up outfits, they’d go to more big

parties than they do. Their own style of

entertaining is never extra fancy. Norma
can toss together a dinner for anywhere
from four to fourteen people without
making a fuss about it. Burt always takes

over in the salad dei'iar+-'' Caesar
salad’s the specialty of the house.

They’re great meat and spa^.-ccti eaters,

and I’m not surprised that they go in for

substantial food. Burt wasn’t brought up
to be finicky; his mother saw to it that

all the children ate what was put in front

of them, and she never had any trouble
persuading our youngest to polish his

plate. So friends get a generous spread at

the Lancasters’ when they drop in now.
A lot of these visitors are circus and

carnival people who knew Burt when.
And I guess you know who Burt’s best

friend is—same kid I used to see out in

our back yard with him, doing stunts ofl

the horizontal bars. If Burt, boy or man,
has been hard to get along with, Nick
Cravat certainly doesn’t know it, any more
than I do. The End
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I Shyest G
i (Continued on page 39)

'j
match. If you’re like me, they don’t,

f When I was twelve and in the seventh
grade, I was nearly six feet tall.

I looked like a match walking. I weighed

j

a himdred and thirty. Now, at six-foot-

J four, I weigh two hundred. But then I

; could barely carry my hands and feet.
' They were so huge they spread all over

1
everything.

Then I had another handicap that kept
r me from being a member of the lodge. As

|j

high as my head was, my voice was high-
er. Being the boy soprano in the church
choir when I was eight had been keen.
But being the boy soprano when I was
thirteen—chums, that was murder.

Socially, I was sparkling as lead, too.

F That word “social” meant something in

f my home town, Winnetka, Illinois. I love

J,

that town, always did, always will. But it

^ is a rich suburb of Chicago and it defi-

;
nitely has two sides of the track. I came

: from the wrong side.

Yet the best things I know today about
good manners, kindliness and gracious

I
living were taught to me by the mother

I of one of my school chums who lived on
I the right side.

The big thing about being shy is that
it not only spoils your own enjoyment,
but the enjoyment of everybody around
you. I know now that everyone is gen-
erous. We all want to give. But the “give”
works both ways. If someone has been
kind to you, you should reward them

• with your appreciation warmly spoken.
In my own case, all I used to be able

i to do was mumble, “Thanks.” Take the
i dancing teacher in Winnetka, who gave

;i me free lessons. She was a wonderful
teacher and instead of its being the rich
kids’ duty to go to her weekly classes,

they looked forward to it eagerly. I never
' could have afforded the lessons, but she
spotted me hanging around one day, in-
vited me to dance with her, and then

i
volunteered the other lessons. I was near-

I ly overcome, and to keep it from being
too much a thing in my mind, I told my-
self she liked dancing with me just be-
cause she was tall, and the average kid

j

in the class only came to her shoulders.

;
I’m even more grateful to her today than

I

I was then—because now I know that
hers was real generosity. But when I was
ten, I couldn’t possibly have told her
what those lessons meant to me.
Actually, I think it was because I was

so shy that I fell so violently in love the
first time. I know all the clowning that
goes on about so-called puppy love. It

wasn’t fun with me. It was deeply serious.
For all the girls, growing up, who feel

shy because they are not beautiful, let

me say right here that I don’t believe I

would have fallen in love with this first

love of mine if she had been beautiful.
My girl was much too plump. She didn’t

know how to dress. Her skin wasn’t
perfect. But—and this was the big thing
to me at that time—she was fun. She
wasn’t scared. She knew how to have fun.
When it wasn’t right there in front of
her, something like a party date, let’s

say, she went out and made fun for her-
self and everybody concerned.
There I was, twice her size, exactly

her age, but it was she, not I, who dis-
covered the break in the hedge of one of
Winnetka’s big estates. She was the one
who found out we could slip through the
hedge and go swimming in the estate pool.
Boy, how beautiful that pool seemed

to me then! I thought it was the most
beautiful swimming pool there could pos-
sibly be—and do you want to know some-
thing? Now that I’ve seen hundreds of

uy in Town

pools in Hollywood, I’m sure that it was!
It started like a brook, rambling along

the back of a hill. Its diving board came
out between the branches of a tree. Then
the stream widened, spreading out into

a wide, round, very deep pool.

Let me tell you that when I finally do
marry and have children—lots of children,

I hope—the very first thing I shall teach
them is sports, all the sports. I think this

is especially fine for girls. I don’t know
any fellow who wants his girl to be the
demon athlete; but when a girl does swim
at least reasonably well—when she can
take a swing at a golf or a tennis ball

—

she can meet a guy on a wonderful level

of companionship. I shall teach both my
sons and my daughters all the games. And
while I’m teaching them games. I’ll also

try to teach them how to talk—and talk

well.

My girl could talk well. And all I could
do was lie there by the pool, watch her,

and listen.

We went there nearly every day in the
summer, even when it rained, my girl

and I. When I had the price. I’d bring
along some candy bars, and after we’d
been swimming, we’d lie on the grass and
look down across the lawns at the big
house of the estate. It made me dream.

It made my girl dream, too. She’d say,

“Roy,” (my name then was Roy Fitzgerald),

“Roy, when I grow up I’m going to be. .

Tomorrow is the day you

prepare for that never comes

GEORGE SANDERS

and then she’d spin out a day dream.
She’d talk and talk and talk, and then
she would say, “Now tell your plans for

the future. What do you want to be?”
I never could tell her. I didn’t know

myself. But I knew that I wanted money,
not for power, not to exploit other people,
but to get at some of the gracious living

I got glimpses of in Winnetka. And I

wanted to marry my girl in a few years,
when we were old enough. But I was too
shy to tell her any of this. I never did.

So it’s no wonder (though it was a
terrible shock to me), that she told me,
one day after nearly two years of this,

that she was going to date another guy.
He was on the high-school football team
and he had shoulders to match his height,
which couldn’t be said of me. And his
voice had deepened to where it belonged
for life, which couldn’t be said of me,
either. And he expected to go into his

dad’s firm when he graduated. That
really clammed me up. How could I tell

her I’d seen a movie where Jon Hall
dived off a crow’s nest into a lagoon,
and that I thought it was a slick way of

making money? Right then and there my
bug to be an actor was born—but all that
seemed in sight for me at the hot age of

fourteen was driving a truck. I couldn’t
tell my girl that. I didn’t. I was too shy.
The goony part of my attitude was that

a lot of things were happening to me
that should have killed off my shyness.
Like the Winnetka dancing. But I lost

my girl—because I was too shy to speak
out. And I have never forgotten her.

The Navy got me as soon as I gradu-
ated. And 1944 merged into 1946 as I was
sent from Hawaii to Guam, from Guam
to Australia, from Australia to the Philip-
pines. Then they let me out and I headed
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on. Antiseptic, stops growth of bacteria
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You make them—we sell them! I

Toni Ties, 170 E. Butler, West St. Paul, Minn. I
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and Colon Troubles
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Neglected piles, fistula and colon trou-
ales often spread infection. Learn about
-heumatic and other associated chronic con-
litions. Write today for 171-page FREE
300K. McCleary Clinic & Hospital, 123 Elms
Blvd., Excelsior Springs, Mo.
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ful sheen, without disturbing your wave.
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drying. With its simple brush applicator,

fragrant Minipoo powder removes excess
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Leaves your hair shining clean and fresh !
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want to wet your hair. Perfect for last-

minute dates. Restores limp, stringy, oily

hair to shining softness.

Get this marvelous waterless shampoo
today ! 30 shampoos and applicator brush
in every package. Ask for Minipoo Dry
Shampoo—at all toilet goods counters.
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straight for Los Angeles and a new life.

That story about my being a mailman
who delivered his own photograph to

Universal -International was a phony I

let the studio hang on me when they first

signed me. Let them? I would have let

them hang a mortgage on me, if they had
insisted. But the truth, as perhaps you
know, was that I came west and worked
in my own dad’s electrical shop for a
while. Then I drove a truck. Finally I

found out that if you want to break into

the movies you get photographs and see
an agent. And if you are lucky he does
the rest.

I was lucky. The agent, Henry Willson,
who is now my good friend, also took me
to Raoul Walsh. Walsh signed me, took
me to Warners, put me in his production,
“Fighter Squadron.’’ I was on the set of
“Fighter Squadron” every waking moment
of my days for three months. I was on
screen in “Fighter Squadron” for ap-
proximately three minutes. Maybe I'm not
my type, but I fell apart when I saw my-
self, I was that terrible.

Then Raoul left Warner’s. He insists

it wasn’t because somebody caught sight
of me in the picture, knew he was re-
sponsible for me, and said, “Never darken
our studio doors again.” But I’m still not
sure it wasn’t. Anyhow he took me to

U-I with him, and that’s where I got told-
off by Diana in “Peggy.”

Later that day, Diana said, “Look Rock,
I’ll teach you about upstaging and down-
staging.” Later that month, a wonderful
coach at our studio, Sophie Rosenstein,
said, “Look, Rock, I can teach you so-
and-so about diction.” Later the next
month, one of the studio bosses said to
me, “Look, Hudson, if you would only
relax before the camera, you’d have some
personality. But now you are stiff, awk-
ward. You look shy of your shadow.” Two
months later, I went up to make a test

for “The Iron Man.”
I was to read a scene with Jeff Chand-

ler. He’d just made his smash hit in
“Broken Arrow.” He was a smash hit on
radio in “Our Miss Brooks.” A big shot
guy—a very big shot.

I was tongue-tied at speaking one line
with an actor who had his experience. I

knew, besides the acting, I had to do
prize fight scenes with him—that is, if

I got the part. I wondered if I threw an
unlucky punch and broke his valuable
nose, let’s say, if the studio wouldn’t
plain kill me, considering how little value
I had to them, by contrast.

I started to read the scene and I froze.

My pal drew me aside. He said, “Rock,
you’ve got to get this part. You’ve got an
option coming up.”
The camera started the second time and

again I froze. I couldn’t remember one

line of the dialogue. Then Jeff blew a line.

Then he blew a second line. The camera
stopped. As we walked away, our backs
to it, Jeff winked at me.
“Relax,” he said. “I need you in this

part. You’re as big as I am. You’ll make
me look good in those fight scenes, par-
ticularly since I’m the guy who is written
in to win them.”

“I’ve never boxed professionally,” I said.

“They’ll teach you. And as for the lines,

they’ll coach you. So relax and help me
out, will you? I’m a very self-conscious
guy, you see, and I need some solid

backing.”
Well, I wasn’t that dumb. I knew if I

was never seen or heard of again, Jeff

Chandler would still do all right—but his

thoughtfulness did relax me. Somehow
I did get through the next take, suddenly
aware that I was thinking, not about my-
self, but about the lines I was saying. And
when I did get the part, and after two
solid months of boxing instructions, was
in those fight scenes with Jeff, I did for-
get myself in the necessity of pulling those
punches, as I’d been ordered.

That’s when I discovered the second
thing about shyness: To get over being
shy, start being unselfish. When you
start thinking about the other guy, you
can’t be worrying over your footwork or

how you are carrying your hands.
When you start really caring for the

other guy, you begin having a good time.
Then because you are having a good time,
people like you—and they introduce you
to others. And the more people you know,
the more you meet and the more you meet,
the more you can give out.

Actually that’s all there is to it. But
it is sure wonderful because it makes
you know that most other folks are shy,

too, and you can help them. Take Piper
Laurie, with whom I made “Has Anybody
Seen My Gal?” She’s really shy, but we
had a ball working together. All I had
to do was meet her more than half way,
just as Jeff had with me, and we were
both happy.
And take, “The Lawless Breed,” my

latest picture. Julia Addams, who’d been
in “Bend of the River” with me, turned
up in that. She’d been the shy one then.

Now she was vivacious and assured. It

was great.

When Raoul Walsh sent for me and said
I was going to get “Toilers of the Sea”
(a terrific picture that called for an
English location trip), I could hardly be-
lieve my luck.
“You’re getting this largely because

you are so happy-go-lucky and relaxed,”
he said.

I said nothing. Because when you get

over being shy, you not only learn when
to talk but also, very definitely, when
to shut up. The End
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Marilyn Monroe

(Continued from page 36)

I did nothing wrong and I am not ashamed
to admit I posed for the pictures. Mr. Kelly
took them and his wife was present.”

This same honesty and simplicity set the

tone for our entire interview. Marilyn is

twenty-six—give or take a year—and she
stands accused of faking a tearful biog-
raphy to give people the impression that

she is far younger than that—and far more
interesting. No one could be more eager
than Marilyn to get the facts sorted out
from the fiction.

Here is her story, just exactly as she told

it to me, frankly and informally, in direct

and spontaneous reply to a series of ques-
tions I knew the readers of Photoplay
would want to have answered;

“There’s been a lot of talk about your
name,” I said. “Why did you call yourself
Norma Jean Baker?”
“When 1 was a tiny little tot, I was told

that was my name. I did not choose it. So
far as I knew, I was Norma Jean Baker,
and I never heard anything to the contrary
until I was in my teens. You see, my
mother was married to a Mr. Baker. But
he was not my father.”

“How about this Edward Mortenson, who
is mentioned in some of the stories as be-
ing your father?”

“I never called myself Mortenson at any
time because Mr. Mortenson was not my
father. He proved that to the satisfaction

of the authorities, and for that reason he
had no financial responsibility for me.”
“What about your own father?” I asked.
“All I know is that he was killed in an

automobile accident before I was born.
My mother has not told me anything else

about him. In giving the data for my biog-
raphy at the studio, I told them just what
I had been told myself. But I have been
accused of lying since, because people
came to the conclusion—on their own

—

that Edward Mortenson was my father.”
I was reluctant to phrase the next ques-

tion that popped into mind: “You’ve also
been accused of telling untruths about your
mother. Some of the stories say that you
gave out information that she was dead.”

“Again, people jumped to conclusions.”
Marilyn was unevasive. “I told them I had
become a charge of the State of California
and the County of Los Angeles because my
mother was incurably ill and could no
longer take care of me. They assumed when
I said, ‘incurable,’ that she had subsequent-
ly died. But they did not ask, ‘Is she
dead?’

”

Then I asked about the story that was
printed recently that said she has an in-
valid brother who does not know he is

related to her.
“I have never had a brother,” she said.

“I do have a half-sister, though—a very
nice girl who lives in Florida. I met her
through Mrs. Anna Lower, one of my
guardians, and the woman who came closer
to giving me a true mother’s love than any-
one else in the world.”

;

“How did that happen?”
Mrs. Lower located Bernice, her half-

sister, Marilyn said, when she herself had
no idea at all where she was. “Two years

;
ago,” Marilyn recalled, “she came here

I

to Hollywood to meet me. She is a lovely
:

person. We have the same mother, but
different fathers. It seemed strange to

[I meet when we were already fully grown,
i! but we liked each other on sight.”
‘ “Is it true that your ex-husband, James
Dougherty,” I asked next, “is now a police
officer in Los Angeles and that he discusses

j

you and his marriage to you very little?”

“Yes, that’s quite true.” She smiled. “He
1

seldom discusses me, because his wife
i prefers that he doesn’t. He has children

j

now, and perhaps they would like the chil-

i

dren to think he hasn’t been married be-
fore—it could be something of that sort.”

“The story that’s told, Marilyn, is that
you married without love—and that what
you really wanted, even though you might
not have realized it, was just to have a
home of your own. Is that so?”
Marilyn did not answer that immediately.

She thought it over carefully, then said,
“It’s so hard to define reasons for some-
thing as emotional as marriage—especially
if you’re as young as I was. But I suppose
you could say that having a home of my
own had something to do with it. But there
were other considerations—just being in
love with love, or sex, or whatever you
want to call it. We both realized soon that
it wasn’t going to be a success.”

I wanted to know if it was true that she
lived near Culver City while married.

“I never lived near Culver City, though
that story’s been printed again and again.
I lived in Van Nuys, California. And it was
there that I worked for the defense plant.”

"Did you have a movie career in mind at
that time? Were you studying drama?”

“I never thought about a career when I

was working in the plant,” she said. “In
fact, I never did anything about it at all

until after my divorce. In some article

recently, it said that I started studying
with Phil Moore during the defense-plant
days. But that’s not so. I first started to

take lessons from him about a year and a
half or two years ago.”

“But you had had some sort of movie
break, hadn’t you, when you were in the
defense plant?”
“Some Army public relations men used

me in films of a defense plant in action, and
those films were the basis for my getting
started with the studios. It was those films,

and nothing else.”

“How about the story that you used to
live across the street from Howard Keel
and had a terrible crush on him?”

“True,” Marilyn said. “He was Harry
Keel then. I was about eleven or twelve,
and he didn’t even know I was alive.”

I wanted to know about the story that
she took a guardian into court with her,
when she signed with Twentieth. “Was
that to fool the studio about your age?”

“Of course not. The studio lawyers knew
that, as a married woman of eighteen, I

was not legally required to have a guardian
in order to sign a contract. I took Mrs.
Goddard with me at Twentieth’s request.
Since I was under twenty-one, they
thought it was advisable.”

“There was also a story about your
mother being a Mexican.”

“That’s absolutely untrue. Her maiden
name was Gladys Pearl Monroe. She is a
direct descendant of President Monroe.”

“All right now, how about Joe DiMaggio?
Are you married to him?”

“No! I am not! And, on that subject-
some people at the studio tell me it would
be better for me to remain unmarried.
They seem to feel I would lose some of my
public if I settled down to a life of domes-
ticity. I am very serious about my career.
But if I decide I want to marry, I will not
let my career stand in the way. When the
time comes, I shall do as I please. But so
far, I have not had to make a decision.”

“It’s true, isn’t it,” I then asked, “that
the late John Hyde and Joe DiMaggio are
the only two serious romances you’ve had
since your divorce?”

“Just those two.”
“Is it true that you once tried to make

a home with your mother, and that it

didn’t work out?”
“That is absolutely false.” She sounded

distressed. “None of the doctors who have
worked with my mother, and none of the
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people who’ve been responsible for me,
have ever suggested such an arrangement.
They’ve all known it wouldn’t be fair to
either of us—since there’s no common
ground on which to make a home.”

I hated to ask the next question, but I

felt I had to. “It’s been said, Marilyn, that
you have been negligent about your
mother’s support.”

“I have contributed to her support when
she needed help, ever since I’ve been mak-
ing enough money to do so. But she’s
earned for herself a great part of the time.
She was a cutter at RKO, and she did work
at Columbia for a while.”
Then we switched to a lighter subject

—

clothes. “The stories about your wardrobe
run to the two extremes—that you have
only a few very simple, inexpensive dresses
—or that you have a lavdsh wardrobe of
designer frocks.”

“I don’t have many clothes. I can’t afford
an extensive wardrobe yet. I have some
cottons that run anywhere from ten dollars
to thirty-five. And I have a few expensive
items—dresses that cost over seventy-five.
When I have to dress for a studio occasion,
I use the wardrobe department.”
“How about furs?”
“I don’t own any. But I’ve borrowed fur

coats from the studio. And I’ve also gone
to evening parties in a cloth coat of my
own, and I’ve been perfectly comfortable.
I love clothes, but I don’t worry about
them. I think people are much too apt to
confuse the trimmings with what’s under-
neath them. Anyway, I don’t need many
elaborate clothes. I don’t go to night
clubs—and I’ve never been to a premiere.”

“Things are going awfully well for you

financially now, aren’t they?” I asked next.

“Oh, yes,” Marilyn said. “And I never
buy anything now without being sure 1

can afford it. But in the old days, I was
always getting in too deep. When I first

started in movies, I bought a record player
on time payments. But, before I finished

paying for it, I lost out at Twentieth—my
option wasn’t picked up—and that was
the end of the record player. And then
another time the finance company took
back my car. All that taught me a lesson.”

Marilyn isn’t easy to catch for an inter-

view these days. TTrere are too many de-
mands on her time. The studio casts her
in one picture after another, since she is

top box-office— “Don’t Bother to Knock,”
“O. Henry’s Full House,” “We’re Not Mar-
ried,” “Monkey Business,” “Niagara,” and
just now she is rehearsing and preparing
wardrobe for “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.”
But once she arrives at the interview she
buckles down to it seriously and doesn’t
cut corners in time or detail. Only once,
in New York, she told me, the pace became
too strenuous for her.

“One woman asked me how long I

thought a whale could remain submerged
before it would die. Since I hadn’t the
faintest idea, and any guess I might make
could look ridiculous in print. I asked her
why she wanted me to answer such a
strange question. ‘It’s a kind of intelligence
test,’ she said. I wondered whose intelli-

gence was at stake—hers or mine. But I

learned long ago that you have to take the
bad with the good. And that it doesn’t pay
to lose your temper when untruths are
printed. “Sooner or later, the truth always
comes out.” The End

Hollywood's Whispering: Esther And Ben

(Continued from page 45)

and business, that Ben’s the big brain and
she’s the helpless little woman,” this friend
continued. “But the truth is, Esther is one
of the best business women Hollywood has
ever seen.” And filmtown gossips say that

she is making more and more of her own
decisions, perhaps brushing aside Ben’s
opinions and showing that she doesn’t have
too much respect for his judgment; this, if

true, would naturally deflate his ego. For,
over the years, they hav'e had a working,
share-and-share-alike marriage.
But Esther and her own ego today are

an item to be reckoned with. She is con-
sidered domineering around people she’s

worked with for years, and for that reason
is becoming more and more disliked. A
studio worker who has been associated
with Esther on many of her pictures re-
cently said, “She won’t listen to anybody!”

It would probably surprise and perhaps
even hui't Esther to know how disliked
she is by many people w’no know her.

Last year, the Hollywood Women’s Press
Club voted her the “least cooperative”
actress, and this year, she has shown small
improvement. Interviews are cancelled,

photographic sittings changed to suit her
own convenience. Sometimes she is ac-
cused of snubbing people. Her friends say,

however, that this is unfair, that Esther
is extremely near-sighted and cannot see
any distance without her glasses—thus she
sometimes fails to speak to people, and
they mistakenly think she is snubbing
them.
The basic problem for Elsther and Ben

seems to be an adjustment of egos. But
even about this, Esther is objective and
clear-headed, which doesn’t make for

warmth. In fact, some say, she is so clear-

headed and cool that the real battle of
their marriage is the battle of boredom.
And no one has hinted that either Esther

or Ben is interested in anyone else.

Regardless of rumors, Esther and Ben
go on maintaining their own family kind
of Life. For Christmas a year ago, for in-
stance, they planned to go to Acapulco on
a vacation with their children, Benjy and
Kim. But they decided to vacation in

Honolulu instead—and for a very homey
and touching reason. Little Benjy’s nurse,
whom they had engaged when ^ther was
on location in Hawaii, wanted to go home
for a vacation. So the Gage family went
to Hawaii to insure the nurse’s holiday.
On the first day of Esther’s most recent

picture, “Dangerous When Wet,” Esther
pointed to a plant in her dressing room.
“Ben doesn’t send me flowers any more.
See, he sends me a plant that I can take
home and put in our garden. That shows
you how permanent our marriage is.”

One constructive thing about the rumors
that crop up about Esther and Ben is this:

whenever the rumors start circulating the
Gages seem to become more aware of their

marriage, of what they have together.
Esther and Ben become more determined
not to let anything destroy their marriage.
Esther seems gemoinely hurt at the rumors,
seems determined to do everything pos-
sible to refute them. At the Marion Davies
party for Johnnie Ray, the Gages appeared
very lovey-dovey, as if in answer to the
gossips—to all the stories of strife, bore-
dom and dissension.

A few years ago, before Esther hit star-

dom as she knows it today, she spoke of

her marriage in these terms: “If you keep
your sense of values and stability and re-
member what you wanted in the first place,

you’ll be okay ... if you just remember
the road you started on and stay on it.”

Perhaps the recurrent rumors of trouble

remind Esther of that road . . . and how
important it is for her happiness and for

Ben’s not to veer off it. The End
86



Hollywood's Whispering: Troubled Twosomes

(Continued from page 47)

against his wife’s. A year ago he would
have been too self-conscious for such hon-
est demonstration.
When they celebrated their sixth wed-

ding anniversary, Jeff was in Pendleton,
Oregon, making “Sioux Uprising.” With
two days off, he flew home to Marge to

celebrate. Apparently, Jeff’s home to stay.

While all of Hollywood has been discuss-
ing the Chandlers, the Tyrone Powers
have been giving their intimate circle of
friends a great deal to talk about. The
general opinion is that Linda Christian sec-
retly enjoys being the cause of those raised
eyebrows. A true continental, with several
languages at her command, Mrs. Power
makes no bones about saying that Holly-
wood parties are, for the most part, boring.
There is every indication of the rest-

lessness she feels and, at the Van Johnson
party especially, Linda’s attempt to inject

a little “life” into the festivities became
the talk of the town. Her conversation is

startling, and the semi-nude statue she
posed for that now graces her garden is

still a topic for conversation. Another
topic is the verbal battle between Linda
and Lita Baron Calhoun. The cause of it

was a shocker even to their best friends.
Yet, if Tyrone Power is aware of the all

too obvious situation, if he is unhappy
about it, or cares at all, not even a mind
reader would know it. His eyes are al-
ways on Linda and they are adoring. He
never loses his temper with her. He smiles
with amused acceptance over her antics.

At every party, he is always charming,
gracious and subdued. When Linda wanted
to act again in “The Happy Time,” he
voiced no objections. He worships his little

daughter, Romina, and to all evidence is

a happily married man.
Linda loves foreign countries and the

Powers will undoubtedly divide their time
between the United States and Europe
now that Ty is free to make his own con-
tractual arrangements. There are a few'
who believe that Linda’s restless nature
will end the marriage, despite Ty’s present
contentment. There are more who believe
that her ego is riding for a fall unless she
pulls a few “stoppers.” In the meantime,
Hollywood continues to watch—and con-
tinues to wonder.
Of all the stars, Martin and Lewis seem

to have the most infallible capacity for
weathering all the adversities of Holly-
wood. Lawsuits, studio feuds, gossip, and
separation rumors seem to roll off their ex-

pensive backs. The boys come up smiling
and keep everyone roaring. Both members
of the tempestuous team have been oc-
casional targets for the snipers.
Not so long ago. Dean Martin’s name was

whispered in connection with a young and
beautiful leading lady. Soon after, his
name was replaced by Jerry’s. However,
if there was truth behind tbe talk, it was
never proved. Dean seems honestly happy
in his marriage to blonde and beautiful
Jeanne Martin. Being a consistent “re-
laxed” type, if there was anything wrong,
Hollywood would probably be unaware of
it until it reached a crisis.

While nothing seems to surprise Holly-
wood (even trouble in the Dean Martin
household, if it ever occurred), everyone
would be startled right out of their seven
year contracts if anything went wrong be-
tween Jerry Lewis and his brown-eyed
Patti. As much as Martin and Lewis are
dependent on each other professionally,
that’s how much Jerry depends upon his
adoring wife. Despite the rumors which
have touched their doorstep, Patti (he calls

her “Mommy”) is actually Jerry’s alter
ego. It’s difficult to believe there could
be a Jerry Lewis without Patti there to
give him love, courage, and guidance.

People do not attract that which they

leant, but that which they are.

BETTY HUTTON

Ingrid Bergman is perhaps the most
tragic figure up for speculation in the ru-
mor-market. Ingrid, who gave up her
daughter, her home, her Hollywood ca-
reer for Roberto Rossellini, has never been
able successfully to avoid the spotlight. Be-
fore the birth of Isaballa Fiorella and Isotta

Ingrid, Ingrid was kept busy denying the
stories of how difficult it was to live with
Rossellini. With the arrival of the twins,
she thought surely that the troublesome
talk would stop. But it hasn’t. Now come
reports linking the names of Roberto and
Anna Magnani, the fiery Italian actress
who was once the great love of his life.

Letters from Rome say that Ingrid is ter-
ribly hurt. It has also been said that In-
grid has been seen dining with other men.
These, too, have been denied. But Holly-
wood still whispers—and the whispers
grow louder. The End

listen THEN look!
Listen to “‘True Detective Mysteries" every Sunday
afternoon and help police look for the fugitive
criminals described on the program.

$1000.00 REWARD* a reward o
SIOOO.OO is offered for information leadiiif; to thi
arrest of any of these criminals. For details tun(
in your Mutual station, Sunday afternoon and heai

“TRUE DETECTIVE MYSTERIES

Every Sunday Afternoon on Mutual stations

Be sure to read “THE BAT MAN”—the latest facts on the exploits and
capture of that eerie figure w'ho stalked women and murdered his last vic-
tim in July 1952. In January TRUE DETECTIVE magazine now' on sale.

Do you need extra dollars for

those extra bills?

you want fo start a profitable no-

cost business for yourself? A business

that grows year by year, dollar by dollar,

surprisingly ?

Start NOW—don't miss this big oppor-

tunity! Here's your chance to earn your

own income—at no cost to you!

It's so easy—and SO profitable! Just

act as magazine secretary for us in

your community. Take care of subscrip-

tions for OUR MAGAZINES for your

friends, neighbors and relatives. It costs

you nothing but spare time!

Wife today—NOW— for free ma-

terial and information. Address:

Subscription Agents Div.—Dept. PI-53

MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS, INC.

205 E. 42nd St., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

NEW TINYTONC RADIO
ReaUy worke. NEW PRESET CRVSTAE eliiri-

inates "TUBES. B.TTTERIES OREt.EC-
TRIC"PI,UG-INS" KOREVERI BeautifiJ
Red plastic case. GU.\R.\NTE£r) TD
WORK on local etationa— u«e monf any-
« her<?.S.ENDON LY$\ .00(bm.ck..mo.) and
pav postman $11.99 COD or send $4.99 for
P.P.deliverv.C’O.MPLETEWITHE-KTRA
LONG DISTANCE AERIAL KIT AND
PHONE. LIMITED .SUPPLY. ORDER

NOW.Midway Co., Dept.BMW-1, Kearney. Webr.

Photo of Your Favorite

MOVIE STAR
Big BorgoinI . . . NOT smoll pocket sire, but lAftGfff,

ACTUAL PORTRAIT. Also FREEl Beouliful Cololog. FREEl
Mony odditionol pictures ol popular stars on cover.

FREEl Tells how to get HOME ADDRESSES, BIRTHDAYS,
ond PHOTOS of STARS HOMES. Send only I5< for

handling (2 photos for 25l). Rush lo;

HOLLYWOOD FILM STAR CENTER
Box 2309, Depi. L-12 Hollywood 26, ColifornJo

Learn NURSING of home
Elam up to $75 a week as a Prac-
tical Nurse. Thousands needed for
MD offices, hospitals, private duty. Learn at
home. Earn while training. Course written by
doctors, tested in clinic. Outfit sent. High
school not needed. Write for booklet.

GLENWOOD CAREER SCHOOLS
7050 Glenwood Ave., Chicago 26 • Dept. Nl-t

Personal
To Women With

Nagging Backache

Nagging backache, loss of pep and energy, head-
aches and dizziness may be due to slowdown of kidney
function. Doctors say good kidney function is very
important to good health. When some everyday con-
dition, such as stress and strain, causes this im-
portant function to slow down, many folks suffer

nagging backache—feel miserable. Minor bladder
irritations due to cold or wrong diet may cause
getting up nights or frequent passages.
Don't neglect your kidneys if these conditions

bother you. Try Doan's Pills—a mild diuretic. Used
successfully by millions for over 50 years. It’s amaz-
ing how many times Doan’s give happy relief from
these discomforts—help the 15 miles of kidney tubes
and filters flush out waste. Get Doan’s Pills today!

P
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He Couldn't Fail

(Continued from page 67)
“These were instilled in me,” he says,

“long before I was born. My mother has it

right here.” (He points to his heart.) “Di-
vorce divided the family when my older
brother, Walter, and I were just babies.
With no help to count on, most women
would have despaired. But instead of sob-
bing, my mother smiled.
“Mom believed then as she believes

now: Good constructive thinking brings
good results. Those who are deserving
will receive. To be loved, one must love.
To have friends, one must give friend-
ship. During our darkest moments—and
she rarely even mentions them now—her
faith remained unshaken.”
One amusing episode Tab remembers

seems to show how well that faith could be
counted on in a pinch. On this particular
day, the cupboard was barren—if not bare.
It was a long time before Tab’s mother be-
came a physiotherapist (she now has a suc-
cessful career), and the Geliens were still

living in New York City where the boys
were born. Mrs. Gelien worked here,
there, anywhere to support her sons.

Tab tells the story as it was told to him.
“Walter was at home in our one-room
basement apartment. My mother was pull-
ing me on a sled through the snow to the
grocery store. She just knew she’d return
with enough food, even though she had
less than a dollar in her purse.
“A block or so along the way. Mom

looked around. No baby! She was frantic
as she rushed back to where I had tumbled
off. But I was having a wonderful time.
I laughed up at her, and waved a pretty
piece of paper I had dug out of the snow.
The paper was—a five dollar bill!”

Retracing the footsteps that guided Tab
Hunter to good fortune is like jostling a
jigsaw puzzle into place. Tab’s a little

sheepish when he enumerates all the fam-
ily’s moves and changes.
“We moved around so often,” he grins,

“the postal authorities must have hated us.
Mom always wanted us to have the best.
So the second she saw a better chance, job-
wise, she’d pack us off to some new place.”

When possible, Gertrude Gelien put the
boys into day school, and they would live
nearby. And when she had to leave town
to work, she boarded them out. Tab’s
grandfather, who was with the Matson
line, was very concerned with his daugh-
ter’s struggle to support her sons. As soon
as he could—the boys were two and three
then—he financed a family move from
New York, first to San Francisco, later to
Long Beach.
“Grandfather was just great,” Tab re-

calls. “He paid our transportation and
he made it possible for Mom to train for
physiotherapy. When she became a nurse,
he arranged for her to go out on ships for
the Matson Line.”

Eventually, Los Angeles became home
base for the Geliens. Tab attended St.

John’s Military Academy and St. Paul’s
Parochial School; and in the ninth grade,
he registered at Mt. Vernon Junior High.
There, in a musical called “The Wedding
Song,” he played an eager-beaver Dutch
boy in love with a giggling Dutch girl.

This would make a much better story if

Tab’s urge to act had been born right then
and there. But it’s just not so. Though
he transferred to a part-time school for
kids who work in the theatre, his reasons
for making the move were athletic and
not artistic. A love for horses and figure-
skating on ice all but consumed his life.

•* He wanted more time for both.

“When my brother first took me to the
stables,” Tab laughs now, “I wasn’t the
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least bit interested. Imagine! But then
I started learning to ride jumpers, and sud-
denly it hit me—hard! Mom used to give
me a sandwich to take to school, fifteen
cents for hot soup and a dime for milk. I

ate the sandwich and put the soup and milk
money into a fund for renting horses.
“Poor Mom! She worried about my be-

ing undernourished. And what’s worse,
I wasn’t any too popular with her person-
ally. When I’d come home, she’d have to
hold her nose with one hand.”
When he wasn’t hanging around stables.

Tab was hanging around ice rinks. In the
course of time, he competed in state. Pacific
coast and national figure-skating contests.
The speed and precision of skating fasci-
nated him, and the feeling of freedom was
a soaring challenge to his imagination.
Like being in another world, he describes
it. Like flying through space on your own
power and heading for the moon.
From November, 1946 to November,

1947, Tab was a member of the U. S. Coast
Guard. He was as tall then as he is now,
and he kidded the authorities into believing
he was of military age—at fifteen and a
half! The less said about his skuldug-
gery, the better. He still blushes over it

—

and over his summary mustering out, once
the ruse was discovered.
During his period in service. Tab was

stationed at a training school in Connec-
ticut. Weekend leaves found him in New
York, quartered with his best friend, Dick
Clayton (he’s now an agent, and—on the
romantic side—a regular date of Ann
Blyth’s), who was then appearing in a
play on Broadway.
“Tab was always starved,” Dick sums it

up. “The typical teen-age boy. There was
never even a lemon left in the refrigerator
when he went back to his base.

Back in Hollywood, when Tab received
his discharge papers, the friends got to-
gether again. Tab took up where he left

off at the stables and ice rinks, squeezing
in these pleasures between various jobs

—

as a shipping clerk or a soda jerk, mowing
lawns or helping out in a sheet metal
works. But he was thinking seriously
about his future. And acting suggested it-

self to him as a possibility.

Brief as his career has been, there have
already been a dozen conflicting stories

about how Tab Hunter got his break.
Here’s the way he tells it himself:

“I liked acting—what little I knew about
it. To be very honest, 1 also knew that
it paid well. And I wanted to make a lot

of money so things would be easier for
Mom. So I began making the rounds of
the studios. But nothing happened—ex-
cept that back-of-the-head bit.

“In the meantime, I was studying. Then,
one day, a friend took me to a rehearsal of
‘Skin of Your Teeth’ at the Coronet The-
atre. I never dreamed that would be an
important turning point.

“That day, I met Paul Guilfoyle, who
was directing the play. Later, he became a
casting director, and—wonderful guy!—he
remembered me. When director Stuart
Heisler wanted somebody of my type to

play opposite Linda Darnell in ‘Island of

Desire,’ Paul arranged for me to meet him.
I went to Mr. Heisler’s house—and I was
scared silly. As I left home. Mom said,

‘Don’t worry. You’re going to get the
part.’ That gal and her faith!

“I walked in Mr. Heisler’s door, and
Steffini Nordli, who wrote the story, took
one look at me and said, ‘This is the boy
I want.’ Just like that!

“So they tested me. And after I got the
part, they changed my name to Tab Hunter
cause nobody could ‘tab’ me as anything
else. I don’t like it much myself, but

people who are wise in this business keep
reminding me that a name is only as im-
portant as its owner makes it. And I cer-
tainly can’t complain about how things
have been going since people started to
call me Tab.”
One of the most heartwarming things

that has happened to him under his new
name was a gift from the readers of
Photoplay—top place in the “Choose Your
Star” contest. You took one look at him
in “Island of Desire” and deeided, in vast
numbers that he was a sure bet for star-
dom. U-I thinks so, too. They have cast
him in “Johnny Ringo”—his second film.

His first movie was filled with rewards

—

before, after and during the shooting. He
still looks back wide-eyed on one wonder-
ful day while it was being made.

“I had my twentieth birthday while we
were in Jamacia working on the picture.
And Linda Darnell gave me a party. Yes,
I got another kiss. And this time I was
on my own—with no cameras turning.”

The company worked in Jamaica for
twelve weeks, and then spent seven more
in England, finishing the picture. Pinch-
ing himself black and blue in disbelief.

Tab saw Paris—and vice-versa. He sailed
for home from the south of France, and
another one of those “good things” hap-
pened aboard ship. There was the usual
pool among the passengers to guess the
exact time they’d spot Ambrose Light.

“I hit it right on the nose,” Tab ex-
claims. “The ninety bucks I won paid
for my New York theatre tickets and left

enough for another present for Mom. I

bought her a sensational hat, one she’d
never pick out for herself. She looked
more glamorous than Marlene Dietrich!”

Dreams have a way with Tab—and with
all his heart, he believes his will come
true.

“Mom has worked so hard all her life,”

he says with feeling. “I’d like to take her
out of hospitals forever. But I know she
could never be idle, so I hope to buy her
a little apartment house that she can live

in and manage.”
Currently, Tab and his mother share an

apartment in Beverly Hills. It has one
bedroom, and a pull-down bed, not quite
long enough for Tab’s long legs. Brother
Walter is married now, and in the Navy.
Unlike the many mothers who resent

losing their hold on devoted sons, Ger-
trude Gelien urges Tab to “watch for the
right girl and settle down.”
The right girl?

“Does it sound corny to say she’ll have
to have beauty from within?” Tab asks
anxiously. “Of course, I hope she loves

sports,” and then Tab colors a little, “and
she’ll have to be cuddly.”

That’s all in the future, though. For the

time being. Tab is turning all his tenderest

emotions in another direction. Not long

ago, he fell in love with a horse.

“I’d never owned a horse.” (He says it

as if everyone else does.) “And when I saw
Out on Bail, I just had to have him. And
the price was sensational—irresistible. So
I didn’t say anything to anyone. I just

bought him.”
There are some diehards, no doubt,

who’d say that at this stage of the acting

game. Tab can’t afford to be thinking about
either a horse or a wife. But now that

he’s managing to support the one, he’s sure

things will work out just as happily when
the time comes to budget for the other.

And with Tab Hunter’s luck—or is it

courage?—or is it faith?—there’s no doubt
that he’ll get what he wants, just exactly

when he wants it. The End



IMAGINE!

Ladies — here’s the best news you ever

heard! Your chance to get a whole new beauti-

ful wardrobe of your own ... a stunning
collection of the most colorful new styles

. . . 'WITHOUT PAYING A SINGLE
PENNY! And — unbelievable though

it sounds—JO// can make up to SlOO in a month just by wearing
these glorious dresses—and showing them to your friends!

HERE’S ALL YOU DO!
Just wear these lovely Fashion Frocks given to you as a bonus.

What could be more pleasant.^ You have your choice of over

150 striking new styles—designed by one of America’s best

known dress companies. When friends ask about them,

simply explain how you can get them the same exquisite

styles. Your friends, relatives and neighbors will jump at

the chance to get these dresses. It’s our way of advertis-

ing the unbeatable values offered by world-famous

FASHION FROCKS!

C . NO CANVASSING ... NO EXPERIENCE!
X woman can resist such smart, original styles, such

magnificent colors and fabrics. And there’s a complete
range of sizes for every type of figure . . . Misses, Half-Sizes,

Juniors and Stouts. Until you actually see the breath-taking

portfolio of new Fashion Frocks, you simply can’t imagine
the amazing variety of styles, colors, weaves and patterns. So
it’s no wonder you’ll be making BIG MONEY just by wear-
ing and showing them to your friends. Best of all, there’s

no door-to-door canvassing and you need no experience.

NO OBLIGATION OF ANY KIND!
Everything is ABSOLUTELY FREE OF COST! The
coupon brings you the whole wonderful plan, in-

cluding the line-up of exclusive new styles.

And don’t forget! Everything you get is absolutely

without obligation of any kind!

FASHION FROCKS, INC.
Studio L-1053 Cincinnati 25, Ohio

DON'T WAIT!

OPENINGS

LIMITED!

This NEW plan is so sensa-
tional chat openings are lim-
ited. So hurry! Fill out the
coupon and send it in before
the quota is filled. There is no
obligation, not a penny to
pay! Paste coupon on a post-
card—and mail it today!

FASHION FROCKS, INC.

Studio L-7053, Cincinnati 25, Ohio

YF-S, I'd like to be one of the women who get the chance to

make up to SI 00 in a month for wearing and shov.ing Fashion
Frocks. \\ ithout obligating me in any way, please send every-

thing I need FREE!

Name^

Address-

City- JZone-

Dress Size-

Slate
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THERE ARE THREE BRECK SHAMPOOS
FOR THREE DIFFERENT HAIR CONDITIONS
Whenever you buy a shampoo, keep in mind one thought - hair

tends to be dry, oily or normal. For each of these hair conditions,

there is a different Breck Shampoo. One Breck Shampoo is for

dry hair. Another Breck Shampoo is for oily hair. A third

Breck Shampoo is for normal hair. The Breck Shampoo for

your hair condition will leave your hair clean, soft and lustrous.

The Three Breck Shampoos are available at Beauty Shops, Drug Stores^ Department Stores and wherever cosmetics are sold.

CHEMISTS • SPRINGFIELD } MASSACHUSETTS
FRANCISCO • OTTAWA CANADAJOHN H BRECK INC

NEW YORK
MANUFACTURING

CHICAGO • SAN





Wl^/your‘clream Icitchen”/ 20 COMTESTS f^/ 20 PAYS

!

Enter evety contest!

(Mamooo TtmLVAm
(Hf>kiz£&!

EIJTERTHIS Bl&WWand iVORy SMOV\/ COimSTmn\

Look! You can win
these prizes every day

!

/
FtKSTPfUZe
B/eRYOft/!

Luxurious Crosley All-Electric

Kitchen (described at left), plus

$500 cash installation allowance!

SECONDMazes
EVER/DAY!

8-cubic-ft. -capacity Crosley
Shelvador Freezer!

Smart, console-toned Crosley
Coloradios!

CROSLEY ALL-ELECTRIC KITCHENS are a sensation among home-
makers! Finest design— sturdiest construction— beauty and convenience in every

detail. Your Crosley Kitchen makes meal-planning, cooking, and “kitchen-

living” more fun . . . saves you time, work, money! First-Prize Kitchens include

all these units, plus installation allowance of $500 in cash!

Crosley Shelvador® Freezer with shelves on the lid for extra “top-level” space.

Crosley Electric Range with double-oven, divided top, and deep-well unit.

Crosley Automatic Oishwasher-Sink Combination with Revolving SwirIClean Tray.

Crosley Shelvador® Twin-Automatic Refrigerator that doubles front-row space.

Crosley Kitchen Cabinets— up to value of $400— to fit individual kitchen needs.

Crosley Coloradio designed especially for the kitchen.

SEE these magnificent awards at your Crosley Dealer's!

Just complete this sentence in 25 additional words or less!

'vP (
NAME OF PRODUCT )avt(iaitrf l}ecduAt.,."

TLOS
GRAND PRIZE

oF^SOOO
for best 1 st-prize-winning entry

in entire contest!

(FILL IN IVORY SNOVY OR CAMAY)

Now you have twenty opportuni-

ties to win a Crosley “Kitchen of

YourDreams” IWhat’smore, Ivory
Snow and Camay are offering you
20 chances to win 560 other mag-
nificent prizes in these 20 daily

contests! Enter now; enter every

Jay for the 20-day contest period!

It’s easy! In your words, finish

this sentence, using 25 additional

words or less: “I keep (fill in Ivory

Snow or Camay) on hand because
...” Send in as many sentences as

you like. Be sure each entry is ac-

companied by an Ivory Snow box-

top, or 3 Camay wrappers. Your
dealer has handy entry blanks. Read
the contest rules for mailing ad-

dress and closing dates.

To help you get started, think of

the advantages these two products

offer. Ivory Snow is the safest pos-

sible soap you can buy for every-

thing you wash with special care

... by hand or machine. Ideal for

diapers, too! And there’s no finer

beauty soap than Camay. Chang-
ing to regular care and Camay can
help you win that lovely, smoother
Camay Complexion!

] st-pri 2 e winners who
send boxtop from Giant-

Size Ivory Snow, or 3

Bofh-Size Camay wrap-
pers, with entries, win an
extra $100 down pay-
ment on a new Crosley

Television set, or a Cros-

ley Room Air Conditioner

!

FOLLOW THESE SIMPLE RULES!

vUfi!
“I keep Ivory Snow on bond because
it’s safer for the lingerie I wash
by hand and baby things I do by
machine, and being granulated it's

‘double perfect' in my machine."

"I keep Camay on hand because
Camay is so mild and refreshing

— just right for my face— and it's

so fragrant, lathers so quickly that

it makes my bath truly luxurious!"

1. Complete this sentence— "I keep (choose one
—Camay. Ivory Snowi on hand because .

"

in 25 additional words or less.

2. Get an official entry blank from your dealer or

write on one side of a plain sheet of paper. Print

plainly your name and address.

3. (Mail to: Contest, Box 3>K. Cincin-
nati 1, Ohio. Send as many entries as you
want, but enclose 1 Ivory Snow boxtop or 3

Camay wrappers (any size) with each entry. It

you enclose 1 Giant-Size Ivory Snow boxtop, or

3 Bath-Size Camay wrappers with your entry and
you win one of the Crosley Kitchens, you will also

receive an extra $100 down payment on a new
Crosley Television set, or a Crosley Room Air

Conditioner.

4. There are 20 separate contests, each with an

identical list of prizes. A new contest each day

(except Saturdays, Sundays and February 12th)

from January I9th to February 16th inclusive. The
winner of the grand prize of $5,000 will be selected

from the winners of the first prizes in the 20 daily

contests. Entries received before midnight, Janu-

ary 19th, will be entered in the first day’s contest.

Thereafter, entries received on any contest day

will be entered in that day's contest. All entries

received on Saturdays and Sundays will be

entered In the contest for the following Monday.
Entries received on February 12th will be entered

in contest for February 13th. Entries for the final

(20th) contest must be postmarked before mid-

night, February 16th, and received by midnight,

March 2nd.

5. Prizes awarded each day will be—

First Prize . . . Crosley Kitchen consisting of

Shelvador Freezer (CDF-8), Electric Range (RD-

CO), Dishwasher- Sink Combination (DE-48‘,

Shelvador Refrigerator (T-CAD-12), Crosley Cabi-

nets (up to value of $4U0), Crosley Coloradio,

plus installation allowance of $500 in cash.

3 Second Prizes . . . Crosley Shelvador Freez-

ers (CDF 8).

25 Third Prizes . . . Crosley Coloradios.

Grand Prize . . . $5,000 in cash to be awarded
to the best entry of the 20 first-prize winners.

6. Entries will be judged for originality, sincerity,

and aptness of thought. Judges' decisions will be

final. Entries must be wholly the work of the

person in whose name the entry is submitted

except for incidental help from family and friends.

Only one prize will be awarded to any person.

In case of ties, the full prize tied for will be

awarded to each tying contestant. No entries will

be returned. Entries, contents, and ideas therein

belong unqualifiedly to Procter & Gamble for any

and all purposes.

7. Any resident of the Continental United States

Oncluding Alaska) and Hawaii may compete
except employees of Procter & Gamble, AVCO,
their advertising agencies and their families. Con-

test subject to all Federal and state regulations.

8. Except for the 20th contest, the first-prize

winners' names will be announced daily, begin-

ning approximately Monday, February 2nd, over

one of these radio programs: "Rosemary" or

“Pepper Young's Family.” The first-prize winner

of the 20th contest and the grand-prize winner

will be announced over both of these programs on

or about Monday, March 16th. All prize winners

wilt be notified by mail. Prize-winner lists will be

available on request approximately two months

after the close of the last contest..

enteotoday! CONTEST CLOSES FEBRUARY 16th!
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LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC

It Can Help Head Off Trouble or Lessen Its Severity

Yes, used thoroughly and often, Listerine Antiseptic can
actually help head off a cold or sore throat due to a cold,

or lessen their severity.

It fights infections as an infection should be fought . . .

with quick, germ-hilling action.

Listerine Antiseptic reaches way hack on throat surfaces

to kill millions of germs, including those called “secondary
invaders Qscc panel below). These are the very bacteria
that often arc responsible for so much of a cold’s misery
when they stage a mass invasion of the body through
throat tissues. Listerine Antiseptic attacks them on these
surfaces before they attack you.

Remember that tests made over a 12-year period showed
that regular twicc-a-day users of Listerine had fewer colds
and generally milder ones than non-users: and fewer sore
throats.

So, at the first symptom of a cold— a sneeze, cough or
throat tickle gargle with Listerine Antiseptic. It has
helped thousands . . . why not you? Lambert Pharmacal
Company Division of The Lambert Compan}^, St. Louis 6,
Missouri.

And to be about Halitosis (bad breath)

Use LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC ... no matter what else you do

Do you know why Listerine Antiseptic is better?
Because the most common cause of Halitosis is

germs . . . that’s right, germs start the fermentation
of proteins always present in your mouth.

Listerine kills germs that cause that fermentation
. . . kills them by the millions. Brushing your teeth
doesn’t give you this antiseptic protection. Chloro-
phyll, chewing gums don’t kill germs. Listerine does.

That’s why Listerine stops Halitosis instantly . . .

and usually for hours. That's why Listerine Anti-
septic averaged four times better than the leading
chlorophyll products it was tested against.

So, ifyou want really effective protection against
Halitosis ... no matter what else you may use . .

.

use an antiseptic . . . Listerine Antiseptic, the most
widely used antiseptic in the world. P

Every week on Radio and Television Enjoy— "THE ADVENTURES OF OZZIE & HARRIET" See your paper for time and station

1



TO STOP BAD BREATH, I RECOMAAEND COLGATE

DENTAL CREAM. BRUSHING TEETH RIGHT AFTER EATING WITH

COLGATEfe MAKES YOUR MOUTH FEEL CLEANER LONGER-

GIVES YOU A CLEAN, FRESH MOUTH ^m LONG

!

And Colgate’s has proved conclusively that brush-

ing teeth right after eating stops tooth decay

best ! In fact, the Colgate way stopped more decay

for more people than ever before reported in

all dentifrice history!

LATER—Thanks to Colgate Dental Cream

I

Brushing Teeth Right After Eating with

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM

STOPS
BAD BREATH ..d

STOPS DECAY!
Colgate’s instantly stops bad breath in 7 out of 10

cases that originate in the mouth ! And the Colgate

way of brushing teeth right after eating is the

best home method known to help stop tooth decay

!

IT CLEANS YOUR BREATH WHILE IT

CLEANS YOUR TEETH I

PHOTOPLAY
favorite of america's “first million" movie-goers for 40 years

February, 1953
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M-G-M presents

Lana Turner • Kirk Douglas
'\^LTER PiDGEON • DiCK PoWELL

NO HOLDS
BARRED

in this

of A
BLONDE

who

wanted

to go p

A BIG SHOT
who got her there

,,.the hard way!

Barry Sullivan-GloriaGrahame
Gilbert Roland • »i», Leo G. Carroll
V\NESSA Brown * screen Play by CHARLES SCHNEE
Based on a Story by George Bradshaw • Directed byViNCENTE MINNELLI • Produced by JOHN HOUSEMAN • An M-G-M Picture
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New i\m MUM

stops odor j^g^r!
NOW CONTAINS AMAZING NEW

INGREDIENT M-3 TO PROTECT UNDERARMS
AGAINST ODOR-CAUSING BACTERIA

• Protects better, longer. New Mum now
contains amazing ingredient M-3 for more
effective protection. Doesn’t give under-

arm odor a chance to start!

•
• Creamier new Mum is safe for normal
skin, contains no harsh ingredients. Will
not rot or discolor finest fabrics.

• The only leading deodorant that contains
no water to dry out or decrease its effi-

ciency. No waste. No shrinkage.

• Delicately fragrant new Mum is use-

able, wonderftd right to the bottom of the
jar. Get new Mum today.

New MUM^
CREAM DEODORANT

A Product of Bristol-Myers

what Hollywood’s

whispering about

. . . studio headaches that have been
dogging the M-G-M production. “Latin

Lovers.” First, there was the rift be-

tween Lan.a and Lamas, which occurred
openly at the Marion Davies party.

Then came the chain reaction. As a

result, studio bosses jerked Fernando
out of the picture and i)ut Ricardo
Montalhan in. And then Fernando
started talking about terminating his

contract with the Culver City studio.

Another headache for “Latin Lovers”
soon began to throb when Michael
Wilding, Liz Taylor’s new husband,
refused the part offered him in the

picture and went on suspension. He
didn’t think the role was big enough . . .

. . . another M-G-M suspension that

keeps tongues wagging, with friends

and critics asking what’s got into Mario
Lanza. He originally went off the pay-

roll in a tiff over his role in “Student
Prince.” He cut himself off from all

other sources of income, including a

fat radio salary, because if he doesn’t

work for M-G-M, they have the power,
under his contract, to say he doesn’t

work for anybody else. Mario, at this

writing, has gone into seclusion and re-

fuses to see any of his friends, includ-

ing John Carroll and the Andy Rus-
sells. They say he just stays home and
listens to all the recordings he made
for “The Great Caruso.” He plays them
over and over again. . . .

. . . .Joan Crawford’s big new romance
that kept her in Texas long past the

time she was due back in Hollywood.
She was hysterical with grief over the

sudden death of Pamela Lang, wife of

.Jennings Lang, the Hollywood agent
who was wounded by Producer Walter
Wanger, when he thought the hand-
some young man was breaking up his

home. It was Lang who persuaded
Joan to cast away her life-long fear of

crowds and make personal-appearance

tours. He also talked her into doing
some television shows. She told me
she had grown very friendly with Lang
and his wife, and the tragedy that

hit their home affected her so much she
wanted to get away from Hollywood
and stay away until she could shake
off her depression . . .

. . . the mysterious new man in the life

of Rosemary Clooney. She’s seemed on
the verge of marrying Jose Ferrer for

months, but nothing’s happened. Now
she’s building a home in Rel Air, so

maybe she can sing “Come on a My
House” to the new hoy friend . . .

. . . the legal move Joan Fontaine is

contemplating to regain custody of her
daughter, which she lost to her ex-

husband, William Dozier. She gave up
the fight for the child because it ap-

peared there would be a scandal over

her friendship with Collier Young,
whom she recently married. A dep-
osition given by a nurse in the Dozier
home was reported to have mentioned
Young. However, Joan now says that

Dozier agreed with her that she could
have custody of little Debbie when and
if she married Young and had a

home. Hollywood’s wondering if he’ll

keep his bargain. The feud between
Joan and her sister, Olivia, doesn’t

appear to be any nearer an end. Joan
didn’t invite either Olivia or their

father, eighty-one-year-old Walter de
Havilland. who was visiting Holly-
wood, to her wedding to Young. But
she did ask her mother and her
mother’s second husband . . .

A bijir new romance in bis: Texas?



THAT GIRL

HOUSE.'.

SHE- ;

'

SPELLED

TROUBLE!
Her door WQVcl<l^sedr

Beyond it, he coold^^{

hear their secret „
- ^

whispers and hushed
laughter. He had 'i

never known such

torment could exist..

BURT
LANCASTER

. . . COMES THE MOST PROVOCATIVE

SCREEN ENTERTAINMENT OF OUR DAY!

Hal Wallis

Bringing fo the screen the arfistry that won her

acclaim as the star of the stage hit,

“Come Back, Little Sheba."

FROM THE SENSATIONAL THEATRE GUILD PLAY

SHIRLBY
BOOTH

/ “If Doc gets fun out

of running his hand

through my hair

,

. .

what's the harm?"

Co-Starring TERRY MOORE with RICHARD JAECKEL Directed by DANIEL MANN • Screenplay by KETTI FRINGS

Based on the original play by William Inge • Produced on the stage by the Theatre Guild • A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
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when hair loses that

jhampoo
plus egg

brings out natural

"life” and sparkle...

conditions even

problem hair!

The one and only shampoo made
with homogenized fresh, whole egg
which contains precious CHOLES-
TEROL, ALBUMEN and LECITHIN,

See for yourself how this condi-

tioning shampoo enhances the
natural "vital look” of your hair—
gives it maximum gloss and super-

sparkle.

You’ll find your hair wonderfully
manageable — with the caressable,

silky texture that is every woman's
dream. Try Helene Curtis Shampoo
Plus Egg today. You'll be delighted

that you did.

‘
..'5sn.

PhS

Available at

All Cosmetic Counters

and Beauty Salons

59 ^ and 51

The Foremost Name

In Hair Beauty

that^s Hollywood for you
by SIDNEY SKOLSKY

I am more amused by the Hollywood casting off-screen than on. For
example, one night I saw Lana Turner and Lex Barker together and a

few tables away Arlene Dahl and Fernando Lamas were romancing. . . .

Rosemary Clooney still seems a little bewildered Ity it all. . . . No one
rubs herself as briskly as Ava Gardner after a shower. . . . Fin always
suspicious of those magazine stories titled, “The Truth About

—
” . . .

If you want to know something about Tony Curtis, all you have to do
is ask him. ... I don't know of any actress who's in a league with Ann
Blyth for bt ig able to portray sweetness without being sticky.

Corinne Calvet insists that she isn^t having a fake feud ivith Zsa Zsa
Gabor. “It’s for real,” said Corinne. “Everything with me is real.” . . .

/ can’t get as excited as most people about Cinerama. To me it’s fust

a large screen for special effects for special pictures. So later I’m
proved lurong. So what? . . . A woman’s appearance changes when she

steps out of her high-heel shoes and stands before you in her stocking

feet. If hy I almost didn’t recognize Marilyn Monroe when she kicked

off her shoes and stepped down to talk to me. . . . Hollywood defies the

rules. An angle, not a straight line, is the shortest distance between
two points, when a cameraman is photographing Jane Russell.

Linda Christian admitted on a TV show that Tyrone Power gave her a

black eye in bed, ... 1 hope tliey don’t w^ear out Thelma Ritter hy
putting her in too many pictures doing the same thing. Wlien the movies
find anything good, they overdo it. . . . The odds are that the actor,

actress and picture wdiicli win the Oscars aren’t your choices. ... A
special award should be given to Constance Smith for her performance

at the opening of Vic Mature’s appliance store. Constance washed her

undies for the guests. . . . During a conversation in which John Doe was
mentioned. Marie Wilson turned and said, “Well, if you ask me, John
Doe sounds like a fictitious name.’’ ... I believe Hedy Lamarr is the

only person who looks at Hedy Lamarr and isn’t satisfied with her looks.

. . . No matter how w^ell they stage it, they can’t make a football game
look real in the movies. Yet. whenever a genuine football game gets

good, a spectator can always be heard say-

ing, “It’s just like in the movies.”

Olivia de Havilland likes to wash her own
hair and shake it dry, something few ivomen

do. . . . I’d like to read a revieiv of “The
Snow's of Kilimanfaro” by Ernest Heming-
way. An honest piece: “The Old Man and
the Film.” . . . Also I’d love to get a list

of the movies Ike likes. . . . Joan Crawford
believes in movie fans more than any other

actress. Joan says, “If you ignore your

fans, you should be ignored yourself.” . . .

I listen to all the raves about all the new
young singers and go along with it until I

listen to Lena Horne. She makes them all

sound like amateurs. . . . Back in the early days, Hollywood Boulevard
was called Prospect Avenue, but that was before the movies really

settled down in Hollywood. . . . Marilyn Maxwell certainly makes the

verse, “Men seldom make passes at girls ivho wear glasses,” dated. . . .

They can’t sell me the manufactured sex appeal of Alexis Smith and
Anne Baxter no matter how hard they try. I think both Alexis and Anne
have their ow’n particular brand of s. a. and they shouldn’t try to use

other labels. . . . Gloria Grahame suppresses more sex than they

manufacture.

A dollar is becoming less and less in value. I know an independent

producer who was too poor to buy prop money and had to use the real

thing. . . . Jean Simmons admits feeling more self-conscious playing

love scenes with Stewart Granger since they were married than before.

. . . Hollywood Boulevard always looks good in a movie shot, although

when I walk along Hollywood Boulevard I resent the way it’s acquired

a run-dowm, has-been appearance. . . . And that’s Hollyw'ood for you.

C'alluuin lielps Calvet
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Photoplay Applauds:

r

Do you know her

well enough

to ask?

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the Awerican Medical Association

*Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

NO BELTS

NO PINS

NO PADS

NOODOR

How does she do it— day in, day
out, the whole 7nonth rni/nd? Theaters,

dances, club meetings ....
always fresh, poised and at

ease .... never excuses her-

self at the "monthly time,”

as so many women do. What
is her secret.? Do you know her well

enough to ask.?

On second thought, don’t bother to

ask! Just try Tampax* for sanitary pro-

tection on "those days” each month.
You wear it mternally instead of the

outside pads, pins, belts, etc. It gives

you freedom you haven’t had since you
were a girl. Invented by a doctor and
now used by milliom, Tampax is thor-

oughly scientific in construction. Made
of pure surgical cotton for great absorb-
ency, it is so small it is contained in

slender applicator for easy insertion.

You can’t feel the Tampax while
wearing. No chafing or odor— easy dis-

posal. Wear it in tub or shower. Month’s
supply will slip into purse. . . . Sold at

drug or notion counters in 3 absorbency-
sizes: Regular, Super, Junior. Tampax
Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

WALT Disney’s new feature-length cartoon, “Peter Pan,” is a real

test of the Disney genius—to present in cartoon form the char-

acters, scenes and events with which everyone has been familiar

since childhood. And Disney has more than met the test with this

newest version of the inspired classic. \ou’ll find all the Barrie

characters you remember so well: Peter, Wendy, John, Michael,

Nana, Captain Hook, Tinker Bell, and the Crocodile. Tinker Bell is

particularly delightful, an innovation possible only in a cartoon.

And running her close honors for audience appeal is the dog-nurse.

Nana, who takes such loving care of the three Darling children. You
hear Bobby Driscoll’s voice as Peter, Kathryn Beaumont’s as W'endy,

while Hans Conried supplies the vocal villainy for Captain Hook.

.\s usual in a Disney cartoon there is a supply of lilting music, but

it is super-usual music which suits its subject completely. For every-

one who has read “Peter Pan” or seen it on stage, this film is a must!

Captain Hook, arch villain of literature, is one of Disney’s great characters

8



its a pleasui*©..

pure pleasure

!

<1

^ ' i

Yes, you get more fc-'

faster ... iig an svor-/ ^

You should be pampered dl your bath time

—

and Ivory is the soap to do it! For Ivory’s
always right in sight, floating there beside you.
And Ivory makes such creamy heaps of lather

so easily. Why, Ivory makes more lather, faster,

than any other leading bath soap!

You get famous mildr.^gs ; . . , -r:
-

the cleanest, freshe::: oe^"
’

You get more for your
money, too!

Who'd expect the world’s best soap—wonder-
ful, floating Ivory Soap— to cost less! Yet it

does. Ivory gives you more soap for your
money than any other leading bath soap!

'VI -4 ^

You should be smoothed and soothed in bath
time—and you are, with Ivory! For Ivory
lather is the softest, gentlest ever— 99 44 / ioo%
pure and .y« mild! More doctors, you know,
advise Ivory than any other soap. And how
you’ll love the clean, clean smell of Ivory
lather. It’s so fresh, so refreshing!

“The whole family agrees on IvoryI"



ANNE BAXTER says, “Yes, I use Lustre-Creme Shampoo.” In fact, in less than two

years, Lustre-C^reme lias become the shampoo of the majority of top Hollywood

stars! When ,\merica’s most glamorous women— beauties like .Anne Baxter— use

Lustre-Creme Shampoo, shouldn’t it he jour choice above all others, too?

For the Most Beautiful Hair in the World

TO REACH THE STARS

Photoplay receives thousands of letters

asking for photographs and addresses of
movie stars. Home addresses cannot be
revealed and Photoplay cannot fill re-
quests for photographs. However, follow-
ing are the addresses of the major motion
picture studios and a list of the .stars they
have under contract. If your favorites are
not listed in any contract list, write to
them in care of the studio at which they

j

made their last picture. For autographed

;

pictures send twenty-five cents to the star
to cover cost of mailing.

.iUied Artiifts. 13 7<> Sunset Drive. Hollywood: Johnny
Mack Brown, Wild Bill Elliot, Leo Gorcey. Huntz Hall.
Florence Marly. Jane Nigh, Helene Stanley, Whip Wilson.

CnlnmhUi Pictures, 1-138 N. Gower St., Hollywood: Gene
Autry. Smiley Burnette. Broderick Crawford, Joan I>avis.
John Derek. Glenn Ford. Gloria Greenwood, Kita Haywortli.
Judy Holliday. Jack Mahoney. Aldo Kay. Hex Keason.
Donna Ketd, Mickey Kooney, Barbara Stanwyck, Audrey
Totter.

(loUheyn Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Ave. , Los Angeles:
Joan Evans, Farley Granger.

Meti u-doldwyn-Mayer, 101102 W. Washington Blvd., Culver
City: Dawn Addanis, June Allyson. Kichard Anderson, Fiei
Angeli, Fred Astaire, Lionel Barrymore, Marlon Brando,
Robert Burton. Louis Calhern. William Campbell. Leslie
Caron. Carleton Carpenter, Diane Cassidy, Gower Champion,
Marge Champion. Cyd Charisse, Patrick Conway, Donna Cor-
coran, Jonathan Cott, James Craig, Vic Damone. Michael
Dugan. Billy Eckstine, Marilyn Erskine. Nanette Fabray, lAsa
Ferraday, Sally Forrest. Clark Gable, Ava Gardner. Greci
Garson. Stewart Granger. Cary Grant. Kathryn Grayson, Jean
IJagen. Robert Horton, Van Jolinson, Kurt Kasznar, Howard
Keel. Gene Kelly. Delmrah Kerr, Fernando Lamas. Mario
Lanza, Peter Lawford. Janet Leigh. Monica Lewis, Marjorie
Main, Ralph Meeker. Ann Miller. Dean Miller. Ricardo Mon-
talban, Doretta Morrow, George Murphy. Reginald Owen.
Walter Pidgeon. Jane Powell. William Powell. Delibie Reyn-
olds. .leff Richards, Barbara Ruick. Janice Rule, Red Skelton.
Elaine Stewart. James Stewart. Lewis Stone. Barry Sullivan.
Elizabeth Taylor. Robert Taylor, Patricia Tiernan. Spen er
Tracy, Lana Turner, Bobby Van. Vera-Ellen. James Whit-
more. Esther Williams, Keenan Wynn. Gig Young.

ParauKJiint Pktures, 5151 Marathon St., Hollywood: Ann i

Maria Alberghetti. Judith Ames, Jean Arthur. Peter D.
Baldwin. Gene Barry, William Bendix, Lyle Bettger. Piene
Cressoy, Bing Crosby. William Demare.st. Laura Elliot.

Rlmnda Fleming, Joan Fontaine, Mona Freeman. Paulette
(xoddard. Gloria Grabame, Nancy Hale, Virginia Hall. Peter
Hanson, Patricia Ann Harding, William Holden. Bob Hope,
Lctty iiutton. Irene Martin, Robert Merrill, Ray Milland.
Michael Moore. Susan .Moirow, Mary Murphy, Eleanoi
I'arker. Gmgir Rogers. Barhara IIusIl Jail Sterling,
Joan Taylor, Alan Young. T’nder personal contract to Hal
M'aliis; Polly Bergen. Corinne Caivet, Wendell Corey, Dun
DeFore. Vincent Edwards, Charlton Heston, JUirt Lancaster.
Jerry Lewis, Marion Marshall. Dean Martin, Eddie MayehoT,
Lizabeth Scott. Mary Sinclair.

RKtf Stud us, 781) Gower St., Hollywood; Keith Andes, Jack
Buelel. Janis Carter, tlie Charivels, Juan Crawford, Linda
Darnell, Barbara Darruw, Brad Dexter. Juan Dixon. George
DoJeiiz, Faith Dumergue. Linda Douglas. Betsy Drake. -Mel

Ferrer. Ste\e Flagg. Jane Greer. Dee Hartford, Tim Holt,
Richard Martin. Charles McGraw. Colleen Miller. Robert
Mitclium, Carole Morton. Mala Powers, Jane Russell, Robert
Ityaii, -Margaret Sheridan. William Talman. Crsula Tliiess,

Kennetli Tobey.

4 out of 5 Top Hollywood Stars

twynhlic pKtuifs. 4024 N. Radford Ave., N. Hollywood:
Rex Allen. Roy Barcroft. Rod Cameron. Judy Canova, Allan
"Rocky” Lane. -Muriel Lawrence, Vaughn -Monroe, Vera
Ralston, Estelita Rodriguez. John Russell. Forrest Tucker,
John Wayne, Chill Wills. Grant Withers.

use Lustre-Creme Shampoo

p

Glamour-made-easy ! F.ven in

hardest water, Lustre-Creme

“sliines” as it cleans . . .

leaves hair soft and fragrant,

free of loose dandrulT. And
Lustre-Creme Shampoo is

blessed with .Natural Lanolin. It

doesn’t dry or dull your hair!

Makes hair eager lo curl! Now
you can “do things” with your

hair— right after you wash it!

Lustre-Creme Shampoo
helps make hair a delight to

manage— tames flyaway locks

to the lightest brush touch,

brings out glorious sheen.

Fabulous Lustre-Creme

costs no more than

other shampoos

—

21i to $2 in jars or tubes.

Twilit. ilh Viiiliii y-t’ox, 1 0201 West I’ico Blvd., Beverly

Hills: Casey Adams, Kitliard Allan. Jlerry Anders, Cliarli.ue

Austin, Itiiliard Basehart, Lauren Bacall. Barbara Bates,

Kichard liiione. Scott Brady, .Macdonald Carey, .1111 Clitl'ord,

Josepli Cotteii, .leanne Crain, Dan Dailey, Dennis Day,
.loaiiiie Dru, Gloria Dellawth. Benny Edwards, Henry Fonda,
.\nnc Fr.incis, Mitzi Gaynor, Betty Grable, Bob Graliaiii.

Billy Gray, Susan Hayward, .June Haver, Donna Lee Hickey,

CralK Hill, .felt'rey Hunter, Louis .lourdan. William J.und.-

gan, .luvce MacKcnzie, George Mathews, Victor .Mature, Hugh
.Marlowe, .lames .Mason, Gary .Merrill, Cameron Mitchell.

Zero .Mostel, Marilyn Monroe, Ava Novring, Bat Neal. Hebra
Baget, Walter (.lack) Balance, Gregory Beck, Jean Beters,

Ezio Binza Tyrone Bower. George Raft, Michael Rennie,

Tlielma Hitler, Dale Robertson, George Sanders. Constance

Smitli, Warren Stevens, James Stewart, Randy Stuart, Gene
Tierney. Robert Wagner, David Wayne. Clifton Webb,
Oskar Werner. Rirliard Widinark, Cornel Wilde.

Vnivcrsal-International, Universal City: Abbott and Costello,

Julia Adams, Ann Blyth, Judith Braun, Susan Cabot. Mary
Castle, Jeff Chandler, Jeanne Cooper. Tony Curtis, Yvonne
DeCarlo. Peggy Dow, Charles Drake, Joyce Holden, Rock
Hudson. Kathleen Hughes. David Janssen, Russell Johnson.

Alice Kelly, Jack Kelly, Artluir Kennedy, Biper Laurie,

Balmer Lee. Harvey I.embeck, Kichard Long. Stephen Mc-
Nally Beverly Micllaels, Bodil Miller. Rnhert ilonnet,. Audio
Mur'piiy. Lori Nelson. Alex Nicol, Hugh O'Brien. Donald
O'Connor, .Maureen O'Hara, Gigi Berreau, William Reynolds,

Claudette Thornton, Dennis Weaver, Guy Williams, Slielley

Winters.

]\iiiiiii niolliiif. 41100 W. olive Ave,. Burbank: ,\nne Bax-

ter llumplirey Bogart, Ray Bulger, Eddie Bracken. David
Brian James Cagney. Bliilip Carey. Steve Cochran. Gary
Cooper, Horace Cooper, Doris Day, Errol Flynn, Virginia

Gibson Bhyllis Kirk. .Vlan Ladd, Burt Lancaster, Frank
Lovejoy Gordon MacUae. Raymond Massey, Virginia Mayo,

Vllyn blcLerie. Eve Jllller, Dennis Morgan, Gene Nelson. '

Nancy Olson, Paul Picerni, Ronald Reagan. Ruth Roman,
Randolph Scott, Phyllis Thaxter, Danny Thomas. Lurene

|

Tuttle, Dick Wesson, Jane Wyman, Patrice Wymore. I



ERSKINE JOHNSON
(See Erskine Johnson’s “Hollywoorl
Reel” on your local TV station)

A movie queen married an outdoor-type

fellow and next day telephoned a Holly-

wood fur designer. “I’m going camping

with my new husband,"' she said. “I want a

sleeping bag—lined with mink!”

Tony Dexter was stopped on the street by

a teenager who asked him:

“Aren’t you Tony Dexter—the fellow

Rudolph Valentino looked like?”

A Hollywood producer and his actress wife

were arguing when the husband snapped.:

“I'm warning you—you’ll bring out tbe

beast in me.”

“So, who’s afraid of mice?” retorted the

wife.

A gent with a cocker spaniel on a leash

went to a movie theatre box-oliice, purchased

two tickets and then led the dog to a pair

of aisle seats. The dog was a terrific au-

dience—applauding, laughing and crying.

Fascinated, the theatre manager whis-

pered to the man:
“Do you mean to tell me your dog likes

this movie?”

“Yes,” said the hound's owner, “and I’m

a little surprised—he didn't care for the

book at all.”

They’re telling about ons of Gregory Peck’s

leading ladies in a recent film who bad to

wear falsies. She was known on the set

as “Peck’s Pad Girl.”

A feminine star whispered it to a friend:

“There are two things I can’t stand about

that woman—her face.”

Will Jordan says that Marilyn Monroe is so

sexy she buys perfume that repels men

!

Jimmy Durante starred in a U. S. Treasury

department short plugging the sale of

Ronds. Later he was asked, “Did you get

paid for it?”

“No,” said Durante, “but I’ve got a piece

of the company.’’

A San Fernando housewife went to a poul-

try shop for a broiler and was asked:

“Do you want the Dagmar or the Die-

trich?”

Robert Cummings tells about taking his

four-and-a-half-year-old daughter to Santa
Monica Beach the first time.

TTie little girl gazed at the ocean then

said: “Daddy, I can’t wait to go in. But
which is the deep end?”

A TV contestant told Jack Paar that his

wife uses face cream, chin cream and elbow
cream before retiring.

“How interesting,” mused Jack. “But how
does she keep from slipping out of bed?”

Easy way to a naturally radiant skin

QUICK HOME FACIAL

WITH THIS 4-PURPOSE CREAM!

Now . . .follow Lady Esther’s super-speed

recipe for true loveliness!

1. Smooth Lady Esther 4-Purpose

Face Cream up your neck and face.

Don’t rub! This self-acting cream
takes away dirt that can turn into

blackheads . . . relieves dryness. Re-
move gently.

2. Splash face with cold water. Blot

with soft towel. You don't need as-

tringent. This 4-way Cream works
with Nature to refine coarse pores.

3. Smooth on a second “rinse”

of Lady Esther 4-Purpose Face Cream.
Remove with tissue. A special oil in

the cream softens and conditions your

face for make-up.

4. Ready now to put on your “face.”

Make-up goes on smoothly — clings

for hours! You’re really pretty always.

So easy. Just think . . . with one face

cream alone you can give your skin

Lady Esther

all the vital benefits of an expen-

sive beauty shop facial. Because
all by itself Lady Esther 4-Purpose

Face Cream cleans, softens, tones

and satinizes your skin. And all in

one minute! Get the Lady Esther

facial habit for healthier, cleaner

skin. Be lovely to look at always!

Complete Creme Make-up

Genoreus
Compact

50^
Plus Tax

(Slightly Higher
in Canada)

Ail you need for all-day loveliness ! New
Creme Make-up plus 4-Purpose Face

Cream ! Depend on this Terrific Twosome

for flawless, radiant skin.

P
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OUTSTANDING

WITH JANET GRAVES

For brief reviews of current pictures see page 106

For complete casts of new pictures see page 24

FAMILY F

ADULTS ONLY A

Best Direction: David Lean

Ann Todd and Ralph Richardson listen in on a crucial flight F

Breaking the Sound Barrier u- a.

The British are ahead of us in jet travel, so it’s appro-
priate that they should come through with this soaring
human adventure story of the first, man-killing attempts to

fly faster than the speed of sound. Air scenes are superbly
realized, making you feel the flyer’s terror and exhilaration.

The plot reminds you of many other movies about women
married to men wbo ply dangerous trades. But its people
are believable, consistent, beautifully acted: the girl (Ann
Todd) who can’t understand why her husband must fly

jets and why her father, the manufacturer, must send men
to possible death; the lonely father (Ralph Richardson)

;

the first test pilot (Nigel Patrick), the unthinkingly brave
sort who “flies by the seat of his pants”; the successful

pilot (John Justin) ; his gallant wife (Dinah Sheridan).

Verdict: Tense, enthralling tribute to pioneers of today

Limelight n. a.

If you can bring to watching this movie the same affection

that its maker did to producing it, you’ll find it an enchant-

ing experience. Charlie Chaplin is looking back to his old

world of the London music hall, and he’s imagining—
“There but for the grace of God go I”—what he might
feel if his life had turned toward failure instead of Holly-

wood and international fame. No longer the little tramp,

he’s a forgotten vaudeville star, lost in drink and remem-
bering—until he rescues a disheartened young ballerina

from suicide. The exquisite, radiant Claire Bloom helps

give life to the tender relationship between this oddly

matched pair. Sydney Chaplin is nicely serious as the

composer who also loves the ballerina, and nobody but

Buster Keaton could have kept pace with Chaplin in a

wonderful slapstick bit.

Verdict: Intensely personal, slow but savorsome

Before his comeback try, Charlie’s encouraged by Claire- F



M'C'M The Bad and the Beautiful

It takes a sharp interest in movie-making to appreciate

this inside view of Hollywood. Kirk Douglas is the central,

controversial figure, a producer whose co-workers wind up
hating him—but can’t escape his compelling influence.

Barry Sullivan, ambitious young director, helps Kirk get

his start, then is callously brushed aside. Lana Turner,

spiritless drifter, daughter of a famous actor, is pushed
into stardom with a romance that’s brutally brief. Dick
Powell, a novelist imported to Hollywood, also falls under
Kirk’s spell, and the writer’s marriage to a southern belle

(neatly caricatured by Gloria Grahame) is sacrified to the

producer’s mania for creating good movies. Lana shows
fine emotional fire, but Kirk has trouble making a cryptic

character sympathetic, in spite of the switcheroo designed
to do the trick.

Verdict: Fascinating close-up of Hollywood intrigues

KRAMER, COLUMBIA The Four Postcr

A cast that’s limited to two people and sets that confine

them to their own apartment may not seem a formula for

a distinguished movie. But the device creates an atmos-

phere of special intimacy, with Rex Harrison and Lilli

Palmer to tell you the story of a marriage. The picture

shifts easily from farce to drama to tragedy to sentimental

fantasy. Top plaudits go to Lilli, giving a fluid, brilliant

performance as shy bride, wise wife, a bride’s restless

mother, serene old lady. Rex is most convincing in com-
edy scenes, though he makes a full-length figure of the

writer whose wife shows him the way to success in writing

and living. But you find the cream of the movie in the

cartoon “inter-scenes” that fill in bits of plot, bridge the

years, suggest the tragedy of war and the hoopla of the

jazz. age. Each one is richly imaginative.

Verdict: Tender, amusing, too-talky tale of wedded lovers

WARNERS, TECHNICOLOR April in Paris

The warm presence and notable musical gifts of Doris Day
and Ray Bolger breathe life into a flimsy farce plot, and
it’s done so spontaneously that even the waits between
numbers are easy to take. Dodo’s a lowly chorine invited

by mistake to represent the U. S. at a Paris art festival;

Ray’s a State Department underling, a stuffed shirt who
gets unstarched on the gay transatlantic trip. Love dawns
fast, in shipboard style, and a phony marriage that the
principal parties believe to be real gives rise to a lot of

dodging in and out of cabins. The confusion’s straightened

out in a Paris that is obviously the “Paree” of the popular
legend. Claude Dauphin cooperates amiably as a French
entertainer turned waiter in a financial crisis. Liveliest

number is a jamboree in the galley, looking pleasantly
impromptu, as a good musical routine should.

Verdict: Songs by Day, dances by Ray keep you happy

PARAMOUNT, TECHNICOLOR Road tO Ball

The first fine bloom of the “Road” series may have worn
off, but for aficionados there’s still a relaxing charm
about the adventures of Bing, Bob and Dottie. As usual,

Crosby, Hope and Lamour give you the impression
that they’re making up the plot as they go along. There’s
the standard opening scene with two show-biz fakers
judiciously getting out of town—Sydney, Australia, in

this case. Before they realize what they’re doing. Bob
and Bing are involved in the dangerous business of

resurrecting sunken treasure from an octopus-haunted
lagoon., at the bidding of native prince Murvyn Vye. Bob
remains the hysterical type; Bing, the boy who knows
it’s all in fun; Dottie, dutiful straight man (and extra-

cui'vy female). And many guest celebs pop up.

Verdict: Casual, comical, musical improvisation

More reviews on next ]>ag:e

A Kirk’s apparent love gives Lana the confidence a star needs

A The on-screen marriage of Rex and Lilli strikes a discord

F Romance inspires Doris and Ray to do some stepping

P

F More close harmony for a beloved trio—Bob. Dottie. Bing
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Stout
%KO«***

S\en4er«''’'9

YOU RE

STOUT

Remarkable money-saving
values . . . and everythin]

in your size!

IT’S EASY TO SAVE
MONEY with this new
108-Page Style Book. Seethe
latest styles proportioned
by experts who KNOW how
to slenderize stout women.
Here are youthful clothes,

in sizes 38 to 60. All at low
prices! See hundreds of
fine values just like this . . .

The Dotted-and-plaln
Cotton Broadcloth Frock
shown, youthfully smart
In youT size. Is only S3.98.
Others $2.59 up to $25.00.
Coats as low as $12.98.
Also suits, hats, shoes,
corsets and underwear.

Mail coupon for Style
Book today. It’s FREE

!

SIZES
38 TO
60

BUST

jone^rynnt
DEPT. 3

INDIANAPOLIS 17,

INDIANA

LANE BRYANT. Department 3
Indianapolis 17. Indiana
Please rush me FREE Style Book for Stout Women.

Post Office

Outpost in Malaya

(rank, u. a.)

Behind the headlines of trouble flaring

in far corners of the world, family life

goes on. and this taut British film takes

you into the household of a rubber planter

and his wife in uneasy Malaya. Claudette
Colbert is so competent as an actress. Jack
Hawkins so virile and forthright, that you
sympathize with both parties in the crisis.

The wife feels that the planter has drifted

away from her, absorbed in the battle

against murderous natives who threaten

the plantations. She and her son (engag-
ing little Peter Asher) are about to go to

England when an outburst of violence

turns their home into a fortress. The siege

builds to a climax that solves the eouple’s

personal problem.
Verdict: Tense, expert topical drama

Last of the Comanches ^

(COLUMBIA, technicolor) J p

Many a good picture has used this re-

liable theme: The reactions of a group of

people come together by chanee and iso-

lated in the face of danger. Here, desert

thirst and warring Comanches threaten the

weary survivors of a cavalry troop, joined

by other desert travelers. All eventually

make a stand at the only water hole in

the region. Outstanding in the capable

cast are Broderick Crawford as a tough

cavalry sergeant, Barbara Hale as an
officer’s sister, Johnny Stewart as a friend-

ly Indian lad, and Chubby Johnson as a

cowardly traveling salesman.

Verdict: Vigorous, convincing IVestern

Kansas City Confidential

(U. A.) p

Long practice has made Hollywood al-

most as facile with crook pictures as with

Westerns, so it’s no surprise to find the in-

side story of a million-dollar armored-

car robbery turned into a neat thriller.

John Payne shows a bit more emotion

than usual as the innocent deliveryman

implicated in the crime. To clear him-

self. he assumes the identity of one of the

bandits, killed by police after the hold-up.

and makes his way to the pay-off spot, in

Mexieo. His deception is possible because

the robbery, as planned by ex-cop Preston

Foster, was carried out by masked men
who didn’t even know each other. It’s a

tricky situation, with the romantic touch

contributed by Coleen Gray.

Verdict: Brisk, well-photographed melo

Androcles and the Lion

( RKO) A

The film version of the famous play too

often bogs down in talk—though the spar-

kle and deep meaning of Bernard Shaw’s

lines are worth listening to. With his

witty portrayal of Caesar, Maurice Evans
comes closest to the intended spirit of the

picture. Jean Simmons’ Christian maiden
is a winning creation, both impish and
saintly, but Victor Mature brings little

more than suitably classic features to his

Roman-soldier role. Alan Young has the

hardest assignment, as Androcles, the

Christian who befriended a lion. And he
carries it off well

:
gentle and clownish,

timid by nature, brave by conviction.

Verdict: Slow-paced, but of some interest

~ The Lawless Breed

c 7 ( u-i, technicolor)
• ly »

Generally of familiar pattern, this West-

ern ends with an intriguing eeho of “The
Gunfighter.” Rock Hudson, till now an
amiable, hulking kid, shows a commend-
able increase in composure and maturity

as the boy whose fondness for cards and
readiness with a gun leads him into trou-

ble. Mary Castle is unhappily cast as the

wishy-washy good girl he first loves; Julia

Adams gets a better break as the dance-
hall gal who accompanies him into out-

lawry and (belatedly) becomes his wife

as he tries to settle down.
Verdict: Pleasing action film of old Texas

Above and Beyond

( m-c-m)

It’s possible for a movie to have too

powerful a theme. Robert Taylor’s earnest

performance as Col. Paul Tibbets, pilot

of the plane that dropped the atom bomb
on Hiroshima, creates moments of intense

personal drama, almost big enough for

the theme. But the story’s narrated by
Eleanor Parker, as his wife, and this de-

viee throws the whole picture out of focus.

While Tibbets bears the chief grueling

responsibility for preparations and final

timing, the project must be kept a secret

even from his wife. The marital discord

resulting from his unexplained edginess

is advanced in plot twists that suggest
mistaken-identity farce.

Verdict: Strong story, unevenly treated

Hangman's Knot

p i (COLUMBIA, technicolor)

We’re out west again, this time sharing

the adventures of a group of Confederate

soldiers stranded in Nevada Territory at

the war’s end. Led by doughty Randolph
Scott, they donned civvies to hold up a

Union gold train, so now they are accused

of banditry and pursued by ruthless vigi-

lantes. Most of the fast, well-planned

action takes place in the stagecoach sta-

tion where the soldiers and four Yankee
captives are beleaguered. Donna Reed, as

a Union Army nurse, adds a romantic note.

Claude Jarman, Jr., is also impressive.

Verdict: Business-like horse opera
More reviews on page 16
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AHYTHRBEdit
Take Your Choice of these New, Full-Size, Hard-Bound Best-Sellers JKm

MY COUSIN RACHEL—Daphne du Mau-
rier. Only the author of Rebecca could
have written this suspenseful story of the
beautiful, enigmatic Rachel. Was she
angel or fiend? Would she attempt to
murder her lover? Read this best-seller
and decide for yourself. Pub. ed. $3.50.

Thorndike-Barnhart DICTIONARY — Uni-
versally-acclaimed, brand-new! Features
every advance in dictionary-making
achieved in the last 100 years! 80,000
entries, 700 illustrations, 900 pages. Mod-
ern, accurate definitions, precise syno-
nyms, pronunciation guide. 500,000 sold!

T_rERE’S an exciting offer to demonstrate the
-* wonderful values offered by the Dollar

Book Club. Choose any 3 best-sellers on this page for only $1, with
membership. Take your pick of these top romance and adventure
hits, as well as de luxe library volumes costing up to $7.50 each in

publishers’ editions! If not delighted when you see them, return

them and your membership will be cancelled, without further obli-

gation! Otherwise, pay only $1 for all 3, and continue to enjoy
member’s bargain privileges. (You don’t have to take a book every
month—tak^ as few as six a year!) Accept this offer now—send
no money—just mail coupon below!

You'd Expect to Pay Up to $7.50 Each for

These Books in Publishers' Editions — but

You Can Have Any 3 for a Total of only $1

. . . with FREE-Trial Membership
in theDollor Book Club!

THE
CAINE >

1/ MUTINY
f

Herman Wouk '

Most read, most talked
aboutbookof our time
—“the greatest novel
to come out of

L World War II“- i

N.Y. News. 500 h
IV pages. Pub. ed. /\
i $3.95

l|

B iU IU 1 1 jj

OUTLINE OF HISTORY—H. G. Wells
New, enlarged, 1300-page edition, brought
up-to-date. The whole story of mankind
from earliest times through World War
II. More than 200 maps and illustrations.
One of the most acclaimed books of the
twentieth century. Pub. ed. $3.49.

STORY OF AMERICA IN PICTURES—
Alan C. Collins. 472 big pages, nearly 500
vivid pictures with narrative text. The
whole thrilling story of our country—its

early struggles, its leaders and accom-
plishments, right up to Korea and the
electionofournewPresident. Pub. ed. $7.50.

THE GOWN OF GLORY—Agnes Turnbull
New hit by the author of “The Bishop’s
Mantle.’* Delightful story of a small-
town American family in the horse-and-
buggy days—their good times, love affairs,
scandals and triumphs. “Buoyant with
happiness!”—N. Y. Times. Pub. ed. $3.75.

HOMEMAKERS CREATIVE DECORAT-
ING—Hazel &. Julius Rockow. Work won-
ders in your home, with this up-to-date
guide to decorating. All about color
schemes, furniture styles, arrangements,
fabrics, accessories, etc. Photos, draw-
ings, 20 demonstration rooms in color!

THE MODERN FAMILY COOK BOOK—
Meta Given. New revised edition—packed
with delicious recipes ! The book that
plans your meals, guides your shopping,
makes meal preparation a pleasure! 650
pages, hundreds of pictures ! Pub. ed. $4.95.

THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD—
Fulton Oursler. A reverent, faithful re-
telling of the timeless story of Jesus,
bringing Him and those whose lives were
entwined with His wonderfully close to
you. Inspiring reading. Pub. ed. $2.95.

The Dollar Book Club Saves You At Least Two-Thirds

the Usual Cost of New Be^t-Sellers (‘^pub'’.\”ditio}7s”)

Yes, the very same titles selling

in publishers’ retail editions for

$3.00 to $3.75 come to Dollar Book
Club members for only $1—an in-

credibly big saving which is pos-
sible because of the huge printings

made for nearly a million members

!

Take as Few as Six Books a Year!

Membership in the Dollar Book
Club requires no dues of any kind. You
do not even have to take a book every
month; the purchase of as few as six

books a year fulfills your membership
requirement.
When you mail coupon at right, you

I
will be sent ANY 3 BOOKS YOU

1 CHOOSE FROM THIS PAGE FOR
DOUeiEDAY. ONE DOLLAR BOOK

I

ONLY $1, plus a few cents shipping |
cost. Two books are your gift for join-

ing, and one is your first selection. |
Thereafter, you will receive regularly _
the Club’s Bulletin, which describes I
the forthcoming $1 selections, also oc- *
casional extra-value books up to $1.49. I
But you buy only the books you want. ®

SEND NO MONEY- |
Just Mali the Coupon! h

When you see your TRIPLE book |
package—and realize these three books are n
typical of the great bargains the Club will I
continue to offer you—you will be delight- ®
ed to have become a member! If not,
return all books and your membership |
will be cancelled, without further obliga- _
tion! Act at once—supply of many titles is I
limited! Mail coupon. H
CLUB, GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK I

MAIL THIS COUPON
Doubleday Dollar Book Club, Dept. 2TSW, Garden City, New York

Please enroll me as a Dollar Book Club member. Send me at once
the 3 books checked below and bill me ONLY $1 FOR ALL 3, plus
a few cents shipping cost. q Modern Family Cook Book

The Caine Mutiny My Cousin Rachel
The Gown of Glory The Outline of History
The Greatest Story Ever Told Story of America in Pictures
Homemakers Creative Decorating Thorndike-Barnhart Dictionary

Also send my first issue of The Bulletin, telling me about the new
forthcoming one-dollar* selections and other bargains for members.

I may notify you in advance if I do not wish the following month’s
selections. The purchase of books is entirely voluntary on my part.
I do not have to accept a book every month—only six a year. I pay
nothing except $1 for each selection I accept, plus a few cents ship-
ping cost, (unless I choose an extra-value selection).

NO-RISK GUARANTEE: If not delighted, return all

books within 7 days, and membership will be cancelled.

Please
Mr. Print
Mrs
M iss

Address

City &
Zone State

Selection jirice in ranada, $1.10 plus shipping. .Address
105 Bond St., Toronto 2. Offer good in U.S.A. and Canada only.
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by REGIS PAINE,
beauty consultant

New look for tired sweaters

The magic of a steam iron

works wonders on often-worn
woolen sweaters. Just gently

press with stamping motion
and watch your favorite winter

wear come to life again. Every
sweater girl knows underarm
daintiness can’t be guarded too

carefully. This calls for Yodora
—the sure beauty-cream
deodorant that keeps you
wonderfully fresh and
oh, so comfortable.

Good form for formats.

White shoulders and white ties

demand perfect grooming and,

above all. smooth underarm
loveliness. In shaving under arms
be sure your blade is new, your
razor clean. Shave downward,
slowly and gently, to avoid
unattractive scratch marks. Then
apply Yodora, the deodorant
beauty cream that soothes and
beautifies your underarms—keeps
you dancing fresh, sweet and
glamorous all through the night.

Scat to mid-winter blues.

Change your outlook with

a new hair-do. Beat the season

with a bunch of gay artificial

flowers pinned to your coat,

your belt, or worn pertly

on a dress.

One thing sure that always lifts the spirits

is knowing you’re just as lovely and desirable

as you can be, because gentle Yodora is

safely and surely protecting you from the

slightest trace of perspiration odors. You feel

so fresh and you stay that way all day
through. (Yodora keeps your underarms
lovelier, too, because it smoothes and softens

your skin as it guards your daintiness.)

Tubes or Jars— 10<f, 35'/, 60</

Meet Me at the Fair

(L'-I, TECHNICOLOK) Q F

Thi.s tune-trimmed comedy-drama gets

off to an ingratiating start, then slows

down and overplays its simple story. As
a braggart medicine-show man, Dan Dai-

ley gives a lift to a lad who’s on the lam
from a dismal orphanage. Dan’s gener-

osity involves him in crooked small-town

politics, and Diana Lynn gets into the act

as a member of the orphanage board.

Song numbers feature Dan, boy soprano
Chet Allen (as the orphan), “Scat Man’’
Crothers and Carole Matthews.
Verdict: Barber-shop-style nostalgia

Tropic Zone

(P\RAMOLNT, TECHNICOLOR) ”
p

Extra background color would have

built up the attractions of this unpreten-

tious melodrama. As an innocent fugitive

from a political brawl in one of tbe Cen-

tral American banana republics, Ronald
Reagan arrives in another of these coun-

tries in time to help Rhonda Fleming save

her plantation. (You’ll recognize the good
old Western motif of the girl ranch-own-

er. ) Estelita tosses in Latin rhythms as a

cafe singer who’s sweet on Reagan.
Verdict: Bananas sub for cattle herds

Million Dollar Mermaid

( M-C-M, technicolor)

Fans probably expect more musical
trimmings from an Esther Williams film

than they get in this extravaganza. Es is

the logical choice to play Annette Keller-

man, Australian-born swim champ famous
at the beginning of this century. There’s

nostalgic charm in the sequences showing
Annette as a child (Donna Corcoran)
swimming to heal her crippled legs, and
the grown-up Annette horrifying prudes
with her one-piece bathing suit. But the

story falls into the show-business formula,

with Victor Mature as the carnival man
who can’t stand being overshadowed by
his girl.

Verdict: Mild salute to a real-life star

Pony Soldier

(20th century-fox, technicolor)

p

16

McKesson & Robbins, Bridgeport, Conn.

The soldier of the title, typified by Ty-

rone Power, is none other than your old

friend the mountie who always gets his

man. Ty plays a new recruit who must
prove himself by persuading the wander-
ing Crees to return to their reservation

and give up two American hostages they’ve

captured. Cameron Mitchell is startlingly

cast as a bloodthirsty brave, but Thomas
Gomez provides expected comedy relief

as Ty’s half-breed guide. The captives are

portrayed by pretty Penny Edwards and
by Robert Horton, an able young heavy.

Verdict: Stilted but often exciting

Abbott and Costello fl

Meet Captain Kidd 1

p
~

( WARNERS, SUPERCINECOI.OR) •

With more song and spectacle than 1

most Abbott-Costello vehicles, the comics’
|

excursion into the pirate era finds a goodly
|

number of laughs. Charles Laughton, a

playing Kidd in his fruitiest style, makes J

an imposing stooge for Bud and Lou, cast 1

as a pair of tavern flunkeys. There’s much |

nonsense about who’s got the treasure *

map, which keeps getting mixed up with ;

a mushy love note written by Fran Warren
|

to tavern singer Bill Shirley.
j

Verdict: Plenty of fun for A & C fans

Desperate Search f

f (M-C-M)

Howard Keel’s first Hollywood try at a j
straight dramatic part is unfortunately

framed in a strictly gimmick sort of plot.

A transport plane has crashed in a Cana- )

dian wilderness; aboard it are Keel’s two
j

children, returning to their mother, his
|

first wife; both Keel and his arrogant ex *

are flyers in the search. Patricia Medina
j

has a hopeless role as the man-eating avia-
J

trix, but tbe highly talented Jane Greer,
'

as Keel’s second wife, and Keenan Wynn,
j

as his knowing buddy, almost breathe life
]

into the mechanical story. Low point is

the wooden depiction of the children. 7

Verdict: Trick idea that misses fire
j

j

The Thief of Venice
|

p r (20th century-fox) (

. i
As a spectacle, this Italian-made ad- J

venture movie is often a treat to see, filled
|

with the ancient grandeur of Venice and I

great crowds of picturesquely clad extras, j

As a story, it’s less effective, getting well |

snarled in fictional intrigues of the Ren- •

aissance. The late Maria Montez has the .

kind of role that won her fame, playing a

fiery slum-dweller who helps to free her

city from a cruel usurper. Paul Christian i;

plays a Venetian Robin Hood.
’’

Verdict: Slight story in splendid settings
'

i!

Thunder in the East

( paramount)

Tbe violence that shook India as British

rule drew to a close is much too serious a

subject to be used for a routine action

yarn. Every nationality concerned is likely

to be insulted by the stock types presented
jj

here : Americans, by Alan Ladd’s money-
j

grubbing, gun-running flyer, who won’t ^

rescue a group of Europeans until he gets -/

cash on the line; Indians, by Charles Boy- J

er’s gentle Indian leader, who finally dis- h

cards his Gandhian principles; the French, -1

by Corinne Calvet’s fancy lady; the Brit-

ish, by the Colonel Blimps and their la-

dies. Deborah Kerr’s blind heroine

queasily sentimental creation.

Verdict: Shallow and tasteless



Color by Technicolor

I soothed

my husband

with

sandpaper

!

“Nobody ’d ever call Paul

Douglas a meek husband,”

Jan Sterling explains, “and be

was pretty irate at the ‘junk’

I picked up at auctions . . . that

is, until I showed him how

lovely it was underneath.

“Then he admitted all the sanding and scraping was worth while. But, oh, what it did to

my hands! And what a relief it was afterwards to smooth on soothing Jergens Lotion!

Remember JERGENS LOTION— because you care for your hands!

“My hands are always smooth

and soft for close-ups with my
favorite leading man.” No
wonder Jergens Lotion is pre-

ferred by screen stars 7 to 1!

Use Jergens Lotion to keep

yourhands lovely, too. See why
it’s the hand care used by more

women than any other in the

world. 10^ to $1.00, plus tax.

“We worked like beavers getting set-

tled and unpacking barrels filled with

scratchy excelsior. Again I blessed

Jergens. It works so fast! See for

yourself why: Smooth one hand with

quickly absorbed Jergens . .

.

“Apply ordinary lotion or

cream to the other. Wet them.

Water won’t ‘bead’ on the hand

smoothed with Jergens Lotion

as it will with an oily care.

JAN STERLING,

co-starring in

PONY EXPRESS"

A Paramount Picture

IS vf.
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Beautiful, Heavenly Lips

For You

WITHOUT LIPSTICK

And These Newly Luscious Colors

Can’t Come Off On Anything

Bid “good-bye” to lipstick and see your lips

more beautiful than ever before. See them
decked in a clear, rich color of your choice

—

a color more alive than lipstick colors,

because—no grease. Yes, this new Liquid
Liptone contains no grease—no wax—no
paste. Just pure, vibrant color. Truly,
Liquid Liptone will bring to your lips color-

beauty that’s almost too attractive!

Makes the Sweetest Kiss

Because It Leaves No Mark on Hint

Think of it! Not even a tiny bit of your
Liquid Liptone leaves your lips for his—or
for a napkin or tea-cup. It stays true to

your lips alone and one make-up usually

suffices for an entire day or evening.

Feels Marvelous on Your Lips .,

.

. . . they stay delightfully soft and smooth.

PLEASE TRY SEVERAL SHADES AT MY INVITATION

You cannot possibly know how beautiful your
lips will be. until you see them in Liquid
Liptone. These exciting colors that contain no
grease or paste give your lips a tempting
charm they have never had before. Choose
from the list of shades be-
low. Check coupon. Mail
it at once and I’ll send
you costume sizes of all

shades you order. Each
is at least a two weeks’
supply. Expect to be
thrilled. You WILL be !

SEND COUPON for generous Trial Sizes

PRINCESS PAT, Dept. 3102
2709 S. Wells St., Chicago 16. III.

Send Trial Sizes of the shades I checked below.
I enclose 25c coin for each one.

D Jewel—Sophisticated ruby brilliance.

Medium—Natural true red—very flattering.

Gypsy—Vibrant deep red—ravishing.

D Regal—Glamorous rich burgundy.
O Cyclamen—Exotic pink—romantic for evening.

Orchid—A coot fuchsia pink.

D English Tint— Inviting corabpink.

CHEEKTONE—“Magic" natural color for cheeks.

Miss
Mrs.

Address— ——

.

City State —

readers inc.,.

SOAP BOX:

I'm just a little weary of reading . . . that

my favorite, Bing Crosby, is a ’’meanie”

when it comes to signing autographs. I’ve

been a fan of Bing’s for nearly twenty years.

Every year . . . Bing has answered my
letters and . . . enclosed an autographed
photo. ... For twenty years, he has given

of his golden voice, unique brand of comedy
and charming personality . . . He’s entitled

to privacy . . . He’s also entitled to a few
little faults. . . .

Gertrude Chart
New Britain, Connecticut

What’s all this about Zsa Zsa Gabor?
She’s only played a few minor roles, but

we read about ber all the time . . .

.loHN Coates
Provo, Utah

What is this Zsa Zsa?

My girl friends and I just saw “Because
You’re Mine” with Mario Lanza ... he was
wonderful . . . Why does everybody tell

stories about him? . . . any man who can

have a bunch of teenagers crying over his

singing is really good ... We give three

cheers for Lanza . .
.
give him a fairer chance

with the public ... we are his fans . . .

Virginia Nolan
Upper Montclair, New Jersey

I am a Marine, out here in Korea and . . .

I speak for a great number of the Marines
here ... In your September issue you had
"Hollywood’s Ten Top Pinups.” Well I

wanted you to know you excluded one of the

best of them all. 1 don’t know how you pick

your pinups, but we fighting men pick them
by who takes the time in answering and
sending out pictures ... I wrote Miss Betty

Hutton . . . and within one month I had an

8x10 with three poses, personally signed . . .

That’s our idea of a pinup girl! . . .

Pec. Stanley Gilbert
c/o FPO San Francisco, California

... If Paramount and Warners . . . lose

Betty Hutton and Doris Day, they might as

well burn up the studios, because they will

have lost everything. Please take my advice

and get them back.
Betty Hardin
Inez, Kentucky

A sincere “Thank You” to M-G-M for giv-

ing us “The Merry Widow.” It was a genuine

treat to sit liack and relax and enjoy Lehar’s
music once more, as well as the superb cast

and production.

Mary Foster Conover
Poughkeepsie, New York

I live in a little town way up in the

mountains where I never dreamed I’d even
see a movie star, much less my favorite,

John Agar. But yesterday, I did, thanks to

Movietown, USA. John was so sweet. So
were Una Merkel and Barbara Ruick.

Helen Curran
Kremmling, Colorado

I am writing ... in defense of B pictures.

I have seen several . . . that I thought were
terrific. One was “Valley of the Eagles’"

and another, “Storm Over Tibet” ... I

think Hollywood hallyhoos the wrong pic-

tures. Why not give the little unknown pic-

tures and players a break? . . .

Mrs. Jack E. Talley
South Pasadena, California

CASTING:

. . . The ideal movie would be Marge and
Gower Champion, Betty Grable and Dan
Dailey all dancing and singing in one big

musical. Then movies would really be better

than ever.

Sal Rae Norris
Columbus, Ohio

. . . they are looking for a singing Rhett

Butler for the musical version of “Gone
With the Wind.” The only person who has

the looks, voice, build and personality for

the part is certainly Howard Keel . . .

Mrs. Gloria Sikes
Brooklyn, New York

Why doesn't some studio make a film

about a female baseball player—a comedy
with . . . Jean Peters or Mitzi Gaynor? . . .

Such a plot would be different . .

R. E. Chaney
Massillon, Ohio

... I saw John Derek in “The Family
Secret” and I think he played the part beau-

tifully. But he certainly does not look like

a murderer. Really, could not those Holly-

wood producers find him nicer parts than

those of a killer? Why don’t they give him
good parts taken from the classical books

like “Green Mansions” . . . and let him play

. . . a young romantic man?
Lilia R. Boreisis

Detroit, Michigan

What are the big bosses out in Hollywood
trying to prove? It makes me sick to see all

of the nation’s top heartthrobs such as Rock
Hudson, Scott Brady and Robert Wagner
appearing in Westerns. Rock Hudson and

Scott Brady are two of the sexiest men in

the movie capital, and to see them making
love to a horse is very repulsive. Also, I read

recently that Robert Wagner, my favorite,

is going to be in a Western. Can’t you just

see him playing a cowboy?
Wanda Sackes
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina

(Continued on pa^e 20)
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Feel it on your fingertips!

Rub it into the palms of your hands!

You can feel that Shasta Shampoo

is right for your hair!

From the second you open the jar, you can feel that creamy-soft

Shasta is going to do wonderful things for your hair.

Rich but not oily, creamy but not sticky, Shasta is the very softest of the

cream shampoos . .

.

gives you billows of rich, lasting lather that cleanses

your hair like no ordinary soap shampoo can do.

No other shampoo is so femininelj' right for your hair. So when it’s

important for you to look and feel your best, be Shasta-sure your hair

is soft, sweet, feminine!

P.S. Just a little Shasta gives you a lot of lather. Don't waste it.



readers inc

CREME LIQUID 50t~$l

Make your nair ouey

tire new sort way
No oily after-film . . .just soft shimmering beauty

Now . . . try the only hairdressing that makes hair obey the new

soft way ... With miracle Curtisol— so amazingly light, so pene-

trating it never leaves oily "after-film”! Just a touch "sparkles”

(Continued from page 18)

Why doesn’t U-1 put Jeff Chandler in a

musical picture? He sure can sing, and boy!

does he sing “Black Magic”

!

Joy Edwards
Athens, Georgia

Not long ago, 1 saw the picture, “Island of

Desire,” and all my girl friends and 1

couldn’t get over Tab Hunter. All we have to

say is, “Oh, man, what a living doll!” We
also think Anne Francis is a little doll and

would think it wonderful if they could be

teamed up in a picture . . .

Joan Dick
Cliffside Park, New Jersey

Why don’t they put Susan Cahot, Suzan
Ball and Faith Domergue in a picture as

sisters, or even triplets? They all look so

much alike that I get confused when I see

them . . .

Rhoda Sandler
Chicago, Illinois

hair, prevents dryness and split ends, frizziness after a permanent. QUESTION BOX:

Gives you "easy-do” hair instantly. Even after shampoo! No
wonder women prefer Suave 7 to 1.

I would like to know who played Char-

maine in “What Price Glory” in the Tweo’

ties. Was it Renee Adoree or Dolores del

Rio?
Audrey Albrecht
Brooklyn, New Yorli

That was Dolores del Rio. Renee Adoret

played in “The Big Parade.”—ED.

Is it true that Mary Pickford has coni'

pleted the movie, “The Library,” and at the

preview the shots of her were so poor that il

was shelved?
Dean Randall
East Orange, New Jersej

No. The film was never put into produc

tion with Mary Pickford. She canceled oui

when the producers decided to make thi

picture in black and white instead of Techni

color.—ED.

I really enjoyed the show, “Mickey.’

Could you please tell me who played tin

role of Mickey. Did she do her own sing

ing? . . .

Gay Ann Harris
Gardiner, Montain

Lois Butler. And she did sing for herself

She is now married and retired for the timi

being.—ED.

... a question that has been puzzling m;

friends and me for a long time . . . Are Roc

Cameron and Randolph Scott brothers? .

.

Kay Santillo
Ellwood City, Pennsylvanii

No. they’re in no way related.—ED.

I say the Spanish dancer in “Snows o

Kilimanjaro” is the same actor who dance

with Susan Hayward in “With a Song in M;

Heart.” My friends disagree. Who’s right?

Evelyn Winters
Seattle, Washingtoi

You are. It was Richard Allan. And he'

equally good in “O. Henry’s Full House.
—ED.

... to express my enjoyment of “The Wa I

of a Gaucho” . . . wonderful acting am

story . . . beautiful scenery ... If the back

(Continued on page 22)



FOUR LEADING AMERICAN DESIGNERS SHOW WHY

Only a PLAYTEX^ Girdle lets you look as SLIM as this

Pauline Trigere, award-win-

ning designer: “This dress reveals

your figure boldly/ It’s for you—

if you wear a Playtex/” Playtex

works figure-slimming magic with-

out a seam, stitch or bone . . . it’s

invisible, even under this sheath/

Philip Mangone, designing

genius: “My suits blend slimness

and a fluid ease of motion, look

their best over a Playtex Girdle/”

Made of miracle latex with all-way

control, Playtex slimsyou by inches

, . . leaves you wonderfully free/

Monte Sano, American suit de-

signer, says: “The secret of a suc-

cessful suit is the long, smooth

body line—and the secret of that

is Playtex/” All-way stretching,

all-way slimming Playtex controls,

moulds you from waist to thigh/

Jane Derby, famous for sophis-

ticated style: “I design for slender

elegance—but I want you to be

comfortable. I suggest a Playtex

Girdle/” It’s naturally slimming,

and the cloud-soft fabric is so

comfortable next to your skin/

©1953 International Latex Corp'n. . . . PLAYTEX PARK . . . Dover Del.

from ^4.95

Other Playtex Girdles from ^3.50
(Prices slightly higher outside U.S.A.)

At department stores and specialty

shops. Playtex, known everywhere as

the girdle in the SLIM tube.

Playtex Ltd., Montreal, Canada

P
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ONLY with SMinr WAVE patented 1-step lotion
HOME PERMANENT

NO NEUTRALIZER
TIMINGS JEWCIIURS

FRENCH-STYLE—END PAPERS ATTACHED

The easiest, most
natural-looking home

permanent you ever had—
GUARANTEED

by the makers of Lux Toilet

vC,. Soap—or money back.

WAVES AND NEUTRALIZES IN ONE APPLICATION

1 . Roll curls on French-style curlers— no resetting.

The only curlers that give you the hair style you want while
waving. Use again and again. So soft you can sleep on them!

2 . Apply lotion— no rinsing just let dry.

The only lotion that waves and neutralizes without timing,
rinsing or resetting. One single lotion right for every type of hair.

3 . Brush into springy, soft, long-lasting curls.

When dry, simply remove curlers—no resetting

—

just brush and the set becomes a lovely, lasting wave.

$025

Complete Kit
including
curlers . . .

Plus Fed. Tax

$150

RefiU
Plus Fed. Tax

SHADOW
WAVE

HOME PERMANENT

readers ine . . .

{Continued from page 20)

ground music is recorded, would you please
tell me the title.

Jean House
St. Paul, Minnesota

The music was scored only for the picture
by Twentieth, and it has not been either
titled or commercially recorded.—ED.

In "Because You’re Mine,” weren't the
lady and gentleman who asked Mario Lanza
for his autograph his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Cocozza ?

Kaye Kohi.ek
Denver. Colorado

In a word. yes.—ED.

I would like to know if Marisa Pavan
sang a song in ‘"What Price Glory” and was
it her own voice? I would also like to know
the name of the song.

Marie Grasso
Springfield Garden, New York

She sang it herself, and it was “My Love,
My Life,” which was written by Jay Livings-
ton and Ray Evans.—ED.

I have been so interested in movies . . .

that I started a collection of movie maga-
zines. I now have over two hundred and
would like to put them to good use. Is there
any way in which I could send them to the

hoys in Korea?
Mary A. Barbarena
San Francisco, California

The Army tells us that it has a regular

service which supplies magazines to men
stationed overseas. And we were unable to

locate any organization that handles .such

donations. But you could mail them directly

to servicemen {stationed in or out of the

country) whom you or your friends know.
—ED.

I have just seen the show, “Just For You.”
Please tell me who played Bing’s girl and
hoy in it.

Emily Snyder
Grants Pass, Oregon

His daughter was played by Natalie
Wood, a teenager who has been in movies
since she was a tot. The son was Robert
Arthur, who is in his mid-twenties and
whose greatest unhappiness is that he looks

too young to be his age in pictures.—ED.

The Youthful Bol» .Arthur



If you’re

neglecting dry skin...

watch out!

Rosrtnary Hall

lll'AUTV AfTIIOKITY

m
I am always ama/cil

at some women. I'liey

spend hours nnrsin"

plants, exclaim with horror if a be-

gonia wilts. Blit these same women
do nothing to keep their own dry skin

from getting thirstier, flakier, more
withered ... and just plain wrinkled.

If you’re neglecting dry skin, let me
caution yon . .. yon're adding years to

your face! I’erhaps yon think skin

rare is expensive, tiine-consiiming ?

Well, there is a dry skin care that

costs pennies, takes less lliun fire

ininiiles a day, and will make yon
look like a new woman !

I in talking aliont W riodhiiry Dry I>kin

Cream, with its amazing new penetrat-

ing ingredient, Pcnalcn! Penaten car-

ries the lanolin and other rich soften-

ing oils in the cream deep into the

important eorneiim layer of your skin.

While many creams

just stay on the
surface of your skin,

\^'oodh in y pc;? e/rr//C5

— so quickly — five

minutes’ care is all

von need !

V^^dbury

here's a simple routme

I recommend

:

With your fingertips,

I cream this rich Wood-
1 bury Dry Skin Cream
f in tiny circles about

j

your eyes, nose and
mouth, over your

I cheeks and forehead.

With firm upward
.strokes, work the cream over your

throat and neck. Leave it on for five

minutes, then . . . tissue off

!

Dry lines and rough flakes will he

gone. You’ll notice a fresh new
bloom in your face, and others will

notice it too! Try Woodbury Dry
Skin Cream. It costs only to

plus tax. The results arc priceless.
Uoe

p
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Dial Soap

keeps complexions

clearer by keeping

skin cleaner!

Dial’s AT-7 (Hexachlorophene) removes blemish-

spreading bacteria that other soaps leave on skin.

The cleaner your skin, the better your complexion. And mild, fragrant

Dial with AT-7 gets your skin cleaner and clearer than any other kind of

soap. It’s as simple as that. Of course Dial’s bland beauty-cream lather

gently removes dirt and make-up, giving you scrupulous cleanliness

to overcome clogged pores and blackheads. But Dial does far more!

Here’s the important difference: when you use Dial every day,

its AT-7 effectively clears skin of bacteria that often aggravate and spread

surface pimples and blemishes. Skin doctors know this and recommend

Dial for both adults and adolescents.

Protect your complexion with fine,fragrant Dial Soap.

DIAL
DAVE GARROWAY
— NBC, Weekdays

Now available in Canada

Casts of Current Pictures

ABBOTT AND COSTELLO MEET CAPTAIN
Warners, Directed by Charles Lamont:

Rocky Stoiicbridgc, Bud Abbott; Oliver Johnson, Lou
Costello; Captain Kidd, Charles Laughton; Lady
Jane, Fran VVarren; Capt. Bonney, Hillary Brooke;
Bruce Martingale, Bill Shirley; Morgan, Leif
Erikson.

ABOVE AND BEYOND—M-G-M, Directed by Mel-
vin Frank and Norman Panama: Col. Paul Tibbets.

Robert Taylor; Lucey Tibbets, Eleanor Parker; Maj.
Uanna, James Whitmore; Maj. Gen, Vernon G.
Brent, Larry Keating; Capt. Parsons, Larry Gates;
Marge Bratton, Marilyn Erskine; Maj. Harry Brat-
ton, Stephen Dunne; Gen. Samuel E. Roberts, Robert
Burton; Dr. Ramsey, Hayden Rorke; Dr. Van Dyke,
Larry Dobkin; Dr. Fiskc, Jack Raine; Dutch Van
Kirk, Jonathan Cott; Thomas Ferebec, Jeff Richards;
Bob Lewis, Dick Simmons; Wyatt Dnsenbury, John
McKee; Radio Operator, Patrick Conway; Paul Tib-

bets, Jr., Christie Olsen; Driver, William Lester;

Mary Malone, Barbara Ruick; Gen. Curtis E. LeMay,
Jim Backus.

ANDROCLES AND THE LION—RKO, Directed
by Chester Erskine: Lavinia, Jean Simmons; An-
droclcs, Alan Young; Captain, Victor Mature; Fer-
rovius, Robert Newton; Caesar, Maurice Evans;
Mcgara, Elsa Lanchester; Lcntulus, Reginald Gar-
diner; Menagerie Keeper, Gene Lockhart; Editor,
Alan Mowbray; Spintho, Noel Willman; Cato, John
Hoyt; Centurion, Jim Backus; Metellus, Lowell
Gilmore.

APRIL IN PARIS—Warners, Directed by David
Butler: Dynamite Jackson, Doris Day; S. Winthrop
Putnam, Ray Bolger; Philippe Fouqiiet, Claude Dau-
phin; Marcia, Eve Miller; Francois, George Givot;
Secretary Sherman, Paul Harvey; Joshua Stevens,
Herbert Farjeon; Sinclair Wilson, Wilson Miller;

Joseph Ji’cimar, Raymond Largay; Tracey; John
Alvin; Cab Driver, Jack Lomas.

BAD AND THE BEAUTIFUL, THE — M-G-M.
Directed by Vincent Minnelli: Georgia, Lana Turner;
Jonathan, Kirk Douglas; Harry Pebbel, Walter
Pidgeon; James Lee, Dick Powell; Fred, Barry Sulli-

van; Rosemary

,

Gloria Grahame; "Gaucho,” Gilbert
Roland; Henry Whitfield, Leo G. Carroll; Kay,
Vanessa Brown; Syd, Paul Stewart; Giis, Sammy
White; Lila, Elaine Stewart; Von Ellstein, Ivan
Triesault.

BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER—V.A., Di-

rected by Anthony Squire: John Ridgefield, Ralph
Richardson; Susan Garthwaite, Ann Todd; Tony
Garthwaite, Nigel Patrick; Philip Peel, John Justin;
Jess Peel, Dinah Sheridan; Will Sparks, Joseph
Tomelty; Christopher Ridgefield, Denholm Elliott;

Jl’indy JVilliams, Jack Allen; Fletcher, Ralph
Michael; A.T.A. Officer, Vincent Holman; Con-
trollers. Douglas Muir, Leslie Phillips; Test Bed
Operator, Robert Brooks Turner; Peter Makepeace,
Anthony Snell; Baby John, Jolyon Jackley.

DESPERATE SEARCH—U-G-lsl, Directed by
Joseph Lewis: Vince Heldon, Howard Keel; Julie

Hcldon, Jane Greer; Nora Stead, Patricia Medina;
“Brandy,'’ Keenan Wynn; Wayne Langmuir, Robert
Burton; Don, Lee Aaker; Janet, Linda Lowell; Lou,
Michael Dugan; Stezvardess, Elaine Stewart; Detec-

tive, Jonathan Cott; Ed, Jeff Richards; Communica-
tor, Dick Simmons.

FOUR POSTER, THE—Columbia, Directed by
Irving Reis: John, Rex Harrison; Abby, Lilli Palmer.

HANGMAN’S KNOT—Columbia, Directed by Roy
Huggins; Matt Stexvart, Randolph Scott; Molly Hull,

Donna Reed; Jaynic Groves, Claude Jarman, Jr.;

Cass Browne, Frank Faylen; Captain Petersen, Glenn
Langan; Lee Kemper, Richard Denning; Ralph
Painter, Lee Marvin; Mrs. Harris, Jeanette Nolan;
Plunkett, Clem Bevans; Qiiincey, Ray Teal; Smitty,

Guinn “Big Boy” Williams; Ma.xzvell, Monte Blue;

Egan Walsh, John Call; Hank Fletcher, Reed Howes.

KANSAS CITY CONFIDENTIAL—V.A., Directed

by Phil Karlson: Joe Rolfe, John Payne; Helen
Foster, Coleen Gray; Timothy Foster, Preston Foster;

Tony Romano, Lee Van Cleef; Boyd Kane, Neville

Brand; Pete Harris, Jack Elam; Andrezvs, Howard
Negley; Totnaso, Mario Siletti; Teresa, Dona Drake;
Mrs. Crane, Helen Kleeb; Mrs. Rogers, Vivi Janis;

Olsen, Ted Ryan; Morelli, George Wallace; Diae,

Don Orlando.

LAST OF THE COM/IVC//E5—Columbia, Di-

rected by Andre DeToth: Sergeant Matt Trainor,

Broderick Crawford; Julia Lanning, Barbara Hale;

Little Knife, Johnny Stewart; Jini Starbuck, Lloyd

Bridges: Rusty Potter, Mickey Shaughnessy; Ro-

many O’Rattigan, George Mathews; Denver Kin-

naird, Hugh Sanders; Martinez, Ric Roman; Henry
Ruppert, Chubby Johnson; Billy Creel, Martin Mil-

ner; Prophet Sattcrlee, ^lilton Parsons; Corporal

Floyd, Jack Woody; Black Cloud, John War Eagle;"

Major Lanning, Carleton Young; Lieutenant Floyd,

_

William Andrews. h
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tLAWLESS BREED, THE—U-I, Directed by Raoul
Walsh: John Wesley Hardin, Rock Hudson; Rosie,

Julia Adams; Jane Brown, Mary Castle; J. G. Har-

din, John Meintire; John Clements, John Meintire;

Ike Hanley, Hugh O’Brian; Joe Hardin, William

Pullen: Ben Hanley, Glenn Strange; Dirk Hanley,

Lee Van Cleef; Gus Hanley, Michael Ansara; Jim
Clements, Dennis Weaver; Gyp Clements, Bobbie

Hoy: Joe Clement.^:. Richard Garland: Young John

Hardin, Race Gentry: Zeke Jenkins. Forrest Lewis;

Marshall Bill Hickok, Boh Anderson; Sheriff Charlie

Webb, Stephen Chase.

I

LIMELIGHT—U.A.. Directed by Charles Chaplin:

I

Calvero, Charles Chaplin: Terry. Claire Bloom:

j

Neville. Sydney Chaplin; Harlequin, Andre Eglev^ky;

,
Columbine, Melissa Hayden; Cloivns. Charles Chap*

\
lin, Charles Chaplin, Jr. and Wheeler Dryden; Mrs.

,
Alsop, Mariorie Bennett; Postant. Nigel Bruce;

i:
Bodalink. Norman Lloyd: Maid. Molly Glessing;

j

Calvero’s Partner, Buster Keaton.

MEET ME AT THE FAIR—VA. Directed by
I Douglas Sirk: Doc Tilhec, Dan Dailey; Zerelda

Wing. Diana Lvnn; Tad Bayh'ss, Ch'=*t Allen: Chilton

Corr, Hugh O’Brian: Clara Brink. Carole Mathews:
Enoch Jones. “Scat Man’’ Crothers; Pete McCoy.

I

Rhvs Williams; Sheriff Evans. Russell Simnson:
Billy Gray, Thos. E. Jackson: Leach, George Chand-
ler; Mrs. Stvaile, Doris Packer.

MILLION DOLLAR MERMAID—U-G-M. Di-

I rected by Mervyn T^eRoy: Annette KcUennan. Esther
Williams: James Sullivan, Victor Matitre: Frederick

I
KeHcrman. Walter Pidgeon; Alfred Harper, David

i Brian; Annette 110 years). Donna Corcoran: Doc

j

Cronnol, Jesse White: Pavlova. Maria Tallchief;

Aldrich, Howard Freeman: Policeman. Charles
Watts; Garvey. Wilton Graff: Prosecutor

,

Frank
I Ferguson: Judge, Tames Bell: Conductor, James
: Flavin; Director, Willis Bouchey.

OUTPOST IN MALAYA— V. A.. Directed hv Ken
' Annakin: Lie Frazer. Claudette Colbert: Jim Frazer,

\
Jack Hawkins; Inspector Huah Dobson, Anthonv

1 Steel; Nair, Ram Gopal: Mat. Jeremy Spencer: Jack
Bushel!. Tom Macaulev; Eleanor Bushell, H^len
Goss; Ah Mov. Sonya Hana: Wan Li. Andv Ho;

1 Mike Fraser. Peter Asher; Putra, Shaym Bahadur;
Cept. Dell, Bryan Coleman; Lieutenauf Summers.

!
Don Sharp; Arminah. Maria Bailllp; Planter, Bill

Travers; Len Carter. John Stamp; Harry Saunders,
John Martin; Mildred Saunders. Myrette Morven;

! 1st Soldier. Patrik Westward: 2nd Soldier, Alfie

! Bass: Ho Tana. Ng. Chenk Kwong: Ah Siong, Yah
' Ming; Radio Operator, Victor Maddern.

PETER PAN—Disney, RKO. Directed by Hamilton
T.uske, Clyde Geranimi and Wilfred Tackson. Voices
only: Peter Pan, Bobby Driscoll; U'endy. Kathryn
Beaumont: Captain Hook. Hans Conried; Smrre,
Rill Thompson: Mrs. Darling, Heather Angel: Mr.
Darling. Paul Collins: John, Tommy Luske: Indian
Chief, Candy Candido; Narator, Tom Comvay..

;
PONY SOLDIER-—^20th Centurv-Fox. Directed by
Joseph M. Newman: Duncan MacDonald, Tyrone
Power; Konah, Cameron Mitchell; Natayo, Thomas
Gomez; Emerald, Penny Edwards: Jess Calhoun,
Robert Horton: Comes Runnniq, Anthony Earl Num-
kena; White Moon. Adeline De Walt Reynolds: In-
spector Fraser, Howard Petrie; Standing Bear,
Stuart Randall: Bryan Neeley, Richard Shackleton;
Tim Neeley, James Hayward; Poks-ki, Muriel Lan-

• ders; Custin, Frank De Kova; Crier, Louis Hemin-
' ger (Shooting Star); Shemawgun, Grady Galloway;
Medicine Man, Nipo T. Strongheart; Katatastsi,
Chalos Loya; Indians, Anthony Numkena, Sr., John
War Eagle; Chief Brightfire Thunder-Sky.

ROAD TO BALI—Paramount, directed by Ha‘l
Walker: Harold Gridley, Bob Hope; George Cochran.
Bing Crosby; Lalah, Dorothy Lamour; Ken Arok,
Murvyn Vye; Gung, Peter (Toe; Bhoma Da, Ralph
Moody; Ramayana, Leon Askin.

THIEF OF VENICE, THE—20th Century-Fox.
Directed by John Brahm: Tina, Maria Montez;

• Alpere Lorenso Contarini, Paul Christian; Scarpa,
the Inquisitor

,

Massimo Serato; Francesca Disani,
Faye Marlowe; Captain Von Sturm, Aldo Silvani;

! Alfredo, Louis Saltameranda; Polo. Guido Celano;
[

Durro, Humbert Sacripanti; Admiral Disani, (Ja-
millo Pilotto; Lombardi, Ferinand Tamberlani;
Duenna, I^iana Del Balzo; Marco. Paul Stoppa;
Mario, Mario Tosi; Grassi, Vinicio Sofia; Sharp
Eye, Leon Renoir.

THUNDER IN THE EAST—Paramount, directed
by Charles Vidor: Steve Gibbs, Alan Ladd; Joan
Willoughby, Deborah Kerr; Singh. Charles Boyer;
Lisette Simon, Corinne Calvet; Dr. UUlloughby,
Cecil Kellaway; Moti Lai, Mark Cavell; Nitra Pitta,
John Abbott; Nazvab Khan, Philip Bourneuf; Gen-
eral Harrison, John Williams: Maharajah, (Tharlie
Lung; Dr. Paling, Leonard Carey; Norton, Nelson
Welch.

TROPIC ZONE—Paramount. Directed by Lewis R.
Foster: Dan' McCloud, Ronald Reagan; Flanders
White,

^

Rhonda Fleming; Lukats, John . Wengraf

;

Capitaine Basilio. Rico Alanez; Tapachula Sam,
Noah Beery. Jr.; Elena, Estelita; Bert Nelson, Grant
Withers; Tia Feliciana, Argentina Burnetti.

Here’s to

fifiesr

AfO
^ COLDS

^ O O ^ O o;

BRAND

• Here’s fast, effective

relief from the headache,
the feverish feeling, the
aches and pains of a cold.

Gentle alka-seltzer is

a soothing gargle too.

For cold discomforts, try

sparkling ALKA-SELTZER
. . . and feel better while
you are getting better.

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

SPEEDY RELIEF FROM THESE

COLD DISCOMFORTS
K ache-all-over misery

'FEVERISH FEELING

y HEADACHE

y SORE THROAT OF A COLD

SPEEDY"

PARENTS'

Guaranteed by
Good Housekeeping

MILES LABORATORIES, INC., ELKHART, IND.
P
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PHILLIPS

IIIILK

OF MAGNEsi/^

liJdiiilOanca ’^enk

antacid laxative
< luid ounce yields from 38 to dO grains of

Magnesium Hydro*lde—Mg(OH)?

(Thake WEIL before using)
Prepared oi^ly by

THE CHAS.H. PHILLIPS CO. DIVISION
Of STEiime onus me.

New Yodi. N Y

HIIM Not lobe used when abdominal pom. nausea, vom-

or other symptoms ol appendicitis are present Habitual

«ol laotives may result m dependence upon ttiem

Milk of Magnesia
gives better relief

—more complete
relief from

Constipation
than single-purpose

laxatives!

p

Milk of Magnesia does more
than laxatives which act on
irregularity alone. For it also

relieves accompanying acid

indigestion . . . gives you
more complete relief. So use
Phillips’ Milk of Magnesia
— the best laxative money
can buy.

So Gentle for Children..,

So Thorough for Grownups

PHIIUPS'
AAILK OF MAGNESIA

Liquid or Tablets

impertinent interview
BY MIKE CONNOLLY

“What truth is there to the rumors that you and Ben are

headed for a marital bust-up?” I put the question to Esther Williams.
Figuring there isn’t a better way to find out the score than to ask

the players, I visited the set of Esther’s newest picture, “Dangerous
When Wet,” on the M-G-M lot to get the facts about what's what be-

tween her and her husband, Ben Gage.

“Rumors, rumors!” Esther looked at me hard and long. And then

she made a firm statement. “The gossip columnists can break us up
all they want. Let them all have their ‘good copy.’ It won’t make a

bit of difference to us, because Ben and 1 will always be together!”

It was a little tough arguing back with a gal who looks as lovely as

Esther does in her swimming togs, but I said: “There inust be some
basis for the stories. After all, too many people have phoned me that

they have seen you and Ben tiffing in public . .
.”

“Tiffing!” Esther snorted. “Actually, the word is not strong enough.

We were having real knock-down arguments! And so what? Doesn’t

every married couple? And because they do, does it mean their

marriage is breaking up the very next edition?”

Printed rumors of the crash of a marital craft are an everyday

thing in Hollywood, and Esther and Ben have suffered silently through

their share. But I have never before seen Esther as upset as she is

over the latest. In the past, she has accepted these whisperings as part

of the price she must pay for her status as a glamorous star and

has shrugged off the mongering with a laugh. But not this time.

“It’s different now,” she said. “My two little boys” ( Benjy, three,

and Kim, two) “are growing up and I can’t bear to think that they

might read the break-up stories or hear of them from their playmates.

I’m going to put up a fight this time!”

Hollywood gossip says that the arguments between Esther and

Ben sometimes start when he enjoys a few nips before dinner and

occasionally after dinner. “But Ben can do anything he wants,” Esther

added, “because as far as I’m concerned we’ll be together till death

do us part. You see, we’ve never forgotten our marriage vows.”

That’s why I say you can relax. For I have a feeling that Esther

can fight as well as she can swim.
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Qyw
of these girls

has discovered

this wonderful

complexion

secret... She's washing her face . . . Like many girls and
women, she's washing with soap and water in the
ordinary way— carelessly. If that’s what you're doing
—stop! You could do so much more for your skin!

You should know Palmolive’s complexion secret.

She's getting a lovelier complexion . . . She’s

using Palmolive in a way that leads to softer, smoother,
more radiant skin. By cleansing properly, she’s doing
what skin specialists have proved is the best way
to help guard that Schoolgirl Complexion Look!

IOO% Mild Palmolive Soap Helps You Guard that

Palmolive's Beauty Plan

Is Far Better For Your Skin Than

“Just Average Care” With Any

Leading Toilet Soap!

Yes, Softer, Smoother, Lovelier Skin
— that Schoolgirl Complexion Look

—

can easily be yours. 36 leading skin spe-

cialists have proved it in actual tests on
1285 women. What’s more, these doctors

found that Palmolive’s Beauty Plan is

unqnestionahly better tor your skin than

“just average care’’ with any leading toilet

soap. Palmolive is one soap that is lOO'lo

mild! No wonder it provides such tender

care tor babies’ skin, tor your skin!

Change to Palmolive's Beauty Plan . .

,

massage Palmolive’s 100% mild, pure lather

onto your skin for 60 seconds, 3 times a

day. Rinse and pat dry. In 14 days or less,

you'll have a softer, fresher looking skin!

You need no other beauty aid. Let 100%
mild Palmolive Soap help you guard that

Schoolgirl Complexion Look!

*No therapeutic claim is made kir the chlorophyll.

Nature's Chlorophyll
Is In Every Cake Of

Palmolive Soap . .

.

That's What Makes
Palmolive Green!

J00% M/LDi DOCTORS PROVE PALMOLIVE BRINGS OUT BEAUTY WHILE IT CLEANS YOUR SKIN!



hollywood

party line

by

ONE OF THE MOST DIFFICULT fashioD problems stars constantly

face is tlie quantity of clothes their profession requires. We all

know the reasons for this. A leading actress is photographed

nearly every day of the year. And unless she’s careful—and

practically keeps a “time-table” of what she was wearing and

when, she may appear a half dozen times over a few months in

the same outfit, hy the time the photos reach magazines or news-

papers! Maybe it never occurs to the fans that a movie gal has

to face the costly fact that each time she appears publicly she

must have a cliange of wardrobe—or what appears to be a

cliange! You and you can repeat your “good things” again and
again, but the buying plan of a movie star has to be different

—

and most stars have at least a few suits or gowns that are terribly

expensive that they must find ways to use over and over. Some of

Hollywood’s better dressers who are also maaaad for fine clothes

(sometimes the two don’t go together) like Arlene Dahl. Mona
Freeman. Diana Lynn, (ireer Carson. Irene Dunne, solve their

problems by buying copies of

French originals, or like Betty

Hutton and others, “stretch” their

evening dresses for seasons by
wearing them first long, then short-

ening them, adding a little jacket

or dying them to a new shade.

Hals had the best of it at

the big cocktail party director

Chuck Walters tossed for Earl

Blackwell, who heads that famed
“Celebrity Service” in New York.

On hand were Leslie Caron in a

shortish black taffeta cocktail

dress . . . Arlene Dahl -and Fer-

nando Lamas . . . Marilyn Max-
well with Paul Box . . . Nina
Foch, Mike O’Shea (not Virginia

Mayo’s spouse), Charlotte Greenwood, Ann Sothern with Dick
Egan—and Louella O.P. in one of those new and soooo ex-

pensive crystal mink capes, plus a bluish-gray lid trimmed
with a deep blue feather.

Ginny premieres in ermine

Another sparkling event and slighty off the beaten path (or

rather off the bridle-path ) for Hollvwood, was the opening of

the H orse Show—a very fancy, ceremonious, black-tie affair, at

which a regiment of the Royal Canadian Police furnished extra

color and a thrill to not only “the horsey set,” but a nice

mingling of stars and socialites. Amidst the music, the pres-

entation of the colors, the gloved and bejewelled applauders
were Dan Dailey with Beetsy Wynn; Mervyn LeRoy with his

daughter Linda; the Cecil de Milles; the Jack Beutels with their

four-year old daughter; Elyse Knox with Tom Harmon; Liz

Dailey with Bob Neal; Lucille Ball and her ever-lovin’ Desi
Arnaz. Georgianna and Ricardo Montalban. Irene Dunne was
a standout in a ravishing imported Italian gown of green and

p gold satin stripes, with a wide floating skirt and a bare, strap-

less top. Arlene Dahl was in white satin—a ball gown with

a deep red velvet sash, and at her waist—a diamond sunburst.

Ava Gardner was home ill that night “Snows of Kiliman-

jaro” had its Hollywood pre'em, and too bad. Her ravishing

beauty and her great performance got her more raves from top

Hollywood brass than she ever reaped before. Event was real

glittery with such stars as Jeanne Crain (in red chiffon, along

Grecian lines) ; Anne Baxter, in crisp pink satin, with John
Hodiak (and without cigar!) ; Zsa Zsa (in a form-fitting Schiap-

arelli job of black velvet) with George Sanders; Rhonda Flem-
ing, also in black velvet, with a yoke and shoulder straps of

heavy white lace; Diana Lynn, stunning in very decollete,

slinky black velvet and a very long and wide and snowy white

ermine stole! There too were Jan Sterling (stunning in dark
red taffeta) and Paul Douglas; the Charlton Hestons; Vera-

Ellen (in tight-waisted sapphire blue satin) with her new beau,

Russ Severin. Tab Hunter escorted Gloria Gordon, daughter
of producer Leon Gordon. More
who enjoyed the picture and the

late supper the Darryl Zanucks
threw at Romanoffs afterward
were Joan Crawford, Bob Mitch-

um, Lita Baron and Rory Cal-

houn, Ty Power and Linda Chris-

tian, the James Masons, Debra
Paget, Bob Wagner with Debbie
Reynolds, and Dawn Addams.

Just for a bit of a change, let me
tell you who is wearing what—but
not to dinner! In “The Farmer
Takes a Wife.” Betty Grable cut

up in a burlap-potato-sack skirt

and old-fashioned bloomers. Does a dance in ’em yet! . . . Vir-

ginia Mayo has a dreamy new nightgown of black lace—real

lace. Across one shoulder, embroidered in pale pink are the

words. “I Love You.” Michael O’Shea gave it to her . . . Marie
Wilson, who always wears ’em low, really raised a few eyebrows
at a party one night in a gown cut down to—well Marie calls it,

“Everything I Have Is Yours” . . . Lana Turner is currazy about
her wardrobe for “Latin Lovers.” And here’s the twist: Even
though the film is in Technicolor, all of Lana’s clothes will be in

black and white! Gowns, suits, negligees—even the bathing
suits! . . . Marilyn Monroe is mad for some of the naughty duds
she dons in “Gents Prefer Blondes.” One is a diamond-studded
bathing suit—what there is of it. About another outfit Marilyn
giggles, “It’s even better than that. It’s like a black silk stock-

ing all over—and just as clingy—and has jewels dangling from
it in all the right places” . . . Robert Taylor was spied buying
a gorgeous chiffon and lace negligee with nightie to match—and
ordering it monogrammed with merely an “M.” That doesn’t

stand for Barbara (Stanwyck) or Ursula (Thiess)—so . . .

On hand: the Charlton Hestons

Denise Darcel has been here for a long; time and never
threw a party—but when she finally gave her first, she made
up for lost time! Over two hundred made it up the steep hill

to the house where indoors and out, bars and buffet tables kept
most of the cocktail guests there until three ayem! Denise was
gay as all git-out and provided plenty of “stags at eve.” A party
with lots of extra, unattached males is a rarity around Holly-
wood — in case you
didn’t know! Some of

the gents poured the

darndest “confidential

information” into my
shell-pink ears — and
confidential it will have
to stay! Twos on hand
were Pat Nerney (Mona
Freeman’s ex) with
Peggy Ann Garner, Nina
Foch withHugh O’Brian,

Scott Brady with Pat

Knight. Also there, were
Cesar Romero, John
Hudson, Helmut Dan-
tine and Lex Barker. Hey, where’s that cig:ar, .401116?
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n 50,000°° MINK PRIZES

in Four Weekly Contests

20 MINK COATS
Hundreds of rich Mink Stoles

and magnificent Mink Scarves

This is your opportunity to own
and wear gorgeous Mink! Every

week for four weeks, Lux will

award 5 first prizes—each a

luxurious mink coat! Plus 10

second prizes—each a dramatic

mink stole! And 75 third prizes

—each a perfectly matched

scarf! These furs are of the

most prized quality . . . be-

cause they were created by

nationally famous Annis Furs

distinguished furriers since 1887,

Hurry— enter this week’s contest

now. It’s easier than you think

to win a precious mink— for

your very own!

9 out of 10 Screen Stars

use Lux Toilet Soap

Hollywood stars depend on
gentle Lux facials for quick

new beauty.

Lux Soap care has Skin-Tonic

Action . . . makes skin look

smoother, fresher, younger.

Try Lux today! Here’s how
easy it is to write a winning

entry: “1 use Lux Toilet Soap
because it's the complexion

care of famous screen stars. /

find the Skin-Tonic Action in

Lux care really works . . .

makes my skin softer, dewy-

Here's all you need

do to enter

I

.

In 25 additional

A^ords or less, com-
plete the stotement:

"I use Lux Toilet Soap
because . . Use entry

blank below or plain paper.
Print or write plainly and in-

elude your name and address.
With each entry enclose two
wrappers from any size Lux

Toilet Soap. Send as many entries as

you wish in each contest. Mail to:

"Lux Contest, Box 321, New York 46,
New York." Use odequate postage.

2.

'There are four weekly contests,

closing January 25th, February 1st,

February 8th, February 1 5th. All entries

received on or before January 25th will

be judged in the first week’s contest.

Thereafter, entries will be judged in

each week’seontest, as received. Entries

for final contest must be postmarked
not later than February! 5 and received

not later than February 25, 1 953.

3. Contest confined to Continental

United States, Howaii and Aloska.
Entries judged by staff of The Reuben
H. Donnelley Corporation for origi-

nality, sincerity and aptness. Each
entry must be original work o^

contestant, submitted in own name.
Judges’ decisions final. See entry

blank available at most grocers for

detailed rules.

co-starring in

“TROPIC ZONE”
A Paramount Picture

Color by Technicolor

Mail to LUX CONTEST, Box 321, New York 46, N. Y.

Name Address

City Zone State

With each entry enclose two wrappers from any size Lux Toilet Soap

ENTER EACH WEEK FOR EXTRA OPPORTUNITIES TO WIN!

Complete this statement in 25 additional words or less ... “I use Lux

Toilet Soap because



a shampoo that

Picture \oii . . . after just one shampoo . . . with hair that

shimmers under even the softest light. Picture you with hair

that's silky soft, silky smooth, silky bright!

lightning lather— milder than castile!

This silkening magic is in Drene's new lightning lather! No other

lather is so thick, yet so quick—even in hardest water!

Magie! because it flashes up like lightning, because it rinses

out like lightning, because it's milder than castile! Magic!

because this new formula leaves your hair bright as silk, smooth

as silk, soft as silk. And so obedient.

Just try this new Drene with its lightning lather . . . its new, fresh

fragrance of 100 flowers. Yon have a new experience coming!

New Lightning Lather—
a magic new formula that siJkens your hair.

Milder than castile—
so mild you could use Drene every day! l>*ene

A NEW EXPERIENCE . . .

to see your hair so silky soft,

so silky bright ... to feel the

magic of this lightning lather

—

milder than castile. No other

lather is so quick, yet so thick.

A PRODUCT OF PROCTER & GAMBLE



If it’s consolation Rita needs, she's getting it from gallant Count Jose Maria de Villapadierna, who’s been her constant escort in Spain

• Apparently the fight is over. As for the winner, no one seems
quite certain. Rita won her terms—a divorce, custody of Yasmine
and $50,000 a year for the child’s support. However, if she

actually expected to resume marital life with the unpredictable

Prince Aly Khan, she was the loser in the final round of the inter-

national Battle Royal.

Rita evidently believed that Aly was the soul of sincerity when he
came to call in Hollywood. Soon after his departure, she packed her

bags and flew to Paris, admitting that a reconciliation was not impos-

sible. But stUl another quarrel followed. Rita walked out annoxmc-
ing, “He’s a playboy, while I work all year round in Hollywood.”

When she left Aly for what appears to be the final time, Rita

proceeded to Spain. Soon her name was being linked with that' of

Count Jose Maria de Villapadiema, reportedly an old friend of

Aly’s. He is tall, handsome and forty. And extremely chivalrous

when it comes to protecting Rita from fans, reporters, and would-be
suitors. Answering persistent rumors that she may next become a

Countess, Rita says,' “We’re just friends.”
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Smith

Scott Brady and Dorothy Malone frolic by the pool of the new Sahara in Las Vegas. Their romance still has people guessing

Dale Robertson, lunching with Lola Albright at Twen-

tieth, says stories of his marital rift were exaggerated

With Karen Sharpe and Elaine Stewart at the Masquers’ Revels, pert Piper

Laurie looks like a wistful bride—just the role gossip hints for her

Stern

>*ir—

^
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CAL YORK'S GOSSIP
OF l+OLLYWOOD

TWO'S IN THE NEWS: Best of all, Piper Laurie likes to travel

and go to the movies. And best of all, if those dates are serious,

she’ll be doing some of same with David Schine, son of the hotel-

and-chain-theatre owner , . . They may have quarreled and maybe
it was just that the spaghetti was good, but Joyce Holden and Dok
Stamford in a dark corner at the Villa Nova never looked happier

. . . Following a five-year absence, Helmut Dantine’s back. Vera-

Ellen’s got him—at least for dating purposes. The provocative

Austrian says he’s a little older and a great deal wiser (we don’t

know what that means, either
! ) . . . Ann Blyth’s a bright star.

Palmer Lee is newest and handsomest of U-I’s leading men. Put

them both together, which they are these days, and what do you

haye? A publicity romance . . . Unpredictable Jane Wyman’s mar-

riage to her orchestra leader Freddie Karger really rocked Holly-

wood. One week previous the evasive Jane was redecorating her

home and the masculine touch was conspicuously missing. And
everyone is just as pleased as can be over this union.

ACCORDING TO CAL: When you meet her in person, the soft and
soothing tones of Lori Nelson’s voice make her sound just like Ava
Gardner . . . People were saying Scott Brady made a mistake in

turning down that role at U-I and washing up his contract there,

but Scott says ’tain’t no mistake. He has a picture coming, up at

Twentieth plus a couple of other outside films . . . Time to time,

rumors have Marge and Gower Champion heading for New York
to do the choreography for a Broadway musical. But with their

'k

Stern

Jane Wyman’s new movie, “Love Song,” is an

apt title, with her marriage startling Hollywood

Marge and Gower Champion are too busy in

M-G-M films to listen to other-career rumors

Fink

more pictures on next page
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INSIDE STUFF
CONTI NUED

Tnice called—between battling Sinatras,

as they depart for Africa and “Mogambo”

June Allyson visits Dick Powell, Lana Turner on

set of their film “The Bad arid the Beautiful”

Below, Linda Christian, baby Romina in New York

M-G-M pictures such hits you can het they’ll he kept busy on the

sound stages in Hollywood . . . Dale Robertson tried to talk Tab

Hunter into changing his neune. And when Tab told him it had already

been changed, Dale tried to talk him into changing it back again!

GENIAL GENTS: It’s Bob Hope’s crack after returning to Hollywood

from making that smash hit in London’s Pedladium; “I just got back

from England and your money sends regards to everyone!” . . .

According to Red Skelton: “If the John Hodiaks have another baby,

Anne Baxter (who now smokes ’em! ) will pass out th6 cigars” . . .

It’s Jack Benny’s definition of the most practical man in the world:

“A guy who would throw away a Marilyn Monroe calendar—because

it was no longer up-to-date!” . . . Clifton Webb S2iid it to Barbara

Stanwyck when they' were trying to think up 'a title for their new
picture. It concerns the sinking of the Titanic, only the names can’t

be used. Cliffy boy suggested: “Bottoms Up!”

IT'S MERELY MONEY: When she was at Warner Brothers, Joan Craw-

ford received $250,000 per picture. Eventually they came to the

parting of the ways. A settlement was made because, “Crawford’s

name no longer draws at the box ofSce.” Believing poor scripts can

kill any star, Joan went out and set up a terrific independent deal for

herself. By the time the now sensational “Sudden Fear” completes its

run, Joan’s percentage alone will net her around $800,000. Needless

to say, every studio in town is trying to get La Crawford imder

contract again.

EVERYONE'S AMUSED BY: Those “dirty” looks Terry Moore’s casting

in Mitzi Gaynor’s direction these days. It all revolves around rumored

reasons concerning that fabulous top studio executive . . . The siUy

scuttlebut that the Humphrey Bogarts were such rabid Stevenson

fans, they fired their vegetable man when he voted for Ike . . . That
fan letter received by Ray Milland, which reads: “Am looking for-

ward to seeing your picture on television when I get out in 1963.” It

was signed: “The Thief.”

HOLLYWOOD HIGHS: Carleton Carpenter and Barbara Ruick’s re-

cording of “No Two People.” No two people have ever been better . . .

Ethel Merman’s admiration for Donald O’Connor’s talent. She even

came to the studio on her first day off to watch him do a number for

“Call Me Madam” . . . Marlon Brando’s stirring speech as Marc
Antony in “Julius Caesar.” Hundreds of extras (who understood every

word) applauded like mad , , . Aim Sheridan’s “Academy Award”
performance. She kept right on acting during a scene for “Flame of

Timberline,” when a bee flew into her bustle!

HOLLYWOOD LOWS: The disheartening waste of Van Johnson’s name
and talent. His glorified bit in “Plymouth Adventure” gives credence

to the rumor that he won’t re-sign when his M-G-M contract expires

. . . The casting of Ray Bolger opposite Doris Day in “April in Paris.”

Talented and terrific the dancing comedian is, but as a romantic lover

he makes a charming story seem ridiculous . . . The way gossips are

trying to make a romance item of Barbara Stanwyck’s friendly and
professional interest in her young co-worker. Bob Wagner,

ACCORDING TO CAL: Robert Horton has every director on the

M-G-M lot trying to reserve his services for future pictures ... By
the time you read this, that secret we promised Angela Lansbury
we’d keep—may be public property . . . Pity poor Rock Hudson!
He’s tom between sex and selfishness. Marilyn Monroe looked at his

hide-away house in the hiUs while he was in Europe and now she

wants him to forfeit his lease so’s she can buy it . . . Janet Leigh is

exhausted from making so many movies, she says she’ll have to have

a baby to get a good rest. Tony promises to cooperate. . . . Glimpsed
at a recent Palm Spring tennis tournament: Ginger Rogers and
Jacques Bergerac holding hands. Ginger is taking French lessons

now that handsome Jacques has an M-G-M contract. After all, a gal

does have to understand a guy—^just in case he pops the question.



PIPE OF PEACE: Currently all’s well with the Frank Sinatras. To
prove it, he escorted Ava to Africa where she’s making “Mogambo”
with Clark Gable. The night before their last Hollywood flare-up, the

Sinatras and the Gottfried Reinhardts went to Chasen’s for dinner.

Frank and the producer rode in one car alongside of Ava and the

producer’s wife in another. At red light intersections, Mr. S. gaily

leaped out of his car, dashed over and bussed the beautiful Mrs. S.!

Tempestuous though it may be, no one doubts their burning love for

each other. On the other hand, sometimes the turn it takes is mighty

c<hifusing to everybody!

BEHIND THE SCENES: Reading in a column that Robert Wagner took

Barbara Stanwyck to Romanoff’s, some of Debbie Reynolds’ prize

pixie friends tried to induce her to finagle a date with Robert Taylor!

. . . Run don’t walk to the nearest newsstand when Steve Cochran’s

next interview appears. He’s calling it “Sex After Six,” a subject he

finds interesting at any time.

IN CASE YOU CARE: From Canada, Gary Cooper goes to Mexico and
then heads for England. He’ll be out of the country for eighteen

months or more, which could be for tax purposes . . . Three non-

professional wives altered an edict. Mrs. Ray Milland, Mrs. Jimmy
Stewart and Mrs. Fred MacMurray (so improved in health) did a
TV coffee commercial, the money going to charity . . . When Tony
Curtis went to pick up Janet Leigh in a beauty parlor, he kiddingly

called out: “Here I am, Mrs. Schwartz.” Two fat ladies bearing the

same name came running out of their booths!

TRUTH ABOUT FEUDS: The usual mischief mongers would have you
believe there’s feudin’ and a-fussin’ between Doris Day and Peggy
Lee, who’s now at Warners too. ’Tain’t so. Doris wouldn’t feud with

anyone. Besides, each songbird is terrifically talented in her own style

of singing, but so opposite in type and temperament that they couldn’t

possibly be rivals for the same roles ... It probably makes better

copy to say that “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,” and Marilyn Monroe
and Jane Russell prefer to ignore each other away from the camera.

The truth is, the “Big Four” (as the gang on the set refers to ’em)

happen to like eaeh other very much.

LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION: Alan Ladd is Hollywood’s greatest am-
bassador of good will. Reports on his careful consideration of every-

one during the making of “Red Beret” are an object lesson in

diplomacy for other actors making pictures in Europe . . . The cast

and crew of “Remains to Be Seen” was taken to task for kidding June
Allyson. As a groovey young bandsinger, she wears skintight, low-cut

gowns and all the glamour trappings. Whenever she took a step,

everyone wolf-whistled at Junie and she got so embarrassed it affected

her performance ... As background music for U-I’s “Sioux Up-
rising,” the studio decided to use a special theme song. Jeff Chandler,

who does a big switch and plays a cavalry oflBcer in this one, sug-

gested: “Sweet Sioux!”

FOR YOUR INFORMATION: Judy Garland’s favorite singer is Ann
Sothern. Her inimitable style reduces Judy to tears every time Ann
sings at a Hollywood party . . . Jack Benny gives the most lavish tips

in Hollywood. Actually a very generous guy, he’s sensitive about
having his “stingy” radio character confused with his true self . . .

Leslie Caron loves the ridiculous way George Hormel’s eyebrows grow
together and won’t allow him to “make alterations” . . . Susan Hay-
ward really lived up to a redhead’s legend for having a temper, when
a top studio executive invited her to a private screening and didn’t

invite husband Jess Barker . . . Burt Lancaster finally relented and
posed for group shots when his family visited him on the Fiji Islands

! where he was shooting “His Majesty O’Keefe” . . . Marlon Brando

j

does a highly amusing impersonation of James Mason which he tried

out the first time the Masons invited him to dinner! The reviews
on “John Brown’s Body” were so great for Tyrone Power, he says:

“They read as if I’d written them myself.” {Continued on pa^ 78)

Hard to believe Shirley Temple, in New York with
hubby Charles Black, is the mother of two children!

The lucky lad with Lori Nelson at a recent premiere

is Bob Preble, who used to room with Rock Hudson
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Powolny

A beauty with brains, Marilyn Monroe might still be unknown if

she hadn't figured out the campaign that launched a new sex era

Paul Hesse

There was no mys+ery abouf Mifii Gaynor until she went into the

dance that left Hollywood ga5pin9—and won her a new contract

Is Hollywood carrying

Monroe's not-so-demure doctrine has

started a new siren trend. But over-exposure,

warns Sheilah, has ruined many a film!

Stern

A low bow for Elaine Stewart at Masquers' Revels!
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Sex too far? BY SHEILAH GRAHAM

Carperiler

Another youngster ofFected by the new sex "styles" is Liz Taylor,

whose necklines leave no doubt that her figure matches her face

Engstead

Even Susan Hayward, who prefers to stay home with her family,

shows she's hep to the new trend when she dons evening clothes

• Pronounce sex backwards and you come up with

EXCESS. And that’s exactly the state of affairs in Holly-

wood, which is going all out in a hysterical effort

to sensationalize—only here we call it glamourize—the

female of the film species. It’s a wild-eyed pageant of

sex on celluloid and off—the like of which hasn’t been

seen since the decline and fall of the early motion pic-

ture empire.

A blonde bimdle, sixty-five and one-half inches high,

soft and cuddly all ’round—and I don’t have to tell you
her first name is Marilyn—is the spearhead of this new
type of Monroe Doctrine. Open your mouth, remove the

underwear, pose in the nude, show your legs, show your
bosom, split your skirts, V to the waistline, front as well

as back, and never mention anything quietly domestic

—

this is the snowballing formula for success in Hollywood,

which now believes nothing succeeds like sucsex.

There is only one top movie star in Hollywood who
refuses to be stampeded by Mile. Monroe—Betty Grable,

the Queen of Curves at Twentieth Century-Fox, before

the throne was kicked out from under her glammer
gams by the bold, brash newcomer. When needled with

“How about that Marilyn taking over the studio?” Betty

replied nonchalantly, “More power to her. There’s al-

ways plenty of room at the top.” Brave words. But I’m

told Betty burned a bit when the MMmmmm girl

stepped into her dancing shoes for “Gentlemen Prefer

Blondes.”

And Olivia de Havilland says, “There’s a big differ-

ence between vulgar and {Continued on page 84)
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They were just old friends—until Cupid steered

THEY
them to hamburgers and a brand new ‘*Love Song’

BY RUTH WATERBURY

As musical supervisor at Colombia, Freddie

Karger worked with Jane Wyman on her songs

• It’s great when you can write a love

story about a couple of wonderful peo-

ple. And it is really great when such a

story is a Photoplay exclusive—hke this

story of Jane Wyman and Freddie Kar-
ger, which Janie told me one rainy

November afternoon, less than a week
after she and Freddie had eloped to

Santa Barbara.

The Wyman-Karger love story began

in mid-October. Or at least, that’s when
the love began. It began on one of those

evenings at which California is particu-

larly expert, an intense blue evening,

highlighted with a big, golden moon,

and a temperature not hot, not cold, but

simply perfect.

There’s always something in bloom
in southern California. In October, it is

a riot of chrysanthemums, and their

spicy scent drifts along the evening air.

And there’s always something singing,

too, and in autumn that’s usually the

doves, trilling softly from the tall palm
trees.

Ordinarily Jane Wyman, a girl with

a love of living, would have been aware
of all these things—but on this particular

night, she wasn’t. She was too beat. As
she stretched out her long, lovely legs

against the floor boards of a car, buzzing

toward Beverly HUls, she was conscious

only of gratitude that she was being

driven home and that there, she could

just relax. (Continued on page 87)

WERE

MARRIED
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Their children—Janie’s two and Freddie’s one—sent this wire: “We’re so happy to have our mommy and daddy together”

It..
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Here is my untold story, and in it I

am shouting my thanks to the highest-paid

teachers in the whole wide world

and the guys who helped me
• I’m going to write this myself. R.J., my friends

are going to say, you’re crazy! So, maybe I’m crazy,

but I’m going to write. Sure, I’m only twenty-three,

but Mr. Shakespeare, move over!

I guess you could call this “things that haven’t

been told yet.” And it’s time they were nosed about.

Not that this is a story that’s not fit for the printed

page, because it is! I’m going to write about all the

inside stuff I learned from the “older men.” (Defini-

tion of an older man? Anybody over twenty-three.)

I’m going to tell the “imtold story” of one boy-

actor (that’s me) who learned about life and how-
to-be-happy-though-yo\mg from a handful of swell

guys—more than he ever could have absorbed from

twenty-three straight years of books and theories.

As an author, I’m going to dedicate this little set

of notes to the guys who squared me away. They’ll

probably be surprised to see their names on the

printed page, but I want to make sure they get full

and just credit.

What guy wouldn’t be grateful for the chance to

shout out loud his thanks for what he’s learned

from the highest-paid teachers in the world? And
for free, yet! Dan Dailey, Alan Ladd, Dick Wid-

mark, Clifton Webb, Macdonald Carey, John Hodiak,

one and all, I thank you!

R.J. (I say to myself), you’re on' a bandwagon!

You bet I am, R.J. (I reply to myself) . Sounds corny.



Stern

I know, but it’s hard for a guy like me to put into

words my gratitude. But, I mean it—I’m grateful,

and I’ll tell you why.
I’ve always been nuts about the picture business.

I’ve always wanted to be an actor. As a little kid,

I used to come home and act out all the scenes from
the movie I’d just seen. Imagine me in the middle

of the living-room rug with my knickers on playing

Humphrey Bogart in “High Sierra.” Brother, with
knickers, that’s ambition!

As I grew up, I wanted to act even more. By the

time I was seventeen, I was ready to mow-em-
down. And I almost did, only not quite in the way
I’d planned.

I managed to wangle an appointment with a big

studio casting director, Solly Biano of Warners.

I slicked down my hair and splashed myself with

some of my pop’s best shaving lotion (though I didn’t

shave much then). I hopped into my V-8 with great

confidence and dragged out to the studio, which I

was about to conquer single-handed.

The cop at the gate (Continued on page 91)
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Neither time nor Hollywood has changed Dodo. She’s the same happy Day, with a love

for people, an infectious laugh, and an unbreakable habit of originating wild nicknames



Once there was a lonely little girl

who found a friend in

a strange city. Years later, she

again needed friendship . . .

AND ALONG
CAME DODO

BY MARY GOODWIN

• I had been brushed oflf. I had written to Doris Day
three times, in care of Warner Brothers Studios. Weeks
had gone by with no answer, and my husband had said,

“You see? Movie stars are all alike. They have no time

for their old friends.”

It made me a little sad, remembering our first meet-
ing. I was twelve, lonely and friendless in a new town.

The neighborhood to which we had moved, in a Cin-

cinnati suburb, seemed to be filled with nothing but

boys at an age when they definitely do not care for the

companionship of girls.

I was sitting alone on my front steps, feeling sorry

for myself, when along came Dodo on a bicycle. She
was wearing a sports jacket and a visored cap, and her

face was covered with freckles and aglow with youth-

f\il friendliness.

“Hi!” she called to me. “Want to play softball with

the gang?” There was no doubt about it. I’d found a pal.

Now, again, I was friendless in a new neighborhood,

a new state. The only person I knew in the entire city

of Los Angeles was Doris Day. But, with my notes un-
answered, I was resigned to chalking off Dodo as a

casualty of time and distance.

Then, one day, there was a big fire at Warners
Studios. My husband and I have an apartment only

a few blocks away in the Toluca Lake district and,

attracted by the fire engines (Continued on page 103)

Mary Goodwin, childhood friend of Doris, visits her

on the set of "By the Light of the Silvery Moon”



She was shy and retiring. But somehow, everyone always

knew Dixie Lee was right behind Bing and their boys

• There was something about the rarely-seen, self-effacing little Dixie Lee
Crosby that left an imprint on our town and in the hearts of the American
people. Perhaps it can best be expressed by an elderly woman who wrote

me shortly after Dixie was buried. “Movietown has lost lots of wonderful

people. But Dixie was different,” she said. “It just seemed to me that when
Bing or the boys were mentioned or seen about, somehow—I can’t explain it

—

you ‘felt’ Dixie.”

She’ll continue to be felt.

Back in 1930, Dixie Lee was a witty, beautiful yovmg girl, in the midst

of a zooming career. A “friend” gave her this advice: “Don’t marry the guy.

If you do, you’U probably end up supporting him all of his life. He’ll never

amount to anything.” The man she was told not to wed was a little-known

singer with Paul Whiteman’s orchestra; his name, of course, is Bing Crosby.

In those days nobody could have predicted that Bing would grow into an

American institution—one of the most famous men in the world, and a person

of such wealth that it has become a stock gag with comedians. He was, in

those days, a playboy with a fondness for firewater that seemed destined

to wreck whatever career he had. But Dixie married him.

Twenty-two years later—this past October—^Bing was returning from

Europe, where he had made a picture. In June, Dixie had had a serious

operation. The doctors discovered she had cancer. ’Tis said that nobody told

Dixie the nature of her ailment. However, several others and I knew; but

we woxildn’t print it. We loved Dixie and wouldn’t publish anything that

might be discouraging to her. (Continued on next page)

BY HEDDA HOPPER





DIXIE
CONTINUED

Here, in these pictures, is a lifetime of living lor Dixie Lee, who lor

The Crosbys, in 1933, with first-

born, Gary. But Dixie was always

to long for a little girl, too

Friends said of Bing;, “He'll never amount to

anything.” But marriage to Dixie brought success

—

and, in 1934, two more sons, twins—Philip, Dennis

By 1941, pictures of Dixie

and Bing dancing were a scoop.

This photo caused an “incident”

After her operation, she continued to ail. But when
Bing arrived in Los Angeles, Dixie was at the station

to meet him. Against medical advice, she got out of a

sickbed to be at the train when her man came home.

The strain was too much for her waning energies. The
next day she collapsed and then went into a coma.

Bing kept a constant bedside vigil. But the words that

he would have doubtless given all of his fame and

fortune to hear never came from Dixie. She remained

in a coma imtd she died.

It is my guess that Dixie knew she had cancer. She

was too intelligent not to have known. Last fall she

wrote her will, leaving her half of the multi-miUion

Crosby fortune to her loved ones. More significant is

that less than a year ago she gave one of her rare parties,

inviting seventy-five old friends. It was as if she wanted

to take a last look at them all together. Not one member
of the press was asked. I confess I was a bit hurt, be-

cause, more than a news source, I considered her my
friend. I called Dixie the next day and told her so.

“I’d love to have had you, Hedda,” she said. “But I

didn’t dare. It would have brought the rest of the press

down not only on me—which wouldn’t have mattered

—

but on Bing. Knowing you as well as I do, I was sure

you’d understand.” And I did.

That was Dixie. Always thinking of the welfare of

those dearest to her.

Dixie was buried on November 4, her forty-first

birthday. A crowd of fans waited outside the Good
Shepherd Church in Beverly Hills, where the services

were to be held. They were very solenrm, and lacking in

the usual curiosity-seeking of fans. They had come
to pay tribute to Dixie, whom they had rarely, if ever,

seen. But they loved her, and not necessarily because

she was Bing’s wife. To them, she represented a girl who
had given up a brilliant career to devote her life and

energies to her “five boys.” She always referred to Bing

as one of her “boys,” too.

Bing, flanked by the four handsome, stalwart sons

Dixie had given him, was on the point of collapse when



twenty-two years ruled quietly as Mrs. Bing Crosby

Dixie was a horse lover.

So Bing once delighted her

with a stable full of them

Bing’s work kept him away from home a great deal, but Dixie

was always there. A stern disciplinarian, she saw to it that Gary,

the twins and Lindsay remained unspoiled by their father’s fame

Secure in her family

circle, Dixie forgot the

shyness that plagued her

he entered the church. During the funeral ceremony, he

! sat with bowed head before the casket blanketed with

orchids and white gardenias. He prayed; and as he

!

prayed, he brushed away tears. It was diEBcult to see in

him the debonair, carefree Bing whom the world knows.

He was just another man deeply grieving for a girl who
had stuck to him through thick and thin for twenty-two

years. No one could say what ran through his mind

during the Solemn Requiem High Mass.

Twenty-two years is a long time. During that period,

the Crosbys, like aU other married couples, had their

ups and downs. Finances were not a cause for worry.

After their marriage, Bing’s career advanced at a rapid

pace. He could provide his family with all the happiness

money could buy; but there are some intangibles in

human life that the wealth of emperors cannot purchase.

For some reason, Dixie seemed to suffer from an acute

loneliness. She was completely devoted to Bing and

their four sons; but that was not enough, as great as

it was, to obliterate some mysterious yearning in her

nature. It may have been a sense of incompleteness for

not having fulfilled her career in show business. Bing
gave her every material thing her heart desired—even
a stable of horses. But show business, once in your
blood, is hard to oust. Jimmy Durante once told me
that the great regret of his life was having his wife quit

work once he began to earn enough to keep them both.

The desire for self-expression is deeply rooted in all

of us; and once the possibility of doing it is cut off,

frustration sets in.

I asked Dixie about this several years ago. “Career!”

she hooted. “What do you think I’ve got now? Haven’t
I got my hands full raising my five boys?”

As time rolled by, she became increasingly shy. In

her last years she saw very few friends; her rare

appearances in night clubs sent the management scuttling

to the telephone to alert the photographers. Getting an
interview with her was almost impossible. I remember
Bing’s astonishment when he came home two years ago
and foxmd me sitting in the (Continued on page 94)
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By Fred Brown

tony curtis-

janet leigh

Tony himself asks the question

and ponders the answer—will Hollywood

wreck his marriage?



A budgeted income means that Tony and Janet can’t live up to gossips’ expectations—and that’s just one of their problems!

• A FEW WEEKS AGO, a recently-divorced actress in Holly-

wood was casually scanning the grist from the day’s

gossip columns. Suddenly, her attention focused on an
item and froze there as she read:

“What’s with the Tony Curtis-Janet Leigh marriage?

At a party last night, Janet kicked Tony so hard on the

shins he had to sit down the rest of the evening.”

The actress read the printed words again. She had
been to the party mentioned and knew the item wasn’t

true. What’s more, as a friend of Tony and Janet she

realized how much in love they are, how happy in their

marriage. But what of the others who read it, those

thousands who don’t know these two kids personally as

she does?

Perhaps she was thinking back on her own Holly-

wood marriage and the myriad problems and pitfalls,

rumors and gossip that beset it. She mused, half aloud,

“Why can’t they let them alone? Will Holl5nvood wreck
their marriage?”

Tony himself has recently been giving serious thought

to these questions.

“Sirre,” he admits, “like any other married couple, we
have our little differences. Maybe I don’t like a dress

Janet likes; sometimes it’s a {Continued on page 100)
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Deborah Kerr and Tony Bartley have a different love story— in which their love was never blind. But Cupid was!

• This isn’t my own love story—^which I really prefer

above all others—^but it comes next. And, if I weren’t

slightly prejudiced, it would come first. I hasten to add
that it happened before I met, wooed and won—which
still amazes me—my wife, Jean Simmons. That taught

me a lot of things.

In mid-winter of 1945, I was in England, busy with

picture-making, and going out with companies to enter-

tain the troops. Romantically, I was as blind as a bat. In

fact, I was inclined to think that so far as actors and
actresses were concerned, they were, by the nature of

their profession, s'o busy making love on the stage that

they couldn’t be serious about real romance.
Among my friends were two people whom I greatly

admired. One was Deborah Kerr, whose gifts as an

actress are as great as her own charm. We had met in

London in 1943, when I worked with her in rehearsals

for “Heartbreak House,” her first West End play. I was
pulled out of the cast for a picture before opening night

and she went on to do the play with Robert Donat as

her co-star. But we kept in touch and were good friends.

The other person was Tony Bartley. Now do you see

where this story is heading?

I had known Tony during my own war service days.

I knew, as everyone in England knew, the legend of the

Biggin’ Hill Boys—a squadron of Spitfire pilots, com-
manded by Tony, who, in the terrible days when the

N’azis were poised just across the channel, hurled them-

selves against the best the Luftwaffe could ' send and

saved England. (Continued on page 86)



Evans

ARE
They’re as used to the powder

puff as the prettiest girl. But do

their he-man muscles revolt?

• JOHN WAYNE held a powder puff in one

hand, a mirror in the other, and pain-

stakingly dusted his nose. He grinned self-

consciously when he caught someone

watching. “Have to take the shine
,
off,

he explained. Then he added, “If I could

make as much money as a prop man as

I do being a movie actor, I’d still be prop-

ping for John Ford.”

Even those who have been arovmd ac-

Burt Lancaster takes many a risk

to prove himself a real-life athlete

Rock Hudson is no softie. He’s an ex-truck driver who

will fight at the drop of a Hollywood “pretty boy” label

Tab Hunter, a new star, has his studio worried for fear he’ll

break his bones while putting his horse, Out on Bail, over hurdles



BY GEORGE ARMSTRONG

ACTORS SISSIES?
tors for a long time are often startled

when they see big handsome he-men of

the wide open spaces primping and pranc-

ing in make-up before they go into a

scene. It’s all part of the job, of course,

but it brings to mind some memorable
words of the late John Barrymore. “It’s

okay for a woman to sit in front of a

mirror and powder her face and curl her

hair—^you expect that,” said Barrymore.

“But for a man, it’s unnatural. It’s just

plain sissy stuff.”

Is it? The men in this coimtry seem to

think so. Joan Fontaine, discussing the

shortage of actors in Hollywood, provides

a theory. “It’s because American men
are not proud to be actors,” she maintains.

Well, you wouldn’t say that Burt Lan-
caster, for instance, is ashamed of his

trade, although sometimes he is embar-

rassed by it. (Continued on page 97)

Tony Curtis fought throughout his

impoverished boyhood. Now he fishes

Photos by Smith

Ricardo Montalban likes rugged, outdoor roles and keeps

trim in the gymnasium at M-G-M between picture assignments





Betty’s

Other

Life

BY

MIRIAM ROGERS

Reams have been written about Miss Betty

Grable the star. But now meet ^^Mommie^’—Mrs-.

Harry James, proud parent of Vicki and Jessica

• Betty Grable and Dale Robertson had just finished a scene

for ‘“The Farmer Takes a Wife” and, at long last, Ixmch was
called. They were late that day—not breaking untU after one

o’clock. The crew watched as Betty and Dale strolled leisurely

off the set. They knew that when the two stars neared the

telephone, the pace would quicken. As usual, Betty reached

their goal before Dale. “Mothers first,” she reminded him
with a grin. “Stand in line, Pa.”

A lengthy conversation later, she put down the receiver.

“Everything’s okay at the James’,” she reported. “Now you
can check on your daughter.”

“You sure haven’t changed much,” said Dale in mock sad-

ness. He well remembered the time they had appeared

together in “Call Me Mister,” and Betty kept the telephone

line busy with four and five calls a day to the James resi-

dence. “I’m a worrier,” she’d explain. “And it’s so reassuring

to hear that everything is all right.”

To most people in Hollywood, Betty is Mrs. Harry James
—an extremely talented girl who happ)ens to be a movie star.

It’s never been a secret that she prefers home to studio, and

during her recent long absence from the screen, it was
rumored that she might go into permanent retirement. The
idea was no doubt tempting. For during that time, Betty had
the opportunity to enjoy her home and children fully for

the first time in their lives. She took them on picnics or to the

Beverly playground, where there is a miniature train and

merry-go-round and Ferris wheel. She took them shopping

and, of course, to the races. Both girls naturally love that

sport which is such a passion with their parents, and Vicki

even pores over the Racing Form and picks her winners. On
one occasion, Betty took Vicki with her when she went to the

races in San Francisco. “She was so good,” says Betty, “it

was like traveling with a girl friend.”

Fame is fine with Betty ahd she’s grateful for the success

she has had. But this other life of Betty’s—^her private life

—

is the one she values above everything else. And she prefers

that the spotlight be kept away from Vicki and Jessica. “I

want them to lead normal lives,” Betty maintains.

Betty made her own professional debut at the early age of

seven and she isn’t sure she wants that sort of childhood for

her girls—unless they want it. For instance, when Vicki was
six, she took a few piano lessons—from the same teacher who
had taught Betty to put over her songs. But Vicki showed
little aptitude and no interest and the lessons were stopped.

“I didn’t see any point in forcing her,” Betty explains. “I was
coaxed to take dancing lessons. My mother would promise

me that I could ride horseback if I would take them. That

bribe never failed! If I could go riding on Sunday, I’d govto

dancing classes weekdays. It worked out fine for me and I’m

grateful to my mother.” (Continued on page 90)
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Photograph by Six. Steve’s next in "She's Back on Broadwoyj

Bochelor in defensive armor . . . red peppers in Irish stew . . .

first parachute jump ... a red plush carpet on concrete . . . ficr^

rivets flashing against steel girders . . . magnetism in the rough

i
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Photograph by Cronenweth. John's in “Prince of Pirates'

A young Adonis in battered denims . . . the brooding silence of a

desert night . . . boxing gloves on a velvet cloak . . . ivy, growing on Greek

columns . . . the haunting beauty of gypsy music ... a serious cavalier



In the old days, stars made up

so heavily you couldn’t see the

players for the paint. Now they’re

doing what comes naturally

BY BUD AND BETTY MILLS GOODE

• Change! Revolution is more the word! For in the turbulent

Twenties the make-up on the Hollywood face was judged more
by its weight than by the artistry of its application. Beauty was
truly skin deep. But the Hollywood face has come into its own.

Today’s use of powder and paint has been reduced to a minimum
and the 1953 key to beauty is naturalness.

The question came up during a meeting of movie executives at

the very start of Marilyn Monroe’s career. And for a change, it

wasn’t the form divine that held the moguls’ attention, but Marilyn’s

piquant face.

“Here we have another Jean Harlow,” (Continued on page 74)

JOAN CRAWFORD, who is now one of the sleek-

est and suavest members of the movie colony, shud-

ders when she looks back on herself as she was when

she first came to Hollywood. She wanted attention,

and she got it—with the heaviest eyelashes and the

curviest lips in town. But social leaders like Mary

Bickford—who was at one time her mother-in-law—
ignored her until she let her own vividly exciting

beauty show through the make-up Hollywood dictated



RITA HAYWORTH could never, by any stretch

of the imagination, have been called plain. But

she was definitely on the dumpy side before she

learned to make the most of her own potential.

Once she knew what she wanted, she went all out.

A new hairline, a new hair color, X number of

pounds dropped off—and the obscure dancer was

transformed into a goddess of the form divine

and a princess of glamour on two continents

BETTY HUTTON used to think that she had to

dress flamboyantly and make up heavily in order

to have her appearance match her bubbling per-

j'
sonality. But studio executives convinced her that

the real Hutton buoyancy would show up even

more effectively if she shed the gew-gaws and

il kept the cosmetics down to an absolute minimum.

l'

And now, there’s nobody who’s surer than Betty

of precisely how right the studio moguls were

I

i
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Who made us love the sweater? Hollywood sweater-girls! What’s fashion’s
i

newest love? The sweater-look—brand-new knitted clothes. On Valentine’s Day and

every date, be his sweetheart in a love of a sweater-fashion I



w
v':-:

PHOTOPLAY

STAR
FASHIONS

I

I

i

I

LONG-STEMMED roses for a

sweetheart in an exciting sweater-

dress and jacket! Svelte Lisa

!,
Ferraday says, “Thees sweataire-

look, it is vairy continental!” as

she opens box of roses from her

! escort of the evening. She will

take off the jacket for dancing,

I

to reveal an enchanting, off-the-

shoulder dress with a ribbed,

softly flared skirt. Lass o’ Scot-

land, in pebbly wool chenille.

10-18. Under $40. Lisa pins

her Photoplay Star to glove cuff

SWEET SWEATER-GIRL Ava Norring

is a delightful date in any outfit,

sensational in a scoop-neck,

jewel-encrusted evening sweater

by Rosanna. “J love its new look

of elegance,” she tells the lucky

man with whom she’s tete-a-teting

in a “small cafe.” Ava wears the

gay, white wool top (32-38, under

$15) with a brown, quilted nylon

McArthur skirt. 10-18. Under $10.

She clips her Star to her ring.

Lisa and Ava are both in 20th’s

“The Snows of Kilimanjaro”

BUY PHOTOPLAY STAR FASHIONS IN STORES LISTED ON PAGE '>0

FOR STORE NEARER YOU WRITE PHOTOPLAY FASHION EDITOR, JESSICA BRADT
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“sweater-separates are • great for out-

door dates!” Ava says as she and her

dog, Napsu, greet a friend for a stroll-

ing date in the park. Ava is natty and

warm in Jantzen’s oxford gray Khara-

fleece skirt, long-sleeved turtleneck

sweater, sleeveless green vest. Star’s

on collar of Jubilee white alpaca coat.

Skirt, 10-18, under $12; sweater, vest,

32-40, each, under $9. Coat, 10-18, $30

“movie stars have movie dates, too!”

the girls laugh as they are “caught in

the act” of being escorted to the excit-

ing, three-dimension “Cinerama” film.

And both look very chic in the new,

dressed-up sweater mood! Lisa’s pale

blue Wyner jersey ensemble couples a

petal-appliqued strapless dress with a

daytime jacket (Minx Modes, 7-15,

about $35). Ava’s chic navy Fashion

Towne suit in the same wool jersey is

slim, fitted, piped in chartreuse. 10-18.

Under $50. See their Photoplay Stars?
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PHOTOPLAY STAB

FASHIONS cant’d

THE stars’ LAST WORD OR the new sweater-look: “It’s

Hollywood-glamorous!” Here, lovely Lisa proves the

versatility of knitted fashions with exciting sweater

separates that can be dressed up or down. Lisa is

the perfect hostess when she entertains at home in

a dramatic, barberpole-striped drawstring skirt and

lovely white, pebble-stitch knitted blouse. Both, by

Goldworm, are chic when accessorized Lisa’s way

with dramatic gold jewelry—and each looks just as

well in a casual, sporty mood or worn with differ-

ent skirts or blouses. Top, 32-38, under $8; skirt,

S-M-L, under $17. Her Star is clipped to bracelet

Starring the

Sweater Look

SWEETHEART ACCESSORIES

Gloves by Alexette Bacmo * Cold jewelry by Accessocralt * Pearls by Deltah • Handbags by Roger Van S * Hats by Betmar *

Lisa’s shoes by De Liso • Ava’s shoes by Palizzio; her Polo Boots by Jantzen • Photoplay Star by Coro • Fashion Photos by Solowinski

I
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PHOTOPLAY STAR PATTERN

SO EASY TO sew! Now you can have for

your very own an exact replica

of the exciting new spring suit designed for

Doris Day by Leah Rhodes to wear in her new spring

movie, Warners’ “April in Paris.” At right, Doris poses in

the smart tweed suit with slim, pocketed skirt and

easy-shoulder, cutaway jacket. With it, she wears a simple

blouse of wool jersey, with pique collar and cuffs to

match the jacket’s cuffs. Above, your exclusive

sneak preview of Doris Day wearing the ensemble in the

movie. Make it in sizes 10-20 in the same beautiful

fabric, a California herringbone wool, in tan

like hers; or wine, brown, gray or blue, about 54 inches

wide, approximately $5 a yard. Size 14 takes only 2% yards

for the suit and 1^ yards of 39-inch jersey for the blouse

W Photoplay Star Patterns,
Box 229, Madison Square Station, New York 10, New York

Enclosed find fifty cents (50c) for which please send me Doris
Day pattern No. 15, in size_

Name

SEW
EASY

Street,

_State

Note: For speedy delivery, enclose five cents
^^^^^^^^extr^ocoverthecosto|8oeciaIhandlinej^
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ISot even a new romance can convince Hollywood

that Arlene Dahl has lost the heart she controls as

well as she does her career

• When Arlene Dahl’s marriage broke up late

last summer after a stormy, headline-making year,
Hollywood sad singers tuned up for their sob
songs. “Arlene is too ambitious to put anything
into marriage,” they said. “And too beautiful.

That face and figme can’t help attracting

men like flies. But no man who calls himself a
man is going to stand still for all the competition.”
Then they made a prediction. “Arlene is

headed for a life as the richest and the most
beautiful spinster in town.”

Arlene was too busy to comment—too busy
being seen socially with the most attractive men
in town. She was also busily cementing her
heady new start on the career that was
threatened when M-G-M terminated her contract.
And what lay ahead for Arlene in the

romance department? When, at first, she seemed
unconcerned, her friends wondered. Even when
taU, dark Fernando Lamas entered her
life, they still wondered.

Arlene and Fernando began appearing together
in Hollywood nightspots soon after the names
of Lana Turner and Lex Barker were being
linked by columnists. At first, it seemed a turn-
about-is-fair-play attitude. However, even when
Lana and Lex began being seen with other
people, Arlene and Fernando remained a
devoted twosome.

It has been said that the lovely Miss Dahl may
not wait for her {Continued on page 79)

Arlene, the business woman, and a
model who wears a Dahl-designed
negligee at a showing for buyers

marriage rumors

BY EVE FORD

LOVE ?





SECOND

CHANCE
BY

JAISE WILKIE

• Not too many months ago, a dashing, dark-eyed actor

swooped across the nation’s movie screens on his flying trapeze

and made a graceful landing right smack in the middle of the

hearts of a million palpitating movie fans. As far as the

younger moviegoers were concerned, this handsome daredevil

was a discovery. Their discovery. And what they wanted to

know was why hadn’t somebody told them about this mar-
velous Cornel Wilde before.

Well, somebody had told them—or at least their older sis-

ters—long before Cornel made his sensational comeback in

“The Greatest Show on Earth.” Anyone over twenty can

remember that half a dozen years ago, the magazines of

America were liberally peppered with his pictures—acting,

eating, laughing, loving, sneezing and snoozing. He was a

top man on the popularity polls after he played the role of

Chopin in the picture, “A Song to Remember” nine years ago.

And because of the smoldering melancholy Cornel brought to

the composer’s life, every album of Chopin’s records was sold

right off the shelves of music stores all through the coimtry,

and bop got edged out of first place on the Hit Parade.

Hollywood rushed to offer Cornel Wilde its hottest movie

scripts—and for the next few years, the film world was his

personal oyster. Then, gradually, the familiar sad old story

began to unfold. New faces moved into prominence, new
players jockeyed for position, and Cornel began to be over-

looked. He had the examples of dozens of other Hollywood

careers to go by, and he knew the pattern—the tremendous

flush of popularity, the decline, a long slump, perhaps, and

then (for the solid performers), the needle pointing little by

little upward once more, and the return to a comfortable

place in the gallery of filmdom’s dependables. But knowing
what to expect didn’t make the reality any easier for Cornel.

That initial dip worries all actors. Why wouldn’t it? Though
some are willing to take anything— (Continued on page 98)

As the man on the flying

trapeze, Cornel Wilde proved

you can’t keep a good man-

or actor—down!

With wife Jean Wallace, Cornel got a second chance at happiness



• It was February 14, that day

when hearts just automatically i

heat a little faster. In a comer

of the classroom was a large box, .

covered with bright red crepe i

paper. For three days, its pres-^i

ence had created a great deal of '

excitement. Our eyes could not

seem to resist straying from our :

books to that box. Now the

morning had arrived and lessons

were temporarily forgotten. The ,

teacher stood beside her desk to

hand out the precious Valentine

messages. And as she called the

names, there were giggles and

blushes and shy sighs.

I tried to be nonchalant as I

tore open a large envelope I’d

received. Noting the signature,

I glanced across the room at

BUly, who had asked me to be

his Valentine. All of a sudden,
,

he had become completely ab- ^

sorbed in his history book. Billy

was the boy who’d waited after

school for me every day for

weeks, asking me to ride home

on his bicycle. At that time, we
j

lived only a block - and - a - half
j

from school and, being far from

senile, I was well able to get

home under my own steam. 1

But each day he was there,

the picture of devotion, smiling
j

his invitation out of mnocent

blue eyes. No female can long ,

resist patient adoration, and
j

Billy knew it instinctively, even!

then. So that day I got on hisj

bicyle, (Continued on page 101)1



It’s never been so easy

to have such a divine complexion!

it smooths on with a pufF— and stays!

1 oday’s most popular complexion Hat-

terer! With just a touch of the flutty

puff, Angel Face gives a soft-tinted,

velvety finish that’s smoother than plain

powder— and much more clinging. Be-

cause Angel Face by Pond’s is powder

and foundation in one! Never drying,

never shiny. "Angel Face gives my skin

the soft fresh look I want." the lot'cly

Marchioness of Milford Haven says.

hlne-and-gold boxes— 89(‘, 59 ('*

It can't spill in your handbag! Carry

your /\ngel Face the wav you do your

lipstick. In its neatly hinged ivory-and-

golden Mirror Case, Angel Face haso o
everything you need for a heavenly new
make-up— mirror, pufl, and your powder
and foundation in one. "I carry art Angel

Face in my handbag always," says Mrs.

Cornelius \hrnderbilt, Jr. In your choice

of 6 solt skin tones. Pond’s Angel Face

Mirror Case—

*plus tax



Sandpaper Hands feel /

^

In 10 Seconds

!

Cashmere Bouquet

Absorbs Like A Lotion . . . Softens Like A Cream!

Now— ill just 10 seconds! . . .“Sandpaper Hands” are smoothed

and soltened to lovely “Caressahle Hands” witli lanolin-enriched

Cashmere Hompiet Hand l.olion! 'tour thirsty skin seems to

drink np Cashmeie Bompiet- it dries without stickiness,

leaves your hands so i-uressahlv smoother, soltei’, younger-

looking! And ol course, thev re romantically scented v\ilh

the lamons Cashmere Bou(|uet “iragrance men love”!

HBW! Cashmere Bouqueh
French Type Norv-Smear Lipstick!

ig

What
should

Ida?
YOUR LETTER.S ANSWERED

Dear Miss Colbert:

I have been going steady with a boy
from my school for five months. I'm

\ery much in love (Mother calls it

I"i|ipy ' love), and Em sure he loves me,
but he is very jealous and enjoys hurt-

ing my feelings.

We broke up about two weeks ago
because a boy I know asked me to help

him pick out a birthday gilt for his

mother. 1 didn't see why I slundd refuse

to do this little favor. My boy friend

either saw us, or someone told him
about this shopping tri[i.

Ihe next time I walked into The
Dripjiy Faucet (our hangout) with a

girl Iriend, my beau went out the back
door. He said he didn't want to stay in

the same building witli me until I had
ajiologized.

I apologized and now were going

steady again. But I don't feel right

about it. 1 think he was wrong to get

so mad. 1 think he might have given

me a chance to tell him about the shop-

ping trip before embarrassing me in

front of our gang.

Am 1 right 'f Devonne M.

Dear Devunne:
It seems tu me that, if you are wise,

you will transfer your affections from
this hot-headed boy friend to someone
idpable of playing fair.

Hoys and girls should be taught one
cardinal principle of life: no human
being owns any other human being. This

boy feels, obviously, that you are his

property.

Hsychologists know that this ultra-

possessive trait is caused by insecurity,

but that fact has nothing to do with you.

You aren't responsible, so certainly you
shouldn't have to bear the brunt of his

resultant ill nature.

Better pick out a beau who will bring

you pride and happiness instead of

misery. Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

1 am twenty and until two years ago.

1 had never had a date in my life. Dur-

ing high school I was shy and intro-

verted. After graduation, 1 took a job

in a big oliice where 1 worked with many
girls and boys ol my own age and I

began to act more natural with lellows.

There were two in jiarticular that 1

liked. 1 had a few dates with each one,

hut nothing much came of it. Then Mike
went into service and asked me to write

to him. 1 wrote to him—and how 1

wrote. 1 sent him every quip 1 heard,

es[)ecially il it happened to be a little

wicked. 1 think I wanted to give the

imjiression that 1 was sophisticated.

Actually, 1 didn't understand some ol

the things 1 wrote until months alter-

wards when 1 was re-reading the carbon

copies. 1 nearly died.

When -Mike came home on leave, he

didn't even call me although 1 had been
72



BY CLAUDETTE COLBERT

writinf: to him twice a week and he had
been answ’ering. He did call one of the

other girls in the olllce and liad several

dates with lier.

Now liere is what’s hothering me! Tm
not in love with Mike, and never will he.

He wasn’t a ’romance.” But I don’t like

the idea that he may have shown my
letters to some of the other hoys, or that

he may have the wrong impression of me.
What can I do to correct this? Would

it he corny to ask for my letters if he
still has them? Van B.

Dear Miss H:
I'm a great believer in the candid

approach. You have made a mistake.

You understand the nature of the error

and you won't repeat it.

Suppose this hoy had heard you trying

to learn to play the piano. Few people
produce bearable music during the
early days of finger exercises, so you
might have offended his ears. WHien you
had mastered a difficult piece of music,
wouldn't it then be sensible to ask him
to listen to you?
Learning to write letters and learning

to be simple and unaffected are merely
two exercises in the process of develop-

ing a personality.

You might write this boy a straight-

forward letter, much like the one you
have written me, explaining your high
school diffidence and then your incli-

nation to be a shade too bold.

Nothing would be lost by a sincere

confession, and much might be gained.

Even if you had no response from the

boy, you would have faced a problem
with courage and honesty, and that's a
great foundation for social .success.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss (iolliert;

My husband and 1 have a serious pi uh-

lem conceridng our daughter. She is

twenty-one and is going steady with a

hoy who doesn’t amount to beans. He
won’t work, has never worked in his

twenty-three years, and is supported
entirely by his mother. The boy says
he sees no reason to "kill himself off

”

when he can live on an allowance.
He lies to my daughter, borrows mone>

when he runs short on a date and then
“forgets" to repay the loan. He dates
other girls, hut makes a dreadful fuss
if my daughter dates other hoys.

Our daughter is an only child, but
is usually sweet and tractable. She has
an excellent reputation, and is holding
a responsible job.

She insists that she is madly in love
with this wastrel, and because she is

twenty-one, there is nothing we can do
if she decides to marry him. At least, I

haven’t been able to think of anything.
Can you? (Mrs.) Hazel M.

(Continued on page 81)

... on a Qre^hound

pre-planned just ior you !

Start your travel adventure with your
hotel accommodations, itineraries, trans-

portation, and special sightseeing all

planned and paid for in advance. Then
relax and enjoy yourself, without a care

in the world

!

You’ll find romantic adventure await-

ing you on a Greyhound Amazing Amer-
ica Tour, whether you travel alone, in a

twosome, or with a group. Greyhound’s
pre-planning assures your fun ... in gay,

glamorous cities, sunny Southern resorts,

lively ranches, or famous National Parks.
Fill out coupon below for a fascinating

booklet describing 50 of these tours.

Typical Tours— there are hundreds more!

• EVERGREEN CIRCLE
3 Days from Seottle $27.70

• COLONIAL VIRGINIA
6 Doys 44.40

• DENVER
3 Days ... 14.50

• NEW YORK CITY
4 Days 20.25

• HAVANA, CUBA
4 Days 67.35

f/nc/udes round-trip fare by bus

and airplane — Miami to Cubdl

• LOS ANGELES
4 Days 13.50

• FLORIDA CIRCLE
11 Days 77.80
(From Jacksonville)

• CHICAGO
3 Days 14.60

• MEXICO (Escorted)
12 Days 145.40
I'From Son Antonio)

Add Greyhound round-trip fare from your home
town. Except where shown, prices do not include
meals. U.S. tox extra. Hotel rates for double room
(per person). Prices subject to change.

Greyliound Information Center

105 W. Madison Street

Chicago 2, Illinois

Please send me a free folder

which describes 50 Amazing
America Tours.

MY TOUR PREFERENCE^

NAME

ADDRESS-

CITY .STATE-

GREITHOUN
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SOAP

Now at lowest price!

Cashmere
Bouquet
Soap

Adorns your skin with the

fragrance men looel

Onlyone soap
gives yourskin this

And Cashmere Bouquet is proved extra mild . . . leaves

your skin softer, fresher, younger looking!

Now Cashmere Bouquet Soa]>— with the lingering, irresistible

‘’Iragranee men love”— is ])rove(l hv test to he e.vt/Y/ mi/d

too! Yes, so amazinglv /iii/d that its gentle latlier

is iileal for (ill types of skin— dry, oily, or normal! And
daily cleansing with Cashmere Bouquet helps bring

out the flower-fresh softness, the delicate smcjothness,

the exciting loveliness you long for! Use
Cashmere Boinpiet Soap regularly . . . for the

finest complexion care . . . for a fragrant

invitation to romance!

Change of Face

(Covtivned from page 59)

they were gleefully saying to eaeh other.
“But if she is another Jean Harlow,”

said one executive, ‘‘we should make her
look like Jean Harlow.”
So they called in a make-up man who

compared photographs of the two girls.

“Is this what you want?” he asked, point-
ing to the Harlow high, thin, arched brow.
“Or this?” pointing to the now-passe bowed
lips.

“We . . . 11,” hesitated the executives,
‘not exactly. It’s a shame to destroy
Marilyn’s natural loveliness, isn’t it?”

‘A shame? It’s criminal,” exclaimed the
make-up man. “You don’t wear last year’s
dress, and you don’t wear last year’s face.

There’ve been some changes made!”
How did these changes come about? The

Motion Picture Make-up Artists and Hair
Stylists, that all-important group who
work with the world's most glamorous
w'omen, say that there are several basic
reasons. “Today’s young stars,” said Karl
Herlinger, “have more naturally beautiful
faces, and it hurts us to cover up that
beauty. But in the Twenties, the whole
secret of appeal was supposed to be an
oval face. If a star didn’t have one, no
matter how lovely she was, we made one!
Believe me, for the square-jawed gals this

wasn’t easy. It took pounds of putty and
powder to landscape those faces.”

The recent trend of pictures about the
Twenties raised this very point. Lovely
Debbie Reynolds of “Singin’ in the Rain”
and cute Piper Laurie of ‘‘Has Anybody
Seen My Gal?” were scheduled to get the
full make-up treatment. This called for

circles of rouge on the cheeks, mascara-
beaded eyes, heavy-straight brows and
cupid-bow lips. Poor kids! They gave them
the works for the tests. But one look—and
everybody immediately agreed that they
could hardly see the girls for the paint, let

alone their natural beauty! So the make-
up men started all over. Their goal—to

achieve the effect and save the face!

But there was a time when even the
make-up man knew little about saving
face. Facial composition and contour were
not in his vocabulary. But glamour was,
and Theda Bara had it. “Make her sultry,”

was the order. And the make-up men went
all out. You recall the straight, menacing
brow, heavy mascara and beaded lashes.

But you’ll also recall what the results of

these were. Two black burning holes in

Theda’s face and—no eyes! So the brows
began to go up ... up .. . and pretty
soon they went off entirely. They were
then penciled back in, arched in a curve
and towering.
The extreme fads of the Thirties fol-

lowed the temperament of the Twenties.
A natural outgrowth of this 23-skidoo era

of look-alike make-up was the need for

individualization. Hollywood immediately
set the trend for trade-marks.

‘‘Joan Crawford’s own brand,” recalls

William Tuttle of M-G-M, “was the exag-
gerated lipline. If only the millions of

women who attempted to copy it had real-

ized how it started! For Miss Crawford’s
famous mouth was an outgrowth of her
characterization of Sadie Thompson in

‘Rain.’ And we all know who Sadie Thomp-
son is. In striving for a daring effect Joan
emerged with the generous mouth. It

evoked so much comment she kept it—and
so did her millions of fans!”

“But Joan Crawford,” says Paramount’s
Harry Ray, ‘‘was equally responsible for

bringing back the natural eyebrow line.

This was in the Thirties when the brow
had reached its peak—high-archrd and
pencil-thin. I had seen Joan on the screen

and wondered why she looked so different.
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I suddenly realized she had let her brows
grow back to their natural shape. And it

looked great! So I told Dorothy Lamour
that we should try it, and that’s how
natural brows returned to Paramount.”
But today’s lovely young stars do not

resort to extremes to attract attention.

Three of M-G-M’s popular new stars, Deb-
bie Reynolds, Pier Angeli, and Leslie Ca-
ron, are typical examples of the fresh,

well-scrubbi look.

“Pier’s lack of make-up has caused some
comment,” says make-up man Bill Tuttle
of M-G-M, “but she knows what she’s

doing. Her beauty is completely natural
and is best left alone. She looks striking

with just the barest touches of make-up
—almost no lipstick at all. This emphasizes
her magnificent eyes instead of her mouth,
and the effect is most exciting.

“Debbie Reynolds and Leslie Caron also

wear very little make-up. Yet with a slight

emphasis upon eyes and mouth, the petite

French star becomes the sophisticate, and
Debbie turns in to the girl-next-door.
Small amounts of make-up artfully ap-
plied can and do create whatever effect is

wanted.”
“In the Mack Sennett days,” says vet-

eran make-up man Fred Phillips, “clown-
white make-up was necessary for many
shots. This was because the film was in-
sensitive and needed a bright reflecting

surface to register. Sirens like Mabel
Normand wouldn’t be found dead without
their dead-white faces.

“You would never think technical de-
velopments in film would affect the looks
of millions of American women. But that’s

exactly what happened. Around 1928, a
more sensitive film was developed. It re-
quired far less light—and, consequently,
much less make-up.”
Today, because film is so sensitive, and

natural beauties like Jane Russell and
Mona Freeman are so perfect, they can
face the cameras without any powder base
whatsoever. Leading glamour gals like
Lana Turner, Ava Gardner and Linda
Darnell, who are definitely not the “girl-
next-door” type, achieve their sophistica-
tion with very little cosmetic trickery but
much subtle artistry.

The Hollywood face has changed in two
ways—for technical reasons, and because
the stars these days want to be—and look

—themselves as much as possible on screen
and off. Rita Hayworth, when first thrust
on the Hollywood scene, was a far cry
from the bewitching beauty she is today.
She came from nowhere to glamour. Rita
first appeared as a plump, dark-tressed
Spanish type with a low hair-line. This,

she hated. What a striking change she has
undergone! Raised hairline, slimmed down,
re-colored and restyled hair plus proper
use of make-up have helped her achieve
stardom—and become a Princess!

On the other hand, Jane Wyman has
moved in the other direction. Jane earned
her first success as a glamorous “show girl”

type. Then her blonde curls were sheared
and her false eyelashes dropped. As a re-
sult, her particularly unique quality of

natural sophistication was revealed.
Betty Hutton, who used to slap the

make-up on so heavily it covered all her
freckles, and used to pile her hair into
architectural fantasies, has toned it all

down. Now, her own vibrant personality
really comes through. And, incidentally, the
freckles do too.

The Flapper, the American girl of the
Twenties, overdid everything—her face,

her dress and her figure. But as soon as
she began to get smart she began to look
smart!
The keynote to smartness and beauty

today is the accent on naturalness. Take
a look at June Allyson, Janet Leigh, Jane
Powell and Debra Paget. But it takes
brains to achieve the ideal effect—not just

born good looks. The idea is to accentuate
your best features and still look yourself.
The wonderful thing about this is it gives
every girl her own personal and exclusive
look.

Typical of the natural beauty is Liz
Taylor and typical of the exclusive look
is Doris Day. What irony, that fortunate
Liz, whose face is copied by so many,
complains of her heavy eyebrows. “I don’t
see why they have to be so hairy,” says
she. “Give me eyebrows like Liz Taylor’s,”

say the starlets to their make-up men.
As for Doris Day, the natural look is

revealed on her face a thousand times
over. Her love for the sun has gifted her
with countless freckles, and each one,
whether large or small, speaks right up
and demands to be seen. At one time it was
the despair of the studio.

“Please, Dodo,” the executives begged,
“cover your face in the sunshine. We can’t

cover the freckles for the camera.”
“No,” Doris firmly retorted, “the fans

like my freckles—and so do I!”

The revolution in the Hollywood Face
has led to revelation! A revelation of nat-
ural beauty. And if that’s good enough for

the Hollywood stars, there must be some
wisdom in it for every girl everywhere.
Check yourself on the following eleven

points suggested by the Motion Picture
Make-up Artists. Their formula—the for-

mula of the stars—will help you to look

natural and he beautiful.

1. Forget what you consider your bad
feature—accentuate your good features!

2. A great amount can be accomplished
by make-up, but it must never be ob-
vious. It’s better if you don’t know the
correct application, not to apply it at all.

Observe the stars and observe the ads in

this magazine for ideas.

3. Since most people see you in profile

or a three-quarter view, always carry your
make-up through, such as bringing out
your lip-line to the end of the mouth, and
applying mascara to the last little lash.

4. Generally applying your make-up
with an upward curve gives you a pleasant
expression.

5. Follow the natural line of the brow in

shaping, but more important, be sure to

do away with retracting hairs under the
brow line—never on top. Keep brow line

clear and clean.

6. Blondes must be extra careful, for their

make-up tends to be unusually obvious.
Blondes, in applying eyebrow pencil should
use ordinary lead pencil and apply to a
hair at a time.

7. For true beauty, hair, lashes, brows
and lips must balance. If you have light

hair don’t exaggerate dark brows or lashes.

8. Your lips must be subtle—never ap-
pear like a danger sign!

9. Always use a make-up base bearing
same pigmentation as your own skin.

10. To determine shade of eye shadow
for you, follow the true tinge of color

already around your eye.

11. Always start your make-up on the

base of a shining-clean, well-scrubbed
face.

The End

Who are your tavorifes? Send in your votes for the stars you want to see in Photoplay

Actor: Actress:

In color I want to see (1) ( 1 )

(2 ) (2 )

I want to read stories about (1) (3)

(2) (4)

The features I like best in (1) (4)

this issue of Photoplay are

(2) (5)

(3) (6)

NAME

ADDRESS AGE P

Send this ballot to Readers' Poll Editor, Box 1364, Grand Central Station, New York 17, New York
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BY JANE CORWIN

p

Mothers’ Day
The stork doubles up on delivery service and

Judy and Jane each have girls the same day

JANE POWELL always has been a girl whose prayers

get answered. So, when she announced months ago

that she hoped her second baby would be a little

daughter, those who know Janie best were pretty sure

she’d get her wish. And she did! Geary, Jr.’s kid

sister, Suzanne Ilene, made her bow on November 21.

And Janie’s been crooning her happiest lullabies.

The Santa Monica hospital where Suzanne made
her debut was abustle with the news. And the first

callers (outside of her pop, Geary Steffen) to wel-

come her in person were Liz Taylor and her husband,

Michael Wilding, who were more than casually inter-

ested in babies themselves at the moment. Suzanne

had done little more than catch her first breath in the

world when Mike and Liz stopped by to coo at her

through the glass partition.

Mother and daughter are doing just fine now, thank

you—and both Gearys—Senior and Junior—think it’s

fine to have a couple of charming gals around.

At the Lufts, Judy Garland and Sid name the baby Lorna

At the Steffens’, Jane Powell calls her girl, Suzanne Ilene

JUDY GARLAND—One of the prettiest babies on rec-

ord, herself—has the knack for producing baby girls

who look just exactly like her. Liza Minnelli, Judy’s

five-year-old, is a dead-ringer for her mom—and now
along comes Lorna Luft, who’s another carbon copy

ot them both.

If Lorna is the kind of little baby who believes in

omens, she might find a significant one for her own
future in the picture her mom contracted to make
while she was waiting for Lorna to be born. Just be-

fore Judy went into the hospital, Sid Luft (he’s her

agent as well as her husband, you know) and Jack

Warner signed Moss Hart to do the musical version

of “A Star Is Born” for Judy. It’s to be chockful of

wonderful songs—and neither Baby Lorna nor Mother

Judy could ask for a more exciting “welcome-to-the-

world” gift.

Judy will be hard at work on the movie—the first

she’s ever made for any studio other than M-G-M

—

just as soon as she’s strong enough to be up and ajjout.

But the chief concern in the Luft household now
is not Judy’s career—as important as that is—but the

health and welfare of both Judy and Lorna.

-i

i
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Eugenie Haven's ring:

a family diamonds

All their friends know that

charming Eugenie Haven of New
York and Ernest Greeff of Quogue,
Long Island, will be married in

March at St. James’ Church in

New York. But they’re not telling

anyone their honeymoon plans!

oo 0
Eugenie Haven has that typical

"American girl’’ attractiveness.

She is tall and slim, with a

complexion that is radiant,

and beautifully smooth.

"I love the way Pond’s Cold

Cream makes my skin feel satin-y

;..so very clean. I don’t think

there’s anything as good as Pond’s
for my skin,” Eugenie says.

f
Sdiv eome. 0vg/t/ ii&u/v jaet'

Every night be sure to give yourself this double
skin-helping Pond’s treatment:

Soft-cleanse—swirl satin-smooth Pond’s Cold Cream
all over your face and throat—generously. Swirl up
from your throat to your forehead. Tissue oR—well.

]^e found

sncli a

wonderful

care for my
sMn Eugenie says

"I NEVER REALIZED llOIV mucll bcllcr

rny skin could look—really smooth and

so much clearer—until I began using

Pond’s Cold Cream,” Eugenie says.

"It’s so good to your skin . . . you
must try it, too!”

Especially if you’ve hated to see

your skin look harsh and rough, have

a "muddy” look—see how daily

Pond’s Creamings can help your skin.

This famous cream is an exclusive

formulation of skin-helping ingredi-

ents. These ingredients work together

on your skin as a team—in inter-

action. And, as you use Pond’s Cold

Cream, you help both sides of your skin.

On the outside— embedded dirt and
old make-up are cleansed from pore-

openings—immaculately. And, at the

same time, your skin is given special

oil and moisture it needs regularly.

Your skin feels silky-smooth, never
harsh, never feels "dried out.”

On the inside— the circulation is

stimulated . . . helping the skin to

repair itself and refine itself.

Use Pond’s Cold Cream every night,

as Eugenie does. You’ll be delighted

with the difference in your skin, as it

becomes so smooth, fresh, glotving!

Today—get a large jar of Pond’s

Cold Cream

—

see your skin improve.

Soft-rinse quickly with more skin-helping

Pond’s Cold Cream. Tissue off again

—

lightly. Your face is immaculate, glowing.
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RITA HAYWORTH

MARIO LANZA

BETTY GRABLE

HOWARD KEEL

exciting

NEW
pictures!

off-guard candids of your

favorite movie stars
I ANA TURN-

f;ii

for

All the selective skill of

our ace cameramen
went into the making of

these startling candids.

Handsome, glossy, full-

size 4x5 quality prints.

Look over the list. New
poses and names are

constantly added.
Keep your collection
up to date.

ouf and mail coupon today. Send cash or money order. 12 pictures

$1:6 -for 50c.

WORLD WIDE, Dept. PH-6
63 Central Avenue, Ossining, N. Y.

I enclose $ for candid pictures of my favorite

stars and have circled the numbers of the ones you are to send
me by return mail.

NAME ;

STREET

CITY ZONE STATE

STAR CANDIDS

1. Lana Turner

2. Betty Grable
5. Alan Ladd
7. Gregory Peck
8. Rita Hayworth
9. Esther Williams

1 1 . Elizabeth Taylor

1 4. Cornel Wilde
15. Frank Sinatra

1 8. Rory Calhoun
1 9. Peter Lawford
2 1 . Bob Mitchum
22. Burt Lancaster
23. Bing Crosby
24. Shirley Temple
25. Dale Evans
26. June Haver
27. June Allyson

29. Ronald Reagan
30. Dana Andrews
31. Glenn Ford
33. Gene Autry

34. Roy Rogers
35. Sunset Carson
36. Monte Hale
46. Kathryn Grayson
48, Gene Kelly

50. Diana Lynn
51. Doris Day
52. Montgomery Clift

53. Richard Widmark
54. Mona Freeman
55. Wanda Hendrix
56. Perry Como
57. Bill Holden
60. Bill Williams

63. Barbara Lawrence
65. Jane Powell

66. Gordon MacRoe
67. Ann Blyth

68. Jeanne Crain

69. Jane Russell

74. John Wayne
75. Yvonne de Carlo
78. Audie Murphy
79. Dan Dailey

84. Janet Leigh

86. Farley Granger
88. Tony Martin
91. John Derek
92. Guy Madison
93. Ricardo Montalban
94. Mario Lanza
95. Joan Evans

1 03. Scott Brady
1 04. Bill Lawrence
105. Vic Damone
106. Shelley Winters

107. Richard Todd
108. Vera-Ellen

I 09. Dean Martin
1 1 0. Jerry Lewis

111. Howard Keel

I I 2. Susan Hayward
1 1 5. Betty Hutton
1 1 6. Coleen Gray
120. Arlene Dahl

121. Tony Curtis

123. Tim Holt

127. Piper Laurie

128. Debbie Reynolds
129. Penny Edwards
131. Jerome Courtlond
1 34. Gene Nelson
1 35. Jeff Chandler
1 36. Rock Hudson
137. Stewart Gronger
138. John Barrymore, Jr.

139. Debra Paget
1 40. Dale Robertson

141. Marilyn Monroe
1 42. Leslie Caron
1 43. Pier Angeli

144. Mitzi Gaynor
145. Marlon Brando
1 46. Aldo Ray
1 47. Tab Hunter

148. Robert Wogner
149. Rusty Tomblyn
150. Jeff Hunter

151. Marisa Pavan
152. Marge and Gower

Champion
153. Fernando Lamas
1 54. Arthur Franz

1 55. Johnny Stewart

156. Oskar Werner
157. Keith Andes
158. Michael Moore
1 59. Gene Barry

160. John Forsyth

161. Lori Nelson

1 62. Ursula Thiess

1 63. Elaine Stewart

164. Hildegarde Neff

165. Dawn Addams
166. Zsa Zsa Gabor
1 67. Barbara Ruick

1 68. Joan Taylor

169. Helene Stanley

170. Beverly Michaels

171. Joan Rice

172. Robert Horton

173. Dean Miller

174. Rita Gam
175. Charlton Heston

176. Steve Cochran

Inside Stuff

{Continued from page 35)

Mr. Big: Ask any up and coming young

actor which star he’d like most to be like

and you get one answer, Cary Grant!

They see all his pictures, they study his

acting technique, they even buy clothes

where Cary shops. Recently, an actor new
to Hollywood introduced himself at a

party. “Mr. Grant,” he said politely,

“would you mind telling me who cuts

your hair?” Always the realist, Cary an-

swered: “Not at all—anybody

Date with Fate: When Aldo Ray tested

for “The Marrying Kind,” Jeff Donnell

assisted him. He had no friends in

Hollywood, so Jeff and her radio-pro-

ducer husband rented him a room in their

valley home. Later, when his career was

set, Aldo moved to Malibu Beach. Time
passed, now Jeff and her husband are di-

vorcing. Until his own divorce became

final, Aldo never dated anyone. Recently

he and Jeff began making appearances

together in public. Friendship or ro-

mance, Hollywood is asking. Cal says:

The important thing is that two very nice

and very lonely people found each other.

Stalking the Stork: Hungry lunchers
watched with amusement when Shelley

Winters and Ruth Roman greeted each

other at Romanoff’s. Both pregnant and

both looking it, they exclaimed in unison:

“What’s new?” . . . Elizabeth Taylor and

Michael Wilding are building a wishing

well for their baby. It’s a wonderful idea!

Every time a guest throws in a coin a kind

wish goes with it. By the time he’s twenty-

one—young Wilding could be a million-

aire! . . . There’s a new baby at director

Charles Vidor’s house—a baby monkey.

They sent away for him and so help us

—

he arrived wearing diapers.

MARCH OF DIMES

FIGHT
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Too Busy for Love

(Continued from page 67 )

California divorce to become final—that
j

she just might proceed to Nevada, divorce
1 Lex and marry Fernando. However, Ar-

lene’s head often manages to work in
collaboration with her heart. After a
number of dates with Fernando, she an-
nounced the possibility of doing a picture
together—a remake of a successful Irene
Dunne-Charles Boyer film.
And so Arlene continues to baffle the ex-

t perts. Only a few short months ago when
: she left M-G-M, 9 few chronic pessimists
; were proclaiming that her career was all

washed up. Arlene fooled them. Within a
period of a week, she had signed a bigger
and better contract with Paramount and
established herself as a comer in two other
fields—as a syndicated columnist and a
manufacturer of lingerie. Professionally,
she was far from washed up. And per-

t sonally?
* “Don’t worry about Arlene,” said one of
1 her friends. “The Dahl is the most beauti-
i ful girl in pictures today. And for my
i money she’s the brightest ... if not the
) brightest, certainly the best organized.”
• The occasion was a party at “the Dahl’s”
f new bachelor-girl house high in the Bel-
1 Air hills. It was an afternoon tea arranged
[

by Arlene to introduce her most recent

I

lingerie models to fashion buyers.
Just look at this house,” the friend went

on. “You probably wouldn’t believe it, but
there wasn’t a stick of furniture in the
place at ten o’clock this morning.”
At this point—some five hours later

—

Arlene s formal living room, and the dining
room in view just beyond, were elegant

i beyond words with deep piled pewter grey
carpets, custom made draperies of white
satin, chairs and sofas in pewter and white;
tell, red-gold lamps with white shades'.
Even Arlene’s pet poodle (pewter grey, in-
cidentally) had a handsome new collar.
And the hostess, her red gold hair and

white skin set off dramatically by a taffeta
dress of pewter grey, was ravishing.
The whole scene was a miracle of femi-

nine allure carefully and concisely arrived

1

was in its place, and exactly
right for its place. A cigarette ash in any
of the new, white ashtrays seemed an
affront to the hostess’ perfectionist tour de
force. A man s pipe would have gone outm protest.

Lex Barker, the man in Arlene’s life for
the tumultuous year and a half just passed,

^

was not there. They had separated a
month earlier, Arlene fleeing to her gilded,
hilltop bird-cage, and Lex to bachelor dig-
gings near his studio. Within a couple of
weeks Arlene was to go to court to divorce

j

her handsome Tarzan on the grounds that
;he called her a “hick from Minnesota,”
once locked her out of their home, and
suteed when she was busy with her career.
Had Lex been there, in light of this com-

plaint, he no doubt would have been “sulk-
ing. For Arlene was almost too busy with
her career to come to her own party. Not
u” she readied a new house for a
big do in something less than two weeks
but she had just finished “Caribbean’’
for Pine and Thomas, going immediately

I

into wardrobe and make-up tests for her
I role opposite Bob Hope in “Here Come the
1 Girls. She had also supervised the prep-
aration of a new winter lingerie line
worked long hours on its exploitation, and
Kept with her daily beauty column.

It she Avas tense and tired, she didn’t
P^ol^ably had a nap,” her friend

put in. Arlene always has a nap.”
.

If she was unhappy, it didn’t show. In
tact she was radiant. Forty winks couldn’t
CIO that!

One cannot heln but wonder what makes

When a girl changes schools,
what's a good move?

Q try stalking the stags Q Pick yourself a pal

As "the new girl,” you’ll be noticed — but
don’t expect a brass band greeting. (Your
new classmates may be shy, too!) Why not
ask one gal to share a Slurp Special at the
local fizz palace? Bimebye, you’ll be bud-
dies. Getting okayed by the ladies first

—
leads to meeting the boy-people. Same as
the confidence you need, on certain days,
begins with the comfort you get with Ko-
tex. This napkin (so absorbent!) has soft-

ness that holds its shape. Made to stay soft
for hours and hours!

Are you
in the
know?

Which "look" is best for
lasses with glasses?

What to do about the Spaniel Type?
Rush away screaming Q linger and learn

Adoring Egbert — always underfoot! A good
kid, but you don’t get his message: you’re too
busy torching for frost-hearted Ted. Should
you ditch Eggie? Better linger. You’ll learn
how to charm other gents. And at trying times,
learn about poise from Kotex and that safety
center— (your extra protection). In all 3 ab-
sorbencies: Regular, Junior, Super.

Uncluttered Dramatic Coquette

If you ve got specs before your eyes,
choose headgear becoming to your face
type. Dodge severe or frilly-filly effects.

Keep your brow uncluttered. A soft, sim-
ple hairdo plus a small or medium brimmed
chapeau should suit you. For a smooth
look on calendar days, let Kotex keep you
outline- free. You 11 see — those flat pressed
ends prevent revealing outlines

!

More women choose KOTEX"
than all other sanitary napkins

~~ *T. H. RES. U. S. PAT. OFP.

Have you tried new Delsey’^ toilet tissue -now nicer than
ever! Each tissue tears off evenly- no shredding. It’s lux-
uriously soft and absorbent — like Kleenex* tissues. And
Delsey’s double-ply for extra strength



which of these skin problems

spoils your appearance?

Blcmishes^^ : “Noxzenia helps
me keep my extremely sensi-

tive skin looking smooth and
unblemished*!” says Cindi
Wood of Springfield, Pa.

Dry Skin: “ •Cream-washing'
with Noxzema refreshes my
dry skin; helps it look mueli
softer, smoother," Marjorie
Weir of Huntington, L. I. says.

How you, too, can

Look lovelier in 10days
... or your money bock!

Doctor’s new beauty care helps

your skin look fresher, lovelier

—and helps keep it that way!

If you aren’t entirely .satisfied with your

skin — liere’s the biggest beauty news

in years! A famous doctor has devel-

oped a wonderful new home beauty

routine.

Different! This sensible beauty care

owes its amazing effectiveness to the

unique qualities of Noxzema. This fa-

mous greaseless beauty cream is a medi-

cated formula. It combines softening,

soothing, healing and cleansing ingredi-

ents. That’s why it

brings such thrilling re-

sults.

Quick! Letters from
women all over Amer-
ica praise Noxzema’s
quick help for rough,

dry skin; externally-

caused blemishes.

Like to help your
problem skin look love-

lier? TJien try this:

1. Cleanse thoroughly by ‘cream-washing’

with Noxzema and water. Apply Noxzema,
then wring out a cloth in warm water and
wash your face as if using soap. See how fresh

.vour skill looks the very first time you
'cream-wash'— not dry, or drawn!

2. Night cream. Smooth on Noxzema so

that its softening, soothing ingTedients can

help your skin look smoother, lovelier. Al-

ways pat a bit extra over any blemishes* to

help heal them—fast! You will see a wonder-

ful improvement as you go on faithfully using

Noxzema. It’s greaseless. No smeary pillow!

3. Make-up base. ‘Cream-wash’ again in

the morning, then apply Noxzema as your

long-lasting jKiwder base, "^externally-caused

Noxzema works ormoney back!

In clinical tests, it helped 4 out of 5

women with discouraging skin prob-

lems. Try Noxzema for 10 days. If not

delighted, return the jar to Noxzema,
Baltimore. Your money back!

Special Trial Offer: For a limited

time, you can get 40^ size Noxzema for only

29^ plus tax— at drug or cosmetic counters.

NOXZEMA^

Arlene tick. What quality has she—or per- S
haps, what normal feminine sensitivity was ]
left out—which enables her to keep her 1
fabled beauty unmarred, her composure 3

unruffled in the face of almost unbelievable

j

pressure, both personal and professional? .

I

It is possible perhaps to approach an I
answer with a second look at her story. <

Before she was twelve years old, a <

school girl in Minneapolis, Arlene herself
has testified that she knew just what she

;

wanted out of life—she wanted to be an !

actress. She was beautiful even then, and
she was ambitious, just as her mother,
Idelle Dahl, was beautiful and ambitious,
wanting for her daughter all the things she :

had missed in life. "Visiting Hollywood
with her parents when she was twelve
intensified Arlene’s earlier resolve.
She went back to school, but only her

dramatics classes warranted her full at-

tention. At fifteen she was appearing on
children’s radio programs as a professional;
her high-school graduating class voted her
“most likely to succeed.”

Her rare beauty, rather than her budding
talent, won her her first jobs—as a model
in Chicago’s smartest stores. Heady wine
for a girl not yet twenty, but for Arlene
they were just stop-gaps. She was headed
for New York—and the theatre. And there
she managed to land a part in a musical
show. A short run here, another there and !

between, more modeling. More stop-gaps. .

It was a hard-working life with no time
for love, but it was by no means manless.
Such beauty as Arlene’s attracts men in ,

the words of the sultry song “like moths
around the flame.”

“Come here,” Arlene’s beauty said, and
;

men came and admired her. “Here—and no
j

further.” Arlene’s ambition pushed love
j

away. And then she came to Hollywood, i

on the wave of good notices for her per- ;

formance in “Questionable Ladies.” Here
I

she met Lex Barker—just as ambitious,
|

just as beautiful, if a man can be called

beautiful, as she was.
Lex fell in love. And something new

happened to Arlene. She found it increas-
ingly harder to follow “Come here” with
“Here—and no further.”

Close friends who saw Arlene constantly
during the period of Lex’s wooing say that

she was in constant conflict—with herself.

“Do I love him enough?” she would ask,

over and over again. How could she be
9surer It was the first time. And so, after

a false start or two, they were married.
The marriage was doomed from the start.

Photographers dispatched to cover their

life together in their honeymoon home re-

turned to report not honeymoon bliss, but

a contest to determine who’s best profile

would be turned camera-ward.
Lex, the outdoor man, went swimming

alone, walking alone. Arlene’s beautiful

skin is allergic to the sun. He came home
too many times to wait and wait and wait

while Arlene gave interviews, posed for

pictures, dictated her column. He found
himself, when Metro’s decision to drop
Arlene drove her into an around-the-clock
struggle to re-cement her career, spending!

even his leisure hours alone. '

He sulked, understandably. He left—

.

once, twice. But he came back. 1

The last time, he didn’t come back. And if

Arlene cared, it didn’t show. 5

What next for this “most beautiful” girl?j

Professionally, undoubtedly, she will get to

and stay at the top. Her acting improves

with every picture. Her ambition and her

organizational talent will see her to sue

cess. But in the realm of the heart?

Here the prospects are not so bright,

whether or not she and Lamas decide to

wed. Before she can love and be loved,

marry and have a successful marriage, Ar-

lene will have to discover—at least un-
cover—her heart. The End



What Should I Do/

{Continued from page 73)

Dear Mrs. M

:

Perhaps, since your daughter is an

only child, and since you are completely

devoted to her. you have indulged her

in every wish she has expressed from
babyhood.

It is natural for the human being to

seek to assert itself. So your disapproval

of this boy may have given your daugh-
ter her first opportunity to prove she is

an individual. Let us hope that the boy
is of secondary consideration, and that

his true meaning for your daughter is

that of rallying point for her eagerly-

sought maturity.

If you could explain to your daughter
that you regard her as a woman, capable

of making her own decisions sensibly,

perhaps she will feel that she has won
her point fivithout continuing her ro-

mance with this unpleasant man.
Vm sure your daughter loves you and

her father very much, and if you will

relax your pressure upon her. let her
use her own well-developed good sense,

and assume that this is merely a passing
phase, she will no doubt react favorably.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colhert:

I am twenty-seven years old and have
been married ten years. My husband is

a fine man and we get along happily to-

gether, hut we have been unable to have
ehildren for some reason which doctors
can't diagnose.

Now we have the opportunity to adopt
a little one, but my husband is opposed
to the idea. He says it is too great a

gamble, and that he would always feel

dubious about the child. I have pointed
out that he and I might have a child
who would be different from either one
of us in nature, but that we would love
the baby just the same.

I feel that our home is threatened
by this conflict. How can I dispel my
husband’s fears and convince him that
our greatest hapinness lies in taking this

child? Our doctor has assured me that
he will not permit us to take the bahy
unless it appears to be in good health
and of sound mind.

Please help me to realize my heart's
desire. A Friendly Woman

Dear Lady:
Every woman in the world can .sympa-

thize with your eagerness to adopt a
child, because since time began it has
been the ultimate aim of a woman to

become a mother.
However, marriage is an equal part-

nership and any major undertaking
should be entered into with equal en-
thusiasm by both husband and wife. In
your marriage vows you promised to

cleave unto your husband alone. This
sentence means more than mere physical
faithfulness ; it implies that, in all things,
you and your husband will consider one
another above all others.

Bringing up a child is, at least, a
tremendous sixteen to twenty-year fob.
Such a job must have the active coop-
eration of both parents.

It .seems that only unhappiness could
come to all three of you, if you insisted
upon taking a child whom your husband
does not want. In all differences of
opinion, there must be a ffinal vote. Let
your husbanfs vote decide this if you
truly dove him, and you wish to avoid
giving him the feeling that an unknown
child is more important to you than
he is. Claudette Colbert

rabbit eye tests prove

ZONITE'S ABSOLUTE SAFETY
fobodytissuesin

feminine
hygiene

Unmarried Women as Well as Wives
Should Benefit by These Intimate Facts!

For years, modern-thinking women
have realized that vaginal cleanliness

is a must. It’s just as necessary as

brushing one’s teeth or taking a bath.

The big problem is what is right to use

for a cleansing antiseptic douche solu-

tion. What product can a woman be
SURE is powerfully effective, deodoriz-

ing yet soothing and absolutely safe to

body tissues? Any woman worried about
this intimate problem should read these

facts and find out why zonite is a per-

fect solution.

Developed by a famous surgeon

often as needed without the slightest

risk of injury.

ZONITE’s Miracle-Action

ZONITE completely deodorizes. It guards
against infection, zonite kills every
germ it touches. It’s not always possible

to contact all the germs in the tract,

but ZONITE immediately kills all reach-
able germs. It flushes out waste sub-
stances and leaves the vaginal tract so

clean and refreshed. Costs only a few
pennies per douche. Worth a fortune
to feminine charm and health.

Always use as directed.

and scientist

The ZONITE principle was developed by
a famous surgeon and scientist. The
first in the world to be powerful enough
yet positively non-poisonotis, non-irri-

tating.

Scientists tested every known anti-

septic-germicide they could find on sale

for the douche. No other type liquid

antiseptic for the douche of all those

tested proved so powerful yet harmless
as ZONITE. And zonite is tnore than an
antiseptic and germicide. It is also an
amazing cleansing and healing agent.

Because of this, zonite may be used as

Zonite
THIS IDEAL 'All PURPOSE' ANTISEPTIC-GERMI-

CIDE SHOULD BE IN EVERY MEDICINE CHEST

Tests made under methods developed

in a government research laboratory

Tests of zonite’s safety to body tissues

were made to meet strictest scientific

standards, zonite, as used in the douche,
was put twice daily for three months
into rabbits’ eyes. Not the slightest irri-

tation appeared. During the tests,

Mr. Bunny lived like a pam-
pered prince. He never had it

so good all the while he gra-
ciously helped prove zonite is

absolutely harmless to him—
harmless to you. In fact, zonite
is wondrously soothing.

FREE* Mail coupon for free book. Reveals
intimate facts and gives complete information
on feminine hygiene. Write Zonite Products
Corp., Dept. PP-23, 100 Park Avenue, New
York 17, N. Y.*

Name.

Address

City -State

.

^Offer good only in U. S. and Canada
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While the haby of the family. Little Doe, naps, Cheryl, Dale, Linda, Dusty and Roy show Sandy around the grounds of his new home

Tragedv had struck home. But fromD j

far away places came the happiness Roy

Rogers and his family needed

BY KATHERINE KINGSLEY

• The three youngsters stood spick-and-span in their Sunday
best, trying to be calm. “There they are!” Dusty shouted

as he caught sight of Roy and Dale. “And there’s Little

Doe and. . .
.”

He stopped for a moment and blinked. While Dale carried

Doe, his dad was leading a little boy by the hand. “This is

Sandy,” said Roy, as they reached the junior welcoming

committee.

“Howdy,” said Sandy, in his Roy Rogers tone. Little Doe
gurgled. And with that the new arrivals were quickly sur-

rounded and became official members of the Rogers clan.

The family knew about the adoption of Little Doe, but '!

there had been no word of Sandy. This was because Roy i

and Dale planned to arrive on Dusty’s birthday and wanted i

Sandy to be the most memorable present in Dusty’s young t(

life. They were right. Dusty could hardly believe his eyes. !'

And he knew that this was, indeed, his little brother and i

that he would take care of Sandy from then on.

It was a happy day for all the Rogers. It marked the end iti

of a long period of waiting. Dale had discovered Doe early ii

last spring when she flew to Texas to be with her family, t

While there, she visited the nearby orphanage from which 1'

Cheryl was adopted. In the nursery, one baby stood out i
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Roy looks on as Little Doe tries to say a few wordsDale finishes work on “Angel Unaware”—the story of Robin Rogers

Little Doe is the center of attention at a backyard pow-wow

among the rest. She was part Choctaw Indian, the matrons

informed Dale. “Roy has Choctaw blood, too,” Dale replied.

And a vivid memory of the child stayed with Dale.

In August, Robin was taken ill. She died two days before

her second birthday. Roy and Dale threw themselves into

work in an attempt to assuage grief with activity. It was
Roy who suggested they adopt a baby girl “to take the

place of Robin.” Dale answered mechanically that no other

baby could take Robin’s place. But she began to think

about it, in spite of herself.

On another trip to Texas, Roy suggested they visit the

children’s home. Doe was still there—and ready for adop-

tion. The Rogers weren’t certain they would be allowed to

have the child, but Dale wrote a letter to the home telling

how much she and Roy and the children needed the baby.

During their rodeo appearance in New York, they reeeived

a call saying that their request had been granted.

The adoption of Sandy was an unexpected event. For a

long time they had felt that Dusty needed a brother. And
for over a year they had planned. Wherever they toured,

they visited orphanages, seeking a boy in Dusty’s age group.

They were on a personal appearance tour after the New York
closing when Roy received a call from a woman in Kentucky.

She told him that her daughter was a cerebral palsy victim.

She was poor; she had three children of her own and acted as

foster mother to fourteen wards of the state. Tickets to the

show were out of the question, but if she brought her daugh-

ter to the arena, would Roy say hello to her?

As they talked, the conversation took a more personal

turn and soon Roy was telling her of the search for a

brother for Dusty. The woman said that she had such a

little boy on her farm—one of the state wards. “Why don't

you bring him along when you come?” Roy suggested.

So Roy and Dale met Sandy. And Sandy, forgetting his

natural shyness when he found himself with his hero, saun-

tered over and said, “Howdy, pardner.” It was a case of

mutual love at first sight. The next day, Roy and Dale

visited the judge, signed papers and claimed their new son.

The new members of the Rogers family have settled in

beautifully. Dusty is busily teaching his brother the simple

things that we assume all children should know. As for

Little Doe—the children’s beloved Dodie—she is the queen

of the household. The queen who ravishes her subjects with a

grin: two teeth, front and center. p

It’s a full house, but there’s always room for one more
in the Rogers’ hearts. The End
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is Hollywood Carrying Sex Too Far?

(Continued from page 37)
voluptuous, and some of these girls don’t
seem to realize the difference.” But Livvy
must be mentally amending those words
a little, because her agents are looking for

“something feminine and glamorous.”
Of course, nudity and the flaunting of

the female form divine is nothing new.
Eve started it, and down through the
centuries, the fair sex, from the Duchess
of Alba to Mata Hari, has used its un-
draped assets for propaganda, power or
passion. But the Duke of Alba, unlike
Tyrone Power, didn’t take to the strip act,

and threatened to paint portraitist Goya in

his own blood. Ty’s reaction to the furore
following the published photos of wife
Linda’s undraped marble form, was a
proud smile of possession, plus a place of
honor for the sexy statue in his garden
by the swimming pool. Their guests have
a look—then cool off in the water.

But to get back to the theme that
Nature by any other name spells Monroe:
The sudden rise of the luscious beauty was
no accident. She was under contract
three years ago to Columbia, labeled an
all-American girl—the kind who lives

next door—and she got exactly nowhere.
Because this beauty has brains, she sat

down on her delectable derriere and fig-

gered out why—and she came up with a
sex campaign as deliberate as D-Day.
Vulgar? Of course. But everyone flocks

to her films. So. . . .

Jane Wyman tossed out drammer and
Mother Hubbards, split her skirts and wore
leotards in “Just For You.” And now
you’ll find her at most benefits in long
opera hose and abbreviated panties.

Mitzi Gaynor, an ingenue if ever I saw
one, performed an almost indecent damce
on the stage here in “Jollyanna,” doing
blush-making things with a tassel. And her
studio, which was on the verge of not pick-
ing up her option, did a figurative double-
take, and picked her up, tassel ’n’ all.

Corinne Calvet, a shrewd French gal,

directed world-wide attention to h^r mam-
mary assets with a million dollar law suit

against Zsa Zsa Gabor, whom she claimed
said she didn’t have enough to hang a bra
on. When Corinne made “What Price
Glory,” she even dared to tangle with
director John Ford, who wanted her blouse
over her shoulders. But as fast as John
pulled it up, Corinne wriggled it down.
When dyeing her brown hair blonde

didn’t land Anne Baxter in “Gents Pre-
fer . .

.” she agreed to keep her hair yel-
low for “My Wife’s Best Friend,” and, to
clinch her new sexiness, Anne The Digni-
fied *did a belly dance in one sequence.

Terry Moore was nothing at Columbia, 1
even in a picture with Glenn Ford, until a
a hep male friend told her that the best m
way to avoid being a bust was to show it. 4
Now little Terry is bustin’ out all over. 1

Vanessa Brown, former quiz kid, be- 1
lieves her brains are a terrible handicap
on the road to stardom. “I was caught like

a rat in the trap of my I. Q.” So about six •-

months ago, Vanessa performed a mythical
’

operation, and made over her outlook al- -

most as completely as any schnoz remod-
eled by her plastic surgeon husband. Doc-
tor Robert Franklyn.

But I suspected a little trickery was 1
afoot when Vanessa’s high powered press 1
agent called to say that she was posing

||

completely nude for a camera magazine.
It turned out that her husband was taking 'i

the photo. He posed her with her back to
V‘

his camera, and his finder stopped at the
second last vertebra in her spine. Van- ^

essa wasn’t a quiz kid for nothing.
I was forcibly reminded of the new Sex ’i

Deal at a party aroimd Jimmy McHugh’s ij

pool, when I complimented Jeanne Crain .

on her trim figure and lovely face. (After
.j

the birth of the last baby she’d been let- 4
ting herself go). “Got to be chic,” she :|

flipped, “we have a Monroe at the studio.” |

And Jeanne, who thinks she’s as smart 1

a girl as the next, sat down to do some |
calculating on the why of Marilyn’s zoom

|
boom. And she came up with the fact— J

and I don’t know how smart this is— |

that Marilyn is minus children and has
|

never had a home-shot layout in the maga- I

zines. So now it’s taboo to talk to Jeanne
j

about her charming kids or to take pic- 4

tures of her with them. And I think that’s
\

a pity, because there was something ma- ’

donna-like about Jeanne with her brood,
j

And what’s sauce for Monroe could make
s

a goose out of Crain.
|

Esther Williams is another femme star i

to put her kids out to pasture in the name
,

of sweet publicity. Her popularity isn’t as .

high as it was a year ago, and she sincerely 1

believes—or maybe her studio does—that .

she has overdone the open-air-girl routine,

which comes naturally. Esther is now cal-
;

culatingly going in for glamour.
]

Joan Crawford used to have a ball with >

her quartette of kids for the press, and
,

with homey domestic shots. But Joan has
j

a keen nose for a trend. And since she

practically invented glamour for the screen,
,

she’ll be in there pitching till the Angel
Gabriel blows his horn over Hollywood.

;

When Lamas let Lana down with a ver-

bal thump that shook our insular world,

she didn’t cry—not in public anyway. Like

an event you won't want to miss!

Tune in FEBRUARY 9-The LUX RADIO THEATRE’S

Presentation of America’s Most Popular Motion Picture for 1952

the Winner of

PHOTOPLAY'S Gold Medal Award
This stellar event can be heard over the Columbia Broadcasting

System—Consult your local paper for time and station

For the results of the Gold Medal Awards nation-wide poll read

the March issue of PHOTOPLAY

__ On Sale—February 6



most people in business, she took inven-
tory, noted her charms, and decided the

lily could be gilded. She’s growing her
hair longer and she’s very blonde again.

If that’s what the public wants—for Lana
the public is men—that’s what they’ll get.

Janet Leigh, who was showing what
little girls are made of from the waist up
long before Marilyn beat her to the inch, is

now attacking the area from the toes up.

As Mrs. Houdini, she wears tights and a

spangled leotard most of the way. And as

Mrs. Tony Curtis, her street dresses are
split to the knee and molded to the body.
Liz Taylor has taken to the “show-as-

I

much-as-you-dare” routine, too.

I

They’re exposing June Allyson in a

1
pantie-bra during her current “Remains

!

to Be Seen” film—with heavy make-up,
I black transparent negligees, and nail polish

1 for the first time in her up-’til-now girl-

i ish life. But it remains to be seen whether
June rhymes with glamour.

I

Susan Hayward revealed a lot of charm

j

in “David and Bathsheba”—and is nearly
as revealing in the clothes she’s wearing

' off screen these “undressed” days.
Remember the sexy dance by Cyd

Charisse in “Singin’ in the Rain”? Wait
till you see her little number on top of a

j

mountain during a Technicolor thunder-
^ storm in “Sombrero.” Excited Metro

praise agents describe it as the hottest

dance ever seen on celluloid.

And they’re dusting off the sexiest

oldies at Metro—and we mean pictures
as well as people, for remakes—like Har-
low’s “Red Dust” with Gable, for Gable
and Ava Gardner. Ava, like Jean, will take

i,
a bath in a rain barrel.

Why are thev making so many Biblical

I

stories in Hollywood? Because they’re
( chockful of passion as well as preaching.

Prim misses like Diana Lynn are not
:
only giving their all, they’re showing their

I all, for Life, Look and what have you.

!
And Elaine Stewart, who makes her own

I clothes, is using less material these days!
Hollywood had become too serious, say

the popular-opinion pulse holders. So
I let’s jazz it up a bit and give the customers
I what we think they crave.

But I can’t believe they really crave
the sight of nineteen-year-old Debra Pa-

i

get, running around the Twentieth Cen-
I

tury-Fox lot at nine in the morning in a
i
low cut evening gown and no shoes . . . Or

1 Nancy Olson, scaring the natives by swim-
ming nude in Honolulu. And Jean, Peters,

; re her “Blaze of Glory” role—“Holding my
:

lips half parted to produce that sexy look.
It cramps my facial muscles. And hip
swinging makes my sacroiliac ache.”

Jennifer Jones, a million miles away
from Bernadette in her latest movie of

.
passion, “Ruby Gentry,” broke her arm
swinging at Charlton Heston and left teeth
marks on his nose during a wild love scene.

The moral letting down in pictures is

reflected in the private lives of the stars,

. or vice versa. Much of what’s going on is

reminiscent of the Fatty Arbuckle era

j

which blackened the name of Hollywood.
,

Look at the billboards! They scream of
Hollywood’s new attitude and latitude.
Bustlines get bigger and more revealing,
while the level of good taste goes lower
and lower. And I’m wondering how it will
end. Because there is little more than a
metaphorical G-string between the pos-

i sible and the impossible. Won’t take too
much to snap.

Then what happens? We’ve been hand-
icapped enough by a forced puerile ap-
proach to the realistic facts of life because
of too much licentiousness in pictures be-
fore. Can’t we be adult, and amorous
without being salacious? We don’t want
blue noses meddling again. But we don’t
want red faces either.

Let’s not go under trying to go over-
board. The End
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SPECIAL

AT-HOME

TREATMENT FOR

4 PROBLEMS

OF'YOUNG SKIN"!
Now—you don’t have to let nature

rob you of a nice skin. And it’s so

true. When a girl needs a pretty

complexion, nature seems bent on

spoiling it. Skin that only yesterday

was baby-soft, suddenly begins to

develop over-active oil glands. And
at the same time your skin seems to

get sluggish about throwing off the

every-day accumulation of dead-

skin cells. When these tiny, dead

flakes build up into a layer over the

pore openings—there’s trouble

ahead. Enlarged pores and even

blackheads are on the way.

Today Pond's recommends a greaseless

treatment for these four major prob-

lems; oiliness, sluggishness, enlarged

pores, blackheads. It's quick, easy/

Cover face, all except eyes, with a

lavish 1-Minute Mask of Pond’s

Vanishing Cream. Leave 1 minute.

The Cream’s "keratolytic” action

loosens stubborn, dead-skin cells

—

dissolves them off! Frees the tiny

skin gland openings so they can

function normally. Now— after 60

seconds—tissue off. How tingling-

fresh your skin feels. And how
much smoother, clearer it looks.

For skin that “can't take’’ heavy make-up:

Use a thin film of greaseless Pond’s

Vanishing Cream for a more natural,

fine-textured, smoother powder base!

V.

Love Story

(Continued from page 51)
Tony had joined the Royal Air Force

when he was nineteen. His whole adult life

had been spent flying. In the RAF he was
tops.

Well, in the fall of 1945, Deborah and
I headed a troupe to entertain the troops
on the Continent with a production of

“Gaslight.” It was the first time we had
actually worked together.
Our first-night audience in Brussels was

fresh from the battle front, eager for en-
tertainment, and, to put it mildly, noisy.

We loved every minute of the way they
welcomed us, but when the final curtain
went down, we were a tired lot of actors.

We looked forward to getting back to the
comparative quiet of our headquarters.
When I got back to my dressing room,

I found a visitor waiting for me. His uni-
form was splattered with battle ribbons
and his face was adorned with a scowl
that made him look like a bushel of bull-
dogs. It was Tony Bartley. I hadn’t seen
him for months. He was furious.

He had been grounded—to hear him tell

it, the brass had personally and forcibly
yanked him out of his cockpit. All be-
cause he had flown a mere 1,300 combat
hours. And what-in-the-name-of-this-
and-that was a man to do, in war-time
Brussels, of all places?

Tony was reaching his peak when there
was a tap at the door and Deborah looked
in. The jeep was ready to take us back to

the clubhouse. I beckoned her in. “I have
an Air Force type here who’s feeling a bit

low,” I said. “Can’t we take him back to

supper at the club?”
I thought, in my bright-eyed innocence,

that what Tony needed was an hour or so
with a lively crowd to take his mind off

his troubles. I looked around at him—and
blinked. His scowl was gone. He was
smiling and alert. He looked as if he
thought Brussels were the most delightful

place in the world. He said he knew a

“gay little place” where he would like to

take us for supper.
“I’m afraid Miss Kerr is a bit fagged . .

.”

I began.
But Miss Kerr never felt better, nor

hungrier, nor more like seeking out a
“gay little place.” She said so herself.

After a very long and very gay evening
old-blind-bat-Granger earnestly thanked
Deborah for being so sweet and kind to a

poor lonely chap with troubles. I think 1

even used the word “motherly.”
Nonsense, she had enjoyed it, she said.

And she added: “He’s sweet and he doesn’t

look at all like a murderous fighter.”

And still I didn’t catch on.

Our troupe spent a week in Brussels and
every day Tony and Deborah and I were
out shopping, sight-seeing, going places
and doing things. They didn’t ask me to

please go away somewhere and get lost,

and it never occurred to me.
The “Gaslight” company next went to

Eindhoven, recently bombed and terribly

depressing. There we found an Air Force
fellow with a message from Tony. If we
wanted any eggs Tony wanted us to know,
he had a friend, a farmer, nearby. He was
thinking of us, he added, and Brussels
was deadly without us. Us! And eggs!

From Eindhoven we went to Lille and
then back to Brussels at which Deborah
seemed strangely pleased. In Brussels,
Tony was waiting—but not for us. I was
quite surprised. They started going out to-

gether after every performance, but some-
how I wasn’t asked. It seemed a bit odd.

It was several weeks later, back in Lon-
don, that the truth finally hit Granger over
the head. Deborah and I were back at work
in films, and I read over my morning tea

a gossipy item in the Times to the effect

that Commander Tony Bartley, his leave
drawing to a close, seemed rather loathe
to leave London. That seemed more than
odd to me. Tony not anxious to get back
into the air? It didn’t make sense. The
next sentence opened my eyes. The reason,
the item went on, was his blazing romance
with screen star Deborah Kerr.

I called Deborah at once. “Is this true?”
I demanded.

“Well, yes . .
.” she temporized. “I think

we’re engaged. . .
.”

I had supper with the two of them onc«.'

after that. But this time it was not as it

had been in Brussels, gay and carefree.
The long arm of war had touched them
again. Tony was being shipped to the
States and from there to the South Pacific.

For months, all her friends suffered with
Deborah. There was almost no news. But
at any rate, there was no bad news. That
was about all that could be said. Then
she telephoned in great excitement. Tony
had a ten-day leave. He was going to
hitch a ride on a transport plane and fly

home by way of Ceylon. What with engine
troubles, monsoons and a few other de-
lays, Tony finally came roaring into Lon-
don just one day before his leave expired.
T'me for a marriage, even if no time for a
honeymoon.
And so they were married, with all

Tony’s old squadron on hand. And Gran-
ger—if anybody cares—on location, sitting

on top of a mountain in North Wales, wait-
ing for the rain to stop.

"The end of the war erased one hazard.
Tony was safe. But it left another. All he
knew was flying and most of what he
knew was war. What could such a man do
in peacetime? The answer seemed to be
an offer from Vickers Armstrong Aircraft
in India. But his wife was a film actress
in England. The old story of one marriage
and two careers.
They found the intelligent solution. Tony

went to India. Deborah stayed in London.
Then Deborah received a magnificent offer

from M-G-M in Hollywood. She wanted
terribly to go, but she wouldn’t go without
Tony. So he went to America, too, and
faced another crisis.

Here on a visitor’s visa, he couldn’t even
try to find work in America. He didn’t

want to be just Mr. Deborah Kerr. And
she didn’t want him to. She watched for a
chance to help him. It came in when Metro
assigned her to star in “King Solomon’s
Mines.” That brought Granger back into

the story, incidentally, if only as a first-

hand witness. We were to co-star.

Doing “Solomon” meant going to Africa.

Deborah, very sweetly and firmly, is-

sued an ultimatum. She would love to do
the picture, but she couldn’t consider go-
ing to Africa without her husband. And
since he, in America on a visitor’s permit,
couldn’t get back once he had left, why. . . .

That did it. M-G-M bigwigs did some
fast work, and a bill was rushed through
the House of Representatives which took
Tony off the uncertain status of a visitor

and, according to its sponsor, was proper
recognition for “one of our greatest allies’

greatest heroes.”
|j

I spent five and a half months in Africa i

with Tony and Deborah and since then
Deborah and I have made two films to-

gether. Although I had known the Bart-
'

leys well before, I found that I had only
dimly sensed the meaning of what a '

marriage could be. '

I know now that I was a privileged
„|

character to tag along during the begin- I

ning and growth of their love story, al-

though it was a while before it dawned
||

upon me that I was Cupid. The End



So They Were Married

(Continued from page 38)
Jane had been acting all day long at Co-

lumbia in “Love Song.” She had arrived at
7:30 A.M. to be on the set at nine. Her lunch
hour had been spent in the Columbia por-
trait gallery, posing for publicity stills.

When the day’s shooting was over, she’d
had a vague steak somewhere at a vague
restaurant, en route to the Masquer’s Club,
where she was to rehearse for a benefit.
The rehearsal had taken until ten.
Freddie Karger, driving the car, was just

as tired as Jane. Musical supervisor for
Columbia, he had worked all day along-
side Jane, first at the studio, then over-
seeing the musical arrangements on the
songs she was going to do for the benefit.
Handsome, talented and very much the
quiet gentleman, it had been simple, male
courtesy which had made Freddie suggest
he drive Jane home.
Freddie and Jane had known one an-

other since the Thirties, before Jane knew
Ronnie Reagan and before Freddie had
narried a young legal student, who then
became Polly Karger, Back there in the
Thirties, they were both trying to catch a
oe hold in Hollywood.

Now in the Fifties they were both estab-
ished, Jane, the more famous, of course, as
)eople before the camera always are—Miss
Wyman, big box-office star, Acadamy win-
ter, mother of Maureen and Michael Rea-
:an and, since 1948, the ex-Mrs. Reagan.
Freddie’s success was less spectacular,

he behind-the-camera-kind, but very,
ery solid. It was 1945 when he first signed
/ith Columbia—and you know how very
uccessful that studio has been in all its

lusical ventures ever since. Like Janie,
e, too, had a daughter and similarly, he
Iso had a divorce.

I

But neither of them gave any of that a
jiought when Jane reported to Columbia
ist August for the first of the conferences
(1 “Love Song,” and Freddie sat in on
hem, because she sings in the picture. They
ad been running into one another at par-
es for years—and nothing had sparked in
ither of them.
Until that October evening, when Cupid
irned up in the guise of a hamburger,
nd at Barney’s Beanery, at that.
The chances are good that you haven’t
jard much of Barney’s Beanery, which
js been working at the same old stand in
ollywood for better than thirty years. It’s
:al, un-glamorous, warm and wonder-
1. It’s on a section of Santa Monica Boule-
ird which the Los Angeles Chamber of
jmmerce will thank you for ignoring,
lat’s because in a boom town, this partic-
ar stretch of an otherwise pleasant thor-
ighfare has simply refused to progress.
A-11 the Chamber of Commerce can
y in its favor is that it is a wonderful
ortcut, traffic-wise, between Hollywood
d Beverly Hills.

Which, of course, was the reason Fred-
s’s car was purring along it, but Janie,
)king up, and seeing one particular little
riding looming toward them, seeing its
lall, bright sign, “Barney’s Beanery,” felt
•nething click in her mind. Now she
ows it was nostalgia, a remembrance of
mgs past, but that October evening, she
stook it for something else.
‘I’m hungry,” she announced.
‘So’m I,” said Freddie. “Want to stop
Romanoff’s?”
‘Would you think I was crazy if I said
like to stop right here at Barney’s Bean-

if? Freddie, do you remember how our
lole gang used to come in here, back
the 'Thirties?”
^ure. The hamburgers were a dime, the
fee was a nickle, and we’d talk all eve-
ig for the expenditure of twenty cents.
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and that was with the tip included.”
Jane giggled. “Even at that we could

barely afford it. And isn’t it too bad that
none of us ever come here now?”

“I come here, often. The place hasn’t
changed a bit, the food is just as great as
ever, the coffee is real, and so is the talk.

So even though it may set me back all of

ninety cents to drag you in here this eve-
ning, I’m game, particularly when I think
how Barney will jump out of his skin at
sight of you.”
They climbed up the worn wooden steps,

came into the shabby, warm room, with the
four-sided counter in the middle of it, the
stools in front, Barney, himself, presiding
behind it all.

“Barney won’t recognize me,” Jane whis-
pered. “The last time he saw me I was a
blonde and I wore feathers, bows and beads
all at the same time on the loudest-colored
dresses I could find.”

Barney caught sight of them then. “Fred-
die,” he yelled. “Come in, fellow. Sit here.”
He looked at Janie. “Good evening ma’am.”
Freddie grinned. “Barney, I’d like you

to meet Miss Jane Wyman.”
Well, the place was a madhouse after

that. Not only did Janie have to have the
best steak in the house on the house but
she had to drink approximately a quart of
Barney’s wonderful coffee and she and
Freddie and Barney began yaking about
old times so furiously that you couldn’t tell

which of them was talking, or which lis-

tening. That is, until Janie blew it.

She blew it by asking, “Remember that
vaudevillian with all the teeth we used to

call the run-away horse? His name was
Fred something. Whatever became of him?”

“I remember him well,” Barney told her.

“He was Freddie’s uncle, you know.”
As Jane tells about it now, she still turns

pale, even though her eyes dance with
laughter. “It was just one of those hor-
rible moments when you can’t do a thing,”
she says. “What I did was to turn to Fred-
die and say, ‘Should I go quietly?’ He
said, ‘I think we both should. It’s late and
we’ve got another tough day ahead of us.’

So we did. He brought me home, he said,

‘Goodnight, Janie’ politely at the front
door. I was most polite, too, you may be
sure, and as I climbed the stairs toward
my bedroom and heard his car driving
away, I thought drowning was much too
good for me. The next morning, as a kind
of subconscious penance, I guess, I ordered
all the hangings in the whole house taken
down and sent to the cleaners. I had the
rugs taken up, too.

“The next day I had straight dramatic

scenes all day, so I didn’t see Freddie, but
the day after that, he dropped down to the
set and said, ‘Could I get you to go to din-
ner with me tonight? Providing you leave
my relatives out of the conversation.’ ”

“Well, all right already,” Jane said, being
of a sound, and suddenly very perky mind.
“You’ll pick me up after shooting time?”
“That I will,” said Freddie.
She didn’t ask where they might be go-

ing, and Freddie didn’t tell her. But she
was very glad it didn’t tui'n out to be Ro-
manoff’s or Chasen’s or any of the glitter

places. It proved to be the Naples, a little

Italian place, virtually across the street

from Columbia Studios. The food is great.

The wine is excellent and any one trying
to be pretentious would be an idiot.

Again, Jane had the best time she had
had for months. She and Freddie talked

shop, they talked children, they talked
music and then he took her home, quite

early, being aware of that 7:30 a.m. call.

Three days later they had the same sort

of date—only it was down toward the

beach this time. Two nights later they

were back at the Naples.
Now this was not the glamour treatment

and Jane found herself more relaxed than

she had been any time since she stopped
being Sara Jane Fulks.
Because, as you see, one of the things nc

glamour girl can ever be sure of is whethei
she is being taken out because of hersell

alone—or because of dear publicity. The
Strip places, the swank few “upper drawer’
restaurants swarm with photographers anc

columnists. Overnight, you become £

“newest twosome.” Over a week, you be-

come an engagement speculation, or ever

a “secret marriage” possibility.

It wasn’t until their third date that Janu
found out what it was that had kept Fred-
die so unaffected and full of humor ir

Hollywood’s frequently phony atmosphere
After his divorce, she discovered, Freddie

had taken his daughter, Terry, who is jus

six months younger than Jane’s Maureen
back to live with his mother. And he’c

moved in with his mother, too.

His mother and her sister had share
a house, since retiring from vaudeville

where they had been a sister act. The;

were delighted to have Freddie around, a

they could make him play the piano fo

them evening after evening, while they pn

on impromptu acts in the front parlo:'

Eleven-year-old Terry, a ballet student fo

more than four years, happily joined ii

so that there was practically a continuov
performance always going on.

tasl ^ ,! f yy
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“Of course, a girl vocalist would help our

1; act,” Freddie said.

Janie didn’t answer that. She didn’t dare.
She thought of her own formal house, even
though the curtains were down, the walls
half-painted, and the carpets up, and an
almost prostrating loneliness swept over
her again.

“I’ve got to break this up very early this
' evening,” she said, finally. “My scenes to-
morrow are really tough.”

“I know. I skimmed over the script late
this afternoon. I’ll take you right now.”

i
They left the Naples. It was one of the

: evenings when the fog had rolled in from
the sea, cold and damp, obscuring almost

f

everything. Janie was blue—but only for
i a moment. For as they went buzzing out
Santa Monica Boulevard, straight by Bar-

;

ney’s, Freddie proposed to her.
I “No, I can’t tell what words he used,”
I Jane says, beaming. “It was too enchanting
and too personal. But I made myself hold
out three days before I said yes. Freddie

,
brought Terry over to meet Michael and

i
Maureen meanwhile, and it was heavenly

,
that they all went for one another. Mike

[ in particular, has sometimes been difficult
; about some of my escorts, but he adored
^

Freddie at once.

[

night we told them our plans was
! nallowe en.

Actually, on Hallowe’en night, they did
^ not expect to be married the next day.
Hiey both had work to do, and they knew

1

1
^;

somewhere, mid-afternoon, they
lilidnt want to waste any more time be-
fore they belonged to one another. Fred-
lliie had already been talking to his closest
' nale friend, Dick Quine, about the bestmd quickest way to get married. They did
i lave their license in hand, their blood tests
nade. So the moment the last shot of the
jtay was finished that Saturday, November

jij., away they sped to Santa Barbara, with
I

he Quines in attendance. They took off

f

o unexpectedly that Freddie forgot to pack
( II r^or and Janie had only one change of
[

lothes, but they spent their fast week-end
I Honeymoon at the San Ysidro Ranch.

! The very first wire we received,” Janie
ells you, her eyes tender with devotion,

[
was from the three kids. It was the first

h/ire any of them had ever sent. It was
i^ed with their three names and I can
ruy think of the poor operator trying to
ake It down from them. But what it stated
ist melted us. They said, ‘We’re so happy
o have our mommy and daddy together!’ ”

,

the kids didn’t stop there. When
redme and Janie came back to her house
;ite Sunday, because they both had to
'ork bright and early Monday, they found
erry, Maureen and Michael had had the
'nole house done with flowers, largely
and-picked and therefore uneven as toem, unbalanced as to arrangement but
atirely loving. They discovered, too, the
oungsters had gone down to a drug store
^ ^ thirty-five cent recording^e Wedding March” which they set
hirling as Jane’s key hit the lock.
It was such a dreamy home-coming,”

ine says, that Freddie never noticed the
;Ck ot curtains, or the missing rugs.”
Jane’s glad she had all that work done
iwever’ for the house is now on the mar-
;t. She and Freddie want a much simpler
luse, where three rambunctious young-
srs^ barge around as they like, where
rs. Karger and her sister can stage their
aprornptu acts in a living room that will be
ore of a play room. It won’t be a “mod-

liu
It won’t be “period” either. It

HU be, Jane thinks, a home.
All this, imagine, because of a ham-
lirger m a little joint around midnight ofmid-October evening. Some operator
,at guy, Cupid! ^he end
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Betty's Other Lite

(Continued from page 55)
It was her mother’s confidence and cour-

age that sustained Betty in the difficult

times before she finally established herself
as a top star. However, now that Betty
Grable is a star who knows the motion
picture business backwards and forwards,
Mp. Harry James has one thing on her
mind—her family.
According to Betty, her girls are almost

exact opposites. Vicki, she thinks, will be
tall like her daddy, and she has red hair
and a light sprinkling of freckles, whereas
Jesse is blond and tiny—more her mother’s
build. Vicki, incidenally, is already worry-
ing about the freckles; she wears a cap with
visor and more willingly endures appli-
cations of zinc oxide than Jesse, three
years younger and the tomboy of the
family. Both girls simburn quickly, and
their mother has explained that little girls

have to take care of their skin. Different as
they are, the girls play happily together.
Although Jessica struggles to emulate her
big sister who can climb higher, swing
higher, run faster, and in general do every-
thing better, there is no jealousy

I guess I am very lucky,” Betty says, ‘‘to

have such good children. They are never
a problem. Oh, of course they do things
they shouldn’t now and then. The other
morning Vicki was running around without
her slippers. She knows I have told her not
to do that, and that she will be punished.
I haven’t had time to do anything about it

yet, but she realizes the punishment is

coming—that she will be deprived of some-
things she wants, and she will accept it.

“I never bribe them. For instance, 1

would never say, ‘If you do this, I will give
you that’ I believe in making them mind,
because I have learned that children are
much happier if they are not spoiled. My
girls don’t cry. They never have tantrums.”
During the school year, the children go

to bed at eight, but in summer, they stay
up until nine. And they love it. They keep
a regular summer schedule; after break-
fast, they go outside to play, come in for

lunch at noon, then nap until three. They
always have dinner with their parents.
After dinner, there is television, or perhaps
Vicki will read Jesse a story.

In the James household, every holiday
is a special day for the children. Betty
decorates the dinner table to suit the
occasion, whether it is a birthday or Val-
entine’s Day. On Hallowe’en, she and Harry
wander about the neighborhood with the
girls while they ring doorbells and fill their

paper’ sacks. At Easter, Betty hides the
Easter eggs for them, and on the Fourth of

July, she buys fireworks and lets the chil-

dren stay up to see them.
After the long period of being together

during her suspension, it was equally hard
for Betty and the girls when Mother had to

go back to work. But Vicki and Jesse hid
their tears, as they always try to do.

That, their mother feels, is typical of her
children They have an almost adult un-
derstanding and acceptance of things. They
know nothing about glamour—Betty is just

“Mommie” to them—but they do under-
stand about her work.

As, for instance, last June, when it was
time for the final exercises at Westlake, the
girls’ school both children attend, Betty
sadly explained that she could not go.

‘‘I could see tears in Vicki’s eyes as she
turned away,” Betty remembers, “but she
tried to keep me from seeing them, tried

to protect me!”
Even when working, Betty spends as

much time as possible with her girls. Every
Wednesday and Sunday, they dine out, and
sometimes go to a movie, if there is a
suitable one. Betty always washes their

hair herself, sets it, and puts each girl

under a dryer with a magazine. Like all

youngsters, they like to play at being
grown-up and their mother, remembering
how she used to like to totter around on
her sister’s high-heeled shoes, lets them
have access to her belongings.
She buys all their clothes, and loves to

take them shopping with her. Both girls

have definite likes and dislikes, and both
love pretty clothes. Harry and Betty sel-

dom go out in the evening and rarelv

entertain, but on the few occasions when
they do dress up in their best, the little

girls are thrilled and excited. Recently,
when Betty, ready to go out, went in to

kiss them good-night, Vicki cried, “Oh.
Mommie, you look just like a bride!”

Jesse said softly, “Very, very pretty,

Mommie.” They love to feel the material
of her dress or wrap, and they always
notice if she is wearing anything new. even
if it’s only a pair of earrings.

“I don’t get things for Vicki if Jesse can’t

have them—like roller skates, for example,”
Betty says. “Vicki can swim and Jesse

can’t, but I don’t let Vicki go in the pool

except with Jesse and me. I never show
any favoritism, so there is no jealousy

“I don’t know much about modern psy-
chology,” Betty will tell you. “I have a lot

of fun with my two girls. I don’t talk down
to them, 1 treat them as adults. And they
are wonderful company for me when Harry
is away. I’ve talked about my method of

punishment, which is simply to deprive
them of something they want, but actually
I very seldom have to resort to it.

“But don’t get the idea that there is any-
thing namby-pamby about them—they are

two normal, healthy, active children.”
When she’s working, Betty likes to stay

busy. It makes the day move more swiftly
toward six o'clock. “'This is the happiest
hour of my day,” she says. “Every night
when I turn into the driveway, I ‘toot’ my
horn and out of the front door, they come
tumbling—the two girls and the two dogs!”
You don’t need to read any books on

psychology to know that here is a happy
family—and that the main reason for that

happiness is the eagerness with which
Betty Grable doffs her glamour with her
screen costumes, to play her favorite role,

that of Mrs. Harry James, or just “Mom-
mie,” to Vicki and Jesse. The End
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The Things I've Learned

(Continued from page 41)

looked startled when I whizzed into the

parking lot, but I just breezed by with a

wave of my hand. He didn’t have a chance

to do his duty, I was parked and inside

looking for the Casting Director’s door.

There it was in big, black letters. Solly

Biano, Casting Director. I upped to the

door and in I popped. “I’m R. J. Wagner,
and I want to be in pictures.”

Mr. Biano about fell out of his chair and
gave me a double-take, as if to say, “No.

Nothing like this can happen to me.” Then
he looked me up and down, and for no
good reason had a coughing fit. He then

said with a very straight face, “Okay, Boy,

read this, and we’ll see if you are an
actor.” He handed me a script.

It was going better than I’d planned.

There I was with a script in my hand. I

didn’t dare say, “What do I do now?”
But, oh! Reading from that script. I must

have sounded like a 78 rpm record on a 33

RPM turntable. The words came out one
after another all right, but there was a

full two-minute pause between each word.

“Thank you,” said kind Mr. Biano, “we’ll

keep your name on file.”

Yeah, file. It’s there yet, I guess. But I

learned a lesson.

It was a couple of years later that some-
thing really happened. Agent Henry Will-

son sent over his card during a clowning
session with the piano player in the Gour-

I met Restaurant. I love to sing, and that

night I was having a ball just kidding

around with the pianist. Henry heard me
‘ and invited me (and my parents) to come

to his office to talk over a contract.

That was a twist—somebody coming

!
after me for a change!

I

But that’s how it began. Shortly, I got

a ninety-day option contract at Twentieth.

I’m proud to say I’m still there.

But my education in the cinema business

really began a long time before I signed

at Twentieth. At least part of it did, and
that’s where Alan Ladd comes in. He en-

couraged me, even the first time I met him.

One of the finest compliments I’ve ever

t had came from Sue Ladd, Alan’s wonder-
ful wife. Sue said one day that Alan and
I looked alike, in fact, looked enough
alike to be brothers. That’s encouragement
enough to go on for years, because I al-

ways thought of Alan as one of the best!

I consider myself a pretty lucky guy for

having known Alan as long as I have, and
to have learned so much from him. “You
can make it on your own. Kid,” he always

' said and I believed him. What’s more—

I

have made it on my own.
A lot of other “authors” have written

stories saying it was my dad who paved
the way for me. Let me be the first to say,

tain’t so, McGee! Sure, my dad’s the

greatest, but he didn’t hold any magic key
that opened the gates. He’s offered me bet-

ter things than that kind of help, because
my dad has been with me one hundred
per cent. We’ve had a man-to-man rela-

tionship, even during the days when Dad
wasn’t sure if I was serious about becom-

! ing an actor. He never really opposed my
career, just questioned it. I’ve held my
own magic key, and I’m proud of it.

But that magic key wouldn’t have
opened any gates without a lot of help
from a lot of guys. Like Alan. “An actor,”

he used to say, “is the guy who carries

the ball over the line. But he isn’t any
good without the team. The crew is the
team and you are the football hero. Re-
member, you can never do it alone!”
He’s so right. In fact, the crew’s most

important to cUi actor. And I’ve gotten to

know the crews—because that’s the way to

learn the picture business. The men in the

for adverfiting information, writo to Publisher's Classified Department, 9 South Clinton Street, Chicago 6 (Feb-Wo)
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LEARN ^MILLINERY AT Home. Booklet free. Louie
Miller School, Dept M30-2. 1400 Greenleaf, Chicago 26.
PRACTICAL NURSING—LEARN Easily at Home
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ELECTRIC GUITARS. ACCORDIONS, amplifiers,
wholesale. Free catalog. Carvins, Baldwin Park. Calif.
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Prepare now for a well-paid career.

Learn chairside and reception tech-

nique, X-ray, lab, personality develop-

ment. Simplified, personal instruction. If

you are between 17 and 50, you can begin
in spare time at home and shorten class-

work. Write now for FREE booklet.

WAYNE SCHOOL tab. 1-6

2521 Sheffield Ave., ChUa0O 14, III.

EXTRA MONEY
With

GREETING CARDS
Seehow easilyyou, too,can make
big money in spare time. Seethe
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TOMBSTONES
14^

DIRECT TO Y0U$
Genuine Beautiful Rockdale udMonuments, Markers. Satis-
faction or MONEY BACK. •

Freight paid. Write for our TERMS
FREE Catalog and compare prices.

ROCKDALE MONUMENT CO.
Dept. 405 JOLIET, ILLINOIS

RELIEVES PAIN OF

HEADACHE • NEURALGIA

NEURITIS

The way
thousands of

physicians

and dentists

recommend

Here's Why . . . Anacin® is

like a doctor's prescription. That is, Anacin
contains not one but a combination of med-
ically proved, active ingredients in eosy-to-

toke tablet form. Anacin gives FAST, LONG
LASTING relief. Don't wait. Buy Anacin today.
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only 50 boxes of

our 300 greeting card line.

And this can be done in a

single day. Free samples.

Other leading boxes on approval.

Many surprise items.

It costs you nothing to try.

Mail coupon below today.

FUN 'N* ACTION
ALL-OCCASION COMIC

ASSORTMENT
Fascinating
novelty cards

WHITE SPLENDOR DECORATED
EMBOSSED STATIONERY ENSEMBLE

Delicately scented, ribbon-tied
in book-style gift box

CHEERFUL CARD CO.
Dept. N-1 1 . White Plains, N. Y.
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napkins

ORCHID
REMEMBRANCE
ALL-OCCASION
ASSORTMENT

Luxurious designs
of unusual beauty

—including
exquisite satin
“puff” card

This Coupon Today
CHEERFUL CARD CO. \

I Dept. N-Il, White Plains, N. Y.

J
Please rush samples and full details of your

J

I money-making plan. I
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crew know the business. If they didn’t they
wouldn’t be there. And most of them, you’ll
find, have been around for a good number
of years. Any newcomer eager to learn
(that’s me), can get plenty from the grips,
the soundmen, and the electricians.
Take that time I was in my first West-

ern as an example. I had a special piece
of business where I raced in, read my
lines, jumped on my horse and tore off.

Well, we did it a couple of times and each
time it seemed to get worse. That horse
got to look a mile high and it just seemed
I had too much to do in too little time.
Everything went wrong.

I was sitting there moaning to myself
and worrying about the next take when a
grip came up behind me and put his hand
on my shoulder.

“R. J.,” he said, “take it easy. That boss
hasn’t bit anyone this year.” (It was Jan-
uary 2nd.) We laughed. I felt better.

Then the soundman came over. “Hey,
R. J., I’m only human,” he said, “and I

can only mix that stuff with two hands.
Take it easy on me, will ya’ ol’ pal.”

Then to top it all the electrician came
up.

“
‘Speedy’ Wagner,” he said, “I gotta

keep the lights on you. Wouldn’t you like

to slow down a bit? Try one thing at a
time . .

.” We all laughed. I had just been
plain too eager in every department.
The next take went okay. It was simple.

I just followed the directions the crew had
given me. Take it easy, and do one thing
at a time. Yes, sir. Those guys are great
teachers. That’s why I spend every free
moment hanging around the lot.

Now, Dan Dailey’s a different kind of

guy, and a different kind of teacher.
(“What’s the kid talking about,” he’ll say
when he reads this, “I didn’t teach him
anything!”)

First time I got to know Dan was when
we worked together in “What Price Glory.”
I played Dan’s “bat boy.” I carried his pack
(plus mine), his rifle (plus mine), his

helmet (plus mine), and assorted odds and
ends. Then the guy got the prop man to

put a little extra weight in the pack. A
little extra weight! I was loaded. I spent
more time on the floor than on my feet!

I’ll get even some day! And I’ll get even
for all the other gags the guy’s pulled on
me, too. Like teaching me to water ski.

Dan’s a great athlete, and as a water
skier he is tops. We spent some time at

Lake Arrowhead last year learning the
sport. “Swell, Kid,” he’d shout, “you’re do-

ing great.” I thought so. I even got where 1 I

could stay on my feet. I

I was determined to learn as many tricks I

on water skis as Dan knew, and came the
day when I thought I had him. Out across

i

the lake I chased him, copying everything
he did. Then suddenly, as we’d finished aU
the tricks in the book, Dan spins around
and starts doing them backwards!
Dan’s sort of indirectly responsible for

helping me to become R. J. Wagner, boy-
actor-now-on-own! By that I mean. I’m
now my own cook, bottle washer, and
housekeeper. I’ve got my own apartment.
Mom and Dad planned on moving to La
Jolla, so I decided I’d get an apartment in
town. A big one, so they could come up
whenever they wanted, and share it with
me. (Dad’s also going to share the rent
when they’re in town, so who could pass
up this bargain?) Only catch though, no
apartment.

We looked and looked, but you-know-
who solved the problem. Dan, natch! He
called suddenly one day to announce there

,

was a vacancy in his building. The vacancy
,

now has been filled by one R. J. Wagner, J

complete with tennis racquets, piano, div- |

ing gear, water skis and record collection. ^

Most of all, I guess I’m grateful to Dan
for his advice, “If you are going to work
in this business, don’t fool around. Work!” 3

That’s what I’m doing. I go to every
|

movie I can. (That’s my homework, yet.) !

I listen, I watch, and I practice. Especially J

my singing and dancing. I want to be a ’

song and dance man. A fellow’s got to do
j

something on personal appearances. Can’t j

just stand around with egg on his face.
J

That’s where Mac Carey comes in. A
,

nicer, more helpful guy you’d never want '

to meet. We went on a theatre tour re- j

cently and what did we do? We put on a i

thirty-five-minute song and dance skit,
]

called “The 3 B’s” (Bach, Beethoven and j

Boogie). Yep, I sang and danced.
j

My friendship with Macdonald Carey !

goes way back to a first bit I had in “The -

Lawless.” I was dancing behind Mac
throughout the scene. Of course, this made
it my scene. A bunch of friends and I went

^

to see the picture when it came out. i

“Okay,” I whispered when Mac and I were
j

about to come on, “my scene is coming I

up.” It came and it went! Mac looked
j

great. Me—I had a mighty photogenic
^

shoulder.
j

Mac and I still get together for laughs or

Pull up a chair—
. . . and listen to the exciting, factual True
Detective Mysteries radio program every
Sunday afternoon.

You may win

$1,000?^ Reward
for information leading to the arrest of a

fugitive criminal named and described on the

program. Hear the details about this $1,000.00

reward on

TRUE DETECTIVE MYSTERIES

Every Sunday afternoon on 527 Mutual Stations

You’ll want to read “THE CO-ED AND THE PROWLER’’— of the long,

eight-year search and successful arrest of the murderer of a pretty co-ed.

In the current issue of TRUE DETECTIVE Magazine out now.

i

J

I
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practice. We don’t want to get rusty. That
would be fatal for me. I’m going to be a

song and dance man if it kills me!
Since I’m giving out big votes of thanks,

I couldn’t overlook Dick Widmark, Clifton

Webb and John Hodiak for the help they’ve
given me. If it weren’t for a piece of ad-
vice John gave me early in my career,

there might not have been any career.

I was nothing in those days, but I did

land a part in a picture. Only catch was
—and it was a big one—I had to wear a
catcher’s mask over my face. Well, I ar-

gued to myself, it was a part in a picture.

My agent didn’t feel that way. “Oh, no,’’

he said, “we don’t handle bit actors.”

So there was I, with an agent and a
chance for a part. But if I took the part,

the agent said he’d leave me flat. Gee,
what to do? So I asked Hodiak. “Go into

the picture,” was his advice.

I took it and I’ve never regretted it.

After the picture was finished, I had no
agent, but I had the one hundred and fifty

dollars I earned, and I bought a Screen
Actors Guild card. Now I was ready!
Then Famous Artists Agency signed me

up and things looked pretty bright. Not
financially, though. I was in debt to my
family for about seven hundred and fifty

bucks which they loaned me to become
an actor. Christmas was around the cor-
ner and I wanted to spring for a couple of

presents, so when the ninety-day test op-
tion was offered by Twentieth, I signed.
Working at Twentieth with Dick Wid-

mark in “Halls of Montezuma” was an-
other one of my first experiences. And a
great one. In one scene, I was supposed
to follow him in a running sequence. I

gave it everything I had. Too much, I

guess, because I just came out a blur.

“Look, Kid,” said Dick, “take it easy.
The idea is to be seen. Follow my pace.”

Gee, he didn’t have to tell me that. But
if he hadn’t, I might still be a blur on a
ninety-day option. Thanks, Dick.

And thanks to Jimmy Cagney, too.

Everytime I stop to think of the swell and
great actors I’ve worked with, I get weak
in the knees. That Cagney cracked me up!
He’s so smooth, so great! Just working
next to him in “What Price Glory” made
me feel like I was all teeth. But watching
him work so close up was payment enough.
A guy couldn’t get better training any-
where. And although I’ve never worked
with Clark Gable, I’ll always remember
his advice about the picture business.

As for Clifton Webb, I just say tops! We
finished “Stars and Stripes Forever” re-
cently, and I came away feeling I’d gained
a bookful of knowledge.

Clifton worked above and beyond the
call of duty with me. In reading my lines I

sometimes take off like a shot. But Clifton
just said, “Easy does it, Robert,” and we
purr along like my old V-8.
Speaking of V-8’s, that’s the only way I

could top Clifton. We spent time between
scenes playing word games (you know
Clifton’s got a terrif vocabulary). He’d
pull out something like “syzygy” and I

had to retreat into my hot-rod lingo to
keep even. So “syzygy” he’d say for one
point and I’d counter with “twin-pots” for
a tally. Then Clifton comes up with
“quintessence,” and I’d say “flat-head.”
Clifton immediately answered, “Robert J.”

But I really had him on the ropes with
the hot rod terms. At the end we com-
promised. I gave him a glossary of jalopy
terms; he gave me a dictionary.

Well, that about winds it up. Since a
rock might fall on me before I get a chance
to tell you guys how grateful I am for all

your encouragement, I wanted to make
sure everybody heard about the stuff that
up until now has been just between you
and me. It’s no longer secret. And that’s
the idea. The End

HOUI TO
Vour Uleight This Common Sense UUov

YOUR FIGURE PROBLEM IS HERE!
Too Much Hips, Reducing Abdomen, Reducing the Breasts.
Firming the Breasts, Fat, Pudgy Arms. Slenderizing the
Legs and Ankles, Correcting Bow-legs, Slimming the
Thighs and Upper Legs, Reducing Fat on the Back. Squeez-
ing Off Fat. Enlarge Your Chest, Develop Your Legs—Off
with That Double Chin! Slenderizing the Face and Jowls.
Refining Your Nose. Advice For The Adolescent—The
Woman Past Forty—The Personality Figure, Glamour Is

Glandular, This Thing Called Love, Cure-For-The-Blues
Department. Take a Chancel

There is no magic about The
Common Sense Way to a beauti-
ful figure. But if you follow the
suggestions Sylvia of Hollywood
has for you in her book No More
Alibis you may, perhaps, chal-

lenge the beauty of the loveliest

movie star!

In No More Alibis the author
tells you how she helped many of

Hollywood’s brightest stars with
their figure problems. She names
names—tells you how she devel-
oped this star’s legs—how she re-
duced that star’s waistline—how
she helped another star to achieve
a beautiful youthful figure.

The price of this beautiful new
illustrated edition is only $1 post-
paid. Get your copy—at once.

- Bartholomew House, Inc., Dept. WG-253 _

I 205 E. 42n<l Street, New York 17, N. Y. |

I

Send me postpaid a copy of Sylvia of
Hollywood’s NO MORE ALIBIS! I
COMBINED WITH PULL YOUR- .

I SELF TOGETHER, BABY! I enclose I
$1.00.
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Design Smart Fashions
Fascinating work. Originate your own distinctive
clothes. Our basic training provides excellent
starting point for career. Learn at home—spare
time. Send for FREE booklet today.

NATIONAL SCHOOL OF DRESS DESIGN
835 Diversey Parkway. Dept. 1 382 . Chicago 14. Hi.

NEW TOWELS
LARGE SIZE 14 $100
ASSORTED COLORS f®'

NEW! Not Seconds
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Order NOW—Supply Limited

Agents Wanted — Make Big Money
TOWEL SHOP

_Depf.205B Box 881 Si. loult. Mo. __

— Available at oH ^

i teadingi drug ahd depart-
: ment: stpres* Only

in Canada

IMMEDIATE
EFFECTIVE

RELIEF

FOR

COLD SORES
FEVER BUSTERS
CHARRED IIRS

SHEETS, TOASTERS,
TOWELS, MIXERS,etc.

GIVEN TO YOU
Send for Big FREE

FULL-COLOR Catalog
Hundreds of famous, nation-
ally advertised products to
choose from— furniture, rugs,
lamps, slip covers, silverware,
china, draperies. You get
$25.00— $50.00— $100.00 and
more in merchandise just by
being Secretary of |*opular
Merchandise Clubs you help
your friends form. It’s easy!
It's fun! Nothing to'sell, noth-
ing to buy. Write today.

Popular Merchandise Club, Dept.TS-2,Lynbrook, N.Y.
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Dixie
NOW! AT LAST AN

SHAMPOO

created

Dullness, Brittleness

Now— a LOTION shampoo that is a

veritable beauty treatment for dry

or semi-dry hair.

Helene Curtis Milky Shampoo
contains a precious ANTI-DRYNESS
ingredient that lubricates as it

cleanses. . .combats brittleness and

flaking scalp due to dryness . . . im-

parts a sparkling, jewel-like luster

to even drabbest and dryest hair.

Once you see how thrill-

ingly different this new
ANTI-DRYNESS, lotion sham-

poo makes dry hair LOOK
and FEEL, you'll never go

back to less modern ways.

Try it today. . . . At all drug

stores, cosmetic counters

and beauty salons —
59 < and $1 .

milky ,rhampoo
The Anti-Dryness, Lotion Shampoo

I

Kidney Slow-Down

May Bring

Restless Nights
When kidney function slowsdown,many folkscom-

plain of nagging backache, headaches, dizziness and
loss of pep and energy. Don’t suffer restless nights
with these discomforts if reduced kidney function
is getting you down—due to such common causes as

stress and strain, over-exertion or exposure to cold.

Minor bladder irritations due to cold or wrong diet

may cause getting up nights or frequent passages.
Don’t neglect your kidneys if these conditions

bother you. Try Doan’s Pills—a mild diuretic. Used
successfully by millions for over 50 years. It's amaz-
ing how many times Doan’s give happy relief from
these discomforts—help the 15 miles of kidney tubes
and filters flush out waste. Get Doan’s Pills today!

(Continued from page 47)
garden interviewing Dixie while a photog-
rapher got pictures of her and the boys.
“Do you know that she’s been refusing

to do this for five years?” said Bing.
“Yes,” I replied. “But this is the first

time I’ve asked her.”
“Well,” said he, “you’ve done something

1 couldn’t do.”
On that afternoon Dixie was in a gay,

bubbly mood. But the old gray witch of
loneliness was often with her. That was
perhaps why she drank more than was
good for her. This kept her friends wor-
ried. I reveal this, feeling that Dixie
wouldn’t mind, because she was an honest,
forthright woman and would want me to
tell the truth. She bothered nobody; and
I never heard her condemn anyone for his
failings. With such a precedent, it would
ill behoove me to point up her one weak-
ness. But it should be known that during
her pregnancies about the only thing Dixie
could keep in her stomach was brandy.
You’d have thought that after a couple

of children, she’d have called it quits. But
you didn’t know Dixie. Doggedly she con-
tinued until she had her husky quartet of
sons. Each of them is a tribute to her up-
bringing. Dixie could be—and was—

a

stern disciplinarian. So her children, de-
spite the cradle of fame in which they were
born, are completely unspoiled.
And they adored her. Philip won an elo-

cution contest on the subject of “Taking
Mother to a Football Game,” About a
year ago another son wrote a beautiful,
almost book-length letter which he ad-
dressed simply: “To My Mother.”
Dixie was as grateful as a child who’d

been handed a new toy when others
thought of her. One Christmas Eve I was
dining with Merle Oberon, who had a
dozen guests at the table. Suddenly her
face lit up. “I wonder what Dixie’s doing
tonight,” she said. I suggested that we
call up and find out.

She was waiting at home for Bing. No,
she didn’t know when he’d come. Except
for the cook and the maids she was all

alone. The boys were asleep. “Why don’t
you come over and join us?” said Merle.
No, she couldn’t do that. It was Christ-
mas Eve; she wanted to be home when
Bing arrived.

Merle hung up. “I know what we’ll do,”
she said. “We’ll go over and get her.”
When we got there, Dixie was all dressed

up for her man. She wore a black velvet
gown, diamond earrings, clips, bracelet,
and a diamond solitaire ring to match.
She’d dolled up like this, not expecting
visitors. She was simply waiting for Bing.

It took a lot of persuading; but finally

we prevailed, and she came back with us.

But I think I never saw a lonelier girl dur-
ing the four hours she was in our company.
She had only two drinks. Sitting on the
floor, she reached out, touched Merle’s
hand, and said in a forlorn voice, “Thank
you. It means so much.” Her shyness
would not permit her to say more.
Once when Dixie and I were in New

York at the same time, I called to invite
her to lunch. “If you had called me yes-
terday, I would have joined you like a
shot,” she said. “But I’m packing to go
home tonight.”
“Home?” I asked. “Bing’s staying an-

other two weeks, isn’t he?”
“Yes,” she replied. “That’s why I’m go-

ing. I’d rather be lonely at home. I’m
staying at the Garden City Hotel in Long
Island. Have you ever been there?”

I had. Once in my youth I had gone
there with DeWolf Hopper to watch a golf
tournament. I still retained in my mind
a picture of the front porch: A mile of
rocking chairs with sweet old ladies rock-

ing and knitting; Imitting, rocking, and
gc'siping. Dixie had sat there three days
while Bing was out playing golf. So she
went home. And who could blame her?

In fairness to Bing, I must point out that
he was not neglectfiLil by intent. He had
many friends for whom Dixie did not care.
As a big wheel in show business, he had
become practically a citizen of the world,
while Dixie had retired further and fur-
ther into the small group that contained
her family. Bing was constantly meeting
people, doing benefits, and attending to
business affairs. This required much of
his time. Dixie was proud of his success;
but it did not detract from her loneliness.
Dixie was born in Chicago; her real

name was Wilma Wyatt. From what I can
gather, her childhood was quite normal,
except for that touch of shyness which was
with her all her life. She didn’t like the
rigid discipline of school and early cast her
eyes on show business. She began taking
singing lessons from Benny Miroff.

One day her father saw a newspaper
notice of an amateur contest being con-
ducted by Ruth Etting. “This is your op-
portxmity,” he told his daughter. ’’You’re
going to enter that contest.” Young Wilma
was so timid that she changed her name
so her schoolmates wouldn’t know if she
tried and lost in the competition.

“I was so bad and nervous,” she laughed
in later years, “that Ruth Etting must have
known that I was a real amateur. She
voted for me.” The award was a four-
week engagement at the College Inn. Wilma
got herself an agent and changed her name
to Dixie Carrol (later she changed it to

Dixie Lee) . Out of the blue came an offer

for her to play in “Good News.” Dixie
practically went into shock. Singing in a
small night spot among friends was one
thing; but tackling a musical headed for
Broadway was quite another. Her agent
had to force her to take the job.

In New York, as destiny would have it,

the star of the show got sick; and Dixie
took her place. “The band,” she used to

muse gleefully, “was hysterical over my
dancing. The boys just hoped that I’d do
one number right.” In her frank way, she
had notified the producer that she was no
great shakes as a dancer before going with
the show. This violated one of the basic
axioms of show business: Always say yes
when you’re asked if you can do anything.
Her agent pointed this little matter out,

but it never took with Dixie. She had to

be honest even if it cost her a job.

Nevertheless, the musical proved a good
showcase for her. Motion pictures were
changing from silents to talkies, and Holly-
wood was falling on its face trying to get
Broadway people who could speak and
sing. Before long the movies signed Dixie.
“In Hollywood,” she said, “I suddenly
foimd myself a big shot because I was a
Broadway star. Yes, I’d been on Broad-
way—almost seven weeks.”
Despite her self-disparagement, she had

the quality of a true star. Her career was
on a rapid upgrade when she met Bing. At
this time she was living with Peggy Renier
and Holly Hall. Both these girls had dated
the singer and found him attractive. But
Bing often broke dates with them. This
burned Dixie, who had a proud independ-
ent nature. What right had this two-bit
crooner to break dates with her friends?
She wanted to meet him—but only to give
him a piece of her mind.

Finally she met Bing. Even then he had
the garish garments and nonchalance for

which he is now famous. “He was a bad
dancer,” Dixie recalled afterwards. “He
liked me, I think, because I could dance.”
But the crooner, who’s charmed the



civi’ized world since, had girls to spare. .

“You have my number,” he said casually

to Dixie, “call me up sometime.” Dixie
had his number all right, but it wasn’t the

number Bing meant.
“I never call up anybody,” she said.

’’’hat did it. Bing had foimd a girl who
,dd no intentions of drooling over him.

It was Bing who did the calling, and soon
they were going steady. I recall meeting
them at a party given by Nancy Lee. That
was the first time I ever heard Dixie give

an imitation of Bing. It was better than
any imitation. It was a wonderful carica-

ture of the crooner. The pretty little blue-
eyed blonde laid it on so thick that she had
Bing rolling on the floor with laughter.

Nobody appreciated the devastating im-
personation more than he. Yes, she had
his number all right. And Bing had found
his woman.

Not long after that party—on September
29, 1930—they were married. But before
they became man and wife, Dixie, knowing
the harm drinking was doing his career,

prevailed upon Bing to quit. He did it

willingly for her; for many years. he didn’t

touch the bottle. And when he did, it

never became a problem again. Hollywood
was amazed at how quickly the carefree
playboy settled down and became a fam-
ily man. But to the end of her days, Dixie
never took any credit for Bing’s phenom-
enal success. “Nobody, including me, ever
helped him get anywhere,” she would say.

But marriage brought new responsibili-
ties. It is to Bing’s credit that he measured
up to them. He began to take his work
seriously, and the public took him to its

heart. The talent was there all the while;
but his new position in life was the factor

that brought it out. And Dixie, regardless
of what she said, was in there pitching for

him all the way.
Success in show business is seldom de-

void of tragedy. An actor, unlike a shop
keeper, can’t lock up his work, go home,
and forget it. He belongs partially to the
public; never completely to himself. From
every direction he is pulled by adoring
fans or people who want to get on the band
wagon of a successful man. You’re ex-
pected to keep all your old friends and
constantly make new ones; otherwise
you’re a snob. You have to make appear-
ances here, there, everywhere; otherwise
you’re considered an ungrateful heel. Your
every move becomes news; you live in a
goldfish bowl. And as you progress you
work harder and harder, because success
breeds success. I’ve known nobody who
has discovered a way to avoid the pattern.
This is part of show business; and if you’re
a hit, you’re stuck with it.

This was the tragedy of the Crosby mar-
riage. When Dixie started having her
babies—with what untold agony nobody
will ever know—her world became smaller
and smaller. Finally her life revolved al-
most completely around her family, es-
pecially Bing. She was in love with him
until the day she died.

Dixie had but a handful of intimate
friends. Perhaps the closest was Mrs. Alan

' Ladd. Her public appearances were so
rare that she almost became a myth. Sev-
eral years ago, she and Bing went to Giro’s
and made news when he objected to being
photographed with his wife. I asked Bing

:
about the matter.

“It wasn’t a matter of just being photo-
graphed,” he snorted. “I’d just started
dancing with Dixie and didn’t want to stop
to have my mug mapped for publicity.”
“But I’ve been told,” said I, “that when

you were in Jasper Park making a picture
recently, you’d pose for anybody that

!
pointed a camera in your direction.”
That was different,” he explained weari-

:
ly. “Those people seem to get a kick, out

— —

It takes just a few accents of

Maybelline Mascara, Eyebrow

Pencil and Shadow to make your

eyes more beautiful. Instantly they

give your face more life and expres-

sion. So, of course, when your eyes

look lovelier, you look lovelier, too.

Try it— you’ll see!

PREFERRED BY SMART WOMEN THE WORLD OVER

MASCARA EYE SHADOW EYEBROW PENCIL

NYLON STOCKINGS

FREE toYOU
with Money-Making Demonstration Kit

Elasytomakemoney in spare time, intro-

ducing new, proportioned Nylon Hosi-
ery which fits like made-to-order. 3 pairs
guaranteed 3 months or new nylons FREE.
Kush your name and address, and hose size to-

for 2 FREE stockines and Demonstration Kit.

AMERICAN HOSIERY MILLS. Dept. R-22, Indianapolis 7, Uid.

L 23-CARAT GOLD for EXTRA EARN-

•INGS! Personalized signatures in

II on sight! featured with PRIZE or PASTEL PARCH-

MENT assortment and other EVERYDAY GREETING CAROS

for every purpose. PLUS over 50 other MONEY-MAKERS for

you! Exclusive, Easy-to-Sell "PARTY NAPKINS”, Gift Wraps,

Gift Items, Stationery, etc. Card Assortments on approval

FREE PARTY NAP Samples. Start Earning! Write Today'

C. SCHWER CO., 29BEIm St..Westfjeld, Mass

FALSE TEETH
KLUTCH holds them tighter
KLUTCH forms a comfort cushion: holds dental plates
so much firmer and snugger that one can eat and talk
with greater comfort and security; in many cases al-
most as well as with natural teeth. Klutch lessens the
constant fear of a dropping, rocking, chafing plate. 25c
ai;d 50c at druggists. If your druggist hasn’t it.

don’t waste mone.y on substitutes, but send us 10c
and we will mail you a generous trial box.

KLUTCH CO., Box 5386-B, ELMIRA, N. Y.

LEARN AT HOME
• to be a Nurse’s Aide
• Practical Nurse
o or Infant Nurse

Prepare in spare time for a fascinating, high-pay career.

Thousands of men and women, 18-60, are graduates of

this physician-endorsed course. High school not required.

Easy payments: earn as you learn. Trial plan. 54th year.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 22, 41 East Pearson Street, Chicago 11, III.

Please send me free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

Name
City State Age

"^//SLEEPLESSNESS
(Due to Nervous Tension)

MAKES YOU FEEL

LONG FACED and DULL
. . . try Miles Nervine for

welcome relief. Contains

no Barbiturates. Follow

the label. Avoid excessive

use. At all drugstores.

MILES

NERVINE

DON’T LET UGLY

PIMPLES
RUIN YOUR LOOKS

Don’t neglect an externally caused pimply
broken out skin that nobody loves to touch!
Apply wonderfully medicated Poslam Ointment
tonight—check results next morning after just
one application!
Poslam contains all 9 ingredients well known

toskinspecialists—works faster, moreeffectively P

to help you to a finer complexion. Apply it after

washing skin with non-alkali Poslam Soap. At
druggists everywhere—costs so little.
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RECORD <1.96

SPECMl 4 RECORDS

Select any 4 of the following PROM
regular full sized nonbreakable 10

inch 78 R.P.M. records for only $1.96.

Each record has 2 big hits with outstand-

ing singers from radio and T.V. Music is by

Enoch Light and his orchestra. Postage Prepaid.

Immediate shipment. Money refunded if not satisfied.

1018 YOU BELONG TO ME
JAMBALAYA

1020 WISH YOU WERE HERE

WALKIN’ MY BABY BACK HOME

1021 I WENT TO YOUR WEDDING
HIGH NOON

‘"woYlD wFdE ’Dept.' PH

• 63 Central Avenue, Ossining, N. Y.

I Enclosed find $1.96 for 4 PROM RECORDS checked
I below

I
1018 0 1020 0 1021

I O 1022 O 1023 O 1024

[ O 1026 O 1027

' Nome

I Address

I
City State

1022 IT WASN’T GOD WHO MADE
HONKY TONK ANGELS

INDIAN LOVE CALL

1023 TRYING

MEET MR. CALLAGHAN

1024 WHITE XMAS
'

I SAW MOMMY KISSING

;
SANTA CLAUS

'

1026 OUTSIDE OF HEAVEN
! LADY OF SPAIN
I

! 1027 BECAUSE YOU’RE MINE
: THE GLOW WORM

PROM RECORDS

MAKk SELL DRESSESnewyork

MONP.
m 5th Ave. , N. Y. firm desires ambitiouswomen to sell Dresses, Suits, Lingerie. Asseen in “Vogue,” “Mademoiselle.” Fea-
turing the New York Look. Experience un-

necessary. Good commissions. Get your own dresses as
tx>nus. No Investment. Write for Fashion Album.
MODERN MANNER. 260 Fifth Ave.. Deot. T-2. New York

NEW TINYTONE RADIO
Really work*. NEW PRESET CRYSTAL, elim-

inates Tl/BES. BATTERIES OR ELEC-
TRIC‘’PLUG-INS"FOREVER!Beautifnl
Red plastic case. GUARANTEED TO
WORK on local statiotta—use most a^y-
where.SENDONLY$1.00(biU.ck..mo.)and
pay postman $3.99 COD or send $4.99 for
P.P.delivery COMPLETEWITHEXTRA
LONG DISTANCE AERIAL KIT AND
PHONE. LIMITED SUPPLY. ORDER

NOW. Midway Co.. Dept.BMW4g. Kearney. Welir.

Breathe easier . . •

Sleep better . . •

r Blessed relief for thousands since 1879. Vapo-

Cresolene medicoled vapors soothe and relieve

bronchial osihma. colds, coughs due lo colds,

whooping cough attocks. spasmodic croup. Sofe,

effective for children and adults. Special offer!

Doy and Night treatment. Includes new Vapo-

Nosalene, $1.00; Vopo-Cresolene, 60c; Electric

Vaporizer $4.00 Regular $S.60 volue — oil for

$4.00 ot your druggist now. (Same offer with Kerosene Voporizer, $3 00.)

If druggist cart'l supply, order direct

VAPO-CRESOLENE CO., 912 Sycamore Street

Dept. NWS, Cincinnati 2, Ohio

HEMSTITCHER
Hemstitch on any sewing machine with ihis handy
attachment. Does two piece, criss-cross, inlaid,

circular and hemstitching tor pleats: also tucking,

smocking and picotmg. Makes rugs, comlorters.

slippers, etc. out ot any material, easy directions

included.

Makes button holes on your sewing machine in-

stead of by hand. Also darns stockings, sews
butlons. uppers; and can be used for quilting.

Sews in any direction^ front, back or sideways.

SEND NO MONEY-Merely send your name,
address and pay postman $I.()0 plus postage on

arrival. Or, send $1.00 with order, and we mail

attachments postage paid. You risk nothing. Satisfaction guaranteed or $1.00 back

LELANE CO., Dept. MW-23, Box 571, Kansas City 10, Mo.

k She Gof
' for a Half Dollar

Vurill pay CASH ^7]
^ OLD COINS, BILLS WSTAMPSi
POST YOURSELF! Itpays!/
1 paid $400,00 to Mrs. Dowty(:
ofTexas, forone Half Dollar;

'

J-D.Martinof Virginia$200.00
^

for a single Copper Cent. Mr.
ManningofNew York, $2,600.00 for t

one Silver Dollar. Mrs.G.F. Adams,Ohio,'
received $740.00 for a few old coins. I will pay big prices

j

for all kinds of old coins, medals, bills and stamps.
I WILL PAY $100.00 FOR A DIME!

1894 S. Mint ; $60.00 for 1913 Liberty Head Nickel (not Buffalo) r

and hundreds of other ameizing Drices for coins. Send 4c for\
IlluBtrated Coin Folder and further particulars. It may

mean much profit to you. Write today to M.

B. MAX MEHL, 357 Mehl Bldg., FORT WORTH,TEXAS
(Largest Rare O^io EBtablisbment in U. S.)

;

II you need cash FOR ANY PURPOSE . . . you
_

may BORROW $50 to $500, rcfzardlcss of
^

where you live . . . entirely by m.-iil . . . FAST, J

CONFIDENTIAL service. NO CO-SIGNERS! NO 1
I INQUIRIES made of employers, friends, or

I
tradespeople! SOLVE YOUR MONEY PROB-

I

LEMS, NOW! Consolidate old bills. Buy what

I

you need and repay in convenient monthly ,
' ’

' payments to fit your income. ACT NOW!
I
Mail coupon for a money-request application.

AMERICAN LOAN PLAN Dept, t

I

Supervised by the State of Nebniska

I

219 City National Bonk Bldg., Omaha 2, Nebi

I NAME ACE

[

ADDRESS OCCUPATION ...

I CITY STATE
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of being photographed with me. Why—I ,

haven’t the slightest idea. But if posing
with me makes them happy, why should
I object? I suppose it’s part of my busi-
ness. But when Dixie and I go out, I want
to be just like any other married couple
seeking a little fun.”

As Dixie’s world narrowed, Bing’s ex-
panded. For relaxation he took up golf,

which meant many more hours away from
home during his spare time.

Many girls would have been contented
with having money to buy anything they
wished. Bing never stinted on Dixie. They
had three homes. But one desire of Dixie’s

was never fulfilled. She loved her four
sons dearly, but she always wanted a little

girl, too.

She and Bing shared a sense of humor
that rarely failed them. When he ordered
the biggest television screen he could find

and had it installed in her room, Dixie
said, “It’s too close to my eyes.” She
pointed to a tree out in the yard. “To
really enjoy this set. I’d have to have a

seat there.” Next day Bing had a chair

latched Onto the tree. But, of course,

Dixie never used it.

The Crosbys, like aU married couples,

had their differences. About once a year
we got the report that they were divorc-
ing. I never believed these rumors and
always denied them. Bing, being a Cath-
olic, doesn’t believe in divorce; and they
had too much at stake with their four sons

to risk a break-up. Once a divorce rumor
got started when there was a kind of divi-

sion of community property. This gave
Bing a laugh.

I believe the most serious rift between
the Crosbys came in 1950 when Bing went
to Europe on a “bachelor’s vacation.”

Dixie really wanted to accompany him

—

but not with a retinue of his cronies. Bing
admitted that she was a bit pieeved at him
for not taking her along, but denied any
divorce plans. Their lawyer said relations

between the couple were “strained,” but

there was hope for a reconciliation when
the crooner returned from Europe. Mean-
while Dixie indignantly told a reporter,

“We’ve had no quarrel. Bing wanted to

go to Europe. I had to stay here with the

kids. I hear from him nearly every day.

And as far as I know, there’ll be no sepa-

ration until either he or I give the green

light. But,” she added, “with a couple like

us, anything or nothing can happen.”

This time when Bing returned from
Europe, Dixie was not at the station to

meet him. But whatever the difficulties,

the marriage was soon sailing in smooth
waters again. Then Dixie, figuring if Bing

could do it, so could she, took her secre-

tary, went to Europe and had herself a ball.

They covered a lot of groimd, stopping

at thirty different hotels, and traveling

around 20,000 miles. In Paris they bought
a station wagon and drove through Europe.

This was the first time since her mar-
riage that Dixie had been absent from her

home for more than four weeks; and she

cut that trip short to return for the gradu-
ation of two of her sons. While abroad,

Dixie never for a moment forgot her famOy
and friends. She returned home laden with

gifts. The boys got the station wagon.

About a year ago, Harold Grieve re-

decorated Dixie’s bedroom. “I must have

five big, comfortable chairs in here for my
five boys,” she told him. “This is where
they relax.” And over that home will al-

ways hover her spirit—that shy, generous

shining spirit that helped shape the careei

of one of our greatest showmen and tht

lives of four wonderful sons. With God’s

help, Bing and the boys will carry out th«

pattern Dixie set for them. The Eni



Are Actors Sissies?

(Continued from page 53)

And no one has heard Robert Taylor and
Dan Dailey complain about their calling.

Humphrey Bogart and Errol Flynn like

being actors. And Gregory Peck would
never be happy if he had to do anything
else. However, they all try to compensate
for the frills and furbelows of their film

careers by leaning over backwards in

private life to be very, very masculine.
To go back to Mr. Wayne, John is luck-

ier than most actors in that he doesn’t have
to use much make-up—except for Techni-
color film. For his movies are rough and
rugged. But between pictures, John goes
far away from the soft life of the sound
stages—mostly duck and deer hunting.
Clark Gable used to know a duck hunter

when he saw one. But he ran into a blonde
blind with the fair Sylvia. It was different

with Carole Lombard. When the “King”
couldn’t sleep, he’d kick the covers off,

roll over and say, “Let’s go hunting.” And
before he could reach for a gun, Carole
was dressed and ready to down a duck

—

sometimes as early as 5:00 a.m.

Burt Lancaster risked his beautiful
neck not so long ago, proving his mascu-
linity. A girl photographer was taking
pictures for a magazine. “Could you do
one of your tricks, Mr. Lancaster?” she
cooed. Burt’s an obliging fellow, so he
jumped on to a twelve-inch balustrade
outside Hal Wallis’ office, and posed up-
side down on one hand. Passersby three
stories below almost passed out!
A rugged guy like Brod Crawford has

to find an outlet for the restrictions and
physical frustrations of his trade. His pal,

Lon Chaney, is the same. Most evenings

I

after working in a picture, both guys, who
! are the same weight and age, go to a gym
and beat each other up! Or try to.

It may very well be to explode bottled
I up virility that Robert Mitchum and
Humphrey Bogart get involved in barroom
brawls. At one time, Howard Hughes hired
a guard for Robert to prevent fights—until
Bob wanted to fight the guard! Bogey has
barred the Stork Club and El Morocco
from his list of New York fight rings. He’s
had a battle in each.
Tyrone Power gets his relief in flying.

When Ty was tops at Twentieth, boss
i Darryl Zanuck bought an expensive Beech-
1 craft plane for him to fly about in. But after

I

a flight from South America to Africa,
the plane was eliminated. Ty and his pals
were bucking a bad storm when the gas

: tank started to leak, and everyone had to
I take off his shoes and drop ’em overboard
I to prevent a nail in a shoe striking a spark.
1 Nowadays, Ty keeps a one-engine plane
I in England. And he rents planes here.

A great big guy like Victor Mature has
to stay put during working hours. But
comes the six o’clock whistle, and Vic is

I on the town with his men friends. An-
1 other manifestation of Vic’s need to prove
; his masculinity is his fantastic carelessness
I about his clothes. He wears socks that
S don’t match, ditto for coats and pants.

During his childhood, Tony Curtis’ play-
ground was a crowded city street and he
came home with many a black eye. The
background gave him a good right hook
and he keeps in practice in the Universal-
International gym.
How does Audie Murphy, the most dec-

orated G.I. in the war, feel about the non-
combative profession of acting? The
answer is in his den—stacked with every
type of gun and rifle. Audie has the
biggest gat collection in Hollywood and
he has to promise before starting a movie
that he will leave the guns alone until
the film is finished.

“Where’s Dan Dailey?” a columnist

asked his young buddy, Robert Wagner,
one lunchtime recently at Twentieth.

“He’s skiing at Big Bear,” replied R. J.,

and added hastily, “Don’t print that. Dan’s
in the middle of a picture, you know, and
he’s not supposed to ski.”

Dan, who’s a man if there ever was one,
always looks like a little boy caught steal-

ing the jam when he’s caught emoting in a
scene. When he’s dancing, it’s different.

That’s work, but saying, “I love you” to

Betty Grable for public approval brings a
sheepish grin to Dan’s blond features.

Tab Hunter is new to movies. His first

part in “Island of Desire” was a rugged
one. Off-screen, Tab is as rugged as the
fellow he portrayed. And he’s still another
star whose studio fears for his neck when
he’s galloping around on his horse, Out
On Bail.

Lex Barker uses Max Factor body make-
up for his Tarzan role. But don’t get the
idea that he’s a sissy. To keep his torso
in gleaming condition. Lex not only ex-
ercises in the morning, but in between
scenes on the set you’ll find him twisting
and gyrating and chinning. It was fat

around the middle that eliminated Johnny
Weissmuller from the Tarzan series. Lex
isn’t taking any chances.
Gregory Peck is not strong. He injured

his back rowing for the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley. And, more recently, he
passed out cold on the set while working.
But don’t undersell him on the masculine
front. Would a sissy ride the rapids down
the Rogue River for eight days in a small
boat? Would a tenderfoot teach himself
to ride from scratch, as Greg did for that
wild, uproarious Western, “Duel in the
Sun”? He went all the way, even to rid-
ing a horse up some steps and into a
hotel.

Errol Flynn has brittle bones. He has
already broken his foot three times, and
dislocated his back more than once. Still

he has a compulsion to keep on and on
proving that he’s a Man. This is the reason
for his yacht, the why of all the fights he
gets into, legally and fistically. The only
person he ever was afraid of was his first

wife, Lili Damita. And he’s over that now,
demanding a reduction of the huge tax-
free alimony he pays her.
Ricardo Montalban goes in for weight

lifting, and chinning, as an antidote from
swooning for cinematic sweethearts . . .

Keenan Wynn has his motor bike. So does
Gable. Rock Hudson likes to swim, ride
horseback, play tennis and golf. He hates
the term “pretty boy” and makes no bones
about it. Cornel Wilde compensates for
the lipstick he must use in his films by
lunging at fencing instructor Fred Cavens
—every day between films.

Jimmy Stewart talks like a boy scout
in his pictures, and on his own time—

I

mean he’s kind and courteous. And brave.
At the beginning of the last war, Jimmy
joined up as a private, rose on his own
merits to a colonelcy. He was decorated
for bravery for ever-so-many flying mis-
sions. He still flies, but like Gable, he’s had
it in the air, although that old feeling did
come back when he was making “Bend of
the River.” They caught him climbing into
an open plane for a sightseeing trip over
the Columbia Gorge.
In the old silent days it was easy for

a sissy to masquerade as an actor. But
the talkies killed off all the severe cases.
A high girlish voice emerging from a deep
hairy chest sounded the death knell. Just
the same, the boys, embarrassed by the
powder puff routine, spend a lot of time
off stage proving they’re as rugged as
the parts they play. And that’s very
rugg^ indeed. The End

New] Amazing Medication

snmvES'
PIMPLES
SKIN-COLORED

HIDES PIMPLES

WHILE IT WORKS

or definitely improved

CLEARASIL—NEW SCIENTIFIC ADVANCE

At last! A new medication called clearasil
is so effective it brings entirely new hope
to pimple sufferers. In skin specialists’

tests on 202 patients, 9 out of every 10
were cleared up or definitely improved.

AMAZING STARVING ACTION, clearasil
is greaseless and fast-drying in contact
with pimples. Starves pimples because it

helps remove the oils* that pimples "feed”
on. Antiseptic, stops growth of bacteria

that can cause and spread pimples.

INSTANT RELIEF from embarrassment be-

cause CLEARASIL is skin-colored. And
CLEARASIL is greaseless... stainless.

THOUSANDS HAIL CLEARASIL. So many
boys, girls, adults found that clearasil
works, it’s become the largest-selling spe-
cific medication for pimples in America.**

Reader’s Digest reported on clinical

tests using clearasil type medication.

GUARANTEED to work for you as it did in

doctors’ tests or money back. 59^. Econ-
omy size 98^. Get clearasil at druggists.

NOW AVAILABLE IN CANADA (slightly more).

*Over-activitv of certain oil glands is recognized hg authorities
as a major factor in acne. **Aozording to actual store surveys.

Don't Wet Your Hair
When You Have a Cold!

SHAMPOO

WITHOUT WATER!
DON'T RISK prolonging your cold by dousing
your head with a wet shampoo! Minipoo Dry
Shampoo gets hair shining clean without water
. . . and without disturbing your wave.

QUICK AND EASY! Just brush in fragrant Mini-
poo powder and brush it out. In just 10 minutes,
Minipoo removes dust, dirt and excess oil . . .

leaves your hair shining clean and fresh.

PERFECT FOR OILY HAIR ! Used between regular
shampoos, Minipoo restores limp, stringy, oily

hair to fluffy softness. Ideal, too, as a glamour-
saver for last-minute dates.

Get this marvelous waterless shampoo today!
30 shampoos and applicator brush in every
package. Ask for Minipoo Dry Shampoo— at

all toilet goods counters.



Proportion-ized Half-Size Fashions. Flattering

dresses, coats, suits, housedresses, corsets, slips

—

all correctly proportioned for YOUR half -size

figure, in sizes Ml/i to 26 Vi- Mail the coupon now
for your copy of the Hayes Style Catalog featuring

Proportion-ized Half-Size Fashions. It's FREE.

^ DEPT. 401

2li/e^ 467 FIFTH AVE.

/ NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

I Please rush FREE Hayes Half-Size Catalog. (401)
I

I

I Name

j
Address I

^^Post Office _ ^

PSORIASIS
PSORIASIS SUFFERERS: Has everything failed to
bring even temporary relief from scales, lesions and
itching? Then write today for FREE important in-
lormaiion. You needn’t invest one cent!
PIXACOL CO.t Dept. Y, Box 7097, Cleveland, Ohio

How to Make Money with

- Simple Cartoons''

y] A book everyone who likes to draw

-'^should have. It Is free; no

obligation. Simply address book j
ARTOONISTS' EXCHANGE

Dept. 592 Pleasant Hill, Ohio

WANTEP! 'v;::;;
‘

. For Calendars * Billboards * Magazines
Your child’s photo may bring you as much as $200
from advertisers. Big demand for pictures of f>oys and
girls € months to 18 years old. Let your child, too, have
this wonderful opportunity to l>e presented to the

nation’s leading advertisers. ( Not a contest. ) Semi
ONE small photo for our approval (ONLY ONE).
Print child’s name and parent’s name and address
on hack. Picture returned in 60 days if not accepted.

SPOTLITE PHOTO DIRECTORY
^ 7070-T Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Cal. ^

P

98

Don’t mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skm
disease Psoriasis. Ap-
ply non-staining Der-
moil. Thousands do for
scaly spots on body or
scalp. Grateful users often
after years of suffering,
report the scales have
gone, the red patches gradually dis-
appeared and they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin
again. Dermoil is used by many doctors and is backed by a
positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or
money is refunded without question. Send 10c (stamps or
coin) for generous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot
Test.” Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write to-

day for your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed.Print
nameplainly. Don’t delay. Sold bV Liqgettand Walgr^n Drug
Stores and other leading druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box 3925. Strathmoor Station, Dept. 7004. Detroit 27. MiCh.

Second

(Continued from page 69)
play any part at all—just keep working,
Cornel Wilde is not made that way. He’s
an actor’s actor, and behind him are not
only years of experience in radio and
in stock, but an enviable record on Broad-
way, including the role of Tybalt in Laur-
ence Olivier’s production of “Romeo and
Juliet.”

In 1948, while his career was still skim-
ming the top, he asked to be released from
his full contract at Twentieth, and to be
given, instead, a contract for just one
picture a year. He thought that would give
him a chance to pick the cream of the
scripts around town. But it just didn’t
work out that way.
And, as though having his career go

shaky wasn’t enough, his marriage to
Patricia Knight began to falter at just
about the same time. There was a pathetic
irony to the collapse of this marriage. For
in Cornel’s earliest days in Hollywood,
when the going was really tough, he and
Pat were one of the colony’s most devoted
couples. But, strangely, after Cornel’s suc-
cess. things at home never seemed to be
the same.
There are some who say that it was

ambition—not only Cornel’s tremendous
ambition for himself, but for Pat, as well
—that shattered the marriage. He insisted
on having her in every shot and every
interview. To get her into pictures, he
wrote her screen test himself—and re-
hearsed her in it for three days. And when
she was cast in a film. Cornel was at her
side constantly—coaching her, giving ad-
vice to her director, to the camera men.
After their breakup, he said, “That was the
trouble. I interfered too much.”
They spatted and reconciled and spatted

again during those last few shaky months,
and through it all. Cornel adored Pat.

All he did, he did out of devotion.

When he and Pat finally separated, it

seemed that his world was at an end.
Cornel considered himself a failure—as an
actor, as a husband, and as a father to his

daughter Wendy.
Distraught and unhappy, he set off for

Europe to make a picture. But the Fate
that was pommeling Cornel Wilde still had
a blow or two left.

The picture, which was scheduled to be
made in London, never even got started.

And Cornel spent six frustrating months
working on the script—cutting, revising

—

while the producer and the backers bick-
ered. It was a wasted six months, except
for the nostalgic pleasure Cornel found
just in being in Europe, where he had
spent so much time as a boy. He avoided
the brighter spots in Paris, and instead,

wandered alone along the banks of the
Seine, pondering the weighty questions of

both his marriage and his career. There
was his daughter Wendy to think about,
and there was that huge question mark
as to whether he was right in refusing
those offers of mediocre pictures.

Discouraged, he went back to New York,
where he saw Pat a few times. They
agreed then to divorce, and Cornel re-
turned to Hollywood.
The doldrums continued. But even

though he wasn’t working in front of the
cameras. Cornel wasn’t wasting his time.
“I’m not the kind of guy who sits

around,” he says. He kept his eyes open
for good scripts, and he spent a lot of

time writing plays of his own. He went on
with his painting (he is a highly skilled

amateur—not just a Sunday dabbler) and
he kept his fencing sharpened up.
He continued to turn down poor scripts,

and he kept reminding himself, over and
over again, that he had to learn patience.

Chance
He tried to pretend that he didn’t mind
the fact that the columnists never men-
tioned his name anymore.
For consolation through it all, he had

one thing he knew would never fail him:
his talent. He was certain that his day
would come again.

It did—with the offer of the role of
Sebastian in “The Greatest Show on
Earth.” But even that wasn’t all smooth
sailing.

Cecil B. DeMille had interviewed Cornel,
questioned him and studied him, and

—

signed a French actor for the part.

Then one day Milton Pickman (now
with Jerry Wald productions at Colum-
bia), who had originally suggested Cornel
for Sebastian, telephoned him. It seemed
the French actor had been devoting so
much time to learning the trapeze work
that he had neglected his study of English.
DeMille wanted to see Cornel again. Mr.
Wilde was skeptical.
Here was a movie with Betty Hutton,

Jimmy Stewart, Dorothy Lamour, Charl-
ton Heston, and on top of all these star
names, a full-blown circus. What could
possibly be left in the way of a role for
him? But when DeMille told him about
the part of Sebastian, Cornel could feel

the excitement welling up inside him. It

sounded like a great challenge. DeMille
said he thought Cornel should play the
role straight, rather than as a Frenchman.
“But I can do a French accent,” said

Cornel.
DeMille waved aside the suggestion.

“I’ve yet to hear an actor do a convincing
accent,” he said. “I think it’s better not
to try.”

“Would you do me a favor?” said Cor-
nel, “and see a picture called ‘Centennial
Summer’? I played a Frenchman in that,

and you can judge for yourself.”
The next day DeMille called him up.

“Great,” he said. “You’ll play it as a
Frenchman.”
Then began the grueling work on the

trapeze. Cornel was the last major mem-
ber of the cast to be signed, and already
Betty Hutton had three months of practice
behind her. Cornel had only two weeks
before the troupe left for Sarasota, Flori-
da, where shooting would begin in the
midst of the Ringling Brothers Circus.
After four days of it, he was tempted to
throw in the towel. Just looking down
from the thirty-two-foot platform made
Cornel dizzy. The platform itself was
rickety, and so small that his heels and
toes hung over the edge.
Physically speaking, his most difficult

scene was the one where he hung by his
knees, caught Betty Hutton in mid-air and
then pulled her face up to his for a love
scene that lasted three minutes. Profes-
sional circus catchers tried it first, and
though Betty is no heavy-weight, they
could not hold her, with their arms bent,

for longer than forty seconds. DeMille de-
cided to throw out the scene, and then
Billy Schneider, the trapeze artist who
had been coaching Cornel, spoke up.

“I think Cornel can hold her,” he said.

DeMille snorted. “That’s ridiculous,” he
said. “If regular catchers can’t do it, how
can I expect it of Cornel?”
But Cornel did it—and he did it five

times for that many takes. All that morn-
ing he had been practicing, holding the
one hundred and sixty-five pound Billy

Schneider. So that, much as his shoulders
and knees ached, Betty’s weight was al-

most a relief after Billy’s.

By that time, rushes were being seen in

Hollywood, and the word was getting

around that Cornel’s performance v/as

great. When he got back to the coast to

finish filming the picture, he found that



cheers and huzzahs were waiting for him.

The career clouds were clearing away.
And the same fate that in the black days
had made every phase of Cornel’s life

completely black, now chose to brighten
it at once—on all horizons.

If a script writer were working out the

plot, he’d probably be told that he was
stretching his story line, that things

couldn’t be either all bad or all good. But
Jean Wallace came into Cornel’s life

—

and he knew that things could be all good.

He had seen Jean casually around town
for a number of years, but then she had
been married to Franchot Tone and he
to Pat Knight. And they meant nothing
to each other. Now, both of their mar-
riages were broken. When he ran into her
one night at the Mocambo, he sat down
at her table—and they really talked for

the first time. The next day, he telephoned
her, and in the following months he dated
no one else. On September 4, 1951, not long
after his divorce from Pat was final, he
and Jean were married at the Los Angeles
City Hall. Following the ceremony. Cornel
rushed to New York for a radio show,
then flew directly back for the court hear-
ing in ’which Jean was asking the custody
of her two sons by Franchot Tone.

Cornel’s name was in the news again.

And, as an actor he couldn’t help wish-
ing that some of the headlines referred
to his skill as a performer. That came not
much later—when “The Greatest Show on
Earth” began to be seen around the
country. The plaudits poured in—and so
did the scripts . . . good ones.

Since he climbed up on that shaky
p'atform to play Sebastian, he has made
“California Conquest” for Columbia; “Op-
eration Secret” for Warners’; “Treasure of

the Golden Condor” for Twentieth, and
the soon-to-be-released “Main Street to

Broadway” for Lester Cowan.

His greatest ambition—one that he has
nurtured for years—is to play the role of

Lord Byron in a picture. And it looks now
as if he’s probably going to get the chance.

“I’m happier than I’ve ever been in my
life,” he says. “I have the really im-
portant things the way I like them—my
career and my home.”

The home is a Spanish type house in

Beverly Hills—a good house for children.
When the Wildes moved in, they found
the living-room walls covered with pic-

ture hooks. Cornel grinned; here was the
perfect excuse for hanging his own paint-
ings. And Cornel likes his house best
when it’s filled with youngsters. “The
more bedlam, the better,” says he.

Jean’s two sons, Jeff and Patty, and her
teen-age sister, Karol, live with them. And
Wendy joins them on weekends.

As far as Jean is concerned, a career is

something she can take or leave alone.

She does an occasional acting job on TV,
but she’s much more interested in her
home and children. Once in a while. Cor-
nel reminds her to call her agent, and,
from time to time, he’ll pull her out of

the Cub Scout cloud long enough to con-
vince her to read some of the scripts

—

with possible parts in them for her—that
she has a way of leaving about the house,
untouched. But he isn’t going to drive her.

If Jean prefers the kitchen to the Klieg
lights, that’s good enough for him. He likes

just exactly what he’s got these days. And
what he’s got is a gal who can ride and
hunt and spearfish with the best of them,
who can turn out a fine pizza pie, or, if

she’s so inclined, a fine performance.

“I know when I’m well off,” says Cornel.
“No man ever had a better partner to help
him make the most of his second chance.’’

The End

Elsa Maxwell's

Etiquette Book
This Famous Hostess Writes About Good Manners

Elsa Maxwell, the famous
hostess to world celeb-
rities, is being showered
with praise by Holly-
wood stars for her splen-
did etiquette book. In

Hollywood they are call-

ing it the most useful
and entertaining book on
the subject ever written.

Once you get your copy
of this remarkable book you, too, will join

the stars of Hollywood in your praise of

this fascinating guide to good manners.

A Social Education

Elsa Maxwell’s new book is different from
the usual dry-as-dust etiquette volume.
It’s gay! It’s up-to-date! It’s just chock-
full of the type of information that you
can put to immediate use. It brings you a
thorough social education that will enable
you to live a richer, happier life.

Here are the answers to all your every-
day etiquette problems. By following the
advice contained in this book you know

exactly how to conduct yourself on every
occasion. Here you find important sug-
gestions on good manners in restaurants
— in church — in the theatre — on the
street—and when you travel.

ONLY $1.00

You owe it to yourself
to have the information
contained in Elsa Max-
well’s Etiquette Book.
The price of this splendid
book is only $1.00 post-
paid. Order TODAY.

rBARTHOLOMEW HOUSE. INC., Dept. P-2531

}
205 E. 42nd St.. New York 17. N. Y.

|
Send me postpaid a copy of ELSA MAX- •

WELL’S ETIQUETTE BOOK I enclose
$1.00. I

I NAME B

I
Please Print

STREET I

EARN QUICK, EASY

CASH FREE
SAMPLES

SELL EMPIRE’S BIG, COLORFUL LINE OF GREETING CARDS
All-Occasion Boxes— 14 cards $1, also 21 cards $1. Fast
money-makers: Easter, Comic boxes—new Golden Cameo
Notes, children*s Paint Sets. Quick repeat sellers Name-
printed stationery, napkins $1. Cost nothing to try. Make $100
fast. Write for FREE imprint samples & on-trial boxes.

EMPIRE CARD CO., 202 Fox St., Elmira, N.Y.

WALL
(LEANER

Saves Costly Redecorating
AMAZING INVENTION. Banishes old-

style housecleaning mess and mass. No
no sticky "doQgh’'—no red, swollen hands. No

-y more dangcrons stepladders. Literally erases dirt like
Wallpaper, Painted Walls, Ceilings, Window

' bhades. Take ordera from, friejidal Earnmoneyl ActnowlSAMPLES FOR TRIAI Sample offer sent im.
I It IMU medj^ately to all who

send name at once. Hurry. Postcard will do. SEND NO MONEY—
juat your name. KRISTEE CO., Dept. 43t, AKRON 8. OHIO

Check number, size and color of frames
1—5x7 2—5x7
0 Ivory and Gold

1—8x10 2—8x10
0 Brown and Gold

Beautiful silk finish black and white
enlargements made from your favorite
snapshots, photos or negatives. Be
sure to Incline color of hair, eyes and
clothing for having your enlargements

I
beautifully hand colored In oil.

’ SEND NO MONEY. Simply pay post-

I

man for each enlargement and each
' frame plus cost of mailing. Additional
$1.29 for hand coloring 5x7 size or

$1.69 for 8x10 size. Satisfaction guaranteed. Limit 2
to a customer. Originals returned with enlargements.
Offer good in U-S.A. only. Prompt service.

Color of Hair Eyes Clothing

Color of Hair Eyes Clothing

Name
Address

I

I

I

! City Zone .... State

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS, Dept.NF-44
7021 SANTA MONICA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 38. CALIF.

ASTHMA
NO COST TRIAL OFFER!

rP YOU SUFFER FROM BRONCHIAL ASTHMA
PAROXYSMS, from coughs, gasping wheezing . .

.

write quick for daring No-Risk, No-Cost Trial Offer. No
matter if you consider your case “hopeless’*— Write Today!

NACOR, 1 01 -LState Life Bldg., Indianapolis 4,lnd.

LoiehusedDRESSES
. _ : we have

ever offered. Prints, solids,
rayons, cottons, etc. Assorted
styles and colors. Sizes lO tol
18. 10 for $4.95. Larger sizes|
6 for $4.95. Some of these\
dresses were worth
$30.00 when new. Send $1
deposit, balance C.O.D. plus
postage. Your $4.95 refunded
if dissatisfied, or merchandise
exchanged if desired. Many other clothing bar-
gains for entire family.

POSTCARD BRINGS PREE CATALOG
Allied Mail Order Co., Inc., Dept. 116-A

162 Christopher Ave. Brooklyn 12, N. Y.

RUPTUREEASER
T-M.Bec.U.S.Pst.Off. (A Piper Brace Product)

4.9S

No
Fitting

Required

A strong, form-fitting washable support. Back lac-

ing adjustable. Snaps up in front. Adjustable leg

strap. Soft, flat groin pad. No steel or leather

bands. Unexcelled for comfort. Also used as after

operation support. For men, women ond children.

Moil orders give meosure oround the lowest port

of the obdomen ond stote right or left side or

double. We Prepay Postage Except on C.O.D.’s.

Over 400,000 Satisfied Users!
10 boy Trial Offer

Money-back guarantee if you don't get
blessed relief.

0*fay may Aa serioua-ORDER TODAYI
PIPER BRACE CO.

811 Wyandotte, Dept. MWG-23 Kansas City 6. Mo.
99



Gives your bathroom a rich, colorful, decorator-

look to match or contrast with any color scheme.

Covers worn spots and chips on old tanks and
protects new ones. Guaranteed to fit perfectly.

Absorbs and evaporates tank moisture without

becoming soaked. Ends unsightly dripping. Will

not mildew. Fastens with grippers. Easily removed
for laundering. Two styles. (A) Tank attached to

wall connected to bowl by pipe. (B) Tank attached

to bowl — as illustrated above. Luxurious high

pile, fluffy chenille in lovely colors: pastel blue,

yellow, pastel pink, light green, dark green, coral,

grey, red, white, chartreuse, salt and pepper.

Order by mail, only $3.95. Money back guarantee.

Tankettes, Dept. Lp, 224 W. Washington St.

Milwaukee, Wise.

PRAYER
is a Tremendous Mighty Power! Are you facing difli-
cult Problems ? Poor Health PMoneyorJob Troubles ?

Love or Family Troubles? Worried? Drink? Unhap-
piness of any kind? Would you like more Happ-ress.
Success and “Good Fortune” in Life? Here is wonder-
ful NEWS of a remarkable NEW WAY of PRAYER that
is helping thousands to glorious NEW happiness and joyl
Just clip this Message now and mail with your nan’e,
address and 3c stamp to LIFE-STUDY FELLOWSHIP,
Box 6902, Noroton, Conn. We w'.ll rush this wonderfulNEW Message of PRAYER and FAITH to you by AIR
MAIL absolutely FREE!

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size S X lO Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT Paper
Same price for full length or bust
form, groups, landscapes, pet ani-
mals. etc., or enlargements of anr
part of a group picture. Origin^ is

returned with your enlargement.

SendNoMoney 3for$po
Just mail photo, negative or snap-
shot {any size) and receive your enlargement,
guaranteed fadeless. on beautiful double-weight
portrait quality paper. Pav postman 67c plus
postage—or send 69c with order and we pay post-
age. Take advantage of this amazing offer. Send your photos today.

Piotessloml Art Studios. S34 $. Main. Dept 33 -B. Princeton, Illinois

The Tony Cur+is-Janet Leigh Marriage

(Continued from page 49)
movie we disagree over. And I always
tell her what I think. But that doesn’t
mean our marriage is on its way out. Not
by a long shot.

“The only way two married people can
get along is to let off steam occasionally.
It’s good to get your opinions out in the
open, it clears the air. But even while we’re
doing this, we never forget we’re in love
and have each other.”
Tony and Janet feel—and admit—there

will always be marital problems they
must solve. Like insignificant domestic
rifts that suddenly become amplified in

importance when they find their way into
print. Economic problems that arise from
that illogical American tradition, prevalent
especially in Hollywood, of “keeping up
with the Joneses” whether you can afford
it or not. And keeping two careers in

the same family free from conflict.

Being human, they’ve found too, it isn’t

easy to be a movie hero or heroine twen-
ty-four hours a day. But long ago, they
recognized all these threats to their mar-
riage. And everything is under control.

Everything, that is, except irresponsible
gossip that snipes at their marriage. This,

Tony believes, is the most dangerous of all.

Tony is a nice, even-tempered guy. His
friends, his employer, his co-workers and
the press will all vouch for this. Espe-
cially reporters, who find him always co-
operative, always frank. But he grows
adamant when he talks of the things that
disturb his happiness with Janet.
“You come to expect a few rumors,” he

says, “and certain stories have always
made spicier reading than others. But this

latest lie about Janet kicking my shins
was ridiculous.

“Maybe I’m sounding off, but you be
the judge,” he says, as he recounts what
really happened at the party.
While working out some stunts during

the filming of “Houdini” at Paramount, in

which he and Janet co-star for the first

time, Tony suffered a sprain and fracture
of his foot. The injury was more painful
than serious and rather than disappoint the
people who invited them, Tony went to

the party in question, despite the pain he
felt. Tony is like that—he seldom dis-
appoints a friend.

Once there, he moved about for a while,
greeting friends. But at one point, Tony
felt the pain in his ankle becoming so
acute that he had to sit down and rest.

It was as simple as that. Yet the inci-

dent gave rise to printed speculation that
not only had Janet kicked Tony and
caused the injury, but that their marriage
itself was in jeopardy!
“Sure, I was upset,” Tony continued, his

usual smile now replaced by an expres-
sion of dead earnestness. “In the first

place, when two people really split up,
it’s not just because of one argument they
may have had at a party; it’s usually deep-
rooted and has to do with more than one
night’s incident. Our friends know us so
well that they don’t believe these things.
But what about those who don’t know us?
How can we make them understand?”

In Hollywood, Tony has found, success
sometimes has a way of backfiring. In his
own case, it is ironic that the town which
brought him so much he is grateful for
should now supply the ingredients to give
him concern for his married happiness.
Gossip, he feels, is the most serious wrong
of all, but there are other problems and
here is how Tony and Janet meet them.
“When you’re a movie star,” Tony ex-

plains, “everyone thinks you make astro-
nomical sums of money. They read about
the salaries of top-bracket actors and
think every actor is well-heeled. Gee,

Janet and I are practically newcomers in

this profession and don’t make nearly as
much as people think we do. Yet some
expect us to live by a Hollywood code
that doesn’t fit us, either economically or
emotionally. When we make compro-
mises, they don’t always understand us.

“For instance, we occasionally hear the
accepted thing for movie couples to do,
when one person is away on location, is

for the other to go out with someone else.

But the fact that we don’t do it doesn’t
mean either of us is jealous and doesn’t
trust the other. I stay home when Janet is

away because I have no interest in any-
one except my wife. Maybe we’re old-
fashioned, but our parents operate this

way, and why shouldn’t we?”

As for “keeping up with the Joneses,”
Tony and Janet don’t even try, thus elim-
inating at once possible financial pitfalls

certain other Hollywood marriages have
fallen into by living beyond their means.
“We don’t own a home yet and I can’t

give Janet a Cadillac. We know what we
can afford and we live within our income.
According to certain Hollywood standards,
maybe we do fall short of what’s expected
of us as stars maintaining our proper place.
It’s a temptation, but we won’t do it on
the cuff. We believe, anyway, that a
happy marriage is not based on such ma-
terial things but rather on the expe-
riences we can share together every day
as individuals.

“Another problem is that everybody is

full of advice for us,” Tony avers, “some
sincere, others not. And if you don’t lis-

ten, right away they start saying you’re
taking it ‘big.’ So we listen. Then do what
we like—and sometimes get criticized for
it. But by making up our own minds, we
take full responsibility for whatever we

|

do. And after a while, you come to find
]

out who are your real friends, whose
|

opinions and advice are sound.
“To me, our friends are the most val-

I

uable things we have and we choose them
carefully. They’re not just my friends or
Janet’s friends, but wonderful people we
both enjoy. Some are in show business,
others aren’t. Some earn more than we
do, some less. But you can’t be happy if

you have only wealthy friends; it warps
your sense of values.”

It has been pointed out in the past that
in Hollywood two screen careers within
the same family can be dynamite, leading
to unhappiness, jealousy, even divorce.
And while this may be a hazard peculiar
to some Hollywood marriages, Tony is con-
fident it will never threaten his.

“It may be a little more difficult at times
because, no doubt about it, one career is

easier to run than two. But I believe two
people with careers can help each other
if they recognize their problems and use
judgment. 'There are just as many ex-
amples in Hollywood where two careers
are working in the same family as exam-
ples of failvu-e.

“First of all, you must remember that
the other career you’re concerned with
belongs to a person you love, so at once it

becomes more than a professional interest

you hold in it. People in our business
are high-strung; that’s why we become
actors. And for this reason, sometimes it’s

hard to be coldly honest instead of purely
emotional. But if you’re really honest
with yourself at all times, two careers
can work and to advantage.
“For instance, Janet and I have just fin-

ished working together in ‘Houdini’ and it

proves my point. Janet is a good actress

and it helps any actor’s performance if he
plays scenes with someone who’s respons-
ive and whose ability he respects; all the



scenes play better for that understanding.
“There was another big advantage, too.”

Tony now smiled, a twinkle in his eye. “I

was probably the only guy at Paramount
who had a leading lady to clean up his

dressing room.”
These days, there are no crises in the

lives of Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh,
occasional gossip to the contrary.

One day, Tony confides, they would like

to replace their cheery apartment with a

home of their own which they’ll enjoy
decorating together. And a family that

goes with it. “We certainly want both,”

says Tony, “but we don’t set a schedule
for ourselves. We say whichever comes
first will be right and wonderful.”
As for those pitfalls to Hollywood mar-

riages, Tony is more determined than ever
that they shall not threaten his own. “By
living in Hollywood and being in pic-

tures, the problems of marriage are per-
haps magnified more than if we lived in

another community,” he explains, “but
basically, they’re the same everywhere.
In other towns, word-of-mouth gossip

causes the same concern to people there
that we feel here whenever we see a
false story printed about ourselves.

“I feel a man is entitled to his own idio-

syncrasies, his own way of life with his

wife, whether he’s an actor or anybody
else. I don’t question the way anyone else

lives. I don’t see why they should ques-
tion my way. That’s why no one should
take me to task, stir up troubles where
they don’t exist.”

So the next time you read anything to

the contrary, just remember:
Tony and Janet are two talented, in-

telligent youngsters, crazy in love; and
nothing, not even Hollywood’s often puz-
zling ways, is likely to alter that fact or
their marriage. The End

Don't Be My Valentine

(Continued from page 70)

on the bar in front of the seat, and then
that big adolescent hulk put his arms
around me and went sailing off. How was
I to know he could steer no-handed?
That was one of my first encounters

with a would-be wolf. And since then,
I’ve come to the conclusion that all men
aren’t wolves. If their fangs sometimes
show it merely means they want to be
wolves, and they begin early in life to

plam campaigns which are so subtle and
clever that a girl needs to educate herself

in the womanly art of self defense.
February 14 is a very special day, yet

many people have little respect for the
sentiment.
Every day is Valentine’s Day as far as

some men are concerned—and the ma-
jority of these fellows are the wolf-types.
That can be a sad fact for womanhood.
When a girl is young and first begins
dating she is usually confused and scared,
and if she’s going with boys her own age
they are often as insecure as she. But
when she grows older and begins to think
she can take care of herself, it is this very
self-confidence which might be her Water-
loo, because by that time she’s going with
men who know all the ropes. This breed
can be doubly dangerous, and while I hope
men are here to stay, I consider many
of them a scheming pack.

I learned my lessons when 1 reached
Hollywood. I don’t mean by this that
Hollywood has more wolves than any other
town. The men here have the same lines,

the same techniques. The only difference
is that they’re generally better looking
and wear more expensive suits. Inside
their crafty heads, they’re men, like every-
where else. I didn’t hit the “would-be”
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wolf pack until Hollywood because, for

one thing, I came here when I was still

of high-school age and I finished my edu-
cation at the studio school. During that
time I was always surrounded by chap-
erones, and I missed the high-school and
college dating that most girls have. When
I wasn’t working, there were my sisters

Dottie and Evvie, and the three of us were
together so much of the time that we put
up a formidable front. If any male around
town had designs on any one of us, he
sooner or later gave uo the prospect.
Once I started dat'ng in Hollywood, I

beean making o'^servations. At first I con-
sidered the galloping type the most dan-
ge’-ous. These were usually the life of the
part'", and the party wasn’t over very
long before they were revealing their un-
brotherly attitude, regardless of how little

they knew me. But there’s one thing about
a fast worker—a girl knows immediately
that she must be on her guard; these men
are transparent.
There are all sorts of plots. For instance,

the one that builds up confidence. “I want
to settle down,” he will say. “I’ve always
wanted to get married. I can’t think of

any better way to live than in a little

cottage with a sweet and loving wife.”

I consider this one a sneak punch. The
man makes the girl think he’s violently in

love with her, that he is hers alone, that

he is the solid type who would make a

good husband. And all the time he’s adding
other numbers to his telephone book and
handing the same line to every girl he
knows. By now I can recognize this type
after the first few sentences.

Then there is the man who appeals to

a girl’s sympathy. He laments loud and
long about his miserable childhood, his

aloof mother, the bad breaks in his career,

his lack of friends, the fact that nobody
understands him. This is a direct appeal
to the maternal sense, for most girls like

a man they can fuss over and mother.
But I figure if they haven’t any friends
there must be a good reason for it.

Some men make a business of o’d world
charm—the hearts and flowers and lacy
Valentine kind. I recall one swain who
had taken me to dinner in town a few
times. I found him quite charming, but
after a girl dates a few men she develops
an instinct about their intentions. This
one’s approach screamed, “Caution!”

“I’ve found an enchanting place way
out in the country,” he said only a few
weeks after he’d met me. “Gypsy violins

and all that sort of thing. I’d like to take
you there.” I decided to take him up on it

as a test, but under my own terms.

When he came by to pick me up on the
appointed evening there were two friends
of mine in my apartment. “You talked so

much about this charming place,” I said

sweetly, “that I thought Fred and Mary
might like to go along with us.”

You should have seen his face. It fell

apart like a clay pigeon, and later that
night he sat at dinner in this particular
hide-away, glaring at the Gypsy musician.

That reminds me of the man I met when
I was on a personal appearance tour.

Mother and I were having dirmer at the
hotel when he came over to our table. I

had met him before and, after he was
introduced to Mother he asked if I would
join him for breakfast the next morning
in his suite. “I’d be delighted,” I said.

“What time would you like me to come
up?” He looked ecstatically happy when
he left our table, but the next morning
when Mother and I showed up for break-
fast, he knew he’d been outflanked.

Mother has always been my best friend
in many ways, and particularly when it

came to lending a helping hand with the
would-be wolves. My sisters, too. Evvie

used to want a report every time I came
home from a date. “Did he kiss you?” she
always wanted to know. If I was coy about
it, she’d glare. “How many times?”

It was mother who helped in a more
tangible fashion. She was on hand when I

arrived home. Or else I’d lean against the
doorbell and in exactly thirty seconds
flat she’d have t'ne door open and stand
beaming at my date. “Won’t you come in

for a cup of coffee?” she’d say.

I could always discover the wolves from
their attitude toward my family, and I

think it’s a pretty good rule for every girl

If he is at ease with them, doe'=n’t resent
their occasional presence, you don’t have
too much to worry about.

I often think how uncertain I used to

be during my first days of dating and
wish there were some way I could help
the teen-agers who are now going through
the same thing. Sometimes men can make
you feel awfully inadequate and unsure,
and this treatment is definitely unfair. If

you refuse to let this type kiss you, he
responds by saying, “Oh come now, we’re
here for a good time, aren’t we?” This is

the type that I feel never has a good time.
He doesn’t know that courtship shouldn’t
be a wrestling bout. He never will learn
that because of his insistence and dis-

respect for a girl’s wishes, he loses all

chances with her. Even worse is the
character who sneers at the girl. “Aren’t
we Victorian?” he says. “I didn’t know you
were old-fashioned.” Your answer to this

is that you’re prudent, not a prude.

I’m sure most men instinctively want
to respect a girl, to put her up on a
pedestal, and if the girl wants that kind
of adoration she can get it bv deserving
it. She can act like a lady and dress like

a lady, and then if the man makes advances
and is refused, he might pretend to be
disappointed, yet he is happy in the
knowledge that he can respect this girl.

I don’t mean to give the impression that
I belong to an anti-kissing club, but the
time, the place and the person are im-
portant. The man himself is the most
important. There is one little item that it

seems takes most girls a long time to

learn. She might regard a kiss as some-
thing to be taken lightly; she might even
distribute her kisses like a bridge player ;«

deals cards. But she should learn that a

man does not take a kiss lightly. It is

something very important to him. *

Personally I feel that time is too precious
in this life to waste. I don’t go out with iit

a man unless he has a definite appeal or t P

charm for me and, at the risk of hurting 1 1

the feelings of those who don’t, I tell them
so. This seems to be an immense problem
to many teen-agers; how to tell a boy you
aren’t interested in him. I figure honesty
is the best policy and have said quite ^

frankly that both they and I would be
wasting our time. I think it’s fairer in the
long run to both parties. I use these ,

'

methods both for the wolves and those who
are the brotherly type. For despite our i:

experiences with the would-be Romeo, we ;jfi

still prefer to go out with men rather
than mice. if

I think it’s merely a matter of being fi

selective. A date is important, not just
Jj-

something that grows on trees. I can re- i!

member the days when I collected cloison- "f

ne hearts on a charm bracelet, each one
donated by a different boy, but I’ve since I'

learned to pick and choose the men I Ji-

date. First I find out if they’re sincere, f

I

then let time tell the tale. And I know
by now that my own conduct will guide 1
the course of our friendship. Despite all i I

their male tactics, a woman can make a Ai i

man anything she wants him to be—the il
|

right man. Otherwise, no matter what the I
time of year, I’ll issue the warning, “Don’t ^ i

be my Valentine!” The ENDfe'l
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And Along Came Dodo

(Continued jrom page 43)
and smoke, we walked over to watch the
flames. As we turned into Rowland Ave-
nue, I grabbed Marty’s arm convulsively.
Careening toward us on a bike was a small
boy wearing a leather jacket and a visored
cap. His face was covered with freckles
and friendliness.

“Marty!” I gasped. “I’m sure—that’s got
to be Doris Day’s son.”

“Don’t be silly,” he calmly rejoined.

“Doris doesn’t live around here. Her son
doesn’t ride a bike and live on a block and
nlay with a bunch of kids. They probably
live in a big mansion in Beverly Hills, and
Terry plays alone in a mink-lined pool.”

I was still thinking about this kid—Dodo
Day in miniature—almost comical in his

exact resemblance, as we watched War-
ners’ large Stage Twenty-one burn to the
ground. And sornehow I got into conver-
sation with a man standing nearby. I told

him I had played with Doris when we were
little girls, and now I was almost sure I

had seen her son on a bicycle.

“It probably was her son,” he said. “She
lives down the street. Why don’t you look
her up?”

I mentioned the unanswered letters.

“She never got them,” he said. “If you
sent them to the studio, they were thrown
in with her fan mail which comes in such
volumes that it might be a matter of

months before your letters come to her at-

tention.” That sounded logical. “Look,”
he went on, “I’m an assistant director and
I know Doris well. She would never brush
off an old friend. Give me your name and
phone number and I’ll have her call you.”

Only an hour after we got home from the
fire I had a phone call from Dodo and we
made a date to meet. Yet, the next day as
I walked the three blocks from our apart-
ment to Doris’ beautiful home to have limch
with her, I was a little uncertain. What
can a glamorous movie star and a middle-
class hausfrau possibly have in common?
What will we talk about? I couldn’t help
wondering.
What did we talk about? I couldn’t say.

Words tumbled over each other, as they do
every time we meet or talk on the tele-

phone. Terry was the boy on the bike all

right—I loved telling my husband—and
Alma Kappelhoff, Dodo’s mother, was still

the same dear woman who took us to the
movies every Saturday and was hissed be-
cause she had trouble separating us from
our seats when the picture rolled around
the second time.

It didn’t seem at all necessary to talk

about the years when we’d been such good
pals, but those happy days had left the in-

evitable mark of youthful friendship upon
us. We had not gone to the same school,

nor had too many friends in common, but
we had shared early experiences and ex-
changed bashful confidences. It was, mir-
aculously, as though nothing much had
happened in between—certainly nothing
as important as Doris’ rise to stardom.
We told each other about our husbands

and were delighted to discover both are
named Marty. And when my Marty and I

dropped by the following Sunday, our hus-
bands hit it off immediately and became
fast friends.

The Melchers are daytime people. They
go to sleep early and get up early, just as
we like to do. They’re also coffee hounds,
another point we have in common. The
kitchen is a favorite gathering place in

the Melcher household, with everybody
hanging over the coffee-pot and exchang-
ing jokes and bright conversation. It’s

wood-panelled and comfortable, and a
grand place to relax. The window sills are
bright with paper geraniums which Doris
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BRIEF REVIEWS
For fuller reviews, see Photoplay for months indicated. Photoplay
Applauds, for this month, page 8. This month’s full reviews, page 12

A—Adults F—Family

OUTSTANDING
CINERAMA — Cinerama Productions, Eastman

Kodak color: An amazing new movie technique,

using three curved screens and special sound,

takes you right into the action. No story, but plenty

of thrills: a roller-coaster ride, opera at La Scala,

an air tour of the U. S. (F) January

COME BACK, LITTLE SHEBA—Wallis, Para-

mount: Intimate, grueling drama of a marriage.

of youth and the yearning for lost youth. Shirley

Booth is magnificent; Burt Lancaster, Terry

Moore, Richard Jaeckel score. (A) January

HAPPY TIME, THE—Columbia: Witty and wise

story of a French-Canadian boy’s awakening to love

and sex. Family saga excellently acted by Bobby

Driscoll, Charles Boyer and Marsha Hunt, Louis

Jourdan and Lin<la Christian. (F) September

IVANHOE—M-G-M, Technicolor: Big, splendid’

action epic of knighthood days, with Robert Taylor'

as the Saxon hero who defies King John and is

loved by Elizabeth Taylor, as Rebecca, and Joan

Fontaine, as Rowena. (F) September

PROMOTER, THE—Rank-U-I: Slyly hilarious^'

Alec Guinness film, about a gent who makes his';,

fortune by his wits. With Glynis Johns as an ad-'^

ventiiress. (A) December,

VERY GOOD
BLAZING FOREST, THE—Paramount, Techni-

color: Neat, breezy melodrama of the redwood
country. John Payne’s the tough foreman bossing

a logging operation for Agnes Moorehead; comely

Susan Morrow provides romance. (F) January

BLOODHOUNDS OF BROADWAY—20th Cen-

tury-Fox, Technicolor: Bouncy musical set in

Damon Runyon’s raffish world. Hillbilly Mitzi

Gaynor hits Broadway as the protegee of bookie

Scott Brady, who’s trying to outwit an investigating

committee. (F) January

EIGHT IRON MEN—Kramer, Columbia: Realistic

story of one day on the Italian front, with good

talk, but more talk than action. Bonar Colleano,

Lee Marvin and Richard Kiley stand out among
the believable G. I.’s. (F) January

EVERYTHING 1 HAVE IS YOURS—M-G-M,
Technicolor: Marge and Gower Champion achieve

HELLGATE— Lippert: Grim, gripping drama set

in an inhumane desert prison of the 1860’s, with

Sterling Hayden as an innocent convict. Ward Bond

as the stern commandant. (F) December

HOUR OF 13, THE—M-G-M: As a clever jewel

thief in turn-of-the-century London, Peter Lawford

trails a maniac killer, with Dawn Addams’ help.

Sprightly melodrama. (F) December

MY PAL GUS—20th Century-Fox: Engaging story

of parental love, with Richard Widmark and baby

baritone George Winslow as father and son, Joanne

Dru as an understanding teacher, .Audrey Totter

AGAINST ALL FLAGS—U-I, Technicolor: Ram-
shackle action story set on Madagascar. In off-

handed style, Errol Flynn plays a buccaneer who's
f really a British Navy officer; Maureen O’Hara is

a fiery lady pirate. (F) January

BECAUSE OF YOU-U-1: Loretta Young and
106

stardom in an easygoing musical of show-business

marriage. With Monica Lewis. (F) December

FACE TO FACE—RKO: Two-episode film. “The

Captain,’’ with James Mason, is a dreary sea tale.

But “The Sheriff of Yellow Sky,” with Robert

Preston, Marjorie Steele, Minor Watson, is a de-

lightful, unusual Western. (F) January

IRON MISTRESS, THE—Warners, Technicolor:

Alan Ladd stars as Jim Bowie in a dashing adven-

ture yarn of early New Orleans, with Virginia

Mayo as the worthless beauty who inspires him to

fight his way to riches. (F) January

IT GROWS ON TREES— U-I: Homey fantasy in

which housewife Irene Dunne finds money sprout-

ing in her back yard. Dean Jagger and Joan Evans

are amom the family circle. (F) December

GOOD
as Dick's greedy, estranged wife. (F) January

OPERATION SECRET—Warners: Confused but

often suspenseful story of the French underground
and the Red threat. Cornel Wilde, Steve Cochran
and Phyllis Thaxter play maquis. (F) December

PLYMOUTH ADVENTURE - M-G-M, Techni-

color: Halfway successful attempt to humanize
the Mayflower saga. Spencer Tracy is the cynical

captain; among the voyagers are Gene Tierney,

Leo Genn, Van Johnson. (F) January

RAIDERS, THE— U-1, Technicolor: A brisk hut

conventional Western finds Richaril Conte out for

FAIR

Jeff Chandler team appealingly in a sohby story

of a loving mother with a past. (A) December

BLACK CASTLE, THE— U-1: Not very horrible

horror story. Gallant Richard Greene and evil

Stephen McNally chase each other through a castle

haunted bv Lon Chaney and Boris Karloff; Paula

PRISONER OF ZEN D A, THE—M-G-M, Techni-

color: Elegantly turned out mythical-kingdom
romance. James Mason’s blithe villainy steals the

show from Stewart Granger (as both the king and

the king’s double) and Deborah Kerr. (F) January

SAVAGE, THE—Paramount, Technicolor: Action-

ful, intelligent Western starring Charlton Heston

as a white man brought up among Indians. With

Susan Morrow. (F) December

STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER—20th Century-

Fox, Technicolor: Amiable, near-plotless musical

in four-four time, with Clifton Webb as John

Philip Sousa, bandleader-composer, Robert Wag-

ner and Debra Paget as young lovers. (F) January

TURNING POINT, THE—Paramount: Expertly

made racket-busting story, with Edmond O’Brien

as a crusader, William Holden as a reporter, Alexis

Smith as the girl both love. (F) December

revenge on murderous claim-jumpers; Viveca

Lindfors pleads for peace. ( F") January
;

SECRET PEOPLE—Lippert; British thriller with
|

Valentina Cortesa, Audrey Hepburn as refugees <

duped by radical agents. (A) December

STEEL TRAP, THE—20th Century-Fox: Nerve-

racking suspense. Joseph Cotten as an absconder.

Teresa Wright as his wife. (F) December

THIEF, THE— U. A.: Ray Milland scores as a

traitorous physicist in a dialogueless chase story.;;

Trick treatment of the Red-spy plot, with sexy Rita
|j

Gam appearing briefly. (F) December

Corday jdays the helpless heroine. (F) January
|

UNDER THE RED SEA—RKO: Record of ocean (

floor exploration by Dr. Hans Hass and his expedi

tion, with fascinating shots of coral reefs am
marine life—and phony touches that keep it fron ,

rivaling “Kon-Tiki.” (FI Novembe il
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everything

YOU NEED

WITHOUT COST!

Ladies — here’s your chance to get a whole new
wardrobe given to you as a bonus—WITHOUT ONE CENT
Of COST TO YOU! This amazing new plan offers your

choice of over 130 smart street dresses, after-

noon frocks, tailored suits, and even includes «

charming "mother & daughter” matching styles.

Besides getting these gorgeous clothes, you can

make up to $100 in a month just by wearing and

showing them to your friends! It’s just like

getting paid for being the "best dressed ’’ woman
in your neighborhood! Just imagine that!

ANY DRESS-SIZE CAN "MODEL" A FASHION FROCK

You do not need any previous"experience.'’ It doesn’t matter

what your dress size is—Misses, Half-Sizes, Juniors, Stouts

—you can qualify for this thrilling chance to make big

money just by wearing original Fashion Frocks! You
know, yourself, when you meet your friends, the talk

is bound to get around to 'clothes ” sooner or later.

And it will be sooner when they actually see you
wearing these beautiful new Fashion Frocks! Your

friends will want to know where you got them ... if they,

too, can get flattering new styles like yours. And when you
tell them about the magnificent fabrics, colors, patterns and
weaves — (from which you chose your own dresses ) —you’ll
be helping spread the good news about Fashion Frocks. It’s

our way of advertising!

NO OBLIGATION OF ANY KIND!

It costs you absolutely nothing to investigate this unusual
fashion offer... to learn how you can add to your income

and receive stylish new dresses as a bonus. All without door-to-

door canvassing or taking more than a few spare hours now and
then. The coupon below will bring you full details — without

obligation of any kind.

DON'T WAIT! OPENINGS LIMITED
This NEW plan is so sensational that openings are limited. So

”
* hurry! Fill out the coupon and send it in before the quota is

filled. There is no obligation, not a penny to pay!

FASHION FROCKSy INC.
Dept. L-2053 Cincinnati 25, Ohio^

In Canada, NORTH AMERICAN FASHION FROCKS, LTD.

2163 Parthenais, Dept. L-20S3, Montreal, P. Q.

PASTE THIS COUPON ON POSTCARD MAIL TODAYl

FASHION FROCKS, INC., Dept. L-2053, Cincinnati 25, Ohio
YES, I d like to be one of the women who get the chance to make up
to $100 in a month for wearing and showing Fashion Frocks. With-
out obligating me, please send everything I need WITHOUT COST.

Addi$ii^

Age.

If you live in Canada, mail this coupon to North American Fashion
Frocks, Ltd., 2163 Parthenais, Montreal, P. Q.



"FOR 25 YEARS I’ve been a steady Chesterfield

smoker," says prominent tobacco farmer Pearsall

L. Rogers. "They buy the world’s best tobaccos

and make the world’s best cigarette.'

MULLINS, S.C.

CHESTERFIELD FIRST

TO GIVE YOU SCIENTIFIC FACTS

IN SUPPORT OF SMOKING

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR

CHESTERFIELD.EITHER

WAY YOU LIKE 'EM

^GAR^TTE^

tobacco CO

A responsible consulting organization reports a

study by a competent medical specialist and staff on the

effects of smoking Chesterfields. For six months a group
of men and women smoked only Chesterfield— 10 to 40

a day— their normal amount. 45 percent of the group

have smoked Chesterfields from one to thirty years for

an average of ten years each.

At the beginning and end of the six-months, each
smoker was given a thorough examination including

X-rays, and covering the sinuses, nose, ears and throat.

After these examinations, the medical specialist stated . .

.

"It is my opinion that the ears, nose, throat and
accessory organs of all participating subjects

examined by me were not adversely affected in the

six-months period by
smoking the cigarettes

provided."

Remember this report

and buy Chesterfields—
regular or king-size.

KING-SIZE

(fCAI^TTE^
CONTAINS TOBACCOS OF

BETTER QUALITY AND HIGHER

PRICE THAN ANY OTHER

KING-SIZE CIGARETTE

• MvtRS TOBACCO CO.

BuyCHESTERFIW.MuchMUdee
Copyright 1952, Liccttr & Myir^ Tobacco Co.
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Picture you . . . after just one shampoo . . . with hair that

shimmers under even the softest light. Picture you with hair

that's silky soft, silky smooth, silky bright!

New lightning lather—milder than castile!

This silkening magic is in Drene's new lightning lather

i

No other

lather is so thick, yet so quick—even in hardest water!

Magic! because it Hashes up like lightning, because it rinses

out like lightning, because it's milder than castile! Magic!

because this new formula leaves your hair bright as silk, smooth

as silk, soft as silk. And so obedient.

.lust try this new Drene with its lightning lather ... its new, fresh

fragrance of 100 flowers. You have a new experience coming!

A NEW EXPERIENCE . . .

to see your hair so silky soft,

so silky bright ... to feel the

magic of this lightning lather-

milder than castile. No other

lather is so cjiiick, yet so thick.

New Lightning Lather^
a magic new formula lhat silkens your hair.

Milder than castile—
so mild you could use Drene every day I

A PRODUCT OF PROCTER & GAMBLE
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Do you know why Listerine Antiseptic is better?

Because the most common cause of Halitosis is

germs . . . that’s right, germs start the fermentation

of proteins always present in your mouth.

Listerine kills germs that cause that fermentation

. . . kills them by the millions. Brushing your teeth

doesn’t give you this antiseptic protection. Chloro-

phyll, chewing gums don’t kill germs. Listerine does.

That’s why Listerine stops Halitosis instantly . . .

and usually for hours. That’s why Listerine Anti-

septic averaged four times better than the leading

chlorophyll products it was tested against.

So, ifyou want really effective protection against

Halitosis ... no matter what else you may use . . .

use an antiseptic . . . Listerine Antiseptic, the most

widely used antiseptic in the world.

T^mpi’acfioncan

often help head them ofP

AT THE FIRST SIGN of a siieeze, cough
or tickle in your throat, gargle with

Listerine Antiseptic . . . quick! You may
spare yourself a long siege of a cold or

sore throat due to a cold because Lister-

ine Antiseptic fights the infection as an

infection should be fought . . . with

germ-killing action.

Listerine Antiseptic reaches way back

on throat surfaces to kill millions of

germs, including those called "second-

ary invaders” (see panel below). These
are the very bacteria that often are re-

sponsible for so much of a cold’s misery

when they stage a mass invasion of the

body through throat tissues. Listerine

Antiseptic attacks them on these surfaces

before they attack you.

Remember that tests made over a

12-year period showed that regular twice-

a-day Listerine users had fewer colds, and
usually milder ones, than non-users; and
fewer sore throats.

So, get in the habit of

using Listerine Antiseptic

night and morning, and
betweentimes, when you
feel a cold or sore throat

coming on. Lambert
Pharmacal Company Di-

vision of The Lambert
Company, St. Louis 6, Mo.

Gargle LISTERINE
ANTISEPTIC-to get after these germs

Tests showed thot
mToth

Antiseptic garg e ac
atter-

surtoceswere reduced^up^toJ^6Ye.'teria „oeth

ward as much as
_nnv of the "secondary

dir" of Whichire Shlwn at right. These

invaders, some ^f a

throat tissue. Cl)
Pneumocjccus^Ty^pe^lMa2|^

pyogenes,

And to be about Halitosis (bad breath)

Use LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC ... no matter what else you do

IL
Every week on Radio and Television Enjoy

—"THE ADVENTURES OF OZZIE & HARRIET" See your paper for time and station

1



,
YOUR SISTER'S GIVINO

ME A BAD TIME, KID-

BUT ! DON'T WANT TO

TAKE IT Sim NO DOWN!

BEHER SIT DOWN WITH

YOUR DENTIST THEN,

dan! you can't EXPECT

SIS TO PUT UP WITH
,

BAD breath! J

Thais Putting

Him On Ice, Sis!

LATER— Thanks to Colgate Dental Cream

TO STOP BAD BREATH, I RECOM/WEND COLGATE

DENTAL CREAM. BRUSHING TEETH RIGHT AFTER EATING WITH

COLGATE'S MAKES YOUR MOUTH FEEL CLEANER LONGER-
\ GIVES YOU A CLEAN, FRESH MOUTH ALL DAY LONG !

And Colgate’s has proved conclusively that brush-

ing teeth right after eating stops tooth decay

best ! I n fact, the Colgate way stopped more decay

for more people than ever before reported in

all dentifrice history!

Brushing Teeth Right After Eating with

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM

STOPS
BAD BREATH md
STOPS DECAY!

Colgate’s instantly stops bad breath in 7 out of 10

cases that originate in the mouth I And the Colgate

way of brushing teeth right after eating is the

best home method known to help stop tooth decay I

IT CLEANS YOUR BREATH WHILE IT

CLEANS YOUR TEETH I
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IMI,ARVELOUS ADE-IN-
Sultry beauties . Latin lovers . . . fiestas and

fandangoes . . . flaming feuds . . . tropic magic!

Grab your sombrero and let’s go .

COLOR BY

Techmicoi-oR

SCREEN PLAY BY

DIRECTED BY

1 AND I

BASED ON THE NOVEL “A MEXICAN VILUGE" BY JOSEFINA NIGGLI

PRODUCED BY ' AN M-G-M PICTURE

HEAR
the hits on the

M-G-M Records! P
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Use new shampoo

tonight-tomorrow your hair

will be sunshine bright!

It's like washing your hair in softest rain water!

This new gentle lotion shampoo pampers

your hair . . . leaves it soft as a cloud, bright

as sunshine, and so easy to care for!

what hollywood’s

whispering about

BY FLORABEL MUIR

A ROMANCE causing much speculation
is the one between Ginger Rogers and
her young French protege, Jacky de
Bergerac. Slim, trim, platinum blonde.
Ginger, who never grows old, made
her first trip to Paris a year ago, where
she met twenty-five-year-old Jacky, who
at that time was escorting Evelyn Keyes
around the gay French capital. The
charming Gallic man-about-town was
manager of an automobile agency, but
Ginger thought he ought to be in the
movies. They were both house guests
in Italy of John Perona, the suave owner
of Manhattan’s exclusive El Morocco.
The more she saw of Jacky the more

Ginger became convinced that Holly-
wood needed him. She got in touch with
head men at M-G-M and told them she’d

found a potential actor worth cultivat-

ing, and, since the studio officials had
high respect for Ginger’s judgment, they
gave the French lad a contract and
brought him to Hollywood. The first

thing he had to do was learn English,
and Ginger has been his personal lan-

guage tutor. Marriage? Ginger laughs
that question off, but they’re always to-

gether. And when they’re dancing at the

Sunset Strip night spots they seem
oblivious of everything but themselves
and the music. Hollywood whispers that

Ginger has once again lost her heart.

The feud is on between Pamela Mason,
wife of the fascinating James, and
Zsa Zsa Gabor. It started when the

lovely Hungarian passed on to others

some gossip intended for her ears alone.

When Pamela heard that Zsa Zsa had
{Continued on page 6)

Ginger’s romance has a French accent

4



By MARY MARATHON
Rosemary Clooney’s vivid personality seeped right through the microphone onto

stacks of platters of “Come On-A My House” and “Botch-A-Me,” records which

swung her to the top of the hst of singing artists and focussed the eyes of Holly-

wood upon her. Paramount invited her to come on to their lot for a screen try

and almost in the next hreath Rosemary romped off with a starring contract.

After seeing “The Stars Are Singing,” Rosemary’s first picture, I can well

understand why this bright newcomer to Hollywood is the talk of the town!

She’s a treat for your ears and she’s very easy on the eyes!

Starring with Rosemary in this sprightly Technicolor pictm-e are Anna Maria

Alberghetti and Lauritz Melchior. Youthful Anna Maria, introduced by Bing

in “Here Comes The, Groom,” won the immediate and enthusiastic acceptance

of screen fans and critics. This golden-voiced yoimgster can act and she’s gay,

too. In “The Stars Are Singing,” it’s a kick when she joins Rosemary and her

pals in a singing commercial. Lauritz Melchior? His role of “Papa Poldi,” a

former Metropolitan Opera great who has been licked by a swelled head, has

overtones of gentleness but he gives it the Melchior vigor we’ve come to expect.

And he’s in lusty voice! Talking of voice, there’s one character in this show that

doesn’t have much of a speaking part, but he’ll slay you! His name is Red Dust,

world’s laziest and funniest—dog!

For good measure, there’s a heart-warming story. Katri (Anna Mai-ia) in seeking

out Papa Poldi, lands in the Greenwich Village apartment where Terry (Rose-

mary) has gathered ’round her a merry group ofyoung hopefuls who are struggling

toward success in the entertainment world. Being a stowaway, Katri is to be

deported. Terry and her gang, along with Papa Poldi, say “no can do”. . . then

swing into action with the vigor of a detachment of Marines. Just leave your

worries on the doorstep and direct yoiu’ feet to the sunny side of screen enter-

tainment when “The Stars Are Singing” comes your way!

* * *

Mention of Marines, which I did a few sentences ago, reminds me that I’ve

another fun picture to report on—“Pleasure Island.” Here we have 1500 Marines,

not engaged in war on “Pleasure Island”—just a bit of skirmishing among them-

selves to capture the attentions of three lovely girls. What delightful odds!

How come 1500 men and three girls? On a South Pacific Island lives Roger

Halyard, British Copra grower, v/ith his three pretty, young daughters and a

housekeeper. Except for Halyard and his agent, the island is practically manless.

Suddenly the Marines appear to construct a landing strip. It’s a riot thereafter!

Halyard, so VERY correct, almost loses his mind as well as his three darling

daughters. The girls have a fine time! The pictm-e is in Technicolor, which is

special when a South Pacific Island is the locale. Leo Genn plays the father,

Elsa Lanchester the housekeeper, Joan Elan, Audrey Dalton and Dorothy

BromUey, those three lovelies, are the darling daughters.

* * *

Next month I’ll be ready to give you the details on “Pony Express,” starring

Charlton Heston, Rhonda Fleming, Jan Sterling and Forrest Tucker. It’s a

vivid picturization, in Technicolor, of the most colorful era in our nation’s

history—a tribute to those rugged men of vision, Buffalo Bill Cody and Wild

Bill Hickok! More anon.

Surging
Cofor hy T^CHNICOIOR.

starring

ROJEMAW eiDOtim

mmiAAimm
MTzmmon

80B WILLIAMS • TOM MORTON • FRED CLARK JOHN ARCHER and

RED DUST.. Produced by IRVING ASHER • Directed by NORMAN TAUROG

Screenplay by LIAM O’BRIEN • Based on a story by Paul Hervey Fox

A Paramount Picture

Paramount Presents

PLEASURE
ISLANP

Color by TcCHNiCOLOR
starring

UOSENfl DONTAVIOR
-..6EHF MRR/' EtSAlWCMESrtR

and JntfOcrwcln^

DOROTH/ , AUDREY, JOAM
BROMILEY DAL10U ELAM

Produced by PAUL JONES Directed by F. HUGH HERBERT

and ALVIN GANZER * Screenplay by F. HUGH HERBERT

Based on the novel by William Maier

poify
EXPRESS

Color by TECHNICOLOR

CHARLTON HESTON

RHONDA FLEMING

JAN STERLING

FORREST TUCKER
Direcied by JERRY HOPPER Screenplay by

CHARLES MARQUIS WARREN • Slory by Frank Grubef

Produced by NAT HOLT A Paramount Picture

p
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Brings American Women

The New Smoother Look
with spray net

The magic mist

that keeps hair softly in place all day

Now comes a new way to keep your hair perfectly in place— all

day, all evening. Simply press the button—and the magic mist of

Helene Curtis Spray Net keeps your hair the way you set it—softly,

naturally . . . invisibly ... for that new, smoother look.

Millions of women are finding that Helene Curtis Spray Net is the

perfect answer to wispy, straggly, unruly hair. Protects your hair-do

unfailingly—utterly without stifF-looking lacquers or greasiness.

Won’t harm hair—brushes out instantly.

Takes less time to apply than lipstick.

Get Helene Curtis Spray Net today!

Regular Size $1.25 New Large Economy Size $2

PERFECT HAIR CONTROL
WHEREVER YOU NEED IT!

spray net
At ail Drug Stores, Cosmetic Counters and Beauty Salons

what Hollywood’s

whispering about

continued

talked, she said critieally, “Why can’t

she keep her big mouth shut?” Zsa Zsa
loves nothing better than a feud so

she picked up the ball and ran with it.

She’s got one other feud going in a big

way with Corinne Calvet who sued her

for $1,000,000 for telling a columnist

that “that Calvet girl is not French, but

English.” The suit is still pending with

each gal sounding off plenty.

Fernando Lamas recently launched a

campaign to meet Marilyn Monroe. He
says he just loves blondes, although he’s

been dating red-headed Arlene Dahl.

Hollywood can’t forget that he was head

over heels in love with blonde Lana
Turner for awhile. Marilyn so far has

shown no interest in Lamas.

Will the current bust-up between Donald
O’Connor and his wife Gwen be the

final one? They’ve separated several

times but have always gone back to-

gether. The latest rift appears more
likely to be permanent. Also, the break

between Gregory Peck and his wife

Greta in Europe. They’ve quarreled be-

fore too, but not too seriously. However,

this time may be the one that breaks the

camel’s back, as they say. Gene Kelly

and his wife Betsy also find European

climate not conducive to marital har-

mony. There’s been talk before about

Gene’s interests outside the home, but

the girls in his life were never a threat

to Betsy’s peace of mind until now.

Mickey Rooney’s fourth bride, Elaine

Mahnken, is interested in a movie

career. Will her desire to be a film star

outrun her will to be a good wife for

Mickey? This has happened before to

the pint-sized comedian who seems al-

ways to be seeking marital happiness

and never quite finding it. Will this be

the successful marriage?

The May-September romance of Bar-

bara Stanwyck and Bob Wagner
budded when they both were working in

“Titanic” at Twentieth. Despite the

twenty years difference in their ages.

Bob seems fascinated with Barbara and

vice versa. They have eyes only for

each other when they go dancing at

Mocambo and other bright spots.

'6
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BY
EDITH

GWYNN

Don’t remember when there’s been a month more crowded
with galas of all kinds—openings, dinners, dances—premieres
of palatial hotels and wot not! Believe me, kiddies—the past
few weeks, any gal who gets around Tinseltown, could have
used three wardrobes! Esther Williams and Ben Gage cele-

brated their seventh wedding anniversary with an intimate
little soiree—cocktails and dinner for Marie McDonald and
Harry Karl, Denise Darcel, Jeff Donnell and Aldo Ray,

the Jim Backuses and the

Dick Wessons.

Probably the most nostalgic

evening shared by a lot of
celebs, was the night old-

timers Blossom Seeley and
Benny Fields opened at the

Cocoanut Grove — the first

time in many a year the two
had worked together. {Betty

Hutton’s picture, “Somebody
Loves Me” is based on Blos-

som’s life, if you recall.)

Piper Laurie, in mauve
taffeta, was there with David

Schine, whose family runs the Ambassador
; The Ed Wynns;

The Jack Bennys; Tony Martin and Cyd Charisse; the Jeff
Chandlers {Mrs. C. in gray chiffon—to match his hair, /

guess) ; the Jerry Lewises; Grade Allen {in a beautiful
emerald-green evening gown of full-skirted taffeta, tight bod-
ice of matching chiffon slightly draped and very decollete,

yet having long tight sleeves) and George Burns, who did
the “introducing” honors . . . Undoubtedly the biggest shin-

dig was the one staged by CBS to open its vast new television

studios in the heart of Hollywood. They only seated a thou-

sand people for dinner! It made one realize how hard it’s

getting to distinguish between video and film notables. So
many are both these days. Marie Wilson fooled everyone

by not wearing a gown cut down to her ankles and con-

centrated on a new hair-do of short, tight curls; Lucy Ball

and Desi Arnaz, who keep combing movie bids out of their

hair, beaming about the baby, which arrives before you read
this. A pal asked Keith Andes, “Have you got a cigar?”
Keith flipped, “Who do you think / am—Anne Baxter?”

Esther and Ben—in seventh heaven

Somewhat smaller was the party Jerry Lewis threw for his

Patti’s birthday—and how did he manage to keep it a sur-

prise from her? When he rushed her into La Rue, she had
no idea he’d taken over the entire Terrace Room and hired

a band—and that the party was already ON! Not only did

Jer’ and Dean Martin give out with their craaaazy antics, but
Lewis gave his wife an affectionately inscribed loving-cup

—

and inside the cup was a diamond and emerald necklace!
Patti wore a gown of black and white, black bodice topping
a full skirt of organza. Dean Martin’s Jeanie was lovely in

white lace, embroidered with crystal beads. On hand were
p Spike Jones and his Mrs.; Dinah and George Montgomery;

the Norman Taurogs; Mona Freeman, and lots more.

Next day, for no special reason. Spike Jones gave his ever-

lovin’ Helen, a bright red rabbit coat, lined with candy stripes

of red and white. These brightly dyed rabbit jobs {everything

from tiny boleros to big, full sports coats) are the rage

around here. They’re perfect—day or night—for any time

of year. As for “any time of year”—it’s too bad that some
of the prettiest and smartest fashions worn by Hollywood’s
stars, are those never seen by their public. These clothes have
no particular “season” and are picked to please the stars

themselves. Olivia de Havilland sometimes entertains a few
guests wearing a dramatic coachman coat of midnight blue

satin, the full skirt sweeping along from a tiny, fitted waist-

line. Sleeves are short and cuffed, lapels very wide.

Joan Caulfield loves a similar get-up for small parties. Her
housecoat is slightly fitted, has elbow-length, full push-up

sleeves, is double-breasted (four big, dark-red bone buttons)

and its floor-length swoosh is very full. Joan’s is of a mixed
red, blue and gray heavy linen—so rough it seems tweedy
when the weather is cool. Anne Francis likes to loll in

smartly tailored slacks, topped by feminine (but not fussy)

blouses or shirts. With tobacco-brown trousers, her blond

beauty is accented by a coral semi-tailored blouse of soft

silk, short-sleeved, shawl-collared. With it she wears a huge

coral chiffon hankie pinned to the inside of her trouser

pocket, and a large “flower” of coral beads at her throat.

Told you ages ago about what fun Van Johnson and Ethel

Merman were having with their dueting around at private

parties—and we betcha they’d get their wish to do it publicly

one of these days. Well, they

sure did—at a big-time benefit

staged by members of the con-

gregation of the All Saints

Episcopal Church in Beverly

Hills. Van and Ethel teamed
for “their first public appear-

ance.” Other performers in-

cluded Barry Sullivan, Dotty

Lamour and Debbie Reynolds.

Lena Horne closed the bill.

No one “follows” Lena.

This must have been “Merman
month”—because if it wasn’t a

party for her, she was giving

one. Her farewell to Holly-

wood (until fall) was the din-

ner dance she tossed at Romanoff’s, for about seventy!

Clifton Webb, the Johnsons, Jane Wyman and Freddie Karger,

Joan Crawford—with a short, short, short hair-do—the

Darryl Zanucks, the Walter Langs and Richard Greene were

some on hand. Also Zsa Zsa Gabor and Joan Fontaine, both

in flaming red. Gabor’s gown was of satin, Joan’s was lace.

. . . Red was the color of the month—saw Dotty Lamour in

fire-red lace and Lori Nelson in a red Persian print.

Jane Wyman and her groom

1
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THERE ARE THREE BRECK SHAMPOOS
FOR THREE DIFFERENT HAIR CONDITIONS
Each one of the three Breck Shampoos is made for a different

hair condition. One Breck Shampoo is for dry hair. Another

Breck Shampoo is for oily hair. A third Breck Shampoo is for

normal hair. The next time you buy a shampoo ask for the

Breck Shampoo for your hair condition. A Breck Shampoo
will help bring out the soft, natural beauty of your hair.

The Three Breck Shampoos are available at Beauty Shops and wherever cosmetics are sold.

MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS • SPRINGFIELD j MASSACHUSETTS
CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • OTTAWA CANADA

JOHN H BRECK INC
NEW YORK



/Cashmere Bouquet
Ffu^KckyTtjpoy

NON-SMEAR LIPSTICK
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Now your lips can be more exciting . . . and stay that

way all day long! Just smooth on new Cashmere Bouquet
french-

1
ype Non-Smear Lipstick and see how the color

flows on your lips so easily, so evenly, so luscious-hright!

And it won t smear, won’t dry, and uont come off!

New Cashmere Bouquet is the French-Tvpe Non-Smear
Lipstick you can use with confidence . . . for lips that call for

kisses, that stay soft and creamy-smooth, tliat icoiit tell secrets!
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Hand Lotion

Face Powder
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should

Ida?
YOUR LETTERS ANSWERED

Dear Miss Colbert:

I am nineteen years old. About a year
ago I met a hoy in the Air Force. We fell

very much in love and wanted to he mar-
ried, hut we had known each other only
a short time. He had his orders to leave

for Germany, and the pressure of my
parents" ideas and our worry over being
parted for a long time decided us against

marrying then.

At first we wrote every day, but finally

I didn't hear from him for a long time.

Then a dreadful letter came, saying that

we should forget each other. He said that

he still loves me very much, hut that

things were bad in Germany and that he
has turned out to he the sort of person

I shouldn't know. He still has two more
years over there, and he says that in two
more years he will have changed so that

I won’t understand him at all.

Please tell me what I can do or say to

make him realize that if 1 lose him I

don't want to live. 1 think my family

might lie able to arrange a trip for me
next summer if you think it w'ould he a

good idea for me to go over there and try

to straighten things out. He is my life and
all I have to live for! Corinne A.

Dear Corinne:

Oh. come now, let's not get desperate!

Don’t you realize that the real reason you
arc making so much of this breakup of

your romance with a boy you scarcely

knew is that you are—in an indirect way
—punishing your parents for not per-

mitting you to marry?
It’s a little foolish for a girl of nine-

teen to announce that a boy she has

known only a short time is her life and
all she has to live fur. Each human being

has the development and the destiny of

his soul to give real meaning to his life.

I don’t think you should con.sider a

trip to Germany. This boy has indicated

that he would rather not continue his

relationship with you; that being the

case, how would he feel if you showed up

at his base? Probably he has a new girl

friend and your trip would result only in

embarrassment.
Better find a new beau, and when you

allow yourself to think of the .-Hr Force

lad, you should regard that romance as

just one of the many maturing encounters

you will experience before you marry.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

I have a problem which quite a few

other girls probably have, too. I have

two older sisters, one is eighteen and the

other is sixteen. I am lourteen. My
oldest sister, Marian, is quite popular

with the boys, hut the other one, Stella,

isn’t so fortunate. She does have some

dates, but not many. My problem is that

I’m quite popular.

I hope that doesn’t sound braggy, but

I have to explain our difficulty. Mom
often refuses to let me go out because

10



BY CLAUDE '1' T E C 0 I. B E R

Stella’s pride and feelings are hurt.

All of our dates are very informal, such
as going to movies, or get-togethers in

our homes, where our parents know
exactly where we are and with whom.
We have always been a very close

family and of course 1 don’t want dating
to break up this wonderful bond, but do
you really think it’s fair for Mom to

prevent me from having dates just lo-

calise Stella isn’t as much in demand as
Marian and I are? Ariadne 0.

Dear Ariadne:
Yours is rather a common problem. A

great many family misunderstandings are
caused by the attempt of a loving and
well-meaning parent to spare the feelings

of one child to the detriment of another.
/ have letters from unmusical children

who must take music lessons in order to

play with a brother or sister who is a
wizard. I have letters from brothers of
totally different temperaments who are
sent to the same technical school by a

sentimental mother who wanted the boys
to stick together.

Each human being is unique and his

progress should not depend upon the

progress of another simply because the

two belong to the same family.
Your middle sister has probably not

developed as rapidly as you have, despite
the fact that she is two years older.

Usually a popular girl is one who has
begun to take a definite and sensible

interest in boys. An unpopular girl, fre-

quently. doesn't really want to be pop-
ular, although she might deny this. She
may be more interested in other activities

than dating.

t believe it is the fob of a mother to

study each child individually, and to

interpret the differences between them.

If your middle sister were made to under-
stand that your dates were a part of your
life and cast no reflections upon her life,

suggested no shortcoming, she might be
very happy to stay at home and amuse
herself in some way that she really

enfoyed. Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

1 am married to a wonderful man
111 teen years my senior. I am twenty-
three, and the mother of a beautiful little

daughter.

My problem is that 1 have always had
a terrible temper. Sometimes, to get what
1 want, I have had tantrums and thrown
myself on the floor, screaming and crying.
I simply haven’t been able to stop myself.

Until recently, my husband has tried

to pacify me by giving in to my whims.
He has been wonderful.

Recently, he read in a magazine that
a beauty expert advised a girl to use a
paddle, and use it conscientiously, to

remove excess poundage from her hips.

Well, you see I have rather fleshy hips,

so my husband suggested that I try this.

(Continued on page 12)

A Stanley Dealer is

a Person Worth Knowing

CORDIALLY welcomed by 11,000
STANLEY Party Hostesses daily,

STANLEY Dealers are held in particu-

larly high esteem. Women everywhere

like the fun and shopping convenience

of a STANLEY Hostess Party which the

STANLEY Dealer is so glad to arrange in

any home. They like the many quality

PLUS Products to lighten housekeeping

tasks and to improve personal groom-
ing which the Stanley Dealer demon-
strates at these Parties. Have you a

favorite Stanley Dealer? If not, we
suggest you make the acquaintance of

one of these friendly Dealers right away.

You, too, will find yow Stanley Dealer

a person well worth knowing.

IT’S FUN TO HOLD YOUR OWN STANLEY PARTY

STANLEY Hostess Parties are by long odds the

most popular of all within-the-home shop-

ping parties. No home is too little, no group

too small . . . and Hostesses get wonderful

Dividend Gifts. To arrange for your own
STANLEY Party, phone or write your Stanley

Dealer, your nearest Stanley home products

Branch Office, or communicate direct with

Stanley’s Home Office in Westfield, Mass.

STANLEY LEADS With More Than 150 Qual-
ity Plus Products: Dusters, Mops, Brushes,

Waxes, Polishes, Cleaning Chemicals to make
housework easier. Toilette Articles, Bath Ac-
cessories, Personal and Clothing Brushes and
awealth of otheritems for personal grooming.

Originators of the famous

Stanley Hostess Party Plan
STANLEY HOME PRODUCTS, INC., WESTFIELD, MASS.

STANLEY HOME PRODUCTS OF CANADA, LTD., LONDON, ONTARIO.

(Copr. Stanley Home Products, Inc. 1953)
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What Should i Do?

Enriches yout^ bait' with beauty

instead af drying it

TWICE AS MUCH
LANOLIN is the reason

(Continued from page 11)

I agreed, l)ut now whenever I have one
of these temper sjiells, he takes me across

his knee ami spanks iTie vigorously with

a hairhrusli. 1 ha\e pleaded and pro-

tested. l)ut it does no good. I even dis-

cussed the.se spankings with my mother.
She said my hushand had already dis-

cus.sed them with her and that she and
my father agreed that il they had api)lied

the hairlirush when I was a little girl, it

wouldn't he necessary now.
Things are more important to me than

they are to other peojile, so there are

times when 1 can't avoid showing how
I feel. 1 think that, regardless of my
actions, I am too old to he spanked.

Jessica W.

Dear Mrs. W
Your letter ''made” my day!
.S’o many of the letters I receive really

tax every hit of insight and knowledge
ivhich I have managed to ac(juire so far

in my lifetime that it is a genuine delight

to read a letter outlining a problem to

which there is a pat. simple, obvious

solution.

I'm mildly astonished that you haven’t

thought of it yourself.

.411 you have to do to avoid future
spankings is to avoid future tantrums.

Grow up and your husband’s treatment

of you will become adult as well.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss ('.olhert:

I will ajijireciate if you will give me
some information as to where 1 might
locate a talent scout. We live about one
hundred and fifty miles from a major
city, so 1 feel certain that there must he

a scout stationed there. I should like to

know his name and street address.

1 have a highly [ihotogenic daughter
who might develo[i into a famous person,

if given a chance. Not only is she heau-

tiful, hut she is sweet, modest, courteous,

and religious. She has a sweet .soprano

voice and sings in the choir.

She never [lushed herself forward in

school. Her |)opularity has come to her

unsought.

She will graduate from high school

next spring, and says she doesn't really

know what she wants to do. I believe she

is a "natural" lor motion pictures. How
l an I go about securing her first break';'

(Mrs. I Helena .S.

Gives hair twice the twinkle. Leaves it so manageable your

comb is a magic wand! Even in hard water, gets hair so

clean you can feel the difference—soft and sweet as love’s

first kiss. Come on, give your hair a fresh start in life . .

.

with the shampoo that gives you twice as much lanolin as

any other leading brand. Try it today—from 49<f.

creme shampoo

Dear Mrs. S.:

/ believe your letter tells far more
about yourself and your daughter and
your relationship than you realize. You
want a career for her and you are pre-

pared to make a frontal attack to win it.

On the other hand. I suspect she has

always lived somewhat in your shadow
and somewhat in your echo. I gather

that she is inclined to be retiring and
ea.sy-going.

Instead of seeking out a talent scout,

don’t you think that you might try to get

better acquainted with your daughter?

I 'ndoubtedly you love her deeply, but it

is almost as bad for a child to grow up
over-protected as under-protected. If you

will allow her to be a person, not nece.s-

sarily the type of girl you would cboosc

for a daughter, but the type of girl she

is. naturally, you may find that she dues

have definite opinions and positive am-

bitions which she has been afraid to voice

to you in the past.

She is an individual, you know, and

has a right to that precious and unique

status. Claudette Colbert



readers inc.,.
OUR ERROR:

The enclosed is a paragraph from your De-
cember issue of Photoplay:
“Probably to prove that the Christmas

spirit can overcome anything, Steve Coch-
ran, who insists he will never re-marry, al-

ways entertains not only his ex-wife. Fay
McKenzie, and their little girl at Christmas
time, but also his ex-mother-in-law. Actual-

ly they all meet (together with Steve’s

mother, who flies in from her home in

Alaska) at Carmel, California, where Fay
has a house—but it is Steve who foots all

the bills, gives everyone terrific presents and
enjoys himself very much.”
How misinformed can you be! I have

never lived in Carmel and do not own a

house there, and Mr. Cochran and I had no
children, and I assure you I have never
spent a Christmas with him since our di-

vorce.

I expect and am sure you will print a

complete retraction at once. This has caused
me much embarrassment since I am now
happily married and do have a small son.

My husband is Thomas Waldman, who is a

television writer and producer.

I really don’t relish being pictured as a
sort of poor relation of Mr. Cochran’s.

I realize this was probably the result of

carelessness on someone’s part, since Mr.
Cochran was previously married to a Flor-

ence Lockwood. Perhaps she is the one to

whom Miss Waterbury was referring. How-
ever, that doesn’t lessen the embarrassment
for me and I must insist that you print a
correction at once.

Fay McKenzie Waldman
Scarsdale, New York

Photoplay regrets that its errors in the
December article caused you any embarrass-
ment. It is always this magazine’s intention
to publish only verified facts, and Ruth
Waterbury, the author of this particular

feature, sincerely is known as one of Holly-
wood’s most accurate reporters. Please ac-

cept our apologies.—ED.

SOAP BOX:

. . . “One Minute to Zero” . . . was the
best picture put out for many months . . .

There was only one fault with it, however.
Ann Blyth’s portrayal certainly didn’t be-
long in this picture. Her part just wasn’t
realistic enough . . . Whoever heard of a
girl having her hair in place, having mani-
cured nails, fresh clothes, and looking fresh-
ly scrubbed while up on the front lines?

Roberta Apple
East Cleveland, Ohio

. . . my first letter of either praise or com-
plaint about a movie and Pm sorry it had to

be one of complaint! ... let me state that
I have liked Mario Lanza from the begin-
ning—and I have seen some of his pictures
as many as four times each, but I could not
stand “Because You’re Mine” ! Even his

wonderful voice couldn’t and didn’t make
up for the senseless story ... To me, Mario
looked much handsomer with a fuller face!

Franc Kutzli
Flint, Michigan

Haven’t you noticed a resemblance be-

tween lovely Joan Evans and Marilyn Mon-
roe? They can pass for sisters, for both
have the face and figure.

Charles Black
Belmont, Trinidad

Almost every article written about - a
young and eligible female movie star (and
too, one that isn’t so young and eligible for

that matter) praises, among other things,

the fact that she writes to the boys in

service ... A great morale builder, says
Hollywood. Just wondering why the bache-
lors of Hollywood don’t follow suit and
write some friendly notes to the women in

service; especially those overseas ... (or

is the grass really greener on the U.S. side

of the ocean? )

.

Pec. Elizabeth J. Holmes
c/o Postmaster, APO 503
San Francisco, California

Well, Hollywood has its new king! John
Derek’s good looks qualify him for the

throne, but his sensational acting ability

makes the throne his place in Hollywood.
Betty Garrard
Macon, Georgia

Why, oh why, won’t Hollywood men cut

their hair? . . . why it hangs down over
their ears and neck ! My favorite example
is Rock Hudson . . . I’m quite sure he’d be
just as handsome without all that hair!

Nancie Andersen
Silver Springs, Maryland

“The Snows of Kilimanjaro” was excel-

lent, but I’m tired of reading about how
good Ava Gardner was. She was good, but
not half as outstanding as Susan Hayward.
Let’s give Susan some credit, too . . .Tab
Hunter was outstanding in “Island of De-
sire,” but it looked silly to see a boy that

looks eighteen play opposite a woman about
thirty-four . . . let’s see him with Debbie
Reynolds, Lori Nelson or Barbara Bates.

Lynn Fishman
Altadena, California

CASTING:

I heard John Agar sing in a theatre in

Chicago and I think he has a wonderful
voice. Why doesn’t some studio give him a
chance to play in a musical? . . .

Carol Mueller
Chicago, Illinois

John Agar

Why, oh why, doesn’t 20th Century-Fox
ever produce any more fine musicals? . . .

I’d give anything to see them make one on
the life of Ted Lewis, starring their one and
only Dan Dailey. Dan could really put rib-

bons on a part like that . . .

Betty Beaughan
Seattle, Washington

Dan Dailey

I think Robert Mitchum is one of the
best actors on the screen . . . but I wonder
why it isn’t possible for him to play in a
picture with that fiery Marilyn Monroe . . .

Pfc. Lowell Green
Landshut, Germany

I think some of those directors and pro-

ducers must have birds in their heads . . .

Why don’t they put someone like Doris Day
and Frankie Laine together in a big musi-
cal? They can sing and they don’t sound
like a rooster with a split throat like some
of the stars.

Carol Timmins
Johnston City, Illinois

I think the book “Ben Hur” would make
a good movie. Gregory Peck as Ben Hur,
Deborah Kerr as Mary, Stewart Granger as

Joseph, Ursula Thiess as Ben Hur’s wife.

Jerry D.
Waterbury, Connecticut

Since Betty Grable likes horses so well,

why not star her in a musical Western? She
could sing and dance and ride horses, too.

Shirley Harrison
Dunbar, West Virginia

QUESTION BOX:

Could you please tell me who played in

the “Black Rose.” I said Wanda Hendrix
and Tyrone Power had the leads, but my
sister said I’m wrong. Please settle this

point.

Florence Trzesniewski
Milwaukee, Wise.

Tyrone Power, Orson Welles and Jack
Hawkins were cast in the three leading mas-
culine roles, and the leading feminine part

was played by Cecile Aubrey.—-ED. p

(Continued on page 14)
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Easy way to a naturally radiant skin

QUICK HOME FACIAL

WITH THIS 4-PURPOSE CREAMI

Mow . . .follow Lady Esther’s super-speed

recipe for true loveliness!

T. Smooth lady Esther 4-Purpose

Face Cream up your neck and face.

Don't rub! This self-aaing cream
takes away dirt that can turn into

blackheads . . . relieves dryness. Re-

move gently.

2. Splash face with cold water. Blot

with soft towel. You don’t need as-

tringent. This 4-way Cream works
with Nature to refine coarse pores.

3. Smooth on a second “rinse”

of Lady Esther 4-Purpose Face Cream.
Remove with tissue. A special oil in

the cream softens and conditions your

face for make-up.

4. Ready now to put on your “face.”

Make-up goes on smoothly — clings

for hours! You're really pretty always.

So easy. Just think . . , with one face

cream alone you can give your skin

all the vital benefits of an expen-

sive beauty shop facial. Because
all by itself Lady Esther 4-Purpose

Face Cream cleans, softens, tones

and satinizes your skin. And all in

one minute! Get the Lady Esther

facial habit for healthier, cleaner

skin. Be lovely to look at always!

FACE CREAM

Generous
Compact

SOi
Plus Tax

(Slightly Higher
in Canada)

Lady Esther Complete Creme Make-up

Ail yew need for all-day loveliness! New
Creme Make-up plus 4-Purpose Face

Cream! Depend on this Terrific Twosome

for flawless, radiant skin.

M*eaders^ inc

{Continued from page 13)

I saw “The Lusty Men” and it seems as

though I’ve seen it before ... It was on the
order of . . . “Bronco Buster” . . . can you
tell me if “The Lusty Men” is patterned
after another movie?

Marilyn Riedel
Minneapolis, Minn.

“The Lusty Men” is not a remake of any
other film. The only connection between it

and “Bronco Buster” is that they both dealt

with rodeos.—ED.

In our newspaper last year there was
an article by a columnist . . . saying that

Jeanne Crain was to star in a movie called

“Something for the Birds.” A movie is now
out with that title, but Jeanne Crain is not

in it and I would like to know why.
Velma Teachout
Seattle, Washington

There was a cast change after the an-

nouncement was made because of the pend-
ing birth of Jeanne’s little girl.—ED.

Could you please tell me whether or not

Doris Day is Peggy Lee’s sister?

Carolyn Del Curto
San Francisco, Calif.

No, they are not related.—ED.

Could you please tell me what the letters

R.K.O. stand for?

Linda Brown
Oakland, California

The letters R.K.O. stand for Radio Keith
Orpheum.—ED.

Could you tell me who the leader was of

the original Dead End Kids? Was Leo
Gorcey in the original group? If so, was
he the leader? Was Huntz Hall with any
other gang? If so, who was the leader?

Bob & Earlene Lacefield
La Center, Kentucky

Leo Gorcey and Huntz Hall were both in

the original film called “Dead End” in

which they portrayed the Dead End Kids.

Leo Gorcey was considered the leader. This,

however, was the only film in which they

used the name Dead End Kids. They later

appeared in other films and were called the

Bowery Boys.—ED.

Enclosed is information concerning the

producing of the “Life Story of Father

Baker” . . . and a remake of “Ramona” . . .

I think they would make money and bring

happiness to everyone ... I think they

would be up for Academy Awards . . .

Toni Amoroso
Lancaster, N. Y.

“Ramona” has been made as a motion
picture at three different times, so your

hunch that it would make a successful film is

certainly a good one.—ED.

I would like to know who played the part

of the young steward in the picture “En-

core?”
Lois Replocle
Roaring Spring, Pa.

That was Jacques Erancois.—ED.

Could you please tell me if Stewart

Granger was playing a double role, as both

kings in “Prisoner of Zenda?”
Linda Beher
Washington, Indiana

{Continued on page 18)
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Tampax

Sets li)u Free
from many monthly

annoyances

NO BELTS

NO PINS

NOPAOS

NO ODOR

The first thing you notice about Tampax
is its small size, for it is many times

smaller than the external "pad” com-
monly used for monthly sani-

tary protection.

Next you realize that Tampax
needs no pins or belts—no sup-

porting harness of any kind....

Tampax is worn internally, as designed

by its doctor-inventor.

t While wearing Tampax in this way
(internally) you need have no fear of

odor and of course there is no chafing

either. Also, your mind is at rest con-

cerning possible bulges and edge-lines,

even with the smoothest dress or skirt.

Tampax is very simple to use— Made
of pure surgical cotton of great absorb-

ency, it comes to you in dainty slender

applicators to make insertion easy and

convenient. . . . And disposal is just as

easy.

Relax physically and mentally—with

Tampax. You do not even feel it while

wearing it Sold at drug and notion

counters in three absorbencies: Regular,

Super, Junior. Month’s supply will go
into purse. Tampax Incorporated,

Palmer, Mass.
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impertinent interview
BY MIKE CONNOLLY

“What are you trying to prove,” I asked Anne Baxter, “by
smoking cigars? Did it ever strike you that your fans might be re-

pelled by it and disappointed in )mu?”
I got a quick answer. Our Annie is on an “Express Yourself” kick.

She has, accordingly, given up trying to be the First Lady of Holly-

wood. She won an Oscar for her intense emoting in “The Razor’s

Edge,” and what did she gain by it? Some more tear-stained roles.

So now Anne has decided to let her hair down and quit being a

lady. And for Anne, this apparently consists of smoking cigars, wear-

ing lowcut gowns, showing off her legs, plus making risque remarks.

Yup, Annie’s got nice legs, in addition to other natural attributes!

And she’s bound and determined to show ’em off. Her first move in

Raymond Burr wishes Anne Baxter speedy recovery from on-set injury

this direction was a blonde dye-j ob on her hair with the hope of landing

the role of Lorelei in “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.” Marilyn Monroe
got the part instead of Anne. But Annie isn’t giving up!

Lunching with her at Romanoff’s and discussing the “new Baxter,”

1 think I learned exactly when and where our girl decided that she must

“express herself”—i.e., to be the gal who puffs on stogies and defies

convention. Anne steered me away from any discussion of her sep-

aration from John Hodiak by talking about her steam bath treatments

—and how her glamour-kick began.

“I ran into a friend of mine in the steam room,” Anne recalled. “She’s

an actress—and a very beautiful actress. But she wasn’t at all beau-

tiful there in that steam room! There she was bereft of all the props

women keep on hand to enhance their looks or to create the illusion

of looks they never had.

“No makeup, of course, and her hair was stringing down over her

eyes in the dense steam. And you know what? She was absolutely

lost! And then I realized something.”

What Annie realized then and there was that this famous heauty was

no more beautiful than many other women—just wise enough to be

sure her fans never saw her off-guard; she exhibits herself only after

a tender decoration job.

Annie promptly set out to prove this theory on herself with all the

glamour aids at a star’s command. Like a window dresser at work,

Annie is busy “expressing myself.”

At the moment. I’m not sure I can find Annie behind the wrappings.
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Mona Freeman’s beauty.

Eyes that almost speak

—

soft skin that’s enchanting.

Easy to see why directors

cast Mona for romantic

young roles.

Here’s my eare

for smoother sldii

. . . Lux
!”

saysMonaFreeman

For lovelier skin, try this star’s

daily Lux Soap care— it has

beautifying Skin-Tonic Action!

Mona tells you that lovelier skin

can be yours. "I find just a few

seconds for daily Lux Soap facials

keep my skin sparkling.”

Gentle Skin-Tonic Action in

Lux care helps skin retain natu-

ral moisture. And this makes
even dry skin look more lumi-

nous . . . more alive.

Discover the quick new beauty

this Lux Soap care can give your

skin. Try it . . . see for yourself.

Daily Lux care, with Skin-Tonic

Action, is guaranteed to make
your skin definitely smoother,

definitely fresher. You’ll see this

new beauty—or Lever Brothers

Company will gladly refund your

money.

Mona Freeman co-starring in RKO Radio’s "ANGEL FACE”

Mona’s glamour sparkles—even

off-screen. Her tip: "Fresh skin adds

to any girl’s charm—daily Lux facials

are a must for me I”

Mona selects fluffy blue
hat. "Feminine colors flat-

ter a fresh skin!” Here’s

her way to a fresh skin . . .

"Lux facials work wonders

!

I cream in a rich Lux lather

. . . rinse warm, splash cold.

My skin simply glows
!”

Nine out of ten screen stars use Lux Toilet Soap
—for complexion, for daily heauty baths, too. Try this!

fragrant white soap that is Hollywood’s favorite. You’ll

discover . . . life’s lovely when you’re Lux-lovely!

P
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here’s

an easy

way to

reduce

-soys Barbara Hale

Lovely Barbara Hale enjoying a
fishing trip on Lake Mead. Says
Barbara, ‘‘Ayds has really helped
me to keep my figure trim.”

Barbara relaxes in the pool of her
Hollywood home. “Many of my
friends have got the same wonderful
results with Ayds,” says Barbara.

(Continued from page 14)

Fe5, Stewart Granger did play both
Kings’ parts.—ED.

Could you please tell me who played
Susie the messenger girl in . . . “Rainbow
Round My Shoulder”? Also, who was the
other young girl who sang all through the
picture? . . .

Cathy Smith
Bronx, N. Y.

Susie, the messenger girl was portrayed
by Barbara Whiting, and Charlotte Austin .

was the singer.—ED.

My friend and I had an argument. She
said that Esther Williams does not swim,
and that somebody does it for her in films

... I say that she does swim. Can you tell

me which one of us is right?

Lucy Butzen
Sheboygan, Wisconsin

You are! Esther made the 1939 Olympic
team. She was also with Billy Rose’s Aqua-
cade and the San Francisco World’s Fair
Aquacade.—ED.

I should like to know if the enclosed pic-

ture which illustrated a story in an adven-
ture magazine is Dale Robertson.

Mona Loveall
Los Alamos, New Mexico

Our guess is that it is. Many of Holly-

wood’s stars were models before they
achieved screen fame.—ED.

Could you please tell me if William Rey-
nolds played the party of Tony Curtis’ best

friend in “Son of Ali Baba”? What are his

next pictures? Could you give me some in-

formation on him, please?

Diane Giddis
Lowell, Massachusetts

Yes, he did. You can see him now in

“The Lawless Breed!’ and in “Mississippi

Gambler.” He’s six feet tall, weighs 170

pounds, has blue eyes, and dark brown hair.

Is married, likes to read, listen to music and
swim.—ED.

No Drugs ... No Diet . . . Results Guaranteed! Excess weight
may ruin your health and your looks, too. Lovely movie stars

lose weight the Ayds way—why not you? In fact, you must
lose pounds with the very first box ($2.98) or your money back

!

Proved by Clinical Tests. With Ayds you lose weight the way
Nature intended you to—without dieting or hunger. A quick
natural way, clinically tested and approved by doctors,

with no risk to health. With the Ayds Plan you should feel

healthier, look better while reducing—have a lovelier figure.

Controls Hunger and Over-eating. When you take Ayds before meals,

as directed, you can eat what you want— all you want. No starvation

dieting—no gnawing hunger pangs. Ayds is a specially made,
low calorie candy fortified with health-giving vitamins
and minerals. Ayds curbs your appetite—you automatically

eat less—lose weight naturally, safely, quickly. Ayds is

guaranteed pure. Contains no drugs or

New Loveliness in a Few Weeks.
Users report losing up to ten pounds
with the very first box. Others say
they have lost twenty to thirty

pounds with the Ayds Plan.

SLIM THE WAY Th

laxatives.

IE STARS SLIM

Some time ago I saw the picture “Ten
Tall Men.” I would like very much to

know who the beautiful blonde was who
appeared only once during the picture . . .

She makes all of the so-called beautiful and
sexy women in Hollywood just plain Janes

in comparison . . .

Wanda Sprouse
Kermit, Texas

That was Mari Blanchard. She was re-

cently signed to a long-term contract by
Universal-International.—ED.
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“Several scenes in 1 Confess’

called for rain,” Anne Baxter

explained. “But the weather

was so lovely, we had to make

our own rain. After being

j

drenched by the studio hose,

l|

I prayed for some ‘gentle

I
rain from heaven’!

!'

LOUIS

Making these windy ferry-boat
scenes chapped my skin raw, but

Jergens Lotion rescued me again—
and so quickly—’cause it’s absorbed
instantly! See why: Smooth one hand
with Jergens . . .

w
“’When it finally rained, I worked outdoors in sopping wet clothes for days! My skin just
couldn t take it without soothing Jergens Lotion. It kept my face and hands beautifully soft.

Use Jergens regularly on your
skin. You’ll see why more wo-
men buy Jergens Lotion than
any other hand care in the
world. I0(j: to $1.00, plus tax.

“Apply any lotion or cream to

the other hand. Then wet
them. Water won’t bead on
the ‘Jergens hand’ as it will

over a lazy, oily skin care.

“For close-ups, my skin was al-

ways soft and properly roman-
tic, thanks to Jergens Lotion!”

No wonder Hollywood stars

choose Jergens Lotion 7 to 1!

Remember JERGENS LOTION . . . because you care for your hands!

p
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For brief reviews of current pictures see page 110

For complete casts of new pictures see page 108

In dreams, Danny rescues Jeanmaire from “brutal” Farley F

Hans Christian Andersen goldwyn, rko; technicolor

Intentionally, this is no biography, but an airy, romantic
extravaganza that Andersen himself might have written.

The great Danish fairy-tale writer here becomes a village

cobbler, interpreted lovingly by a subdued Danny Kaye.
He’s run out of town because his story-telling lures the chil-

dren from school; so he goes to the big city
—“Wonderful

Copenhagen”—where he falls humbly in love with a beau-
tiful ballerina. This is Jeanmaire. a new sort of ballet

dancer, more earthy than ethereal. In humorous and tender
scenes, she shows off a delectable personality; but it’s her
spirited grace in the ballets that earns her special plaudits.

Farley Granger’s Byronic good looks suit the role of her
husband. With exquisite color and a brilliant Frank Loes-
ser score (“No Two People,” “Anywhere I Wander” and
many more), the picture’s full of magic in sight and sound.

Verdict: Prodigal serving of sheer enchantment

Jose schools himself to expect only friendship of Suzanne Flon A

Moulin Rouge c. a., technicolor

This utterly different story of another artist does remain
close to the facts, following an unhappy life from which
sprang immortal paintings. Jose Ferrer assumes an elabo-

rate make-up to play Toulouse-Lautrec, dwarfed by a child-

hood injury that stopped the growth of his legs. Though
Ferrer’s portrayal is meticulous, it's lacking in heart, and
the personal drama proves less absorbing than the surging

impressions of Paris in the eighties—the cafes, the streets,

the entertainers, drifters and derelicts that Lautrec painted
with such affection and pity. In brittle, effective style, Co-
lette Marchand plays the street girl too warped by the slums
to return Lautrec’s love, and Suzanne Flon is quietly charm-
ing as the girl who loves him too late. Again, the use of

color is the big attraction; greens and mauves often flare

up in haggard faces, just as in Lautrec’s pictures.

Verdict: Vivid story of a painter and his icorld

20



20th cENTiRY-Fox My Cousin Rachel

In a setting of gloomy cliffs, old houses and slow-motion

surf that naturally recalls “Rebecca.” another Daphne du
Maurier best-seller unfolds on the screen. But character

limitations keep Olivia de Havilland and Richard Burton

from rivaling the memorable lead performances of the

earlier movie. Olivia’s the enigmatic lady who may or may
not have poisoned her bridegroom; Richard’s the cousin

and foster son of the deceased, veering from suspicion to

abject devotion and back again in his attitude toward the

lovely widow. Audrey Dalton (like Burton, a newcomer
from England ) has the minor role of Olivia’s youthful rival;

George Dolenz acts the suave continental as Olivia’s closest

friend. The darkly romantic atmosphere is satisfying, but

a hero who’s pretty much of a weakling and a heroine whose
character is deliberately left undefined are no great assets.

Verdict: Elegantly mounted mystery with a cheating finish

WALLIS. PAHAMouNT The Stoogc

Like “That’s My Boy,” the new Martin-Lewis picture gives

the two comics credible characters to portray, rather than

just gags to run through. Well, maybe Jerry is a little on

the fantastic side from time to time, but he puts the chief

accent on pathos. Dean’s practically the villain of the

piece, a swellheaded singer-comedian who insists he can

become a vaudeville hit on his own. He breaks off with his

old partner, then flops completely as a single until Jerry

strays in to become his stooge. Actually the mainstay of

the act, Jerry is kept in tlie background. He gets no hill-

ing; he serves cheerfully as Dean’s valet backstage; he

covers for his partner when Dean shows up drunk. The
situation outrages Dean’s wife (Polly Bergen), Jerry’s girl-

friend (Marion Marshall) and the partners’ agent (Eddie
Mayehoff), all of whom help bring about the happy ending.

Verdict: Funny and touching vignette of show business

u-i, TECHMcoLuii The Mississipp! Gambler

All the ingredients for high adventure are here: the whistle

of the steamboats, the stately turning of the paddle wheels,

Tyrone Power (just the gent to wear costumes with an air)

flipping cards and flourishing rapiers. Piper Laurie peer-

ing from under ruffled parasols. But the plot wanders aim-

lessly, with sundry characters slipping in and out of the

film to no apparent purpose. Ty, it seems, has set about
making his fortune as an honest gambler on the riverboats.

Money and skill with the sword give him an entree in New
Orleans society, but he’s less lucky in love. The aristocratic

Piper chooses to marry a banker (Ron Randell), who
proves less scrupulous than the gambler. Julia Adams, as

a lady in distress whom Ty befriends, looks more assured
in a role subordinate to Piper’s, and John Mclntire has his

moments as Ty’s wily partner, an old professional.

Verdict: Handsome, fitfully exciting ante-bellum antics

RKo Never Wave at a Wac

We’ve all met the hero who’s an obnoxious type until the

Army makes a man of him. Now meet his twin sister. A
frivolous, self-centered lady well-known as a Washington
hostess, Rosalind Russell joins the WAC only to get to

Paris and keep an eye on her officer fiance. She’s happily
convinced that her senator father (Charles Dingle) and her
big-brass pals will wangle her a commission and a fast

plane trip. But she’s been framed. Pop. intent on human-
izing her, leaves her to plug along like an average recruit.

Laughs are plentiful, though both Roz and the writer make
the heroine a caricature instead of a person. Paul Doug-
las. as her bluff ex-husband, intervenes in her Army career,

and Marie Wilson has some bright scenes as a burlesque
queen who’s a bettei soldier than the socialite is.

Verdict: Rowdy but respectful tribute to the female G. /.

More reviews on next pag^e

F Roily is Dean's wife, but her sympathy is hearlily with Jerry

A It’s clear to Audrey that Olivia holds Richard under her spell

F John Baer and Tyrone take an interest in Julia's problems

F Paul's amused to find the snooty Ro: policing a barracks
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to the Circus m mu

maiaentom
I'm the Circe of the circus... the gal in the gallery

with the gala Maidenform figure! Clowns jump for joy in

the center ring—and the applause is all for my curves...

circled so smoothly, so spectacularly by circular-stitched Chansonette*!

'

; Maidenform's Chansonette*, in your favorite fabrics . . . from 2.00

Send for free style booklet. Maidenform, New York 16

is o maidei^rm for every type of figure*

Forbidden Games J
|

(TIMES film) M ^

Best direction ; Rene Clement

The dialogue is French, with English

titles, but this overwhelming movie tells

its strange story in pictures stronger than

any spoken language. Boldly mixing humor
with terror, it focuses on a little war or-

phan, portrayed by Brigitte Fossey in one
of the most remarkable performances ever

given by a child. She loses her parents

when Nazi planes strafe a road jammed
with refugees. A peasant family near-by

takes her in, and their young son (the win-

ning Georges Poujouly) becomes her

special protector. For both children, the

little girl in particular, the fact of death

has a looming importance; they make a

secret game of creating a cemetery for ani-

mals, beginning with Brigitte’s puppy,
killed in the strafing. There’s a shock ele-

ment in this, as the two mimic religious

ceremonies and steal crosses to put over

the graves, but its implications are innocent

and heart-rending. The family’s Hatfield-

Coy feud with the clan next door and a

low-brow Romeo-Juliet affair play a rough
obbligato to the main theme, but it’s the

children who are unforgettable.

Verdict: Amazing tragicomedy of war

Stop, You're Killing Me
(WARNERS, WARNERCOLOR)

To fans who remember the hilarious “A
Slight Case of Murder,” this new version

of the gang farce may seem less sharply

outlined than the original. But there are

still plenty of laughs in the story of the

prohibition-days beer baron who’s trying

to be a respectable citizen after repeal.

Broderick Crawford’s a likable roughneck
as the poor fellow who must round up

Claire gushes over Margaret Dumont

enough cash to save his brewery, at the

same time coping with four corpses that

are cluttering up the house. Claire Trevor

gives an expert, good-humored performance

as his devoteii wife, whose gaudy past .

keeps showing through her genteel preten-
,

sions. But Virginia Gibson, as the couple’s

daughter, and Bill Hayes, as the young
^

state trooper she wants to marry, makej
(Continued on page 24) 1
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a Bright,

New Outlook for

Dull, Dry Skin

by Rosemary Hall

BEAUTY AUTHORITY

How often have you been depressed

at the sight of rough flakes on your

skin? Skin that holds make-up in

grainy blotches... looks dull and adds

years to your face

!

Gloom won’t chase dry skin away.

But, here’s how you can put a fresh

glow on your face, no matter how
dry your skin is now! For as little

as twenty-five cents, you’ll find the

best dry skin care money can buy—
Woodbury Dry Skin Cream!

And, here’s why I recommend Wood-
bury Dry Skin Cream: While most

dry skin creams contain lanolin and
other softening ingredients, some
creams simply deposit them on the

surface of your skin. But, Woodbury
contains Penaten, a penetrating ingre-

dient that carries the rich, softening

oils deep into the corneum layer of

your skin.

Penaten helps these oils penetrate
so quickly, five minutes’ care is all

you need! But use it every day!
You’ll be rewarded with a fresh,
youthful bloom you never dreamed
possible.

Here’s a simple

routine to follow:

With fingertips, smooth the cream
into your skin. Leave it on for five

minutes . . . tissue oil . . . and look in

your mirror. I promise you the love-

liest surprise you’ve seen in years. Try
it tonight. Woodbury Dry Skin Cream
comes in sizes from 25^ to 974, plus tax.

^^4 plus fax
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COlOftNl

Exciting things happen

when it’s

Worn by more women than any
Cologne. $1 .00, $1.50

Perfume, $1.00 to $12.50

Face Powder, $1.00

( all trices bins tax)

other fragrance in the world

BOURJOIS
Created In France . . . Made in the U. 5. A

movies
rather colorless juveniles. Dashes of music
are tossed in, notably “You’re My Ever-

Lovin’.”

Verdict: Cheerful spoof on gangsters

The Little World of

Don Comillo

( I. F. E.)

The popular book has been turned into a
j

movie at once rollicking and inspirational, i

shot in Italy by a Frencb-Italian troupe. 1
(Again, tbe dialogue’s French, with

j

English titles.) The long-faced, buck- ;l

toothed Fernandel, star of many a good I

French movie, makes a doughty figure of '!

Don Camillo. This village priest is on the I

closest of terms with his God, addressing
Him frequently and always receiving forth- I

right answers. Don Camillo is engaged in i

a running combat with the Communist
mayor (burly Gino Cervi) . Deep inside, the

adversaries like and respect each other,

but they war bitterly and often even bodily

for tbe allegiance of the townspeople. May-
be this portrait of a red who has' a secret

streak of devoutness is wishful thinking,

or maybe some Italians do translate com-
munism into terms the Soviets would never

approve. In any case, there’s no doubt
where the movie-makers’ sympathies lie.

Once more, a family feud has a pair of

young lovers doing a Romeo-Juliet act.

Verdict: Sunny comedy on a big theme

The Man Behind the Gun ?

(WARNERS, technicolor) “ p

Randolph Scott’s association with well-

made Westerns has earned him a spot

among the top box-office stars, and his

latest is up to the Scott standard. In pre-

Civil War days, he’s an Army major who
gets into civvies to foil a plot in Cali-

fornia. A conspiracy’s afoot to turn the

southern half of the state into a separate

country, ruled by the pro-slavery plotters,

and it’s Randy’s job to identify, outwit

and outshoot the ringleaders. Patrice Wy-
more’s under wraps as the school-marm

heroine, but Lina Romay has a livelier

assignment as a dance-hall owner. Even

the ladies get into the big-scale brawl that

winds up this lavish melodrama. Tradi-

tional comedy trimmings are provided by

Alan Hale, Jr., and Dick Wesson.

Verdict: Fancy, fast-moving horse opera

No Time for Flowers

( RKO) F

This seems to be the month for comedy

on un-comic subjects. Now a movie shot in

Europe by an American company actually

manages to find laughs behind the Iron

Curtain, in enslaved Czechoslovakia. In de-

liberately unbecoming costumes at first,

Viveca Lindfors charmingly portrays a

staunchly Communist government secre-

tary, horrified to find herself working for

(Continued on page 26)
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$40,000
in cash!

For Your True Stories

What one event in your life or in

the life of a friend is most memo-
rable and significant? Tell it to

TRUE STORY MAGAZINE. You
don’t have to be a skilled writer.

For full details of this

famous annual contest

Get

March

True
Storj

Magazine

At Newsstands Now

ic JAIL BAIT MY CHEAT-
ING HUSBAND MY CHILD
WAS MOLESTED BRIDE

OF EVIL

For the greatest true stories

in America, read

March

True
Story

at your newsstand today

I was afraid of my shadow
...now I am the most popular woman in town
Are you shy . . . timid . . . afraid to

meet and talk with people? If so, here’s

good news for you! For Elsa Maxwell,
the famous hostess to world celebrities,

has written a book packed solid with
ways to develop poise and self-confi-

dence.
This wonderful book entitled, Elsa

Maxwell’s Etiquette Book contains the
answers to all your everyday social

problems. By following the suggestions
given in this book you know exactly how
to conduct yourself on every occasion.

Once you are completely familiar with
the rules of good manners you immedi-
ately lose your shyness—and you be-
come your true, radiant self.

Win New Respect
Win new esteem and respect from your
friends—men and women alike. Take
less than five minutes a day. Read one
chapter in this helpful etiquette book in

your spare time. In a very short period
you will find yourself with more self-

confidence than you ever dreamed you
would have. You will experience the
wonderful feeling of being looked up to

and admired. Gone will be all your
doubts and fears. You will be living in

a new, wonderful world. You will never
fear your own shadow again!

Go Places—With Good Manners
Good manners are one of the greatest
personal assets you can possess. Good
jobs, new friends, romance, and the
chance to influence people can be won
with good manners. Ladies and gentle-
men are always welcome . . . anywhere.
And the most encouraging thing about
good manners is that anyone can possess
them.

A Gay, Entertaining Book
Elsa Maxwell’s new book is different
from the usual dry-as-dust etiquette
volume. It’s gay! It’s up-to-date! It’s

just chock-full of the type of informa-
tion you can put to immediate use. It

brings you a thorough social education,
that will enable you to live a richer,
happier life.

Here in clear, straightforward lan-
guage are the answers to all your every-
day etiquette problems. Here you find
important suggestions on good manners
in restaurants—in church—in the the-
atre— on the street— and when you
travel.

In this book Elsa Maxwell covers every
phase of engagements and weddings. Here
is everything you need to know about
invitations, gifts, the wedding dress, the
attendants, the reception, etc. The bride
who follows the suggestions contained in
this up-to-date book need have no wed-
ding fears. She will be radiant in the
knowledge that her wedding is correct
in every detail.

Only $1.00

The price of this

book that puts
you at ease no
matter where you
are — and opens
the door to
achievement and
success—costs on-
ly $1.00. And we
pay the postage!
Take advantage
of this truly re-
markable bargain.
Mail coupon be-
low for your book
—TODAY.

mmmmmmf

; BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE, INC., Dept. WG-353
|;205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

• Send me postpaid a copy of ELSA MAX-
: WELL’S ETIQUETTE BOOK. I enclose

; $1 .00 .

:name
• Please Print

: STREET

CITY STATE



With Magic Touch, a new, wondrously beautiful complexion becomes

"your very own”. . . so natural-looking, so flawless-appearing, with each

little imperfection hidden, yet never a trace of that "made up look.”

most make-ups shout Made up!”

Magic Touch whispers‘NaturalBeauty

2 So easy to put on

—

Such magic blending !

Rub your finger-tips lightly over creamy Magic Touch. Then with

gentle strokes, smooth it on face and throat, beginning with forehead.

Replenish the cream on fingertips as needed. No clumsy sponge or

puff, no liquid to drip or bottle to leak, no powder to spill.

movies CONTINUED

manner by handsome Paul Christian, this^j

young man is in fact assigned by the secret tj

police to test Viveca’s loyalty. To corruptl
her austere red ideals, he plies her with' j

lipsticks, nylons, pretty clothes and pret-!

ty words—and you can imagine what
happens to both young reds when love'

enters the picture. Character roles of free-'

dom-loving Czechs and matter-of-fact secret;

police are all nicely acted in key with the

lightness of the story. The script’s a very
clever one, but unfortunately clumsy direc-

tion blunts too many of its points and
keeps the picture from being outstanding.
(Long-time movie fans will compare it,

unfavorably with the old Garbo-Luhitsch f

film “Ninotchka.”

)

Verdict: The laugh’s on the Communists

The Importance of
Being Earnest

(RANK, U-I; TECHNICOLOR)

This impeccable British version of Oscar
Wilde’s famous farce is strictly the canned *

play, concentrating on the impish lines and
steady crackle of epigrams, with no effort

to whip up a movie pace. Take it on its own
terms, and it’s pleasant entertainment,

acted in formal and flourishing style. 1

Michael Redgrave’s the gay blade who’s ^

been leading a double life, posing half 5

the time as his respectable brother Ernest
|

(actually non-existent). When his ])al \

Michael Denison (who juggles the lines

a bit more lightly than Redgrave) decides

to pose as Ernest, too, in order to further

!

a courtship, the plot gets inordinately

j

mixed up. Edith Evans, as a stately dowa-
ger, Margaret Rutherford, as a sentimental

governess, Joan Greenwood and Dorothy
;

Tutin, as co-heroines, all get into the spirit

of the thing.

Verdict: Polished nonsense, slow and tolky
'

p

^ So soft on your skin

—

So pleasant to use !

Blends like magic, without streaking. (Smoothing with finger-tips gives

perfect color-depth control— longer smoothing lessens color.) Your skin

will feel so velvety soft—look so naturally youthful, fresh and clear.

Magic Touch is new. Don’t confuse with other cream or stick make-ups.

43c and $2.00

6 ma^c shades

^ Flawless beauty

—

Natural-looking loveliness !

Look in your mirror! Your complexion is flawless, alluring. For a

dewy, fresh look, use Magic Touch ivithout powder. Powder over

lightly for a long-lasting, smooth mat-finish. (Magic

Touch is never oily or greasy looking—even

without powder—and always looks natural.)

. by CAMPANA

The Hoaxters

( m-c-m)

Though this vigorous documentary runs

only thirty-eight minutes, it’s likely to

arouse more interest than many a feature

picture. With shrewdly selected and inter-

woven newsreel clips, it drarvs a parallel

between the barker who sells snake oil on

the midway and the totalitarian bosses

whose hypocritical promises have led one

country after another into slavery. The
havoc wrought by fascism, naziism. Japa-

nese militarism and communism is swiftly

surveyed. Set against it are all the steps

the United States has taken to defend it-

self and other free countries. Howard Keel.

Robert Taylor and other M-G-M players

take turns at the narration, but the histori-

cal figures and events shown provide the

chief drama. While there are no brilliantly

imaginative touches, the movie’s structure

and camera trickery resemble the efficient

technique typical of the best kind of Amer-
ican advertising. Verdict: Fact-packed

brief for democracy
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Blackbeard the Pirate

(rko, technicolor)

Just one more picture in the current pi-

rate cycle, this adventure tale draws its

prime entertainment values from the virile

appeal of newcomer Keith Andes, seen

earlier in “Clash by Night,” and from the

lush charms of Linda Darnell, admirably

designed to fill the variety of costumes

she’s managed to cram into her shipboard

luggage. But Robert Newton, never exactly

the reserved type, outdoes himself in the

title role; his mugging actually slows down
the action, which is on the repetitious side

to begin with. Blackbeard, it says here, is

carrying on a minor war with Sir Henry
Morgan, buccaneer who’s supposedly gone
straight. As Morgan’s ward and perhaps
girl-friend, Linda makes a model hostage

on Blackbeard’s ship. Keith comes aboard
in the guise of ship’s doctor, but it’s hard

to tell just what he’s up to.

Verdict: Blood-and-thiinder melodrama

The Redhead from Wyoming
(U-I, TECHNICOLOR)

Fresh touches in casting and characteri-

zation give added interest to what is other-

wise a routine Western. Maureen O’Hara
has a familiar role as the fiery saloon oper-

ator who innocently becomes a partner in

her lover’s nefarious schemes. But William
Bishop, usually the good guy, enjoys a

change of pace as the bland-faced politico,

planning to advance his ambitions by start-

ing a war between established ranchers
and the newcomers who want to move in on
the range. Alex Nicol, last seen as a

heavy, takes on proper western mannerisms
to play the casually heroic sheriff, and
Alexander Scourby makes a believable

character of the arrogant cattle baron who
turns out to be not such a villain after all.

Palmer Lee is seen briefly but to good ef-

fect as a pal of the sheriff’s.

Verdict: Pleasant tale of the old West

Angel Face

(rko)

Though Jean Simmons has an intriguing
role in this suspense drama, as the decep-
tive young lady of the title, co-star Robert
Mitchum isn’t so lucky. He’s supposed to

be a knowledgeable fellow; he’s skeptical
^bout Jean from the start, convinced that
she’s bound to commit murder sooner or
later; but he’s still around to play the
patsy when the violent event comes off—
not exactly as planned. Jean is the un-
fortunate victim of a galloping father fixa-

tion. Her novelist dad (Herbert Marshall)
is contentedly living on the wealth of his
second wife (Barbara O’Neil), whom Jean
openly despises. Mona Freeman’s a little

awkward as the good girl whose devotion
to Bob finally wears out, and attractive
Kenneth Tobey has scant opportunity, play-
ing Mona’s consolation prize.

Verdict: Thriller with a neat twist or two I

them all

!

lovely, long-wearing

• Spillpruf Cutex wears much longer because it’s the only polish with Enamelon
— a “miracle” ingredient that gives lasting non-chip wear!

• Original Spillpruf bottle can’t spill! Protects nice things; 15< plus tax.

• Stay Fast Indelible Lipstiek stays on till you take it off. Never smears!

• “Moisturizing Action” in creamy-rich Stay Fast keeps lips softer, smoother.

29^ plus tax. Both in a beautiful range of this season’s loveliest colors!
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SIDNEY
SKOLSKY

I LOOK AT MARILYN MONROE and Can't help thinking that for

a guy who retired, Joe DiMaggio became a very active fellow

. . . Arlene Dahl knows what she is doing every minute . . .

Most annoying are visitors on a movie set who talk about

the great television show they saw last night . . . I’ll bet the

bankroll that if “The Member of the Wedding” had been
made in Italy, it would be hailed a masterpiece ... To give

you an idea of the Hatfield-McCoy feud: Watch Zsa Zsa Gabor
and Corinne Calvet at a party; with Zsa Zsa saying, “Sure,

she’s a sensation. She has her backless gown on backwards!”

/ defy you to name me an actress on the screen who portrays

low-down sex better than Gloria Grahame . . . Right out

loud Esther Williams calls her giant husband, Ben Gage,
“Biggest” . . . Rosemary Clooney, Ethel Merman and Mary
Martin are three singers who pay attention to the lyrics,

which is why I love them . . . When asked why she talks

so much, Shelley Winters talked back with “/ get carried

away with the sound of my own voice.” . . . Marie Wilson
said: “Every man loves his native land, whether he was born
there or not.” . . . Terry Moore doesn’t like nightgowns.

Broadway is her

beat: Shirley Booth of

“Come Back, Little Sheba”

According to the movies, there isn’t an old-time actress who

doesn’t want to make a comeback. Well, Theda Bara is one

who is satisfied to have had her days of glory . . . I’m weary,

so weary of hearing how much better movies were in the

good old days. I now quote a Finley Peter Dunne re-

mark, “The past always looks better than it was; it’s only

pleasant because it isn’t here.” . . . I’m a pushover for a good

movie about Hollywood and I’m going to see “The Bad and

the Beautiful” again . . . I’ll bet that bankroll I won a few
paragraphs above that Shirley Booth wins the Oscar. Despite

her success in the movies. Miss Booth prefers the stage. She

says; “It’s true that, unlike the theatre, millions of people

everywhere can see me; the trouble is I can’t see them.”

Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh remind me of a couple of kids

who are playing at being movie stars . . . I love a Sunday
afternoon shortly after the rain has stopped. Then / can

clearly see the Hollywood hills before the Monday morning

smog gets busy . . . Gals tell me that Charlton Heston has

s.a., and I take their word for it ... 1 can tell you the

Hollywood story in a sentence: The struggle to be a success,

then getting there and finding out it isn’t sufficient.

Lana Turner

with Georges Saurel

at recent benefit

When Jane Russell was the mystery guest on “What’s My
Line?” blindfolded Hal Block asked: “Are you famous for

more than one thing?” Robert Wagner combs his hair

carefully before going to bed, and insists that he likes to

sleep in a draft . . . Ava Gardner rubs lipstick on you so

nicely when she kisses ... I don’t know why, but Michael
Wilding calls Liz Taylor “Drawers” . . . George Jessel says:

“The picture business is like sex—when it’s good, it’s won-
derful; when it isn’t so good, it isn’t so bad either.” . . .

Mitzi Gaynor was never as good as she is in “Bloodhounds
of Broadway” . . . Starlets appear and look good until Lana
Turner walks into the room. Then the champ retains her
title ... I am aware that falsies are now well known, but
Julie Harris has her derriere built out to make her more sexy.

I guess even Tony Martin wishes he could act like he sounds
when he’s singing . . . I’m not sent by Johnnie Ray . . .

Deborah Kerr claims you have to play a dipso, nympho or

dope fiend to win an Academy Award ... I like William

Wellman’s reason for not directing “Plymouth Adventure”:
“I’m not interested in how America was founded. I’m only in-

terested in how America is going to be saved.” . . . Jan
Sterling and Paul Douglas always look as if they belong to-

gether. When will they be together in a movie? . . . Hero
Rock Hudson, six-feet-four, and heroine Piper Laurie, thir-

teen inches shorter, played all love scenes for “The Golden
Blade” sitting. If they stood up, their lips couldn’t meet.

Perfect picture

pair: Jan Sterling

and Paul Douglas



YES, BARBARA STANWYCK uses Lustre-Creme Shampoo. In fact, in less than two years, Lustre-Creme has become the shampoo of the majority

of top Hollywood stars! When America’s most glamorous women use Lustre-Creme Shampoo, shouldn’t it hejour choice above all others, too?

For the Most Beautiful Hair in the World

4 out of 5 Top Hollywood Stars

use Lustre-Creme Shampoo

Glamour-made-easy! Never was
hair care easier or more reward-
ing. Even in the hardest water,

Lustre-Creme .Shampoo foams into

lavish, deep-cleansing lather that

“shines” your hair as it cleans...

leaves hair soft and fragrant,

gleaming-bright.

Will not dry hair! Wonderful
Lustre-Creme doesn’t dry or dull

your hair—even if you want to

shampoo every day! Lustre-Creme
is blessed with Natural Lanolin to

make up for loss of protective oils

. . . bring out glorious sheen and
highlights in your hair.

Makes hair eager to curl! Now
you can “do things” with your
hair— right after you wash it

!

Lustre-Creme Shampoo helps

make hair a joy to manage.
Even flyaway locks respond to

the lightest touch of brush or

comb. No special after-rin.sesJ

Fabulous Lustre-Creme

costs no more than

other shampoos

—

27fS to |2 in jars or tubes.
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Jt will live in your heart forever

Here IS everyone's Great Adven-
ture of all time. To see it—to

know Peter Pan— is to keep youth

in your heart forever.

TECHNICOLORCOLOR
BY

Only Walt Disney could

unlock all the robust

adventure and hilarious

laughter of James M. Barrie’s

Peter Pan. It sweeps you away

to a land beyond imagination

where adventure never ends

—

the Never Land of Captain

Hook's pirates, of pixie

Tinker Bell, Indian

braves and fabulous

mermaid lagoons.

ANew
Achievement
in Cartoon

Enteitainment

Distributed by RKO Radio Pictures

COPYRIGHT WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS With Bobby Dri.scoU af the voice of Peter Pan

ER.SKINE JOHNSON
(See Erskiiie Johnson's “Hollywood
Reel" on your local TV station)

Two teni[iorary Hollywood haclielors were
exchanging their trouhles at a cafe. One
said; “My wife is spending the season in

that gamhling town, Las Vegas.

The other replied: "With me it’s slightly

different. My wife is spending in Las Vegas
this season.”

Hollywood Confucius say: “As any movie

starlet knows, a Jane is only as good as her

weakest mink!"

Anne Baxter’s Hip quotes about her famous
architect grandfather, Erank Lloyd Wright—"On his wedding night he wore nothing

hut a red sash"—reached Wright via a

friend, who asked him what he thought of

his Anne.

Wright put on a perplexed look and said,

"She’s a delightful child hut I can’t quite

remember whether she’s my daughter or my
granddaughter.”

Someone asked Ethel Merman if she pre-

ferred the wide open spaces of the West
over little old crowded New York. "Look,”

she replied, “the terrace of my penthouse

in New York is twice as big as some of the

ranches I’ve seen in San Eernando Valley.
”

A friend’s explanation of Mario Lanza’s

shortage of that greenery: "He spends monej

like it’s going out of style.”

Bdl (Hopalong Cassidy) Boyd gave a group

of kids this sage advice: "Kids, you must

do your own growing no matter how tall

your grandpapa was.”

Hearing that a seventy-one-year-old gent

had married a girl of twenty-five, Wally

Vernon quipped; "Isn’t that sorta like buy-

ing a hook lor somebody else to read?”

Groucho Marx asked his five-year-old Me-
linda: "What do you do at school?”

Melinda replied: "We paint and we go

to the little girls’ room.”

Ed Wynn says he saw a Western movie on

TV that was so old the hero was riding a

dinosaur.

Overheard at Ciro's: "Two things slow her

up—making up her face and her mind.”

Jess Barker, married to Hame-tressed Susan

Hayward, was asked to write, a preface to

a magazine article titled, "Gentlemen Still

Prefer Blondes.”

"Preface my eye,” replied Barker, “you

mean epitaph.”

Jackie Coogan’s reaction to a Hollywood

wolf with a young starlet: "There goes

Adam and Naive.”



RUN A PORTABLA DRESS SHOP THAT

CAN EARN you;WIN A MONTH!

Your^ Lovely Clothes Cost You Nothing!

On top of the thrill of operating your own dress

business at a BIG PROFIT, you can be the best

dressed woman in your neighborhood — without
paying one cent for your clothes! You can qualify

for your own personal wardrobe given as an extra

bonus. It’s almost like being paid just for wearing
beautiful clothes!

PASTE THIS COUPON ON, POSTCARD MAIL TODAY!

FASHION FROCKS, INC. (Dress Shop Division)
3305 Colerain Ave., Cincinnati 25, Ohio

Please send me by mail the complete Fashion Frocks' Portable "Dress
Shop " ON APPROVAL, so I can get started right away on this chance
to earn up to $150 in a month.

Name

At one time or another, what

woman hasn’t thought it would

be "fun” to run a dress shop?

Well, here’s your chance to do ex-

actly that — without disturbing

your normal daily routine, with-

out cluttering up your home with

space-consuming "stock”. Here’s

a down-to-earth, money-making

opportunity for women of any age

—and without any business back-

ground. You can go into this in-

teresting business without laying

out a single penny of your own
money in advance. The only re-

quirement is spare time! Fashion

Frocks supplies everything else

you need to set yourself up in a

profitable dress business that can

bring you up to $150 in a month.

Your Customers Choose From

Nearly 150 Styles and Fabrics!

Imagine a "Dress Shop” you
can tuck under your arm and
take right along with you to

luncheons, bridge parties, church
affairs — or even to the corner

grocery. That’s the way Fashion
Frocks’ Portable "Dress Shop”
works. You simply show exqui-

site Fashion Frocks to friends and
neighbors, relatives and acquaint-

ances at any time that suits your
convenience.

When women discover how
easy it is to order these stunning

styles through you . . . when they

see the rich fabrics, warm flatter-

ing colors, and the dazzling array

of weaves and patterns . . . they

simply won’t be able to pass your
"Dress Shop” by! Your customers

will choose from classic suits,

casual sports-wear, dressy two-
piecers — all such outstanding

values that many will buy 3 and
4 at a time. Your Fashion Frocks’

"Dress Shop” features a complete
range of sizes, too . . . Misses,

Half-Sizes, Juniors, Stouts.

Coupon Brings You This Portabie

Profitabie “Dress Shop”!

Fill out the coupon below and mail it in.

Fashion Frocks will send your portable "Dress

Shop” ON APPROVAL. You’ll get a magnificent

Presentation Portfolio showing over 150 Fashion

Frocks, at prices every woman can afford. Style cards

in color, complete with swatches that demonstrate

the exact quality, color, weave and pattern of the

wonderful fabrics. In short, everything you need to

set yourself up in a profitable dress business all

yours ON APPROVAL. But don’t delay or you may
be disappointed. Openings are definitely limited!

FASHIOM FROCKS, INC.
(Dress Shop Division)

330$ Colerain Ave., Cincinnati 25, Ohio

Address

City & Zone— State.

Age Dress Size
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apleasure...pui*o pleasure

Yes . • . Ivory means more
lather, faster!

When you're in an Ivory bath, you’re in for

pleasure from the start! That floating cake

of Ivory is so hcim/v. And so xia/sv

!

It makes

floods of creamy lather without a bit of coax-

ing. Why, Ivory Soap makes more lather,

faster, than any other leading bath soap!

Ivory means famous mildness,

and such a clean, fresh odor!

It’s delightful—the way silky Ivory suds soothe

you as you soak! Thev’re so pure ... so mild

. .
.
gentle as a kiss. More doctors, you know,

advise Ivory for skin care than anv other soap

!

And there’s extra pleasure in that clean, fresh-

smelling Ivory lather. It leaves you full of pep

. . . right in step!

Yet wonderful Ivory costs less!

Too good to be true? It is true! Mild, wonder-

ful Ivory gives you more soap for your money

than any other leading bath soap!

'4b- .

liiire-itUoats
“F/te whole fai)iily agrees on Ivory!"



ALTAR-BOUND
She knew what she wanted—now Ann Blyth is planning to be wed to Dr. James McNulty

• For many, many months, all of Hollywood has been
worrying about romance for Ann Blyth. Gossips have
tried desperately to link her name with that of any one
of a handful of eligible young men. And while the town
wondered—and even fretted a little, for everyone agreed
that Ann was ready for romance—she went quietly on
in her own way, dreaming and waiting. And planning.

In a town where marriages are too often tossed aside

as casually as dast year’s Easter bonnet, Ann has held

firmly to her ideal—a union that was solid and real and
lasting. Her hope chest has been a real hope chest,

filled with the linens and laces and silks with which

she has always yearned to deck her home, and wrapped
round tenderly in her dreams and prayers.

She has had no set picture of what the man she’d one
day marry would look like. “It doesn’t matter whether
he’s tall or short, or dark or blond.” But she cherished

a picture of tenderness and humor and understanding.

It may be a slight to the movie community that Ann
has made her choice not from among the dashing heroes

of the screen, but that she will go to the altar, instead,

with Dr. James McNulty, a Los Angeles obstetrician.

But Ann knows now why she was waiting. And she has
the warmest wishes of all of Movietown.

-s»- V



Guys and Dolls: Although there wasn’t a romance between

Barbara Stanwyck and Ralph Meeker, he called her first

when the New York Theatre Guild signed him for an im-

portant play. Incidentally, Barbara is working harder than

ever before in her career. After finishing the story of the

Titanic sinking, she is scheduled to do two more pictures

in quick succession and nary a moment for rest . . . The oh-

so-beautiful Lana Turner and Lex Barker are now dating

openly. However, local skeptics are of the opinion that

they aren’t serious, not Miss T. anyway. She has confided

to intimates that she tried harder than ever before to

make her marriage stick with Bob Topping. She doesn’t

want to lead with her vulnerable heart aU over again . . .

Fernando Lamas and Arlene Dahl are doing a picture

together; bets are even they’ll end up as Mr. and Mrs. . . .

When Zsa Zsa Gabor was in England there were rumors

she’d lost her heart to a titled Londoner. But Zsa Zsa’s telling

everyone now she loves only her husband, George Sanders.

Undressing Rooms: Doris Day is taking her slow sweet time

deciding whether she’ll remain with Warner Brothers.

With final option time practically around the corner, the

anxious studio is proffering tempting goodies, current one

being an elegant new dressing room complete with ceramic

doves cooing on the roof! . . . Marilyn Monroe now has the

number one dressing room on her lot and while the local

ladies of the contract ensemble are holding their tongues,

what goes on in those pretty heads is something else again!

Jeanne Crain for one, Waited years before she finally

rated a place in the star dressing-room building.

Fink Fink

iim

Take off his glasses for

the photographer? Not

Bogey! That’s for the

glamour gals. Humphre/

s

latest is “Battle Circus”

Dan Dailey, here with lovely

socialite Nancy Smith, is as

puzzled as ex-wife Liz over

reconciliation rumors, says.

“ITe hardly see each other”

vStern

Arlene Dahl and Fernando

Lamas may or may not waltz

down the aisle together—hut

they make an attractive pair

on the dance floor at Giro’s
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It's True That: Filmtown is distressed over the Anne Baxter-

John Hodiak marriage breakup. Their joint statement that

the decision to separate “is a painful one,” gave this sad news

added poignancy . . . Steve Cochran has a new name
for the house he lives in. After his own self he whimsically

calls it
—“Cock Run” . . . Robert Wagner’s public won’t be

having those intimate peeks into his new apartment. Be-

cause he will share it with his parents when they’re in

town, Bobby boy’s issued a no-photographs edict . . . Before

he left Hollywood, Marlon Brando braved the cold Pacific

and taught himself to surfboard ride by practising with an

old-fashioned ironing board! . . . When Shelley Winters

called Vittorio Gassman in Italy to tell him the doctor had

definitely named the day the baby would be born, her

excited husband exclaimed: “What time?”

Embarrassinq Moments: Aim Blyth asked Cal to print this

story and hopes Martin and Lewis read it. Appearing

with the famous comedians on their radio show, the beauti-

ful one lost an earring. She was so upset Dean and Jerry

got on their hands and knees and hopelessly combed the

studio. When gentle Annie got home and opened her

purse—^there was the missing bauble! That’s when she

remembered she took it off in the phone booth. Brave gal

that she is, Ann still can’t face the ribbing she knows she’ll

get if she calls up those magnificent madmen.

Shorties: Marilyn Monroe has the ansvter for those who
criticize her best undressed pictures. “What about girls in

Bikini bathing suits on the public beaches? At least my
reasons are professional!” . . . {Continued on page 74)

Stern

Zsarcaslic? Not any more.

George Sanders is a changed

man sinze his Zsa Zsa came

back from France telling the

world she loffed only him!

>

Smith

Tab Hunter, dancing with

Denise Darcel at a party,

may be young, but he is

quite a guy with the gals!

He’s now in “Johnny Ringo”

Smith



BY EVE FORD

Jane Powell faces the most dangerous challenge

in her career! Will she be able to leap the

hurdle from teen-age roles to screen maturity?

• When Jane Powell was nineteen, she remarked

that she would dearly love to act her age on the

screen. At that time, she was portraying sweet yoxmg
things approximately three years her junior. “Just

my own age, that’s all I’d like to be,” Janie said

wistfully. “But since I’m short and I do look yoimg,

it’s all right. My day will come.”

Jane’s day has come. And, ironically enough, it

may prove a threat to her career with which she

never reckoned. The once-dreaded “awkward age”

is no longer a problem for child stars. Deanna Dtirbin

shattered the jinx for all when she sailed through

adolescence with grace and ease. Both Elizabeth

Taylor and Jane have done likewise. However, once

Deanna reached maturity, she set out to prove it

through her screen roles. And she promptly wrecked
her carefully buUt status as a big-time star.

Liz Taylor has been more fortunate. She has passed

the crisis and is now established as a glamorous,

exciting woman. It is Jane who must stUl meet the

challenge set by the Durbin downfall. And for Jane
it will also be difficult, for she has grown up the

same wholesome type.

Deanna Durbin tried glamour and failed. What will

happen to Jane Powell? How long can a star play

a growing girl when she is a housewife and the mother
of two? How long will the public accept her in such

parts when aware of her matronly role in private

life? And if she should make a change in her screen

personality—what then? (Continued on page 102)

THE POWELL. ROLL
~ Offscreen, Jane is the ideal

WUl Maturity End Her Appeal? H matron, devoted to her husband

and to her baby son. and daughter

YES NO ^
RBASON

A«B

Paste ihie baUot on a two-penny postal card and mad to

Photoplay, 205 East 12 Street, New York 17, New York

Fink





Revelation of the private life of

Ingrid Bergman shocked many fans

and brought her great disfavor—and

the same fate may befall the Sinatras

—A frank and

forthright warning

to the stars who

make headlines—
the wrong headlines—

BEHAVE
YOURSELVE



Whether Rita Hayworth has alienated herself from most of

her fans still remains to be proved—only time will tell

Judy Garland’s actions were in direct contrast to fans’ conception of

her—will her marriage to Sid Luft return her to the pinnacle of fame?

BY HEDDA HOPPER

• When stars get into trouble, they

complain that we newspaper people

have the advantage over them. We
can get our side of the story into

print; they can’t. This is not true.

Any honest reporter would rather

have the truth straight from the

horse’s mouth than be forced to get

the story from roundabout sources.

Last fall, just before she left for

Africa, Ava Gardner had two fra-

cases with Frank Sinatra that sup-

plied plenty of headline material.

All sorts of veiled hints were printed

about the matter. Rumors, some of

them lurid indeed, flew thick and
fast. The public was given just

enough of the news to whet its

appetite. Ava was furious over some
things she read. Reporters kept dig-

ging. I finally got hold of her and

begged her to tell me the truth of

what had happened. I even promised

to let her approve the story before

it was sent to the papers. But she

wouldn’t give an inch other than to

say, “It’s a personal matter. I don’t

want to discuss it.” I explained that

was no way to keep reporters out

of her hair. She was hot copy. Some-
thing was certainly going to be

printed about her. Why shouldn’t it

be the truth?

That made no impression. “Why,”
she demanded to know, “can other

people get away with murder and

every time I wash my hands I make
a headline?” But more important

than the headlines are the letters

that follow.

Before me on my desk is a letter

typical of those that have been flood-

ing my office for months. It’s from
a lady who lives in San Antonio,

Texas. She has a problem. I dump
that problem squarely on Holly-

wood’s doorstep. And I label it: “To
Whom It May Concern.”

“I have a small daughter,” the

lady writes, “and it is my intention

to keep her away from motion pic-

tures as much as possible—altogether i

if I can. In doing so, I know that
j

I’m depriving her of a lot of pleas- !|

ure. But how can I teach my child !!

one set of morals at home, then let
j

her see certain movie stars, glamor-

ized and successful, flaimt that moral

code in the face of the world—and

get by with it? To impressionable

youngsters it must seem that mis-

deeds pay off handsomely.”
!

The lady added that she was set-

ting an example for her daughter by
refusing to see any picture in which

anybody of questionable character

appeared. If you multiply her by
thousands—and you can—you will

j

understand how star indiscretions

have resulted in tremendous damage
to an already tottering box office.

More important: How is the im-

proper behavior of stars affecting the

lives of people, particularly the

youth? {Continued on page 103)
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There’s no great mystery about Debra Paget. All she asks

is the right to live her own life in her own private way

• One of the first truths that most movie stars learn to

face when they hit Hollywood is that their private

lives are public property. Like it or not, they have to

get used to the idea that every thought they have

—

particularly if it’s a romantic thought—is grist for the

publicity mill.

But once in a while, someone comes along who
manages to kefep her own counsel, who pulls off the

practically impossible trick of living her own life in her

own way—and keeping the story of what she really

thinks and feels out of the gossip columns. This is

Debra Paget.

That fact, of course, has not kept her from being

written about. There have been reams and reams of

copy printed—and most of it has been wild speculation:

What is her real secret? What is there hidden in her

background? Why is it that so beautifxil and talented

a young girl refuses to date? Is it because she’s tied

too closely to her ambitious mother’s apron strings? Or
is it that she has some strange fear of men?

It’s none of those things at all. Although her mother,

Margaret Gibson, has guided Debra’s career steps wisely

and watchfully, she has not—as the rumors insist

—

prevented Debra from having a romantic life. She
wouldn’t dream of trying it. And if she did, Debra
wouldn’t stand for it. Not for a minute!

For this is no namby-pamby. This is a girl who knows
what she’s doing—and just exactly where she’s going.

And she’s getting there in her own way.

Of course, Debra is not shy and filled with fears!

All you have to do is take one look at her warm and vital

: dancing in “Stars and Stripes Forever” to be con-

T vinced that she isn’t troubled by inhibitions. No girl

who is “afraid of life”—that’s the phrase they’re using

most often—could pull off an act as convincing as

that one, if it were just an act.

It’s all very simple from Debra’s own point of view:

What she does on-screen is for public consumption. But
what she does on her own time is her own affair.

She isn’t trying to pull a Garbo—to buHd up a mys-
terious legend about herself. All she wants is what any
other good-looking girl does—the chance to be herself,

express herself—without comment.

And this applies to the question of dating more than

to anything else. There are stories in the papers now

—

for the first time—of Debra’s being seen around Holly-

wood with a man. His name? Bob Wagner. Now, Bob’s

playing opposite Debra in “Stars and Stripes Forever,”

and it’s a perfectly natural thing for a couple of people

who’ve been working together to see each other occa-

sionally when their work’s done. It happens all the

time. And it doesn’t necessarily spell romance.

Her dates with Bob Wagner are still business as far

as Debra is concerned, and the columnists can say just

as much about them as they’d like to.

The much discussed question of whom she’s been
kissed by—and when—and why—is something else again.

For all she’s been accused of living a cloistered life,

Debra Paget is just as romantic as the next girl. But
romance does not flourish in the spotlight’s glare.

When the time comes—and it wfil—Debra will be

more than willing to let the world know what her

heart is up to. But in the meantime—and that may be

a long meantime—she’s going to keep on operating on a

tried and true old principle: kissing’s nice—^but it isn’t

nice to kiss and tell. The End
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Color portroif by Mitchell. Charlton’s next, "The President's Lady*

Thunder rolling in distant hills... a trip to the moon on the New

York ''El" . . . Dogwood sandwiches and vintage wine . . . Wagnerian

music at a prize fight . . . romantic verse, carved in granite
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Alan is in “Desert Legion” ond "Shane'

The lion in the lamb . . . friendly faces in a strange town ... the love

interest in a murder mystery . . . logs crackling in a fieldstone fire-place

. . . a country gentleman in grease paint . . . humor without barbs



NOT
• Who are the rudest men in Hollywood? This is a

tough one to answer. So many men qualify. Sur-

prised? So was I—at first. Now I’m immune. It

doesn’t bother me—too much—^seeing Scott Brady

sit while the girl stands. Or hearing Mario Lanza

use truck-drivers’ language on the set. I’m used to

Lex Barker’s ungaUant dissertations on marriage,

and Prince Aly’s tirades to the press against Rita.

It’s accepted for a Latin lover like Lamas to an-

nounce the breakup of his romance with Lana, al-

though the lady is supposed to dish out that sort of

thing. I’m even used to Peter Lawford’s too obvious

boredom with people he considers “not right.” I may
wince when Stewart Granger calls Jean Simmons

“a stupid child.” But I don’t think I’U ever be able to

vmderstand Steve Cochran when he’s in an “I-can’t-

be-bothered-to-be-polite” mood. And to many peo-

ple that appears to be most of the time.

Mario Lanza’s language is so highly seasoned that

when he does report for work the set usually has to

be closed to visitors. If Mario whispered his naughty

words, he wouldn’t be so shock-making. But his

powerful limgs carry the explosions to the next set!

One thing you can say for Mario is that success

hasn’t changed him. He was just as rude before he

was famous. For instance, there was an incident in

a restaurant, relayed by someone who knew him

when. Mario couldn’t get quick service, and he

wanted to attract the waiter’s attention. He did. But

in a manner that was somewhat lacking in dignity.

The pity of it all is that Mario can be perfectly

charming when he wants to be.

Rock Hudson and Yvonne DeCarlo are friendly

now, which seems to prove Yvonne is the forgiving

kind. It was through Yvonne that Rock landed his

first important part—the xmknown him with the

important her in “Tomahawk.” But he ignored her

all during the shooting, and one day she was so

mad that she ordered him out of her car. There are

two sides to every story, but Rock, whether inten-

tionally or not, added insult to Yvonne’s battered ego

by dating Susan Cabot, who {Continued on page 100)

Perhaps Farley Granger doesn’t “see” anyone—but he’s missing a lot of fun by not snapping out of his daydreaming

If Mario Lanza whispered while he worked,

that “no visitors” sign wouldn’t be needed
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GENTLEMEN BY SHEILAH GRAHAM

Maybe they leave you languishing when you see them on the

screen, hut take Sheilah’s word for it, you’d leave some of

these glamour guys flat if you dated them in private life

Scott Brady may be a “diamond in the rough”—but rough edges can be tough on dates

!

Fernando Lamas’ romantic

line is smooth but he’s not

so hot in a “farewell” scene

“Polite” society is given

the shock treatment when
Marlon Brando is around!

When star actresses go out with Steve

Cochran they acquire that “lost” look
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BY JAMES DOUGHERTY

Our marriage was a good marriage. ..it's seldom a man gets a bride like

Marilyn...! wonder if she’s forgotten how much in love we really were

• Marilyn Monroe and I were married for

four years, zind if we had stayed married,

it’s a cinch that today I’d be Mr. Monroe.

I like it better the way it is. I’m married

again and have three tow-headed daugh-

ters. I have a good job with the Patrol

Division of the Van Nuys police force, and
all four females in my house are content

to stay on board and let me steer their ship.

I’m the captain and my wife is first mate,

and I have a crew any man would be

proud of.

Marilyn and I could have had a life like

this, and the first two years of our mar-
riage I thought we would. But when things

began busting apart at the seams it turned

out to be another story.

Our marriage was a good marriage in

those years before I went into the maritime

service. It’s seldom a man gets a bride like

Marilyn—girls don’t come very often like

her. She was only a kid, just turned six-

teen, and she’d had a pretty rough life.

There’d been nothing for her to hang on to

until she became Mrs. Dougherty, and then

she felt secure for the first time. She used

to tell me if anything happened to our

marriage she’d go to the Santa Monica
pier and jump off.

I’d laugh and say, “Why always the Santa

Monica pier, baby? Couldn’t you use some
other pier?” And then she’d put her arms
around me and teU me how much she

loved me.

She has told the press that our marriage

was one of expediency, that she was never

happy with me. I wonder if she has for-

gotten how much in love we really were.

STORY AND PICTURES CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 47



v

MARILYN MONROE

WAS MY WIFE
CONTINUED

She used to sit and talk for hours about her child-

hood, and many times she told me she’d never felt

secure until she married me . .

.

She told me she had a surprise for me ... I didn’t

know what it was until she walked into the room

in a black lace nightgown

If we’d stayed married, it’s a cinch that today I’d be Mr.

Monroe. I like it better the way it is . .

.

We had our arguments, siure, but they never lasted

long, and I don’t think two people were ever happier

when they were making up. Neither of us could

stand being mad at the other for very long.

You probably know by now about her childhood,

how her mother was so sick and shifted from hos-

pital to hospital, and how Marilyn stayed with her

mother’s friends, or friends of her mother’s friends.

She never knew her father; she never knew a real

home. There was nothing she could call her own.

I came into the picture when Marilyn was living

with Doc and Grace Goddard. The Goddards were
friends of my family. We’d lived next door to each

other during the depression days and I used to make
blueprints of Doc’s inventions. We stayed pretty

close after my parents moved away from that neigh-

borhood, and when I was twenty, Marilyn moved in

with the Goddards and their two daughters. I was
working the “graveyard shift” at Lockheed at the

time, and our house was near the school where Mari-

lyn and one of the Goddard girls went. She and Bebe
used to come to our house after school was out and

wait for me to wake up. Then I’d drive them home.

I never paid much attention to the kids. They were

only fifteen, and five years is a big difference when
you’re that yoimg. I had a special girl then—she was
Queen of the Santa Barbara Festival—and when I

looked at Marilyn, I didn’t even see her. I guess I

subconsciously concentrated on her age so much that

I didn’t realize, at first, what a beautiful child she was.



I pleaded with her . . . not to model in Bikini

bathing suits. “Why not?” she said. “They pay

me for it.”

On day when I woke up at the usual hour of

3:00 P.M., I found a note pinned to my pillow. It was
from Grace Goddard. She wanted me to take Marilyn

out dancing that night and to get a date for Bebe.

I remember I felt pretty foolish about it, and until

the evening really got started I thought I was rob-

bing the cradle. But I foimd that Marilyn was a

pretty mature kid in the way she thought and spoke.

It was probably the result of her imcertain life; she

knew much better than the average adolescent that

life isn’t all sweetness and light, and although she was
awfully naive about some things, her mentality was
much higher than most girls’ in their ’teens.

Despite her age, I enjoyed the evening and began

to date her frequently. I don’t think she ever went
out with another man after that. We went dancing

and to the beach and the fun house, and fishing up
at Lake Sherwood. We did all the things kids do

when they’re in love. For we were in love by that

time, head over heels. I broke off with the other

girls I knew almost immediately. Marilyn was differ-

ent from the others; she was sweet and innocent, and
I must admit that she inflated my ego. She had a

typical adolescent crush on me, things like liking me
in white shirts, and being fascinated by my moustache.

She told me once that she’d heard of me long before

we began dating, when she first started at Van Nuys
High School. When I was there, I was elected presi-

dent of the student body purely on my promise of

a swimming pool for the (Continued on page 75)

I must admit that she inflated my ego — she had a

typical adolescent crush on me

She was a wonderful housekeeper, didn’t have

a lazy bone in her body. She darned socks,

sewed on buttons like a veteran housewife

She used to tell me that if anything happened

to our marriage, she’d . .
.
jump off the Santa

Monica pier



A MAN CAN GO A LONG WAY BEFORE HE FINDS WHAT HE WANTS MOST. FOR ROCK HUDSON, A

• Home sweet Hollywood. Or was it? They’d be land-

ing any minute now, but from San Bernardino the ceding

had closed in below them. And where were those lights

of home he’d missed so long?

Rock Hudson was disappointed. More disappointed

than when—after bucking a blizzard in Iceland and

twenty hours of headwinds across the Atlantic—his

plane had landed at Idlewdd Airport in New York and
the field there, city-side, had been closed in too. Just

a lot of covmtry. No lights. Nothing but heavy darkness.

“How do you feel about the Swarm’ welcome in Eng-
land, Rock?” reporters had asked. “What about those

hot protests British Equity made about you starring in

‘The Sea Devil’ over there?”

This he could answer.

“How does it feel to be home. Rock?”

This he couldn’t. “Great,” he’d said. And then the

growing liunp in his throat was answering ior him. . . .

Now they were going through the clouds, cind there

she lay— The City of the Angels shimmering brightly
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Even the presence of Yvonne De Carlo

couldn’t make the Channel Islands

seem like the Hollywood he missed

TRIP ABROAD BROUGHT HIM CLOSER TO HOME

down below—a jeweled welcome for him. “There’s At-
lantic Boulevard!” he called out, eagerly, with an
enthusiasm that the ex-trucker once named Roy Fitz-

gerald certainly never thought he’d feel while viewing
Atlantic Boulevard from any angle, having dehvered too

many loads of dried beans thereon. But what a thrill

now. He knew every curve, every green light.

About green lights, this ex-trucker from Winnetka,
Illinois, felt he knew plenty anyway. Those lights down
there now—in a way they (Continued on page 89)

I

Hollywood Never

Looked Better

BY Rock yearned for a cup of Mom’s good coffee

MAXINE ARNOLD



Anytime you want your man to do something,

smile at him.^^ How little mother knew Dean!

BY MRS. DEAN MARTIN

• “But Dean, you can’t just tell yoirr,^

guests to go home because you’re tired!^

You’ve got to be diplomatic about it.” Is

“Okay, honey. Next time, I won’tJ
mention a word about their leaving.’^-

That was several months ago. Dean
kept his promise. And how! | :

i

Nowadays, when we have a party and
he gets tired, he simply excuses him-;

}

self, and a few minutes later, returns -

in his pajamas to say good night and

to describe where his room is—in case

anyone wants to come up and tuck him|
in. Usually they get the hint. ... [

;

Getting Dean to do things isn’t al- !

ways as easy as I had hoped for when
(

we were married at Herman Hover’s i

house in Los Angeles, on September 1,

1949. Just before the wedding, my
mother had whispered, “Anytime you

want your man to do something, jxist_

smile at him sweetly and he’ll melt.^

How httle mother knew Dean!

For two years I’ve been smiling ay
him, trying to make him eat mor0
slowly, since I was afraid that if he*

didn’t, both of us would have ulcers by

the time we were forty. Dean would,

because of his eating habit; I, trying

to keep up with him. But at last I

foimd a solution: Instead of sitting op-

posite him at the table, I now put the

TV set in my old plaqe and switch on|

his favorite (Continued on page 86)



I • There was no choice. Jerry had to

; be taught a lesson in tidiness—or else

I’d have to go on picking things up after

him for the next sixty years, every time

we went on a trip. So I determined to

i

teach him the hard way.

!
The minute he stepped into the

!

shower^—the clothes he’d worn the last

few days, as usual, strewn all over the

hotel room—I called the desk clerk to

' send a porter up.

A couple of minutes later, the boy
knocked on the door.

“Everything on the floor and chairs

goes to the cleaners,” I ordered.

“Everything?”

“Everything!”

! And so off he walked, with all of

I
Jerry’s suits, his shirts, socks, shorts

and what-not.

He had just left when Jerry stuck his

head out of the bathroom door. “Oh,

Pa-a-a-atsy—^would you mind brush-
ing off my blue suit, please?”

“Sorry, but your blue suit is at the

cleaners, dear.”

“Well—m wear the grey one.”

“That’s at the cleaners, too, Jerry.”

“I guess one of the others will have
to do for tonight. . .

“They’re all at the cleaners. And so

are your shirts and socks, and ties

I

and underwear. . .
.”

“But Patsy, {Continued on page 87)

my husiand

J^hen my jibes at his funny** habits didn*t

help I had to resort to more drastic measures

BY MRS. JERRY LEWIS



June puls the bite on one of her homegrown tomatoes i This will send you reeling—the Powells hare a pond!

c;Qi_.i_.Ec; ’

iTEis/iJS isrcz>. 3
!

Soon she'll be settled on new home

grounds as Mrs. Dick Powell, RFD

On the fifty-eight acre property which

the Dick Powells now call home, a pert

figure was dashing around excitedly.

There was so much to show the

photographer — the private lake, the

cows, chickens, gardens and — "smell

that fresh air!" she'd keep saying,

wrinkling her small nose. The new house

will be hidden in one of the canyons of

the Santa Monica mountains — but the

living won't be rugged. Between pictiure

chores— Time's latest are "Battle Circus"

and "Remains to Be Seen"— the Powells

expect to be very busy from now on, set-

thng into their new home, "country style"

I

Timber! June has some knotty problems to take up



Informals by Apger

Nothing like a woodpile to keep home fires burning

"Bottoms Up!" That's Mrs. Powell's toast on dry land Rowing is fun but canoeing with Dick would be better!

m.



Announcing

The Photoplay

Gold Medal Award

YOUR VOTES ARE IN AND COUNTED, and you—the movie-going public of

America—have indicated to Photoplay your favorite performances and

pictures for the year 1952. Once again it is Photoplay Gold Medal time.

This year the presentation of the Photoplay Gold Medal Awards takes

place February 9 at a dinner in the Crystal Room of the Beverly Hills

Hotel, with Paul Douglas as the master of ceremonies. Hollywood’s lead-

ing players, producers, directors and writers will be among the hundreds

of guests present. Once again, Ralph Staub is filming this gala occasion

as one of his popular short subjects in “Screen Snapshots,” to be released

to theatres in the coming months. Newsreels are covering the presenta-

tion of medals to the winners. And as usual, before the dinner, at

9:00 P.M. EST, Lux Radio Theatre is presenting over the CBS radio

network a one-hour dramatization of the most popular picture of the

-year, as determined by your votes. To the winners—^to Susan Hayward,

to Darryl F. Zanuck and Twentieth Century-Fox Films, to Gary Cooper,

to Jane Froman, to William Goetz, to Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, to

Marilyn Monroe—and to the runners-up who are listed on the following

pages, the editors of Photoplay offer their sincere congratulations.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Most Popular Actress:

SUSAN HAYWARD

Susan Hayward is the Gold Medal Winner as the Most

Popular Actress of 1952. Her performance in the picture,

“With a Song in My Heart,” carried an emotional lift to

all in the audience. It was a portrayal of depth and appeal
;

Pozvolny





"With a Song in My Heart" is the Gold Medal Picture. Appearing in it with

Susan Hayward were Robert Wagner (above, with Susan), Rory Calhoun, David

Wayne and Thelma Ritter. In Technicolor, the Twentieth Century-Fox film won

praise of all. Jane Froman, left, receives special citation for her contributions to it

RUNNER-UP PICTURES:

"IVANHOE" was a spectacular version of
Scotfs classic brought to vivid reality,

with performances of outstanding merit

by Elizabeth Taylor and Robert Taylor

"HIGH NOON" was a taut Western thriller,

in which Gary Cooper appeared with Katy
Jurado and Grace Kelly. It was an un-

usual example of artistry in film making

"SINGIN' IN THE RAIN" was a hilarious

funfest dealing ivith the silent-into-talkie

era of movie history. Gene Kelly, Debbie
Reynolds and Donald O’Connor teamed

"THE QUIET MAN" was a triumph for di-

rector John Ford as well as for its stars,

John Wayne, Maureen O’Hara and Barry
Fitzgerald. Humor mixed with eye appeal

"SAILOR BEWARE" was another in the

string of hits for Dean Martin and Jerry

Lewis. Based on the stage hit, it was
tailored to their special brand of fun

"JUST FOR YOU" repeated the hit teaming

of Bing Crosby and Jane Wyman in songs,

comedy and a warm human-interest story.

Ethel Barrymore and Bob Arthur scored

"I'LL SEE YOU IN MY DREAMS" starred

two dependable favorites, Doris Day and
Danny Thomas, in a film biography of song-

writer Gus Kahn. Doris hit a new high

"BEND OF THE RIVER" had a host of stars

to insure quality—James Stewart, Arthur
Kennedy, Rock Hudson, Julia Adams,
Lori Nelson in romance and adventure

"THE SNOWS OF KILIMANJARO," based on
short stories of Ernest Hemingway, starred

Gregory Peck with Ava Gardner and 1952’

s

Gold Medal winner, Susan Hayward
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Gary Cooper is the Gold Medal Winner as the Most Popular Actor of 1952,

for his performance in “High Noon.” Long a favorite with film fans all over

the world, Gary brought sincerity and understanding to his role in one of

the “different” Westerns, a film which will place on lists of the all-time bests

SPECIAL. AWARDS:
MARILYN MONROE receives a special cita-

tion. for her sensational rise to stardom
during 1952. At the beginning of the year
Marilyn was known chiefly for' her work
in supporting roles in two films, “All
About Eve” and “The Asphalt Jungle.”
By the end of the year, she was one of the

best known of Hollywood stars. In rapid

succession, she appeared in “Don’t Bother
to Knock” “We’re Not Married,” “Mon-
key Business” and “0. Henry’s Full

House.” By the end of 1952, she was
handed one of the plum roles in the top
musical, “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”

DEAN MARTIN AND JERRY LEWIS receive a

special citation as a team whose pictures

were continually winners at the box offices

all over America. Their pictures for 1952
included the hits, “Sailor Beware” and
“Jumping Jacks.” In spite of the dire

predictions of skeptics that their popular-
ity must decline, the Martin and Lewis
team stayed right at the top in the favor

of movie-goers, for their special brand of
nonsense filled a need with patrons desir-

ing fun and laughter as the basis of enter-

tainment. At the end of the year, they
were even more popular than ever before

WILLIAM GOETZ of Universal-International

is awarded a special citation for his efforts

in the development of new talent in the

fields of acting, writing and directing.

Many of the current screen favorites re-

ceived their first encouragement—in the

form of important roles in important pic-

tures-—from Mr. Goetz. Those he has
helped on their way include Jeff Chandler,
Piper Laurie, Tony Curtis, Shelley Win-
ters, Rock Hudson and Joyce Holden, as
well as Lori Nelson, whom the readers of
Photoplay voted the winning actress of
the Choose Your Star contest for 1952
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Runner-up Performers:

The

Photoplay

Gold Medal Awards

for 1952

John Wayne in
*‘Th© Quiet Man’’

Robert Taylor
in “Ivanhoe”

James Stewart in
‘•‘Bend of the River”

Joan Crawford in Debbie Reynolds in
“Sudden Fear” “Singin’in the Rain”

CONTINUED

Elizabeth Taylor gave haunting loveliness to “Ivanhoe”

and her portrayal in this superb production was fully worthy

as a follow-up for Liz to last year’s success, “A Place in the

Sun.” An actress who has literally grown up in pictures,

Liz is yearly gaining stature as a performer worthy of note

Joan Crawford is used to winning honors, for she has, in

addition to being an all-time favorite, won many awards

and citations throughout her career as a motion-picture star.

In 1952, Joan made the suspenseful thriller, “Sudden Fear,”

a movie wherein she again proved her prowess as an actress

Debbie Reynolds is a newcomer to the lists of your most

popular performers. It was Debbie’s zestful and exuberant

portrayal in the musical, “Singin’ in the Rain,” which made

her one of the top-ranking actresses. In measure of years she

is a newcomer to films, but Debbie has shown her worth

Doris Day won the Photoplay Gold Medal last year for

her performance in “Lullaby of Broadway,” and this year

she has returned to the list of favorites for her warm and

sincere portrayal in “I’ll See You in My Dreams.” A smash

hit in song-and-dance roles, Doris also scores in movie drama

John Wayne is among top performers of 1952 for his very

real contributions to “The Quiet Man,” one of the best-

liked pictures of the year. At home in Westerns and in fast-

action adventure movies, John brought a natural and down-to-

earth reality to his role of ex-prize fighter returned to Ireland

Roberf Taylor followed his triumph in the epic “Quo

Vadis” with another excellent portrayal in the Technicolor

spectacle, “Ivanhoe.” A long-time favorite. Bob has become

known as a capable and adept actor as well as a romantic

ideal. His name on a movie marquee is a quality guarantee

James Stewart portrayed a Western hero in the outdoor

adventure film, “The Bend of the River,” and his own style

of deliberate underplaying was a major reason for the great

success of the picture, which landed on the list of the most

popular films. He’s a repeat winner from past years, too

Stewart Granger came to America from England with his

reputation solid as an actor, and he lived up to everyone’s

expectations with his performance in “Scaramouche,” a movie

in which he combined a devil-may-care gallantry with just

the right touch of romance. He performs with wit and warmth

Stewart Granger in
“Scaramouche”

Doris Day in “See
You in My Dreams”
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Suited to the stars, and to every gal, siren or sweetie! The stars

show off their spring suits, co-starred with new shoes and stockings!

HOLLYWOOD SWINGS INTO SPRING, suited di-

vinely in the most tempting array of glomour-duds

this side of the silver screen! Dazzling Virginia

Mayo, right, gives star-billing to a suit that's

packed with fashion news: a three-piece, blue-lilac

honey by Swonsdown, with a pebbly -wool boude

jacket, a motdiing smooth worsted skirt and a

short-sleeved wool jersey blouse in the some color,

10-18, about $75. Her red rcd>bit stole by Harold

J. Rubin. Wear Right gloves. John Frederics'

Charmer hot Coro jewelry. The leg excitement:

Bur-Mil Cameo Nylomist hose in "Chit-Chat"

shade. Brand-new Jacqueline cobro-ond-suede

pumps. Virginia's next: "She's Back on Broadway"

MARJORIE STEELE, looking like the first breath

of spring, steps into the season wearing a casual

worsted suit by Rosenblum of California. The

sliin grey skirt has a walking pleat in front*

the jacket's checked in gold and grey—and

features the easy, box silhouette. About $55,

10-18. Glentex striped satin scarf. Carol Dds

jewelry. Ingber grey bag. Marge's hose, sheer,

non-run Burmikice with the soft face-powder

finish. Her keen casual step-in shoes, by Vital-

ity, beige calf vritb crepe soles. Marjorie is tire

bride in "The Bride Comes to Yellow Sky," one

of two stories in RKO's 'Tace to Face"

BUY PHOTOPLAY STAB FASHIONSm STOBES LISTED
ON PAGE 107 • FOR STORE NEARER YOU WBITE
TO PHOTOPLAY FASHION EDITOR, JESSICA BBADT
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Photoplay star fashions, starring

SUITEID

TO THE
STAHS
continued

Photos by

Dan Wynn

Monica models Joselli stole suit in white wool boucle with navy gabardine

skirt, 10-18. Suit alone, about $50. Stole, about $10. Coro jewelry. Hose,

mauve-y "Whisper," Her shoes: navy mesh-and-suede pumps by Life Stride

Coral wool boucle jacket doubles as topper, has striped

taffeta lining, bow; navy gob skirt. Lou Schneider, 10-

18, about $45. Wear Right gloves. Hose, "Gossip," coral

beige. Fashion-wise Bore-Foot Originals calf sling pumps

A "living doll" picks washable pale blue Dacron suit!

Permanent-pleat skirt, white linen collar, cuffs. Duch-

ess Royal, 10-18, about $30. Downelle gloves. Nylons,

"Rumour." Spring news: two-tone Delmanette d'Orsays



Monica Lewis, RKO lovely, in "Head to Toe Glamour"for spring, 1953

She's a "chic chick" in adorable luggage bolero suit by
Sacony in washable Palm Beach cloth, 10-18, $25. Carol

Deb jewelry. Wear Right gloves. Korby Originals blouse.

"Scandal" tone hose. Red Cross beech-tone calf pumps

Thrush Monica ends on a high note, modeling dcty-or-

date suit of Tebilized slub shantung by Jaunty Juniors, 9-

15, about $30. Coro jewelry. Seamless Run-Resist nylons.

Paradise navy calf sling sandals, trimmed in white

Making like a white-collar girl, the Lewis goes trim in

Handmacher Shepherd check classic, white linen collar-

ed, 10-20, $65. Downelle gloves. Coro jewelry. Daytime

nylons, "Secret." On her toes in Paradise patent piimps

La Lewis goes sexy in red rayon boucle after-five suit

by Judy Nell. 10-16. Under $25. Coro rhinestones. Long

gloves. Wear Right. Sheer, bore-look nylons. Ballet Toe

Transpara. Rhinestone'd black suede Tupper sandals

ALL NYLONS IN THIS ISSUE, BUR-MIL CAMEO'S NEW "TALKING TONES." DANI HATS. INGBER BAGS



SUITE ID

TO THE
STjAJRS

continued

SHE'S "FRAMED IN FASHION"—and what a picture she makes!

p
Marjorie Steele winds up our suit section in high style . . . and her

"coot-suit" is a real buy! Slim skirt, full-length coat and blouse

T ore basis of a whole spring wardrobe; the ensemble, under $50.

0
P
L

A

^ Marjorie's

The coat and skirt ore crisp navy faille; the coat lined to match

the pale blue, printed shantung blouse. Donnybrook, 8-16. Red kid

Grace Walker sandals show off new-for-street bare look. With 'em,

of course, nylons to match the bareness: Bur-Mil Cameo Ballet Toes

Hat by Dani • Irtgber Bag • Carol Deb Jewelry • Wear Right Gloves
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FASfflOrs

FEATURETTE

SUITED
TO NANCIE

I

Photoplay’s piquant Scholarship

f Winner, Nancie Brown, has a new

j

twelve-piece wardrobe, specially se-

ll lected for her by famous West Coast

I designer Stephanie Koret, of Koret

of California. For Nancie’s busy day-

time activities at the Pasadena Play-

house, Koret chose their charcoal-

gray wool, Pair-OfiFs, below. Cinch-

waisted skirt, stole (spencer jacket

not shown) are subtly striped in mut-

ed rainbow colors. Evenings out,

I Nancie goes “soft” in black velvet-'

een skirt, cutaway bolero and white

Dacron blouse, pleated collar. Koret

styles to be had at stores everywhere

stern

[
. Budding young actress, Nancie Brown,

wears three of .her four-part Pair-Off set

by Koret on a window-shopping spree

SECRET OF THE

New"Outer-look”... the New

FORMFITTnder-Look”

The story of the new “Outer-Look” begins with the

bustline ... it is high, naturally rounded—frankly feminine.

Sheer heaven, how Formfit’s Life Bras mold your

curves into line . . . give you the most flattering

“Under-Look”. .
.
yet never limit your freedom or comfort

!

Reason? Life Bras fit you not only for bust size and cup

size, but also for degree of separation— to elevate,

separate, rejuvenate perfectly. So many lovely

styles ... in quick-drying nylon, cool cotton, gleaming

satin. At your favorite store

!

.
Life Bras from $1 .25

THE FORMfIT COMPANY, CHICAGO, NEW YORK



Is it

Really

Love?

Never have two people

looked more in love than Pier

Angeli and Kirk Douglas.

Can they bridge the gaps—

-

and make romance last ?

BY GEORGE ARMSTRONG



• Twenty-year-old Pier Angeli and thirty-six-year-

old Kirk Douglas make the unlikeliest twosome in

Hollywood since Greta Garbo dated Leopold Stokow-

ski. It is not the difference in their ages; a sixteen-

year split is not too unusual, but the thing that is

widening the eyes of Hollywood’s citizens is the differ-

ence in their types. It is as though Ann Blyth, five

years ago, had suddenly taken to holding hands with

man-about-town Greg Bautzer.

Their backgrounds are different. Kirk once worked
in Schrafft’s in New York; and Pier was once Anna
Maria Pierangeli, who was bom in Pisaro, Italy, and

later studied art in Rome. But this is of little conse-

quence. The point is that since her arrival in Holly-

wood two years ago. Pier Angeli, the ethereal child

with the dovelike eyes, has been chaperoned by her

mother to the point of exasperation. Signora Pieran-

geli brought with her from Italy not only her twin

daughters but also the ironclad custom of her native

country that until a girl is twenty-one she does not,

under any circumstances, go out with a man unless

her mother, or some other proper relative, accom-

panies her. Pier and her sister Marisa Pavan were
seventeen when they first saw (Continued on page 97)
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"WHO’S

Hollywood may not speak to television, but

when television makes a gift, Hollywood isn’t too proud

to accept it. And that’s how it was with Susan Cabot.

Born in Boston and brought up in the Bronx in New
York, Susan made her professional debut as a singer

at the Village Barn in Greenwich Village. Television

snapped her up immediately—and no wonder. Eventual-

ly, a Columbia talent scout saw one of her TV shows,

and sent her to Hollywood to play a lead in “On » the

Isle of Samoa.” Columbia dropped her after that. “I

can’t blame them,” says Susan. “I was nauseatingly

cute, batting my eyelashes all over the screen.” But U-I

thought otherwise and promptly signed her to a long-

term contract.

Susan is chock-full of talents. She was starting out

to be a portrait painter and an opera singer when she

felt the need for a few fast bucks; so she switched to

acting. But she still plans to make the Met one of these

days. And paint something that will cause a minor

riot. She. designs and makes all her clothes. She loves

playing classical recordings by the hour and reading

serious books.

Susan has almost as many moods as talents. When
she first came to U-I, the hairdressers called her Raul

Muni. “Poor little Susie,” they said, “everything is so

tragic.” But she has her giddy moods too. And then,

she does crazy ballet dances and sings funny songs.

Oftentimes when she becomes tense and nervous about

Life, Love and Career, she jumps into her car and

drives for hours along the Pacific. “It always settles

my nerves,” she says.

She was married when she was seventeen. But it

didn’t work out. She says wistfully that the thing

she wants most in life is “a large family.”

When she came to Hollywood two years ago, Susan

rented the first inexpensive apartment she could find.

“Remember Martita Hunt’s room in ‘Great Expecta-

tions’,” she says with a laugh. “That’s where I live.

You sit on a piece of furniture and you take your life

in your hands.”

Susan was teamed with Audie Murphy in “Duel

at Silver Creek,” and again in her last picture, “Gun-

smoke.” Audie taught her to shoot. At Ocean Park

amusement pier, she pops away at the ducks and

brings home^arms full of loot. “Just what I need for

my apartment,” says Susan.

Birthplace: Boston, Mass. Birthdate: July 9, 1927.

Height: 5'2". Weight: 104 lbs. Eyes -.Black. Hair: Black

SUSAN CABOT



Craig hill was trying out for a part in a play at

Laguna Beach, California, when agent Henry Willson

said those magic words, “How would you like to be in

pictures?” Craig said he most certainly would, and

Willson said, “You’re a cinch.”

But it wasn’t so easy. Craig had managed to save up

a nest egg of a thousand dollars with which he had

planned to finance a stage fling in New York. Many
months and many interviews later he was down to his

last few dollars when Willson took him to see Director

Walter Lang who was looking for a “typical American

boy” to play Jeanne Crain’s boy friend in “Cheaper by

the Dozen.” Craig got the part, and he also got a long-

term Twentieth Century-Fox contract. Since then, he

has played in six films, and won critical acclaim for his

!
skill as Lieutenant Aldrich in “What Price Glory.”

Craig is unmarried, but he goes steady with a non-

professional. He lives in a small bachelor apartment,

cooks his own breakfast and often his dinner—but he

draws the line at bed-making. “I made all the beds I

ever expect to make in the Navy,” he says. He likes

mountain-stream fishing, but not surf fishing, and all

!

music except be-bop. He’s an expert at all the water

sports, but these days, his greatest enthusiasm is for

skiing.

Craig’s family moved to Laguna Beach when he was
two and he grew up there with the Pacific Ocean as his

front yard. He attended the University of Southern

California and served one year as Seaman First Class

with the U.S. Navy—then decided that he would be

happy to follow the sea the rest of his life. He asked

for and received an appointment to Annapolis. But

after a year he changed his mind. “I realized,” he says,

“that deep down I wanted to be an actor.”

In order to save up that thousand dollars, he worked

as a shipping clerk, a salesman in a men’s store, and a

laborer on a construction gang. Then he took a job in

Laguna as a landscape designer, and ran a trucking

business on the side. Although he was working twelve

hours a day, he managed time to try out for plays at

the Laguna Playhouse. And there, one hot night, scout-

ing for fresh faces and new talent, sat his film future

in the person of Henry Willson.

When he has stashed away enough money, Craig’s

ambition is to see South America and Europe, buy a

boat, and develop his “bathroom baritone.”

Birthplace: Los Angeles, Calif. Birthdate: March 5.

Height: 6'. Weight: 160 lbs. Hair: Brown. Eyes: Green

CRAIG HILL



By Hildegarde Johnson

After the dance: Terry and
72 EUck Jaeckel take a stroll

She doesn/'t act like a siren, but she^s making Hollywood sit

up and whistle—at the girl who’s even sexy when she’s sweet

• The “sexy” cycle inspired by Marilyn

Monroe’s rapid success is now in high gear.

Hitherto sedate Hollywood ladies are

busily practicing up on the seductive walk,

the half-closed eyes, the half-open mouth.

But Terry Moore doesn’t need any of these

acquired mannerisms to project the genu-

ine quality in “Come Back, Little Sheba,”

as the college girl who manages—for a

while—to keep two men on the string, and

unwittingly destroys the precarious mental

balance of another.

For an ingenue and one-time child

actress, this seems a surprising switch. To

Terry herself, it comes as no surprise at

all. When she recalls her early days in

pictures, getting her first lead role at

eighteen, she says, “I wanted so badly to

be known as sexy at that time. Why, I

introduced off-the-shoulder sweaters to

Hollywood. I got named ‘Miss Shoulders’!”

Only five feet two, with a trimmer figure

than Marilyn’s, Terry even then was well-

roxmded enough to carry off such styles.

But she had a bit more living to do be-

fore she could achieve her ambition. Not

at all the shy type, Terry talks willingly

and revealingly (Continued on page 95)



no wet sponge

no greasy fingertips

no spilly powder

creamy-

Anuel Fnce — in its ivory-tiiKi-c'oliien Mirror Case

by pond's

(yii'ydli, pu|^ (Mul QfeujS !

It's velvety powder and foundation in-one! More women
buy it than any other complexion make-up!

Prool;' that Angel Face Hatters like nothing else!

Never drying or shiny. Its creamy-smooth

finish goes on much smoother than powder—
stays on tiiiich longer! “Angel Face gives the

most heavenly look,’’ says the Lady Loch.

Carry your Angel Face in your handbag! Now— when
the situation calls lor glamour in a hurry, just

smooth the Angel Face puff over your lace.

No wet sponge. No greasy fingertips. No loose

powder— if can’t spill! In 6 naturally lovely

skin tones. Mrs. Nicholas R. du Pont says,

“I carry Angel Face with me always.”

Angel Face also comes in the sweet blue-and-gold

box in two sizes, 89(/' and 59(/'.’'' *pliis tax

!n fhe !ovely Mirror Case is

everything for a complete new
"complexion"— mirror, puff,

and velvety Angel Face. Sodo,
pleasingly priced at p ^

^



Continued front page 35
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Dinner with first wife's four children

helped John If ayne forget murital trouble

Debbie Reynolds won't fail tlie boys in

Korea. Site sewed lace nitHes on tlie dun-

giuees site lias to wear wbile strutting her

talented stuff . . . Poor Tab Hunter bad

to let bis hair grow tor “Johnny Ringo.
’

then waited tour weeks until the ])icture

started! . . . Mutual friends are rejoic-

ing that Olivia de Havilland anti Joan

Fontaine are burying their hatchets.

Odd Man Out; The many who are fond

of John Wayne feel very sorry for him.

.Some say his estranged wile (Esperan/.a)

is having him followed day and night by

detectives. One report hail him ilining

out with bis four children he worships,

when little Melinda suddenly threw her

arms around his neck and exclaimed: “Oh

Daddy. 1 do love you!" The big fellow

supposedly whispered back: “I’m glad. I

need love right now." Speaking of the

Wayne chibiren. Michael, the oldest,

turned military age recently. They're great

kids anil their mother (Josephine) has

done a fine job raising them.

Production Palaver: On the coldest day

of the year ,|etf Chandler had to wear

shorts in a jungle scene for "East of Su-

matra.’’ Because the goose bum[)s on his

bare legs pliotograii ed like golf balls,

they had to re-shoot tlie scene when it

turned warmer!

One Man's Opinion: Faces were rather

red at Denise Darcel's small dinner party.

Esther Williams' nice husband, who was

castigating foreign actors in Hollywood,

seemed unaware that the Janies Masons

were amongst those present ... In John

Payne's book, he informed pals at a

party, there are exactly three male stars

with virile acting ability. Clark Cable

and John Wayne are the other two! . . .

According to Jack Benny; "Fm a big star

in England— unless my good friend Danny
Kave lia|)|)ens to be in town."

No Love Lost: Not a word leakeil out. but

it seems they're not too happy with Cinger

Rogers over Paramount way. Inside

.sources insist she wouldn't stick to the

scrijit of “Eorever Female." wdiicli she

okaveil. True or false, 'tis said the smart

M iss R. has a contract clause stiiuilating

she must never be |)!iotograplied minus

lipstick or eye make-uii. Since she was

supiiosed to look like an aging actress in

the bnal scenes, they were forced to write

a new ending!

Love Ta!f Just how presumptuous can lo-

cal Columnists get in announcing Frank

Sinatra will go back to Nancy';:' In the

first place he's married to Ava Cardner

and despite discord, mad about the girl.

It was torture for him to leave her in

Africa lint he had to Hy back and test for

"From Here to Eternity." When Ava was

flown to London and hospitalized w’ith an

African germ. Frank nearly blew his top.

To get back to Nancy: Did it ever occur to

these columnists that she might not care

as she once did'? So typical of her forth-

right quality, at a party recently she saw

.Ava in person for the first time. Nancy

took a good long look and said. “1 can't

see a single thing wrong with her!’’

Wishful Thinking: (iarho confided to inti-

mates that two requisites could bring her

liack to the screen. The first (natch) is

a good script. The second? Montgomery

Clift as her leading man! . . . If the

"King” leaves M-C-M. as rumored. Clark

Gable and Joan Crawford, who were one

of the greatest box-office teams, may re-

unite in an independent Western.

Inside Hollywood: It’s these untold sto-

ries that give Cal his biggest kick. When
Judy (iarland attempted self-destruction

during the darkest iieriod of her life. Bing

Crosby came forward and insisted she sing

on his show. Yes. it was a break for him.

but it also helped take Judy’s unhappy

mind away from her problems. She never

forgot Bing's kindness. Recently, when

Dixie Crosby passed away, practically the

first message to reach Bing was an offer

from the great Garland to substitute for

him on the air. She did and how!

Bunny Tale: So you can't afford a mink

coat? Well, you can still look like the

most glamorous star in Hollywood, thanks

to -Al Teitelbaum. who is the most famous

furrier in filmland. At popular prices yet.

Al's created colored rabbit-fur coats that

have the town in a tizzy. Mrs. Gene Kelly

took a green one to Paris and dazzled the

uouleiardiers on the Champs Ely sees.

Tony Curds surprised Janet Leigh with a

led one which New Yorkers loved when
tl.ey saw it and promptly sent orders to

Teitelbaum's Beverly Hills salon.

News and Views: Poor M-fi-AI was just

beginning to relax from the Mario Lanza

headaciie. when Red Skelton hit headlines

by announcing he'd left home and was
planning a divorce. Red. suffering from

a painful ailment, was rushed to the hos-

pital and at this writing all's quiet on the

.Skelton marital front . . . Now that they

have a six-pound son. Ruth Roman’s hus-

band. Morty Hall, wishes she’d give her

movie career back to the Warner brothers.

But his talented wile says. “The ham is

still smoking!" . . . He’s thirty-two. Elaine

Mahnken is twenty-two and she's wife

number four for Mickey Rooney. He mei

the tall model (he did it again) just two

months before he married her . . . Just

when everyone was convinced there was

smooth sailing for the Sterling Haydens,

she sued him for separate maintenance

and custody of their four young children

. . . Johnnie Ray is still cryin' "No. no”

to those divorce and separation rumors.

Illness kept his wife in the hospital when
he road-toured . . . 'Tis said the will of

Dixie Lee Crosby will dispose of an esti-

mated $10,000,000, representing half of

the fortune amassed by her husband . . .

Only surprised that she waited so long.

Teresa Wright’s friends are noncommittal

about her divorce from husband-writer

Niven Busch . . . The entire U-I lot. where

she grew up. is in mourning because Ann
Blyth is leaving them. At M-G-iM. where

she signed a fabulous new deal, they’re

dusting off the red carpet.

Clark Gable was “welcome” sight when Ava

Gardner arrived in Africa for “Mogambo
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Marilyn Monroe Was My Wife

(Continued from page 49)

school. Once I was elected I found the

faculty was in definite disagreement with

me about the project, and for years after-

ward, whenever there was a mud puddle
in the school yard, some wag would stick

a sign in it reading “Dougherty’s Swim-
ming Pool.” The legend made me a hero
in her eyes and when she met me through
the Goddards, I was already established

in her mind as a knight on a white horse.

I became her first love.

I soon knew that I wanted to marry her,

but felt she was much too young for

marriage. The war was on, and I knew,
too, that sooner or later I would be in

the services and go overseas. So we talked

about getting married after the war was
over, and she promised to wait for me.

It might have been like that if the God-
dards hadn’t moved to West Virginia. They
couldn’t take Marilyn with them, and, in

the bustle of planning to move, shifted

Marilyn back with Aunt Anna once more.
And then one day Grace Goddard came
to see me.

“Jim,” she said. “Would you marry
Norma Jean now?”

(I must explain that we all knew her

by her real name, Norma Jean, and that

I use Marilyn here only in order to avoid

confusion.)
“She’s too young. She’s only a kid.”

“But you don’t understand. We can’t

take her back East with us, and Aunt
Anna hasn’t the money to keep her. It

means that unless you marry her now,
she’ll have to go back to the orphanage.”

It was a pretty strong argument, that

one. I figured I’d be in the service pretty

soon, and that even if I was shipped out,

I could give her a home while I was gone.

So that night, after Marilyn and I had
seen a movie, I parked my car on a side

street near Grace’s house and asked
Marilyn if she’d marry me as soon as she
was sixteen. I didn’t tell her then that

the proposal was a thing of expediency.
In my heart, it wasn’t. I had wanted all

along to marry her right away but had
put it out of my mind because of her age,

and now I had a solid excuse.
We were both awfully happy. A week

before the wedding, we rented a furnished
apartment on Vista Del Monte in the Val-
ley, and moved our wedding gifts into it.

She picked out double rings for us, and
made arrangements to leave University
High School, where she had gone after

moving in with Aunt Anna, the Christian
Science practitioner who had kept Marilyn
before the Goddards took her in. She was
in the tenth grade then, and, while I didn’t
like to see her leave school, there wasn’t
much help for it.

She turned sixteen on June 1, 1942, and
we were married June 19th in Westwood,
at the home of friends, Doris and Chester
Powell. She was shaking so hard, poor
kid, that she could hardly stand, but never-
theless she was a beautiful bride. I wasn’t
any too calm myself, but my brother had
helped the situation by giving me a double
shot of whiskey before the wedding. To
this day I don’t know whether it helped
or hindered. I didn’t drink in those days
and I think I felt a little undone during
the ceremony. It was a help to have it

performed by old Benjamin Lincolnfelter.
He was a friend of the family and despite
his advanced age, he could walk the legs
off my brothers and me when we all went
hunting.
After the wedding, we went to the Flor-

entine Gardens, a nightclub in Hollywood.
It has been printed that Marilyn that night
got into a Conga line while I sat and
sulked on the sidelines. The person who

reported this was not even there that night.

The story is not only untrue, it is the exact
opposite of what really happened.
Marilyn that night was a typical blushing

bride and nervous as a hen on a hot grid-

dle. I was trying to bluff through the situa-

tion by being the life of the party, and
when one of the chorus girls pulled me up
onto the stage, I went willingly. With two
drinks added to the double shot I’d had
before the wedding, I put on a pretty good
show. Or at least, I thought I did. When I

came back to the table Marilyn wasn’t very
happy. “You made a monkey out of your-
self,” she said. And I think she was right.

I also think, looking back over it now,
that she was glad to have some excuse to

be peeved with me. She was terrified of

being alone with me, and I learned later

that she had asked Grace Goddard if she
could be married and be “just friends”
with her husband.
Aunt Anna had given her a book on

marriage and she had read it from cover to

cover, but it didn’t make her feel any
more confident. She needn’t have given it

a second thought; she was a most respon-
sive bride—a perfect bride in every respect
—except the cooking department.

I remember I found out about that right
away. The next morning we wakened in

our new apartment and Marilyn, aU do-
mesticity, proudly served me a cup of

her first coffee. It tasted as though she’d
made it with sea water.
“What was in the cup?” I said.

“Nothing,” she said.

“Are you sure? Didn’t you put some salt

in it?”

“Yes, sure I put salt in it. A teaspoon.”
I laughed. “Baby, this is pretty soon to

be pulling practical jokes on your old
man.” I tried hard to keep a straight face.

“But Aunt Anna told me it would make
it good.” Her lower lip came out in a
pout.

“Yes, honey, a pinch to the pot—not a
spoonful to the cup!”

I teased her about it for a long time
after that, and she always got upset about
it. I should have learned then to keep my
mouth shut and not criticize. I think my
teasing was the one thing that made her
unhappy during our marriage.
She was a wonderful housekeeper and

didn’t have a lazy bone in her body. She
darned socks and sewed on missing but-
tons like a veteran housewife. She banged
ears a lot with the neighbors, but she
never took out so much time that our
apartment didn’t look like a professional
cleaning crew had just gone through it.

For the rest, I had to teach her a lot

about life. She hung on my every word
just as though I was an oracle. She did
everything I wanted to do. I don’t think
she ever really liked to fish or hunt, but
she went along v^ith me willingly. I gave
her a .22 rifle and taught her to be a
pretty good shot. For a long time we kept
an empty shotgun shell that she had nicked
right through the middle from a distance
of fifty feet.

We went around mostly with my friends,

and she got along very well with them.
She would shy, though, when any of them
began telling jokes. She didn’t like that
sort of thing, partly, I guess, because she
didn’t understand tbem. I’d have to ex-
plain them to her afterward when we
were alone. And during those first few
months, she’d always answer my explana-
tion with, “What’s so funny about that?”
She caught on after a while, but for a long
time her favorite joke was about the two

(Continued on page 78)

WHO, US?

• You’ve scored a hit, Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh—and all Hollywood
applauded when the Hollywood Women’s Press Cluh gave you those

polished Golden Apples as the most co-operative actor and actress of the

year. As a matter of fact, you rate a hushel of Golden Apples for know- p

ing how to get along not only with the press, hut with each other. These

days, it’s good to see two people so much in love with life and with love
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You hate to see it—your skin getting dull, losing its fresh look You can do something to change your skin

Af:fascinating; immediate change

Do women have to put up with these? . • •

A skin that looks coarse?

Free your skin . . . replace

what it is being robbed of

Its color muddied?

A skin that looks harsh and rough?

Every so often you see a woman with a skin so absolutely

beautif ul you just can’t keep from staring at her.

YOU can do something about your skin.

Skin deprived of its natural beautifying oils is bound to

get coarser, with a dismaying drab, harsh look. And if,

unknowingly, you are cleansing your skin too harshly

—

yet not deeply enough—your skin loses its softness and

freshness even more.

You don't need to let this happen to your face—not one

of you reading tliis page.

It is a most exciting fact that you and every ivoman can,

easily and simply, bring a beauty to your shin it does not

have right now.

Fatigue, anxiety, tensions, wind, our dry air

—

all contin-

uously rob your skin of its precious natural oil and

moisture. Resistant dirt—from soot, dust and old make-up

—sticks in tiny pore-openings.

To cleanse pore-openings of embedded dirt ... to sup-

ply oil and moisture—there is an exclusive formulation

of skin-helping ingredients in Pond’s Cold Cream.

Together—these ingredients work on your skin as a

team—in inter-action.

As you swirl Pond’s Cold Cream on generously (be sure

to use gentle, firming strokes) you get the good effect of

this inter-action on both sides of your skin.

On the outside, embedded dirt is loosened and lifted

from pore-openings. And at the same time, your skin is

given needed oil and moisture that leave it softened,

smoothed, and supple.

On the inside, the circulation is stimulated, bringing up

color, helping the skin to repair itself and refine itself.
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You can feel your skin responding You owe it to yourself to bring out the beauty ofyourface

can come over your face. .

.

Feel the dry surface of your

skin take on wonderful smoothness

As your skin takes up the refreshening oil and moisture

in Pond’s Cold Cream—oil which just suits your skin

—

oil which is not too heavy and not too thin—you can feel

the tired little tensions ease away. You can feel your

skin getting hack its flexibility. You can see a clearer

color coming into it.

To replace the continual thieving of your skin’s fresh-

ness

—

each night give your skin this special treatment

—

to cleanse it rightly, deeply—to replenish it:

Sofl’Cleanse—swirl satin-smooth Pond’s Cold Cream all over your
face and throat—generously. Swirl up from throat to forehead.

Tissue off well.

Soft^rinse quickly with more skin-helping Pond’s Cold Cream. Tissue
off lightly. Look at your face.

This double Pond’s Cold Creaming supplies smoothing oil

and moisture as it cleans your skin immaculately. At the

same time, it quickens circulation, livens your skin.

(Note: Thousands of women find that in the morning another quick

Pond’s Creaming starts their day with a delightful new freshness.)

Look your loveliest and you
send out a happy-hearted eonfidenee

to all who see you

You will see the wonder of this skin-helping cream

—

immediately—after your very first Pond’s Creaming.

Use Pond’s Cold Cream every night (remember, tlie

constant robbing of your skin goes on every day). As you

use Pond’s, you will delight in your lovelier skin—and

you will gain an attractive new self-confidence.

So many women are discovering the amazing effect of

the inter-action of Pond’s Cold Cream on their skin

that more women use Pond’s than any otlter face cream

at any price.

Go to your favorite face cream counter and get a large

jar of Pond’s Cold Cream today.

Mrs. Ellen Tuck Astor— People alivays notice the exquisite

look of her skin. Mrs. Astor says: "/’re used Pond's Cold

Cream since my early teens. It is my most helpful and most

necessary cream."
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Haven’t you been embarrassed and annoyed time

and again by snags and runs? Then stop washing your

nylon stockings the old-fashioned way... with

soaps and flakes .. .start washing them with Nylast!

9

9
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Now amazing new Nylast, made exclusively for nylons, actually

strengthens and protects nylon stockings as it washes them.

No soap, no flake can do that for your precious nylons. Why?

Because Nylast contains vital ingredients by DuPont that

coat each nylon thread with invisible protection against snags

and runs. A survey among thousands of women proves

that regular Nylast users average

sixteen extra wearings!

So tonight, strengthen and protect

your nylons as you wash them.

Cut your hosiery bills in half.

Get Nylast at

your favorite store or

supermarket.

NylasT*
for washing nylons

A product of Seemon Brothers,

makers of Air-Wick, and distributors

of other dependable household

products for 66 years.

•nvlaST is a trademark of SEEMAN brothers, INC. ©1953, SEEMAN BROS., INC., N.V. S3

(Continued from page 75)
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morons, one of whom kept diving into*
the pool and yelling, “Whee, tomorrow’s 9
Thursday!” After a while the second moron
said, “What’s so wonderful about Thurs-
day?” And the first moron said, “That’s i
the day they put the water in the pool.” 1

It was the only joke she ever told, and «
while she came to understand the kind
with double meanings, she never caught

|
on to fast repartee. I’m pretty sure that •

the so-called “Monroeisms” of today are t

dreamed up by publicity people. They just
don’t sound like Marilyn.
She was naive about drinking, too. She

didn’t know a thing about it. One night my '

brother brought a girl friend over to our
house and handed Marilyn a fifth of

'

whiskey. She took the bottle into the
kitchen and came out later with our
drinks. When I tasted mine, the top of
my head almost blew off. I didn’t say any-
thing, so as not to embarrass her, but
watched her carefully and was happy to
see that she didn’t drink more than half
of hers. When our guests had left, I

checked the bottle and it was empty.
Marilyn had started to giggle and wanted
to know what was the matter with her.

“I’ll tell you what’s the mat+er with
you,” I said. “You poured a half pint of
liquor into each drink!”
She used to sit and talk for hours about

her childhood, and many times she told
me that she’d never felt secure until she’d
married me. I’d try to console her amd show
her where some things in her past had
happened for the best, because she’d been
conditioned for life.

I worked as a shaper operator at Lock-
heed for the first year of our marriage,
always on the “graveyard shift.” It was
dangerous work—a machine that sends
metal chips flying through the air, but I

never told her about the danger. She took
our marriage so seriously, and worried
about me all the time when I was away
from her. If I didn’t kiss her goodbye
every time I left the house, she thought
something was wrong. She used to pack
my lunch for me every evening before
I left for work, and tucked little love
notes in between the sandwiches. They
were always sweet, and brought a glow
to me when I read them in the middle of
the night. I remember one that went,
“Dearest Daddy. When you read this I’ll

be asleep and dreaming of you. Love and
kisses. Your baby.”

She always called me Daddy, a nick- i

name that probably stemmed from the
j

fact that she felt so secure with me. I

realize now that I did many things that
didn’t deserve her adoration. We both
had our faults, and I had plenty. For
instance, I used to play pool sometimes
during the day, instead of staying home
like a good husband should. She didn’t

like that, and she didn’t like my teasing,

either But she never held a grudge.
I remember one night when we went ;

to bed after having an argument about ,

something and she kept crying and crying,
j

Finally I moved into the living room and
went to sleep on the couch, and when 1 ;

woke up a couple of hours later, she was i

asleep by my side. :

I was young myself and didn’t know
very much about how to treat a woman,

j

One time I caught a catfish and brought •

it home for dinner. When I bit into it, it
j

was half raw. “I could throw this fish

back right now,” I said, and went out
to get us some chiliburgers. While we
were sitting there eating them, instead
of keeping my mouth shut, I said, “Baby,
when are you going to learn to cook?”
“You’re nothing but a brute!” she yelled,

and in a flare of temper picked up a trash
,

can and hit me over the head with it. It-

J
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didn’t hurt so much that it didn’t strike me
as funny. I started- to laugh, and that made
her furious. I was still laughing at her
when I picked her up and carried her
toward the bathroom. “I’m just going to
cool you off, lass,” I said, and stuck her
under the shower. She came out of that
dripping wet and mad as—well, as mad
as a woman can get. I knew then I’d gone
too far and went out for a walk. When I

came back she had cooled off.

We had a lot of silly arguments like that,
but all in all, it was a wonderful marriage,
and it was always a lot of fun making up.
She was awfully sensitive, and instead

of having sense enough to console her,
I’d try to point out where she was wrong.
If I’d been old enough myself to realize
she wasn’t mature. I’d have known better
how to handle the situation. I remember
one night I woke up and heard her cry-
ing. I’d said something in jest to her that
day, and as usual, she had taken it seri-
ously. “Go to sleep,” I said. i

And then she grabbed me. “There’s a
jman following me,” she said.

“Baby, you’re dreaming,” I said. “Go
back to sleep.”
“No I’m not dreaming,” she said. “I was

so mad at you I decided to leave you and
I went out in the street in my nightgown.
And a man saw me and followed me.”

I

She had a curiously one-track mind, a
fact which might explain that she would
absent-mindedly go wandering out in
the street in her nightgown. It explains
why one time she drove right into the
front of a streetcar because she was think-
ing about something other than driving.
It explains why, when she wanted to be-
come a movie star, she became one.
She grew hysterical easily. Like the

night I came home and heard her crying
in the bedroom. It seems there had been
a shorted wire under the rug and when
she saw the sparks, she threw a whole
pot full of coffee at the spot and then
locked herself in the bedroom for the rest
of the day. That was the house on Bes-
semer Street.

It was there, too, that I found her one
day trying to pull a cow into the house,
pie cow always grazed in the big empty
lot facing our house, and that day it was
raining buckets. When I drove up the
street in our old Ford I could see Marilyn
tugging away at the animal.

You 11 have to help me,” she said when
I got to the front door.
“But honey, it isn’t our cow. You mustn’t

worry about it.”

“But the poor thing,” she said. “We can’t
leave it out in this weather.”

I suppose it would have struck some
people as furmy, but to me it showed what
a soft-hearted, sentimental girl my wife
really was.
We’d lived in three different places in

that year before I joined the maritime
^rvice—first, the apartment on Vista
Del Monte, then with my brother in my
folks’ house when they went away for a
while, then the little house on Bessemer
Street.

When I went into boot camp at San
Diego, Marilyn stayed with my parents.
She always got along beautifully with
them and they with her. She particularly
liked my brother Tom, but my brother
Marion was too much of a tease. Like me,
I guess. Marilyn adored my dad, thought
he was the greatest guy in the world. He’s
honest and straightforward and wouldn’t
tell a lie if a lie would do better, and
Marilyn liked him for it.

After boot camp, I was sent to Catalina
as a physical training instructor, and be-
fore long found an apartment and sent
tor Marilyn. I made seventy-five dollars
a month and paid thirty-five dollars for

“My Stan Thrives On

Cashnifjin Bouquet Soap”

Famous Beauty Director

CANDYJONES
{Mrs. Harry Conover)

“I love Cashmere Bouquet Soap,” says this well-known beauty. “I’ve

used it ever since childhood—and it certainly helped me. At the start of
my career, as a Cover Girl, I had to have a baby-smooth, glowing com-
plexion; and today in beauty-advising others, it’s more important than
ever that I practice what I preach and use Cashmere Bouquet Soap, at

least twice every day.”

So do as Miss Jones does (and thousands of other women, too!) Give
your skin this gentle Gashmere Bouquet care — for the softer, smoother-

looking complexion you’ve always desired!

Now at

Lowest Price!

Candy Jones, Director of the Famous Conover School
in New York, Reveals for the First Time Confidential

Advice From Her Own Personal Diary!

^Your posture suggests your personality type. Roundec
shoulders spotlight laziness; a slouch implies a sloppy person
a lowered head shows lack of self-confidence. Perfect pos

fure illustrates your Beauty, Brains and Breeding!

2>,lf you are 5'6" in your stockings, can your measure
ments compete with these perfect ones? Bust 34-36"
waist 24-26"; hips 34-36"!

c5 No girl need have a “complexion complex" if sh<

watches her diet, has plentiful sleep, gets fresh air and spend:

time beautifying her skin . . . the Cashmere Bouquet woy /

MOREIATE.,



This Gorgeous Book is Really . .

HOLLYWOOD
IN REVIEW

Again the editors of Photoplay Magazine
bring you Photoplay Annual. This year
Photoplay Annual 1953 is more exciting

than ever! It is a treasure-mine of infor-

mation about the stars ... a real Who’s
Who in Hollywood. Here is just a brief

description of this truly lovely book:

HOUYWOOD STAR DIRECTORY-Vitai
statistics and pertinent information on more
than 500 stars—their roles and lives in

1952. The addresses of the leading studios.

Now you will know where to write your

favorite stars.

BEST LIKED MOVIES OF 1952 -Captivat-

ing scenes from the greatest movies of

1952—here are movie memories you will

want to keep!

COLOR PORTRAITS OF THE STARS-Cor-
geous 4-color photographs of Debbie Rey-

nolds, Rock Hudson, Doris Day, Esther

Williams, Tony Curtis, Susan Hayward,
Dale Robertson and Robert Wagner.

EVENTS OF THE YEAR—The parents of

1952 pictured with their youngsters—mem-
orable weddings of the year—divorces of

the year that made headlines—the final

curtain, death robbed us of some of the na-

tion’s entertainment greats.

NEW STARS—30 new stars that made
their mark in ’52. Pictures, as well as a

thumbnail description, of these newcomers.

See and read about them here, and then fol-

low their exciting careers.

PORTRAIT GALLERY—Thrilling full-page

pictures of Janet Leigh, Rory Calhoun,

Mario Lanza, Jane Wyman, Gene Nelson,

Virginia Mayo, Ann Blyth and Cornel Wilde.

You get all this and much, much more in

Photoplay Annual 1953. This valuable

collectors’ item sells out every year. Get

your copy—at once.

only ^Qc at newsstands

or use this coupon
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• COLOR PORTRAITS
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OF 1952

• LIFE STORIES

• HISTORY OF
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SPECIAL NOTE
A Limited Supply
of the 1952 Edition

Still Available
If you were unable to obtain

a copy of the thrilling 1952
edition of Photoplay Annual
—here’s good news for you.

A limited supply of this edi-

tion is still available at only
50c a copy, postpaid. Why
not order both the 1953 edi-

tion and the 1952 edition
right novw
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the apartment. It was small, just a livi'

room, bath and kitchen, and we shai
it with Muggsy, our collie dog, but
think those were the happiest days of c

marriage. It took the place of the hone
moon I hadn’t been able to afford.
On Saturdays I was free after inspect)

and we used to go after abalone and Ic

sters. By this time she could cook qu
well and took great pride in turning (

good meals. She knew lemon pie was i

favorite and would work over one :

two hours to make sure it would be goi

I remember she used to have mixed p(

and carrots a lot—not because she lik

them particularly but because “the cob
looked so pretty.” We used to sing a
together. We both had average voices, i

too good and not too painful, and I playj

a guitar. Our living room window ove
looked the bay, and on moonlit nights '

would sit at the window and watch t

soft light on the water and sing to ea
other. We loved every minute of it.

If Marilyn was meticulous about he,

self (she used to take what seemed li;

an hour to wash her face at night. And t

like to mention that despite her public;:

she does wear underwear, and is ve:

fussy about it), she was even more i

about Muggsy. She kept him clean as;

whistle, and combed and brushed like

show dog. When she put on a white bloi;

and shorts and took him for a walk,:
was like watching a dream walking. :

I think it was during our year on Cat
lina Island that I first realized what
tremendously attractive girl Marilyn wi
There was a shortage of women on f

island, and wherever we went I’d spot otfi

guys giving Marilyn the eye. When '

went to the beach and she wore skim
bathing suits I’d give her a lecture. A
she’d look at me wide-eyed. “But w
shouldn’t I wear this suit?”
“Honey, you don’t know what these gc

are thinking!”
She was so naive that she’d get ang

with me for saying such things.

But the naivete began to wear off wh
we were on the island. At first her clotl

were conservative, but after a while s

began wearing sweaters more often. S
knew she had a beautiful body and km
men liked it, and didn’t mind showing
little bit of it. She was quite aware of 1

pretty face, too, and even in school h
worn pretty heavy makeup. The other k:

had criticized her for it and she’d simj
say, “Why not? It’s my face.” I do
think her awareness made her conceit
it was just that her face and figure w<
the only advantages she had over otl

people, and she made the most of them
One night there was a street dance

Catalina with Stan Kenton’s band. It v!

the chance of a lifetime for the guys
service, and if I remember rightly, I oi

had one dance with my wife all eveni
long. I stood on the sidelines and watchl
over her like a mother hen. And I he£
the other men talking about her. I decid;

I’d better take her home. It was midnig!

then, but she was having the time of 1

life and didn’t want to leave.

“I think we’d better go.” I said aga
“Right now.”
“You know what?” she said. “I think

go home with you and then when you

help

YOUR
heart
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asleep I’ll come back and dance some
more.”
“Where would you sleep?” I said.

Her eyes widened. “What do you mean

—

where would I sleep?”
“I mean,” I said, “that if you do that,

you’re not coming home tonight.”

ITiat won the argument, but I realized

that night that I’d been feeling a few pangs
of jealousy. In the first days of our mar-
riage, Marilyn had been intensely jealous

of my old girl friends, cind now the shoe
was on the other foot. It wasn’t mainly my
jealousy that worried me; it was the fact

that she was so darned naive about these
guys on the island. Despite all my teach-
ings, she still would have swallowed any
lines they cared to hand out.

We were at Catalina a year before I

shipped out for the first trip in the mari-
time service. When she knew I was going
to go, she spoke briefly about wanting a
baby. It was the only time she ever gave
an inkling that she might want a child.

The rest of the time we had argued about
it. I didn’t want her to have a baby while
I was in the service, but I very definitely

wanted a family after the war was over.
She turned a deaf ear to the whole idea.
It wasn’t that she didn’t like children

—

she was wonderful with my nieces and
nephews, but I think she was afraid that
she might lose her figure. At one time she
had thought she might be expecting a
baby, and she was distraught with worry.
So for the time being, I let the problem
drift, and figured to talk about it more
seriously when I’d been discharged.
We went back to the mainland and

stayed with my parents for about a week
before I shipped out. Marilyn took every
cent out of our bank account and gave
me a watch as a going-away gift. We said
our goodbyes at the house, because ship
departures in those days were kept secret.
When I left the house she was crying and
I was bawling a little myself. We might
well have cried. It was the last time to-
gether that we were ever truly happy.

I hadn’t been gone long when my mother,
who was a nurse at a defense plant called
Radio Plane, got Marilyn a job there.
Marilyn wanted something to do to occupy
her time while I was away, and she ended
up in what they call the dope room, where
the workers apply a special paint on the
wing fabrics to make them stiff and water-
proof. She wrote me regularly, but be-
cause my ship docked at odd places, it was
sometimes three months before I received
any mail. Then I’d stack it in chrono-
logical order and settle down for a long
siege of reading and yearning. Her letters
that first year were all about her work.

I sent her monev the whole time 1 was
away, of course, but I saved enough for a
big blow-out my first trip home. We had
it, too. The first night I was home we
stayed in a motel on Ventura Blvd. She
had told me she had a surprise for me and
I didn’t know what it was until she came
walking into the room in a black lace
nightgown. I haven’t got words to de-
scribe how she looked. I suppose you
could see her looking like that in a movie
some time, but with me, it wasn’t the same
as seeing her in a movie.
The next day, we went up to a lodge at

Big Bear Lake, We had a high time up
there for several days. There was snow on
the ground, cind I remember there was
one couple who tried to teach us how to
ski. Once I made a jump and went in head
first and Marilyn thought I was hurt and
got hysterical trying to dig me out again.
One night there she ordered a Tom Collins,
and then another one. It was the first time
I’d seen her drink at all, and I didn’t like
it. I kept swallowing her drinks to keep
them away from her. and the only result

'’'drat.
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of that was that I had too many. Then one
night I got into a blackjack game with
some college girls who were there, and
Marilyn gave me the big old green eye
and went upstairs. When I went up later

she was in bed and crying. And then we
had another argument about having chil-

dren. She was still only lukewarm toward
the idea.

My second trip away was sailing coast-
wise, and I got home more often. But these
weren’t happy times. I can’t construct
them all in an exact chronological order,

but it seems every time we saw each other
the gulf had widened. Soon after my first

visit at home, Marilyn was photographed
at her work by some Army photographers.
One of them gave her a letter of introduc-
tion to a woman who owned a modeling
agency at the Ambassador Hotel, and that

started the ball rolling. She quit Radio
Plane soon after and did nothing but

modeling, and then moved from my par-
ents’ home to her own apartment, which
was part of Aunt Anna’s house.

One time when I was home I foimd a

script for a screen test and asked her il

she was gunning for a movie career. She
denied it and said someone had given hex

the script as a curiosity.

The next time I was home she asked me
to drive her to a studio where she had
an appointment to make a screen test. 1

didn’t like the idea and said so. “Look,” I

said. “There are a thousand and one girl:

walking the streets of Hollywood who car

sing and dance and act. And you want t(

be a movie star!” I should have knowi
then that if she’d set her mind on it, she’c

do it. Anyway, I sat out in the car anc

waited for her, and pretty soon she cami
out, all in a huff. “You’re right,” she said

“They’re just a bunch of fresh guys.”
Once I wired her from Texas that I wa

coming cross country from the East am
would be home at a certain time. Shi

wasn’t there when I got to the apartmen!
I waited more than an hour, and she finall;

drove up in the old Ford, which lookei

as though it had been driven through th

Mississippi mud. She gave no excuse am
I didn’t ask for any.

I knew she was modeling in Bikini bath
ing suits and pleaded with her not to do i

“Why not?” she said. “They pay me for it

She told me they wanted her to pos

nude but she wouldn’t do it. For one jo

she posed with nothing but a drape an

when I objected, she pointed out that th

one hundred dollars she’d been paid woul
buy a new motor for our car.

She was letting money slip through h(

fingers faster than ever. She’d never ha

much sense about money at Catalina. SI

used to use our food money to buy rr

a whole tin of my favorite cigars. It wi

a gesture out of the goodness of her hea
and I appreciated it, but I never cou
teach her the wisdom of saving mone
Once I sent her, from the Orient, one hui

dred dollars to buy a coat for her Chris

mas gift. She took two hxmdred dolla

more out of the bank for the coat. Ax

other time she took every cent out of ti

account to go to West Virginia to vis

the Goddards.
I was beginning to feel pretty helple

about the whole situation. I couldn’t coi

trol what she did while I was gone, b

I did put my foot down about the futui!

“All this business is fine, but when I g

out of service we’re going to have
family. You can only have one caret-

and a woman can’t be two places at one

Kids should have security and know tht

mother is home when they need her.”

I was wasting my breath. She h
thought she had security in our marriaf

but now there was the modeling game a;

the glamour that went with it; visior^

I
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a movie contract were dancing in her
head. To Marilyn, it all seemed a better
security than marriage. For my part, I

had known she was young but thought I

knew what she wanted out of life and that
I could handle the situation. But I hadn’t
knovm at all what she wanted, and I wasn’t
handling anything.
The worst blow came when I arrived

home after a trip and she told me she was
leaving town with a photographer. They
were going up into the mountains to take
some pictures, she said, and business was
business. She was sorry, but she wouldn’t
be at home.
The next time I got off the ship I had a

pretty decent leave. It was in November,
and when my leave was up I signed back
on the ship so that I could be home for
Christmas. I worked on board during the
day and went home at night. Two nights
before I was due to sail again, she wouldn’t
have anything to do with me. She said she
had to go over to this photographer’s house
to see some pictures. And when I objected,
she said once more, rather flatly, that she

I

had to go see those pictures.
' I went back to my ship and slept on

board the ship that night.
The next day while I was working in

E the forecastle one of my shipmates stuck
his head through the door. “Hey, Jim

—

;

your wife’s on the dock!”
' When I went down to see her she was

as attentive as though nothing had hap-
pened. “Were you going to leave without
saying goodbye?” she said.

“It didn’t seem as though you cared,” I

said. “You had to see those pictures, so
I figured I might as well go back to sea.”

j

We patched it up—we almost had to, it

Ij
was my last night before going out on my

' longest trip yet, a trip that was to take
me around the world in more ways than

|i one. We spent that night together and
ij the next day I shoved off.

„ I remember the day the letter came. It

« was summer, and blistering hot. My ship
I was on the Yangtze River, near Shanghai,
i, and I was leaning over the fantail, bar-

I
gaining with a Chinaman on a bumboat.

I' I’d just bought a camphor chest for Marilyn
when the shout went up that the mail had

I
come on board. I hadn’t had any mail for

!
three months, but that was normal and

[
I’d thought nothing of it. That day there

I
was just one letter for me, and it was
postmarked from Las Vegas.

I

One of the guys handed it to me with a
laugh. “Here, Jim. I guess your wife’s
divorcing you!”

I grinned. “Fat chance,” I said.

, It has been written that Marilyn Monroe
i has denied writing me a Dear John letter,

and the report is quite correct. She didn’t
write me at all. The contents of that en-
velope from Las Vegas were papers from
a lawyer to the effect that Norma Jean

1 Dougherty was sueing me for divorce.
Would I please sign the enclosed papers

i and return them?
I felt as though I’d been hit on the head

with a steam shovel. I had all sorts of
1 thoughts in those first few minutes after

opening the envelope. I asked the ship’s
officers what chance I had to telephone or
send a cable to my wife, and they re-
plied that under the circumstances, a letter

‘ would reach her just as fast. And then,
after I thought more about it, I didn’t
even write a letter. And I didn’t return
the divorce papers. As the day wore on I

got madder and madder, and before night-
! fall I’d canceled her allotment.

I’ll never forget how upset she was about
that when I saw her, months later. She

1

been in the hospital for a minor in-
ti faction when the notice arrived. “There
t| I was, lying in bed,” she told me, “when
I the nurse handed me the envelope. How
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BAD BREATH

Clorets, with active chlorophyll*,

banish odors from such causes as:

ONIONS,GARLIC,SMOKING,ALCOHOL

CLORETS have only one purpose . . . they

make your breath “Kissing Sweet” in

the quickest, pleasantest way possible.

Clorets bring you the astounding ben-

efits of tme. water soluble chlorophyll

. . . put into a most effective, quick-

acting form.

It’s simply amazing how fast new
Clorets Candy Mints or delicious

Clorets Chewing Gum purify your
breath . . . banish odors even after on-

ions, garlic, smoking or alcohol.

MAKE THIS "KISS TEST". Eat onions. Take

Clorets {Candy Mints or Chewing Gum).

Exchange a kiss. You'll find your breath is

could you possibly cut me off like that?”
“Look, baby, that’s how it goes,” I said.

“You don’t pay for anything when you’re
not getting it.”

Anyway, out there on the Yangtze River,
I opened my foot locker and looked at all

the stuff I’d packed from home to use for
bartering. I’d brought American nail polish
and all sorts of things like that to trade
with the natives in return for gifts for
Marilyn. I took it all out and turned it

into cash, and the only thing I put back
was the camphor chest I’d just bought, so
I could give it to my mother.

It was the end of that summer of 1946
when I finally got back to the States. We
docked in San Diego and from there I

phoned Aunt Anna, who gave me the
phone number of the place Marilyn was
staying in Las Vegas to establish residence
for the divorce. I asked the operator for
the number and waited for the click on
the other end of the line. Her voice came
over, low and purring, not at all like the
voice I remembered.

Hello,” I said. “Norma Jean?”
“Oh, hello. Bill,” she said. I think she

used the name Bill. It could have been Joe
or Wadsworth—I don’t remember. All I

know is that it was another guy’s name.
“This is Jim,” I said.

“Oh, Jim!” she said without even a rip-
ple. “How are you?”
“What the devil happened to your

voice?” I said. “It doesn’t sound like you.”
She told me they wanted her to keep

it low, that it sounded better that way.
“They” was the studio, for by this time
she was nibbling at a contract. I told her
I wanted to see her, had to see her, to talk
this thing over, and she said she’d be back
in Los Angeles in a week or so.

It was a couple of weeks before I got to
Los Angeles myself. After the ship was
unloaded in San Diego I rode it up to San
Pedro, the Los Angeles harbor. It was
night when I arrived, but I went anyway
to the apartment under Aunt Anna’s where
Marilyn still lived. I went in, using the
key I’d kept all those months, and woke
her up. Her mother was sleeping there
with her that night, and I guess I scared
them both, coming in like that.

I ought to mention here that Marilyn’s
mother has been well for years and work-
ing as a nurse herself. I understand that
Marilyn has been wonderful to her in
every way, and that their relationship in
these past few years has made up for all

the empty spots during Marilyn’s child-

hood. I saw her mother, incidentally, jusff
the other day, and realized for the first

time what a really beautiful woman she
is. She was walking down the street as I

drove by in a police car, and she looked
like a million bucks.
Anyway, that night I walked in, Marilyn

came into the living room and her mother
stayed in the bedroom so we could talk.

Even so, the circumstances weren’t right

for a serious discussion, so I asked if I

could borrow her car (or my car, which-
ever way you want to put it) to drive up
to Thousand Oaks to see my folks.

When I brought the car back the next
day we buckled down to sorting the thing
out. I asked her if all the things we’d gone
through together didn’t mean anything to

her. She said of course, but that she
wanted a career. She said “they” had told

her she must be divorced in order to have
a contract. I don’t know who told her that

—it doesn’t make much sense—but it’s

what she told me. And I realize by now
that the studio doesn’t want her to get

married. She’s worth more single, and I

figure this Joe DiMaggio business is all

publicity.

She said she’d made up her mind that

the career was what she wanted, but that
she’d never love anybody else but me.
She suggested that we date each other,

that she wanted to go on seeing me.
“But what’s the use of dating?” I said.

“I want a wife and a home and a family.”
It was the old, old stalemate, and it

.

ended there. I went back to the ship and
that night she drove down to the harbor.
Once more a shipmate told me my wife
was waiting on the dock to see me. I

went down, hoping against hope that 1

could change her mind. We went to a

little place in Long Beach for something
to eat and sat in a booth.
“Come on,” she said. “Sit a little closer.”

“Are you crazy, woman?” I said. “We’re
divorced!”
“Not yet. You haven’t signed the divorce

papers. That doesn’t make any difference,

anyway.”
All through dinner we went over the

same argument and then I told her I’d

thumb my way back to the ship and she
could take the car home. But she asked
me to drive her home and said I could
bring back the car the next day. I dropped
her off at her apartment and said good-
night at her door, and the next day I took
the car back. When she answered the door
I handed her the divorce papers, signed.

She smiled and said, “Thanks, Jim. Thanks

•‘Something different"

There’s nothing make-believe about radio’s “My
True Story.” That’s why it’s a show that’s really

different. On this true-to-life program, you’re
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Taken directly from the files of “True Story

Magazine,” the heartfelt, emotional situations are

experienced by real people—people as real as you,

your family, your friends.

TUNE IN it

TRUE STORY”
AMERICAN BROADCASTING STATIONS

In "FAMILY CURSE" a girl tells of her life-long curse—madness in her family.

What happened when she fell in love and wanted marriage and children is a

thrilling, poignant story you'll want to read in March TRUE STORY out now.
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to body tissues in
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hygiene

You OWE IT TO YOURSELF to

compare these wondrous benefits

of ZONITE against any other

product for the douche

Every woman should realize how nec-

essary a cleansing, antiseptic and de-

odorizing douche solution is for vaginal

cleanliness— for feminine charm and
health. All we ask is that you please

read all these facts about zonite

—

a product of proven quality for the
douche. Then judge for yourself!

ZONITE'S miracle-action

The great zonite principle was devel-

oped by a famous surgeon and scientist

(two men held in the highest esteem by
the medical profession).

Scientists tested every known anti-

septic-germicide they could find on sale

for the douche. No other type liquid

antiseptic for the douche of all those

for not making any trouble about all this.”

That was about it. I went back to the

ship and soon afterward shipped out again.

I carried a torch for a long time. When
you’ve patted a telephone pole every time
you’ve passed it for a few years, you miss
it when it’s gone. I liked being married,

and I had been happy with Marilyn, and
now it was all over.

I saw her again some months later when
I was back in town. My family was plan-
ning to give a New Year’s Eve party and
we needed a phonograph for dance music.
I’d given Marilyn everything—the car, the

furniture, everything we’d accumulated,
and I remembered that we’d had a phono-
graph. I went over to her apartment.
She met me at the door and when I

called her Norma Jean, she told me her
name had been changed to Marilyn Mon-
roe . . . the Monroe from her grandfather’s
name. I asked if I could borrow the phono-
graph and she said no, that she needed it

to practice her dancing lessons.

I began to burn on the way home, and
I think it was then that the torch went out.

It had been cold that day, standing there
on the doorstep and I’d got the feeling

that I was begging. All my longing turned
to anger. It must have been Providence
that made it that way, because I met my
present wife at that New Year’s Eve party.

By that time I knew what I wanted in

a wife and didn’t want to make the same
mistake twice. So before I proposed to

Pat, I asked her aU the things I wanted
to know: did she want kids, did she want
a career, or was she willing to stay at

home? I liked the answers she gave me,
and by now, years later, I’m set up the
way I like it. I don’t make much dough

—

three hundred and twenty a month take-
home pay, and I couldn’t see Marilyn
being happy with that. But Pat is.

The Marilyn Monroe of today, whose
face and figure are all over the country
on movie screens and in magazines and
newspapers, seems to me like a different

person from the Norma Jean I married
more thaij ten years ago. I suppose she is,

for the years change everyone. Her body
has filled out a lot more, and she looks
more like a woman than the girl I knew.
Her hair was always blonde, and naturally
curly, and when it was wet it piled over
her head in ringlets. I think the studio
has taken out that natural curl so that
they can arrange it the way they want to.

I think she’s happy—I hope so—for there
is still a grapevine via the Goddard family,
and they say that she is going great guns.
I was wrong when I told her she’d never
have a chance in movies, but I should have
known, with that one-track mind, that
she’d make the big time in a big way. I

think she’d give up anything for stardom
—she already has.

I think about her sometimes, sure, in a
detached sort of way. Unless she’s changed
a lot. I’m afraid she’s going to be lonely
one of these days, and maybe broke. She
never had a close friend among women. It

wasn’t her fault, she was just too attrac-
tive, and other girls resented it, I guess.

There’s not a chance in a thousand she’d
ever come to me for advice—there’s no
reason why she should—but if she did I’d

tell her to find a good guy, someone she
could respect and trust. Someone who’d
be a really true friend to her and steer her
right. Someone who could protect her
from being shoved around, and someone
who’d know how to invest her money for
her so that when the golden goose stops
laying, there’ll be some eggs left for her
somewhere.

It was great fun, our marriage, but it

was just one of those things. I wish her
all the happiness in the world. Me, I’ve

got mine The End

tested proved so powerful yet absolutely

safe to body tissues as zonite!
ZONITE is positively non-poisonous,

non-irritating. In fact, it’sawondrously
soothing and healing agent. Because of
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able germ, zonite leaves the vaginal
tract so clean and refreshed. Costs only
a few cents per douche. Worth a fortune
to women who value their daintiness
and health.
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Government Research Laboratory

The membranes of a rabbit’s eye are
far more delicate than found in the
vaginal tract, zonite douche solution
was put twice daily into rabbits’ eyes
for three months. Not the slightest irri-

tation appeared. Mr. Bunny didn’t feel

the slightest discomfort—he lived like

a king all the while he happily proved
ZONITE is absolutely harmless to you.
Enjoy zonite’s completely safe qualities.

Buy it today.
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on feminine hygiene. Write Zonite Products
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How I Trained

My Husband

—MRS. DEAN MARTIN

(Continued from page 52)
program. So dinner sometimes takes hours.
Reminding Dean of birthdays—including

my own—is an everlasting task. Since I

don’t believe in obvious hints, I decided on
a more subtle technique: three days before
my birthday I usually ask Patti Lewis to

send me a birthday card, which I open at
the dinner table. Unless Dean is too in-

volved in the TV show, he catches on.
Dean is one of the few men who can

cook well and likes to do it—when he has
to. I am one of the few women who
neither know how to cook nor regret that
failing in me. Six days out of seven this

doesn’t matter. But once a week, on the
cook’s night out, it presents a problem.
Particularly if Dean has forgotten and in-

vited company for spaghetti.

The first time, I tried very hard to have
everything ready by the time he and his

friends got home. After cooking spaghetti
for two hours instead of twenty minutes or
so, it practically disintregated. I did little

or better on the sauce which turned rub-
bery as bubble gum. When Dean came, I

had but one alternative—break into tears.

Promptly he fixed a delicious meal. I have
successfully used that system ever since.

I haven’t always been that fortunate.

A few weeks ago our television set

stopped playing, and I suggested Dean fix

it. When he looked at me somewhat sur-
prised I reminded him that “. . . any kid
can do it these days. And you, a movie
and television star . .

“Oh, sure, nothing to it.” And so he
went to work. He experimented with
tubes, wires, knobs and switches. After four
hours—with no visible results—he gave up
and called an experienced repair man who
simply plugged it in!

Another time I managed to kid Dean into

painting our house. In the process he
splashed paint all over the roof, patio,

chimney, window sills, dog and baby. While
he was out after he had finished, I had to

call the professionals to scrape off the
paint, which cost us more than if they had
done it in the first place.

There was the time when I thought a
father should put up his son’s crib. In-
structions that came with it certainly

seemed adequate, and Dean set out with
more tools than could have been used in

constructing the Empire State Building.
First he put it up inside out. After a

haughty, complicated reassembly, he had
reversed the parts—but the sides kept slid-

ing down. That adjusted, he put the fin-

i'i

ishing touch to the crib by inserting the
mattress—and the whole thing collapsed.
Luckily, for dinner we expected my
brother, who has better mechanical apti-
tude. Otherwise the bed and the baby
might still be on the floor today.

I haven’t been much more successful in
influencing Dean to keep tidy. When we
were first married, he dropped Kis clothes
wherever he took them off, and left them.
Our bedroom often looked like Macy’s
basement after a sale . . . “Dean,” I plead-
ed, “wouldn’t it be nicer seeing just the
pretty bedroom furniture intead of clothes
flung all over the place?” Gallantly he con-
sented to help, and did—in his own way!
Nowadays, to keep the room looking neat,

he does put his clothes out of view—^under
the bed, cushions, lounge chair, stuffed

into half open drawers, and once in a
while, where they belong—in the closet,

j
Although a star himself, at times Dean

^

gets smitten by a Hollywood actress, like

any other movie fan. The latest “case”
was on Jean Simmons, whom he’s never
met. After seeing her in “Androcles and
the Lion,” he acted like a fourteen-year-
old high school girl who’s come to Holly-
wood for the first time and run straight into

Tony Curtis. For two weeks, morning,
noon and night, it was Jean-this, Jean-that.
How to get him out of it? Well, I started

admiring Robert Mitchum. “What a build
that guy has!” I would say. After I’d made
him see three Mitchum films in one week.
Dean stopped talking about Jean Simmons.
But once, my attempts to divert his

attention from other females backfired.
When I first met Dean, about four years

ago, I decided he had too many girl friends.

With the exception of Jerry, his agent and
his business manager, he didn’t seem to

have another male friend in the world.
To correct that situation—and elimin-

ate competition—I suggested he take up
golf, which he did, reluctantly. Four years
and several hundred rounds later he has
lost all perspective about any subject but
golf. All he talks about is putting, driving,

teeing-off and so forth. He’s even teach-
ing Dino, our year-old baby, to play with
golf balls.

In self defense, I took up golf too. But
I didn’t stop there. Today when he insists

upon talking about the game, I start in

about the outfits worn by the lady golfers.

Sometimes it helps.

The secret of inducing Dean to do things,

I learned, is to kid him into them.
Arguing will get me nowhere—simply

because Dean won’t raise his voice, no
matter what I say or do. Once I screamed
—just to change his disposition. He just

smiled back. “Anything wrong, dear?”
No, there’s nothing wrong with Dean

—

nothing that can’t be cured by insistent

and constant wifely persuasion. The End |

listen to HOLLYWOOD LOVE STORY

A complete romantic drama presented
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Hollywood news.
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How I Trained

My Husband

—MRS. JERRY LEWIS

(Continued from page 53)
what in the world happened?” he asked me.
“They were scattered all over the place.”

I tried to sound surprised. “Why—

I

thought you wanted them sent out. . .
.”

There was a long groan. “Oh, no, Patsy,
you couldn’t have. . .

.”

But I did. And since then, Jerry has
tried to be neat while traveling.
At our house in Los Angeles, tidiness is

no problem with him. It’s the first per-
manent home he’s ever had. As a kid he
was constantly on the road with his par-
ents, who are in show business too, and
later on with his and Dean’s act. He is so
proud of the home that he is meticulous
about everything. Jerry is the first to
notice a crooked picture or a book askew.
But trying to keep Jerry from letting the
funny-man within run away with him at
the dinner table has always been a diffi-

cult, uphill struggle. Slapping a pat of
butter on his wrist, then turning to the
person next to him with: “What’s the
time, Mac?” is his Number One Gag.
Usually he finishes a meal by neatly

rolling up his napkin, holding it over
his face, and then letting one side drop
down like a curtain. “Finis,” he’ll scream.
This used to embarrass me no end. I

remember our first invitation to dinner
at the home of Loretta Yo\ing and her
husband, Tom Lewis. It was a party for
thirty people. Jerry was seated next to
Loretta and I was at the other end of
Ithe table, next to Tom. Despite my fervent
hopes and prayers, Jerry went through his
usual routine, keeping everyone in an up-
roar. Afterwards, I apologized to Loretta.
{‘Don’t ever,” she said. “Jerry knows just
how far to go.”

While Jerry may get away with it when
ve eat out, at home he gets angry when
)ur boys, Gary, seven, and Ronnie, three,
ry to put on their own act. When my
lubtle jibes at his own “funny” habits
lidn’t help, I had to resort to more dras-
ic measures. The butter-on-wrist routine
ipset me most so instead of butter I
Itpted serving him a dollar pocket watch
ivith h^ hotcakes. This, he found an amus-
ng switch on his own gag—and it helped.
And getting the kids into the picture has

lone a lot of good, too. For instance, I
eel Jerry needs spinach. Yet I know
lie’ll scream whenever I serve it. But he’ll
cream even louder if the kids—who
on’t like spinach either—leave anything
n their plates. What to do? Serve the
ame generous helping to all three of
bem at the same time. When Jerry starts
3 make faces, I point to the kids’ plates
-and he’ll smile sheepishly and eat!

As yet I haven’t fully succeeded in

I

laking him pay attention to me at break

-

i 1st time. Between the Los Angeles Times,
' Hollywood Reporter and the Daily

I

ariety, I can talk my head off and he’ll

I

ever even hear me. So, not long ago, I
L Jsorted to new tactics: Before Jerry gets
chance to pick up his papers, I cut out

I
il the items that interest him most, par-

j

cularly stories about him and Dean

—

id hand them over after breakfast. Result:
e

^

now slurps his food so fast I still

I

m’t keep a conversation going.

,
Getting Jerry up in the morning is a
roblem all its own. I’ve tried to wake him
f serving hot coffee in bed and turning
1 the radio. No go. So now I send the
ds in as re-enforcements. After they
'mp all over him, wipe his face with

t

' feather-duster, fire their water pistols
his face and play the concertina from a

KITA HAYWORTH

BETTY GRABLE

MARIO LANZA

HOWARD KEEL

exciting

NEW
pictures!

off-guard candids of your

favorite movie stars
lANA TURNER

^ All the selective skill of

our ace cameramen
went Into the making of
these startling candids.

ir Handsome, glossy, full-

size 4x5 quality prints.

ir Look over the list. New
poses and names are
constantly added.
Keep your collection
up to date.

Fill out and mail coupon today. Send cash or money order. 12 pictur
tor $ I ; 6 tor 50c.

STAR CANDIDS

1 . Lona Tomer
2. Befty Grable
5. Alan Ladd
7. Gregory Peck
8. Rita Hayworth
9. Esther Williams

1 1. Elizabeth Taylor
1 4, Cornel Wilde
1 5. Frank Sinatra
1 8. Rory Calhoun
19. Peter Lowford
2 1 . Bob Mitchum
22. Burt Lancaster
23. Bing Crosby
24. Shirley Temple
25. Dale Evans
26. June Hover
27. June Allyson

29. Ronald Reagon
30. Dana Andrews
3 1 . Glenn Ford
33. Gene Autry
34. Roy Rogers
35. Sunset Carson
36. Monte Hale
46. Kathryn Grayson
48. Gene Kelly
50. Diana Lynn
51 . Doris Day
52. Montgomery Clift

53. Richard Widmark
54. Mona Freeman
55. Wanda Hendrix
56. Perry Como
57. Bill Holden
60. Bill Williams
63 Borbara Lawrence
65. Jane Powell
66. Gordon MacRae
67. Ann Blyth

68. Jeanne Crain
69. Jane Russell

74. John Woyne
75. Yvonne de Carlo
78. Audie Murphy
79. Dan Dailey
84. Janet Leigh
86. Farley Granger
88. Tony Martin
91 . John Derek
92. Guy Madison
93. Ricardo Montalban
94. Mario Lanza
95. Joan Evans

103. Scott Brody
104. Bill Lawrence
1 05. Vic Damone
106. Shelley Winters
1 07. Richard Todd
1 08. Vera-Ellen
I 09. Dean Martin
I I 0. Jerry Lewis
111. Howard Keel
1 1 2. Susan Hayward
I 1 5. Betty Hutton
I I 6. Coleen Gray
1 20. Arlene Dahl
121. Tony Curtis

1 23. Tim Holt
1 27. Piper Laurie
128. Debbie Reynolds
1 29, Penny Edwards
131. Jerome Courtland
1 34. Gene Nelson
1 35. JefF Chandler
1 36. Rock Hudson
137. Stewart Granger
138. John Barrymore, Jr.

1 39. Debra Paget
140. Dale Robertson
141. Marilyn Monroe
1 42. Leslie Caron
1 43. Pier Angeii

144. Mitzi Gaynor
145. Marlon Brando
1 46. Aldo Roy
1 47. Tab Hunter
148. Robert Wagner
149. Rusty Tamblyn
1 50. Jeff Hunter
151. Marisa Pavan
152. Marge and Gower

Champion
153. Fernando Lamas
154. Arthur Franz
155. Johnny Stewart
156. Oskar Werner
1 57. Keith Andes
158. Michael Moore
1 59. Gene Barry

1 60. John Forsyth

WORLD WIDE, Dept. PH-7
63 Central Avenue, Ossining, N. Y.

I enclose $ . . for candid pictures of my favorite
stars and have circled the numbers of the ones you are to send
me by return mail.

NAME

STREET

CITY ZONE STATE

161. Lori Nelson

1 62. Ursula Thiess

1 63. Elaine Stewart
164. Hildegarde Neff
165. Dawn Addams
1 66. Zsa Zsa Gabor
1 67. Barbara Ruick

1 68. Joan Taylor

169. Helene Stanley

170. Beverly Michaels

171. Joan Rice

172. Robert Horton

1 73. Dean Miller

1 74. Rita Gam
175. Charlton Heston
176. Steve Cochran
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SPECIAL TREATMENT FOR

4 PROBLEMS

Have you noticed lately that your

face seems extra oily . . . shiny?

Are pore openings becoming larger

. . . blackheads beginning to appear?

This is what is happening: In

your teens, the oil glands often be-

come over-active. At the same time,

the skin gets sluggish—fails to throw

off the everyday accumulations of

dead skin cells. When these tiny,

dead flakes build up over the pore

openings, enlai’ged pores and even

blackheads are on the way.

Today— Pond's recommends a

greaseless treatment for these four

major problems: oiliness, sluggish-

ness, enlarged pores and blackheads.

It's easy, quick ... and it works.

Tonight—do this: Cover face, ex-

cept eyes, with greaseless Pond’s

Vanishing Cream. Its "keratolytic”

action loosens dead skin cells

—

dis-

solves them off! Frees tiny skin gland

openings so they can function nor-

mally. After 60 seconds—tissue off.

See how fresh your skin feels ! How
much softer and clearer it looks

!

FOR THE SKIN THAT REBELS against a heavy
make-up: Before powder, smooth on a

greaseless film of Pond’s Vanishing Cream
for a smoother, fresher looking make-up.

wobbly position on his chest—he manages
to stagger to the breakfast table.

If only he’d have half as much trouble
falling asleep! At about ten p.m., particu-
larly when we have guests, his head drops
on his chest and twelve seconds later, he
snores and wheezes like a St. Bernard.
In self-defense, I have tied his shoe laces

together. When he does get up, he wobbles,
and once or twice, he’s fallen flat on his

face. This, I hope, will make him try
harder to stay awake.
When we go out, getting Jerry ready

on time is a major concern. He has at least

three outfits for each occasion—from
baseball to yachting—and he usually
tries them all on, plus complete changes
of socks, shirts and what-not. And I wait,

and wait, and wait.
I’ve tried to lay out his clothes for him

(each time he decided on something else),

sit outside in the car and honk (it doesn’t
phase him)

, help him to dress. In despera-
tion, I once changed my clothes fifteen

times. That annoyed him so much that
he actually tried to hurry up—for a while
afterwards. But the only time he really
got dressed quickly—on his own initiative
—-was on Tony Curtis’ and Janet Leigh’s
wedding day. Although he had worked
till 4:00 A.M. and was dead tired when I

woke him, he was ready in five minutes.
I have always felt that, while a husband

should certainly not take over a wife’s
responsibilities, at least he should ap-
preciate the effort that goes into them.
On Thursday and Sunday nights, our

cook’s nights off, I usually take over the
kitchen chores. No matter how broadly
I hinted that Jerry try his hand, he just
wasn’t having any. Then I resorted to a
ruse which did get results—though not
quite what I had hoped for.

When he came home one Thursday eve-
ning, I told him I didn’t feel well, and
asked if he’d please try to fix something.
Jerry prepared a tuna salad with all the

trimmings, fixed a tray with olives and
celery, and heated up some rolls. He set
a table that could have had a page in
Better Homes and Gardens. The meal was
excellent and a complete success. If I’d

only left it at that! But no, I had to push
my luck. “How about cleaning up?”
“Clean up?” His voice sounded a bit

shrill. Then he caught himself again.
“Sure. Love to, Patsy” . . . and he threw
all the garbage under the sink.

He wasn’t much better at helping with
the dishes. The easiest way out, he de-

cided, was an automatic dishwasher. Well
—I didn’t mind that!

Jerry had one habit which annoyed our
guests as well as me. When they visited
us for the first time, he would initiate

them with . . come over to the pool, I

WEint to show you something.” Then he’d
shove them in, clothes and all.

Why it was up to me to break this

habit, I don’t know. You would have
thought some of his pals would have got-
ten even. But they didn’t. So one day, I

pushed. He spluttered and shouted, not
only because he got wet, but because I

wouldn’t let him into the house for fifteen

minutes afterward. “I’ll catch cold,” he
yelled. (It was 92° that day!) “I don’t
care,” I called back. I let him in when
he promised to treat his friends as guests.
Of all the tasks, though, the most diffi-

cult was to make him drive carefully.
In the car, Jerry has no patience what-

soever. He races from stop-light to stop-
light, thinks signs along the highway are
for people to read who have nothing to
talk about, and that the police get paid
to argue with you.
To cure his speeding mania, I once

threatened to get out of the car and walk.
Jerry didn’t believe me, so I opened the
car door. “Okay, Patsy, I’ll drive slowly!”
He crawled along at fifteen miles an hour
and asked, sweetly, “Now isn’t this the
way you want me to drive, Patsy?”
Another time he threatened to get out.

We were on our way to a drive-in movie
with Janet and Tony, and Jerry had been
his usual self behind the wheel. “Please,
Jerry, I want to see the kids again. . .

.”

Jerry was in a playful mood. “You’re
nagging me too much, Patsy. I’ll get out
and let you drive.” He stopped the car,

jumped out, and sat on the sidewalk under
the street light. “Good by-y-ye, Patsy. . .

.”

This one is on me, I thought—and
swishhhh—took off. When we came back
five minutes later, Jerry was draped
around a lamp post like a drunk. “Hick
. . . Hi, Patsy. Hi-ya, Janet, Tony. . .

.”

But he must have been somewhat im-
pressed, for in the future, he drove a
little more slowly.

Getting Jerry to do things, I found out
after eight years of marriage, isn’t really

too different from teaching my other two
children, Gary and Ronnie. And often
just as much fun. The End

(Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis are now
in “The Stooge,” a Hal Wallis production
for Paramount)

Pull up 0 (hair—
. . . and listen to the exciting, factual True
Detective Mysteries radio program every
Sunday afternoon.

You may win

^1,0002^ Reward
for information leading to the arrest of a

fugitive criminal named and described on the

program. Hear the details about this $1,000.00

reward on

TRUE DETECTIVE MYSTERIES

Every Sunday afternoon on 527 Mutual Stations

Don’t miss—“LOVE DIARY DOOMS THE BLONDE’’—of a horribly

planned murder—in March TRUE DETECTIVE Magazine out now.



Hollywood Never Looked Better

(Continued from page 51)

spelled the story of his life. And a lot of

them had been green. Like a pin-ball ma-
chine, he thought. If you’re lucky and con-
nect, the whole thing lights up for you. No
longer are you a trucker delivering budg-
et-packed macaroni and dried beans.

You had to leave, to know just what
you’d won. To know just how much this

moment meant—coming home.
Four years. Had it been just four years

since a husky 197-pounder fresh out of the

Navy reported for work at the Budget-
Packplant on the east side of Los Angeles?
His dad had gotten him into the truck

-

drivers’ union, and he’d been sent out on
the job. Sixty dollars a week minimum.
More for over-time. And some way or an-
other, there was usually over-time. He
bxmked in a boarding house on Sixth Street

right off Wilshire, sharing quarters with
three other guys for sixty dollars a month
including meals. A fellow could do a lot

of traveling in Los Angeles County alone.

But his was not the heart of a trucker.

All the traveling Roy Fitzgerald wanted
to do, was across town to those motion pic-

ture studios. Ever since he could remem-
ber, he’d wanted to be an actor. As a ten-
year-old back home in Winnetka, he’d
haxinted the movie houses, really dreaming
it up big. He couldn’t shake the dream and
as he grew older he’d tell himself, “Well,
who knows? Maybe some day I can.”

And once in California, it soon developed
he could. Henry Willson (who later be-
came his agent), then a talent executive at

jSelznick-International, became interested
through some photographs Roy mailed to

the studio. He arranged for him to take
dramatic lessons from the Selznick coach,
Lester Luther, every chance he got.

Chances, he made. Let him have a load
of macaroni or beans bound in the general
direction of Culver City—and whist—Fitz-
gerald would be parking his truck on a
side street by the studio, and soon be in-
side sounding off with such weighty
speeches as Death’s in “Death Takes a
Holiday,” no less. What with his blue jeans
and work shirt with the trucker’s button
pinned on, Jennifer Jones, Joan Fontaine,
Joe Cotten and other stars thought he was
another laborer. And in a way, an impor-
tant way, Roy Fitzgerald was. From the
first, he has been eager to work.

S ome of those lights way over to the
right, he thought, might be Warner Broth-
ers. How well he remembered the day he’d
gone there for an interview with Director
Raoul Walsh who put him under per-
sonal contract for one hundred twenty-
five dollars a week—and a guy named
Rock Hudson was born. Later Raoul had
directed the screen test, a sexy scene with
Janis Paige, that got him a contract at

Universal-International—that would be a
little to the left. There, a lot of talented
people had helped make him a star. There,
Walsh had directed him in his favorite

role in “The Lawless Breed”—and Rock
knew then that he would cheerfully follow
him, if necessary, into the briny deep.
And he’d followed him across it to Eng-
land for RKO’s production of the Victor
Hugo classic, “Toilers of the Sea,” retitled

“The Sea Devil,” in which Rock co-stars
with Yvonne De Carlo.
How he’d missed the gang on his home

lot! Some of them would still be straggling
home now. Soon Rock would be one of

them, with his red Olds convertible head-
ing for the Freeway as though trained-

—

then up to the redwood-and-glass modern
home shining on its own little hill. He
could imagine his setter. Tucker, waiting
joyously to blitz him. Almost smell the
aroma of fresh coffee his mother, Mrs.
Joseph Olsen, would have merrily perking.
How he’d missed this house with its two

walls of glass that welcomed the whole San
Fernando Valley inside. Missed watching
the purpling mountains in the distance.
The spaciousness of it all. Missed living so
close to the sun and sky. You had to leave
to know how much. In a homesick mood
one rainy London evening, he’d tried to

describe it to a new British friend. “Every-
thing’s so—so—open—back home. There’s
so much living room.”

In London, particularly at first. Rock had
felt all closed in. Those old flats with their

high ceilings were like living with history.

But the past has color of its own, he found.
The old, old doors with their brass knock-
ers polished so bright a man could see
himself in them had charm too, a charm
quite different from the glass-and-
chrome shimmer he was used to at home.
One thing sure. Rock Hudson, if any-

body cared, could now write a book on
what a Hollywood Yank should know

—

and expect—when traveling abroad.
What to do with excess baggage, for in-

stance. It seemed so simple: he’d pack a
trunk, have it shipped, take a few things
in a bag along with him. At the last min-
ute, he’d borrowed a trunk from the studio,

stayed up all night packing it, then just

before leaving for the plans he’d called

somebody to come pick it up. “Do you have
the necessary papers?” a voice asked im-
personally. “What necessary papers?” he
repeated, feeling like a straight man. That
was his cue, and he speedily started toss-
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Hollywood Stars

in Pin-Up Poses
[NEW EDITION]

It’s new! . . . It’s glamorous! . . . It’s

terrific! . . . It’s the second big colorful

album of Hollywood stars in captivat-
ing poses, prepared by the editors of

Photoplay Magazine. Here in brilliant

full-color pictures are your favorite
Hollywood stars. Each picture is a gem
—each picture can be cut out for fram-
ing or pinning up without interfering
with any other picture in the book.

Only Photoplay Magazine could bring
you this prize collection of colorful
pictures—printed on heavy paper—at

the low, low price of only 35^. You’ll

be the envy of your friends with this

glamorous Pinup Book. Get your copy
at your newsstand now.

“^occ tC love

• Marilyn Monroe
• Esther Williams
• Rita Hayworth
• Betty Grable

• Marie Wilson
• Vera-Ellen

• Jane Russell

• Sarnia Gamal

n 04 <n4e>t 6eeiu(ce4

Only 35c

II Photoplay Pinups are sold out at your
newsstands, you may still obtain copies
of this fascinating book by mailing the
attached coupon at once. Hurry! Don’t
miss this gorgeous array of female pul-
chritude. Mail coupon, with remittance

—

today

rPHofoPLAY. Dept. WG-353

;
205 E. 42 St., New York 17, N. Y.

I Send me, postpaid, PHOTOPLAY PINUPS
! No. 2 as Kecked below:

• ( ) 1 copy— I enclose 35c

( ) 3 copies— I enclose $1.00

I
Nome

* Address

City State

ing things out of the trunk and into every
suitcase he could find, taking all of them
along with him. Never would he forget the
surprised expression on the British pro-
ducer’s face when Rock put the bill for
two hundred and fifty dollars excess bag-
gage into his extended welcoming hand.
Nor had anybody reminded Rock of the

difference in time. Nor had he reminded
himself. That was the shortest night of
his life—going over on the plane. He’d
awakened to find the sun shining in the
window and heard somebody say, “It’s

eight o’clock.” As he shaved, he wondered
why he was so groggy and tired. Must
be the high altitude, or trying to jack-knife
his six-feet-four into a sleeping position.
When finally he looked at his own watch,
it was just 2:00 a.m. New York time. Just
three hours since he’d gone to bed. He’d
lost a lot of sleep.

As a matter of fact, he was even then be-
ginning to feel a little lost all over. “I just
can’t describe it,” he wrote home. “I won-
der if any man can. That feeling. Seeing
your last sight of the United States—the
Cape Cod coastline—disappearing behind
you. Such a lost feeling—I can’t tell you.”
He’d landed in England in a cold freezing

rain, and consistent with the general pat-
tern, of course, in all that excess baggage,
no raincoat. Rock wondered then if a Yank
ever got warm in Britain. Now he knows.
They don’t!

Nor when traveling is the customer al-
ways right. “Any cigarettes?” the British
Customs man asked right off. “Oh, yes,”
Rock smiled companionably. “I brought
along six cartons.” “Well, two cartons are
all right—but the others—you’ll have to
take them out, or pay duty on them,” the
man said. A delayed take and then, “How
much?” Six pounds, seven shillings, and
four pence; seventeen dollars and eighty-
two cents in American money.
The Customs officer, he could under-

stand. No mistaking what he said. But for
a fellow whose own grandfather came
from England, and who himself was one-
quarter English, Rock had his difficulties

interpreting others.

Food rationing was no worry. The little

inn down the road from the studio, an
hour and a half out of London, always
had fresh eggs that farmers nearby
brought in. Back home. Rock was strictly

a steak man, but with eggs, chicken and
pheasant, who could complain? Particu-
larly since the British people themselves
were too ready to share whatever they
had with him. When a waiter named Dave
at the Dorchester, where Rock stayed,
would spend his day off fishing and bring

back six trout saying, “These are for you.
Sir.” How could a man top this?
Which had given Rock the nod to go

into the kitchen and demonstrate how
coffee was entitled to be made. For some
reason, any negotiations involving coffee
seemed a complete mystery to the Brit-
ish. As Rock had discovered immediately
upon landing there. At a restaurant, he’d
said casually, “I’ll have my coffee now,”
and found that in England, one doesn’t get
one’s coffee until after the meal. Later, he
was to wonder at this particular waiter’s
courage in serving it, though demitasse-
sized, at all. To a coffee-connoisseur like

Rock, who downs king-sized cups of it all

day long at home, it lacked everything.
All this prompted the interesting con-

jecture that with coffee alone, British

Equity might appreciably discourage
American actors from coming over. For in

Rock’s case, the British union protested

—

and in headlines—against a Hollywood star

being brought over for a role in a movie
made there which, in Equity’s opinion, an
English actor was better qualified to por-
tray. However, even as his pals back home
burned over those headlines. Rock, com-
fortably quartered in a cottage in the
peaceful little village of Gorey on the
Island of Jersey on location, making love to

Yvonne De Carlo before the cameras, was
oblivious to any criticism. He was person-
ally feeling no pain.

Weeks later, when he returned to Lon-
don and reporters cornered him for his re-

action to the matter, he said, “What matter?
There aren’t any newspapers where I’ve

been.” To friends back home in Hollywood,
he quickly made it plain, writing: “The
English people don’t resent us. It’s just a

matter of Equity, wanting to protect its

own actors. 'The people here are great. For
instance—take the Queen—

”

And on that subject, if Equity had pro-
tested there were actors who could better

have managed the impressive bit of an
American being presented to Queen Eliza-

beth at the Command Performance, Rock
himself would have been the first to ac-

knowledge it. This ceremony too, he’d

failed to familiarize himself with, back at

dear old New Trier High.
All the actors were briefly rehearsed, of

course, on protocol over there. They weren’t

to speak to the Queen “unless she speaks
to you.” They were not to shake hands
with Her Majesty. Just hold her hand
briefly and bow. But as Rock explained
later, “I was so frightened, I forgot all the

rules.” Before he knew what he was do-

ing, he was shaking hands with the Queen.
He bowed, straightened up, and sometime
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later, when Her Majesty didn’t move on,

he realized he’d frozen onto her hand for

dear life. But she’d been most charming.
“I understand you’re making a picture over
here,” she said. “Yes, Your Majesty,” they
were making “The Sea Devil,” Rock some-
how managed to answer. “That’s good. I

hope you’ll come over again,” she smiled,
disengaging her hand.
How unfortunate that a few could give

so wrong an impression—that the English
are antagonistic towards American stars.

On the contrary, Rock found the British
people very concerned about whether or
not Americans liked them. At the first

general press conference, soon after his ar-
rival, when a reporter asked the usual,
“What is your impression of England?”
Rock answered honestly and innocently,
“I’m impressed mostly by your people”

—

and soon found himself in trouble.
“I’ve been told English people are very

formal with strangers—that sort of thing

—

and I came over expecting that. Instead, I

find you thoroughly charming,” which most
of them accepted appreciatively. But one
reporter had a chip on his pencil. “Oh,
don’t Americans like the English?” he
said, ready to make an issue; and a head-
line. “Certainly—but well, most of them
haven’t been here. They don’t really

—

”

Rock was going on, when he stopped, with
an expression of pained surprise. Standing
near him, Yvonne De Carlo, who’d been
through such interviews in many lands,
had kicked him thoroughly on the shin.

Rock was surprised to find that the Brit-
ish knew him. But he shouldn’t have been.
They’d seen “Scarlet Angel” and “Bend of

the River.” Loyal fans awaited him every
night outside his hotel, and one, a pretty
eighteen-year-old girl, come rain or more
rain, would always be there. Hers was a
never-ending vigil, and the night before
Rock left, she said, “Here,” and shyly put

a gift, a beautiful lighter, into his hand.
About British girls in general anyway,

Rock Hudson had no complaints. None
whatsoever. They were as nice as could be,

he decided. None of the big intrigue. No
guessing games. And with complexions like

milk and honey. In Britain a woman de-
pends upon a man, which, in Rock’s opin-
ion, is the way the Lord meant it to be.

Actually, no matter how one looked at

it, it’s a small English-speaking world, he
decided. Passing a small record shop one
day, he was surprised to hear “Basin Street
Blues,” good and loud and jazzy and Amer-
ican. Going inside to say “Hello” to some-
body from back home, he found, instead,

a typical British Oxford man—striped
morning pants—derby—the whole works,
even to the spatted tapping toe.

“Like that music?” Rock grinned.
“Rather,” the fellow said.

“How come?”
“I went to Northwestern University at

Evanston, Illinois,” he explained. He’d
heard a lot of American music those days.

“That’s just three miles from my home-
town, Winnetka!” exclaimed Rock.
“You don’t say. I used to go with a girl

who lived there,” the Englishman said.

“Gloria Balaban. I was engaged to her
while in college.”

“You don’t say?” grinned Rock. “I went
steady with her at New Trier High.”
A record enthusiast himself. Rock bought

some of Vera Lynn’s platters, including the
one appropriately titled, “The Homing
Waltz.” He bought Wedgwood china for

his mom, four suits for himself—and where
else could one get so handsome a topcoat
for seventy-five dollars?
But on the other hand . . .

Where else could one find a husky guy
measuring six-foot-four, who could get
so homesick? Funny what a guy misses
when he’s away from home. Like “Dick

Tracy” and his favorite radio and TV
programs. Miss the programs? He even
missed the commercials!
He missed going bowling in the evening.

Taking a squint at the warm morning sun
and streaking to State Beach at Santa
Monica for a swim. In England there was
no swimming closer than Brighton, eighty
miles away, that is, if you were an Eskimo.
He missed seeing Americans driving Brit-
ish M.G.’s, and driving them on the right-
hand side of the road. Speaking as a
southpaw himself, a left-hander driving on
the left-hand side of the road, Rock had
managed to create a honking pandemo-
nium in England most of the time. And
how he missed his own informal kind of
living! Relaxing in blue jeans and his
favorite red sport shirt when he got home
from the studio, with his record player
going, fresh coffee percolating. Or just
sitting, with his white-socked feet propped
up on the coffee table, philosophizing away
the weightier problems of the world.
“Poor Rock,” some of his pals commis-

serated, when U-I called him home so
suddenly. He’d been promised three weeks
of sightseeing in Europe when he finished

his picture overseas. But due to a switch
in casting, Farley Granger was out of
“The Golden Blade,” an Arabian fantasy
which co-starred Piper Laurie, and Rock
Hudson had been hurriedly called home.
Poor Rock! A phooey and a pshaw!
Let others see those Pyramids along the

Nile. The way he felt right then, he’d
rather see them on a Universal sound
stage. He’d take his fantasy in Holly-
wood. Where else could a truck-driver
named Fitzgerald travel across town and
realize the dream of a lifetime?

There, below him now, was all the magic
a man could use. And every light spelled
a message and memory—welcoming Rock
Hudson home. The End

I
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The rafters rang when the Wendell Coreys first met each other, and

life has been a series of hearty chuckles for them both ever since

BY KATHERINE KINGSLEY

• The audience had thrown itself

wholeheartedly into the mood of the

old-fashioned melodrama, “The Drunk-

ard.” It wept with the heroine, jeered

at the villain, and cheered the hero on

to deeds of derring-do. At the moment,

the action onstage was whipping itself

into a wild climax. And the audience

was silent and tense. Suddenly, cutting

through the heavy expectancy with the

sure efficiency of a meat cleaver, came

a loud and uncontrollable laugh. From
one of the actors! The rest of the cast

hesitated briefly—then picked up their

lines and went on with the show.

That laugh again!

Wendell Corey, playing the stalwart

hero, guffawed uncontrollably, carrying

the audience along with him in a wild

burst of meaningless laughter. He made
an undramatic—and unscheduled—exit

into the wings. And while the other

members of the touring stock company
tried pathetically to weld the broken
pieces of “The Drunkard” back into a

play, he sat backstage trying to figure

out what had hit him.

Long afterwards, he found the an-

swer; He had, at that wild hysterical

moment, fallen in love.

But when he tried to explain his un-
professional breakup after the final

curtain that night, all he could do was
point apologetically at Alice Wiley, the

young actress who was playing his

half-wit sister, and say, “I’m sorry.

But I couldn’t help myself. Alice has

the funniest face I ever saw.”

Hard to believe that a phrase as un-
flattering as that could lead to a ro-

mance that has gone on uninterrupted

for more than thirteen years. Hardly
the tender words of wooing that most
girls yearn for.

And at the time, dark-eyed, dark-
haired Alice Wiley was anything but
favorably impressed. She supplied

Wendell with a large and very sharp

carpenter’s nail, which he kept in his

pocket for the rest of the run of “The
Drunkard.” Every time he was tempted
to let loose again, he jabbed himself

with it—good and hard. And it worked!

It was a sense of guilt at first—he

wanted to try to make amends for his

insulting behavior—that prompted

Wendell to ask Alice if she’d go out and

have a bite with him one night after

the show. But by the time he had re-

peated the invitation after a dozen or

so performances in a dozen or so differ-

ent towns, they both knew that apol-

ogies had nothing at all to do with

why they liked being together.

Looking back on the beginnings of

their romance now, Wendell says, “It

started on a loud guffaw—and it built

up happily over a thousand mutual

chuckles.”

For while other actors in the stock

company grew bored and unhappy
trouping through a lot of New Eng-

land’s less enchanting villages, Wendell

and Alice found all the towns endlessly

amusing, absorbing and filled with de-

lightful surprise.

This is a quality that neither of them
has lost—they share a sense of dis-

covery as acutely developed as their

joint sense of fun. Even now, every

time they get into a new city, they put

on walking shoes, buy a local map, and
start to prowl.

When Wendell was playing the lead

opposite Margaret Sullavan in the Lon-
don production of “Voice of the Turtle”

several years ago, he and Alice, they

swear, explored at least 3,000 of Lon-
don’s 6,000 miles of meandering streets.

They found out the philosophy of life

of countless Bobbies and flower girls,

made friends with some down-to-earth

East End barrow men and some very

fashionable West End mditres de hotel

—all of whom strengthened their own
conviction that there is more in life to

be amused by than to despair over.

But things have not always been
simple and entertaining for Alice and
Wendell Corey.

When they decided to storm New
York after the stock tour during which
they met and married, they found out

what so many aspiring young Thespians

learn the hard way—that the big city

can have a heart as hard as a rock.

Wendell, whose family had hoped he’d

follow in his father’s footsteps and be

a minister, and Alice, who had gradu-

ated from college the year before with

honors—cum laude—settled into a cold-

water flat in “Hell’s Kitchen.” Before

long, they could have written a book
called “A Thousand and One Ways to

Stretch the Dollar.”

Jobs of any kind were hard to get.

Jobs on the stage were impossible!

Alice wound up working as an usher in

a Broadway legitimate theatre, and in

order to get and keep the job, she had
to lie—and say that she was single!

That was as close as either of them got

to the footlights for some years.

While Alice held down the domestic

fort by waving a flashlight about in the

second balcony, Wendell made the rou-

tine rounds of theatrical agents, tried to

badger and beg his way into parts. But
nothing came of it. All he was able to

talk himself into were some rather

weird assignments as a “blind checker.”

He would stand outside the entrance to

an establishment that wanted to count

the number of people who passed its

doors as compared to the number who
walked inside. “Why they cared,” he

chuckles now, “I never could find out.

All I know is that I must have been just

about as inconspicuous as the Statue

of Liberty,” and he gestures toward

his rangy six-feet-two figure.

Anyway, come rain or snow and

whatever else it is that the postman

survives, he’d click his little automatic

counter while his thumb got number
and number, his spirits fell lower and

lower, and despair began to cloud his

usually bright blue eyes.

The Coreys managed to eat on two

dollars and fifty cents a week, until one

day they came up with a share-the-

wealth notion that spread their food al-

lowance a little farther, and, at the same

time, helped out a half dozen actor pals

who were in similar straits. Every night,

before Alice (Continued on next page)
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went off to her ushering chores, she’d
cook dinner for eight, and the “guests”
paid fifteen cents each for the meal.
“And it was darned good food, too,”

Wendell brags now. “Solid stuff like pork
chops. We weren’t settling for any sub-
stitutes.”

The break in the Corey luck came in
the most unUkely manner. One afternoon,
Wendell looked in at the lobby of a New
York hotel, where imemployed actors
gather to give each other the latest news
on the parts they almost but not quite get.

One of his pals was slumped down in a
chair studying a horoscope magazine.
“Wendell, my boy,” he greeted him with

a lethargic nod, “you’re the very man
this little book is talking about. It says
here that if you were born on the twen-
tieth of March—which you were—today’s
the day you’re going to get a job!”
Wendell laughed. But as he walked out

into the turbulence of Broadway a little

later, he fovmd that he couldn’t put the
idea of “Today’s the day” out of his mind.
He knew that there was casting going on
that very afternoon at the Jolson Theatre
—for “Comes the Revelation,” the play
about Joe Davis, the imaginary leader of a
Mormon colony. Wendell went over, read,
and the next thing he knew, he was Joe
Davis. The play had a short and not too
happy life, but Wendell received enthusias-
tic notices.

For six months after “Comes the Revela-
tion” closed, he and Alice read horoscope
magazines religiously—but there was no
second miracle.
After a series of short-run roles in flops,

Wendell turned up as the cynical news-
paperman opposite Betty Field in the
Broadway hit, “Dream Girl.” And from
there it was a quick and easy jump to

Hollywood and his first movie role in
“Desert Fury.” Since then, he’s racked
up some twenty screen performances, the
most recent of which is a drunk and dis-
solute character in “Jamaica,” with Arlene
Dahl and Ray Milland as co-stars.
Along about the time Wendell was play-

ing the Mormon from Utah, Alice switched
from ushering to a job as general factotum
—selling, bookkeeping, even helping to
make the stuff—in a small jewelry firm.

She had turned down a role in a Broad-
way show to take the job, which was as
tough a decision as she ever had to make.
But she wanted to play it safe and keep
the family eating until Wendell cracked
the big time, full time, which she was
positive he could do.

“It sounds kind of corny to say it,” Wen-
dell smiles, and his face lights up, “but if

it hadn’t been for Alice supporting me all

those years, I could never have gotten
anywhere in this business.”
The Coreys now are settled in a simple

house in Hollywood with their four young-
sters, living the kind of undistinguished

suburban life which Wendell describes as
“Scarsdale on the West Coast.” 1
They are definitely not on the glamour I

beat. “Our life,” he says, “is real small-
|

town stuff. The Macdonald Careys live ^
just a little down the road from us. And
the Richard Whorfs are in the neighbor- i

hood, too. So we visit back and forth, and
talk about our kids, and talk shop.”
When the Coreys are not talking shop

in Hollywood, they’re likely to be buzzing
across country to settle temporarily into
the small and definitely unfashionable
apartment they’ve rented in New York,
“It’s on the wrong side of town,” Wendell
reports, “anything but chic. But we can
remember the days when if we had as
much as sixty dollars in the bank, we
felt like millionaires. We can’t see the
point of putting ourselves in hock for a
place that we use maybe a couple of times
a year—only when we come to New York
for me to do a TV show or something.”

Alice’s acting career is temporarily at a
halt. She’s waiting until their children

—

the yoimgest is a little under a year and
the oldest is eight—are grown up enough
to get along without her at home full time.
“And when she does go back,” Wendell

says, “she’U be terrific.”

As far as her “frmny face” is concerned,
he hasn’t changed his mind since that first

uproarious night. “It still breaks me up
every once in a while. I look at her and
I laugh. But I wouldn’t want her to look
any different. No slicked up glamour dolls

for me!” And when he tries to describe
that face, he can’t do it. “How,” he wants
to know, “can you possibly describe half
of yourself?”
Wendell Corey has some very definite

theories on what women should and should
not be. Alice fits the ticket on the former
to a T. And as for the latter, well—^there’s

a story that has to do with an insect and
,

his young son, Jonathan.
One day Jonathan was out on the terrace

in their Hollywood home when he saw a ,

strange elongated green bug.
“Daddy! Daddy!” he c^led. “Quick! j

Come look! What’s this?”
It was a praying mantis, and Wendell

told Jonny all about the creature—how
j

it gets its name because its front legs are
folded as though it were saying its pray-
ers; how you can make a pet of it, stroke
it; how it wiU eat out of your hand. And
then he told him the most important thing
of all: that the praying mantis eats her

;

own husband.
“And let that,” he said, “be a warning to

you. There are a lot of women in this .

world just like that. Sweet and affection-

ate and interesting to look at. But they’d
just as soon swallow a man whole as look
at him. When you get around to getting
yourself a wife, Jonny, ayoid that type.

Pick one like your mother—one you can '

count on and trust. And one who’s always
good for a laugh.” The End

!
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Highflying Terry

(Continued from page 72)

about her personal life, from her high-
school dates to her brief marriage to the
present rumors of romance. And all that

she’s learned in her twenty-two years is

shrewdly put to use before the cameras.
She did her best to create sympathy

for the girl in “Little Sheba,” who is as-

suredly a tease. “Why, in high school all

us girls were teases,” Terry laughs. “I

never went as far as she did, of course—

I

didn’t know what I was doing then. But
I’ve always been intrigued with someone
I shouldn’t be intrigued with—all my life.

So I tried to play this girl in the same
key. She wanted this boy so much. She
tried to hold onto him. I know what that
feels like: You know it can’t go on; you
know it isn’t right; but you wake up each
morning thinking, ‘I’ll wait one more day.’

“I’ve always had a hard time saying
' ‘No.’ I mean—if a boy asks me to a party.
I’ll usually say ‘Yes’ even if I don’t want
to go. Then afterwards I’ll think of ex-
cuses to get out of it, and I know perfectly
well it would have been better to say ‘No’
in the first place.” Maybe this quirk can
be explained by the fact that Terry’s so
few years away from her teens, and in her
first impulse she’s harking back to those
days. “In high school,” she recalls, “if you
didn’t have a date on Saturday night you
were dead!”
The kind of date Terry enjoyed most

I

then—and enjoys most now—tells you
still more about her. She has a keen in-
terest in people. “I love going to the
movies, except when I’m out with a new
date. You can’t get to know somebody

i that way. Then, what I like best is a
dinner date. You can just sit there all

evening and talk. I love to talk! While I

was making ‘Return of October,’ I was
going steady with a boy named Bert.
We’d just sit around at the beach and
talk all the time. The other kids couldn’t
see how we did it, but we never ran out
of things to talk about. And I like sports
dates. When I went out with Jerry Coimt-

’ land, we’d usually go swimming or flying,
and wind up at the movies.”
Strangely, after having learned the im-

portance of shared interests through all

this early dating, Terry promptly forgot
the lesson when she met Glenn Davis.
“Before that. I’d usually gone with fel-

I

lows too long—for a year, maybe—and
I then there would be nothing left. But
Glenn and I met in Honolulu. We knew
each other only on a surihoard! One
month later, we were married. And then
we fotmd we had nothing in common.

1
“Glenn hates movies and flying; I love

both. He wanted to live in Texas and be
in the oil business; I wanted to stay in
^Hollywood and the picture business. He’s
,the easygoing type; he said he planned
[to retire in five years. I’m just the oppo-
site; I always have to be doing something,
iand I’m never going to retire. I’ll be
[like Sophie Tucker!”

After little more than two months of
marriage, Terry went back to her par-
ents’ home in Glendale, where she still
jives. Her divorce decree will be final in
iApril. But the experience has become
[part of her, and it has affected her as
an actress. Admittedly, she is not the sort
who thinks out a role in a calculated, in-
tellectual manner. She pours her own
feelings into it. “I couldn’t have played
these emotional parts when I was eighteen.
If I have a crying scene to do now, I think.
What if I had been deeply in love and
had been married for years when my mar-
riage broke up . . .

?’”

Actually, Glenn and Terry did have one
thing in common when they became man

I

ind wife, but the coincidence happened
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velopes at home, longhand, typewriter! Torrey. A-14.
Melrose 76. Mass.
®TJY WHOLESALE-NATIONALLY Advertised items.
Details Free! CBA. Elkhart. Indiana.

—MAKE fine talkers. Herb Miller,
1911-N. Lubbock. Texas.
MAKE MONEY ADDRESSING envelopes Our in-
structions reveal How. Paul Glenway, 5713 Euclid. Cleve-
land 3, Ohio.

raOFITABLE HOME BUSINESS. Make Fast-Seller
chemil^ monkey trees. Literature Free. Velva, Bohemia

$30.00 WEEKLY POSSIBLE sewing neckties. You make
them. We sell them. Write Toni Ties. 170 E. Butler. West
St. Paul, Minn.

MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITIES
HUGE PROFITS, HOME Business. Assemble Rhine-
stone Jewelry. Catalog 20c. Start Today. Order Gorgeous
Sample Kit $1.98. Completed Sells $6.50. House of Hob-
bles. Dept. C-2. Evanston. 111.

INVISIBLE REWEAVING, HOME course sent for ex-
amlnation. $5.00 hour possible, spare time. Reweave
fabric damages perfectly. Free details. Skllweave 203,
Los Angeles 24.

WIN CASH. CARS in Prize Contests. Send 30c for win-
ning hints, tips. Digest. P. O. Box 2266, St. Louis 9, Mo.
MAKE MONEY ADDRESSING Envelopes! Our infor-
mation reveals how. Only 30c. Business. P.O. Box 2224.
St. Louis. Mo.
FREE BOOK "505 Odd, Successful Businesses". Work
home! Expect something Odd! Paciflc-TR, Oceanside.
Calif.

MAKE YOUR TYPEWRITER Earn
$1.00—Hughes, 7004 Diversey. Chicago.

Money. Send

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
EARN EXTRA MONEY Weekly mailing circulars for
advertisers. Complete instructions—25c. Siwasllan, 4317-F
Gleane Street. Elmhurst 73, N.Y.

OLD COINS WANTED
WE PURCHASE INDIANHEAD pennies. Complete
allcoln catalogue 20c. Magnacolns, Box 61-HT, White-
stone 57, New York.

PERSONAL
BORROW BY MAIL. Loans $50 to $600 to employed
men and women. Easy, Quick. Completely confidential.
No endorsers. Repay in convenient monthly payments.
Details free In plain envelope. Give occupation. State
Finance Co., 323 Securities Bldg., Dept Y-69, Omaha 2,
Nebr.

YOUNG MOTHERS, NEWLYWEDS! Send postcard
for valuable Information. Wright’s. P.O. Box 2266, St.
Louis 9. Mo.

MATERNITY WEAR
MATERNITY STYLES. WRITE for free catalog show-
ing entire maternity wardrobe. $2.95 to $22.50. Craw-
ford’s, Dept. 28, 8015 Wornall, Kansas City, Missouri.

MISCELLANEOUS
OUTDOOR TOILETS, CESSPOOLS. Septic Tanks
cleaned, deodorized with amazing new product Safe
e^y, economical. Saves digging, pumping. Free Sample’
Burson Laboratories, Dept. .1-96, Chicago 22, III.

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
PRACTICAL NURSING—LEARN Easily at Home
Spare Time. Big demand, good earnings. High School
not .“ecessary. Write for free facts. Wayne School.
Dept. AW-5, 2525 ShefBeld, Chicago, 14, III.

COMPLETE YOUR HIGH School at home in spare
ti^me with 55-year-oId school. Texts furnished. No classes
DlploiM. Information booklet free. American School.
Dept. X374, Drexel at 58th. Chicago 37, 111.

DENTAL NURSING. PREPARE at home for big pay
career. Chairslde duties, reception, laboratory, Person-
SLoY Book. Wayne School, Lab. BA-2.
2521 Sheffield. Chicago 14.

EASILY MAKE S65 Week as Practical Nurse. Learn
Wlckly at home. No high school necessary, no age limit
Write today for free booklet, lessons. Post Graduate
Hospital School of Nursing, 21E3 Auditorium Bldg
Chicago.

HIGH SCHOOL—No classes. Study at home Spare
Time. Diploma awarded. Write for Free Catalog HCH-4Wayne school. 2527 N. Sheffield

. Chicago 14 III

AGENTS WANTED
NEED EXTRA CASH? Get it selling Blair’s unusual line
of household and food products. Every housewife a pros-
pect. Send for samples Free. Write Blair, Dept 185LC
Lynchburg, Va.

NEW PLASTIC MENDING Tape. Just press onl Re-
pairs clothing Instantly. Lightning seller. Samples sent on
trial. Krlstee 316, Akron, Ohio.

BUY WHOLESALE •— 25.000 Items — Catalogue 25c
Matthews. 1472-K6 Broadway, N.Y.C.

FEMALE HELP WANTED
GET OWN DRESSES As Bonus and make extra money
weekly part , time showing friends nationally known
Maisonette dresses, lingerie, children's wear etc and
taking fast orders. Write Maisonette. 4433 Sycamore
Street, Anderson, Indiana.

EASY MONEY I SELL new kind nylons. Guaranteed 3
months. Perfect fit, like made-to-order, for every leg-shape
Demonstration Kit with actual stockings Free. American
Mills, Dept. S-35, Indianapolis.

DEMONSTRATORS. SCHOOLTEACHERS, House-
wives. Make $8.00 hourly. Something Newl Our style
Showings lovely Lingerie, Hosiery, Apparel are the sen-
sation of party plan. Beautiful sales outfit Free. Beeline
Fashions. 4145-NB Lawrence, Chicago 30.

SELL DRESSES FROM New York. Fifth Avenue New
York firm desires women to sell dresses, suits, lingerie.
Seen “Vogue", "Mademoiselle". Good commissions
Modern Manner, 260PW Fifth Avenue, New York
MAKE MONEY INTRODUCING World’s cutest chil-
dren’s dresses. Big selection adorable styles. Low prices
Complete display free. Rush name. Harford. Dept. .1-3359.
Cincinnati 25. Ohio.

LADIES. ADDRESS CARDS! Assemble Baby Booties!
$40 Weekly possible 1 Enclose stamped addressed envelope*
write Booties, Tillar, Ark.

$30WEEKLY, SPARE time making Studio Roses, Home
Easy. Write. Studio Rose Co.. Greenville 6, Penna.

^ Photo of Your Favorite

MOVIE STAR
Big BargainI . . . NOT tmoll pocket site, but LA/tGfff,
ACTUAL POA7AArr.Atso fREEl Beoutiful Colalog. FREEI
Many oddllionol picluret of popular start on cover.
FREEI Telit how to get HOME ADDRESSES, BIRTHDAYS,
end PHOTOS of STARS HOMES. Send only for

handling (2 pholot for 25(|. Ruth loi

HOLLYVUOOD FILM STAR CENTER
Box 2309, Depl. L-3, Hollywood 28, California

Afa^e Money and friends as a

PRACTICAL NURSE
LEARN AT HOME-EARN WHILE LEARNING
pDpp Nationally recognized resident school of
* practical nursing now offers approved
training at home to women and girls to nelp fill

waiting demand for nurses. Thousands needed at
once. High school not necessary. No age limit.
Samoto Lesson Free. Rush name on2c postcard

.

POST GRADUATE HOSPITAL SCHOOL Ol NURSING
9B3 Auditorium Bldg., Chicago 5, 111.

SHEETS, TOASTERS,
TOWELS,MIXERS,etc.
GIVEN TO YOU

Send for Big FREE
FULL-COLOR Catalog
Hundreds of famous, nation-
ally advertised products to
choose from— furniture, rugs,
lamps, slip covers, silverware,
china, draperies. You get
$25.00— $50.00— $100.00 and
more in merchandise just by
being Secretary of Popular
Merchandise Clubs you help
your friends form. It's easy!
It's fun! Nothing to’sell, noth-
ing to buy. Write today.

Popular Merchandise Club, Dept. A-706, Lynbrook.N.Y.

I

Address.

City

New Style Craze Puts

HUNDREDS OF

EXTRA DOLLARS
In Your Pocket!

FLEXICLOGS sweep nation! $1,260 in one
month! $900 in 3 months! These spare time re-
cords of some of our dealers show you your
big: opportunity with FLEXICLOGS! New
hinged wooden sandals that flex with your
foot are breaking sales records everywhere.
Colorful models for men, women, children
plus complete accessory line will triple your
profits. No experience, no investments
needed. Get FREE Sample Outfit NOWl
SEND FOR FREE OUTFIT!

FLEXICLOGS CO.p BOX 16-C
New Holstein, Wisconsin
Please rush FREE Sample Outfit without obligation.

Address _

I j

’ CityS Zone



New! /imazing Medicafion

SIARVES'
PIMPLES
SKIN-COLORED wrinrS

or definitely improved

CLEARASIL—NEW SCIENTIFIC ADVANCE

At last! A new medication called clearasil
is so effective it brings entirely new hope
to pimple sufferers. In skin specialists’

tests on 202 patients, 9 out of every 10
were cleared up or definitely improved.

AMAZING STARVING ACTION, clearasil
is greaseless and fast-drying in contact
with pimples. Starves pimples because it

helps remove the oils* that pimples "feed”
on. Antiseptic, stops growth of bacteria
that can cause and spread pimples.

INSTANT RELIEF from embarrassment be-
cause clearasil is skin-colored. And
CLEARASIL is greaseless . . . stainless.

THOUSANDS HAIL CLEARASIL. So many
boys, girls, adults found that clearasil
works, it’s become the largest-selling spe-
cific medication for pimples in America.**

Reader’s Digest reported on clinical

tests using clearasil type medication.

GUARANTEED to work for you as it did in

doctors’ tests or money back. 59^. Econ-
omy size 98^. Get clearasil at druggists.

il
Clearasil

' Good Housekeeping FPIMPLES nd acne

NOW ALSO AVAILABLE IN CANADA (slightly more).

•Owfr- activitv of certain oil glands is recognized by authorities
as a major factor in acne, **According to actual store surveys.

Don't Wet Your Hair
When You Have a Cold!

SHAMPOO

WITHOUT WATER!
DON'T RISK prolonging your cold by dousing
your head with a wet shampoo! Minipoo Dry
Shampoo gets hair shining clean without water
. . . and without disturbing your wave.

QUICK AND EASY! Just brush in fragrant Mini-
poo powder and brush it out. In just 10 minutes,
Minipoo removes dust, dirt and excess oil . . .

leaves your hair shining clean and fresh.

PERFECT FOR OILY HAIR I Used between regular
shampoos, Minipoo restores limp, stringy, oily
hair to fluffy softness. Ideal, too, as a glamour-
saver for last-minute dates.

p Get this marvelous waterless shampoo today!
30 shampoos and applicator brush in every
package. Ask for Minipoo Dry Shampoo— at
all toilet goods counters.

to be unfortunate. “Both Glenn and I,”

she says, “were on the rebound.” And
now comes a stronger memory, which ac-

counts for the fire of her love scenes in

“Come Back, Little Sheba.” Her agent
had trouble selling her for the job. ‘"rhey
said I wasn’t sexy enough,” she notes

demurely. But her tests convinced them,
and Terry then repeated the chief love

scene with the various boys who were
being tested to play Turk (the role won
by Richard Jaeckel). Terry’s work wasn’t
the center of interest at this point, so she
was free to work out her own technique.
During the final rehearsal on the set.

director Daniel Mann changed her in-

terpretation all around. But on the take
itself. Terry’s own emotions came into

play. “This is what I thought about: 1

was very desperately in love once in my
life—not just sex—real love. The whole
thing came back to me. I had the warm-
est, most wonderful feeling. ‘Let’s shoot
it!’ I told Danny. ‘Are you sure you want
to now?’ ‘Yes,’ I told him. We did it all

in one take, and it was completely dif-

ferent from my first interpretation.”
Questioned about the identity of her

one real love, Terry readily answers, “The
man I was thinking about was the one 1

was in love with before I was married
. . . No, I’d rather not give his name. I

don’t want him to know that I care.” On
this subject, Terry’s fondness for talking
deserts her, and she won’t go any further
But it’s a fairly safe bet that the man

hasn’t slipped completely out of her life.

Without referring to him specifically.

Terry says, “All my ex-beaux are my
best friends.” For instance, there’s the
boy named Mel, one of the first to go to

Korea. He flew a carrier-based jet, and
he’s now stationed in San Diego as an
instructor. “Mel and I were romantically
interested in each other at first,” Terry
recalls cheerfully. “Funny thing about
flyers—you just naturally think of a

pilot as a good man, an all-American
type.” From the way she speaks about
Mel, however, it’s clear that he isn’t the
solution to the mystery. “We’re just good
friends now” she says. “He’ll fly his jet

up here to see me. or I’ll fly down there. 1

hope to be a jet pilot when they start

turning out the little ones.”

Piloting a jet plane hardly ranks among
the chief ambitions of the average pinup
favorite, but Terry is perfectly sincere in

this statement. “I’d kept my flying a com-
plete secret until recently. I learned at

Twentieth Century-Fox’s flying school
And now my flying is a whole new world,
apart from pictures. The name on my
license is my real one, Helen Koford.
Lots of the pilots don’t even know I’m
in movies. I like that; I want to be ac-
cepted as one of them. You see, pilots are
hke skiers—all friends.”

Terry’s enthusiasm for flying gives

extra animation to her mobile face when-
ever she talks about her hobby. “I’ve been
borrowing a friend’s plane—haven’t had
to pay any rent on it!” she laughs. “But
I’m going to buy one soon. I like to take
my girl-friends places. I flew to La Jolla

when I was doing ‘Season in the Sun’
at the playhouse there Sometimes I fly

to Palm Springs for breakfast or liuich.”

Most famous of Terry’s fellow pilots is

Howard Hughes. He taught her to fly.

and this association seems to have given
her an unusual viewpoint on the aircraft

manufacturer and sometime film pro-
ducer “I started out hating him,” Terry
says. “He called me for a year before

I’d even speak to him. But he can win
anybody over. He has a great little-boy
quality He’s very shy, really, not sure of

himself. You feel sorry for him! He’s
withdrawn, and I am not—he likes that

Howard’s a wonderful, wonderful man

—

my best friend.”
Since her divorce is not yet final, Terry

shows a natural reluctance to discuss any
definite marriage plans. Meantime, she’s

having a whirl. Favorite dates? “Let’s see,

there are so many I go out with. David
Frame, and a couple of other boys from
Texas. Greg Bautzer. Kirk Douglas. I

went out with Kirk for the first time just

before I went to Europe, so I didn’t get

to know him very well.

“I had a lot of dates lined up in Eu-
rope,” Terry remembers wistfully. “Greg

Kirk . . a big German director who
wanted to take me out an English
viscount who’d seen my picture in Photo-
play Pinups . .

.” But a stiff location

schedule put her social life into a tem-
porary decline. Not that she’s too regretful

about the dates she missed. Her co-star-
ring role with Frederic March in “Mem
on a Tightrope” was worth it. “Gadge,”
she says (meaning director Elia Kazan)
“calls me a female Marlon Brando. I have
a real gamut-running part—crying, rolling

in the dirt. Gadge had me crying in so

many scenes I told him people would
think the girl in the story was a crybaby.
He wants me for his next picture. So does
Danny Mann.”

Terry’s confidence in her own acting

ability is nothing new-found. “I was a

good child actress,” she maintains. “About
three of us got all the best roles on Holly-
wood radio. After that, I don’t see why
nobody ever thinks of me as an actress.”

But a little item called sex appeal may
stand in the way of Terry’s ambitions. It

has even been suggested that she’s slated

for a Marilyn Monroe-type build-up, and
she realizes its hazards. “It’s hard to get

known as an actress when you’re given
that sort of build-up. I don’t think I’m
anything like Marilyn. Besides, they
couldn’t give me the same kind of pub-
licity because we’re both at the same studio

now. My contract with Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox started in January.”

As for the photographic part of such
publicity, Terry’s surprised that Marilyn
will pose for some of the more revealing
magazine photos. “I thought she’d stop

doing cheesecake like that after she be-
came famous. I don’t disapprove of it, you
understand. But most of the boys I know
don’t like that sort of picture—except to

look at, I mean If I posed for pictures
like that, they wouldn’t go out with me!”

The former “Miss Shoulders” has ac-
quired dignified tastes in dress, as well.

True enough, she was wearing a white
sweater and skirt at the time of this in-

terview, but the sweater was turtle-necked
and discreetly fitted. At the time of her
first success in pictures, most of Terry’s
clothes were made for her by her mother
and two neighbors who are practically

“adopted” mothers. These three still make
a few loving additions to Terry’s ward-
robe; one of them knitted the white
sweater. But Terry has also had clothes
designed for her by Valentina, the New
York stylist, who dresses many great
ladies of the theatre and screen. “Very
conservative,” Terry describes the new
costumes, “with high necklines like Diet-
rich’s. Hollywood’s going in for too much
feathers and sequins these days. I’m trying
to be as plain as I can. But dramatic!”

That makes the metamorphosis almost
complete, though Terry isn’t too happy
about some results of her new film repu-
tation. “After ‘Little Sheba.’ I was so eager
to do ‘Rosalinda’ at Paramount, but they
said. ‘No. you’re too sexy ’ It’s funny . . .

when they think you’re sweet you want
to be sexy, and when they think you’re
sexy you want to be sweet!” The End
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Is It Really Love?

(Continued from page 69)
Hollywood, and such a likely looking brace

y of femininity that the younger boys in

town immediately began clamoring for

their phone number. At first the girls made
many dates, innocent evenings planned for

I movies or wienie roasts, but the invitations
soon subsided into nothingness. The aver-
age American male is smitten with aston-
ishment, disbelief and then final discour-
agement when he finds that in order to

1

I spend an evening with the girl of his

I choice, he must also squire her mother.
The experience has been no comedy for

I I either Pier or Marisa. Rapidly absorbing
!

American customs, they saw the futility of
the chaperonage and pleaded with their

) mother to be more lenient. They pointed

I
out to her that at this rate they would never

I be married, at least not to an American.
I But Mrs. Pierangeli was adamant.

i Kirk Douglas’ love life has been a horse

I

of a different color. There has been nothing
unusual about it—it has been the life of
the average American actor—but in con-
trast to Pier’s experience, there is all the
difference between white and black. Kirk

t was married to Diana Dill, daughter of a
wealthy Eastern businessman, and sired
two children before the divorce that came
in 1950. The breach between them began,

I according to Kirk, some time before he hit

Hollywood, which precludes any accusa-
tions that success may have gone to his
head. Soon after the divorce, he took up
with Irene Wrightsman, another socialite,

and the love eiffair blew hot and cold for
more than a year.
Kirk became, after that, quite a ladies’

man. He was never reputed to be the wolf
type, but it was obvious that he was play-
ing the lush field that Hollywood offers.

He dated a dozen girls, and it was noticed
that, with a few exceptions, they became
increasingly younger. His ex-wife is ap-
proximately the same age as Kirk, Irene
Wrightsman is not more than a few years
younger. He dated Rita Hayworth during
her brief visit to California last year, but
in the main his free time was spent with
youngsters many years his junior. The
selection included a young Pasadena social-
ite, then, after her divorce from football
hero Glenn Davis, Terry Moore, who is

! barely out of her teens, and Debbie Rey-
nolds, who had just turned twenty.
He met Pier last summer when the two

were co-starred in “Equilibrium,” one
sequence in M-G-M’s “The Story of Three

j

Loves.” A flame of interest was immedi-
I
ately fanned between them, but with
Signora Pierangeli ever on hand, there was
little Kirk could do about arranging to
spend an evening alone with Pier. It was
said around the studio that this was de-
veloping into a romance; anybody around
the set who had half an eye could see that
Pier and Kirk spent a great deal of time
together. As usual, Kirk wouldn’t talk.
He has always refused to discuss his feel-
ings for any girl.

The news didn’t leak too much around
® Hollywood until Kirk reported to Colum-

j

bia Studio for his role in Stanley Kramer’s
movie, “The Juggler.” It wasn’t long after

f that that Pier showed up at Columbia to
* have lunch with Kirk. They ate in a small
' Italian restaurant near the studio, and
“ despite the fact that Kirk loathes the ro-
5 mance rumors that spring up every time

he dates a girl, he was holding hands with
it Pier. It was obvious the two were far from
y bored with each other. A writer who was
• in the restaurant that day reports that
:r they talked together like young lovers,
y

I that their relationship seemed to be “a
sweet, young kind of thing. Not at all like

it [Kirk. He was very gallant with her—like I

ell

PROM RECORDS 5;
Yes, two big hits on every

PROM record. Outstand-

ing singers from radio

and tV—with music by

Enoch Light and orches-

tra. And . . . remember—
these are all new titles

on PROM records, full-sized,

non-breakable, 10-inch 78 RPM.

Your choice of hits, 4 records $1 .96;

8 records $3.90. WE PAY POSTAGE

CHOOSE YOUR RECORDS AND MAIL COUPON NOW
WORLD WIDE, Dept. PH, 63 CENTRAL AVENUE, Ossining, N. Y.

Enclosed find $1.96 for 4 (or) $3.90 for 8 PROM records as checked

1018 YOU BELONG TO ME
JAMBALAYA

1021 I WENT TO YOUR WEDDING
HIGH NOON

1022 IT WASN'T GOD WHO MADE
HONKY TONK ANGELS

INDIAN LOVE CALL

1026 OUTSIDE OF HEAVEN
LADY OF SPAIN

1027 THE GLOWWORM
BECAUSE YOU'RE MINE

1028 KEEP IT A SECRET

NAME
ADDRESS.

1029 WHY DON'T YOU BELIEVE ME
DON'T LET THE STARS GET

IN YOUR EYES
1030 TILL I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU

YOU'LL NEVER KNOW
1031 HOLD ME, THRILL ME, KISS ME

OH HAPPY DAY
1032 HAVE YOU HEARD

WISHING RING
1033 EVEN NOW

IF IT WERE UP TO ME
1034 TEARDROPS ON MY PILLOW

A STOLEN WALTZ
1035 TELL ME YOUR MINE

TAKE ME IN YOUR ARMS AND
HOLD ME

1036 A FOOL SUCH AS I

A FULL TIME JOB

CITY. .STATE.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY- MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT SATISFIED

BeYourOwnMUSICTeacher
LEARN AT HOME THIS MONEY SAVING WAY
Simple as A-B-C. Your lessons consist of real selections,
instead of tiresome exercises. You read real notes—no
“numbers” or trick music. Some of our 900,000 students
are band I>EADERS. Everything is in print and pictures.
First you are told what to do. Then a picture shows you
how. Soon you are playing the music you
like. Write for big 36 page Free Book and
Print and Picture Sample. Mention your
favorite instiaiment. U. S. School of Music,
Studio C203, Port Washington, N. Y.

FREE
BOOKLET

BHEATHiNG U easier—cholcing spasms of
bronchial asthma are reduced when you

inhale the soothing aromatic fumes
of Dr. Schiffman’s ASTHMA-

DOR— largest selling in-

halant, year after year.

^ Try easy-to-use
ASTHMADOR

L at all drug stores
^ in U.S. & Can-

ada, in pow-
^der, cigarette

or p ipe
mixture

form.

You
breathe
more easily

when you use

ASTHMADOR
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WITHOUT BOUHCE-BACK
OF

EXCESS ACIDITY

MILES LABORATORIES, INC, ELKHART, IND.

IS AlO
HEARTBURN

UPSET STOMACH
ACID INDIGESTION
SOUR STOMACH

Speedy

Relief for

HEADACHE
COLD DISCOMFORT
MUSCULAR ACHES

Alka-Seltzer
BRAND Reg. U.S. Pol. Off.

PSORIASIS
doesn’t keep me
from parties . . .

I USE

Learn bow hundreds of
thousands of users have
found Sirqil tends to re-

move psoriasis crusts and
scales on outer layer of
skin. Light applications
help control recurring le-

sions. Siroil doesn’t stain

clothing or bed linen.
Offered on two weeks
satisfaction or money re-

funded basis.

Writ* for froo booltfot

Siroil Loborotories, Inc.

STORES Dopf. M-67, Santa Monica, Calif.

AT ALL
DRUG

a young boy showing off his best girl.”

When they left the restaurant and
headed back to the studio, they were
standing at the busy corner of Sunset and
Gower streets waiting for the traffic signal
to change when a car squealed to a stop
in front of them. A middle-aged woman
climbed out, fumbling nervously in her
purse. She brought out an envelope and
ran breathlessly in Kirk’s direction. He
reached into his pocket for his fountain
pen and smiled down at Pier as much as
to say, “Here comes a fan. Hold onto your
hat.” Reaching Kirk, the woman handed
him the envelope. “I’m sorry,” she said,

“we haven’t a minute to stop anywhere.
Would you be kind enough to drop this
in the mailbox across the street for me?”

Pier’s laughter rang out above the rum-
ble of the traffic and Kirk grinned sheep-
ishly. It was a scene that could have been
played between two teenagers; the boy
trying to impress his girl and the girl

merrily amused at his failure.
Pier spent that entire afternoon watch-

ing Kirk rehearse with other members of
the cast for Director Edward Dmytryk.
One of the actors who was present re-
marked later that Pier seemed quite at-
tracted to Kirk and that in his opinion it

was good for Douglas to have a girl of
Pier’s innocence and sweetness pay him
so much attention. Asked why, he said,

“Such a girl is good for any man’s ego.”
No one knows, but it is probable that as

Pier and Kirk sat over their wine and
ravioli that noon in the Naples restaurant,
they discussed plans to see each other
again. At the time. Pier was finishing her
picture, “Sombrero,” at M-G-M, and Kirk
knew that within a few weeks he would
be leaving Hollywood for Israel, where the
majority of “The Juggler” was to be filmed.
Following that picture’s completion he was
slated to do “The Girl on the Via Fla-
minia” for Anatole Litvak, a film that was

also to be made on the other side of the %
Atlantic OceEin. It meant that he would ’

be away from Hollywood for a long time.
Coincidentally, Pier was also planning

a trip across the sea. Early in 1952, she
had gone to Italy to make “The Devil
Makes Three” with Gene Kelly, and at
that time had visited her many relatives
in Rome. Now she was planning to go
back once more, ostensibly to visit her
relatives, although only a few short months
had passed since she had last seen them.
Pier is tremendously fond of her family,
as are all Itahan people, but nevertheless
the time between spring and summer does
not seem long enough to call for another
trip of seven thousand miles just to see
one’s aunts and uncles.
She was back in Rome when “The Jug-

gler” troupe left Hollywood for Israel.

Kirk took off on his own and instead of
going directly to Israel, stopped off in Rome
for a day or two. He was seen in Romolo’s
famous restaurant with English actress
Jackie Frost, but the reports are that he
also saw Pier during that stopoff.

The entire month of October was
required for the Israeli scenes of “The
Juggler,” a film which depicts the re-
adjustment of a vaudeville performer in
the post-war years following his intern-
ment in a Nazi concentration camp. When
the picture was finished, Kirk flew to Lon-
don for a Royal Command Performance
and while there took time off to fly to

Rome to have dinner with Pier.
When he left England, he went to Paris

to consult with Litvak about the coming
production of “The Girl on the Via Fla-
minia” and from there flew to Rome for
a rest. It was while in Rome that he saw
Pier as frequently as her mother would
permit. Louella Parsons, who is not often
fooled regarding the authenticity of Holly-
wood romances, included an item in her
column that Kirk was “goggle-eyed over

She came, she was seen and she conquered : Here Jeanmaire, brilliant ballerina who

co-stars with Danny Kaye in ‘^Hans Christian Andersen,” is shown in Paris, packing

the Christian Dior dress she wore in New York when the picture was premiered
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Pier.” She and the other columnists who
reported an engagement between the two
were promptly informed by Pier’s studio

and Kirk’s friends that this was only

another “publicity romance.’’ However,
the Angeli-Douglas combination seemed
to everyone to be on the more serious

> side. Having been informed it was not,

Miss Parsons printed her apologies but

I

added, “I really thought Kirk was serious

.

I after talking with him.”

Pier and Kirk were seen together every-
where in Rome, and in every picture taken

I of them they had eyes for no one but each

I

other When Pier’s visit was over and she
made arrangements to re' urn to the States,

she selected a plane that stopped over in

Paris where, coincidentally, Kirk had to

go for his new picture. So they took the
same plane, and despite the presence of

Pier’s mother, held hands all the wav to

Paris. The plane was unable to land there
because of bad weather and was forced

to fly five hundred miles out of its way to

land in Shannon, Ireland. Passengers on
the plane said that both Pier and Kirk
seemed delighted at the delay, and soon
after they landed, Kirk suggested that he
hire a car and take Pier to see Limerick
castle. Mrs. Pierangeli turned thumbs
down on the idea, so instead they sat to-

gether at a table for five hours, waiting
for a plane to take Kirk and other Paris-
bound passengers back to France.

Reporters at the airport in Rome had
asked about reports of a romance and
Kirk had said, “We are just good friends.

I

There has been no talk of marriage.”

; Reporters at Shannon asked the same

I

question and got the same answer, with

ji

the added information that they had b“en
r good friends since making “Equilibrium”

Ij
together. Before Kirk’s plane took off for

i Paris, the “good friends” stood on the steps

I

and embraced and kissed.

I

Back in Hollywood on December 1, Pier
I was deluged with requests for information

I

concerning the romance. Most of these
requests went, as usual, through the stu-

dio. And the studio spokesman said, “This
whole thing is silly. Pier won’t talk about
it and neither will we. If she said she
wasn’t going to marry Kirk Douglas her
statement would be ignored and it would
be printed anyway that she was. There is

no use in talking about it.”

Contacted personally by phone Pier

[

said, “No, no. I like him very much. He is

j

a nice man. But there is nothing like

that.” She added that she would be very
disappointed if M-G-M did not loan her
to Litvak for the title role of “The Girl on
the Via Flaminia.”

A great deal can be supposed on the
basis of this information, and Hollywood
is letting its imagination rim in all direc-

I

tions. There is even a story going around
I

town that before “The Juggler” was begun
Pier met Milly Vitale, Kirk’s leading lady
in the picture. Miss Vitale is also Italian,

very pretty and quite young, and it is said
I that Pier gave her to understand that if

I

she would be so good as to maintain a
I hands-off policy where Kirk was con-
cerned, Miss Angeli would greatly ap-

1

predate it. This is Hollywood gossip,
three-fourths of which may turn out to be
untrue, but nevertheless it’s been said.

It is not claimed that Kirk and Pier will

j
be married some day—she is too young

I

and he is too unpredictable. But when a

I

man flies from London to Rome for dinner
' with a girl, when two people move small
I worlds to be in the same place at the same

time, and when for some inexplicable
reason they both refuse to talk about the
slightest details of their relationship, some-
thing is in the air. It can only be supposed
that there is on hand, despite both Mama

( ? and studio, a real love affair. The End
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(Continued from page 44)
also in the film as ‘the other woman.’
Lana Turner has been on the receiving

end of more male insults than any other
gal in town. When she was married to
Bob Topping, they attended a dance at
the Beverly Hills Hotel for St. John’s
Hospital. Johnny Farrow was auctioning
Star kisses. Pointing to Lana, Farrow gal-
lantly cried, “What am I bid to kiss the
most beautiful woman in the room?”
The embarrassing silence was finally

broken by a tourist oilman who bid $1,000.
“Why didn’t you bid for your wife?” John-
ny^ gently chided Bob afterwards.

“I’ll look after my own charities,” re-
torted Topping.
Then there was the time Lana was all

set for a rendezvous with Ty Power in
North Africa. But before she could pay
for her ticket, Ty gave a statement to the
press that they were through and the next
cable contained news of Ty’s new romance
with Linda Christian.

There are several versions of what
caused Fernando Lamas to tell a colum-
nist that he wouldn’t marry Lana be-
cause his career came first and “We argue
a little too much and life is too short.” One
story had it that Fernando was rude when
Lex Barker asked Lana for a dance at
the Marion Davies party for Johnnie Ray.
Others say it was Lana who said to Lex,
“Will you dance with me, or are you afraid
of this guy?”
Anyway, Arlene Dahl goes to bat for

Lamas and believes it when she says,
He s a perfect gentleman. He lets every-
one else talk and keeps his mouth shut
and never answers anyone no matter what
they say about him.” Which is how Arlene,
herself, behaved when Lex talked so free-
ly about their bust-up.
Don’t get Arlene on the subject of Cor-

nel Wilde, whom I’ve always found charm-
ing. But I’m told of this incident shortly
after Cornel separated from Pat Knight.
He was invited to a top star’s home for
a birthday party and asked to pick up
Arlene, as she was to be his partner for
the evening. He picked her up all right.
However, three seconds after arrival, he
dropped her like a hot potato and was
later spotted in the dining room changing
the place cards!
Now for Mr. Cochran. Steve hates to

date big name actresses. He says they ex-
I pect too much of him. And invariably
when a hostess asks him to bring a top
star, he shows his contempt by ignoring
her all evening. Steve prefers no-name
women to stars—and three and four at a
time. A friend who visited him at home
unexpectedly, found one girl cleaning up
for Stevie, one cooking, and one changing
records for him!
Bob Mitchum is rarely rude to the

ladies. He loves ’em too much. But when
Loretta Young was making a picture forRKO and fining people fifty cents every
time they said a swear word. Bob went
on her set and baited her with, “How
much do I have to pay to tell you to iumn
in the lake?’
Men find it pays sometimes to tell off

Shelley Winters. When Joe Cotten told
Shell what makes her tick and him sick
for forty-five minutes by the studio clock
during a recent Western, everyone was
spellbound by Joe’s command of the
English language—early English language.
And Miss Winters was so surprised she
not only behaved like a lamb, but when
Cotten was ill on location, she nursed him.

If Gary Merrill needs any lessons in
bad manners—and he was doing well in
that line the night he heckled sweet Danny
Thomas at the Mocambo—he could learn

a lot from Bette Davis who topped herse
hsr last beach birthday party for Gaiwhen she quarrelled continuously wil

him in front of their guests.
Charlton Heston probably doesn’t realiihow rude he is when he can’t remembi

people he’s been introduced to many timi
before. It might help his reputation fi

manners to look at the people he meets
Scott Brady behaves like a man whc

ashamed to have good manners. He
negligent with his girls, doesn’t introdui
them when friends stop at his table i

restaurants. And I’ve seen him lunch wi1
girls and read the paper in their faces,
was next to him at Scandia when he w;
•dining with Dorothy Malone one time,
pal stopped by to say hello, and Scotf
greeting was somewhat rugged. He cou]
just as easily have said, “Good evening
and spared Dotty embarrassment. I’\'

heard Scott described as a diamond in tl
rough. But after all these years in Hollj
wood, the edges should be more polishei'
Trouble is, Scott seems to believe a sfi
should be rude. Perhaps many girls aj
prove of the tough manner. He nev<
lacks for dates.
Joan Crawford judges her men by the

manners. She was at a party at Sam Gold
wyn’s house one time, and Oscar Levai
came in late. Seeing the vacant place nei
to Joan, Oscar said, “My God, do I ha\
to sit next to you?”
Joan burst into tears and went horn

I think she preferred Greg Bautzer’s b€
havior. When he was mad he used to brea
her windows. That, at least, was excitin;
When Joan met Burt Lancaster at Wai

ners ’tis said she didn’t like him becau^
he Would hold forth on any given sub
ject without letting Joan join in. In fad
he paid no attention to her at all. Ari
Joan is said to have fumed, “This is tb
most conceited man I know.”
One thing’s for sure, Burt pays le;

attention to his “civilian” clothes thal
any man here. You can usually tell wh.-l
he’s eaten for breakfast, lunch and dir
ner by looking at his coat in the evenin;

It is believed that Farley Granger de
veloped a crust intended to repel old(
actresses wanting to date him. It starte
when Rocky Cooper asked him to hrin
Barbara Stanwyck to a party. Actuall
Babs is more fun than most starlets ha
her age. Bob Wagner, four years Farley
junior, loves to be around her. But Far
ley is the little boy who walks alone. H
always seems to be pre-occupied—neve
says good morning to secretaries. Could b
shyness, of course, but it would pay off i

popularity if he’d get outside of himse'
to see how the other half is .sm iling
Pete Lawford scrams Hollywood fc

social Southampton, Long Island, and Pah
Beach, whenever his presence here
unnecessary. His critics complain he’s
snob; however, this doesn’t quite add u
to his friendship with press agent Jeann
McDonald—he even loaned her his jee]
And most of his surf riding pals ar
strictly nonentities. But I always thougl
he was casual to the point of rudenes
with Charmin’ Sharman—as if he werl
trying to show that he wasn’t impressei
And how did you like Aly’s attempte

kiss of death for glamorous star Rita Hay
worth, calling her a “homebody’ whos
idea of a big time is to sit around the hous
in slippers and slacks all evening. A w(
blanket is the insult he threw at her fo
all the world to read. A Prince by an
other name would have kept the famil
linen in the family laundry. I

Monty Clift’s casual rudeness stems froi
the fact that he just doesn’t care whi
people think of him. He doesn’t go out t

his way to hurt sensitive folks. He jus



<nores them. But his pal Marlon Brando
; a burp of a different breed. His pec-
adilloes are well known, but he seems to

e going deliberately out of his way to

nock. If this is the new naturalism, give

'le the old-fashioned school of courtesy and
onsideration.
And to go back to Miss Stanwyck, I’ll

ever believe that Robert Taylor told

hat Italian actress that Barbara bored
im and he preferred something younger
nd gayer. Bob is dating young Ursula
Tiiess, and he did hurt Barbara very
luch, but I just can’t hear him saying
he cruel words quoted by the wire
ervice from Rome.

jauren Bacall is the only woman in the
i*forld who knows how to handle Mr.
iJogart, who was born with a provocative
treak and the dignified name of Hum-
ihrey that no one calls him by, just as

10 one calls her Lauren. She’s Betty,
jogey, like Brando, aims to shock. That’s
j(rhy he picks quarrels. He treats Betty
ike a man. She treats him like a baby,
ind he adores her. But he doesn’t care
tor actresses in general—not Bette Davis,
lor Crawford. He does like tough-gal Ann
iheridan who can match him letter for

etter. in the swear-word department. And
le was on his toes and very impressed,
n a different way, of course, with Ingrid
Uergman.
1 Zsa Zsa Gabor has to be in love with
Jeorge Sanders because he’s been pretty
ude to her. Once when he was caustic
'0 a columnist, Zsa Zsa comforted the
vriter with, “You shouldn’t worry. He
knee called me names.”
i
When Stewart Granger calls Jean Sim-

nons names, it’s supposed to be part of a
Secret game they’re playing. I think he
hould explain the rules, because when
>ou call your wife stupid and silly, the
boint of the game is lost on the listeners,

i
1
wonder what game Stewart was playing
he time he slapped Jean’s hand down

: Decause she absentmindedly ate a salad he
: lold her she shouldn’t. One day I’m going
I [o sit down with him and find out, because
[ ill that charm on the screen can’t be
i )lay-acting entirely.
: I don’t want to leave you with the im-
iiDression that we don’t have any gentle-
f}nen in pictures. Bob Hope is always
[jiourteous to the fair sex without indulg-
ng in flowery compliments. And Bing is

: ilways kind. Their combined kindness to

i Oorothy Lamour is something to remem-
iber. Dotty had had a few bad pictures
i ind the film offers weren’t coming so fast,

t But they insisted on having her in “Road
i .0 Bali,” also “Road to the Moon.” And
i It’s little insistencies of this nature that
i'.'evive a career. It’s what Jack Benny did
tor Eddie Cantor when Eddie’s star dipped

0 1 decade ago.

k A lifting hand when you’re down. That’s
i|vhat Bing offered Judy Garland. The out-
lOok was really black for Judy. Metro had

1 Iropped her. She had tried suicide. No
I Dne was willing to take a chance on her

—

(except Bing, who paid her to sing on his
1 radio show and gave her back the con-
fidence she needed to try her luck in
i London at the Palladium and rebuild her
I then shaky career.
s' Jerry Lewis always treats his wife like
lU Queen. So does Dean Martin. And Mel
(Ferrer is as courteous as they come. So
Sjis Dick Powell. And there are more, of
steourse. John Wayne is polite—unless you
.do something to offend—then he’ll want
r'to take a swing and punch your nose re-
ligardless of your gender,
f Summing up. I’d say it’s two to one

—

the rude—and the gentlemen. But when
r you consider the two women to every
#man situation here, it’s surprising things

I
aren’t worse. The End
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Will Maturity End

Jane's Appeal?

(Continued from page 36)

Jane had a brief fling at a compara-
tively “grown up” portrayal as Fred As-
taire’s sister in “Royal Wedding.” Her
next, “Small Town Girl,” may tell the
tale in full.

Her success has never given Jane a
worldly, bored-with-it-all attitude on
screen or off. Her friends remember the

occasion when she was guest of honor at

a Irmcheon given by a number of girls

her own age. The sub-deb sophisticates

were indulging in table-talk. “Well,” said

one in a bored tone, “Dad finally got
around to getting me my mink.”
“Tm hoping for sables come Christ-

mas,” said another.
Then Jane spoke up. She had news,

too, and she Wcis bursting to tell it. “Dad-
dy’s getting me a suede coat. And he’s

getting it wholesale!” she bubbled.
With maturity has come a new dignity.

It was apparent when Jane vacationed in

a popular resort town, and the local

populace was somewhat shocked. “What
a shame,” they said. “That horrible Holly-
wood makes children old before their
time.” Children?

It may be equally as difficult for her
fans to realize that Jane has grown up.
As for Jane, she is grateful for the star-
dom she has achieved. It came as a sur-
prise. She never meant to be a star. She
was Suzanne Burce whose parents man-

Considering the price we pay for ex-

perience, it should be the best teacher

DENNIS MORGAN

aged an apartment house in Portland. She
made her first public appearance at the
age of four—tap-dancing in a school re-
cital. At eleven, when it became evident
that she had a good singing voice, Jane
began her lessons. Two years later, she
had her own radio show in Portland.
When her parents decided to vacation

in Southern California, the station man-
ager suggested that she audition for Janet
Gaynor’s “Hollywood Showcase” pro-
gram. Jane and her family figured that if,

by chance, she won, the money would help
with expenses.
After her appearance, studio calls

poured in. She auditioned at M-G-M for

L. B. Mayer and Joe Pasternak. She sang
“71 Bacio”—the same aria that won a con-
tract for Deanna Durbin. It was then that
Jane Powell began her climb to stardom.

Fortunately, Jane’s private life has been
as successful as her career. And, unlike
many other stars, when she says that her
husband and children come first in her
life, she means it. The new baby, Suzanne
Ileen, adds to the responsibility at home
for Jane, who has never shirked any kind
of responsibility.

But soon she will return to the screen
to face the maturity that has been the
kiss of death for many a child star’s ca-
reer . . . for Jane Withers, Bonita Gran-
ville, Shirley Temple. Now comes the
same familiar question. Will Jane con-
tinue to be cast as a sweet young thing?
WiU her public believe her in a different

sort of role? Seemingly, that would de-
pend upon her studio. The studio can
take a good guess and plan her pictures
accordingly. What’s next for Jane Powell?
Only you—the fans and moviegoers—can
furnish the answer. The End
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Behave Yourselves!

,

(Continued from page 39)

Since the beginning of movies as an indus-
'

try, a certain amount of justifiable criticism

I has been leveled at the behavior of Holly-

woodites who refused to conform. But the

i
new wave of public wrath, I believe,

'started with the Ingrid Bergman-Roberto
; Rossellini affair.

Ingrid was idolized by millions. Pub-
licity practically built her into a saint; and
she was not averse to the halo adoring

fans placed around her head.

For a while she had many people fooled.

They never guessed what lay beneath that

cool, poised exterior. But I began to find

cracks in that shining armor of Bergman’s.
She had an aloofness, whether feigned or

real, that startled .me. She seemed to re-

gard her fans as a sea of abstract faces to

whom she owed nothing. I had more than
one argument with her about this matter.

But her attitude never changed. And
when Ingrid openly had a love affair with
Rossellini while still married to Dr. Peter
Lindstrom, it was like hitting her fans a

blow in the face with her fists.

The shock and disappointment were bad
enough. But how many young girls and

“ thoughtless women said, “If Ingrid Berg-
I man does it, why can’t I?” There is where

I
the real harm lies. Many copy the actions

;

' —good or bad—of their idols.

i

Ingrid is paying heavily for her im-

I

pulsive behavior. She’s still the artist. But
: who sees her pictures?

I

It’s true that time has softened the bitter

j

criticism leveled toward Ingrid during the
i post-Stromboli days. In Photoplay’s poll,
’ for instance, fans voted for her to return

I

to American films, and the ratio in her
favor was three to one. And from fan mail I

ji judge that the public is beginning to for-

|1 give Bergman, the woman; but not Ingrid
Bergman, the movie star. Fans just won’t
forget that she let them down and set an
example that their own daughters might

. be encouraged to follow.

Some Hollywoodites were taking moral-
ity lightly before the public started put-

5
ting its foot down. If the wrath had been

j! heaped on these people alone, it would have
! been only justice. But for their actions,

{ all Hollywood has suffered a black eye.

)

Rita Hayworth, who was making head-
lines with Aly Khan, is still on trial. No-

(
body can yet say whether the public will

accept her as of old. I’m told that her

II
picture, “Affair in Trinidad,” is earning

: money; but I’ll have to see a certified ac-
count of the box-office receipts before

I
I believe it. Besides, that film is hardly

I
indicative of the future of her career. It

j
was her first picture since she became a

I
princess, and, therefore, a novelty. People

I
wanted to see how Princess Rita looked

I
on the screen. But from now on she’s on

I
her own with a public that has a far from

1 completely amiable attitude toward her.

1
She asked for it. When she first started

; gallivanting over Europe with Aly Khan,

I
Rita was single. But he was not. The

I
whole world knew it. Frowns of disap

-

I
proval began to blacken Rita’s horizon.

^
There’s little indication that Rita both-

ered her pretty head greatly about such
criticism. But Hollywood, which the public
seems to regard as a lump sum rather
than a pattern made up of many individ-
uals, did. The town knew that Rita was
again bringing it under fire, and many up-
right citizens resented it.

Rita married her prince; but let it be
said that she certainly never went into
obscurity. Her every move was fervently

I chronicled by the press. To wide-eyed
I young girls, it was a fairy tale that came

true: the poor little maid who turned into
a princess. Rita had her baby; and then
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STOP MONTHLY CRAMPS
...even on the First Day!
Regularly priced at 2 .. .but easily worth $1.

Under limited “first edition” offer, new 24-pg.
(over 5000 word) booklet—fully illustrated in

color — yours absolutely free! Tells why you
menstruate, explains physiology of process.
Why do you call it “the curse”? How about
regularity—cramps—“change of life”? Scores
of other questions answered authoritatively.

New! Easy-to-take Tablets!

Learn, too, how taking Lydia Pinkham’s Com-
pound or Tablets gave complete or striking re-

lief of functional cramps and other “monthly”
distresses in 3 out of 4 cases in doctors’ tests—

even on first, worst day of period! That’s
because of Pinkham’s soothing effect on
source of the pain. Modern in action, you’ll

welcome new Lydia Pinkham Tablets with
added iron ... so convenient, easy to take!

To gel a FREE copy of A Woman's Guide to
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59 Cleveland St., Lynn, Mass. Mailed in plain
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j
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Happy IsThe Day
When Backache
Goes Away . . .

.

NaggiTig backache, loss of pep and energy, head-
aches and dizziness may be due to slowdown of kidney
function. Doctors say good kidney function is very
important to good health. When some everyday con-
dition, such as stress and strain, causes this im-
portant function to slow down, many folks suffer
nagging backache—feel miserable. Minor bladder
irritations due to cold or wrong diet may cause
getting up nights or frequent passages.

Don’t neglect your kidneys if these conditions
bother you. Try Doan’s Pills—a mild diuretic. Used
successfully by millions for over 50 years. It’s amaz-
ing how many times Doan’s give happy relief from
these discomforts—help the 15 miles of kidney tubes
and filters flush out waste. Get Doan’s Pills today!

we began to hear rumblings that the mar-
riage had gone sour. Cinderella came home;
and Aly’s continued playboy antics further
cheapened this publicized marriage.

Rita can now redeem herself with the'

American public only through hard work
and circumspect living. But after finishing

a second picture, she sauntered right back
to Europe; £ind there she began making
news again with men other than Aly. If

Rita continues to ask for obscurity, I’m sure
that the public will eventually oblige her.

I could name a dozen youngsters who,
with the proper publicity buildup, could
step into her shoes. Stars are usually a
bit late in getting around to this sort of

news; so I’m handing it to Rita now. No
star is irreplaceable.
As for Ava Gardner, I personally be-

lieve that having children would solve
many of her behavior problems. She’s al-

ways wanted kids; and they would give
her a sense of responsibility which her
career has failed to do. I think that she’s
tried to make a go of her marriages. But
what chance had she as the teen-age wife
of Mickey Rooney and Artie Shaw? These
fellows have a habit of not wanting to

stay married.

And now Frank Sinatra. This guy has
a positive talent for trouble. Together, he
and Ava are dynamite. Frank is a moody
fellow with a hair-trigger temper, but
he can charm the birds off the trees. I

know of nobody who can get himself in

and out of the doghouse so fast and so
frequently. Frank somehow bears about
him an air of innocence. Hearing his side
of a story, one is apt to think: “This poor
wronged boy!” I know, because I’ve been
snowed under by that old routine. After
a series of bad stories had broken on
him, I offered Frank my column to ex-
plain himself. He did so convincingly. But
before the story hit print, Frank was in
the headlines again. This time he’d
smacked Lee Mortimer and reaped the ire

of the Hearst press empire.

To get that little matter straightened
out required a bit of doing; but Frank
did it. Through a friend of mine, he got
in to see William Randolph Hearst him-
self. Evidently he turned on the charm and
air of injured innocence, because the
Hearst reporters promptly left off flaying
Frank. But that didn’t teach Sinatra a
lasting lesson. He was to have many
stormy sessions with the press after that.

Nobody can tell me that bad publicity
did not help a great deal in undermining
Frank’s career. When he separated from
Nancy, I was amazed at the number of

letters I received from bobby-soxers ex-
pressing great indignation at Sinatra’s
action. Frank is trying hard to pull his

career together. He’s returning to Metro
for one picture; and at this writing is up
for the dramatic role of the embittered
Italian soldier in “From Here to Eternity.”
This could open up a new phase of show
business for him—that of being a dramatic
actor. Now if he’ll just behave himself,

he might regain his old popularity.

Lana Turner is another who could do
with more self-discipline—much more.
She allows herself to be governed com-
pletely by her emotions rather than by her
mind. She acts first and thinks second.

In going back over her life, I was as-

tounded at the number of errors she’s

made. Her studio has frequently called

her on the carpet. She calms down when
her bosses start reading the riot act; but
you never know when she’s going to

erupt again. It was her bad luck to be
with Ava Gardner when Ava had her last

big quarrel with Frank Sinatra. Natural-
ly Lana got her share of brickbats.

Because she was a beautiful young girl

with a Cinderella story, people overlooked

ow
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many of Lana’s impetuous, foolish deeds.

But no more. The public expects her to

act her age. So does her studio. Youth
will soon be slipping away from Lana.
Her career will then depend upon her
ability as an actress and the esteem the
public has for her. Metro is patient, but it

can be ruthless when necessary.

This was proved in the case of Judy
Garland, one of the greatest money-mak-
ers of them all. When Judy used to scrap
with her studio, I always got myself
right in the middle by taking her part. I

knew she was being overworked and had
a diet problem. Shedding pounds before

starting a picture left her nerves jangling.

I’ve seen her working on a movie set when
she was so exhausted she was shaking
like a leaf. But still she wanted to do big

pictures. When her delays started costing

Metro money, Judy was dropped like a

millstone. That can happen to any player.

But Judy’s case was special. Having
grown up in the movie industry and into

the heart of America, she was always the
little girl from over the rainbow. Any-
thing she did as an impulsive, stubborn
woman reflected on that little girl. The
public was profoundly shocked. But her
personal appearances proved she still had
a strong following. I’m wondering, though,
how the public at large wiU take her when
she attempts a screen comeback in “A
Star Is Born.”

Judy and Sid are married now for bet-

ter or worse. And they are doing every-
thing to insure that her next film will be
a successful one. They’ve got Harold
Arlen, who wrote “Over the Rainbow,” to

compose the score; and Moss Hart to do
the script. But if she starts slimming down
for the picture—as certainly she must

—

she’s likely to get the old “nerves” back.

Mario Lanza leaped to stardom, then
mystified his multitude of fans by brush-
ing aside his film career, at least tem-
porarily. When he balked at doing “The
Student Prince,” many thought it was
due to an enlarged head brought on by
too sudden fame and fortune. I met Mario
long before he made his first picture and
have helped push his career. He is one of

the few actors who ever thanked me pub-
licly for the aid given him.

But when his trouble with Metro started,

Mario absolutely clammed up. I couldn’t

even get him on the phone. After seeing
the storm warnings being hoisted at the
studio, I contacted his wife, Betty, and
pleaded with her to have Mario call me
with his side of the story. Betty sounded
slightly hysterical, but would tell me
nothing to explain Mario’s action to the
public. So the public was left to believe
that Lanza had turned into a tempera-
mental, spoiled brat. He did nothing to

refute the reports.

I had heard that Mario was on the
verge of a nervous breakdown. There’s
nothing shameful about that. It could hap-
pen to any of us. “If Mario is sick, let

the public know,” I told Betty. “He’ll get
the sympathy.” She would admit that he
“needed only a little rest,” but promised
Mario would call me. He sent me flowers
“with love” several months ago. Otherwise
I haven’t heard a word from him. He owes
the truth to his puzzled fans. Their in-

difference can break him as fast as their
enthusiasm made him.

It was, I believe. Bob Mitchum’s com-
plete honesty in the marijuana episode
that saved his career. A married man with
children. Bob had no defense for his deed.
And when he took his medicine without
wailing, he began to gain public sympathy.
But he has learned his lesson. Now he’ll

walk away from trouble. Not long ago, I

saw a writer trying to needle Bob into
anger. Mitchum wasn’t afraid of the fel-
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low; but he didn’t want trouble. He side-

stepped it by readily admitting that every
bad thing the writer said about him was
true. In so doing, Bob won the fellow as
a friend. But Bob is by nature reckless.

So he keeps his studio publicity depart-
ment in a sweat. They never know when
he may be making the headlines again. I

don’t believe his career could survive a
second jolt similar to the first.

Morality has moved into the political

front. The standard contract bears a clause
giving a studio the right to drop a player
if he does anything to damage his box-
office potentiality. The last election proved
that America detests Communism and its

front organizations. Yet some of our play-
ers keep flirting with red ideas. I believe
left-wing political activities have done
more than anything else to curtail Charlie
Chaplin’s career.

Sterling Hayden got sucked in by the
Commies; but he got out on his own
volition, reported his former party affilia-

tion to the FBI and cooperated with in-

vestigators. His career suffered not at all.

In fact, 1952 was his busiest year as an
actor. Behaving oneself does not mean
that a star must be forced into any set

political beliefs.

Immaturity is a state of mind when people

fit the word “can't” into their way of living

JOAN CRAWFORD

The public is eager to know the facts.

On my lecture tour throughout the coun-
try, the one question asked me most fre-
quently was about Communism in Holly-
wood. A handful of reds associated with
the movie industry in the public mind had
given our town an enormous shiner.

Whenever a star gets so big and de-
mands the “free soul” of an artist. I’m al-

ways reminded of a story told me by
Florence Bates. While doing a picture, she
heard a talented young girl talking rude-
ly to a cameraman. When the scene was
finished, Florence called the girl into her
dressing room and told her the anecdote
about the fly riding on a cart pulled by
oxen. Looking back, the fly said, “My,
what a dust I’ve raised!” Then Florence
pointed out the work of the writer in pre-
paring the script; the producer who had
to put the picture together; the director
who has to see that the scenes come off

well; the men who build the sets; and the
electricians who light them; the publicists

who have to sell both stars and their pic-
tures to the public. The girl then saw how
infinitely small her part was in the mak-
ing of a picture.

I get sick of people who revel in the gifts

of stardom but groctn at the liabilities.

They forget that they were deliberately
created in and by the public mind; and
therefore, to a great extent, belong to the
public. They want the fame that brings
screen success; and at the same time, the
anonymity of John Doe when they choose
to step out of line. This is impossible;
and, having written about Hollywood for

many years. I’ve sweated blood in trying
to explain it to stars.

If all stars would take stock of them-
selves, they would see just how dependent
they are on their associates and the world
for their success. They have no right to

offend the public who decides whether or
not they’ll swim or sink professionally. I

for one feel the time has come for the
people of Hollywood to draw the line. We
must say to the stars who won’t conform:
Behave yourselves, or there will be no
place for you in our town. The End
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You will be amazed how Miss Rosemary
Brown of Newark, New Jersey, a regular
Photoplay reader, hit the Jackpot for extra
dollars recently. For many months Rosemary
searched for a way to earn a few extra dol-
lars in her spare time. Like a lot of other
girls, she always needed a few extra dollars
for a new hat, new nylons, a cute blouse
and the many other accessories that make a
girl's life happier. Then one day she found
she could earn extra dollars for the things
she wanted, MERELY BY TELLING HER
FRIENDS ABOUT PHOTOPLAY and other
popular magazines. She found it was an
amazingly easy way to earn extra dollars
FAST! it cost her nothing but a few mo-
ments of her spare time! If you too would
like to hit the extra-dollar jackpot, the same
as Rosemary did, just tear out this article,
print your name and address on the back and
mail to me today: Mail your name and ad-
dress with this article to Martha Francis,
Subscription Secretary, c/o PHOTOPLA'T,
Dept, P 3-53, 205 East 42nd Street, New
York 17, N. Y. That's all you do. It costs you
nothing. I will send you full details, which
tell you how you can earn those extra dol-
lars in your spare time. So don’t delay. Mail
this article with your name and address to:

Martha Francis, Subscriotion Secretary
c/o Photoplay, Dept. 3-53

205 East 42nd Street. New York 17. N. Y.

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years
^^ rapidly as year time and abilities permit. EqniTalent to resi-
dent school work—prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
U. o. texU supplied. Diploma awarded. Credit for H. S. subjects
completed, oingle subjects if deMred- Ask for Free Bulletin-
American School, Dept. H-353, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37

ANALYZE HANDWRIIING
MORE INCOME... MORE PRESTIGE//?^

AND MORE SUCCESS!
i

Fascinating, uncrowded profession-busi- / •*?£--*? i

ness, full or spare time. Free illustrated /
lesson and year-book shows how men and / A
women in home and business find oppor-

"
.yvr-I J

tunity in analyzing handwriting. Under-
stand People—Make Money. Free lesson and in-
formation about amazingopportunity if over 21. Write today.
I. G. A. S., Inc.,826 Wilhoit Building, Springfield. Missouri

Make Extra Money
Full or Spare Time—With Famous
HOOVER UNIFORMS
No experience -no investment needed. Just show and take
orders for best known line Uniforms for waitresses bean-
ticians. nurses, doctors, dentists, etc.—including DuPont
Nylon Uniforms. It’s easy work with Hoover—famous ev-
erywhere smartest styles, top quality and value. FRE£!
Complete Style Display, details, money-making plans

—

write today. HOOVER. Oept.BMSS.NewYorkllpN.Ye

HEMSTITCHER
Hemstitch on an/ sewing machine with this handy
attachment. Does two piece, criss cross, inlaid,

circular and hemstitching for pleats; also tuching,

smocking and picotmg. Makes run. comforters,

slippers, etc. out of any material. Easy directions

included.

Makes button holes on your sewing machine m*
steaci of by hand. Also darns stockings, sews
buttons, zippers; and can be used for quilting.

Sews in any direction-front, back or sideways.

SEND NO MONEY- Merely send your name,

address and pay postman $1.00 plus postage on

arrival. Or, send $1.00 with order, and we mail

attachments postage paid. You risk nothing. Satisfaction guaranteed orSl.OObach

LELANE CO. , Dept. MW-33,Box 571, Kansas City 10, Mo.

Don’t mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Ap-
ply non-staining Der*
moil. Thousands do for
scaly spots on body or
scalp. Grateful users often
after years of suffering:,
report the scales have
gone, the red patches gradually dis-
appeared and they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin
again. Dermoil is used hy many doctors and is backed hy a
positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or
money is refunded without question. Send lOc (stomps or
coin) for generous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot
Test.” Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write to-

day for your test bottle. Caution: use only as directed.ftdnt
nameplainly. Don’t delay. Sold by.Liagettand Walqr^n Drug

‘ ading drugg:sts. LAKE



Exclusive!

The first inside story on

the private lives of radio’s

two funnymen

Bob and Ray

—

Spice of Our Life

in March

RAniO~TV
MIRROR

Magazine

At newsstands now

And don’t miss—

^THE DREAM HAPPENED!
Lu Ann Simms and Julius La
Rosa tell what fun it is to

work for

ARTHUR GODFREY
^ IRMA’S FRIEND CATHY

PATTI PAGE: “I AM SO
LUCKY!”

ic WHO’S WHO ON
WHATS MY LINE

And dozens of other exciting

features on your favorite stars

and shows, including stories on

outstanding daytime serials

Get

MARCH
RADIO^TV
MIRROR

Magazine

At Newsstands Now

ii

Here's Where

You Can Buy-

Photoplay Star Fashions

HANDMACHER

Denver Dry Goods, Denver,

Colo.

Shillito's, Cincinnati, Ohio

Abraham & Straus, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

ROSENBLUM OF CALIFORNIA

Schriber's, Scranton, Pa.

Desmond's, Los Angeles, Calif.

Belk Bros. Co., Charlotte, N. C.

B. Altman & Co., New York,

N. Y.

HOUSE OF SWANSDOWN

The Wm. H. Block Co.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Emery, Bird & Thayer,

Kansas City, Mo.

LOU SCHNEIDER

Blum's, Baltimore, Md.

DONNYBROOK

Lit Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.

Indiana Fur Co., Indianapolis,

Ind.

JUDY NELL

Gimbel Bros., New York, N. Y.

(9-15, only)

SACONY

McCreery's, New York, N. Y.

Gimbel Bros., Milwaukee, -Wis.

Crowley's, Detroit, Mich.

Maison Blanche, New Orleans,

La.

DUCHESS ROYAL

McCreery's, New York, N. Y.

JAUNTY JUNIOR

John -Wanamaker, New York,

N. Y.

Jenny, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio

JOSELLI

Arnold Constable, New York,

N. Y.

Einii;

JOLLY TIME
POP CORN

BEST FOR HOME POPPING

NoWj at last, yoa can offer year friends these I

excitingly different notes ! Just showing Free I

samples pays you $26.00 profit on only 60 boxes. I

Be different! SELL THE UNUSUAL! New I

ideas in Kiddy Greetinf^s, Games. Books; Cute Salt I

Shakers, new Secret Pal. Friendsnip. Eastern Star.
Religrious cards, $1 Gifts, many Hard-to-Pina I

items. Larsre. new line assures top sales. Send to- I
' rFREEI' ~ - • Iday fnr D D Note Samples and Cards on approval.

MIDWEST, 1113 Washington, Dept. 35J, St.Louisl.Mo.

\ -.1 I i,

^nwin^
HIGH SCHOOL
Helps You Get Ahead!

Get Your Diploma At Home
If you want to get ahead in business, a profession

or socially—this may be your opportunity! Finish

high school now—without attending classes. In

your spare time, you cover the subjects you need

—avoid wasting time. Standard approved texts.

Individual instruction, easy-to-follov^

p
lessons help you finish faster.

Diploma awarded. Write

now for full facts!

WAYNE SCHOOL Catalog HH-8
2527 Sheffield Avenue, Chicago 14, Illinois
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I Please mail me FREE Style Book torStoutWomen. (25) I

I I

I JVame I

I I

I Address I

I I

tPostOfflce —

i

FREE PHOTO
Now! Hollywood’s Finest Movie

Star Studio Portraits!
Sensational new FREE OFFER includes
latest illustrated catalog witn more than
1000 listings of stars and details
about amazing Star*of-the-Month Club.
Send names of favorite stars and only
ISc mailing charge for each large
photo—OR 25c each for giant 8x10 size.

HOLLYWOOD PHOTO PRODUCTS
Studio M -3, Box 1446, Hollywood 28,Cal.

IMITATION
DIAMOND RINGS

$1.49 each or bo^ for S2.49
Gorgeous Solitaire and Wedding
Iling set with beautiful imita-
tion diamonds in 1/30 14 Kt.
Yellow Gold Plated or Sterling
Silver or White Gold Color Effect
on a MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
SEND NO MONEY. Pay Postman
on delivery plus postal charges. If
you send cash or money order with
order, we pay postage.
HAREM CO.. “The House of R.ings,“
30 Church SV., Dept. K155. New
York 7, N. Y*.

START AS HIGH AS $3,795.00 A YEAR
Prepare NOW for next exams

MEN—WOMEN
/ FRANKLIN INSTITUTE

Thousands ap- > (Not Gov't Controlled)
pointments being Dept. W-98. Rochester 4 , N. Y.
made. 32-page A Sirs: Rush without charge. (1) 32-page
Book FREE. ^ book with list of U.S. Government Jobs;

§ (2) Tell me how to qualify for one.
M^^Coupon

SURE. / Address Age

Mai! Coupon Below

$498

WHY pay any penalty In
appearance and price Just because
you're stout? Mall coupon (or
FREE Style Book showing latest
styles In Sizes 38 to 60— all
designed to make you look slimmer.

This Printed Spun Rayon
Frock, styled to slenderize.
Is only $4.98. Others $2.59 to
$25.00. Also low-priced suits,

coats, hats, shoes, underwear.

Mall the coupon below today lor
your FREE 108-page Style Book,

SIZES
36 70
60
BUST

TJr/k/Tabcin

IfiSeCOIDMISERYl
AT ALL DRUG STORES • 45c enci 75c SIZES

Casts of Current Pictures

ANGEL FACE—RKO. Directed by Otto Preminger;
Frank, Robert Mitchum; Diane, Jean Simmons;
Mary, Mona Freeman; Mr. Trcmayne, Herbert
Marshall; Fred Barrett. Leon Ames; Mrs. Trcmayne,
Barbara O’Neil; Bill, Kenneth Tobey; Arthur
I'ancc, Raymond Greenleaf; The Judge, GrifT Bar-
nett; Miller, Robert Gist; Juror, Morgan Farley;
Judson, Jim Backus.

BLACKBEARD, THE PIRATE^RKO. Directed
by Raoul Walsh: Blackbeard. Robert Newton; Ed-
wina, Linda Darnell; li^orlcy, William Bendix;
Maynard, Keith Andes; Sir Henry Morgan, Torin
Tliatcher; Alvina, Irene Ryan: Noll. Alan Mowbray;
Briggs, Richard Egan; Gilly, Skelton Knaggs;
Dutchman, Dick Wessel; Pierre La Garde, Anthony
Caruso; Tom Whetstone, Jack T.ambert; Jeremy,
Noel Drayton; Job Maggot, Pat Flaherty.

FORBIDDEN GAMES—Times Film. Directed by
Rene Clement: Paulette, Brigitte Fossey; Michel,
Georges Poujouly; Father Dolle, Lucien Hubert;
Mother Dolle, Suzanne Courtal; Georges Dolle,

Jacques Marin; Berthe Dolle, Laurence Badie;
Father Gouard, Andre Wasley; Francis Goiiard,
Amedee; The Priest, Louis Sainteve.

HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN—GoU\wymR}s.O.
Directed by Charles Vidor: Hans Christian Ander-
sen, Danny Kaye; Niels. Farley Gran.ger; Doro,
Jeanmaire; Peter, Joey Walsh: Otto, Philip Tonge;
The Hussar—Danced by Erik Bruhn; The Prince in

''The Little Mermaid” Ballet, Roland Petit; School-
master, John Brown; Burgomeister, John Qualen;
Celine, Jeanne Lafayette; Stage Doorman, Robert
Malcolm; Farmer, George Chaiuiler: First Gendarme,
Fred Kelsey; Second Gendarme, Gil Perkins; Lars,

Peter Votrian.

HOAXTERS, THE—M-G-M; Narration by IMarilyn

Erskine, Howard Keel, George Murphy, Walter
Piilgeon, Dore Schary, Barry Sullivan, Robert Tay-
lor, James Whitmore.

IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST, THE—
Rank-U-I. Directed by Anthony Asquith: Ernest
Worthing, Michael Redgrave; Seton, Richard Wattis

;

Algernon Moncrieff

.

Michael Denison; Lane, Walter
Hu(id; Lady Bracknell, Edith Evans: Gwendolen
Fairfax, Joan Greenwood; Cecily Cardeiv, Dorothy
Tutin; Miss Prism, Margaret Rutherford; Canon
Chasuble, Miles Malleson; Mcrriman, Awhvty Mather.

LITTLE WORLD OF DON CAMILLO, THE—
I.F.E. Releasing. Directed by Julien Duvivier: Don
Camillo, Fernandel; Pepfone, Gino Cervi; Cris-

tina, Sylvie; Gina. Vera Talqui; Mariolino. Franco
Interlenghi; Bishop, Charles Vissieres; Filotti, Lu-
ciano Manara; Bnisco, Armando Migliari.

MAN BEHIND THE GUN, THE—Warners. Di-

rected by Felix Feist: Major Callicut, Randolph
Scott; Lora Roberts, Patrice Wymore; Monk, Dick
Wesson; Capt. Roy Giles, Philip Carey: Chona
Degnon, Lina Romay; Mark Sheldon, Roy Roberts;
Bram Creegan, Morris Ankrum: Phoebe Sheldon,
Katharine Warren; Olaf, Alan Hale, Jr.; Buckley.^

Douglas Fowley; Vic Sutro, Tony Caruso; ''Kansas”
Collins, Clancy Cooper; Joaquin Murietta, Robert
Cabal.

MISSISSIPPI GAMBLER, THE-V-l. Directed
by Rudolph Mate: Mark Fallon, Tyrone Power; An-
geliqiie Duroux, Piper Laurie; Ann Conant, Julia
Adams; John Polly, John Meintire; Pierre, William
Reynolds; Edmund Duroux, Paul Cavanagh; Paul
O. Monet, Robert Warwick; Laurent Duroux, John
Baer; George Elwood, Ron Randell; Andre, Guy
Williams: Caldwell, Ralph Dumke; Spud, King Dono-
van; Kennerly, Hugh Beaumont; Julian Conant,
Dennis Weaver,

MOULIN ROUGE—U.A. Directed by John Hus-
ton; Toulouse-Lautrec and Count de Toulouse-Lautrec,

Jose Ferrer; Marie Charlet, Colette Marchand;
Myriamme, Suzanne Flon; Jane Avril, Zsa Zsa
Gabor; La Goulue, Katherine Kath; Aicha, Muriel
Smith; Countess dc Toulouse-Lautrec, Claude Nol-

lier; Patou, Georges Lannes; Valentin Dessossc, Wal-
ter Crisham; Madame Loubet, Mary Clare; Maurice
Joyant, Lee Montague; Zidler, Harold Gasket; Sarah,

Jill Bennet; Denise, Maureen Swanson; Pere Cotelle,

Jim Gerald; Chocolat, Rupert John; Aicha’s Partner,

Tutti Lemkow; Proprietor {1st Bar), Eric Pohlman;
Seurat, Christopher Lee; Anqnctin, Jean Landier;
Gauzi, Robert • Le Fort; Drunken Reveler, Jean
Claudio; Lorette, Suzi Euzaine; Delivery Boy, Guy
Motschen; Maitre d’Hotel Maxim’s, M. Ledebur.

MY COUSIN RACHEL— Century-Fox. Di-

rected by Henry Koster: Rachel, Olivia de Havilland;

Philip Ashley, Richard Burton; Louise, Audrey
Dalton; Nick Kendall, Ronald Squire; Rainaldi,

George Dolenz; Ambrose Ashley, John Sutton; See-

combe, Tudor Owen; Reverend Pascoe, J. M. Kerri-

gan; Mrs. Pascoe, Margaret Brewster; Mary Pascoe,

Alma Lawton; Pascoe Daughters, Ola Lorraine,

Kathleen Mason; Signora, Argentini Brunetti; Care-

BLONDES
Wash Hair Shades Lighter

SAFELY/

ouf that

SHINING
RADIANT COLOR!
Made specially for blondes, this new 11 -minute home
shampoo helps keep light hair from darkening— brightens

faded hair. Called Blondex, it quickly makes a rich

cleansing lather. Instantly removes the dingy dusl-laden

film that makes blonde hair dark, old-looking, Blondex

alone contains ANDIUM, the miracle ingredient that shines

ond lightens as it shampoos . . . gives hair attractive

lustre and highlights. Gentle and safe for children's hair.

Get BLONDEX today! At 10c, drug and department stores.

THERE'S

fiOLS;
IN THEM THAR
SIGNATURES

23-Karat GOLD for personal signatures on Greet-
ing Cards. Exciting!:Different! Everyone will want
them on wonderful selection of Everyday Greet-
ing Cards for every purpose — 50 assortments.
Plus exclusive Party Naps; Other selling aids,
Gift Wraps, Gift Items, Stationery, etc. Get Card
Assortments on approval, **Write-ln-Gold” Kit
Free Party Naps & Stationery samples.

CHAS. C. SCHWER CO.. 29-C Elm St.. Westfield, M»S.

•How

A book everyone who likes to draw
should have. It is free; no
obligation. Simply address

FREE
BOOK

Cartoonists* exchange
Dept. 593 Pleasant Hill, Ohio

DkerdW^MEOESSE
Temporary renefis NOTenouqh

Only by KILLING THE HAIR ROOT can you be sure J

UNWANTED HAIR Is GONE FOREVER. Brings relief /
and social hoppiness. Do not use our method untd ^
you hove reod our instruction book corefully and i

,
learned to use the MAHLER METHOD safely an^

TllW efficiently. Used successfully over fifty years.

'
MAHLER'S, me. Dept 51-C PROVIDENCE 15, R.

bielvused DRESRES
The bluest bargains we have
ever offered. Prints, solids, .

rayons, cottons, etc. Assorted i
styles and colors. Sizes 10 tof
18, lO for S4.95. Larger sizes!
6 for $4.95. Some of these|
dresses were worth up
S30.00 when new. Send $1 '

deposit, balance C.O.D. plus
postage. Your $4.95 refunded
if dissatisfied, or merchandise

_

exchanged if desired. Many other clothing bar-
gains for entire family.

POSTCARD BRINGS FREE CATALOG
Dept. 116-B

12. N. Y.
Allied Mail Order Co., Inc

162 Christopher Ave. Brooklyn

Piles May Lead to

Associated Ailments

FREE BOOK Explains Causes, Effects

and Treatment
If you have Piles, Fistula, rectal abscess,

or any rectal or colon disorder—here is

good news.

Avoid
Dangers

Delay

Write today—^McCleary Clinic and Hos-
pital, 323 Elms Blvd., Excelsior Springs,
Mo.—for your FREE copy of their 171-

page, illustrated book.



Thrilling New Massage Cream

Contains PC -11. Acts Instantly to

DRY UP SKIN
BLEMISHES

From Both Oily Skin and

External Causes!
Have you tried in vain to get
rid of oily, muddy .look, pim-

d pies, “Hickies,*’ other exter-
nally caused skin blemishes?
Well, you never had PC-11

1 before! That’s POMPEIAN’S
name for Hexachlorophene. Wonderful discovery
of science helps dry up such skin blemishes!
PC-11 is now contained in new POMPEIAN
Massage Cream! Acts instantly to clean out dirt,

help you remove blackheads like magic! See how
it goes on face pink—rolls off muddy grav!

GENEROUS TRIAL TUBE
—10 CENTS! Send name, ad-

dress and 10 cents for 5 massages
to POMPEIAN CORP.,Dept.P-3,
Baltimore 24, Md. (Offer good
only in U.S.) Or get Pompeian
Massage Cream at any drug store.

EARN QUICK, EASY

CASH FREE
SAMPLES

SELL EMPIRE’S BIG, COLORFUL LINE OF GREETING CARDS
All-Occasion Boxes— 14 cards $1, also 21 cards $1. Fast
money-makers: Easter, Comic boxes—new Golden Cameo
Notes, children’s Paint Sets. Quick repeat sellers Name-
printed stationery, napkins $1. Cost nothing to try. Make $100
fast. Write for FREE imprint samples & on-trial boxes.

EMPIRE CARD CO., 21 5 Fox St., Elmira, N.Y.

extra
INOMEYI

NYLONS REPLACED

FREEl New kind of propor-l
' tioned nylons, 3 pairs)

guaranteed 3 months againsti
snags, runs, tears, holes—or new nylons.FREEI
Made in 62 different leg proportions to fit every type of leg

2 sample stockings we send you
UKt,!!,, take orders, make big cash profits in advance. No
experience needed. Rush name, address, and hose size today.
AMERICAN HOSIERY MILLS,Dept.S-22, Indianapolis?, Ind.

INFANT NURSE
CHOOSE A

CAREER AS AN

GOOD PAY, BIG DEMAND FIELD
Over 1 ,260,000 more births in U.S. each year than
10 years a«:o. Help fill this growing demand for
nurses in this pleasant, well-paid work. Pre-

ma not needed. Write now for FREE book-
let of sample lesson pages. No obligation.
Wayne School of Practical Nursing
2525 Sheffield, Dept. E-68.CHICAGO 14, ILL,

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 X lO Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT Paper
Same price for full lenerth or bust
form, groups, landscapes, pot ani-
mals, etc., or enlargements of any
part of a group picture. Original is
returned with your enlargement.

SendNoMoney 2
Just mail photo, negative or snap-
shot (any size) and receive your enlargement,
guaranteed fadeless. on beautiful double-weight
portrait quality paper. Pay postman 67c x^us
postage—or send 69c with order and we pay post-
age. Take advantage of this amazing offer. Send your photos today.
Professional Art Studios. 534 S. Main. OepL 33-C. Princeton, Illinois

taker, Mario Siletti; Tamblyn, Lumsden Hare;
Lewin, Trevor Ward; Philip—Age 5, Earl Robie;
Philip—Age 10, Nicholas Koster; Philip—Age 15,
Robin Camp; Foreman, Vic^r Wood.

NEVER WAVE AT A WAC—RKO. Directed by
Norman Z. McLeod: Jo McBaiu, Rosalind Russell;
Andrew McBain, Paul Douglas; Clara Schneiderman,
Marie Wilson; Lt. Col. Schuyler Fairchild, William
Ching; Sgt. Toni Wayne, Arleen Whelan; Sgt. Noisy
Jackson, Leif Erickson; Senator Tom Reynolds,
Charles Dingle; Capt. Murchinson, Lurene Tuttle;
Phyllis Turnbull, Brooks;. General Prager,
Regis Toomey; Lily Mae Gorham, Frieda Tnescort;
Artamesa, Louise Beavers; Prudence Hopezvell,
Frances Zucco; Gussie Gustafson, Bernedine Simp-
son; Mickey Fogarty, Jeanne Dean; Penny North,
Anita Martell; Teresa Tonoku, Marya Marco; Major
Cartivright, Frances Morris; Col. Fulbright

,

Louise
Lorimer; Lt. Kohler, Lucia Carroll; Major Thompson,
Joan Blair; Capt. Smith, Barbara Woodell; Capt.
McGrady, Madelon Mitcbel; Henry, Vince Town-
send, Jr.; Lt. Myles, Virginia Christine; Lt. Quar-
termaster, Olan Soule; Capt. Malloy, Capt. Barbara
Jane Smith; Capt. Finch, Lt. Helen Foster; General
Prentiss, Howard Smith; Col. Colfax, Allan Frank;
Civilian Doctor, Jo Gilbert; Lt. Green, Frances Helm;
Lt. 'Co/. Hubbard, Jane Seymour; Sgt. Interviezver,
Lt. Norma Busse.

NO TIME FOR FLOWERS—RKO. Directed by
Don Siegel: Anna Svoboda, Viveca Lindfors; Karl
Marek, Paul Christian; Papa Svoboda, Ludwig Stos-
sel; Mama Svoboda, Adrienne Gessner; Emil Dadak,
Peter Preses; Kudelka, Manfred Inger; Stefan Sz’o-

boda, Peter Czeyke; Anton Novotny, Frederick Ber-
ger; Johann Burian, Oscar Wegrostek; Milo. Helmut
Janatsch; Lawyer, Karl Bachman; Mrs. Pilski. Hilde
Jaeger; Flower Woman, Pepi Glockner-Kramer

;

Police Guard, Reinhold Seigert; Police Sergeant, Willi
Schumann; Woman Drunk, Ilka Windisch; Scdlacek,
Toni Mitterwurzer; Czech Peasant, Theodore Prokof;
Taxi Driver, Robert Eckertt; 1st Soldier, Peter
Brand; 2nd Soldier, Karl Schwetter.

REDHEAD FROM WYOMING, THE—V.l. Di-
rected by Lee Sholem: Kate Maxwell, Maureen
O’Hara; Stan Blaine, Alex Nicol; Reece Duncan,
Alexander Scourby; Myra. Jeanne Cooper; Amy,
Claudette Thornton; Hal, Palmer Lee; Sandy, Jack
Kelly; Jim Az'ercll, William Bishop; Wade, Ray
Bennett; Jack, Joe Bailey; Ned, Rush Williams;
Matt, Dennis Weaver; Wally, David Alpert; Tex,
Joe Bassett; Chet Jones, Stacey Harris; French
Heels, Betty Allen; Knuckles, Bob Strauss; Pro-
fessor, Larry Hudson.

STOOGE, THE—Wallis, Paramount. Directed by
NormSn Taurog; Bill Miller, Dean Martin; Ted
Rogers, Jerry Lewis; Mary Turner, Polly Bereen;
Frccklehead Tait, Marion Marshall; Leo Lyman,
Eddie Mayehoff; Ben Bailey, Richard Erdman; Mrs,
Rogers, Frances Bavier.

STOP, YOU’RE KILLING 71/H—Warners. Di-
rected by Roy Del Ruth: Marko, Broderick Craw-
ford; Nora, Claire Trevor; Mary, Virginia Gibson;
Chance Whitclaiv, Bill Hayes; Mike, Charles Can-
tor; Lefty, Sheldon Leonard; Giuseppe, Joe Vitale;
Mahoney, Howard St. John; Innocence, Henry Mor-
gan; Mrs. Whitclazv. Margaret Dumont; Cal Ritter,
Ste))hen Chase; Clyde Post, Don Beddoe; Pete Ryan,
Henry Slate; A Singer, Jack Pepper; Donnie Rcy-
voids. Louis Lettieri; Sad Sam, Ned Glass.

BROTHERHOOD
WEEK

FEBRUARY l5-22ncl

^ Send me booklet on tying beautiful bows.
* Send me Crinkle Craft booklet.
^ I enclose 10c coin for each booklet 1 ordered.
I

j

Nome

* Address
I

I City Zone Stole

TOMBSTONES
14

DIRECT TO YOU$
Genuine Beautiful Rockdale up
Monuments, Markers. Satis-
faction or MONEY BACK, ‘f
Freight paid. Write for our TEKma
FREE Catalog and compare prices.

ROCKDALE MONUMENT CO.
Dept. 406 JOLIET. ILLINOIS

Amazing New Creme

RE-COLORS HAIR
IN 17 MINUTES
Now change streaked, gray, gray-
ing or drab hair to a new lus-
trous youthful-looking color, try
Tintz Creme Shampoo-Tint today.
It’s a new hair coloring that re-
colors hair at home as it shampoos.
Takes only 17 minutes. No waiting
for results. It’s easy to use — no
messy mixing. Won't wash or rub out.
Get your choice of 13 natural appear-
ing colors today at your druggists.

CREME SHAMPOO
hair coloring

'removes hwr
INSTAHTLY

If UNWANTED, ugly su-
perfluous hair is your
problem—then try DEPIL.
Excess hair from face,
arms, legs and other body
parts can be removed easily
effortlessly and without
pain. DEPIL is guaranteed
to be harmless and will
leave the skin soft and
smooth. Pleasant odor.

(Not a wax preparation.) DEPIL removes
hair stalk below as well as above skin sur-
face. Liberal size priced at $2.00 per tube or
triple amount at $5.00. Enclose check or
money order or sent C.O.D.

LAUREL CO., Dept. D-185
4M LEXINGTON AVE. NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

SPONSORED BY

THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE
OF CHRISTIANS AND JEWS

/Ka

NU-NAILS
ARTIFICIAL FINGERNAILS and

QUICK-DRYING GLUE
Cover short, broken, thin nails
with NU-NAILS. Applied in a
jiffy with our amazing new quick^
drying glue. Can be worn any

length . . . polished any shade.
Help overcome nail-biting
habit. Set of ten . . . only 29c.
At dime, drug& department stores

NU-NAILS CO., Dept.l6-C
525 1 W. Harrison, Chicago A4

i

I

i
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BRIEF REVIEWS
For fuller reviews, see Photoplay for months indi-

cated. For this month’s full reviews, see page 20

A—Adults F—Family

BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER—U. A.:

Superbly made, taut, adventurous tale of Britain’s

pioneer jet flyers. Family conflicts involved be-

come convincing an<l touching through fine per-

formances by Ann To Id, Ralph Richardson, Nigel

Patrick, John Justin. ( F) February

CINERAMA — Cinerama Productions, Eastman

Kodak color: An amazing new movie technique,

using three curved screens and special sound.

APRIL IN PARIS—Warners. Techn color: Feath-

erweight farce enlivened by the mu s cal talents of

Doris Day, as a chorine on a Par.s junket, and Ray

Bolger, as a stuff y-to-start-with junior diplomat.

Gay songs and dances. (F) February

BAD AND THE BEAUTIFUL. THE—M-G-M:
Fasc’nating close-up of Hollywood. Kirk Douglas

is a producer who wins the haired of actress Lana

Turner, director Barry Sullivan, writer Dick

Powell—till the surprise finish. (A) February

BLAZING FOREST, THE—Paramount, Techni-

color: Neat, breezy melodrama of the redwood

country. John Payne’s the tough foreman bossing

a logging operation for Agnes Moorehead; comely

Susan Morrow provide® romance. (F) January

EIGHT IRON MEN—Kramer, Columbia: Realistic

story of one day on the Italian front, with good

talk, hut more talk than action. Bonar Colleano.

OUTST AN D I NG
takes you right into the action. No story, but plenty

of thrills: a roller-coaster ride, opera at La Scala,

an air tour of the U. S. (F) January

COME BACK, LITTLE SHEBA—Wallis, Para-

mount: Intimate, grueling drama of a marriage,

of youth and the yearning for lost youth. Shirley

Booth is magnificent; Burt Lancaster, Terry Moore,

Richard Jaeckel score. (A) January

LIMELIGHT—U. A.: Intensely personal, slow.

VERY GOOD
Lee Marvin and Richard Kiley stand onl among

the believable G.I.’s. (F) January

FACE TO FACE—RKO: Two-episo 'e fi’m. “The

Capta n.” with James Mason, is a dreary sea tale.

But “The Sheriff of Yellow Sky,’ with Robert

Preston, Marjorie Steele, Minor Watson, is a de-

lightful, unusual Western. (F) January

FOUR POSTER, THE—Kramer, Columbia: Tragi-

comic, talky history of a marriage, with only two

characters. Lilli Palmer’s brilliant throughout;

Rex Harrison, at his best in I ght moments. Cartoon

interludes are richly imaginative. (A) February

KANSAS CITY CONFIDENTIAL—U. A.: Well-

photographed, tricky thriller about an innocent

suspect who solves an armore l-car robbery. With

John Payne, Coieeii Gray. (F) February

L.AST OF THE COMANCHES—Columbia, Techni-

color: Vigorous, tightly constructed Western in

but affecting story of a has-been music-hall comic

who gives a sad young baUerina new faith in life.

Charlie Chaplin’s unique style runs a full range,

from tender moments with lovely Claire Bloom to

slapstick with Buster Keaton. (F) February

PETER PAN—Disney, RKO, Technicolor: En-

chanting cartoon feature based on the beloved fan-

tasy of eternal childhood. Peter, Wendy f
Tinker

Bell, Captain Hook come alive to the tune of many

sprightly songs. (F) February

which cavalryman Broderick Crawford leads a

chance-met group in its stand against desert thirst

and hostile Indians. (F) February

OUTPOST IN MALAYA—U. A.: Tense, expert

topical drama showing the defense of rubber plan-

tations against Malayan raiders. Jack Hawkins plays

a British planter; Claudette Colbert, his troubled

wife, with him in the siege. (F) February

ROAD TO BALI—Paramount, Technicolor: Fur-

ther adventures of Crosby, Hope and Lamojr a

casual, comical improvisation on the South Seas

theme, with songs, gags, menacing villains and

surprise guest celebs. (F) February

STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER—20th Century-

Fox, Technicolor: Amiable, near-plotless musical

in four-four time, with Clifton Webb as John

Philip Sousa, bandleader-composer, Robert Wag-

ner and Debra Paget as young lovers. (F) January

ABBOTT AND COSTELLO MEET CAPTAIN
KIDD—Warners, SuperCinecoIor: Tavern flunkeys

Bud and Lou vie with Charles Laughton for buried

treasure. Laughs and music. (F) February

ABOVE AND BEYOND—M-G-M: Robert Taylor

has some gripping moments as the pilot of the plane

that dropped the A-bomb on Hiroshima; but

scenes of domestic discord with wife Eleanor

Parker are out of key. (A) February

ANDROCLES AND THE LION—RKO: Wordy,

occasionally interesting version of Shaw’s play

about early Christians. Maurice Evans makes a

GOOD
willy Caesar; Alan Young, a gentle Androcles;

Jean Simmons, a glowing Christian maiden; Vic-

tor Mature, a stalwart Roman. ( A) February

MEET ME AT THE FAIR—U-I, Technicolor:

Tune-trimmed, nostalgic comedy-drama about a

medicine-show man (Dan Dailey) who befriends

an orphan (Chet Allen). (F) February

MILLION DOLLAR MERMAID—M-G-M, Techni-

color: Extravaganza casting Esther Williams ap-

propriately as Annette Kellerman, old-time swim

star. With Victor Mature. (F) February

MY PAL GUS—20th Century-Fox: Engaging story

of parental love, with Richard Widmark and baby -

baritone George Winslow as father and son, Joanne
,,

Dru as an understanding teacher, Audrey Totter ,

as Dick’s grasping, estranged wife. (F) January r

PLYMOUTH ADVENTURE — M-G-M, Techni- ^
color: Halfway successful attempt to humanize the

Mayflower saga. Spencer Tracy is the cynical cap- Y-

tain; among the voyagers are Gene Tierney, Leo
^

Genn, Van Johnson. (F) January

f
TROPIC ZONE—Paramount, Technicolor: Ronald

Reagan saves Rhonda Fleming’s banana plantation

in a Central American Western. (F) February

i

I;
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AGAINST ALL FLAGS—U-I, Technicolor: Ram-

shackle action story set on Madagascar. In off-

handed style, Errol Flynn plays a buccaneer who’s

really a British Navy officer; Maureen O’Hara is

a fiery lady pirate. (F) January

BLACK CASTLE, THE—U-I: Not very horrible

horror story. Gallant Richard Greene and evil

Stcpiien McNally chase each other through a castle

haunted by Lon Chaney and Boris Karloff; Paula

FAIR
Corday plays the helpless heroine. (F) January

DESPERATE SEARCH—M-G-M: Mechanically

plotted drama about flyers seeking two child sur-

vivors of a plane crash. With Howard Keel, Pa-

tricia Medina, Jane Greer. (F) February

THIEF OF VENICE, THE—20th Century-Fox:

Slight, Italian-made yarn of a Renaissance Rob-

in Hood (Paul Christian), with splendid settings.

The late Maria Montez stars. (F) February

THUNDER IN THE EAST—Paramount: Shallow

thriller of strife in India. Alan Ladd s a greedy

American; Deborah Kerr, a British girl; Charles

Boyer, a peaceable Indian. (F) February

UNDER THE RED SEA—RKO: Record of ocean-

floor exploration by Dr. Hans Hass and his expedi-

tion, with fascinating shots of coral reefs and ma-

rine life—and phony touches that keep it from

rivaling “Kon-Tiki.” (F) November
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There must be a reason why

More PoopleStnoke Camels
than any other cigarette

!

‘‘when I TRIED CAMELS FOR

30 DAYS, I KNEW CAMELS WERE
FOR ME. they’re OEUGHTFUaV

MILD AND I LOVE THEIR TASTE

EVERY TIME I LIGHT UP !”

LOVEIY STAR OF THE

I METROPOLITAN OPERA

There’s a simple and enjoyable

way to find out the reason why

Camels are far and away Amer-

ica’s most popular cigarette.

Make your own 30-day Camel

mildness test. Smoke only Camels

for 30 days and see how much

you enjoy your first Camel — and

how you keep on enjoying

Camels! Camels have a flavor no

other cigarette has, a flavor that

doesn’t tire your taste. And, pack

after pack, you’ll find Camels

cool, mild and delightful

!

Find the reason for yourself —
test Camels for 30 days
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An Exciting New Camay Fragrance

yo/irs for added loveliness . . . only in Camay!

The new Cam:ay fragrance is

enchanting ! And it’s yours only

in this one wonderful beauty soap

!

Change to Camay today. En joy

its e.xquisite fragrance! d'hen see

how quickly Camay care can

bring new loveliness to

your complexion, to ^
every inch of you! 1

and a clearer, fresher, more radiant com])

is yours with yonr fust cake of Camay

There’s never been a beauty soap like Camay— the soap that helps

you win a more radiantly lovely complexion—the Camay Complexion. Change

to regular care— use Camay and Camay alone. You’ll find your skin

clearer, fresher— far more radiant with your very first cake. And
you’ll love that new Camay fragrance—just as you’ll love Camay’s mild and

gentle ways, its rich, creamy lather. So change to Camay tonight.

Tonight, tomorrow, years from now', you’ll be thankful that you did!

Such fragrant glamor for your hath!

There’s just nothing like a Camay Beauty Bath

to leave you feeling so fresh, so fragrant . . .

to give you extra assurance of personal loveliness.

Buy the big Beauty-Bath Size for economy and glamor.

Bcnulifnl Women

Tins LOVELY CAMAY BRIDE,
Mrs. Cye Perkins, says, “The
change to Camay and regular care

made a world of difference in my
complexion. It’s far fresher and

clearer. And that new Camay fra-

grance is enchanting! Camay is

more wonderful than ever!”



One alone? ... or one of the group?

when Mrs. F. first moved to the community, she was welcomed by a small neighbor-

hood group. Unfortunately, Mrs. F. left them with a very bad impression of herself.

And she might still be a stranger in her neighborhood if she hadn’t discovered why*

they disliked her. Now she is a leader in the very group that snubbed her.

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC STOPS BAD BREATH

4 TIMES BETTER THAN CHLOROPHYLL OR TOOTH PASTE

Don’t let *halitosis (bad breath) put

you in a bad light. And don’t

trust lesser methods to combat it.

Listerine Antiseptic instantly stops

bad breath . . . usually for hours on end.

Your entire mouth feels—and is— de-

lightfully fresh and clean.

No chlorophyll kills odor bacteria

like this . . . instantly

You see, by far the most common
cause of halitosis is germs. That’s right,

germs start the odor-producing fermen-

tation of proteins which are always

present in your mouth.

Listerine kills germs that cause this

fermentation . . . kills them by the

millions. Brushing your teeth doesn’t

give you this antiseptic protection.

Chlorophyll or chewing gums don’t

kill germs. Listerine does.

Clinically proved four times

better than tooth paste

That’s why Listerine Antisep-

tic stops halitosis instantly

. . . and usually for hours!

And that’s why Listerine

Antiseptic averaged four
times better in stopping bad
breath than three leading
chlorophyll products and

two leading tooth pastes it was tested

against.

So, if you want really effective pro-

tection against halitosis ... no matter

what else you do . . . use an antiseptic

— Listerine Antiseptic, the

most widely used antiseptic

in the world. Lambert Phar-

macal Company Division of

The Lambert Company, St.

Louis 6, Missouri.

Every week

2 different shows, radio & television

—

‘‘THE ADVENTURES OF OZZIE & HARRIET”

See your poper for times and stations

P

LISTERINE , . . , the most widely used antiseptic in the^world
1
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FI6HT FAIR, honey!

AT LEAST TELL A
6UY WHAT THE

FI6HTS about! f

J DICK, WHEN YOU U
LOVE A MAN, ITS EASIER^

TO FI6HT THAN TO ASK
> HIM TO SEE HIS A
DENTIST ABOUT-ABOUT

BAD BREATH!^

S»» TO STOP BAD BREATH, I RECOMMEND COLGATE ^
DENTAL CREAM, BRUSHING TEETH RIGHT AFTER EATING WITH

COLGATES AMKES your MOUTH FEEL CLEANER LONGER-

\ GIVES YOU A CLEAN, FRESH MOUTH Aam lOITO

!

And Colgate’s has proved conclusively that brush-

ing teeth right after eating stops tooth decay

t ! best ! I n fact, the Colgate way stopped more decay

i for more people than ever before reported in
]

y all dentifrice history!

LATER— Thanks to Colgate Dental Cream

Brushing Teeth Right After Eating with

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM

1

I

STOPS
BAD BREATH and

STOPS DECAY!
Colgate's instantly stops bad breath in 7 out of 10

cases that originate in the mouth I And the Colgate

way of brushing teeth right after eating is the

best home method known to help stop tooth decay I

IT CLEANS YOilR BREATH -WHILE IT

CLEANS YOUR TEETH!

PHOTOPL
APRIL, 1953 • FAVORITE OF America’s moviegoers for over fo RTY YEARS
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/ c/on'f like

about if

action!''

with KEENAN ' ROBERT

Wynn Keith
Screen Play bv

Richard Brooks
Based on a Story by

Allen Rivkin and Laura Kerr

Directed by Produced by

Richard Brooks * Pandro S. Berman
An M-G-M Picture

i- ,% >-

when they're together
for the first time

in M-G-M’s GREAT

From the studio that made “Battleground”,
and it’s got even more thrills, laughs, romance!

Nobody handles 'em rougher than

Humphrey

so it's sizzling action with a

sizzling dame...

^ June

Auyson

3



New fji^ MUM

stops odor longer!

/lfO/>Sff/)OA4yy^

NOW CONTAINS AMAZING NEW
INGREDIENT M-3 TO PROTECT UNDERARMS

AGAINST ODOR-CAUSING BACTERIA

P

• Protects better, longer. New Mum now
contains M-3, an amazingly effective

"odor-bacteria” fighter. Doesn’t give un-

derarm odor a chance to start.

• Creamier new Mum is safe for normal

skin. Contains no harsh ingredients.

• No waste. No drying out. New Mum
is the only leading deodorant that con-

tains no water to dry out or decrease its

efficiency. Usable, wonderful right to the

bottom of the jar. Get a jar of Mum today.

• Safe for clothes. Gentle Mum is certi-

fied by the American Institute of Launder-

ing, guaranteed not to rot or discolor even

.

the finest fabrics.

New MUM®
CREAM DEODORANT

A Product of Bristol-Myers

I HAVE THE IMPRESSION that Arlene

Dahl and Lex Barker are hep to each

other . . . Such taxi drivers’ words oc-

casionally come from such a pretty face

as Jean Simmons’ . . . There’s nothing

the matter with a good picture that

great business can’t fix . . I could

never cast Olivia de Havilland and Joan

Fontaine as sisters, but I would cast

Janet Leigh and Marge Champion as

sisters, though they’re not . Pat

Wymore wears mink-trimmed panties.

lane: Great gams to glimpse!

You could have won a bet from me on

the success of Zsa Zsa Gabor . . . Charles

Laughton lives in an old rambling Hol-

lywood house. He describes the interior

as “early Mable Normand style” ... I

saw a photograph of The Monroe with

her mouth closed and I hardly recog-

nized her . . . John Lardner’s descrip-

tion of Cinerama: “There’s enough

screen to show the longest dachshund

stalking the longest liverwurst” . . .

Great gams which should be seen of-

tener -.'Those belonging to Jane Wyman.

I am especially fond of Jerry Lewis, when

at a testimonial dinner he declares, “I

can’t get serious. It makes me nauseous.”

. . Tony Martin sleeps in an extra-large

double bed. “Do you know what I always

say?” he says. “Single beds are made

only for single people.” . . . Betty Grable

is one of the few gals I know who really

looks delectable in a butch haircut . . .

BY

SIDNEY

SKOLSKY

Marie Wilson uses a beer shampoo, ex-

plaining she might not get much lather,

but she has the happiest hair in town . .

.

Anne Baxter should know that a cigar is

only a smoke, but a woman’s a woman.

/ can’t understand men getting tired of

Lana Turner, t fust can’t ... In every

movie, Kirk Douglas must have a scene

in which he appears with his shirt off.

So if Kirk offers you the shirt off his

back, it doesn’t mean anything . . . Ro-

berta (To See Her Is to Know Her)

Haynes is the best example of a simple,

plain girl who photographs as a sex

bundle . . . Julie Harris’ summary of

making a movie, “You sit on the set and

sit and sit and then you work for twen-

ty minutes. It’s harder on your bottom

than on your top.”

I know that Ava Gardner’s luggage puz-

zled the customs officials, especially the

item marked: “One dozen nude bras-

sieres.” ... I sometimes think Debbie

Reynolds doesn’t believe she’s a movie

star, even when she’s signing autographs

. . . Sinful waste of talent: Mickey Roo-

ney... Jane Russell’s pet name for

Marilyn Monroe is “The Round One”
... If I were in charge of a studio, I’d do

a father-son story with Aldo Ray and

George (Foghorn) Winslow in the

leading roles . . . What’s with Van John-

son and those crazy red socks he’s wear-

ing these days? {Continued on page 6)

Ava: So confusing to customs officials
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Nothin' like

’OPERATION SARONO"

They land on a lonely tropic isle. . .1500 strong

(VERY strong!) . . . only to find three young

beauties .. .who’ve never even seen an eligible

man in all their luscious young lives! Hilarious

situation ... that makes for the funniest moviel

ever happened to the U.S. Marines before!

starring

l£0 90N
GCNHWm

eoMRBV

with

GEME BAm
EISA UHCHESTBR

Technicolor

DOROTHy AUDREV MM
DALTON-m

Produced by PAUL JONES • Directed by F. HUGH HERBERT and ALVIN GANZER • Written for the Screen by F. HUGH HERBERT ^
Based on the novel by William Maier • A PARAMOUNT PICTURE



your

hair

is

showing

!

give it that '‘cared-for” look!

PS. A precious tip to mom and daughter!

For the best creme rinse try Suave-in-water.

makes hair obey
new soft way
because only Suave contains miracle Curtisol

created by foremost name in hair beauty

I seldom visit the Beverly Hills Hotel

without recalling that not too long ago,

it was a barley field . . . You can’t sell

me those movie stars now in Europe who
are starring in “It Takes Me Eighteen

Months to Beat the Income Tax” ... I

wanted to pull that pipe out of Dick

Powell’s mouth in “The Bad and the

Beautiful” . . . Terry Moore is gaining

in popularity, and without the help of a

calendar . . . I’m a sucker for a movie

about Hollywood. I’m ready to see Hum-
phrey Bogart and Gloria Grahame in “In

a Lonely Place” again . . . Robert Wag-
ner combs his hair carefully before going

to bed, and he likes to sleep in a draft.

Beverly Hills is loaded with English-

made cars, which caused Jackie Sher-

man to remark: “There’ll always be an

England as long as there’s a Beuerly

Hills” ... I can’t wait for the next

Shirley Booth movie. Please, “Come
Back, Little Shirley” . . . There’s some-

thing about matching names. Td like to

hear Tony Martin and Dean Martin do

a song together; Jane Russell and Ros-

alind Russell do a comedy scene; and

team Paul Douglas with Kirk Douglas.

June: Amazement becomes her

Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh, who are

married, always look like a couple of

kids out on a date . . . Monica Lewis

was singing in a night club when

M-G-M signed her. After a few so-so

pictures, she was given her release.

Monica returned to the night clubs

where M-G-M saw her and wants to

sign her . . . June Allyson has changed

in many ways, but still “wonder and

amazement ooze out of her like tooth-

paste gushing from a tube” . . . Katie

Grayson singing “Remember” in “So

This Is Love” is really something. I

never heard the song done better ... I

watch “Moulin Rouge” and can see

John Huston directing . . . I’m proud to

have said many columns ago that Gloria

Grahame was great and the public would

get wise to her . . . Instead of remakes,

let’s have a few reissues.

6
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KMlMtlDENeillANAIIEeNE
Screen play by

GEORGE TABOR! and WILLIAM ARCHIBALD

This

is iove

with the

brand of

Hitchcoc

Fiimed in

Canada’s

coiorfui

Quebec

by

Warner

Bros.

MONTGOMERY

CLIFT
AND

HITCHCOCKS

IN

ALFRED



SCREEN PLAY BY CHARLES HOFFMAN . PRODUCED BY ALEX GOTTLIEB . DIRECTED BY FRITZ LANG • DISTRIBUTED BY WARNER BROS.
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HOLLYWOOD KNOWS “Spring is Here.”

when La Rue, Romanoffs, the Brown

Derby and other smart lunch and din-

ner spots, put daffodils on the tables,

only to have them swiped as blooms for

boutonnieres—by both the guys and the

dolls! Daffodil yellow is sweeping into

first place as fashion’s favorite color of

the season. Some of the Tinseltown

belles are knitting their own sweaters,

dressy cardigans and even cocktail

dresses of daffodil-yellow yarn. Betty

Hutton ain’t knittin’—but she did have

Sydney of Hollywood, whip up a semi-

tailored two-piece knit daytimer for

her. And liked it so much she ordered

! duplicates “in miniature” for her two

girl-sprigs. Everybody seems daffy

about the daffodil shade. Arlene Dahl,

with her spring suit of pussy-willow^

gray flannel, sports a sheer wool high-

necked shirt of yellow with lapel bou-

tonnierre (unstolen) to match.

•

Enough of the style department for

the moment—or I’ll never get to all the

month’s delish doings. “The Jazz Singer”

was just one of many glitter events

—

and even a slight touch of unseasonable

rain didn’t dampen the spirits of such

as Peggy Lee with about-to-be groom
Brad Dexter, who carried Peg (in short

. white starched chiffon, sapphire-mink
t stoled, her hair pulled back into a high

bun) over a puddle. Other stars among
the dew-drops were Doris Day, in

• gleaming pale blue satin, Rhonda Flem-

ing, Greer Garson, Diana Lynn, in her

beloved black—this time taffeta; Vir-

ginia Mayo, in her beloved pale green

_ —this time {Continued on page 10)

Easy way to a naturally radiant skin

QUICK HOME FACIAL

WITH THIS 4-PURPOSE CREAMI

Mow . . .follow Lady Esther’s, super-speed

recipe for true loveliness!

1. Smooth Lady Esther 4-Purpose

Face Cream up your neck and face.

Don’t rub! This self-acting cream

takes away dirt that can turn into

blackheads . . . relieves dryness. Re-

move gently.

2. Splash face with cold water. Blot

with soft towel. You don't need as-

tringent. This 4-way Cream works
with Nature to refine coarse pores.

3. Smooth on a second “rinse”

of Lady Esther 4-Purpose Face Cream.
Remove with tissue. A special oil in

the cream softens and conditions your

face for make-up.

4. Ready now to put on your “face.”

Make-up goes on smoothly — clings

for hours! You’re really pretty always.

So easy. Just think . . . with one face

cream alone you can give your skin

all the vital benefits of an expen-

sive beauty shop facial. Because
all by itself Lady Esther 4-Purpose

Face Cream cleans, softens, tones

and satinizes your skin. And all in

one minute! Get the Lady Esther

facial habit for healthier, cleaner

skin. Be lovely to look at always!

FACE CREAM

Genorows
Compact

SOi
Plus Tax

(Slightly Higher
in Canada)

Lady Esther Complete Creme Make-up

Ail you need for all-day loveliness ! New
Creme Make-up plus 4-Purpose Face

Cream! Depend on this Terrific Twosome

for flowless, radiant skin.

P

Preem to party: Rhonda Fleming and husband
9
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Here's to

Ato COLDS

"SPEEDY

0
Trade Mark

• Here’s fast, effective

relief from the headache,
the feverish feeling, the
aches and pains of a cold.

Gentle alka-SELTZER is

a soothing gargle too.

For cold discomforts, try

sparkling ALKA-SELTZER

^
. . . and feel better while

^ you are getting better.

SPEEDY RELIEF FROM THESE

COLD DISCOMFORTS
ACHE -ALL-OVER MISERY

y FEVERISH FEELING

y HEADACHE
y SORE THROAT OF A COLD

Aba Try AUCA-S E LtZf ft

fop ACL0 rNDI&STB3 l<l

HEJLDACMI^
MVSCULAR ACHtS ^ DRUG STOliS

Alka-Seltzer
BRAND Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

MILES LABORATORIES, INC., ELKHART, IND.

continued from pafte 9

chiffon; Marge and Gower Champion
(Marge in pale yellow chiffon)

; Ann
Blyth and her fiance, Doc Jim McNulty.

Lots of this preem’s customers went
on to Giro’s where songwriter Jimmy
McHugh, with five girl-singers opened

his new night-club act. That eve—and
ensuing ones—proved to be a real ball!

With ringsiders such as Jack Benny,

Jane Wyman, Judy Garland, Joan Fon-

taine, the Don O’Connors, Vic Damonej--
and who knows all “gettin’ in the act.”

Martin and Lewis put on the craaazziest

preem of the season when they pre-

viewed their latest, “The Stooge,” at a

very small Beverly Hills theatre. It was
their idea of “lousing up things” to get

done up in white tie and tails and act

as parking-lot attendants! Aside from

these monkeyshines, they managed to

heckle one and all (for radio broadcast-

ing and on-the-spot laffs) as they en-

Dream date: Terry Moore, Laurence Harvey

tered the theatre, acted as ushers and
later—to top everything off—Dean and

Jer’ put on a real-life show of their own
after the picture was over!

•

Which brings ,us to a splendiferous

party that Herman Hover (owner of

Giro’s) and his chic frau Yvonne, tossed

for, pardon the expression, me! This

was at their home, and I did all the in-

viting—in case some cafe customer

chums of his (but not mine) are listen-

ing! Terry Moore (in pale gray taffeta) .

brought British actor Laurence Harvey^

(he already has three important Holly-

wood films to do). She has a terrific -

crush on him {Continued on page 12) 1
10
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Only the Star of

Stars could accept the

challenge of such a

role... the greatest

triumph of the

twice winner of

the Academy Award

!

1 winkle, twinkle

klieg- light star... be

the woman that you are.

When the Hollywood
star fades... the

woman is born.

co-starring STERLING HAYDEN with NATAIIE WOOD • WARNER ANDERSON MINOR WATSON • JUNE TRAVIS

Produced by BERT E. FRIEDLOB- Directed bySTUART HEISLER • Original Story and Screenplay by KATHERINE ALBERT and DALE EUNSON
Music composed and conducted by VICTOR YOUNG • a bert e. friedlob Production * Released by 20th Century-Fox

11



(JER LIPS KNEW THE
^CRET OF 1000 MEN!

P

. . . and marked him

with the scarlet brand

Fighting leader of the

Foreign Legion! Rapturous beauty

of the wild Sahara!., resisting every

danger but their own emotions!

CO-STARRING

of the deserter!

RICHARD CONTE
. ARLENE DAHL ^
AKIM TAMIROFF Directed by JOSEPH PEVNEY • Screenplay by IRVING WALLACE and LEWIS MELTZER • Produced by TED RICHMOND

Hollywood

party line
continued from page 10

—and vice versa. Among the one hun-

dred and twenty people who dined,

dropped in, or just wandered in and out

during my soiree that lasted from 9:00

p.M. till 5:30 dawning, were Bob Taylor

and Ursula Thiess, Lana Turner and

Lex Barker. Lana was luscious in

slinky black crepe and net. Brrrother!

Which brings me to the small, but in-

teresting home dinners Lana Turner’s

been giving. Latest of her intime

soirees by candlelight was a sit-down

affair for Lex Barker (seated at the

guest-of-honor spot at her right), the

Billy Eckstines, the Dale Armstrongs,

the Joe Pasternaks, Georges Saurel

(the Frenchman linked with Lana in

columns recently), Bryan Foy, the top

“B” producer—and a coupla others.

•

No doubt about it—the “double

premiere” of “Moulin Rouge” and

Edith Piaf’s bow at Mocambo was one

of tbe biggest, fanciest, dressiest and

gayest seen around these parts for

many' a season! Most of the guests

were also on the invited list to the huge

supper-dance at the Mo later. The en-

tire place, plus it’s “annex,” had copies

of Toulouse-Lautrec paintings decorat-

ing the walls and ciggie girls wore Can-

can costumes. Just some of Filmtown’s

top personalities I saw were Greer Gar-

son, in white satin and long ermine

wrap; Rosie Clooney, on the arm of

Jose Ferrer; Joan Crawford in strapless

white lace and net and all gorgeous dia-

monds, with director Dave Miller, and

Janet Leigh (with the weirdest hair-do

ever) and Tony Curtis. It was one

of those eves where a rip-roarin’ time

was had by almost everyone!

12
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Feel it on your fingertips!

Rub it into the palms ofyour hands!

You can feel that Shasta Shampoo

is right for your hair!

I

From the second you open the jar, you can feel that creamy-soft

Shasta is going to do wonderful things for your hair.

Rich but not oily, creamy but not sticky, Shasta is the very softest of the

cream shampoos ... gives you billows of rich, lasting lather that cleanses

your hair like no ordinary soap shampoo can do.

No other shampoo is so femininely right for your hair. So when it’s

important for you to look and feel your best, be Shasta-sure your hair

is soft, sweet, feminine!

P. S. Just a little Shasta givesyou a lot of lather. Don’t waste it.

13
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YOUR LETTERS ANSWERED BY CLAUDETTE COLBERT

when hair loses that

jhampoo
plu5 egg

brings out natural

"life” and sparkle . .

.

conditions even

problem hoir!

The one and only shampoo made
with homogenized fresh, whole egg

which contains precious choles-

terol, ALBUMEN and LECITHIN.

See for yourself how this condi-

tioning shampoo enhances the

natural "vital look" of your hair-

gives it maximum gloss and super-

sparkle.

You'll find your hair wonderfully

manageable —with the caressable,

silky texture that is every woman’s

dream. Try Helene Curtis Shampoo

Plus Egg today. You’ll be delighted

that you did.
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Dear Miss Colbert:

A fine young man has asked me to marry
him, and although I’m not in love with him
now (and he knows this) I’m seriously

thinking of accepting his proposal. Here
is my story:

My parents died when I was eighteen. I

am now twenty-three. My brother 'and I

have both inherited my parents’ excep-

tional good looks. Everyone said we made
a beautiful family, and I have wanted to

carry on the tradition. So I have always
gone out with handsome men, but some-
how I never became serious about any of

them. And my brother, who always dated

beautiful girls, married one who is rather

plain, but super-delightful.

I met the man I am considering at a

benefit dance. He is only one inch taller

than I, if I wear flat heels, and he is a year

younger. He isn’t handsome, although he
is neat and rather attractive, hut his per-

sonality makes up for everything.

I’m tired of running around. I want to

settle down. After all. I’m at an age when
I should be thinking seriously of marriage.

Do you think that through his kindness

(he would do anything in the world for

me) I would eventually fall in love with

him, or do you think I should hold out for

my ideal?

Elstrey 'W.

Dear Miss U'

:

I dori t think you should hold out for your

“ideal” because / don't believe it is a

worthy one. The search for a handsome
man—primarily on the basis of his helping

you to produce beautiful children—is im-

mature. The man with whom a girl builds

a home, a life, a family, must offer so much
more than surface appearance that the topic

beggars discussion.

Furthermore, there is no law which says

a girl should be married at twenty-three, at

thirty-three, at forty-three, or at all. Mar-
riage is an emotional arrangement between
two people who feel that their greatest hap-

piness is to he achieved by combining their

lives. Marriage is not something you ac-

quire like a winter coat, because the time

has come for it to be useful.

Women must realize that they must bring

to a marriage a love equal to that of the

groom; they must not expect a man “to do
anything in the world” to make them happy,

unless they intend to do anything in the

world to bring about a husband's happiness,

as well. Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert

:

I have written a story which I think has
definite possibilities for a good movie. The
name is “Though Your Sins Be Scarlet,”

and it runs 11,100 words. Everyone who
has read it has been fascinated by it. It is

a drama of a woman during the French and
Indian Wars, combining an Indian legend

with a story of buried treasure. A General
was court-martialed for misappropriating
the money which has never been found.

I sent the story to a publisher who sent

me a ton of contracts, a lot of compliments,
and an offer to publish the story in book
form if I paid them 1600. That isn’t my
idea at all. I want to sell the story to make
some money which I could use to good ad-

vantage.

So will you please supply the names and
addresses of all motion picture producers
who are now in the story market.

(Mrs.) Racine B.

Dear Mrs. B:
So many letters similar to yours come to

me that I feel / should once again print

the information and the advice / have

given before.

No motion picture producer dares to bwy
a script from an unknown writer. There

have been instances in which a producer

has received a brilliant story, only to learn

that it was published five or ten years

earlier. Such copying and resubmission is

literary theft, known as plagiarism, and
anyone making a picture from such a script

would be subject to legal action.

If your story is good—and it sounds as

though it may have possibilities—you should

submit it to all the magazines you see on

your local newsstand. There is never any

need for an author to pay a publisher to

print a book. If the story has merit, it will

sell eventually and the author will receive

cash for it. And the movies, as you know,

often use—and, of course, pay well for—
published stories which they buy from rep-

utable markets. Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

I am being forced to make a decision

that will affect, not only my own life, but

that of my two little boys.

Their father is a brilliant, respected man,

a wonderful husband and father. I love

him dearly, but I have never been in love

with him.

This all started during my freshman year

in high school. I met David (we’ll call

him ) and we were inseparable for four

years. It was taken for granted that we

would be married some day.

However, he went into service, and I went

on to college where I met Chris, one of

the instructors serving his first year in our

university. We enjoyed one another’s com-

panionship; I told him about Dave, and he

told me about the girl “back home.”
At the end of my sophomore year, Chris

was moved to Washington, D. C. He wrote

to me regularly, telephoned about once

every two weeks, and finally asked me to

come to Washington to spend a weekend

with relatives of his. I hadn’t heard a

word from Dave (Continued on vase 1101
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/Romantic-
With hair the color of sunshioe

. . . skin that is radiantly fresh

. . . June Haver wins the

screen’s most romantic rolesl

rrfl • •

Ihis IS

my secret of

lovelier sMn

JmeHaver

It’s simply— daily Lux Soap

Facials! See how soon the

Skin-Tonic Action in Lux care

brings fresher skin to you!

Look at tlie tantalizing sparkle of

June Haver’s skin. She tells you,

"My beauty care is simply—Lux

Soap care. It not only cleanses

thoroughly, but really smooths

my skin.”

Will Lux care work its smooth-

ing, softening benefits on your

skin? . . . Yes!

It’s tbe Skin-Tonic Action in

Lux care that makes such a love-

ly difference ! It helps your skin

retain dewy moistness . . .
gives

skin that exciting sparkle men
find so captivating.

With just one cake of Lux,

your skin can look so much
smoother. Try daily Lux facials

now . . . Start your complexion

on a new life of loveliness.

June’s a talented musician ofF-screen. She
says, ''Two things are daily mus/s for me:

—

piano practice—and my Lux Soap facial for

fresh, sparkling skin.”

JUNE HAVER starring in 20th Century- Fox’s “THE GIRL NEXT DOOR”
Color by Teclinicolor

“Lux facials work so quickly! All I do

is massage in the gentle Lux lather.

Then, after my warm and cold rinse,

my skin looks so soft ... so alive!”

Niue out of ten screen stars use Lux. This gentle

beauty care is guaranteed by Lever Brothers Company
to improve any normal skin—or your money refunded.

Enjoy Lux Beauty Baths, too.

1

P
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•PAT. APPLtEO FOR

COSTUME: CARRIE MUNN

IdreamedIwon the

AcademyAward m

maidenhbrm dra

I'm the brightest star in cinema circles.

the leading figure among filmland’s dream girls.

With Maidenform's Etude bra in the supporting role,

mine is the best-rounded performance of the year.

Shown; Moldenform’s Etude* in white broadcloth

or nylon taffeta, from 2.00. For the small

bosomed figure Etude Mrnort, the same dream

styling with built in padding . . . from 3.00.

0(953 MAIDEN FORM BRASSIERE CO

•REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

Hollywood

whispers
BY FLORABEL MUIR

1

AN OLD FRIENDSHIP between Olivia de

Havilland and movie director John
Huston may be a new romance. Zsa

Zsa Gabor told everyone she was play-

ing cupid when she brought them to-

gether at her party but what she didn’t

know was that it started long ago at

Warner Brothers studio. At that time :

there was talk that John and his sec-

ond wife E. Lesley Black, an Irish girl,

were on the verge of a divorce and

Livvy would be his third bride. But,

instead, he married Evelyn Keyes. Once
more they’re saying that he and Livvy

will get married if and when he and his

fourth wife, Ricky Soma, are divorced. ^

Although he and Ricky have been

estranged for some time, the final break 1

has not yet been made.

Ida Lupino and Howard Duff’s mari-

tal road is rocky. His recent walk-out i

and quick return to their home had

;

everybody speculating on why he went

and what the future holds for them.

Ida gives out with optimistic state-

ments about working things out but

the hep cinema gang knows only too

well the storm signals for the big blow.

•

Diana Lynn and John Lindsay’s ter-

mination of their marriage was unemo-

tional. They even went out together on

New Year’s Eve knowing that the next

day the announcement of their pending

divorce would be made. Of course they

separated before and then went back

together so ^rhaps by this time a

break-up is just an old story to them.

Terry Moore, who had been thought

of as an ingenue without much spice,

changed all that with her role in “Come

Back, Little Sheba.” Hollywood wolves

are now busy dialing her phone number.

(Continued on page 18) ’

The Howard Duffs: Much ado about nothing
16



-and Eat All im Want!

”Il happened to me,” says

Zsa ZsaGabor
No Drugs ... No Diet . . . Results Guaranteed! Excess weight

may ruin your health and your looks, too. Lovely

movie stars lose weight the Ayds way—why not you?

In fact, you must lose pounds with the very first box

($2.98) or your money back!

Proved by Clinical Tests. With Ayds you lose weight the way
Nature intended you to—without dieting or hunger. A quick

natural way, clinically tested and approved by doctors, with no risk

to healtk. With the Ayds Plan you should feel healthier,

look better while reducing—and have a lovelier figure.

Controls Hunger and Over-eating. When you take Ayds
before meals, as directed, you can eat what you want-
all you want. No starvation dieting—no gnawing hunger pangs.

Ayds is a specially made, low calorie candy fortified with

health-giving vitamins and minerals. Ayds curbs your

appetite—you automatically eat less—lose weight naturally,

safely, quickly. Ayds is guaranteed pure.

Contains no drugs or laxatives.

New Loveliness in a Few Weeks. Users report

losing up to ten pounds with the very first box

Others say they have lost twenty to thirty

pounds with the Ayds Plan.

"If you are overweight,

Ayds can do wonderful things

for your figure."

Zsa Zsa Gabor

^ 0

Ayds helps Zsa Zsa to keep that lovely

figure. “Ayds helps you to reduce,” says

Zsa Zsa. “I know, it happened to me!”

Zsa Zsa with daughter Francesca. “1 rec-

ommend Ayds to any woman who wants
to keep looking youthful,” she says

Ayds has helped many famous Holly-

wood stars to a lovelier figure It can

do the same for you!



Dial Soap keeps complexions clearer

by keeping skin cleaner!

Dial’s AT-7 (Hexachlorophene) removes blemish'

spreading bacteria that other soaps leave on skin.

?

The cleaner your skin, the better your complexion. And mild,

fragrant Dial with AT-7 gets your skin cleaner and clearer than any

other kind of soap. It’s as simple as that. Of course Dial’s mild

beauty-cream lather gently removes dirt and make-up. But Dial does

far more! Here’s the important difference: when you use Dial every

day, its AT-7 effectively clears skin of bacteria that often aggravate

and spread surface pimples and blemishes.

Skin doctors know this and recommend

Dial for both adults and adolescents.

DIAL DAVE GARROWAY— NBC, Weekdays

1

P. S. For cleaner,
j

/ more beautiful hair, try New diai.

\ r SHAMPOO in the handy, unbreakable

squeeze bottle!

iVow available in Canada

Hollywood
1

whispers
continued from page 16

Formerly demure-damsel Mona Free-

man is also having a busy time—play-

ing the gay divorcee about town.

Jeanne Crain is on a glamour kick.

For a long time she steadfastly refused

to snip off her long hair but she recent-

ly capitulated. She’s still devoted to

Paul Brinkman, but at parties she lets

her eyes roll provocatively when eligi-

ble males pass. Zsa Zsa Gabor has cer-

tainly demonstrated the value of glam-

our. She’s riding high in the entertain-

ment world although her acting talent

is somewhat meager. As Shelley Win-
ters says, it isn’t always the best actress

who goes over big in Hollywood. It’s

the personality-loaded gal the studio

bosses are eager to hire.

•

The Cara Williams-John Barrymore,

Jr., marriage is one which the wise guys

predict can’t last. They’re saying that

Cara, who was always a hey-nonny-non-

ny girl, will get bored with a steady diet

of matrimonial bliss. She tells me
they’ve got her all wrong, thougli. This

John and Cara: Exaggerated rumors

is it, she claims, because she’s settled

down and wants to be known as a good

actress instead of a razzle-dazzle play

girl. Her option at M-G-M was recent-

ly picked up and she’s slated for a good

role in “Arena” following a substantial

part in “The Great Diamond Robbery,”

starring Red Skelton. All the talk that

John’s Aunt Ethel Barrymore and Uncle

Lionel were annoyed with him for mar-

rying Cara seem to be exaggerated.

Cara says it was her mother who was

hot about it and that all the Barry-

mores have been “just lovely to me.”.
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“My

hobby is

dangerous

!

“When I’m not making a film,”

Arlene Dahl explains, “I’ve

plenty to keep me busy. And

best of all I love to spend hours

working in the garden. That

may seem like a healtliy,

innocent pastime, but for me . .

.

it’s dangerous

!

“My other hobby is writing, and when
I’ve papers to handle I’m grateful that

Jergens leaves no greasy film. Jergens

works fast. See why: Smooth one hand
with quickly absorbed Jergens . . .

“An actress can’t afford to let her hands get rough and dry ! So — the moment I go indoors

— I smootli my hands and sun-parched face with soothing, pure white Jergens Lotion!

“Apply any lotion or cream to

the other. Then wet them.

Water won’t bead on the

Jergens hand as it will over

oily lotions or creams.

“Back at the studio, my hands

are soft and smootli — always

ready for screen close-ups.”

That’s why Hollywood stars

prefer Jergens Lotion 7 to 1.

Use Jergens Lotion regularly to

keep your hands lovely. More
women use Jergens than any

other hand care in the world.

10(1 to $1.00, plus tax.
p
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PARAMOUNT, TECHNICOLORThe Stars Are Singing

There’s an engaging air of youth about the musical that serves

as Rosemary Clooney’s movie debut. It has both heart and gaiety,

telling the story of an orphan (Anna Maria Alberghetti) who
escapes from enslaved Poland and reaches New York. She knows
no one there except an old family friend (Lauritz Melchior)

,
for-

mer opera star now lost in drink. Rosemary, who lives in the same
apartment house, sees the refugee’s case as a source of publicity

that will advance her own singing career. With only this selfish

motive at first, she persuades her lawyer fiance (John Archer) f

and a couple of other young hopefuls to join her in helping Anna
|

Maria. Hoofer Tom Morton’s a likable newcomer, and Bob Wil- 1

liams scores in partnership with his hilariously indifferent “trick” J
dog, Red Dust. But Rosemary’s the gal to watch. Trim-figured, J

pert-faced, confident before the cameras, she rates better parts,
j

Verdict: Warm and charmingly informal tune-film (Family)
j

Confidentially Connie m-c-m

Smart scripting gets a quantity of homey comedy out of the prob-

lems of the young couple appealingly portrayed by Janet Leigh

and Van Johnson. Though Van’s the scion of a millionaire cattle
i

baron, he’s dedicated to the less profitable career of teaching. I

Janet has been loyally willing to scrape along on a college in-

structor’s salary, but when she discovers that the stork’s on the

way, she decides the family finances need improvement. At this

point. Van’s dad (in the imposing person of Louis Calhern) ca-

vorts onto the scene to take a meddling hand in household affairs
j

—especially the meat budget. You may think there’s nothing
|

funny about the price of meat, but the laughs come along regu- I

larly, with assists from Walter Slezak, as the beamish butcher, I

and Gene Lockhart, as the dean that Van must red-apple. In
[

this case, the apple turns out to be a large, juicy steak!

Verdict: Affable, down-to-earth little comedy (Family)

For brief reviews of current pictures see page 112
|

Rosemary and Anna Maria do a happy duet: "Lovely Weather for Ducks"

father-in-law Calhern
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WARNERS, WARNERCOLOR The Star 20th century-foxShe's Back on Broadway

Everybody’s a has-been this month! Here’s Virginia Mayo as a

star who’s washed up in Hollywood at the age of twenty-seven.

Her return to New York, to appear in a Broadway musical, pro-

vides a close-up of the theatre that’s full of convincing detail and
sparkling touches. Steve Cochran, as the show’s director, is also

on the skids, but he’s unhappy about this job, having an old

grudge against Virginia. Seems he gave her her big chance on

the stage, and she promptly skipped to Hollywood, leaving the

show to 'fold without her. So a feud between one-time lovers

accompanies the absorbing business of casting and rehearsing.

Effective support’s lent by Frank Lovejoy as the sardonic, kindly

producer, and Patrice Wymore, as Steve’s present girl-friend.

But Gene Nelson has only a few dances and a minor acting role.

Though the accent’s on the story, the tunes are generally good.

In spite of its awkward opening sequences, in which Bette Davis
is pretty obviously bucking for an Oscar, this inside-Hollywood
drama pulls itself together to make some shrewd observations

on what it’s really like to be a star. Out of pictures, bankrupt,
fending off her sponging relatives, Bette can’t face the fact that

she’s through. In despair, she goes on a drunken binge that

lands her in jail. She’s bailed out by a marine-repair-shop owner
(Sterling Hayden), whom she’d chosen as her leading man in one
movie—his sole acting experience. He gives her shelter and se-

clusion. a chance to regain her mental balance. Realistically, she

is still The Star at heart, and in her disastrous comeback attempt
Bette does an acting job that makes up for the show-piece emot-
ing at the outset. Hayden’s a sympathetic hero, and Natalie

Wood, as Bette’s daughter, helps create tender moments.

Verdict: Slight but bright backstage tale (Family) Verdict: Uneven but substantial story of an actress (Adult)

Steve warns Virginia to expect no tender treatment when rehearsals start

Julie's taste in formal clothes startles Ethel Waters and young Brandon

The Member of the Wedding kramer, Columbia

A hit as a play, this portrait of a troubled adolescent offers some
unusual and arresting material, but it never really jells into movie
form. Though Julie Harris’ work as poor Frankie, who yearns

so desperately to belong, may be technically admirable, the eye
of the camera looks too elose and tells you that this well-featured

young woman is no homely twelve-year-old. And the drama is

so static and repetitious that Frankie seems at times a thoroughly
tiresome youngster. But the great warmth and truth of Ethel
Waters’ performance break through the clumsy presentation; in

her hands, the wise, compassionate cook who is Frankie’s refuge
becomes an unforgettable person. Brandon de Wilde is rather
listless as Frankie’s playmate, while Arthur Franz and Nancy
Gates have limited opportunity as the about-to-be-married couple,
focus of the young girl’s dreams.

Verdict: Slow, tatky, but often touching (Adult)

For complete casts of new pictures see page lOt

With all her worldly goods on sale, Bette still won't admit her failure

The musical collaboration between Danny and Peggy has romantic results

The Jazz Singer warners, technicolor

Famous as the part-talkie that ushered in the sound era, this

frankly sentimental story has been given a smooth new produe-

tion. The pleasantly un-handsome Danny Thomas makes no effort

to imitate the late A1 Jolson in the title role. Danny gives a sim-

ple, relaxed performance as the singer (a Korean war vet this

time) whose love for show business wars with his family’s tradi-

tions. His father, a cantor at a Philadelphia temple, expects him
to follow the family vocation. The authority, grace and talent of

Eduard Franz and Mildred Diinnock. as Danny’s parents, add to

the dramatic force of this conflict. As the night-club singer who
symbolizes all the charm that show business holds for Danny,
Peggy Lee looks attractive and sells songs with her well-known
skill, though she’s not yet at ease in the acting department. The
score features new and old popular tunes and sacred music.

p

Verdict: Heart-tugging, richly produced musical (Family)

Reviews continued on page 94
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most maJce-ups shout Made up!”

Magic Touch whispers‘NaturalBeauty

With Magic Touch, a new, wondrously beautiful complexion becomes

"your very own”. . . so natural-looking, so flawless-appearing, with each

little imperfection hidden, yet never a trace of that "made up look.”

2 So easy to put on

—

Such magic blending !

Rub your finger-tips lightly over creamy Magic Touch. Then with

gentle strokes, smooth it on face and throat, beginning with forehead.

Replenish the cream on fingertips as needed. No clumsy sponge or

puff, no liquid to drip or bottle to leak, no powder to spill.

^ So soft on your skin

—

So pleasant to use !

Blends like magic, without streaking. (Smoothing with finger-tips gives

perfect color-depth control—longer smoothing lessens color.) Your skin

will feel so velvety soft— look so naturally youthful, fresh and clear.

Magic Touch is new. Don’t confuse with other cream or stick make-ups.

^ Flawless beauty

—

Natural-looking loveliness !

Look in your mirror! Your complexion is flawless, alluring. For a

dewy, fresh look, use Magic Touch without powder. Powder over

lightly for a long-lasting, smooth mat-finish. (Magic

Touch is never oily or greasy looking—even

without powder—and always looks natural.)

43i and Sl.OO

6 mag^c shades m

^ ... by CAMPANA

-

impertinent^

interview ^

BY MIKE CONNOLLY

T HERE WAS A SMALL MATTER I Wanted

to get straight with Corinne Calvet. At

a big Hollywood party not long ago, I

heard a couple of women criticizing

her, because, they said, she spent most

of the evening flirting—and not with

her own husband.

“What about that?” I asked Corinne.

“Do you think it’s okay for a married

woman to flirt?”

Her answer was quick as an eye

wink. “Yes, of course, but never too

much. Just a little, like herbs in the

cooking—just a suspicion that you do

notice that another man besides your

boy friend or husband can have

charm !

”

This typically French observation, as

expressed by a gal whose longstanding

love match with her husband, John

Bromfield, is one of the wonders of

Hollywood, isn’t too surprising if you

know Corinne. Frank and forthright,

she always speaks her mind.

“I must confess, having been in Hol-

lywood only five years from my own

home in France,” she confided, “that I

still find the ways of American women
amazing. For instance, one Hollywood

actress actually told me that marriage

is a fifty-fifty job. Say it isn’t so!” Cor-

inne batted those long lashes, rolled

those oo-la-la! eyes and continued.

“And do you know what else that

girl told me? She said American men
and their wives split everything! One

day, she told (Continued on page 24)

...by CAMPANA
The Freach recipe /or holding your man
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ZSA ZSA GABOR,
starring in MOULIN ROUGE.

Color by Technicolor-

released thru United Artists, says:

‘Fabulous is the word for the Playtex

Fabric Lined Girdle. You couldn't

choose a better way to be lithe, free,

and wonderfully comfortable.'” Vera Maxwell: “I create

clothes that are full of motion.

Playtex shows them best, slims

in complete freedom.'” Playtex

hasn’t a seam, stitch or bone; it

lives and breathes with you, in-

visible under sleekest clothes.

Paul Par n es: “Slenderness is

the key to my Spring Collection

. . . and Playtex slims your figure

beautifully from waist to thigh.'”

Playtex has an all-way control,

for it’s made of fabric lined la-

tex that spells power-control.'

Claire McCardell: “Here’s

a dress of real versatility. It leads
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versatile girdle . . . Playtex.'”
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trol, comfort and freedom.'
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other fragrance in the world

T

impertinent

interview
continued from page 22

me, her husband does the dishes; the

next day she takes on that job. That’s

the way they do the marketing, too.

“Ah, but a French girl—now there’s

something else again! A French girl

would never consider this sort of pro-

cedure! She makes herself indispen-

sable, so that the husband depends on

her in many, many ways, big and little.

She becomes as essential to him as his

right arm!”
Corinne says that the best way to

keep romance alive is to “magnify your

man’s manliness.” Says she, “Do it to

such a point that he imagines himself

to be a king in his own house. And
never, never make comparisons that

might give him an inferiority complex.”

It’s okay for your boy friend or hus-

band to flirt a little too, Corinne says.

“If no woman admired your man you’d

begin to wonder why. No husband

wants his wife to be ignored at a party.

He likes other men to look at her. That

shows they think she is desirable.

“We who act in pictures will admit

it’s fun to make love before the cam-

eras. I would be a hypocrite if I didn’t

confess I like to be kissed by a hand-

some movie idol. I remember this when
Johnny has to make love to beautiful

ladies on the screen. But I also know
that I want him to look forward to com-

ing home to me after the day’s shooting.

“And everything is all right so long

as he says, ‘Honey, it was fun playing

love scenes in the studio today—but

you’re mucb more exciting!’

“Then, if I’ve been even so much as)

just a teentsy-weentsy little bit jealous,

poof! it flies right out the window!”
This is the way Corinne boils down

her spicy philosophy:

Even though you’re head-over-heels

in love, a gal must always be realistic

and objective—and never take her guy’s

love for granted.

“I try, in order to keep John’s love,

to remain the same woman I was before

we tied the knot. And always the words

of advice given me by my wise French

grandmother are in my heart : ‘Corinne,

remember always that life is filled with

competition—even where the love of a

man is concerned. Never relax,’ my
grandmother said, ‘just because you’ve

hooked your man. And always, always

remember that an ounce of prevention

is worth a pound of cure!’”
24
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One patient Day!

It Really

Happened
BY

ROY DEL RUTH

Editor’s Note: Some of Hollywood’s best

drama is never seen on the screen. It is seen

by the men who make the movies—the di-

rectors, the producers, the writers, the audi-

ence in the theatre that is Hollywood itself.

One of these dramas is recounted here by

Roy Del Ruth, a director who has been turn-

ing out top pictures for decades. His many
successes include “On Moonlight Bay” and

the recent “Stop, You’re Killing Me.” He
is now at work on “Three Sailors and a

Girl” for Warner Brothers.

This happened when I was direct-

ing Doris Day, along with a lot of

other nice people, in a picture called

“On Moonlight Bay.”

Among the extras we were using was
a smart Alec I’ll call Stuff Riley, who
soon became a downright pest on the

set. Now Doris is as friendly a person as

I know. She is quite approachable and
I have never known her to upstage an-

other player. So for a time she put up
vith Stuff’s breezy familiarity.

But there comes a point when you
have to draw the line. It came for

Joris one day when a film-magazine

reporter and a photographer were on
the set interviewing her. All of a sud-

den the great Stuff showed up. The
photographer had set up his camera
when Stuff breezed right into the pic-

{Corttinued on next page)

Mv Skin Thrives On

Complexion-Lovely

GLORIA BARNES

Read How This Fresh Young Beauty Was Helped

By Candy Jones, Famous Beauty Director!

GLORIA: Miss Jones, what was the most important reason you recommended
Cashmere Bouquet Soap as the finest complexion care?

CANDY: Well, Gloria, as a beauty advisor to girls like yourself, I’ve seen with

my own eyes how daily care with Cashmere Bouquet Soap leaves a girl’s

skin with the look ol natural beauty as no amount of make-up can!

GLORIA: You’re so right, Miss Jones! I use Cashmere Bouquet

Soap every day and my complexion seems to glow with

a naturally fresh, radiant look!

CANDY: Yes, Cashmere Boinpiet Soap does wonders that

way! And it’s so mild and gentle

—

I recommend it to everyone! Candy Jones
(Mrs. Harry Conover)

Candy Jones, Director of the Famous Conover
School in New York, reveals for the first time
confidential advice from her beauty diary.

•' Use my professional trick to widen your eyes.

Carefully blend a dot of lipstick into your makeup
at the outermost edge of each eye socket.

^.Beauty speaks for itself—so keep your

conversations short and varied. The most sought

after women leave their audience

wanting more.

(3- The most professional makeup art cannot

work magic unless your skin is clean and
glowing. Beauty-cleanse your neck and face

twice daily with gentle, mild Cashmere

Bouquet Soap. MORE LATER,

p
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It Really Happened
CONTINUED

ture, put his arm around Doris and said

“Get this shot, hoys!”

Before anybody could do or say any-

thing, an assistant director marched
Stuff right off the set.

Butting in when someone else is be-

ing interviewed is one thing you simply

don't do in Hollywood, not even with a

star as good natured as Doris.

When the reporter and photographer

were gone, Doris sought Stuff out and

gave him a piece of her mind. For once

Stuff was awed into silence.

That was the last day, it so hap-

pened, that we used Stuff, but it wasn’t

to be the last time we saw him.

I guess it was a couple of weeks lat-

er. My wife and I and Doris and a few

others had been down to someone’s

beach place one Saturday afternoon.

On the way Itack, around ten o’clock

at night, we decided to stop for some-

thing to eat. The first place we came

to was unpretentious looking, but it

had a sign advertising steaks. We were

very hungry so we went in.

It was small, but it boasted a “floor

show.” We were all tired and anxious

to finish our food and get home, so we

didn’t pay much attention when a mas-

ter-of-ceremonies came out, pulled a

couple of bum gags, and started sing-

ing. You’re right. It was Stuff.

About the middle of the number he

spotted us and greeted us like long-lost

pals! I couldn’t believe he’d have the

crust to come to our table, but he did.

“Hi, Doris!” he yelled. “Swell of

you folks to come down for my open-

ing. Glad to see ya!”

I was thinking that this poor Jerk

was just before getting the freeze of

his life. Then I looked at Doris. . . .

I was as goggle-eyed as all the other

customers in the place to see her greet

him warmly, wish him luck, take a

bow, and even comply with his request

to sing a number.

Then we left, to the tune of a great

many cordial “goodbyes” between Doris

and Stuff, and a lot of bowing and

scraping by the manager.

Outside somebody in our party said,

“If he thinks we came down here just

to see him, he’s really a dope!”

“He didn’t think that for a mo-

ment.” Doris said gravely, “but he

probably got this little job on the bluff

that he’d attract the studio crowd. I

could tell by the look he gave the man-

ager when he spotted us.

“Besides,” she added, “it is only per-

sonally that he is a dope. When he’s

out there on the floor, he’s an entertain-

er trying to make a living. I’d have

been an awful heel not to have strung

along with his bluff ... But if I ever

catch him away from a floor show I’ll

give him a piece of my mind!”
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TROUBLE ACROSS
THE WAY?

Gregory Peck and his wife. Greta, looked as happy as any two tourists

riding their horse-drawn carriage past the ancient Colosseum in Rome

• To most Americans, a trip to Europe spells romance.

But even those glamorous backgroimds can fail to keep

love warm—especially if it’s had a tendency to falter any-

way. Latest Hollywood loves rumored to have dimmed on
foreign shores are those of Gene Kelly and his wife, Betsy,

and of Gregory Peck and his wife, Greta.

Both actors have been abroad for a number of months,

Greg in Rome, where he recently completed “Roman Holi-

day” for Paramount, and Gene in England ,where he’s been

working on M-G-M’s “Invitation to the Dance.”

Whether it’s too much work or too much play or a little

of both, the story goes that both actors’ marriages soured

during their tours of duty abroad.

As far as Gene is concerned, there is no mention of “an-

other woman.” It’s just, people say, that this marriage,

off-again, on-again for a number of years, seems finally to

have settled into the off-for-good stage.

With Greg, it’s a different story. His name has been
linked publicly with that of the glamorous continental

actress, Hildegarde Neff, though both have denied that

there’s anything to these romance rumors. Nevertheless,

Greg stays abroad, and Greta has returned home alone.

There were no rumors of a split when Gene
Kelly, his wife, Betsy, and their daughter, Kerry,

arrived in Europe together a few months ago
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Corinne Culvet takes a night out to celebrate with husband John Bromjield,

both delighted at his assignment with Esther frUliams in “Easy to Love”

Smith

30

Stern

Smith

It’s rumored Piper Laurie and Rock Hudson
more than play-act in “The Golden Blade”

Smith

So now it’s Arlene Dahl and Fernando Lamas
who’re a duo! Hollywood wonders if it’s a

case of “Out of the frying pan into the fire”

Seeing Lana Turner and Lex Barker, it’s hard

to believe they ever had eyes for anyone else



Stem

Zsa Zsa Gabor had a thing or two to say to screenwriter Waldo Salt about the raves she’s been reaping for “Moulin Rouge

P rye—or Untrue: That Terry Moore is madly in love

Q with British actor Lawrence Harvey and no longer

labors under the delusion that she will marry a famous

studio executive . . . That Gene Nelson’s growing dissatis-

faction over recent roles may lead him to ask for his studio

release . . . That a bountiful bonus has been ofEered Jane

Powell if she doesn’t date the stork again for the next three

years . . . That Farley Granger will sit out the last year of

his Goldwyn contract and then launch a brand new care-

fully-planned career campaign . . . That regardless of where

Mona Freeman dines out for dinner, she receives several

phone calls from ‘That certain party” who always knows
where to reach her . . . That Rock Hudson and Piper Laurie

have become truly enamored of each other while shooting

“The Golden Blade” and are turning their screen romancing

into the real thing . . . That Lana Turner is planning to

retire from the screen, that she is seriously ill, that she is

going to marry Lex Barker, or that she plans to live per-

manently in Europe. She did black out a couple of times

on the “Latin Lovers” set. Strenuous dance routines plus

the tension of waiting for Bob Topping to sign those final

divorce papers, plus the prevalent virus epidemic were all

a bit too much for the beautiful blonde. But that doesn’t

mean she’s walking out on her career.

Behind the Make-yp: Many men have been attracted to Ava
Gardner for obvious reasons, but the natives in Africa,

where she’s making “Mogambo,” take the sabre-tooth cake.

They’re nuts about the beautiful brunette’s make-up and
want it for war paint! ... To make Keefe Brasselle^’look

more like the famous comedian in ‘‘The Cantor Story,” they

shave off his natural widow’s peak twice a week . . . Be-

cause the studio wasn’t sure he was the right (?) type,

Tony Martin had to test for the role of a night-club singer

for “Easy to Love” ... By the time Doris Day learned to

ride a horse for “Calamity Jane,” (Continued on page 88)
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BY EVE FORD

• When “The Silver Whip” was cast, there were a few
uneasy heads at Twentieth Century-Fox, for the leading

roles were to be played by Dale Robertson, Rory Cal-

houn and R. J. Wagner. “They’re in competition whether

they like it or not,” said a studio spokesman. “They’re

our three top leading men, and they’d have to be pretty

dumb not to know it. Nobody will be a bit surprised if

there are some hot tempers popping off while this pic-

ture is in production.”

The terrific trio was full of surprises, aU right—but

none of them had anything to do with temperament.

Dale and Rory have been friends for years, and for all

those years, they’ve been needling each other. If Rory
is making a Western, Dale saunters uninvited onto the

set to say, “I know you won’t mind, Ror’, but I’m riding

for you in the next scene—the director wants a manly
type to take over.” Or Rory will visit the set where Dale

is studying his script, whack the startled Robertson on

the shoulder, and shout reassuringly, “Relax, old buddy!

I’m going to do that tough bit for you—the one where

you’re supposed to speak English.” The day that this

badinage doesn’t take place, somebody’s feelings will be

really hurt.

It was young R. J. Wagner who bore the greatest

brunt of the hazing while “The Silver Whip” was in

production. Bob had learned about working with Rory
in “With a Song in My Heart.” At first, he was so wary

of the practical joke that he refused to track down a

perfectly legitimate item called a left-footed spur. His

caution got him nowhere. He remained a boy among
men, a city slicker handicapped by the unfamiliar six-

guns, Stetson and cattleman’s boots which his senior

co-stars wore with grace and ease. Between scenes he

was never permitted to ease his tired frame into a chair;

Rory and Dale ordered him to “htmker down,” or, squat

on his haimches, as cowboys do around a campfire. Hav-
ing learned to balance thus precariously on his high-

heeled boots. Bob was given a (Continued on page 86)

When you I

get them together-

Wagner,

Hobertson

and Calhoun—

anything goes!

>
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• “For the past six months, I’ve

hoped and I’ve prayed that the feel-

ing of deep devotion that was grow-
ing in me was growing in Jim, too,

and that it was right for us,” Ann
Blyth said. Then she laughed, and

no one has ever heard such a rich,

full laugh from Ann before. Her
eyes were incandescent with her

happiness, and she clutched her

hands together, the better to express

her glowing intensity—but careful,

too, to keep her left hand on top so

that the exquisite, square-cut dia-

mond on her third finger could blaze

unobstructed.

“And it was right,” she cried. “It

was. It was. And I think one of the

very sweetest things about it all was
that Jim proposed to me beside my
Christmas tree. You see, we had
been trimming it together that eve-

ning, exactly a week before Christ-

mas. Aunt Sis and Uncle Pat, who’d

been with us all evening, were in

the kitchen having coffee.



She could barely remember her

name and nothing else at all—except

that in Jim McNulty she^d

found the answer to her prayers

BY RUTH WATERBURY

“Jim and I were just talking, as

we have talked so many other times

in these three years we have known
one another. Then, suddenly, he was
kissing me, and asking me to be his

wife—and since then, I can barely

remember my name, and nothing

else at all, except that I know my
prayers have been answered.”

Ann and I were riding in a big

studio limousine as she said these

words. It was just three days after

she had announced her engagement.

Ann was heading out to Los Angeles

Junior College, to entertain some
2,400 underprivileged children. She
was due there at noon. Then at two,

she was going on Father Payton’s

broadcast, for an annual date she

has kept for the past six years. After

that, in the early evening, she was
going to sing at a huge Jewish bene-

fit. So there I was, to complicate her

busy day by tagging around after

her to get this story.

To tell the truth, I’d had a faint

touch of guilty conscience about in-

truding on her at such a time. But
after a couple of seconds with her,

I knew she wasn’t even aware of me.

If there’d been a swarm of bees in

the car, she wouldn’t have noticed.

She was much too happy. She was
so happy, she was bubbling over

with words, with laughter, with wit.

And that was a wondrous sight to

witness.

Ann has always been sweet, beau-

tiful, courteous. No one has ever

heard her raise her voice in anger.

No one has ever seen her do an

unkind deed. But getting her to talk

has always been difficult.

Now love had released her. Now
she wouldn’t have stopped talking if

you’d asked her!

“Dr. James McNulty of the staff

of St. Vincent’s Hospital, Los An-
geles, California,” she said, her eyes

dancing. “Isn’t that a beautiful

sound? Do you know that he comes
of a family with five boys and a girl

and that he’s the only unmarried one,

but the rest of them have given his

father and mother fifteen grandchil-

dren already?

“Do you know,” Ann continued,

“Jim has the sweetest, kindest face!

His hair is black as ebony and he

has very dark brows and eyelashes

and the ruddiest complexion you
ever saw, but his eyes are so gentle.

I’ve never seen eyes that seemed to

see so much and see it all so kindly.

And do you know that he went to

Manhattan College to study medicine

and that when he had his degree, the

Navy took him for six years? So it

wasn’t until 1949 that he started a

private practice, right here in Los

Angeles. Barely four years ago, and

already he’s one of the city’s leading

obstetricians.

“Oh, I must tell you this. He’s an

absolutely divine dancer—really di-

vine—but he’s also mad for deep-sea

fishing. Not so long ago we went to a

party at Lou (Continued on page 92)
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If Marge hadn’t cried in her noodles, heaven only

knows what would have happened to the Champion dancing team!

But the minute she did, Gower knew they were

Just ri^ht
foi* each other

• Some way Marge was managing to

make away with her noodles and tuna.

As some way Marge usually could. This
was their big joke—that, no matter how
tragic the timing, Marge could always
eat—while Gower, as now, slowly starved

across the booth from her. But a large

tear trickled from a big brown eye from
time to time.

Others lunching near them had no way
of knowing why Marge wept, or that

these two who were later to make terpsi-

chorean history in Hollywood together

were at their own dramatic crossroad,

deciding the rest of their lives. Outside,

New York crowds shoved back and forth,

never realizing either that a bit of “Ro-
meo and Juliet” was being enacted inside

Color portrait by Apger

'k.

the restaurant. Quite a bit, in fact.

“You know the scene—where either

the girl or boy gets a break and doesn’t

want to leave the other. You’ve seen it

many times—only better—on the screen.

I was really playing it heavy,” grins

Gower. “So heavy—

”

“But so convincing,” sighs Marge.
She’d auditioned for “Allegro,” the

Rodgers and Hammerstein show that was
the talk of Broadway and the hope of

every heart’s beat. Now Marge had been
informed the choice had narrowed down
to herself and three more. She was to

stand by for the good word. And with
mixed emotions she was standing by. But
how could she e.ver leave Gower? Break
up the team? (Continued on page 102)
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Esther

Williams Says

It Isn’t So



Anyone who thinks Vd dissolve this marriage just doesnt

know anything about us it happens that we’re in love”

BY JANE MORRIS

• “To begin with . . . about me. I’m not

nmning a four-ring circus. I’m not a mer-
maid-tycoon. I’m not a business executive.

And I am not head of the house of Gage!

That sort of nonsense has gone on long

enough.” Esther sat in her dressing room on
the set of her new film, “Dangerous When
Wet,” discussing, all those rumors you’ve

been hearing about her marriage; all those

stories you’ve been reading.

“There are probably certain myths about

all of us,” Esther says. “And when they’re

repeated . often enough, they begin to look

like the truth. I should have set the record

straight about Ben and me long ago—^but I

didn’t because I hated to give the errors

the importance of a denial. There is no use,

though, in saying you don’t care what peo-

ple say; you can’t live in this world and not

care about the opinions of your fellow hu-
man beings. When they’re allowed to con-

tinue to believe untrue things, it can only

cause unhappiness. I’ve always Ificed telling

the truth. So here it is. . .

“I’m in love with my husband. I respect

and admire him. He’s the busiest man I

know. He was a fine master of ceremonies,

he has a beautiful singing voice, he got out

of show business because he prefers busi-

ness-business, and he’s certainly been suc-

cessful. His strength bolsters mine. I

couldn’t love him unless this were so’ This

idea that I’m a four-ring circus got

started because people were always asking

me about {Continued on next page)

“I wouldn't have married

Ben in the first place if

he had not been a man of

great personal strength”

Color by Smith and Fink
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should have told this story long ago— I didn’t because I hated to give

\

Esther

Williams Says

It Isn't So
continued

1

“Fve never lost sight of the magic moment when I

first saw him. Ben knows how much I need him”

Ben’s business enterprises; and because I had a working

knowledge of the manufacturing of screen doors, the

machine shop and the restaurant, they assumed that I

was running those businesses. It made better copy that

way, I guess. But it’s not only untrue, it’s ridiculous.

“It would be physically impossible for me to be at the

studio in make-up at eight in the morning, stay at the

studio until six, spend time with my husband and
children, spend time on the phone working for my favor-

ite charity—and still have time to do anything else!”

At this point, Esther began to laugh. “Why, I’d have

to be shipping doors to Sacramento, ordering meat for

the restaurant, hiring and firing waiters, speeding up
shipments of steel for the machine shop, and be out at

The Trails coimting cash at 3:00 a.m. on the manager’s

night off. I wouldn’t have time to be in pictures!”

Esther and Ben have always had the ability to lead

their individually busy fives and stiU have the energy

for their personal fife and fim. Ben puts in anywhere

from an eight to a twenty-four-hour day, every day.

He arranges his time so he can have dinner with Esther

at 8: 30 p.m. That’s his concession to her career; and the

only nights that vary are nights when Esther has to

study a new script or is so tired that she has to get to

bed extra early for an early morning call. Those are

the nights Ben relieves his restaurant manager.

That is probably what started the string of rumors

about this marriage. Because Ben worked late some

nights—^he and Esther “weren’t getting along.” The siUy

stories that have made her look like a one-woman
dynamo have also implied that Ben just sits around and

waits for her to come home, that he fives, as it were, on

the fringes of Esther’s career. Nothing could be further

from the fact. Ben is her business manager but he’s no

Hollywood husband. He hasn’t time! During her last

two pictures, he has been on the lot for a total of two

hsdf-hours. As he said, when he visited “Dangerous

When Wet”—“This makes me nervous, to watch eighty

men standing arotmd waiting for my doU to dunk her

torso!” He comes to the set when the picture is over,

when he and Elsther give a party for the crew and The
Trails caters it.

“My husband is probably the most misunderstood man
in Hollywood,” Esther says, “and that brings me to the

truth about its. . . .

“I woiildn’t have married Ben Gage in the first place

if he had not been a man of great personal strength

—

spiritual strength and mental strength. He’s a man who
is sure of himself, he doesn’t need a clinging-vine female

who can gaze up at him and say, ‘You big strong man,

protect me from this big world!’ That’s not the sort of

thing I can say, it would be artificial and sort of funny.

I
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errors the importance of a denial, Fve always liked the truth. So here it is

Ben knows how much I need him, how completely I

depend upon him. I have always had to have a top per-

son in my life, someone whose love, whose strength and
faith gave me a springboard from which to dive in and

be my whole self. I couldn’t enjoy loving a weak man.
As a matter of fact, I couldn’t love him. My man must
be stronger than I. He is. He’s so strong he doesn’t have

to shout about it; and he knows as well as I that I’d

come apart at the seams without that strength of his.”

Not long ago, Esther and Ben spent a lot of time with

Nancy Chaffee and Ralph Kiner. Nancy is the tennis

champ and Ralph is home-run king of the National

League. They had met before, but on a recent vacation

at Palm Springs, the two couples got to know each other

better and Esther and Ben realized that here were two
people more like themselves than anyone they’d ever

met. Nancy has the same sort of drive Esther has and

Ralph has the same easy-going way of handling her that

Ben has in handling Esther. “You should have seen

Ralph and Ben together! They were wonderful, they

recognized each other as kindred souls. They’ve met
their problem the same way—they don’t try to suffocate

their wives as weak men might try to do.”

Ben Gage is not dominated. He does what he wants

to do. He was, as Esther says, a successful radio an-

nouncer, he has a beautiful singing and speaking voice

and whenever he is asked to sing at a party, the song is

followed by a chorus of “Why don’t you do something

with that voice?” His answer is simple. “I’m a business

man.” Plenty of people in this town have tried to boost

Ben into show business. Even Esther tried.

“I was so convinced of Ben’s talent, so ecstatic about

it, .that I almost pushed him into not marrying me. I’ve

always been convinced that his talent is far bigger and
better than mine, and I was going to see to it that he
became the biggest star of aU time. In the early days of

our marriage, Ben’s career was my big project. Then
one day, he took me by both shoulders, held me still for

a moment, then said, ‘Darling, did you marry me to

make me a star?’ (Some people thought that that’s why
he married me!) ‘Because if you did, you’re wrong. I

don’t want a career, Esther. I don’t care about it. Get

off my back!’

“Then he explained in detail and I began to see. Ben
likes being his own boss. He doesn’t want to ask ques-

tions, he wants to answer them. When you’re a star, you
have to accept certain aspects of life you don’t like

because you want the career and it seems worth it. I’m

willing to accept the debit side because I love the busi-

ness. Ben doesn’t. He feels sorry for me, actually sorry.

He can hardly wait for the day when I can retire. Every
investment he makes is made with an eye toward that.”

So far as Esther, the actress, is concerned, Ben and

Esther regard her not as a person but as Esther Wil-

liams—commodity. Together they try to figure out what
is best for that girl, how long they can keep her alive

and kicking. And from time to time have her enjoy

the creative aspect of her work. What are the best

vehicles for her? Is this something that will last for ten

more minutes or ten more years?

“This practical approach of Ben’s to life is what at-

tracted me in the first place,” Esther says. “I don’t have

it. I’m on the feminine side in the business department.

I love knowing about business, but it would be a sorry

day for any business I started running.”

Some of the myth about Esther’s business acumen
stems from the fact that she’s not stupid. If she is with

business people and they ask about the much-publicized

Gage enterprises, she tries to say something intelligent.

This is a surprise to visiting business executives who
expect a glamorous actress to think of nothing more
technical than putting on her eyebrows. To cai'ry on

such a conversation is no trick; for she and Ben do talk

about politics and business cycles, the possibilities of

inflation or depression, real estate values and whether

or not a gas station is a good buy because of a possible

price war. Ben explains matters and Esther asks ques-

tions until she understands. Then one night, she’ll find

herself at dinner and a business executive will say, “By
the way, why did you and Ben sell your gas station?”

“Because of the price war that was coming.”

“Oh, no—how brilliant! Bob, did you hear that? This

girl knew thei’e was a price war coming on gas!”

“How do you like that!” Esther says. “I’m ‘brilliant’

and all I’ve done is try to understand Ben’s opinions,

and sop up some of his logic.”

So there goes one myth. Then there’s another—the

myth about Esther and money. “It’s true, I’ve tried not

to spend money like a drunken sailor. That doesn’t

mean I don’t spend any. I came from a childhood home
in which money was not easily come by. It’s hard for me
to consider it otherwise today. So the idea that I’m

money-wise has grown to the point of my being labeled

tight. Result, I find myself tipping a little too much
now, picking up tabs a little too often.”

One of the reasons for this tight-wad deal grew out

of the fact that Esther has never bought herself jewelry.

Her jewels are all the things Ben has given her: the

star sapphire engagement ring, her wedding ring, the

sapphire guard rings he gave her for their first anni-

versary and Christmas combined. When Benjy was

born, Ben gave her a gold safety pin with little charms

on it; he also gave her her charm bracelet with its

mementoes of each picture.- (Continued on page 81)



BY HYATT
DOWNING

Bob doesn’t have to act tough around the house.

But his word is law to his boys. Above, with Jim, a

miniature of his dad, Petrine, Dorothy and Chris

They say no man is a

hero to his family. But in

Bob's home. Pop rates

that pedestal!

1

• No considerable feat of memory is required to

evoke an incident which happened in Hollywood
only a few years ago in which a young actor named
Robert Mitchum was sentenced to serve a term
in prison after having been convicted on a charge

of marijuana smoking. While the press of the

country came screaming in for the kill, Mitchum
himself accepted his fate with stoic calm, did his

stretch at the Wayside Honor Farm near Los
xi.ngeles, and returned to pick up the shattered

remnants of his career.

Immediately, sibilant whispers were heard in

the halls of various studios and on the streets of

Beverly Hills: “The guy is through.” “He’s had
it!” or “Back to the docks for Mitchum.”

Singularly—and happily—all these poisoned ar-

rows missed their mark by a margin a mile wide.

The actor, who still seems lairgely indifferent to

his Hollywood career, continues to saunter with

sleepy-eyed nonchalance through a wide variety of

roles and to turn in performances which are balm
to the troubled hearts of directors.

So ft was with considerable interest that I ac-

cepted an invitation to dine with Mitchum and
his family at their home in Mandeville Canyon. It

was the chance to find out just how this relaxed,

go-jiimp-in-the-river individual comported him-

self in the midst of that most kindly yet discrim-

inating audience—his own family.

Dorothy Mitchum, a tall, pretty girl whose
serious, thoughtful face lights up amazingly in

a smile of greeting, led the way into a large

library where books, all of which had the friendly

look of frequent use, filled one wall. There were

large, comfortable chairs (Continued on page 105 )

WHAT
YOU DON’T KNOW
ABOUT MITCHUM
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One puff of a cigar

and you started a blaze of publicity.

That’s what you wanted.

But we don’t believe you wanted

a broken marriage



The Anne Baxter of yesterday and today: As startling as the change in her behavior is the change in her appearance

BY SHEILAH GRAHAM

• Everyone has a reason for the break-up of the Anne
Baxter-John Hodiak marriage. It’s her mother. It’s her

grandfather. He bores her. She embarrasses him.

She.’s a snob. He’s a sourpuss. She’s too ambitious. He
isn’t ambitious enough. She’s an extrovert. He’s the

retiring type. She loves publicity. He hates it. She’s

a poet, and he’s a peasant. It all adds up to some fancy

psychoanalysis. Let’s see what the truth really is.

The trouble started in the beginning of the marriage.

It was no secret then that the very social Mrs. Kenneth
Baxter was opposed to John, son of Anna and Walter

Pogorzelliec, Ukrainian immigrants. To be fair to Anne’s

mother, there was nothing too personal in her feeling

against John. She was just as opposed to William

Eythe, the only other man Annie dated with any fre-

quency before she fell in love with Hodiak. Appar-

ently, like a lot of doting mothers, Mrs. Baxter did not

think any man was good enough for her only child.

But when Anne proved a chip off the old obstinate

block, and according to the gossip at the time, threat-

ened to elope with John, Mrs. Baxter accepted the

inevitable. She gave them a lavish wedding in the

garden of her swank estate up north in Burlingame,

with Anne radiant in full bridal regalia. If John, was
uncomfortable, in his clothes or surroundings, he was
careful to conceal his emotions. He smiled at the right

moments and said the usual inane things to the curious

crowd of well-heeled strangers and family friends. It

was a difficult situation, but he carried it off.

And while I wasn’t there, I have a hunch that Mrs.

Baxter prayed that in time the refining influence of

her precious daughter would smooth out the rougher

edges of her new son. But something went wrong. It

was Anne who grew raucous. (Continued on page 108)
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TWO OIJYS IVAMED

MIRE
BY

PAULINE SWANSON

Juniors a chip off the old

• Michael Howard Wilding, aged five and one-

half days, slept peacefully in his new nursery

at home in a froth of yellow bassinet, his small

left arm stretched above his head, his pink right

fist clutched close to his chest. His head was

small and perfectly formed.

“All babies born by Caesarian section have

perfect heads,” said proud-to-bursting father

Michael Wilding, conceding in the next breath

that his and Elizabeth Taylor’s son’s was espe-

cially beautiful.

The baby’s thatch of jet black hair already

had been coaxed into a soft curl on top of his

head. “More hair than I have,” commented big

Michael a little ruefully, “but less head.”

Small Michael’s ears were tiny shells, molded

delicately, and flat against his head. His tiny

nose turned up scandalously. His eyes were shut

of course, but wide-set and sharply arched.

“Like his mother’s, thank God!” beamed his

father. “And they’re dark blue like Elizabeth’s.

I hope they stay that color.”

To have been invited into the nursery for a

peek at the baby so soon after his arrival was

a rare privilege which was obviously due to the

eager pride of this obviously first-time father

and the lenience of smiling nurse Mary Brice.

PHOTOPLAY had arranged months ago for the

first interview with Michael Wilding after the

baby’s birth. Though the studio had insisted

that no reporters or photographers could see

little Mike, or Liz till she was completely recov-

ered, it had not counted on the fondly posses-

sive pride of both these new parents.

(Continued on page 100)
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Gossips are saying there’s trouble between John and Pati

I

HO LLYWOO
DESTROYI IMUOH
• The other day, on the set of “Posse,” John Derek
was introduced to a visiting family from Nebraska.

The woman shook his hand, and with a faraway

look in her eyes, said, “My, you must lead a won-
derful life!” The man slapped him on the back and

said, “Some gravy train, son! What’s it like when
everything you touch turns to gold?” And their

daughter just looked at him and said, “Gee!”

John himself merely smiled politely. He couldn’t

tell his visitors what he really felt—how he’s been

in a tailspin lately—how, more than once in the

last couple of years, he’s been tempted to pack

his bags, take his family, and head out for some-

where—anywhere—a million miles away from

Hollywood.

For Hollywood, whether by intent or by chance,

has seemed to be giving him a brush-off.

He started out with a bang in “Knock on Any
Door.” But the majority of the pictures he’s worked
in since have been run of the mill. John’s unhappy

about it, and he doesn’t care who knows it. He
says very frankly that he has had too many bad

pictures and not nearly enough money.

And it certainly isn’t for lack of appeal. For

John’s fans refuse to forget him. They keep bom-
barding Photoplay, for instance, with irate letters

asking why they can’t see {Continued on page 97)

His fans keep clamoring for him,

but there is a-mysterious

something that keeps John from getting

that “big chance” he deserves

BY GEORGE ARMSTRONG
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Photograph by Engstead: Betty's in "The Farmer Takes a Wile'

J_^u Barry at the race tracks . . . purple orchids in on earthenware pitcher . . . Brooklyn

Bridge on a starry night . . . Home sweet home in swing time . . . Shalimar perfume and com on

the cob . . . pleated pink chiffon . . . minks and mystery novels . . . whistlebcdt in the nursery
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Photograph by Jones: Ty's latest is "Mississippi Gambler'

flickering in a tapestried room ... a white carnation on a black silk lapel

. . . red wine in a crystal decanter . . . the brooding silence of a tropical night . . .

Shakespeare's sonnets at a Greenwich Village party ... a Spanish grandee in tweeds



led the photographer a merry chase.

Debbie Reynolds may be nearing the ripe

old age of twenty-one, but she's still a

girl who prefers home cooking to diimer at

a night club. Still goes for banana

splits, be-bop, murder mysteries on the

radio and guys who act themselves. As for

love—^well, some day that's going to

happen too. Debbie figures she'll get

married eventually—^when the guy she's

meant for catches up with her! In the

meantime, she isn't looking at every boy

she goes out with as a possible bridegroom.

It cramps his style and spoils the fim.

That's a philosophy that's made Debbie one

of Hollywood's most popular dotes. Not

that some of the fellows wouldn't like to

make it a permanent date. But for Debbie,

there's plenty of time to think about

one guy and one life for two.

Meanwhile, she keeps busy bringing a lot of

laughs to a lot of folks—on screen (her

latest is "I Love Melvin")—and in person

with such jaunts as her recent trip to

Korea. Debbie's mailbag is always full of

letters from boys over there. So she decided

the way to answer them was—faOe to

face! What she delivered was the touch

of home they needed. Keep 'em smiling

—

that's Debbie's motto. With her, it works!



but these pocket-size pinups oi pint-size Debbie Reynolds core more than worth it!



“Home,” say Sue and Alan Ladd and their youngsters, “is

where your heart is.” And they took their hearts along

with them when they went to England to work and live



BY JEANNE SAKOL

• “I always thought that English was the language

I spoke,” said Sue Ladd. “But I’m finding out how
wrong I was. English is Enghsh and American is

American—and it’s amazing how different the two

can be!” She was sitting in front of the fireplace

in the drawing room of Highclere, the Victorian

mansion she and Alan are renting during their stay

in England. “The words may sound the same. But

that doesn’t hold true for the meanings.”

Alan himself was at nearby Shepperton Studios,

filming “Red Beret,” story of Britain’s paratroopers,

and Lonnie and David, their two yotmgsters, were

sightseeing in London with their tutor. Miss Martin.

Sue kept a watchful eye on the clock for her hus-

band’s expected return.

“Alan and I were in England once before—^for a

Royal Command Performance—but only for a few

days and we stayed at a London hotel. This time,

with the children along, we’ve set up regular house-

keeping and I’m learning what it’s like to be a house-

wife and mother under British conditions.

“First day shopping,” Sue reminisced with a smile,

“I really got myself tied in knots. We needed a

hanuner and some nails so we drove into the village

and I asked where the hardware store was. All I

got was a blank look. It took me five minutes to

find out what I wanted was an iron-monger’s!

Sue: words sound the same Lonnie; a day iii London town David: the Queen’s uncle’s name Alan: good-will ambassador

“The vegetable store became the greengrocer’s,

the drug store, the chemist shop, and no ice cream
sodas either.

“It couldn’t be working out better, though,” Sue
said, as she walked from the cosy warmth of the

drawmg-room fire into the draughty corridor so

much a part of English homes. “We decided not to

take a flat—there’s another word, ‘flat’ instead of

apartment—in London because the kids are used to

space. Of course, we miss our home in Holmby
Hills,” she admitted, referring to their exquisite

eleven-room French provincial home located in one

of California’s most beautiful sections. “But we were
really lucky to find a house big enough for aU of

us, and close to Alan’s studio. Also, very impor-

tant—to Americans used to such conveniences—^this

house has a good, modern refrigerator.”

Their British kitchen is old-fashioned and sprawl-

ing; the gleaming refrigerator stands out like a shiny

beacon against the somberness of a coal-buming
stove, wooden sinks and a cold-storage room like

grandma used to have. Beyond is the large, barren

room with desks, chairs and a piano which serves

as a school room for the children. To safeguard

their education. Sue asked Jean Martin, Lonnie’s

former second-grade teacher, to accompany them
abroad. Here, she conducts (Continued on page 84)



He^d date and then disappear. Now Hollywood’s wondering if a dark-eyed

I
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BY RICHARD LEON

RUNAWAY
FROMROMANOE?

• “At last, Bob Taylor has found real romance! Last

night at dinner he had eyes for no one else but his

charming companion, and no one seeing them at

dinner could deny the man’s in love again.”

With variations, the above item has appeared in

almost every columnist’s Hollywood gossip from
time to time during the past year. The only change

in the item has been in the name of Bob’s dinner

companion—first there was Ludmilla Tcherina, then

Linda Darnell, later Coleen Gray, Martha Vickers.

Each new date brought speculations in print. And
recently, with Bob being seen almost exclusively

with beautiful Ursula Thiess, wise heads have nodded
knowingly and said, “This is it. This is for real.”

But the previous hints of romance have not been
for real. Each time the gossips thought Bob was
getting serious he’d up and leave Hollywood, dash-

ing off for a hunting trip to the Northwest, packing

away from civilization for a fishing trip, or flying

to Texas for a vacation jaunt away from those bright

night spots of Hollywood. Each time Bob has given

the appearance of a man running away from ro-

mance. Will the same thing happen to his romance
with Ursula, admittedly the most serious of all?

Certainly there is a real depth of affection and
warmth in the feeling of Bob and Ursula toward
each other. And certainly their marriage would be
an ideal one so far as Hollsrwood’s photographers

are concerned—Bob the handsome hero, tops in pop-

beauty has Boh Taylor anchored

ularity with such current films as “Above and Be-
yond” and “Ivanhoe,” and Ursula, so often spoken of

as the most beautiful woman m Hollywood. But

there are many obstacles—possibly even insur-

mountable ones—standing in the way of a trip to

the altar for Bob and Ursula.

First and foremost, there is the question as to

whether Bob is ready for another marriage. Repeat-

edly he has said that he wants to get married again,

that he is lonely, but that he feels he may be rm-
ready for another try at wedded bliss. And possibly

more than anything else, this is the explanation of

his rimaway disappearances, when he fades from the

Hollywood scene to try to {Continued on page 111)

No one doubts how Bob and Ursula feel about each other
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FASHIONS

FAMOUS
LEGS

IN

NEW SHOES
NEW HOSE

Leslie Caron’s dancing feet step out

in swing-strap, navy calf Jolene san-

dals, $9.95. She wears a navy silk

shantung print by Jonathan Logan,

7-15, under $20. Debway hat. Carol

Deb pearls. Holeproofs nude-foot

hose. Her next film: M-G-M’s “Lili”

Photoplay Star Fashions

continued on page 60 . . .
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There’s color afoot this spring in GRACE WALKER’s exciting

new selection of footwear. Wonderful . . . wearable. And,

GRACE walker’s superb construction assures a snug, smart fit

at heel and instep. At a nearby store or write for nearest dealer’s name.

^Os/c.„

“The New in Shoes’' most styles $7.95 to $9.95

created by FRIEDMAN-SHELBY divisiort • Irtternafional Shoe Company • Saint Louis • World’s Largest Shoemakers



PHOTOPLAY STAR FASHIONS

GUESS i

WHOSE GAMS?
Î

Famous Hollywood legs—snapped under
^

Hollywood tables—^wearing the new in .

shoes and hose! You guess whose gams! .

Hey fans! You know that famous “Come-on-a-my-house”

voice . . . but did you know she had legs? Below, she

suits e-a-s-y personality with new, soft-toe, barrel-wedge

flats by Fortunet, $9.95; tan royal non-run nylons

The glamour gams, above left, you've seen dancing with

both Fred Astaire and Gene Kelly. Alluring in seam-free

blonde royal Microfilm nylons and bright red-pepper,

bow-tie kid sandals by Accent, $10.95, ideal for spring

Lovely leg-acy, left, belong to a doll whose name rhymes

with Janette. Broadway's loss is Hollywood’s gain! These

gams are decked in sheerest, nude-foot nylons and bare-

look, two-tone blue strippling sandals by Connie, $7.95

Her beauty shone in “Stars and Stripes Forever.”

Her lovely young legs wear bare, brilliant, black

patent, two-band sandals (Grace Walker, $8.95)—set

off by plush royal “beauty-line” dark seam nylons

All stockings: Holeproof proportioned nylons



You can’t miss the gams of the Miller’s

daughter, a dancing great—and she’s

great in at-home, gold-embroidered

raffia wedge sandals. Town & Country,

$10.95. Self-supporting, knee-high hose

GIVE VP?
Turn the page
for answers

BLY PHOTOPLAY

STAR FASHIONS

IN STORES LISTED

ON PAGE 83

DON'T DESPAIR! YOU TOO CAN HAVE

THE NEW "OUTER-LOOK" WITH THE NEW

Inflation BrabyFORMFIT

The new “Outer-Look” demands the loveliness of a

high, full bustline. Confidence-inspiring, the way
Formfit’s Inflation Bra lends just the degree of subtle

“build up” you need . .
.
gives you the natural, rounded

“Under-Look” you want . . . without risk of slipping

or embarrassment! Defies detection— light, comfortable,

washable. Choose your Inflation Bra from a range

of glamorous styles and fabrics. At your favorite store!
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PHOTOPLAY STAR FASHIONS

THE GALS WHO OWN THOSE

EAMOUS GAMS

Did you guess ’em? Each of these pix matches a pair of legs on

pages 60-61. Here, leg-lovelies show clothes they chose for their

new spring shoes . . . proof that long-stemmed American beauties

start fashion “from the feet up!” Give your gams box-office (and

man!) appeal with the fashion-and-beauty secrets of the stars.

Photoplay’s free, exclusive booklet will help you get leg allure!

Rosemary Clooney, of “The Stars Are

Singing” wears soft shoes, washable

orlon Premier sweater, under $8. Pleated

orlon worsted skirt, Dunkirk, under $13,

10-18. Glentex green, white stripe scarf

Below:- Nanette (it rhymes with Jan-

ette!) Fabray, who is in “Bandwagon”

matches her sweet shoes with sweet

taffeta print dress. Henry Rosenfeld,

under $18, 10-18. Coro gold jewelry

Ann Miller {“Bandwagon” again!) in repose, proves that she is

not always dancing! Famous gams are tres chic in black tapered

pants—very sophisticated with at-home shoes, and green and

black striped jacket. Corduroy outfit, 10-16, Dorian, under $23

FREE BOOKLET!
“HOW TO HAVE BEAUTIFUL LEGS AND FEET’—the Five Steps

of Hollywood Stars! by Jessica Bradt, Photoplay Fashion Editor.

Send your name and address to: Dept, P. A. Holeproof Hosiery Co.,

Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin



Debra Paget, beautiful 20th doll, accents bare-look

patent shoes with exciting bare-look separates by

Nelly deGrab. Lacy wool, tank-top sweater, under $8,

10-16; full, green cotton skirt, patent-leather print,

10-16, under $15. Lyric bag. Carol Deb jewelry

All photos by Christa

Vera-Ellen is in “Call Me Madam.” Red shoes, terrific

legs spice spring outfit; navy faille suit-dress and

bolero, trimmed to match red, white striped dress top.

Colleen Originals, 10-18, under $30. Debway hat. Wear

Right matching striped gloves. Park Lane leather bag

THE LUXURY BAG
KEYED
TO THE
TAILORED
FASHION

THE MEEKER COMPANY, JOPLIN, MO.

New York; 347 Fifth Ave.

... of genuine brown

steerhide with

hondtooled design

and hand lacing.

Adjustable shoulder

strap. Some bags in

smoath, saddle-

finished leather. . . .

Various Prices, at

Dealers Everywhere.
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JEAT^TVIE

What with a husband, four children and a full-time

career, you’d think that Jeanne Crain would be occu-

pied enough, without worrying about a spare-time

hobby. But she has one. Not only is she dead serious

about her career as an actress—she’s considered one of

Hollywood’s top amateur artists. Whenever she wants

a change—as she did, for instance, after a day’s shoot-

ing on the Twentieth lot for her latest, “Fight Story,”

—she climbs the leafy path to her hilltop studio, and

settles down peacefully with the only love that matters

in her life besides her family and her acting—her art



T WENTY-YEAR-OLD Alice Kelley recently made a

sage remark: “Hollywood is a bewildering place,”

said she. “You can beat your brains out for years trying

to get a screen test, and then one night, you’re having a

nice quiet dinner in a restaurant, and suddenly you’re

a movie star.”

For six years—she started modeling when she was
twelve—Alice’s agent tried to get her into pictures. He
couldn’t even get her pa§t the studio gate. With her bags

packed, ready to try ber luck in New York, Alice was
having a farewell dinner with some friends at Chasen’s.

And that’s when it happened. A scout from U-I walked

in, and next day Alice unpacked her bags and started a

long-term contract.

She had a small part in “The Son of Ali Baba.” But

her best, to date, is in “Against All Flags,” in wbicb sbe

plays an East Indian girl who puckers up her lips to

Errol Flynn all through the picture. Alice liked the part.

And so, no doubt, did Errol.

Alice’s family moved to Southern California in 1934,

settled in Burbank, in the shadow of the mighty Warner
Brothers’ studios, which wouldn’t even give big-brown-

eyed Alice the time of day. She graduated from John

Burroughs High, took leading parts in school plays, and

in 1948, won a Jimior Miss America contest. Sundays,

she taught a children’s Bible .class. Weekdays, after

school, she modeled.

The youngest of five children, she lives with her fam-

ily, helps with the housework, goes with a young crowd

who have no picture connections.

She likes to garden, to- paint in water colors, go to the

movies, read and ride horseback—something she learned

recently in the improvement courses offered young play-

ers at U-I. She likes the beach, but water frightens her.

The minute she knows her feet won’t touch bottom, she

panics. Nice work for the lifeguards!

ALICE
KELLEY

Birthplace: Springfield, Missouri

Birthdate: May 14, 1932.

Height: 5 feet 5% inches

W'eight: 116 pounds

Eyes: Brown

Hair: Brown



WHO’S HEHE
BY LIZA WILSON

T all, dark, English-born Michael Rennie was twenty-

six years old before he finally got around to being an
actor. When Michael finished college, he went to work
in his father’s mill sorting wool. Four years later, he was
manager of the spinning shed, and bored to tears. Some-
where along the way, he had caught the acting bug.

Michael’s Uncle Fred, the manager of the biggest rope-

making combine in the world, knew a lot of theatre

owners. “Couldn’t you use your influence?” Michael

asked him. “I want to be an actor.” All Uncle Fred did

was offer his nephew a job in the rope company. Michael

promptly turned it down and had a go at selling auto-

mobiles. But when he hadn’t sold a single one at the

end of a year, he swallowed his pride and took a job

sweeping floors in his uncle’s factory. Soon, he was man-
ager of a branch factory on his own.

But one day he got up from his desk, put on his

hat, and took a train to London. He was through with

ropes. He haunted the casting offices, and got some small

movie roles. Just as he was really getting rolling, the

war started. Michael enlisted in the RAF. After flight

training in England, he was sent to Macon, Georgia, for

additional training. But by the time he got his wings, he

was too old to pilot, and was kept on as an instructor.

Following his demobilization, he played in innumer-

able British films. When Twentieth decided to make “The
Black Rose” in Europe with Ty Power, Michael was
signed as the English king. He and Ty became chums,

and thanks to Ty’s urging, Darryl Zanuck brought Mich-

ael to Hollywood for “The 13th Letter.” Followed a

long-term contract. He recently finished “Sailor of the

King” and goes next into “The Robe.”

In 1946, Michael married Margaret McGrath, a mu-
sical comedy actress. They now divide their time between

London and Hollywood. Michael likes to tinker with

autos; still cdn’t understand why he couldn’t sell one.

MICHAEL

RENNIE

Birthplace: Bradford, Yorkshire, England

Birthdate: August 25, 1912

Height: 6 feet 4 inches

IFeight: 182 pounds

Hair: Dark brown

Eyes: Blue
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Though Olivia de Havilland tvon*t admit that there’s room for romance in

her life now, her heart won’t allow Livvy to resist its call for long

• Wherever there’s beauty like Olivia de

Havilland’s, romance can’t remain long dead.

Although Livvy claims that she has turned

her back on love, and the only thing that

truly matters to her is her young son, Ben,

her own warm nature—her love of life

—

puts the denial to the statement she made
when I interviewed her recently:

“Romance? No, there is no romance in my
life. And I don’t expect that there will be

any for a long time to come. I don’t think it’s

very becoming to throw your heart about

casually, to go out too much after a divorce.

I don’t think it’s right and I’m not going to

do it. Besides, one needs time—time spent

alone—to readjust to single life.

“I think it’s unnatural, however, not to

have some kind of social life, and I have

devised a wonderfxil system for going to

parties. Here’s how: I find out from the invi-

tation list what married couple is going that

I know, and if they live nearby, I ask the

hostess if she’d call and ask them to take me
along with them.” (Continued on page 98)

i
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asks Leslie Caron

A PRODUCT OF
BURLINGTON MILLS,

WORLD’S LARGEST
PRODUCER OF

FASHION FABRICS

13IJR,- MIL

Cameo
stoc:!k:i]V(^s

ijDotudeA. ^i/yvi6-^

Styles from $1.25 to $1.95

• "The movie camera proves that shiny

stockings often make legs look unshapely,”

says Leslie Caron. "That’s why, in

Hollywood, we insist on misty-dull nylons

—to keep us Leg-O-Genic at all times.”

• On the screen and off, M-G-M stars,

like Leslie Caron, wear Bur-Mil Cameo

nylons with exclusive Face Powder Finish.

For Cameo’s Face Powder Finish assures

their legs of the permanently soft, misty

dullness that glamour demands.

And Sheer 60 Gauge Bur-Mil

Cameo nylons give up to 40%
longer wear by actual test, too!

Hollywood stars

always wear Bur-Mil

Cameo nylons.

And here's why.
" When our stockings

pick up reflections

from Kleig lights—our

legs frequently look

unshapely, and that's

fatal," says Miss Caron,

star of M-G-M'

s

Lili

if

I

p
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PHOTOPLAY STAR PATTERN

COTTON
TO

SPRING
Sew-Easy to Make!

Janie powell has an adorable new dress,

designed for her by Helen Rose for her

new M-G-M movie, “Small Town Girl.”

Doesn’t she look appealing in it? Photo-

play liked it as much as Janie, and copied

it exactly, in our “sew-easy” star pattern,

so you can look just like Janie! Make it

in c-o-o-1 batiste like hers, or in one of the

other new cottons so plentiful now. For

size 14, only five yards of 35-inch fabric.

PATTERN
NO. 16

PHOTOPLAY STAR PATTERNS
Box 229, Madison Square Station, New York 10, New York

Enclosed find fifty cents (50c) for which please send me Jane

Powell pattern No. 16, in size (sizes 10 to 20)
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Note: For speedy delivery, enclose five cents

extra to cover cost of special handling.



says:

RHONDA FLEMING
co-starring in

“PONY EXPRESS”
A Paramount Picture

Color by Technicolor

the jewelry

every smart

wants most .

woman

Dramatic top fashions — highlighting the

iridescence of these glowing cultured

pearls from the ocean’s depths. Beautifully

matched, hand-knotted necklaces, striking

earrings, bracelets and charms — all

Iwith that famous Deltah look-of-luxury

!

Earrings, Charms and Bracelets created in 1/20-12K gold-filled

Bracelet, $22.50

Cultured pearl necklace, $37.50

Circle earrings, $19.50

cultivated

Drop earrings, $18.50*

Teapot charm, $21.50
Perfume bottle charm, $16.50

FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
( All prices include Federal tax)

AT BETTER JEWELERS

eliah
CULTURED PEARLS

“My favorite jewelry...

p
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TV lost Tom Drake to Hollywoodand Arlene Dahl in “Sangaree”

Ann Sothern's blonde luster will be a welcome sight on screen

EACH YEAR, HolIywood introduces a bevy of newcomers
to American movie fans. But this year may become
notable for the many familiar names and faces to re-

appear on neighborhood screens. In the forties, Broad-

way-trained Tom Drake had the bobby-soxers begging
for him after his first picture. His studio obliged and
cast him in hit after hit. Then, a few years ago, Tom
dropped out of sight. But Tom Drake is back at work
now in Paramount’s “Sangaree.”

Ann Sothern, on leave from filmdom, has been scam-

pering through some Broadway and road-tour plays and
devoting much time to her seven-year-old Patricia Ann,

fondly called Tish. Soon Warners will release “Blue

Gardenia” in which Ann co-stars with Anne Baxter.

Lew Ayres is a particularly elusive star in the Holly-

wood sky. His overwhelming artistic success many years

ago in “All Quiet on the Western Front” by no means
left him reconciled to acting. Lew had other dreams,

one of which was directing. After “Johnny Belinda,”

Lew took his umpteenth sabbatical from work—and

the social whirl. One could only suppose that he spent

his time in quiet contentment in his home on a mountain

top, where, being an astronomer of sorts, he studies

other stars. Now Lew is down from the hills, filming

“No Escape.” Welcome back, one and all.

Pursuit of dreams kept Lew Ayres out of films time and again
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which of these skin problems spoils your appearance?

Rough, flaky skin: “I use
Noxzema twice a day,” says
Cindi Wood of Springfield, Pa.
“It helps my rough skin look
smoother, softer.”

Blemishes* :“Noxzema helped
heal my minor blemishes* fast!”
says Skye Patrick of New Or-
leans, La. “My skin looks so
much softer and smoother.”

Dry skin: “‘Cream-washing’
with Noxzema refreshes my dry
skin and helps it look much
fresher and smoother!” says
Marjorie Weir, Huntington, L.I.

How you, too, can

Look lovelier inlOdaysSTb^t^'
Famous doctor’s new beauty care

helps skin look fresher, lovelier

—and helps you keep it that way!

If you aren’t entirely satisfied with your

complexion — here’s the biggest beauty

news in years! A famous skin doctor has

developed a new wonderfully effective

home beauty routine. It helps your com-

plexion look fresher, lovelier and helps

you keep it that way!

Different! This new sensible beauty

care owes its amazing effectiveness to the

unique qualities of Noxzema. This fa-

mous medicated beauty cream combines

softening, soothing, healing and cleansing

ingredients. It’s greaseless, too— actually

washes off in water— and helps the looks

of your skin while it cleans off make-up

and dirt.

Quick ! Easy ! Women all over America

are thrilled with this sensible, inexpensive

skin care. Their letters praise Noxzema’s

quick help for rough, dry skin and exter-

nally-caused blemishes. Wouldn’t you like

to help your problem skin look fresher,

smoother, lovelier? Then tonight, try this:

1. Cleanse thoroughly by ‘cream-

washing’ with Noxzema and water.

Smooth Noxzema over face and neck.

Wring out a cloth in warm water and
wash your face as if using soap. See

how make-up and dirt disappear! How
fresh your skin looks r

after ‘cream-v/ashing’l

No dry, drawn feeling!

2. Night cream. Smooth
on Noxzema so its sof-

tening, soothing ingredi-

ents can help skin look

smoother, fresher, love-

lier. (Always pat a bit

extra overany blemishes*

to help heal them—fast!)

The film of oil-and-

moisture Noxzema pro-

vides is especially bene-

ficial to rough, dry.
sensitive skin. Even in extreme cases, where
the dried-out, curled-up cells of dead skin give

an unattractive grayish look, you will see a big

improvement as you go on faithfully using

Noxzema. It’s greaseless! No smeary face!

3. Make-up hase. In the morning, ‘cream-

wash’; apply Noxzema as a powder-base.

No matter how many other creams you
have used, try Noxzema. This greaseless

beauty cream is a medicated formula;

that’s one secret of its amazing ef-

fectiveness. That’s why it hashelped

so many women with discouraging

skin problems — in actual clinical

tests, it helped 4 out of 5 women.

It works or money back

!

Try Noxzema for 10 days. If not

delighted, return jar to Noxzema,
Baltimore. Your money back!

*extert>alhj-cavsed

I hek lovelier offisr!

40*NOXZEMA
for
only

Limited time only!
At drug or cosmetic counters



readers inc...
Address letters to Readers Inc., photoplay, 205 East 42nd Street, New York 17, New York,
Much as we would like to, we cannot promise to publish, return or reply to all letters

SOAP BOX:

My curiosity is piqued by Lou Sullivan, of

Lexington, Kentucky, who wrote Readers, Inc.

“What is this thing called Zsa Zsa Gabor? She
certainly can’t act, isn’t beautiful (as some
people say) and can’t even talk plain.”

I shall answer this candid Kentuckian who
wields the critical bludgeon as determinedly as

Daniel Boone swung bis axe.

“This thing called Zsa Zsa Gabor” is a

woman wbo strongly suspects that Lou Sulli-

van is deeply disturbed by the female of the

species and, unwilling to admit it or accept

it, lashes out with male bluster to convince
himself and others that he is a man.
Lou, darling, don’t fight women! It’s no

sign of masculine weakness to be preoccu-

pied with them. They're really delightful crea-

tures. You give yourself away, but utterly,

when you feel impelled to beat them down
with ungallant repudiation. A man who’s well

adjusted to the opposite sex would never ex-

pose himself and his weakness as you have.

As for not being beautiful, not being able to

act, or “even talk plain,” I am defenselessly

intrigued. At least I’m glad that despite my
limitations in English I was able to put over a
message to you.

I hope someday to meet Lou Sullivan. There’s

a chance that I can talk him out of the blind-

ing shame that he’s suffering at the moment
about his attraction to women.

Sincerely,

Zsa Zsa Gabor

. . . Betty Hutton is one of the most popu-
lar movie stars among us boys in the service.

We write her letters and she answers us with
a large picture, and that is what we like, es-

pecially while we are over here in Korea . . .

We are always glad to hear her and see her
on the stage. We just love Betty.

Cpl. Charles Phillips
c/o FPO, San Francisco, California

All mail can be addressed to: Battalion Li-

brary, 192nd Ordnance Battalion, c/o Post-

master, San Francisco, California. Tbank you.
Pfc. James Popefko, Librarian . .

.”

Mrs. F. Simmons
Goldsboro, North Carolina

I’m sick and tired of seeing Scott Brady be
a smart aleck, or be on the wrong side of the
law in films. I’ve seen the handsome fellow’s

movies and every one was terrible because of

the role he was given. Why can’t he be the
innocent boy-next-door in his next movie?
Team him up with some beautiful young star

like Debra Paget or Helena Carter and it’ll

be a hit . . . Carol Cowan
Tryon, North Carolina

... In Readers, Inc. ... a Marietta Simons
. . . voiced her disapproval of photographs
taken of stars in low-cut, strapless gowns. Also
one of Marilyn Monroe in a bathing suit . . .

I wish to disagree with her. All over the

country, girls wear that type gown, and as for

the bathing suit on Marilyn, she will see far

more revealing suits . . . any day, down at the

beach . . .

Mrs. Fred Ritchie
Mt. Pleasant, North Carolina

I would like to write a few lines in behalf of

young Bob Wagner and Miss Barbara Stan-'

wyck. Some items have been in print about
Bob dating Miss Stanwyck and, in my opin-

ion, these remarks have carried an insinuating

note which is an insult to the intelligence andj,
integrity of both these fine people. Why’

J
haven’t these items also included information*
that Bob and Miss Stanwyck have been en-

gaged in the making of a film at 20th Century-

Fox? Under the circumstances, isn’t it quite

understandable that they should become friends |i

without necessarily involving romance? There
are a number of years difference in the ages -

of these two stars and I’m sure they’re both i

well aware of it—surely this doesn’t prohibit
^

them from forming a friendship of value to jt

both of them. I think their friendship is a’ »|

wonderful thing to see and it should be treated

properly and with fairness to both.

Thomas F. Murphy ^
Boston, Massachusetts/.

I read an article recently about John Wayne,^
and he says he “can’t act.” But by gosh he does'Ji

a mighty fine job of trying.

Peggy Smith erS"
Seaside, Calif,

* V
Speak for yourself, John

f̂t-

%

The GI’s love Betty

... in the February issue of photoplay . . .

Mary Barbarena of San Francisco, who had
been collecting movie magazines, wanted to

send some to the boys in Korea and didn’t know
how to send them . . . Here is a letter I read:
“We are endeavoring to correct the lack of

p
reading material for the men here in Korea.
We welcome reading matter of any type . . .

It is the policy of this library to distribute it

to forward units of the armed forces . .

74

I have read photoplay for years. It is the

only magazine which, to my notion, records
the true Hollywood . . . the letter by Marietta
Simons in tbe January issue made me angry.

She says, “I feel I must voice my disapproval

of the disgustingly revealing photographs.” As
long as Hollywood stars continue to wear low-

cut gowns and revealing bathing suits, it will

be photoplay’s job to print these photos. AR
low me to remind Miss Simons that a movie
magazine records fact—does not sort out what
it necessarily approves or disapproves of. That
would be bringing readers only half the truth.

Warren Luster
Pomona, California

We read your article in the latest photoplay,
“Is Hollywood Carrying Sex Too Far?” Yes,

we think it is, very much so. June Allyson,

Jeanne Crain and Esther Williams are losing

their sweet freshness by going “sexy.” Who
will play the nice parts in movies if these ex-

nice people go “sexy”? Why don’t these stars

act their real selves, like Jane Powell, Pier

Angeli and Doris Day?
Phyllis Durnon
Ossian, Iowa

In Edith Gywnn’s column in February PHO-i
TOPLAY . . . you said, “Robert Taylor was spied 8
buying a gorgeous chiffon and lace negligee^
with nightie to match—and ordering it mono-»
gramed with merely an M. That doesn’t stand®
for Barbara (Stanwyck) or Ursula (Thiess)—E
so . . Well, isn’t Bob’s pet name for Bar-*
bara Stanwyck “Missy” . . . and doesn’t it be-e
gin with “M”?

Mrs. Florence E. Foster
Dorchester, Massachusetts

CASTING:

. . . After having read that great novel, “The
Caine Mutiny,” I feel that a wise choice for^

the role of Captain Queeg would be Charlton

Heston ... f

Ann Reppert . J

Glenside, Pennsylvania

Jane Powell as Laurey and Howard Keel as

Curley could certainly make “Oklahoma” won-

derful ...
Barbara Beazley
Calgary, Alberta, Canadt

{Continued on page 78) .3



IT

PAYS

TO BE

A

‘"In my business you have to be fast. I'm not a movie star

or a bigb-fashion camera model with a make-up man

and an hour to fix my hair before every appearance. I’m

a Seventh Avenue dress model, always changing clothes,

always in a rush. But each time I appear, I must be as

calm as a ducliess, groomed to perfection.

"With my hair, that was a problem! It not only looked

like straw, it acted like straw in the wind.

“Then, flash!—came news of Formula 9 and the 1

Minute Miracle! One minute is all I ever have, so I

tried it. And the miracle happened! In 60 seconds my
hair became soft, silky, instantly manageable with more

natural curl than I had ever had in my life! Now after

a fast change, a mere flick of the comb and it’s as smooth

as an ad in Harper’s Bazaar.

“Do men notice the difference? Notice it? They love

Formula 9 -for the well-groomed look it gives them!”

Ladies, if you too have a hair problem

—

whether it’s dry hair, cracked and split-

ting ends, hair breaking off. dandruff or

dull looking unmanageable hair—you’ll

find there is only one thing that can

make your hair healthier-looking, more
beautiful and instantly manageable, and

that is lanolin.

For unlike vegetable and mineral oils

which merely cling to the hair surface

and do no good at all, lanolin is actually

absorbed by the hair and penetrates the

scalp. Lanolin is a natural organic oil

that comes from hair—the hair of a

sheep. It is nature’s hair conditioner.

And only Charles Antell in famous

Formula 9 has mastered the secret of

refining and compounding lanolin so it is

absorbed in sufficient quantity to make
your hair lustrous, youthful looking,

shimmering with highlights, instantly

manageable—yet vanishes as you apply

it. It’s marvelous what it does!

That’s why we say to you now, try

Formula 9. Get it at any drug or cos-

metic cotinter. We guarantee you’ll have

healthier-looking, more beautiful hair or

it costs you nothing.

Famous lanolin FORMULA 9 and SHAMPOO
Formula 9—89^ and larger sizes, plus tax. Shampoo— 59^ and

larger sizes. Supervalue combinations of Formula 9 and Shampoo
—SI. 35, S2 and S3 plus tax. Formula 9 also in liquid cream form
for those who prefer it—98^ plus tax. (Slightly higher in Canada.)

© 1953, Charles Antell, Inc.
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Jb had been working on “The Desert

Song” exactly three days, and I had done
nothing more than pre-record some of the

song numbers, when I picked up a Holly- I

wood paper one morning and read that I

Kathryn Grayson and I were “feuding on
the set.” '

I blew my stack.

The simple truth of the matter was that,

up until that very instant, I hadn’t ex-

changed more than forty words with Kath-

ryn and those words had been both formal

and pleasant.

I don’t know who starts these crazy

rumors. My wife, Sheila, and I had met
Kathryn at a party. As is usual at gather-

ings where most of the guests earn their

living in the entertainment field, everyone

began to contribute something to the eve-

ning’s fun.

When Kathryn was asked to sing, she

arose without any of the usual “Oh, really

not tonight” routine, and took her place

within the curve of the grand piano. She

sang “One Fine Day” from “Madame But- |

terfly” and she sang the “Habanera” from

“Carmen.” She brought down the house.
1

I had seen her in pictures and I had
assumed that hers was a light, fragile

voice of sweetness, flexibility, and true

pitch. I discovered that her voice is a II

powerful instrument, equal in every re- 1

spect to many of the celebrated grand

opera voices. I was impressed.

When Warner Brothers notified me that

I was to make “The Desert Song,” I asked

if Kathryn Grayson could be borrowed

from M-G-M. I went so far as to say that

I didn’t see how the picture could be made
at all unless a girl having both Kathryn’s

beauty and great voice could be cast as

the heroine. Does that sound like stage

setting for a feud?

The day I’d learned that Kathryn had ,

been loaned to the studio, I had telephoned
I

Listen^ Kate • • •

They say you^re a terror on the set—always fiyhtiny with your

p
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BY GORDON MacRAE

Sheila and yelled in triumph, “How about
that for good news?”

So after I had read our sour publicity, I

rushed to the recording studio and told

Kathryn, “I want you to know that I had
nothing to do with that silly story.”

She lifted her shoulders in a relieved
sigh and then began to smile. “And I

want you to know that I had nothing to do
with it either. I’m glad to get that straight-

ened out. Now let’s forget it.”

How’s that for sportsmanship?
During the ensuing eleven weeks of

“The Desert Song” shooting, I learned
many other facts about Katbryn. For in-

stance, she is one of the most efficient girls

in Hollywood. She never wastes a minute.
I interrupted her in the midst of making a
list one afternoon and discovered that she
was planning menus for her household for

the following week. Not only that, she was
making out* a grocery list at the same time.
She keeps track of such things as having

the house painted (after securing bids and
placing the contract with the most satis-

factory bidder), having the trees on her
grounds pruned and otherwise cared for,

maintaining records of dental visits for the
members of the family, buying birthday
gifts for something like twenty-two rela-
tives, and in general serving as major do-
mo of a home while simultaneously turn-
ing in fine performances as actress-singer.

She made me feel like a lazy lug.

Keeping track of a career and maintain-
ing a full personal life at the same time
would be occupation enough for anyone,
but Kathryn still finds time to do things
for other people. Without fuss, without
letting anyone on the set become aware
that she was making a series of telephone
calls, Kathryn managed to spring a sur-
prise party on the cast and crew during
the late afternoon of her last day on the
picture. You’ve never seen such a feast!

leading men. Now W

In the midst of all the excitement, Kath-
ryn disappeared. She had waited until the
parly was well launched, then slipped
away, leaving her guests to enjoy them-
selves while she went home to have dinner
with her little girl. Kathryn is a devoted
mother. You can read her love in her
facial and tonal expressions when she talks
about Patty Kate. You can sense it when
she discusses the weekend plans she has
made for the youngster’s pleasure.

A friend of Kathryn’s told me that when
Katbryn and Johnny Johnston were play-
ing The Palladium in London. Kathryn
broke out in a rash and concluded that she
had picked up some bug. Johnny called a
series of doctors, none of whom seemed to

be able to effect a cure. Finally someone
suggested an elderly physician who had
been successful in treating skin disorders.

So he was called. He studied the rash,
then settled himself in a chair opposite
the patient and encouraged her to talk.

After several minutes he began to smile.
In a Killarney brogue he told her, “You
are pining for that baby of yours. You are
worried because she is wearing a cast on
that dislocated hip, and you yearn to be at

home with her. Your rash is caused by
your emotional state. Stop fretting and
you’ll be all right.”

The moment Kathryn headed home, the
rash disappeared.

I’d like to point out, too, that Kathryn
also has a pixie sense of humor. The best
way I can explain it is to tell a story.

Both of us were invited to the same benefit,

and both of us agreed to sing. Although
show people are always happy to be of
assistance, sometimes these benefits drag
on and on.

In the wings, Kathryn and I were kid-
ding about the fact that it was almost
midnight and neither of us had been called
upon. I was groaning because I had an

s my turn to talk

early morning call and I was telling her
how lucky she was to have the day off.

“Day off!” she hissed. “I want you to

know that 1 plan to do two weeks’ work
tomorrow.” Whispering furiously she be-

gan to enumerate her crowded program,
step by step.

“Yeah. yeah. That’s what you’re saying
now, I whispered back. “But tomorrow
morning you’ll turn off that old alarm, roll

over and pound the pillow until noon. I

know how it goes with you glamour gals.”

She gave me a funny little look that
said. “Bub, you’ve gone too far. Now
comes the business,” and hurried away to

the program director.

Opening those great brown eyes and
tipping up that persuasive nose, Miss
Grayson pleaded that she had to report
for work at six the next morning, and
couldn't she please do her bit now?
Who could resist? Miss Grayson sang

and then went sailing past me, her pretty
pan elevated in impish triumph. I didn’t
sing until 1 :00 a.m. The next time we both
appear at the same benefit, I’m going
to appoint her my program agent.

Everybody has a fault or two. And in

order to keep this report on Kathryn from
seeming saltless, I might as well mention
her outstanding weakness.

She is a perfectionist. She worries. She
wants to be a better singer day by day.
Furthermore, she considers herself an ac-

tress in need of improvement. She studies.

She rehear.ses. She says. “I think I could
improve it by repeating once more.”

I think I should write a note to her.

Matter of fact, I will. And here it is; “Kid,
you’re great. You’ve got everything: beau-
ty, brains, character, and a God-given
voice. You can afford to relax and enjoy
life. And you can afford to ignore any talk
of feudin’ and fightin’ with your leading
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Shadow Wave
HOME PERMANENT

WITH

One Application

Takes Beautifully

...Neutralizes Itself!

I

{Continued from page 74)
I think the movie “The Sheik” should be

made with Stewart Granger as the Sheik and
Piper Laurie as leading lady. I think it would
make a smashing hit.

Debbie Sanders
Baltimore, Maryland

I’d like to nominate Jeff Chandler for “The
Sheik.” What good is it to cast someone who

1
1

resembles Valentino if the power and tempera-
ment are lacking? Jeff seems plausible in

roles that would make other actors appear ri-

diculous ...
'

Evelyn Zagami
San Diego, California I

A soft, natural-looking wave the new easy way!

p

SIMPLE

SAFE .

.

. . because you need only one application
Just roll curls on any plastic curlers or Shadow Wave’s
new French style. Apply lotion, let dry and brush into a

soft, lasting wave . . . that’s all!

because of unique patented lotion
Kinder to yotir hair, needs no
repeated soakings. "rhe only

home permanent that neutralizes itself so completely.

SURE because there’s no guess-work
Waving stops automatically, there’s no timing
problem. That’s why it’s guaranteed to take.

Shadow Wave
HOME PERMANENT

Why don’t they make a vocal team of Eddie
Fisher and Debbie Reynolds . . .? They’re both
tops on my list, and young and popular. I

think the team of Reynolds and Fisher would
be a great success!

Marjorie McMaster
Tyler, Texas

I think it would be wonderful if Richard
Allan could dance with Vera-Ellen or Virginia

Mayo in a musical picture, in Technicolor.

Jo Ann Kuwabora
Lodi, California

I would like to see the movie, “Seventh
Heaven,” remade in Technicolor with two great

stars, Lana Turner and Dennis Morgan. I

saw it when Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell

played in it, and it was one of the greatest

shows I have ever seen in my lifetime.

Mrs. Sam Roti
Sioux Falls, South Dakota

When 1 saw this photo of Elaine Stewart in

January photoplay, I immediately thought of

Susan Hayward. Wouldn’t these two girls be

perfect in sister roles?

Judy Abele
Portland, Oregon

Susan and Elaine: Lookalikes?

QUESTION BOX:
:jj

In your August issue of photoplay you

stated that Esther Williams was the star of

“One Piece Bathing Suit.” In your October

issue you stated that she was the star of “Mil-]

lion Dollar Mermaid.” Were these two the

same picture under both titles?

Ruth Bahner
Sedalia, Missouri

Yes, the title of the picture was changed

from “One Piece Bathing Suit” to “Million

Dollar Mermaid,”—Ed.
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I’m writing you about perhaps the most

talked about movie star since I was born six-

teen years ago—Marilyn Monroe. I have two
questions. Why does her publicity call her

the woman women hate? I honestly think she

is the best, looking star in Hollywood, but cer-

tainly hasn’t made herself obnoxious enough
to cause all women to hate her. Why is it that

in all her publicity something isn’t said about

her fine acting? In "Don’t Bother to Knock.’’

she certainly showed herself up to be one of

the top actresses . . . give her credit for this,

as well as for her looks.

Betty Joyce Nunn
Williamsburg, Virginia

Is Robert Arthur, who produced “The Story

of Will Rogers,’’ an actor also?

Manuel Santa Cruz
Key West, Florida

No. they are two different people. The actor

ihe's currently in “The System’’) changed his

name legally to Bob Arthur.—Ed.

1 have just seen “Snows of Kilimanjaro.”
Some of us who saw it say that Ava Gardner
and Gregory Peck were not married, and some
say they were. Who is right?

Katie Lou Rodgers
Beardstown, Illinois

\ our guess is as good as ours! The picture
never really makes it clear.—Ed.

I have just seen the three-dimensional pic-

ture, "Bwana Devil," and although it was ad-
vertised as being the first picture of its kind,
wasn’t there a three-dimensional short feature
out a number of years ago?

Loraine Banos
Detroit, Michigan

I es. several experimental shorts had been
made years ago.—Ed.

Would you please . . . tell me what new
movies Donald O’Connor will be in and what
movies he has already been in? Also . . .

what is Vera-Ellen's real name?
Sherry Pace
Palo Alto, California

Donald. O’Connor will soon be seen in “/

Love Melvin’’ to be followed by “Call Me
Madam.’’ In 1952 he was in “Francis Goes
to West Point” and “Singin’ in the Rain.” Vera-
Ellen’s real name is Vera-Ellen Rohe.—Ed.

... I would like to kpow who played Chaun-
cey, the young policeman in “Stop, You’re
Killing Me!”

Peggy James
Greenwood, South Carolina

Thau was newcomer Bill Hayes. A popu-
ar singing star, he makes his motion picture
iebut in this movie.—Ed.

{Continued on next page)

Vivacious Jane Foster of

Maplewood, New Jersey

to David Byron Miller of

New York City. They’ll

have a June wedding

—to remember always!

So tiny—just over five

feet to David’s full six!—
blonde, with a complex-

ion that’s petal-smooth.

'T love the way Pond’s
Cold Cream makes my
skin feel so silky . . . look

so much clearer. It really

cleanses!” Jane says.

'T’m never going to be

without Pond’s.”

Jane Marguerite Foster

Her ring— a large

brilliant-cut diamond

Ive found how io make a wonderful

change in my shin

Did you ever get discouraged with

your skin? I never realized how much
clearer, how much, much smoother my
skin could look—until I began using

Pond’s Cold Cream,” Jane says.

If your skin looks harsh . . . has that

hateful "muddy” look—see how daily

Pond’s Creamings can help your skin.

Skin-helping ingredients in Pond’s

work together as a team—in inter-

action. And as you swdrl on Pond’s

you help both sides of your skin.

Outside—dirt and old make-up are

cleansed from pore-openings

—

immac-
ulately. At the same time, your skin is

given smoothing oil and moisture it

needs. Inside—circulation is stimulated.

Lise Pond’s Cold Cream as Jane does.

The difference in your skin will delight

you, as you see it take on a new
smoothness, a new freshness!

Get a large jar of Pond’s Cold Cream.
Use it tonight—and see a fascinating,

immediate change come over your face.

Soft-cleanse by swirling

satin-smooth Pond’s Cold
Cream up over face and
throat. Tissue off

—

well.

Soft-rinse with more skin-

helping Pond’s. Now
tissue off lightly. Your face

is immaculate, glowing.

P
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To learn “the truth’’ about your pals—
I I Let them tell it with costumes

I I Study palmistry

Who’d guess that timid Theresa secretly

longs to be a Mata Hari? And Bill (The

Shoulders) hankers to whip up the world’s

best souffle? Give a "secret ambition”
party! You’ll get a line on your gang—
with their togs representing the life they’d

really like! As for you, you’re safe from
revealing lines (that certain kind)— with

Kotex. Just trust those special, flat pressed

ends. And you get double protection— entra.

absorbency plus that safety center.

While dancing, which policy’s best?

n Cool chatter Q Wait for the tone signal

Should you be a conversational ball of fire?

Chances are, he’ll prefer good footwork to

clicking the pearly gums. Try a few remarks
re the music; if he’s for yacketty, let him set

the tone. And if it’s "that” time — keep pranc-

ing in comfort. Kotex is made to stay soft while

you wear it: this napkin holds its shape!

Are you
in the
know?

Can you offset bowlegged gams with

I I
Groce Q Exercise Q Blue jeans

If Nature threw a curve when she built

dem bones, exercise won’t straighten ’em.

To offset that bowed look, acquire graceful

posture; avoid shorts, snug-fitting jeans.

Wear skirts with a graceful flare — at the

right length for you. For every gal (come

calendar days) there’s a "just right” ab-

sorbency of Kotex. Regular, Junior, Super.

More women choose KOTEX
than ail other sanitary napkins

^•t. M. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

Know someone who needs to know?

Remember how puzzled you were when "that” day arrived for

the first time? Maybe you know some youngster now who’s in

the same boat. Help her out! Send today for the newfree booklet

"You’re A Young Lady Now.” Written for girls aged 9 to 12, it

tells her all she needs to know, beforehand. Button-bright! Write

P.O.Box 3434, Dept. 343, 919 N. Michigan Ave;, Chicago 11,111.

{Continued from preceding page)
“The Toughest Man in Arizona” was a wonj

derful picture. Throughout it I was watchingl
the fellow who played Jerry . . . Who was he?J

Patricia Jurek
St. Cloud, Minnesota;

k

Lee MacGregor
; you can direct your letters^

and requests for photographs to him cfo Re-
public Studios.—Ed.

I saw Arlene Dahl’s picture on the back of

some cut-outs I had put away and forgotten
about of Ingrid Bergman ... It looked as
though she was in the Ziegfeld Follies or a
chorus girl. Will you give me some informa-
tion on this? ™

Elizabeth Thompson gi

Jackson, Mississippi

The clipping showing Arlene Dahl must hav^\
been from a movie she was in with Vera-EllenfP^
Fred Astaire and Red Skelton. She played a-;

stage actress in “Three Little Words.” She-\
was on the stage for awhile, before becoming a -

model, but was not a chorus girl.—Ed.
I

. . . Who Was the cute young man who took '

the part of Rock Hudson’s son in “The Law-
less Breed?” He looks very promising.

Kathleen Giblin
New Iberia, Louisiana

,

That was Race Gentry. You can write him
^

do Universal-International Studios.—Ed.

People always mention Tony Curtis’ realty,

name, but never Janet Leigh’s. Is her stage L
name the same as her real name? If not, whatH
is it please?

Vickie Ress
Steubenville, Ohio '

Her real name is Jeanette Morrison.—Ed.

A friend says that Arthur Shields (who
played the Reverend Playfair in “The Quiet

Man”) and Barry Fitzgerald (who played

Michael Flynn) are brothers. If they are, why^
don’t they have the same name? Also, what was^C

the background music for “The Quiet Man”?*^
Mary Lou Baker
Centerville, Massachusetts

Your friend is right. They are brothers. Barry
Fitzgerald, like many people of the theatre,

j

uses a stage name. But his real name is William
|

Shields. The background music for the picture ^

was made up partly of traditional Irish folk ,

melodies, partly of music specially written by
Victor Young. It is available on both RCA and

|j

Decca records.—Ed.
\

Do many stars wear glasses off-screen? Can
a person be in movies if he does . . . ? I

D. P. :!

Oakridge, Oregon^

Working under Klieg lights is hard on the

eyes, and many stars wear glasses. This is no
handicap to their careers.—Ed.

lie
I
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Esther Williams

(Continued from page 41)
That is the sum total of Esther’s jewel box
and in Hollywood terms it’s not lavish.

But each piece is important. She loves
getting her treasures this way; they mark
the years—that’s the sentimental Esther.
The practical Esther will probably never
have a pair of valuable earrings because
her ear lobes are so thin, she constantly
loses ear clips, and she’s squeamish about
having her ears pierced.
Another reason she is thought frugal

—

she doesn’t buy lavish clothes. Like any
star, she could spend as much money as
there is on clothes. She could rationalize
a complete French wardrobe every few
weeks on the basis that it’s part of the
career. The truth is that Esther has never
been able to bring herself to the excite-
ment of that extravagance. She’s happy
without a French label. She’s happier,
actually, finding a little dressmaker in Pa-
cific Palisades who will copy clothes for
her from pictures. Between picture assign-
ments, Esther hauls her dummy from the
wardrobe department out to this seam-
stress. By using the dummy, she doesn’t
have to go for frequent fittings. When a
new picture starts, Sam Kress of M-G-M
wardrobe has to yell, “Get the body back!”

Ben is an excellent dancer. In fact, it

was at Lick Pier in Ocean Park that they
knew they were completely in love. Giro’s
and the Mocambo dance floors weren’t big
enough for these two tall people who like
to take long steps; so they went out one
Wednesday night to the huge Ocean Park
ballroom. They had the place practically
to themselves that night, they danced to
their hearts’ content. When Esther got
lome, she told her mother, “That does it.

He’s the best dancer of all time!”

^
“Actually, I fe!l in love with Ben the

irst time I saw him. That very minute. It
vas at a charity benefit for a Jewish old-
ige home. I’d sold cigarettes and was just
saving, alone, when Bunny Green said,
Elsther, by the way, do you know Ben
Jage?’ And there he was.
“
‘Why, hello!’ I said. But to myself I

aid something else. ‘There he is,’ I said.
What’s taken you so long, Ben Gage?
Vhere have you been?’ He was in a ser-
:eant’s uniform. I hadn’t imagined him
ri that. As a matter of fact. I’d imagined
lim on a white horse. But there he was.
ind do you know, with all the problems
f our seven-year marriage, losing our
rst baby and all the work separations
hat we hate—I’ve never lost sight of the
lagic moment when I first saw him. If
nyone had told me twenty minutes or
ve years before that I could fall in love
t first sight, I’d have thought he was
ut of his mind. On everything else in
ly life, I’ve had to think so hard. It took
le a year to join a swimming team; it

)ok me a year to accept a movie offer. I

ad to think and think about each move,
ut not about Ben.
“As a matter of fact, for the first part

[f our courtship and marriage, I was like
etty Hutton as the backwoods kid in the
arly scenes of ‘Annie Get Your Gun.’ I

1st stood around with my mouth open,
stening to Ben and saying, ‘What did you
[ly, Ben?’ ‘Say it again, Ben.’ That’s why
s so incomprehensible to me that anyone
liould think I could be having trouble
ith my man.”
Ben’s gentle with his sons and quiet; he
ves them full scope to show off their
irsonalities. Recently, they went to Palm

..Jrings, the whole family; but the weather
I as too hot for the youngsters and they
I nt them home by plane. The next night,
'ither called home and talked to Benjy.

[

Iter a minute, he said, “Okay, I’ve talked

It's got to be BEST to be the

• Spillpruf Cutex wears best . . . because it’s the only nail polish made with
chip-resistant Enamelon.

Protects nice t/iings— thanks to the miracle Spillpruf bottle!

• Matching Stay Fast Lipstick never leaves a kissprint! Stays on and on!
‘Moisturizing Action” in creamy-rich Stay Fast keeps lips smooth and
moist . . . much softer

!

• All the latest, loveliest colors ! Try Spillpruf Cutex 15^ . . . and match-
ing Stay Fast Lipstick 59^... today! Plus tax.

IT'S THE B-E ST. ..YET COSTS LES
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ii's a bargain!...
Here’s the most amazing bargain of the year

that gives you three books in one

Mario Lanza

"The more feminine a
woman, the more fasci-

nating she is to me."

Lana Turner

"A girl who has only sex
appeal to offer won't
keep a man very long."

!• An album of movie

star pics

• A handy record book

for your most important

memoranda

• A confidential diary

its a daie book
at just fifty cents! Think of it!

In this one handsomely hound,
carefully edited glamour record

book, you have a place for every-

thing, plus pictures and dating

advice from all your favorite

stars. There are places for auto-

graphs and personal clippings.

Pocket-book sized, easy to carry

around, with a swell cover color

portrait of Doris Day, it’s won-

derful to own and would make
a terrific gift.

Fill out the coupon and send for your

copy (or copies) today.

Scott Brady

"All the people we have
known become part of
our lives in one way or
another."

MY PERSONAL DATE BOOK
WORLD WIDE, Dept. PH-453
63 CENTRAL AVENUE
OSSINING, NEW YORK

Mitzi Gaynor

"Always be yourself.”

I enclose for copies of

MY PERSONAL DATE BOOK
at 50c a copy. Send to:

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

Send no stamps, send cash or

money order.

to you, Mommie, now put Daddy on.” Es-
'

ther had several 'other things she wanted 1

to say but Benjy was impatient. “Put
|

Daddy on, Mommie, I want to talk to
:

Daddy.” So Ben came to the phone and
Esther, piqued and curious, picked up the
extension.

“Daddy,” Benjy was saying, “you know,
I didn’t want to get on that plane. I

said, ‘Nonononononono, I don’t want to, I

won’t.’ ” He hadn’t mentioned this to

Esther at all.

“Then what didja do?” Ben said.
“I got on. And you know what. Daddy?

j

It was a jet. It went rrrpt when it landed.”
'

“Yep,” Ben said, “that’s how a jet goes.”
The conversation went on, Benjy telling

his dad all about it, what he felt and when .

he stopped being scared and how Kimmy
took the trip. When they’d finished talk-
ing, Ben said, “Were you on the exten-
sion?” Esther admitted she had been.
“Well, just don’t tell Benjy. This was
man-talk.”
“Anyone who thinks I’d dissolve this

marriage just doesn’t know anything
about us,” Esther says. “It happens that
we’re in love with each other and with I

our life—but if the situation were differ- '

ent, if there were reasons for Ben and me
not to be happy—I still could never give
those boys what Ben gives them, and I

could never deprive them of this dad
whom they adore. I not only am not a
mermaid-tycoon—I’m not a mother-and-
father either. I’m just their mother and I

hope I’m doing as good a job at that as il

Ben is doing as their dad.
“This Ben of mine is uninhibited, and

I’m as uninhibited as he. I can’t imagine a '

life without utter naturalness. Ben needs :

me, and he’s the sort of man who needs
;

only one person in the world. It’s won- ;

derful to be loved that way, and I thank
|

my lucky stars for my husband every day
;j

of my life, and every day of his. Today is

his birthday and his gift from me is a
]

chronometer watch. On the back I’ve had
|

engraved, ‘Darling, happy birthday, happy
life. E’ That’s how I feel and that’s what ii

I mean. I thank God that I had the good
sense to fall in love with a man who also

has the good sense to know his love and
his kind of life when he sees it.

“We’ve settled down for the rest of our i

happy days building an exciting and a
sound future together.

“If you’re interested in the truth—this

is the truth about us.” The End

1953
RED CROSS
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I HERE’S WHERE

YOU CAN BUY

PHOTOPLAY STAR FASHIONS

ACCENT sandals:

Los Angeles, Calif.: Bullock’s
Omaha, Nehr. : J. L. Brandeis
Pittsburgh, Pa.: Joseph Horne

CONNIE sandals:

Charleston, W. Va.: The Diamond
Lima, Ohio: Blattner’s

San Angelo, Texas: The Duchess
Shop

FORTUNET shoes:

Philadelphia, Pa.: Lit Brothers

GRACE WALKER sandals:

Cleveland. Ohio: Halle Brothers

TOWN & COUNTRY sandals:

Boston, Mass.: Wm. Filene Sons
Buffalo, N. Y. : Wm. Hengerer
New York, N. Y. : McCreery’s

COLLEEN ORIGINALS dress:

New York, N. Y.: Gimhel’s

DORIAN lounging outfit:

Cincinnati, Ohio: H & S Pogue

HENRY ROSENFELD dress:

Indianapolis, Ind.: Wm. H. Block
New York, N. Y.: Franklin Simon

JONATHAN LOGAN dress:

New York, N. Y.: Best & Company

NELLY DeGRAB separates:

Boston, Mass. : Jordan Marsh
New York, N. Y.: Lord & Taylor

PREMIER sweater, DUNKIRK skirt

:

- Baltimore, Md. : Hochschild, Kohn &
Company
Paterson, N. J. : Meyer Bros.

For store nearer you, write

Jessica Bradt, Fashion Editor

GIVE!
Buy

1953 Easter Seals

and Help

Crippled Children

NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR
[ CRIPPLED CHILDREN & ADULTS, INC.

Be Sure—Don't Guess About These Intimate Facts!

How much happier and healthier is the
wife who knows that intimate feminine
cleanliness is vital to married happiness.
And wise is the wife who uses zonite
for a cleansing, antiseptic and deodorizing

douche!

Scientists tested every known anti-

septic-germicide they could find on sale

for the douche. No other type liquid

antiseptic-germicide for the douche of

all those tested proved so powerful yet
absolutely safe to body tissues as zonite.
Now you can understand why zonite
is so enthusiastically recommended,

ZONITE Completely Safe

to Delicate Body Tissues

The ZONITE principle was developed by
a famous surgeon and scientist. The
first in the world to be powerfully effec-

tive yet positively non-poisonous
,
non-

irritating. In fact, ZONITE is a won-

drously soothing, cleansing and healing
agent. You can use zonite as needed
without the slightest risk of injury. Its
completely safe qualities on body tissues
have been proved by thousands upon
thousands of women for over 30 years.
You can use zonite with confidence.

Gives Both Internal and

External Hygienic Protection

ZONITE eliminates all odor. It flushes
away waste substances and deposits. It

helps guard against infection and kills

every germ it touches. It’s not always
possible to contact every germ in the
tract, but you can BE sure zonite in-

stantly kills all reachable germs. A
ZONITE douche is so important after
monthly periods. It leaves the vaginal
tract so clean and refreshed. Worth a
fortune to feminine charm and health.

Always use as directed.

THIS IDEAL ‘ALL PURPOSE'

ANTISEPTIC-GERMICIDE SHOULD BE

IN EVERY MEDICINE CHEST

FREE! Mail coupon for free book. Reveals
intimate facts and gives complete information
on feminine hygiene. Write Zonite Products
Corp., Dept. PP-43, 100 Park Avenue, New
York 17. N. Y.*

Name,

Address,

City_ . State,
•Offer good only in U. S. and Canada
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having

trouble

with

your

nylons

Haven’t you been embarrassed and annoyed time

and again by snags and runs? Then stop washing your

nylon stockings the old-fashioned way .. .with

soaps and flakes ... start washing them with Nylast!

Now amazing new Nylast, made exclusively for nylons, actually

strengthens and protects nylon stockings as it washes them.

No soap, no flake can do that for your precious nylons. Why?
Because Nylast contains vital ingredients by DuPont that

coat each nylon thread with invisible protection against snags

and runs. A survey among thousands of women proves

that regular Nylast users average

sixteen extra wearings!

So tonight, strengthen and protect

nylons as you wash them.

Cut your hosiery bills in half.

Get Nylast at

your favorite store or

supermarket.

NylasT*
for washing nylons

A product of Seeman Brothers,

makers of Air-Wick, and distributors

of other dependable household

products for 66 years.

•nylast is a trademark of seeman brothers, INC. ©1953, SEEMAN BROS., INC., N.Y. 13

The Ladds Go Limey!

(Continued from page 55)
classes for the children two times each day
The sound of two auto horns announcer

the simultaneous arrival of Alan from th(

studio and Lonnie and David with Mis,
Martin. Alan sat alongside the driver ii

the beige Cadillac he brought from thi

States, making faces through the windov
at the car behind, where the children jig,

gled the door hanclle, impatiently waiting t(

spring out. They rode in the bright blui

Jaguar sedan Alan and Sue bought shorth
after arrival. It’s exactly the same mode
as Michael Wilding’s and the kids adore ib

“Tea’s ready,” announced Mary Thomp-
son, the maid, from the front doorway
Lonnie yelled “Come on, David!” as thil

two youngsters raced in to be first at th(

cucumber sandwiches.
“I’m going to shoot a few holes of gol

before dinner, dear,” Alan said, going u)

to change. “The weather’s so good it’d b(

a shame to miss it.”
'

“This living in the middle of a gol
course,” says Sue, “is spoiling Alan. On i

morning when he has a late call, he cai
roll out of bed, eat his kippers and corn^
flakes and be at the first tee in about fiv(

minutes.”

But Alan managed time for far mor(j
than golf when he wasn’t working in “Re<
Beret.” He has made himself one of th(

most effective ambassadors Hollywood ha;

ever sent abroad.
Alan arrived in England during tht

height of the period of British Equity hos-,

tility against having Americans play roles

which might well be filled by British actors
But he won both the public and the press:

over to his side at once. So popular did h«

become personally that the entire squac
of airborne commandos who had beer
recruited to work in “Red Beret” name<l
him an honorary member of their regi-

ment; a group of four hundred yormjl

British fans gave a huge tea in his honor!
and newspapers tagged him as “One o
America’s best exports to this Isle.”

Sue is radiant about this British sojourn
“We’ve been wanting to take the kidij

abroad for so long,” she said, “but the cos!

would have been too great if Alan weren’
working here.
“When he decided on the script of ‘Re<

Beret’ I had only five weeks to get th<[

whole family ready. There was never am!
question of leaving the children behind!
We’re too close a family to be apart. Why,
if one of us isn’t home for dinner it seem;
like a pall’s over the whole house. Alar
and I so seldom go out it’s reached i

point now where the little ones are quiti

insulted when we do. Six thousand mile‘

between us! We’d all be too unhappy.
“Lonnie, my baby girl, wanted to tak

the whole house with her when we came
She settled for three dolls and her com-
plete set of Nancy Drew mysteries. At th<

last minute, she was given a doll’s trunk s(

she stencilled L-A-D-D on it and cartel

it along. Having their own possession,

makes them feel more at home.
“David was really the funny one. Hi

insisted on bringing his tricycle, his Teddj
bear and a pair of Alan Ladd guns. Some-
how he also got the idea he could fish of

the side of the He de France but we talkec

him out of his fishing rod.”

Alan strode in with his clubs just as thi

children finished their tea. “What did yoi

see today?” he asked them.
“Trafalgar Square, Piccadilly Circus am

Buckingham Palace, where the real Queei
lives,” announced Lonnie proudly.

“And she has a little boy, too,” David cu

in, “And his name is Charles. The police;;

man asked me my name emd he said thi



Queen’s uncle has the very same one . .

“The Duke of Windsor,’’ interposed Miss

. Martin.
“And we saw the changing of the guards

and ate lunch in Fleet Street and went to

the zoo in Regent’s Park,” he summed up,

with shining eyes.

“See what I mean about education?”

asked an approving Alan. “When I was a

child we were too poor for me to travel

anywhere. That’s why I’m so strong on
first-hand learning. With Miss Martin to

guide them, this trip will do more good
than a library full of books.”
Highclere stands on a slight rise, giving

a clear, high view of the surrounding
fields, shade trees and hedgerows. And
here the Ladds expect to remain through
March and possibly April before taking a
continental holiday. They haven’t decided
on a vacation spot yet. The whole family
likes the sun, and after an English winter
they’ll need it, especially Alan, who begins
work soon on his next picture, “White
South.” Sue has been consulting travel
folders comparing the French Riviera to

Majorca or Capri.
“Above all, Alan enjoys informality. He

: wants to wear those loud shirts he brought
home from our Hawaiian trip last year.
Wherever we go we’ll take a villa.”

Alan assuredly deserves a rest. With all

his quiet good humor and affectionate at-
titude toward his family, signs of fatigue
can be detected on his face. After all, in
eleven years since he first found fame in

! “This Gun for Hire” he has made twenty-
six pictures, each a roaring box-office hit.

tiThe infant born Alan Walbridge Ladd
i thirty-nine years ago in Hot Springs, Ar-
il kansas, has come a long way since his
1 poverty-stricken family moved to Cali-
iornia in 1921.

I Warner Brothers gave him his first full-
Itime job as a “grip”—“the guy who does
anything nobody else will risk.” Acting
appealed to him more than breaking his
neck stringing lights on the ceiling, so he
Istudied hard, drifting finally into radio.

When agent Sue Carol heard him she
convinced him to try for the movies. Pro-
ducers refused to take a chance because
they considered his five feet, nine inches
too short and they weren’t interested in
blond actors.

Since the part of Raven in “This Gun
for Hire,” catapulted him into the top box-
office spot, his popularity has never waned.
Before “Red Beret,” he completed “The
Iron Mistress” and “Desert Legion,” which
are now being shown.

' Through it all. Sue Carol Ladd has been
wife, mother to their two children, ad-
viser and friend. His conversation always
returns to her. “You can ask Susie if I’m
right,” he’ll say. “Am I right. Sue?”
Affer dinner that night. Miss Martin

took David and Lonnie up to change for
bed. A short while later there was a de-
lighted squeal. Lonnie came rushing to
the head of the stairs.

^

“Mommie . . . Daddie . .
.” she called.

‘Look at me. Look what Miss Martin did
for me!”

And there stood the nine-year-old. Lon-
lie Ladd in her woolly nightshirt, excited
Deyond words because she had curlers in
her soft blonde hair for the very first time.
Alan and Sue looked at each other ten-

lerly. “Our baby’s growing up,” Alan said.

Run along to bed, dear,” Sue urged.
‘Tomorrow’s a long day.”

She stirred up the fire, her eyes misting
h little. The glowing coals were symbolic

—

;» symbol of the fact that the Ladds man-
age to create warmth and a real family
meness wherever they are—their greatest
|iuccess story of all. The End

Lovable’s new

plunge

at only
|

Broadcloth

^ Guoronieed by

Good Housekeeping

Slip it on... at once your figure lakes on

a new, lovable look. A single-needle makes
the difference in this smart Ringlet

plunge, moulding lovely lines, locking in

shape-sure fit. And the deep wiring is

contoured, cushioned, really comfortahle.

No hra anywhere is so excitingly low at $1.50!

Other Lovable styles start at $1. Also in Canada.

li costs SO little to look LovoMe!
THE LOVABLE BRASSIERE CO., DEPT. TS-4, 180 MADISON AVE., NYC 16

I

I
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HOLMES & EDWARDS

Silverplate with the

[ppk and te^ ot sterling

...fer ^200 fm!
PATTERNS— So beautifully designed many
women think they look like sterling silver.

NOTE — the superb detail, fine finish and

feeling of weight!

PRICE— A 52-piece service for 8 costs only

^74.95, at least ^200 less than a comparable

service in sterling.

TERMS — Ask dealer about Club Plan when
you see the Holmes & Edwards Collection.

QUALITY — It’s finer silverplate, because it’s

Sterling Inlaid.

And remember: Holmes & Edwards is Sterling

Inlaid Silverplate. Most used spoons and forks

are inlaid with two blocks of sterling silver at the

points where they rest on the table.

ORDINARY SILVERPLATE:

IF PLATE GOES WEAR SHOWS
A

STERLING INLAID SILVERPLATE:

IF PLATE GOES STERLING SHOWS
A O"

FREE ‘‘^Silver Sense”—a booklet to guide you in your
purchase and use of silverware. Write Dept. P-4, Holmes
& Edwards Division, The International Silver Co.,
Meriden, Conn. ©1953, ALL PATTERNS MADE IN U.S. A.

Terrific

(Continued from page 32)
clasp knife and a piece of wood and in-
structed to whittle. Just whittle. Cow-
hands relaxing never carve anything in
particular, he learned; they just whittle
until the shavings curl thick about their
boots and the stick has become a sliver.
Then they find another stick.

Under the guise of ribbing, Dale and
Rory were giving him the benefit of their
experience, teaching him the things he
needed to know to lend realism to his
role, and Bob was sensitive enough to
understand that. But he was still boyish
enough to be mortified when he swung
aboard his old cayuse with what he hoped
was a practised air, only to hear Rory
break up the set by drawling, “Get a load
of that tenderfoot—he’s looking for a gear
shift on his saddle to make that horse go.”
He defended himself—or, at least, he

made a manful attempt. “Maybe I’m new
to Westerns,” R. J. boasted, “but I’m still

the only guy in the picture who gets to
kiss the girl!”

“That’s because you’re new,” retorted
Dale. “When you get to be a star, you
can have it written into your contract
that you only kiss your horse. Anybody
but a greenhorn like you would know that
you’re never, but never supposed to kiss
girls in Westerns!”

In the course of the picture, Wagner
became so impressed that he bought him-
self an MG “because Rory and Dale drive
MG’s.” It was worth a trip to the lot to
see the three tall, handsome “Westerners”
stride off the set, spurs aj ingle, jack-
knife their lanky bodies into the perky
little British roadsters.
They are all tall, handsome stars under

contract to the same studio. But there the
resemblance ends.
Dale Robertson is a very positive per-

sonality, He is always the most relaxed

( 2 )

Trio

person on the set. He arrives at the studio
well prepared for the day’s shooting; he
knows exactly what he is to do, and he
has made up his mind how he will do it.

A “one-way’’ guy. Dale is stubborn. The
studio executives are eager to groom him
for the top stardom which is obviously
his destiny, but they are limited in picture
material by his refusal to lose his Okla- i

homa accent. “You just can’t put a guy
^

with an accent like that in a drawing room
t

without shooting another reel to explain i

how he got there,” said a doleful but
logical Robertson booster.
Dale Robertson’s positive nature is also

|

reflected in his marriage. Hollywood sec- I

ond-guessers try to tell you that success
;

has gone to Dale’s head, and that’s what’s ;

wrong between Dale and his wife Jackie.
But the real problem seems to be that
Jackie has had difficulty conforming to
her husband’s ideals—and that those ideals
are iron-bound. She had had a career
of her own when she met Dale; true, her
parts in pictures had only been bits, but
even a small place in the sun satisfied a
need of her own. Jackie is an intelligent
girl, a gregarious one who loves people

i

and is very much stimulated by them.
She needs to be with them, but to Dale’s
mind, a wife’s place is in the home.
The pivot man of the tempestuous

threesome is Rory Calhoun, who knew both
Dale and Bob Wagner before they were in
pictures. He is the easiest of the three.

He is a clown on the set, and he originates
most of tLie practical jokes and gags. He
is the most likely to fluff a line, the least

apt to worry when he does. “What is there
to do besides laugh it off?” Rory asks with
a shrug of his broad shoulders. “How
many times can a man say he’s sorry?”
Rory’s emotional security is there for the
most casual observer to see. He and his

wife, the petite and volatile Lita Baron,

(4)

(5)

( 6 )

ACEADDRESS

Send this ballot to Readers’ Poll Editor, Box 1374, Grand Central Station, N. Y. 17, N. Y.

WHO ARE YOUR FAVORITES?
Send in your votes for the stars you want to see in Photoplay

In color 1 want to see:

actor:

1 want to read stories about:

(1)

.

( 2

)

.

(3)

.

(4)

.

The features 1 like best in this issue of Photoplays are:

(I)



are anything but recluses. All you have
to do is ask them, and they’ll appear at a
benefit, and they enjoy an occasional party
immensely. But few of their close friends
belong to the Hollywood scene, and they
join in no frenetic scavenger hunts for
excitement outside their own lives. On
his days off, you can usually find Rory
caulking a boat in the back yard or work-
ing on some odd job like paneling a room
in their new Beverly Hills home.
What’s the secret of their happy mar-

riage? Lita puts it this way: “After four
years we still enjoy waiting on each other.

We discuss Rory’s new roles, plan things
we want to do together. Maybe we’re
naive, but we don’t think people get
married to get away from each other.
“When we go to a big Hollywood party,

which isn’t often, neither of us gets lost.

If Rory sees, me trapped in a corner by
some bore, he drifts over and gets me
out of it. And there was one party last

year where a certain woman was after
Rory all evening long. Wherever he went,
there she was, retying his tie, smoothing
his lapels, playing with his hair, and after
a long time I could see that he was really
getting annoyed. So I excused myself to
the people I was talking with and went
over to rescue him. If anybody said any-
thing rude to her, I wanted it to be me

—

Rory can be so blunt.

“There has been a lot of talk about that
party; people talking about my Latin
temper and my feud with that female.
Well, you have to expect situations like

that when you marry a man as attractive
as Rory; but he knows I’m never angry
with him when they come up. We know
how we feel. I just got furious with that
woman for embarrassing him.”
The third member of the triumvirate.

Bob Wagner, is by far the most serious
and intense. Acting is the Holy Grail

to which he is dedicated. He must ex-
plore every possible facet of a new role
before he rests easily in his characteriza-
tion. Bob’s appearance in “The Silver
Whip” was not the result of whimsical
casting—he constantly besets his studio
with pleas for “a different kind of part,”
moving eagerly from straight drama to
Western to song-and-dance, growing
steadily in stature and experience. When
he is able to portray every conceivable
type with conviction, there will be one
critic still dissatisfied with his performance.
That critic is R. J. Wagner, who is marked
'with the unrest of the perfectionist.

Hollywood interest has been piqued by
R. J.’s preference for the company of per-
sons older than himself. But this is merely
a mirror of what he has been and must
be. First and foremost, he is the only
child of intelligent parents who treated
him as another adult as soon as he was
old enough to grasp the meaning of the
compliment. More important—and oddly
touching—Bob is as movie-struck as any
fan in the world. He can talk old pictures
till dawn, and he would rather spend an
evening at the feet of one of his cinema
heroes or heroines than go out with the
most beautiful girl in town. Looking for

Wagner at a party, you will probably find

him in a comer with one of his boyhood
gods, absorbed, unaware that there are
other people in the room. He’s paying
tribute, yes—but he’s also studying voice
and expression and gesture. R. J. Wagner
learns something from everyone he meets.
His pleasure in older people has pre-

eipitated a new development in Bob’s
private life. Rumor whispers that he can
no longer count on a date with his erst-
while girl, Debbie Reynolds, because she
resents his attentions to a glamorous
“older woman” named Barbara Stanwyck.

It’s true that Bob and Barbara have been
seen at Giro’s and Mocambo, that R. J.

haunts the drive-ins and juke joints less

frequently. It is equally true, however,
that Barbara Stanwyck has long been a
Wagner idol and that he would naturally
consider it a great privilege to be at her
side. And Barbara would be less than
human if she didn’t find the worship of so

charming and talented a boy beguiling.

Whether Bob is merely going through a

phase of sophistication or has truly out-
grown the bobby-sox forms of entertain-
ment remains to be seen; at this time he
is as changeable as any other twenty-two-
year old.

He’s more than serious and intense and
changeable, to hear Rory Calhoun tell it:

“I remember once when I thought he
was getting off on a wrong track that
would do his career no good. Because
the same thing happened to me in the
beginning and because I’ve known R. J.

such a long time, I thought it might be a

good idea if I had a fatherly talk with him.
“So I said my little piece one day when

we were alone, and after I finished he
said, T don’t think it’s any of your busi-
ness, Smoky.’

“Well, he was sure right about that, and
I told him so. A couple of months later

he was back, asking me questions about
the very things I had tried to tell him.
It made me feel good about him. R. J.’s

a proud kid, real proud. I hurt his pride
by giving him advice in the first place,

and he had to swallow a lot of that pride
to come back and ask for it after what he
said. But he did it—he’s that kind of guy.”
The terrific trio is a motley crew, each

different in philosophy, in attitude, in his

impact on the fans . . . but they have
one vital thing in common; each is a
triple threat at any box office in the land.

The End

Dramatize Your Lips With

"RHAPSODY IN PINK"
Fabulous New Shade byTANGEE!

It’s pink as pink should be—flattering, young, tempt-

ing. A rosy song of color on your lips that stays on

and on for hours and hours, thanks to Permachrome.

And it’s extra-rich in Lanolin. That’s why it applies

smoothly, keeps lips soft, dewy-fresh.

EXTRA-RICH IN LANOLIN
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PROBLEMS
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Young skin often turns intoproblem

skin—^just when a girl has a right to

look her prettiest.

Oil glands begin to work overtime.

Your skin seems always oily,

shiny. Powder cakes and darkens.

Flaky particles pile up, roughen

your skin, for it has become
too sluggish to throw them off as

it should.

Pores begin to show so. Dirt and

oil, trapped by dead skin cells,

clog and stretch the pore openings.

Blackheads and bumps can—and

very often do—start to develop in

the clogged pore openings.

Aiouy.— Pond’s has worked out a
remarkably effective treatment

for these four young skin problems.

It's greaseless. It's quick. And it works.

£ee your

skin (ook

-froshor;

brigh+eiT

cfearer

Several times a week give your skin

this quick treatment. Cover face

except eyes—with a 1-Minute

Mask of Pond’s Vanishing Cream.

The Cream’s "keratolytic” action

loosens . . . dissolves away dead

skin cells! After 1 minute—tissue

off. Now—pore openings are

cleared of dead skin cells. Tiny

skin glands can function normally.

Your skin looks fresher, clearer,

smoother!

Greasy make-up "coarsens" young skin.

For a naturally pretty look, use greaseless

Pond’s Vanishing Cream for powder base.

Continued from page 31

1

the wardrobe department had to pad the

seat of her riding pants so she could sit

still for close-ups! . . . After Angela Lans-

bury finished her role opposite June Ally-

son in “Remains To Be Seen,” the stork

took over. Then Angie was needed for

retakes, so they “shot” her standing tucked

behind a tall chair!

Set of the Month: Cal is convinced! For
humor, personality and down-to-earthiness,

no other actress can top Barbara Stan-

Gossips say this . . . and that . . . Fact
is: Bahs had a football team in a whirl

wyck. At U-I on the set of “All I Desire,”

she was about to revive tbe famous “Bunny
Hug” for tbe camera. Spying a visiting

group from East-West football teams, she
called out: “Wanna try it, fellows?” By
the time those brawny lads finished a few
whirls with her, they were dropping from
exhaustion. Barbara? Not a hair out of

place. Yes, local columnists still insist she
has more than friendly fondness and vice

versa for young Robert Wagner. Just

wait until those super-snoopers learn that

twenty-two-year-old Tab Hunter sees every

!
Stanwyck picture five or six times!

Bluebird Stuff: It would warm the cockles

of your heart to witness Jane Wyman’s
happiness in her marriage to Freddie Kar-

ger. It’s worked out so well, she’s taking

the Reagan children out of private school

and they’ll live at home. Little Terry

Karger. Fred’s eleven-year-old daughter,

is so sweet and unspoiled she’s a great

influence on Jane’s Maureen (same age)

who fancies herself quite an adult. As a

surprise for her husband, Janie sneaked

Terry over to Paul Clemens’ studio, where
the famous artist painted her portrait.

Crystal Ball Stuff: No announcement has

been made, but wait and see. U-I is plan-

ning a sequel to be called, “The Son of

Cochise” and it will star Rock Hudson.

Now we can hardly wait for them to make
“The Son of Cochise Meets the Daughter
of Ma and Pa Kettle!” . . . Real quiet-

like, M-G-M’s dusting off the old print of

“Dancing Daughters,” a great movie in its I

day that catapulted the unknown Joan i®

Crawford to staggering stardom. Star- i

studded casting this time: probably Eliza-,
}

beth Taylor, Jane Powell and Ann Blyth.
'

I

Hodge-Podge: Someone saw it and re- f

ported that Mitzi Gaynor was walking it

around with a purse filled with thousand- i!

dollar bills. They failed to mention that lii

it was Korean money, sent to the dancing m

star by our boys who wanted it back— lr

autographed! . . . Because he couldn’t

stand being separated from his wife and
baby, Richard Basehart secured his re- in®

lease from Twentieth Century-Fox. drove i*'

his Cadillac to New York and put it and id

himself on a boat headed for Italy and fc

Valentina Cortesa.

Switcheroos: Marilyn Monroe exiting
'

from Francis Orr’s stationery store in ' 1“

Beverly Hills, where she bought a calen- 'H

dar—for her desk! . . . Rock Hudson re- li

fusing a new studio dressing room suite,

because he’s sentimental as well as super- il

stitious about the cubby hole which was
first assigned to him ... Bill Holden
pointing out Robert Mitchum in a public

market, when an anxious tourist asked if

there were any movie~stars around! . . .

Virginia Mayo flabbergasting the studio

by saying she wasn’t exhausted, she didn’t

want to get away from it all and she’d

be happy to come in and make publicity

pictures, although she was off-salary ...
The famous team of Marge and Gower
Champion inviting Debbie Reynolds and

Carlton Carpenter to share an “evening

off” with them. They ended up dancing at

the Hollywood Palladium!

Additions: Mario Lanza’s a father for the

third time and his famous chest is out to

there. He’s so proud that his first son

.

weighed in at eight pounds, six ounces,

Mario may go back to work! . . . Good
news for Jane Russell and Bob Waterfield,

who finally won court approval to adopt
,| |(

Michael Kavanagh, the little English lad ;i ^

Jane brought home from London last year,
(j [(,

They hope to adopt two more. •
jn

Lone Wolves: The Dan Dailey-Beetsy

Wynn nuptials may never happen, skeptics

say, because his personal counsellor sup-

posedly advised Danny-boy never to make
an important decision too hastily when
his emotions were involved . . . Howard
Duff’s sudden walk-out on Ida Lupino,

following their return from a European

trip, didn’t surprise their intimates. AI
though he worships his wife and baby.

ijsi
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Howard is a confirmed bachelor at heart,

struggling nobly to adjust himself to a

life of domesticity. His quick return to

home and hearth pleased all their friends

. . . John Wayne denies (not too happily)

the possibility of an eventual reconcilia-

tion with his first wife, which would prob-

ably be the greatest break that could hap-

pen to him.

Marriages: Director Michael Curtiz wanted
to rearrange the altar and give guests a

better view of sweet singer Peggy Lee,

when she married Brad Dexter! ... So
far no public comment from Aunt Ethel

and Uncle Lionel on John Barrymore
Jr.’s surprise marriage to flame-haired ac-

tress, Cara Williams . . . Just as everyone

suspected, Bobby Van, young M-G-M danc-

ing star, and starlet Diane Garrett have

been secretly married, but finally had to

tell it. More reasons to celebrate. Bob has

the plum acting part of his career in the

“Affairs of Dobie Gillis.”

Dancing With Tears: Fred Astaire is a

quiet gentleman, but don’t try to push him
around! Witness what happened when he

“listened” to the story of “White Christ-

mas” and agreed to do it with Bing Crosby.

Then both boys were so disappointed with

The secret’s out! M-G-M star Bobby
Van and Diane Garrett are married

he finished script they withdrew and it

i^as announced that Bing was sick and
red refused to make the picture without

im. Having never walked out on a job in

is life, Fred got on the phone and the

lisinformed columnist certainly heard the

rue story. So did everyone else within

earing distance!

neak Preview: Robert Wagner fans may
woon or swear when they see his long,

lack curly hair in “Twelve Mile Reef.”

[e’s a Greek sponge fisherman in this one.

{Continued on next page)
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OF INTEREST TO WOMEN

J
WANTED WOMEN SEWERS capable ol assembling
neckties at home spare time. 75c per hour. Everything
furnished, free particulars. Tie Of Month Club, 216 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago 6. III.

WIN CASH, CARS la Prize Contests. Send 30e for
hints, tips. Digest, P. O. Box 2266, St. Louis

9, Mo.
WE PAY CASH For Boxtops, Labels, Wrappers, Cou-
pons, Etc!! Particulars free. Boxtops. 1211-PW Bryden,
Columbus 5, Ohio.
S15.00 THOUSAND, HIGHEST prices addressing envel-
opes at home, longhand, typewriter. Emily Torre y, Melrose
76, Mass.
MAKE MONEY ADDRESSING envelopes Our in-
structions reveal How. Paul Glenway. 5713 Euclid. Cleve-
land 3, Ohio.

PROFITABLE HOME BUSINESS. Make Fast-Seller

wVl®,
monkey trees. Literature Free. Velva, Bohemia

32, N.Y.
NEED CASH? ASSEMBLE ties at home for our mar-
kets. All materials furnished. Wilson Ties. Stillwater 3.Minn.

—MAKE fine talkers. Herb Miller,
1911-N. Lubbock. Texas.
CALORIE RECUDING BOOK—Send only 25c—Free
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DEMONSTRATORS—S25-.S40 daily. Our Lingerie, Ap-
parel Style Showings are sensation of party plan selling.
Isabel Sharrow made $258— 11 days sparetime! Free Out-
flt. Beeline Fashions. 4145-NC Lawrence. Chicago 30.
MAKE MONEY INTRODUCING World's cutest chil-
dren s dresses. Big selection adorable styles. Low prices
Complete display free. Rush name. Harford. Dept J-4359
Cincinnati 25, Ohio.
LADIES: ADDRESS CARDS! Assemble Baby Booties’
$40 weekly possible! Enclose stamped addressed enve-
lope; write Booties. Tillar, Ark.
HOME EARNINGS; spare, full-time; type, write enve-
lopes for advertisers. Mail $1. Sterling. Great Neck 1. N.Y.
A DRESS SHOP in your home. No investment Good
commissions. Write Modern Manner, 260PW Fifth AveNew York.

MISCELLANEOUS
OUTDOOR TOILETS. CESSPOOLS. Septic Tanks
cleaned, deodorized with amazing new product Safe
easy, economical. Saves digging, pumping. Free Sample’
Burson Laboratories. Dept. J-96. Chicago 22. 111 .
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EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES^
COMPLETE YOUR HIGH School at home in spareUme with 56-year-old school. Texts furnished. No classes
Dlplonm. Information booklet free. American School'
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OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viscose applications may heal
many old leg sores by relieving venous
congestion if caused by varicose veins,
leg swelling or injuries. Send today for
book and trial plan.

R. G. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 2, Illinois

FREE PHOTO
LARGE 8 X 10 SIZE

HIGH GRADE STUDIO TYPE PHOTO.

FRFF ILLUSTRATED CATALOG ANDrncc SUPPLEMENT listing thou-
sands of Moving Picture Stars and con-
taining 87 ADDITIONAL PICTURES of
Popular Stars.

I

Send name of your favorite star and
I only 25c to cover handling charge.

STEWART-CROXTON STUDIOS
P. O. Box 2390, Dept. MC-4, Hollywood 28. Calif.

Doris Day

Learn Facts About

Colitis and Piles

FREE BOOK— Explains Causes,
EfFects and Treatment

COINS WANTED (OLD)
WANTED—1S94-S dime pay $500. 00. Certain 1913
nickel SIOOO.OO. 1901-S quarter $20.00 to $150.00. Hun-
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trated Catalogue 25c. Worthycoin Corp. D-334, Boston 8.
Mass.

WE PURCHASE INDIANHEAD pennies. Complete
allcoin catalogue 20c. Magnacoins, Box 61-KR, White-
stone 57, New York.
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EARN EXTRA MONEY Weekly mailing circulars for
advertisers. Complete instructions—25c.S!waslian. 43 17-F
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AGENTS WANTED
HUGE PROFITS, HOME Business. Assemble Rhine-
stone Jewelry. Catalog 20c. Start Today. Order Gorgeous
Sample Kit $1.98. Completed Sells $6.50. House of Hob-
bies. Dept. C-18, Evanston. 111.

NEED EXTRA CASH? Get It selling Blair’s unusual line
of household and food products. Every housewife a pros-
pect. Send for samples Free. Write Blair. Dept. 185LD.
Lynchburg. Va.
BUY WHOLESALE — 25,000 items — Catalogue 25c.
Matthews. 1472-K7 Broadway. N.Y.C.

PERSONAL
BORROW BY MAIL. Loans $50 to $600 to employedmen and women. Easy, Quick. Completely confidential.No endorsers. Repay in convenient monthly payments
Details free in plain envelope. Give occupation. State
Finance Co., 323 Securities Bldg.. Dept. Z-69. Omaha 2.
Nebr.

YOUNG MOTHERS. NEWLYWEDS! Send postcard
for valuable information. Wright’s. P.O. Box 2266 St
Louis 9. Mo,

MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITIES
TYPISTS, SORTERS, ASSEMBLER^ longhand
addressers needed by large mail-order concern. Piecework,
home. Sparetime. International Enterprises, 216 W,
Jackson Blvd., Chicago 6, III.

INVISIBLE REWEAVING, HOME course sent for ex-
amination. $5.00 hour possible, spare time. Reweave
fabric damages perfectly. Free details. Skilweave 204
Los Angeles 24.

MAKE YOUR TYPEWRITER Earn Money. Send
SI.00—Hughes, 7004 Diversey, Chicago.

EAR BIG MONEY—Invisibly Reweave damaged gar-
ments at home! Details Free. Fabricon, 8344 Prairie
Chicago 19.

PROFITABLE OCCUPATIONS
MAKE MONEY ADDRESSING Envelopes! Our infor-
mation reveals how. Only 30c. Business. P.O. Box 2224
St. Louis, Mo.

home SEWERS WANTED
HOME SEWERS: MAKE $3—$12 daily sewing Ready-
Cut Ba^ Shoes. Big holiday business. Liebig Industries.
Beaver Dam 9, Wisconsin.

WOMEN SEW RAP-A-ROUND, spare time—profit-
able. Hollywood Mfg. Co. .Dept. D. Hollywood 46, Calif.

Avoid

I

Dangers
|of Delay

Learn about Colon troubles, Stomach con-
ditions, Piles and other rectal conditions.
Causes, effects and treatment. 171 page book

McCleary Clinic and Hospital,
423 Elms Blvd., Excelsior Springs, Mo.

[

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

§?^ rapidly as year time and abilities permit. Eqaivalent to resf-
dent school work— prepares for college entrance exams. StandardH. S. texte sapplied. pipioma awarded. Credit for H. S. sobjecU
completed. Sugle subjects if desired. Ask for Free Bulletin.
American School. Dept. H*453. Drexel at 58th. Chicago 37

Now, at last, you can offer your friends these I
excitingly different notes ! Just showing Free I

samples pays you $26.00 profit on only 60 boxes fBe different! SELL THE UNUSUALI New I
•deas in Kiddy Greetings. Games, Books; Cute Salt I
onakers. new Secret Pal, Friendship. Eastern Star, I
Religious cards. $1 Gifts, many Hard-to-Fiod I
Items, ^rge. new line assures top sales. Send to- I

Note Samples and Cards on approval.midwest, 1113 Washington, Dept.JSK, St.Louisl,Mo.

SUFFERERS PSORIASIS
{SCALV SKIN TROUBLE!

^DSRmOIL
Pj’ove it yourself no matter
howlongyouhavestiflfered
^ what you have tried.
Beautiful book on psori-
asis and Dermoil with
amazing, true photo-
graphic proof of results

_ sentFREE.Writeforit.
Don’t mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Ap-
ply non-staining Der-
moil. Thousands do for
scaly spots on body or
scalp. Grateful users often
after years of suffering,
report the scales have
gone, the red patches grradually <

appeared and. they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin
again. Dermoil is used by many doctors and is backed by a
positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks oP



People take

us for sisters

All of you have seen women who seem
so vital, so alive, that you’d swear they

were the older sisters of their own daugh-

ters. The chances are these women seem
young because they “think young”

—

even about such delicate problems as

the proper method of monthly sanitary

protection.

Tampax is the young way, the modern
way, the internal way. Invented by a

doctor, Tampax lets you avoid the incon-

veniences and embarrassments of “those

difficult days.” There are no belts, no
pins; there’s no odor, no chafing—you
don’t even feel you’re wearing the Tam-
pax, once it’s in place. And with Tampax
there’s nothing that can possibly show
beneath your closest-fitting dresses.

Made of pure, white surgical

cotton, Tampax comes in dainty

applicators, is easily disposable.

Month’s supply goes in your
purse. Tampax is sold at drug

or notion counters in 3 absorbencies

:

Regular, Super, Junior. The economy
size box holds an average 4 months’
supply. Tampax. Incorporated, Palmer,

Massachusetts.

Accepted for Adyertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association

Continued from

Long-haired Bob hailed us the day he re-

turned from location in Florida. “I’m

going to the photoplay Gold Medal din-

ner,” he bubbled, “and this time I’m

invited!” Because he always wanted to wit-

ness one of the famous affairs. Bob con-

fessed, last year he sneaked in!

Normal But Nice: Yes, there’s plenty of

“ham” in the Dick Powell household—in

the deep freeze! Everyone thought there

might be a new June Allyson after she

finished her glamorous role in “Remains
to Be Seen,” but back she went to those

Buster Brown collars and full skirts. “I

loved doing the part,” Junie told us, “but

the glamour pusses can have that squeezed-

in-tight look, those high heels and painted

nails. I like to take a deep breath and not

have to worry about a split skirt and

plunging neckline suddenly meeting!”

Rampant Red Head: Susan Hayward, who
was voted the favorite American movie

star in Spain, is about to call on Spain in

person. She and Jess Barker will visit

Ireland and Sweden too, because her two

grandmothers came from these countries.

Sneaking of Susan, on the “White Witch

Doctor” set, dozens of local lads from

Central Casting were playing dark-skinned

African natives. Our girl observed them as

she cracked: “I’ll bet there’s a shortage of

butlers in Beverly Hills this week!”

Frustrated Father: His son was exactly

three days old when Jeffrey Hunter left for

Europe to make “Sailor of the King,”

Three months passed before be got back

home again and the days seemed like

years. On arrival, Jeff rushed into the

nursery and gathered his offspring up in

his arms. With a horrified look on his face,

the poor frustrated father turned to his

wife, exclaiming: “Barbara, what shall I

do? He doesn’t even know me!”

Faces Going Places: Betty Grable, who
should know, predicts that Kathleen Crow-

ley is someone to watch and wait for. They
play opposite each other in “Earmer Takes

a Wife” and beautiful, talented Kathleen,

who is the pride and joy of Egg Harbor.

New Jersey, comes to Hollywood via tele-

vision . . . Jeff Chandler, one of the first

to enthuse over Debra Paget’s acting in

“Broken Arrow,” now believes her sister

will be the next star in the family. When
Lorna Gaye signed that long-term con-

tract with U-I, Jeff instantly asked them to

find a part for her in his next picture . . .

Not since Lana Turner and Guy Madison

were overnight sensations in bit roles, has

anyone impressed the public like photo-

play Readers’ “Choose Your Star” girl,

Elaine Stewart. Since playing that bawdy
scene on the stairway with Kirk Douglas

6 ;

in “The Bad and the Beautiful,” her fan;i

mail has tripled. Director Vincente Min-'-l

nelli says Elaine will zoom to stardom. -

Cal Salutes: Marilyn Erskine for having?

the courage to ask for her M-G-M release,;

rather than continue in mediocre parts..

Her reward is the great role of Mrs. Eddie..

Cantor in the life story of the famous
|

comedian, now being made at Warners . .

Burt Lancaster, for politely walking out on

an interview when his interrogator per-

;

sisted in plying him with too intimate

questions . . . Ray Milland, for turning ?

down 1250,000 in acting jobs and remain-

ing true to his ambition to direct a picture. ?

which he’s now doing in Munich . . . Dana
^

Andrews for getting the 'Coveted role op- I

posite Vivien Leigh in “Elephant Walk,”

which Paramount is filming in Ceylon.

Undie-world News: The black lace night-

gown Joan Evans received from her hus-

band was so beautiful, she bought a heavy

pink taffeta slip and now it’s an evening

gown . . . Eriends gave those matching

honeymoon pajamas to Barbara Ruick and

Robert Horton, who will marry in August.

His are embroidered “Hers” and bers are

embroidered “His,” if you’ll pardon tbe

double-talk . . . Jerry Lewis saw ’em in a

window and as a gag bought his wife those

evening pants trimmed with sequin ants!

Nifty-Gifties: While in Italy, Pier Angeli

cabled M-G-M for Debbie Reynolds’ and

Leslie Caron’s shoe sizes. Each gal re-

ceived a pair of those pointed toe, high

heel evening models ... In her spare time

Piper Laurie loves to whittle. So the hand-

whittled wooden nude she gave Rock Hud-
son for his birthday now stands in a

specially-lit niche in his entrance hall.



BY

ERSKINE JOHNSON
(See Erskine Johnson’s “Hollywood
Reel” on your local TV station)

At many Hollywood parties there’s always

an argument—about who invited the host!

Hollywood tot to her movie-queen mother,

who has been going to a psychoanalyst for

years: “Mummy, buy me one of those

Freudian slips you’re always talking about.”

An “I Love Lucy” fan stopped ^esi Arnaz,

raved about the show, then said: “You know,

I give my wife the same treatment you give

yours. But you know, it was terrible when
you were off the air. I didn’t know what to

do with her all summer long.”

A big movie queen ankled into a fur salon

and was tossed the “Something in the way
of mink for you?” question.

“Yes indeed, dahlings,” purred the star.

“My business manager.”

Comic Irwin Corey looked over some photo-

graphs of a Hollywood starlet in filmy under-

things and said: “Ah, a negligee-ible talent.”

Bob Hope to a political group: “If I had

been elected president, I would have had

John L. Lewis’ eyebrows declared a na-

tional park.”

Gertrude Berg checked in for her role of

Mrs. Goldberg in “Main Street to Broad-

way” and greeted producer Lester Cowan
with: “Here I am and I’ve brought my ward-

robe with me—three aprons.”

Jack Benny tells about the two bopsters wbo

^

like to reminisce about the future.

I

M-G-M gave June Allyson a boyish haircut

to make her look sexy. June’s groaning:

“Instead of the girl next door, I now look

like the boy next door.”

Fred Astaire, talking about his dance rou-

tines in “The Band Wagon,” said: “I’m

attempting something very daring. I’m

dancing on the floor.”

Walter O’Keefe’s description of Marilyn

Monroe: “She was the inspiration for the

pressure cooker.”

Discussing his career, Fred Allen told a

friend: “When I appear on TV, audiences

rush to the movies. When I’m in the

movies, they rush back home to TV. I keep

the American people in constant motion.”

Irene Ryan, the comedienne, opening at a

hotel with a new hula dance, explained it

with : “It' a sort of a wild-waist show.”

ii-'

It takes just a few accents of

Maybelline Mascara, Eyebrow

Pencil and Shadow to make your

eyes more beautiful. Instantly they

give your face more life and expres-

sion. So, of course, when your eyes

look lovelier, you look lovelier, too.

Try it— you’ll see!

PREFERRED BY SMART WOMEN THE WORLD OVER

MASCARA EYE SHADOW * EYEBROW PENCIL

SHOW
LOVELY
Melville
Frocks
Styles to
friends,
Gorgeous '

dresses,
special for

Am&ucatt 1i/o*pia*t
Gorgeous Kit, at no cost. You and
friends will thrill to latest dress
styles, lingerie, children’s and
men's wear . . . amazingly low
prices. No experience needed.

Send name, oddress, age, dress

size, NOW to Mr. B. J. Melville,

President

SAVE ON
COTTONS
Rayons*Nylons

Pull high living costs down!
See newest and finest guar-
anteed textile values at low-
est prices . . . ANYWHERE I

Beautiful fashions, exciting
sportswear, sensational newfab-
rics and household items . . . for
entire family and home. Thrifty
thousands already acclaim South
Carolina Mills for worthwhile
shopping, best savings! Get our
handsome catalog Free for asfc-

ingl Just send your name and
address on postcard to:

SOUTH CAROLINA MILLS
Dept.251, Spartanbure.S.C.

Here's Why .

.

. Anacin© is

like a doctor's prescription. That is, Anacin
contains not one but a combination of med-
ically proved, active ingredients in eosy-to-

toke tablet form. Anacin gives FAST, LONG
LASTING relief. Don't wait. Buy Anacin today.

MATEPINITY
LANE BRYANT

Maternity clothes are new
Fifth Avenue styles that
keep you smart throughout
pregnancy. Adjust easily to
your changing figure.

STYLE BOOK

FREE
• Misses* Sizes 10 to 20
• Junior Sizes 9 to 17
• Women's Sizes 36 to 44
Dresses from $2.98 up: also

supporters, undies. Everything
for Baby, too. LOW prices.
Mall coupon for your FREE
Style Book in plain wrapper.

j^ne^ryant
INDIANAPOLIS 17,

INDIANA
I
DEPT. 802 I

I
Mail FREE Maternity Style Book in plain wrapper.

! (802)
• Name

Post Office-
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SUPER
COLOR
RINSE

the color magic of Noreen
belongs in your hair

heady, heavenly, temporary color

subtly, safely, brilliantly yours

at cosmetic counters everywhere

also professionally applied

in beauty salons

Qvaitoble In Conodo

Wonderful

(Continued from page 35)
Costello’s and we danced and danced and
it was so wonderful to have a floor with
all the room you wanted and a man who
just knew every step in the world.
“And it was so exciting, by contrast,

to one day we spent last August. Friends
of Jim’s have a boat equipped for deep-
sea fishing. I’d only been out like that
twice before, and Jim had been so busy
with his practice that he said he’d only
done it once before. So imagine the thrill

of it, when I landed two albacore. Jim
only got one, and I had a fearful moment,
thinking that might bother him, but it

didn’t at all.”

“He’s in love,” I said.

Ann laughed, exultantly. Slender and
small as she is, the depth of her per-
sonality has always expressed itself in

that voice that seemed too big for her.
And this kind of happiness and laughter
is new to her.

Before she was sixteen, she was fight-

ing to keep a brave smile on her face in

front of her mother, slowly dying of the
most dread disease. In another year, when
giddy junior-high girls were necking in
parked cars, Ann was merely pretending
to be such a girl in a picture with Joan
Crawford—and holding her own against
that fierce competition.

“I beat Jim at hearts, too, the other
night,” Ann went on, “and he just laughed,
just as he teased me that day at the deep-
sea fishing when I nearly pulled my arms
out of their sockets, landing my fish.”

"You’re in love, too,” I said.

“Oh, I am, I am. And just think of my
good fortune—to be in love for the very
first time, and to have it be a man like

Jim. You see he’s a man in his own right,

with a profession in his own right, and
nothing about this theatrical world can
much surprise him, since his brother is

Dennis Day. Besides, doctors, being in

the finest profession there is, have a true
sense of values.”
The limousine was rushing us through

a section of Los Angeles that is even now
relatively unpopulated. The day was so
clear that all around the horizon you could
see the high mountains, their tops covered
with snow, but in the bright green fields

the meadow larks sang.
Ann smiled, noticing I’d caught the sound,

too. “Isn’t that beautiful?” she said. “Isn’t

everything simply beautiful when you
know you are in love and beloved?” Her

Love Story
f.

face grew reflective. “You know me wel
enough to remember those couple o;

times when I thought I might be in lov(

with some of the fellows I’d gone out with
But I never was.”
At seventeen Ann was making a lot o

money. It’s pretty tough to find a boy o,

that age in the same financial position
There were a lot of nice boys too em-
barrassed to ask Ann for a date, knowing
they couldn’t spend more than a couple o:

bucks on it.

“And isn’t that silly?” asked Ann. “Why
Jim and I have had dozens of dates tha'

didn’t cost a thing. He loves golf as mud
as I do, but being a doctor, he can’t ge:

far enough away from a phone to gc

around a course; but we do go swimming
at the beach—which is free as sunshine
“You know, I met Jim three years ago

on New Year’s Eve. A friend of Dennh
Day’s was a friend of mine so we met a'

a small private party.
“My heart didn’t turn over at first sighi

of him,” said Ann. “But that was prob-
ably because I didn’t dare let it. I just re-

member Jim’s kind eyes, and I was sc

glad when he called five days later anc
asked me to a christening of Dennis
second baby.

“I went to that christening, and thei

Jim asked me to another, and then he

asked me to go out on a dancing date.

“Of course, he’d been at my house
when he called for me the other twe
times, and Aunt Sis and Uncle Pat ap-

proved of him very definitely. But to gc

dancing was really special and I had <

wonderful time.
“The pattern of what my future life maj

be was established a week or so later

when I was to play a benefit. Knowing
Aunt Sis and Uncle Pat were taking me
to it, Jim asked if we’d call at his house
afterward, to meet his parents.

“I was very excited and pleased. The
three of us arrived at Jim’s house. Hii

parents were expecting us, and were jus
as charming as I’d been sure they woulc
be, having such a fine son. But the situa-

tion was just a little awkward because we
were all shy with one another, as we
waited for Jim to arrive and unite us
so to speak, into one group. We waitec
and we waited. It got to be midnight anc

one o’clock and we finally took our leave

You know the answer, of course. Jim hac

been held up with a patient, and he’e

been much too busy to telephone, as he

successfully brought a premature little

YOU’LL GET A OUT OF IT...

Listen to the exciting, factual “True Detective

Mysteries” radio program every Sunday afternoon

You’ll like it, and you may win

S|,000.00 REWARD
for information leading to the arrest of a fugitive

criminal named and described on the program
Hear the details about this 11,000.00 reward or

the thrilling, fast-paced

True Detective Mysteries
Every Sunday Afternoon on 527 Mutual Stations

You’ll chill to “The Redhead and The Torture Slayer”—Ruhy couldn’t have believed such a young,

handsome young man would end her life so hrutually. Read it in April TRUE DETECTIVE out now^

392



u baby into the world while we all waited.
“instead of that making me angry or

disturbed, it made me wildly happy and
the reason of that came up the other
night with some friends of Jim’s, most of

them doctors and their wives. One of the
wives said to me, ‘Do you know what
you’re getting into—marrying a doctor?
Have you any idea how your time will

be cut up? Do you realize there may be
nights on end when he won’t get a full

night’s sleep?’

“Before I could answer, Jim broke in.

He said, ‘Do you realize the demands of

a career on a girl like Ann? Besides the
time she is in actual production, there
are claims on her for benefits, for pub-
licity, for this, that and a thousand things.’

”

Ann laughed. “You see what I mean? Isn’t

that what’s called compatibility?”

“Would you ever have considered mar-
rying out of your faith?” I asked.
“I’m just so glad I didn’t even have to

think about that with Jim that I’ve for-
gotten all the rest,” she said. “Take this

morning for instance. We both went to

eight o’clock mass, so that we could have
the rest of the day for our work. Not to-

gether, of course. Jim had to go to the
hospital, as he had a very busy day be-
fore him. And you know how mine is

planned out. I’ll be lucky if I am home
by ten, and if Jim is home by then, he’ll

call me. But if he isn’t, I won’t worry.
I shall know he’ll call me in the morning.
That’s the greatest thing about love

—

that knowing—that security—that faith.”

The car pulled up before the auditorium
in which Ann was to sing. Almost as far

as we could see the children were lined
up, waiting to get inside.

“There’s something about singing for
children and service men that surpasses
any other kind of a personal appearance,”
Ann said. “But right this moment I can’t

remember the words of even one song.
I can’t remember the words of anything.”
“You make it sound as though you

wouldn’t wait long to marry.”
The excited color burned in her cheeks,

the laughter bubbled from her throat.

“We’ve set the date as June 27,” she said.

“We want to wait until my first picture at
M-G-M is finished and until Jim is

free enough from bis work so that we can
plan on a honeymoon, a real one.

“I want everyone I’ve ever known,
practically speaking, to be there to share
my happiness. And I want the whitest
dress and the longest veil and the loveliest
bouquet of lilies of the valley, and of
course, if I just have Jim’s relatives as
ushers and bridesmaids the procession
down the aisle will take hours.”
She stepped out of the car, and the

youngsters with their autograph books
began swarming, and the police lined up
to make a path for her. She signed every
book, every scrap of paper and then we
were backstage, where the photographers
were waiting, and city officials, and boys in
uniform, while in the audience you could
hear the children murmuring.

“I want a little boy named Kevin,” Ann
whispered to me, as somebody stepped
forward to hold her coat and someone
else held her handbag. “And I want a
daughter named Nan and obviously a Mc-
Nulty must have a son named Pat.”

“You’re on. Miss Blyth,” said an official.

“Pray for me that I don’t break into
singing ‘Falling in Love is Wonderful’ to
the tune of ‘Jingle Bells,’ she said.

But of course she didn’t. She sang every
song without missing a word. And watch-
ing her, you knew how lucky Dr. James
McNulty is, and how lucky Ann is too.

Lttcky like every other young couple who
meet and fall in love—forever and ever.

The End
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by REGIS PAINE
beauty consultant

Arms Program—Most women today

make sure their legs are

smoothly groomed, hands and

elbows creamed to softness. But,

often, when they raise their

arms, the underarm skin shows

irritation from using a

too-harsh deodorant.

(One out of two women have had

_this trouble, a nation-wide

survey shows.)

To avoid this, use YODORA, the "beauty

cream” deodorant. Made with a

pure face cream base, yodora does

not irritate normal skin. A four-

week test, conducted by a leading

skin doctor, showed not one case

of underarm skin irritation from

using YODORA, even when applied

right after shaving. Yodora helps

beautify the underarm skin.

Helping Hands—Spring's the

time when “smart cookies”

like to whip up a tasty

hamburger or toss a tangy

salad. But who wants the odor

of onions and garlic lingering on hands

made to be held in the moonlight? Just

smooth on a bit of yodora, and

your bands will be soft and

sweet-smelling in no time.

Tips for Teens—Don’t use too-heavy

make-up on sensitive adolescent skin ;

nor a too-strong deodorant.

Use yodora, accepted by the

American Medical Association

Committee on Cosmetics. Yodora

not only stops perspiration odor

effectively, it also softens, smooths

and beautifies the skin.

Tubes or jars, 10 35v, 60f

McKesson & Robbins, Bridgeport, Conn.

I Love Melvin

(m-c-m, technicolor)

At last, Debbie Reynolds bas a part that

captures tbe sparkle of ber off-screen per-

sonality. Site’s an obscure cborine who
dreams of Hollywood stardom, while her

family tries to maneuver her into matri-

mony with a stuffy young businessman
(Richard Anderson). Along comes Don-
ald O’Connor, humble assistant to the

chief photographer on a national maga-
zine. Donald happily takes up Debbie’s
time, shooting innumerable photos for an
imaginary picture story. Finally, to out-

shine his rival, Donald promises he’ll try

Hallway romance for Don and Debbie

to make her a cover girl, dummying up a

fake cover that Debbie mistakes for the

real thing.

But the fragile plot’s subordinate to

the musical numbers done with joyous

spontaneity by the young stars. As Deb-
bie’s kid sister, Noreen Corcoran’s a

charmer, and Jim Backus turns in a smart
comedy job as Donald’s saturnine boss.

Verdict: Light-hearted musical with lov-

able co-stars (Family)

Niagara
(20th century-fox, technicolor)

The story’s a tightly plotted suspense
yarn, but the real accent of the picture is

on two natural wonders; Niagara Falls

and Marilyn Monroe. Both are studied

raptly from every angle, and the results

are awe-inspiring. Ostensibly, Marilyn’s

playing a worthless wife, deliberately

driving the already neurotic Joseph Cotten

to the mental brink with her infidelity.

Actually, from the first close-up to the last,

through all the longshots of Marilyn in

motion, she’s creating a caricature of sex.

The movie’s hers, but Jean Peters shouldn’t

be overlooked. Refreshingly cast as a nice

average girl, Jean has both beauty and act-

ing competence to offer. A visitor to

Niagara, she’s a witness to some incidents

of Marilyn’s plan to murder Cotten and
Cotten’s counterplot of revenge. Casey
Adams makes Jean’s husband a likable fig-

ure, and Richarcl Allan has a few telling

scenes as Marilyn’s lover.

Verdict: Entertaining mMange of murder,
Monroe and magnificent scenery (Adult)

City Beneath the Sea
(u-i, technicolor)

An up-to-date swashbuckler about sunk-

en treasure teams Robert Ryan and An-
thony Quinn as daredevil deep-sea-divers.

The two are hired to look for a liner that

went down in the Caribbean off Jamaica
with a load of gold bullion aboard. Sup-
posedly drowned, the captain is keeping
the location of the wreck secret so he can
grab the gold for himself. Between lively

brawls on land and narrow escapes under
the sea. Ryan falls in love with winsome
Mala Powers, while Quinn gets involved

with sultry Suzan Ball, who proves alarm-

ingly marriage-minded. It’s cheerful ac-

tion stuff most of the way, but the plot

does stall from time to time. Quinn has

the edge on Ryan, getting more color into

his portrayal.

Verdict: Adventure yarn that has its dra-

matic ups and downs (Family)

Taxi

(20th century-fox)

One far-from-typical day in the life of a

New York hackie shows you some new
angles on the city, mingling chuckles and
sentiment. Dan Dailey’s at his best as the

tough hero, who isn’t above gypping a

passenger innocent of New York geog-

raphy. But his intentions are finally re-

versed after he’s spent most of the day
toting around an Irish colleen who’s

searching for her no-good American hus-

band. Suitably deglamorized and sport-

ing a delicious brogue, Constance Smith
proves her versatility in this role. Char-

acter parts are neatly done: Blanche Yur-

ka, as Dan’s mother, bent on marrying him
off; Neva Patterson, as a lady publisher

who knows the missing husband too well;

Anthony Ross, as a sour-faced, good-

hearted immigration man.

Verdict: Pleasing vignette of the big city,

with a wobbly plot (Family)

Jeopardy
(m-c-m)

Reminiscent of a well-constructed radio

thriller, this modest-proportioned movie
concentrates on building and sustaining

tension. On holiday in a remote section of

the Lower California coast, Barbara Stan-

wyck, Barry Sullivan and Lee Aaker, their

little son, face a double crisis. The partial

collapse of an abandoned pier leaves Bar-

ry with his foot hopelessly pinned under
a huge beam. The tide is coming in, and
Barbara must get help to free him before
u a too late. Stacking the cards ruthlessly



against its people as such tales usually do,

the story puts her into the hands of a

homicidal escaped convict (Ralph Meek-
er). He wants her car—and her. too. With
their personable and persuasive qualities,

Barbara and Barry lend warmth to this

superficial idea. Mechanically, the hero’s

fix isn’t quite convincing.

Verdict: Artificial but taut and workman-
like suspense drama (Family)

Girls in the Night

(u-i)

Dealing with the same subject as “City
Across the River,’’ this study of youth in

the slums isn’t as successful. However,
like the earlier film, it gives newcomers
a break. Patricia Hardy and Glen Roberts
are an attractive pair as sweethearts whose
romance is shadowed by tenement sordid-

ness. though Patricia has a good deal to

learn about acting. As her brother. Har-
vey Lembeck seems rather elderly for a

juvenile delinquent. With his girl (Joyce
Holden ) , he commits a burglary on the
same night that the victim is murdered.
Jaclynne Green, obviously too pretty for

the role, gives a good character perform-
ance as the drab creature who loves the
killer. Handicapped by flat dialogue and
pat situations, Anthony Ross and Glenda
Farrell draw sympathy as harried parents.

Verdict: Crime thriller trying hard to be a

social study (Adult)

The -Naked Spur

( M-C-M, technicolor)

Thanks to an excellent cast headed by
James Stewart, Janet Leigh and Robert

i Ryan and to some of the most beautiful

1 scenery ever filmed, this Western shapes

i up as lusty entertainment. Commendably,

Janet and Jimmy see an ugly sight

it tries to provide strong character por-

traits along with the action. Ryan, who
makes a spectacular desperado, comes off

best because his character’s motive is the
simplest and most forceful: He does not
wish to be hanged. Stewart’s less lucky.

{Continued on next page)

At last, you can have
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playing a grim Kansan who, having noth-

ing personal against the killer, has trailed

him into the Rockies to collect the reward.

Giving her most effective performance so

far. Janet’s a waif traveling with Ryan
and defending him against his captors.

The other two, also eager for the reward,
are Millard Mitchell, as a standard philo-

sophical old prospector, and Ralph Meek-
er, as a slippery young adventurer. In con-

trast with the loveliness of springtime
aspens and high snow fields, the picture

shows an astonishing lot of violence, sub-

jecting all its people to picturesque bru-

talities. Even Janet isn’t spared.

Verdict: Rugged, handsome but over-pre-

tentious action story (Family)

All Ashore
(COLUMBIA, technicolor)

t

Unassuming in manner, the music-
trimmed story of three sailors on a Cata-
lina shore leave turns out surprisingly
easy to take. Dick Haymes and Ray Mc-
Donald divide up the song-and-dance
chores, playing confident lads who quickly
find themselves girls—Jody Lawrance and
Peggy Ryan. But the real surprise is

Money ivorries stump Dick and Mickey

Mickey Rooney, more ingratiating than
he’s been in years. He’s the little guy
who’s pushed around by his carefree pals,

lends them money and waits forlornly for

his true love to come along. And it’s

heiress Barbara Bates who takes a shine

to him. In the stand-out sequence, Mickey
daydreams himself into the middle of a

romantic operetta, with Dick and Ray as

villains and himself as the mighty-voiced
hero. It’s a hilarious bit of satire.

Verdict: Bouncy, off-handed comedy with
jaunty music (Family)

Rogue's March
( m-c-m)

Here's a period piece in a sense beyond
its Victorian setting. There’s a quaint
flavor about Peter Lawford’s misfortunes
and exploits. Pete’s an officer framed on
a spy charge (those Russians!), thrown
out of the Army and condemned for trea-

son. Escaping from jail, he astutely hides jj.

by re-enlisting in the Army as a private.

His experiences as a gentleman ranker T
are interesting, and the action speeds up
when his new regiment is sent to the very

trouble spot in India where his old regi-

ment has gone. (The story features sev-

eral brazen coincidences.) Lawford’s forte

is comedy, but he’s acceptable in this

heroic role. Janice Rule, as his sweet-

heart, and Richard Greene, as his gallant

rival, are wasted.

Verdict: Disarmingly old-fashioned melo-
drama of courage and intrigue (Family)

The Clown
( m-c-m)

Red Skelton has shown his ability to

project the quality of pathos that should

be included in a good comedian’s bag of

tricks. But his latest picture is overloaded

with it. Another item in the has-been cy-

cle, this one presents Red as a stage comic
who has wrecked his own career through
liquor and a touchy temperament. His
only incentive for a comeback try is his

worshipful young son (Tim Considine),

his companion in poverty. Even the cap-

able Jane Greer has trouble with the in-

consistent role of the boy’s mother, now
married to a wealthy man. Though Red
has a few amusing knockabout numbers,
the whole is hardly to his fans’ tastes.

Verdict: Blatant tear-jerker, with a slow

and ambling pace (Family)

The Tall Texan
( lippert)

Here’s an actionful Western, hampered
by its own delusion that it’s another

“Stagecoach” or “Treasure of Sierra Ma-
dre.” After a stagecoach is wrecked, the

passengers discover that there’s gold near-

by. They set up a camp and begin pan-

ning. Discord’s created among them by
greed, romantic rivalry and the dangerous
temptation of richer gold deposits inside

the forbidden confines of an Indian bury-

ing ground. Both Lloyd Bridges and Lee
Cobb, affected by the picture’s malady,
give slightly pompous performances. Lu-

ther Adler strays in the other direction,

becoming arch. But Marie Windsor
achieves a nicely balanced portrayal of a

girl intent on money.

Verdict: Brisk little horse opera with big

ambitions (Family)

Ruby Gentry
(20th century-fox)

The highly colored and terribly serious

tale of a girl from the wrong side of the

tracks gives Jennifer Jones a chance for

some heavy emoting. She and blue-blooded

Charlton Heston are linked by a wild

passion, but, for practical motives, he
marries a socialite. Jennifer’s rebound to

Karl Malden leads to dramatic fireworks.

Verdict: Overwritten,

convincing

overplayed and un-

(Adult) I



Is Hollywood Destroying John Derek?

(Continued from page 48)
- him more often and in meatier roles. But
> the answer to that question is an involved
l one, tied up with John’s whole career.

The story goes something like this:

I
John first played a small role for David

Selznick, in “I’ll Be Seeing You” with Shir-
ley Temple. But when Selznick released his

,

players, John was on his own. And he
found the going tough.
Then, one day, he heard through the

grapevine that Humphrey Bogart was going
to make “Knock on Any Door.” He read the

I
I

book, and then, somehow, managed to

wangle a script. One reading was all it

[ took. He knew he was right for the leading

I
part

—

Nick, the “pretty” juvenile delin-
quent. But getting to Bogey to prove it, was

s something else again. John tried all the

,
routine methods—the polite phone calls, the

r carefully-phrased letters. He tried every

f
“proper channel” in the book. And when

I nothing else worked, he finally took the

I

bull by the horns and literally forced him-
) self into the star’s office. And then, though

he was horrified by his own audacity, he
t
made Bogey listen to him.

How well that worked is ancient history
by now. He got the part, was a tremendous

^ hit, and, as a result, wound up with a

1

seven-year contract. That was back in 1948,

and nothing could stop him after that. He
thought! But he was soon to learn dis-
appointment—Hollywood style.

Following his initial splash, he was given
some distinctly mediocre roles. The first

sign that the jinx might be breaking came
when he was loaned to Robert Rossen, the
independent producer, who wanted him
for “All the King’s Men.” The film won
the Academy Award for 1949, and John
himself was dubbed as a sure comer. “Keep
your eye on Derek!” was the good word
around Hollywood.

I
John earned more while he was working

on “All the King’s Men” than he ever had
before—a reported $1,500 a week. His salary
on his home lot was peanuts by comparison,
and he felt, with what seems justifiable
logic, that if he was worth that much to an

; outside producer, he should have been
: worth at least as much to his own studio.

Not long after that, Alfred Hitchcock
wanted to borrow John for a role in
“Strangers on a Train,” the picture that
won raves for Robert Walker and Farley
Granger. But the studio refused. And John,

; seeing the chance for a “hit” performance
snatched out of his fingers, was truly net-
tled. But that did him no good at all.

Nor did it do him any good to gripe last

year when Paramount, on learning that
Alan Ladd was leaving its roster, offered to

buy John’s contract at a fabulous figure.

John could, Paramoimt felt, very capably
have filled Alan’s shoes on the lot.

But the studio remained adamamt to all

requests to let John work for somebody
else—until last year, when he made “Thun-
derbirds” for Republic, the movie John
thinks is his best since “Saturday’s Hero.”
And now, at last, things look great on his

home lot.

There’s hope—great hope, John feels, in

the fact that after having cast him in two
adventure yarns, “The Prince of Pirates”
and “Posse,” his studio seems to be giving
him a chance again to prove himself effec-

tively in his latest assignment, co-star with
John Hodiak in “Mission Over Korea.”
John Derek has never been considered

a particularly light-hearted guy. He is seri-

ous about his life, his career, his marriage,
even his morning egg. But the talk around
Hollywood these days says that, even for

the serious-minded character he’s always
been, John is a pretty gloomy Gus. And
there are some who’ll try to tell you that

his career problems are only a small part
of the trouble.

Certainly, the illness of his small son,

Russell, has been a factor. No parent could
have survived this ordeal and emerged
unscathed. Russell was born with a faulty

esophagus, and there were repeated opera-
tions, and many, many months of patient
care—and heartbreak—before he was out
of danger. Even today, the Dereks keep
emergency equipment handy at home, in

case Russell should have a relapse.

There have been the usual rumors, too,

about John’s marriage—that it has failed or
will fail. Pati Behrs, John’s wife, is an
authentic Georgian princess who came to

Arperica not many years ago and started

a career as a professional dancer. She was
as ambitious as the average young girl in

show business, but she met John before she
had her career really going full-swing. She
had had only one movie role, a bit for

Twentieth Century-Fox, by the time they
were married in 1948. And then she im-
mediately settled into domesticity.
Some Hollywood crepe-hangers say that’s

the trouble—that she had just enough taste

for a career to whet her appetite for more,
and that now she resents having given it

all up, and that the resentment shows up
in her attitude toward John.
One Hollywood writer—female—puts it

this way:
“Pati is an attractive girl, but she doesn’t

do anything to emphasize the fact. She’s
always lolling aroimd in blue jeans, and I

can’t remember when I’ve seen her in a full

make-up job. She doesn’t look like a movie
star’s wife should look. It’s almost as
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though she were backsliding on purpose.”
And a Hollywood photographer says:

“Pati doesn’t do anything to build up
John’s ego. And he needs it. He’s so self-
conscious about his remarkable good looks
that he does everything he can think of to
prove his masculinity. A guy like that
needs self-confidence, and the best place to
get it is from his wife.”
But one of the Dereks’ best friends—

a

chap who has known them both intimately
for years—gets violently angry when he
hears remarks of this sort. ‘‘They’re wast-
ing their breath when they gossip about
this pair. John and Pati are very much in
love. And there’s never been any trouble
between them. My money’s on their mar-
riage lasting longer than any in town.
“Sure, John needs self-confidence,” he

goes on. “But the only way for him to get
it is for Hollywood to give him the break
he deserves. He’s earned the right to prove
his place as an actor—and, incidentally, to
build up his bank account!”
John’s finances have been stretched at

the seams since he bought his home in
Encino. At this writing, his salary is less
than $1,000 a week, a figure which is gigein-
tic compared to his earnings in the past.
Only a year ago, he was getting $500—and
that came only after a long series of tiny
raises. Compared to other young stars’
salaries, John’s is not bad, but his expenses
are unusual.
Out of his salary, John has to pay heavy

taxes, to meet the mortgage installments
on his house, to pay his agent, a business
manager and a press agent, besides taking
care of the regular living expenses for his
family and the upkeep on his property.
And that’s a lot tougher to do than it is to
list it on this piece of paper. Besides, John

has had a number of crushing bills forR
Russell’s operations and medical care.

*
Of course, people will say, “It’s his own <

fault if John saddled himself with debts '

beyond his means.” And nobody can argue
that point. Nor can anyone argue that
John wasn’t lucky to get such a head start
on his career in the first place. But almost
anybody who knows anything at all about
Hollywood will agree that John is con-
stantly facing tough financial problems.
So luxuries are deleted from the Derek

budget. Completely. John has wanted to
own a horse for years, but he can’t afford
one; the one he keeps is not his own. It is

impossible for the Dereks to entertain

—

even on a small scale, so they sit home
night after night. Of course, it’s dull and
depressing. Who wouldn’t find it so?
People are wondering when John will

snap out of it. But he can’t—not if things
remain as they are.

John is in a rut at the moment which
would unbalance many stars who know less
about Hollywood and its industry than he
does. John was born and grew up in Holly-
wood, and so he has not been surprised
by the hurdles set in his path.
He has not gone Hollywood in any sense

of the word, a fact which, in the long run,
is far more important than a dozen mort-
gages or a million bad pictures. He has
done the most vital thing of all: he has
kept his head. And that will no doubt see
him through.

There’s - every indication that the next
time that family from Nebraska comes to
call, he’ll be able to answer them in no
uncertain words. “Yes,” he’ll probably say.
“It is a wonderful life!” But he may add in
an undertone, that it took a lot of dogged
patience to make it so. The End

New Lease On Love

(Continued from page 68)
But Livvy’s been easing up on this strict

self-chaperonage system lately. She’s been
seen about town quite a good deal with
Director John Huston, since he returned
from Europe. And though she would be
aghast at the very suggestion that there
was anything romantic in these dates of

theirs, aU of Hollywood remembers that
these two were once—not so many years
ago—very serious about each other. And
people can’t help wondering if this picking
up of the raveled threads of that old love
may be leading to one that will be rich

and true and lasting.

In the meantime, though, Livvy shies

away from the subject of marriage.
“Will I ever marry again?” she puts it.

“I can’t imagine that I will, somehow. You
see, my mother and father were divorced,

and I was brought up by my mother, who
married a second time. I didn’t get along at

all well with my stepfather. Neither did
Joan (Fontaine) . We were absolutely for-

eign to him and he didn’t understand us
at all. It was, to put it frankly, a very
unhappy household.”

It was this basic friction, Olivia said, that

probably led to the fact that she and Joan
were estranged for so many years, and that

both of them had felt distant toward their

father, as well. But in recent months, the
family has been reunited. When Joan mar-
ried Collier Young in November, she in-

vited their father to the wedding, and not
long afterward, the two sisters met each
other, and decided to forget their old feuds,

most of which, they both agreed, were
based on unspoken intangibles, the result

of their disrupted home as children.

But bearing aU the old bitterness in

mind, Olivia is resolved that the same thing
must never happen to her son, Ben.

“If I were to marry again,” she says, “it

would be essential to my own happiness
that Ben love his stepfather. I would have
to choose a father for my son as well as a
husband for myself, and that, as you know,
is a difficult set of circumstances. This man,
if he should happen to come into my life,

would have to undergo a very long, en-,
gagement-trial period so that we could be
certain we were not making a mistake. And
where is there a man who could put him-
self through the ordeal of close scrutiny
such as that, who would recognize and
agree to the need for it?

“For the present,” Olivia says, “my life

with Ben is very complete. For the first

time in my life, I have a family, and that
is pretty wonderful. Shadrach, my ten-
year-old airedale is here after spending
two years in a kennel in Long Island. And.
of course, Ben and I still have Catherine,
the Siamese cat who traveled all over the
cormtry with us when we were on the
road in ‘Candida.’ And to round out our
family, Ben brought a fish and a snail

home from school—and he watches over
Mr. Fish and Miss Sweatpea lovingly. Now,
tell me, is there room for a man in our
household?”

Olivia asks this question, but she doesn’t
wait for an answer. For her lovely eyes
are focused on the future, not the past.

She’s looking ahead to a rainbow of bright
days which she knows are there for the
seeking.
When I asked her to tell me in her own

words what her plans are, I was impressed
all over again with the beauty, sincerity,

graciousness and out-and-out goodness of

this girl. She has glowing good looks with-
out benefit of cosmetics and her dark eyes
truly are “windows of the soul.”

To understand Olivia as completely as



ever one person can understand another,

it is fundamental to realize that at this

period in her life she is first and foremost

Ben’s mother. Her attitude in making
formative decisions for the weeks and years

ahead is dominated by the will to “do
what is best for Ben.”
“Ben is the center of my life,” she says.

“All my decisions will be keyed to him.”
And Olivia is not one to speak lightly on
matters of importance. She will, I feel

sure, keep Ben uppermost in mind as she
plots her life anew.
“You’re going to think I sound just like

every mother when I say this, but really,

Ben is a very unusual child, really un-
usual! He holds my interest completely.

He’s so advanced mentally for his years
that the head of the nursery school gave
him a card that said ‘Happy Fourth Birth-
day.’ But he’s only three!

“Ben has definite mechanical leanings. I

noticed it first when he was eight months
old and had just learned to stand but
not to walk.
“Ben’s mechanical interests are only nat-

ural, I suppose. After all, my grand uncle,
James de Havilland, was a General in the
Royal Army Engineer Corps, and my great
grandfather, Charles de Havilland, was a
Major with the Royal Engineers in India.

And you probably have heard of my cousin.
Sir Geoffrey de Havilland, who invented
the Mosquito, the all-wood fighter of World
War II, and who also invented the Comet,
the first jet transport.”

“It looks like Ben’s future is all mapped
out for him,” I said. “What are your plans
for the immediate future?”
Without a moment’s hesitation, as if she

had thought this through many times,
Olivia replied: “First of all, I’m going to
find a public school that I think will be
right for Ben and then buy a house in

that school district. I want it to be a
rather small school, as much like a country
school as possible.

“Although Hollywood has been my home
for seventeen years, I have no particular

i

roots any more. I like to live in a climate
i
where there is a change in seasons. Per-

I haps Connecticut is my answer. Children
i lead a wonderful country life there—boat-
i ing in the summer and sledding in the
winter. Above all, I want to settle where

[
Ben will have the greatest happiness,

i
“I might even buy a house on the Island

} of Guernsey (one of the Channel Islands
i between England and France). My ances-
I
tors settled there after going to England

j
with William the Conqueror in 1066. I’m the

first in my direct line never to have lived

there. About ten years ago, the present
generation let the de Havilland home on
the Island slip into the hands of a princess,

but it’s up for sale now and I’m seriously
thinking of getting it back. It would be a
wonderful place to live when I am ready to

retire.”

I evidently showed my alarm by this

reference to retirement, for Olivia hastened
to add, “Don’t misunderstand me. I need
and do want a long rest from the flurry of

pictures I have been doing, but I expect to

go on with my acting career just as long
as I am permitted to do so. Aside from Ben,
acting is my life. I’d be lost without it.”

Broadway, too, is in Olivia’s future. But
when next she appears on the legitimate

boards, she says, it will be in a play by
one of the critics’ favorite playwrights. As
Olivia puts it: “I did both George Ber-
nard Shaw’s ‘Candida’ and Shakespeare’s
‘Romeo and Juliet’ on Broadway, both
classics. The next thing I do should be,

I think, a modern play.”

It was good to hear her speak out in

this uninhibited way once again, for dur-
ing the years of her marriage to Marcus
Goodrich, newspaper people in Hollywood
found that the once-cooperative and gra-
cious Olivia seemed to be completely
dominated by her husband and unable to

speak freely or express her own person-
ality. He made all decisions and frequently
was abusive to representatives of the press
and film magazines and to autograph-seek-
ing fans.

Olivia de Havilland lived and breathed
a script during the past six years, which
had a perfect plot for an Olivia de Havil-
land movie: a trusting wife, an allegedly
cruel husband, an innocent child whose
life would be ruined if its parents were
divorced.
The script reached its climax on August

26, 1952, when Olivia was granted an inter-
locutory decree from writer Marcus Good-
rich. The divorce becomes final in August
of this year.
When Olivia made the decision to end

her marriage, she was exercising the kind
of firm conviction she has always shown.
And there is no question that she will

continue always to do what she thinks is

wisest for Ben and for herself. And this

means that romance must come into her
life—for romance is normal and natural
for a beautiful and sensitive woman.
And that will be the happy ending. For.

this particular star, the script could end
no other way. The End
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Two Guys Named Mike

(Continued from page 46)
“Look,” commanded Michael Wilding. No

detail of his brand new son’s perfection
could be ignored.

“Please notice,” he said, “that he is not
wrinkled and he is not red.”

It was true. Becomingly pink cheeks
glowed against the pillow. Tiny pink chin.
But no red.

Still Michael could not bring himself to
leave the baby’s side. He stood looking
down at the child with a bewildered ex-
pression, as though not quite believing this

miracle had happened.
“Look,” he said again, half-glancing at

the nurse to see if he would be upbraided.
Quickly he pulled back the cloud of yellow
comforter to expose all of Michael Howard
Wilding—all perfect.

The baby stirred a bit in his sleep, but
didn’t wake.

“Isn’t he good natured?”

M ary Brice confirmed this. “He cries,”

she said, “only when he is hungry.” But
she added, “He will be hungry soon.”
At this point Elizabeth’s voice called

weakly from the next room, “Mich-ael.”
And Michael leaped up and rushed off

in the direction of the bedroom. He was
back in a few seconds, saying “Wouldn’t
you like to see Liz for a few minutes?”
But the doctor’s orders?
“It’s all right. She says it’s all right.”

He led the way to her bedroom.
Elizabeth was lying in the hospital bed,

her eyes circled but shining, her natural
high color emphasized by a soft fluff of
pink bed jacket.

“Isn’t he beautiful?” was her first com-
ment about little Michael.
Big Michael told a little joke, and Eliz-

abeth tried to laugh, but couldn’t.

“It hurts to laugh,” Michael explained.
“It seems,” Elizabeth said, half apologeti-

cally, “as though it hurts to do almost
everything . . . even breathe.”
Michael himself looked as though he

could do with a little rest too. He was
pale with fatigue—and expended emotion
•—and his eyes were bloodshot from lack
of sleep. He looked as though he had
had about ten babies himself.

“I never believed those stories before,”
he said, “about fathers climbing the walls
of the waiting room. But they’re true. Up
until the very last minute I thought I

was taking it all in stride.

“Elizabeth had X-rays on Monday

—

January 5, that was—and the pictures
showed the baby was ready to be born.
It was due, you know, on January 7. But
right then and there our doctor, Konrad
Aaberg, decided to take Elizabeth into the
hospital on Tuesday night and deliver the
baby by Caesarian section.”

Michael interrupted his story at this

point to give special mention to Dr. Aaberg.
“Do you know Dr. Aaberg?” he asked.

“He is the greatest doctor, the nicest, the
gentlest guy. . .

.”

Of course, all new parents feel that way
about their obstetricians. But Dr. Aaberg
was special, Michael insisted.

‘Don’t you want to see the baby?” Mi-
chael asked Elizabeth.
Of course she wanted to see the baby,

she smiled, but wasn’t he about to be fed?
“A couple of minutes won’t make any

difference, so ask for him,” her husband
urged her.
This time Elizabeth did laugh.
“He’s mad about him,” she said, un-

necessarily.
"I’m stupid about him,” Michael re-

torted. And why not? After all, there had
been a Michael in the Wilding family for

hundreds of years, and he’d been the last

until five . . . almost six . . . days ago.

Elizabeth asked the nurse to bring in •

the baby, “just for a few seconds.”
Michael agreed, after a moment, to allow

Elizabeth to get some rest. He led the
way back out into the big, informal living
room from which the Wildings can see,
when they have time again to look, a
magnificent view of practically all of
Southern California.
Michael settled himself on the broad cir-

cular sofa which curves around a massive
fieldstone fireplace in one corner of the
hospitable living room. He continued his
recital of events of the night of the birth
of little Michael.

“Well, anyhow, I drove Elizabeth down
to S^nta Monica Hospital at tenish Tues- .

day night. We were both very happy and
excited . . . but not really nervous, if you
know what I mean. Her parents met us

j

there, and we all went up to the maternity •
J

ward to the two little rooms I had reserved !

for Liz’s confinement.
|

“Santa Monica Hospital is a small hos-
j

pital, you know, and has no ‘living in’
|

facilities. Elizabeth wanted the baby near
|where she could see it whenever she i

wanted, so I took the extra little room j

next door. Outrageously extravagant, I
. |

suppose, but you don’t have a baby every
|

day.”
||“Thank Heaven,” he seemed to add under |

his breath as he sighed deeply before
proceeding. '

“Dr. Aaberg came in about ten-thirty.
He was very confident and cheerful. A
Caesarian, he assured me, took only eleven
minutes. I would have word very soon
whether we had a boy or a girl. Then
he left to ‘wash up.’

“At about eleven two nurses came with
a bed on wheels and took Elizabeth away.
“The Taylors and I sat back to wait it

out. Eleven minutes, the doctor had said.

“After fifteen minutes I was climbing the '

.

walls, just like all the expectant fathers
|

in the stories. After half an hour I was
hanging from the chandelier.

“Elizabeth’s mother tried to reassure me.
It took some time, she said, to prepare a
patient for major surgery. ,

“ ‘Major surgery!’ I heard the words
which had been so matter-of-fact only
yesterday with a sense of shock.
“Mr. Taylor tried to make little jokes.

I should stop pulling my hair, he said, or
I would be bald before my time. And he
wondered if Santa Monica Hospital pro- i

vided pressing service for new fathers.

My clothes looked already as if I had slept

in them. i

But I couldn’t laugh. Thirty-five min- .

utes, my watch said. Forty. Forty-five.
The longest forty-five minutes I had ever
endured in my life. What must it have
been like for Elizabeth?
“And then a white-capped nurse knocked

softly and came in. ‘If you will just come
down the hall, Mr. Wilding,’ she said, ‘you
can see your son!’

”

The three of them—Elizabeth’s nearest .

and dearest—the three who loved her best,

who were now to be four—walked, trem- .

bling, down the corridor, to the nursery "

window. It was midnight, so the curtains
were drawn.
“Like an opening night,” Michael recalls,

“but with no music . . . except our hearts
knocking on our chests. It was an awful
window . . . with a railing to hang onto. >

Designed, no doubt, for terrified fathers. .

“A nurse in an antiseptic mask parted
the curtains to expose a sea of little cots.

“The baby the nurse was holding up was ;

!

mine. I looked at the little creature. I '
\

saw the mass of dark hair. One eye opened "

'

and looked at me. I gestured through the
,

glass to the nurse to do something about ?^|



!

!

the other eye . . . was something wrong?
Right through the mask I could see her
laughing at me.”
ITien Dr. Aaberg, still in his surgical

gown, came up behind them.
Mrs. Wilding, he told Michael, was back

in her room. She had “stood the operation
very well.” She was asking for her husband.
Elizabeth was quite conscious, and as

yet in no pain. The “saddle block” anaes-
thesia had been chosen so that she could
be in every way present at the birth of

her child. She saw her son, as a matter
of fact, five seconds after he was born.
Now back in the hospital bed in her

I'oom, she was radiant, her great eyes
luminous with discovery and triumph.
“What did she say?”
“I don’t know what she said,” Michael

replied to this question. “Maybe she didn’t

say anything . . . she did it ... it was how
she did it. She asked for her baby and
the baby was brought to her. She held
him in her arms. I wish you could have
seen her . . . she was like . . . like a flower.”
Michael’s voice was hoarse as he de-

scribed that magic moment when the three
of them were first together. He controlled
it quickly.
“She is so sweet with the baby. The

only times she feels really well—so far—is

when she is with the baby. The pain goes
—somehow.

“Dr. Aaberg says she is a natural
mother.”
And Michael is a . . . well ... a classic

father. He agreed to leave the hospital
that night only because Dr. Aaberg in-
sisted. Elizabeth must rest, and so should
he. And besides, it was the rule. He
walked out into the street and saw a news-
paper with a bannerline reading, “Liz
Taylor Has Baby Son.”
He drove home slowly with no idea in

retrospect how he negotiated the hairpin
turns on the long grade to their mountain
top. He threw his clothes on a chair, him-
self on the bed—the big, low bed which
seemed so ridiculously oversized for one
weary man.
He slept, fitfully, but hopped up with

the first sound of activity in the house
next morning. The housekeeper must know

the news, and Elizabeth’s secretary. A
paper hanger came to put the finishing

touches to the nursery and Michael re-

told the whole story to him.
“The baby really weighed seven pounds,

five ounces,” he bragged, “but we get

credit for only seven-three. He lost two
ounces in that business they do to new
babies to make it easier for them to

breathe.”
“Seven-three is very good,” the paper

hanger, a father himself, assured him. Mr.
Wilding, no doubt, would be handing out
cigars.

Cigars? Michael had no cigars. He hadn’t

known about cigars. It was an American
custom.
The paper hanger looked disappointed.

It must be an important American custom,
Michael realized. Then he remembered
something, and dashing back to the bed-
room, dug through his bureau drawers un-
til he found what he wanted: a cigar Geary
Steffen had given him when his baby had
been born six weeks before. He gave it

to the paper hanger, who looked relieved,

and Michael vowed to buy more the first

minute he got into town.

He never did buy the cigars. Elizabeth
was feeling miserable when he arrived at

the hospital, and Michael stayed by her
bedside for ten hours that day, and the
next. And the next.

On Sunday morning, the fifth day, they
brought her and the baby home. . . .

“It was soonish, but she longed to be
home. We brought along Mrs. MacKenzie,
the nurse who had looked after her in

the hospital; you need some one to wash
you, you know. And we rented a hospital

bed—easier to get in and out of; to walk
about. They made her walk about, you
know, even that first day. And she was in

such pain.”

But as Michael had said, the pain dis-
appeared when she was with the baby.
For now truly she was—as in her new
movie, “The Girl Who Had Everything.”
Future movie assignments, like “All the
Brothers Were Valiant,” could wait—all

Elizabeth had time for now was her two
guys named Mike. The End
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Just Right tor Each Other

(Continued jrom page 37)
For weeks they’d been rehearsing fever-

ishly in a little studio Gower had rented
down in Greenwich Village. When Marge
had mentioned casually that another
dancer wanted her to work up an act with
him, Gower had awakened to possibilities

both romantic and rhythmic. “If you’re
going to dance with anyone, you’re going
to dance with me,” he’d exploded—and
lost no time in effecting it.

When at last the act was ready, and
they were booked into a hotel in Mon-
treal, there was no money for costumes or
the fare to get there. Then at the last

minute, the mailman delivered a long en-
velope to Gower with a check inside, his
severance pay from an unfulfilled M-G-M
contract. With this, they’d paid the over-
due rent on his hotel room and on Marge’s
apartment. They bought her two costumes
and paid for renovating a couple of old
ones for him. They then borrowed thirty
dollars from a friend for the fare to Mon-
treal—and to their acclaim as a team. Now
they were booked into the Palmer House
in Chicago, but en route Marge had tried
out for “Allegro,” never believing she’d
have a prayer of a chance for the part.

' There in the restaurant now, they were
playing for all it was worth—yea, for more
than it was worth—what might well be
their own farewell scene.

!

There were tears on her side and heroics
on his. This was her big chance, Gower
kept insisting manfully. She must take it.

While Marge kept sobbing she couldn’t
break up their team. Then Gower said
suddenly, almost wearily throwing the line
away, “I don’t know what we’re worrying
about. I’ll get another partner and we’ll
open in Chicago. What difference will it

make? You and I are going to be mar-
ried anyway.”
Whereupon startled brown eyes met

equally startled brown eyes. This was the
first time he’d ever made any mention of
marriage. They kept looking at one an-

! other, then they started laughing, and
soon they were hysterical. Their waitress
laughed with them. She was glad. They
seemed to belong together, these two.
No doubt now in Marge’s mind what she

would do. The next morning she would
call Rodgers and Hammerstein and tell

them she was sorry, but she just couldn’t
accept the part. Years later she would still

laugh, “I’ll never know whether I’d have
gotten it or not. But I turned it down. I

can always hold that thought—” .

“And right over my head,”Gower grinned.
As usual, once the crisis was over,

Gower’s appetite was fully regained. “Give
me the noodles and tuna too,” he said
recklessly, happily—ready to try anything.
“But you like noodles,” Marge says

now, adding interestedly, “don’t you?”
“Only when they’re instigated by you,”

he explains.

That even now, five happily married
years later, Marge and Gower Champion
find food for thought. Indicative of
how very close they are is the degree
of heart each harbors for a noodle.
They’re two of a kind, dancing up
that stairway to stardom on their own
particular pink cloud, and a little wide-
eyed to find themselves getting there so

soon. They’re talented, hardworking, en-
thusiastic and thoroughly in love. Their
every step, look and word intones just

how much they belong to each other.

They even speak in rhythm, one picking
up the other’s sentence in mid-air, with-
out ever missing a beat. And they look
so much alike, they’ve been mistaken
many times for brother and sister. And
nobody’s gladder than Marge and Gower,

that their resemblance is only accidental.
They’re today’s fabulous Siamese suc-

cess-story, the Champions, and you pho-
toplay readers who first voted them high
in “Choose Your Stars” are a part of that
story. Impressed by their star potential
and by the avalanche of fan mail that
followed their featured roles in “Show
Boat” and “Lovely to Look At,” M-G-M
executives decided to give them solo star-
dom in “Everything I Have Is Yours,” to
be followed by their present starring roles
as a dance duo in “Give a Girl a Break.”
Today the Champions may well ask

what other breaks are life’s to give. Theirs
is a breathless present and a brilliant
future. All that remains is for Fate to
allow them to go on up that ladder to-
gether, step by step.

This too is the concern of their friends
and fans—whether success and stardom
can separate this team on the screen.
There’s nothing in their contract which
insures against it. But as they’re both
quick to say now, “Nobody has ever even
suggested—can’t believe—I’m sure they
wouldn’t—” Still, it’s a sobering thought.
Although an Act of God would sepa-

rate them— “If we have children. Marge
will have to stop dancing. It would be
impossible for us to have a child and
both keep working. Not—

”

“Not the way we feel about it,” Marge
goes on quietly. “We just couldn’t leave
them alone to be brought up by some-
body else. You see

—

”

“We’re just not that kind of parents,”
Gower ends. “That is—we wouldn’t be.”

Individually, with their respective talent
and enthusiasm, each would undoubtedly
have found fame, but together, theirs is

a sparkling success-story with all the
laughter and conflicts of any backstage
drama in which they play on the screen.
They themselves find their success hard

to believe. “When we started working to-
gether we thought we might be good as
a team. Our bodies worked well together,
and something seemed to click between
us. But we never thought what has hap-
pened would happen,” they say with hap-
py wonderment.

Since childhood, their dancing paths
have crossed. Gower was the prize danc-
ing pupil of Marge’s father, Ernest Bel-
cher, famous Hollywood teacher. They sat

next to each other in History “B,” but at

an age when either sex tolerates the other
only as one of life’s more lamentable
necessities. During high-school years they
did have a few scattered dates, and re-
cently Marge came across an old diary
and noted after a lengthy, detailed ac-
count of an evening with Gower, her own
comment, “Happy time!”
But Gower began his career with an-

other partner and it was a whole war
and many engagements later, before he
got into step with Marge. And then, only
against his own manager’s vigorous ob-
jections. “Are you going to dance with
that fat little girl?” he said. “Yes,” Gower
said angrily. “Yes! I definitely am.”
Now when Marge, a svelte one hundred

two pounds, chats about how she’s al-

ways had to watch her weight, saying,

“I’ve never been able to wear a cashmere
sweater outside my skirt until now. I

was so
—

” Gower listens until, thoroughly
miserable hearing her run herself down,
he can stand it no longer. “Now, Marge,
I really don’t think you were ever like

that,” he begins, but she interrupts con-
scientiously with, “Oh yes I was. Don’t
you remember what your manager said?

‘You’re not going to dance with that
—’ ”

and Gower quickly changes the subject.

A far happier memory is their opening



night at the Mocambo when they capti-

vated all Hollywood with their own happy
rhythm, music as refreshing, as breathless

and as irresistible as first love.

But today Marge and Gower still con-
sider their best performance the one
they gave for an unsuspecting group of

relatives on their own wedding day. They
were married between bookings at Gow-
er’s “Auntie Pat’s” in Hollywood, with
Marge a misty old-fashioned vision in

Gower’s mother’s wedding gown. They’d
closed at the Palmer House in Chicago the
Wednesday night before, flown to the

coast Thursday, gotten the license Friday,
and were marrying on Sunday. They were
to leave that same evening for New York,
arriving in time to rehearse Milton Berle’s

television show—before opening for a long
engagement in the Persian Room. “We
were so tired we were a little hysterical,”

they remember now.
But they forgot their weariness mo-

mentarily during the ceremony. For, as
they say, they had a “real comedian-
minister.” When he asked, “May I have the
ring, please?” he got completely carried
away. “Lovely!” he observed, then went
right on with the ceremony, almost break-
ing them up. “He wore high-top, button
shoes with five million buttons, and we
were so fascinated we kept looking down at

his feet throughout the whole procedure,”
“It doesn’t seem like five years, does

it?” asks Marge, slowly fingering her
ring. And the inscriptions inside both
wedding bands which read, “Happy Time,”
have been equally prophetic for their
adoring public. For which they take small
credit. “Work is fun, if you’re happy,”
they both say now.
Between them, “Gower’s the choreog-

rapher and the boss,” Marge says readily,
adding, “I wouldn’t have it any other
way.” And nobody can tell you better
than she can all the reasons why. Just
how talented he is. How he won the
Donaldson Award for the choreography
in “Lend an Ear.” How good his dances
were for “Make a Wish.”
“But Marge edits our routines,” Gower

cuts in quickly, anxious for her credits to
start rolling too. “When I get an idea, I

get so excited it gets hold of me and runs
away with me. After our accompanist,
Dick Pribor, and I work on it a couple
of days, then I do it for Marge. By then.
I’m too close to it, but Marge comes in
with a whole fresh point of view and
I’m anxious for her reactions. If she says,
‘This doesn’t feel right here,’ or ‘This
I don’t like,’ then I will really argue with
her. If I’m strong enough to argue her
down. I’ll believe I’m right.”

“Then I will accept it too,” says Marge.
“For once I know Gower’s sold on it,

it is right.”

Despite all of which, they agree that
on occasion they’ve disagreed. “Not,” as
Marge says, “intensively—but—

”

“That first routine we ever did to-
gether, I thought it was horrible,” she

L

laughs now. “But I said to myself, ‘Oh,

well, we’ve just teamed up. I’ll go ahead
and do it.’ It was only the biggest num-
ber we did.”

“What about our ‘County Fair’ number?”
Gower recalls gallantly. “How right you
were on that one! I wanted to fade out
quietly at the end of it,” he explains,

“but Marge thought this was too namby-
pamby, and she was all for putting a big

fat corny finish on it. So we finished

corny, and it was a big smash.”
On the other hand, once in a while—

“Remember the ‘Boy Meets Girl’ number?
We both hated that one, and we were
both right,” they say, wincing now.
And if you wonder what they do when

they get home, after dancing all day long,

doing a difficult, exhaustive routine like

the roof-top number in “Give a Girl a
Break”—whirling, turning, jumping from
parapet to parapet to a mad, mounting
rhythm—they smile, remembering, “This
may sound crazy, but, well, we danced.”

**It was real funny. Gower put a stack

of records on when we first got home—

”

“Restful records. The kind you can re-
lax or collapse and listen to

—

”

But the soft candlelight, the glowing
fireplace, and the romantic strains of “All
the Things You Are” were just too much
for Marge. Wearing her comfortable red
and green plaid brunch coat and bare
of feet

—“Our feet were so swollen we
couldn’t even get our shoes on—” Marge
had said, “Feel like dancing?”
“Um-m,” he said, meaning, “not neces-

sarily, but if you want to. I’d be charmed
—I think. Would you like to?”
“Then Gower put his arm around me

and in our bare feet we crept around the
room like we both weighed a ton. Once
around. Then we sat down,” laughs Marge.
Other evenings when they’re not so

tired, they’ll put on concertos and such.
Then again, sometimes, “We go out on a
‘date’,” says Marge, “and we take in a
movie on Hollywood Boulevard.” And as
Gower says, “We have ‘surprise evenings,’

when I don’t tell Marge where we’re go-
ing. I just say, ‘Dress up’—then we may
have dinner, go to the theatre, and wind
up at the Mocambo.”

All of which bears out the Champions’
own feeling that marriage isn’t more dif-

ficult for a co-starring dance team. “On
the contrary, it’s much easier,” they in-
sist. “If one of us is tired, the other is

tired. If one feels like going out, the
other wants to go out too. Our moods
always match. It’s a fine arrangement.”

And if a house could speak, their two-
story, spacious white brick home high
on a mountain with its own wedge-
shaped view of Hollywood’s lights, and
their feline choir of five assorted-blooded
cats who share it with them, would chorus
the same—these two belong together
twenty-four hours of each day.
With the intensity of all in show busi-

ness who’ve lived out of a suitcase for
so long, Marge and Gower have spent
three years painstakingly furnishing their
first home. As they say, “We live with it

and we love it, all of it.” Their house,
complete with terraced gardens, a swim-
ming pool, a rehearsal room in the base-
ment, and their ov/n happiness, is a gem
of collectors’ items. A harmonious com-
bination of mellowed modern and senti-
mental antiques which reflects the tastes
of its owners.

“Actually, I didn’t like anything mod-
ern until I met Gower—

”

“Funny, but I just couldn’t see antiques—until I married Marge—

”

While it’s Marge who proudly invites
friends to come up and see her etchings,
it’s Gower who will keep on indefinitely
paying for them. “They’re real,” she says
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proudly. “Genuine Goyas. Gower found
them in an art shop and he’s been paying
on them for months out of his private
allowance. We both get ten dollars a week
that we can spend—and no questions
asked.” Gower will probably still be buy-
ing them when he’s as old as the etch-
ings—well, almost. For weeks, he would
drop by the shop every week and pay a
few more dollars, until in a soft moment,
the proprietor finally said, “You’ve paid
quite a bit on them now. Why don’t you
take them home to your wife?” As Gower
observes, “He must be a real Champion
fan. He thinks we’ll last.”

They insist the living room is a “Siamese
brown” and Marge’s bedroom “Siamese
blue,” and that both shades were inspired
by their two Siamese cats, one of which
is named “Gladys.” “We got so tired of
hearing people say something’s ‘real

George.’ We thought it would be nice to say
it’s ‘real Gladys,’ for a change.”
Down in the den they use for a re-

hearsal room is their beloved piano they
bought when they were living in a base-
ment apartment in New York, and for
which they blew their family bankroll of

nine hundred dollars. “We were on a
soul-satisfying binge at the time.” Dick
Pribor, their friend and accompanist ever
since those first days, will never forget
how thrilled the three of them were and
how they rushed home from the night
club to see it when it was delivered. “We
suspended a floor lamp from the ceiling

for an improvised spot. This we focused
on the piano, and we ate our hamburgers
in the darkness, regarding the piano with
soul-stirring wonderment.”
Take his word for it, the Champions

haven’t changed since that basement apart-
ment where they all worked so hard
filling discarded apple-boxes with dirt

and vitamin pills and plant food, trying to

make a flower grow. “But there was just

too much soot and ashes sifting down
between the buildings. It never worked.”
They’re the same refreshing pair. Marge
still looks at the world and everything
and everybody in it as though they’re
brand new. And Gower, if he is of a dif-

ferent opinion, is still inclined to close

one brown eye and go along with her.

'*I’m much more introspective than
Marge,” Gower will say in analyzing their

differences. “I’m not as gregarious as she
is either. Marge likes people and parties.

And she talks more.”
“Yes, but you’re funnier—

”

“That’s just because I wait for the
punch line.”

Although sometimes Marge has cause
to wonder at her courage in talking to

people at all. “We’ve met so many people,

so fast—you know the bit
—

‘I can’t re-
member your name, but I remember your
face?’ Well I can’t even say I remember
their faces,” she laments. On which oc-
casions Gower gets her fast S.O.S., quick-
ly rescuing her with, “I’m so sorry—you
know my wife. Marge?”
A perfectionist in all things, Gower

spent three years searching for the exact
antique watch he wanted for Marge,
who loves antique jewelry and who’s so
proud of her watch that she can’t stand
for anybody to ignore it. And there’s

small chance that anyone will, considering
the loud snap it makes when it’s opened.
And considering the way Gower or some
pal of theirs steps in as though on cue
at any goodly gathering with, “What
time is it. Marge?”
The Champions love to go dancing, but

being a dance team, they insist, cramps
their social style. Let them try a simple
little waltz and suddenly they’re going it

alone, with everybody else sitting down
and watching. If they sit down, they’re

accused of being high-hat. If they keep
on, they’re accused of being exhibitionists.

“If Gower asks another girl to dance
she’s petrified, afraid she isn’t good
enough. If a boy asks me to dance he’s

petrified, afraid he’s not good enough. If

he steps on my toes, he apologizes for it

the rest of the evening.” Which is pretty
silly, in Marge’s opinion, since Gower
steps on her toes a lot of times. Also, once

j

during a dance routine the toy cane he
was employing glanced off her cheek, and
gave her a very black eye.

They’ve had their dark moments, but
one of the darkest they remember was

,

sitting through the sneak preview of
i

“Everything I Have Is Yours,” since they’re

very probably the only two individuals in

all Hollywood who doubted that they
were ready for stardom. Despite their

soaring fan mail and billing. Marge and
Gower are still nervous and apprehensive.
“Give a Girl a Break,” they say, will be j

“much better—Debbie Reynolds is in that
i

one too.” Gower, he admits, has been
j

nervous before, “but until that night— |

I’d never really had the shakes.”
“We had a ‘date’ for dinner, and we

went to Romanoff’s,” says Marge, reliv-

ing every dark moment of it. “We were
there by 6: 30 p.m., so there wasn’t another
soul in the place. We sat there all alone

in our grandeur, shaking and trying to

eat. Of course Gower didn’t eat a thing.

All that day, friends of ours kept calling

—

inviting us to have dinner with them be-
fore the show, but we just couldn’t face

anybody but ourselves.”
As for food, “We’re like Jack Spratt

and his wife, anyway,” they chorus. “Marge
takes out her nervous energy in eating,

and I just slowly starve to death,” Gower
says. Before and during that preview,
Marge gained two pounds and Gower
lost three. But Marge has lost so much
weight recently, that for once she can
afford to eat.”

“For the first time in my life, I can
look at the dessert list and tell myself,

I could have that, and not even want it.

It’s such a satisfying experience. I used
to be so

—

”

“Now Marge,” Gower cuts in miserably
as usual, “you weren’t really!” But as

usual Marge conscientiously reminds him
she really was.
Marge believes in a protein diet. “But

I seem to remember reading somewhere,
or maybe it’s just because I want to be-
lieve it, that a little starch helps burn up
the fat. So I take a little toast in the

morning or maybe a noodle at night.”

“Sounds like a song title,” says Gower,
snapping his fingers and breaking it down
into a beat. “Just a little toast in the

morning—and a noodle at night.”

“Yes, it does, doesn’t it?” agrees Marge
happily. And anyone who knows them
wouldn’t be the least surprised to see the

Champions whirling off into a whole new
routine on that theme.
The name is theirs legitimately. As

Gower says, “Nobody would make up a

name like that.” But they’ve earned it

now too. Together they are Champions.
Nobody can do better than that. And in

more than one department. Like they

promised when they were married, theirs

is a very happy time.

Just how happy was apparent the other

afternoon when Marge was having a fit-

ting on a low-cut, sexy gown in the ward-
robe department and Gower, who dropped

by to pick her up, gave a long low wolfy

whistle from the door.

“It’s moments like this, that I wish we
weren’t married,” he sighed. “I’d like to

start all over again.”

“Why,” Marge suggested, “don’t we just

start from now"?” Thf
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What You Don't Know About Mitchum

(Continued from page 42)

scattered about and one huge leather

davenport at least eight feet long. A ceil-

ing-high fireplace looked benignly out
upon tables piled with magazines, ciga-

rette boxes andr- plate-size ash trays. It

was a room that held out its hand and
made you welcome.
Bob had not arrived home yet, and Mrs.

Mitchum, apologetically announcing that

it was the baby’s supper time, left me
alone for a few minutes. Suddenly a min-
iature Bob Mitchum, about eleven years
old, appeared—same wide, sloping shoul-
ders, long upper lip, same candid apprais-
ing eyes. “Hello,” he said gravely, “I’m
Jim. You’re waiting to see my father?”

I nodded, and noticing a toy airplane he
was holding, asked: “You make it?”

He said almost scornfully: “Sure. It

isn’t much. I’ve got a better one. Like to

see it?”

He left the room and came back, a few
moments later, bearing a balsam wood
creation that looked as if it might take off

into the wild blue yonder at any moment.
“It’s got a Wasp motor,” Jim observed,
“and when it gets going good it really
sets up a howl.”
He began filling a plastic fuel tank with

an evil-smelling liquid which, he ex-
plained, was a mixture of the highest
octane gas and castor oil. “Costs eighty
cents a pint,” he said, “but it sure makes
a motor talk.”

While he was attaching the wires of a
dry-cell battery and twisting the pro-
peller, I remembered a story that Bob had
told me about Jim. “There’s a plot of grass
and flowers just across the little bridge
leading into my place,” he said, “and a
neighborhood girl kept riding her pony
across it. Jim talked to her about it sev-
eral times and finally came to me. ‘It’s

your problem. Kid,’ I said. ‘You’ll have to
figure it out for yourself’

“Well, the next time she showed up

with her pony, Jim met her with an air

rifle. She didn’t pay any attention to his
warning and rode her pony right over the
flower patch. Jim took aim and planted
a bee-bee shot smack in the pony’s rump.
The little animal went into the air, of
course, and his rider landed on her little

behind. She hasn’t been back since. Jim
had taken care of the situation himself.
That’s what I think youngsters should
always be allowed to do.”
The motor broke into a banshee wail,

just as Dorothy Mitchum came back into
the room carrying her eight-months-old
daughter, Petrine. Frightened at the un-
earthly noise, the baby began to cry and
Jim, with an expression of real concern,
shut off the motor. Dorothy smiled. “Thank
you, Jim,” she said. “Now we can talk.”

At that moment, a younger boy appeared
and stood in the doorway. “This is Chris,”
Dorothy said. We shook hands and then
both youngsters went in to their supper.
“Chris isn’t like Jim,” Dorothy said

thoughtfully. “He was a cuddly, quiet
baby. Jim began putting sentences to-
gether when he was a year old, but Chris
just cooed and smiled. Bob Vv'as certain
he’d grow up to be an idiot.”

“Either of them want to be an actor?”
I asked.
“Jim does. He idolizes his father and

tries to be like him in every way. One day
when Warner Brothers needed a boy in a
picture, they spoke to Bob about Jim, and
he said it was all right with him. But as
it turned out, Jim was too big for the
part and they chose Chris instead. Poor
Chris! He was so frightened that he froze
solid—couldn’t say a word. Jim was fu-
rious. ‘I gave you my part,’ he yelled, ‘and
you blew it.’

”

The telephone rang and Dorothy an-
swered it. It was then almost eight o'clock.
“It’s Bob,” she said. “He wants to speak
to you.”
“Look,” Bob said placatingly at the
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HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS. Dept. NF-66
7021 SANTA MONICA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.
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FREE

ANN PINKHAM
BOOKLET

explains the intimate

mysteries of female
system . . . reports doctors’

findings about how you may

STOP MONTHLY CRAMPS
. . . even on the First Day!
Regularly priced at 25^ ... but easily worth $1.
Under limited “first edition” offer, new 24-pg.
(over 5000 word) booklet—fully illustrated in
color — yours absolutely free! Tells why you
menstruate, explains physiology of process.
Why do you call it “the curse”? How about
regularity—cramps—“change of life”? Scores
of other questions answered authoritatively.

New! Easy-to-take Tablets!
Learn, too. how taking Lydia Pinkham’s Com-
pound or Tablets gave complete or striking re-

lief of functional cramps and other “monthly”
distresses in 3 out of 4 cases in doctors’ tests—
even on first, worst day of period! That’s
because of Pinkham’s soothing effect on
source of the pain. Modern in action, you’ll
welcome new Lydia Pinkham Tablets with
added iron ... so convenient, easy to take!

To get a FREE copy of A Wonnnt’s Guide to
Health, fill out and mail to ANN PINKHAM

,

59 Cleveland St., Lynn. Mass. Malted in plain
envelope (not sent to children).

Name

Address,

Offer good only until May 1. 1953

PSOlliSIS
PSORIASIS SUFFERERS: Has everything failed to
bring even temporary relief from scales, lesions and
itching? Then write today for FREE important in-
formation. You needn’t invest one cent!
PIXACOL CO., Dept, t, Box 7097, Cleveland, Ohio

YOm HELP WANTED.’
There’s a big opportunity for you to make
from $10 to $50 a week—and it costs you
nothing but your spare time! Take sub-
scriptions for our magazines for your
friends and neighbors. (For U.S.A. sales
only.) For full particulars write:
MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS, Inc.

Dept. PH 4-53, Box 55
205 E. 42pd St. New York 17. N. Y.

Large size photo of your favorite

MOVIE STAR
FREE! FREE!

ALSO FKEE a handsome caLaiogue
containing names of STaRS includ-
ing various pictures and POSES.
Send name of your favorite STAR
and loc, 2 for 25c to cover handling
and mailing.
Studio of Stars, Box 1278, Dept. 7

Studio City, Cal.

P

MAKE ixtraMoney
CHILDREN’S WEAR

Introduce mothers to adorably-
styled, long-wearing dresses—in-
cluding famous Dan River Ging-
hams . . . and T-shirts, separates,
mix-and-match styles, playwear
nightwear for children, school
and pre-school ages. Huge selec-
tion AT LOW PRICES,

PW S'V Rush your name for
p f\£r£r Big Display, sent
absolutely FREE. Seehow easy it is to
make extra money and get your own
children’s dresses without one penny
cost. . .in just spare time. Write today.

HARFORD, Dept, j-4351
CINCINNATI 25, OHIO

other end of the wire, “I got fouled up
with a couple of high lamas. Do you know
what a high lama is? It’s something that

talks in a low, important voice and gives

off a sweet odor that smells like money.
They want me to do a thing and I’m pretty
certain it’s garbage. Tell Jim to put some
kindling in the fireplace, pour kerosene on
it, then add split logs and pour on more
kerosene. I’ll be right home.”
Jim had come back into the library and

was twisting the propeller of his airplane
again. “Your father wants you to build
up a big heat in the fireplace,” I said. “Use
plenty of kerosene.”
Jim looked dubious. “Sounds weird to

me,” he said. “I know how to build a
fire, but I’ll do it just like he ordered.”

W^hen Bob came in the fire was leaping
high. He went straight to his wife and
kissed her gently. “I’m sorry, honey, but
they got me in a corner. I fought my way
out and here I am.”
“So is your guest,” she reminded him.
Swinging around, he held out his hand.

“Too bad you had to wait. Hope you
weren’t bored.”
“Anything but!”

He laughed. “Okay, now we’U talk.

Scram, you guys,” he added quietly to Jim
and Chris.

Jim was still violently manipulating the
propeller of the airplane. “It won’t start,”

he lamented. “You know, Dad, this thing
ought to have some kind of gadget that’ll

wind it up fast. Like a regular ship.”

Mitchum got down on the floor and took
the model plane in his hands. “Duck soup,”
he said. “We’ll get a small electric drill

with a ratchet attached. Remind me to-

morrow. Now would you disappear?”

As the boys left, Mitchum said thought-
fully, “He’s quite a guy, that Jim. The
boys at the military school made it a
little rough for him at first on account of

me. You can understand why. But he
took it in stride and now he’s one of the
gang. It takes character to ride through
a deal like that.”

We began talking about Bob’s career
(a word he objects to strongly). “Just now
I find myself a leading man,” he said. “It’s

most embarrassing. Tomorrow I might be
out of Hollywood on my ear. Well, I made
a living as a dock-hand once and I could
do it again and be quite happy.”

He is constantly beset by a feeling of
insecurity, despite his salary of $5,000 a
week. Up to the time of his last raise to

this impressive figure, he would insist with
complete gravity that he has never been
really solvent in his life. Things happen
to him. Once his business manager, a
trusted friend, vanished with all his sav-
ings. Not long ago he bought an expensive
automobile, and a garage hand, driving
it to California from Texas, where Bob
had been vacationing, put the wrong kind
of oil in the crankcase and ruined the
engine. “I’ll never have any dough,” Bob
states with conviction. “I get conned out
of it. I’m always meeting guys I knew
when I was on the bum as a kid, and
they’re in trouble. But not so much trouble
that ready cash won’t solve the problem.
I’m a push-over because I remember the
swell Joes who were good to me in the
jungle camp days.”

One senses that he often goes back in

his thoughts to those free, irresponsible
days with at least a small feeling of
nostalgia. He likes to talk about the nights
when he slept on the grass beside a softly-

flowing river in the south, with the moon
coming up over a tamarack swamp and a
loon crying dementedly somewhere in the
distance. He recalls the good mulligan
stews they used to make in a kerosene
tin while a buddy sang nostalgic songs.

Now thirty-five years old, six-feet-two I

and erect as a Marine sergeant, Mitchum
is what they used to call “a fine figger of

a man.” His thick, coarse hair, the color
of faded wheat straw, falls over a high,
rather fine forehead. His face is long and
faintly sullen. He walks with complete

j

grace and a truculent roll of the shoulders.
It was this walk of his which first drew
the attention of William Wellman, the
director. “I had never seen an actor move
with such perfect rhythm,” he says, “so
I called him over to the studio and gave
him a test. It was a page or two of dialogue
from the script of ‘The Story Of G.I. Joe,’

and I stood him up beside the wheel of a
broken gun carriage and told him to sound
off. He turned in a performance that
would shake your heart. Of course, he was
hungry then, broke and needing a job.

Hungry actors are generally good actors.”

Henry Hathaway, who is directing
Mitchum in his latest picture, “White

'

Witch Doctor,” confirms Wellman’s high I

opinion of Bob’s histrionic abilities. “He
j

is one of the few actors I know who can
turn in an almost perfect performance on
the first take,” he says.

The economic conditions under which
Mitchum grew up seem to have alternated
between “dangerous” and “desperate.”

I

?

With the death of his father, when Bob
was eighteen months old, his mother went
to work on a newspaper, later marrying
the feature editor. The boy spent his time
on the streets of Bridgeport, Connecticut,
completely without supervision of any

!

kind. In 1927, he ran away to Long Beach,
California, where his married sister, Julie,

was actively engaged in a small, experi-
mental theatre movement.

After numerous jobs, ranging from act- jf;

ing in the Long Beach Civic Theater to
'

common labor, he returned to the east
where, a few years later, he married his

boyhood sweetheart, Dorothy Spence of

Dover, Delaware. The young couple then
came back to California and Bob found
employment in an airplane factory. This
precarious existence endured until Harry
Sherman, prodigious maker of Western
movies, gave him a small part in one of
his pictures. That night he rushed home |ii

to the bleak flat where he and his young
!

wife were living, shouting wildly that
|

their future was assured. After that, there! i

ensued a succession of Westerns, culmi- ij;

nating at last in “Thirty Seconds Over IjJ

Toyko,” which he regards as one of his

best pictures. His more recent films in- r
elude “The Lusty Men,” “Angel Face,” and

Ijj

“White Witch Doctor.”

The hour was late and it was time to
go. Mrs. Mitchum appeared in the door- 1 i

way and beckoned. “I want to show you
something,” she said, and led the way into
a bedroom where Jim and Chris were fast , .

asleep—with plastic space helmets com- ™
pletely enclosing their tousled heads

Bob grinned. “Look at the little mon- J

sters,” he said. “They’re probably half-

way to the moon by now.”

There was something in his voice, a

quality his audiences do not know. Tough
guy, eh? So this was the hard character '

who has battered his way up from jungle
|

camps under railroad bridges to a high-
salared position as one of Hollywood’s '

most controversial figures. There was
nothing ruthless, no harshness in his face i

then. A remark he had made earlier in

the evening came back. “It’s been rough ,,

sometimes,” he said, “but I’ve enjoyed
j

>

every bit of it.” 1

But there had been no moment in his f

life, that was clear, that had ever equaled |it(

this one in that quiet room with his wife i

as they stood looking down on the sleeping
ill

forms of their two sons. The End



Casts of Current Pictures

ALI- ASHORE—Columbia. Directed by Richard
Quine; Francis “Moby” Dickerson, Mickey Rooney;
Joe Carter, Dick Haymes; Gay Knight. Peggy Ryan;
Skip Edzvards, Ray McDonald; Jane Stanton, Bar-

bara Bates; Nancy Flynn, Jody Lawrance; Commo-
dore Stanton, Fay Roope; Rose, Jean Willes; Dotty,

Rica Owen; Susie, Patricia Walker; Sheriff Billings,

Edwin Parker; Guard, Dick Crockett; Arthur Bar7i-

aby, Frank Kreig; Bartender, Ben Welden; Lucre-

tia, Gloria Pall; Hedy, Joan Shawlee.

CITY BENEATH THE SEA-V-l. Directed by
Budd Boetticher; Brad Carlton, Robert Ryan; Terry
McBride, Mala Powers; Tony Bartlett. Anthony
Quinn: Venita, Suzan Ball; A/ama Mary, Hilo Hat-

tie; Captain Meade. George Mathews; Dwight
Trevor, Karel Stepanek; Calypso, Lalo Rios; Djion,

Woody Strode; Marti, Bernie Gozier; Kip, Leon
Lontoc; Captain Clive, John Warburton; Mme
Cecile, Barbara Morrison.

CLOWN, THE— M-G-M. Directed by Robert Z.

Leonard: Dodo Delwyn, Red Skelton; Dink Delwyn.
Tim Considine; Paula Henderson, Jane Greer;
Gokhe, Coring Smitn; Ralph Z. Henderson, Philip

Ober; Little Jiihe, Lou Lubin; Dr. Straiiss, Fay
Roope; Joe Hoagley, Walter Reed; Television Di-

rector, Edward Marr; Floor Director, Jonathan
Cott, Gallagher. Don Beddoe; Young Man, Steve
Forrest.

CONFIDENTIALLY CONNIE-U-G-U. Directed
by Edward Buzzell: Joe Bedloe, Van Johnson; Con-
nie Bedloe, Janet Leigh; Opie Bedloe, Louis Calhern;
Emil Spangenberg

,

Walter Slezak; Dean Magruder,
Gene Lockhart; Simmons, Hayden Rorke; Dr. Willis

Shoop, Robert Burton; Phyllis Archibald, Marilyn
Erskine; Mrs. Magruder, Kathleen Lockhart; Archi-
bald, Ai'thur Space; Barbara, Barbara Ruick; Betty
Simmons, June Whitley; Moska, Dick Sands.

GIRLS IN THE NIGHT—U-l. Directed by Jack
Arnold: Hannah Haynes, Patricia Hardy; Georgia,
Joyce Holden; Alice Haynes, Glenda Farrell; Chuck
Haynes, Harvey Lembeck; Joe Spurgeon, Glen
Roberts; Irv Kelleher, Don Gordon; Vera, Jaclynne
Greene; Charlie Haynes, Anthony Ross; Hilda
Haynes. Susan Odin.

I LOVE MELVIN—U-G-U. Directed by Don Weis;
Melvin Hoover, Donald O’Connor; Judy Leroy, Deb-
bie Reynolds; Mom Schneider, Una Merkel; Harry
Flack, Richard Anderson; Pop Schneider, Allyn
Joslyn; Mr. Henneman, Les Tremayne; Clarabelle,
Noreen Corcoran; Mergo, Jim Backus; Studio Guide.
Barbara Ruick; and Guest-star, Robert Taylor.

JAZZ SINGER, THE—20th Centum-Fox. Directed
by Michael Curtiz; Jerry Golding, Danny Thomas;
Judy Lane, Peggy Lee; Mrs. Golding, Mildred
Dunnock; Cantor Golding, Eduard Franz; Me-
Gurney, Tom Tully; Uncle Louie

^
Alex Gerry;

George Miller, Allyn Joslyn; Rabbi Roth, Harold
Gordon; Joseph, Hal Ross; Phil Stevens. Justin
Smith; Yvonne, Anitra Stevens.

JEOPARDY— M-G-M. Directed by John Sturges:
Helen Stihvin, Barbara Stanwyck; Doug Stilwiji.
Barry Sullivan; Lawson. Ralph Meeker; Bobby. Lee
Aaker.

MEMBER OF THE WEDDING. THE— Kramer.
Columbia. Directed by Fred Zinnemann; Berenice
Sadie Broivn, Ethel Waters; Frankie Addams, Julie
Harris; John Henry, Brandon De Wilde; Jarvis,
Arthur Franz; Janice. Nancy Gates; Mr. Addams.
William Hansen; Honey Camden Brown, James
Edwrrds; T. T. Williams. Harry Bolden; Soldier.
Dick Moore; Barney MacKcan, Danny Mummert;
Helen, June Hedin; Doris, Ann Carter.

NAKED SPUR. THE—M-G-M. Directed by An-
thony Mann: Howard Kemp, James Stewart; Lina
Patch. Janet Leigh; Ben Vandergroat, Robert Ryan;
Roy Anderson. Ralph Meeker; Jesse Tate, Millard
Mitchell.

NIAGARA—20th Century-Fox. Directed by Henry
Hathaway: Rose Loomis, Marilyn Monroe; George
Loomis, Joseph Cotten; Polly Cutler, Jean Peters;
Ray Cutler, Casey Adams; Inspector Starkey, Denfs
O’pea; Patrick, Richard Allan; Mr. Kettering, Don
Wilson; Mrs. Kettering, Lurene Tuttle; Mr. Qua.

Russell Collnis; Boatman, Will Wright; Doctor,
Lester Matthews* Policeman. Carleton Young; Sam.
Sean McClory; Landlady. Minerva Urecal; Wife,
Nina Varela; Husband. Tom Reynolds; Strazv Boss,
Winfield Hoeny; Canadian Customs Officer, Neal
Fitzgerald; Morris, Norman McKay; American
Guide, Gene Baxter (Wesson); Carillon Tower
Guide. George Ives; Detective, Patrick O’Moore.

ROGUE'S MARCH—U-G-M. Directed by Allan
Davis; Capt. Dion Lenbridge, Peter Lawford; Capt.
Thomas Garron, Richard Greene; Jane Wensley,
Janice Rule; Col. Lenbridge, Leo. G. Carroll; Her-
bert Btelcnsen, John Abbott; Maj. Wensley, Patrick
Aherne; Maj. MacStreet, John Dodsworth; Prosecu-
tor, Herbert Deans; Maj. Fallow, Hayden Rorke; Lt.
Jersey, John Lupton; Sergeant, Barry Bernard; Cpl.
Biggs, Charles Davis; Gen. Woodberry, Jack Raine;
Emissary, Richard Hale; Crane, Michael Pate; Fish,
Skelton Knaggs; McGinty, Sean Mc(riory; Alex,
Otto Waldis; Capt. Foster, Hugh French; Lt. Col.
Harvill, Leslie Denison; Brig. General, Lester Mat-
thews

RUBY GENTRY—20th Century- Fox. Directed by
King Vidor: Ruby Gentry, Jennifer Jones; Boake
Tackman, Charlton Heston; Jim Gentry, Karl Mal-
den; Jud Corey. Tom Tully; Dr. Saul Manfred, Ber-
nard Phillips; Jczvcl Corey, James Anderson; Letitia
Gentry, Josephine Hutchinson; Tracy McAuliffe,
Phyllis Avery; Judge Tackman, Herbert Heyes; Ma
Corey, Myra Marsh; Cullen McAuliffe, (Tharles
Cane; Neil Fallgren, Sam Flint: Clyde Pratt, Frank
Wilcox.

SHE’S BACK ON BROADWAY—Warners. Di-
rected by Gordon Douglas: Catherine Terris, Vir-
ginia Mayo; Gordon Evans, Gene Nelson; John Web-
ber, Frank Lovejoy; Rick Sommers, Steve Cochran;
Karen Keene, Patrice Wymore; Angela Korinna,
Virginia Gibson; Mitchell Parks, Larry Keating;
Jud Kellogg, Paul Picerni; Rafferty, Ned Young;
Lisa Kramer, Jacqueline de Wit; Specialty-Dance,
Condo? & Brandow; Leiv Ludlow, Douglas Spencer;
Velma Trumbull, Mabel Albertson; Ernest Tandey,
Lenny Sherman: Lyn Humphries, Cliff Ferre;
Mickey Zealand, Ray Kyle; A Singer, Sy Melano.

STAR. THE—20th Century-Fox. Directed by Stuart
Heisler: Margaret Elliot, Bette Davis; Jim Johann-
son. Sterling Hayden; Gretchcti, Natalie Wood;
Harry Stone, Warner Anderson; Joe Monnson,
Minor Watson; Phyllis Stone, June Travis; Mrs.
Morrison, Katherine Warren; Mrs. Adams, Kay
Riehl: Peggy Morgan, Barbara Woodel; Faith, Fay
Baker; Barbara Lawrence, Barbara Lawrence; Keith
Barkley, David Alpert; Richard Stanley, Paul Frees.

STARS ARE SINGING. THE—Paramount. Di-
rected by Norman Taurog; Terry Brennan, Rose-
mary Clooney; Katri Walenska, Anna iMaria
Alberghetti; Poldi, Lauritz Melchior; Homer, Bob
Williams; Buddy Fraser, Tom Morton; McDougall,
Fred Clark; Dave, John Archer; Ladozvski, Mikhail
Rasummny; Miller. Lloyd Corrigan; Don Wilson,
Don Wilson; Red Dust, Red Dust.

TALL TEXAN, THE— Lippert Pictures. Directed
by Elmo Williams: Ben Trask, Lloyd Bridges;
Captain Theodore Bess, Lee J. Cobb; Laura Niblett,
Marie Windsor; Joe Tinnen, Luther Adler; Sheriff
Chadbourne, Samuel R. Herrick; Carney, Sid Saylor;
Jerome Niblett. Dean Train; Jaqui, George Steele.

TAXI—20th Century- F'ox. Directed by Gregory
Ratoff: Ed Nielson, Dan Dailey; Mary, Constance
Smith: Miss Millard, Neva Patterson; Mrs. Nielson,
Blanche Yurka; Dottie, Kyle MacDonnell; Business
Man, Walter Woolf King; Mr. Alexander, Anthony
Ross; Jim Turner, Mark Roberts; Riso, Flarry Clark;
Chick, Jack Diamond; Morris, Stubby Kaye; Amcky.
B. S. Pulley; Clerk, Bert Thorn; Captain Skavlon,
Curtis Cooksey; Pier Guard, Bill Neil; Ship's officer.

Frank McNellis; Delivery Man, Elliott Sullivan;
Mabel, Hilda Haynes; Policeman, James Little; Mrs.
Albert, Ann Dere; Florence Albert, Geraldine Page;
Butler, Rex O’Malley; Pazvnbroker, Bruno Wick;
Jenkins, Art Hannes; Fred, De Forest Kelley;
George, Melville Ruick; Thorndike, Henry Jones;
Raffcfty, Ralph Dunn; Frances. Betty Buehler; Hor-
iense, Virginia Vincent; Amato. Mario Siletti; Cab-
bie, John Kullers; Nezvseaster, Glenn Hardy; Mr.
Barker. Jonathan Hale; Cab Driver. A1 Eben.

PLANNING A HOLIDAY IN HOLLYWOOD?
Then doriT miss PHOTOPLAY’S Bonus Feature for May!

Our fashion editor has planned just what you should wear
—what to include in your travel wardrobe—to help you
make a star entrance. Plus—suggestions on where to go

Lei PHOTOPLAY be your glamour guide! OIS SALE APRIL llth

New! Amazing Medicafion

snuiVES'
PIMPLES
SKIN-COLORED wZ'iT WORKS

DOCTORS’ TESTS PROVE

9 out of 10 cases cleared up

or definitely improved

CLEARASIL-NEW SCIENTIFIC ADVANCE

At last! A new medication called clearasil

is so efifective it brings entirely new hope
to pimple sufferers. In skin specialists’

tests on 202 patients, 9 out of every 10

were cleared up or definitely improved.

AMAZING STARVING ACTION, clearasil
is greaseless and fast-drying in contact

with pimples. Starves pimples because it

helps remove the oils* that pimples "feed”

on. Antiseptic, stops growth of bacteria

that can cause and spread pimples.

INSTANT RELIEF from embarrassment be-

cause clearasil is skin-colored to hide
pimples. And clearasil is greaseless...

stainless... pleasant to use.

THOUSANDS HAIL CLEARASIL. So many
boys, girls, adults found that clearasil
really works for them, it is already the

largest-selling specific medication for pim-
ples in America.t

GUARANTEED to work for you as it did in

doctors' tests or money back. 59^. Econ-
omy size 98G Get clearasil at druggists.

% CleavasU Guaranteed by
^Good Housekeeping j

NOW ALSO AVAILABLE IN CANADA (slightly more).

*Ovcr~ac.tivit\i of certain oil glands is recognized by oTithorities

OB a major factor in acnc. fAccording to actual store surveys.

^ Photo of Your Favorite

MOVIE STAR
Big Borgaint . . . NOT smoll pocket size, but LARGER,

' ACTUAL PORTRAIT. Also PREEI Beautiful Cololog. FREEI

Many oddilionol pictures of popular stars on cover.

FREEI Tells how to get HOME ADDRESSES, BIRTHDAYS,
and PHOTOS of STARS HOMES. Send only IS< for

I

hondling (2 photos for 25i). Rush to;

HOLLYWOOD FILM STAR CENTER
i Bo* 2309, Dept. L-4 Hollywood 28, Californio

NOW— Solve ALL Your

Money Troubles

No investment necessary! You need no
previous experience! We furnish mate-
rials. All you have to do is handle
orders for us—on your own time!

Represent us in your community. Help
your friends and neighbors by handling
their magazine subscription orders for
them. Write today without delay and let

us tell you how easy it is. U.S.A. sales
only. Address:

Macfadden Pubtications, Inc.
Box 55. Dept. P 4-53

205 E. 42nd Street New York 17, N. Y.



LOOSE PLATES

Fit Tight!

LOWtRFOR

DENTURE

just place

this pad

on plate—

CHEW IN COMFORT!
Chew all kinds of food! Komfo Dental

Pads bring you blessed relief from pain

and soreness caused by ill-fitting false

teeth—or your money back. Plates hold

TIGHTER—won’t slip or click.

Easy to use. Write today.

Send Sl.OO for 20 Lowers
Send 11.00 for 16 Uppers

KOMFO DENTAL PAD CO.,

Department 642

Box 6311, Philo. 39, Pa.

FOE UPPER PLATE

mgM/me a
of simple core in minor injuries V

em-ems (
May ovoid terrible infection*

Apply germ-arresting

OIL-O-SOL at once.

Helps control infec-

tion, ease pain, speed

healing. At your drug

store — MOSSO’S

0IL-0*S0L

For the best fit you’ve

ever had in your little

size, send for catalog

showing huge variety of

styles for all occasions

— then order by mail!

indereiia^^^^ Dii’isioti F.

1 85 SOUTH STREET, BOSTON ll, MASS.^'

IMITATION
DIAMOND RINGS

$1.49 each or both for $2.49
Gorgeous Solitaire and Wedding
Ring set with beautiful imlta*
tion diamonds in 1/30 14 Kt.
Yellow Gold Plated or Sterling
Silver or White Gold Color Effect
on a MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
SEND NO MONEY. Pay Postm^
on delivery plus postal charges. If
you send cash or money order with
order, we pay postage.
HAREM CO., “The House of Rings,**
30 Church St,, Dept. KISS, New
York 7, N. Y.
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Thrilling New Massage Cream

Contains PC-11. Acts Instantly to

DRY UP SKIN
BLEMISHES

From Both Oily Skin and

External Causes!
Have you tried in vain to get
rid of oily, muddy look, pim-
ples, “Hickies,” other exter-
nally caused skin blemishes?
Well, you never had PC-11
beforel That’s POMPEIAN’S

name for Hexachlorophene. Wonderful discovery
of science helps dry up such skin blemishes!
PC-11 is now contained in new POMPEIAN
Massage Cream! Acts instantly to clean out dirt,

help you remove blackheads like magic! See how
it goes on face pink—rolls off muddy grav!

GENEROUS TRIAL TUBE
~10 CENTS! Send name, ad-

dress and 10 cents for 5 massages
toPOMPEIAN CORP., Dept. P-4,
Baltimore 24, Md. (Offer good
only in U.S. ) Or get Pompeian
Massage Cream at any drug store.

As You Were, Annie

(Continued from page 45)
And the louder her laugh, the more sen-
sational her conduct, the quieter and more
irritable grew John. And he never really

cottoned to her family. In fact, the first

year of the marriage John was so intimi-
dated by Anne’s mama and papa, he always
referred to them as “Mr. and Mrs. Baxter.”

Just before the break, they were dining
with a group at La Rue’s restaurant in

Hollywood. Anne was pounding on the
table, as usual, to prove a point, when, to

Hodiak’s acute embarrassment, he heard
the host at the table next to them order
from the waiter one set of ear-muffs for
each of his guests.

The rumors of trouble within the mar-
riage started about a year ago. They were
denied vehemently by Anne, who didn’t

want any “I told you so’s” from her mother.
But it was two years ago that I first saw
the crack in what had appeared to be one
of the more ideal matings of Hollywood.
It was at Arlene Dahl’s annual glogg
gathering at Christmas. Anne was in a
corner screaming with a group of buddies.
John was standing by the door holding
her coat and waiting for her to leave with
him. Five minutes, ten minutes, half an
hour. John was still holding the coat, but
getting angrier with every minute that
ticked off. Then suddenly he said he was
leaving. She could stay if she wanted. He
took off. Anne followed ten minutes later.

I sometimes think that if John hadn’t
been so conservative the marriage would
have had a better chance. They had
planned to buy a home after their honey-
moon. Anne’s place was attractive, but
too small with a man around the house
and a hoped-for family. So they went
looking at real estate when prices were at

the peak of an inflated market.
“Ridiculous,” said Anne in reply to each

swollen house tag. “Ridiculous,” echoed
the thrifty actor. So they decided to live in

Annie’s house and just add a couple of

rooms. But the additions cost them more
than buying a new house would have.
And while the master bedroom is now
streamlined and modern, in the beginning
Hodiak was sleeping surrounded by plaster
angels and heaven-knows-what feminine
frippery. A non-compromiser such as John
can never be happy in the role of his

wife’s paying guest. It would have been
cheaper, from the viewpoint of happiness,
to have bought his own home.
Anne is the untidy type—clothes all over

the place—caps off the tooth paste. John
is very fastidious—and runs his home
beautifully.
When the Hodiaks separated, a wagster

quipped, “I wonder who gets custody of

the cigars?” There’ve been more jokes
about Baxter’s cigars than about Jane Rus-
sell’s bosom. The stogies started in the
brain of her press agent, who wanted some
quick publicity for his strong-minded
client. Neither he nor Anne expected them
to backfire. At first it was cute. Alfred
Hitchcock, who was starring Anne with
Montgomery Clift in “I Confess,” was
supposed to have introduced her to “a
small ladylike cigar.” Later, Hitchcock
denied the story and said he was opposed
to cigars for women—especially for a
female starring in a religious film like “I

Confess.” Anne followed through and said

cigars were heaven to smoke. Actually, I

doubt whether she went further than one
puff. No one bothered to ask her husband
what he thought of all this. But I have
it from an old cigar band that John raved
when he saw photos of his stogie-chewing
bride. And I hate to think what they said

in staid old Burlingame.
But Anne wanted publicity and her

press agent was merely obliging. The main
mission was accomplished—to get everyone
talking about Baxter. You couldn’t sell

her to a small-town paper—B.C.—before
cigars. Now she’s on seven magazine
covers. And here we are writing a story
about her, aren’t we? But what’s food for

the career was poison for the marriage.
John had wed a young lady and now found
himself stuck with a circus. Moreover he
was on the outside, just watching the
performance. He had no part in it.

Anne Baxter has always been one of

the most ambitious of actresses. I remem-
ber when she did “Guest in the House”

—

she was about eighteen then, and pudgy.
It was a real mean role. And all Anne
talked about then was what “Of Human
Bondage” had done for Bette Davis, play-
ing a girl who was almost as nauseating.
Anne, always an excellent actress, had

two strikes against her, however. She
was hugely overweight and she lacked con-
fidence in herself as a woman. Perhaps
that’s why she does so much shouting, like

the neglected child who is naughty, to draw
attention. For instance—take Annie’s nose.
I like it, but she apparently doesn’t. And
when someone recently asked her if she’d
had it fixed, she retorted, “D’ye think I’d

have it fixed this way?” She has more
self-assurance now, and even posed for

cheesecake a few weeks ago. That couldn’t
have happened five years back.

I sincerely believe she’ll do anything
within the law to further her career. In her
last picture, “The Blue Gardenia,” she
consented to the most realistic seduction
scene I’ve ever seen on celluloid, in the

least amount of clothing. And when they
were taking still photographs and she was
asked, “Can we take some more of the

lace off the neckline?”—she said, “Yes”
without a murmur. The parting with John,
by the way, occurred during this picture.

And after a tough scene Anne started to

cry and couldn’t stop. Hodiak, who is also

very emotional behind his reserved facade,
had tears in his eyes all one evening at the
Zachary Scotts’ before the break-up.

Hodiak married a brunette. He didn’t

bargain on a blonde. At first Anne said

she dyed because she wanted to show
Darryl Zanuck how she’d look for “Gen-
tlemen Prefer Blondes.” But Darryl hadn’t
even yet recovered from switching Linda
Darnell to the blonde brigade in “Forever
Amber,” and Baxter wound up on the

outside, looking in at Marilyn Monroe. So
you’d think she’d revert to her natural,

pretty brownette. But not Annie. She’s
sticking by her chosen color. Because
above everything else she wants to look .

sexy, and she’s convinced she looks more
so with the light yellow hair. It’s a losing

fight. Monroe can do more with a twitch
of her hip than Anne with a million dollars’

worth of determination.
*

“She’s trying too hard,” is the general
feeling in Hollywood re Anne’s new sex-
appeal tactics. It isn’t really her type to

flaunt her figure or to be anything except
conservative in her private life. She’s a

good actress. I wonder why she doesn’t

let it go at that. I thought she was great

in “All About Eve.” And even in her

plumpest period, wasn’t she terrific in

“The Razor’s Edge”? It won her an Oscar.

“But when I saw myself on the screen,

I nearly passed out,” she told me at the

time. “I was so fat. I had to lose weight ‘

—or else.” She must have lost forty pounds
on the most agonizing diet I have ever >

heard a doctor not recommend. For lunches

she’d peck at half a teaspoon of cottage

cheese. That’s all. And go to bed without

a bit of dinner. She fainted all over the

place and no wonder, at three hundred i

J.



calories a day. And a lot of real, hard work!

I

n those days, in spite of her explanation,

[
[ believed she was reducing to please her

I

husband. I know better now. She was

j

starving to feed her ego. Anne is the type

! who puts on weight no matter how little

i she eats, so she has to watch it all the

time. And if you’ve ever lived with a

!

woman who weighs her intake, you'll

j

know it isn’t easy living.

; Then take the business of the red sash,

j

Anne told an interviewer that her famous
i architect- grandfather, Frank Lloyd Wright,

J
wore only a red sash on his wedding

F night! This can’t be the same girl who
ji used to blush when you asked her if the

|i romance with Bill Eythe was serious. She

I

and John had a big battle over that sash.
' And I don’t believe her mother liked it

either. I’m told, though, that Mr. Wright
roared—with laughter—when he read the
syndicated tidbit.

' But I don’t think Anne needs this kind
of publicity. Some people have to be sen-
sational to be noticed by the casting office.

But not Anne. She can be dignified, as

she was when John first married her, and
still be in demand for good roles,

i

Her friends cover up for her, explaining
! she was a bit scared when she left Twen-
1

tieth Century-Fox after eleven years to

freelance. But the change started before
she parted with the studio, and now that
she’s parted from her husband, maybe
she’ll cut out the high jinks. Because the
proof of the pudding is her pictures. The

i

career is okay—she made $150,000 within
six months of freelancing. And maybe she
will realize her noisy behavior will frighten

j!

off the kind of man she likes best, the
quiet kind. Although she says she’s pleased
about all her new publicity.

They say that John bored Anne in the
last year of their marriage. He’s cour-
teous, but I’ve seen him pout in public.

Which sounds as if it happened at home,
i

And Anne is an avid reader. If John

I

possesses a library I haven’t heard of it.

She likes to visit art exhibits. I have a
hunch John calls that sort of thing arty.

Then there’s the big difference in their

professional status. Anne is a big star

now. John was on the same level with
her when they met during “Sunday Din-
ner for a Soldier.” But in the past few
years her career has gone up; his has
lessened in importance. It’s embarrassing
in this or any other town when the wife
is more important than the husband.
There’s usually friction when the woman
is the biggest bread and cake winner.
When good pictures weren’t offered,

John took a play in New York. And even
though the rumors were started, I didn’t

believe them because Anne was so excited
about flying east for his first night. If it

was an act, it was the greatest perform-
ance of her life. But she was detained on
a picture, and arrived in New York in time
for the closing of the play.

I’m sorry for their daughter. They were
so happy when Anne found she was preg-
nant. Katrina is almost two years old
now. And very few people know that
her mother was very ill after her birth,

with phlebitis, an illness which is some-
times fatal.

It’s hard for me to believe Anne and
John have broken up. I can still remember
when she was making “Yellow Sky.” John
was in London and she’d leave the set

after every take to find out what in heck
had happened to the call she had put
through to him. And I remember her
shining face after she finally talked to him.
And I can still see John, after the

break-up, in the bar of the Polo Lounge,
tossing off a drink with some French gals
who thought they had an easy date. But
John left them. He was weeping when he
hurried out of the smoke-filled bar.

To sum up, everyone in Hollywood feels

the same about the break-up of the Anne
Baxter-John Hodiak marriage. They’re
both nice people. It’s just too darn bad
that it didn’t work out. The End

{

Cornel W'ilde couldn’t get tickets on a space ship, but Jean Wallace’s boys, Pat
and Jeff, were willing to settle for the Liberte! Cornel took his family with him
to French Morocco, where he’ll make '‘Saadia.” Jean’s sister Karol saw them off

Corns
CALLOUSES • BUNIONS • SORE TOES

Puts You Right Back
On Your Feet!

I . Stops Painful Shoe Friction, Lifts Pressure

In A Jiffy . .

.

9 Removes Corns and Callouses One 01
^•The Fastest Ways Known To Medical

Science . .

.

3 Stops Corns, Callouses Before They Can
* Develop. Eases New or Tight Shoes

DOES SO MUCH—COSTS SO LITTLEI
No wonder soothing, cushioning, protective
Super-Soft Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads—the super-
fast relief—are the world’s largest selling

foot aids, for no other method does so many
things. When you get Dr. Scholl’s, you have
the best your money can buy—no matter
what common foot trouble it is for. Now, more
than ever, it pays to insist on Dr. Scholl’s!

wjmrm
CORNS CAUCUSES BUNIONS SOFT CORNS

D- SchollsZino-pads

MAKE $50-$60 A WEEK
Practical nurses are needed in every
community ... doctors rely on them...
patients appreciate their cheerful, ex-
pert care. You can learn practical
nursing at home in spare time. Course
endorsed by physicians. 54th yr. Earn
while learning. High School not re-

QUlred. Men. women, 18 to 60. Trial plan. Write nowl
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING

Dept. 24. 41 East Pearson Street, Chicago II, III.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
Name
City State— Age

New "CREAMY" Shampoo-
Made Specially for Blondes,

Brings out Shining, Radiant Color
Now, without tints, rinses or ugly, bleached look,

you can safely give your hair the sparkling lustre

and highlights that men love! You con do it easily

in 1 1 short minutes at home. Called BLONDEX,
this amazing shampoo quickly forms a rich,

creomy, cleansing lother, instantly removes the

dingy film that makes hair dark. Blondex, alone,

contains ANDIUM for extra lightness ond shine.

Safe for children's hair. Get BLONDEX today at

10c, drug ond department stores everywhere.
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BABY DUE SOOH?
!'SKIN TIGHT, DRY,

SLEEP ROBBED BY

ACHING MUSCLES

UNTIL I

MASSAGED WITH

MOTHER’S FRIEND
”

For over 80 years the thousands of expectant
mothers who have used it know best about
MOTHER'S FRIEND; how it eases and relaxes

cramped, aching muscles; how it soothes and
eases tight, stretched skin. Why not try it now?
It takes only a few minutes a day to massage
gently over abdomen and other parts of the body—makes such a difference in your comfort dur-

ing those last dragging months. Used faithfully,

MOTHER'S FRIEND should help you regain

natural skin beauty after baby comes. Only

$1.25 at your favorite drug counter.

FOR
EXPECTANT

.. MOTHERS
Mother’s friend

BeA PRACTICAL NURSE
On The HOME FRONT

Women 18 to 65 of agre wanted! GOOD PAY,
great demand for Trained Practical Nurses.
Learn at home in spare time. High school
diploma not needed. Easy, modern tech-
nique includes infant care, A-bomb first
aid. Full equipment furnished. Sample
Lesson Pages in BookletFREE. WriteNow!
WAYNE SCHOOLof Practical Nursing
2525 Sheffield Ave., Desk E-69, Chlcagol4

PHOTOS YOUR CHOICE
MOVIE STARS

NEW! DIFFERENT! BEAUTIFUL!
For the first time—sensation* r d c n a
al poses in LARGE WALLET arttlAL
SIZE, printed on heavy high 1ft . OCn
gloss 7 point glo klote finish IU 4vv

i catalog of 21 5 ~150CIFREE ''CTURES OF STARS forder J |
OeLUXE PHOTO SERVICE. Dept. 8(4
Box 947, Church St. Annex, New York 8. N.Y.

ZIRCONS

FREE! Write for your copy today.

National Jewelry Coi, Dept. 60, Wheeling, W, Va.

UNWANTED HAIR ?
IT’S OFF feecduxe^mS OUT

Quick as a wink, superfluous hair eliminated. Com-
pletely removes all hair from FACE, arms and legs.

Checks future growth. Leaves the skin petal-smooth.

E 1= I i_ A -r o R
Like magic. Milady's skin becomes adorable. For the
finest down or the heaviest growth. Seems miraculous,
but our 39 years experience proves it is the scientifically

correct way. Odorless. Safe. Harmless. Simple to apply.
Superior to ordinary hair removers. For 15 years Z/P
Epilator was $5.00. NOW ONLY $1.10. Same superior

formula, same size. Good stores or by mail $1.10 or

k
C.O.D. No Fed. tax. Above guaranteed, money-back,

j
JORDEAU INC. Box D-19, SOUTH ORANGE.

What Should I Do?

{Continued from page 14)
for two years, and so Chris and I were married.
Then Cliris was transferred to my old home

town and I met Dave on the street one day.

He asked me to have cocktails with him; I

did, and we both discovered that the old flame
was still burning. 1 discussed the problem
with Chris and he was hurt, but said one must
admit that these things could happen.
He agreed to give me a divorce, but stipu-

lated that he was to have sole custody of the

children. Such a thing had never occurred to

me. 1 love Dave, but not enough to give up my
children.

Jennifer K.

Dear Mrs. K.:

It seems to me that taking a new husband,
but paying for it with the companionship of
your sons is rather a poor bargain and one
that would seem worse as the years went by.

Have you ever asked yourself what Dave’s
interests were during the years you heard
nothing from him? If you were so important
to him, why didn’t he keep in touch? You might
ask yourself who it was who interested Dave so

much that he didn’t even drop you a postal card.

I wouldn’t be so foolish as to deny that there

can exist between a man and a woman a type

of animal magnetism which makes everything

else in the world seem pale and unimportant
by comparison. Yet Don Juan—his conquest
made—can often be cruel and intemperate.

II hy not hesitate for a year or two? Why
not run away with your own husband?

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

I am a French war iiride and the mother of

a baby girl now sixteen months old.

Because I have learned to speak English
quite well since I have been in this country,

I have always talked in English to my daugh-
ter. My husband and his parents tell me that

it is better this way.
But I know several French war brides who

have children and they all speak in French to

them. They say the children can learn English

in school, and they disapprove of my speaking
only English to the little girl.

I want my daughter to speak French, of

course, but I am afraid that if I use this

language when I talk to her now she will have

a French accent. She is an American citizen

and will he going to American schools, so I

think she should feel mostly at home in English.

I would like to know if the way I am doing
is better.

Jacqueline N.

Dear Mrs. N.;
Children who are learning to talk have the

ability to learn two languages at the same time

without confusion. The daughter of a French
actor whom I know, learned French from him
and usually spoke to him in French. Her
mother was Spanish, so mother and daughter
conversed in Spanish. The little girl’s nurse

was American and talked to her in English.

Why don’t you speak French and English

to your daughter? The ability to speak and to

think in two languages could be an invaluable

asset.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

I seem to have a problem that I cannot solve

for myself. I am twenty-nine years old, mar-

ried and have two children.

My problem; I am homely. You might al-

most say ugly. People have made awful re-

marks such as ‘"he could have done better than

that—anybody could.” My husband’s mother

and sister have told me how crazy some beautiful

girl was about him, and what a shame he didn't

marry her because our little girl looks like me.

My husband says beauty is only skin deep
;

and thai a homely person with personality can
]

still he nice looking, but just the same I feel i i

terrible. I think my husband is getting ashamed
|

ol my looks although he tells me not to worry,
and that when he gets rich he will have my face

|

(

fixed with plastic surgery. j-

I love him a lot and hate to think of his living i

J:
with me when I'm sure he could get a better- 1;

looking wife. How I hate my face! '1

Can you give me the name of a good plastic i
surgeon who could rebuild me entirely? I

(Mrs.) Mickola S.

j

Dear Mrs. S.:

How do you remember the mother you loved?
As eyes, hair, a nose of a certain shape, a mouth,
a double chin? No. You remember the way she
laughed, what she did when she was startled,

the little tunes she hummed. You remember her
as a warmth, a glow. In retrospect, it is always
difficult to recall in detail the appearance of i

those we love or have loved.

Once I had heard a great deal about a won-
derful woman: Friends used to tell funny
stories about her, repeat her witticisms, profit \

from her wisdom. When I met her, I almost
gasped. .She was emphatically not attractive.

Yet, after I spent time with her, I too fell under
her spell. She radiated friendliness, courtesy, i

knowledge of the world, the arts, and people.

Forget the package in which your spirit has
been placed. Look around you for others who
may feel as forlorn as you do at times. Devote
yourself to making life more comfortable for

others and you will find your own happiness.
Remember, not one of us really knows how the

sun looks, but we live in its radiance.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert

:

I am fourteen and feel very burdened for

my age. My mother, who is thirty-six and still

very attractive, is the cause of it.

About a year ago, she fell in love with an-

other man. He also loved her. They realized

that it could never work out as they both had
a family to consider.

This last year my mother had an operation,

followed by a nervous breakdown. She be-

comes so despondent at times that she drinks.

Her drinking is very bad because she is frail

and cannot stand much. It is also a bad in-

fluence on my younger brother and sister.

I believe she has a great future as a painter

because she has sold several pictures—land-

scapes and some portraits recently.

Please tell me what to do to help my mother
forget this man. I know that once she forgets

him she will stop drinking.

You are the only one I can turn to. I cannot

tell my father the real situation because Mother
made me promise never to tell anyone.

Estella J.

Dear Estella:

You seem to realize that your role and your i

mother’s have been reversed.

Since your mother is the child in this in-

stance, you will do well to use child psychology

on her. The way to keep a child happy, when
some dangerous toy is to be taken away, is to

offer an interesting diversion.

Luckily, you live in a large city where there

are several art galleries. If you can persuade ,

her to “take” you to a different gallery each

Saturday for a while, and if you ask her to ex-

plain her work, she may be kept busy and di-

verted. You might try to learn to paint, be-

cause many painters find ids fun to go on field

trips with an understanding fellow workman. 1

Above all, don’t lose patience. Frequently a

drinking person loves to be a martyr, but will

remain sober for long periods if given no ex-

cuse for martyrdom.
Claudette Colbert
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Runaway from Romance?

(Continued from page 57)

. find himself in the wilds as he fishes or

hunts. Certainly if Bob does marry again,

( it will not be a quick Hollywood-elopement

i
type of marriage. It will come only as a

^
result of deep thinking on Bob’s part, after

he has analyzed the whole situation. An
independent thinker. Bob has always been
reticent in expressing his deepest thoughts
freely. His biggest problem now—with his

career at its peak—is the personal one of

finding himself.

Certainly his dates—before Ursula

—

carried little hint of real romance, despite

the gossip that each new girl was a
serious love in Bob’s life. His dates with
Ludmilla Tcherina, for instance, seemed

I serious to the columnists. But Bob him-
self said that they saw each other only a
few times, and Ludmilla, mourning a hus-
band dead less than a year, was not ready
for nor awake to romance. She found Bob

I

a gracious and charming companion. Nor
was there a romance between Bob and
Coleen Gray, despite gossip. Of most
of these reports in the newspapers. Bob
has had no comment.
Ursula, too, is somewhat reticent about

revealing her innermost thoughts and emo-
tions. She does admit, however, that there
is a strong mutual feeling. “Of course we
are attracted by each other—we are the
same kind of people.”

But when it comes to discussing the
possibility of marriage, Ursula is more

' hesitant. “’We have no marriage plans with
each other or anybody else. We are both
very serious about these things. Both of

us gave it a lot of thought before we were

I

married the first time and we had tragic
' marriages anyhow. Well, you always learn
something from a mistake. Right now we
are both too full of ourselves and our own
problems to think about marrying anyone.”
Just as Bob has recently confined most of

I
his dates to those with Ursula, she admits

I

that she has time for nobody else. “Nobody
else interests me,” she says, “so why should
I spend time with someone else when I

can be with the person who interests me
very much?”
And when those wise to the ways of

Hollywood kiddingly say to Ursula that
she is likely to fall in love with some
handsome leading man, she merely smiles
her warm, secret smile and answers, “Oh,

. but there is a very good reason why not.
' The best reason of all.”

Aside from the intangible factor of Bob’s

possible unreadiness for another try at

marriage, there is another and a very real

obstacle standing in the way of any im-
mediate wedding for Bob and Ursula. She
is anxious to bring her family—her mother
and her two daughters—to live in Holly-
wood, and she cannot do this until she is

a citizen. At the present time Ursula is

here in the United States on a visitor’s

working visa which has been extended to
the limit. Her studio, RKO, is working
frantically to secure her permanent stay
in the United States before this visa runs
out in June. They may have succeeded
by the time you read this. But if these
efforts do not succeed, Ursula will have to

return to Hamburg for a time. Naturally
enough, she does not feel free herself to

consider a marriage, even if Bob were
completely ready for it.

“We have much in common,” Ursula
says, “and we enjoy each other’s company
very much. But that is never enough
for Hollywood gossips. They have always
got to push you into something—a mar-
riage, a divorce, a new romance—before
it is time for it to happen. There are
times in life when things aren’t happening,
when it is better to go along quietly,
taking care of one problem at a time
instead of making everything complicated.

“That’s how it is now. I have to worry
about my citizenship, about my family
in Hamburg, about my career and how
much money it will cost to bring my family
here with me.”
During the waiting period while Ursula

is getting her family affairs in order and
clarifying her status as a citizen. Bob has
occasionally been seen with Barbara Stein-

wyck. Each time Hollywood has hinted
the possibility of reconciliation, but both
Bob and Barbara have denied it and stuck
to the “just friends” theme. “There has
been no talk of remarriage,” said Barbara.
Naturally Ursula does not feel free to

discuss Bob’s dates with Bai'bara or with
others; Ursula feels this is none of her
business.

“One of the most wonderful things about
Bob is that he isn’t a worry to me,” says
Ursula. “But if I stay home—which I

love to do—they write that I’m moping
over Bob. And if we go out, they write
that we’re sitting on each other in public.
Bob won’t even talk to anyone about it

any more, but I know it would make him
feel good if someone wrote the truth.”
And that’s what this is—the truth, for

now, about T ’n’ T. The End

Countless people—completely at a loss to solve

a difficult emotional problem—have been amazed

when suddenly they heard the very solution

they were seeking, on radio’s “My True Story.”

For this true-to-life program presents, in vivid

dramatic form, real problems of real people.

When you listen, you’ll hear heartfelt situations

taken from the files of “True Story Magazine”

—you’ll hear people like yourself cope with

problems involving love, hope, fear and jealousy.

IN “MY TRUE STORY”
AMERICAN BROADCASTING STATIONS

Be sure to read "I HATE MY MOTHER "—the story of a girl's fight for

happiness, of the dreadful conflict with her mother who robbed her of

everything—even the man she loved. In April TRUE STORY on sale now.

SAY GOODBYE
to those "bill" blues!

START NOW— earn the extra

funds you need. Absolutely no

cost to you!

Here's how:— In your own com-

munity there are your friends,

neighbors and relatives who are

anxious to subscribe to OUR
MAGAZINES.

All you need do is act as maga-
zine agent for them. Take care of

their subscriptions for all of our

popular publications.

Yes, it costs you nothing but your

spare time. We supply you with

all material. Write today—NOW:

I Macfadden Publications, Inc.

Box 55, Dept. P4-53

I
205 E. 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

j
I'm interested. I want to make more

g
money. Send full Information immediately.

Name

J Street & No

City State

Bmi. CtRTAIN INDIANHEADS $50.00. SEND 20'

FOR BOOKLET LISTING PRICES WE PAY-

LINCOLN COIN CO., OEPT. 5. 6LEH0AUE. DRIZ.

Amazing New Creme

RE-COLORS HAIR
IN 17 MINUTES
Now change streaked, gray, gray-
ing or drab hair to a new lus-
trous youthful-looking color, try
Tintz Creme Shampoo-Tint today.
It’s a new hair coloring that re-
colors hair at home as it shampoos.
Takes only 17 minutes. No waiting
for results. It’s easy to use — no
messy mixing. Won't wash or rub out.
Get your choice of 13 natural appear-
ing colors today at your druggists.

"trW CREME SHAMPOO
hair coloring

PSORIASIS
doesn’t dictate
what J[ wear • . .

I USE

Learn how hundreds of
thousands of users have
found Siroil tends to re-

move psoriasis crusts and
scales on outer layer of
skin. Light applications
help control recurring le-

sions. Siroil doesn't stain
clothing or bed linen.
Offered on two weeks
satisfaction or money refunded
basis. 20 years of successful results.

Write for free booklet

Siroil Laboratories, Inc.

Dept. M-68 Santa Monica, Calif.

AT ALL
DRUG
STORES
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BRIEF REVI EWS
For fuller reviews, see Photoplay for months in-

dicated. For this month’s full reviews, see page 20

CINERAMA — Cinerama Productions, Eastman

Kodak color; An amazing new movie technique,

using three curved screens and special sound,

takes you right into the action. No story, but plenty

of thrills: a roller-coaster ride, opera at La Scala,

an air tour of the U. S. (F) January

COME BACK, LITTLE SHEBA—Wallis, Para-

mount: Intimate, grueling drama of a marriage,

of youth and the yearning for lost youth. Shirley

Booth is magnificent; Burt Lancaster, Terry Moore,

Richard Jaeckel score. (A) January

FORBIDDEN GAMES—Times Film; Remarkable
acting by little Brigitte Fossey, as a war orphan.

A—Adults F—Family

OUTSTANDING
and Georges Poujouly, as her farra*boy playmate,
highlights a deeply moving tragicomedy. French
dialogue, English titles. (A) March

HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN— Gold wyn,
RKO; Technicolor: Danny Kaye wins your heart

as a story-spinning cobbler in a magical, musical
extravaganza. Jeanmaire is exquisite as Farley

Granger's ballerina wife. (F) March

LIMELIGHT—U. A.: Intensely personal, slow,

but affecting story of a has-been music-hall comic
who gives a sad young ballerina new faith in life.

Charlie Chaplin's unique style runs a full range.

from lender moments with lovely Claire Bloom to

slapstick with Buster Keaton. (F) February

LITTLE WORLD OF DON CAMILLO, THE—
I. F. E.: Rollicking, inspiring saga of a village

priest's running battle with a Communist mayor.

Fernandel and Gino Cervi make doughty adver-

saries. French dialogue, English titles. (A) March

PETER PAN—Disney, RKO, Technicolor: En-

chanting cartoon feature based on the beloved fan-

tasy of eternal childhood. Peter, Wendy, Tinker

Bell, Captain Hook come alive to the tune of many
sprightly songs. (F) February

APRIL IN PARIS— Warners, Technicolor: Feath-

erweight farce enlivened by the musical talents of

Doris Day, as a chorine on a Paris junket, and Ray
Bolger, as a stuffy-to-start-with junior diplomat.

Gay songs and dances. (F) February

BAD AND THE BEAUTIFUL, THE—M-G-M:
Fascinating close-up of Hollywood. Kirk Douglas
is a producer who wins the hatred of actress Lana
Turner, director Barry Sullivan, writer Dick
Powell—till the surprise finish. (A) February

FACE TO FACE—RKO: Two-episode film. “The
Secret Sharer,” with James Mason, is a dreary sea

tale. But “The Bride Comes to Yellow Sky,” with

Robert Preston, Marjorie Steele, Minor Watson,
is a fine, unusual Western. (F) January

FOUR POSTER, THE—Kramer, Columbia: Tragi-

comic, talky history of a marriage, with only two
characters. Lilli Palmer's brilliant throughout;

Rex Harrison, at his best in light moments. Cartoon
interludes are richly imaginative. (A) February

HOAXTERS, THE—M-G-M: Thirty-eight-minute

documentary shrewdly contrasting totalitarianism

and democracy. (F) March

VERY GOOD
IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST, THE—
Rank. U-I; Technicolor: Michael Redgrave,
Michael Denison and Edith Evans shine in a styl-

ized, dialogue-dominated farce about uppercrust

romance and deception. (A) March

KANSAS CITY CONFIDENTIAL—U. A.: Well-

photographed, tricky thriller about an innocent

suspect who solves an armored-car robbery. With
John Payne, Coleen Gray. (F) February

LAST OF THE COMANCHES—Columbia, Techni-

color: Vigorous, tightly constructed Western in

which cavalryman Broderick Crawford leads a

chance-met group in its stand against desert thirst

and hostile Indians. (F) February

MAN BEHIND THE GUN, THE—Warners, Tech-

nicolor: Randolph Scott foils a big-scale conspir-

acy in early California. Well-made horse opera,

with Patrice Wymore. tF) March

MOULIN ROUGE—U. A., Technicolor: Subtle

color and rich Parisian atmosphere overshadow

Jose Ferrer's portrayal of Toulouse-Lautrec, the

tragic, deformed painter. (A) March

ABOVE AND BEYOND—M-G-M: Robert Taylor
has some gripping moments as the pilot of the plane

that dropped the A-bomb on Hiroshima; but

scenes of domestic discord with wife Eleanor
Parker are out of key. (A) February

ANDROCLES AND THE LION—RKO: Wordy,
occasionally interesting version of Shaw’s play

about early Christians. Maurice Evans makes a

witty Caesar; Alan Young, a gentle Andrades;
Jean Simmons, a glowing Christian maiden; Vic-

tor Mature, a stalwart Roman. (A) February

GOOD
with skeptical, susceptible Bob Mitcbum. Mona
Freeman plays good girl. (A) March

BLACKBEARD THE PIRATE—RKO, Techni-

color: Robert Newton hams it up in the title role;

Keith Andes and Linda Darnell are decorative in

a muddled adventure yarn. ( F) March

MEET ME AT THE F.\IR—U-I, Technicolor:

Tune-trimmed, nostalgic comedy-drama about a

medicine-show man (Dan Dailey) who befriends

an orphan (Chet Allen). (F) February

ANGEL FACE—RKO: Suspense drama involving MISSISSIPPI GAMBLER, THE—U-I, Techni-
innocent-faced, murder-minded Jean Simmons color: Handsome, fitfully exciting tale of old New

MY COUSIN RACHEL—20th Century-Fox: .\n

elegantly mounted but indecisive mystery presents

Olivia de Havilland as either murderess or inno-

cent suspect, with newcomer Richard Burton scor-

ing as her accuser and suitor. (A) March

NO TIME FOR FLOWERS—RKO: A neatly

scripted comedy of captive Czechoslovakia focuses

on Viveca Lindfors and Paul Christian, as young

reds reformed by love. (F) March

ROAD TO BALI—Paramount, Technicolor: Fur-

ther adventures of Crosby, Hope and Lamour—

a

casual, comical improvisation on the South Seas

theme, with songs, gags, menacing villains and

surprise guest celebs. (F) February

STOOGE, THE—Wallis, Paramount: Likable vig-

nette of show business. Dean Martin plays a

swellheaded star; Jerry Lewis, his humble partner.

With Polly Bergen, Marion Marshall. (F) Mareh

STOP, YOU’RE KILLING ME—Warners, Warner-

Color: Cheerful gangster comedy, with Broderick

Crawford as a beer baron gone straight, Claire

Trevor as his wife. (F) March

Orleans. Honest gambler Tyrone Power loves

aristocrat Piper Laurie. (F) March

NEVER WAVE AT A WAC—RKO: The Army
makes a human being of snooty Rosalind Russell, I

with an assist from ex-husband Paul Douglas.

Marie Wilson adds more laughs. (F) March ,

REDHEAD FROM WYOMING, THE—U-I, Tech-

nicolor: Pleasant Western, wherein William Bish-

op dupes Maureen O’Hara into helping him plot

a range war. Alex Nicol plays sheriff. (F) March -

TROPIC ZONE—Paramount, Technicolor: Ronald

Reagan saves Rhonda Fleming’s banana plantation «

in a Central .American Western. (F) February

FAIR
P DESPERATE SEARCH—M-G-M: Mechanically

plotted drama about flyers seeking two child sur-

vivors of a plane crash. With Howard Keel, Pa-

tricia Medina, Jane Greer. (F) February
112

THIEF OF VENICE, THE—20th Century-Fox:

Slight, Italian-made yarn of a Renaissance Rob-

in Hood (Paul Christian), with splendid settings.

The late Maria Montez stars. (F) February

THUNDER IN THE EAST—Paramount: Shallow

thriller of strife in India. Alan Ladd’s a greedy

American; Deborah Kerr, a British girl; Charles

Boyer, a peaceable Indian. (F) February
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Picture you . . . your hair shimmering under even the softest

light . . . silky soft, silky bright. That’s what'll happen to you

when you use this new shampoo formula . . . this new Drene!

New magic formula . . . milder than castile!

There’s silkening magic in Drene’s new liyhtning-quick lather

!

No
other lather is so thick, yet so quick—even in hardest water!

Magic . . . this new lightning-quick lather . . . because it flashes

up like lightning, because it rinses out like lightning, because it’s

milder than castile! Magic! because this new formula leaves your

hair bright as silk, smooth as silk, soft as silk. And so obedient.

Just try this luxurious new Drene with its lightning-c/iiick

lather . . . its new and fresh fragrance. Yon have an exciting

experience coming

!

A NEW EXPERIENCE . .

.

See your hair left silky bright!

This new formula flashes into

lightning-quick lather—milder

than castile! No other lather

is so quick, yet so thick !

New Lightning Lather

—

a magic new formula that silkens your hair.

Milder than castile—
so mild you could use Drene every day!

IS a

Mm
Drene !

A PRODUCT OF PROCTER & GAMBLE
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Yes, there’s more

lather . . . faster lather . . .

in an Ivory bath!

It’s so relaxing to sink into an Ivory

bath! You don’t grope for soap— Ivory

floats right into your hand. You don’t

wait for lather— that husky cake of Ivory

fairly bursts into rich, foamy suds! For

Ivory makes more lather, faster, than any

other leading bath soap!

8 aDioasiiK^..

pnw picawirG

There’s Ivory’s famous

mildness . . . and such a cleah,

fresh odor!

It’s pure delight— the gentle caress of

silky Ivory suds. For Ivory is 9944 'iqo %
pure . . . mild as mild. Why, more doctors

advise Ivory Soap for skin care than any

other soap. And that clean, fresh-smell-

ing Ivory lather leaves you so refreshed!

All aglow and ready to go!

You get more for your

money, too!

Yes, mild Ivory . .
.
pure Ivory . . . float-

ing Ivory . . . actually costs you less!

Gives you more soap for your money

than any other leading bath soap!
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LISTERINE STOPS BAD BREATH
4 times better than chlorophyll or tooth paste

^0 much depends on whether

your charm keeps on working.

Freddy’s didn't. Freddy was going

great at half-past-eight ,
hut hy

ten his girl was giving him

the definite brush-off.

And who could blame her?

No girl wants to put up with

a case of halitosis (bad breath).

YOU SELDOM KNOW whcD you’rc guilty

of halitosis (bad breath) . . . and even

your best friend won’t tell you.

Why risk offending needlessly . . . why
take chances with lesser methods when
Listerine Antiseptic instantly stops bad

breath, and keeps it stopped usually for

hours on end? This amazing deodorant

effect is due to Listerine’s germ-killing

action.

No chlorophyll kills odor bacteria

like this . . . instantly

You see, Listerine Antiseptic kills mil-

lions of the very mouth germs that cause

the most common type of bad breath . . .

the kind that begins when germs start

the fermentation of proteins which are

always present in the mouth. And, re-

search shows that your breath stays

sweeter longer depending upon the de-

gree to which you reduce germs in the

mouth. Brushing your teeth doesn’t give

you Listerine’s antiseptic protection.

Chlorophyll or chewing gums don’t kill

germs. Listerine does.

Clinically proved four times

better than tooth paste

That is why independent research re-

ported Listerine Antiseptic averaged at

least four times more effective in reduc-

ing breath odors than three leading chlo-

rophyll products and two leading tooth

pastes . . . stopped bad breath up to three-

to-four times longer than the tooth pastes

or chlorophyll products by actual test.

So, no matter what else you do, use

Listerine Antiseptic when you want to

be extra-carefid that your breath does not

offend. Rinse the mouth with it night

and morning and before any date where

you want to be at your best. Lambert

Pharmacal Company Division of The
Lambert Company, St. Louis 6, Missouri.

Every week

2 different shows, radio & television

—

"THE ADVENTURES OF OZZIE & HARRIET"

See your paper for times and stations

LISTERINE.. .the most widely used antiseptic in the world



J iVe never been so ^

lET-AlONE IN MY LIFE.'

DO I HAVE TWO LEFT «

? FEET-ORWHAT? 1

» PEG, HONEY, ALL YOU

NEED IS SOME COACHING

FROM YOUR DENTIST <(

ON-ON BAD breath!

P® TO STOP BAD BREATH, I RECOMMEND COLGATE ^
DENTAL CREAM. BRUSHING TEETH RIGHT AFTER EATING WITH

COLGATE^ MAKES YOUR MOUTH FEEL CLEANER LONGER-
GIVES YOU A CLEAN, FRESH MOUTH ^ DAY LONG

!

And Colgate’s has proved conclusively that brush-

ing teeth right after eating stops tooth decay

best ! In fact, the Colgate way stopped more decay

for more people than ever before reported in

all dentifrice history!

LATER—Thanks to Colgate Dental Cream

IVE BEEN HAVING QUITE A WHIRL
SINCE I BECAME A COLGATE GIRL!

Brushing Teeth Right After Eating with

G016ATE DENTAL CREAM

STOPS
BAD BREATH ..d

STOPS DECAY!
Colgate’s instantly stops bad breath in 7 out of 10

cases that originate in the mouth ! And the Colgate

way of brushing teeth right after eating is the

best home method known to help stop tooth decay!
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From M-G-M

VMEI«R terA/€ffO"
with

RICHARD HAYDN
Screen Play by RONALD MILLAR and GEORGE FROESCHEL
Adapted From the Novel "Came the Dawn" by ROGER BAX

Directed by DELMER DAVES Produced by CLARENCE BROWN
An M G-M PICTURE
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PERIODIC PAIN
Midol acts three ways to bring

relief from menstrual suffering.

It relieves cramps, eases head-

ache and it chases the “blues”. .

Dora now takes Midol at the

first sign of menstrual distress.

FREE 24-page book, "What Women Want to

Know", explains menstruation. (Plain wrapper).

Write Dep’t. B-53, Box 280, New York 18, N.Y.

Photoplay Applauds

Leslie loves Mel’s puppets, but shrinks from their master until this moment comes

llll
A charming, tvhimsical tale of love in a carnival gives

Leslie Caron and Mel Ferrer their finest opportunity

AN IMMEDIATE HIT in “An American in Paris,” Leslie Caron still

was just Gene Kelly’s leading lady. Now' she has a picture of

her very own, an airy bit of enchantment, with touches of music

and some wise words to say about love and the business of grow-

ing up. As Lili, a penniless orphan who finds refuge with a

little French carnival, she violates half the rules of Hollywood

beauty—and yet she’s completely captivating. The awkward
youngster is humbly in love with the dashing magician (Jean

Pierre Aumont I ,
who, under the watchful eye of his sumptuous

assistant (Zsa Zsa Gabor), gives Leslie a steady brush-off. She

works for the puppet show run by Mel Ferrer, a forbidding fellow

whose bitterness dates back to war wounds that ended his danc-

ing career. More youthful-looking and appealing than in any of

his earlier roles, Mel teams with Leslie in an unusual sort of

romance that is expressed in unique ways. The film is not a

fantasy, but the puppets play a part in the story. So do the dances

that Leslie drifts into in daydream sequences.
4
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By MARY MARATHON

Buffalo Bill Cody and Wild Bill Hickok! Anybody who doesn’t stir to the

mention of these daring Americans who left us such a wealth of true adventm'e

stories . .
.
just doesn’t know how to LIVE! Two of the most colorful characters

in our history, Buffalo Bill’s and Wild Bill’s fight through rugged wilderness

and over scorched desert to open a mail route to California, makes every

minute of “Pony Express” a breathless experience! It’s a picture that will give

you that exciting feeling of being part of a glorious ventoe' That’s the way

I felt. I wasn’t just watching it ... I was WITH it!

He * *

The story is based on incidents that occurred after the founder of the Pony

Express commissioned Cody (Charlton Heston) and Hickok (Forrest Tucker)

to blaze the trail westward to California. There’s stirring heart interest, as

well as action. Denny (Jan Sterling), a charming, reckless tomboy, adores

Cody and dreams of being his bride. She has some pretty stiff competition in

the beautiful person of Evelyn Hastings (Rhonda Fleming), a volatile redhead!

H: H: *

Evelyn and her brother are on the side of the rebellious Californians who,

incited by crafty foreign agents, feel their state will fare better isolated from

the Union.
jf: 4^ 5^

There’s a thrilling climax involving Denny. Your heart will ache for her but

I’m not going to reveal all now. Just make sure to hop to it . . when the

“Pony Express” rides your way!

* * *

If you hear someone say “It made my hair stand on end,” you can bet that

he—or she— is talking about “The War of the Worlds.” E-e-e-k! Remember

your favorite thriller? That was a cosy fireside story by compai’ison. When I

viewed “The War of the Worlds,” my scalp felt as though an Indian warrior

from the pioneer days was practising his favorite hobby— with me as the

scalpee! And what made me shiver? In a nice, warm projection room?

^

“The War of the Worlds” opens on a high note of terror. Out of a sudden,

flashing brilliance in the sky, numberless huge, fiery objects come crashing to

earth, spraying screaming heat rays that destroy everything in sight!

H= * *

What are they? You can’t talk me into telling you! This is the kind of picture

that has so many surprising turns that I want them to be surprising to YOU.

Just go see “The War of the Worlds” and be scared yourself! And you’ll never

have a more fascinating time being frightened. I WILL tell you that the

invaders are finally destroyed—And HOW . . . will AMAZE you!

^ ^

There’s another thriller coming along that I’ll get my typewriter into for the

next issue of this column. It’s “Jamaica Run,” starring Ray MiUand, Arlene

Dahl and Wendell Corey. I KNOW you’ll want to hear more about this one.

It’s a picture with murder . . . suspense . . . and an underwater action scene

the like of which YOU’VE NEVER SEEN!

Color by TECH NICOLOR
Starring

CHJUILTON HESTON -RHONDA FLEMING

JAN STERLING- FORREST TUCKER
Directed by Screenplay by

JERRY HOPPER CHARLES MARQUIS WARREN
Based on a Story by Frank Gruber • Produced by Nat Holt A Paramount Picture

H. G. WELLS’

THE WAR OF
THE WORLDS

Color by TECHNICOLOR
Produced by GEORGE PAL
Directed by Byron Haskin

Screenplay by Barre Lyndon

A Paramount Picture

Paramount presents

Color by TECHNICOLOR
Starring

RAY MILLAND • ARLENE DAHL

WENDELL COREY
with PATRIC KNOWLES • LAURA ELLIOT

Written for the Screen and Directed by

Lewis R. Foster • From a novel by Max Murray

A Clarion Production
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IdreamedIwent to

the Flower Show m

mmdenfi>rm bra

No shrinking violet, I! Wallflowers go green with envy

over my firm fresh uplift. .. and every Sweet William

in the flower-bed has lost his head over me.

Small wonder! Maidenform's Over-ture bra makes

me the American beauty the judges always pick!

Shown: Maidenform’s Over-ture*; in acetate satin,

broadcloth, nylon lace and taffeta ... from 1.75,

There is a maldenform for every type of figure*.

Send for free style booklet. Maidenform, New York 16

•hEO. U. S. pat. OFP. C t963 MAI OCH FOB M BRASSIERE CO., INC. SKIRT I JUEI LVNNE CHARLOT

Hollywood

whispers
BY FLORABEL MUIR

T
he talk these days is centering about

the Donald O’Connors, who finally got

around to making a legal move to end

their marriage. Gwendolyn’s moved out

several times in the past—but she has

always come back when Donald’s beck-

oned urgently enough. Hollywood won-

ders if she’ll really go through with her

divorce this time, or if they’ll kiss and

make up before the ink is dry on the

final divorce decree. Funny how some-

times in Hollywood marital bliss withers

when the hot wind of professional suc-

cess blows on it. Things have never been

better for Donald in his career, but it

hasn’t seemed to bring him happiness.

•

The Gary Coopers, who appear to be

friendly, and who go out together now
and then, keep causing speculations

about a reconciliation—but they contin-

ue to live apart. Gary, while he was in

Mexico making “Blowing Wild,” was
often seen with a cute model named Lor-

raine Chanel. He’s been playing the

field for the last couple of years. Sort of

“blowing wild” in person.

•

There’s possibility of a crack-up of the

seventeen-year-old marriage of Claud-

ette Colbert and Dr. Joel Pressman. De-

spite their denials, friends are worried

about the fate of this marriage, always

considered one of Hollywood’s most per-

fect unions. Claudette has been living in

her native France for the past two years,

and doesn’t seem in any hurry to come
home. In the meantime, she’ll be about

$500,000 richer from her sojourn, be-

cause of the income-tax immunity while

over there. {Continued on page 8)

Hotv final is this final for the 0*Connors?



That
all-man

*Quiet Man*
has a new

kind at
dame to
tame!

It takes

two to

tangle —
and when

it happens
to them

SHERRY JACKSON

JACK ROSE Anofher grand

Coburn role—
he's more fun

than you can
shake your

sides at [

Warner Bros,

happily bring you

MELVILLE SHAVELSON
MODueeo Kv

MELVILLE SHAVELSON
MUSIC SV MAX

DIRECTED BY

MICHAEL CURTIZ
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To add "suspense” to a picnic outing?

I I
Auction the eats Q Rig up a rope swing

Sold to yon bristle bean in the yellow

striped tee shirt!— one surprise package

crammed with goodies for two. Auction-

ing the vittles puts bang in a picnic. And
pays for Cokes. Keep bidders guessing as

to which gal packed which supper box;

later, each lad shares the fare with his

"mystery belle.” There’s no mystery in

how to keep confident— dii calendar time.

Simply choose Kotex: wonderfully absorb-

ent— thes-o-f-t napkin that holds its shape.

Made to stay soft while you wear it.

Should this departing guest write a—

in the
know ?

If your back perspires too freely—
I I Put Sis to work Q Hit the talcum barrel

What though your face be dreamy, if your

back is just a-drip? Don’t let the humidity

cancel your dance plans. Get Sis to pat you
on the back — with an antiperspirant; one

best for you. And for problem-day protection,

find the best-for-you absorbency of Kotex.

All 3 (Regular, Junior, Super) have that ex-

clusive safety center.

I I
Thank you note Q Bread n' butter letter

"Dear Joanie — the weekend was devoon" —
But wait; doesn’t Joan’s Mom rate your

appreciation, too? Write her a bread and

butter letter. Lines of thanks for all she

did to make your visit fun. You know,

there are some "lines” you never need fret

about: the revealing kind that Kotex pre-

vents. (Thanks to those flat, pressed ends!)

More women choose KOTEX*
than all other sanitary napkins

T. M REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

To stay dainty at "that” time, choose Quest* deodorant

powder. Best for napkin use, because Quest has no moisture-

resistant base; doesn’t slow up absorption. Safe. Soothing.

Unscented. Positively destroysodors. Buy Quest powder today.

hollywood

whispers
continued from page 6

Keenan Wynn still carries the torch for

his lost Beetsy, who seems to be all con-

fused about her romance with Dan Dai-

ley, who is confused about everything.

Keenan, who always hoped to get Beetsy
back, told me he was almost kayoed
when he read about her engagement to

Dailey in an old newspaper he picked up
in Korea while over there with a troupe
of film personalities entertaining the

GI’s at Christmas time. Since the break
with Dailey, however, Beetsy has been
seeing a lot of Keenan—so maybe
they’ll get back together again. In the

meantime, Dan is moving to his new
ranchito in the San Fernando Valley,

where he has two rooms for himself and
six stables for his horses.

When Beetsy and Keenan were one

It’s true that Frank Sinatra continues to

play high, wide and handsome with his

career, all for love of his Ava. The town

was distressed—though not surprised

—

when he cancelled out on a TV show at

the last minute to fly to London to see

Ava, because he hadn’t “had a letter

from her for a week.”

The big question mark still punctu-

ates the reports that all is well with the

Gregory Pecks. He tells friends every

thing is okay. And she tells friends just

the opposite, although, when she spent

a weekend in Las Vegas not long ago,

she passed the word around that the trip

had nothing to do with | a possible di-

vorce. It was, said Greta, only to attend

the wedding of a friend. In any case.

Greg will be away from Hollywood and

home for a long time, with several

more picture commitments abroad.

I
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your hair perfectly in place—all day, all
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the magic mist of Helene Curtis Spray Net
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new, smoother look.
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Helene Curtis Spray Net is the perfect

spray net
in place all day long
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Battle Circus M-C-M

The title’s as puzzling and provocative as the choice of co-stars

—

Humphrey Bogart and June Allyson. But both turn out to be
well justified. The mobile hospital units that operate so coura-

geously close to the front in Korea are housed in tents that

must be struck, moved and set up again as rapidly as the circus

variety. Indeed, the sergeant in charge of this operation (Kee-
nan Wynn, an asset to any movie), is supposed to be a graduate
of the big top. Precise as its details are, the picture doesn’t try

to suggest the full impact of war. It’s primarily a love story,

interpreted with warmth by the unexpectedly teamed stars. Bogey
and June play a surgeon and a nurse whose quick romance is

ruffled by the fact that he’s marriage-shy. The situation may be
realistic, but the film’s emphasis doesn’t seem in the best of

taste. Robert Keith and Adele Longmire shine in minor roles.

Verdict: Surface glance at love and heroism in Korea (Adult)

The romance between Humphrey and June yields to the demands of war

The unpredictable Ezio has a new surprise for David and his wife Anne

Tonight We Sing 20th century-fox, technicolor

In effect, this is a concert for classical-music fans, featuring

top names in the field and many familiar numbers in the reper-

tory. The slender narrative presents David Wayne as Sol Hurok,

music-lover who discovered during his youth in Russia that he

had no musical talents—and therefore turned to selling other
j

people’s. Wayne’s acting is subdued and gentle (with a now-you-

hear-it-now-you-don’t accent), and Anne Bancroft looks charm-

ing as his wife. When the would-be impresario attains his dream

in the United States, present-day greats enter the picture to por-

tray artists of the past; Isaac Stern as Eugene Ysaye; Tamara
Toumanova as Anna Pavlova; Ezio Pinza as the temperamental

Chaliapin—best job in the film. As fictitious young singers

and lovers, Roberta Peters and Byron Palmer are slightly

pallid, though Palmer’s looks will win him a following,

Verdict: Showpiece rich in music, anemic in story (Family)

For brief reviews of current pictures see page 104



M-C-M, TECHNICOLOROff Limits PARAMOUNT Small Town Girl

Comical terrors of many a service movie, the MP’s are treated

cavalierly in this farce, which improbably introduces Bob Hope
and Mickey Rooney into their midst. It happens thisaway:

Champ Stanley Clements gets those “greetings,” and manager
Hope enlists to keep an eye on the screwball fighter. But Stash

is rejected as an obvious psycho, and Hope is trapped in uniform.

As for Rooney, he’s a humble draftee who latches onto Hope to

further his own ring ambitions. Though Bob bas all his old skill

with a gag line or a double take, he seems to be coasting; the

“new” Rooney, former brashness left behind, comes across better.

Eddie Mayehoff, a fugitive from Martin and Lewis, is hilarious as

a pompous MP officer who does everything by the book. Curves,

song numbers and love interest are Marilyn Maxwell’s contri-

butions to this combined service comedy and ring thriller.

Verdict: Plenty of laughs; just a few slack spots (Family)

There’s a new and pleasing maturity about Jane Powell’s voice

and appearance. Unhappily, the same can’t be said about her

latest film, a rattle-brained fancy taking place in such a small

town as never existed outside musical comedy. That would be

okay if the story were correspondingly whimsical, but it’s most-

ly rather limp. Farley Granger’s stuck with the unlovable

role of a spoiled playboy arrested for doing eigbty-five through

Duck Creek. The judge (Robert Keith) gives him thirty days,

but the judge’s daughter (Janie) gives the prisoner consolation.

The brightest scenes involve match-making S. Z. Sakall and his

dance-crazy son, Bobby Van. Bobby’s brisk personality and dex-

terous feet are picture-stealers. Ann Miller, as Farley’s gold-dig-

ging fiancee, does a couple of her efficient tap routines. Looking
and sounding mighty pretty, Janie has several nice songs.

Verdict: Fragile comedy with some sparkling interludes (Family)

It's not just a love scene; Jane and Farley have plotted a jailbreak

P

s, are

Monty and Anne share an idyllic interlude that's later misunderstood

I Confess warners

Strong emotional performances by Montgomery Clift and Anne
Baxter are the mainstay of this generally gripping movie, filmed

on location in Quebec. It’s a murder mystery of the inside-out

type: That is, the audience knows the killer from the beginning,

and the suspense lies in watching the police fumble for the truth.

As a young priest, Clift hears the murderer’s confession. But the

secrecy of the confessional must be kept even when suspicion

falls upon the priest himself. The dead man had been blackmail-
ing a young matron (Anne) , Clift’s sweetheart in the days before

he decided to take holy orders, and Clift’s reputation had also

been threatened. Handsome Roger Dann is sympathetic as Anne’s
husband, but Karl Malden’s shrewd performance as the inspeetor

is hampered by a shaky story that uses accident and coincidence
too freely. Director Alfred Hitchcock should know better!

Verdict: Absorbing problem drama with plot weaknesses (Adult)

Susan offers Audie interesting inducements so he'll fight on her side

Gunsmoke u-i, technicolor

Audie Murphy’s latest Western is no lumbering, pretentious epic.

Close in flavor to tbe traditional horse opera, it’s nevertheless a

thoroughly satisfying movie, light and lively, with crackling dia-

logue, an unusual, believable plot, and a collection of very pleas-

ing people. Audie, tossing off bis lines with ease, is equally

convincing in love scenes and menacing moments—in spite of

that baby face. He’s a tough young drifter who’s served his time

as a hired gunman in range wars, and now wants to settle down
quietly on a ranch of his own. Thanks to a bit of trickery by tbe

admirable Paul Kelly, Audie suddenly finds himself in possession

of said ranch—complete with mortgage, unpaid cowhands and a

powerful neighbor who's out to grab the land legally or violently.

Susan Cabot, a deleetable good girl, and Mary Castle, a hand-

some dance-hall queen, provide unorthodox dashes of sex.

Verdict: Fast, actionful Western, often wryly funny (Family)

For complete casts of new pictures see page 83

k

More reviews on next page
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The Story of Mondy
(HANK, ll-l)

Made in England, this deeply affecting i

drama deals with a problem that might
confront parents anywhere. These two, >

portrayed sympathetically by Phyllis Cal-
vert and Terence Morgan, discover that

i

their beloved small daughter has not
learned to talk because she is totally, hope- i

lessly deaf. Little Mandy Miller’s inter- ,

pretation of this role is completely natural
and profoundly touching. Phyllis finds a

school for deaf children, run by the gruff 1

hut dedicated .Jack Hawkins, and then must '

try to overcome her husband’s distaste for

“institutions.” The discord ends in the

couple’s separation.

But the domestic angle seems trivial in

contrast to Mandy’s own story, her struggle
to find a footing in these new surroundings,
and to learn to talk. Filmed at an actual
school for the deaf, these scenes have the

impact of truth.

Verdict: Moving drama of childhood; less

moving drama of marriage (Family)

Seminole
(c-i, techmcolor)

One. of the most remarkable episodes of

American history furnishes a solid founda-
tion for an action yarn starring Rock Hud-
son. Anthony Quinn and Barbara Hale. It’s

the story of the Seminole Indians who re-

fused to be ousted from Florida and exiled

westward. A remnant of the tribe stayed

entrenched in the Everglades. Rock
staunchly plays the viewpoint character, an
Army lieutenant who resents his unjust as-

signment. But Quinn has the real hero’s

role, portraying Chief Osceola with dignity

and fire. He shares the love story with Bar-

bara. a white girl who upholds the Semi-

noles’ cause. Though the swamp warfare is

sometimes exciting, the film is short on
i

skill and imagination.

Verdict: Satisfactory Southern Western, '

not quite equal to its theme (Family)

The Magnetic Monster

(U. A.)

Here’s about the finest piece of science

fiction so far: no fantasy, but a could-

come-true chiller, presented in a semi-docu-

mentary style that heightens its terrors.

Richard Carlson’s likable as a scientist

whose job is to keep constant check on

the amount of radio-activity in the atmos-

phere. One morning, his Geiger counters

go into a frenzy. A search as matter-of-fact

as any on the air’s “Dragnet” leads the

scientists to a small lump of deadly stuff

—

a new element evolved by a physicist. The

element is hungry for energy. Each time it

feeds, its size, its magnetic power and its

hunger are doubled! Unless a solution is

found promptly, it will pull the earth’s

magnetic pole off balance and send us ca-

reening into space. (Nervous note to ex-

perimenting physicists: Watch it, boys!

)

Verdict: First-rate science fiction—and

food for thought (Family)

{Continued on page 14)
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continuous performance is what you get in a Jantzen bra

...continuous lifting and moulding and separating power,

continuous ease in wearing. The secret is in concentric

stitching handled with Jantzen genius to hold shape

and shaping power through wearing and washing.

Left, "forever uplift" with breathe-easy elastic inserts,

fine cotton broadcloth 2.50 . . . nylonized® nylon 3.50 . .

.

without inserts, broadcloth 2.25/ nylonized® nylon 3.00.
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Bwana Devil

(OBOLER, U. A.; ANSCO COLOR, NATURAL VISION)

Technique, in this case, proves more in-
|

teresting than plot—an African adventure
p

involving Robert Stack, Barbara Britton

and Nigel Bruce. Here’s the first story-film

in three-dimensions, showing you people in i

the round and scenery that has depth. A
spear thrown toward you, a charging lion,

a close-up love scene provide startling mo-
|

ments. The story is something about man- '

eating lions that interrupt the building of
i

a railroad. You may overlook this to watch
|

a pioneering experiment in 3-D, crude as

early talkies, but of historical importance.

Verdict: Notable as a museum piece and a

forecast of possibilities (Family)

The System

( Warners)

An inept, dialogue-bound melodrama
stars Frank Lovejoy as a bookie-ring boss

who’s managed to retain a heart of gold

through twenty years of illegal activity and
association with extremely low characters.

A newspaperman’s crusade, the loyal love

of a publisher’s daughter (Joan Weldon)
and the nearly impenetrable innocence of

his motherless son (Bob Arthur) combine
to convince the boss that he’s been a bad
boy. Joan, a newcomer, is too mannered,

but she has a precise beauty that rates a

far better showcase than this one.

Verdict: Sentimentalized racket-busting

story with no punch (Adult)

The Hitch-Hiker

(RKO)

Turning honest citizen, unlucky Frank

Lovejoy is bogged down in a dreary session

of would-be suspense. He and pal Edmond
O’Brien, off on a hunting trip, foolishly

pick up a hitch-hiker (William Talman).

This fellow is a mad killer, who keeps the

pair helpless, terrorized captives until the

movie comes to a welcome finish.

Verdict: Wearisome and pointless attempt

at continuous tension (Adult)

Ma and Pa Kettle on Vacation

(u-i)

Here’s another generous helping of juicy,

unabashed corn. Leaving their offspring in

the care of an ample squaw, the Kettles go

off on a Paris toot, guests of their oldest

son’s wealthy in-laws. The script doesn’t

miss any of the traditional Paris gags, from

the “naughty” postcards to the flaming

crepes suzette. But even a sophisticated

movie-goer would have a tough time sup-

pressing giggles when the irresistible Percy

Kilbride’s in action, especially when he

tangles with a spy ring. Marjorie Main’s

mostly the foil this time, and there’s no

junior love interest.

Verdict: Good-natured hokum that delivers

its quota of laughs (Family)
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BY

SIDNEY

SKOLSKY

I THINK ANNE BAXTER WdS Iliucll SCxier

when she wasn’t trying so hard to be sexy.

. . . Johnnie Ray looks like a sad Howard
Keel. ... I can remember all the way back

to yesterday, when the bobby-soxers used to

toss their socks at Van Johnson. ... I go

for Gloria Grahame but I admit she puzzles

me. I never feel I’m making contact. . . .

Terry Moore doesn’t drink or smoke. “I’m

a Mormon,” explains Terry, “but I have

fun!” . . . Believe it or not, Jane Russell

has a well-developed sense of humor.

Jatie Russell—a good-humor gal

If hen Joe DiMaggio asked Marilyn Mon-
roe what she thought about when she kissed

the hero in a movie. The Monroe told him:

“Yoiire not thinking of anything when you
kiss in the movies.” . . . Cameron Mitchell

wears sneakers playing the role of the

millionaire in "'How to Marry a Mil-

lionaire.” One guess whom he’s impersonat-

ing. . . . Susan Hayward sleeps in silk pa-

farnas on silk sheets and has a silk-satin

blanket. Susie has the pafamas, sheets and
blankets in sets of different colors. And she

changes colors with her moods.

Shelley Winters is the most honest actress

in town. She’ll even admit : “I get bursts

of being a lady, but they don’t last long.”

. . . Richard Burton told me: “Half the

satisfaction of being an actor is getting

away from your own disgusting self.” The
other half must be the money. ... I gen-

erally don’t like playful dolls, but Jean
Simmons is an exception. Jean ripped

’’ Stewart Granger’s T-sbirt to make him
look like an English Brando. . . . Jeff Chan-

^0
dler should be getting more important roles.

Lana Turner, who doesn’t like to wear

sweaters, can wear a suede Jacket and
make it look like a sweater. Betty Hut-

ton likes to appear enthusiastic about

everything. . . . I still get a thrill at the

view of Hollywood at night from any hill-

top house. . . . Corinne Calvet is becoming
more familiar with English. She even talks

English when she talks in her sleep. . . . /

believe 1 could even like Zsa Zsa Gabor if

she treated George Sanders nice all the

time. . . . I have yet to hear another actor

say an unkind word about W illiam Holden.

. . . / thought that with TV the movie news-

reels would improve, but they haven’t.

Hedy Lamarr should be acting in pictures,

not negotiating. . . . Rosemary Clooney no

longer tries to keep secrets. “After you’re

a star, they know everything.” ... I have

yet to get excited about an ice skater, and
this goes for Sonja Henie. . . . Wonder how
long it’ll be before Katy Jurado gets a role

that fits her like her part in “High Noon.”
. . . Rock Hudson is a solid sleeper. Even
an alarm clock sitting on a dishpan doesn’t

awaken him. ... At the photoplay Awards,
party, Mitzi Gaynor rushed up, kissed me
and said: “You always write such nice

things about me.” I can’t remember what,

but this is meant to be nice too, Mitzi.

Sidney and Mitzi Gaynor—a fair exchange

My idea of a movie queen is still Joan
Crawford. W'hen working in a movie, Joan
keeps herself generously dabbed with per-

fume, and always puts on a fresh supply at

four in the afternoon. “It gives everybody

a lift,” she explains. . . . John Ford has

this motto in his office: “You can never

teach another person anything. You can
only show him how to learn it.”

Katie Grayson hates to get romantic be-

cause she generally marries the fellow. As
Katie puts it: “I’m never a bridesmaid, al-

ways a bride.” . . . All English movies

aren’t great and TV proves it. . . . Rita Hay-

worth’s sex appeal is beginning to elude me.

Oh, what Sidney says about Rita!

Lauren Bacall told me that when she was

having a friendly argument with Bogart

about acting, he suddenly ran out of the

room. Then he returned with his Oscar,

slammed it down on the table and said,

“See? This proves I’m right!” . . . Dinah

Shore or Connie Russell, fust standing still

singing a song, send me. . . . Movie fans: a

boy and girl who go to a drive-in theatre on

a motorcycle. . . . Marie Wilson believes it’s

all right to talk to yourself as long as you

don’t listen. ... I like Tony Curtis’ advice

to newcomers struggling for stardom: “If a

schmo like me can do it, anybody can do it.”

Charles Laughton claims an actor who can

put over a subtle emotion with his back

facing the camera is a real credit to his

profession. . . . Kirk Douglas wears only

the bottom of his pajamas. You see, he

bares his chest in bed, too. . . . There’s no

actress with less pretense than Shirley

Booth. As a grip on “Come Back, Little

Sheba” put it: “If you rolled out the red

carpet for her, she’d look around to see who
it was for.” . . . Elizabeth Taylor believes

that most women try to look too fancy in

bed. ... I must tell you that Lurene Tuttle

and her daughter, Barbara Ruick, are in

“Affairs of Dobie Gillis.” And that Miss

Tuttle is playing Debbie Reynolds’ mother

because she wasn’t the type for Barbara’s

mother! And that’s Hollywood for you!

I
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Street, New York 17, Neiv York. Much as we would like to, we

cannot promise to publish, return or reply to all letters

SOAP box:

I wish to pooh-pooh at having Gene Kelly

star in pictures and play love scenes with

Debbie Reynolds and Pier Angeli. If you ask

me, I think he is old enough to be their father.

What are they trying to do—make him young
again? If this is published, as it probably

won’t be, I would like my name withheld.

Anonymous

I enjoy photoplay very much. Most of all,

I like the stories about young stars like Jane
Powell and Jeanne Crain, raising families. But

I would like to sound off a little . . .

Hollywood seems to have lost its sense of

values. They put sex above all else. Spiritual

goodness and acting ability don’t mean any-

thing anymore. Jeanne Crain should stay the

way she is; our children copy movie stars . . .

Another thing—Must Hollywood pick . . .

at every marriage? I’m all for Esther Williams!

. . . Please leave them alone. . . .

Mrs. Joan Lingg
Connersville, Indiana

. . . the actors and actresses in Hollywood,
whenever they go on personal appearances . . .

always go to large cities. They never go to

smaller ones. The smaller cities like them, too.

They would have just as large audiences . . .

How about it? ... Have a heart, Hollywood. . . .

Donah Gail Lee
Ashtabula, Ohio

As nice as your column on casts of pictures

is, I wish the theatres would print programs
which would carry a list of the cast of each of

its feature pictures. By the time a “current”
film reaches our theatre . . . I’ve passed my
PHOTOPLAY on to someone else. I’d hate to

have to try to make sense out of a cut-up
magazine, so I don’t cut mine up, even to

keep casts. Can photoplay convince theatre

managers how nice such a service would be?
It would be worth, to me, a small fee. My
favorite music program. The Grand Ole Opry
. . . sells each week’s program ... I’d like one
when I go to the movies, too.

Mrs. Cloyce Cox
Fullerton, Maryland

... I think it’s simply disgusting the way Anne
Baxter has changed. If she thinks smoking

cigars in public and wearing low-cut gowns
and bleaching her hair will make people pay
more attention to her, she can be sure it will

be the wrong kind of attention.

All I can say to Anne is why not be your

old self again, the person whom we all ad-

mired as a fine actress and respected . . .

before it’s too late.

Ruth E. Briener
Brooklyn, New York

This is an open letter to the powers that be
at M-G-M: . . . Last night I hurriedly washed
the supper dishes and rushed to the seven
o’clock performance of “Because You’re Mine”
—with my husband—to hear Mario Lanza sing.

We went to the movie just a tired middle-aged
couple—weary with cares . . . trying to meet
our bills. We came away young and re-

freshed—relaxed . . . We left our cares in

the theatre as we humbly liowed our heads
while Mario sang “The Lord's Prayer.” . . . the

privilege of listening to the inspired talent of

a God-given voice like that, we too have par-

taken of the good things of life. Please do
patch up your differences with Mario and let

him make “The Student Prince.” . . . Please
don’t keep such music from lifting our hearts

and quieting our fears in a world so full of

bitterness and confusion.

Sue Lowery
New Bern, North Carolina

On behalf of all Susan Hayward fans, we
would like to congratulate Susan on winning
photoplay’s Gold Medal Award . . . After
seeing her many superb performances in such
films as “With a Song in My Heart,” “Snows
of Kilimanjaro,” “The Lusty Men” and “Raw-
hide,” we cannot think of another star who so
well deserves such an award. We would like to

make a prediction: Next year when Academy
Award time comes around, Susan is sure to be
mentioned for her acting in “The President’s
Lady,” a picture which we think will be great.

Drew Speirs, Cecil Batsford
Verdun, Quebec

I have just seen “The Happy Time” and I

think the entire cast was tremendous. But to

me, the most outstanding one of all was Bobby
Driscoll. I think he was wonderful. Would you
please be good enough to print a picture of
him in the magazine?

Rosalie Sperrazzo
Los Angeles, California

Bobby Driscoll, Charles Boyer for a happy time

casting:

I do not agree with Mrs. Gloria Sikes of

Brooklyn (February photoplay) as to Howard
Keel being the best star for the role of Rhett

Butler in the musical version of “Gone With
the Wind.” I also think Mr. Keel has a beau-

tiful voice and is a very handsome man, but

for my part, Gordon MacRae is the best suited.

. . . He has the voice, acting talent and looks.

Elizabeth Bailey
* Ravenswood, West Virginia

. . . Rock Hudson and Piper Laurie in a pic-

ture together. She’s beautiful and they would
make a perfect team.

Joyce Davis

St: Louis, Missouri

U-l thinks so too! You’ll he seeing them to-

gether soon in ^'Golden Blade.”—Ed.

Co-stars Piper and Rock: Request granted

May I suggest that M-G-M do a dramatic

black and white production of “Romeo and
Juliet”? I think that Richard Burton and
Elizabeth Taylor would be superb in the lead-

ing roles, with James Mason as Tybalt.

Franklin Evans

New York, New York

Every studio in Hollywood is constantly

trying to put out a picture that will win the

hearts of the public . . . Now’s the chance . . .

a musical teaming Doris Day and Frankie
Laine. . . .

Monica Reitman

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Why in the world hasn’t someone thought of

starring Rita Hayworth and Charlton Heston
together? They would make a magnificent

team. They would be wonderful in a wild

rugged movie, something similar to “West-

ward, the Women” or “The Savage.” . . .Please

let him kiss the girl at the end . . .

Pat, Susana Nancy and Lola

Lexington, Tennessee

Here’s a Canadian moviegoer who thinks
p

Tab Hunter is nothing short of terrific. This

guy rates one of the most attractive girls in

[Continued on page 20)



Use nevy^^^y^^/rshampoo
tonight-tomorrow your hair

will be sunshine bright!

Fabulous New Lotion Shompoo by Toni

It's like washing your hair in

softest rain water! This new gentle

lotion shampoo pampers your hair

leaves it soft as a cloud, bright as

sunshine, and so easy to care for 1

CAN'T DRY YOUR HAIR LIKE HARSH LIQUIDS

CAN'T DULL YOUR HAIR LIKE SOAPS OR CREAMS

(Continued from page 19)

the industry. Why not Liz Taylor or Piper
Laurie as his next co-star? ...

Loraine Spencer
Victoria, B. C.

The ideal movie would surely he Dale
Robertson as the Sheik and Susan Hayward as

Diana in “The Sheik.” The dashing sheik and
the tomboy with sex appeal could be por-

trayed perfectly by these two . . . But please,

not Tony Dexter in it!

Joyce Stephan, Delpine Bennett,
Ruth Pettit
Kansas City, Kansas

QUESTION box:

In your February issue, the picture of

Mitzi Gaynor really looks like Gloria Gra-
hame. Are they in any way related?

Sally Bridger
Boynton, Florida

Despite the resemblance, they are not re-

lated to each other.—Ed.

Worth repeating: Gloria Grahame, Mitzi Gaynor

I have seen “Million Dollar Mermaid” three

times and I think Esther Williams is a very

good actress and swimmer. At the end of the

picture, Annette Kellerman was in an accident

making a movie . . . Could you tell me if she

died after that happened, or if she was crippled

for the rest of her life and if she married

Jimmy Sullivan? One more question—is she

still living?

San Diego, California

Miss Kellerman is very much alive. She did

marry James Sullivan, and she was not, for-

tunately, crippled for life, although she was

told she would never walk again after her ac-

cident. But she taught herself to do so through

trapeze and tightrope exercises.—Ed.

1 would like to know who played the brother

of Jennifer Jones in “Ruby Gentry” and what

studio does he belong to? ... Is the melody

played throughout the picture available on -

records? _
Dolores Fairfield

Chicago, Illinois

That was James Anderson of Twentieth. The

music was written for the film and has not

been recorded commercially.—Ed.

. . . Quite a few years ago, Jane Withers was

very popular in movies, and now you hear

nothing at all about her. I would like to know^
(Continued on page 95)



Dry skin

can be joy

The first was grateful for her natu-

rally dry complexion, the delicacy

it gave her skin and the freedom
from that “greasy” look. The second
felt terribly about hers. It was drab
and flaky, so her make-up looked
harsh and little lines were threaten-

ing to become wrinkles.

The difference was in

the care they gave their

complexions. There’s

no substitute for the

regular use of the

right care ! But, cheer up, it needn’t

be expensive or time-consuming

!

Woodbury

-or jinx!

by Rosemary Hall

BEAUTY AUTHORITY
Ann Blyth

Dry skin is both a blessing and a

curse. Which it is in your case is up

to you. Two women I discussed the

problem with just the other day illus-

trate what I mean

!

replies to a

personal

question

For as little as 25^— you’ll find the

best dry skin care money can buy,

and one that takes less than 5 minutes

a day—Woodbury Dry Skin Cream

!

The thing that makes Woodbury re-

markable is an ingredient called

Penaten which carries the softening

oils deep into the corneum layer of

your skin. The average cream simply

“greases” the surface, but Woodbury
really penetrates!

Here’s the simple routine

that makes the difference:

With your fingertips, cream

this extra rich Woodbury
Dry Skin Cream into your

skin. Leave it on for five

minutes, then . . . tissue off.

Your skin will have a new freshness

«

and youthful bloom. Try it and see !

Woodbury Dry Skin Cream only
costs 25^ to 97^ (plus tax).
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“My Skin llirives On

Cashmftffi Bouquot, Soap
because itssuch wholesome skin-care!”

p

Read How This Glamorous Young TV Actress Was
Helped By Candy Jones, Famous Beauty Director.

Bed-time beauty care for elbows, knees

and heels. Saturate cotton pads with

Cashmere Bouquet Hand Lotion. Attach with

tape and leave on overnight!

Never apply or remove make-up without first

thoroughly washing your hands with delicate,

mild Cashmere Bouquet Soap.

More later,

“I always was interested in acting on television,” says Miss

Stewart, “but I was afraid of close-ups. I enrolled at the Conover
School where Candy Jones taught me proper skin-care. ‘Use

Cashmere Bouquet Soap every day,’ she said, ‘it leaves a look

of fresh, radiant, natural beauty—such as no amount of make-

up can!’ Today I attribute my clear-skinned ‘television-look’

to this wonderful, wholesome care!”

Why not do as Miss Jones advises? Use gentle, mild Cashmerq
Bouquet Soap every day! Condy Jones

(Mfi. Horry

Here Are Candy Jones’

Personal Beauty Tips For You

!

impertinenf
BY MIKE CONNOLLY

“You JEALOUS OF MARILYN MONROE Or

sumpin’?” I asked Terry Moore. “The
crackle-and-pop lately about a Marilyn

Monroe-Ten y Moore feud has been

making more noise than my bowl of

morning breakfast cereal.”

She reacted—that she did!—as if

I’d slapped her—hard! All in a flash

the sunny smile scampered away and

I was face to face with a sad-eyed

sweetheart who was pegging me as a

villain, sure as shootin’.

“Jealous of her!” trumpeted Terry.

“That kind of talk kills me. Why
Marilyn and I are the best of friends

and have been for years! All this silly

talk about a feud is ridiculous. It must

have started because of a similar kind

of—personality (she smiled sweetly)

that Marilyn and I were putting on.

“I hate to see Marilyn hurt by the

rumor mongers. And how in the world

they can draw a comparison between

the two of us is beyond me—we’re

exactly opposite types, as anyone with

eyes can plainly see!”

It develops that Terry and friend

Marilyn became buddies while both

were under contract to Columbia in

1948. Although, as Terry recalls, they

didn’t spend a great deal of time

together socially (double dating, or

anything of that sort) . both girls studied

dramatics under Natasha Lytess of

Columbia, the same Natasha Lytess

now coaching at Twentieth Century-

Fox and serving as Marilyn’s chief

mentor. Both also studied singing with

Freddie Karger, Jane Wyman’s hus-

band, at Columbia.

“Marilyn, bless her, was the most

diligent worker in the studio,” Terry

said. “She took her work mighty

seriously and the two of us were al-

ways comparing notes and confiding

our hopes and ambitions for the future.

“How do you feel about your sudden
j
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interview

abouf these

infimafe physical lacis

success—and Marilyn’s? How can you

keep your heads out of the clouds?”

“Well, after all,” said Terry, “when

two girls have been working their

heads off for five years as Marilyn and

I have, you can’t really call it an over-

night success, can you? I know most

people believe that’s what it’s been,

but really, we’ve worked like dogs for

whatever has come our way.

“Marilyn, above all, deserves every-

thing good that’s dropped into her lap.

That girl worked harder on her acting

and singing than anyone I know. I

sincerely admire a person who works

like mad for what she wants.

“And,” said Terry, looking me right

in the eyes, “when I use the word

‘work’ in connection with Marilyn, I

resent any suggestive smiles. Work with

Marilyn means ivork!”

Which just about sums up Terry, too.

For the mighty Moore—she has just

finished making “Man on a Tightrope”

—is a whirlwind of activity when it

comes to furthering her career. Take
it from Terry, she’s going places. And
no one doubts that after seeing her in

“Come Back, Little Sheba.”

Terry may be Marilyn’s opposite in

type, but she has her own brand of sex

appeal—as her popularity with the

Hollywood guys should prove. But

smart, little Terry isn’t concentrating

on any one man—not yet!

Terry Moore: No foundation for feudin’!

with zonite’s great germ-killing power
can offer you.

The Fabulous History of ZONITE

The ZONITE principle was originated by
a famous French surgeon and an Eng-
lish scientist. It was truly a miracle!

The first antiseptic in the world that
could kill the most active bacteria with-

out harming body tissues. Its fame soon
spread, and women were quick to ap-
preciate its miracle-working action for

feminine hygiene.

Enjoy ZONITE’S Hygienic Protection

ZONITE eliminates all odors. It flushes

away waste accumulations and depos-
its. It helps guard against infection and
kills every germ it touches. It’s not al-

ways possible to contact all the germs in

the tract, but you can be sure zonite
instantly kills every reachable germ. A
ZONITE douche after monthly periods is

also very important to assure personal
daintiness.

Always use as directed.

Zonite
THIS IDEAl 'All PURPOSE’

ANTISEPTIC-GERMICIDE SHOUID BE

IN EVERY MEDICINE CHEST

©lass.z.p.Ct

FREE! Mail coupon for FREE book. Reveals
intimate facts and gives complete information
on feminine hygiene. Write Zonite Products
Corporation, Dept. PP-53 , 100 Park Avenue,
New York 17, N. Y.*

Name.

Address

City .State.

Do You Know
or Are You Only 'Guessing'?

Blind is she who refuses fo see. The mod-
ern intelligent young wife will treasure

this scientific information about femi-

nine hygiene (including vaginal cleanli-

ness). Women have observed hygienic
laws dating back to biblical times. The
important question today for women is

‘what is the best product to use for the

douche—which one has decided bene-
fits to offer.’ Tests prove zonite is a
perfect solution!

No other type liquid antiseptic-ger-

micide for the douche of all those tested

is so powerfully effective yet so absolutely

harmless as zonite.

Completely Safe to Body Tissues

zonite is positively non-poisonous, non-
irritating. It is a wondrously soothing-
healing agent, zonite can even be swal-

lowed accidentally with safety. This is

an advantage no other type of antiseptic

*OfTer good only in TJ. S. and Canada



most mdke-ups shout *Made

Magic Touch whispers
y‘Natural Beauty”

BY
ERSKINE JOHNSON \

(See Erskine Johnson's “Hollywood
j

Reel” on your local TV station)

I

A movie fan visited a psychiatrist and I

said: “Doc, I’m worried. I have the entire’ I

ceiling and all the walls of my bedroom
covered with Marilyn Monroe calendars.” %

“That doesn’t prove there’s anything' 1

}

wrong with you,” said the Doc.
j

“But there must be,” insisted the patient. :

“I sleep on my stomach.”

Eve Arden was looking at one of her old

films on television with her five-year-old
,

daughter Connie. Along about the third
"

reel, Connie said: “Gosh, mother, this movie
I

was made before I knew you.” !

For twelve weeks, Peter Fairchild, the

artist, worked on the portrait of a famous
movie couple. Then they called off the mar-

riage. The wife immediately called the ar- -|

tist and had him brush-stroke her husband ‘

into a flaming red window drape.

Tyrone Power, waiting for a table in a

Hollywood cafe, was advised by a crony to
“

'tell ’em who you are.’
”

"If I have to tell ’em who I am,” replied

Power, “then I ain’t.”

With Magic Touch, a new, wondrously beautiful complexion becomes

"your very own”. . . so natural-looking, so flawless-appearing, with each

little imperfection hidden, yet never a trace of that "made up look.”

P

So easy to put on

—

Such magic blending !

Rub your finger-tips lightly over creamy Magic Touch. Then with

gentle strokes, smooth it on face and throat, beginning with forehead.

Replenish the cream on fingertips as needed. No clumsy sponge or

puff, no liquid to drip or bottle to leak, no powder to spill.

^ So soft on your skin

—

So pleasant to use !

Blends like magic, without streaking. (Smoothing with finger-tips gives

perfect color-depth control—longer smoothing lessens color.) Your skin

will feel so velvety soft— look so naturally youthful, fresh and clear.

Magic Touch is new. Don’t confuse with other cream or stick make-ups.

43(t and $1. 00

6 magic shades

.. .by CAMPANA

^ Flawless beauty

—

Natural-looking loveliness !

Look in your mirror! Your complexion is flawless, alluring. For a

dewy, fresh look, use Magic Touch without powder. Powder over

lightly for a long-lasting, smooth mat-finish. (Magic

ich is never oily or greasy looking—even

without powder—and always looks natural.)

A Hollywood theater marquee read: “Af-

fair in Trinidad.” 50 Cents. Any time.

Ruth Conte, wife of Richard Conte,

watched hubby kiss Linda Christian for a

movie scene, then opined : “Now I know
how he looks. I’ve been kissing him for ten

years with my eyes closed.”

Marie Wilson’s pet words for the evening

gowns she wears as Irma: “They’re my
'everything I have is yours’ wardrobe.”

Overheard : “She’s the type of girl who
will ride home from a walk.”

Successful man : One who earns more

than his wife can spend.

Successful woman : One who manages

to find that man.

Red Skelton overheard an actor telling

another: “I asked her father for permission

to marry her and he wanted to know if 1

could support him in the same style she did.’"

Overheard at the Mocambo: “I refuse to

believe that dollar bills carry germs. A
germ couldn’t live on a dollar bill today.”

The suspense curled up and withered at a

showing of “Sudden Fear.” At the moment

when Jack Palance aims his speeding limou-

sine rft Gloria Grahame, who plays Irene, a

jokester in the audience screamed;

"Good night, Irene.”

Screenwriter 01ivei‘ Crawford, in answer

to a query about a movie queen’s age.

Hipped: “She’s -somewhere in her middle

flirties.”
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~ TIME AVAILABLE TO

AMERICA’S PRECIOUS BABIES

with the extra protection of Chlorophyll

Soothes . . . softens . . . safeguards

—as no ordinary baby lotion does.

Guaranteed to prevent diaper rash or your money back/

Here’s the perfectly wonderful way to give your precious baby the

head-to-toe skin protection that doctors welcome. Playtex Baby Lotion

safeguards your baby, day and night, with prolonged antiseptic action

. . . keeps your baby flower-fresh. Safe, even on te?ider, new-born skin!

PLAYTEX Lotion contains a “Miracle Antiseptic” that guarantees

no diaper rash, or your money back. You owe it to

your baby to give him the extra protection of PLAYTEX
Chlorophyll Lotion. Get a bottle today.' At leading Drug

and Department Stores.

59/
(no federa/ iax)

piayteX*

BABY
Lotion

AmrissPTtC

Soothing
PSOTECTlVe

cieans^nG

FOR THE NICEST THINGS NEXT TO BABY
DRYPER PANTIES SHEETS BIBS OIL POWDER CREAM LOTION

P

@1903 International Latex Corporation. PLAYTEX PARK, Dover Del.
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J\^/ Easier, surer protection for

your most intimate marriage problem

11

1 .
ANTISEPTIC (Protection from germs)

Norforms are now safer and surer than ever!

A highly perfected new formula actually

combats germs right in the vaginal tract. The

exclusive new base melts at body temper-

ature, forming a powerful, protective film

that permits effective, long-lasting action.

Will not harm delicate tissues.

2. DEODORANT (Protection from odor)

Norforms were tested in a hospital clinic

and found to be more effective than any-

thing it had ever used. Norforms are pow-

erfully deodorant—they eliminate (rather

than cover up) unpleasant or embarrassing

odors, and yet have no “medicine” or

“disinfectant” odor themselves.

3. CONVENIENT (So easy to use)

Norforms are small vaginal suppositories

that are so easy and convenient to use.

Just insert—no apparatus, no mbting or

measuring. They’re greaseless and they

keep in any climate. Your druggist has

them in boxes of 12 and 24.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN CANADA

NEW IMPROVED

VAGINAL SUPPOSITORIES

NORFORMS

V TESTED by Doctors

y TRUSTED by Women

FREE informative Norforms booklet

Tust mail this coupon to: Dept. PH-3S

Norwich Pharmacal Company, Norwich, N. Y.

Please send me the new Norforms booklet, in a

plain envelope.

Name
(please print)

Street.

City Zone. State

j

TO REACH THE STARS !

Photoplay receives thousands of lette:

asking for photographs and addresses c

movie stars. Home addresses cannot I

revealed and photoplay cannot fill r(

quests for photographs. However, follow

ing are the addresses of the major motic
picture studios and a list of the stars the

have under contract. If your favorites ai

not listed in any contract list, write il

them in care of the studio at which the

made their last picture. For autographe
pictures send twenty-five cents to the st;

to cover cost of mailing.

Allied Artists. 1376 Sunset Drive, Hollywood: Johni
Mack Brown, Wild Bill Elliot. Leo Gorcey, Huntz Ha;
Florence Marly. Jane Nigh, Helene Stanley, Whip Wilso

Columbia Pictures, 1438 N. Gower St., Hollywood: Gei
A\utry, Smiley Burnette, Broderick Crawford, Joan Dav
John Derek, Glenn Ford, Gloria Greenwood, Rita Haywort ,i

Judy Holliday, Jack Mahoney, Aldo Ray, Re.v Reaso| i

Donna Reed. Mickey Rooney. Barbara Stanwyck. Audr
Totter.

Guldiani Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Ave., Los Angele
I 5

Joan Evans, Farley Granger.

Metro-Goldicun-Mon^i', 10202 W. Washington Blvd., Culv
City: June Allyson, Richard Anderson, Pier Ange
Fred Astaire. Lionel Barrymore, Ann Blyth, Marl
Brando, Robert Burton. Louis Calhern, William Campbe
Leslie Caron, Carleton Carpenter, Diane Cassidy, Gow.
Champion, Marge Champion, Cyd Charisse, Patrick Conwa|
Donna Corcoran, Jonathan Cott, James Craig, Vic Damor
Michael Dugan, Billy Eckstine, Marilyn Erskine. Naneti
Fabray. Lisa Ferraday, Sally Forrest. Clark Gable, A
Gardner, Greer Garson, Vittorio Gassman. Stewart Grang<
Cary Grant. Kathryn Grayson. Jean Hagen, Robert Hortc
Van Johnson. Kurt Kasznar, Howard Keel. Gene Kel
Deborah Kerr. Fernando Lamas. Mario Lanza, Peter La
ford, .Janet Leigh, ;Monica Lewis. Marjorie Main, Ralij

Meeker, Ann Miller. Dean Miller, Ricardo Montalban, Dc*:
etta Morrow, George Murphy, Reginald Owen. Wall|'
Pidgeon, Jane Powell, \Villiam Powell, Debbie Reynoh
Jeff Richards. Barbara Ruick, Janice Rule, Red Skeltcj
Elaine Stewart, James Stewart. Lewis Stone. Barry Sullivaj

P)lizabeth Taylor. Robert Taylor, Patricia Tiernan, Spem
Tracy, Lana Turner, Bobby Van. Vera-Ellen. James Wh
more, Esther Williams, Keenan Wynn, Gig Young.

Paramount Pictures, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood; An
Maria Alberghetti, Judith Ames, Jean Arthur, Peter
Baldwin. Gene Barrj’, William Bendix, Lyle Bettger, Ron
mary Clooney, Pierre Cressoy. Bing Crosby. William Deir
rest. Tom Drake, Laura Elliot, Rhonda Fleming, Joan Fc
taine, Mona Freeman, Paulette Goddard, Gloria Grahan
Nancy Hale, Virginia Hall, Peter Hanson, Patricia A
Harding, William Holden, Bob Hope. Betty Hutton, Irej

Martin, Robert Merrill. Ray Milland, Michael Mooi
j

Susan Morrow, Mary Murphy, Eleanor Parker. Gin^
Rogers. Barbara Rush. Jan Sterling. Joan Taylor, Al
Y'oung. Under personal contract to Hal Wallis; Polly B(
gen. Corinne Calvet, Wendell Corey, Don DeFore, Vinc(

Edwards, Charlton Heston. Burt Lancaster, Jerry Lew
Marion Marshall, Dean Martin, Eddie Mayehoff, Lizabc
Scott, Mary Sinclair.

UKO Studios, 780 Gower St., Hollywood: Keith Andes. Ja

Buetel. Janis Carter, the Charivels, Joan Crawford, Lin
Darnell, Barbara Darrow, Brad Dexter, Joan Dixon, Geoi

Dolenz, Faith Domergue, Linda Douglas, Betsy Drake, J
Ferrer, Steve Flagg, Jane Greer. Dee Hartord, Tim He
Richard Martin, Charles MeGraw, Colleen Miller, Rob
Mitchum, Carole Morton, Mala Powers, Jane Russell. Rob
Ryan. Margaret Sheridan, William Talman, Ursula Thie
Kenneth Tobey.

Republic Pictures, 4024 N. Radford Ave., N. Hollj'woc

Rex Allen, Roy Barcroft, Rod Cameron, Judy Canova, ,41)

“Rocky” Lane. Muriel Lawrence, Vaughn Monroe. Vi

Ralston, Estelita Rodriguez, John Russell, Forrest Tuck
Chill Wills, Grant Withers.

i

Twentieth Ceniurp-Fox, 10201 West Pico Blvd., Beve i

Hills: Casey Adams, Richard Allan, Merry Anders, Charlo .

Austin, Anne Bancroft, Lauren Bacall. Richard Baseha

;

Barbara Bates, Richard Boone, Scott Brady, Richard B'
i

ton, Rorj’ Calhoun, Macdonald Carey, Jill Clifford, Josf
'

Gotten, Jeanne Crain, Dan Dailey. Dennis Day, Gloria I

Haven, Joanne Dru, Penny Edwards, Henry Fonda, Ai

Francis, Mitzi Gaynor, Betty Grable, Bob Graham. Bi

Gray, Susan Hayward, Donna Lee Hickey. Cri

Hill, Jeffrey Hunter, Louis Jourdan, William Lundigi

Joyce Mackenzie, George Mathews, Victor Mature. Hr

,

Marlowe, James Mason, Gary Merrill, Cameron Mitch<

!

Zero Mostel, Marilyn Monroe. Ava Norring, Debra P^
Walter (Jack) Palance, Gregory Peck. Jean Peters, E
Pinza, Tyrone Power, George Raft, Michael Rennie, The!

Ritter, Dale Robertson, George Sanders. Constance Snii

Warren Stevens. James Stewart, Randy Stuart, Gene Tiern

Robert Wagner, David Wayne, Clifton Webb, Oskar Wern,

Richard Widmark, Cornel Wilde.

Universal-International, Universal City: Abbott and Costel,

Julia Adams, Suzan Ball, Judith Braun, Susan Cabot. Mi
j

Castle, Jeff Chandler, Jeanne Cooper, Tony Curtis. Yt])i

D e Carlo, Charles Drake, Joyce Holden, Rock Huds

Kathleen Hughes. David Janssen, Russell Johnson, Al

Kelley. Jack Kelly. Arthur Kennedy, Piper Laurie. Pair i

Lee, Harvey Lembeck, Richard Long, Stephen McNali

Beverly Michaels, Bodil Miller, Robert Monnet. Au
Murphy, Lori Nelson, Alex Niool, Hugh O’Brien. '

O'Connor, Maureen O’Hara. Gigi Perreau, William Rcyno

P

Claudette Thornton, Dennis Weaver, Guy Williams, shei

Winters.

Warner Brothers, 4000 W. Olive Ave.. Burbank: Anne B

ter, Humphrey Bogart, Ray Bolger, Eddie Bracken,

Brian, James Cagney. Philip Carey, Steve Cochran. G;

Cooper, Horace Cooper, Doris Day, Errol Flynn, Vi^i
i

Gibson, Phyllis Kirk, Alan Ladd. Burt Lancaster, iri'

liovejoy. Gordon MacRae, Guy Madison, Raymond Mass

Virginia Mayo, Allyn McLerie. Eve Miller, Dennis Morg

Gene Nelson. Nancy Olson, Paul Picerni, Ronald Be^g,

Ruth Roman. Randolph Scott. Ann Sothern, Phyllis Th
ter, Danny Thomas, Liirene Tuttle. John Wayne, u
Wesson, .lane Wyman, Patrice Wymore.
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hollywood

you’ll liK SF.EiNG and reading more
aI)out it on otlier pages—Init I couldn't

start party paragrai)hs tliis time with

anything hut photoplay’s (iold Medal

Award dinner. Because everyone’s

saying “it was the nicest and gayest

l)anquet in years!” Some six luin-

dred dressed-up guys and dolls tripi)ed

into the Crystal Room at the Beverly

Hills Hotel—and there were lots ol ear

and eyefuls. Paul Douglas emcee’d

amusingly, hut it was the craaazy antics

of Dean Martin and .Jerry Lewis that

really shook the cliandeliers. Marilyn

Monroe did a little “shaking” herself

—

or rather, wriggling. Nothing compared
with the show M.M. put on when she

slithered up to get her award (as the

fastest rising young star), wearing a

skin-tight, gold lame, halter-necked

gown, with nothing hut skin under it!

My private poll, among gals and hoys,

reveals they think Marilyn or any other

gal—would he a more tasteful and at-

tractive dish (Continued on pafie 28)

A SHA^APOO
THAT WON'T LEAVE
HAIR WILD—7.
THAT'S FOR ^Ae/

NO
WONDER/

. . . WITH
TWICE AS NAUCH
LANOLIN AS ASiV

OTHER SHArAPOO.

'feme

creme jhampoo
27
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A Treasure Trove Of Presents For

12,000 Stanley Party Hostesses Every Day

Wouldn't you like to have the big, fluffy-headed

STANLKY [3ry Mop and its twin work-saver, the

STANLEY Split Duster shown here'? Well, these

are typical of the w ide selection of splendid gifts

from which your Stanley Dealer rewards you

for being a Stanley Party Hostess. Other Host-

ess Gifts include handsome Meadowbrook pat-

tern silverware, beautiful table lamps, many at-

tractive rose-pattern plastics, wonderfully serv-

iceable kitchen cutlery and steak knife sets. Do
such gifts sound alluring? Then invite your

STANLEY Dealer to arrange a Stanley Party in

your home right away.

IT’S EASY and a lot of fun to give a pop-
ular STANLEY Hostess Party. To arrange

for your Stanley Party, just phone or

write your Stanley Dealer, your nearest

STANLEY HOME PRODUCTS Branch Office,

or write direct to Stanley’s Home Office

in Westfield, Mass.

STANLEY LEADS with more than 150 QUAL-
n Y PLUS Products: Dusters, Mops, Brushes,

Waxes, Polishes, Cleaning Chemicals to

make housework easier. Toilette Articles,

Bath Accessories, Personal and Clothing
Brushes, many other grooming items.

Originators of the Famous
Stanley Hostess Party Plan

Stanley Home Products, Inc., Westfield, Mass.

Stanley Home Products of Canada, Ltd., London, Ont.

hollywood
BY KDITII CWYNN

(continued from page 27) with some-

thing between epidermis and duds!

Susie Hayward, who won top honors,

looked like a dream, her red tresses set

off by a floor-length, off-shoulder gown
of pink net. s-o-o-o full-skirted. Gary

Cooper was in Mexico, so hot-tamale

Katy Jurado accepted his award for

him. wearing a slinky, very decollete,

bare-shouldered, cream-color dress. An-

other brunette, Ursula Thiess, was strik-

ing in slinky white, trimmed with white

fringe and held aloft by tiny, white

shoulder straps. Lana Turner, swathed

in silver-blue mink, and Joan Crawford,

swirling in strapless chiffon of muted

grays and blues, with real diamonds in

her hair, at her throat, on her hands and

in her ears, made a grand entrance.

Joan said her lovely dress had once

been a terribly expensive nightgown!

Rock Hudson heaued Mamie Van
Doren, who used to be Joan Olander;

Ann Blyth, with Dr. Jim McNulty,

whom she weds in June, wore low-cut

bouffant taffeta of contrasting shades,

trimmed with beads and sequins. Jane

Wyman, with groom. Freddie Karger,

was in black sequins and beads,

trimmed with white, and she sported

gobs of pearls. Jean Simmons, too. was

in black—low-cut chiffon and net. Deb-

bie Reynolds, with Tab Hunter, looked

like a doll in her off-shoulder gown of

blue net over taffeta, with a wide cum-

merbund of deeper blue velvet orna-

mented with beads and flowers. Doris

Day’s party dress was ballerina length

—of rose chiffon, with cap sleeves. It

was high at the neck, and flaunted a

white, Peter Pan collar and a very full

skirt. Jan Sterling also was in ballerina

length—pastel taffeta, plus pearl neck-

lace and earrings. Coleen Gray was so

chic in a dress of dark-gray slipper

satin, set off by vivid green satin gloves!

Jan Sterling liked Paul Douglas’s emcee line

28
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party line

I’ale taffela for Elaine Stewart—with a

silver-blue mink stole and best beau.

Walter Reilly. Lori Nelson, with Bob
Wagner, wore nekkidy white, trimmed

with sequins and rhinestones. Hey

—

this could go on forever—so let's just

mention a few more stars on hand.

Among them, .limmy Stewart. Boh Tay-

Urs]iln Tliies.s—« xtrikiug brunette in tvhite

lor, June Allyson and Dick Powell.

Marge and Gower Champion, the Ron-

nie Reagans, Suzan Zanuck with Dan
Dailey. Mitzi Gaynor with Richard Al-

lan, John Wayne, Stewart Granger. Yes,

there was lots of glitter on the gowns
the gals wore that night. But my crys-

tal ball says the coming season will

find less and less trim and tinsel on

clothes. Line and fabric, elegance and

simplicity will he the things to stress.

As always, Hollywood stars turned up
in force when the cause of sweet charity

called. One such event was the huge din-

ner-dance at the Ambassador for the

Damon Runyon Cancer Fund, at which

iwenty-one movie belles modeled origi-

nal creations from many famed stylists.

Van Johnson was emcee, while Evie

beamed from her table wearing a How-
ard Greer gown made solidly of white

bugle beads! Outstanding among the

film crowd was Janie Wyman in strap-

less black; Janet Leigh, who modeled
even though she’d put in a twelve-hour

day at the studio, and Joan Caulfield,

who paraded a black Orry Kelly gown
with a bejeweled coat.

Danny Thomas cut his vacation short

to emcee another dinner—this one, the

City of Hope affair. Glamorously on
hand were Kathryn Grayson, who sang

—delightful, as always; Irene Dunne;
Tony Martin and Cyd Charisse; Mau-
reen O’Sullivan, Mala Powers, Jeanne
Crain and Loretta Young,

The Look He Loves...

Talcum Powder

Cashmere Bouquet

You’ll be so beautiful! With complexion so alive-

looking ... so soft—so faintly glowing! Cashmere
Bouijuet Face Powder is wonderfully fine in texture

—

and it clings and clings] Just puff it. Hull it on . . .

then smooth it out . . . no llaking, streaking, or shine!

The colors are as natural as Nature— there’s one lor

every type of complexion—and excjuisitely scented

with the “fragrance men love”!

j

——— Look your loveliest wUh 1

Cashmere Bouquet

All-Purpose

Cream

Lipstick

Hand Lotion

[

!

i

I
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Why not wear stars tonight? All it takes is one quick

shampoo—and your hair will be winking with these starry

highlights, silky soft, silky smooth. The sight of it, the feel of it

will put you in seventh heaven!

New magic formula . . . milder than castile!

There's silkening magic in Drene’s new lightning-quick lather! No
other lather is so thick, yet so quick—even in hardest water!

Magic . . . this new lightning-quick lather . . . because it flashes

up like lightning, because it rinses out like lightning, because it’s

milder than castile! Magic! because this new formula leaves your

hair bright as silk, smooth as silk, soft as silk. And so obedient.

Just try this luxurious new Drene with its lightning-quick

lather ... its new and fresh fragrance. You have an exciting

experience coming!

This is a

Mm
Drene

!

A NEW EXPERIENCE . .

.

See your hair left silky bright!

This new formula flashes into

lightning-quick lather—milder

than castile! No other lather

is so quick, yet so thick!

New Lightning Lather—
a magic new formula that silkens your hair.

Milder than castile—
so mild you could use Drene every day!

A PRODUCT OF PROCTER & GAMBLE



Time
To
Part?
BY GEORGE ARMSTRONG

Friends hope that the marriage of

the Dean Martins can be saved

• At Photoplay’s Gold Medal Awards
dinner, when Dean Martin and Jerry

Lewis stood in front of the assembled

Hollywood celebrities entertaining the

crowd, Jerry cracked: “I don’t mind
paying half of Dean’s alimony. But
why can’t I have half the fim?” It was
a funny line. And it got a laugh.

But nobody present except Martin

and Lewis knew that—even then—^Dean

Martin was no longer living at home.

Early that morning, without any fan-

fare, Dean had quietly folded his tent

and as quietly moved away. Pipe in

mouth, his golf bag over his shoulders,

three suits on his arm, he’d headed his

Jaguar away from the fourteen-room

French Colonial home in Brentwood
and moved into the apartment of his

friend. Mack Gray.

Hollywood as a whole wasn’t too sur-

prised. For months there had been too

many rumors to ignore. And they all

had one theme (Continued on page 82)

A year ago, the Martins posed
for this happy-family picture



Stern

Bundle for Britain? Terry Moore's been seeing a lot of London’s Laurence Harvey lately!

Long Distance: Doris Day, who pretty

much gets what she wants and deserves

these days, asked the studio to give her

a tall leading man for a change. She
shore ’nuff got him in six-foot, four-inch

Howard Keel. For their love scenes in

“Calamity Jane,” Dodo has to stand on
a box to kiss the handsome critter!

Once Upon a Time: Both Marilyn Mon-
roe and Terry Moore were under contract

to Twentieth Century-Fox. That studio let

them go because “they weren’t promis-

ing enough.” Today, they’re merely the

brightest stars on the company pa3rroll!

. . . Cornel Wilde (then unknown) was
all set to test for an M-G-M contract.

when a studio executive who didn’t like

him as an actor managed to have the test

killed. Today, the same studio is paying

Cornel a six-figure salary to appear in

“Saadia,” now being shot in Morocco!

Predictions: A great new singing career

Jor Jeff Chandler, who’s been studying

with the famous Harriett Lee. Wait till

you hear his “Soliloquy” from “Carousel.”

Sensational! ... A polite refusal from

Montgomery Clift to make a second pic-

ture with Anne Baxter. They worked

well together, but there are those who
insist that Monty prefers to play opposite

intuitive actresses, rather than ana-

lytical ones ... A new and even more
Rosemary Clooney is

a hit in her hometown

1
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exciting campaign for Rock Hudson!
After Rock’s recent personal-appearance

tour, the studio was swamped with en-

thusiastic letters from both fans and ex-

hibitors. There will be no more B’s in this

boy’s bonnet. No more B pictures, that is!

According to Col: The announcement
that Virginia Mayo is embracing a new
faith was a bit premature. She has evinced

interest, but hasn’t (at this writing) taken

a definite step . . . It’s good to see that

Dewey Martin, who scored such a hit in

“The Big Sky,” is at last getting a chance

to prove that his fans knew what they

were raving about. Keep your eye on
him in his next picture, Ernest Heming-
way’s great novel, “The Sun Also Rises.”

Seen and Heard: Lana Turner and Lex
Barker skiing in Sun Valley and wearing

matching sweaters that each fills beauti-

fully—but differently . . . Zsa Zsa Gabor,

who hath a pretty brain too, wearing full

make-up when she lunches with Kathryn
Grayson in Warners’ Green Room. “Veil,

you never know vhen a cameraman vill

appear!” ... It may be a can opener and
then again, it may be a new atom bomb.
Anyway, Rory Calhoun assures us he’s

patented an invention which is top secret

but terrific . . . Robert Mitchum’s in a

creative mood too. He’s designed a new
cocktail table that has hollow open legs

with shelves that hold. glasses. For people

with hollow legs, we presume . . . The
Gower Champions, Susan Hayward and
Jess Barker, the Gene Nelsons, Steve

Cochran without a girl (that is news!)

amongst those who rose and sang “Auld
Lang Syne” on Sophie Tucker’s closing

night at Ciro’s . . . Debbie Reynolds
dimpling with 'delight because her one-

time date and good friend, Bobby Van,

is working with her in M-G-M’s “Affairs

of Dobie Gillis.”

News, All Kinds: Deserving news that

Jane Wyman was the first feminine star

to be honored with a “stag” testimonial

by the Masquers Club for her quiet

charitable endeavors through the years

. . . Disheartening news that John Agar
received another jail sentence for violat-

ing his drunk-driving probation of 1951.

It was one of those things that could

happen to anyone, but unfortunately,

John, who’s been a model of perfection,

had two strikes against him . . . Disap-

pointing news that Viveca Lindfors and
her director husband, Don Siegel, two

talented people, couldn’t keep busy

enough in Hollywood, which resulted in

a long-distance separation that wiU now
be permanent... {Continued on page 78)

Hollywood originals: Dale Evans diverts Mocambo guests with a bell-brimmed
bonnet. But Katie Grayson’s a lady in ermine when she’s on a dinner date

Stern Smith

Left, ihe Dewey Martins have much to celebrate. Right, Debbie Reynolds and

Walter Pidgeon, back from entertaining troops, attend “Korea Junket” luncheon

It’s those wifely touches Paul Douglas likes. He’s with Jan at “Korea Junket
affair. Piper Laurie, with Leonard Goldstein, is tops in Rock Hudson’s book

Smith



BY PAULINE SWANSON

• “It is not by my plan that I work again and again with the ladies

important in my personal life,” said Fernando Lamas dead seriously.

“It is . . and he hesitated for just a second over the difficult

English word, finally pronoimced it exactly, “It is circumstantial.”

The scene was a studio dance-rehearsal hall, where the blood-

quickening Argentine was rehearsing dance munbers for “San-

garee,” Paramount’s first three-dimensional pichme. Hard at work
with him was his co-star and current lady love, Arlene Dahl.

If private emotions overlapping one’s work have a visible effect

on an actor’s performance, it was not at the moment apparent—^in

Fernando’s manner, at least. Something new seemed to have been

added, however, to Miss Dahl. Her well-chronicled beauty glowed

with a brand new warmth and sparkle. She laughed and joked with

a relaxed joyousness and danced with the grace of a happy child.

But determinedly casual in slacks and a pullover sweater, his

dancing feet clad for the moment in a pair of clumping—^but com-
fortable—loafers, Fernando watched the dance director move
through the routine, counted as she counted: “One-two-three-four,

two and three, three and foiu- . .

“You lost me,” he sighed, ambling to a spot in the middle of the

floor, “right here.”

“We can always have it marked,” rippled Arlene, who hadn’t

been lost at all.

Fernando looked ruefully down at his feet.

“Show it to me again,” he said, moving to the sidelines. “Life is

too short,” he added, to all in ear-shot, “you shouldn’t worry.”

On the second run-through he got it, but he was still working.

Arlene danced. “Isn’t she beautiful!” Fernando said, “and real

sweet, and warm too ... no matter what anybody says to the

contrary. Of course,” he added imself-consciously, “you have to

know where the buttons are.”

Fernando, taking his own advice, wasn’t worrying. Neither,

apparently, were Producers Bill Pine and Bill Thomas, Director

Edward Ludwig and assorted additional high brass watching the

rehearsal. No doubt they were remembering the fabuloiis nvunbers

Fernando had danced with Lana Turner, the love scenes between

the two that burned up the screen in “The Merry Widow.”
They shouldn’t worry, as Fernando conceded. “When the camera

starts, everything in me starts working.”

Arlene disappeared at this point to change from her chic navy
blue suit to the ball gown of a southern beUe which she would wear
for this sequence in the picture. This gave Fernando a brief oppor-

timity—^which he didn’t duck—to discuss the other women who
had been important in his life. (Continued on page 74)

Fernando Lamas tells the truth about his loves
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BY SHEILAH GRAHAM

DO MAKE GOOD
Sheilah pulls aside the glamour curtain for a frank and revealing look at the children

No one can argue with Ingrid Bergman when she says she’ll never stop loving Jenny Ann, daughter of her first

marriage. But the child can’t help feeling resentful toward the mother who left her to raise another family

A36



1PARENTS?
who call Hollywood their home

• I’m haimted by the haunted eyes of some of

our movie stars’ kids. And I believe it will come
as a shock to their glamour, mamas and papas to

read here that many tots have been and are being
neglected. Some, completely abandoned. I don’t

only mean Ingrid Bergman and Jenny Ann—^that

was a public desertion, and Ingrid was pimished
when her daughter condemned her in comi;. It was
a high price to pay for love, and Ingrid was heart-
broken about leaving her daughter when she
dashed off to Rossellini in Rome. But to a child,

it’s only a difference in degree whether you nm off

to a man, or run off for a film—or for fun. The kid
left behind feels just as lonely and insecure.

I was reminded of several movie star mothers in

Hollywood when I saw Bette Davis in “The Star.”

Remember how, in the picture, Bette forgot every-
thing—^including her child, when a good film role
came along? It happens here all the time. Stars
accept roles that take them away from their chil-

dren for weeks and months. (Continued on page 73)

When Glenn Ford's home, he’s an ideal father to Pee Dee.
Trouble is—his work keeps him away from home too much

There 'was a time when Hollywood knew no more devoted

Pop to his two—later three—-children than Frank Sinatra

Both her career and her hectic private life keep Rita
Hayworth from being as good a mother as she wants to be
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BY JANE CORWIN

When a girl like Mona Freeman switches from sweet to sophisticate - the warning signals go up!

• Hollywood is used to being set

back on its heels. It’s a town where
almost anything can happen—and it

very often does.

But even that shockproof town

was more than a little taken aback,

when Mona Freeman, a girl whom
everybody had pegged as the per-

fect mother and the perfect wife

—

and almost the ideal homebody

—

kicked over the traces after six years

of what appeared to be the happiest

of marriages to Pat Nemey.
People shook their heads in amaze-

ment— and then they shrugged.

“Well, after all,” they decided, “you

never can tell what really goes

on inside of people—deep inside.”

Not even those who are recon-

ciled to the idea of the separation,

however, can become accustomed to

the new Mona they’re seeing around

town—a girl who has definitely gone

on the glamour kick. Though she

seems to be loving it, the general

feeling is that Mona may not be
quite as happy as appearances would
suggest in this new role.

All the cliches have been pulled

out—^no stops:

“She’s playing with fire—that lit-

tle girl is.”

“She’s swimming in mighty deep
water—and that can be dangerous.”

People just can’t get used to the

Mona who is busily doing the rounds

of the gay night spots with a series

of sophisticated—and some say vm-
suitable—escorts. And they can’t get

over the feeling that by turning her

back on Pat Nemey, who certainly

gives every indication of loving her

as deeply as he ever did, that she’s

turning her back on a life that can

be rich and meaningful.
Seldom has a Hollywood divorce

created so much sympathy. Seldom
have so many people wanted so much
to see the couple reunited—to see

them being mother and father again

—

together—to {Continued on x>age 98)



The transformation from girlhood to womanhood in Hollywood is a dangerous business

—

Kornman

Mitzl Gaynor sums it all up: "Kids in show business mature

early on the outside—but inside we don't mature to match"

Kelley

Joan Evans "solved" the problem by marrying young.

Time will tell whether or not this was a wise step for her

• The traditional “awkward age” is almost forgotten.

You’ve watched many of the movies’ lovely teenagers

go from childhood to girlhood with grace and ease. But
the turning point between girlhood and womanhood
brings them to a much more difficult crisis, and the

way they face it determines the whole future course

of their lives. These are the dangerous years, full of

new stresses and impulses. Some girls shrink away
from womanhood; some run too fast to meet it. Mitzi

Gaynor says, “Kids in show business mature early on

the outside—but inside we don’t mature emotionally

to match.”

Unless a girl finds real emotional maturity, she can’t

take on adult responsibilities, she can’t make the tran-

sitions from dating to romance to love to marriage

without serious trouble. Other young stars, like Joan

Evans, Debra Paget and Pier Angeli, share this prob-

lem with Mitzi. All of them became stars while still in

their teens; all, therefore, acquired the outward poise

that Mitzi refers to. But the appearance, as she says,

can be deceptive—to the girl herself, as well as to other

people. She may think she’s grown up; she may impa-

tiently loosen family ties, only to discover that she’s

too immature to handle more complicated relationships

without heartbreaking mistakes.

At eighteen, Jo^m is the youngest of this foursome,

yet the only one who has married. This isn’t so sur-

prising when you remember her as a fourteen-year-

old newcomer, already showing much more composure

than the average eighteen-year-old. She explained then

to this slightly over-awed writer, “I was brought up
mostly with adults.” When her parents, screen writers
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BY HILDEGARDE JOHNSON

heavily weighted with emotional problems

Dale and Katherine Eunson, entertained the famous,

little Joan was accepted as part of the group. “Dale
and Katherine” (as Joan unaffectedly calls them) later

trusted their teen-age daughter to make many of her
own decisions, training her to a self-reliance that

finally boomeranged against them.

No wonder Joan wasn’t convinced when her parents

advised her to wait until she was twenty-one before

marrying. Because she’d had such a long head start,

associating with grown-ups from childhood, learning

early to reason problems out for herself, she probably

felt that mentally she was twenty-one, and she didn’t

want to wait three years for the calendar to catch up
with her reckoning. So she and Kirby Weatherly went
ahead and were married, with the satisfaction of hear-

ing parental objections turned (Continued on page 100)
Debra Paget thinks she con escape the hurts of growing up by
concentrating on career. But will she cheat herseli of liie?
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The landlord greeted Bob warily when he arrived to look over the apartment that was to be his



When a fellow starts out on his own, that’s a dramatic event. But in

Bob Wagner’s case, life as a bachelor began—as a comedy of errors

!

Bob negotiates for vegetables . . .

Arranges for his own cleaning . . .

Buys some new kitchen utensils . .

.

And gets a new tire for his auto

BY MAXINE ARNOLD

• Bachelorhood is more than just a state of being. Ask Bob
Wagner. It can be a whole career.

Not that he hadn’t anticipated problems. But now, a seasoned

bachelor of some weeks’ standing, he’s quick to admit he

hadn’t anticipated enough of them.

Today Bob’s rapidly earning his degree as Bachelor of

Arts . . . with scars to show for it. Such as those earned while

trying to force three saddles, a pair of skis, assorted tennis

racquets, guns and fishing tackle—and his entire wardrobe
into one closet.

Today he can shake his head amusedly at the trustful

way in which one R. J., Jr. approached this whole new
adventure in living. As for instance, the sunny afternoon when
he mused thoughtfully that “having an apartment should be

very interesting. It will be the first time I’ve ever had to pay

the rent, sort the laundry, and just keep house in general.

“I throw things aroimd,’’ he explained, “and I don’t pick up
too well. But that I can learn. This should reaUy open up
a whole new thing for me!’’

The whole new thing first descended on Bob when his

father, Robert J. Wagner, Sr., and his mother decided to build

their new home in La Jolla, 120 miles from the Twentieth

Century-Fox studios as the sea gull flies. For the first time in

his life, R. J., Jr. would be going it alone.

Furthermore, the comforting speculation that if it didn’t

work out, he could always go home to Father was dissolved

when it was determined that Father and Mother would instead

be coming home to Bob. His dad’s business interests in

Los Angeles would necessitate their popping in and out of his

new home.

In spite of this. Bob refused to be dismayed. Batching it

would be a breeze! A guy just found himself an apartment

and moved in.

“I’d been looking for an apartment for some time. Since

my folks would be staying part-time with me, I had to get one

big enough for all of us.”

At the studio one day, Dan Dailey came up with a possibility.

“The girl who lived in the apartment below mine just moved
out,” he said. “Nice place too. Why don’t you go take a look at it?”

“Great,” said Bob, taking off.

The landlady didn’t live on the property, but Bob could “go

right over and see it,” she informed him over the phone.

“We’re painting the bedroom, and my husband is there now.”

To the busy man who answered the door, the boy with the

eager smile and the careless haircut looked like somebody’s

kid brother. As Bob says, “I’d rushed (Continued on page 90)

A.
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• June Haver’s decision to become
a nim was a deeply personal matter,

so personal that only a few, out of

the thousands who read the news,

imderstood. Those few were men
and women who had themselves

dedicated their lives to the service

of God, for no one else could com-
prehend the peace, the longing and
the love that underly such a decision.

It was so personal that in those

last few days before she left Holly-

wood for Leavenworth, Kansas, to

enter Saint Mary’s Academy, June
found it necessary to keep her

whereabouts a secret. 'The press,

while imderstanding somehow that

Jime woiild not wish to discuss the

Her decision is not sudden. For two years June

Haver has been preparing for this important step

BY JANE WILKIE

matter, nevertheless closed in, be-

cause whether or not the announce-

ment was personal, it was big news.

The reporters badgered her family,

her friends, and her associates in the

Chtirch for any tidbits that might

add to the story.

A local newspaper inunediately

began a series of articles on June’s

life, her career and her heartbreaks,

and her subsequent decision to take

the veil. Stories were liberally illus-

trated with pictures taken of Miss

Haver diuring her movie career, and

often as not they were of the cheese-

cake variety.

,

The attendant publicity was im-
avoidable because Jime was a celeb-

rity in the public spotlight, and as

such had belonged in a way to the

public. Now she was severing all

such ties, and in typical good taste,

refrained from speaking to anyone

or seeing anyone except her family

and closest friends. The friends re-

acted in kind by rallying around

June with loyal support, and while

the press might pester for news and

plead for pictures, the statements

given by those closest to Jime were
as brief and as sincere as possible.

They felt, and rightly so, that this

was no matter to be chewed by the

news hounds.

For the past nine years, Jvme co-

operated to (Continued on page 102)
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bbie
• Debbie Reynolds has come of age.

On April first she rounded that won-
derful comer called “Twenty-one”

—

the big day in everybody’s life. But
does that mean that she is going to

change her ways of living? Debbie
doesn’t think so.

“So I’m twenty-one,” she says, “so

what? Am I supposed to kick over
the traces and run wild? That’s

crazy. Besides, what’s so magic
about the number twenty-one?”

That’s a good question. A better

one was the one the bank asked.

They called to find out what she
wanted done with the money
(earned in pictures before she came
of age) that would he transferred

to her accoimt on her twenty-first

birthday.

“Hang on to that dough,” said Deb,
“put a guard aroimd it. Even if it

isn’t the Rockefeller Foundation,

there’s a very special project I want
it to go into.”

Project it is! Debbie’s decided to

build (perhaps buy) an apartment
house, with the money. No April

Fool is Deb.
“An apartment house is right,”

says Debbie, “and with plenty of

closets, but plenty! Probably want



She was twenty-one on the first of April. But Debbie’s

birthday plans prove she’s nobody’s April Fool

BY BUD AND BETTY
MILLS GOODE

S OF A
to calj it ‘Closet Irm.’ In fact, I’m
going to ask the architect to design

the closets first, acres of ’em, and
then hang the apartments around
them.”

Debbie wants the apartment house
to be a gift to her parents. Her dad,

she says, will have a ball taking

care of it. Debbie remembers the

idea first came to her when she was
winging her way homeward from
entertaining the troops in Korea this

past January.

“There I was in that Army plane,”

Debbie says, “surroimded by all the

gifts I’d bought in Japan. My pock-
ets were stuffed full of sUk things,

and I held my most precious buy, a
hundred-year-old cuckoo clock for

my mom, in my lap. There were
three sets of china that I had, too,

but there was no room around me,
so the pilots were kind enough to

store them with their gear.

“They knew their bvisiness, but
you can’t see air pockets and they

seemed to run into all of ’em. Every-
time we’d hit one, the plane would
drop like an anchor. My poor little

cuckoo couldn’t take it. His main-
spring must have been sprung or

something. Each time we hit an air

pocket he’d pop out, ‘cuckoo,’ stick

out his tongue at me, and then scuiry

back inside the clock.”

According to Debbie there was
hardly enough room for the people

in that plane. Because she was sur-

roimded by aU her purchases, she
couldn’t help thinking of some of

the other things she’d wanted when
she first started out in pictures.

“I’d always dreamt of three

things,” Debbie admits. “A swim-
ming pool, a pearl watch, and a trip

to Paris. I saved the trip to Paris

for the last. I promised it to myself
on my twenty-first birthday.”

Debbie has the swimming pool and
she has the watch. She calls the
pool her “Abadaba” pool because
she earned it from the royalties on
her recording of “Abadaba Honey-
moon.” The pearl watch her parents
gave her, much to her delight and
surprise.

As for the Paris trip, Debbie had
planned it to be the maddest ever!

A trip to end aU trips. First class,

real gone and with breakfast in bed!
“But it was in that plane that the

idea for the apartment house hit me,”
explains Debbie. “Seriously, we’re
all looking for happiness, and I re-

member thinking on that plane,

‘There was a time when I thought
happiness could be found in things,

like the pearl watch and the swim-
ming pool.’ Then I wasn’t so sure

”

Debbie remembered the happiness

that her parents enjoyed in giving

the watch. She also thought about
the fxm she got from watching the

gang on the block swimming in her
new pool.

“I remembered thinking on the

plane,” she says, “that the happiness
I’d so far experienced was in people

and not in things.”

Besides, the seriousness of the

Korean situation weighed heavily

upon Debbie. She had been touched
by what she had seen, yet she deter-

mined not to discuss it in print for

fear the boys would think she was
capitalizing on her visit. Debbie’s
young heart was full of the love of

giving, and she intended to put it into

practice when and where she covdd.

It was this inspiration that made
Debbie decide to give the apartment
house to her parents after her
twenty-first birthday instead of tak-
ing the mad Paris trip.
'

“I can always go to Paris,” laughs
Debbie. (Continued on page 84)



The Tony Curtises know what they’re talking about. If you

pass their marriage test, you can’t miss with your mister!

HAPPINESS
BY RUTH WATERBURY

• When Janet Leigh and Tony Curtis eloped a little

less than two years ago, there were a lot of people

who said the marriage couldn’t possibly last.

“Their worlds are a milhon miles apart.”

“They’re not grown up enough to make a mar-
riage work—neither one of them.”

“They’re both too involved in their careers.”

So chanted the prophets of woe. And they stood

back gloomily to watch the marriage crumble.

Janet and Tony, in the meantime, went blithely

on to prove (not to the cynics, because they really

didn’t care much what people thought, but to them-

selves) that they knew what they wanted. And that

they had it—in each other.

But proving that—and they admit it with no

self-consciousness at all—was not exactly child’s

play all the way. There were differences to be re-

solved, adjustments to be made, frictions to be

ironed out—just as there are in any marriage.

The idea of being a guide—a kind of standard of

quality—for other couples struck Tony and Janet

as a little strange, at first. But after a little thought

—and a lot of mutual laughs—they were able to

work out a hst of the important things they share

that add up to happiness.

So check yourself—and your love—with Mr. and
Mrs. Curtis’ happiness quiz:

1. Do you have as much respect for your partner’s

dreams and ambitions as you do for your own? And
will you work for the good of his career as well as

yours? (Janet and Tony help each other learn lines,

and will even take chances on their own careers

when they think it will be helpful to the other one—as

Tony did when he went on suspension to accom-

pany Janet on her location trip fpr “Naked Spur.”)

2. Are you willing to make some sacrifices to

insure financial security? (Continued on page 96)

Getting to knotv each other took

time— but Janet and Tony made

it worth the effort. Could you?

Tony’s smarter now about Janet’s “saving’ Fishings his line; now ifs hers too
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"I'll remeniber ever5^1iing

Jeff Hunter said. "And

fE make plenty of

notes so that

and I can

repeat this adventure, step



BT FREDDA DUDLEY

were here . .

.

• Jeff Hunter received the news with what is known

inadequately as “mixed emotions.” Twentieth Cen-

tury-Fox had cast him in the starring male role of

“Sailor of the King,” an adventure yarn to be shot in

London and on the island of Malta over a four-month

period. It meant star billing after six years of prepa-

ration, prayer, and hard work. It was the break for

which any other young hopeful at the studio would

have given an inconspicuous tooth.

Yet there stood Mr. Hunter with laurels on his brow

and a lump in his throat. He was about to become a

father for the first time. If he left Los Angeles as

scheduled, he wouldn’t catch so much as a glimpse of

the stork’s approaching shadow.

That was one dilemma. Another was that Jeff and

Barbara Rush had filed a sheaf of bright dreams

marked “for future use.” Among them was die plan to

complete the furnishing of the cozy Westwood Village

apartment into which they had moved as bride and

groom. They liked to shop together for their house-

hold equipment.

^Another intention had been to rent or buy a cottage

as soon as the baby was old enough to need a yard in

which to play; that would require at least a year of

research.

Or, if both careers had thrived to the benefit of the

joint Hunter Jiank account, they might buy a lot high

on a panoramic hill and build a cottage in which to

place their early American furniture. There would

have to be a swiniming pool in a sheltered patio, of

course, so a perfect site would have to be chosen. And
then, with a family launched and a home established.

Jeff and Barbara— as they had told one another so

many times during the wonderful evenings they spent

side by side before a fireplace in which bright flames

snapped gay fingers in approval, they would make the

grand tour of Europe: Parb and the Champs Elys^,

Rome and St. Peter’s, Venice and the quaint glass

shops, England and the Shakespeare country.

With a touch of golden luck, they said, they might

be cast in the same picture, turning another dream

into reality.

All this ran through the confused head of Jeff

Hunter when he heard about “Sailor of the King.”

What would you have done?

If you were as wise as Jeff and Barbara, you would

have done exactly what Jeff did. He asked the studio

for a slight delay in departure date and was accom-

modated with an extra week. He began to send up

smoke signals to the stork reading, “I’m not a bird

watcher by hobby, but I’m really looking for you.”

Finally, he made plans to send Europe to Barbara,

since he couldn’t take Barbara to Europe on this trip.

He bought a carton of film for his camera, he studied

histories and guide books, he marked passages of

interest. Barbara, who speaks French rather well,

coached her husband in a few useful phrases.

The stork received Jeff’s message and proved to be

indulgent. Just five days before final deadline, Chrb-

topher Merrill McKinnies (Jeff’s legal name, as you

probably know, is Henry H. McKinnies, Jr., and he is

called Hank by his family and close friends) came
bounding into the world. He was a beautiful baby

weighing eight pounds. (Continued on page 92)



Photograph by Powolny. Ava is in "Ride, Vaquero"

... red roses in full bloom ... a leopardess on a

golden chain . . . candied yams and crepes suzette . . . Stephen Foster’s music

at the Hollywood Bowl . . . moonlight on a restless sea . . . Cleopatra in a Cadillac



EX BARKER . excitement in the Social Register . . . strength and

sentiment ... big game hunting in the Hollywood hills . .
.
grease paint and

the gridiron . . . adventure in a made -to -order suit. . . Tarzan at the Ritz

Photograph by Six. Lex appears in “Thunder Over the Plains'
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Another entry for your pinup



collection -Tab Hunter, who's off to a flying start in the race for stardom

I

Candids by -Smith

I

• Three loves has Tab— his mother, his horse, Out On Bail,

and ice skating. Girls? Well, they figure too. When he can

spare time from exercising and riding his horse—the first

one he’s ever owned, although he's been riding since he was

twelve. He’s an expert figure skater, too. Skating, like riding,

does something to Tab— makes him feel “out of this world.”

Which is exactly what most people think about Tab. Big and

t

blond, with a fresh appeal, his natural charm made him a hit

in his first picture and won him first place in photoplay s

“Choose Your Star” contest. Now, with a contract under his

belt and three pictures set to follow his next, “Wells Fargo

Express,” Tab won’t have to worry about hay for his horse,

or supporting a wife— some day. But at twenty-two, career-

minded Tab can afford to wait— for the right girl.





There’s more to this marriage

than meets the eyes of the gossips. Here is

the untold story, exclusive to photoplay,

hy an intimate English friend

BY MAE MURRAY

• Stewart Granger stands accused by Hollywood of bad

behavior, on and off the set.

He is, the gossips say, arrogant, belligerent and intolerant. He
has, they add, a conceit that is intolerable and a gift for

swearing that, while a trooper might envy it, comes as a shock

to those more sensitive than he. And he dominates his wife, Jean

Simmons, and is inconsiderate of her.

The fact is, there is no one more sensitive than Stewart

Granger. Just ask the people who have known him intimately for

years, since the early days when he was first struggling

toward film success.

Jimmy (that’s what his close friends call him) is a perfectionist.

To that you can ascribe all the faults that those who know
him only superficially see in him.

A failure to make the grade at a medical school, where he

had wanted to study neurology, and a short-lived attempt at

business, left him in a baffled and troubled state of mind.

Chance gave him a job as a film extra. He made up his mind then.

He suddenly knew what he wanted to do. He wanted to act.

Tall, handsome, with an engaging smile and a good speaking

voice, he could have hung about the studios waiting until some
director recognized his potentialities. But Jimmy is not like that.

He wanted to offer the screen the best he was capable of.

He did not want to be a director’s puppet—^mouthing a line or

twitching an eyebrow as instructed. He was determined to learn

to be an actor.

He went into repertory, working like a Trojan at a different

play each week for the modest salary of three poimds weekly

—

in those days, about fifteen dollars. Here he met and
married Elspeth March, a charming and talented actress. That

was fourteen years ago.

Elspeth gravitated to London’s West End. Another man might
have been jealous of his wife’s success. Jimmy, grateful for

all she had taught him of acting technique, was only proud of

her. He knew that one day he, too, would reach London, but

meantime he went on slogging away in stock and, without

her loving support to give him confidence, he worried. Was this,

or that performance really good enough? Could it be
improved—^perfected ?

Jimmy still worries. His pursuit of perfection has been the

cause of many a row in both (Continued on page 76)



of the first things my husband asked

“news-writers,” as he calls them, when he arrived

in the United States was: “Are there any more

here like Shelleee?” Since then he has personally

assured me there are not. He says I’m a rare

species in a class by myself—^whatever that means.

After you’ve seen my husband in his first Amer-

ican pictures, “The Glass Wall” and “Sombrero,”

I’m sure you’ll ask: “Are there any more anywhere
like Vittorio Gassman?” 'This I sincerely doubt.

Vittorio’s the handsomest, the most intelligent

and—^in t^ respect you may quote practically

anybody—the most honest of them all. The “news-
writers” discovered this honesty when they asked

Pictures by Stern and Smith

The theatre is still my husband’s first love We've had to make important adjustments and we'll probably have to make many more

I would rather be a happy hausfrau than a successful, lonely star Gossip columns don't bother yittorio unless they upset me
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what impressed him most about American women.
Without blinking a brown velvet eye, my husband
said, “They have pretty legs.” He admits my legs

were the features he first noticed about me. As
he explained to one writer, “The first time you see

Shelleee, you see she has pretty legs. Then you go

to the soul. And her soul is very pretty, too.”

With typical honesty and enthusiasm, Vittorio

always dispenses quickly with the formalities. For

instance, there was the day he found out he was
going to become a father. When he returned from

Mexico, where he’d been on location for “Som-
brero,” I met him at the airport with our good

news. “I think we’re going to have a baby.”

“Is it going to be a boy?”

I weighed the matter a moment. “Yes, as a

matter of fact, it is.”

“It is?” Vittorio was so excited that he looked

at me as if I really knew.

Of course I didn’t know, but I thought then

that Vittorio’s wanting a son would make it so, and
chose the name Enrico. But we discussed names
for a daughter, too, and when our baby girl was
bom on Valentine’s Day, while Vittorio was still

in Rome, we named her Vittoria Gina, as we’d

decided months ago. (Continued on page 86)

THE
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Ann Blyth steps off the Santa Fe Super

Chief in L.A. wearing Doris Dodson cot-

ton tweed travel suit, sizes 9-17, under $23.

Englander hat. Beck pumps. Glentex scarf.

Jay-Bem bag. Samsonite suitcase. Ann’s in

M-G-ATs “All the Brothers Were Valiant’

TC ou IN Hollywood! Sound like a dream? Well, maybe!

But it’s one dream that can come true ! Yes, on your salary . . .

and yes, today

!

THIS YEAR, spend your golden two-weeks-with-pay in the

glittering city where stars are born . . . where dreams are

made to come true! You’ll have the time of your life, for

surprisingly little of your own hard-earned “gold!”

ON These pages, photoplay has filmed a miniature movie

—^“Holiday in Hollywood.” Ann Blyth, Vera-Ellen, Anne

Francis and Julia Adams are the stars—and the role they’re

playing is . . . YOU, vacationing in the film capital of the world.

THE clothes they’re wearing comprise one wonderful,

travel-light wardrobe of separates, enough for your entire trip,

coming and going . . . and for every minute you’re there. The

price of the whole, dreamy wardrobe including luggage: under

$150! photoplay’s Wonder-Wardrobe is based on California

colors of simny red and gold, contrasted with muted stripes.

It includes a dress-and-jacket travel costume and ten travel-

wise separates (skirts, tops, shorts, pedal-pushers, jacket and

stole)
;
three pairs of shoes (for travel, evening and play) ; two

hats; two pairs of gloves; two pairs of nylons; a star-printed,

pure silk scarf; a terrific red travel-and-beach bag; a patent

leather bag for dress and a pretty pearl clutch for evening; an

all-purpose, white elastic belt; gold jewelry; and even sun

glasses, camera and suitcase! The itemized list is on page 67.

VERA, JULIA and the two beauteous Annie’s have put their

lovely heads together with photoplay’s fashion editor to show

you how to wear the Wonder-Wardrobe . . . how to mix and

match aU the items so you’re dressed right for every Hollywood

occasion, day and night. We photographed them in night club's,

restaurants and other attractions you will want to visit on

your holiday in their town! {Continued on next page)

Starring YOU on that dream-trip—with

four of your favorites playing your role



PHOTOPLAY STAR FASHIONS

MOL-IDA'V" IIM

l-lO t- l-'V"WOOD '

Vera-Ellen, the dancing doll who’ll be seen in Twentieth’s “Call

Me Madam,” does some excited window-shopping, wearing Korday

gold denim skirt, striped sash, with Art-Mor red blouse. Beck pumps

TAKE YOUR CUE from them! Glide into Los Angeles

aboard a silvery luxury train or a cross-country bus.

Either way, you’ll be streamlining your budget and getting

a breathtaking, panoramic view of America’s western

wonderland en route. Via Santa Fe’s plush Super Chief,

with its exciting new dome-topped observation lounge,

you’ll roll through the Kansas plains ;
the scenic fairyland

of Arizona; through New Mexico, rich with Indian lore;

and through the rolling desert into sunny California. For

Santa Fe information, write to R. T. Anderson, General

Passenger Traffic Manager, Santa Fe System Lines, Chi-

cago 4, Illinois.

GOING GREYHOUND, on its luxurious Super Coach, you

get a thrilling close-up of the glorious western scenery . . .

through interesting parts of Wyoming, Utah, Nevada,

Arizona and New Mexico. If you go by bus, you can ar-

range beforehand for stopovers and side trips, and, in

addition, the Greyhound travel bureaus, located at termi-

nals in all big cities, will plan a personal package tour for

you, with hotel reservations, sightseeing and costs all ar-

ranged in advance. For Greyhound information, write

to Greyhound Information Center, 105 West Madison

Street, Chicago 2, Illinois.

WHEN YOU reach Hollywood, take off your hat, put

on your smile and call filmtown home! The minute you

step out into the warm sunshine, you’ll realize it’s the

city of big hearts and hospitality as well as glamour and

beauty. It’s everything you ever dreamed, and more!

Yes, movie stars everywhere {Continued on page 64)

Photos by Dan Wynn

At the Hollywood Bowl and in a holiday spirit, Vera

twirls in her Art-Mor scratch-print skirt, same red

blouse, same pumps and Speyer white elastic cinch belt

Vera leaves the Beverly Hills Hotel in gay vacation

mood. Now she’s wearing the Korday skirt with its

striped halter, matching sash and all-purpose jacket

\

I

J



A trip yoa*]l

always lemember
a train

yonH never foi^et

. .
.
your carefree ride through

^
\ ^ the colorful Southwest

Indian Country on the

with the

only Dome Car

between Chicago and

Los Angeles . * *

only train in the world

with a private

dining room . .

.

Daily departures

R. T. ANDERSON, Generd Pasaenger Traffic Manager, Santa Fe System lines, Chicago 4, Illinois
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PHOTOPLAY STAR FASHIONS
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"MO L- 1 DAY IlSI MOl-I-^VNAOOO''

Julia Adam» shows off Wonder-Wardrobe sensation, wear-

ing same dress Ann Blyth wore for travel—this time, for date

at Giro’s, sans jacket! She adds pearl bag, Coro jewelry

Dancing at Mocambo, Julia steps out in the glamour

version of our Art-Mor playsuit, now with its own skirt and

stole. Dawnelle nylon evening gloves. Sibulkin red sandals

(you’ll see them in restaurants, hotels, night cluhs 14

and even ice cream parlors!) . . . the great movie !)

studios and broadcasting stations. You’ll see exciting- , •]

ly beautiful homes and gardens, tropical tree-lined ii

streets . . . beautiful suburbs where the stars live . . .

exotic orange groves. You can see and do everything
^

and do it on a limited budget which we’re keeping
^

strictly in mind.

VISIT THE HOLLYWOOD BOWL, of the fabulous \

architecture and acoustics, where you can hear sym- !

phonies under the stars. Don’t miss Hollywood’s

beautiful stores and the Farmers’ Market, with its

unbelievable collection of food and fantasy; It^nch at 1

any of the four Brown Derby restaurants (the one at 11

•3377 Wilshire Boulevard is the celebrity hangout);
j

stroll through Olvera Street, with its Mexican handi- !•

craft shops; tour new China Town and see colorful
;

Singapore Spa with its gorgeous Chinese decor. Don’t

miss Grauman’s Chinese Theater with its celebrity
[

footprints in the cement forecourt. Have cocktails at !

Ciro’s and dine and dance at Mocambo. As if even !

their names weren’t exciting enough, these spots are

loaded with atmosphere, great names, food that’s

practically ambrosia. You’ll get*more than your fair

share of glamour!
,

you’ll stay, probably, at one of the many fine
,

hotels in the city that are convenient, delightful and

inexpensive. Many are complete with pools, shops

and restaurants, at prices ranging from about eight
I

dollars to about ten dollars a day for two: the Am-

bassador, very centrally located; the Hollywood Ho-
|

tel, the Plaza, the Miramar, and the Beverly Wilshire,

in the heart of Beverly Hills, near famous Romanoff’s,
i

FROM HOLLYWOOD, you can easily and inexpen- ,

sively take in the fabulous places near-by. It’s a day’s

drive through Beverly Hills, Bel-Air, Malibu, Santa

Monica, the San Fernando Valley or Red Rock Can-

yon in the desert. It’s overnight to the Monterey

Peninsula; about one hundred miles of beautiful

driving to celebrated San Juan Capistrano; a morn-

ing’s drive to Palm Springs; {Continued on page 89)
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Photns by Peter Samerjan

Rock Hudson gives Julia that once-over as she visits his movie set. Julia, next in U-I’s “The Man From

the Alamo,” teams Art-Mor red squaw skirt, Cornibert white pique blouse. Sibulkin shoes; patent bag

Wonder-Wardrobe continued on next page
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At Farmers' Market, Anne Francis and hubby. Bam Price, consider

basket buying. Casual touristing calls for Korday striped denim

halter, this time with mauhing pedal pushers, gold denim hat. Sand-

ler of Boston play shoes with crepe soles, for walking or beach

Making Like a Mermaid on hotel-pool diving board, Anne looks

sweet and sexy in Art-Mor cotton playsuit with boned, ruffled

bodice. (Julia Adams models it on page 64, wearing its matching

skirt for evening.) Glentex scarf. Red travel bag doubles for beach

All clothes shown on this and preceding pages make up the two-

week-vacation Photoplay Wonder-Wardrobe. For complete listing

of sizes and prices, see next page. For where to buy, see page 88

Wonder-Wardrobe



PHOTOPLAY WONDER-WARDROBE
. . . for a two-week Hollywood

vacation . . . UNDER $150!

Travel Outfit

Doris Dodson dress and jacket in Wamsutta
red cotton tweed, white pique trim, 9-17 under 123.00

Korday Separates

Cone multi-striped and solid gold denim
All-purpose striped jacket, 10-18 under 8.00

Cold denim swing skirt, 10-18 under 6.00

Striped halter top, 10-18 under. . .

.

4.00

Matching pedal pushers, 10-18 under 4.00

Gold cloche hat, striped brim, s-m-l under. . .

.

3.00

Art-Mor Separates

Three-piece Play-Pack in red-and-white print cotton (this in-

cludes strapless one-piece playsuit; matching skirt; matching
reversible stole, lined with solid red) entire outfit, 10-18. . .under 11.00

Three-tier squaw skirt in bright red Fuller no-iron

crinkled cotton Playtone, 10-18 .under. . .

.

6.00

Comibert Blouse

Sleeveless white pique, 32-38 under. . .

.

3.00

Richard Englander Hat

Pink strawcloth travel ’n dress hat under. . .

.

4.00

A. S. Beck Shoes

Black nylon mesh for travel ’n town under 7.00

Sihulkin Shoes

Red leather “Rhumba” stripling sandals .under 6.00

Sandler Play Shoes

“Degas” black sandals, crepe wedge sole under . . .

.

6.00

Jewelry by Coro

Gold double-bangle bracelet 1.20*

Matching gypsy-hoop earrings 1.20*

Scarf by Clentex

Red pure silk 18-inch square, with white star-print 1.00

Belt by Speyer

AU-purpose white elastic cinch with gilt closing 1.50

Gloves by Dawnelle

Pink cotton mesh shorties 2.00
White nylon 8-button-length evening gloves 3.00

Bags

Jay-Bem red plastic calf hassock bag for travel or beach. 3.00
Licht & Kaplan black patent plastic box bag for town. . .

.

2.00
Pearl clutch bag for evening by F. L. Novelty 3.00

Hosiery by Cannon Mills

Two pairs of 60-15 Soft-Glow nylons at $1.50 pair 3.00

du Pont Nylast

The magic-wash that makes your nylons really last; one bottle .69

Sunglasses by American Optical

Polaroid with red frames 1.49

Camera
Brownie Hawkeye with built-in flash 7.20*

Samsonite Luggage

White rawhide plastic 18-inch overnight convertible,
to carry your whole Wonder Wardrobe 27.50*

*Tax included GRAND TOTAL $148.78

Inspired by the Samuel Goldwyn
production "Hans Christian Andersen”

The new look in a one piece Laton

Taffeta Lastex swimsuit with bloomer

effect. Designed to mould and
hold your figure . . . delicately

emphasizing the bra contour.

Brown, black, blue, shocking, lilac.

Sizes 32 to 38. About Sll.

BRILLIANT SPORTSWEAR, INC.

1410 Broadway * New York 18



_ THE BIG

Gold all over! An
Award for Marilyn

as fastest rising star

Hits: Emcee Paul Douglas

and winner Debbie Reynolds,

who sang “Singin’ in the Rain”

The Crystal Room hummed
with excitement as star

after star walked in. It was
Photoplay’s big night—and
the gayest party ever, the stars

voted later. This year, the top

Gold Medal Awards went to

Susan Hayward and Gary
Cooper as outstanding per-

formers of 1952 and to “With a

Song in My Heart,” as top film.

Party highlights . . . the pink,

ruffled shirt on Gower Cham-
pion . . . Darryl Zanuck’s

touching acceptance of the late

Lamar Trotti’s Award as pro-

ducer of top film . . . Paul

Douglas’s genial emceeing . . .

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis,

who kept the party ball rolling

with their crazy goings-on

Dick Powell, chinning with June Allyson Dale Robertson with wife Jacqueline

Lana Turner came with . . . guess who?On their toes—Gower and Marge Champion



Star gazing: Mitzi Gaynor, Dick Allan Jane Wyman and groom Fred KargerDay dream: Doris, with 'husband Marty

Jean eyes a winner—Stewart Granger Bob Taylor, another winner, and Ann Blyth Rory and Lita Calhoun, Lori Nelson

NIGHT- THE B

Winning team: Dean Martin,

Jerry Lewis helped make
party a “howUn^* success

Leading lady at party, Susan
Hayward, proudly showsAtoard
to proud husband Jess Barker



Can it last, asks Hollywood? But Ginger and Jacques aren’t worrying about the future

• They met in Paris at Maxim’s,

they romanced in Europe and

Hollywood, they were married in

a siirprise wedding ceremony at

Palm Springs in the culmination of

the international romance of the

year! Naturally enough, despite

the quiet ceremony uniting Ginger

Rogers and Jacques Bergerac, it

was a wedding which sent all the

writers of Hollywood hxirrying off

to their typewriters.

For there are other aspects to

the wedding which pique the in-

terest: it is Ginger’s fourth wedding
and it is the first for her husband;

Ginger is forty-one years old, and
Jacques is not yet twenty-six. Will

it work out or will it soon go the

way of so many Hollywood mar-
riages? Opinions, with the reasons

to back them up, are about evenly

divided.

It was late last summer, just

after she had finished work on
“Monkey Business” and “We’re Not

Married,” that Ginger took off on
her European vacation, her first

visit to France and Italy. In Paris,

in the famed Maxim’s restaurant

and night spot. Ginger met Jacques

—who was, incidentally, the escort

of another Hollywood actress,

Evelyn Keyes, that evening.

Like all Americans vacationing

in Paris for the first time, Ginger
had herself a ball—and if she was
seen several times in the company
of the handsome Jacques, no one

70
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gave the matter more than a pass-

ing thought. But when Ginger

went on to Italy and Jacques fol-

lowed her there, tongues began to

wag. Then it was noted that Ginger

and her friends were trying to

persuade Jacques that he would do

well to come to Hollywood for a

try at American movies. (Although

he had had a year’s practice as a

lawyer, Jacques had previously

been in some amateur plays and
had studied dramatics in school.)

Ginger returned to Hollywood,

and not long afterward, Jacqueswas
in the movie capital, under contract

to M-G-M. His photographic tests

were excellent and he is perfecting

his English for his talkie tests,

which are still some months away.

At various times Ginger was seen

with Jacques in quiet evening get-

togethers, and those who saw them
began to think, even the scoffers,

that perhaps the romance was for

real and not for publicity.

Nevertheless, the wedding of

Ginger and Jacques, on Saturday,

February 7, came as a surprise to

all Hollywood. The date was the

“anniversary” of their first meeting
six months before. Attendants at

the wedding were Mr. and Mrs.

Bennett Cerf and Mr. and Mrs. Don
Haggerty. Ginger wore a taffeta

ensemble she described as “cafe au
lait” in color, while the groom

—

now known as “Jacky”-—wore a

gray business suit. After the cere-

mony, Ginger said that she was
naturally thrilled, adding that a

real honeymoon would have to wait

about six months because they both
had movie commitments. Jack said,

in English “which I’m still learn-

ing,” that he hopes then to take Gin-
ger to France to meet his parents.

Of interest to her Hollywood ac-

quaintances is the fact that three of

Ginger’s four husbands have been
named Jack—Jack Culpepper, Jack
Briggs and now Jacques Bergerac.

The only noncomformist of the

quartet is Lew Ayres, Ginger’s sec-

ond husband.
But of greater interest to Holly-

wood’s movie colony is the May-
December aspect of the wedding.
There have been many marriages
in the movie colony wherein the

bride was a few years older than
the groom. Examples that come to

mind at once are the weddings
of Mary Pickford and Buddy Rog-

(Continued on next page)
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. . . on a Greyhound

pre-planned just for you!
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WRITE FOR FREE PICTORIAL TOUR FOLDER!
Greyhound Information Center, 71 W. Lahe, Chicago 1, III.

Please send me the free new 1 8 x 24 Pleasure Mop which gives

details about 50 Amazing America Tours.

Name -

Don't just dream of gay adventures

inWestern wonderlands ... on golden

beaches or in glamorous cities: live

them! Enjoy an exciting Expense-

Paid Amazing America Tour... com-

plete with hotel reservations, trans-

portation, sightseeing all arranged

for you at one low price

!

Choose tours ranging from two
days to two months. 'Whether you
travel alone, in a twosome, or with

a group, you will never run short

of fun or funds on a Greyhound
Expense-Paid Tour!

Typical Tours—
there are hundreds more!

NEW ENGLAND CIRCLE
8 days horn Nevr York City . . $65.50

FLORIDA CIRCLE
1 1 days from Jacksonville . . . 77.10

SAN FRANCISCO, 4 days . . . 18.50

NEW YORK CITY, 5 days .... 27.95

MEXICO (Escorted), 19 meals,
12 days from San Antonio . . . 145.40

COLORADO SPRINGS
5 days, 10 meals 39.65

WASHINGTON, D.C., 3 days . . 16.95

COLONIAL VIRGINIA, 6 days
from Washington, D.C. ... 45.90

Tour-of-the-Month Selections

GREAT SMOKIES, 3 days, 7 meals
from Asheville or Knoxville . . 50.00

KENTUCKY CAVES
2 days, 6 meals 23.45

Add Greyhound round-trip fare from your city.

U.S. Tax extra. Prices subject to change.



Love Set
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ONE MimON FACES

CHANGED IN 30 DANS!

America’s having its face

changed, and loving it! Women of

every age are getting the beauty

thrill of a lifetime with Coty’s new

“Cream Powder” Compact*!

It took only thirty days for the first

million women to discover how “CREAM

powder” differs from ordinary make-ups

that accent lines and pores. How fine and

poreless it makes skin look. How long

it clings! Now, all America is clamoring

for this spill-proof blend of “Air-Spun”

Face Powder and sheer cream make-up

base. How about you?

Hats by Lilly Dachd

COMPACT

COTY
*Choose your favorite fragrance:

l’aimant • l’origan

EMERAUDE • “PARIS”

MUGUET DES BOIS

Compounded and Copyrighted by Coty, Inc. in U.S.A.

EXCITING NEW MUTED SHADES

MUTED COTYROSE • MUTED BEIGE • MUTED SUN • MUTED BRONZE

ers, Norma Shearer and Marty Arrouge,
Greer Garson and Richard Ney, to name
only a few. There is, too, the example of

Ginger’s previous marriage to Jack Briggs,
some years her junior. Of course this mar-
riage ended in the divorce courts, as have
some of the others in the May-December
classification; but for every such marriage
which has failed, there is one which has
proved happy and lasting.

Marriage counselors and psychiatrists say
that in determining the potential success of

a marriage it is the emotional age of both
bride and groom which is far more im-
portant than the chronological age.

Some experts hold that European men
mature more rapidly than Americans and
that, therefore, Jacky is much nearer Gin-
ger’s age than his actual years would in-

dicate. Others point out that if Jacky had
followed the usual practice of his country-
men, he would have married a girl some-
what younger than himself.

Still others maintain that with an actress

the case is very special anyhow, for ac-
tresses are usually far younger in appear-
ance and manner than most women of their

years. And no one can deny that Ginger
has always been able to hold her own in

physical appearance when compared to girls

many years her Junior. It wasn’t too many
years ago, for instance, that Ginger mas-
queraded—and most successfully—as a
teenager in “The Major and the Minor.”
It is an ironic fact, however, that in her
most recent picture, “Forever Female,”
Ginger was playing the role of an aging
actress at the very same time she was
being romanced by the youthful Jacky.

At any rate, even while all Hollywood is

speculating as to the eventual outcome of

Ginger’s marriage to Jacky, everyone in

the movie colony is wishing her well. Ever
honest and straightforward, she has always
been popular with her co-workers in the
movie business. Her honesty itself may be
one of the saving factors in her new mar-
riage, for informed marriage counselors
state that in weddings in which there is a

gap in years between the bride and groom
there should never be any lying about the
age of either the husband or wife. And
Ginger has never tried to pretend that she
and Jacky are near the same age.

Hollywood being Hollywood, the career
problems of both Ginger and Jacky will

undoubtedly have a great effect on the
marriage. Whether or not Jacky will suc-
ceed in his newly chosen career as a motion
picture actor is still problematical. He is

just now learning the fundamentals of

English—with the loving help of his bride!

As for Ginger’s career, it is in full swing
again, after a period of inactivity a few
years back. Recognized as an able dra-
matic actress, an Academy Award winner,
she is as much at home in musicals and
in comedy as she is in a Kitty Foyle role.

Certainly her career problems do not hold
the question mark facing Jacky, as yet

untried on the screen.

Probably no one has given more thought
to these problems—the difference in age,

the difference in nationality, the difference

in their careers—than have Ginger and
Jacky. For Ginger is a practical girl, much
too practical not to have faced these prob-
lems before dashing off to Palm Springs to

marry her handsome Frenchman. Certainly

everyone in Hollywood admires Ginger’s

courage in reaching out for romance—even
those who have grave doubts as to the last-

ing success of the marriage. And certainly,

too, everyone wishes her the best in this

marriage which must remain a question-

mark for months to come. The End
72 a



Do Stars Make Good Parents?

(Continued from page 37)

But Bette Davis, for all her storms and
tempers, takes her children wherever she

p;oes—to the beach, to England, to New
York. The only time she was away from
them was during the brief pre-Broadway
tour with her stage show, “Two’s Com-
pany.” Little Bee Dee talks like her
mother, walks like her mother. And when
she grows up, she can never say her
mother neglected her or deserted her.

Hedy Lamarr explained to me why she
sends her small children to a faraway
school in San Francisco while she lives at

the Beverly Hills Hotel. “I’m busy and
they have better care there.” But remem-
ber two things. A. Hedy hasn’t worked in

more than a year; so how can she be so

busy? B. There can be no substitute for

your ovm home and mother—unless the
mother is a monster or physically ill.

Hedy is neither. She’s a warm human be-
ing. I’ve heard her blame her own mother
for the lack of loving care in her childhood,

j

Isn’t she repeating the same sad mistake?
1

No one can be more devoted to a child
' than Olivia de Havilland is to her little

I Benjy. But you can make a child as lonely
as a cloud if you make him different.

Benjy is different because he has a chauf-
feur-bodyguard taking him to nursery
school and the chauffeur waits outside

. for the little feller until school is over.
Don’t be so anxious, Olivia—heaven pro-
tects the working girl’s son.

When Judy Garland finished at the
Palace in New York, she went to Florida

r with the telephoned understanding that

[
she would return to Hollywood in time for

daughter Liza’s fifth birthday party. But
Judy was tired, the sunshine seductive,

t and she lingered with Sid Luft in Palm
[ Beach while Liza had her party without
t Judy. She loves her daughter, but ac-

tually Judy has spent more time away
: from Liza than with her. And after the
i birth of her second daughter, Judy an-
I nounced she would leave for a vacation in
I Florida again. If it’s a rest she wants, why
i not somewhere nearer to Liza?

I

Rita Hayworth recently returned from
several months she’d spent in Europe minus
her children. Though she was back in the
States for Rebecca’s eighth birthday, Rita

^ was held up in New York, and the dis-

|i appointed child had to celebrate without
f her mother’s help. I never can understand
i why stars choose to have their fun away
t from their kids. It’s tiring perhaps, but so

,
rewarding to have your children around

t when you’re relaxing on vacation instead
of having them see you always working

) and tense.

J I believe if Rita had taken her children
f with her when she went to Aly in Paris,
* the reconciliation might have worked. Be-
L- cause Aly adores the little girls, the Aga
;f Khan had specifically wanted to see them,
b and the family atmosphere might have

kept the dashing Prince at home instead
of in night clubs. Rita complained she

(j wanted a family life. Then why in heck
li didn’t she take the family instead of leaving
il them here with a nurse?
d' During Cornel Wilde’s marriage to Pat
il Knight, his wife came first, daughter
(! Wendy a poor second. Cornel had such

i

a fixation on Pat that I’m told he actually
resented a child in the house to share her
affections with him. And it is true that
Wendy was shunted from relative to rela-
tive back east. Even when she was in
Hollywood, you’d see her dining out with
a governess.

It’s different today. Jean Wallace loves
children in general, her two boys by
Franchot. her voung sister and Cornel’s

Wendy in particular. Now Cornel realizes

that having a child can be fun—and not
just a responsibility. He took the entire

family along when he went off to French
Morocco to work in “Saadia.”

I always shudder when Van Johnson
refers to Evie’s boys by Keenan Wynn as

“The Monsters.” Sure it’s in fun, but is

this funny?
Doris Day was singing with Les Peter-

sen’s band on tour, so she used to leave
son Terry with her mother in Cincinnati.

Do you know of many grandmothers who
don’t''spoil their children’s children? Ter-
ry’s grandma was no exception. She
came with the boy, who idolized her, to

live in Hollywood when Doris clicked in

pictures. There could have been family
trouble when Terry insisted he would
only take orders from Grandma. But Mrs.
Kapplehoff is as intelligent as Doris and
she took Terry aside—I believe he was
over her knee, face down, at the time,

and told him—“There’s only one boss in

this house and that’s your mother.”

There are two bosses now in Terry’s
life—maybe pals is a better word—Doris
and her husband Marty Melcher.

Joan Fontaine was accused of desert-
ing daughter Debbie when she went to

Europe and the little girl lived with her
father in New York. But I know better
than that. I know that one of the reasons
Joan married Collier Young was that she
could go to Bill Dozier and say, “Now I

have a real home to offer Debbie and I’d

like her back.” Joan has been a good
mother to Martita, the little Mexican girl

she adopted so that Debbie could have a
sister. I hope she’ll be allowed to raise

them together.

How could Frank Sinatra leave those
three cute kids of his? For the same rea-
son that Ingrid left hers, I suppose. The
irresistible force drawing him away was
stronger than his feelings as a parent.
Young Frankie has all his old man’s
charm, and the little girls are adorable.
When Frankie is here, he sees them all

the time. But he’ll have to come up with
some good answers when his children
are old enough to ask the questions.

It’s ironic and sad that Ava Gardner,
who wants children so badly, is still with-
out them although married three times.

She’s good to Frankie’s children, but she’ll

have to be very good to keep their respect
and love when they know some of those
answers. Because I can still hear the
now-grown-up son of a producer an-
nihilating his father verbally, when he
learned for the first time that he had
preferred a well-known actress to his

wife and children.

It’s supposed to be cute that the James
Masons make their small daughter Forty
live their life, instead of the usual routine
for infants and children. If they’re having
a party. Forty can stay up as long as they
do. 'Then she sleeps till noon. Pamela
started a hand-picked nursery school be-
cause “Forty found the other children
terribly dull.” And do you remember
when Forty was tossed in the pool when
she was three months old or thereabouts
and learned to swim the hard way? The
photos were real pretty. But there was
a sequel. When the child was old enough
to show what she really wanted to do, she
wouldn’t come near the pool.

I’m always skeptical when I see mother
and daughter in identical dresses. Who’s
it for—the mother or the daughter? I get
the feeling the adult is feeding her ego at
the little one’s expense. You see it a lot

in Hollywood. It makes a nice combo
for the photographers. But one movie

star’s daughter—and she’ll be nameless
for her sake, not her mother’s—told me
she suffered a loss of identity when her
mother wore the identical dress. “She
looked so beautiful in hers; I was all arms
and legs in mine.” There are more ways
of deserting a child than by leaving her.

Jane Wyman is smart enough to keep
her daughter out of the spotlight, except
on rare occasions when she takes her to

a premiere of one of her own pictures. But
I wonder if she knows that Maureen had
a tough time when she first sent her to

that fashionable boarding school in Palos
Verdes. Something like Ty Power had in
the Marines. “So you think you can have
anything because you’re a movie star?”

And that brings me to John Barrymore,
Jr.’s schooldays in a private seminary in

Pomona. “The head master hated movie
people, and I finally ran away when he
beat me up.” "But didn’t you tell your
family?” I asked John, shocked. “They
were too busy doing whatever it was they
were doing,” said John bitterly.

Glenn Ford’s a swell feller, but I some-
times wonder if he has to accept so many
pictures out of the country, which means
being away six months from son Pee Dee.
Eleanor was supposed to go down to Mexico
this last time. But she wouldn't disrupt
the boy’s school schedule.

Of course, to be with your kids all the
time can be a little overwhelming. I know,
I’ve got two. But it pays eff to grow up
with them as well as for them. And no
one knows it better than Mel Ferrer. Just
before he took off for Morocco and
“Saadia,” he told me, “I feel like I’m run-
ning out on them. But with all the fight-

ing over there I don’t think it’s safe. I’ll

send for them when I make ‘King Arthur’
in England.”

I don’t believe anyone in Hollywood
loves her children more than Betty Hut-
ton. And it must have been terribly hard
for her to leave them behind when she
went to London to appear at the Palla-
dium and then tour the provinces. But
she was gone ten weeks—a long time for

two little darlings like Lindsay and Candy
to be without their mother.
Now, take Shirley Temple who gave up

her career entirely to be a wife and moth-
er. Of course, Shirley retired with a for-

tune which Betty can’t amass in this tax-
heavy era. But my point is, she didn’t

have to go to the Palladium and to Glas-
gow and to Dublin—unless the force that
drives her is stronger than her strong love
for her children. She’s given them every-
thing she can, heaven knows—their rooms
are dainty boudoirs fit for two princesses.
I guess it’s a price you pay for living today.
In the good old, bad old days the kids were
packed with the trunks and breathed
stale, dressing-room air and caught colds in

draughty trains—but somehow managed
to come through to be the Betty Huttons
and Judy Garlands of' today.

Togetherness in families does pay off!

Look at the happiness in homes like the
William Holdens’ and the Roy Rogers’. In
these homes, the well-being of the kids
is Number One on the agenda. Roy and
Dale sometimes have twenty kids—all ages
—in their backyard.
The Holdens rushed back ahead of

schedule from the longed-for European
jaunt last summer, they were so home-
sick for the kids. Bill, when he isn’t

working, always takes Brenda’s daughter
by her previous marriage to school, drives
her to dancing lessons, makes her feel a P

hundred per cent wanted.
And that, in my dictionary, spells the op-

posite of deserted. The End



Lamas and His Loves

(Continued from page 34)
Their interlocutory divorce decree now

in effect—it will be final next August

—

Fernando and his ex-wife, Lydia, have be-
come good friends once more.
“We are civilized people,” he said. “We

don’t have to hate each other.
“We were married for six years, and it

didn’t work. I couldn’t tell you it was her
fault, my fault , . it was nobody’s fault

but some neutral force. We started
arguing. Why? Why—that’s the important
word Why did it.”

But it is over, and for good.

w ith his five-year-old daughter, Alexan-
dria, now in kindergarten in Beverly Hills,

Fernando says he has a “beautiful rela-
tionship—even better than before.

“I worried,” he said, “about what hap-
pens to a child when a divorce comes along.
A child needs a father, especially a girl

child. And Alexandria has one. She is

with me every Sunday—I let nothing else

interfere. We make every minute count.
We talk ... I pay attention. I have to make
up for all the other hours. Never once—in

our Sundays—do I say ‘Go away,’ ‘Please

leave me alone!’ It is good.
“You know,” he said after a moment. “I

have a trernendous faith in God, thank God.
The whole show is run by Him We
wouldn’t know how ourselves.

“
‘Help yourself,’ God says, ‘and I’ll help

you. Push a little bit, try to get places, and
learn every experience you have you
learn something new, and as long as you
learn that’s good—even if you make mis-
takes. But never make the same mistake
twice! If you do that, you are on your own.
You are responsible.’
“Not much to ask, is it? Just don’t make

the same mistake twice!”
Fernando’s mistakes? His tumultuous

romance with Lana Turner—which had
ended almost violently in the packed and
curious atmosphere of Marion Davies’ party
—was that a mistake?

All the Hollywood columnists chronicled
the story—how deeply Lana and Fernando
were in love, how they would marry short-
ly after their respective divorces. There
were stories of Lana’s bitter protests when
her name was coupled with anyone’s ex-
cept Fernando’s, and their warm love
scenes in “The Merry Widow” seemed to
bear out all the stories. Fernando even
refused a role in “Sombrero” and went on
suspension, rather than go to Mexico and
be parted from Lana.
But shortly afterward, when Lana went

to Lake Tahoe to divorce Bob Topping,
Fernando went into the film, “The Girl
Who Had Everything,” with Liz Taylor

—

and this was just when everyone was pre-
dicting he would follow Lana! Instead, Fer-
nando settled down to serious attention to

his career, took daily dramatic lessons at
the studio, following his role in “The Girl
Who Had Everything” with a starring role

opposite Esther Williams in “Dangerous
When Wet.”
Then, with Lana’s return to Hollywood,

came the public break. Fernando was re-
ported to have said he was not interested
in marriage; this he has denied, saying that
instead he said he could not consider mar-
riage until his divorce becomes final in

August. He still maintained that as per-
formers in “Latin Lovers,” he and Lana
could have pretended they were lovers.

But Ricardo Montalban replaced Fernan-
do in Lana’s picture, “Latin Lovers.” When
queried at the time about the change, Fer-
nando said he didn’t know why the sub-

P stitution had been made. “I don’t know.
I was simply notified that I was out.”
Had the whole tempestuous love affair

been a mistake? “How can one know?”

asks Fernando. “How can one ever be
sure?

“I’m just an ordinary man, with ordinary
defects, ordinary faults. I am human, thank
God. I suffer. I love. I can love. And I

can hate.

“How can you love if you can’t hate? It

all comes from the same center. It goes this

way—or that way. But it never stays the
same—unless, of course, you are a phony.

“If you like, you must dislike . . . unless
you are a phony.”
But Fernando was no phony, just an or-

dinary man, as he had said, and look what
had happened in the last three years!
“About Lana I have nothing to say,” Fer-

nando said, without flinching. “Because
there is nothing. It is over.
.“You read a good book,” he added after

a moment, “a beautiful book. You come to

the end. You close it. That’s it. The end.”
Whatever happened in the last angry

chapter—and the versions of it vary—it was
the end—for Fernando and Lana.
And Fernando and Arlene? What of that

new book?
How, people have wondered, was Fer-

nando emotionally able to make the switcfi
—off with the old love, on with the new

—

sq effortlessly. Is it essential for him al-

ways to have a woman by his side? Is it

the strength of a woman he needs? Or a
woman’s beauty?
And could it have been just any woman

—any graceful and beautiful star? Or is

there a deep and important reason—a really
vibrant love this time—that made him turn
to Arlene so quickly after his romance with
Lana came to an end?
To set the record straight: Fernando and

Arlene had known each other, long before
the Lamas-Turner romance began. Arlene
had worked with him on his very first

screen test for M-G-M. But at that time,
Arlene and Lex Barker were still married

—

happily, as far as the world could tell. And
if Ferneindo’s marriage to Lydia was al-

ready beginning to strain at the seams, no
one knew about it—nor, for that matter,
would anyone have cared if he did know.
For Fernando, then, had still made hardly
a ripple on the Hollywood scene.
But by the time he was cast opposite

Lana in “The Merry Widow,” the story had
changed. Fernando was definitely a per-
sonality—in many ways, the man of the
hour. And it was natural for him to
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gravitate toward his exciting leading lady.
And. it seemed equally natural for him,

afterwards, to turn to the lovely Arlene,
who had remembered him warmly from
the days before Hollywood scarcely knew
he existed . . . and who could bring him
the feminine excitement his life demands.
But will this Dahl-Lamas book come to

an end at the altar?
“I cannot answer that specifically, but in

general 1 will tell you,” Fernando leveled.
“I am the kind of guy . . . When I feel

something, I act. I am impulsive. What-
ever we feel in our family, we feel strong-
ly. So ... If I could think about marriage
right now, you can say, I would be mar-
ried in a week. But I cannot think about
marriage ... at least until August.”
Arlene had been in Palm Snrings the

week before . . so had Fernando.
“In Palm Springs, you can touch the

stars,” he remembered. “We touched a
few.”
Arlene had arranged a party at the Rac-

quet Club to celebrate Fernando’s birthday.
“A few good friends came. They brought

a cake, presents. The band played that
birthday song and I got very embarrassed.”
He looked up, laughing.
“It’s not true,” he said. “I say so, but I

wasn’t really embarrassed.”
Fernando does not embarrass easily.

Arlene was back on the set by now; tiny

waist, lovely shoulders revealed by a deep
decolletage. her dancing feet concealed be-
neath billowing hoop-skirted ivory satin.

The dancing rehearsal proceeded.
Fernando made a mistake, and Arlene

giggled.

“You must not laugh,” he chided her,

winking. “This is a serious thing we are
doing here.” He appealed to the onlookers.
“I may forget to remember,” he said, “if

Miss Dahl laughs at me.”
“I’ll practice with you tonight,” Arlene

suggested.
“Tonight!” Fernando shrieked, and then

laughed. “Reminds me of the columnist
who said to me ‘What do you do week-
ends?’ ‘Play tennis,’ I said. ‘Play tennis!’

he howled. Well, I do.”
They finished the dance at last.

“We’ll go on the road as a dance team,”
Fernando grinned at Arlene, “a very brok-
en-down dance team. Can’t you just see

the names in lights: Arlene and Fernando!”
Arlene disappeared again, to change

back to street clothes, and Fernando
looked after her fondly.
“You know,” he said, “I’ve been very

lucky in my life—at least these last three,

four years.
“Sure there have been obstacles, but

somehow I got past them. And good things

happened too, circumstantially.”

He sat silently for a moment, apparently
far away in some day dream or other. And
then he said:

“I was a lonely little boy. My father died

when I was one and my mother when I

was four. It was not good. But even then, I

kept thinking, for all this pain, God will

make some compensation. The present

was sad, but I had faith in the future.

“Plan. I told myself. You have to pave
the road before you can walk on it . . .

plan, but don’t worry. Everything will

happen in good time, and for a good reason.

“And see?”

See what had happened.

“I would go through it all again,” Fer-

nando said, “forget the bad, concentrate

on the good,

“I’ve done all right for a little boy with

no father, no mother. For life lies ahead

of us.

“I love life thank God.” The End
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Why the Stewart Granger Marriage Won't Fail

(Continued jrom page 57)

British and Hollywood films—rows with
scriptwriters over suggested alterations,

with cameramen over the quality of a shot,

and with directors over their approach
to a subject. Jimmy is sharply and out-

spokenly critical—but of himself as well as

others, which is rare in movies.
In 1939, war broke out and Jimmy joined

the Army, only to be invalided out in 1942

with a duodenal ulcer.

Released from the doctors and psy-
chiatrists, who had tried to remove both

the ulcer and the fundamental cause, a

rather unsure Jimmy took a small part

in the film, “The Man in Gray,” for Gau-
mont-British-Gainsborough films. He was
instantly recognized as star material. Film
offers rolled in. Jimmy’s confidence grew.
Now was the time, said the studio cynics,

to watch out for a rapid expansion of the

ego, a swelling of the head and a throwing
about of the weight; for in no time at all

Jimmy, handsomer than ever, was being
billed as “The Torso” and “Heart-Throb.”

Well, Jimmy has his vanity, like any
other actor or, for that matter, any other

man. But, if ever he threw his weight
about, it was on somebody else’s behalf.

He’s been known to bawl out an executive
for bullying an underling, and tick off, in

terms as colorful as they were uninhibited,

a director for too familiar treatment of

some young actress who was too timid to

slap down the man on whom her job de-
pended.- There is a strongly protective

streak in Jimmy Granger.
When he first met Jean Simmons, she

was a child of fourteen, as innocent and
pretty as a flower; she had been given a

tiny part in “Caesar and Cleopatra,” in

which Jimmy was to display that mag-
nificent torso of his to the full. Jean, who
naively admitted she had never read any-
thing written by Mr. Shakespeare, was
clearly awed by Jimmy, always referred
to him, in hushed tones, as “Mr. Granger!”
Jimmy, who at that time had no interest

in Jean except a fatherly one, viewed the
fabulous Gabriel Pascal with horror and
suspicion when he saw the elderly di-

rector parading this sweet, laughing little

girl as his protegee, and leading her about
the set on a camel! He hated to think the
child’s head might be turned, her future
affected, by Pascal’s attentions. And he
showed it. But a crisis was avoided when
the camel bit Pascal!

By this time, Jimmy Granger was in the
big money. He could have anything he
wanted—and he wanted only the best. He
bought a beautiful country house. The
Watchers, in Hazlemere with sixteen acres

of gardens. The old house, where he and
Elspeth loved to entertain, was magnifi-
cently furnished.

It was at The Watchers that the couple’s

second child was born and there too, alas,

that the marriage began to go to pieces.

Whose fault? It’s hard to say—except that

they grew apart from each other as couples
do. The fact that Elspeth is considerably
older than Jimmy was certainly a factor.

After the divorce, Jimmy moved to a

handsomely equipped bachelor fiat, in Ken-
sington Gore (one of the most select resi-

dential districts in London). He was un-
happy and restless. His home was broken
up. His wife and children were living

nearby, but he only saw the children on
Sundays.
To occupy himself when not filming, he

started collecting French Impressionist
P paintings and Chinese porcelain. He was

at every boxing match in London, usually
with his best friend, Michael Wilding. They
bought and shared a yacht.

You may wonder why Jimmy did not,

at that time, start looking around for a
second wife, or, in any case choose a girl-

friend from among the many beautiful
and sophisticated women he knew. Well,
strange as it may seem in such a handsome
man, Jimmy is not particularly interested
in women. He has never been one to in-
dulge in promiscuous affairs. He enjoys
the company of women, but if they flaunt
their sex-appeal too blatantly, he loses
interest. It is not only that he puts his
career before all things in his life, it is

because he values love above sex.
Jimmy has always been a devoted son

to his charming mother. He adores his two
children and there is no doubt that he is

a tender and protective husband to Jean.
Yet crepehangers say that the disparity

in their ages augurs unfavorably for the
success of their marriage. And they point
out that there is a marked disparity in
their backgrounds and outlook, as well.

Jean is the youngest of four children
born to a middle-class family. Jean’s folks
are simple people, and Jean was brought
up in simple circumstances. Because of her
great affection for her mother and her
limited experience of life, she had no
urge to change the pattern, until film fame
and her friends persuaded her to take a
flat of her own when she was twenty-one.
Jimmy was educated at Epsom College,

but Jean had little in the way of formal
education. She was at a day school for
girls at Edgeware, a suburb of London,
until war broke out. Then, in common with
many other London children, she was
evacuated to Somerset, out of the danger
of bombing raids. Jean was so miserable
away from her family that in 1942 they
brought her back to London.

Until she went to Somerset, Jean’s great
ambition was to “sail right round the world
in a small boat.” When she returned, she
had decided that she would leave sailing
to the boys and be a dancer!
Her mother sent her to the Aida Foster

school to study dancing. Since dramatic
art was part of the course, Jean planned
to take that too. But she had only been at
the school two weeks when Gainsborough
Studios asked for a little girl to play Mar-
garet Lockwood’s sister in “Give Us the
Moon.” Jean was tested and got the part.

She was twelve years old then, and hailed
as a natural-born actress.

W ithin the next two years she appeared
in six films (including the famous “Caesar
and Cleopatra”)—and in 1946, she scored
an immense success as the young Estella

in “Great Expectations.” So enchanting
was her performance, that Valerie Hobson,
playing Estella grown up, was entirely
over-shadowed.

The British film industry exulted over
and exploited the wonder child. Film fol-

lowed film in rapid succession (foUr in

1947) and in 1948, she became literally

world-famous for her Ophelia in Sir Lau-
rence Olivier’s “Hamlet.”

J. Arthur Rank, to whom she was under
contract, realized he had a valuable prop-
erty in Jean, and over-worked her ac-
cordingly. There was no time to live or to

grow up—and some of the films of that
period were not worth the sacrifice.

“Adam and Evelyn,” however was, for
there, with a fluttering heart, she played
opposite Jimmy Granger. Their roles in

this picture were oddly significant; She
played a very young, unworldly girl, while
he appeared as her early-middle-aged,
sophisticated guardian whose protective
feeling developed into something more
when he realized she loved him.

Little Jean had had a hard time just
before this film was made, and Jimmy
wanted to make things as pleasant for her
as possible. That she should adore him in
return was girlishly natural and must have
been infinitely appealing to him.
Jimmy admired Jean as an actress, too,

and this admiration led to a near disaster.
After a four-year absence from the stage,
Jimmy decided to return in a gloomy
Tolstoy play, “The Power of Darkness,”
and he wanted Jean to appear in it with
him. Her studio gave permission. Poor
Jimmy! He had not realized that his own
acting ability, acquired through hard work
in the theatre, was something entirely
different from Jean’s imschooled talent.
The first night was misery for Jean. She

had never appeared on a stage before and
was too terrified to act. The audience was
hostile. Jean burst into tears, and in full

view of the audience Jimmy put his arms
around her and kissed her, trying, in his
own genuine distress, to comfort her. His
attitude seemed that of a grown-up toward
a child. Yet it was this little girl he mar-
ried eighteen months later.

When Jimmy went to Hollywood, he
made it clear that he’d like Jean to come
over too. He knew it would be good for
her career—and to Jimmy that seemed
the most imp)ortant thing in the world. She,
however, considered him the most import-
ant thing. But screen commitments kept
her in England.

On her twenty-first birthday, in January
1950, starry-eyed young Jean hoped trem-
ulously that Jimmy would arrive from
America to share in the celebrations. She
had been given “what I’ve wanted all my
life,” a boxer puppy, and she had taken a

small flat for herself. The flat was a little

pathetic, for she had no idea of how to

furnish it. A bed, a couple of chairs and
a small table stood on an uncarpeted floor

—but Jean was as pleased with it as a child

with a new doll’s house.

Jimmy could not make the party, and
Jean, like a tired and disappointed little

girl, fled from the guests in tears to be
petted and consoled by her beloved mother.

Jimmy’s absence was unavoidable, but
he felt wretched at having upset Jean.
Gently, and quietly, she had become an
important part of his life. He proposed
soon after, and they were married the
following December. More and more, Jean
turned to him for advice and help, ignor-
ing the critics who said this marriage could
not last. For he was her first love and could
do no wrong. And when the opportunity
came to play with him again, in “Young
Bess,” Jean’s happiness knew no bounds.

But what of the future of this marriage?
Hollywood has given Jean Simmons the
appearance of sophistication. But behind
the facade, she is still very young. Still

very vulnerable. And as long as she re-

mains so, Jimmy, nearly twenty years her
senior, will not leave her.

One day, however, Jean will grow up,
find the place her talents must surely
make for her among the top stars. When
she does, Jean may discover that a sub-
missive, adoring love is not enough. And
friends believe that, if that day should ever
come, Jimmy, an experienced, cultured
man of the world, will give her her free-

dom—not because he does not love her
or because he will feel their marriage had
failed. But because she will no longer need
his protective kind of love. He wants Jean to

know the greatest possible fulfillment as a

woman—the complete happiness that comes
with a love and marriage based on mutual
sharing and understanding. The End
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IHSIDE STUFF
continued from page 33

Exciting news that the Ty Powers are

expecting a second baby and not contem-

plating a separation, as rumored . . .

And equally exciting—that Esther Wil-

liams and Ben Gage have announced that

they’re expecting a third child—due in

September . . . Good news for Hollywood

that Jerry Lewis didn’t have that knee

operation following his motor-scooter acci-

dent and hysterically-happy news for the

nurses that the famous comedian was

dismissed by the hospital with instruc-

tions to be sure to take his water pistol

with him.

Hollywood is Shocked By: Those “inside”

stories making the rounds of a famous

singing star’s relationship with her mother,

who died recently . . . An unqualified

rumor that a top dramatic star is remain-

ing in Europe until she completely re-

covers from plastic surgery that backfired

. . . The prediction by an internationally

known astrologer that one of the town’s

top glamour girls would be the victim of

death by her own hand—before the end of

the year 1953.

Just for Laughs: At the breakfast table

the morning after Humphrey Bogart won an

Oscar, he kiddingly cracked to lais young
son, “From now on please refer to me as

Mister Bogart.” Since then little Stephen

calls his daddy—Mister! . . . Uncle Milty

said it: “If brides are all so beautiful

—

then where do we get all those ugly

The Ty Powers are multiplying, not

dividing—announce second baby’s on way

wives?” . . . The night Lucille Ball and
Desi Arnaz became the proud parents of

P Desiderio Alberto Arnaz, the 4th, Red
Skelton sent this message : “There’s a

rumor going around that you had a baby.
Why wasn’t it publicized?”
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Boy Meets Girl: Early in the month it was
Terry Moore and Britisher Laurence Har-

vey. Then it was Terry Moore and Hugh
O’Brian proving that it takes two to tango

—with no music yet! Flash, Terry Moore
dating and dancing at Giro’s with golfer

A1 Besselink! Wheew! . . . There’s a

new Richard in Mitzi Gaynor’s life (the

last one was Coyle) and his name is Rich-

A gag message to Lucille Ball and Desi

Arnaz from their comic pal Red Skelton

ard Allan. Although he made love to

Marilyn Monroe in “Niagara,” Ava Gard-

ner in “Snows of Kilimanjaro,” off-screen

he likes Mitzi’s brand best . . . Remember
a few months back when Cal printed that

Robert Wagner hoped someone would give

him Lori Nelson’s telephone number?
Well, a kind pal read it here and Bob
celebrated his first date with Lori by tak-

ing her to photoplay’s Gold Medal Award
party . . . Alexis Smith just looks skepti-

cal when asked about a possible recon-

ciliation with handsome Craig Stevens,

who beams with optimism when the same

question is put to him. In the meantime,

they live under the same roof when he is

in town and devoted friends wish their

friendship would ripen into love again.

Credit Department: Peggy Lee did not

get the role that Doris Day wanted in “The

Jazz Singer.” Director Mike Curtiz who
discovered Doris for pictures, offered it to

her first and was hurt when she turned it

down . . . Ava Gardner did not blow her

beautiful top when Frank Sinatra signed

to play the stockaded GI in “From Here

to Eternity.” Ava insisted that he test for

it . . . Ursula Thiess did not give Robert

Taylor his walking papers when he dinner-

dated Barbara Stanwyck the night before

she left for Mexico to make “Blowing

Wild.” The truth is, Ursula encouraged

it and she’s devoted to Bob!

In the Works: “Split Second” now film-

ming at RKO studios, will open up a new

career for Dick Powell as director, some-

thing he has long wanted. Under Dick’s

direction, co-stars Jan Sterling, Alexis

Smith and Keith Andes are turning in re-

markably fine performances.

For Art's Sake: No one was allowed to

wear make-up in “Fame and Fortune” and
Spencer Tracy especially was a bit un-

easy! . . . Don’t you love this? Vincent

Price was ordered to eat his lunch in his

dressing room, because his make-up for

“House of Wax” is so hideous—he took

away the appetites of visitors in the studio

commissary! . . . Inserting contact lenses

to make Keefe Brasselle’s eyes look dark

for “Eddie Cantor” is such delicate busi-

ness, they post a guard outside his dress-

ing room door during the operation, to

prevent anyone from knocking. . . . Even
the wizardry of top cameramen couldn’t

disguise Elizabeth Taylor’s added weight

which she acquired during pregnancy. Ann
Blyth replaces her in “All the Brothers

Were Valiant” but lovely Liz will be her

old sylph-like self in plenty of time to start

shooting “Rhapsody.’

Unconfirmed Rumors:That Lex Barker will

follow Lana Turner to Europe—object,

marriage . . . That Marilyn Monroe is

five years older than her publicized age . . .

That Rosemary Clooney is secretly mar-

ried to Jose Ferrer—she couldn’t be be-

cause he isn’t legally free yet . . . That

Dale Robertson hasn’t found happiness in

the spotlight of a Hollywood career and

threatens to retire to his ranch in Okla-

homa . . . That the Kirk Douglas-Pier

Angeli romance was all publicity and
,

never serious . . . That Van Johnson is
!

taking instruction in another religion - •
•

j

That the box-office draw of Danny Thomas
|

is disappointing [Continued on page 80)

Studio has two good reasons for posting

a guard outside Keefe Brasselle’s door!
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fragrance of BLUE WALTZ

IHSIDE STUFF
continued from page 7R

Rrronciliution for (iriilg ttiid .Alexis?

That ticpeiids on who you’re itilking to!

Iiis sliulio . . . I'lial Lesilie Caron is so

slork-niiiulcd. she hahy sits with .lane

Powell's newest addition—in the hopes it

will change her luck! . . . That Piper

l^anrie is threatening to sue hecause a

pidylieatioii referred to her as an “im-

naturar’ redhead.

Our Town: There wasn't a cheering sec-

tion ihe day Mark Stevens left Hollywood

lor New York and the stage production

of "Mid-Summer.’' In fact, he hadn’t been

offered a worthy acting joh in months. All

it took was a great performance and Wal-

ler Winchell's Sunday night eulogy over

the networks. Amongst other studios,

Twentieth (who let him go! ) is now try-

ing to sign Mark to an exclusive contract.

A Foreign Affair: Nol that we're surprised,

hut the Alan Ladds made such a hit with

ihe staff of ihe Excelsior Hotel in Rome,
they all chi])j)ed in and hought the Ladds

a farewell present. . . . The Ray Millands

write from Villars. Switzerland; “We ride

around this ({uaint village in a horse-drawn,

bright red sleigh, under a huge fur lap

robe. It's just like in the movies!” . . .

Here are two first-hand reiiorts, take your

|)ick: Spy number one. who saw Gene
rierncy with Aly Khan in Paris, says she

never looked so radiantly happy. Spy
numher two reports that Gene has never

looked more bored!

Truth And Consequences: Like Ann Sher-

idan, everyone who knew the genial, warm-
hearted Steve Hanuagan loved the big-

time ])ul)licity man. His sudden death in

Africa on a business trij). was a great

shock to Ann—who wasn't exactly com-

forted by the false reporting. They were

devoted for years, but the main barrier

between them was distance—and not re-

ligion. Ann wasn't changing hers and
Steve was ready to marry her every time

he flew out to Hollywood. Marriage meant
giving up her career and settling down to

a life of domesticity in New York. Ann
just wasn't ready, and they both knew it.

Famous First Words: From Thelma Rit-

ter, who flew out from New York to broad-

cast the winning “With a Song in My
Heart” for Lux Theatre, followed by

photoplay’s Gold Medal shindig: “I was
disappointed in the dinner— it was so

good! What happened to the usual

creamed chicken in a patty shell!”

Dis-a and Data: .lolin Wayne's second
oldest son is now working part time in the

studio fan-mail department. . . . The Rory
Calhouns threw a twenty-third birthday

party for Robert Wagner and invited twen-

ty-three people including Debbie Reynolds.

... In “The Marines Have a Word for It.”

Burt Lancaster goes “feminine” for the

third time in his career. He wears a French

negligee! . . . Like Bette Davis, now it’s

Debra Paget who’s rented an old-fashioned

house on Hollywood Boulevard, the not-so-

chic part of town. . . . Ruth Roman sprays

])latinum powder in her hair, which glis-

tens in the sun when she’s on the tennis

court. . . . Aldo Ray works out with his

brother. Mario, who is a member of tlie

U.C.L.A. football team. ... In Hollywood
they refer to Donald O’Connor, thus: “He
has the kind of talent you can't kill with

a spiked club!” True, so very true.

Welcome Stranger: With his humorous
perspective, there’s a welcome place for

Richard Burton in Hollywood. No sooner

was he seen in “My Cousin Rachael” and

announced for “The Robe,” than a local

columnist cracked that his hat no longer

fit. “When I read it.’’ cracked the amus-

ing guy, “my wife, Sybil, measured my
head. By Jove, the columnist was right!

My head had grown an eighth of an inch."
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Blemishes*: “I use Noxzema as my night

cream,” says Mimi Barker of Bronxville, New
York. “It helps keep my skin free of blemislies*

— looking fresh and smootli.”

tin: “Noxzema does wonders for m\
1 ,” .says I’hoebe Murray of Lawrence,

“rrcain-wa^hine’ coothes. rcfrcchci —
in liMik iMiii li Millci. '-nmiil lici

'
'

How you, too, con

Look lovelier inlOdayssiU
Famous doctor’s new beauty care

helps skin look fresher, lovelier

—and helps you keep it that way!

You should see our mail! Tliousands of

letters from all over the eountry! You

should read how thrilled women are with

Noxzema ’s new, home beauty routine . . .

how their fresher, lovelier-looking skin is

winning them compliments . . . bringing

new self-confidence

!

It’s big beauty news !

Mimi Barker of Bronxville, N. Y. and

Phoebe Murray of Lawrence, Mass., are

just two of thousands who report thrill-

ing results. This new beauty care was de-

veloped by a noted doctor and owes its

amazing effectiveness to the unique qual-

ities of Noxzema.

This famous greaseless, medicated beauty

cream combines softening, soothing; heal-

ing and cleansing ingredients. That’s why
it has helped so many women with dis-

couraging skin problems: rough, dry skin;

externally -caused blemishes; and that

dull, lifeless, halj-clean look of so many

so-called normal complexions.

Like to help your problem skin look

lovelier? Then tonight, try this:

1. Cleanse thoroughly by ‘cream-

washing’ with Noxzema and water.

Smooth Noxzema over face and neck.

Then wring out a cloth

in warm water and wash
your face as if using

.soap. See how make-up
and dirt disappear! How
clean and fresh skin

looks after you ‘cream-

wash’ with Noxzema. No
dry, drawn feeling!

2 . Night cream.
Smooth on Noxzema so

its softening, soothing

ingredients can help skin

look smoother, fresher,

lovelier. (Always pat a

bit extra over any blemishes* to help heal

them — fast!)

The film of oil-and-moisture Noxzema pro-

vides is especially beneficial to rough, dry, seiir

sitive skin. Even in extreme cases, where the

dried-out, curled-up cells of dead skin give an

unattractive grayish look, you will see a won-

derful improvement as you go on faithfully

using Noxzema. It’s greaseless. No smeary face!

3. jMake-iip hase. In the morning,

‘cream-wash’, apply Noxzema a.< your

long-lasting powder base.

It works or money hack !

In clinical tests, Noxzema belj>ed

I out of 5 women with discouraging

skin problems. Try it frtr HI days.

If not delighted, return jar to

Noxzema, Baltimore. Money back!
'*e.xternaltii-cnuse<l

I
Look lovelier offe^
40*NOXZEMA

I 1. use this trial jar— see how much I

I

lovelier it helps skin look
|

2. then save money by getting big I
10 oz. jar only 89(i plus tax! At *

drug or cosmetics counters!

P
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Time to Part?

p

Tampax is the kind of monthly sanitary

protection that does appeal to millions

of modern, progressive American women
. . . that’s to be expected. But all those

other countries . . . ruled more firmly by
tradition . . . what’s the secret of its

success there?

Well, what could be more traditional

than for a lady to be ladylike. .. dainty

...feminine? With Tampax you can feel

serene, perfectly poised, on “those diffi-

cult days.’’ For Tampax does away with

bulky, external pads . . . does away with

chafing and irritation . . . even prevents

odor from forming. Worn internally,

there are no belt-lines or ridge-lines to

“show.”
Doctor-invented Tampax is made of

pure white surgical cotton in throw-away
applicators. Your hands need never touch

the Tampax. And it’s so small a month’s
supply fits in your purse.

Join the millions who get easily dis-

posable Tampax regularly. It’s on sale at

drug and notion counters everywhere.

Three absorbencies: Regular, Super or

Junior. Tampax Incorporated, Palmer,

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association

(Continued from page 31)—that things were no longer harmonious
in the Dean Martin household. Cynics
were quick to conclude that for Dean
and Jeanne the song had ended—even if

the melody should linger on.
The handsome baritone, who cloaks his

thoughts and emotions with a quip and a
song, would say nothing for the press.
But to his pals, he spoke casually, “Well,

things haven’t been going too well for some
time. I thought it might be better for us
if I’d get away for awhile.”

There were the usual rumors about a
third party. But this, Jeanne herself
quickly squelched. “There’s nobody else.

Not for either of us. We’ve had some mis-
understandings. But in three years of
marriage, I think a couple is entitled to a
tiff. It’s just that Dean is under an awful
lot of pressure. He has a lot on his mind.
And I’m sure I’ve made mistakes. But
Dean never says anything. He’s the
quietest guy in the whole world.” She
was serious and intent. “I wish he would
criticize me more. It’s like hitting in the
dark. But when we get this straightened
out, I’ll do everything in my power not
to make the same mistakes again.”
She had no intention of filing for divorce,

she said. “I feel sure we’ll work things
out, and I’m very much in love with Dean.”
And Dean, despite his seemingly imper-

turbable mien and impassive brown eyes,

told a friend, “No matter what happens

—

she’s still a wonderful girl.”

Despite the fact that, to the general
public, their difficulty seemed to come
out of a blazing bright sky, those close to

them felt it had been building for some
time. And in a sense, almost from the
night they met, when Dean first saw the
pretty blonde model in the blue dress
and big picture hat sitting ring-side at

the Florida night club where Martin and
Lewis were packing them in.

Born Dino Crocetti, ten years before
Jeanne, Dean’s background was right out
of Damon Runyon. A self-made success,

he is the son of a barber in Steubenville,
Ohio, and he’d gotten a start in show
business as the protege of some home-
town gamblers who bet on him. He’d
been a boxer, he’d cut his first note as

a crooning croupier, and he sang and
slugged his way up to the championship.
Jeanne Bieggers, petite and curvaceous
and with big blue eyes, was the Queen of

the Orange Bowl, the glamour darling of

her own collegiate crew-cut crowd.

And this, as Jeanne once said, seemed
to be part of her attraction for him. “Dean
liked the fact that I hadn’t been around.
That I wasn’t of show business. I was
the ‘untroubled youth’ Dean never had.”
And Jeanne herself? She fell like a Miami
moon for the handsome baritone. Three
weeks after they met. Dean told her casual-
ly, “’We’re going to get married.”

Their marriage began with laughs. With
Dean leaving the wedding license home,
and Jeanne throwing his wedding ring into

the trash can and holding up the ceremony
at the last minute to dig through the
trash until she retrieved it. With Jerry
donning Dean’s pin-striped suit and
christening it in the swimming pool, and
Dean putting on Jerry’s best-man’s suit

and jumping in to keep him company.

But recently their laughs together have
seemed to be fewer and farther apart. And
those close to Dean and Jeanne are not
too surprised. Many of their intimates
felt from the’ first that the going might
be difficult. There’s been the feeling that
perhaps Jeanne had come into the pic-
ture a little too late in Dean’s life and a

little too early in her own—that with
her youth and inexperience and with no
knowledge of show business, she might
be too fragile to weather the demands and
make the adjustments required.

It’s no reflection on either of them that
they’re a study in contradictions. It was
this very thing that attracted them to each
other, but it seems, since, to have proved
a strain. For that matter. Dean’s a contra-
diction all by himself, and his pals know
that there’s small likelihood he’ll ever
change. Nor would his pals (who are sold
on him the way he is) think of encourag-
ing him to. Nor could they.

Dino’s a real casual character. The kind
of real casual character people think Cros-
by is. Let him puff a pipe, swing a golf

club, sing his song. On his own time, he’s

unbothered, unworried, unhurried and as
relaxed as a lullabye. Away from the
strenuous pace of his work and its hilarity,

he’s devoted to golf and quiet and asks
only that life be as simple as possible.
No night clubs for him—that’s too much
like work. No social shindigs, and no
formalities. Just let him play with his

beautiful bambino, little Dino, Jr., and
doze on the rug in front of the TV set.

But—and it’s an important but—his

pretty blonde wife, understandably
enough, would occasionally like to take her
mink coat out for a breath of fresh night
air. As Jeanne once said, “Dean’s already
lived. He’s been everywhere and done
everything. But I’d like to live a little too.”

Yet, for a guy who meant to saunter
through life. Dean Martin’s gone way, way
off course. For a guy who’s never welcomed
pressure of any kind, he finds himself
today one of the most pressured individ-
uals alive—responsibilities, both profes-
sional and personal, closing in from every
direction. At times, when he feels himself
almost smothered by them, he’s been
heard to remark that he might “deal”
himself back to Steubenville. As he says,

“I didn’t have these problems there.”

B ut for all the $2,000,000 Dean makes a

year, to long-time friends he hasn’t

seemed a thoroughly happy guy for some
time. As one pal puts it, “I think Dean
feels he’s kind of a guest in the house.”
It’s been no secret' that Jeanne, on the

other hand, has felt she’s been excluded
from Dean’s hemisphere. On this subject.

Dean’s friends have pointed out that it’s

been up to Jeanne to prove she belongs
there, and that she should hold no hope
of ever changing Dean to fit into her own.
As a close friend says, “Dean’s the kind
of guy who wants to be married—but who
should remain a bachelor.”

As we went to press, there was good
reason to believe that Dean and Jeanne
would reconcile their differences. As one
friend said, “They have nothing in com-
mon. That is—nothing but love.” His only

worry was that if they didn’t get together

soon, there wouldn’t be time to “book” a

reconciliation, what with the five months’
European tour that’s scheduled for Mar-
tin and Lewis

Some cynics were insisting that the song
had really ended for the Dean Martins

—

!

but they were reckoning without the pos-

sibility that Mother Nature has a way of

writing special lyrics of her own. As for

their friends, they were giving odds that

Dean and Jeanne would work out their

happiness—if the rest of Hollywood would
stand aside and let life and love turn

the next card.

And, as a matter of fact, there was

reason to believe' that life and love al-

ready had done so. The Eni
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Casts of Current Pictures

BATTLE CIRCUS—U^G~U. Directed by Richard
Brooks: Maj. Jed Webbe, Humphrey Bogart; Lt.

Ruth McCara, June Allyson; Sgt. Orvil Statt, Keenan
Wynn; Lt. Col. Hillary Walters, Robert Keith;
Capt. John Rustford, William Campbell; Lt. Lau-
rence, Perry Sheehan; Lt. Rose Ashland, Patricia
Tiernan; Lt. Jane Franklin,^ Adele Longmire; Adju-
tant, Jonathan Cott; Lt. Edith Edwards, Ann Morri-
son; Lt. Graciano, Helen Winston; Capt. Dobbs,

. Sarah Selby; Korean Child, Danny Chang; Korean
Prisoner, Philip Ahn; Sergeant, Steve Forrest; Lieu-
tenant, Jeff Richards; Capt. Norson, Dick Simmons.

BWANA DEVIL—U.h. Directed by Arch Oboler:
Jock Hayward, Robert Stack; Alice Hayward, Bar-
bara Britton; Dr. Angus Ross, Nigel Bruce; Major
Parkhurst, Ramsay Hill; Commissioner, Paul Mc-
Vey; Portuguese Girl, Hope Miller; Drayton, John
Dodsworth; Ballinger, Pat O' Moore; Latham. Pat
Aherne; Head man of the Indians, Bhogwan Singh;
The Dancer, Bhupesh Guha; Indian Hunter, Bal
Seirgaakar; Karparim, Kalii K. Sonkur; Mtikosi,
Miles Clark, Jr.

GUNSMOKE—U'l. Directed by
_
Nathan Juran:

Reb Kittredge, Audie Murphy; Rita Saxon, Susan
Cabot; Dan Saxon, Paul Kelly; Johnny Lake,
Charles Drake; Cora DuFrayne, Mary Castle: Curly
Mather, Jack Kelly; Professor, Jesse White; Brasos,
William Reynolds; Doc Farrell, Chubby Johnson;
Bartender, Bill Radovich; Matt Telford. Donald
Randolph; Shay, James F. Stone; Clay, Jimmy Van
Horn; Tzvo Dot, Clem Fuller.

HITCH-HIKER, THE—RKO. Directed by Ida
Lupino: Roy Collins, Edmond O’Brien; Gilbert
Bowen, Frank Lovejoy: Emmett Myers, William
Talman; Captain Alvarado, Jose Torvay; Sam Hayes,
Himself; Wendcl Niles, Himself; Inspector General,
Jean Del Val; Government Agent, Clark Howat;
Jose, Natividad Vacio; William Johnson, Rodney
Bell; Propictor, Nacho Galindo; Bartender, Martin
Garralaga; Gas Station Owner, Tony Roux; News
Broadcaster, Jerry Lawrence; Mexican Man in Car,
Felipe Turirh; Mexican Woman in Car, Rose Turich;

' First Barker, Orlando Veltran; Second Barker,

i

George Navarro.

I

1 CONFESS—Warners. Directed by Alfred Hitch-

!

cock; Michael, Montgomery Clift; Ruth, Anne Bax-
ter; Larrue, Karl Malden; Robertson, Brian Aherne;
Grandfort, Roger Dann; Mrs. Keller, Dolly Haas;

[

Father Millais, Charles Andre; Keller, O. E. Haase;
! Murphy, Judson Pratt; Vilette, Ovila Legare; Father
1 Benoit, Gilles Pelletier,

LILI—M-G'M. Directed by Charles Walters: Lili
Daurier, Leslie Caron; Paul Berthalet, Mel Ferrer;
Marc, Jean Pierre Aumont; Rosalie, Zsa Zsa Gabor;
Jacquot, Kurt Kasznar; Peach Lips, Amanda Blake;
Proprietor, Alex Gerry; M. Corvier, Ralph Dumke;
M. Tonit, Wilton Graff; M. Eriqite, George Baxter.

MA AND PA KETTLE ON VACATION—V-l.
Directed by Charles Lamont: Ma Kettle, Marjorie
Main; Pa Kettle, Percy Kilbride; Jonathan Parker,
Ray Collins; Inez Kraft, Bodil Miller; Elizabeth
Parker, Barbara Brown; Cyrus Kraft, Sig Ruman;
Geoduck, Oliver Blake; Crowbar, Teddy Hart;
Adolph Wade, Peter Brocco; Andre, Jay Novello;
Farrell, Larry Dobkin; Harriman, Harold Goodwin;
Henri Dupre, Ivan Triesault; Jacques Amien, Jack
Kruschen.

MAGNETIC MONSTER, THE—V.A. Directed by
Curt Siodmak: Jeffrey Stewart, Richard Carlson;
Dan Forbes, King Donovan; Connie Stewart, Jean
Byron; Dr. Allard, Harry Ellerbe; Benton, Leo
Britt; Denker, Leonard Mudie; Simon, Byron Foul-
ger; Dr. Serny, Michael Fox; Stewardess

, Jarma
Lewis; Chief Watson, John Zarimba: Colonel Willis,
Frank Gerstle; Captain Dyer, John Vosper.

OFF LIMITS—Paramount. Directed by George
Marshall: Wally Hogan, Bob Hope; Herbert Tuttle,
Mickey Rooney; Connie Curtis, Marilyn Maxwell;
Karl Danzig, Eddie Mayehoff; Bullet Bradley,
Stanley Clements; Jack Dempsey. Himself; Vic
Breck, Marvin Miller; Lt. Commdr. Parnell, John
Ridgely; Tom Harmon, Himself: Chowhound, Nor-
man Leavitt; Art Aragon. Himself; Seaman Marker,
Kim Spalding; Fishy, Jerry Hausner; MP Hug-
gins. Mike Mahoney; Helen, Joan Taylor; Deborah.
Carolyn Jones; Wac, Mary Murphy.

SEMINOLE—U-I. Directed by Budd Boetticher;
Lt. Lance Caldzvell, Rock Hudson; Revere Muldoon,
Barbara Hale; Osceola {John Powell), Anthony
Quinn; Major Harlan Degan, Richard Carlson;
Kajeck, Hugh O’Brian; Lt. Hamilton, Russell John-
son; Sgt. Magruder, Lee Marvin; Kulak, Ralph
Moody; Corp. Gerard, James Best; Trooper Scott.
Dan Poore; Trooper, Frank Chase.

SMALL TOWN GIRL—M-G-M. Directed by Leslie
Kardos: Cindy Kimbell, Jane Powell; Rick, Belrow
Livingston, Farley Granger; Lisa Bellmount, Ann
Miller; Eric Schlemmer, S. Z. Sakall; Judge Gordon
Kimbell. Robert Keith; Ludwig Schlemnier, Bobby
Van; Mrs. Livingston, Billie Burke; Mrs. Gordon

Kimbell. Fay Wray; Happy, Chill Wills; Nat King
Cole, Himself; Mac, Dean Miller; Ted, William
Campbell; Hemmingway, Philip Tonge; Jim {Cop),
Jonathan Cott; Dennis, Bobby Hyatt; Jimmy, Rudy
Lee; Deidre', Beverly Wills; Patsy. Gloria Noble;
Betty, Jane Liddell; Mary, Nancy Valentine; Sandra,
Janet Stewart; Susie, Pegi Meintire; Girl Friend,
Virginia Hall.

STORY OF MANDY, THE—Rank-U-I. Directed
by Alexander Mackendrick: Christine, Phyllis Cal-
vert; Searle, Jack Hawkins; Harry, Terence Mor-
gan; Mr Garland, Godfrey Tearle; Mandy, Mandy
Miller; Mrs. Garland, Marjorie Fielding; Jane
Ellis, Nancy Price; Ackland, Edward Chapman;
Miss Crocker, Patricia Plunkett; Lily Tabor, Eleanor
Summerfield; Woollard {Junior), Colin Gordon; Miss
Stockton, Dorothy Alison; Jimmy Tabor, Julian
Amyes; The Secretary. Gabrielle Brune; Davey,
John Cazabon; Mrs. Paul, Gwen Bacon; Woollard
(Senior), W. E. Holloway; Miss Tucker, Phyllis
Morris: Miss Lamer, Gabrielle Blunt; Mrs. Jackson,
Jean Shepherd; Nina, Jane Asher; Lconie, Marlene
Maddox.

SYSTEM
,
THE—Warners. Directed by Lewis Sei-

ler: John Merrick, Frank I.ovejoy; Felice Stuart,
Joan Weldon: Rex Merrick, Bob Arthur; David
Wiley, Paul Picerni; Jerry Allen, Donald Beddoe;
Brady, Jerome Cowan; Marty, Dan Seymour; Liz
Allen, Sarah Selby; Roger Stuart, Fay Roope;
Charley, Fraiik Richards; Little Harry, Victor Per-
rin; Specs, Henry Corden; Sen. Kctteridge , Howard
Negley; Reuben, A1 Gordon; Angelo, Bruno VeSota;
Tasker, Richard Garrick.

TONIGHT WE SlNG—20\h Century-Fox. Di-
rected by George Jessel: Sol Hurok, David Wayne;
Feodor Chaliapin. Ezio Pinza; Elsa Valdine, Ro-
berta Peters; Anna Pavlova. Tamara Toumanova;
Emma Hurok, Anne Bancroft; Eugene Ysaye. Isaac
Stern: Gregory Lazvrence, Byron Palmer; Benja-
7nin Golder, Oscar Karlweis; Nicolai, Mikhail Ra-
sumny; Prager, Steven Geray; Gritti, W'alter Woolf
King: Allbrecht, Serge Perrault; Sol Hurok (Age
10), John Meek; Mrs. Goldcr, Eda Reis Merin;
Eddie (Solder, Russell Cantor: Eugene Ysaye’s Ac-
companist, Alex Zakin; (Conductor, Alex Steinhart;
Dr. Markoff. Oscar Beregi; Pctlukoff, Leo Mostovoy;
Charles Dillingham, Ray Largay; Mme. Butterfly,
Jeanne Determann; Jules Massenet, Wolfgang
Fraenkel. Mrs. Granek, Lela Bliss; Mr. Granek,
Harry Hayden; Stage Manager, Les O’Pace. And the
Voice of Jan Peerce.

i

•k Sizes full-cut for comfort

k Always nice next to your skin . .

.

never clingy or clammy

k Dry quickly . . . never need ironing
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*Extra sizes slightly higher: ^ Guaranteedby* **®
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Debbie Comes of AgeREMARKABLE

FACIAL TREATMENT

fOR 4 PROBLEMS

OFTOUNG SKIN'

So often the oil glands of "young

skin” suddenly become overactive.

At the same time, the skin turns

sluggish. It fails to throw off the

daily accumulation of dead skin

cells. Day by day, these tiny dead

Hakes build up into a layer over

the pore openings. Then—there’s

trouble ahead. Enlarged pores and

even blackheads are on the way.

Now—the makers of famous

Pond’s Creams recommend a special

treatment for these four major

problems: oiliness, sluggishness,

enlarged pores and blackheads. It

takes onlv one minute

—

and it works!

Cover your face, except eyes, with

a cool, snowy 1-Minute Mask of

Pond’s Vanishing Cream. Leave the

greaseless Mask on one full minute.

The Cream’s "keratolytic” action

loosens stubborn, clinging, dead skin

cells. Actually dissolves them off! Frees

the tiny openings of your skin glands

so they ean function normally again.

Now—after just 60 seeonds—tissue

off clean. See how tingling fresh

your skin feels ! How much smoother,

brighter, and clearer it looks

!

Don’t “stifle” your skin under a heavy
make-up! \ light greaseless powder base of

Pond’s Vanishing Cream is sheer flattery!

{Continued from page 47)
“Maybe in a year or two. I do believe
that Paris will be there for a looooong
time to come!”

Just now Debbie is interested in planning
the apartment house. She says she’ll surely
have one of the singles for her very own!

“I hate to be alone, but I need some place
to keep my clothes and to spread out.

However, since my parents will live in
another apartment, I’ll still be close to
home, and it won’t be living alone at all.

I love my parents and just because I’m
twenty-one doesn’t seem to be reason
enough to fly off somewhere else.”

Some people feel, though, that there’s
an age when every young boy or girl

should break away from home in order to
develop independence. Debbie agrees.

*'But,” says Deb, “it’s an individual
problem. Some leave earlier than others.
Look at me for example. I’ve been on
my own since I was sixteen, so I’ve been
away from home many times and then
back again. I think my case is different
since most kids don’t travel as much as
I do.”

If you’re married, however, Debbie
thinks living away from your family is best.

But again, it’s an individual problem.
“Course, I’m not married,” says Debbie,

“but . .
.”

“Married” being the magic word it is,

Debbie’s pretty blue eyes sparkle and
light up like New Year’s Eve.
“But—that doesn’t mean I don’t have

a man in mind. A sort of ideal man, that
is. He’s got, but got to have a sense of
humor for sure. For his own protection,
’cause I’ll probably be teasing him ’round
the clock. Then he should like sports, be-
cause I like sports. And I feel that the
more things we have in common the better.

As for his job, I don’t care if he’s in the
picture industry or not. Just doesn’t make
any dif. He could sell doughnuts as far

as that goes. Lastly, he’s got to love chil-
dren, and I do mean love; because I want
four!”
There was a time in Debbie’s life when

romance added up to one R. J. Wagner.
According to Debbie this is no longer so.

“Well, I guess you can say we still see
each other, but we don’t date any more.
However, I think R.J.’s a terrific guy.
He has a new apartment in the same build-
ing with Dan Dailey that he decorated all

by himself. I understand it looks fine, too.

I think it’s great that he can manage so
well. Lots of the younger kids have trou-
ble handling their finances, and when they
get off by themselves too much is expected
of them. They go overboard financially.

“Not R.J. He’s got a good head on his
shoulders. I think he got it from his dad.
I know that if there is any of the bank’s
loot left after we build the apartment
house, I’m going to ask Mr. Wagner to
help me invest it in some good old-fash-
ioned solid-jackson stocks!”
Besides the financial advantage of shar-

ing the new apartment house with her
parenjts, Debbie feels that her family is

good for her. They help keep her feet on
the ground.

“In fact, they’re always on my back,”
is Debbie’s lament. “Recently I had a still

picture of me that I thought was terrific.

It was one of the first stills that I’ve really

liked. It actually made me look beautiful,
all eyes and everything. So I took it home
on my birthday and showed it to everyone
there. And what do you think? ‘Nice
picture, huh?’ I said.”

“
‘Well, yes, it’s nice, very pretty, but it

doesn’t look like you,’ they say.
“
‘Oh, no?’ says I. ‘Well, who, just exactly

who, does it look like? It looks more like

me than like anybody else I can think of.’
“
‘Oh, sure, sure,’ they say, and then

comes the punch line, ‘but it’s just too
pretty, Debbie, to be you. It just must be
somebody else!’

“So you see they keep me steady on
my feet all right. I’ll probably have to be
a hundred years old before they’ll say
anything flattering. Even being twenty

-

one doesn’t make any difference. At least
not around our house!”
There’s more than just a steadying in-

fluence in Debbie’s relations with her
parents. The emotional bonds that tie Deb-
bie to her family are strong.
Christmas and New Year’s, for example,

have always been two of the nicest days
in the year to Deb. But when she made
the Korean trip she had to give up this
festive holiday time at home.
Debbie remembers when she returned

with her four boxes full of presents that
she was surprised to find the Christmas
tree still standing, lights burning like

fireflies, and her presents from her family
and friends still unwrapped and waiting
patiently for her under the tree. It’s

lucky the tinsel glistened the way it did
because it kept the tearful gleam of happi-
ness on Debbie’s eyes and cheeks from I

being quite so obvious. No, Debbie’s '

found, you don’t have to be twenty-one
|

to be sentimental. Twenty-one or ninety-
one she hopes it never changes.
But it’s known that Debbie and laugh- '

ter walk hand in hand. She can’t stand
being damp-eyed for long, so she broke
open her four “trunks from Cathay” and
began handing out the gifts. Ivory and
cameo for Mother; beaded purse for sister-

in-law, Joyce; baby niece, Gail, got a
'

fur-lined vest but decided not to wear it! ,

“For no good reason at all,” says Debbie.
“Imagine, a perfectly good fur-lined, fur-
lined, mind you, vest! But she turned up
her cute ’lil nose at it.” Debbie shrugs.
Then it was Debbie’s turn to open gifts.

First, the present from her agents, a pair
of pearl bracelets that joined to make

j

a charming choker. !

“It’s real elegant,” boasts Deb. “I think
pearls are in such good taste, because
they’re dressy without being loud or ob- I

vious. Not that I’d throw away diamonds, i

I mean, not completely ...”

In addition, one of Debbie’s neighbors I
made her a pair of lounging pajamas and
her parents, after much hinting, gave her
a bowling ball with a plaid carrying bag. >

“Mad, absolutely mad,” says Deb. “Those i

p-jays are simply crazy. And the plaid

bag, well, really, it’s just the last word. I

go onto the lanes, and you’d think I was
driving a solid gold Cadillac! Let me tell

you we had a ball. Our own special De-
I

cember 25th smack in the middle of i

January.” I

The warm secure feeling that Debbie
gets from this wonderful family of hers
that is always giving is the thing she never
wants to change. She will never let her I

being twenty-one pull her away from it.

“In fact,” she says,” I couldn’t think ofi

celebrating my twenty-first birthday with-
out the family. We had our own special

party again. 'A lot of laughs, the wonderful
enchilladas Mom makes, and gag gifts.

“The thrill was the family’s serious

gift, a lovely pearl ring. Just what I really

wanted! It was the nicest birthday I’ve

ever had, not because I was twenty-one
but because we were all together again!”

Debbie said her mother was the only

one who gave them any trouble. Though
her brother Bill came all the way from
Korea, and Dad stayed home from work,
mother had to push to find time in her

busy schedule. Monday, it seems, is her

1
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Bartholomew House, Inc., Dept. WG-553
205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

Send me postpaid, a copy ot the MAGIC
COOK BOOK I enclose $2.98.

Name
Please Print

Address

I City State

This giant 500 page book contains more
than exciting recipes. It is a complete
storehouse of cooking information. It

brings you important facts on nutrition

special sick room diets . . . suggestions
on cooking for two . . . new ways to use
packaged mixes . . . rules for table setting

and service and numerous other kitch-
en aids.

In addition to its many other remarkable
features, this book is packed with money-
saving ideas. It shows you how to get top
nutritional value out of every dollar you
spend on food. Here, also, are new ways
to prepare low-cost dishes—also, simple
ways to make inexpensive cuts of meat
appetizing and attractive. Get this re-
markable book at once and thrill your
family and your friends with your new
found culinary skill.

Low, Low Price

The price of this giant-500-page beauti-
fully illustrated book is only $2.98, post-
paid—and it is sold on a money-back,
if not satisfied, basis. You cannot lose

—

order copies of this wonderful book for

yourself—and as gifts for your friends

—

today

Now there is no need to serve your family

the same old tiresome dishes day after

day. For, with the aid of the new Magic
Cook Book, you can put sparkle and va-

riety into every meal. And you needn’t

strain your budget either

The Magic Cook Book is different from
the usual cook book. Its luscious recipes

were gathered from every section of the

country by the Food Editors of True Story

Magazine. The result is the most thrilling

collection of mouth-watering dishes you
could ever hope for

Even Beginners Can Cook
Taste-Tingling Dishes

Now, from this selection of over 1500 ex-
citing recipes you can serve your family

a tremendous variety of palate-stirring

dishes. And as the recipes in this unusual
cook book are described in the step-by-
step style, you just can’t go wrong when
you follow these easy instructions. Even
beginners can prepare scrumptious meals
—at the very first attempt

PARTIAL CONTENTS

Sections on: Cookies
desserts • frostings
cakes • pies • meats
fish • sauces • poultry
salads • eggs • and
cheese dishes • bever-
ages • breads • fruits

charts and cooking
tables • serving • can-
ning • menus • Il-

lustrated • Washable
cover

$2.98 at bookstores oi
from publisher

pday at the Girl Scouts; Tuesday she goes

If to sewing class; Thursday it’s the Red
> Cross; Friday it’s another patriotic project.

“Lucky the first was on a Wednesday,”
laughed Deb, “or we wouldn’t have had
any enchilladas.”

Since Debbie has returned from Korea,
she has spent most of her free time at the
studio trying to catch up on both her work
and the pictures she missed. She finished

“I Love Melvin” and “Give a Girl a Break”
before leaving.
“That’s something else that will never

change,” she says. “I could be twenty-one
or seventy-one and I’d still see every
movie I could. I saw two Technicolor pics

in one afternoon, and when I came out
into the dusk, everything was three shades
of red and green. I was color blind!”

In addition to the pictures, Debbie works
overtime trying to keep up with the run-
away-train-of-a-job that’s hers.
‘“When I started in this business,” says

Debbie, “I was strictly a no-talent kid”
(this is Debbie’s opinion), “so I had to

hustle. I studied and studied hard. Danc-
ing, singing, acting, and I’ve never quit
studying. But I’ve got a goal in mind and
I’m going to keep working toward it until

I get it or it gets me. This being twenty-
one isn’t going to change that, either!”
Debbie, who can sing, dance, and act,

longs to be a comedienne. A real slap-
stick comedienne, complete with pie in the
face and pratfalls. “Strictly no dignity stuff!

“But everytime I latch on to a role that
I think will lend itself to these indignities,
I get the same answer. ‘You can’t do that!

You’re a girl!’

“I should hope to tell you, and it’s real
observing of them to see this. But what
they don’t seem to realize is that a girl

is better equipped for this sort of thing

—

if you know what I mean.
“Come to think of it, and along this

' line, maybe, maybe there’s one little

change that could be made now that I’m
of age. Like giving up my chocolate malts
with strawberry ice cream. A gal could gain
an inch or two if she doesn’t watch out. But
otherwise. I’m strictly a ‘no-change’ gal.”

Those who know her best, know Debbie
means it when she says something. So
don’t expect twenty-one to reveal a new
Debbie Reynolds.
“Gosh,” laughs Debbie, “I hardly know

the old Debbie Reynolds yet myself. Give
me another few years—say twenty-one
more—to change my ways of living. That
oughta do it!”

It might do it at that. But change can’t
improve the Debbie who’s twenty-one.
And a happy birthday to you. The End

Everyone’s been asking
for PHOTOPLAY’S

Exclusive Free Booklet

“How To Have

Beautiful

le^s And Feet”

the Five Steps of Hollywood
stars! by Jessica Bradt,
Photoplay Fashion Editor.

Don’t miss it! For your copy,

write to; Dept. P. A., Holeproof
Hosiery Co., Milwaukee 1, Wis-
consin

STOP cooking the same old

HUMDRUM MEALS
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The Man I Married

"ST
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Be a Glamorous Gayla Girl

like a Powers model
(Continued from page 59)

Sometimes, I would stop in the middle of

these practical discussions and ask myself:
“Is all this real? Can it be happening to

me?” It seems fantastic that your girl

Shelley could meet a man and fall in love
with him on the second date; walk out of
the elevator in the Hotel Excelsior in Rome
and see him standing there in the lobby
waiting for her and tell herself, “This is

the fellow you’re going to marry.”
When I was a kid, I was always making

up wonderful stories like this. I would
make-believe so much that finally I’d for-
get I’d made it up—and believe it. There
was room in my life for a lot of make-
believing then. In school in Brooklyn, I

had a crush on the husky, red-headed cap-
tain of the basketball team, but he wouldn’t
even look at me. No wonder! I had buck
teeth, straggly blonde hair and skinny
knees. But I made-believe he was my
steady anyway. I told the other girls he
was taking me to the prom—and hoped
silently that one of us would drop dead
before the night came. When it did come,
my mother argued a friend of ours into

taking me, and I put up a gay appearance
in a home-made gold evening gown.

famous beauty expert, selects

as the perfect bobby pin

hold-bob"
Because of its exclusive

patented spring action,

Gayla HOLD-BOB
glides into your hair

and holds gently but

more securely than

any other bobby pin.

Be a Gayla Girl— use

the bobby pin the

Powers models use.

.ire You Sure Your
Hair Style is the Most
Becoming To You?

Your hair-do may not be
doing you justice! The Gayla Girls

Glamour Guide (prepared by John
. Robert Powers) will dial a new Gayla
Girl hair style for you. Clip the
coupon below. We’ll send the Gayla
Girls Glamour Guidetoyou.

©1953G.P.I.

Gaylord Products, Incorporated
1918 Prairie Ave., Dept. P-5
Chicago 16, III*

Enclosed is 10(i and the top of a Gayla
HOLD-BOB card. Please send my Gayla
Girls Glamour Guide.

Name

Street Address

City. Zone State

The next year, I was wearing slinky
dresses, dangling a long cigarette-holder
and making-believe that I was Jean Har-
low. Anybody in the neighborhood would
gladly have told you that movies would
never be for me. Hollywood agreed when
I first came here. I just didn’t fit in. But
I got a contract and stayed precisely be-
cause I wasn’t like anybody else—Rita
Hayworth, Betty Grable, or anybody. Even
then, I had the feeling that any minute
somebody would tap me on the shoulder
and take it all back. I felt insecure in my
personal life, too. I made a lot of copy,
but the laughs were all on the outside.
Until I met Vittorio, inside I was about as
happy as the girl in the gold satin dress,

stuck with a family friend at the prom.
Nothing that I ever made-believe in all

my life could match my real love story,

which began in a foreign country—in a
foreign language, yet! My Italian was
limited to assorted flavors of pizza when
I first met Vittorio. But love’s the universal
language. Vittorio told a friend later, “I

look at Shelleee. She look at me. We know
we get along.”
From the first, Vittorio had the advan-

tage over me linguistically. He had taught
Latin; he spoke five languages fluently,

and even the few words he managed in

English were the right ones: “Miss Winters
. . . very fine artist . . . ‘Place in the Sun.’

”

It wasn’t until months later that I found
he hadn’t even seen the picture. But some-
times the right word at the right time
occurs to me, too. He asked, “Would you
be happy living half-time in Italy and
half-time in America?” I said, “I’ll be
happy anywhere you are.”

Of course, we did get into difficulties

over the language question. The first party
I gave in Rome would have been the inter-
national confusion of all time if it hadn’t
been for Vittorio’s sister-in-law. She
speaks English beautifully, and she was
a doll about helping out. As it was, we
played charades in three languages, and I

never could tell when anybody won. Some
of Vittorio’s first love letters are classics,

too—written in an Italian accent, with
every verb in the wrong place.

Just for laughs, I taught him some pid-
gin English—but he had a laugh on me
later. He taught me some Italian phrases
that I thought were very impressive. I

tossed off a few of them at a formal dinner
one evening. Pier Angeli, director Vittorio

de Sica and the other guests got hysterical

and finally told me what I’d said. Those
phrases were “naughty Neapolitan.” Since
then, I haven’t trusted my husband any
more. I look things up in my own trusty
little Italian dictionary.

I hav'e no talent for languages, anyway.
But Vittorio’s picked ours up very quickly.
He adds ten words to his vocabulary each
day, and he’s even correcting my English
now. He insists our daughter will be speak-
ing Italian before I can, and that I won’t
know what my own child’s talking about.
He may be right. But Vittorio’s so eager
to learn English that he won’t speak
Italian at all around home. “I have
to practice,” he keeps saying. He’s a
little selfish in this respect; nobody
can just learn a language out of a book

—

you have to talk it some time. Every
time I say something in Italian, my hus-
band answers me in English—and there '

you are.

But in many ways we’ve always spoken
the same language. At our first meeting,
I was impressed by Vittorio’s intelligence,

his physical appearance, his magnetic per-
sonality and sensitivity, his position as

Italy’s most distinguished actor in both,
theatre and movies. He was the most
truly grown-up man I’d ever met. But
what really impressed me most of all was
the fact that we were so completely—
there’s no word in English for it

—

simpatico.
Sometimes we’ve seemed to be almost

alone in that thought. “News-writers” pre-
dicted we’d separate even before our
honeymoon was over. We have had our
differences, to be sure. But my husband
likes people who have strong convictions
of their own—even when they differ from
his, as mine sometimes do. We never really

“fight,” he says; we just “discuss.” Unfor-
tunately, whenever a discussion of ours is

reported in print you’d think war had
broken out in Hollywood. Vittorio says our
discussions are proof that we’ll never be
bored with life or each other—and, he says,

“That is good.”
By temperament, surprisingly enough for

one with even half-Latin blood, my hus-
band is placid, calmly thoughtful, very
easygoing. When he does get mad, he just

clams up, and sometimes it’s three days
before I can find out what’s been bothering
him. Gossip columns don’t bother him at

all—unless they upset me. Then he calms
me down, reminding me that there are

more important things in life.

Although Vittorio enjoys working in

American motion pictures, the theatre is

still his first love. That accounts for the

unusual stipulation in his M-G-M con-
tract permitting him to spend six months
of every year in Italy. He wants to con-
tinue his work as star and producer of

classics staged by the Italian Repertory
Theatre, backed by his government.
My husband is thoroughly conscientious

about this project. Some of the actors in

the Italian company read about all the

movies planned for him in Hollywood and i

wrote him that they guessed they’d better

look for jobs elsewhere. Vittorio had ten

days off between pictures, and he used

them to fly to Rome, then to fly a thousand
miles around Italy to towns where the

actors lived, so he could reassure them
personally. During the fall and winter he

proved his sincerity by producing foui

plays in five months in Italy. “Hamlet” and

“Othello” were staged at the Teatro Valle

—where we first met.
Wherever he is, Vittorio reads constantly

—that is, when he isn’t translating plays

from one language into another, or writing

letters to friends all over the world, oi

working on a novel. As for me, I’ve beer

reading every book that’s ever been written

M
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on baby psychology. I’m a walking infant-

encyclopedia, and my husband thinks it’s

pretty silly. “You should stop reading
these things,” Vittorio keeps saying. “The
baby will take care of herself. The best
thing for parents to do with children is to

leave them alone.”

He’s the last word in thoughtfulness.
After I became pregnant, I began craving
Chinese foods like crazy. I used to think
“cravings” were nonsense. Little did I

know! Vittorio probably still thinks so,

but that didn’t keep him from getting up
cheerfully in the middle of the night and
going out to find me Chop Suey and Egg
Foo Yong with all the Cantonese trim-
mings. And mustard! I wanted mustard
on everything but ice cream.

Vittorio still prefers spaghetti, and I

can cook it in eighteen variations now.
I’ve always liked to cook, but keeping
house is something else. Mine is the free-
throw approach, pitching clothes and ar-
ticles where I can pick them up again most
easily. Vittorio’s no help around the house,
either; he can’t ever find anything. He’s
sort of absent-minded.
To relax at home, he loves T-shirts and

slacks, but when the occasion demands, he
dresses very well and very conservatively.
He won’t go shopping with me any more. I

took him shopping one day, and he’s had
it. Now he just phones the store and says,
“Send the blue ones.” I can’t even get him
into an American barbershop. He still pre-
fers an Italian haircut. As for my own
hairdo, he says it’s cut “like a chrysanthe-
mum.” Yep, he can pronounce it!

But the American institution of the tele-

vision commercial is top much for him.
Finally, it made him mad. Every time he
switched on the TV set, there was some-
body looking delightedly into a refrig-
erator. We went window-shopping while
I was visiting him on location in Mexico,

and we were stopped cold by a big cut-out
in a store window, showing a man and a
woman inspecting the latest model, with a
sign near-by saying “International Artistes
Prefer—Refrigerators.” “Oh no!” groaned
Vittorio. Even I couldn’t believe it for a
minute. The girl cut-out looking raptly
into a refrigerator in a Mexican store
window was me!
But we have sentimental as well as

comic memories of Mexico. We were mar-
ried in Juarez. Since the extent of my
Spanish is “Si,” I haven’t the faintest idea
what vows I made, except that I must have
automatically agreed to everything. I

don’t know whether the word “obey” is

included in the ceremony there, but I

wouldn’t be surprised if I said “Si” to

that, too. I don’t mean that Vittorio’s the
boss. It’s just that I respect his opinions
(I keep telling myself).

I’ve changed in many ways since we first

met. With marriage, I found you must
remember you’re speaking for two, accept-
ing for two, rejecting for two. By the time
I had this firmly in mind, I was speaking
for three. One of my biggest faults has
always been that I couldn’t say “No” to an
invitation from friends. Before I thought,
I’d say “Yes.” Vittorio couldn’t understand
this. “You should say, T’ll think about it,’

or T’ll talk it over with my husband,’ ” he
kept telling me. “Then we’ll discuss it,

and you can call them back.” He’s very
wise, as it turned out. If he hadn’t given
me this advice. I’d already have had us
booked through 1954.

I guess your whole sense of values
changes with marriage anyway. At least,

mine has. I think I’ll even be a better
actress because of it; I’ll be more relaxed,
more . . . simpatico. My philosophy of
living has become more like Vittorio’s. He
was used to living a quieter life than I

was, but I like it. I’ve found. And I was
so sick with the “virus” and with other
more natural disturbances during my preg-
nancy that I didn’t feel much like going
out anyway. With today’s medical mira-
cles, you’d think somebody would find an
easier way to have a baby!
Strangely enough, I don’t miss the festive

life any more. I spent some of the saddest
and loneliest nights of my life in night
clubs along the Sunset Strip. A year ago.
I’d have gotten hysterical if I mi^'sed a

big Hollywood party. Now my feeling is

one of relief—that I can spend another
quiet evening at home.
To my own surprise, I found myself

saying, “Well, no, I really don’t.” And I

meant it!

I’m beginning to adopt my husband’s
more relaxed and fatalistic philosophy. If

I miss a picture that I’ve been anxious to

do—I’ll live. I had three offers for good pic-

tures the week after I found out I was going
to have a baby. One of them, with Richard
Widmark at Twentieth Century-Fox, was
a strong part, written for me. But I wor-
ried about it. It was a strenuous role that
called for getting roughed up a bit. Vit-
torio’s reasoning was right, as usual: “Do
you think this part is another ‘Place in

the Sun’? Is it that good? Would it gel

you an Academy Award?”
“No,” I had to say. “It’s good, but ii

isn’t that kind of a part.”

“Well then, why do it?” For the life of

me, I couldn’t think of one reason why.
If my career should ever really clash

with my marriage, there’s no doubt in my
mind about what I would do. I couldn’t be
suspended by the studio any more ofter

in the future than I have been in the past
And I know now I’d rather be a happy
hausfrau than a successful, lonely star.

It’s not that I like Shelley less, but tha1

I love Vittorio more. The Eni

100%
western, says:

me everything I

cate. I’ve used
a baby.”

Nature's

Chiorophyll’
Is In Every Cake

Of Palmolive Soap . . .

What Makes Palmolive
Green I

100% MILD! DOCTORS PROVE PALMOLIVE BRINGS OUT BEAUTY WHILE IT CLEANS YOUR SKIN!

IOO% Mild Palmolive Soap Helps You Guard that

Palmolive’s Beauty Plan Is Far Better

For Your Skin Than "Just Average Care”

With Any Leading Toilet Soap!

Yes, Softer, Smoother, Brighter Skin— that

Schoolgirl Complexion Look—most women can
have it. 36 doctors proved it in actual tests on
1285 women. What’s more, these doctors found
that Palmolive’s Beauty Plan is unquestionably

better for your skin than "just average care”
with any leading toilet soap.

So don’t lose another day! Change today to
Palmolive’s Beauty Plan . . . gently massage
Palmolive’s 100% mild, pure lather onto your skin

for 60 seconds, 3 times a day. Rinse with warm
water, splash with cold and pat dry. In 14 days
or less, you can have softer, smoother, brighter
skin. Yes, Palmolive brings out beauty while it

cleans your skin!
*No cherapeutic claim is made for the chlorophyll.

Brighter Skin —Virginia Lee
University of California, has
glowing skin. She says:

with Palmolive has kept my
and bright."
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TWO-IN-ONE TALC!

/'i

/« It's d deodorant!

2* It's a refreshing body

powder I

^
\

Skouie/^
DEODORANT TALC

Now! Discover for yourself this wonderful

“two-in-one” talc that gives you all-day

deodorant protection — and, at the same

time, keeps skin soft and smooth—

fresh as April Showers— all over.

Family size, 50^ ,

FAVORITE WITH
BOTH MEN AND WOMEN

Ws'
STICK

DEODORANT

So easy to apply . .

.

glides over the skin!

This “Always Safe,

Always Sure” deodorant

gives sure, lasting protection. In solid-stick

form— wonderful for traveling— not a

chance of dripping, staining! 75^ ' •

Prices plus tax.
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HERE’S WHERE YOU CAN BUY THE
PHOTOPLAY WONDER-WARDROBE

(For store nearer yon, write direet to inanufaeturer)

DORIS DODSON TRAVEL OUTFIT:
Los Angeles, Cal.: J. W. Robinson
Co. or write: Doris Dodson, 1110
Washington Ave., St. Louis 1, Mo.

KORD.AY SEPARATES:
New York, N. Y.: Bloomingdale’s
or write: Korday Sportswear, 1385
Broadway, New York, N. Y'.

ART-MOR SEPARATES:
write: Art-Mor Togs, 142 West 36th
St., New York, N. Y.

CORNIBERT BLOUSE:
Boston, Mass.: Filene’s

or write: Cornibert, Inc., 43 West
36th St., New York, N. Y.

RICHARD ENGLANDER HAT:
write: Richard Englander, 64 West
36th St., New York, N. Y.

A. S. BECK SHOES:
at all A. S. Beck stores

or write: A. S. Beck, Inc., 25 West
43rd St., New York, N. Y.

SIBULKIN SHOES:
at all Leeds, Burt, Baker shoe stores

or write: M. Sibulkin Shoe Co., Man-
chester, N. H.

SANDLER OF BOSTON PLAY SHOES:
Philadelphia, Pa.: Gimbel’s
St. Louis, Mo.: Fanious-Barr
or write: Sandler of Boston, 47 West
34th St., New York, N. Y.

CANNON MILLS HOSIERY:
at better specialty shops

GLENTEX SCARF:
Boston, Mass.: Filene's

or write: Glensder Textile Corp., 417
Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

SPEYER BELT:
St. Louis, Mo.: Stix, Baer & Fuller
or write: Frank Speyer & Co., Inc.,

16 W. 32nd St., New York, N. Y.

DAWNELLE GLOVES:
New York, N. Y. : Saks 34th Street

or write: Dawnelle, Inc., 16 E. 34th

St., New York, N. Y.

HANDBAGS
(Jay-Bero, Licht & Kaplan, F. L.

Novelty)

for all, write to: Fred Gold, 10 W.
33rd St., New York, N. Y.

JEWELRY BY CORO:
Boston, Mass.: Filene's --

New York. N. Y.: Saks 34th Street

or write: Coro, Inc., 47 West 34th St.,

New York, N. Y.

nylast:
at all drug and department stores

AMERICAN OPTICAL SUNGLASSES:
New York, N. Y. : Saks 34th Street

or write: American Optical Co., 155
E. 44th St., New York, N. Y.

BROWNIE HAWKEYE CAMERA:
at all camera dealers

SAMSONITE luggage:
New York, New York: G imbel’s

or write: Shwayder Bros., Inc., 629
Grove St., Jersey City, N. J.

WHO ARE YOUR FAVORITES?
Send in your votes for the stars you want to see in Photoplay

In color I want to see:

actor:

/ leant to read stories about

(
2

)

(3)

(4)

The features I like best in this issue of .Photoplay are:

(1)

(4)

(2)

^

(51

(
6 )(3).

i£
f

ACE

Send this ballot to Readers’ Poll Editor, Box 1374, Grand Central Station, N. Y. 17, N.



Holiday in Hollywood

(Continued from page 64)

and just a two-hour sail to tropic Catalina
Island, where you will view deep-sea life

from the famous glass-bottom boats.

PLAN YOUR VACATION ahead! It’s impor-
tant if you want to cram every minute of
your stay to the brim. Write to the Los
Angeles Chamber of Commerce for inter-
esting, informative literature and lists of
hotels and restaurants; to the All-Year
Club Free Visitors’ Bureau, 517 West Sixth
Street, Los Angeles, to get your free copy
of a Los Angeles street map and a copy of
“Here’s Glamourland.”

HAPPY holiday! See you in Hollywood!

Planning a Holiday?
You may secure free, authentic travel
information hy mailing this coupon.

PHOTOPLAY TRAVEL

DEPARTMENT

221 N. La.Salle St., Cliicago, Til.

I I

Please send free travel literature,

information about costs, routes,
etc., right from my home city.

( |

I would he interested in details of
an escorted tour to Hollywood.

I am planning to go to Hollywood about

( Date

)

1 here will he in my party

’tour

Addre

( Please print

)

Phone

(This offer expires Dec. 31, 1953)

r OPPMTUNIflK

ra*

EVERYBODY
For advrtUng /nfermatfan, to Pubihhtr’, Cla$ai»d Dtpartmtnt, 9 South Clinton Stroot, Chicago 6 (May-Wo)

MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITIES
INVISIBLE RKWEAVING, HOME course sent for ex-

$5.00 hour possible, spare time. Reweave
fabric damages perfectly. Free details. Skilweave 205Los Angeies 24.
Typists, sorters, assemblers, ionghand ad-
dressers needed by large mail-order concern. Piecework
norne. Sparetime. International Enterprises 216 W
Jackson Blvd., Chicafio 6. Ill

. v .

EARN BIG MONEY—Invisibly Reweave damaged gar-ments at home I Details Free Fabricon. 8346 Prairie
<yhicago 19.

MAKE MONEY ADDRESSING Envelopes! Our infor-
mation reveals how. Only 30c. Business. P.O. Box 2224
St. Louis. Mo. ’

your typewriter Kara Money Send$1.00—Hughes. 7004 Dlversey. Chicago.

AGENTS WANTED
Spare Time! I'll send Free Assort-ment Full-Size Samples fine Foods. Household Neces-

sities to ambitious Men-Women who need money. Friends
money. Just write Blair*Dept. 185LE. Lynchburg. Va.

'VHOLESALE—25,000 items — Catalogue 25cMatthews, 1472-K8. Broadway. N.Y.C. 36.

MATERNITY WEAR
Maternity styles, write for free catalog show-Ing ptire maternity wardrobe. $2.95 to $22.50 Craw-fords, Dept. 28, 8015 Wornall, Kansas City. Missouri

OF INTEREST TO WOMEN
HAIR removing ONLY by killing the hair root can

unwanted hair forever. Startling Home
York

Free details. Lechler. 560A Broadway, New

WOMEN SEWERS capable of assembli^neckti^ at home spare time. 75c per hour. Everything
furnished free particulars. Tie Of Month Club 216 WJackson Blvd., Chicago 6. 111.

*

Boxtops. J.abels. Wrappers. Cou-

£olgmb!^'5.^0hlo.““^™ Main,

Need CASH.' ASSENTble ties at home for our mar-ke^. All materials furnished. Wilson Ties, Stillwater 3Minn.
•

PERFUME BEADS. SENSATIONAL sellers Partic-
*1.00. Mlsalon, 232SAA Went Pico,

$15.00 THOUSAND, HIGHEST prices addressing en-velopes at home—longliand. typewriter. Emily TorrevMelrose 76, Mass.
MONEY ADDRESSING envelopes. Our in-

CieTe^Tim
^fenway, 5713 Euclid.

HOME BUSINESS. .Makcl’ast-Sellei-

,32 N Y
Few- Vclva. Boheuiia

YOUNG PARROTS—MAKE fine talkers. Herb Miller.
191 1-N, Lubbock, Texas,

PROFITABLE OCCUPATIONS
GROW MUSHROOMS. CELLAR, Sbed. .Spare, lull

'o'uxl- We pay $3.50 lb. We Paid Babbit
$4.165 00 In lew weeks. Free Book. Washington Mush-^om Industries. Dept. 164. 2954 Admiral Way. Seattle
Wash. ’

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
—

COMPLETE YOUR HIGH School at home in sparenme with 55-year-oId school. Texts furnished. No classes
Diploma. Information booklet free. American School
Dept X574. Drexel at 58th. Chicago 37. 111. ’

OLD COINS WANTED
.PURCHASE INDIANHKAD pennies. Compile

allcom catalogue 20c. Magnacoins. Box 61-MW. White-
stone 57, New York.

^

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
r^RN EXTRA MONEY Weekly mailing circulars for
advertisers. Complete instructions—25c. Siwasllan 4317-F
Gleane Street, Elmhurst 73. N.Y.~ MISCELLANEOUS
OUTDOOR TOILETS, CESSPOOLS, Septic Tanks
cleaned, deodorized with amazing new product. Safe
easy, economical. Saves digging, pumping. Free Sample,
Biirson Laboratories. Dept. 0-96, Chicago 22, 111

PERSONAL
BORROW BY MAIL. I.oans $50 to S600 to employed
men and women. Easy. Quick. Completely conttdentiaLNo endorsers. Repay In convenient monthly payments.
Details free in plain envelope. Give occupation, state
l-inance Co., 323 Securities Bldg., Dept. A-69. Omaha 2
Nebr.

FEMALE HELP WANTED
MAKE MONEY INTRODUCING World’s cutest chil
dren s dresses. Big selection adorable styles. Low prices
Complete display free. Rush name. Harford, Dept J-5359
Cincinnati 25, Ohio
LADIES, $30 WEEKLY making Studio Roses at home
Easy. Write. Studio Co.. Greenville 6. Penna
LADIES; ADDRESS NEW Mother Cards! Earn Extra
Money! Satisfaction Guaranteed! Enclose stamped ad-
dressed envelope. Booties. Tillar, Ark.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
OV ERSEAvS JOBS. WOMENl Men! Big pay, transpor-
tation. expenses. Clerical, professional, mecl)ani<al
workers. Most all trades. Latest listings airline, construc-
tion, manufacturing, oil, steamship companies, govern-
ment agencies, many other opportunities. Up to date
information on securing employment, contracts, income
tax. application forms. $1.00. Overseas Jobs. Box 335-H6
Baton Rouge. La.

HOME SEWERS WANTED
Women sew RAP-A-KOUNU. spare tiine—probtable.
Hollywood Manufacturing Co., Dept. D. Hollywood 46.
Calif.

BOOK BARGAINS
AMAZING book BARGAINS.
Vallon, 63 Perry, New York 14.

Send Dime. Linda

/giK4^/»ygyDRESSIS

.for

ever offered. Prints* solids,
rayons, cottons, etc. Assorted
styles and colors. Sizes 10 to
18, 10 for $4.95. Larger sizes
6 for $4.95. Some of these
dresses were worth up to
$30.00 when new. Send $1
deposit, balance C.O.D, plus
postage. Your $4.95 refunded
if dissatisfied, or merchandise
exchanged if desired. Many othe
bargains for entire family.

POST CARD BRINGS FREE CATALOG
Allied Mali Order Co., Inc., Dept. 116-D

162 Christopher Ave. Brooklyn 12, N. Y.

clothing

Monthly Distress

relieved FAST
with

CHI-CHES-TERS
-OR YOUR MONEY BACK

Now you can get faster,
longer lasting relief from
monthly distress, simple
headache, neuralgia, cramps,
backache. In tests 8
out of 10 women found re-
lief with the new Formula

Chi-Ches-Ters, Perfectly safe
to take as directed. Get the

Purse Pak from your druggist.

Economy sizes at $1.15 and $2.25. Will
mail direct if druggist
does not stock.

FreeBooldeton Per-
sonal Hygiene. Write
Chichester Chemical
Co., Dept. 17.S, Phila-
delphia 46, Pa.

LEARN AT HOME
• to be a Nurse's Aide
• Practical Nurse
• or Infant Nurse

Prepare in spare time for a fascinating, high-pay career.
Thousands of men and women, 18-60, are graduates of
this physician-endorsed course. High school not reriulred.
Easy payments; earn as you learn. Trial plan. 54th year

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 25, 41 East Pearson Street, Chicago II, III.

Please send me free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
Name
City -Utate- -Age-

Thrilling New Massage Cream

Contains PC -11. Acts Instantly to

DRY UP
BLEMISHES

From Both Oily Skin and

External Causes!
Have you tried in vain to get
rid of oily, muddy look, pim-

“Hickies,” other exter-
nally caused skin blemishes?

you never had PC-11
Hk % before! That’s POMPEIAN'S
name for Hexachlorophene. Wonderful discovery
of science helps dry up such skin blemishes!
PC-11 is now contained in new POMPEIAN
Massage Cream! Acts instantly to clean out dirt,
help you remove blackheads like magic! See how
it goes on face pink—rolls off muddy grav!

GENEROUS TRIAL TUBE
—10 CENTS! Send name, ad-
dress and 10 cents for 5 massages
to POMPEIAN CORP., Dept. P-5,
Baltimore 24, Md. (Offer good
only in U.S.) Or get Pompeian
Massage Cream at any drug store.
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OF COURSE.' PINWAE IS THE
EASIEST QUICKEST HOME PEPMANEWT

-SIMPLY SETYOUR OWN HAIR SIYIS-

»
RICKT FROM THE START YOU LL HAVE

L SOFT, MANAGEABLE CURLS-
WITH NO "new perm" KINKSl .

/ ..YOU CAN GIVE \
YOURSELF A /

[IgllH) PINWAE HOME
MMlfll PERMANENT J

Smart women
who prefer sleekly groomed
hair insist on PINWAE— the
original proven pincurl permanent
that keeps every curl lovely, satin-

smooth for months. Pinwae’s sci-

entific, beneficial neutralizer
completes your permanent in just

minutes (use a dryer if you wish
—no long hours of processing on
crimpy little curlers) achieves a

lasting wave and continued hair

health! For your

the original, proven

pincurl permanent

125 at leading drug,

variety, & department stores

©1953. GO, INC.,

I7a6 SOUTH DBL MAS AVZNUT, SAN OABKISL, CALIN.

Bachelor on

(Continued from page 43)
right over in my levis—and with an
okay-where-is-it approach. But the land-
lord was in no hurry!”
“What can I do for you, son?” he asked.
With a quick eye. Bob surveyed the

white stucco building, the private en-
trance, the well-kept grounds, noted it was
a corner apartment, and said he under-
stood there was a vacancy. Adding, “Have
you rented it yet?”
The landlord just kept eyeing him. “Do

you go to school?” he asked.
“No. I work,” Bob explained.
“What do you do?”
“I’m working at Twentieth Century-

Fox,” said Bob, and noting the door was
opening a little wider, quickly got a toe-

hold inside. “Until then it was just the
front doorstep,” he grins.

Inside, the landlord went back to work,
keeping one eye on the bedroom wall and
the other wary one on Bob. “Right away,
I knew I liked it,” Bob says now. First,

he noticed the fireplace. Then the large

front room. The large bedroom. The large
closet. Well, it looked large, then. The
living room, he noted, would go great with
his mother’s cocoa drapes, if he could get
them. There was also a closet in the liv-

ing room where he could put a roll-away
bed. “I could see all the possibilities in it.

Which was more than the other fellow
could see in me.”
“How much is it?” Bob asked finally,

still pacing it off.

But it was higher than Bob could go.

He began selling a little harder, even in-

dulging in a little name-dropping, men-
tioning casually that a friend of his, Dan
Dailey, had an apartment there. “Dan’s
a nice guy,” the man commented, thawing
a little. “And about that time, as though
on cue, Dan, who’d come in, sent his

houseboy down to say ‘Hello’—and this

kind of warmed things up for me. . . .

“I’m sold,” Bob told the landlord.
Signing the lease. Bob thought, was a

history-making moment—like signing a
Declaration of Independence of his own.
Then he read the small print, and he was
sure he was signing away all the free-

doms his forefathers had fought for. There
must be no playing of the radio after

10; 30 P.M. No dancing. No parties. No
pets. No noise.

In this respect, his landlord was still

luckier than he had reason to know. Only
a few months before, for instance. Bob
would have been moving in complete with
tuba, rendering “The Stars and Stripes
Forever” day and evening. Then there was
another period when, determined to be
prepared for any eventuality in a musical,

he had toyed with the trap drums.

Bob took a two-year lease on the apart-

ment. Coincidental with moving day, he’d

started working with Barbara Stanwyck
and Clifton -Webb in “Titanic”—which
seemed descriptive of his personal chores
at that time. “I had to move everything:

my clothes, furniture, records, books, the

works. We’d just started the picture, and
I’d been working four straight weeks al-

ready on another with no time off to

pack. Things were real crazy. But when
you have to move. . .

.”

You move. Fortunately, his parents

hadn’t gone yet and Bob could have the

help of a very willing accomplice, his

mother’s maid, Vera. She was a big help,

too—in purloining as much “loot” as pos-
sible from the family home and settling it

in Bob’s new quarters.

“Vera really stripped the place of every-
thing she could find for me,” Bob grins

now. “She would have given me the whole

a Budget

joint, if we could have gotten away with
it. She swiped all my father’s cigarettes
—and was my mother surprised when
she saw her best frying pan take off!”

A van moved all the furnishings Bob and
Vera couldn’t manage. When the movers
didn’t send him a statement he kept won-
dering about it, until Dan Dailey hailed
him at the studio one day. “Look, I be-
lieve in being helpful. But here, pay your
own bills.” Which was when Bob dis-
covered the van company had sent the bill

for thirty dollars to Dan’s apartment.
Bob’s new quarters, hectic as the whole

operation has been, are in very good taste,

warm, spacious and livable. The living
room walls of desert-beige and the match-
ing carpet, the mahogany-frame couch
“the landlady left for me,” harmonize
beautifully with his mother’s best cocoa-
colored drapes.

The dining room was already done in

blue, with small-figured wallpaper and
matching blue rugs which provide a very
acceptable background for the blond oak
dining set Bob’s folks contributed.

“I had my own bedroom furniture. And
Dad had a lot of football stuff: trophies,
cups, statues and such—he’s a fan of the
Detroit Tigers—which help take care of
the mantel.” Which Bob further decorated
with a large framed portrait of his dad
and mom and himself—to make it feel

more like home. “Of course I still have
some shopping to do. I want a radio-
phonograph, and I need a couple of pic-
tures here and there.”
The kitchen’s done in blue and white

too, and Jeffrey Hunter provided the most
,

necessary item to furnish it
—“A Wolf In

Chef’s Clothing,” a very well-illustrated
cookbook. As Bob puts it frankly, “I’m
a whizz at making breakfast. But I’m a

dud at dinner. I really get fouled up.”
This he discovered the night he chris-

tened the kitchen, making dinner for one,
believing in all fairness that he should be
the first casualty. This would just be a

sort of happy rehearsal anyway. He would
just follow the book and really let himself
go. Two hours later, he conceded he would
have been wiser to let the dinner go.

His menu, steak and baked potatoes,
seemed simple enough on the surface. “I

got the cookbook Jeff gave me and opened
it at ‘How to Bake a Potato.’ It gives all

the details and illustrates the whole pro-
cedure. You just follow the pictures.”

He followed instructions faithfully. “But
forty-five minutes later . . . nothing. The
potatoes were still hard as rocks. I must
have missed a picture—of me pre-heat-
ing the oven. . .

.”

As for the pan-fried steak, “There were
illustrations for this too, but I smoked the

whole place out first thing. Finally I de-

cided to heat up some enchilladas I had
found in the frozen-food department at

the store.”

Then more happily, “But I’ve found a

wonderful deal now. There’s a place

called ‘The Casserole’ where they deliver i

barbecued chicken dinners and such with

all the trimmings. It’s real great,” he says

enthusiastically.

Bob Wagner’s “sense of truth,” his abil-

ity to adjust, his eagerness to learn—and
his eagerness to accept what others have
learned—have helped immeasurably in

adjusting to the drearier details. His nat-

ural friendliness encourages in others the|

desire to help him.
j

For instance, a new friend of his who
works in a cleaning shop close by, comes
over once a week, goes through the apart-

ment, decides what needs cleaning and

pressing and takes full responsibility for ifc



Groceries? “I just call up Clete (Clete

Delperdang) at the Westhills Market, a

few blocks from the apartment.” Clete,

it seems, once had a market over in the
Village and has served the Wagner family
since Bob was a tow-head of eight. By a
happy coincidence, his market is now four
blocks away.
Then there’s a fellow who assists him

I

in the selection of fresh vegetables, when
I Bob, a familiar, levi-clad figure, makes
" his way around the market to the

accompaniment of the smiles of women
I

shoppers who “watch me pushing the bas-
ket around. We all say ‘Hello’ and keep

I

saying ‘Hello’—and they slow down and
wait to take a look at what’s in my bas-

I

ket,” he grins.

i

As for going to work, it couldn’t be
simpler. “Only a four-minute drive to the
studio—of course I don’t kid around

—

allows for getting a little extra shut-eye
!

in the morning too.”

All in all, as he qualifies modestly, “I’m
doing pretty good—now and then.” Al-
though he admits there was one bewilder-

' ing interval when the neighbors suspected
, the new tenant of leading a double life.

I

One of them finally stopped him with,
“Say, what happened to that other young

1
fellow who moved in here?” Used to see-
ing a blond guy in levis breezing in and

' out, they were a little confused when he
came home one night with black curly
hair and swarthy skin. Some of them still

don’t know he’s all made up for the role
of a Greek sponge fisherman in “Twelve
Mile Reef,” a script first bought for Marlon
Brando—which gives you an idea of the

;

value Twentieth Century-Fox places on
Bob Wagner today.
So following his performance in “The

Silver Whip,” and the stature he gains in
“Titanic,” Bob Wagner, today’s fastest ris-
ing yoimg star in Hollywood, gets full-
fledged stardom in “Twelve Mile Reef.”
While admitting, “I’m plenty excited about
it,” he’s a little worried, too.

What with his new stardom and new
i

bachelorhood, life is fairly raining respon-
sibilities on Robert Wagner today. De-
spite which R. J. is an energetic, hard
worker who insists on carrying his own

I

weight. But he still measures his accom-
plishments with a wary eye. And to the
all-important question. Bob told reporters,

i

“Look, I’m not sure I can manage an apart-
;

ment as yet—much less marriage.”
That’s a remark he now looks back upon

as the classic understatement of all time.
Modesty, however, will probably get him

nowhere. Or perhaps everywhere. It all
depends on the point of view. The End

For Exciting Listening

Don’t Miss

“THE ADVENTURER”

Starring

Burgess Meredith

ABC RADIO NETWORK
Every Sunday at 9:30 P.M. ET

(Check your local newspaper

t for radio listings.)
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“WONDER DRUG TOR PIMPLES?
A report to everyone who has pimples

now or who may be afflicted with
them from time to time

This report reveals for the first time, the ex-

tent to which the problem of the acne-type
pimple has shared in the many recent triumphs
of modern medical research.

NEW SCIENTIFIC ADVANCE. Two years ago,
an entirely new type of medication, especially
developed for pimples, was made available
under the name CLEARASIL. Its formula was
perfected by an eminent research scientist

working with leading skin specialists.

CLINICAL TESTS by skin specialists were con-
ducted on 202 patients. Of this number, 9 out of
every 1 0 were cleared up or definitely improved.

Over-activity of certain oil glands is recog-

Photo of Your Favorite

MOVIE STAR
Big Borgoirtl . . NOT smoll pocket size, but lARGfR,
ACTUAl PO«T«A/r. Also FREEI Beoutilul Cotolog. FREE!
Mony oddilionol pictures of popular stors on cover.

FREEI Tells how to get HOME ADDRESSES, BIRTHDAYS,
ond PHOTOS of STARS HOMES. Send ottly for

handling {7 photos for 254). Rush to:

HOLLYWOOD FILM STAR CENTER
Box 2309, Dept, L-5, Hollywood 28, Colifornia

MARVEL CO., 135-TW East St., New Haven, Conn.

DOLLARS!
At Your Fingertips!

No investment necessary! You need no
previous experience! We furnish mate-
rials. All you have to do is handle orders
for us—on your own time!
Represent us in your community. Help

your friends and neighbors by handling
their magazine subscription orders for
them. Write today without delay and let
us tell you how easy it is. U.S.A. sales
only. Address:

Macfadden Publications, Inc.
Box 55. Dept. P5-53

205 E. 42nd Street New York 17, N. Y.

nized as a major factor in acne, clearasil
actually "starves” pimples because it helps
remove the oils that pimples "feed” on.

SKIN-COLORED to hide pimples, clearasil
is compounded in a delicate flesh tint so that
it hides pimples while it helps dry them up.
Greaseless, stainless .. .pleasant to use.

In the two years since clearasil was first

introduced, it has proved so effective that
more boys, girls, adults use clearasil than
any other specific medication for pimples.*
guaranteed to work for you or money back.
59^. At all druggists.

Special Offer: Send name, address and 15^ in

coins or stamps for generous two weeks’ trial

size. Eastco, Inc., Box 12LL, White Plains,

N. Y. Offer expires June 10, 1953.
*According to actual store surveye.

Now, at last, you can offer your friends these I

excitingly different notes ! Just showing Free I

samples pays you $25.00 profit on only 50 boxes. I

Be different! SELL THE UNUSUAL! New
ideas in Kiddy Greetings. Games, Books; Cute Salt ]Shakers, new Secret Pal. Friendship Eastern Star, |Rehaious cards, 51 Gifts, many Hard-to-Finn I

items. Larne, new line assures top sales. Send to- |FREE Note Samples and Cards on approval, I

MIDWEST, 1113 Washin^on, Dept. 35L, St. Louis 1, Mo.

STERLING SILVER with 4 authentic
chased Oriental symbols, represent-
ing good luck, long life, health, hap-
piness and peace! Different in design
—an exciting conversation piece to
wear. Only $2.50 (includes postageand
federal tax). Send money order or

check. Enclose ring size (string from finger) and 3 initials.

GUARANTEED! Money back if not pleased.

VlfINDSOR sales CO.
29 East Madison street • Chicago 2, Illinois

CORNS
SORE TOES?

• •

/ SUPER-FAST RELIEF /

^ 3 WAYS BETTER

!

/
t 1

Super-Soft Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads are 3 ways
better, because: (1) They relieve pain in a jiffy
... (2) Stop corns before they
can develop ... (3) Remove
corns one of the fastest ways
known to medical science! No
other method does so much
for you. Get Dr. Scholl’s today!

SchollsZino-pads
p
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Darling, Wish You Were Here

Young WivesWont

Be [mbarmsseJ
to use this suppository for

FEMININE

HYGIENE

Daintier, More Convenient

yet POWERFULLY EFFECTIVE!

Fastidious young wives are most en-
thusiastic about using Zonitors for

intimate feminine hygiene. Zonitors
are greaseless, stainless vaginal sup-
positories which offer a far more
modern, convenient and effective

method. They are positively non-
poisonous, non-irritating. They are
absolutely safe to the most delicate
body tissues.

Assure Hours of Continuous Action

When inserted, Zonitors instantly be-
gin to release their powerful germ-
killing and deodorizing properties.
And they continue to release their
active ingredients for hours, yet their
presence is never felt. Zonitors never
leave any greasy residue.
Zonitors completely deodorize. They

help prevent infection and kill every
germ they touch. It’s not always pos-
sible to contact all the germs in the
tract, but you can be sure Zonitors
immediately kill all reachable germs.
Zonitors are easy to carry while
traveling. Simply slip in your purse.
Enjoy Zonitors’ extra convenience
and advantages. Inexpensive.

yyif(i^/Zonitors Now Packaged Two Ways

Individually foil-wrapped, or

In separate glass vials

Send coupon for new book revealing all

about these intimate physical facts.
Zonitors, Dept. ZPP-53, 100 Park Avenue,
New York 17, N. Y.*

Name

Address

City State

•Offer good only in the U. S. and Canada

(Continued from page 51)

“Now there’s nothing to worry about,”
Barbara said as she kissed her husband
goodbye. “I’m fine, the baby’s fine. You’re
all set to go to work with a free mind.
No more worrying.”
Before he took off from New York, he

phoned. “I’ll remember everything,” he
told Barbara. “And I’ll make plenty of

notes so you and I can repeat this ad-
venture step by step! And don’t you worry
about me,” he said. “Everything is fine.”

This was only partly true. Jeff had the
scare of one man’s life when the London-
bound plane developed engine trouble
shortly after it had taken off from Gander,
Newfoundland, headed into the trackless

skies above the steel-gray Atlantic. The
pilot swung around and returned to Gander
where, nine hours later, it was believed
that essential engine repairs had been
completed.

Jeff cabled Barbara to explain the de-
lay, which was a good thing because Jeff’s

mother (in Milwaukee) waited two hours
after the plane was to have arrived in

London, then telephoned Barbara in Hol-
lywood to ask whether all was well.

Little did either of the waiting women
realize that when the plane was finally

taxied out for take-off, the pilot didn’t like

the sound of the engine and returned to

the airport for further repairs.

As advertised, though, London eventual-
ly shone out of the early evening rain

and mist, the steady lights of city traffic

moving busily in the wrong direction.

Jeff wrote to Barbara; “Dearest Barby:
You and I will descend on London at this

same hour, some evening, and you’ll say
—just as I thought—‘But everything is

flowing against the tide.’ We’ll see the great

gray snake of the Thames curled under
its storied bridges, and you’ll say, ‘See, it

isn’t falling down, no matter what we
used to sing about London Bridge when
we were children.’

”

Jeff was met by Twentieth’s British

representatives and whisked from airport

to town with one stop—at a pub to give

Jeff his first glimpse of one of England’s

most famous institutions.

It was here that Jeff spotted a* ob-

ject that excited his covetousness. It was,

he wrote to Barbara that night, entirely

unique. “Exactly the sort of conversation

piece we’ll need for the den we’re going

to have in our house some day.”

This affair consisted of a solid brass box
about ten inches long, six inches wide, and
five inches deep. The top lid was divided

into two sections. In one section there was
a coin slit large enough to take a copper
English penny (about the size of our half-

dollar) . In order to work the mechanism,
one deposited two pennies, pushed a

plunger which in turn unlocked and
opened the second lid section. In days gone
by, this was used in pubs as a cigar dis-

penser, a portable forerunner of today’s

American cigarette vending machines.
“I don’t know how to go about getting

one of these gadgets for us, but I’ll find out
somehow. You’ll get a kick out of it. . .

.”

wrote the man who was reminded of his

home by everything he saw.

He also wrote: “P. S. I’m getting better

about picking up my clothes and hanging
them on hangers. No more shirts over
the backs of chairs. No more trousers
draped over the sofa. For one thing, I

think untidiness would horrify the maid
in this posh hotel (yeah, ‘posh’ is the
British for ‘swell’), but what is really

important is that I’m trying to please
you, even at a distance of six thousand
miles. I don’t intend to turn our home into

a seven-room clothes closet!”

Whenever possible, Jeff saw one of the

plays current in London. He saw Flora
Robson and Jeremy Spencer “who were
terrifyingly good, even during a Saturday
matinee” of “The Innocents.” He saw the

Lunts in a “talky, intensely delightful”

play entitled “Quadrille.” He brought his

dreams for himself and Barbara up to

date by writing, “I still think the time will

come when you and I will be able to do a

play together. Maybe it will be ‘little

theatre,’ but it’s so important to us that

it will have to come true. I think the

Lunts have the perfect life for an acting

team. Probably every husband and wife

in the theatre think of the Lunt pattern

wistfully, but perhaps you and I might
have the luck to follow in their footsteps

in a minor sort of way.”
Jeff managed to get to Paris over one

weekend. He spent the hour’s flying time

between London and Paris in writing an-
other letter to Barbara.

He was met at the airport by Twentieth’s

representatives. And while there was still

a glint of Friday’s daylight left, he was
taken by automobile from Sacre Coeur to

the Place Pigalle. That evening, he went
to the Folies Bergere and was awed by the

magnificence of the production numbers.

He wrote to Barbara—near dawn

—

“Darling, Paris is incredible. Nothing one

has read about it quite prepares the

Hear no evil

See no evil

Speak no evil
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killers of the person who will hear, see and

speak no more. This and similar problems
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factual “True Detective Mysteries” radio
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>1,000°° REWARD
for information leading to the arrest of a fugitive

criminal named and described on the program-

Hear the details about this 11,000.00 reward on

TRUE DETECTIVE MYSTERIES
Every Sunday afteriioon on 527 Mutual Stations

Don’t miss—“THE FBI AND THE HATCHET SLAYER”—trailed

from Detroit to Miami. In May TRUE DETECTIVE on sale now.
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f
stranger for it. At least this is true of

me, and I know it would be of you. Ex-
citing as it is, I’d give a lot to be there

in the apartment with you right now. And,
honey, I wouldn’t say one single word if

you had newspapers scattered from the
front door to the kitchen steps. I’d be so

glad to see those pages and to know that

you had been reading them, and that you
were in the next room checking to see

how Chris was sleeping, that nothing else

would matter. From now on, no kicks from
me about your wading around through
waves of morning news.”
On Saturday, Jeff went to the top of the

Eiffel Tower . . . with the elevator acting
as if it might drop, at any moment, to

the bottom of the shaft like a buzzard
;
struck by lightning.

' Like all duly constituted tourists, Mr.
Hunter wrote a series of cards from the
observation platform. He told Barbara,
“If I don’t make it down in that elevator,

just remember that the view of Paris from
this super crow’s nest was worth it.”

In the afternoon, having descended
without incident, he visited Notre Dame
Catbedral, strolled along the banks of the
Seine, sat at a sidewalk cafe for coffee,

kept in mind a plan. He asked his com-
aanion to guide him to the Rue St. Honore
and a smart hat shop. “For the world’s
most beautiful brunette, I want a hat
that will announce ‘From Paris’ at a dis-
tance of forty feet.”

' They found the hat in a window just
jff the famous street of fashion. For Jeff,

t represented love at first sight. The hat
ionsisted of a black velvet cloche bound
vith black grosgrain ribbon. At the front
)f the cloche were three black velvet
'dsors, each set slightly forward of the
ithers, each bound in black grosgrain. Over
his simple but elegant creation there was

|i small black nose veil.

Jeff wrote nothing to Barbara about
he bonnet. An occasional surprise is also
ncluded in the Hunter design for living.

That night Jeff joined a group of Twen-
lieth Century-Fox officials and visitors
t an elaborate party given at The Pink
llephant, world-faimed restaurant. After-
i^ard he wrote to Barbara, “The floor show
3 the most amazing thing I have ever seen,
'hree Negroes, wearing stevedore-calypso
arb, performed a series of savage Afro-
angle chants that would pull your hair
ut by the roots. I was marveling at the
.rimitive rawness of such an act and won-
ering how on earth it found its way to
'aris when the performers joined us at
ur table as guests of Mr. Zanuck, who
as signed them to work in Hollywood in
picture. It turned out that one of the

len is a lawyer, one is a doctor, the
lird is a successful businessman; all are
rench citizens of North African descent;
11 are gentlemen of culture who are seek-
ig to record and perpetuate the musical
>rms of their forebears.”

And he added that he had a plan for
hristopher; he wanted the Hunter heir
I know many people from many lands, to
; a true cosmopolite, enjoying the rich
fferences existing alongside of human
milarities throughout the world.
“Of course I want our boy to attend
iorthwestern University, just as I did,
id I want him to be a Phi Belt like me.
"len I want him to travel before he de-
les on a career. I hope we’ll be able to
ake it j)ossible for him, but if we can’t
ly the tickets, I hope he’ll have guts
lOugh to do it on his own and work his
ay around the world.”
As soon as Jeff returned to London, he
lught some French linguaphone records
;d started to bone up. He told Barbara
w glad he was that she had already
idied the language. “Because when I
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at newsstands now

get home you and I are going to become
students in earnest. We’ll spend entire
evenings during which we won’t allow
ourselves to speak to one another except
in French. It’s a fascinating language; it

floats over the ear like music.”
From London, the production company

of “Sailor of the King” flew to Malta,
Mediterranean base of the British fleet.

.

Jeff, who had read about the valor of
Malta’s resistance during World War II,

was excited about living on the island.

His first impression from plane-approach
altitude was that of descending upon a
mass of solid rock. As the plane neared
the landing field, the rock walls separated
and tiny gardens became visible. Then
narrow streets winding through storybook
villages appeared to wind through a land-
scape drawn by a child.

Once established, Jeff wrote, “This is

a spot to be visited by two people in love.

The Mediterranean is as blue as an
angel’s eyes, warm, and so clear that you
can watch the veiled tropical fish weav-
ing around a thousand feet below the
surface.”
He spent some time spear fishing, but

most of Jeff’s leisure was invested in his

future. He prowled the precise little shops
for household equipment and bought ex-
quisite handmade lace luncheon sets and
aprons for his mother and for Barbara’s
mother, as well as for the future Hunter
home—and toys for the baby.

“Isn’t it remarkable,” he inquired of
Barbara, “to realize that in these days it

is possible for a baby, born in California,
to grow up with toys bought for him by
his father in Malta?”
When the Malta sequences were fin-

ished, Jeff made a fast trip by air to

Rome and Naples, then back to England
where he found that he had accumulated
so much merchandise for the Hxmter
dream house and the Hunter family he
couldn’t fly home with it all without
bankrupting himself.

He booked passage on the sumptuous
new United States—fastest ship afloat

—

cabled Barbara his anticipated arrival

f
time, and dropped onto the bed in his
stateroom, exhausted.
He was still catching his breath when

a gale which had gradually gained in-
tensity for hours, slammed the mighty
liner against the docks, damaging it ex-
tensively enough to postpone sailing for
twenty hours.
A rough start for the trip by air, a

rough finish by sea.

Barbara and Jeff had made arrange-
ments to rendezvous in Chicago on a split-

second schedule, then go on to Mil-
waukee for Christmas with Jeff’s parents.
As it worked out, Barbara was on her
plane, ready to take off from Los Angeles
International Airport when her mother,
baby-sitting, received the cable from Jeff

announcing his late arrival in New York.
Mrs. Rush had Barbara paged, gave her
the news. “Just so he’s safe,” said Bar-
bara. “We have too many plans for any-
thing to go wrong now.”
At the last minute, no one knew at

which of Chicago’s seven railway ter-

minals Jeff would arrive. Barbara and
Jeff’s parents picked out the two most
logical, considering train schedules, and
while Jeff’s father met one train, Jeff’s

mother and Barbara met the other. Bar-
bara’s contingent hit the jackpot.
The first thing Jeff said, after that

breathless, laughing, crying kiss was, “Oh,
honey, I have so much to tell you . .

.”

And so, with the new year bright as

a penny in their pockets, they returned to

Hollywood, to Christopher. (“Good night!”

said Chris’s dad. “He looks ready to check
out in a football uniform right now at

four months of age,” and then, with real

distress, “But, Honey, he doesn’t even
know me!”) and to a life in which dreams
are served with the morning coffee.

But the Himters say it in French. For
French, at the moment, is being spoken
in the Hunter household. One must be

prepared for a trip to Paris because who
knows at what moment such a plan may
come true.

That’s for sure. Or as the French say,

“C’est vrai.” The End

Great Stories!

Great Pictures!

My Brother, Arthur Godfrey

by Kathy Godfrey
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tions to “With a Song in My Heart,” Jane, whose life story inspired

Gold Medal film, rerecorded songs for Lux Theatre broadcast of picture
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{Continued from page 20)

what has happened to her ... I liked her and
hated to see her just disappear . . .

Pat E. Kiger
Washington, D. C.

She retired in 1947 to marry William Moss,

has since been a fulltime wife and mother.—Ed.

Could you please tell me who played Calvin,

the boy whose mother didn’t want him to join

the National Guard in “Thunderbirds”?
Miriam Fry
Troy, Ohio

That was Ben Cooper. He is under contract

to Republic Pictures.—Ed.

I haven’t seen the picture, “Come Back,
Little Sheba,” but I would like to hear more
about Richard Jaeckel . . . How old is he?
Is he married?

Selma Reese
Bowling Green, Missouri

He was born in Long Beach, New York
10/10/26. He’s married to Antoinette Marches
and they have two children.—Ed.

Dick Jaeckel: Too good to ignore

I w’ould like to know the name of the picture
in which Ava Gardner and Gregory Peck acted
together. The picture was about gambling . . .

Janice Papson
Dickson City, Pennsylvania

That was M-G-M’s “The Great Sinner.”—Ed.

I would like to learn in which film Marge
and Gower Champion first appeared?

Esen Sel
Istanbul, Turkey

They made their film debuts separately—
Gower, in 1946, in “Till the Clouds Roll By,”
and Marge, in 1950, in “Mr. Music.”—Ed.

. . . After a movie is shown throughout the
United States and abroad, what happens to

it? . . .

Lois Sheetz
Alexandria, Virginia

Studios keep a master print of each reel in

their film libraries. These are sometimes taken
out for re-release.—Ed.

It is most important that I hear from you.
A fellow just back from Japan and I got
talking about movies . . . and who played in

“State Fair.” He said, among the many stars,

Kathryn Grayson also played in it. I said, “No.”
... I know she didn’t, but I want to show him
in black on white.

Mrs. Dolores Trucco
Columbus, Ohio

She was not in the picture. The first leads
were played by Jeanne Crain and Dana An-

(Continued on page 97)
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Happiness Quiz

(Continued from page 48)
(At the Curtis house, they budget their

earnings carefully—and keep a piggie bank
to take care of the odd fripperies the
budget doesn’t cover.)

3. Do you share each other’s hobbies and
interests? And—if you don’t—are you
willing to try to learn to do so? And—if

they still leave you cold—can you under-
stand that if your husband wants, for in-
stance, to play golf once a week, his doing
so by no means constitutes desertion?

(Janet and Tony both love the outdoors

—

fish and swim together. And they love
teaming to do the magic tricks they learned
for “Houdini.”)

4. Can you let your spouse (or date)
finish telling a story (even if you do know
the punch line, too) without interrupting?

(This is a toughie for people in the act-
ing business, who are used to having the
center of the stage. But the Curtises are
perfectly happy about acting as “straight
man” for each other.)

5. Can you refrain from making public
corrections of tiny fact errors that aren’t

important anyway? (“No darling, you’re
wrong. It wasn’t Tuesday. It was Thurs-
day.” That routine.)

(Tony and Janet never interrupt each
other—never alter each other’s facts. Any
conversational editing is done in the post-
mortem sessions after they get home—and
never, never in public.)

6. Do you try never to be late for an
appointment?

(Tony tries hard—but he doesn’t very
often succeed. But Janet—who is a human
clock and appointment calendar combined,
has long since given up being annoyed
when Tony keeps her waiting. “Tiffing

about it,” she says, “just adds to the time
wasted. And subtracts from happiness.”)

7. If one of you is naturally neat, and
the other on the disheveled side, can you
work out a meeting of the minds—with the
sloppy one trying to pick things up, and the
neat one trying not to heckle when it

doesn’t happen all the time?
(Either extreme can be a headache.

“Janet’s so neat that,” says Tony, “half

the time she picks up my clothes and
sends them to the cleaner while I’m still

in them.” She empties ash trays frantically,

and she gets the dishes washed before the
last course is eaten. Tony, on the other
hand, would just as soon leave anything
he’s been using right where he’s used it.

But they’re both trying—Tony, to pick up
after himself once in a while, and Janet,

to give him a chance to finish what he’s

doing before she gets the broom and the
duster out.)

8. Are you willing to forget about dig-
nity every once in a while and just be silly

and gay for sheer silliness’ sake?
(At this, the Curtises are expert! Not

only have they been “starring” in the
whacky home movies their buddy, Jerry
Lewis, makes, but they’re masters of slap-

stick at home.)
9. Can you bypass some of your favorite

foods and learn to like some of the things
your partner loves—to keep peace at the
dinner table?

(The problem of liking different things
has never arisen for Tony and Janet. “With
Tony,” says Janet, “it’s a matter of his not
wanting to eat at all! I have to practically
tie him down to get him to finish a meal.”
“This is the only thing,” says Tony, “that
we ever really spat about.” And those spats
are good-natured.)

10. Can you not criticize each other’s
clothes—except constructively?

(The Curtises are always buying wear-
ing apparel for each other as gifts—love
each other’s taste. Says Janet, “I wouldn’t
dream of buying anything Tony doesn’t
like. And I love what he chooses for me.
That red fur coat he bought me, for in-

stance. Yummy!”)
11. Will you make every effort to under-

stand and love your in-laws (or your i

future in-laws) no matter how different
they may seem from your own parents?

(No problem at all. Tony and Janet were
crazy about each other’s families right

from the start.)

12. Do you share each other’s love for

animals. And, if you don’t, can you try

to learn?
(This one’s a snap for the Curtises, too.

Janet wanted a dog. Tony bought her one
|—a French poodle. They named her Hou-

dina, in honor of their co-starring roles in

“Houdini,” call her Hoodoo for short, and
both love her and spoil her together.)

13. Can you respect each other’s weari-
ness—or need for some peace and quiet

after a hard day’s work—and forego that '

night on the town?
(Being pro’s, both Tony and Jeinet know

what hard work means. And while they
both love getting dressed up and hitting i

the night spots, they don’t love it enough
to try to wheedle each other into going out
when one or the other of them wants to

stay home and rest.)

14. Can you share each other’s life, un-
derstand each other and cooperate, without I

losing your own individuality?
(Say Tony and Janet: “We have dis- I

covered what every happy couple discovers i

—that everything you do together makes
you grow more both as a couple and as

individuals.” Neither personality has been
swallowed up by the other—but both per-

i,

sonalities have gained new facets through ,i

their marriage.)
To Tony and Janet, knowing the answers

to most of these questions posed no problem.
And they were willing to work at those

J)

that were troublesome. But working at
p]

marriage, they say, is the most fun they’ve
p|

ever had. And from all indications, it’s fun
they’re going to keep right on having.

(You’ll be seeing Mr. and Mrs. Curtis

together, as a working team in Paramount’s
“Houdini.” Janet is also in RKO’s “Jet

Pilot,” and in “Confidentially Connie” and
“Naked Spur” for M-G-M. Tony is in

U-Ts “Drifting.”) 'The End
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(Continued from page 95)

drews, the second, by Vivian Blaine and Dick
Haymcs.—Ed.

Quite a few years ago, I saw a picture star-

ring Doris Day and Bing Crosby. Could you
please tell me the name of it?

Joy Stern
Rutherford, New Jersey

Your memory's playing tricks on you. They
have never made a picture together.—Ed.

... I wonder if you can help me with a ques-

tion about Maureen O’Hara. My friend says

she is the mother of six children. I say she has
only one child, a daughter. I told my friend
she must he thinking of Maureen O’Sullivan,

who has several children . . . would you help
settle this dehate . . .

Mrs. John Semenak
Minersville, Pennsylvania

You’re right. Maureen O’Hara has only one
daughter, Bronwyn Bridget. Maureen O’Sulli-

van, however, has seven children.—Ed.

Could you please tell me the name of the

beautiful, talented ballet dancer, Pavlova, in

‘Million Dollar Mermaid.” I have heard that

is her correct name.
Fay Watson
Salisbury, Maryland

The dancer was Maria Tallchief, playing the
part of Pavlova. Anna Pavlova was one of the
most famous ballerinas who ever lived.—Ed.

Could you please tell me how' long Marilyn
Monroe has been in pictures. And what was
the first picture she appeared in.

Beverly Langley
Manchester, New Hampshire

She had a bit part in “Scudda Hoo, Scudda
Hay” in 1948.—Ed.

Doesn’t Margaret O’Brien exist any more?
Has she, or is she going to make more
movies? . . .

Vicki Ress
Steubenville, Ohio

She was recently in a play called “The In-

truder,” which closed after several weeks, and
she is planning to make a movie about Japan
next.-—Ed.

I am writing for my sister Pat who is ill.

She saw “The Savage,” and asked would you
please print a picture of that fine actor who
played “Long Man.”

Ances White
Butte, Montana

Here he is. That was Larry Tolan, who is at
present a free-lance player.—Ed.

Larry Tolan of ^*The Savage”

^whose

lovely lips

are these?

HINT: Appeoring in

“THE THIEF”, starring Ray Millond,

released thru United Artists.
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Nagging Backache
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Unpredictable Mona

{Continued from page 39)
their charming little daughter, Mona, Jr.

And seldom has Hollywood been less sure
what the ultimate outcome will be.

This split, unlike many in Hollywood,
is not a direct result of the wife’s career.

The trouble between Mona and Pat de-
veloped as they themselves grew into

different people—quite different from the
pair they had been when they took their

vows at the altar of a Catholic Church.
From all reports Mona is the one who

has changed most, but this does not neces-
sarily mean that the change should be
held against her. She was nineteen when
she married Pat, and she married him a
very short time after their first date. There
was little time to learn anything about him,
other than that he was one of the sons of
the well-known Ford dealer in Los An-
geles, that he had an enchanting sense of

humor, that he boasted red hair and
freckles and was, like Mona, of Irish

descent. To Mona’s mind it was a perfect
combination, adding up to love.

Last April, after six years of marriage
during which their daughter Mona, Jr. was
born, the Nerneys parted. In September,
despite Pat’s attempts at a reconciliation,

Mona was granted an interlocutory decree.
At approximately the same time she was
tested at RKO, whereupon studio boss
Howard Hughes handed her a forty-week
contract at $1,000 a week. Mona moved out
of the home she and Pat had built in the
Pacific Palisades and into an apartment
closer to the studio. Since then she has
been seen in restaurants and night clubs,

both well-known and of small repute, with
a varied assortment of men, ranging from
Nicky Hilton to Bing Crosby. The con-
sensus of opinion is that Mona is becoming
sophisticate too quickly.
Those who ladle out this opinion in-

clude both old friends who have known
her for a long time, and columnists who
have met her only briefly. Yet there is

some defense for Mona on this score.

The change she imderwent during her
marriage was the simple evolution into

maturity. She had been little more than
a child when she married Pat, and during
those six years of adjustments and her
subsequent motherhood, Mona became a
woman. Few people noticed it, because her
physical appearance did not change. Mona’s
prevalent wail against Hollywood ever
since her first contract with Paramount in

1943 has been the refusal of producers to

allow her to play grown-up roles.

Her fragile figure and piquant features

have always made her look much younger
than she is, and she got off to a bad start

when she tested for, and lost, the role

of Barbara Stanwyck’s kid sister in

“Double Indemnity.” Mona was then seven-
teen, and supposed to look seventeen, but
on the screen she looked twelve.

Soon afterwards, she got the role of the
twelve-year-old in “Dear Ruth” and
turned in such a sock performance that

from then on she was thought of as a

child, not only by producers but by the

entire town of Hollywood.
At nineteen, she felt desperate about

her career, and she turned her mind away
from the problem only temporarily when
she fell in love with Pat. She first dated
his brother John, and met Pat the day
John took her home to meet his family.

Mona wasn’t very impressed until the night

six months later when Pat joined Mona
and his brother for an evening at the
Mocambo. Pat was amusing; he was kind
and thoughtful; and he seemed to put
women on a p^estal. Mona switched al-

legiance almost in an instant, and after a

whirlwind courtship they were married.
Now, she thought, people surely would

accept her as a young woman rather than
a child. But they didn’t. Mona continued
getting kid-sister roles, and even after
her daughter’s birth two years later, the
situation did not change. She tried every-
thing. She switched make-up, bought slinky
clothes, tipped her weight forward on the
highest of heels. Meanwhile, Pat Nerney
was perfectly satisfied with Mona as she
was. Because Pat, while a good five years
older than Mona, was not a sophisticate in
any sense of the word.

He was a boy whose wants were simple I

and whose life was no more complicated
than a volume of The Bobbsey Twins. He
had grown up in a family untouched by
the insanity of Hollywood, and he was
described by those who knew him as “a
soft-spKjken, well-bred, and well-balanced
boy.” Pat’s sole surrender to Hollywood’s
influence had been his penchant for dating
young girls in the industry. Both he and
his brother John confined their pre-
marital dating almost entirely to starlets,

and it is said that Pat’s fascination with
the idea of associating with movie people
was responsible for his easy attitude to-

ward Mona’s career.

The one hitch in the setup was his in-

ability to understand the demands of such
a career. Mona is an unusually prompt
person, and as she matured, she became
even more conscientious about her work.
When there was a call to be at the studio
early in the morning, she would by-pass a

social evening and get to bed early the

night before. But Pat, who always loved
a gay evening and could afford to sleep a
little later, wanted to paint the town.
This small difference between them was

not in itself important, but it is typical
of the many small ways in which they
began pulling in opposite directions. Mona
had grown up more quickly than Pat. As
a friend said recently, “Pat has a cute,

.

boyish sense of humor, the kind of thing
a girl could fall in love with, but not live

with day in and day out.”

When they were building their home
after little Mona’s birth, they went out to

the lot every day and watched the work-
men like a couple of gleeful kids. The day
the floors were laid down, Pat took a
phonograph and records along and whirled
Mona around the floor despite the gawk-
ing passersby. It is an example of his

natural exuberance, a trait which would
charm a youngster, but embarrass a girl

who was trying to prove that she had
grown up.
Because Pat’s income is upper middle-

class, that is the way they lived. For the
first four years of their marriage, they
lived in a Westwood apartment that was
so small the baby’s nurse had to sit in

the bedroom when the Nerneys had
guests. Pat laughingly met the necessity
of having to change his clothes in a closet

off the dining room. It was a life that was
merry and wonderful for an average
couple and perhaps would have continued
to be so had not the glamour of Holly-
wood’s lusher living been hanging over
their heads.
When little Monie was two, Pat and

Mona built their house, scraping together
every cent in order to swing the deal.

Mona was as positive about the things she
wanted in the house, such as a sunken
living room and pine-paneled kitchen, as

she had been firmly self-satisfied about
the success of her marriage. Secure in the

knowledge that it had worked out hap-
pily for four years, she had derided the

break-up of other marriages around town.



But last spring, despite the new house
and all its advantages, boredom began to

set in. Some say that it was the result of

Mona’s love of change; others, that she
had matured beyond Pat; still others, that
despite the fact that all her earnings went
into savings and professional expenses
while they lived on Pat’s salary, Mona was
growing increasingly interested in that
root of all evil, money.
At any rate, three things happened al-

most simultaneously. She left Paramount
Pictures, she was given her thousand-a-
week contract by Howard Hughes, and she
announced that her marriage to Pat was

. at an end.
Hollywood couldn’t have been more

shocked if the Robert Youngs or the Fred
MacMurravs had separated. People re-
called their visits to the Nerney apart-
ment, remembered the three tiny rooms
cluttered with happy evidence of their
life together—Mona’s paintings, Pat’s pho-
tographic equipment, and small Monie,
adoring both her parents. They remem-
bered the newer life in the big house and
the pride with which only recently Pat and
Mona had furnished their new home.
There had been Mona’s insistence on

cooking, even after she had worked all day
at the studio, and there had been Pat’s
thoughtful gifts to his wife. Above all,

people remembered Mona’s repeated state-
ments—“My husband comes first, always.”—“Many girls are willing to let acting
break up their marriages, but not me!”

—

“I’m lucky I married Pat. If I’d married
anyone else I don’t think I’d be married
today. He’s so unselfish

—

”

And there was the poem she had writ-
ten on a card that went with a Saint
Patrick’s Day gift to him—“Roses are red,
violets are blue, it’s the luck of the green
that I’ve got you.”
Suddenly it had all gone down the

drain. Pat tried everything he knew to
mend the rift. Mona went off to Republic
Studio to make “Thunderbirds” with John
Derek, and the people who worked with
her on that picture report that she was
unusually quiet. “I wouldn’t say that Mona
brooded,” said one, “but she had none of
her usual sparkle.” Those who worked
with her in RKO’s “Angel Face” made
much the same comment.

While the marriage was still a going
concern, a close friend had said of Mona,
“One of her chief virtues as a wife is her
affection for old-fashioned ideas. She
doesn’t like night clubs. She’d rather stay
home. Mona’s no frantic career girl, chas-
ing around town after fleeting values. To
her, Pat means more than any acting con-
tract anybody could dangle in front of her.”

Yet, soon after she sued Pat for divorce,
Mona climbed on the glamour bandwagon.
It was almost as if she were determined,
now that she was free and twenty-six, to
prove she was twenty-six. She wore so-
phisticated clothes and went to sophis-
ticated places. When she wasn’t working
in a picture she frequented the town’s
brighter night spots. She began leaving the
home and hearth she had valued so high-

I

ly during her marriage to Pat, and at this
I

writing is still doing it. And that same
I

friend has said regretfully, “It looks very
much as though Mona has become a

I

‘frantic career girl’.”

i
She went to Palm Springs, desert play-

j

groimd of the stars, and dated Johnny
Faunce, professional tennis player. Short-
ly after that, Bing Crosby arrived at the
resort for the double purpose of recording
his radio show and enjoying the local golf
toirrnament. It was about this time that

!

Bing began coming out of the shell of
^ief

^

that had encompassed him since
Dixies death more than two months be-
fore. He dated starlet Mary Murphy for

a golf game, and then he dated Mona.
Mona was fourteen when she first was

put under contract to Paramount, and she
adored Bing from the start. Now, a dozen
years later, she found herself his dinner
companion. It wasn’t the first time. A few
weeks before, Bing had taken Mona to
an opening night at the Club Gala back
in Hollywood. Now in Palm Springs, he
took her to lunch at the Racquet Club, to
dinner at the Chi-Chi, to another dinner
at the Doll’s House. And they continued
to see each other in Hollywood.

All this has raised eyebrows, naturally,
and the press has closed in to comment.
Mona has agreed to the reports that she
has dined with Bing. “But I wouldn’t call

it a romance. He’s an old friend. We’ve
known each other for a long, long time.”
Asked about Bing’s reaction to Dixie’s
passing, Mona said, “I don’t think he’s got-
ten over that yet. It will be a long time
before he does.
“We just had dinner a few times,” she

explains. “We’ve talked about his kids,
and mine. He’s very nice, and terribly
amusing. He’s probably the nicest person
I’ve ever known. But I’m sure he takes
other people out,” she adds. “You can’t
make a romance story out of this.”

People may not call it a romance story,
but they realize that it does lessen the
chance for a reconciliation between Pat
and Mona. This was something everyone
had been working for. As a married couple,
the Nerneys had been immensely liked,
and as individuals they have a great many
friends. Almost without exception, these
friends wanted to see Pat and Mona back
together again. They went to him and
they went to her and asked if there was
anything they could do to help. And the
answer from both was a polite “no-thank-
you,” tinged with wistfulness.
There was a ray of hope when, on New

Year’s Eve, Pat and Mona went to Mo-
cambo together. They saw each other often
after that—sometimes for a quiet dinner,
but mostly for conversation regarding their
daughter. Yet nothing happened.
Asked what he thought about the odds

for a reconciliation, Pat Nerney said, “It

looks very remote. I wouldn’t say no
positively, because who knows what might
happen with time? I couldn’t say, for in-
stance, that in ten years Mona and I

wouldn’t be together again. Nothing’s
positive. But it’s remote. You might say
we’re both satisfied now. I see little Monie
quite often, and Mona’s wonderful about
it—says I can see her any time I want to.

“I went to Europe, you know, after
Mona started divorce proceedings. I really
had myself a time. I loved it over there.
Those Europeans have a way of bucking
up a fellow when he’s feeling low.” And
then he added, “I’ll never marry again.
My religion, you know. But I’ve dated

—

there’s been Peggy Ann Garner, and Wanda
Hendrix, and Coleen Gray and Martha
Vickers. I love ’em all. But I won’t get
married again.”
He spoke willingly about it, and he

sounded very much like the young man
he is reputed to be, soft-spoken and polite.
And he also sounded quite sad.

As for Mona, she is on the merry-go-
round and when she’ll stop nobody knows.
The divorce will not be,, final until Sep-
tember 25 of this year, and as Pat says,
nothing’s positive. In the meantime, Mona
is leading the kind of glamorous life that
is attributed to Hollywood stars. She is

seen with wealthy and influential men,
and while she is twenty-six, a fact which
even her close friends tend to forget, it

does seem that they and the columnists are
right. Mona is traveling too fast in her
new world of freedom, going at a pace
where happiness is seldom found. The End
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The Dangerous Years

(Continued from page 41)

into blessings afterwards. But this marriage
is still in its first year. There’s no doubt
that Joan is mentally mature. Emotional
maturity, however, is something else again,

and it remains to be seen whether Joan is

really sufficiently grown up to be a suc-
cessful wife.

Mitzi Gaynor, of course, reached a totally

different conclusion on the question of

early marriage. There’s no one answer to

suit every case; each girl must look for the

one that’s right for her own situation, her
own personality.

While Debra Paget is a year older than
Joan, her present attitude toward romance
is in sharp contrast. Dates? She can take
’em or leave ’em. She has stepped out with
Bob Wagner, but if her attitude has
changed a little, it’s hardly reached a pitch

of enthusiasm.

Here’s a significant fact: Unlike Joan,

who is an only child, Debra’s the middle
child among five. Raised in this big, com-
panionable household, she always had
playmates at hand. Show business is the
family trade, and each child gravitated

toward it happily. At the moment, Debra’s
career is booming; she finds in work far

deeper satisfaction than does Joan, whose
recent roles haven’t quite lived up to the
spectacular forecasts made for her four
years ago. (Joan gets a better break, how-
ever. in U-I’s upcoming “Column South.”)

Any young man who comes courting
Debra—and there will be plenty— will have
to compete with the strong counter-attrac-
tion of her career. Sounds as if she’s play-
ing it safe; if she refuses to commit her
heart to anyone, it’s in no danger of being
broken. But this course only means other
hazards in the future. Let her look around
at older stars, especially at that familiar

Hollywood type, the woman who gives her
deepest devotion to her career and winds
up a success as an actress, a failure as a

woman. Look hard, Debra; this is the turn-
ing point.

Her hesitancy about joining in the social

life of Hollywood’s young set can’t be
blamed on family opposition. Debra’s
mother has actually encouraged more dat-

ing. Married herself at seventeen, she

wishes her nineteen-year-old—practically

an old maid!—would take off from the too,

too comfortable nest at least for brief

trial flights.

Pier Angeli certainly hasn’t been given
any such motherly hints. Ironically, her
first movie offer (in Italy) started an argu-
ment between her parents, and it was her
mother who championed an acting career
for the shy young art student. No doubt
there have been times when Mama was
sorry she won the argument. Pier’s Italian

picture (“Tomorrow Is Too Late,” dealing

with the problems of adolescence) led

quickly to “Teresa”—and to Hollywood,
where Mama was startled to encounter the
American idea of dating.

Pier was startled, too, but it was a
pleasant surprise. She found the idea

fascinating. If, soon after their arrival in

Hollywood, her mother had been willing

to adapt to the ways of an American com-
munity, Pier might have embarked on the
normal course of getting to know the op-
posite sex gradually, meeting boys of her
own age at young-set parties, double-
dating. (Compare her experience with her
friend Debbie Reynolds’, whose sunny,
average-American coming of age is de-
scribed in this issue.) Instead, Mama con-
tinued to forbid any unchaperoned dates.

This, naturally, made them twice as fasci-

nating in Pier’s eyes, and when she finally

did break the ban, she did it handsomely:

not merely dating nor going steady with
another youngster, but becoming involved
in a possible serious romance with thirty-

six-year-old Kirk Douglas.
This turn of events was particularly un-

expected because Pier, at twenty, is the

most youthful-looking of the four. Holly-
wood hasn’t changed the naivete glowing
in her face. Yet her work on the screen,

as in “The Story of Three Loves.” has
shown greater maturity than the others’.

When she was only sixteen, director Fred
Zinnemann said of her: “She is quite child-

like at one moment, surprisingly mature
the next. She has the emotions of a little

girl, but a mind beyond her years by about
a decade.”

Let’s see; If we use Joan's method of

reckoning, that makes Pier now thirty!

—

only six years younger than Kirk. Having
a keen native intelligence, she might feel

more at ease in the company of an older
man. But there’s the same catch, and in

Pier’s case it’s even more vital. At sixteen
she had, in Zinnemann’s opinion, “the
emotions of a litle girl.” Protected through
the years since then, how has she had the
chance to develop emotionally? Is she, in

this department, on a level with her so-
phisticated, once - married, once -divorced,
much-romanced beau?
As we have seen, Mitzi Gaynor is strongly

conscious of this problem: emotional ma-
turity. Though her awareness sets her
apart from the other three, it doesn’t make
her immune to the danger involved. Very
often, a girl caught up in these exciting

You can look it over, talk it over, think

It over—but it’s up to you to put it over.

RED SKELTON

years sees a risk clearly—and then can’t

resist taking it.

Already twenty-one. Mitzi is making
the transition most abruptly and most spec-
tacularly. The months since that important
birthday have seen dramatic changes (ac-

companied by some pangs) in her career,

her romantic life, her off-screen appear-
ance. The girlish wardrobe has gone glam-
orous, with a new poise to match; no more
ruffles; no more scuffs; no more ribbons
holding back her hair; no more entrances
with a breathless “so what’s new?”
Drop in on Mitzi at home, and you may

find her wearing a quilted black velvet

skirt, a white sweater embroidered with
black sequins, very high-heeled d’Orsay
pumps. But her familiar, refreshing frank-
ness isn’t lost. “I’ve even bought a girdle,”

she confides. “Me! I’d never owned a girdle

in my entire life. And I have a new black
cocktail dress that’s built out over the hips,

with a very hugging waist and a low, low
neck. I’ve gone real slinky!”

Consider Mitzi’s background, and you
realize why she is rushing into woman-
hood so eagerly. Different as they may
seem, she and Pier Angeli have something
in common. “Actually,” Mitzi says, “I’ve

led a very sheltered life.” That’s a strange
statement coming from a girl who has been
a professional dancer since the age of

thirteen. But Mitzi’s preoccupation with
her career sheltered her from the enlight-

ening experiences of the average teenager
as effectively as any stern parental super-
vision could have.

Before she was even into her teens.

Mitzi fell head over toes in love with

the ballet, and the love affair lasted. “I

didn’t do anything but eat, sleep and dream
dancing,” she remembers. “1 slicked my
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hair back, and I walked with my toes

turned out all the time, so nobody could
possibly mistake the fact that I was a
ballerina.” Her schooling provided no con-
tact with the everyday world outside show
business. She went to Hollywood’s Powers
Professional High School, where most of

her classmates also studied part-time, on
a schedule allowing for jobs in the theatre
or movies. And she missed her high-school
graduation ceremonies because she was
opening at the Philharmonic the same
night in “Naughty Marietta.”

It was there that she met Richard Coyle.
For four years—the crucial four years be-
tween seventeen and twenty-one—Mitzi
was further shielded from the average
girl’s life. She had missed the woes and de-
lights of puppy love. Now, instead of nurs-
ing a broken heart one day and the next
day losing it to a different boy, Mitzi was
.secure within a steady, gentle affection.

She is grateful to Richard: “For his wis-
dom and his patience, waiting for me to
grow up and know my own mind. For
taking care of me, for always being there
when I first went into pictures. I could
take my problems to him, knowing he’d
help me work them out. 'They were just
the normal discouragements, but when

,

you’re so young and inexperienced they
iseem fairly tragic. If I got upset about
: something, I’d storm off to him, letting off

I
steam: ‘They can jolly well get somebody
'else for the picture!’

“Then we’d go for a long drive, we’d
eat a quart of ice cream, and Richard
would talk to me: ‘You’re in a business.
You don’t just walk away from a prob-
lem. Situations will come up you won’t
like. You’ll meet people you won’t like

—

but you can’t just walk off and leave your
liob because of them.’ So I’d get over it,

and the next day everything would be
aeaches and cream.”
When, after she’d turned twenty-one,

Vlitzi suddenly broke her engagement to
Hichard, she was giving up a tender sort
)f security. Like Joan Evans’ parents,
Vlitzi’s mother had advised her all along
0 delay the marriage until she was
wenty-one, but Mitzi reached the final
lecision on her own. She was no longer
he same girl who had fallen in love with
lichard. Her mother had always under-
tood the complexity of her nature—“There
re many Mitzis,” she says—and the more
omplex the personality, the more it’s

ikely to change with the years.
“So few people in the world really know
hemselves,” Mitzi says thoughtfully. “They
o through life thinking they’re one sort
f person, when in reality they’re another,
he most important thing is to find out

who you are—and be that person. That’s
what I’m doing today.” Now, at the age
when character takes its true shape, Mitzi
is trying to find herself, personally and
professionally. And, in spite of her aware-
ness, she isn’t doing her exploring at a
slow and cautious tempo.
She has experimented with an off-beat

(for her) role in the stage production,
“Jollyanna,” doing that ultra-sexy dance.
She’s considering night-club offers. Twen-
tieth Century-Fox has big plans for her
to follow up her current “Down Among
the Sheltering Palms.” Mitzi’s prime movie
ambition is to play Scarlett O’Hara in a
musical version of “Gone With the Wind.”
This project hasn’t gone beyond the dis-
cussion stage, and it would call for a loan-
out, anyhow. But M-G-M, which owns the
rights, was flooded with fan mail approv-
ing Mitzi for the role after a columnist
made the suggestion. It takes courage—or
would you call it recklessness?—for a
twenty-one-year-old dancer to think of
competing with Vivien Leigh’s Oscar-win-
ning performance. But then Mitzi is hungry
for new experiences.

“I want to travel!” she said. “I want to
see all the rest of the world. I haven’t
seen anything, and I haven’t done any-
thing, and I haven’t been anywhere.
There’s still so much to see, and to do

—

and to be. I’ve worked since I was thir-
teen. I’ve never had a real vacation. Year
before last, I did have two weeks off, and
we were real rootie-tooties; we drove fifty
miles to Twenty-Nine Palms. But I want
to travel! I’d like to make a picture in
England, buy sandals in Rome, go to the
opera in Milan. And Paris!—all those won-
derful places. I want to go to Monseigneur
and be serenaded by dozens of violins.”
You can see which way Mitzi’s mind is

trending. When she pictures the fabulous
Paris night club, she certainly doesn’t
imagine herself being serenaded all alone.
In the field of romance, too, she hasn’t
proceeded slowly. Very soon after the end
of her engagement, her name began to be
linked with that of a highly eligible pro-
ducer. It happens, however, that she isn’t
the only one enjoying this distinction.
Other Hollywood beauties have long been
setting their caps for the same man.
The situation promises nothing resem-

bling the security that Mitzi gave up.
Fresh from a girlhood that was, by her
own admission, “sheltered,” is she equipped
to withstand the storm of adult life? She
is twenty-one, but for her the dangerous
years aren’t really past. As the stories of
Joan and Debra and Pier have proved,
girls move toward maturity at varying
paces. For some, the business of growing
up takes a long time. The End
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Thanks to radio’s “My True Story,” thousands of
listeners have found happy solutions to difficult,
heart-rending problems. For the stories that are
dramatized so vividly on this program are real
stories—taken directly from the files of “True
Story Magazine.” And the characters are as true'
to'life as you or your family. Listening to them
cope with problems of love, hope, fear and
jealousy, you’ll find answers to many of your own
problems, too.

TUNE IN

MY TRUE STORY
AMERICAN BROADCASTING STATIONS

What makes a man masculine, a woman feminine? What happens when nature
errs? TRUE STORY gives you the answers in "MEN AND WOMEN the
amazing truths about Sex Glands —in the May issue on sale everywhere*

EYELASHES WITH A
KURLASH CURL LOOK
LONGER, LOVELIER!
Give your lashes a glorious, sweep-
ing, lasting curl in only seconds

—

with KURLASH! Curled eyelashes
look longer and more alluring.

Curled lashes let in more light, help
eyes look larger, brighter. Over
16,000,000 smart girls and women
have bought KURLASH. Exclusive
KURLASH clip refill snaps in and
out for quick changing. ^

—

Only $1.00. Purse Pack aI,

KURLASH $1.25.

P. S. KURLENE Eye-
lash Pomade applied

to lashes aids curling,

lends lustre to lashes

and eyebrows, gives eye-^

lids dewy, exotic
sheen. 25^, 50^ and
$1 plus tax at cosmetic
counters everywhere.
Kurlash Co. Inc. '

Rochester 4, N. Y.

REMOVEDBY
Your money refunded
if not satisfied. The Moss
Company, Rochester, N.Y.

also Calluses. Quick,

easy, and economical.

Just rub on. Sold in

handy jars. Buy to-

day at your druggist.

MOSCO

WANTEP!

'

For Calendars * Billboards * Magazines
Your child's photo may bring: you as much as $200
from advertisers. Bij: demand for pictures of boys and
l^irls 6 months to 18 years old. Let your child, too, have
this wonderful opportunity to be presented to the
nation’s leading advertisers. ( Not a conte.st. ) Send
ONE small photo for our approval (ONLY ONE),
Print child’s name and parent’s name and address
on back. Picture returned in 60 days if not accepted.

SPOTLITE PHOTO DIRECTORY
^^OTO-M^JJoMywood^^BlvdM^JJollywood^^^^^

SUFFERERS
FROM PSORIASIS
MAKE THE ONE

(SCALY SKIN THDUBLEI

%D6RmOIL
Prave it yourself no matternow longyou have suffered
^ what you have tried.
Beautiful book on psori-
asis and Dermoil with
amazing, true photo-
graphic proof of results

_ sentFREE.Writeforit.

Don't mistake (

for the stubborn,
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Ap«
ply non-staining Der-
moil. Thousands do for
scaly spots on body or
scalp. Grateful users often
after years of suffering,
report the scales have
gone, the red patches gradually dis-
appeared and they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin
again. Dermoil Is used by many doctors and Is backed by a
positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or
money Is refunded without question. Send 10c (stamps or
coin) for generous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot
Test.” Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write to-
day for your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed.Print
nameplainly. Don't delay. Sold by Liqgettand Walgreen Drug
Stores and other leading druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box 3925, Strathmoor Station, Dept. 7304. Detroit 27, Wlich.
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TODAY'S HIGH PRICES

Got You D

W
N

Rid yourself of those “bill” blues!
There’s money all around you—easy

money! Help yourself to some of it

NOW! It’s simple—costs you nothing
but your spare time. Just help your
neighbors and friends by taking care
of their subscriptions. (U.S. Sales Only.)
And, remember, you can solve all year
’round gift problems with Gift Subscrip-
tion orders! Make YOUR money NOW,
easily and quickly! It means $10 or $15 a
week for your spare time, possibly $50

for full time. Write today without de-
lay for complete details to:

Macfadden Publications, Inc.

Dept. P5-53, 205 East 42nd St..

New York 17. N. Y.

REMOVE HAIR
f Remove hair INSTANTLY ABOVE AND BELOW THE JiUR-
FACE OF THE SKIN. Everyone lovee hairfree akin. Your akm
can be eo much lovelier without that unwanted hair. BE ATTRAC-
TIVE INSTEAD OF ATTR.ACTING ATTENTION. Remove that

ugly unwanted liair at once. Just return this advertisement with 25c
ana receive prepaid a generous aize package of a true, tried and
tested hair remover that will remove hair instantly above and be-

low the surface of the skin. Results guaranteed.

LECHLER (Hair Removing Specialists)

560 Broadway, Dept. T-4, New York 12. N. Y.

TELL FORTUNES
Your own . . . Your friends
with your playing cards. The
fortune teller's secret mean-
ings. Printed on. stickers for

each card with layout chart.
Only $1.00—No. C.O.D. J

f^ATCHA Box B97 Newark, N. J

WALLET YOUR CHOICE
SIZE MOVIE STARS

NEW! DIFFERENT! BEAUTIFUL!
For the first time—sensation-
al poses in LARGE WALLET SPECIAL

rneE CATALOG of 215 -| 50tl

DeLUXE PHOTO SERVICE, Dept. 815
Box 947, Church St. Annex, New York 8, N.Y.

INGROWN NAIL
Hurting You?
Immediate

Relief!
A few drops of OUTGHO ©bring blessed relief from
tormenting pain of ingrown nail. OUTGRO tough-

ens the skin underneath the nail, allows the nail to

be cut and thus prevents further pain and discom-
fort. OUTGRO is available at all drug counters.

NERVOUS?
Dom't Be A
CRANK

Let MILES NERVINE help you relax.

Ease that jittery keyed-up feeling.

Follow the label, avoid excessive use.

s O OT M e
YOUR NERVES
T

Farewell,

(Continued from page 45)
the fullest with the press. In 1949, she was
awarded the Golden Apple by the Holly-
wood Women’s Press Club as the most
cooperative actress of that year. She was
always gracious and charming and unusu-
ally understanding of the tribulations of
writers assigned to cover celebrities. Now
the reporters were understanding in return.
They did their jobs as well as possible,
feeling only the highest respect for June
in her refusal, in this instance, to help
them on what might well be their last

story concerning her.
During the first week in February, the

rumors began to bounce. Several colum-
nists reported that June would soon enter
a convent, but she was unavailable for

comment and her family would neither
confirm nor deny the fact. Through her
mother and sisters June said, “If and when
I have an announcement to make, I shall

make it to everyone.” When a priest whom
she had consulted was contacted, he said,

“If Miss Haver has anything to say, it is

up to her, not me.”
The following day June telephoned the

publicity department of her studio and
read them the statement she had written
herself. It said:

“To all my friends: Now that I am
about to do something that some of you
will perhaps find difficult to understand, I

have thought it well to make a public
statement.

“I am going away to prepare myself, by
several years of prayer and study, for

something I have been contemplating
for two years. I am determined to be a
Sister of Charity, with the Grace of God
and the approval of His church, and to

consecrate my life to the service of God
in His sick and in His children.
“To do this will take more ability than

I have. That is why I am going to prepare
myself in a novitiate of work and prayer.
If at the end of my two years of prepara-
tion my religious superiors judge that I

am able to do this, I shall consecrate
myself by vow to this kind of life.

“As far as I am concerned, I know what
I want to do. But what I want must also

be what God wants. May His will be done.
“You, my friends who have helped me

so well in the past, I know will continue
to help me with prayer, that I may always
be generous in the service of God.”

It was neat, concise and to the point,

and it said everything that June could
possibly say under the circumstances. The
publicist who took the message told her
he thought it was beautifully worded.

“I think it covers it,” June said. “It’s

all I want to say. Otherwise they’ll be
wanting to know when I leave and it would
be embarrassing with photographers.”

“I suppose I’ll be talking to you again,”
said the publicist.

“No,” said June, and he could almost
hear the smile in her voice over the phone.
“I don’t think so. You won’t be able to

get in touch with me.” She hesitated a
moment and then added, “I’m very happy.”
The news was not surprising to those

who knew June. As she said in the state-

ment, she had been considering such a
decision for two years. While it was not
something about which she spoke freely,

wisps of her thoughts did leak out now and
then. When she visited the Montevideo
Film Festival in South America last year,

she made a guarded admission to a Cath-
olic layman that she was interested, and
spoke very highly of the life of a nun.
She went to Rome in 1951, following the

death of her fiance. Dr. John Duzik, and
obtained an audience with Pope Pius XII.

It is said that during her meeting with the

Hollywood

Pope, she again spoke of her desire to
become a nun. At any rate, although June
had left Hollywood a troubled girl, she
came back from that trip with a new as-
surance, a new happiness. She seemed to
know, for the first time in many years,
what it was she wanted from life.

More than two years ago, it was re-
ported that June had applied for dispen-
sation from the Church to enter a convent.
Such a waiver is necessary for a woman
who has been married, for, although
legally divorced, she is still married in

the eyes of the Church. Clearance in a
case of this kind is quite possible, but
the application itself is not binding. The
first rumblings began at that time, but
June denied them, understandably in view
of the uncertain circumstances.

After that, a great deal happened to con-
firm the suspicion. Last year, June sold

her lovely home in Cheviot Hills, and
afterward, offered for sale by auction the
majority of her possessions. Later, she
moved into her mother’s apartment, and
then two weeks before her decision was
made public, she told her studio that she
would not renew her contract when it

expired on February 20. Incidentally, it is

typical of June’s fairness that she refused
to accept her salary for that remaining
period. All of these things pointed to the
ulitimate conclusion, but until everything
was arranged and in order June refused
to make any comment.
The most revealing clue of all, however,

was June herself. She had never conformed
to Hollywood’s way of life, and had not

only shied away from the gaudier parties

but had confined her friendships almost
entirely to people outside the industry.

As one friend put it, “She just never really

belonged to Hollywood.”
People who knew her well could never

reconcile her glamorous screen roles with
the sincere and serious girl they knew as

a friend. Over the past two years, she

grew increasingly interested in helping
others. Whenever anyone had a problem,
or was sick, or bereaved, June was always
on hand with whatever help she could
offer. She was devoting her life to other

people, and as one person, a non-Catholic,
said, “She couldn’t have done more had
she already been a nun.”

If Hollywood was not surprised at her

eventual decision, neither did they under-
stand it. The citizens of the town tend
naturally to dramatize the slightest inci-

dent, and on reading June’s statement in

the newspapers, they immediately began
asking each other “Why?” It was sup-
posed, as a matter of course, that June’s

tragic experiences in love had led her

into the path of solace with the Church.
They said that no girl could be expected
to live through the heartbreak of such

a marriage as that with Jimmy Zito; that

no girl could survive such deep grief

as that suffered over the death of the

charming John Duzik, without finding

the need to seek consolation. June’s fath-

er, a non-Catholic and a man who has

seldom seen his daughters since his di-

vorce from their mother, came to this

conclusion: “It is a result,” he said, “of her

hard work, her heartbreak and her deep

faith in the Catholic Church.”
To those who have known June more

intimately, the first two reasons are com-
pletely unsound. If Dr. Duzik had lived,!

of course, and if he and June had been

able to secure from the Church an annul-

ment of her marriage to Zito (a procedure
which required a statement in writing

from Zito to the effect that he had not

wanted children at the time he entered

into marriage with June, thus making the
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marriage invalid), they would undoubtedly
have lived happily ever after. But Dr.

Duzik did not live, and June’s faithful

attendance at his bedside and her prayers
in the chapel of St. John’s Hospital ended
in sorrow.
Such an experience would normally send

anyone on a quest for peace, and although
many stories will probably be written
stating that this tragedy was the direct

cause of June’s choice, it could not, alone,

have given her the incentive to take the
veil. June decided to become a nun only
through a real desire to serve God.

“If we did understand,” says her sister

Evvie, “if we could know how June feels,

then we would all be in a convent.”
June was not raised a Catholic. Her

father is a Presbyterian, her paternal
grandfather was a minister of the Congre-
gational Church in Portland, Indiana, and
her mother is a Catholic. But during her
childhood, there was always a strong pull

toward Catholicism. Back in Rock Island,

Illinois, she used to stop in a Catholic
church on her way home from school every
day, and whenever anyone was ill she
made a special trip to the church for

prayer. Her two sisters used to tease her
about it, yet, somehow, even then, they

i may have felt that they would all some day
i turn toward Catholicism.

The conversion came sooner than they
I

thought. Dorothy, the oldest sister, became
[

engaged to marry a Catholic, and when
June, who was then sixteen, returned with
her mother from a movie location trip,

i Dorothy had already been baptized and
had taken her first Communion. June and
Evvie followed shortly thereafter, June
taking instruction at the Church of the
Good Shepherd in Beverly Hills, and even-

i tually being baptized by Monsignor Con-
cannon. She took her time about it, was
deeply curious about all phases of it.

F ollowing her trip to Rome during the
Holy Year, she put aside all reading ma-
terial except things relating to the spiritual,

and spent her free hours in prayer and
deliberation on her future. The sale of her
house and other material things made

' possible the establishment of a trust fund
for her mother, and with the choice of the
Sisters of Charity and the waiver by the
Church, June was ready.
She chose this particular order because

she felt she was better suited to its work
than to others. The Sisters of Charity is a
fairly new order as Catholic orders go.
It is American, only eighty-six years old,

and maintains homes for orphans, re-
treats, homes for the aged, and schools.
The nuns are transferred every six years
from one type of work to another so that
their lives offer a wide variety of service.
June’s main source of joy has always been
children. She is fascinated by them and
feels them to be the primary mission of
marriage; it is fairly accurate to say that
her chief pleasure in her service, other
than her religion, will come in helping
youngsters.
Her choice made and all arrangements

completed, she left Hollywood on February
' 8 for Leavenworth, Kansas. To her rela-
tives, who would not be seeing her for a
long time, she said “I want to leave alone.
I’ve made my choice alone and I want to
go alone.” Her family understood. With

. her mind reaching toward a future that
required cessation of all personal attach-
ments, it would be difficult enough to take
leave of the loved ones who were trying so
hard to understand.
At St. Mary’s Academy in Leavenworth,

1 the mother house of the Sisters of Charity,
June is now receiving a higher education
which will fit her for the care of the sick
and the education of the young. She leaves
her bed at five o’clock each morning,
joins in the first prayers and meditation

of the day and then assists at Mass and
receives Communion. After a simple break-
fast with the sisters and the twelve other
novices, she begins a sixteen-hour day that

is filled with study, except for more than
five hours devoted to prayer.
After eighteen months to two years of

study and prayer, she will be ready to be
professed. She will, if deemed suitable

for the life she has chosen, take three

vows. By the vow of poverty, she re-

nounces all earthly goods. By the vow of

chastity, she renounces all passionate at-

tachments. By the vow of obedience, she
renounces all self-interest and self-love.

Following this profession, she will make
vows for one year only and renew them
once a year for the next five years. The
sixth year, she makes her vow for life, if

she still wishes it. At any time until

then she may make application to with-
draw, if she should so desire.

Although the Sisters of Charity are not
cloistered nuns and may visit with their

families and friends, it is nonetheless a
stupendous decision to make, and one
that calls for a great deal of both courage
and love. Heeding such a call is particu-
larly difficult for someone in June’s posi-
tion, not only because of the publicity
washing over her personal feelings, but
because she is bound always to be singled
out from the other sisters as once having
been a famous movie star. With her vows
and her religious intents in mind, it will

be difficult for her tactfully to avoid such
attentions. Others will not easily forget
the fact that for nine years June lived in

what is regarded as the tinsel town of

Hollywood. It will show in their eyes when
they look at her, and it will be a real prob-
lem for June.
She is not the first from among the movie

world to choose such a path. There has
been Gareth Hughes, who is now an Epis-
copalian monk and working with the
American Indians. There has been Jose
Mojica, opera and picture star who is now
a Franciscan monk in Peru. There is

Juanita Quigley, famous child star, now a
nun in the order of the Daughters of Mary
and Joseph. There is lovely Colleen Town-
send, who last year renounced a budding
movie career to join her husband in his

missionary work.
All of them no doubt had the same

sincerity of purpose, yet it hits home a
little harder in the case of June Haver.
She is so young, so beautiful, was at the
peak of a fabulous career. It is perhaps
difficult to comprehend her choice, but
it is one that must be admired. Many
people ask her family why June, who could
do so much good for others in her career
as a movie star, wanted to enter a con-
vent in order to do good. And the family’s
answer is always the same:
“She has a right to some happiness of

her own. All her life she has done many
things that she didn’t want to do. In her
school years she missed a lot, because she
went to a studio school and never had the
fun other kids have in high school. She
was always under orders from her studio,

sometimes to do things she didn’t approve
of. She was always under financial pres-
sure from a hundred different sources.
Since she was a little girl she couldn’t do
what she wanted to do. This is what she
wants, and we’ll stick by her.”
Her family, her mother and sisters, do

not completely understand, but they re-
member the line of dialogue spoken by
a nun in “The Bells of St. Mary’s” that
June has always loved. “You don’t become
a nun because you’ve lost something, but
because you’ve found something.”
They know that is the way it is with

June, and that while they won’t be seeing
her often, she is happy—truly happy for
the first time in her life. The End
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BRIEF REVIEWS
For fuller reviews, see photoplay for months indicated, photoplay
Applauds for this mouth, page 4. This month’s full reviews, page 10

A—Adults F—Familv

ABOVE AND BEYOND—M G-M : Grippins saga

of the first A-bombing. Family woes of Bob Taylor,

Eleanor Parker seem trivial. (A) February

ALL ASHORE -Columbia, Technicolor: Pleasant,

tuneful tale of three sailors’ shore leave. Mickey

Rooney, Dick Haymes, Ray McDonald. (F) April

ANDROCLES AND THE LION—RKO: Wordy,
sometimes witty tribute to persecuted early Chris-

tians (Jean Simmons, Alan Young). (A) February

ANGEL FACE—RKO: Mild suspense drama in-

volves Bob Mitchum in innocent-looking Jean

Simmons’ scheme for murder. (A) March

APRIL IN PARIS—Warners, Technicolor: Feath-

erweight but fun. Songs and dances by chorine

Doris Day, diplomat Ray Bolger. (F) February

BAD AND THE BEAUTIFUL, THE—M-G-M:
Fascinating close-up of Hollywood. Kirk Douglas

is a ruthless producer; Lana Turner, an actress;

Dick Powell, a writer. (A) February

BLACKBEARD THE PIRATE—RKO, Techni-

color: Muddled thriller. Robert Newton’s hammy;
Keith Andes, Linda Darnell, handsome. (F) March

CINERAMA—Cinerama Productions, color: No
story, but plenty of excitement. Amazing new tech-

nique using a huge curved screen is now showing

in New York and Detroit. (F) January

CITY BENEATH THE SEA— U-l, Technicolor:

Sprawling adventure-romance. Bob Ryan, Anthony
Quinn i)lay deep-sea divers. (F) April

CLOWN, THE—M-G-M: Red Skelton lays on the

pathos too thick as a has-been comic with a small

son and a rich ex-wife (Jane Greer). (F) April

COME BACK, LITTLE SHEBA—Wallis, Para-

mount: Intimate, grueling drama of marriage and
the desires of youth. Shirley Booth’s splendid;

Burt Lancaster, Terry Moore score. (A) January

CONFIDENTIALLY CONNIE—M-G-M: Gay little

comedy. Prof Van Johnson and wife Janet Leigh

cope with living costs (especially meat) ; rancher

Louis Calhern intervenes. (F) April

FACE TO FACE—RKO: Two-story film. James
Mason stars in a dreary sea tale; Robert Preston,

Marjorie Steele, Minor Watson, in an excellent,

unusual comedy Western. (F) January

FORBIDDEN GAMES—Times Film: Powerful
tragicomedy of war’s effect on children (amazingly
portrayed by Brigitte Fossey, George Poujouly).
French dialogue, English titles. (A) March

FOL'R POSTER, THE—Kramer, Columbia: Funny,
touching, too-talky history of a marriage. Lilli

Palmer and Rex Harrison, sole players, are fine;

cartoon interludes are brilliant. (A) February

GIRLS IN THE NIGHT-U-I: Stilted story of

youth in the slums, with attractive newcomers
Patricia Hardy, Glen Roberts. (A) April

HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN - Goldwyn,
RKO; Technicolor: Magical musical. Danny Kaye
is the story-spinning cobbler; exquisite Jeanmaire
is Farley Granger’s ballerina wife. ( F) March

1 LOVE MELVIN—M-G-M, Technicolor; Airy,

youthful, tune-film with lovable co-stars. Donald
O’Connor makes a cover girl of Debbie Reynolds,

movie-struck chorine. (F) April

IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST, THE-
Rank, U-I; Technicolor: Michael Redgrave,

Michael Denison, Edith Evans sparkle in the dia-

logue-dominated Oscar Wilde farce about upper-

crust romance and deception. (A) March

JAZZ SINGER, THE—Warners, Technicolor;

Lush, heart-tugging musical with Danny Thomas
as a cantor’s son who loves show business and
Peggy Lee. (F) April

JEOPARDY—M-G-M: Taut, artificial suspense

drama. Barbara Stanwyck, Barry Sullivan are a

holidaying couple in grim danger. (F) April

KANSAS CITY CONFIDENTIAL—U. A.: Slick,

tricky thriller about an armored-car robbery. With
John Payne, Coleen Gray. (F) February

LAST OF THE COMANCHES—Columbia, Techni-

color; Vigorous, tightly constructed Western in

which cavalryman Broderick Crawford leads a

chance-met group in its stand against desert thirst

and hostile Indians. (F) February

LIMELIGHT—U. A.: Highly personal, slow, affect-

ing story of a has-been comedian (Charlie Chaplin)

and a young ballerina (Claire Bloom). Fine

slapstick; pensive tragedy. (F) February

LITTLE WORLD OF DON CAMILLO, THE—
1. F. E.: Rollicking, inspiring French film with

English titles. Fernandel’s a fighting village priest;

Gino Cervi, the red mayor. (A) March

MAN BEHIND THE GUN, THE—Warners, Tech-

nicolor: Well-made horse opera of early Cali-

fornia, starring Randolph Scott. (F) March

MEET ME AT THE FAIR—U-I, Technicolor:

Harmless, nostalgic comedy-with-music about a

medicine-show man (Dan Dailey). (F) February

MEMBER OF THE WEDDING, THE—Kramer,

Columbia: Shapeless but often touching story of

a troubled adolescent (Julie Harris), with mag-

nificent acting by Ethel Waters. (A) April

MISSISSIPPI GAMBLER, THE—U-I, Techni-

color: Handsome, fitfully exciting tale of old New
Orleans. Honest gambler Ty Power loves aristo-

cratic Piper Laurie. (F) March

MOULIN ROUGE—U. A., Technicolor: Subtle

color and rich Parisian atmosphere overshadow

Jose Ferrer’s portrayal of Toulouse-Lautrec, the

tragic, deformed painter. (A) March

MY COUSIN RACHEL—20th Century-Fox: An
elegantly mounted but indecisive mystery presents

Olivia de Havilland as either murderess or inno-

cent suspect, with newcomer Richard Burton scor-

ing as her accuser and suitor. (A) March

NAKED SPUR, THE—M-G-M, Technicolor; Big,

rugged Western with beautiful scenery. Outlaw

Robert Ryan (with companion Janet Leigh) is

captured by James Stewart. (F) April

NEVER WAVE AT A WAC—RKO: The Army
makes a human being of snooty Rosalind Russell,

with an assist from ex-husband Paul Douglas.

Marie Wilson adds more laughs. (F) March

NIAGARA—20th Century-Fox, Technicolor: En-

tertaining melange of murder, Marilyn Monroe,

magnificent settings. Joseph Cotten her be-

trayed husband; Jean Peters scores. (A) April

NO TIME FOR FLOWERS—RKO: A neatly

scripted comedy of captive Czechoslovakia focuses

on Viveca Lindfors and Paul Christian, as young

Reds slowly reformed by love. (F) March

PETER PAN—Disney, RKO, Technicolor: En- .

chanting cartoon feature based on the beloved i

Barrie fantasy of eternal childhood. Peter, Wendy,
Tinker Bell, Captain Hook come alive to the tune /

of many sprightly songs. (F) February '

REDHEAD FROM WYOMING, THE—U-I, Tech- .i

nicolor: Pleasant Western wherein William Bishop >1

dupes Maureen O’Hara into helping him plot a s

range war. Alex Nicol plays sheriff. (F) March i

ROAD TO BALI — Paramount, Technicolor: i

Further adventures of Crosby, Hope and Lamour 4

—a casual, comical, musical improvisation on the i

South Seas theme. (F) February g

ROGUE’S MARCH—M-G-M: Disarmingly old- !«

fashioned melodrama about the British in India. I

Peter Lawford’s the disgraced hero. (F) April i

SHE’S BACK ON BROADWAY—Warners. War-
j

nerColor: Slight but bright backstage tale. Trying |

a comeback, has-been movie star Virginia Mayo 1

feuds with ex-lover Steve Cochran. (F) April 1

STAR, THE—20th Century-Fox: Uneven but sub-
|

stantial story of a movie actress ( Bette Davis) (

who can’t face failure. (A) April i

STARS ARE SINGING, THE—Paramount, Tech-
|

nicolor: Warm, charmingly informal musical, f

with Rosemary Clooney as a singer who helps I

refugee-singer Anna Maria Alberghetti. (F) April i

STOOGE, THE—Wallis, Paramount: Likable vig-

nette of show business. Dean Martin plays a

swellheaded star; Jerry Lewis, his humble partner.

With Polly Bergen, Marion Marshall. (F) March

STOP, YOU’RE KILLING ME—Warners, Warner-

Color: Cheerful gang comedy. Broderick Craw- i

ford as a beer baron gone straight, Claire Trevor

as his loving wife. (F) March

TAXI—20th Century-Fox: Amusing though flimsi-

ly plotted. Dan Dailey, obliging New York backie,

helps just-off-the-boat colleen Constance Smith in

search for missing husband. (F) April

TROPIC ZONE—Paramount, Technicolor: Ronald

Reagan saves Rhonda Fleming’s banana plantation

in a Central American Western. ( F) February *
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B R E C K
THERE ARE THREE BRECK SHAMPOOS
FOR THREE DIFFERENT HAIR CONDITIONS
Your hair tends to be dry, oily or normal. Three Breck

Shampoos have been developed - one for each of these different

hair conditions. One Breck Shampoo is for dry hair. Another

Breck Shampoo is for oily hair. A third Breck Shampoo is for

normal hair. A Breck Shampoo cleans thoroughly, yet is mild

and gentle in action. When you buy a shampoo, ask for the

Breck Shampoo for your individual hair condition. A Breck

Shampoo leaves your hair soft, fragrant and lustrous.

The Three Breck Shampoos are available at Beauty Shops, Drug Stores, Department Stores and wherever cosmetics are sold.

MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS • SPRINGFIELD } MASSACHUSETTS
CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO OTTAWA CANADA

JOHN H BRECK INC
NEW YORK



Lovely Movie

I
f R- J* Reynolds Tob. Co., Winston-Salem, N. 0,

Start your own 30~day Camel mildness test today!

MORE PEOPLE

WECIUWEIS
ifiQh Qtiycf/hetcigitefk!

M illions of smokers have changed to Camels
— and they back up their choice by buying

Camels, day after day after day! Camel leads all

other brands by billions of cigarettes per year!

What better evidence could you have of the rich

smoking enjoyment of Camel’s exclusive

blend of costly tobaccos?

Make your own 30-day Camel mildness test.

Smoke only Camels for 30 days and see how mild,

how flavorful, how enjoyable they are —
pack after pack, week after week!

"
I CHANGED TO CAMELS

BECAUSE THEV WAVE A FLAVOR

AND MILDNESS I CAN't GET IN

ANY OTWER CIGARETfE."

"CAMELS FLAVOR

AND MILDNESS

KEEP ON PLEASING

ME,PACK AFTER
PACK I"
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Ivory mokes more lather, foster!

Your bath's a moment to treasure— it's uH pure

pleasure—with Ivory! For Ivory never disappears

into the depths— it floats! And, at a touch. Ivory

makes the richest suds you ever soaked in! Ivory,

in fact, makes more liither, faster, than any other

leading bath soap!

Ivory gives you famous mildness
...and such a clean, fresh odor!

Your skin is caressed as well as cleansed, when you

treat it to baby-gentle Ivory lather. For Ivory's

mildness is a byword—more doctors advise it for

skin care than any other soap. And Ivory's lather

is so clean, so fresh-smelling, too. It leaves you in

a glow . . . full of go!

Ivory gives more for your money!
Isn't that a nice surprise? America's favorite

i-

1

f

pure •••ItHoats
"TVtc whole faiiiilv ai^rees on



LISTERINE STOPS BAD BREATH

4 times better than chlorophyll or tooth paste

j4s Laura read Jim’s old love letters she could

scarcely hold hack the tears. She could iuiagme

people whispering as she passed by, "That's the

Morton fellow’s ex-fiancee . . . Poor thing!

I don’t know what came between them."

Unfortunately, Laura didn’t either, and

she spent many a lonely evening before

she discovered that sometimes there’s

a breath of difference between "ex'

and “exquisite.” Once she corrected

her trouble’'’', she gradually won Jim

hack. And exquisite she was as he

carried her across the threshold . .

.

a girl with breath as sweet as the

blossoms in her bridal bouquet.

Why is Listerine Antiseptic so much
better? . . . Why does it not only stop

*halitosis (bad breath) instantly, but

usually keep it stopped for hours on
end? The answer is Listerine’s superior

ability to kill germs.

No chlorophyll kills odor bacteria

like this . . . instantly

You see, germs are by far the most
common cause of halitosis. They start

the fermentation of proteins that are

always present in your mouth. As a re-

sult, as research shows, your breath stays

sweeter longer depending upon the degree

to ivhich you reduce germs in your mouth.

Listerine instantly kills these germs by
millions, including the bacteria that

cause fermentation. Brushing your
teeth doesn’t give you any such anti-

septic protection. Chlorophyll or chew-
ing gums don’t kill germs.

Listerine Antiseptic does.

Clinically proved four times
better than tooth paste

No wonder that in recent

clinical tests Listerine Anti-

septic averaged four times

better in reducing breath

odors than the two leading

tooth pastes, as well as the

chlorophyll products, it was tested

against.

That’s why we say, if you’re really

serious about your breath, no matter

what else you may use, use an antiseptic.

Kill those odor bacteria with

Listerine— the most widely

used antiseptic in the world.

Rinse with it night and morn-
ing, and before any date

where you want to be at

your best.

Every week 2 difterenl shows, redio & television:

“THE ADVENTURES OF OZZIE & HARRIET"

See your peoer for times and stations

I

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC.. . the most widely used antiseptic in the world
1



p JUOy, WHATS THE ^
SNARLING ALL ABOUT?
WHATEVER IT IS, NAME
IT- AND LET'S KICK IT

AROUND AWHILE!

I PETE, I can't! your 1
DENTIST IS THE ONE TO i
HANDLE A SUBJECT UKE-

UKE BAD BREATH, honey!

P JUST ONE BRUSHING WITH COLGATE DENTAL
CREAM REMOVES MOST OF THE BACTERIA THAT CAUSE

BAD BREATH! SCIENTIFIC TESTS PROVE THAT COLGATES

INSTANTLY STOPS BAD BREATH IN 7 OUT OF 10 |
. CASES THAT ORIGINATE IN THE mouth! J

Just one brushing with Colgate’s removes most

decay-causing bacteria! And if you really

to prevent decay, be sure to follow the best

method known— the Colgate way of brushing

teeth right after eating!

most
I

want!
home I
ishingl

LATER— Thanks to Colgate Dental Cream

Now! ONE Brushing With

COLGATE
DENTAL CREAM
Removes Most Detay and

Odor-Causing Bacterial

Only The Colgate Way Does All Three!

CLEANS YOUR BREATH while it

CLEANS YOUR TEETH and

STOPS MOST TOOTH DECAY!

GIVES YOU A CLEANER,
FRESHER MOUTH ALL DAY LON6I

PHOTOPLAY
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Mystery-comedy at it’s best!

Meet two swing-happy

,
sweethearts

^ who i

hot licks

amid blood- chilling

menace!

* Broadway’S
STAGE HIT IS ON
THE SCREEN!

Playwrights Howard Lindsay /
and Russel Crouse who

did "Arsenic And Old

Lace” have done it

W again ! A riot of fun V^0'

M’G'IVI presents

«IUNE



TO REACH THE STARSNEW FINER MUM

'XEiiiintt

Special Offer to get you
to try New MUM with M-3
— Destroys Odor Bacteria —

Stops Underarm Odor All Day
Don't miss this wonderful, no-risk
chance to tr\' new Mum cream deo-

dorant. Mum now contains M-3, a sci-

entific discovery that actually destroys

odor-bacteria — doesn’t give perspira-

tion odor a chance to start.

Gentle Mum is safe for normal skin.

Safe for clothes. Certified by the Amer-
ican Institute of Laundering. Won’t
rot or discolor even your finest fabrics.

So get a trial size jar— free of extra

cost. You pay for only one jar. And
you’ll be thrilled with its amazingly

Available only while supplies last.

mailed to you promptly.

Use bonus jar of Mum with M-3.
If you don’t agree that Mum is the

best deodorant for you, return un-
used 39^ jar (before July 31, 1953),
with your name and address, to

Bristol-Myers Co., Dept. MM, 630
Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.
for 39^^ refund. (Offer good only in

continental U.S.A,)

A Product of Bristol-Myers

Photoplay receives thousands of letters

asking for photographs and addresses of i

movie stars. Home addresses cannot be
revealed and photoplay cannot fill re-
quests for photographs. However, follow-
ing are the addresses of the major motion

|

picture studios and a list of the stars they
^

I

have under contract. If your favorites are
j

;

not listed in any contract list, write to

them in care of the studio at which they i

made their last picture. For autographed
!

pictures send twenty-five cents to the star

to cover cost of mailing.

Allied Artuts, 1376 Sunset Drive, Hollywood: Johnn.v '

Mack Brown. Wild Bill Elliot, Leo Gorcey. Huntz Hall, i

Florence Marly, Jane Nigh, Helene Stanley. Whip Wilson.

Cohnnbio Pictttrea, 1438 N. Gower St., Hollywood: Gene i

Autry, Smiley Burnette, Broderick Crawford. Joan Davis,
John Derek, Glenn Ford, Gloria Greenwood, Rita Hayworth.
Judy Holliday, Jack Mahoney, Aldo Ray, Rex Reason.
Donna Reed, Mickey R<x)ney, Barbara Stanwyck, Audrey
Totter.

OoUiwyn Studi<f8. 1041 N. Formosa Ave.. Los Angeles
Joan Evans. Farley Granger.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 10202 W. Washington Blvd., Culvei
City: June Allyson, Richard Anderson. Pier Angeii,
Fred Astaire. Lionel Barrymore. Ann Blyth, Marlon
Brando, Robert Burton, Louis Calhern, William Campbell.
Leslie Caron, Carleton Carpenter, Diane Cassidy. Gower
Champion. Marge Champion, Cyd Charisse, Patrick Conway,
Donna Corcoran. Jonathan Cott, James Craig, Vic Damone,
Michael Dugan, Billy Eckstine, Marilyn Erskine, Nanette
Fabray, Lisa Ferraday, Sally Forrest, Clark Gable. Ava
Gardner, Greer Garson, Vittorio Gassman. Stewart Granger,
Cary Grant. Kathryn Grayson. Jean Hagen. Robert Horton.
Van Johnson. Kurt Kasznar. Howard Keel. Gene Kelly.
Deborah Kerr. Fernando Lamas, Mario Lanza, Peter Law-
ford, Janet Leigh. Monica Lewis. Marjorie Main, Ralph
Meeker. Ann Miller. Dean Miller. Ricardo Montalban, Dor-
etta Morrow, George Murphy, Reginald Owen. Walter
Pidgeon, Jane Powell, William Powell. Debbie Reynolds.
Jeff Richards, Barbara Ruick, Janice Rule, Red Skelton,
Elaine Stewart, James Stewart. Lewis Stone. Barry Sullivan
Elizabeth Taylor. Robert Taylor, Patricia Tiernan, Spencei
Tracy. Lana Turner, Bobby Van, Vera-Ellen, James Whit-
more. Esther Williams, Keenan Wynn. Gig Young.

Parainmnt Pietures, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood: Anna
Maria Alberghetti, Judith Ames. Jean Arthur. Peter D.
Baldwin, Gene Barry, William Bendix, Lyle Bettger, Rose-
mary Clooney, Pierre Cressoy, Bing Crosby, William Dema-
rest, Tom Drake, Laura Elliot, Rhonda Fleming, Joan Fon-
taine. Mona Freeman. Paulette Goddard, Gloria Grahame,
Nancy Hale, Virginia Hall, Peter Hanson, Patricia Ann
Harding. William Holden. Bob Hope. Betty Hutton. Irene
Maitin. Robert Merrill, Ray Milland, Michael Moore,
Susan Morrow, Mary Murphy. Eleanor Parker. Ginger
Rogers. Barbara Rush. Jan Sterling, Joan Taylor, Alan
Young. Under personal contract to Hal Wallis: Polly Ber-
gen. Corinne Calvet, Wendell Corey, Don DeFore. Vincent
Edwards, Charlton Heston, Burt Lancaster, Jerry Lewis.

Marion Marshall, Dean Martin. Eddie Mayehoff. Lizabeth
Scott, Mary Sinclair.

RKO Sttidios, 780 Gower St., Hollywood: Keith Andes, Jack
Buetel, Janis Carter, the Charivels, Joan Crawford, Linda
Darnell, Barbara Harrow. Brad Dexter. Joan Dixon. George
Dolenz, Faith Domergue. Linda Dougla.s, Betsy Drake. Mel
Ferrer, Steve Flagg, Jane Greer. Dee Hartord, Tim Holt,

Richard Martin. Charles McGraw, Colleen Miller, Robert
Mitchum, Carole Morton, Tlala Powers, Jane Russell. Robert
Ryan. Margaret Sheridan. William Talman. Ursula Thiess.

Kenneth Tobey.

Republic Pictures, 4024 N. Radford Ave., N. Hollywood:
Rex Allen. Roy Barcroft, Rod Cameron, Judy Canova. Allan
"Rocky" Lane. Muriel Lawrence. Vaughn Monroe, Vera
Ralston. Estelita Rodriguez, John Russell. Forrest Tucker,
Chill Wills, Grant Withers.

|

Twentieth Century-Fox, 10201 West Pico Blvd.. Beverly

Hills: Casey Adams, Richard Allan, Merry Anders, Charlotte

Austin. Anne Bancroft, Lauren Bacall. Richard Basehart,

Barbara Bates, Richard Boone, Scott Brady. Richard Bur-

ton. Rory Calhoun, Macdonald Carey, Jill Clifford. Joseph

Cotten, Jeanne Crain. Dan Dailey. Dennis Day. Gloria De-
Haven, Joanne Dru. Penny Edwards. Henry Fonda. Anne
Francis. Mitzi Gaynor. Betty Grable, Bob Graham. Billy

Gray, Susan Hayward. Donna Lee Hickey. Craig;

Hill. Jeffrey Hunter. Louis Jourdan. William Lundigan.
Joyce MacKenzie. George Mathews. Victor Mature, Hugh|
Marlowe. James Mason. Gary Merrill. Cameron Mitchell.

Zero Mostel. Marilyn Monroe, Ava Norring. Debra Paget.

.

Walter (Jack) Palance. Gregory Peck, Jean Peters, Ezm|
Pinza. Tyrone Power, George Raft, Michael Rennie, Thelma
Ritter, Dale Robertson. George Sanders. Constance Smith
Warren Stevens. James Stewart. Randy Stuart, Gene Tierney

Robert Wagner. David Wayne. Clifton Webb. Oskar Werner

Richard Widmark, Cornel Wilde.

XJniversal-lnternationul, Universal City: Abbott and Costello,'

Julia Adams. Suzan Ball. Judith Braun, Susan Cabot, Mary
Castle. Jeff Chandler, Jeanne Cooper, Tony Curtis. Yvonne

De Carlo, Charles Drake, Joyce Holden, Rock Hudson,

Kathleen Hughes, David Janssen, Russell Johnson. Alice

Kelley, Jack Kelly, Arthur Kennedy. Piper Laurie, Palmer

Lee. Harvey Lembeck, Richard Long. Stephen McNally.

Beverly Michaels, ^dil Miller, Robert Monnet, Audie

Murphy, Lori Nelson, Alex Nicol, Hugh O'Brien, Donald

O'Connor, Maureen O'Hara, Gigi Perreau, William Reynolds.

Claudette Thornton. Dennis Weaver. Guy Williams, Shelley

Winters.

Warner Brothere, 4000 W. Olive Ave.. Burbank: Anne Bm*
ter, Humphrey Bogart, Ray Bolger, Eddie Bracken, David

Brian, James Cagney, Philip Carey, Steve Cocbran, Gap
Cooper, Horace Cooper. Doris Day, Errol Flynn, Virginia

Qlbson, Phyllis Kirk. Alan Ladd, Burt Lancaster, Frank

Lovejoy, Gordon MacRae. Guy Madison, Raymond Massey,

Virginia Mayo, Allyn Mcjjerie, Eve Miller, Dennis Morgan,

Gene Nelson, Nancy Olson. Paul Picernl, Ronald Reagan,

Ruth Roman, Randolph Scott. Ann Sothern, Phyllis Thai*

tor, Danny Thomas, Lurene Tuttle, John Wayne, DIOR

Wesson. Jane Wyman Patripi* vvvrmore.
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Dig those crazy

spook-busters!

They’ve got bats

in the belfry,

spooks in the

spare room and

gals on their mind

!

Osr.

Ghosts, castle thot

the most with laughter?

ade V®'^
*

ever
AND CO-STARRING

SOf^GS:
WHEN SOMEONE WONDERFUL
THINKS YOU'RE WONDERFUL

THE ENCHILADA MAN
WHAT HAVE YOU DONE FOR ME LATELY

THE BONGO BINGO

OTHER
I DON'T CARE IF THE 5UN DON'T SHINE

YOU HIT THE SPOT

MAMAE EU QUERO

umsim
CmMENMIM

WITH

GEORGE DOLENZ* DOROTHY MAH 'WILIIAM CHING

Directed by George Marshall -
Screenplay by Herbert Baker

and Walter Deleon *
Additional Dialogue by Ed SimiDons and Nomian Lear

Based on a play by Paul Dickey and Charles W. Goddard * A PARAMOUNT PICrURE

p
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ihe bullet was waiting for Colby at the Zapotec gate . .

.

guarding the ancient Mayan temples and exotic riches hid-

den from the world! This was the terror-trek that took him
to the gold Sun-Goddess — and a golden-haired spitfire

who almost spelled disaster!

SCREEN PLAY BY PRODUCED BY DIRECTED BY

JONATHAN LATIMER ROBERT FELLOWS JOHN FARROW , WAYNE-FELLOWS WARNER BROSPRODUCTION DISTRIBUTED BY

PRESENT

IN THE
SUSPENSE-
SCORCHING
ADVENTURE
OF THE

I



I

The half-man half-monster who stalked a panic-swept city for the
show-world beauties he craved for his Chamber of Horrors!

From WARNER BROS.THE FIRST FEATURE PICTURE PRODUCED BY A MAJOR STUDIO IN 3D!

VINCENT PRICE - FRANK LOVEJOY • PHYLLIS KIRK • CAROLYN JONES • PAUL PICERNI

p
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SCREEN PLAY SY CRANE WILBUR DIRECTED BY ANDRE deTOTH PRODUCED BY BRYAN FOY



BY MIKE CONNOLLY
when hair loses that

jhampoo
plus egg

brings out natural

"life” and sparkle...

conditions even

problem hair!

The one and only shampoo made
with homogenized fresh, whole egg
which contains precious choles-
terol, ALBUMEN and LECITHIN

See for yourself how this condi-

tioning shampoo enhances the
natural “vital look” of your hair--

gives it maximum gloss and super-
' sparkle.

You’ll find your hair wonderfully
manageable —with the caressable,

silky texture that is every woman's
dream. Try Helene Curtis Shampoo
Plus Egg today. You’ll be delighted

that you did.

“how uo you have

the nerve to tell one

magazine interviewer

after another that

you’re not going to

get married till you're

thirty?" I asked Bob

Wagner just before

he left for Florida to do “Twelve Mile

Reef.” “You might meet t/ie gal this

afternoon and rush her to the altar

tomorrow—it's ha])pened to a lot of other

people, you know.”

Bob frowned. But only momentarily.

Then I he sun broke through. And if

you’ve watched the witchery of a Wag-

ner smile on the screen you know just

what I mean.

"I get your ])oint.” he said, “but mar-

riage is a big responsibility and the way
I have things figured I won’t be able to

take on additional responsibilities till

I’m thirty.

“After all. I’m only twenty-three and

just getting a foothold in this business.

I want more than anything to get ahead,

to be a success. Some day I want to get

married and have kids. sure. Imt first T

The April issue of Photoplay, on page 31,

featured this photo of Zsa Zsa Gabor with

screen^N riter Andrew Soil, who is currently

engaged l)y Paramount Pictures to write

want to have the money saved up for

a ranch, horses, college education for

those kids—and when I marry I don’t

want my wife to work. I’m going to

bring home all the bacon in our family!”

All of which makes our boy Bob
sound more than a trifle on the inde-

pendent side. And I guess he is. Even

though his dad is a well-to-do manu-

facturers’ representative here in Cali-

fornia and has always had well-lined

pockets. Bob has been more or less on

his own since he was twelve. If he

wanted a bike, he earned it!—caddying,

working as a bus boy—no silver spoon

stuff-and-nonsense for him!

I persisted. “Have you ever been in

love?”

“I thought I was a couple of limes.”

Bob said, “but it always backed up on

me. Frankly—and I’m almost afraid to

say it—I think the real rea.son show-

husiness people get all fouled up in this

love and marriage business—and that

includes me—is that real love demands

that you give of yourself. And let’s face

it!—most of us actors are too intere.sted

in ourselves to give!”

“Lisbon,” starring Joan Crawford. The cap-

tion incorrectly referred to Mr. Solt as

Waldo Salt. We sincerely regret this error.

I’lIOTOPLAY M.VCAZINE

Bread’ivinner Boh

CORRECTION
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IOO% Mild Pdimolive Soap Helps You Guard that

1

I

i

1

i

!

Joan Ryba of Rice Inst,

says: “To help keep my skin

fresh and radiant 1 rely on
100% mild Palmolive.”

Marilyn King of Sargent
College says; “Palmolive
gives me everything I

for gentle beauty care.”

Ann Allen of S.M.U,
“I love the way my skin

after using Palmolive .

much fresher and softer

Betty Kreuseher, Pasadena Marietta Schemmer, Uni-

City College. Betty sap: “A <:;* City H. S., St. Louis, say

mild soap is a 'must’—and “Palmolive’s 100% mild, ftsoap
Palmolive is 100% mild!”

I

i

Palmolive's Beau'ly Plan Is Far Better For Your Skin Than
“Just Average Care" With Any Leading Toilet Soap!

Yes, Softer, Smoother Skin—
that Schoolgirl Complexion
Look—most women can have it

within 14 days. 36 leading skin

specialists have proved it in ac-

tual tests on twelve hundred and

eighty- five women. What’s
more, these doctors found that

Palmolive’s Beauty Plan is un-

questionably better for your skin

than “just average care” with

any leading toilet soap.

So don’t lose another day!
Change to Palmolive’s Beauty

Plan . . . massage Palmolive’s

100% mild, pure lather onto

your skin for 60 seconds, 3

times a day. Rinse with warm
water, splash with cold and

pat dry. In 14 days or less, you
can have softer, smoother and

brighter skin. Yes, Palmolive

Soap brings out beauty wliile

it cleans your skin!

•No therapeutic cJalm Is made for the chlorophyll.

Nature's ChlorophylT

Is In Every Cake
Of Palmolive Soap . .

.

That’s What Makes
Palmolive Green!

i
100% MILD! DOCTORS PROVE PALMOLIVE BRINGS OUT BEAUTY WHILE IT CLEANS YOUR SKIN!
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Wililroot Gl»*atii Girl, Millie I,on Wrilhorn
ol I’ ort Bi’lvoir, \ irj'inia i^ays :

' I.ady il«lro()l Sliampoo is esp*»oially

wniiderlul lor bhinrle hair like niiiif.

1 1 it smooth ami solt aiul brings out

glowing, gohloii liigliliglila,”

Put that

^lOO gleam

in your

hair

!

Wildroot Gleam Girl, Jane I.ynn Hutton of Meturhen,
New Jersey says: "Moniinv always washes my hair
with I,atiy Wildroot Shampoo. Slie says it’s gentle—
Imt really gets hair clean and shiny.

woiiilerlul ill comtnori — railiatil. sliiniii>i liaif llipy

k-pep beautiful vvitli I.aily Wildroot Shaiupoo. How
about your hair? Would it make you eligible

for W iblroot s Moilel Htiril.^ lake a tip from these

girls (none are |)rofessional moilelsb Start using

Lady VVildroot Sliampoo with Lanolin lodav. W atch

bow the soapless smls froth up iustaully! See (he

S|iarkle, shining highlights, the smooth softness come
out in voiir hair! You'll he a Wildroot girl, too—
once you've used this smlsy, sweet-smelling shampoo!

Wildroot Gleam Girl, Joan
I hacker ol Riverside, Illinois

?ays: * I.utly Wildroot leaves

my hair so ea^wy to manage—
even right alter a shampoo.
1 love its (juiek suds — and
the way they rin.-e away
withonl leaving dull lilin.”

mpoo
^feams your hair- [eaves ifsqueekie dean Three Sizes

79e59t‘ 98<f

You ran win *IOO too!
Send n snap-hnt nr photo

ir
York 4f> N Y. i’rint vour name and address on hack ol |>iUure.

t mm ,,Lto is chosen, W.ldrnot will pay yon SlOO and yonr pnrtra

It your pnuiu !•»

- 1 1 \\ il. r«M>l ad. Jutke? will

,„ay he painted by a lan.nns ‘‘'‘J

'" 3^,, No
he a New York artist and an art dire. lor. wh

relnrned. Oder good (.0 days trom the appearance ol this ,na„a

. Send in your plioto today.

IT REALLY

HAPPENED
BY HENRY KING

Desert vision : Gregory Peck

H ere is a Hollywood true story

wliicli Hollywood itself would
never bring to the screen.

The reason is that if this incident

turned up in a script, someone up at

the top would knock it out as being

so improbable as to be unbelievable.

We were out in tlie southwest desert

country making “David and Bath-

sheba.” There, we bad Ituilt a recon-

struction of Biblical Jerusalem, and I

must say tliat from a distance it cer-

tainly gave the effect of a city suddenly

risen from the desert.

To understand this little incident, you

have to understand a couple of things

about Gregory Peck;

In the first place, he’s always on the

side of the underdog. If Peck thinks

sonjeone is being abused or picked on,

he does something about it.

There is another thing about Greg

—

lie loves anything that gets him out-of-

doors. And he likes to walk alone.

It was our first day of shooting.

Greg was made up and in his costume

even before dawn, ano the first light of

(lay found him strolling over the scrubby

dunes, concentrating on his lines.

He tojiped a little rise and came on

a desert prospector who was in the act

of breaking up his over-night camp.

The first thing Greg heard was a lot

of spirited cussing.

The prospector was typically “griz-

zled.” He could have come right over

from Central Casting, he was so perfect

for his part. He’d strapped his entire

camping outfit onto the sagging hack

of one small burro and was trying to

prod the poor animal into moving.

If there is one thing Peck can’t stand



it’s seeing anyone abuse an animal.

Greg was standing on this little

hillock with his hack to the rising sun.

d’he old man hadn't seen him yet. When
the prospector kicked the hurro. Feck

thundered

:

“Stoj) that!”

The old man wheeled around, yelling:

“You mind yore own G- . .
.!”

The words died in his throat.

His eyes widened. He guli)ed, and

seemed to pale. Slowly he removed his

hat. bowed his head for a moment, and

then looked up in awe.

“Yes . . . Sir,” the i)rospector swal-

lowed hard. “I’m sorry 1 done it, Sir.”

It was at this i)oint that Feck suddenly

remembered he was dressed in Biblical

robes for his role of David. Standing

there, with the hist slanting rays at his

hack, he was an impressive hgure.

Apparently, the pros|)ector thought

he was being addressed liy one of the

Biblical Kings.

Feck is not a fellow who would

deliberately impersonate anyone, hut

—

The opportunity was too good io miss.

No actor living could resist that temiit-

ing situation.

“Go your way,” Feck saiil. dramati-

cally raising an arm and pointing oil

to nowhere in particular, “and sin no

more!
”

“Yes. Your—Your,” the old man
mumbled.
“And don't ever kick that donkey

again . .
.”

“No, Sir, I shore won't . .
.”

The old man was goggle-eyed when
he topped the rise and saw our Biblical

city below him.

“The Holy City!” he murmured.

“Yes.’" Feck asserted in inspiring

tones, “hut this is the last time you’ll

see it. if 1 ever catch you abusing an

animal again!”

“I shore won’t.” the old man said

fervently. Then he stopped, turned

around and removed his hat once more.

“There’s one thing I’d like to ask.”

He was humble.

“Would you mind giving me yore

autygraph? 1 seen you in that airyplane

pitcher and you were shore good!”

Feck relaxed and grinned. “You bet.”

he said, “hut that still goes about not

kicking the hurro!”

“And how’s about speaking to the

director about gettin’ me a few days’

extra work?” the old prospector added

with a twinkle.

And that’s how come you saw a sly

old guy with a gleam in his eye in

mob scenes in “David and Bathsheha.”

(Henry King, ivho ivrote the above inci-

dent, directed “David and Bathsheba.”

More recently, he directed Greg again

in “The Snows of Kilimanjaro.” ]

‘Mv Skin Tlilives Off

Cashmere Boucfiiet Soap
because its such wholesome skin-eaie/

'

Read How This Smart Young College Secretary Was

Helped by Candy Jones, Famous Beauty Director!

“I went to the Conover School to improve my Candy Jones

appearance,” says Miss Williams. "After all. as a (Atrs. Harry Conover)

secretary in an all-hoys school, I had to look my h(

every second! Miss Jones taught me wholesome

skin-care. She tohl me to use Cashmere BoiKpiet S(

because it’s such a natural way to a sol ter,

smoother-looking complexion. 1 love the fragrance

of its mild, gentle lather. And it leaves a fresh

glow no make-up can match!

Now Cashmere Bouquet is part of my daily

beauty ritual, and my skin thrives on it.

\ours will, too. Try it and see!”

Here Are Candy Jones'

Personal Beauty Tips for You I

^ Glamorizs your legs the Hollywood woyf

Sponge on cake make-up . . . use a second,

darker coat over too-fleshy areas. Your legs will

look beautiful under your stockings!

>2- Check your complexion under bright sunlight.

If you don’t like what you see, faithfully beauty-

cleanse twice a day with Cashmere Bouquet Soap I

More later,

p
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Anoel Face! Today’s best-loved “complexion”

by Pond’s

Creamy-smooth powder and foundation in-one!

Also in the sweet

blue-and-gold box-

Goes on smoother than powder—
clings longer! Angel Face by Pond’s

— the velvety “complexion” that is

powder and foundation in-one. Goes

on with its PUFF— and stays! So

sheer, so natural— yet it hides little

skin flaws. Never shiny. Never

drying. The Countess de la Falaise

says, “Allgel Face gives iiiy skin the

smoothest, most natural finish!”

Tuck it in your handbag. It can't spill!

Anoel Face— in its sleek, slim Mirror
o

Case— is the best beauty insurance you

can carry! Just a touch of its puff

gives you a lovely, fresh make-up— any-

where, anytime. No powder room

privacy required! “It’s the easiest, most

flattering make-uy> . . .in the sweetest

case that ever went into a handbag,”

says Antonia Drexel Earle.
Tlie most important bit of flattery

in \'Our handbao! With mirror,

puff, and your choice of

6 Angel Face shades — just

plus tax



CANDID PHOTOS OF

THE STARS

>FFER: 15 MONTHS FOR ONLY $2.00!
'hotoplay has a thrilling gift for you, if you act now. Fill in

nd mail the attached card today and you get Photoplay’s

landid Photos of the Stars ... a dazzling collection of candid

loseups of your favorite movie stars taken in their unguarded
loments. You get TEN remarkably natural, unposed photos in

11 . . . including Liz Taylor, Esther Williams, Tony Curtis,

>oris Day, Rock Hudson, Janet Leigh, Tab Hunter, Marilyn
[onroe, Robert Wagner, Debbie Reynolds. They’re beautiful,

ill size 4x5 shots . . . handsomely printed on quality stock . .

.

i) attractive you will want to frame them immediately or mount
lem in your album. You will treasure these intimate, true-to-

fe photos for years to come. The supply is limited, so mail the

:tached card today to: Photoplay, 205 East 42nd Street, New
brk 17, N. Y. (Offer Good in U.S.A. Only.)

WITH PHOTOPLAY’S

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

YES! Send me FREE and AT ONCE Photoplay’s CAN-
DID PHOTOS of the STARS, containing ten terrific, un-
posed photographs of my favorites. At the same time, enter

my subscription for 15 months of PHOTOPLAY for only
$2.00— saving me $1.00 of the newsstand price.

* $2.00 enclosed with this order, or Bill me

EXTRA! If you send payment with your order, saving us

billing expense, we will send you an additional issue of

Photoplay. You will then receive 16 issues for only $2.00,

plus your FREE candid photos. __ , .
PP 6-53S

Name.
(Please print name and address)

Address .

City State

Check here if you are now a subscriber, to extend your present
subscription on above terras, and to get your candid photos free.

PHOTOPLAY, 205 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 17, N, Y.
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Address letters to Readers Inc., photoplay, 205 East 42nd
Street, New York 17, New York. Much as we would like to, we
cannot promise to publish, return or reply to all letters

SOAP BOX:

In your last issue . . . Phyllis Durnon said
that Esther Williams was going “sexy” on
movie fans. Such a statement is like stepping
on my toes . . . (Not that she couldn’t be sexy
if she wanted to.) I don’t think we’ll ever see
the day when she puffs on cigars or has pic-
tures taken where her mouth hangs open in a
half-awake manner . . . she’s a down-to-earth
person, has a fine husband and two handsome
little sons.

Lee Andersen
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Nice guy, that Jimmy Stewart!

I say three cheers for Jimmy Stewart. A few
days ago, Jimmy made a personal appearance
here in Denver for “The Naked Spur.” After
the show, the ones who went to the stage door
to watch him leave were lucky to have him
shake our hand ... a swell guy!

Roberta Geis
Denver, Colorado

Cheers for two of the most wonderful guys
in Hollywood, Rory Calhoun and Bob Wagner.
We went to the studio to see the broadcast

PHOTOPLAY Gold Medal Award picture,
With a Song in My Heart,” on Lux Radio
Iheatre . . . went backstage to get autographs.

I All the stars were hurrying to go to the Bev-
erly Hills Hotel for the award dinner. But
. . . Bob and Rory stayed for a half hour and
gave autographs to everyone . . . We never met
two nicer guys . . .

Jean Burkin, Sharon Geldman
Los Angeles, California

• . . It s ridiculous the way Hollywood goes
on about the non-existing “accent” of all
Southerners. We certainly don’t refer to indi-
viduals as “you-all.” Our speech is just softer
and more civilized than gushy Californians’
or sharp-voiced Northerners’. In “Belles on
fheir Toes and “Bloodhounds of Broadway,”
they made us sound like hicks.

Jane Harper
Anderson, South Carolina

I am a jeep driver over here in Korea and
t read the story of Piper Laurie in January’s

issue. What I would like to know is who does
that guy named Rick think he is? ... he better
open his eyes or go see an eye doctor . . .

Vincent F. Porzio
Cliffside Park, New Jersey

After reading your February issue, we, the
members of the 187th Airborne Regimental
Combat Team, wish to express our opinions and
miswers to your article, “Are Actors Sissies?”!
We would like to know what makes Victor
Mature so rugged and tough just because he
wears unmatched socks and goes out with his
men friends. Can t he afford matched socks
and what s wrong with women for companion-
ship?

We are certain the remainder of the “rough-
tough actors would make fine infantrymen
over here in Korea . . . All we ask is that we be
permitted to train them—under fire! ... we
take off our jump helmets in tribute to. John
Derek, a fellow-paratrooper and a great actor!

The Members of the 187th ABN. R.C.T.
c/o P.M., San Francisco, California

Open Letter to Zsa Zsa Gabor:
Congratulations! You have proved . . . that

you are a real human being for . . . giving Lou
Sullivan a good, red-hot reply to his criticism
. . . Instead of haughtily ignoring the insult
and pretending to be “too big” for a reply—
you answered.
Your acting may still be unproved—but I,

for one, think you are very pretty. As for your
accent—well—with or without it you are the
best thing since Carole Lombard. You are the
combination of an intelligent woman and a
lovable screwball . . .

Jane Mathis
Tulsa, Oklahoma

What do you guys in Hollywood think you
are anyway, Shakespeare? Filming all those
tragedies! “The Heiress” and “A Place in the
Sun”—both Monty Clift pictures—ruined my
estimation of him. Today I saw “Angel Face”
with Bob Mitchum. It ended the worst of all.
Please no more tragedies!

Darlene Glen
Boise, Idaho

Three cheers for Hedda Hopper as usual!
Her article in March photoplay was really
hitting a big nail on the head. The stars such
as Rita Hayworth, Lana Turner, Ava Gardner
and Mario Lanza can quit movies altogether
today and it won’t be too soon . . .

Carol K. Martin
Beaumont, Virginia

Have just read “Marilyn Monroe Was My
Wife” by James Dougherty, and honestly, it

was wonderful! I cried all through the story
because it was so heartwarming. If Marilyn
is still like that today (and I believe she really
is), she must be a wonderful person.

Mrs. L. M. Dennis
Birmingham, Alabama

I have just had the dubious pleasure of wit-
nessing a showing of . . . the first full-length
feature ... in 3-D, “Bwana Devil.” . . . Even
3-D couldn t save this one . . . Give us good

pictures—interesting pictures—such as “The
Bad and the Beautiful” and “Come Back, Little
Sheba.” An interesting story, well-acted, and
the flatties will outsell any gimmick, 3-D or
otherwise.

Katrin Kranston
New York, New York

CASTING:

I think they should put Scott Brady in more
Western shows. I saw “Untamed Frontier” . . .

he was wonderful. He’s cuter than Dale Robert-
son and Audie Murphy put together.

Martha Peterson
Rolla, North Dakota

Why do they always put Audie Murphy in
Westerns? He would have many more fans if

they starred him in a love story . . .

Carol Menowitz
Brooklyn, New York

. . I think that Frank Yerby’s book, “Pride’s
Castle,” would make a terrific movie with
Gregory Peck as Pride Dawson, Ann Blyth or
June Allyson or Pier Angeli as Sharon, Lana
Turner as Esther, Anne Francis as Caprice and
Rita Gam as Lilith.

Dee Ondrejcek
Newark, New Jersey

. . . wondering why the studios don’t team Steve
Cochran and Marilyn Monroe in a good mys-
tery . . . they would be a terrific combination.

Mrs. J. C. Boller
Gridley, California

Give Liz an Oscar break

. . . Let’s see Liz Taylor in some great drama
that could win her an Oscar, like say the re-

make of “Gone With the Wind.” Monty Clift

would be a great Rhett Butler . . .

Martin Winkler
Morristown, New Jersey

Why doesn’t some studio make a film of
Samuel Shellabarger’s novel, “The King’s Cava-
lier”? . . . Craig Hill and Janet Leigh would
be perfect ...

Barbara Hamilton
Washington', D. C.

(Continued on page 14)



Use nevr^/f/^^^/4fsh.SLmpoo

tonight-tomorrow your hair

p

It's like washing your hair in

Fabulous New
Lotion Shampoo by Toni

softest rain water! This new gentle

lotion shampoo pampers your hair

leaves it soft as a cloud, bright as

sunshine, and so easy to care for

!

CAN'T DRY YOUR HAIR LIKE HARSH LIQUIDS

CAN'T DULL YOUR HAIR LIKE SOAPS OR CREAMS

(Continued from page 13)

I read in the paper recently where Director
Victor Saville is looking for a Mike Hammer
for the screen version of “I, the Jury” by
Mickey Spillane ... I would like to see Barry
Sullivan . . . and for the beautiful Charlotte
Manning none other than Marilyn Monroe. . . .

Mrs. Yost Hacc
Abingdon, Virginia

. . . Wendell Corey . . . has one quality which
should be put to good use . . . The resemblance
to Abraham Lincoln . . .

Besides having more than the necessar> f-j

ability to portray Mr. Lincoln . . . Mr. Corey* '

is appropriately long and lanky (6'2") and
his deep voice could make the word tooth

paste sound like a call to arms ...
Eleanor V. Mackay
Grand Rapids, Michigan

i

Recently I read that M-G-M was going to

make the Broadway hit, “Carousel” . . . and
that Mario Lanza was mentioned for the top

role. I certainly don’t think he should play then

Keel right?

Lanza wrong?

lead . . . the only one ... is Howard Keel. He’s

got the looks, talent and a great personality . . .

Robert Bourgeois
Manchester, New Hampshire

^
. . . Why not—William Holden in the movie

^

based on “The Caine Mutiny”? . . .

Donald Warren
Jersey City, New Jersey.

QUESTION box:

I have always liked Richard Long . . . Could

you please tell me what his latest picture is?

Where could I send for a picture of him?
Faye Dryden
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Write him do U.l. where he's returned after},

a hitch in service. His first film under new ^
contract: “All I Desire.”—ED.

Just saw “Breaking the Sound Barrier.”'

. . . the name of the girl who played Jess Peel.

Think she was in “Ivory Hunter” too.

Marge Wolf
Chicago, Illinois;.

That was Dinah Sheridan, one of England’s',

top actresses.—ED.

Does Forrest Tucker hail from Michigan? Is

he Forrest Evashewski, the football star? . .

Dorothy Jewell i

Detroit, Michigan]

(Continued on page 16) ,
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Six- feet-four of fighting man
-to tame a wildcat beauty

!

Explosive intrigue engulfing a reckless love

made desperate by

danger!

with DENIS O’DEA

Produced by DAVID E. ROSE • Directed by RAOUL WALSH
Screenplay by BORDEN CHASE • A CORONADO PRODUCTION • Distributed by RKO RADIO PICTURES, INC.

p
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(Continued from page 14)mos/ make-ups shout

Magic Touch whispers

Made
NaturalBeaufy

up

With Magic Touch, a new, wondrously beautiful complexion becomes

"your very own”. . . so natural-looking, so flawless-appearing, with each

little imperfection hidden, yet never a trace of that "made up look.”

A^o. Forrest Tucker is his real name and he
was born in Plainfield, Indiana. He made his

screen debut in “The Westerner."—ED.

I have been wondering . . . What does the

little note under the color pictures mean?
Jeannette Fkiscii

Mattoon, Illinois

That’s the photographer s name.—ED.

I would like to know if Jeanne Crain has

ever been married to Errol Flynn.

K. Carpenter
Baltimore, Maryland

No, but her husband, Paul Brinkman, re-

sembles Errol Flynn.—ED.

. . . who co-starred with Bob Hope in ‘‘The

Lemon Drop Kid”? . . . did Jane Russell dye

her hair blonde for “Montana Belle”?

Barbara Krieps
Santa Monica, California

Marilyn Maxwell was in “The Lemon Drop
Kid.” In “Montana Belief Jane Russell wore a

blonde wig as a disguise.—ED.

... is Bill Reynolds, who was in . . . “Missis-

sippi Gambler” Debbie Reynolds’ brother?

Pauline Arthur
Phoenix, Arizona

No, but she has a brother Bill, who’s now in

the United States Army.—ED.

. . . please give me some information on Wil-

liam Bishop? How old is he, is he married,

and at what studio can he be reached?
Betty Schaaf
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

He is thirty-four, is unmarried, and at pres-

ent is not under contract.—ED.

So easy to put on

—

Such magic blending !

Rub your finger-tips lightly over creamy Magic Touch. Then with

gentle strokes, smooth it on face and throat, beginning with forehead.

Replenish the cream on fingertips as needed. No clumsy sponge or

puff, no liquid to drip or bottle to leak, no powder to spill.

^ So soft on your skin

—

So pleasant to use !

Blends like magic, without streaking. (Smoothing with finger-tips gives

perfect color-depth control—longer smoothing lessens color.) Your skin

will feel so velvety soft—look so naturally youthful, fresh and clear.

Magic Touch is netv. Don’t confuse with other cream or stick make-ups.

431 and SI. 00

6 magic shades

. . by CAMPANA

^ Flawless beauty

—

Natural-looking loveliness !

Look in your mirror! Your complexion is flawless, alluring. For a

dewy, fresh look, use Magic Touch without powder. Powder over

lightly for a long-lasting, smooth mat-finish. (Magic

Touch is never oily or greasy looking—even

without powder—and always looks natural.)

William Bishop

I have seen the picture “Flat Top” and would

like to know who played Barney Smith . . .

Barbara Jean Olbie

Amsterdam, New York

That was Keith Larsen, recently signed by

Allied Artists. Watch for him in his first star^^^

rer. “The Son of Belle Starr.”—ED.

. . . Was the son of Gilbert Roland in “Apache'

War Smoke" Charlton Heston?
Dolores Oliver

Chatham, Massachusetts

No. that was M-G-M’s Robert Horton. ED.‘^
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LOSE WEIGHT?
Listen to

No Drugs . . . No Diet . . , Results Guaranteed

!

Excess weight may ruin your health and your

looks, too. Lovely movie stars lose weight

the Ayds way—why not you? In fact, you

must lose pounds with the very first box

($2.98) or your money back!

Proved by Clinical Tests. With Ayds you lose

weight the way Nature intended you to

—without dieting or hunger. A quick natural

way, clinically tested and approved by

doctors, with no risk to health. With the Ayds

Plan you should feel healthier, look better

while reducing—and have a lovelier figure.

Controls Hunger and Over-eating. When you

take Ayds before meals, as directed, you

can eat what you want— all you want.

No starvation dieting— no gnawing hunger

pangs. Ayds is a specially made, low calorie

candy fortified with health-giving vitamins

and minerals. Ayds curbs your appetite—you

automatically eat less—lose weight naturally,

safely, quickly. Ayds is guaranteed pure.

Contains no drugs or laxatives.

New Loveliness in a Few Weeks. Users report

losing up to ten pounds with the very first box.

Others say they have lost twenty to thirty

pounds with the Ayds Plan.

Hedy has a large collection of records.

“Every star has to take care of her fig-

ure,” says Hedy. “Ayds helps you slim
the way Nature intended you to.”

Hedy Lamarr in a famous role. “If I find

myself putting on weight,” says Hedy,
“the first thing I turn to is Ayds. I

sincerely recommend it.”

Ayds has helped many famous Holly-

woods stars to a lovelier figure. It can
do the same for you ! At your drug or

department stores.
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Parents turned into

rabid ir/Worc/

A Genera! of the Army

turned into a %
Saboteur! Jm

Trusted police become..

_ Arsonists!

Told in a panorama

of fantastic, terrifying

ARDL.

ERSON
presents

From Out of Space

came hordes of

green monsters!

Capturing at will

the humans they

need for their own

sinister purposes!

Starring

HELENA CARTER • ARTHUR FRANZ • JIMMY HUNT
'^'lEIF ERICKSON -HILLARY BROOKE-MORRIS ANKRUM-MAX WA6NER-BILL PHIPPS -MILBURN STONE

WILLIAM CAMERON MENZIES r RICHARD BLAKE

EDWARD L.ALPERSON.JR.

Production

Designed and
]

DIRECTED BY

An Edward L. Alperson Production

Released by 20ti’ Century-Fox

Associate

Producer

. - .jwrintvxrjjjaaaaAiiiMiM
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CALL ME MADAM 20th century-fox, technicolor

The tuneful story of “The Hostess with the Mostes’ ” sweeps
onto the screen as just about the cheeriest musical ever

made, vibrant with irresistible personalities. Ethel Merman’s
warm self-assurance and matchless gift for selling songs

make the lady ambassador a memorable figure, shrewd but

susceptible, uncouth but knowing, wearing gorgeous cos-

tumes with an air. Donald O’Connor’s next in line, playing

her young press attache with his unique blend of brashness

and humility, his precise sense of rhythm. Sedate princess

Vera-Ellen keeps step with him entrancingly in dancing
numbers. But George Sanders is a real surprise. Heretofore

a pretty chilly type, he eases into the film’s good humor;
his suave diplomat becomes a genuinely charming gent.

Even the plot, about a tiny mythical country out for a U. S.

loan, is as bouncy as the Berlin score.

Verdict: Lush, lovable, star-bright musical (Family)

MAN ON A TIGHTROPE 20th century-fox

Once upon a time, a small circus sneaked through the Iron
Curtain to freedom. Here’s a film inspired by that true

incident, with a mixed flavor of fairy-tale and bitter reality.

Fredric March, in a superb portrayal, is the harassed show-
man who quietly plans escape from the prying and luillying

of Czechoslovakia’s Reds. There are two love stories, both
torrid. Gloria Grahame’s at her most sensuous as March’s
second wife, abusing him for his apparent spinelessness.

Terry Moore, as his daughter, and Cameron Mitchell, as a

roustabout with a vague background, team in a spirited

youthful romance. Minor roles are done with color and
conviction—even the Communist heavies, notably Adolphe
Menjou. As the getaway plot builds to its climax, the

audience increasingly shares the desperate urge to breathe
the free air across the border.

Verdict: Witty, picturesque triumph of suspense (Adult)

SALOME COLUMBIA, technicolor

The saga of the lady with the seven veils is in the tradition
of the most successful Biblical-era films, providing spectacle,
sex and inspirational values. Rita Hayworth affirms her
rank as one of the screen’s great beauties, though her
Salome is more on the side of the angels than the gospel
indicates. But the spare, powerful narrative of the Scrip-
tures is expanded to generally good effect, as Christianity
challenges a debauched court in a far corner of the Roman
Empire. Playing a Roman convert, Stewart Granger is

almost as handsome as Rita. Judith Anderson’s Queen
Herodias is convincingly ambition-ridden, and Charles
Laughton makes King Herod evil and pitiable. Alan Badel’s
John the Baptist, however, has too much of the fanatic about
it. Gaudy as it is, the movie’s closer to the spirit of the
story than earlier fictional treatments.

Verdict: Satisfying if superficial pageantry (Adult)

More reviews on next page

with Janet Graves

“Can you use any money today?” Ethel ashs George (with music)

Fredric’s paternal restrictions on romance leave Terry defiant

Through Stewart’s love, Rita finally reaches a new way of life
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For brief reviews of current pictures see page 104

For complete casts of neiv pictures see page 103

continued

For John and daughter Sherry, Charles Coburn’s a strange boss

Weird aircraft launched from flying saucers blast Los Angeles

Trapped by Steve in a ghost town, Jan and Keith remain gallant

20

TROUBLE ALONG THE WAY warners

Cross “Going My Way” with the yearly football epic, add
a generous dash of humor, and you have this affable John
Wayne movie. Charles Coburn gets his juiciest role in years
as the long-time headmaster of a small Catholic college

about to be closed for lack of funds. As in the Crosby film,

these good fathers are very human beings, full of human
crotchets. Wayne’s an agreeably tough hero, a once-famous
football coach blackballed because of a fondness for the

bottle and a hazy sense of athletic ethics. The unworldly
Coburn hires him to put the college on its feet with a

winning team, and Wayne uses outrageously direct means
to this end. Sherry Jackson, a forthright child actress, is

the brightest part of a sub-plot involving Wayne’s daughter,
his selfish ex-wife (Marie Windsor) and the social worker
(Donna Reed) checking on the child’s welfare.

Verdict: Impudent comedy, appealing sentiment (Family)

THE WAR OF THE WORLDS PARAMOUNT, TECHNICOLOR

Riding high on the crest of the current enthusiasm for

science fiction comes a chiller that will have movie-goers

nervously scanning the sky for flying saucers as they leave

the theatre. We’re targets of an imagined Martian invasion,

starting in Southern California and then clutching at the

rest of the earth. The people chiefly concerned are sketched

lightly: scientist Gene Barry; his sweetheart, Ann Robin-

son; a general, Les Tremayne, who finds the U. S. Army’s
most potent weapons—even the atomic bomb!—are helpless

against the invaders’ superior gadgets. The cast plays sec-

ond fiddle to the special-effects man. We get a good look at

the awesome machines issuing from the space ships; the

glances at the monstrous beings who run the machines are

terrifyingly brief. Subtlety and documentary detail are

missing, but the visual impact is strong.

Verdict: Good, horrible, fantasticf? ) fun (Family)

SPLIT SECOND bko

Collect a few miscellaneous strangers; isolate them in a

dangerous situation; and you have a time-tried formula for

good melodrama. Tops in this group is. the able, extremely

attractive Keith Andes, as a reporter whose assignment is

switched from the latest A-bomb trial to the prison break

of some public enemies. In the western desert, Keith picks

up a hitchhiker (Jan Sterling), a plucky gal who’s been

around. Both are captured by the fugitive .killer (Stephen

McNally), whose loyal companion (Paul Kelly) was
wounded in the escape. Other captives—an old prospector

(Arthur Hunnicutt), a restless wife (Alexis Smith), her

lover (Robert Paige) and, eventually, her doctor husband

(Richard Egan)—are also trapped in the ghost town that’s

to be at the center of the bomb blast. Credit Dick Powell

for a brisk, efficient debut as a director.

Verdict: Smart, up-to-the-minute action story (Family )_^'

jk

Reviews continued on page 22 g
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Exciting/

Susan Hayward is glamour itself

. . . with her titian hair, her blue-

green eyes set in a heart-shaped

face. Add a complexion of exquisite

creamiiiess, and you know why
Susan's fan mail is so high.

iveanea^way

to smoother sMn”

says SusanJ/a^ward

It’s so simple . . . just a one-minute

Lux Soap facial can make your skin

enchantingly softer, lovelier.

What are glamour girls made of?

Just look at Susan Hayward ... at

the exciting sparkle, the radiant

freshness of her skin. This lovelier

look can be yours—yes, take Susan’s

word for it! "I’m sure my simple

Lux facials will work for every girl.

This gentle care really smoothes

and freshens skin.”

Why is Hollywood’s daily Lux
facial such a perfect complexion

care? Because it lias a gentle toning

action that wakes new smoothness

. . . gives your skin fresh, sparkling

appeal. And you’ll see this lovelier

look so quickly, too . . . with just

one cake of Lux.

So try the beauty care that glamor-

ous screen stars use—gentle, mild

Lux Toilet Soap facials. This very

week . . . Hollywood’s Lux-lovely look

can be yours

!

Susan Hayward starring in "THE PRESIDENT’S LADY”
A 20th CENTURY-FOX PRODUCTION

Susau lands a big one—maybe because

she’s such a beautiful fisherman. Susan
says, "With daily Lux facials, your skin

always looks its loveliest.”

"Lux facials are a joy . . . they’re so

easy. 1 cream in the gentle lather . . .

rinse warm, splash cold. ..and right away
my skin responds . . . looks smoother.”

9 out of 10 screen stars use Lux. This gentle

beauty care is guaranteed by Lever Brothers Company
to improve any normal skin or your money refunded.

Try Lux beauty baths, too, for all-over loveliness.
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Fit so gently . . . Protect so safely. . .Waterproof so completely

Your precious baby enjoys a whole

new world of comfort with PLAYTEX.

Only PLAYTEX Panties let your little

darhng roll so readily . . . crawl so

comfortably or toddle so freely. Made
entirely of creamy latex, without a

single stitch or seam, PLAYTEX Panties

actually stretch all over to give all-over

comfort—as no ordinary baby panties do.

PLAYTEX Baby Panties stay soft,

snug and attractive ... are accurately

sized by baby’s weight. They slip on in

a jiffy, rinse fresh in a wink, and

pat dry with a towel. Get several pairs

today—and let PLAYTEX Panties keep

your baby “Socially Acceptable”* always.'

Featured at your favorite Department Store

and wherever Baby Needs are sold.

(Prices slightly higher outside the U.S.)

More babies wear PLAYTEX than any other baby pants/

©'933 International Latex Corp. . . . PLAYTEX PARK, Dover Del. *trade mark

MOTHERS, HERE'S PROOF'
Prove to yourself right at the store

counter that no other baby panfy fits

so gently, yet so snugly/ Simply slip

your arm through a leg opening and
feel why PLAYTEX Panties never cut

circulation; never bind or irritate...

are stretchier than any other baby

THE president’s LADY
(20th century-fox)

History provides a batch of sure-fire

elements—Indian-fighting, a tender love
story, drama that aims straight for the
heart—to make a satisfying vehicle for

Susan Hayward and Charlton Heston. Big
events are subordinated to the personal
lives of Rachel and Andrew Jackson, pur-
sued by the undeserved scandal surround-
ing Rachel’s unhappy first marriage. As the

maligned wife of the future president,

Susan is beautiful and deeply sympathetic,
while Heston—showing a striking resem-
blance to Old Hickory—gives his best per-

formance so far. Backgrounds, with well-

done minor characters, carry an exhilarat-

ing flavor of early America.

Verdict: Highly emotional close-up of a
famous marriage (Family)

DESTINATION GOBI
(20th century-fox, technicolor)

Wild as this yarn may seem, it, too, takes

its inspiration from fact. Richard Wid-
mark, able as always, has another of his

serviceman roles, this time with a weather
unit in Mongolia near the close of the war
with Japan. The fast-moving plot pits him
against wily Mongol tribesmen, hostile Japs
and the hazards of the Gobi Desert. Casey
Adams, Don Taylor and Darryl Hickman
are stand-outs among his fellow GI’s, while

Murvyn Vye scores as a chieftain of doubt-

ful allegiance, Judy Dan as a Mongol
maiden. Excellent photography plays up
the magnificent scenery (Nevada dubbing
for Mongolia).

Verdict: Ripping adventure tale, rich in

action, humor, good acting (Family)

BRIGHT ROAD
(m-c-m)

This gentle story of a confused little boy
and an understanding teacher happens to

take place at a Negro grade school in the

South. Lovely Dorothy Dandridge, known
chiefly as a singer, approaches the business

of acting with disarming simplicity, play-

ing a young teacher who refuses to believe

that the problem child of her first class is

really backward. Philip Hepburn’s a de-

lightful hero, a stubborn rebel in school,

though his interest in nature and its crea-

tures shows keen latent intelligence. Only
catch is, the reason for his hostile attitude

is never explained ;
his family, though poor,

is a loving group. An implied romance
teams Dorothy with the principal, Harry
Belafonte. Also a singer, a young man
with a fine, thoughtful face, Belafonte is

ill at ease as an actor. He does one ballad

—irrelevant, but spellbinding.

Verdict: Winning, though slightly blurred

study of childhood (Family)

BY THE LIGHT OF THE SILVERY

MOON
(WARNERS, technicolor)

•fi

The fresh, nostalgic charm of “On Moon- ^
light Bay” tasted like more, and here it is,s

{Continued on page 24) H
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Isn't this "Juliet" pretty? The crown is smooth, sides curl gently upward.
With Bobbi, no days of waiting for a natural wave. It’s yours from the start.

Swing to casual hair styles demands

new kind of home permanent

Tight, bunchy curls from ordinary home permanents won’t do.

Now here’s the happy answer... Bobbi Pin-Curl Permanent! The

only permanent that waves so softly...so permanently...so easily.

At last you can get the castial hair

styles you want in a permanent . .

.

as easily as putting your hair in

pin-curls. No clumsy curlers to

use. No help needed even for be-

ginners. Just pin-curl your hair

the way you always do. Then
apply Bobbi Creme Oil Lotion.

Rinse hair with water, let dry,

brush out—and that’s all. Imme-

diately your hair has the modish
beauty, the body, the casually
lovely look of naturally wavy hair.

And with Bobbi, your hair stays

that way — week after week after

week ! Ask for Bobbi Pin-Curl Per-

manent. If you like to be in fash-

Easy! Just simple pin-curls and Bobbi give this far easier home permanent.

When hair is dry, brush out. No separate neutralizer, no curlers, no resetting.

The "Page Boy" is a young dream. Im-
agine a wave natural-looking as a tem-

porary pin-curl, but without nightly
settings. Yes, it’s yours with Bobbi!

There's royal charm in the “Princesse”!

Bobbi’s just right for all such casual

styles. Gives you exactly the wave you
want—where you want it.

Notice the soft curls at the ends of this

flattering “Peter Pan” style. With
Bobbi you can easily get curls like these

all by yourself—you need no help.

Everything you need! New Creme Oil

Lotion, special bobby pins, complete in-

structions for use. $1 .50 plus tax
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hold-bob'

John Robert
Powers

Glamorous Powers Girls, the world’s

most famous models, reveal their se-

cret of beautiful hair styling—Gayla

HOLD-BOB, America’s most perfect

bobby pins! Be like the lovely Powers

Models ... be a Gayla Girl. Use Gayla

HOLD-BOB bobby pins . . . always!
Also available
in 25i cards

World’s Largest Selling Bobby Pin

Now. ..Style YOUR Hair the Powers Model Way

Are you styling your hair properly? Do you know
what is your most glamorous hair-do? The Gayla

Girls Glamour Guide will tell you. It is a unique

hair style selector created by John Robert Powers,

America’s leading beauty authority.

Gaylord Products, Incorporated, Dept. PH-6
1918 Prairie Ave., Chieago 16, 111.

owers Models

reveal their secret

of beautiful hair styling

Enclosed is 10(4 and the top of a Gayla HOLD-BOB card.

Please send my Gayla Girls Glamour Guide.

Name

Address

City Zone State.

^E3 continued

a sequel that brings doughboy Gordon
MacRae back to his serene midwestern
town and the eager arms of Doris Day. The
upright, naive young vet, however, shrinks
from marriage

; he wants to get set in busi-
ness first. And when Gordon’s ready for
the altar, Doris turns skittish, mistakenly
believing that her dad (Leon Ames) is

about to elope with an actress, leaving her
mother (Rosemary DeCamp) alone. In
and out of this frivolous plot are woven the
misadventures of that lovably un-actorish
kid actor Billy Gray, again playing Doris’
brother. Like most sequels, this one lets

the surprise value of its predecessor settle

into a formula. But the songs and the
people make good company.

Verdict: Amiable, slow-paced tune-film,

both sentimental and comical (Family)

THE STORY OF THREE LOVES
(m-c-m, technicolor)

Short stories on film can be excellent,

to-the-point entertainment. The first epi-

sodes in this package are so-so: James
Mason and Moira (“Red Shoes”) Shearer
do a wistful vignette about a ballet impre-
sario and a doomed dancer; Ethel Barry-
more does some magical meddling in little

Ricky Nelson’s quarrel with governess Les-
lie Caron, producing Farley Granger out
of nowhere. But the third sequence is a

strong suspense item. Kirk Douglas’ grim
style and athletic frame suit his role of a

grounded aerialist, whose recklessness cost

one partner her life and halted his career.

Pier Angeli is tremulously beautiful as the

girl he rescues from suicide and trains to

fly through the air with him.

Verdict: Arty episode movie, including one
real thriller (Adult)

• THE DESERT RATS
(20th century-fox)

“The Desert Fox,” with its sympathetic
portrait of Rommel, created some contro-

versy. So here’s the other side of the story,

a much more exciting war picture, turned

out with crisp, matter-of-fact expertness.

Richard Burton’s compelling personality

and acting skill lead off a group of good
performances. He’s the British officer who
commands a desperate stand at Tobruk,
prelude to the ruin of Rommel’s Afrika

Korps. Usually too enthusiastic, Robert
Newton’s subdued into a forceful portrayal

of a drunken ex-teacher. James Mason
plays Rommel with splendid authority.

Verdict: Hard-hitting picture of heroism,

with many human touches (Family)

SOMBRERO
(m-c-m, technicolor)

Lots of good intentions, local color and
vivid players get lost in this tangle of

Mexican romance. .Carefree Ricardo Mon-
talban loves Pier Angeli in spite of a feud

li^tween their villages. Aristocrat Vittorio

Gassman loves declassee Yvonne DeCarlo,

but his family wants him to marry blue-

blood Nina Foch. Humble villager Rick

Jason loves gypsy Cyd Charisse in spite of

opposition from her possessive brother,

{Continued on page 26)
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Why Dial Soap protects your complexion

even under

make-up

!

Dial’s skin-clearing ingredient washes

away blemish-spreading bacteria

that other soaps leave on your skin

Here, at last, is real skin protection

— continuing protection that works
even under make-up. And it is yours

in the mildest kind of face soap.

Now, no matter how lavishly or

how sparingly you normally use cos-

metics, when you wash beforehand

with Dial, the fresh clearness of your

skin is continuously protected . . .

underneath your make-up.

For Dial does a wonderful thing.

It washes away trouble-causing bac-

teria that other soaps (even the finest)

leave on your skin. Dial does this

because it contains AT-7, known to

science as Hexachlorophene, This

ingredient clears the skin of unseen

bacteria that so often aggravate and

spread surface blemishes.

Works in a new way

!

Until Dial came along, there was no
way to remove bacteria effectively.

Even after thorough washing with

other kinds of soap, thousands are

left on your skin. Then, when you
put on make-up, they are free to

cause trouble underneath.

But when you wash every day with

Dial, it removes up to 95% of these

troublemakers. No other leading

soap can do this— Dial’s the only

one with Hexachlorophene. This in-

gredient also removes skin bacteria

that cause perspiration odor. That’s

why Dial has become the favorite

bath soap of millions ... it stops

odor before it starts.

Photomicros Prove Results

After ordinary soap (1). Thousands of
blemish-spreading bacteria on skin...

After using Dial (2). It removes up to

95% of trouble-causing bacteria.

And Dial is so mild

!

You’d never guess this mild, gentle

soap gives you such benefits. Dial’s

creamy lather gently removes soil

and make-up; gives you scrupulous

cleanliness, helps overcome clogged

pores and blackheads. Then Dial con-

tinues^ with its skin-clearing action,

to protect your complexion all day.

Skin doctors know how Dial clears

away troublesome bacteria. They
recommend it for adolescents and
adults. For simply by washing with

Dial every day, your skin becomes
cleaner and clearer than any other

kind of soap can get it. Why not

let Dial protect your complexion—
even under make-up ?

DIAL DAVE GARROWAY-NBC, VYeekdoys

P. S. For cleaner, more beautiful hair, try New
DIAL SHAMPOO in the handy, unbreakable

squeeze bottle.
p

Mild, fragrant DIAL Soap keeps complexions clearer by keeping skin cleaner
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Re your nair ouey

tke new soft

No oily after-film

,

fust soft shimmering beauty

Now . . . try the only hairdressing that makes

hair obey the new sojt way . . . With miracle

Curtisol—so amazingly light, so penetrating it

never leaves oily "after-film”! Just a touch

"sparkles” hair, prevents dryness and split ends,

frizziness after a permanent. Gives you "easy-

do” hair instantly. Even after shampoo! No
wonder women prefer Suave 7 to 1,

LIQUID 50t-$l ^

CREME 60i End dry hair worries

with miracle Curtisol-

Only Suave has it

created by HELENE CURTIS foremost name in hair beauty

matador Jose Greco. By the end, it’s hard
to remember who loves whom. Montalhan
emerges as the most appealing character;

Cyd and Jose both present exciting dances.

If you don’t try to keep the plot straight,

you’ll find the players and the brilliant

backgrounds pleasing to the eye.

Verdict: Muddled but picturesque tale of

crisscrossing loves (Adult)

LONE HAND
I u-i, technicolor)

Told from the small-boy viewpoint of

likable Jimmy Hunt, this is a straightaway
Western of admirably simple structure.

Widower Joel McCrea and his son (Jimmy)
arrive to settle in a section of the frontier

troubled by outlaws. The inquisitive

youngster is soon horrified to find his dad
joining forces with bandits Alex Nicol and
Jim Arness and refusing to help the vigi-

lantes headed by Charles Drake. The lad’s

suspicions are shared by Joel’s new bride,

Barbara Hale. Maybe the outcome won’t
surprise horse-opera aficionados, but the

picture’s sure to satisfy them.

Verdict: Neat melodrama with nice open-

spaces atmosphere (Family)

COUNT THE HOURS
(rko)

An unpretentious suspense yarn about a

young hired man (John Craven) wrongly
accused of murder generates a reasonable-

amount of tension. Craven’s wife (Teresa

Wright) knows he’s innocent; lawyer Mac-
donald Carey believes he is, and wrecks
his own career trying to prove it. The story

isn’t done in mystery form. Psychopath
Jack Elam is early spotted as the real

killer; Adele Mara tries to do a Marilyn
Monroe as his money-loving wife.

Verdict: Acceptable murder story ivith

few surprises (Family)

THE BLUE GARDENIA
( WARNERS)

The classic whodunit requires that the

murderee should richly deserve his fate.

As a philandering artist, Raymond Burr
certainly does. Anne Baxter, trapped in

his apartment just before his death, be-

lieves she must have killed him in defend-

ing her virtue, though unaccustomed drink-

ing hazes her memory. But Ann Sothern

and Jeff Donnell, as her apartment-mates
and fellow telephone girls, and Richard
Conte, as a gossip columnist of the sort

known only to scenario writers, help to

rescue Anne. The end is predictable.

Verdict: Undistinguished mystery with

some attractive performers (Adult)

THE GIRLS OF PLEASURE ISLAND
(paramount, -fECHNICOLOR)

Here’s an idea that sounds promisingly

youthful and rich in laughter: Three

young girls have been raised in seclusion

on a South Sea island that’s suddenly vis-

ited by 1,500 U. S. Marines. But the slen-

der story is told in painfully obvious

{Continued on page 81) ^
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^ ^ magical non-roll top, plus tummy-flattening latex “finger” panels that

echo the firm support of your own body muscles, slim you the way Nature

intended/ Magic-Controller acts like a firming, breathing second skin.

Afp7l) ^ Tummy-flattening

latex“finger'’panels

firmly assist the gentle lift of

your own body muscles. Waist-

trimming non-roll top stays up

without a bone, seam or stitch.

f

boneless non-roll

top and the latex “finger” pan-

els are invisibly moulded in.

Tbe Magic-Controller itself is

invisible under sleekest clothes.

'N'pilt ^ Fabric lining in-

side, with textured

latex surface outside. Magic-

Controller is as comfortable as

your own skin. And it washes

in seconds, dries like a miracle/

AmazingVm Playtex
With new non-roll top and hidden power panels,

it slims and supports yon as Nature intended/

Here is natural figure control / Natural

control that works ivith your body,

not against it . .

.

resilient, firm con-

trol that revitalizes your proportions,

your posture, your pride/

Simply hold Magic -Controller up

to the light and see the hidden latex

“finger” panels that firm you without

a bone, stay, seam or stitch. Playtex

slims, supports, never distorts!

Magic-Controller is all one piece

of fabric lined latex. Every inch reflects

firm control. It does more for you than

any girdle, and frees you forever from

restricting, constricting corsets.

Dramatic proof of its power to

“fashion” your figure naturally comes

when you wear it under the season’s

new styles. You’ll think you’ve lost a

full size (and more than a few years/)

Playtex Magic-Controller

with 4 sturdily reinforced

adjustable garters.

Look for Playtex Magic-Controller in this

newest SLIM Playtex tube. At department

stores, specialty shops everywhere, $7.95
Extra-large size, $8.95

Fabric Lined playtex girdles from $4.95

FAMOUS playtex GIRDLES from $3.50

Playtex . . . known everywhere as the

girdle in the SLIM tube.

©1953 International Latex Corp'n. . . . PLAYTEX PARK . . . Dover Del. Playtex Ltd., Montreal, Canada

P

*U.S.A. and Foreign Patents Pending
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BY
EDITH

GWYNN

PARTIES AND PREEMS in bunches this time!

Heading the list was the shindig before,

during and after the opening of “Call Me
Madam.” Ken Murray was in the foyer,

greeting stars galore for the video cameras

and Ethel Merman (even though she

couldn’t be present) became the overnight

toast of Hollywood-town. What a night!

Earmarked: Jeanne and Paul

On with “the show”: Jeanne Crain, wearing

rhinestone earrings as big as chandeliers,

with Paul Brinkman
;
Piper Laurie, in flow-

er-trimmed white, with a white ermine stole

—on the arm of Leonard Goldstein.

Also present were Susie Zanuck with Bob
Wagner; Dawn Addams with Farley Grang-

er; Terry Moore with Nicky Hilton ; Debbie

Reynolds with Bill Shirley. To say noth-

ing of Marilyn Monroe, a slinky sylph in

a simple, tight-fitting {wot else?) white

satin, strapless sheath—white fox stole

slung around her shoulders—and no jewel-

ry. Her hair-do, a longish, almost page-

boy bob, with just a suggestion of bangs

across her forehead. And, oh, yeh—match-

ing white satin gloves that ended exactly

where her gown did—across the bust-line

—low bustline! Janet Leigh, seated beside

us, wore a white and silver gown—with the

lowest neckline of anybody’s—and a dark,

p
starlight mink stole; Anne Francis in a
silvery-coated white taffeta gown; Virginia

Mayo; the Tony Martins—/ could go on

forever about glamour-pusses glimpsed!

Don’t want to make you “hair-sick”—but

Mitzi Gaynor, aside from being in floor-

length white crepe, topped by white mink
stole, was also wearing her new very dark

hair, liberally sprinkled with silver dust.

Looked right purty—but Hugh O’Brian,

who danced with her, got most of the silver

on his tux—and his cheeks. On account of

the cheek-to-cheek way they danced! Eve-

lyn Keyes, back from France, sported some-

thing she called “my own color,” she should

have said “colors”—a mixture of brownette

(natural) with various shades of bleached

strands from golden hlonde to almost

white—giving a sort of sunburst effect!

Some style tips to the style hep: When a

wise lady finds a becoming color, silhou-

ette or “accessory,” she sticks with it—
makes it sort of her “trade-mark.” Take
Lana Turner’s passion for black or white
—she’s gone through whole pictures and
entire seasons wearing no other colors.

Rosemary Clooney, who knows blue is

heaven for her, keeps wearing it again and
again. Roses, silk or velvet, white, pink or

red, have become almost a “stamp” for

Ursula Thiess. She wears them with

dresses, suits—or as hats. Betty Hutton

is never without at least two hand-knit

dresses. Barbara Stanwyck is that way
about pink! There’s nothing wrong with

stressing the things you’re happiest with,

if they suit you, regardless of fads.

Monroe: No jewelry was needed

A cozy and warm party was the one the

Masquers Club of Hollywood gave to honor (

Lucy Ball and Desi Arnaz at a “Mr. and

Mrs.” dinner. Roy Rogers and Dale Evans,

Ozzie and Harriet Nelson (she stunning in i

a semi-summer pastel houffant of starched :

organza). Grade Allen and George Burns, .

Barbara Britton (hiding her “expectin’
”

with an exquisite, heavily embroidered cot-

'

ton shortie evening dress), Marjorie Rey-

nolds, Bill Bendix and lots more movie and

TV personalities were there to pay tribute.

Mitzi and Hugh: The silver rubbed off I

Some of the standouts for shape, style and

beauty at a party at the Bel Air Hotel in-

cluded Mitzi Gaynor {with Hugh O’Brian

again
)

in red, trimmed with black. I did a

little “research” on Mitzi’s oomphy jigger.',

She was wearing no stays, push-ups, tvires

or “cinchers.” Quite a shape to drape, that

one! Jane Russell was regal in slinky

floor-length black, trimmed with black

beads, with a huge stole of black crepe, also

heavily beaded. Leslie Caron, usually no

fashion-plate, looked quite chic in starched

red lace. Terry Moore wore an ivory <

ribbed-taffeta, strapless bodice, the long

skirt draped to the back where a huge .

bustle of matching tulle cascaded to the -

floor. Marge Champion {her Goiver was

wearing the brightest pink shirt!) was in

full-skirted white taffeta with a sash of gar- i

net silk that formed a slight bustle in the
j

rear. Cute Patti Lewis lifted her ankle- I

length green taffeta skirt to show me ivhite

petticoats—trimmed ivith ermine tails!
j



Whv not wear stars tonight? All it takes is one quick

shampoo—and your hair will be winking with these starry

highlights, silky soft, silky smooth. The sight of it, the feel of it

will put you in seventh heaven!

New magic formula . . . milder than castile!

There’s silkening magic in Drene's new lightning-quick lather! No
other lather is so thick, yet so quick—even in hardest water!

Magic . . . this new lightning-quick lather . . . because it flashes

up like lightning, because it rinses out like lightning, because it’s

milder than castile! Magic! because this new formula leaves your

hair bright as silk, smooth as silk, soft as silk. And so obedient.

Just try this luxurious new Drene with its Ughtning-qnick

lather ... its new and fresh fragrance. You have an exciting

experience coming I

A NEW EXPERIENCE . .

.

See your hair left silky bright!

This new formula flashes into

lightning-quick lather—milder

than castile! No other lather

is so quick, yet so thick!

This IS o

Mm
Drene !
A PRODUCT OF PROCTER & GAMBLE

New Lightning Lather—
a magic new formula that silkens your hair.

Milder than castile—

so mild you could use Drene every day I



How you, foor can

inl:3(?i32f§ I'KCniLj back/
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Doctor’s new beauty care helps

your skin look fresher, lovelier

— and helps keep it that way!

If you aren’t entirely satisfied with your

skin — liere’s the biggest beauty news

in years! A famous doctor has devel-

oped a wonderful new home beauty

routine.

This sensible beauty care owes its

amazing effectiveness to the unique

qualities of Noxzema. This famous
greaselexs beauty cream is a medicated

formula. It combines .softening, sooth-

ing, healing and cleansing ingredients.

Thrilling results !

Letters from women all

over America praise

Noxzema’s wonderful-

ly quick helj) for rough,

dry, lifeless skin and for

externally-eausetl blem-

ishes.

Like to help your
^

problem skin look lo\ e- ^
Her? 'Ibnight, do this:

" '

1.

Cleanse thoroughly by ‘cream-washing’

with Noxzema and water. Apply Noxzema,
then wring ont a cloth in warm water and

U'ash your face as if using .soap. See how fresh

your skin looks the very first time you
‘cream-wash’— not dry, or drawn!

2. Night cream. Smooth on Noxzema so

that its softening, soothing ingredients can

help your skin look smoother, lovelier. Al-

ways pat a bit extra over any blemishes* to

help heal them— fast! You will see a wonder-

ful improv'ement as you go on faithlully using

Noxzema. It’s greasetess. No smeary pillow!

3. Make-up base. ‘Cream-wash’ again in

the morning, then apply Noxzema as your

long-lasting powder base. *extemalhj caused

Noxzema w orks ormoney hack!
In clinical tests, it helped I out of 5

women with discouraging skin prob-

lems. If not delighted after a 10 day
' trial, return the jar to Noxzema, Bal-

j
timore. ^'our money back!

Get Noxzema today—40<, 60< and $1.00

plus tax at drug, cosmetic counters!

NOSXZEMA^'^t^

l*(Xa^hing

• • •

BY
ERSKINE JOHNSON

(See Erskine Johnson's “Hollywood
Reel" on your local TV station)

One movie queen to another about an-

other movie queen : “Lovely girl. Wears
dark glasses and all that. Unfortunately,

you can still see her.”

Ed Wynn’s definition of a toupee—Top
Secret.

Steve Cochran says it seems strange that

a guy will jiropose to a girl under a light

he wouldn't think of choosing a suit by.

Two dolls met on Hollywood Boulevard.

“Gosh Mabel,” said the first. “What have

you done to your hair'? It looks like a wig.”

"It is a wig," replied the other.

‘'Goodness,” said the first, "You’d never

know it.”

Definition of 3-D films: A new movie

process that will make Katharine Hepburn
look like Jane Russell.

The plush mansion in which Bette Davis

lives in “The Star” is the Beverly Hills

home of the film's producer, Bert Friedlob.

Movie star Bette Davis’ modest home didn’t

look like a movie star’s home!

M-G-M couldn’t find a black leopard in

Africa for a scene in tbe Clark Gable-Ava

Gardner starrer, “Mogambo.” So two of the

beasts were flown to Africa from darkest

New York.

Comedian Jack Leonard to Sam Levene:

“I saw your last picture and I think it was.”

A movie king who has had his share of

lost weekends was complaining to his agent

that he should have had the Gary Cooper

role in “High Noon.”

“True, true,” said the agent, “but the

producers just wouldn’t change the title to

‘High at Noon.’
”

Dancer Bambi Linn was asked, “What is

more important than stamina, poise and
perseverance to carry on despite career dis-

appointments in striving for success as a

professional dancer'?”

“Well,” pondered Bambi. “You should

know your left foot from your right.”

Movie director to Zsa Zsa Gabor: “Please,

can’t you learn to pronounce it why in-

stead of vhy?”

Gabor: “I’m corking on it.”

A star was describing his agent to a

friend: “There’s no middle ground where

he’s concerned. You either hate him or

despise him.”

Dismissing rumors of a third marriage,

movie director Ray Garnett said : “I’ve al-

ready been sub-divided twice.’’

id



7/vs<y^MEW MEW
A gay, party-going pink—feminine as it is fiery!

Wear it when you’re in the mood for spur-of-the-

moment dates . . . lively music ... a sudden kiss!

Pink for a proposal! Marriage on your mind?

This is for you ... a tempting, rosy-soft pink . . . so romantic,

it’s practically guaranteed to make it ha])pen!

dramatic, sophisticated!

For the moments when you feel very

“femme fatale”. . . in the mood for a

Paris hat ... a new love affair!

puts your love-life in the pink with the

prettiest shailes of the season! I'ly some of this

Cutex color-magic tonight . . . and listen

for these sure-to-he-whispcred words

. . . “LOVE YOU IN pink”!

Spillpruf Cutex, iriif phin tux

Stay Fast Lipstick, .Vincrica’s Creamiest Indelible.

1)1 IIS lax

Lovely Cutex Trillium Cose, contains 3 different

shades of Stay F'ast Lipstick—color-keyed to your
complexion. Sl.i'.j value for only HDf (ftm) plus tax.

i



starring in M-G-M’s

DANGEROUS WHEN WET
Color by Technicolor

YES, ESTHER WILLIAMS uses Lustre-Creme Shampoo. Iii fact, in less than two years, Lustre-Creme has become the shampoo of the majority of

top Hollyw'ood stars! When America’s most glamorous women use Lustre-Creme Shampoo, shouldn’t it your choice above all others, too?

For the Most Beautiful Hair in the World

4 out of 5 Top Hollywood Stars

use Lustre-Creme Shampoo

Glamour-made-easy! Lven in hardest

water, J.ustre-Creme “shines” as it cleans

. . . leaves your hair soft and fragrant,

gleaming-bright, .^nd Lustre-Creme

Shampoo is blessed with Natural Lanolin.

It doesn’t dry or dull your hair!

Makes hair eager to curl! TMow you can

“do things” with your hair— right after

you wash it! Lustre-Creme Shampoo

helps make hair a delight to manage

—

tames flyaway locks to the lightest

brush touch, brings out glorious sheen.

Fabulous Lustre-Creme

costs no more than other

shampoos

—

21i to $2

in jars or tubes.

. . . and thrilling news
for users of liquid shampoos!
Lustre-Creme now available

also in new Lotion Form,
30)i to 11.00,



ROIVIANCE IN
THE AIR ?
• For a long time Farley Granger has been

a thorn in the side to the would-be Cupids

of Hollywood. Young, handsome, talented

—

and almost irritatingly eligible—Farley be-

came aloof after Shelley Winters’ marriage

and was seldom seen at Hollywood’s social

events. No matter how hard the well-wishers

tried, they were unable to produce the girl

who spelled romance to Farley. But now it

looks as if—in fresh-faced lovely twenty-

three-year-old newcomer Dawn Addams

—

he’s found exactly what he’s been waiting for!

Wishful thinking can often be premature

in labeling friendship as a big romance. But
in this case everyone’s hoping—for Farley is

himself once more, and Dawn is turning to

someone nearer her own age rather than the

older men she’s been dating. Together they

sparkle as neither has recently in the com-
pany of others—and that’s just one more
reason why everyone is wondering whether
it may at last be a real romance.



Stern

Gene Nelson’s “ayes” are on Jane Powell around the Warner lot, where he’s one

of the gobs who’s keeping things lively for her in “Three Sailors and a Girl”

i^attles and Tottle: Poor Shelley

Winters, who was too sick to talk, was
in the hospital twenty-four hours be-

fore anyone knew she was a mother.

Born prematurely on Valentine’s Day,

Vittoria Gina Gassman weighed four

pounds, ten ounces and was promptly

placed in an incubator. Pity! Vittorio

wanted a son so badly. But when Shel-

ley called him in Italy, where he’s in a

play, he was, of course, delighted.

. . . ’Tis true her studio may not

know where Marilyn Monroe lives

(they have to contact her through her

agent), but Cal can tell them. The
“bad” and the beautiful one checked

out of the Beverly Hills Hotel and
into a brand new apartment on North

Doheny Drive. It’s very modern and
exclusive with only six units to the

building. One, incidentally, is occu-

pied by heart-whole and fancy-free

John Hodiak. He hasn’t met Maid
Marilyn yet—but everyone has to bor-

row a cup of sugar from a good neigh-

bor! And what a goody this one is!

Hollywood Believes: That despite
their current companionship and the

fact that they’re expecting a second

child, the Tyrone Powers have merely

reached an “understanding” and are

waiting only until the propitious time

I
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to announce their permanent separa-

tion . . . That Joan Crawford, whose

loyalty to Hollywood is far beyond the

call of duty, still stuck her beautiful

neck out by publicly “spanking” Mari-

lyn Monroe for intentionally attract-

ing too much attention and not be-

having like a “lady.”

Cal Salutes: Robert Wagner for keep-

ing a handsome head on level shoul-

ders. When a writer referred to him
as a big star, Bob remonstrated;

“Look—Robert Taylor, Clark Gable
and Gary Cooper are big stars. Vm
just beginning.” . . . Lucille Ball for

retaining no bitterness toward those

who pushed her arohnd a few short

years ago. Says the incomparable

Lucy : “When I left M-G-M, I was ter-

ribly discouraged, but I tried to be-

lieve it was all for the best. Now,
when Desi and I return there for ‘The

Long, Long Trailer,’ we’ll receive

$250,000 for our work. Looking back,

maybe I could have hated a lot of

people. But I’ve lived to learn that

hating only destroys the hater.”

In Case You Care: Mitzi Gaynor’s

hair is back to brown again, her natu-

ral color . . . Since his separation.

Dean Martin’s been living with Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Lewis . . . Keefe Bras-

selle can’t wear his “Eddie Cantor”

contact lenses in the sun because they

make his eyes water . . . Ginger’s

Jacques draws $250 a week from
M-G-M until his English warrants a

screen test. In the meantime, the

studio hasn’t actually signed him . . .

Jane Wyman requires one day’s no-

tice before she receives a gentleman
(or lady) of the press on the set . . .

People sometimes mistake attractive

Georges Saurel, who is especially at-

tracted to Lana Turner, for Gary
Merrill, who belongs to Bette Davis.

It's News That: Two operations in one
week for Dick Powell may have been
rough on him, but they turned June
Allyson into a lovely hysterical wreck
. . . Humphrey Bogart, who is a stu-

dent of Greek mythology these days,

suffered a tongue injury while driv-

ing a car in Naples . . . All’s qui3t on
the matrimonial front with the Robert
Newtons, who are now expecting the

stork . . . The Guy Madisons may
reconcile. Actually, he only moved
into an apartment because “Burning
Arrow” is his first movie in years and
he needed peace and quiet to concen-
trate . . . Evelyn Keyes is back in

Hollywood to make a movie with John
Wayne and to collect, she hopes,

r-Sf-

Smith Stern

Two of Hollywood’s most dazzling lovelies, Joan Crawford and Rita Hayworth

never fail to turn heads when they get into glamour duds and go “on the town"

Smith Smith

Footloose and fancy-free: Bob Wagner, Lori Nelson, Tab Hunter and Debbie

Reynolds keep their hearts whole, their dating lives whirling at a dizzy pace

Helpmates: Ricardo Montalban and his lovely wife, Georgiana, and Virginia

Mayo and her energetic husband, Mike O’Shea, are both inseparable twosomes



INSIDE
STUFF

f

“Legs” Chandler’s really going out on a limb—competing

with co-star Marilyn Maxwell on “East of Sumatra” set!

“Let’s you and me hit the road, baby,” mutters Bob. But

all Liz Scott wants of Hope is a handy shoulder at dinner

According to husband Paul, Jeanne Crain’s

new glamour routine is old stuff with her

all or part of that $20,673 back alimony

owed her by director John Huston . . .

Just as Cal predicted months ago,

Van Johnson is leaving M-G-M. He’ll

check off the lot at the end of this year.

Also leaving are the Gower Champions

and maybe Spencer Tracy, too. Yes,

the Hollywood scene moves on.

Help Wanted: Once upon a time, Jeff

Chandler couldn’t get his big toe in a

studio. Now, when Twentieth tried to

borrow him for “The Robe,” all U-I

asked in return was the services of

—

Marilyn Monroe! . . . Due to illness,

Ann Sothern’s future looked hopeless.

Then her comedy stole “The Blue Gar-

denia,” and her “Private Secretary” on

TV is so good that Jack Benny has now

requested Ann for his summer replace-

ment on radio . . . Paramount needs a

strong dramatic actress and they want

Susan Hayward. She was only under

contract there for years and nothing

happened. Now—try and get her!

Professional Plasma: Third Dimension

or the 3-DT’s, as it’s kiddingly called,

has arrived in Hollywood. Currently, the

method, still new and experimental, has

the town in a turmoil. But the general

feeling is that—as a means of fighting

TV—it’s the healthiest and helpfulest

thing thaPs happened since the advent

of talkies! Stars come to life in 3-D.
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CJuin^e of heart? That's what

they sav ahout Dahl and Lamas

Donna Heed, above, with Esther IPilliams.

/v (( < hantred woman iri "Here to Eternity
"

Howard Keel's all cars, listening to

Marne t(dk about the ( ham idons’ jdan'i

They look roiiiid aixcl real instead of

artificial and flat. Paramount's product

called Paravi.siou, fealure.s the first .Tl)

in Technicolor and star.s Arlene IJalil and

Fernando Lamas in ‘‘.Sanparee.'’ Wow.
does their love-making come to life! At

rwentietli, they're shooting “The Robe"
in their own CinemaScope. Colnmhia's

using Warners' Matiiral Vision—and

wait till yon see what .1-1) does for those

Can-Can dancers in “House of Wax"!
Of course, you know about Cinerama,

with its three curved .screens. And note:

those ])oiari/cd glasses people are wear-

ing to view “Rwana Devil” aren’t a

necessary evil. Currently, the major

problem is to decide the best and easiest

method, because special screens and
projectors will have to be installed in

theatres all over the country. Naturally,

equiiunent will have to be standard.

So Hollywood’s keeping production at

snail’s pace till things simmer down
and normalcy rules the roost again.

At the Moment: When Debbie Reynolds

isn’t with new' actor Tom Morton or

singer Alan Dale, she is with Tab
Hunter, helping him find a cabin site

at Lake Arrowhead, where he plans to

build . . . Farley Granger, who’s been

fancy free for a long time, has found

him.self a gal! Dark-haired, lovely

Dawn Addams is his constant date . . .

Fair exchange; Robert Wagner has

promised to introduce Rock Httdson to

Terry Moore in exchange for a formal

knockdown to Piper Laurie . . . The
two blond-Ls. Lana and Lex sharing a

‘Missionary’s Downfall" (that’s a

drink, son I at the Beachcombers.

One Man's Family: The way things hap-

pen in Hollywood. Cal is surprised that

Aldo Ray actually w'on the role of

Sergeant O’Hara in “Miss .Sadie Thomp-
son” with Rita Hayworth. The guy. w'ho’s

merely perfect for the i)art, called his

family in Crockett. California to tell

'em. “My kid brother, who’s in high

school, got on the phone." grins Aldo.

“He was thrilled—always wanted an

autographed photo of Rita Hayworth!"

Around the Hollywood Clock: Marion
Brando’s former room-tnate is now TV's

famous ‘‘Mr. Peepers” . . . Dan Dailey

and Mrs. Donald O’Connor in the same
party when singer Peggy Lee opened

at the jam-packed Cocoanut Grove

. . . .lohn Lund, who’s always the life of

every party, astounded Hollywood with

the .serious talent he displayed on tour

reading Shakespeare . . . Painting his

own car in the studio transportation de-

partment. Dale Robertson invited Bill

l.undigan and .lelf Hunter to drop by

and “split a brush” with him ... To in-

(juiries about her famous husband during

his long run in New York. Mrs. Danny

Kaye bad a stock answer; “He’s at the

Palace—where he'd rather be than any

other |)lace in the world!"

Animal Kingdom: Janet Leigh is hunting

for a husband for Houdina. the French

poodle Tony Curtis bought her from

Ann Sheridan’s kennel . . . Beautiful

Barbara Bates spends her spare time

trapping gophers, and you would too it

they destroyed your elegant and exi)en-

sive garden . . . Whenever Steve Cochran

has feminine guests for dinner. Clarence,

his pet parrot, screams out. “What a

man!" . . . Carleton Carpenter’s new
boxer puppy wriggles her hips when she

walks, so he’s named her—Marilyn!

Feed the Kitty: Talk of the town is

Zsa Zsa Gabor's rumored I7..500 weekly

take-home pay for her Las Vegas night-

club stint. Fanged one fragile female;

“Imagine what they'd ])ay her if she

had any talent!
’’

People and Places: Gloria Grahame with

Cy Howard. Robert Taylor with Ursula

Thiess. Rock Hudson. Jeanne Crain.

Joan Crawford, the Stewart Grangers,

endless others at columnist Sheilah Gra-

ham’.s reception to meet Wojciechowicz

S. Wojtkiewicz. the handsome new hus-

band .she refers to as Bow-Wow—and

need we add why! . . . Fans mistak-

ing Virginia (Continued on page 82)
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tchelle Robertson’s just a little bit of a lady but

e knows how to wind Dale around her finger

Just like fathers everywhere,

Alan Ladd never knows whether he’ll be met by space men or Indians

when he’s home. This time it’s "Superchief David" who greets him!



these glamour guys have the time of their lives being “Kings for the Day”

“Long time, no see!” said son Chris when

Jeff Hunter rushed back from overseas trip

After a rugged day with son Josh, even tough

guy Bob Mitchum is ready to hit that sack!

Father's Day is something special to John

Derek, for son Russell was a delicate baby

• Santa Claus rules at Christmas, but on June twenty-

first pop has his inning! And if you think that’s not im-

portant in Hollywood you don’t know your leading

men. Tough guys rush home from screen villainy to

dandle babies on their knees. Dashing cavaliers are

tamed by baby talk. Suave sophisticates mix formulas

and get up docilely for the 2:00 a.m. feeding.

This year Alan Ladd and his brood will celebrate

Alan’s day in Europe. Father’s Day has a special poign-

ancy to John Derek. For a long time, he and Patti

wondered if they’d be able to keep their son Russell

—

he was so ill for so long. But now he’s happy and

healthy and every day is Father’s Day for Daddy. At
the Mitchums’, daughter Petrine and her two big

brothers make the day special to Bob. And for first-time

fathers Dale Robertson and Jeff Hunter the day is

something entirely new.

There are Hollywood fathers who are bemused by

the birth of their first child. Jeffrey Hunter was only

five days away from sailing for Europe to do “Sailor of

the King” when young Christopher Merrill was born.

Jeff had been rushing, packing, worrying that the baby

wouldn’t be born before he left. Then when it happened

he went into a quiet state of shock. Barbara’s mother

had her first look at her grandson and floated out on an

ecstatic cloud to tell Jeff. “Such a beautiful baby!” she

exclaimed to Christopher’s father. “So perfect, so

healthy. A beautiful baby!” (Continued on page 84)
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CALLING ALL UGLY DUCKLINGS:

A “miracle” for Leslie: Geordie Hormel

YOU
DON’T

HAVE TO
BE

TO BE

I have had many, many letters from girls who write

to me saying that you are very worried because you
are not the prettiest girl in your school, or at your woi'k,

or maybe in your particular town.

You are polite, you Americans, so you do not say

that you write to me because I, too, am a plain girl.

But I can read between the lines. Besides, it is true.

I can practically hear you saying, in those letters, “How
could a girl with your looks become a movie star?”

POPULAR



I will tell you this. I am more astonished to be a

Hollywood personality than you can possibly imagine.

The other evening a magazine gave awards to me and
Marilyn Monroe at the same time. I stood beside Mari-

lyn, and looking up at her beauty, I thought, “What am
I doing here—next to her?”

But I can say one thing in all sincerity to you girls

who think you’re not pretty: To he plain need not he a

handicap. In fact, it can be a help. It keeps you from

expecting things to come to you too easily. It forces

you to cultivate your taste, your brains, your personal-

ity. And, most important, it helps you to appreciate

things when you do get them, and to have values that

are true and lasting.

Let us be blunt: some of you are not pretty. The
way your faces are put together there is not much
chance—physically— of your ever being other than

homely. Certainly you can not be beautiful—not feature

by feature, that is. So what can you do?

Personally, I think the important thing is to cultivate

your mind and cultivate your body. I think you must
do both—and neither one at the (Continued on page 87)
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• In a town like Hollywood a girl like

Debra is bound to be a “puzzlement.” But
the fact is, she really does have so much
fun with her family she’s never wanted to

look elsewhere for a good time. Recently,

Debra and her family moved to a new
house. The renting agent couldn’t believe

his eyes when he saw the gang. “Err . . .

are all these people yours, Mrs. Griffin?”

he stuttered. Deb’s mother assured him
they were—^all nine of them. For sister

Teala, her husband and their two babies

were over so often, they decided to move
in permanently with Deb, her Mom and

Pop and the two younger sisters!

Everybody's “Honey” in Deb's family—including the dog
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ITEMS IVO. O

From the patio of the new house, visitors

look up with awe at the three levels above.

A stairway leads from the backyard to the

second floor where Debra has her room

—

a vision of pink walls, white satin drapes

and red velvet spread. No wonder Debra’s

eyes light up when she shows it to her

friends. But there’s another reason for

her shining eyes—sister Lorna has a con-

tract with Universal-International! “She’s

the family clown and has great talent,”

beams Debra, who celebrated by painting

their car lilac! “You never know what my
family will do,” says her dad. “And Deb-
ra’s the most unpredictable of all!” Says Debra of her family, “This is the ‘^ivingest’ gang in captivity

!“

Debra’s balcony. IFhat, no Romeo? Lorna’s movie debut has Debra all excited! Lawn ornaments: Debra and a model burro



BY MAXINE ARNOLD

“Until now we’ve

never made any statement

about our marriage.

It’s all been gossip.”

• For a long time now, Twentieth
Century-Fox’s big he-man from Okla-
homa, Dale Robertson, has been the

subject of talk and gossip items hardly

calculated to advance his popularity

with moviegoers.

Dale had changed completely with his

stardom, reports said, and success had
gone to his head in a big way. . .

^

Dale was spending more and more
|

time away from home, they said—golfing,
;

hunting, riding, even night-clubbing

—

leaving his wife Jackie to cry her heart
^

out alone with baby Rochelle. . . :i

Dale and Jackie had reached the
|

parting of the way, gossips claimed, and |

he was seeing an incendiary blonde '1

young actress recently married; others j

said he was beauing a top-drawer
|

movie queen who had just shed her
;j

third husband. . .

Jackie’s reaction to all this has been -a

one of mounting indignation. “They’re 1
not being fair to Dale!” she’d exclaim. a

And close friends have said that if the 1

Robertson marriage is shaky, it is %
just these items of gossip that are to a

blame; no household could ignore m
them completely. (Continued on page 93)

Rochelle: she’s the apple of her parents’ eye
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BRIDE OF THE YEAR
• June 27, 1953, is The Day—the day Ann Blyth will walk

down the aisle of St. Charles Church to become the bride of

Dr. James McNulty. Ann will be given in marriage by her

Uncle Pat Tobin, and the dazzling list of her bridesmaids reads

like an all-star movie cast. These attendants will be Jane

Powell, Jeanne Crain, Jane Withers, Joan Leslie, Betty Lynn
and Ann’s stand-in (though not on this very special occasion),

Alice Kraysiva. Dr. McNulty’s best man will be his brother,

Dennis Day. And all members of both families will be there.

Like all young lovers, Ann and her Dr. Jim were faced with

the problem of where to live after their marriage. The day

after they became engaged they started their house-hunting,

and—unlike many young lovers—they found their dream
house with a “For Sale” sign in the front yard! It’s in the

Toluca Lake district near Hollywood, and they purchased it

immediately. Ann’s home-to-be is a Connecticut-farmhouse

type, exactly the dream house she has always wanted. In fact,

Ann laughs, the house is so perfect they will not even have

to repaper or repaint a single room in it.

Afternoons these days—and mornings too when Ann hasn’t

been busy at M-G-M for her role in (Continued on page 73)

mm
James McNulty knows
that Ann will make a

perfect doctor’s wife

Their home in Toluca

Lake—exactly as Ann
dreamed it would be
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Somewhere Til find her. And when

I do, Fm warning her. My intentions

are strictly matrimonial!

BY ROCK HUDSON

Ibh he next female reporter who asks me
when I’m going to get married is going to be dragged

to the nearest Doctor of Divinity and get hitched to

me. And what happens to her in the next fifty years

will serve her right.

At least, that’s what I keep telling myself I’m going

to do. Twenty-seven isn’t exactly juvenile, but there

are a lot of guys who don’t get married until they’re

over thirty. Nobody pesters them. They just slide

through hfe the way they want to. But somehow
people expect an actor, the minute his voice changes,

to go out and get himself a bride.

Sure, I want to be married some day. But a guy
doesn’t pick a wife the way he does an avocado.

There’s more to it than that. With me, it’s a question

of finding a girl I like who likes me, and the second
part is harder to achieve than the first.

A girl can tell right away about a lot of my faults.

I take my shoes off all the time, for instance. And
there are few women who can love a guy enough to

look at his bare feet aU evening. There are other

things about me that only my mother knows, and a

girl would have to be married to me for a while

before she’d find out about them.

Take Hudson in the morning, as a case in point.

Once I wake up I’m a bear before coffee, but it’s

going to take a bit of doing on the part of my bride

before she can discover that awful truth. This is

because I don’t wake up unless and until I’ve been

hit in the head with a pile driver. Noise won’t do it.

Soft little noises like alarm clocks or kettledrums sail

over my head like a morning breeze.

Under these circumstances I have no right to pick

and choose about the method (Continued on page 91 )

I dream about a girl with Piper Laurie's mouth . . . Vera-Ellen's legs . . . Susan Cabot's nose . . . Gene Tierney's hair!
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Through her husband, Geary Steffen, Jane has found the deep inner security she needs

This is the story that started the deluge!

• No doubt about it, Jane Powell is firmly set in the

affections of the movie-going public—and they feel that

her new maturity can only enhance her appeal as a

star and as an actress.

Your answers to the Powell Poll in photoplay were in

the amazing ratio of nineteen to one in Jane’s favor. Of

the 9,788 tallies, some 9,367 were an emphatic no to the

question, “Will matxirity end Jane’s appeal?” Many of

you accompanied your ballots with letters saying that

although Jane’s progress to mature roles has been sud-

den, it has nevertheless been graceful and easy, a

natural foUow-up to her young adolescent roles.

Actually Jane continued her adolescent roles \mder

protest long after her own effervescent girlhood had
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THAT UANE !
amazing response to a story and a star we have ever known! • BY MIRIAM ROGERS

been left behind. And now at long last her roles are

catching up with her. Her first young adult role was in

“Royal Wedding,” and in the new “Three Sailors and a

Girl,” she wears lovely, glamorous clothes, and her own

!

careftiUy styled hairdo, boyishly short in the back and

! softly curled around the face.

“In a way,” Jane explains, “it seems as if I grew up

J

overnight. There was nothing conscious about it. It was
just that I fixed my hair differently—I had it cut short,

styled it myself—and I foimd I liked suits, and dresses

with more style. It aU came about naturally!”

Hollywood is a place where you can’t stand still, you
have to go forward or be dropped and forgotten, and

no one knows this better than Jane. Still on the threshold

of her adult career, she is alert and eager for each new
opporttmity, and smart enough to be prepared. Through

her husband, Geary Steffen, she has found the inner

security she needs, and in motherhood, the full flowering

of her love. The pattern of her life is rich in youthful

achievement, richer in mature promise. There can be no
doubt that maturity has brought new beauty, and a

new and glamorous appeal to the youngster with the

lyric voice!

“My life may look to an outsider a little like a three-

ring circus, but it isn’t really! A little confusing at times,

perhaps—but not too difficult.

“It helps,” she says, “to have such an understanding

husband. In fact, I don’t think (Continued on page 89)
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WHY GENTLEMEN

THE GOLD RUSH IS ON WHEN HOLLYWOOD’S BLONDE

• It was a jealous brunette who in-

vented the lie that blondes are dumb
and that’s why gentlemen prefer

them. I never met a blonde who
wasn’t smart—especially in Holly-

wood where it’s the blondes who
steal most of the headlines.

There always seems to be some-
thing newsworthy happening to gals

like Marilyn Monroe, Virginia Mayo,
Doris Day, Zsa Zsa Gabor, Betty
Hutton, Shelley Winters and June
Allyson, to name just a few of the

June Allyson—her helpless pose pays off

Zsa Zsa Gabor—a sophisticated smoothie

more formidable fair-haired types.

And if things don’t happen in the

natural order of events, these gals

are smart enough to cook something

up that will keep them hot and siz-

zling in the public eye.

Take, for instance, Marilyn Mon-
roe, who has drawn a lot of criticism

for her antics lately, and who keeps
on doing what she thinks is right for

Marilyn, no matter what people say.

One such “I’ll play it my way,
thank you” incident took place at

Shell Winters—a way with the press



BY SHEILAH GRAHAM

BOMBSHELLS GO TO WORKl

the annual photoplay Gold Medal
Dinner. That night Darryl Zanuck
tapped his foot impatiently, glared

at his wristwatch, and finally—good
and irritated—walked to the raised

dais in the Crystal Room of the

Beverly Hills Hotel and sat down.
Every seat for the jam-packed dinner

was now occupied—except one

—

Marilyn Monroe’s, next to Zanuck.
She was a full hour and a half late

when she finally wriggled in, wearing
the tightest (Continued on page 97)

M-m Monroe—excitement as planned

Virginia Mayo—her silence is golden



You’d think it ivould take a lot

to tame a big guy like Rory Calhoun.

All it took was little Lita

DOIVIESTICATED
Color by Stern and Smith



DREAIVIBOAT

BY RICHARD LEON

H AKE an outdoor guy and plunk him down in the middle of Holly-

wood glamour life. The result is an imhappy guy. That’s what you’d

naturally expect. But take a real f’rinstance: outdoor guy Rory
Calhoun plunked down in Hollywood picture-making, and a more
contented fellow you’ve never seen. And why? Chief reason: Rory’s

wife, Lita Baron Calhoun.

“Maybe we’re naive about it, but we can’t get away from the fact

that we’re more in love now than when we got married,” Lita says.

“We don’t think people get married to get away from each other. We
don’t take separate vacations. Elxcept for Rory’s occasional hunting

or fishing trips, we are always together.” (Continued on page 102)
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to look like never. Then suddenly Susan and Jess

were off — having the time of their lives

!

• There were, that night, just two
people sitting in the sleek, black
Cadillac convertible parked far back
on the ramp at the drive-in theatre

in Encino. It was cool in the Valley;

the stars, aloof and diamond-hard,
sparkled in a steel-blue sky. The
red-haired star in the mink coat

stopped munching her popcorn and
drew a little closer to the tall, blond
man beside her. On the distant

screen a dozen skiers raced down the
crisp snow of an Alpine slope.

“Nice skiing,” said the blond man.
“Don’t you think so, honey?”
“Ummm,” said the lady with red

hair. Then, “Jess?”

“Yes, dear.”

“Why don’t we go this year? To
Europe?”

“But, Susie, what about the boys?”
“They’ll be all right. They’ll be

eight soon; Mother and my brother
Wally could take care of them. .

.”

“We could phone home every
week. .

.”

“Of course. Oh, Jess, we’ve talked

and talked about it now for three

years; let’s just pick up and go. To
Spain and Sweden, to Ireland in the

spring, when it’s soft green.”

Jess Barker grinned at his red-

haired wife. “Right,” he chuckled.

“This time we’ll really go. But I’ll

bet you nobody at the studio will

believe you’re really going to go

through with it.”

Susan Hayward looked sidewise at

her husband out of those impish
hazel eyes. “Darling,” she laughed,

“are they ever going to be sur-

prised!”

Most unbelieving of all, when Su-
san actually left for Europe late in

February, were those closest to her

at the studio: Emmy Eckhardt, her

hairdresser; make-up man Tommy
Tuttle; and even Vicki Coe, Susan’s

long-time stand-in. As Susan ad-

mitted, “It was an old, old tale. No
reason to believe it this time.”

Salty, outspoken Emmy, who has

washed, set and combed those flam-

ing Hayward tresses for eight years,

listened and looked skeptical on the

set of “White Witch Doctor” while

Susan pored through a lapful of

travel folders and talked endlessly

about itineraries.

“You’ll never get there,” said

Emmy. “It’ll be like that salmon-

fishing trip you were going to take

to Alaska last year, remember? Or
the trip to {Continued on page 95)

WITH A SONG IN
THEIR HEARTS

BY GERRY ROBERTS
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The happy humming of bees on o sunny day . . . bubble and

squeak . . . country butter in a silver dish . . . starched petticoats . . .

Dogwood trees in bloom ... a domesticated Peter Pan

Photograph by Engsteod: June’s next Is “Remains to Be Seen'



Photograph by Froker: Rosemary is in "Here Come the Girls’

Cornflowers on a black lace handkerchief . . . nightingale at

a jam session . . , salt-water taffy and candy hearts . .
,
parade on Fifth

Avenue ... a gingham girl in a Paris gown
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Their story began in a college classroom

when a shy, shabby boy looked at a pert

coed. The rest is Heston family history

BY RUTH WATERBURY

• That afternoon in the spring of 1941

love was at work. The class studying

“Fimdamental Theatre” at Northwestern

University were the brains group, the col-

lege highbrows.

In the class was a broad-shouldered, shy

and shabby boy named Charlton Heston.

A scholarship student, he was running an

elevator at nights to keep himself eating.

In between classes and the night shift he

did all manner of odd jobs. He got little

sleep, of course, but that was all right;

he was determined to become great in the

theatre. That was why he was working so

hard, and he was annoyed with himself

for not keeping his mind constantly on

his objective. For as the spring days

wafted one past another, he found him-

self increasingly aware of a coed named
Lydia Clarke.

He had taken the habit of sitting behind

Lydia in class so that, without seeming to,

he could watch her—her pert, dark curls,

her huge, dark eyes, her neat rounded

figure. He wasn’t the only guy in class

aware of her; this he jealously noted. But
Lydia Clarke was obviously an intellectual

artiste. To ask such a girl to shoot the

breeze at the college malt shop was vir-

tual sacrilege.

And then, this particular bahny day of

that spring of 1941, it happened. Lydia

Clarke, as the lecture ended, turned in

Charlton’s direction. She addressed him.

“I wonder if I could ask your advice,

Mr. Heston?”

What a dream question from any girl

to any fellow! In one bound Chuck was
on his big feet, standing close to Miss

Clarke. Because of his height, she had to

turn her face up to his. Seen this closely,

it was an even (Continued on page 99)

The Hestons at entrance to their Hollywood apartment .1





HOW TO LOOK LIKE A MOVIE

PHOTOPLAY
STAR

FASHIONS



by the sea, by the beautiful

MERMAID

TJL his is it: how to look

stunning in the sun. Secret? A
swimsuit that’s new . . . exciting

. . . and fits like a dream. This

summer, anyone can look like

a movie mermaid. Now there

are suits (from $3 up! ) that are

miracles of fit and allure.

New suits have built-in sec-

rets to give them that mermaid

fit. One has a real, built-in gir-

dle. Another, a separate Lastex

pantie. Some have their own

body-beautiful bras. Many do it

with strong, light-weight Las-

tex; shirred, elasticized cotton;

intricate panels to mold you in

the right places. All the new sil-

houettes are good—and great

for your figure!

Here, some of Hollywood’s

loveliest lassies show you how to

improve your place in the sun!

i

Curvy Terry Moore, in 20th’s “Man
on a Tightrope’’ shows off (and vice

versa!) shirred, elasticized cotton

Jantzen suit, in Wavy Rhythm print.

32-40, under $9. Jewelry by Mosell

TURN THE PACE
FOR MORE FASHIONS

glamour suit

©SN

When each wave comes f

arollin’ in. .
.
you’re the most '

alluring picture by the sea

in your Sea Nymph
glamour suit! Curve

-

channeling sheath with

smooth front panel

outline-shirred, cuffed

sweetheart collar. Lastex

faille in a dazzling range of

French Riviera colors.

32 to 38. About $11.

Slightly higher west

' of the Rockies.

Sea Nymph glamour suits
‘

come in Juniors tooLff^
Sizes 9 to 15.

at better stores everywhere, or write

Wendy Carter, JORDAN Manufacturing Corp., HIO Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.

_ Sea Nymph of Canada, U25 River St., Montreal
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HOW TO LOOK LIKE A MOVIE MERMAID

Corinne Calvet, in a lo-o-ng, lazy stretch, shows you

one new way; Rose Marie Reid’s exciting, vivid-toned

two-piece Lastex suit with contrasting floral trim.

10-16, under $18. Her thong sandals, U.S. Rubber.

She's just made Twentieth's “Dangerous Crossing”

64

Just to prove mermaids can look angelic too, gorgeous Ursula Thiess

{RKO’s “Son of Sinbad”) shows the hourglass suit in sweet Dutch

print cotton, by Brilliant, 32-38, under $8. Sea-shell jewels by Ruby



Ze French Calvet, now a mermaid in typical American style: trim and slim-

ming suit with little-boy shorts in Cone multi-striped, water-loving denim; own

patent belt. Rose Marie Reid, 10-18, under $13. American Optical sunglasses
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Slim sensation; describes Ursula

and red Lastex suit, a figure-mould-

ing Sea Nymph by Jordan, under $11,

32-38. Beautiful background: rocks at

Malibu, Kleinert striped terry stole

Sleek sophistication is Mayo mood

in exciting Form Control suit by Surf

Togs, right, with built-in Phan-Tum

girdle, nylon-acetate doeskin Lastex,

under $13, 32-38. Non-tarnishable gilt

trim. Straw hat. Pan .American Shop

Virginia is ultra-modern, far right, in

orlon gingham suit, Flexees, 32-38, un-

der $13, with separate Lastex Fancy

Pants for girdle fit, Kleinert bag. Ruby

shell necklace that's bracelet as well
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PHOTOPLAY STAR FASHIONS

HOW TO LOOK LIKE
A MOVIE MERMAID

Marvelous Mayo soaks up sun in cotton boned-bra sun-

suit by Lovable, priced sweet as its name, under §3!

32-36 A, 32-38 B cup. Glentex scarf. Claire McCardell-

designed sunglasses. For her golden tan: Tartan lotion

Embroidered chambray denim

enhances this torso type swim

suit with a gay 90’s touch. The
shirred bloomer effect adds a

charming high- fashion note.

Charcoal grey, sailing blue, tan.

Sizes 32 to 38. About $8.

BRILLIANT SPORTSWEAR, INC.

1410 Broadway • New York 18
67

Turn the Page for More Fashions



the ONLY swim suits

with the patented

8 FIGURE-

FLAHERING

STYLES

FROM $12.98

TO $18.98

Hidden Nylon-Lastex
panels provide comfort-

able control plus the

healthful support you need

for active play. Ask to see

form control at your favor-

ite store or write for FREE
illustrated style folder and
name of store nearest you.

SURF TOGS Dept (P.J.)

1370 Broadway. N. Y., N. Y.

IN CANADA: Pedigree Mfg. Co. Ltd.,

6407 Boyer St., Montreal Dept. (P.J.)
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FHO'TOPLA'S' STAR FASETIOirS

HOW TO LOOK LIKE

A MOVIE MERMAID

<
Virginia Mayo, starring in Warners’

“South Sea Paradise,” is heavenly

in pale blue Lastex Sea Goddess by

Shepherd with shirred front, 32-38,

under $8. Terry cape-stole, under $5

Ursula’s elfin chtirm echoes in en-

chanting Carolyn Schnurer suit with

versatile leash-halter straps, in ABC
leaf-print cotton, 32-38, under $11.

Frederick Mosell golden earrings

All fashion photos by Christa

The New”Outer-Look”
CALLS FOR THE

New FORMFITTnder-look”

Above the waist the new “Outer-Look” is soft and rounded

— utterly feminine but natural and free of exaggeration.

Delightful, how Formfit’s Life Bras persuade your curves

into line . .
.
give you the “Under-Look” today’s “Outer-Look”

calls for . . . with boundless comfort and freedom. Reason?

Life Bras fit you not only for bust size and cup size, but also

for degree of separation— to elevate, separate, rejuvenate

perfectly. Pick from a parade of lovely styles in

nylon, cotton, satin. At the better stores !
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PHOTOPLAY

PICTURE

STORY

• What does a he-man star like John

Wayne do on a holiday in Mexico? Sit in

that South of the Border sun? Water ski?

Go fishing? John invited photoplay’s ace

photographer, Phil Stern, along on his

holiday to record some of his activities.

Having finished his work as a producer on

“Plunder in the Sun” and his work as an

actor in “Trouble Along the Way,” John

was more than ready for a few days down

Mexico way as a Yankee caballero.

MORE PICTURES 0/V EOELOWING PAGE
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Douin meKico

Ulav Continued

• Another Hollywood - in - Acapulco

visitor was Wayne’s pal, Gary Cooper, j

who had just finished the filming of ?

‘^Return to Paradise.” Wayne and ,j

Coop are long-time friends, and since |

Gary was tied up in Mexico making j
“Blowing Wild,” he asked John to act |
as his proxy at the Academy Awards J

ceremony and accept his Oscar. f



Ann Bly+h

(Continued from page 47)

“All the Brothers Were Valiant”—shoppers
have been running into Ann as she gath-
ered together her linens and other items
for her trousseau. Like any other June
bride, Ann knows exactly what she wants,
but her plans for her trousseau didn’t

crystalize until after Dr. Jim’s proposal
last December. And in the months since
then, Ann has found—again like many
another young bride—that the demands of
her work have cut heavily into the time
she’d hoped to be shopping and planning
for her future.
But no matter how rushed Ann may be,

Helen Rose, one of Hollywood’s most
talented designers, has made sure that Ann
will be one of filmtown’s loveliest brides.

For Miss Rose has created for her a wed-
ding dress, bridesmaids’ gowns and acces-
sories that would make any bride-to-be
long for the day.
Ann’s gown, in satin overlaid with

mousseline de soie, has a long bodice with
lace yoke and a full, fuU skirt. On her hair,

she will wear a heart-shaped lace cap, pearl
trimmed, from which cascades a veil of
illusion net. Long, white, lace gloves and a
bouquet of lilies of the valley will com-
plete the lovely bridal picture. For the
bridesmaids. Miss Rose has designed
dresses in the most heavenly shades of
delphinium blue with ballerina length
skirts. Each girl will carry a muff of fresh
delphiniums.
The wedding date of June 27 is a happy

compromise for Ann, one which will enable

A true friend is one who doesn’t

require you to make excuses.

GREGORY PECK

her to fulfill her lifetime dream of being
a June bride and also will enable her doc-
tor groom to take the least busy two weeks
off from his practice for a honeymoon.
Where the bride and groom will honey-
moon has been a carefully guarded secret;

even to her closest friends Ann has de-
clined to reveal their destination.
After they return from their honey-

moon, when Ann and Dr. Jim settle down
in their Toluca Lake home, she intends to
go back to her career; a new picture is

slated for her at M-G-M in the early fall.

As for Dr. McNulty, he’ll be right back at
work, too, for he is one of the most prom-
inent young obstetricians in Hollywood.
Children? Yes, of course—Ann beams in

delight at the thought and admits to hop-
ing for a big, big family of ten or twelve
youngsters. The prospect pleases her enor-
mously, and her big desire is for a houseful
of happy children, particularly in view of
her own lonely girlhood as an only child.
Besides, Ann realizes that the life of a
doctor’s wife can be a lonely one as she
sits at home while her husband is at work,
and often on call twenty-four hours a day,
and Ann wants a big family around her
for that reason too.

There may have been bigger and splash-
ier weddings in Hollywood history, but
certainly none has had warmer approval
than this one, which joins two people
whose love is so inspiring to watch.
Ann, ever since her days as a young-

ster in Hollywood, has been a favorite with
everyone. Her friends, her co-workers, all
those who know her, join with her many
screen fans in best wishes for the happiest
days of her life. The End
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SIDNEY

SKOLSKY

(’d say MARILYN MONROE lias increased my
acquaintanceship with males. Ever since I

liave escorted The Monroe to several par-

ties more fellows say hello to me than ever

before . . . Bob Wagner may appear inno-

cent. hut he knows what he’s doing. He
should be in diplomatic service . . . Liz

Taylor and Jean Simmons look like sisters.

Sidney, Ben might have his plans!

There’s no other actress I know who has

the good humor of Esther Williams. I’d ac-

cept her any time for a desert island com-

panion. Debbie Reynolds is always bub-

bling and always talking. I like Debbie,

but I wonder how long I could take the

bubbling . . . Dawn Addams is another

name I don’t quite believe.

The Sunset Strip is one of my favorite

places in HoUyivood. I especially like the

name, which has a burlesque flavor ... I

keep tuning in “Dragnet,” not so much fof

the yarn as to see if Jack Webb will over-

act ... I like box-office champ John
W'ayne’s honesty in admitting he’s not

much of an actor. He explains it: “I don’t

act. / react.” . . . Pamela Mason doesn’t

act in the movies and gets more publicity

than husband James Mason, who does . . .

I think Ursula Thiess is proof of the fact

that you can get tired of looking at a too

beautiful face. Anyway, 1 can . . . Terry

Moore interests me in more ways than two.

Terry told me: “Just because I switched to

sexier roles, people find me sexy. I was al-

ways the same. I guess it’s how you sell it.”

. . . Marie IT ilson to her poodle, “You’re
going to walk there if / have to carry you.”

Burt Lancaster sleeps with nothing on ex-

cept yesterday’s heard . . . Ava Gardner is

registering as a good actress. This should

prove what can come of sheer determina-

tion and study ... I don’t think Maureen
O'Hara got enough credit for her perform-

ance in “The Quiet Man” . . . What’s with

me? I confuse Arlene Dahl and Rhonda
Fleming . . . This is nothing compared with

the confusion in the movie industry, what
with CinemaScope, 3-D, roundies, flats, etc.

It’s enough to make an exhibitor run home
and watch TV ... By the way, a restau-

rant on Hollywood Boulevard displays this

sign: “We feature 3-D food—Delicious, De-

lectable, Delicatessen.” . . . Olivia de Havil-

land still likes to hear a whistle, a man’s.

Lauren Bacall is beginning to sound more
like Humphrey Bogart than Bogey ... I

believe next year’s Oscar Derby for the best

performance by an actor will be a Battle of

the B’s: Brando, Burton and Brasselle . . .

I hope the movie industry gets smarter and
uses the televising of the Acadetny Awards
to sell movies and not TV sets . . . Rock
Hudson is considered a good date because

he doesn’t kiss and tell . . . Newcomer Tom
Morton was very impressed by the first

Hollywood party he attended. “I noticed

that every face belonged to a nationally

prominent person,” said Morton. “In fact

the only person there I didn’t know was
me” . . . CinemaScope should make the

newsreels better, and they need to be! .. .

/ can’t picture Rosie Clooney and Jose Fer-

rer together even when I see them together.

Rosemary and Jose—together!

I’m rooting for Frank Sinatra to come 8’

through with a great performance in “From 1 5

Here to Eternity” . . . Want to know how ;

to tell who’s important in Hollywood? Just

watch where the headwaiters at Romanoff’s

and Chasen’s seat the various patrons ...

Love in Hollywood : A movie couple are

celebrating their .silver anniversary. It’s M
been twenty-five years that they’ve been v

separated . . . Wonder if there’s an actress ®
brave enough to be photographed as she

looks when she arrives in the studio make- I

up department at seven in the morning.

Ethel Merman: the power of TNT

I know of no one else in pictures who can

belt out a song like Ethel Merman . . .

Denise Darcel is putting it on too much,

and in places where she already has enough

. . . Sign in Mike Curtiz’ office: “Everybody

is able to give pleasure in some way. One
person may do it by coming into a room,'

another by leaving it.” ... I get the im-

pression that Gary Cooper is sometimes do-

ing an impersonation of Gary Cooper . . .

Betty Hutton could create a sensation by

playing a role relaxed . . . It’s amazing how.

Mitzi Gaynor has developed into a glamour,

girl. And I use the word “developed” ad-

visedly . . . People think I don’t like Piper]

Laurie. This is not true. I fust can’t get,

used to her as an actress, but personally,

she’s nice . . . On returning to Hollywood^

Gregory Ratofl remarked: “The way things,

are these days, any guy who’s normal

should see a psychiatrist.” ... I know that

Tom Jenks told Joan Davis that she’s a fool

to pose for her own photographs . . . And\

that’s Hollywood for you. ‘i



KNIGHTS

OF THE ROAD
BING CROSBY HAS HIT THE ROAD—one way or an-

other—a good many times in the last dozen years

or so. But he’s never headed out on a trip—real or

reel—-where he was half as tickled with his traveling

companion as he is on his current easy-going ramble

through Europe. He and his fifteen-year-old son

Lindsay aren’t worrying about a thing on this jaunt

—just getting a lot of golf in and having a leisurely

look around before Bing has to be back in Hollyw ood

to start work on “White Christmas.”

If there has to be a reason for the trip, Bing put it,

before they sailed, “call it a chance for Lin to learn

French at the source.” But both Bing and his boy

know that the real reason is to give a father and son

a chance to know each other better.

Bing and Lindsay in New York—just before they sailed for European holiday

TANGEE... Stays Put!
Tangee applies easier, looks better on your lips

...and it STAYS PUT! No matter how much

more you pay, you cannot buy a finer lipstick.

This is due to Tangee's miracle-working ingre-

dient—Permachrome. And Tangee is extra-rich

in Lanolin, base of the costliest cosmetic creams.

No irritating chemicals! So your lips are always

soft, dewy and fresh looking. A full range of the

newest shades . . . from beguiling Pinks to be-

witching Crimsons.

NEW COLOR-TRUE

WITH PERMACHROME -
EXTRA-RICH IN LANOLIN
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gives extra uplift without irritation, Guard

your heolth with its smooth self-material
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HOLLYWOOD WHISPERS
BY FLORABEL MUIR

Larry and Vivien: no more pictures for her?

THERE IS A POSSIBILITY that Vivicn Leigh

will never again appear in a motion pic-

ture following her nervous breakdown

after three weeks of shooting on Para-

mount’s “Elephant Walk.” and that she

may also be forced to quit the stage. Her

health, always delicate even when she was

much younger and playing Scarlet in

“Gone With the Wind.” may have been

seriously undermined by her collapse in

Hollywood. Only time will give the an-

swer to her worried husband. Sir Lau-

rence Olivier, who flew to California to

take her home to England.

Chances are that the Ida Lupino and

Howard Duff marriage is not long for this

world. They’ve been squabbling right out

loud before a lot of people who’ve been

telling all the details to other people until

everybody in town knows what’s going on.

Duff’s fist fight with Jack Buchtel in a

Sunset Strip night spot with Ida as par-

ticipant didn’t pour any oil on the trou-

bled matrimonial waters. They’re betting

around town that they won’t be Mr. and

Mr's, when the New Year rolls around.

Dick Haymes’ new romance is Yvonne
Rivers. Mexican actress, while his wife

Nora is trying to make up her mind
whether or not to sue for divorce. Joanne

Dru. his ex-wife, asked for a contempt of

court complaint against him late in March
because he didn’t pay her the alimony the

judge ordered. With income tax and ali-

mony troubles piling up, the singer has

been having trouble sleeping lately.

John Wayne’s eyes are starry as he

gazes at Pilar Pallette, Peruvian beauty,

who’s on his arm nearly every time John

appears in public lately. He not only

escorts her everywhere but also has her

under contract with his motion picture

company. Maybe it’s Pilar’s influence,

but all of a sudden he’s not only making
the rounds to parties but he’s tossing

them, which is a switch for him. He’s al-

ways hated parties.

Joan Crawford is seeing a lot of Jen-

nings Lang these days. When Lang’s

wife. Pamela, died from an overdose of

sleeping pills, Joan was hysterical with

grief. “She was one of my best friends.”

she cried. The popular actor’s agent ap-

pears to be completely recovered from the

gunshot wounds he incurred when Walter

Wanger, husband of Joan Bennett, fired

on him one evening in a Beverly Hills

parking lot. On the subject of his mar-

riage. Wanger said in an announcement
there would be a reconciliation with wife

Joan. So far. no word from La Bennett.

The obstacle to the romance of Pier

Angeli and Kirk Douglas appears to be

her religion, which makes marriage with

a divorced man taboo. Little Pier’s mama
is ever vigilant and isn’t likely to let her

daughter stub her little toe. But gossip

hints at the possibility of a marriage in

Europe this summer with both Kirk and
Pier over there on picture assignments.

The Nicky Hilton-Terry Moore ro-

mance seems to be generating much heat

one day and just simmering the next.

Terry has eyes only for Nick when she is

with him, and he acts as if he loves it.

Then—next day she’s off dating another.

Jose Eerrer appeared with his wife at

the preview of “Three Angels” (one of

his ex-wives was in the cast) and Rose-

mary Clooney was nowhere in sight. Is

that warm, warm Clooney-Ferrer friend-

ship at an end?

Her fans are going to see a new and

infinitely more delectable Betty Grable

when “How to Marry a Millionaire” hits

the theatres. The picture was shot in

CinemaScope, Twentieth’s new 3-D proc-

ess and what it does for Betty is sheer

magic. And wait till you see co-star Mari-

lyn Monroe sashay in three dimensions!
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For advertising rates write fo Publisher's Classified Deportment, 9 South Clinton Street, Chicago 6 (June-Wo.)

HERE’S WHERE YOU
CAN BUY PHOTOPLAY

STAR FASHIONS
For store nearer yoUy write

directly to the manufacturer

BRILLIANT
New York, N. Y. : Arnold Constable

or write: Brilliant Sportswear, Inc.

1410 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

FLEXEES
Philadelphia, Pa.: Lit Brothers

or write: Flexees, Inc.

417 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

JANTZEN
Atlanta, Georgia: Rich's, Inc.

New York, N. Y.: Stern Brothers

or write: Jantzen Knitting Mills

Portland, Oregon

KLEINERT PETAL BEACH CAP
at department stores everywhere

(about 15.00)

or write: I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co.

485 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

LOVABLE
Cincinnati, Ohio: H & S Pogue Co.

Los Angeles, Cal.: The Broadway

Dept. Store

or write: Lovable Brassiere Co.

180 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y,

ROSE MARIE REID
(both styles):

New York, N. Y.: Saks-34th Street

(two-piece suit only) :

Denver, Col.: Denver Dry Goods Co.

Los Angeles, Cal, : Bullocks

St. Louis, Mo.: Stix, Baer & Fuller

or write: Rose Marie Reid, Inc.

1410 Broadvt'ay, New York, N. Y.

HELP WANTED FEMALE
MAKE MONEY INTRODUCING World’s cutest chil-
dren’s dresses. Big selection adorable styl^. Low prices.
Complete display free. Rush name. Harford, Dept. .1-6359,
Cincinnati 25, Ohio.

LADIES: ADDRESS FOLDER Cards Spare Time! S40
Weekly possible! Enclose stamped addressed envelope;
write Booties, Tillar, Arkansas.

PART-TIME — WOMEN to work In their homes. 3-5
hrs. per day. Mailers, 4043 St. Clair Ave., Dept. G6,
Cleveland 3. Ohio.

LADIES, $30 WEEKLY making Studio Roses at home.
Easy. Write. Studio Co., Greenville 7, Penna.

AGENTS WANTED
EXTRA MONEY EVERY Week. I’ll send you full-size
Blair household products. Show them to friends and
neighbors. You can make Big Extra Profits. Write Blair.
Dept. 185LH, Lynchburg, Va.

HOME SEWERS WANTED
WOMEN SEW RAP-A-ROUND, spare time—profitable.
Hollywood Manufacturing Co., Dept. D, Hollywood 46,
Calif.

LEATHERCRAFT
MAKE LEATHER ITEMS as Gifts or to Sell. Easy-to-
assemble belts, purses, gloves, woolskin toys, etc. need
no tools or experience. Send 10c today for big catalog
of over 100 ideas, largest stock in U.S. J. C. Larson Co.,
820 S. Tripp. Dept. 3091, Chicago 24.

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
PRACTICAL NURSING — LEARN Easily at Home,
Spare Time. Big demand, good earnings. High School
not necessary. Write for free facts. Wayne School,
Dept. AW-6. 2525 Sheffield. Chicago 14, 111.

COMPLETE YOUR HIGH School at home in spare
time with 55-year-old school. Texts furnished. No classes.
Diploma. Information booklet free. American School,
Dept. XA74. Drexel at 58th. Chicago 37. 111.

DENTAL NURSING. PREPARE at home for big pay
career. Chairslde duties, reception, laboratory. Person-
ality Development. Free Book. Wayne School, Lab. BA-3,
2621 Sheffield, Chicago 14.

HIGH SCHOOL—No classes. Study at home. Spare
Time. Diploma awarded. Write for Free Catalog HCH-6.
Wayne School, 2527 N. Sheffield, Chicago 14. 111.

PERSONAL
BORROW BY MAIL. Loans $50 to $600 to employed
men and women. Easy, Quick. Completely confidential.
No endorsers. Repay in convenient monthly payments.
Details free in plain envelope. Give occupation. State
Finance Co.. 323 Securities Bldg., Dept. B-69, Omaha 2,
Nebr.

OLD COINS WANTED
WANTED—1S94-S dime pay $500.00. Certain 1913
nickel $1000.00. 1901-S quarter $20.00 to S150.00. Hun-
dreds of others. Know their true value. Complete Illus-
trated Catalogue 25c. Worthycoin Corp. D-356, Boston 8,
Mass.
WE PURCHASE INDIANHEAD pennies. Complete
allcoin catalogue 20c. Magnacoins, Box 61-00, Whlte-
stone 57, New York.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

OVERSEAS JOBS. WOMEN! Men! Big pay. transpor-
tation, expenses. Clerical, professional, mechanical work-
ers. Most all trades. Latest listiugs airline, construction,
manufacturing, oil, steamship companies, government
agencies, many other opportunities. Up to date informa-
tion on securing employment, contracts, income tax,
application forms. $1.00. Overseas Jobs, Box 335-H8,
Baton Rouge, I.a.

MATERNITY WEAR
MATERNITY STYLES. WRITE for free catalog show-
ing entire maternity wardrobe. $2.95 to $22.50. Craw-
ford’s, Dept. 28, 8015 Wornall, Kansas City. Missouri.

DENTAL PLATES
NEW FALSE PLATE for Old in 24 hours! Low as only
$15.95! Enjoy comfortable, attractive false teeth. Made
of lustrous Dupont Beauty-Pink Plastic. Amazing Sav-
ings. Free Details. West Dental Laboratory, Dept. T-144,
127 N. Dearborn, Chicago 2. 111.

MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITIES
INVISIBLE REWEAVING. HOME course sent for ex-
amination. $5.00 hour possible, spare time. Reweave
fabric damages perfectly. Free details. Skilweave 206*
Los Angeles 24.

TYPISTS. SORTERS. ASSEMBLERS, longhand ad-
dressers needed by large mail-order concern. Piecework,
home. Sparetime. International Enterprises, 216 W. Jack-
son Blvd., Chicago 6, 111.

MAKE MONEY ADDRESSING Envelopes! Our Infor-
mation reveals how. Only 30c. Business, P.O. Box 2224.
St. Louis, Mo.
EARN EXTRA MONEY Weekly mailing circulars for
advertisers. Complete instructions—25c. Siwaslian.
4317-F Gleane Street. Elmhurst 73, N.Y.
ADDRESS AND MAIL postals. Make over $50 week.
Send $1 for Instructions. Lundo, Watertown. Mass.
FREE BOOK “505 Odd, Successful Businesses.” Work
home! Expect something Odd! Pacific-TU, Oceanside,
Calif.

OF INTEREST TO WOMEN
FREE CATALOG—WRITE today for 60-page coior-
illustrated catalog of women’s, men’s and children’s wear,
household necessities, bargains for folks who want to
save. Send name and address on postcard. No obligation
to buy. Walter Field Co.. Dept. 155, Chicago 6, 111.

LADIES! PERSONALIZE BILLFOLDS, purses, bags,
stationery—everything—with own signature in 23-Karat
Gold! Easy, quick. Interesting hobby. Sell everybody
Amazing Kit $3 Value; only $1 wholesale, Postpaid.
Satisfaction Guaranteed. Charms & Cain, 407 South
Dearborn. Dept. 1002, Chicago 5.

LET THE SERVANTS wash the dishes. You have One
life—Live it! Gain fame and financial independence. Your
male friends will be surprised and women envious. In-
valuable information for $1.00. Success & Co., P.O. Box
2014, Chicago 9, Illinois.

HOME SEWERS NEEDED. Everything furnished. 75c
per hour. Tie of Month, 216 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago

WE PAY CASH for Boxtops, Labels, Wrappers, Cou-
pons, Etcll Particulars free. Boxtops. PW-983-E. Main,
Columbus 5, Ohio.

NEED CASH? ASSEMBLE ties at home for our mar-
kets. All materials furnished. Wilson Ties, Stillwater 3;
Minn.
EARN BIG MONEY—Invisibly Reweave damaged gar-
ments at home I Details Free. Fabricon, 8348 Prairie;
Chicago 19.

$15.00 THOUSAND, HIGHEST prices addressing en-
velopes at home—longhand, typewriter, Emily Torrey;
Rowley, Mass.
PROFITABLE HOME BUSINESS. Make Fast-Seller
chenille monkey trees. Literature Free. Velva, Bohemia
32, N.Y.
MAKE MONEY ADDRESSING envelopes. Our in-
structions reveal How. Paul Glenway, 5713 Euclid,
Cleveland 3, Ohio.

YOUNG PARROTS—Make fine talkers. Herb Miller;
1911-N, Lubbock. Texas.

SEA GODDESS
Boston, Mass.: Gilchrist's

New York, N. Y.: Oppenheini Collins

or write: Shepherd Knit-wear Co., Inc.

1410 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

SEA NYMPH
Baltimore, Md.: Hochschild, Kohn &
Company
Cleveland, Ohio: Wm. Taylor Son
New York, N. Y.: Arnold Constable

or write: Jordan Mfg. Corp.

1410 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

SURF TOGS (Form Control Suit)

New York, N. Y.: Saks-34th Street

Washington, D. C. : Woodward &

Lothrop

or write: Surf Togs Co.

1370 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

U. S. RUBBER SHOES, CAP
at department stores everywhere

(shoes, about $2.50: cap, $1.50)

or write: U. S. Rubber Co.

1230 Sixth Ave., New York, N. Y.

OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viscose applications may heal
many old leg sores by relieving venous
congestion if caused by varicose veins,
leg swelling or injuries. Send today for
book and trial plan.

R. G. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 2, Illinois

PSORIASIS
PSORIASIS SUFFERERS: Has everything failed to

bring even temporary relief from scales, lesions and
itching? Then write today for FREE important in-

formation. You needn't invest one cent!

PIXACOL CO., Dept. Y, Box 3583, Cleveland, Ohio

RELIEVES PAIN OF

HEADACHE • NEURALGIA

NEURITIS

The way
thousands of

physicians

.and dentists

recommend

Here's Why,. . Anacin© is

like a doctor's prescription. That is, Anacin

contains not one but a combination of med-

ically proved, active ingredients in eosy-to-

take tablet form. Anacin gives FAST, LONG
LASTING relief. Don't wait. BoyAnacin today.

INDELIBLE Eyebrow

and Eyelash Darkener
Swimproof I Tearproof!
Orre application lasts l

4 to 5 Weeks!

$1.00 (p/us tax) at leading

drug and department stores.

’•DARK-EYES'* Dept. P-63
3319 Carroll Ave., Chicago 24, 111.

I enclose 26c (coin or stamps— tax included) for
.

TRIAL
PACKAGE of '^‘Dark-Eyes” with directions.

Check Shade: Black Brown

Name-

Address—
Town -State-

P
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Opera lovers everywhere have

long thrilled to the sensational sue- 1

cess story of the great Nellie Melba ^

—the simple Australian girl whose

magnificent voice brought her the

plaudits of millions and the devoted "j

love of many men. i

So when Patrice Munsel—the un- 4
affected American girl whose operatic 4
triumphs have been almost as spectac- it

ular as those of the brilliant Austral- M
ian—was chosen to play Melba in ajS

film, those same opera lovers were ^
delighted. M
And their delight is well-founded, a

For Miss Munsel re-creates the heart.a
warmth and talent of the great*
Melba as no other star could have*

(Left) Melba (PatriceMunsel) dineswith

one of her ardent admirers (John Justin)

Munsel performs many of Melba's great

roles. (Opposite) “The Barber of Seville''^
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The American singer triumphs in “Tos-

co” just as her Australian predecessor did

DonizettTs “Daughter of the Regiment”

provides one of the movie’s gayest bits

^PPAlNimMTLY
gombat infection
promote heaung

uampfto-Pften/qi/e
(pronounced cam-fo-fin-eek) 1

WHEN USED ON

PIMPLES-ACNE
CAMPHO-PHENIQUE HELPS PREVENT
THEIR SPREAD AND RE-INFECTION.

It’s wonderful, too, for fever blisters, cold sores,

gum boils, cuts and scratches, minor burns caused
by book matches, hot cooking utensils, hot water
or steam. Campho-Phenique reheves itching of

insect bites, poison ivy, etc. Just apply Campho-
Phenique next time and see how fast this pain-

relieving antiseptic goes to work. And it doesn’t

stain the skin! Get a bottle today.

,
Pain relieviNC I M

i ^ntiseptic I
i

FREE PHOTO
LARGE 8 X lO SIZE

HIGH GRADE STUDIO TYPE PHOTO.

CDCB ILLUSTRATED CATALOG ANDrnCC SUPPLEMENT listing thou-
sands of Moving Picture Stars and con-
taining 87 ADDITIONAL PICTURES of
P<jpular Stars.

Send name of your favorite star and
only 25c to cover handling charge.

Doris Day STEWART-CROXTON STUDIOS
P.O. Box 2390, Dept. MC-6, Hollywood 28, Calif.

Make Money and friends ns n

PRACTICAL NURSE
LEARN AT HOME-EARN WHILE LEARNING
CDCP Nationally recognized resident school of
rimfcfc practical nursing now offers approved
training at home to women and girls to help fill

waiting demand for nurses. Thonsands needed at
once. High school not necessary. No age limit.
Sample Lesson Free. Rush name on 2c postCEurd.

POST GRADUATE HOSPITAL SCHOOL Ot HORSING
9B6 Auditorium Bldg.* Chicago 5, 111.

As the abandoned Marguerite in “Faust”

Munsel is a figure of haunting tragedy

INGROWN NAIL
Hurting You?
Immediate

Relief!
A few drops of OTJTGRO® bring blessed relief from
tormenting pain of ingrown nail. OUTGRO tough-
ens the skin underneath the nail, allows the nail to
be cut and thus prevents further pain and discom-
fort. OUTGRO is available at all drug counters.

Destroy/^^Tp^/Forever
Temporary reliefisNOTenouqh

Only by KILUNG THE HAIR ROOT can you be sure i

UNWANTED HAIR is GONE FOREVER. Brings relief/

ond social happiness. Do not use our method unfd \
you have read our instruction book carefully end k

leorned to use the MAHLER METHOD sofely end i

k 1/
successfully over fifty yearv ^ ^

MAHLERS, INC Dept 51*6 PROVIDENCE 15, R. I.

NEW ,BEAUTY
]

YOU".

DOLLARS!
At Your Fingertips!

No investment necessary! You need no
previous experience! We furnish mate-
rials. All you have to do is handle orders
for us—on your own time!
Represent us in your community. Help

your friends and neighbors by handling
their magazine subscription orders for
them. Write today without delay and let

us tell you how easy it is. U.S.A. sales
only. Address;

Macfadden Publications, Inc.
Box 55, Dept. EP 6-53

205 E. 42nd Street New York 17, N. Y.

So NERVOUSYou Feel

Get soothing relief

with MILES NERVINE.

Follow the label, avoid

excessive use.

EASY TO BUY
PLEASANT TO TAKE

MILES
Reg, U. S. Pat. Oft.NERVINE p
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fllAVIS
TALCUM OSCAR GROWS

p

You're Irresistible!

. . . ready for romance

when you wear exciting,

heart-stirring Irresistible

perfume and creamy,

J'-non-drying, color-right

Irresistible lipstick.

R
. Try this irresistible

combination* tonight
; — and see.

Shirley Booth hit the peak in “Little Sheba”

CELEBRATING its twenty-fifth anniversary,

the annual Academy Awards ceremony

outdid all previous Academy affairs in a

program which this year reached an esti-

mated total of 91.000.000 people via TV
and radio. And Oscar—as the award is

affectionately referred to—turned twenty-

five with a party that for drama, thrills

and nostalgia has never been matched.

The winner of the award as Best Ac-

tress, for her role in “Come Back. Little

Sheba.” was Shirley Booth, while Gary
Cooper got his second Oscar (his first was
for “Sergeant York”) for his perfor-

mance in “High Noon.” The awards for

Supporting Performances went to Gloria

Grahame, for “The Bad and the Beauti- ;•

ful.” and to Anthony Quinn for “Viva
y

Zapata!” “The Greatest Show on Earth”

was voted the Outstanding Production of

the Year, while its producer, Cecil B. De-

Mille. was also awarded the Irving Thal-

berg Memorial Award for distinguished -

contributions to the art of motion pic-

tures. The award for Best Direction went .'.

to John Ford for “The Quiet Man.”
Almost as impressive as the awards

themselves, however, was the galaxy of

stars assembled to make the presentations

—past Academy Award winners such as

Janet Gaynor, Mary Pickford, Ronald

Colman, Luise Rainer, Greer Garson and

many more. The scene of most of the

presentations was the Pantages Theatre

in Hollywood, but Shirley Booth received

her award in New York, where she is ap-

pearing in “The Time of the Cuckoo.”

In recognition of the splendid work of

the NBC-TV network in bringing the

awards ceremony to millions of Ameri- %
cans at home, photopl.ay presented its

special Award of Merit to NBC. Truly,

this year the Academy ceremonies took

on added meaning for the millions who A

were able to see them. Oscar steps into

his twenty-sixth year with a record of

which he may well be proud! y

John Wayne accepted Oscars for two good friends who were away on location. Janet Gaynor

presented Oscar for Best Actor, Gary Cooper; Olivia De Havilland for Best Director, John Ford
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continued

manner, and even the ingratiating players

can’t save it. Leo Genn does his hest as

the father who’s cloistered his trio in an
implausibly luxurious island paradise;

Audrey Dalton, as the most spirited girl,

proves she rates better opportunity. Sisters

Joan Elan and Dorothy Bromiley, marines

Don Taylor, Gene Barry and Peter Bald-

win hardly register.

Verdict: Comedy that misses fire. (Family)

LAW AND ORDER
( L'-I, technicolor)

This Western goes about its familiar

business at an ambling pace. Ronald Rea-

gan looks at ease on a horse, but he’ll get

no chance at an Oscar with his role of a

marshal who tries to retire. Unhappily, he

moves to a town ruthlessly ruled by Preston

Foster, and when Ron’s brother (Alex

Nicol) is killed, the ex-marshal puts the

badge on again. Dorothy Malone’s a

comely heroine; Russell Johnson and Ruth
Hampton also romance.

Verdict: Okay for W'estern /ans (Family)

CRY OF THE HUNTED
( m-c-m)

Colorful settings and a likable lead per-

formance by Barry Sullivan fail to salvage

a chase picture that’s fatally slow. There’s

a certain mutual respect between pursuer

Sullivan and fugitive Vittorio Gassman. (In

outline, the plot’s similar to “The Wild
North,” though the film’s far less effective.)

Jailed for his first misstep. Gassman
escapes and heads for his remote bayou
home in Louisiana. As Barry’s wife, Polly

Bergen’s pleasing to look at, but her dia-

logue is painfully arch.

Verdict: Mild, repetitious action movie
with sympathetic touches (Family)

DESERT LEGION
(f-i, technicolor)

At a comfortable distance from reality,

an unabashed adventure yarn sends Alan
Ladd, peace-loving officer of the Foreign
Legion, into a Shangri-La country lost in

the North African mountains. However,
its serenity is disturbed by the power-
hungry plotting of Richard Conte, and
Ladd has to put up a mighty battle before

he’s made the place safe for princess

Arlene Dahl and her gentle subjects.

Verdict: Innocent thriller of romantic
doings in faraway places (Family)

''IV/io'cf6e//eve /tvas ever

embattessecfby PfMPLES/''

Amazing New Medication

SDUIVES'

PIMPUS
Skin-Colored

HIDES PIMPLES WHILE IT WORKS

Doctors' Clinical Tests Prove clearasil
brings entirely new hope to pimple sufferers.

In skin specialists’ tests on 202 patients, 9 out
of every 10 cases were cleared up or definitely

improved.

Amazing Starving Action, clearasil actu-

ally starves pimples because it helps remove
the oils* that pimples "feed” on. clearasil is

antiseptic, too . . . stops growth of bacteria

that can cause and spread pimples.

Instant Relief from embarrassment because
clearasil is skin-colored to hide pimples
while it helps dry them up. Greaseless and
stainless. . .pleasant to use... can be left on day
and night for uninterrupted medication.

Thousands Hail Clearasil. So many boys,

girls, adults everywhere have found that

clearasil really works for them, it is already

the largest-sellingt specific pimple medication

in America. GUARANTEED to work for you
as it did in doctors’ tests or your money back.

Only 59^; at all druggists. Economy size 980.

Get CLEARASIL today.

j|
Clearasil

i i i PIMPUS (xtf ACNE \Good Housokoeping I

I,/ ocaiozn •

NOW ALSO AVAILABLE IN CANADA (slightly more).

* Over-activity of certain oil gltifuis is recognized by authorities
as a major factor in acne. fAccording to actual store surveys.

I LOVE YOU"
in 17 Different Languages
A beautiful newly designed
Heart Bracelet. An ideal gift

to your loved one or you will get
a terrific thrill out of telling your
light of love how much you really
care in 17 different languages (each
one is translated). You’ll be the envy
of all your friends too. Send $1.00 plus
25e handling chg today for this beauti-

ful combination. Actual size H/z inches.
Heart #1 , p.O. Box 935, Sherman Oaks, Cal if.

The biggest bargains we have
ever of^red. Prints, solids,
rayons, cottons, etc. Assorted
styles and colors. Sizes lO to
18, 10 for $4.95. Largersizes
6 for $4.95. Some of these
dresses were worth up to

I $30.00 when new. Send $1
deposit, balance C.O.D. plus
postage. Your $4.95 refunded
if dissatisfied, or merchandise _
exchanged if desired. Many other clothing

,

bargains for entire family.
POST CARD brings FREE CATALOG

Allied Mail Order Co.. Inc., Dept. 116-F
162 Christopher Ave. Brooklyn 12, N. Y.

/O^

PHOTOS YOUR CHOICE
MOVIE STARS

NEW! DIFFERENT! BEAUTIFUL!
For the first time—sensation- c d c a
al poses in LARGE WALLET art^lAl
SIZE, printed on heavy high 4 A OCa
gloss 7 point glo klote finish III Zdw

CATALOG of 215 ~l SOtl

DeLUXE PHOTO SERVICE, Dept. 816
Box 947, Church St. Annex, New York 8, N.Y.

...Train At Home For

A WELL PAID CAREER

fKACllCAL NURSING

I

Help fill the urgent need for Trained Practical
Nurses. If you are between 18 and 65, it’s easy to *

train at home in your spare time to take your place in this respect-

I

ed calling. Many earn while learning. High school is not needed.
Nurse’s equipment included. Mail this ad today for FREE Facts.

. Wayne School Of Practical Nursing* Inc.,

I
2525 Sheffield Ave., Desk G-52, Chicago 14, lit.

I
Please rush FREE PACTS and Sample Lesson Pages.

. Full Address.

THE GIRL WHO HAD EVERYTHING
(m-c-m)

The lackadaisical love affair of rich-girl

Flizabeth Taylor and racketeer Fernando
Lamas doesn’t generate anything like the

warmth you’d expect. A remake of the

lusty old Gable-Shearer film, “A Free Soul,”

this puzzling movie muffs all its chances.
Scenes between Liz and William Powell,
as the lawyer-father who has given her too

much freedom, are lacking in drama, and
Gig Young is colorless as a socialite.

Verdict: Weak love story with hackneyed
crook-film trimmings (Adult)

Do YOU Want
Extra Dollars?

NOW—Be Your

OWN BOSS!
No Experience Necessary

!

Earn from $10 to $50 in your spore time

—

just take core of subscription orders for OUR
magazines for your friends and neighbors!

NOW—pay those bills, buy that dress, fix up your house—with money earned in spore

time. Or devote full time and build business of your own.

START now—it's easy, costs you nothing. Act os magazine secretary for friends and
neighbors for OUR MAGAZINES (U.S.A. sales only). Write today—NOW—for FREE
material and information to: Dept. P6-53. Box 55.

MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS, INC.

205 East 42nd Street, New York 17, New York
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{Continued from pafte 37 )

While daddy’s shooting the works on film in Capri. Ingrid Salome in her seven veils had nothing on Rita Hayworth in a mink-trimmed evening

Bergman and son Rohertino Rossellini try out local burro gown! Star got crushing ovation when she appeared at New York premiere of film

Mayo to be Mrs. George Sanders at the

“Call Me Madam” premiere. Virginia

signed their books—Zsa Zsa Mayo!
The Gower Champions and the Gene Nel-

sons at the Biltmore Theatre, watching

Katharine Cornell on the stage and silent-

screen siren, Theda Bara, who sat right in

front of them.

Blues in the Night: Hades and Hollywood
are paved with good intentions. Certainly

Doris Day’s motives were the best when she

happened to hear Merv Griffin singing in

Las Vegas and induced studio executive

Bill Orr to send for the singer and test him.

Merv actually wasn’t too eager to try his

luck in pictures, so you know the answer to

that one! The successful singer got a con-

tract! Now they’re saying that Doris used
her influence to get herself a new leading

man and put an end to making movies with

Gordon MacRae. How can you win?

Paging Pinkerton: The Gary Cooper situa-

tion continues to mystify everyone. Now
their old home is up for sale and they’re

building a new one

—

together. No, they

p
haven’t reconciled and they have no plans
for a divorce. Rocky continues to date the

eligible males about town. In Mexico mak-
82

ing “Blowing Wild,” Gary seemed to be

captivated by a fascinating female known
as Chanelle. Rocky is planning to visit

Europe, where Gary will be working to

complete the eighteen-month tax sojourn.

Love's Like That: Friends believe that it’s

only a matter of time (and timing) before

Fernando Lamas and Arlene Dahl give

their romance back to Dan Cupid, with the

sexy South American heading in the gen-

eral direction of Rita Hayworth—he hopes!

Hollywood Wonders: If John Wayne has

a new lady-love who visited the “Island in

the Sky” location set and resembles Duke’s

first and second wives? . . . Why Kirk

Douglas calls syndicated columnists from

Europe, asking them to give his love to Pier

Angeli? Her phone out of order or sum-

pin’? . . . When will Vera-Ellen find hap-

piness? She’s lost so much weight she now
has a twenty-inch waist and continues to

live on a starvation diet . . . Where Scott

Brady gets the ideas his remarks are amus-

ing, like those made to entertainers in-

vited to his table at tbe Macayo?

Memory Course: Has it ever happened to

you? If it has, you will know how the

Ricardo Montalbans felt when they walked

into a total stranger’s house. “Sally For-

rest was being married there.” recalls Ri-; J

cardo. “But we didn’t know a soul and

everyone kept glaring at us. That’s when ’

,

we discovered we were a week too early ’•

It happened again, recently, when agent

Paul Small entertained for Ginger Rogers

and husband Jacques Bergerac. “Georgian-

na looked so beautiful in a new gown,” Ri-’^

cardo sighs sadly. “When we arrived the

house was dark. A servant answered our
.

ring and informed us that we were a week .

too latel” Maybe Cal should send the'

Montalbans a Marilyn Monroe calendar.

Starbright: Readers of photoplay cer-

tainly can pick ’em! Last year’s winner of

the “Choose Your Star” contest was blonde

Lori Nelson. Now Universal-International

seconds the motion! Lori has been elevated

to full-fledged stardom and assigned to

co-star with Audie Murphy in “Three Were

Renegades.” Congratulations to Lori and

to readers of photoplay.

OflF the CufF: Ingrid Bergman has plans

and hotel reservations in New York for the

month of July. She definitely wants to

spend a month with her daughter Jenny

Ann, whom she hasn’t seen in two years. In

the meantime she hoped to finish filming
,



Vera-Ellen s dancing in “Call Me Madam” is

dreamy but her thinness has Hollywood worried

her director-producer husband’s latest pic-

ture. Picture progress developed a snag

when husband Rossellini lost the leading

man. With no shooting script and incom-

plete financing, Rossellini signed George
Sanders to co-star with Ingrid. After a few

weeks of the Rossellini system of filming on
the peaceful Isle of Capri, George was a

nervous wreck and left Italy for England
and another picture commitment. ’Tis said

he might return if and when Roberto Ros-

sellini shows him a finished shooting

script and financing for same.

Together Again: After the absence of ber

husband, Bob Mitchum, from their home,
Dorothy Mitchum announced their sepa-

ration. But on the following day. Bob
called her up and explained that he had
been entertaining some visitors from Texas
and had stayed with them at their hotel

and that he’d be right home. That same
night Bob took Dorothy to dinner and
she announced that they were together

again . : . Dean Martin bought his wife,

Jeanne, a new Cadillac and announced
that their trial separation is off. They’re
together again . . . The on-again, off-again

marriage of Alexis Smith and Craig
Stevens is still on and off, but—you
guessed it—they’re always together!

Cental ‘Research Indica'fes VGu Can Help

Prevent
Tooth Decay
m^COLGATE

Ammonioted Tooth Powder

Yes, Colgate’s Great Dentifrice

Gives Extra Protection As it Cleans
Your Teeth— and Breath!

1 REMOVES ACID FILM usually associated with
tooth decay! Laboratory tests indicate that
when you use it regularly as directed, Colgate
Ammoniated Tooth Powder may help you
avoid pain, worry and expense of needless
tooth decay.

2 TEETH LOOK CLEANER, feel cleaner immedi-
ately. That’s because Colgate’s foamy clean-

ing action removes dulling film so well teeth
get naturally, sparkling clean.

3 CLEANS BREATH, TOO . . . Removes tiny food
particles that cause much bad breath. Has a
minty, mouth-refreshing flavor that even
children love!
Get Colgate Ammoniated Tooth Powder
today for the whole family. Available at any
toilet goods counter.

avor The Whole Family Will Enjoy

EXTRA DOLLARS
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

NOW-Be Your
OWN BOSS!
No Experience Necessary!

Earn from $10 to $50 in your spare time

—

just take care of subscription orders for OUR
magazines for your friends and neighbors!

Steady Extra Income!

Now—solve all your extra money worries

—pay those bills, buy that dress, fix up
your house!

Thousands of women across the country

tell us how many wonderful things they've

done with the extra money they've earned

in their spare time!

Tour Big Opportunity!

If you have a regular job—you can repre-

sent us in your spare time. Or you can
devote full time to our job—be com-
pletely independent and build up a busi-

ness of your own. In either case you can
increase your earnings—tremendously.

Act NOW!
Start NOW—it's easy, costs you noth-

ing—just act as magazine secretary for

your friends and neighbors for OUR MAG-
AZINES. (U.S.A. sales only.) Write to-

day — NOW — for FREE material and
information to: Dept. W. G. 6-53, Box 55.

Macfadden Publications, Inc.

205 E. 42nd Street
New York. N. Y.

jmerioa's cradrer!

lorgesb selling Bimaa.
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Fa+he rs' Day

NOW...A WONDER

TREATMENT FOR

4''Y0UNG SKIN"

PROBLEMS
Are these "young skin” problems
spoiling your looks?

Skin oily—yet flaky?

Pores beginning to "spread”?
Blackheads popping out?

Such an unkind but common trick of

nature ! Suddenly, the oil glands start

orer-working. At the same time, skin

grows sluggish—can’t throw off the

everyday accumulation of dead skin

cells. This mixture of oil and dry skin

cells begins to build a "choking” layer

over the pore openings. Now—en-

larged pores, even blackheads are on

the way.Your skin needs help quickly.

A 1 -Minute Treatment by Pond's

now brings you new help for these

four common “young skin” problems

—

over-oiliness, sluggishness, enlarged

pores, and blackheads.

Rght aiA/a^-ihis

remarkable -facial

dear? ofp.buqfrtens...

Just cover face, except eyes, with a

snowy-white,g'reaseZessl-MinuteMask

of Pond’s Vanishing Cream. Its

"keratolytic” action loosens, dissolves

off stubborn, dead skin cells. Frees

the tiny skin gland openings to func-

tion normally. Now—after 60 seconds

—tissue off clean. See how tingling-

Iresh and completely un-greasy your

skin looks ! How smooth it feels.

Get a jar ofPond’s Vanishing Cream
today—give yourself your first

1-Minute Mask tonight. You’ll see

encouraging results right away.

"Young skin"doesn’l like heavy make-up

!

A sheer touch of greaseless Pond’s Vanishing
Cream makes a fresh, un-shiny powder base.

(Continued from page 39)
“That so?” asked the glassy-eyed father

politely.

And then there was Ricardo Montalban,
who—despite the fact that he had been a
new father three times before—found life

a great fluster when Victor, the fourth
baby was en route in April, 1952. The
picture Ricardo was working on at the
time was behind schedule, and that meant
production had to be stepped up—no mat-
ter what. Ricardo, however, was deter-
mined to break away in order to get his
wife to the hospital on time. The cameras
cranking on him that day did not record
his jitters, but people in the cast reported
afterwards that they were sure the loud
thumping of his heart could be picked up
on the sound track.
His careful plans went sour, though, and

Georgiana was rushed to the hospital while
he was still on the set. When word reached
him, Ricardo tore off like a jet plane.
By the time he arrived at her side, Victor
was already waiting for him. And both
mother and baby were doing just fine.

But the father? He fainted dead away!
Alan Ladd’s another old hand at the

father routine—and he seems to take it

all in easy stride. Fathers’ Day, as far
as he’s concerned comes 365 days a year,
and all plans he makes to do anything
or go anywhere always include his young-
sters. Before he and the family left for
England early this year, where Alan made
“The Big Jump,” he had a million and
one things to do—naturally. But he
stopped them all dead because young David
wanted to spend just one day, “Just one.
Dad, please . .

.” on the family ranch be-
fore they took off. It’s a long, long drive
and it took a lot of time out of a schedule
that was already much too crowded. “But
how,” Alan wanted to know, “could I

possibly have said no?”
Some of the stories of Hollywood fathers

and their relationship to their kids are
chockful of fun; some are crammed with
happy nonsense. And far more often
than you’d think, the stories are filled with
qualities that can be described only by
such words as tender and courageous.
One of the tenderest of them all is the

tale of Burt Lancaster and his son BiUy.
When Billy was stricken with polio, the
doctor advised—along with massage, hy-
drotherapy and a wide variety of exer-
cises—that the boy do some dancing to
strengthen his muscles. Little Billy was
horrified! He was a he-man, just like his

pop, and he wasn’t going to have anything
to do with that sissy stuff!

So Burt went off quietly on his own
and did a little extra-curricular work.
Dancing then, was as out of character for

him as Billy thought it was—but not, Burt
was determined, if it would help out in the
difficult father role he was playing. One
day, he came whirling and tripping into

Billy’s room. And it worked. If dancing
wasn’t too girly-girly for Pop, then Billy
couldn’t see anything wrong with twirling
about himself.
The process was slow and painful. But

the first real steps that Billy took were
dancing with his father. And today, he
shows no trace at all of the crippling polio.

Gene Nelson’s son, Chris, wants to be
all he-man too. But it was tough going
for him for a while, because he’s the
youngest and the littlest kid in his neigh-
borhood. So it was only natural—children
being what they are—that Chris got picked
on, and even roughed up once in a while.
He hated it, but he was so much littler

than the others that he didn’t know what
to do about it—and every once in a
while he’d come home and weep and mope.

Finally, Gene had one of those man-to-
man talks with the boy. He explained to

him that crying wasn’t going to do him
a bit of good, and that the other fellows
would think he was a sissy and would
keep right on picking on him—as long as
he came running to his parents in tears.

“Yah, Pop, I know,” Chris mumbled out
of a tear-stained face. “But they’re all

bigger than I am.”
Gene was full of fatherly philosophy.

“If you’re big enough to play with them, ,

then you’re big enough to work out some
way to get along with them.” He pro-
nounced his edict and then he wondered
what was going to happen next.

He didn’t have long to wait. Chris
walked right out of the house, picked up
a stick, and clouted the biggest, bulliest

boy of them all over the head with it.

And life has been peaceful ever since.

“It wasn’t exactly what I had in mind,”
says Gene a little sheepishly. “I don’t want
Chris to be that kind of a tough guy. And
I know how far from tough he really felt

as he was using that stick. He was so

scared you could see his little shorts shak-
ing. But it was his own system. And it

worked. And that’s good enough for me.
And for Chris!”

In the Roy Rogers household, there’s

WHO ARE YOUR FAVORITES?
In color I want to see: actor:

(
2

) (
2 )

I want to read stories about

(1)

(3)

(2)

(4)

The features I like best in this issue of Photoplay are:

(2)

(5)

(3)

(6)

NAME

ADDRESS ACE

Send this ballot to Readers’ Poll Editor, Box Pf74, Grand Central Station, N. Y. 17, N. Y,

Send in your votes for the stars

you want to see in Photoplay

actress:
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always some dmusirig or exciting kid stuff

going on. xnght now, Roy is keeping busy
getting acquainted with the two young-
ters he and Dale adopted last year, short-

ly after their little daughter Robin died.

Young Sandy still hasn’t quite gotten over
his original shyness with his new family,

and, as a result, he speaks very little and
usually very timidly when he speaks at all.

So Roy was delighted when, not long
ago, Sandy got impatient with Little Doe,
who was teething, and was as far from
good-natured as teething babies usually
are. She cried and cried and cried, and
after watching Dale’s fifth unsuccessful
attempt to put her to bed one night, Sandy
spoke up, “Dad, do you think we ought to
give her back to those Indians?”
“With that kind of comment,” says his

proud pop, “you’d think he was being
raised by Will, not Roy Rogers!”
Keepin’ up with his young ’un keeps

George Murphy a lot younger than he
really feels he has to be. Dennis Michael
is all boy—and all busy boy, at that! For
the moment, he has hired himself out as
a hand on Dick Powell’s ranch. That, says
George, may keep him fully occupied for
a while—but he’s not counting on any
long-range respite. Dennis is always up
to something says George with a tone '

that’s far more proud than irritated. “You
never know what to expect next.” Like
the time, for instance, when George set-
tled down quietly for an afternoon in
front of the TV set when who should grin
out at him from the screen but his own
small fry; Dennis had heard about a pet
contest, gone off and entered his cat, and
the next thing George knew, there they
were—the whole cat and caboodle—calmly
being televised.

That cat, incidentally, has as much to

do with keeping George Murphy spry as
Dennis does himself. It loves to climb
trees—up trees, that is. But getting down
out of them is something else again. And
by now, the Murphy neighbors are used
to the sight of papa George, shinnying
up a tree to rescue Tabby.

Of all Hollywood’s fathers, the most
out and out lady’s man is probably Robert
Mitchum. He’s always treated his two
sons, Chris and Jim, as a couple of regu-
lar guys—which they are. But baby Pe-
trine, just a little over a year old, has
brought out the cavalier in him. He can’t
get over the wonder of having fathered
something so delicate and feminine. And
he can’t stay away from her.

When he was on a personal appearance
tour not long after she was born, he found
an old-fashioned baby carriage in Denver,
Colorado—a perambulating surrey with a
fringe on top. The carriage was banged
up and battered, but Bob could see it as
the ideal coach for his baby princess. So
he lugged it home, repaired and repainted
it. And that’s where Petrine rides when-
ever Pop’s around. He wheels her from
the kitchen to the study, from the study
to the garden—wherever he stops to roost
for a moment. And there’s conversation
every minute of the time, with Bob con-
fiding gravely to Petrine any matter that
happens to be on his mind. And Petrine,
gurgling happily back at him in that mys-
terious baby language which nobody else
can understand, but which Bob insists

means, “Gee, my pop’s a great guy!”
They take to their duties and responsi-

bilities in a million different ways, do
these Hollywood glamour boys! But
there’s one thing they’re all unanimous
on: that nothing that’s ever happened to
any of them in their exciting, romantic
and action-packed careers can possibly
compare with the downright fun and the
full-fledged pride they get out of having
[somebody call them Pop! The End

THESE EYES TELL

THE STORY OF AN

MliOMtUfjCI mUM
You can look far lovelier . . . have more beautiful eyes. It’s ever so

simple! Dramatize your lashes with Maybelline Mascara— they’ll

not only look longer and darker . . . but your eyes will appear larger,

lovelier. And for graceful expressive brows . . . just a touch of soft

Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil. Give your eyes romantic beauty with

PREFERRED BY SMART WOMEN THE WORLD OVER

EYE S H A D O W E Y E B R O W PENCIL

SAY GOODBYE
to those "bill" blues!

START NOW—earn the extra

funds you need. Absolutely no

cost to you!

Here's how:—In your own com-

munity there are your friends,

neighbors and relatives who are

anxious to subscribe to OUR
MAGAZINES.

All you need do is act as maga-
zine agent for them. Take care of

their subscriptions for all of our

popular publications.

Yes, it costs you nothing but your

spare time. We supply you with

all material. Write today—NOW:
I

MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS, INC.

I

Box 55. Dept. P6-53

205 E. 42nd Street. New York 17, N. Y.

I I'm interested. 1 want to make more

I
money. Send full information immediately.

I Name

I Street & No
I

.Sfate.

HUNDREDS OF OTHER TOURS TO CHOOSE FROM!
Mail to Greyhound Information Center, 71 W.
Lake St., Chicago 1, III. for free folder.

Name.

Address.

SPENDS EXCITING DAYS IN



(1

the outstanding value

in your home
MORE THAN lOI WAYS
SODA SAVES YOU TIME,

WORK, MONEY

For: Acid indigestion

As a toothpowder
Mouthwash
Gargle
For sunburn
Scalds and burns
Insect bites

Ivy poisoning

For: Baking bghter-

textiu-ed biscuits and
fresher keeping cakes

For: Cleaning refrigerators

Glass coffeemakers

Vacuum bottles

Bread boxes
Silverware

Baby bottles

Combs and brushes
Enamel and tile

Why buy a number of different

products to do a number of differ-

ent jobs when soda does them all

and costs less?

Soda is so pure you use it for

cakes, cookies, biscuits. And the same
soda you know is safe in foods you
know is safe with foods. So you clean

your refrigerator with soda—and
SWEETEN it, at the same time.

teaspoonful of soda in glass

of water brings prompt relief from
distress of indigestion—is mild and
soothing in your stomach.

From baking to brushing teeth,
from soothing sunburn to putting out
fires, there’s nothing does a better job
than pure bicarbonate of soda.

Arm & Hammer and Cow Brand
Baking Soda meet aU requirements of
United States Pharmacopoeia.

Free: a booklet on the “Usefulness of
Soda." Write Church & Dwight Co.,
Inc., 70 Pine Street, New York 5, N. Y.

WHEN DICK POWELL was taken critically

ill, all of Hollywood stood vigil in spirit

at his bedside. And when the news came

that the hours of danger were over, all

of Hollywood rejoiced for the pair

whose romance is one of the tenderest,

whose love one of the most enduring

that Filmtown has ever seen. During

the days of crisis, June Allyson refused

to stir from the hospital, and she herself

all but lost pound for pound with the

terrifying twenty-two that Dick shed.

There was an added twinge of irony

in Dick’s illness coming just at the mo-

ment when he was so successfully

launching into the third phase of his

career—from singer, to actor, and now

to director. Those who know directing^

best say that his work in “Split Sec--

ond” guarantees an exciting new future

for him in this field which Dick has for

some time been longing to try.

Now Dick is back at home again, and

under June’s watchful care he’s regain-,

ing his health. Keep well now, Dick, to<

give that future a fair chance to flour-"^

ish—and to keep June as happy as shej

has every right to be! '*
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You Don't Hove to Be

(Continued from page 41)

expense of the other—each is a part of the

whole, which is you.
When I was first in my teens, I used to

ride back and forth in the Paris subway
on my way to and from my ballet lessons.

The year was 1944, and like all the other

French people who were young, I had ac-

cepted the cruelties of war.

I mean, I thought the only way anyone
lived was to be always hungry. You could

never buy enough to eat. And you were
always shabby, because in order to get

anything new, you had to give up three

old dresses, or coats, for one, and the new
ones were made of such dreadful materials
that they wore out almost immediately.
You grew accustomed to being cold and
imcomfortable. You even grew accus-
tomed to the Germans.
But there was one thing I could not

stand, when I was thirteen. If anyone
looked at me, I was very embarrassed. I

would turn my face quickly, so that no
one would see me in profile. I would hold
up my chin in a certain way that I felt

concealed my protruding teeth a little

better.

From the time I was a tiny girl, I hated
everything about my appearance, and I

was always trying to improve it. In France
little girls can not get at cosmetics and
they do not even have hair curlers and
never, never permanents. So about the
only thing I could hope to do that would
better my looks was to chop my hair.

Even the color of my hair was unin-
teresting. It was absolutely straight and
just hair-color, a sort of lightish brown.
It still is that.

Each day my mother would say to me,
“Leslie, promise me you will not chop
away at your hair today,” and I would
promise. But almost always the impulse
was irresistible. I would pull up some locks
somewhere, and snip, they were off! Once
I had braids on one side of my head, short
locks on the other. Another time I let my
bangs grow down to my eyebrows and
my back hair to my waist. One day, when
I was about ten, and the war had been
going on for two years, I did up my hair
on strips of paper, trying to make curls.

When I looked at myself in the mirror,
I cried. I still do not like my hair curled.
And I still can’t resist chopping bits off it.

Moving?

Please notify us six weeks be-

forehand; otherwise some issues

may miss you. Also, back copies

may not be available. Write to:

Macfadden Publications, Inc.

205 E. 42nd St., New York 17

Send both old and new address,

postal zone number and, if possi-

ble, enclose a mailing label from
your last issue of Photoplay.

It’s possible to have your mail-

ing address corrected by filing your

new address with the Post Office,

which in turn will notify us. But
if a copy of the magazine is sent

before that notice reaches us, it

means expense for you, because the

Post Office will not forward copies

unless you pay extra postage.

Pretty to Be Popular

I do not know whether it was the trials

of war or her understanding of me that

kept my mother from punishing me for

this disobedience. She is very S3mapathetic,
my mother. In her youth, she had been a
dancer, but she never once urged me to it.

Of course, in war time, you can not look
ahead. One is grateful, day to day, to be
still alive. I did not think of my future.

I was thin and short, and very anemic.
But when I was eleven, I saw my first

ballet, and then I knew what I wanted
to do I begged my mother to let me take
lessons, and she agreed.

I entered the ballet class and 1 saw the
other girls’ eyes on me. They seemed to say,

“Who wants this clown?” I was absolutely
flat-chested, I had pipe-stem arms and
legs, and my hair looked like a witch’s.

Also, in terms of beginning ballet, I was
old. Most of the other girls had been
studying since they were five or six. But
I wanted to dance, and I worked hard to

catch up with the others.

Ballet is very strenuous. You really

should be stuffed with beefsteaks all the
time you are studying it. You should be
warm, and you should have the right slip-

pers. From the ages of eight to sixteen,

I had none of these things. Yet I grew
strong through the ballet. I began to un-
derstand grace. I began to know what it

meant to move correctly, and therefore
beautifully. I never became a prima bal-
lerina—that is, the “star” of the particular

company in which I worked. But I did ad-
vance to where I was a premiere danseuse
—that is, I did individual solo dances, in

which I could personally stand out.

Then, one night, when I was just fifteen,

the miracle happened. I danced out from
the wings, 1 did my solo and I heard the
applause. I must have been better than
usual that evening for the applause went
on, and as I took my bows, I suddenly
thought, “They like me. 1 am such an ugly
duckling, but they still like me.”

I believe you girls who are plain can
work this miracle for yourselves. You do
not necessarily have to study ballet

—

though even a few months of it would help
anyone under the age of twenty, I think.
But you can certainly study ball-room
dancing. I am very much for swimming,
too. But I mean real swimming—not just

once or twice across a twenty-foot pool or
some such thing. I mean you should study
swimming to the point where you can do
a quarter of a mile at a time—and you
should do some swimming or dancing daily.

Or if you live in a community where you
can only swim in summer, or where it’s

difficult to find a place to swim at all, you
can surely do some other sport. There are
tennis, golf, fencing. Choose whichever
you prefer—but do it daily, and try to

keep on with it until you are tops, or
nearly tops.

You will get more than grace from such
physical training. Too many girls do not
comprehend how attractive sheer vitality

and strength are—for instance, as they are
in Esther Williams. When I was in my
early teens, I used to slump and be round-
shouldered because my back was so weak
I honestly couldn’t hold it straight.

As I took my ballet lessons, however, all

my muscles strengthened and the more
I worked, the more energy I had until
today, when I am in training for a new
ballet for a picture, I have so much energy
that after twelve or sixteen hours of work,
I can come home with enough left still

bubbling in me to make me want to build
a brick wall.

So please do not mope. Do not feel th^t
life has been cruel to you in not giving

Silverplate with the

M and teej ot sterling

...fer ^200 less!

It’s true! Many women think these

patterns are sterling. Note the depth

of detail, superb finish and artistry of

design. Surprisingly, a service in this

silverplate costs ^200 less than a com-

parable service in sterling . . . only
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Now you can put Chlorophyll to

work where it does the most good!

Just a touch of Gaby’s cool green
stick destroys perspiration odor
instantly! Gaby protects longer be-

cause Gaby contains both Chloro-

phyll and Hexachlorophene. Get

this double protection!
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• DRIBS IN SECONDS... cooling, too.

• THRIFTY. . .one stick lasts ages I

Get it at your favorite
cosmetic counter today.

Ifyour dealer has notyet received his supply,

send 60t plus 12t tax to Gaby Co.,Phila. 22, Pa.

By the makers of famous

GABY Greaseless Suntan Lotion and

GABY Suntan Cream

you a face like a flower. Stand up straight
and see what you personally can do about
yourself.
Where ballet is better even than sports,

I think, is in the by-products it gives you.
You learn good music. You learn decor.
You learn make-up, and on stage, at least,

you ai’e dressed in a classic, beautiful way.

Personally, I took a very long time learn-
ing about off-stage dressing. In matters of

chic, I was as I had been with my hair.

I kept experimenting. In one way this was
necessary. If I was to have any clothes

at all, while I was growing up, they had to

be old things of my grandmother’s, my
mother’s or my father’s—yes, that’s right
—my father’s, cut down. Some of them
didn’t look much better than the frumpy
things I wear in the beginning of my latest

picture, “Lili.”

I kept right on being flat-chested till I

was past sixteen. I had perfectly awful,
scrawny shoulders, with bones at the ends
of them that stuck up like wings. In France,
all little girls know how to sew and I

think it would be quite a good thing for

many American girls to know, too, even
though you do have so many charming
ready-to-wear things.

I remember, when I was sixteen, I tried

to make a dress for myself from an old

suit of my father’s. It was very good tweed,
and I thought it would make me look
plump. And right where my bosoms
should have been, I carefully put two
pockets! How my family laughed when I

came in wearing that outfit. My heart was
broken then, my pride was seared, but
now I know how good it was for me, for

from that moment on, I began really study-
ing fashions.

Eventually I learned what I believe is

the first rule of attractive dressing: Forget
about your bad points, and don’t waste
your time disguising them. Instead, em-
phasize your good points. And, remember,
the clothes themselves aren’t so important;
it’s how you feel in them that counts.

My personal good fortune was that as
I grew a little older—a vast seventeen,
some of the older girls in the company
(they were a shattering twenty-four and
-five) took over my cultural education. I

believe that “culture” isn’t a particularly

fashionable word in American teen-age
circles. If you don’t like the word, that’s all

right. But what it stands for is terribly

important, especially to you girls who
aren’t going to get by on “flash.”

I believe there is a slang expression in

this country that says if you are around
money, some will rub off on you, or if you
are around dirt, some of that rubs off, too.

I would like to put in my own two cents’

worth by saying that if you are around
beauty, that also rubs off on you. I am
not remotely highbrow. I love jazz and
driving in cars with the top down and
drinking malts and concocting wild meals
with my husband in our little house where
the living room, dining-bar and kitchen

are all in one.

Yet I know what I absorbed, in terms of

beauty and understanding of living from
studying good poetry, through visiting

museiims and absorbing paintings, sculp-

ture, antiquities. I feel such beauty helps

you know your own place in all of life.

You feel surrounded by all the other

dreams that men have had since the be-
ginning of time. You aspire to better things.

You dream. You, you believe, are sensi-

tive. When you are surrounded by the

art of the ages you see that other people,

feeling such things, have mastered them.
For me, this was a sure cure for loneliness,

for weariness, for lack of food and money
and pretty things.

But I was still shy. American girls grow
up earlier than we do, date earlier, marry

much earlier. In France, no nice girlf
“dates” before sixteen at the earliest and*
then she sees the boy in her own home,
with her parents present. I had no dates in
France, because, for one reason, our young
boys were in the war. Then, I was only
seventeen when I heard the amazing news
that Gene Kelly was interested in me

—

for films in Hollywood!
I felt it could not be. I i-an away and

hid. Mr. Kelly was leaving Paris the very
next day. No one could find me and I

breathed safely when I knew he was gone.
I felt I had saved myself a big humiliation.
But he remembered me and the next

year, M-G-M in Paris sent for me. I said,

“But you can not want me. You would
have to change me utterly.” They said,

“We want you just as you are.” It was
impossible—but what they said was true.

They photographed me just as I was,
my straight hair in its natural color, my
mouth which is too big and my cheeks
which are too roimd. And when they sent
the test to Hollywood, Hollywood cabled
that I was to rush overseas at once.

That was the second miracle that hap-
pened to me, and I came very humbly and
shyly but very, very happily to Hollywood.
I saw all the beautiful girls about me,
but every one was very kind, and I forgot

myself in the dances before the camera,
and just tried to concentrate on projecting
how very beautiful life itself can be.

My third miracle, you know, of course.

My first date in all my life turned out to

be with the man who is now my husband.
I had gone to that date out of sheer lone- i

liness, with two other girls from the bal- |

let, and their dates. I was alone—and then i

Geordie Hormel, my Geordie, walked in. I 4

spoke almost no English—but he spoke !

French. And from the very beginning we

The thing that is probably most often i

opened by mistake is the mouth.

JERRV LEWIS

i

understood one another, in things that go

deeper than words.
|

That is because we are similar people,

Geordie and I, even despite our so dissim-

ilar upbringings. We both love studying
;

things. We both love simplicity, the sim- '

plicity, that is, which means books, and

music, and amusing people who are young
in spirit, rather than the pretentious folk

of any age.

I hear you thinking, some of you read-

ers, what more can a girl want? I agree

with you. There isn’t any more I could

want, except, soon, our children.

And behind it all, I have, as I look at my
funny face in the mirror, one reassurance.

It is the same one that every plain girl

has, that the beautiful girl never has. You
know you are loved for yourself, for the

personality that in my case is named
Leslie Caron, and in your case is named
Mary Smith, or Helen Jones, or Betty

Brown—the individual you, the unique

you, which God sent into this world.
In turn, you love the man who falls in

love with you, even more, perhaps, than

a beauty could—because you know he

wasn’t caught by any surface glitter, any

superficial thing that you can’t possibly '

maintain as the years go by. No, he will

have been won by the things that you can
;

develop and deepen in your character, that
;

can make your life richer and richer as
|

'

time goes on.

This is the gift life presents to us girls :

who didn’t get the Grecian noses, the !

slumberous eyes, the flawless lips. Person-
,

ally I am deeply thankful for it. The End
j

i
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Love That Jane!

(Continued from page 51)

Here’s evidence that Jane’s developing into a pinup girl, too

^ it would be possible if the husband weren’t

f. understanding. But I’m lucky—mine is!

“I can’t imagine myself being happy

I without my career—I’ve worked too hard,

too long, it has been too big a part of my
i life! It may be pretty much of a merry-go-

I roimd, and there are times when you’d like

f to stay home, just relax and enjoy being

I

the lady of the house. But after awhile, you
begin to miss the work, you find you have
too much time, and you are not accom-
plishing anything. Life seems to be at a
standstill, and you can’t wait to be busy
again!”
Outwardly, success seems to have come

easily to Jane. But remember, this is a
girl who has worked since she was a child.

Ever since her first Hollywood break, when
she was thirteen, her life has been domi-
nated by hard work, to the exclusion of

play, of the casual fun that is such a large
part of the lives of most girls. And out of

her early experiences, she has derived her
philosophy. “I try to take things as they
come,” she explains. “I know that time
heals everything, takes care of all your
problems. What is to be will be, and all

you can do is accept it, sind be ready for

what comes.”
That means being on your toes, ready for

each new challenge, each new break. In
the past ten years, Jane has had little

time off, except to have her babies. When
you add to her screen work her tours, the
radio amd benefit performances, and more
recently the night-club appearances, you
wonder where this tiny person finds the

j

sheer physical stamina to keep up with
it all!

But even this isn’t all, for in addition,
there is her marriage, and the start of a
family, in the small persons of Geary
Anthony Steffen, III, and tiny Suzanne
Ilene, better known as Sissy. Jay and

Sissy were born exactly sixteen months
apart, to the day.

Actually, having her babies did not in-

terrupt Jane’s career for long. Eleven
weeks after Jay’s birth, she was off on a
tour. Five weeks after Sissy’s arrival she
was at work again, on loan-out at Warners
for “Three Sailors and a Girl,” with Gordon
MacRae and Gene Nelson. For one thing,

she is careful not to gain too much weight,
watches her diet, and exercises faithfully

morning and night. Today, she weighs
only ninety-six pounds, less than she has
for some time, but she looks wonderful,
feels fine, and hopes to stay that weight.

Lacking brothers and sisters of her own,
Jane has always insisted that she wants a
large family. Now that she has two babies,

she says emphatically, “We want four
more!”
But undeniably, the years, and the

babies, have brought changes—changes
however, that Jane feels have come about
as naturally as has her own growing-up
process. Just as a year or so ago, she found
she had outgrown the long hair, the
pleated skirts and Peter Pan collars of her
teens, she accepts the need for a larger

house for her growing family.
With quite typical Steffen prudence,

Geary and Jane did not look for a larger
place when they first knew there was to

be another addition to the family. “If it

should be a boy,” Jane murmured, “we
won’t need to move—the two boys can
certainly share a room.”
But with the arrival of Sissy, they got

busy. Dreaming of a house was all right,

but you couldn’t ask the stalwart yoimg
Jay to share his room with a sister, could
you? The answer to their needs was a
lovely colonial house in Westwood, with
four bedrooms and plenty of yard space
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for the youngsters. They found it and
bought it all in one day.
The larger house will entail changes,

too: more furniture, more help. But Jane
says simply, “We don’t have enough furni-
ture, so part of the house will be shut off

for awhile. Later, we’ll have to find a maid,
to help Gladys.”
The indispensable Gladys has had a

great share in smoothing out the path for
her employers. What they would have done
without her, Jane just can’t imagine.
“When we can afford it” prefaces all

Jane’s plans for the house. Some day they
will put in a pool, but first, they will have
to redecorate, a room at a time, and gradu-
ally acquire more furniture.

] nevitably, in the Steffens’ three years
of marriage, there have been diffictilties,

adjustments. “It is not career trouble,” Jane
hastens to explain, “but just a matter of
two people learning to live together.”
There have been some rough spots in their

marriage. After all, no marriage is perfect.
But no matter what—whether their dis-
agreements have been trivial or serious

—

Geary and Jane have always talked them
out. They’ve learned to compromise.
The hardest compromise of all came sev-

eral months ago, when there was even talk
about their separating. But they both knew,
then as always, that their marriage is too
important to let anything happen to it.

On Geary’s insistence, a careful fifty-

fifty arrangement has been worked out
financially, but in other matters, when
arguments arise, Jane insists a sixty-forty
arrangement is necessary, on both sides!

“You have to work at marriage,” Jane
believes, “but if your marriage is the
most important thing in your life, then
you’re more than willing to make sacri-

fices, to give everything you’ve got to it.

It isn’t a matter of trying to change each
other, but to adapt to each other! Geary
likes music a little less than I do. I care
less for sports. I am nervous and high-
strung. He is very easy-going. I like to

have everything in its proper place, am a
do-it-now sort of person, and Geary is

inclined to leave things around—his socks,
his neckties, a messed-up newspaper. The
important thing is understanding.
“Jealousy? Yes—I’m jealous! I’m jealous

of his tennis if you want to call it jealousy!
I’m going to take lessons—when I have
time—but I don’t expect ever to be as
good as Geary.”
Early in her marriage, Jane insisted

that she and Geary liked all the same
things, did everything together. As far as
possible, she has made that come true.

For a girl who had no time to learn

sports, it has taken some doing to keep up
with Geary, who was not only a profes-
sional skater, but an all-round athlete.

Jane has learned to skate, to ski, to water-
ski “Not too well,” she interrupts. “I

couldn’t do any of those things while await-
ing the babies, so I haven’t had much time!”

She is frank about not caring too much
for ice shows, but knowing that Geary
never tires of them, happily drives a hun-
dred miles to see one with him. He has
a lot of friends among the skaters, for one
thing. On the other hand, Geary definitely

does not care for the theatre, though he
will go without too much protest. They
both like movies, and badminton; both like

to dance, but seldom appear at night

clubs, unless they are entertaining friends.

Their friends are mostly non-profes-
sional, except for Elizabeth Taylor—Liz

and Jane have been close friends since

school days on the Metro lot—and husband
Mike Wilding, the Marshall Thompsons,
and a few others. The Thompson daughter
plays with Jay frequently, and Liz and
Jane fully expect Sissy and young Mike
Wilding to be close pals.

Jane has no hobbies, but has a notable
collection of records, both classical and T-
popular, and she knits occasionally. Her *

present project is a pair of sox for Geary.
Of the two, Jane considers herself the

more frugal. Geary joyously produced dia-
mond earrings when Jay was bom, and
when Sissy arrived, happily presented Jane
with gold earrings and a ring to match
which he had had made for the occasion.
This was in spite of the fact that Jane had
insisted that he should not give her any-
thing!

Jane’s eyes twinkle as she tells about it.

Geary’s generosity is only one of his many
endearing qualities, even when that gen-
erosity sometimes creates problems, as
when he has to take a taxi because he has
loaned his car to someone he felt needed it

more at the time than he did.

Nowadays, you see Geary around town
wearing the air of a successful young
business man, and wearing it with the
warmth and charm that are his special at-
tributes. As an insurance salesman, he is

doing very well. He takes his work seri-
ously and works hard.
By taking no vacations and developing

opporfrmities in distant places, he manages
to accompany his wife on her tours, for
at least part of the time. He doesn’t feel
he can afford to be idle, but by arranging
business in Florida, he was able to join
Jane there when she appeared in Miami,
and they had a few days of relaxation and
water sports. He can be a lot of help to
Janie on the tours, and besides, these two
do not take separations casually. Last
year, Jay accompanied his mother, too, but
now that he is toddling about, she realizes
it would be too difficult, and besides, she
has decided it is better for both youngsters
to remain at home, where their normal
routine can go on undisturbed.

This isn’t easy to take, for Jane spends
as much time as possible with her babies.
She always puts them to bed at night, and
weekends. Jay goes out to dinner with his
proud parents. Jay even accompanies his
mommie to her singing lessons, and tries

to sing along with her! Last summer, while
Gladys was away on a well-earned vaca-
tion, Jane kept house for sixteen weeks,
doing all the cleaning, washing, cooking
and baby care, and loved every minute of
it. She particularly likes fancy cooking

—

there is no thrill to preparing just ordinary
fare! Geary, too, can be a handy man
around the house, if he wants to be. Most-
ly, though, he feels that is woman’s sphere,
and wants no part of it.

Geary and Jane do not believe studying
books of psychology is necessary in raising
children; the important ingredients are
love and common sense. They believe it is

most important to make the children mind.
“Who,” asks Jane, “likes little brats?”
They have no definite plans for the chil-

dren. “How can we tell what they will

like, or want to be?” Jane comments.
Naturally, Geary hopes his sons will be
athletic, but neither would ever try to

force a child to be anything he was not.

Jane balances her divided life vrith twin
careers of night club singing and movies
(this includes tours, radio spots and bene-
fits) against the satisfying but ever-
increasing responsibilities of home and
family. “More children can’t make it any
more difficult than it is now,” she says, and
laughs merrily. And when you ask her
how she manages this three-ringed circus,

her eyes widen, she creases her forehead
thoughtfully. “I’ve always been busy—

I

have to be busy! And I’ve been so lucky.”

In other words, Jane puts first things

first, and in that lies her strength. Three
careers or one, it all adds up to a well-

adjusted young woman who has matured
graciously—off-screen and on! The End
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Has Anybody Seen My Girl?

(Continued from page 49)

used for hauling me out of bed, but I’m
fussy about it. I cern’t help it. Mom used
to call me and call me and call me, and on
the seventeenth try her exasperation had
made her voice sound like chalk screeching
across a blackboard. This brought me to

my feet half awake and furious as a bull

full of banderillas. In the event that my
wife’s voice has such an exasperating
quality. I’m just as likely as not to leap
out of bed sound asleep and land a right

jab to her flower-like facade.

You know what I want my wife to do?
I want her to lift me into an upright
position, make sure my head is resting on
some sharp object, and then tiptoe out
of the room. Inasmuch as I weigh in at

200 pounds, it’ll require a wife with the
strength of Samson and/or nurse’s train-

ing. To say nothing of tolerance.

This means I’ll probably marry a fairly

large female. Except for the necessity of

strength, I don’t care whether my bride
is tall or short. Like it says in the old
song, “Bless ’em all, bless ’em all, the long
and the short and the tall.”

I seem always to wind up with short

blondes, but it isn’t a matter of preference.

A tall brunette is a lovely sight in any
man’s language. Neither am I fussy about
a girl’s figure. Why should I be, when no
matter which way you look at me I look
like a retreating hippopotamus? The truth
is that having given myself more than ten
years of dating, I’ve discovered that the
manner in which a woman is slung to-

gether would have very little to do with
true happiness in a marriage.
What I want, I think, is somebody I can

love and have fun living with and, al-
though I don’t know exactly how this

could be accomplished, somebody who
could like me the way I am.

I don’t care what she looks like, although
I sometimes dream about a girl who is

blessed with Gene Tierney’s hair, Vera-
Ellen’s legs, Susan Cabot’s nose. Piper
Laurie’s mouth, and the deep blue eyes
of Jill Clifford, the actress I met in Eng-
land. There would be a dish fit to set be-
fore a king! But even if I did manage to

interest such a mythical creature, other
things would be more important.

If I suggested that she go deep-sea
fishing with me and she closed those Clif-

ford eyes and wrinkled that Cabot nose
in disgust at the idea. I’d lose a lot of
interest in a hurry. Looks may be the
first thing that attract a man but if there
isn’t anything to go along with them, the
girl becomes like a painting that you don’t

want to own because you’d tire of it.

I like girls who can whack a tennis ball

or handle a gun, or at least girls who will

try. I think if I ever got married and
found that my wife liked to spend eve-
nings whipping up needlepoint bath mats,
I’d feel a little lost. Sure, it’d be nice to

have her home tatting while I’m earning
the bread, but when I’m with her I want
companionship. I want my wife to be fem-
inine but not to get so carried away with
the idea that she can’t share her leisure

time with me.
It’s anybody’s guess whether I’ll eventu-

ally marry an actress, but I’d prefer my
wife not to work. I don’t have any domi-
nant male ideas about her having certain
domestic duties, like darning my socks or
making soup every day. I hope some day
to have enough money to employ servants
to take care of those things, and I don’t
care who does them as long as they’re
done. All I want is to find my wife there
when I come home. She’ll have to put up
with a lot of beefing about my work, and

if she isn’t an actress she might not un-
derstand the demands of the movie in-
dustry. But even at that. I’d rather try
to teach her than come home to an empty
house while she’s off pretending she’s

Gisela Stump, girl piano tuner.
If my bride is on the wide side I’d prefer

she wouldn’t wear slacks or blue jeans,
but I think slender girls look wonderful
in them. I really don’t care what kind of
clothes the future Mrs. Hudson wears, so
long as she wears them well. If she likes

suits and looks nice in them I won’t men-
tion that I like dresses better. But there’s

one point where I’ll draw the line. I will

not go shopping with her.

Women’s stores make the hair on the
back of my neck stand up. There’s some-
thing awful about them I can’t describe.

Once I went and got my mother a formal
dress and it was the worst day of my life.

I went from shop to shop, and although
everything looked all right on the hangers,
I couldn’t picture what Mom would look
like in them. I finally got something that
was made out of that material—I don’t
know what you call it but it’s soft and
always looks as though it needs pressing.
Anyway, Mom wore it, maybe out of

courtesy—I don’t know.
Aside from that, the only clothes I ever

bought were sweaters for Vera-Ellen.
They’re easy, just like mine, only smaller.
Other than sweaters, I draw the line. If

my wife ever asks me to go shopping with
her I’ll sit outside in the car and wait.

One thing I can’t stand in a girl is a
sort of pseudo-elegance. The kind you
see in the fashion models who are always
leaning against the wind in a hat that
would cover a circus and in a pose that
would break anybody else’s back. The
kind you see in girls who lead leopards
on gold chains down Fifth Avenue (al-

though this I’ve yet to see.) This scares me
to death, the girls more so than the
leopards. When a girl points her little

finger away from a coffee cup I get sus-
picious that she might be the proper type,
the kind who will dab at her food like
Scarlett O’Hara and never admit that she’d
like to tackle a three-inch steak. Me, I like
women who love to eat, because I find in-
variably that that’s the way they go at
life in general—with warmth and gusto

—

and that’s the way I’d want my wife to
go at our marriage.

There’s a happy medium somewhere be-
tween the clinging-vine type of female and
the fiery, self-assertive girl. The extreme
types have their drawbacks, like the in-
dependent young lady who won’t let a guy
open a door for her. There’s nothing that
will quash the male ego faster than the
girl who bowls a better game and then
insists on opening her own coke, picking
up her own handkerchief and getting into
your car by herself. Guys want to wait on
women—at least I do.

Just as bad is the helpless type who ex-
pects to be waited on hand and foot and
all but carried across streets. I remember
one small number I knew years ago. She
looked perfect, so doll-like that just
watching her walk down the street made
me feel I wanted to spend my life pro-
tecting her. But on our first date she was
so destitute of strength that I had to do
everything except put her wilted lettuce

salad into her mouth.
I had a sudden revelation that night. I

saw the cottage we might have in years
to come. Our son came limping into the
kitchen, a nail through his foot, and our
daughter had just put her hand on the
hot Wciffle iron and was howling in pain.
Genevieve took one look at the situation.
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fluttered her eyelids and fainted dead
away. The helpless type, I told myself, was
not for me.

I don’t mean to sound choosy about all

this. My wife is going to have to live with
an Irish temper and German stubbornness,
and on top of it all, I squeeze the tooth-
paste tube from the middle. Not only that,

I sling wet bath towels over doorknobs or
Chippendale chairs or whatever happens
to be handy when I wander out of the
shower. And the water from my showers,
I might add, always ends up by the buck-
etful all over the floor.

I tease, too, and I suppose sometimes I go
beyond the limits. If a girl can’t stand to

hear knuckles crack. I’m just the kid who
can do it for her. Betty Abbott, a script

girl at the studio, gets duck bumps if any-
body closes one eye and leaves the other
wide open. So I spend five minutes on each
of our dates like a one-eyed owl while
she shrieks for help. I tease Betty about
her walk, too, even though it makes her
furious, and then I talk her out of it by
teasing some more. I suppose I’m only
letting off steam after going through boy-
hood as an only child and not having any-
body around to plague.

There’s one thing about Betty, though,
that I can’t resist—her sense of humor.
Take the night I was driving her to some
place in downtown Los Angeles.

“You’re sure you know how to get
there?” she asked.
“Look,” I said. “I used to drive a truck

around this town, remember?”

So we got in my car and every time I

took a wrong turn Betty just sat there
and said nothing. Pretty soon I wound up
on the freeway leading to Pasadena and
as soon as I realized it I made a quick
turn out of there, hoping Abbott hadn’t
noticed. Her face was buried in the col-

lar of her coat and I was telling myself
happily that she might be asleep when
suddenly she threw back her head and
went into hysterics. That’s all. She never
once said, “I told you so.” She just laughed.
For me, this is great. I guess I’m typical

of all men when I say I can’t stand having
women tell me how to do something. If

I’m driving the car I’m at the wheel and
don’t take kindly to backseat driving. And
when I get married. I’m afraid Tm going
to be even less open to suggestions. If

there’s a lamp in the house that needs
fixing I’d like to find out about it my-
self, and when I do. I’ll fix it. But if the
little woman brings up the subject every
hour on the hour, we’re apt to sit around
in the dark.
Like I said. I’m stubborn. I know this is

asking too much, but I think it would be

delicate handling of the situation if in-^
stead of telling me about it she would
put the book I am reading, plus a swiss
cheese on rye, on the chair under that
lamp. The bait would lead me to it and
it would be fixed in no time.

I have an open admiration for women
who can get a man to carry out their
wishes by making him think this is what
he wants. Not many of them can do it,

but those who can have my blessing. Even
when I know I’m being steered around
corners so that they can reach their goal,
I get a bang out of it. I’ve lived long
enough to know that I’m not going to be
the boss in marriage, but if the httle
woman wants to let me think I am, it’s

fine with me.
I only hope she doesn’t use tears as a

weapon. I’ve known enough girls to be
aware that sometimes they cry just to get
their own way, but even though I know
it, a woman’s tears make me helpless as
a man watching his home go up in flames.
I want to help but I can’t, and it’s a ter-
rible feeling. When a girl turns on the
tears I just go away somewhere.
The tactic that makes me angry is the

one where, when you’re discussing a point
with a girl, she stops the argument un-
fairly. This is done by sticking to her
guns until the guy says, “How do you
know?” And then she gets a mysterious
look on her face and says in a faraway
voice, “Because I am a woman.” This is

supposed to make me adore her no doubt,
because she’s up on that well-worn ped-
estal, but its only result is to make me
boil. Even though the man may be right,
what can he say after that?

I like a girl who’ll discuss things with
me on a level that is fair and square. Ac-
cording to cartoonists, people who have
been married a few years haven’t any-
thing left to talk about, but I hope my own
marriage isn’t like that. To me, every day
brings new food for thought and conver-
sation, and, if my bride has the kind of
personality I like in a girl, we’ll be
nattering away into our old age.

It is my wholeheairted wish, however,
that she will not be an authority on any-
thing. This is mostly because I’m not one
myself. I’ll listen to anything once, under-
stand, but I appreciate girls who don’t take
malicious glee in driving home the point
that I am an ignorant cipher.
There is just one more point concern-

ing conversation that Tm fussy about. If

she is a joke killer, she can go trundling
on her wet-blanket way. It seems to me
there are two types of women to come
under this heading (and men, too, if I have
to admit it). The first wife lets the old
man get half way through his story and
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then informs the assembled listeners that

he is a notably bad teller of jokes and
that she will take over forthwith. The
second is the type who, the minute her
husband starts telling the story she’s heard
six times, yawns loudly and says, “Oh, no!
Not that one again!” Let my wife forget the
punch line on her own jokes, but leave
mine strictly to me.

I hope my wife is not a confirmed ash-
tray-emptier. I like clean people and clean
houses, but there’s nothing so discon-
certing as having your ashtray emptied
while you’re still smoking, or what’s worse,
having the vacuum cleaner run under
your legs while you’re on the last few
pages and just about to find out who
killed Clyde in Macy’s basement.
As a matter of fact, other than these

things, I’m extra fussy about cleanliness.
I think the best-looking girl in the world
is the one with the well-scrubbed look.

I like it so well that make-up bothers me,
particularly that powdered look some
girls have. It reminds me of a death mask.
Make-up’s all right as long as it isn’t over-
done. I like a casual-looking girl, and am
left cold by the one who’s always consult-
ing her mirror to make sure she’s at her
raving best, or the type who combs her
hair in public.
On the subject of hair, I hope my wife’s

hair will be its natural color. I’m told this
is an irritating quality in all men—that

we’ll whistle at anything in mascara and
lipstick amd bleached hair, but we want
our own wives minus the accoutrements.
If this is true, then I go right down the
line with the rest of the guys.
There are other things I’m obstinate

about. My suits must be pressed, my
ties must be given away before they’re

sent to a cleaner, I like to go to any movie
starring Lana Turner, I won’t have in-

laws living with us—mine or hers, I like

music for listening played loud enough
to be heard down at City Hall, and I don’t
like to dance, although I suppose if my
wife felt her happiness depended on it.

I’d take her out shuffling once in a while.
Another thing. When I’m sick I’m an un-

adulterated mess. I like people around
me even when I’m well, but when I’m sick

I can’t be alone a minute. Mrs. Hud-
son will be trying to season the stew or
change Junior’s diapers, and I’ll be roaring
at the top of my lungs that I need her, now,
this minute.
To tell the truth. I’ll be wanting to be

with her all the time, for although she
may not like it, I’m an extremely pos-
sessive guy. If I ever find a girl who’ll
put up with me and who has even one-
sixth of the attributes I have in mind for

a wife. I’d be crazy if I wasn’t possessive
with such a doll. Somewhere I’ll find her.

And when I do. I’m warning her. My in-

tentions are strictly matrimonial. The End

"Stop Telling Lies About Us"

(Continued from page 44)

Dale himself, however, has said not a
word throughout the entire barrage,
partly out of a stubborn conviction that
he was answerable for his behavior only
to his own conscience. But now with the
situation showing signs of getting out of
hand, he has finally decided to speak out
in his own interest and in no imcertain
terms.
“From start to finish, the stuff the col-

umnists have been dishing out on me is

pure, unadulterated hogwash,” Dale says
flatly, his eyes tightening noticeably at the
corners. “Where they’ve been getting their

alleged information, I wouldn’t know, but
it hasn’t come from either Jackie or me

—

that’s for sure. Up until now, we’ve never
made any statement about our marriage,
and anything that’s been written was
either random speculation or loose gossip.

Why don’t they stop telling lies about us?
“Regarding this latest item in the papers,

to the effect that Jackie and I are ready to

call our marriage quits,” Dale continues,
buckling down to cases, “nothing could be
farther from the truth. Actually, we’re
happier than we’ve ever been! And as for
any so-called ‘reconciliation,’ we were
never separated in the first place and there
hasn’t been any question of a divorce—at

least, not on my part!

“There was a time not so long ago when
I was under a lot of emotional pressure and
Jackie and I, like coimtless other couples
in and out of the picture business, had
some serious thinking to do. I thought we
could do it better by being alone for a
few days, but I never did leave home. I

said I’d be back and I was. After all, deep
down I’m a thorough-going family man
and on top of that I’m crazy in love with
this Jacqueline of mine.
“As for this business of my having

acquired new feminine interests, of all the
items that have been printed this one takes
the prize for being the most ridiculous!
The only blonde-haired, recently-married
actress I know is a girl I worked on a
picture with a whUe back. She’s a brand-
new bride who happens to be very much in
love with her husband and whom I haven’t

seen twice outside the studio. And as re-
gards the movie queen I was supposed to

be beauing around, I did run into the lady
in question on Hollywood Boulevard and
stopped to chat with her for a second. But
that’s all there was to that, and the ro-
mantic build-up it got from the columnists
was sheer poppycock.
“The same goes for the numerous pub-

lished reports that Jackie was being made
a number of varieties of widow—golf,

hunting, fishing, and horse. And while
these reports have a theoretical basis of

truth, in that I’ve been extremely fond of
outdoor life from the time I was a kid and
stiU am, they have no foundation in actual
fact.

**Ive always been especially keen about
hunting, but I’ve gone hunting only once
since we’ve been here. I love to fish, but
I’ve been out fishing exactly twice during
the past five years. I like to play golf—and
I used to play a good deal. But if I play at
all now, I do it on Sunday mornings while
Jackie’s asleep. I get up at five o’clock and
I’m home by the time she wakes up so that
we can be together for the rest of the day.
And I haven’t even done that since the
baby came.”
Regarding the printed allegation that for

a while he had whooped things up in reg-
ular playboy style among the glittering
boites along the Sunset Strip while Jackie
sat languishing alone at home with the
new baby. Dale declares emphatically that
it just isn’t so.

“My so-caUed playboy romp among the
bright lights was confined to a single visit

to Giro’s when my mother and uncle came
to visit from Oklahoma. But neither then
nor at any other time has Jacqueline been
left to sit at home by herself. When I’m
working on a picture at the studio. I’m
home every evening. And if I’ve had to be
away on location or for personal appear-
ances, I’ve made sure before I left that
somebody was going to be there to stay
with her during my absence.”
Dale is equally vehement in labelling

as a base canard the intimation that he and
Jackie are roughing it in the modest but
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nevertheless exceedingly pleasant home
which they live in, in Roseda.
“From the way the columns have de-

scribed it, you’d think our home was a
primitive, one-room, log-cabin affair! Actu-
ally, it’s an attractive, modern, brown
stucco and fieldstone, three-bedroom job.

And it’s decorated in cocoa, chartreuse
and flamingo—with modern furniture to

match,” he remarks, jaw jutting out. “Sure,
it’s nothing fancy, but it’s comfortable and
it’s more than adequate for now. Later,
when we can afford it, we’ll build some-
thing better.”

While Dale has been understandably re-
sentful of the malicious misstatements that
have appeared in the press, his ever-loving
Jackie is burned to a crisp at the whole
theme of “The Cowboy and the Lady” . . .

and at the attempts many writers have
made to draw a sharp line between her
background and Dale’s by painting her as
a well-bred, ultra-refined lady educated in

Switzerland, and her spouse as a rough,
moody cowpoke wafted to Hollywood di-
rect from a remote Oklahoma ranch.

I don’t know who’s responsible for the
toney la-de-da build-up I’ve been getting
in the columns—and at Dale’s expense,” she
exclaims with a toss of her pretty head,
“but it’s high time it was nailed down for

the pure piece of fiction that it is. And as
for Dale, he’s certainly no cowboy. He’s
never roped a cow. I’m sure, and I can’t

imagine him bulldogging a calf. I doubt
seriously that he’s even come within hail-
ing distance of a team of mules, much less

had experience handling them.
“Furthermore, no matter what the re-

ports have been, he comes from a wonder-
ful family and was raised in a lovely home
that reflected the best of taste and an ap-
preciation of the finer things. He went to

college and he has a keen knowledge of art,

music and literature—and he can quote
poetry by the hour. A cowboy! What a
notion! Why he actually studied the violin

for ten years.”

Ask Dale point-blank whether it’s true,

as the stories have alleged, that he’s

changed completely with success and star-

dom and he smiles good-humoredly.
“About the changing part, a man isn’t

the best judge of a thing like that, but I

don’t think I’ve changed to any appreciable
extent,” he says. “I still want the same
things I came to Hollywood wanting. I still

have the same interests and the same
friends, and I still have the same attitude

toward people, and I accept individuals for

what they are.

“But as for stardom and success having
gone to my head, nothing could be more
absurd—and for two good reasons: In the
first place, with me, making movies is

strictly a business—one that I happened
to select in preference, say, to being an
oil man or a construction engineer. Having
a businessman’s viewpoint toward my
job, I entertain not the slightest feeling

of glamour or personal prestige for any
phase of it, including stardom.

“And secondly, even if I were the rank
egotist some columnists make me out, I

couldn’t possibly confuse my current status

in pictures with even a reasonable facsimile

of success when there are any number of

people right in my own studio who have
made fewer pictures than I have and are
getting twice as much money every week.
I’ll admit that I’ve done more thinking
about success lately than I ever have be-
fore . . . because I’m trying to put some-
thing aside. I want to make sure that if

anything should happen to me, Jacqueline
and the baby would both be amply pro-
vided for.”

Speaking of the baby. Dale still smoul-
ders at the item that appeared in one of the
columns, to the effect that he was “keenly

disappointed” that his first-born wasn’t a
boy. “For sheer stupidity this item really
takes the cake,” he says. “Actually, before
the baby came, I vacillated. One day, I’d

think I’d like a little boy and the next. I’d

think a little girl would be awfully nice.
And when the hospital phoned me out
on the set where I was working to say that
Jacqueline was all right and that we had
a healthy baby girl with five tiny little

toes on her feet and five fingers on her
hands, I couldn’t have been happier.”
To appreciate how happy her father is

and also how very proud, one has only
to see Rochelle and her Dad together . . .

to watch Dale playing with her and put-
ting her to bed.

“I wouldn’t trade this little angel of ours
for eighteen boys, in case anyone should
ask,” Dale declares with a flush of paternal
pride. “She weighs nineteen pounds now
and she’s twenty-seven inches tall—which
is better than average, according to the

!

Is

doctor. And on top of that, she looks ex-
actly like her mother, which means she’s /•

got more than her share of natural beauty.” C'’

Jackie offers some additional details on
the subject of Dale, the doting parent. Jl

“Dale just can’t wait for Rochelle to ^
grow up,” she says with a hearty chuckle,
“and he even has his own ideas about the
way she’ll wear her hair—long and waved
softly. He can’t wait for her to get big

||i

enough to wear the beautiful little dresses
he’s bought her, so that he can get her all %
decked out in her Sunday best and take g
her with him to the studio for the day.”

||As for the reports that Jackie had left d
Dale in a huff to go trooping off to Okla- 3
homa City for four weeks following their <3
alleged separation—Jackie actually did ,!l

make the trip, but not for the reasons indi- ^
cated. She did so at the insistence of Dale’s «
mother, who didn’t want to go back home S
alone and prevailed upon Jackie to keep «
her company. And during the entire time g
she was away, she and Dale were separated 9
only by the geographical miles between «
them. Almost every other night. Dale M
phoned to tell her what a dog’s life it was a
being a bachelor and how sorely she was S
being missed. 3
That hardly sounds like a man who

doesn’t care about his wife!

Their four weeks apart, however, coming jj

as they did on the heels of their recent
misunderstanding, gave Dale and Jackie an S
opportunity to find out just how much Q
their marriage meant to them. And as a «
consequence, there’s a new radiance— s
brighter than ever—in their daily lives. M

“I suppose it was my old-fashioned no- S
tion of what a husband should be, as 9
much as anything else,” Dale gallantly «
volunteers when you try to pin him down S
about the source of the misunderstanding. *
“I was raised to believe that a man was H
the head of the home and ...” 9
“Even though we had our differences, ^9

we never really raised our voices at one9
another,” Jackie hurries to add. “We used
to argue about little things, but there9
doesn’t seem to be anything at aH to

argue about any more.”
“We always talked, but not about the9

right things,” Dale chimes in again, grab-'^B
bing the ball. “Sometimes women are a^|
little hard to talk to, and at times it was^B
hard for me to talk to Jackie. And it takes ^B
more than talk anyway. You can’t just^B
talk yourselves into being happy. . . . ;^B
“But Jackie and I are definitely happy ^^B

as of right now, all opinions in certain ^B
quarters to the contrary,” Dale comes back^B
like a shot. “And furthermore we Intend ^B
to remain that way come hell, high water,^B
and the writing efforts of the entire breed
of Hollywood columnists lumped together!’jl^H

And that, it would appear, is that.

The End .
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With a Song

(Continued from page 56)
Mexico before that. And then there was . .

Even Susan herself confessed that
Emmy’s “I’ll believe it when I see it” air

was justified. “Jess and I,” laughs Susan,
“had been yakking about Europe for three
years. But there was always something
coming up to keep us home; the studio
wanted me for a new picture, or Jess had
a TV deal brewing, or the twins, Timmy
and Greg, were entering a new school.

“But one day I said to myself, ‘Why don’t
you just go and stop talking about it?’

Anyway, I was dead tired; after ‘Snows’ I’d

done ‘President’s Lady’ and then ‘White
Witch Doctor’ and I was drained dry. I

needed to replenish my spirits—get a fresh
viewpoint. So Jess and I decided it was
now or never.”

The twins, told of the forthcoming trip,

naturally wanted to go along. But Susan
and Jess had a sound answer ready. There
was the matter of schooling, which couldn’t
be neglected, because education always
comes before pleasure. There was the fact

that Mommy and Daddy hadn’t had a real
vacation in a long time, while the boys got
a three months’ vacation from school every
year. And then there was the promise that
in a couple of years or so, when the twins
were older, they’d get a chance to go to

Europe, too, and spend an entire summer.
But on this first trip it was necessary for

Daddy and Mommy to go alone, look over
the ground and see what there was to see.

“Okay, then,” said Timmy and Greg,
after this reasonable explanation, “you go
and we’ll stay with Grandma and Uncle
Wally. But you have to bring us back some
new tin soldiers.”

“When I told my mother that we were
finally going,” Susan says, “all she did was
stare at me and snort, ‘Hmmmph! What do
you want to go to that old Europe for?’

And then, of course, once we set the actual
date, there were about ten thousand chores
staring us coldly in the face.

“We’d never been abroad before, so we
had to wire to Brooklyn for my birth cer-
tificate, and to South Carolina for Jess’s,

else we couldn’t get our passports. There
were extra things to do about plane reser-
vations, because Jess and I fly on separate
planes, to protect the boys. I had to track
down a practise piano for Timmy so he
could get started on his piano lessons, and
Jess had to get up on the hill behind our
house and fertilize all our eighteen fruit

trees. The last few days I couldn’t even
sleep; everything kept building up and
building up to one mighty climax.”

With all the mounting clamor of the
preparations, there was still Timmy’s and
Greg’s eighth birthday on February 19.

The Barkers naturally wouldn’t leave until

after the big celebration. There had to be
two big birthday cakes and two parties

—

one for the family and one for the neigh-
borhood kids. There were last-minute fit-

tings and publicity stills; typhoid and
small-pox inoculations, and packing.
There were also complicated arrange-

ments for the new car they would pick up
in France, forms to fill out for the inter-

Do yon know that twenty per
cent of the price you pay to

see a movie is a federal tax?

FIGHT THIS CRIPPLING
CHARGE. Write your Con-
gressman, asking him for re-

peal or reduction.

FIGHT THAT TAX!

in Their Hearts

national driving permit required at border
crossings. All this, while guide books,
travel folders and maps blanketed the
floor of the den.
“But,” says Susan, “I left with a very

happy heart. There couldn’t be a better
time. Right now the studio is in the midst
of all the new 3-D, CinemaScope excite-

ment; the picture business is changing and
Mr. Zanuck doesn’t have an immediate
script for me. So no one will be yelling for

me—I hope. We’ll be terribly, terribly lone-
some for the boys, but they’ll keep busy
with their schoolwork and games. And,
anyway, we’ll be phoning them at least

once a week. All the omens are there; it

just proves God is still looking after me.”
Sheer sentiment, rather than logic, guid-

ed Susan in choosing the lands she most
wants to see. Spain because of its romantic
vistas, Sweden because of its modernism
and social progress, and Ireland . . . “well,

Ireland because I had an Irish grand-
mother who was born in County Cork.”

That’s Susan—sentimental and emo-
tional, with a mixture of Irish and Swedish
and French-Huguenot in her. Such a gal
would understandably take along, as Susan
did, a unique medallion to carry on her
journey—one given to her by Otto Lang,
the producer of “White Witch Doctor.”
There’s St. Christopher on one side, and
on the other, the Star of David.
There were other countries, too, that

Susan thought she ought to visit, and as
the days went by she kept adding places
to the list until Jess, the logical one, laugh-
ingly called a halt.

“Hold it, Susie; hold it,” Jess counseled.
“If we eat in all the restaurants and go to

all the ‘darling’ little places our friends
have recommended, you’ll have us on a six

months’ Cook’s Tour.”
“I know,” Susan pouted, conceding tem-

porary defeat, “but there’s so much to see.”

Paris, the Mediterranean, Mont St.

Michel. (“They say that there they make
the finest omelettes in the world,” Susan
said.) Then Madrid, Nice, Rome . . .

Languages? Red-haired Susan wasn’t
worried. “I can already say hasta la vista,

muy hien, si, oui, muchas gracias and ‘you
said it kid.’ And I can always pick up one
of those little language books and point
to the words. With some limber fingers

and an active imagination, we’ll get along
fine.”

She and Jess had two cameras: a Rollei-
flex, and a new Stereo-Realist in a leather
case already branded with her name
burned into the leather. She did it with
Timmy’s new wood-burning set which he
got on his birthday.

As for real fancy eating . . . well, as
Susan says, “What’s to eat is to eat.”

Nor did Susan plan any real shopping
sprees. Trinkets, perhaps, or earrings, and
easily-carried gifts for family and friends
back home. But that’s about all. Possibly
she’d order a half dozen pairs of gloves
from Rome’s famed Audaria, because her
secret passion is gloves. Clothes, however,
were out. “There’s nothing I could buy
even in Paris that I couldn’t get at home,”
says forthright Susan. “Besides, I won’t
have room for new clothes in my one suit-

case. We’re both going very light.

“With a change in skirts and blouses,”
Susan said, “I’ll manage beautifully. I’m
taking only a dozen nylons and four pairs

of shoes—two brown and two black, and
two pair will be good, sturdy walking
shoes. Some cosmetics, of course, and some
rhinestone jewelry, and my make-up kit

for odds and ends. Everything will be
streamlined. I’m even keeping my hair
long, because I won’t have too much time

OWie
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Any wife who is doubtful about how to

practice feminine hygiene and what to

use should profit immensely by these

scientific facts.

Women have long recognized the

value of a cleansing, deodorizing and
antiseptic douche for vaginal cleanliness.

The woman who uses zonite can relax

and be assured she is using a perfect so-

lution for this purpose, zonite is power-

fully effective yet cannot harm you. No
other type liquid antiseptic-germicide

for the douche is so powerful yet abso-

lutely safe to body tissues as zonite.

You can use zonite as needed without
the slightest risk of injury!

ZONITE'S Fabulous History

ZONITE is a product of the highest re-

pute. The great zonite principle was
developed by a famous French surgeon
and English scientist. It was truly a

miracle! The first antiseptic in the world
to be powerfully germicidal yet positively

non-poisonous, non-irritating. Its fame
soon spread far and wide, and women
were quick to take advantage of its mir-

acle-working action for intimate femi-

nine hygiene.
•zonite completely deodorizes. It flushes

away waste accumulations and deposits.

(Be sure to use a zonite douche after

monthly periods.) zonite helps guard
against infection and kills every germ
it touches. It’s not always possible to

contact all the germs in the tract, but
you can be sure zonite instantly kills

every reachable germ, zonite is one of

the greatest contributions science has
made to womankind! Costs only a few
cents per douche. Always use zonite
as directed.

Zonite
THIS IDEAl 'All PURPOSE' ANIISEPTIC-GERIWICIDE

SHOUID BE IH EVERY MEDICINE CHEST

FREE! Mail coupon for free book. Reveals
intimate facts and gives complete information
on feminine hygiene. Write Zonite Products
Corporation. Dept. PP-63, 100 Park Avenue.
New York 17. N. Y.*
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to spend on it. I’ll just tie it up in a chiffon
scarf and let it go at that.”

Susan’s first letter home was an air-mail
letter from Spain, with her report on how
her dreams were coming true.

“Here we are in Madrid (she wrote) and
Jess and I have just had a wonderful
talk, via trans -Atlantic phone, with our
twins at home. We had been so homesick
for them, and concerned about their health,
like any absent parents. But we needn’t
have worried. They’ve been fine, they told

me, and both of them—Timmy and Greg
—assured me ‘they’ve been doing their
homework like mad!’
“The trip over by plane from New York,

though tiring, was a tremendous exper-
ience. I had seen Jess off just an hour be-
fore my plane was due to leave. And Jess
was waiting for me when my plane
swooped in at Orly Airport an hour or so
later. Jess was with a trio of suave stu-
dio representatives, all talking pure
Charles Boyer. Jess was still holding the
so feminine-looking Pan-American over-
night bag I had asked him to carry for me.
I remembered how, in New York, he had
pretended to be so embarrassed, even
hiding the bag under his coat as he board-
ed his plane! And I, of course, the cautious
soul, had tried to declare everything on me
at the customs inspection at New York’s
Idlewild Airport; I was so fearful that they
wouldn’t let me bring anything back into

the country upon my return. Even the
Customs Inspector had to hide a smile.

“Paris was so wonderful—far lovelier

even than we had expected. About those
first few hours I can remember little except
the lights and the glow of the enchanted
city, for we went directly to our hotel, the
Lancaster, and to bed. But the next day,
when we came down to a very late break-
fast, we thought we were back in Holly-
wood—we ran into so many people we
knew. Greg Peck came to see us and we
talked and talked. We hadn’t seen each
other since we worked together in ‘The
Snows of Kilimanjaro’

—

‘Les Neiges de
Kilimanjaro’ as they billed it in Paris.

“That day, while quietly strolling on the
Champs Elysees, I was overcome when a
little French girl, walking with her mother,
turned and cried, ‘Oh,Maman, void Madame
Jane Froman!’ There were many others,

too, who seemingly recognized me from
‘With a Song in My Heart,’ and blase as I

tried to be, I must confess I was just ham
enough to get a big charge out of signing
autographs in Paris.

Afterwards we went to the restaurant
La Mediterranee, which is on the Place de
rOdeon, near the famous Theatre Fran-
cais Salle Luxembourg. (I hope I’m getting

all my accent marks in the right place!)

Anyway, La Mediterranee is a most re-
nowned fish restaurant—so completely
French in every way, yet again we ran into

more celebrities: Michele Morgan and Bill

Marshall among others.

“Most of the next day Jess and I were
knee-deep in all the forms, regulations
and complexities involved in taking posses-
sion of the lovely pale blue Jaguar car we
had purchased for our tour. At last, after

what seemed hours of signing our names
over and over (the officials were really

most kind), our car was turned over to us,

and nothing would satisfy Jess except a
drive through historic Bois de Boulogne
and along the banks of the Seine. If you
know me, you know what I did—just sat

and gawked like any gal taking the two-
dollar tour.

“Oh, yes, we did stop at a little shop to

send off some postcards: to my mother and
the twins, and one in particular to Emmy
Eckhardt, who had bet me a dollar I

wouldn’t write. So now Emmy owes me a

buck, and will I ever collect!

“Dinner that night was at the world-fa-
mous ‘La Tour d’Argent,’ where the spe-
cialty of the house is pressed duck, first

presented for your inspection in its raw
state, and with much ceremony. Each one

—

the duck, not the diner—is numbered, with
the numbers dating back several centuries.
I know I said before leaving that we
wouldn’t make any ritual of the dinners,
but this we couldn’t miss. And, anyway,
while Jess and I were waiting for the duck
to be prepared, the restaurant’s proprietor,
Claude Terrail, showed us through his im-
mense wine cellars.

“This first visit to Paris had to be a short
one; I didn’t even have time to go search-
ing for the Folies Bergere dancing girl I

had jokingly promised to wrap up and send
back as a souvenir to a young publicity
man at the studio’s New York office. As
Jess said, ‘Just try getting that through
the customs!’ But Madrid was beckoning,
so the following afternoon we left for a
leisurely trip to Spain. We drove on to
Tours and the Loire Chateaux region, sight-
seeing among some of the most legendary
chateaux, or castles, in the world: Chen-
onceau, Langeais, Azay-le-Rideau. I felt

as though I were in a fabled fairyland.

There are two kinds of failures—
those who thought and never did, and
those who did and never thought.

RED SKELTON

“Limoges came next on our rambling,
easy-going itinerary, and then Biarritz,

where we lazed on the beach in the sun for

several wonderful days, forgetful of time
and schedules. And after that we crossed
into Spain at Burgos (our secretary-guide
made the border crossing pleasant and
easy), and then drove on to Madrid, where
we are as I write this.

“Portugal, Italy and Switzerland come
next, and then Paris once more for a longer
stay. After that, Sweden, England and Ire-

land. But actually, Jess and I could be just

anywhere in Europe by the time this re-
port arrives, with our destination fun.

“Anyway, hasta la vista. You can see

how my Spanish is improving!”
Before they left, Jess had said with a

grin, “If I know Susie, she’ll probably pick
up many a new dialect along the way.
Every time we go below the Mason-Dixon
line, she comes back talking pure spoon-
bread and honey-chile. Imagine her doing
an interview in Dublin and matching the

interviewer brogue for brogue!”
But wherever Susan has gone, you can

|

bet she has done the unexpected and the
j

unpredictable, like standing at a crap table

in the famed Casino at Monte Carlo blithe-

ly unaware of the croupiers’ droning chants'

while she snapped her fingers over a dollar

bet and yelled, “Come on, seven; come to

Mamma, you seven!”

There she stood, coaxing those little

ivories, while Jess, amused but not sur- ^

prised, stood watching the renowned Miss

Susan Hayward, three-time Academy
Award nominee and photoplay Gold .

Medal 'Winner, who can get such a charge

out of a mere dollar bet lying on the green

cloth table.

Or hanging by her slender heels from

a narrow, slit-like window in ancient

Blarney Castle, leaning over backwards to

kiss the historic Blarney Stone, and all the

while remembering, in that ultimate mo-
ment, what she told Jess before they left

—

home:
“Even if I drop. I’ll die happy!”

That’s Susan, who can only travel with

a happy heart. The End ^



Why Gentlemen Prefer Blondes

(Continued from page 53)

of tight gold dresses. While everyone
watched, the blonde swayed sinuously

down the long room to her place on the

dais. She had stopped the show cold. Who
could ask for anything more?
Two years ago, if anyone had told Mar-

ilyn she’d keep Darryl Zanuck waiting

ninety minutes for his dinner while she
was sewn into her dress to attend an im-
portant party, I don’t believe that even
the blonde atom would have beheved it.

For in her early Hollywood days, she was
just one more pretty face that had been
left on the cutting-room floor. And though
a lot of people had her tagged as dumb,
she knew enough to learn to use what
heaven had seen fit to give her.

She actually did read books, and she
worked with a drama coach, who taught
her to act. No one, however, had to teach
her to dress—or rather, undress. And de-
spite the cries of, “It was all a publicity
plant,” nobody had anything to do with
that famous calendar story except Marilyn
herself, either.

When her studio bosses first heard of the
nude posing, they cautioned Marilyn to

keep quiet. Libel laws being what they are,

they knew that, so long as Marilyn didn’t

admit she had posed for the photo, re-
porters would have thought twice before
identifying her as the girl in the birthday
suit. But—“I had to tell the truth,” says
Maril^, half closing her big, beautiful
blue eyes, “I just had to. . .

.”

The publicity hasn’t hurt her yet.

Neither have the much-quoted witticisms
that flow from her rose-bud lips. Like
the time she came face to face with a
very bitter, very homely femme reporter
who has never stopped taking cracks at
Marilyn. Everyone expected the fur to fly.

But the star was gracious. “How come?”
she was needled. “I thought you’d skin her
alive.” “It was more cruel,” meeowed
Marilyn, “to leave her skin as it is.” Wow!
The wisecracks, the cleavage, the never

being on time (the studio actually has to
employ a maid just to awaken Marilyn in
the morning!) didn’t just happen acci-
dentally. It’s all been carefully planned
and expertly executed to make Marilyn
what she is today—the most exciting star
in Hollywood. If people talk, who cares?
Not Marilyn. Not while she’s riding so
high, at least.

There’s always some kind of talk mak-
ing the rounds about somebody, anyway
Right now, it’s not only fashionable to

criticize Marilyn, but it’s definitely the
mode to purse up your lips, shake your

head in a melancholy manner, and mur-
mur, “Poor Shelley Winters.” Stuff and
nonsense! This blonde got everything she
ever set out for—a career, a husband and
a baby. And what’s wrong with that?

Like the Monroe, Shelley was around
for a while before she made a ripple on
the Hollywood pond. Then she got wise.

She dropped the ingenue pose and let us
have it—smack on the typewriter.

Shelley isn’t pretty, although she has a

definite and unique kind of appeal. Wihen
she was expecting the baby, she let herself

go in appearance as completely as a wom-
an could—and still vaguely look like one.
But everything Shelley does gets into the
papers and keeps the fire burning on
the career front. And right now she’s
planning to give the press plenty to keep
it busy—a remodeled Shelley, sleek and
glcimorous. And when the surprise of a
chic Shelley wears off, there’ll be some-
thing else. She’s a smart cookie. She has
to be—still to be on top despite all the
people who don’t like her.
However, the real test of Shelley’s IQ

won’t come until after she’s resumed her
married life with Vittorio Gassman for a
while. She wasn’t too smart before he left

for Italy, but she was pregnant, and un-
happy not to be going with him, which
explains why she emptied that glass of
water in his lap when she thought he paid
too much attention to Zsa Zsa Gabor. But
now it’ll be man-to-woman stuff. Don’t
muff it. Shell!

Talking of Zsa Zsa, this blonde by
choice—she wasn’t particularly pretty be-
fore she lightened her hair—is a fantastic
example of what egocentricity and one of
the ten sharpest brains in the business
can do for a girl. I’ll never know how she
persuaded John Huston to let her play
Jane Avril in “Moulin Rouge.” True, the
money man, Jimmy Woolf, insisted, but
Huston has never been pushed into a cast-
ing he doesn’t approve of. So what hap-
pens? Zsa Zsa spends every cent of the
$6,000 salary in drammer lessons from
Constance Collier, who coached Hepburn.
But it was her beauty that stole the pic-
ture for me, not her acting.

She’s made the covers of many a maga-
zine—you name it—Zsa Zsa’s been on it.

Her wisecracks are quoted all over the
world. Her glamour is a byword in London
and Paris where they qualify every
woman with “She’s not as attractive as
Zsa Zsa.” George Sanders apparently can’t
live with her, or without her. I believe she
loves him or she couldn’t put up with his
rudeness. And let’s face it, she gave up
$36,000 a year from Conrad Hilton to
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marry the man. My hat’s off to you Zsa
Zsa. You’ve prov^ anything’s possible.

And, in her way, so has Virginia Mayo.
The Mayo gal, born plain Virginia Jones
on the wrong side of the tracks, has little

in the way of social graces—no small talk,

no natural sophistication. She’s through
after she says hello. But never underesti-
mate her brain appeal. When she was
under contract to Goldwyn, he’d bawl her
out twice a week. “You can’t walk, you
can’t talk, you can’t dress,” Sam screamed.
He hired people to teach her to walk and
talk and dress. Then he hollered at them,
“What are you trying to do, make a Berg-
man of her?”
“Why do you take it?” one of those

friends who specialize in trouble-making
asked. “He’s the head of the studio. He
must know what he’s talking about,”
Ginny replied sweetly.

She hated stooging for Danny Kaye, but
no one knew it until she left Goldwyn.
And when Danny, who used to humiliate
her in their pictures for Sam, followed her
to Warners for “Inspector General”—the
biggest flop of his career, by the way

—

Virginia, one of the biggest stars on the
lot, was gracious and pleasant to her ex-
tormentor, when she had every justifica-

tion for being real witchy. That’s what I

call smart.
But the smartest thing she ever did was

to marry Mike O’Shea, some years her
senior. He cracks the whip the way she
used to crack it with her two-man Pansy,
the Horse act. Mike makes her go out
when she’d rather stay home on the ranch.
He fronts for her in conversation. He sup-
plies a much-needed sense of humor. He
makes every decision.

CORNS
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W’ e will have a more tolerant world when
we learn to be as critical of our own
faults as we are of the faults of others.

IRENE DUNNE

When Ginny did a big fashion sitting

for PHOTOPLAY in New York recently, he-
man O’Shea was on hand to arrange every
fold of every dress.

They love Virginia at the studio because
she does anything they tell her. She’s
smart in knowing she isn’t a great talent.

But she’s working all the time. It’s almost
a joke because she’s in every picture. Even
in lay-off time when other stars yell blue
murder if the studio wants them for any-
thing, Virginia comes into the publicity
department and says, “I’ll do all the pub-
licity you want.” And signs the Screen
Actors Guild release.

Virginia makes around $3,500 weekly
and Mike socks most of it away. They’ll be
rich when she retires. And don’t get him
wrong. No one would dare to call him Mr.
Virginia Mayo. He works—radio, pictures
now and then, also legit plays. But his

hundred per cent interest in hfe is his

beautiful blonde bride. And how many
wives can say that of their husbands?
Two other top movie stars can—Betty

Hutton and Doris Day. Both were married
before, but it didn’t work out because the
husbands had other interests and were
disinclined to put all of their eggs into one
blonde basket. But even though Hutton’s
hubby, Charlie O’Curran, is officially

listed as a dance director, and Doris’
dream boy, Marty Melcher, is an agent,

each gal is Number One project for both.

Everyone agrees that Hutton is a babe

with a brain. But only time can tell

whether O’Curran was smart to pull out
of Paramount when he was pulhng down
$1,000 per week, to hitch his future to
Betty’s star. Her motives were noble. But
it’s still too early to guess at the final

results.

In the meantime, Mr. and Mrs. O’Curran
are touring. But they have a beautiful
home here, and the question is—how long
can Betty keep traveling without coming
home to make some pictures, which is a
must if she is to maintain her appeal on
the road. Well, Betty’s a girl who usually
gets what she wants, so I’ll bet she’ll per-
suade someone to take a chance with
her Charlie.

Or they’ll do a TV series together. Be-
cause Betty is a smart blonde and she
knows it’s more important to have a
happy marriage than to get all the backing
for all the pictures in the world, if that
means being parted from her husband. A
smart redhead showed it could be done

—

and I do mean Lucille Ball.

Whatever they do, Betty’s bank account
has benefited since her marriage. Before
she and Charlie left Paramount, she was
keeping only six cents out of each dollar

of her fabulous income. Now with her
capital gains set up with Charlie’s, twenty

-

eight cents out of every dollar sticks in
the kitty. They don’t give parties, they
don’t buy extravagant furs and jewels

—

except for the act. And they’re happy.
Doris Day is something else. Like Betty,

she wants her husband, Marty Melcher,
giving himself to her in the daytime, night-
time and work-time. And there wa^ well-
founded talk that she wouldn’t re-sign with
Warners unless they signed Marty to a
producer’s contract. But there are more
ways of directing a wife’s career than by
signing on the dotted line. Marty can do
as much for Doris behind his agent’s desk
as he can producing her pictures—maybe
more—which is perhaps why Doris de-
cided not to pursue the point. As pro-
ducer, he’d be answerable to Jack Warner.
As Miss Day’s agent, Mr. Warner has to

answer to him.

Doris isn’t too popular at Warners, to

judge by the tales told you out of school.

Neither was Hutton at Paramount. Strong-
minded females are seldom popular. But
the stories of their temperament usually
seem to be hoked-up exaggerations. And
there are always plenty of pleasant tales

to disprove all those with claws in them.
As witness this, from photographer Hymie
Fink: He was due to do a lay-out of Doris
and her husband at the studio, and Marty
went there especially for it. At the last

minute, Hymie couldn’t make it. Most stars

would say “Too bad,” and delightedly let

it go at that. But Doris insisted that

Marty come in again the next day so that
Hymie could take his photos. P.S. Smart
girls are always good to photographers.
They know those shutter-clickers can
murder them if they’re not.

But the smartest living blonde in Holly-
wood is June Allyson. She always gives

the impression she’s about to crochet an
antimacassar. Don’t be fooled. It might
be your strait jacket. When she crinkles

up her nose and giggles, you’d better cry
Uncle and give in—because she’s gonna
get what she’s after. Enough said!

Reviewing the blonde bangtails, perhaps
the smartest we ever had here was Carole
Lombard. Sleek, chic and brilliant. She
could lunch with a Queen and take tea

with a chambermaid. Men found her fun.

Women copied her clothes and manner-
isms. Jean Harlow did all right too.

And today’s crop of smart blondes seem
to have picked up a lot of tricks from their

predecessors—and added a few clever gim-
micks of their own. The End
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prettier face than he had realized at first.

“In this production of ‘The Madras
House’ which our class is doing,” Lydia

said, “I have an entrance line that is both-

ering me. I have to come in and say, ‘My
frog is dead.’ Now, how do you think I

should say that line?”

Today’s Charlton Heston, the fastest-

rising male star in the movie firmament,
rocks with laughter as he tells this story.

But back in 1941, the question nearly

overawed him.
“I wanted to come up with a shattering

reading for Miss Clarke,” Charlton says,

“but we were both so young—Lydia wasn’t
quite nineteen—that we didn’t know, in

our total inexp>erience, what to do with
such a line. But I did recognize a golden
opportunity when I saw it, and I suggested
to Miss Clarke that we go to the malt shop
and discuss this matter over a cup of

coffee. Then, as she accepted, I was in

another panic, and I had to make an ex-
cuse to leave her for a moment, while I

negotiated the delicate matter of a loan of

a dime from another student.”

On this past March 17, Lydia Clarke
celebrated her ninth anniversary of being
Lydia Heston. With “The Greatest Show
on Earth” behind Chuck, and “The Presi-

dent’s Lady” and “Pony Express” current,

Lydia and Chuck were aware of how im-
portant he had become, of how much more
important he promises to become. And
they know how narrow has been the
margin that has brought them to success
from failure. For eight of those nine
years, they went hungry together, and
they laughed together. Marriage united
them and war separated them. After de-
mobilization, there were long stretches

when Chuck couldn’t find work, and Lydia
supported them. Then when he’d get a
job, she would usually lose hers. There
was a time when they nearly sold out for

minimum security—but did save them-
selves, just in time, for the big reward.
However, they foresaw none of that in

1941. They didn’t even realize that Lydia’s
being in the half of the class that was to

do “The Madras House,” while Charlton
was in the half doing “Francesca da
Rimini,” was typical of the conflict that
was to mark their careers forever after.

As recently as 1950, when Chuck came
to Hollywood for his first picture, “Dark
City,” this kind of conflict came up. Lydia
had been on the road for six months in
“Detective Story.” When she finally came

•pfl.SISTER KENNY
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back to New York, her husband met her

at La Guardia Field, suitcase in hand.
“What’s that for?” Lydia asked.

“I’m so sorry, darling,” Chuck said, “but
in an hour I’m taking off for California.”

While he was in the Army, Chuck had
formed the habit of writing his wife daily.

On the road, he had still kept that up.

(“I’m not that faithful,” Lydia confesses

of herself.) So she knew all about the

negotiations he was conducting with Hal
Wallis for his big picture chance. But the
actual wire ordering him to Hollywood
had reached him just as he was leaving

home for the airport to welcome her back.

And all you have to know about the

happiness of their marriage is illustrated

by the fact that on this occasion they
stayed right there at the airport, hand in

hand, for that hour.

It wasn’t that dramatic at Northwestern
with their first shows, but it still is a fact

that at the exact moment that Lydia en-
tered and said, “My frog is dead,” in the

not-too-shattering way Chuck had sug-
gested, he was forced to be backstage,

getting his hair curled for “Francesca da
Rimini” and while he was on stage later,

Lydia had to be backstage making a cos-

tume change.

Chuck feU in love that spring. But Lydia
didn’t. Chuck tried to spend every spare
minute he had with Miss Clarke, but she
didn’t very often agree to it. As a tech-
nique for winning a fellow with his ro-
mantic temperament, it couldn’t have been
bettered. Ibccept that with Lydia, it wasn’t
a technique.
She sincerely wanted a career before

she even gave a thought to marriage. She
had absolutely no ambition to be a home-
maker, or anyone’s little woman. She told

Chuck so, but the more she brushed him
off, the more he pursued her.

“The truth is, I thought Chuck was im-
possible,” Lydia confesses, smiling.

It is typical of the Hestons that the first

flat they ever had in New York was in

the slums and cost thirty dollars a month
and is of that variety tagged “cold water,”
meaning if you want hot water you heat
it yourself on the stove.

In Hollywood there are no slums, but
there are very inexpensive areas, which
are small and unfashionable. In such an
area the Hestons have another flat. Be-
cause they have suffered so much poverty,
they have no intention of impressing the
movie Joneses. All their savings are going
into Michigan timberland. Currently they
own 1,280 acres, on which there are two
houses. One house they may sell. The
other they are developing.
This is their dream house. This is where

they expect to retire one day, to live hap-
pily ever after. And there is definitely a
sentimental story behind all this.

That 1,280 Michigan acres is the place
where Chuck grew up. His whole family
was what is known as “land poor.” Charl-
ton Heston is his real name, given in bap-
tism, and there was a legend in the family
that the Hestons were directly descended
from the famed Scottish chieftain. Black
Douglas. His given name, Charlton, also
has a distinguished family ancestry, even
though, growing up, it was to give Chuck
great trouble. Bigger boys called him Char-
lotte—and all the boys of his own age were
bigger than he until he was fifteen.

He grew eight inches that year he was
fourteen, but some of the loneliness and
sensitiveness that a short boy is apt to
feel had entered into him before that. He
had the very serious handicap, in addition,
of being the only child in his family.

(Continued on next page)
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He was ten when his folks moved to
Chicago and he met other kids, but pre-
viously, he had lived a lonely kind of life

amid the wilds of Michigan.
Perforce, he learned how to shoot and

fish from the very moment he was able
to tote a rod or a gun, since this was one
of the ways by which the Hestons ate.

It would have harmed many children. All
it did to Charlton was make him dream.
He invented friends for himself. In the
forests he found drama behind every tree.

Looking into streams, studying the chang-
ing sky, he saw romance.

Shy, awkward, insecure, there couldn’t
have been any better corrective for him
in college than to fall in love with a spir-
ited, brainy girl like Lydia Clarke. She
forced him to think, because she argued
every point with him. She forced him to
be dominant, since she was not to be
easily conquered.
“When I first dated Lydia, she had a

spitfire temper,” Chuck tells you grinning.
“Once, before we were engaged, I hit

him with my purse, I was so angry at
him.” Lydia confesses.
“See this scar,” Charlton says, pointing

to a mark on his forehead. “This happened
after marriage. Lydia had bought herself
a little radio. She had it on too loud and
I told her to turn it down. Instead, she
tossed a candle at me. She missed, and I

laughed, whereup>on she tossed the candle-
stick. That didn’t miss, and it took six

stitches to knit me back together again.”
It took three years, America’s entry into

the war. Chuck’s persistence and his draft
call to wear Lydia down. Even her par-
ents were opposed to their union.
Chuck chose their wedding day, March

17, 1944. The March 17 gag was so that
he would never forget the date. The place
was Greensboro, North Carolina, where
he was stationed. They both knew he was
about to be sent overseas—to a tropical
climate, he thought, since his outfit had
been issued some jungle equipment.

It was a dreadful day, March 17. “Rain-
ing cats and dogs,” Chuck says. Lydia
wore a little lavender suit and a white hat
covered with flowers.

She had paid fifty dollars for the suit,

which was a lot of money then. Just
before Christmas of 1946, the first year
Chuck was out of the Army, Lydia sold
that suit. She got ten dollars for it, in-
cluding the hat and the suitcase in which

she carried it to the pawn shop. Then
socked the ten bucks into a Christmas
for Chuck.
Because, by then, things were really

rugged with them. The Army, with its

usual consistency, had sent Chuck and
the other jungle-equipped men to Alaska
and then to the bitterly cold, dreary Aleu-
tians. Lydia, meanwhile, had gone back
to Northwestern to finish her course and
get her degree. On graduation, ’she took
a small room in Evanston and did some
work as a model in Chicago.
When Chuck was demobilized, they took

two weeks off for a honeymoon. Chuck
had the key to his grandfather’s battered
lodge on the Michigan property. It was
heaven for the lovers to be alone—but
they soon discovered neither of them could
cook a thing.

“We still can’t,” Chuck says.

So they headed for Evanston and tried

living in that single room, mostly out of
a foot locker Chuck had brought back
from the war. But that was too terrible,

so they gambled on New York. Gambled
and lost.

There was, you see, the housing short-
age in New York. That’s how they finally

found the flat in “Hell’s Kitchen” and they
only managed to get that because Chuck
was a vet. They hadn’t been there a week
when Lydia was bedded with a dreadful
cold she had got in its cheerless rooms.
She ran such a temperature that she had
to be hospitalized, which ate up all their
savings. Chuck pounded the pavements
looking for work. One of a hundred thou-
sand other veterans doing exactly the same
grim thing.

“There was nothing,” Chuck says. “There
was nothing, nothing, nothing.”
But presently Lydia was up and around,

and she began working as a model again. It

wasn’t high style modeling. It was hours
and hours a day, being photographed in

the cheap little dresses that retail for

$3.95. Sometimes, Lydia got the chance,
too, to pose for photographers and painters,

but Chuck, pounding the pavements for
eight and nine hours a day, every day, got
precisely nowhere.
“No one who hasn’t been an actor can

know how ego-shattering that is,” he tells

you. “I went up for stage shows, radio,

TV, anything. In ordinary work, you are
just turned down, impersonally. But in

theatrical work, you are told you are too
big or too short, your eyes aren’t the right

color, your voice is terrible. The rejection
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; is a total rejection of you as an individual.”

By 1947, they at least had hope, for

Charlton got a chance at three different

' plays. Three different plays and three
different flops. Then he and Lydia did a
little stock, and as a result of that they
got a chance to co-star at the Thomas
Wolfe Memorial Theatre in Asheville, North
Carolina.

It was their first real break, and it was
nearly their undoing. That was because
it came right after the sad ending of a pro-
duction of “Romeo and Juliet” in which
they were both to have played. The show
flopped. They were hungry and shabby.
At Asheville, while they made almost no
money, they were offered a little house.
They could direct and star in all the
plays there. They could live in a charming
town among interesting people. They did
so, for eight months and seven plays.

Then Lydia and Charlton talked it over.

The greatest bond between them, next to

their love, asserted itself: they both
wanted to do fine things in the theatre.

They wanted that more than security.

“Another thing was,” Charlton says,

“that I didn’t particularly like directing. I

wanted to play the scenes myself, not tell

other actors how.”
“We directed one another,” Lydia said,

“but we both knew that directing was
mental, where acting was emotional. We
both missed the release of acting.”

So, courageously, they said goodbye to
their friends in Asheville, and came back
to the cold-water flat in New York. They
had no prospects. But on the trip, Charl-
ton bet Lydia a new hat, he’d have work
inside of two months.
And then for the first time, fate really

smiled on them. For he got work within

I

two horns after their arrival in New York,
!

in the company of the mighty Katharine
! Cornell. And he had little more than
, achieved that, than he got his first calls

for TV, then still new. Lydia got her hat.

I

And shortly thereafter things began look-
; ing up for her personally. She got the
chance at the role of the wife in “Detec-
tive Story” even though the woman in
the part was written as ten years older
than Lydia.
You know the rest. You know how TV

actually turned the trick for Chuck, for
that is where Hal Wallis discovered him.
You know the rest of his career to date

—

and that it can get to be nothing save

more brilliant. As for his love story, that
keeps on perfecting itself.

The Hestons are separated by their work
so often that the divorce rumors pop up.
Charlton takes this very seriously. Lydia
merely smiles.

He says, “We are often separated geo-
graphically, but never emotionally.” Lydia
says, “Relax. My big break will come.”
But she refuses to sign any sort of a con-
tract, for fear it might keep her from being
with him at times when it is important.
Her husband is deeply grateful for this.

He was madly in love with her when they
married. He is more in love now, nine
years later.

He says, “I don’t think it’s possible to

have a marriage between a pair of actors
without slighting one of the careers to a
certain extent. Conversely I don’t see how
any woman could be happily married to

any actor if she weren’t an actress. I can’t

even buy theatre tickets two weeks ahead
because 1 don’t know where I’ll be or
whether I’ll be working that night. This
goes for concerts, lectures, dinner parties
or seeing friends.

“Last winter, when we were in New
York, we borrowed Huntington Hartford’s
apartment to give a cocktail party for

seventy-five friends. Two days before,

Lydia was called back to Hollywood for

a picture and I had to host it alone.
Brother, did I miss her! I spent my entire
time saying, ‘So glad you could come,’
pouring drinks, passing food and then
saying, ‘Goodbye, see you soon.’ I never
had time to have one decent bit of con-
versation with anyone.
“A few weeks later, we gave a cocktail

party in Hollywood. We set it for Thurs-
day, but then it turned out that I had to

do a radio show, so we switched back to

Wednesday. That kind of thing would
drive most women mad—but not Lydia.
“When I’m working I get up at seven,

finish at seven, because I stay to see the
rushes, go to bed six days a week at nine.

Most wives would take a very dim view
of this. Lydia takes it with complete
calmness.”
Lydia smiled. “I’m the girl with the

awful temper,” she said.

Chuck reached for her hand. “I’m the
fellow you couldn’t stand,” he said.

It wasn’t necessary for either of them
to say that they are that rarest and loveli-

est of human achievements: a happy couple
creating an ideal marriage. The End

a
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Domesticated

(Continued from page 55)
Lita makes it sovind very simple, but

anyone who knew the rugged, six-foot-
three Calhoun at the time of his marriage
to the little dancer, Lita Baron, would
have bet he’d remain a holdout from life

in Hollywood. Even Rory thought so, and
as recently as two years ago he was plan-
ning to live on his Ojai ranch and come to

Hollywood only for the necessary weeks
when he’d be before the cameras at

Twentieth Century-Fox. But today that
plan is changed, and Rory and Lita, along
with a houseful of dogs, are happily set as
residents of movietown. To Lita the
change seems perfectly natural. She feels

that Rory was easily domesticated because
for the first time in his life he has what
he has been hungering for: a home atmos-
phere that is his own. “Rory knows I love
him,” Lita says, “and I don’t think he ever
knew that about anyone else before.”

In other words, Rory’s outdoor living

was perhaps an escape from the city living

to which he felt he didn’t belong. Even as

a boy, Rory took to the woods around
Santa Cruz, California, whenever possible.

He liked to cook his breakfast outdoors.
The boy felt that the birds and animals
were friendly—and today the grown-up
Rory is good at gentling strange animals.
As he grew older it seemed a natural step
from roaming the woods without purpose
to hanging around the logging camps. And
when Rory was big enough to pull his 'own
weight he left home to become a logger.

Other outdoor jobs followed for Rory.
He worked as a hardrock miner in Nevada
and as a cowpuncher in Arizona, as a
forest fire-fighter, as a fisherman. The story
of Rory’s discovery is a familiar one:
While he was visiting his grandmother in

Los Angeles he went horseback riding one
day and met Alan Ladd, who introduced
Rory to Sue Carol Ladd, then an actor’s

agent. And it wasn’t long before the hand-
some Rory was started on his career as

a movie dreamboat.
In those days, though, a movie career

was just a means to an end for Rory. He
repeatedly said that he was working only
for the time when he could live on a ranch
as he wanted to. Then Rory met petite
Lita Baron, bigtime singer with Xavier
Cugat’s orchestra. And in spite of all his
plans, Rory fell in love with the glamour
girl who knew nothing of the beauties of

nature and cared even less. Rory courted
Lita, brought her gifts like levis and plaid
shirts. He didn’t take her to the popular
Hollywood night spots for dinner; best of
all he liked to spend the evening at home
with her large family.

Even then, while his plans for the future
were undergoing a drastic change, Rory
had to light out every month or so for
the woods alone, to fish and spend his
nights out in the open in a sleeping bag.
He didn’t, and in fact still doesn’t, like

crowded city life. Rory says that crowds
of people bother him, that there are too
many of them to tell him what to do, that
after a while he feels as if the air has
been breathed by too many people.
Relaxed and easy enough on the sur-

Dreamboat V
face, Rory still seems to feel today that*
the public life is Lita’s world rather thanW
his, that to her crowds of people pose no
problem. He is never very far away fi'om^her in their public appearances. “Most ofA
our friends aren’t in picture business,”*
Lita says. “But at parties I still look out^
for him just as he does me. If Rory sees®
me trapped in a corner by some bore, he K
drifts over and gets me out of it. And I^
do the same for him.” fl

Still Rory is courteous almost to the^
point of courtliness, and he is not at all J
nervous with small groups of people. Ani-
mals don’t like nervous people, and when- '

ever Rory is at home, there are always I*
animals sitting on him or under his feet.

“What Rory needed most,” Lita says, -

“was to feel that he belonged to some-
body.” And for the question as to how
to domesticate a character like Rory, Lita
has one simple rule: Jiist don’t pick at him
about things. Let him do things in his own
way and when he wants to. Lita thinks
Rory needs to work with his hands around
the house, for that is the only way he can >,

reconcile himself to life in the city. He '

has repaneled the bar in their home in .

knotty pine without any outside help, and
it is a beautiful, professional job. There is

a speedboat resting on two horses out in
the backyard, and Rory works on it spor-

'

adically to refinish it.

i
For the past several weeks two elegant-

^
looking doors have been leaning against ' J

the side of the Calhoun garage; Rory made ‘

the doors for his dressing room upstairs.
“Rory might not hang those doors for six (

months,” Lita says. “But that isn’t im- ^

portant. What’s important is that he :

doesn’t have to hang them imtil he getsi>;,

around to it, and he knows it. What he T
always has minded about cities was all S
the people, the rules and the regulations, 1

the what-to-do and the what-not-to-do. I

“If Rory got that on the outside and,!
at home, too, he couldn’t stand it. We '

don’t have any do’s and don’ts and he does
everything he does wonderfully because

j
it’s natural with him. Here he is a mar-y
ried man with a wife who loves him; he |
is responsible for me and the house and*
the animals and the ranch. We depend

|
upon him. It gives him a feeling of having
roots, of being permanent, and he’s proud. 1

And when a man’s proud, he’s happy.”
'

When Rory comes home from the studio ;—his latest for Twentieth is “The Silver,!!

Whip”—he doesn’t bring his acting prob-7
lems with him. For this domesticated manpj
home is the place for relaxation free from’-
his daily job. And if there’s any doubt asj0

to Rory’s complete domestication, take thejj

word of outsider Debbie Reynolds.
“I never knew Rory and Lita very well8

until we went to Korea for Christmas,’^
Debbie says. “On the plane Rory’d swap^
seats with me for awhile; he’d go up and*,

play cards with the guys while Lita and?
I sat and talked. But I was wasting myi
time if I thought I could sleep. Next thing

I’d know this big character would be]f j!

rattling my bones and saying, ‘Beat it, pea- -i

nuts. It’s past your bedtime. And besides,

it’s time I saw my wife.’ ” The End l_i,:
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Casts of Current Pictures

BLUE GARDENIA. THE—Warners. Directed by-

Fritz Lang: Norah Larkin, Anne Baxter; Casey
Mayo, Richard Conte; Crystal Carpenter, Ann
Sothern; Harry Prchble, Raymond Burr; Sally Ellis,

Jeff Donnell; Al, Richard Erdman; Haynes, George
Reeves; Rose, Ruth Storey; Homer, Ray Walker;
and Nat “King” Cole.

BRIGHT ROAD-Nl-G-M. Directed by Gerald
Mayer; Jane Richards. Dorothy Dandridge; C. T.
Young, Philip Hepburn; School Principal, Harry
Belafonte; Tanya, Barbara Ann Sanders; Dr.
Mitchell, Robert Horton; Tanya’s Mother, Madie
Norman; Booker T. Jones, Renee Beard; Boyd,
Howard McNeely; Lloyd, Robert McNeely; Rachel
Smith, Patti Marie Ellis; Sarahlene Babcock, Joy
Jackson; Roger, Fred Moultrie; George, James Moul-
trie; Mary Louise, Carolyn Ann Jackson.

BY THE LIGHT OF THE SILVERY MOON—
Warners. Directed by David Butler: Marjorie, Doris
Day; William Sherman, Gordon MacRae'; George
Winfield, Leon Ames; Mrs. Winfield, Rosemary
DeCamp; Wesley, Billy Gray; Stella, Mary Wickes;
Chester Finley, Russell Arms; Miss LaRue, Maria
Palmer; Mr. Harris, Howard Wendell; Pee Wee,
Walter Flannery; Mrs. Harris, Geraldine Wall;
Ike Hickey, John Maxwell; Dangerous Dora, Carol
Forman.

CALL ME MADAM—20th Century-Fox. Directed
by Walter Lang: Mrs. Sally Adams, Ethel Merman;
Kenneth, Donald O’Connor; Princess Maria, Vera-
Ellen; Cosmo Constantine, George Sanders; Pem-
berton Maxwell, Billy De Wolfe; Prince Hugo, Hel-
mut Dantine; Tantinnin, Walter Slezak; Sebastian,
Steven Geray; Grand Duke, Ludwig Stossel; Grand
Duchess, Lilia Skala; Sejiator Brockway, Charles
Dingle; Senator Gallagher, Emory Parnell; Senator
Wilkuis, Percy Helton; Leader, Leon Belasco; Cham-
berlain, Oscar Beregi; Miccoli, Nestor Paiva; Pro-
priety', Sidney Marion; Rudolph, Torben Meyer;
Supreme Court Justice, Richard Garrick; Secretary
of State, Walter Woolf King; Clerk, Olan Soule;
Ronchin, John Wengraf; Hat Clerk, Fritz Feld;
Music Clerk, Erno Verebes; Switchboard Operator.
Hannelore Axman; Minister from Magrador, Lai
Chand Mehra.

COUNT THE HOURS—RKO. Directed by Don
Siegel: Ellen Braden, Teresa Wright; Doug Madi-
son, Macdonald Carey; Paula Mitchener, Dolores
Moran; Grade, Adele Mara; Gillespie, Edgar Bar-
rier; George Braden, John Craven; Ma.v Verne, Jack
Elam; Alvin Taylor, Ralph Sanford.

CRY OF THE HUNTED— Directed by
Joseph Lewis: Jory, Vittorio Gassman: Lt. Tunner,
Barry Sullivan; Janet Tunner, Polly Bergen; Good-
win, William Conrad; Ella, Mary Zavian; Warden
Keeley, Robert Burton.

DESERT LEGION—U-I. Tlirected bv Joseph Pev-
ney: Paul Lartal, Alan Ladd; Crito, Richard Conte;
MorJana, Arlene Dahl; Pvt. Plcvko. Akim Tamiroff;
Major Vadl, Leon Askin; Si Khalil, Oscar Beregi;
Lf. Messaoud, Anthony Caruso; Kumbaba, Don
Blackman; Alyoitn, Dave Sharpe;Tflhhrtn, Ted Hecht;
Dancers, Sujata and Asoka; Lt. Lope::, George J.
Lewis; General, Henri Letondal; Lt. Doudelct, Peter
Coe: CpJ Schmidt, Ivan Triesault.

DESERT RATS, THE—20th Century-Fox. Directed
by Robert Wise: Captain MacRoberts

,

Richard Bur-
ton; Rommel, James Mason; Bartlett, Robert New-
ton; General, Robert Douglas; Barney, Torin
Thatcher; Smith, Chips Rafferty; Lieutenant Car-
stairs, Charles Tingwell; Pete, Charles Davis; Mick,
Ben Wright; Comm^mications Man, James Lilburn;
Riley, John O’Malley; Hugh, Ray Harden; Corporal,
John Alderson; Rusty, Richard Peel; Capt. Currie,
Michael Pate; Major O'Rourke, Frank Pulaski; Sgt.
Donaldson, Charles Keane; Jim, Pat O’Moore; Gin-
ger, Trevor Constable; Jensen, Albert Taylor; Ger-
man Doctor, John Wengraf; Kramm, Arno Frey;
Von Helmholta, Alfred Ziesler; Fire Officer, Charles
FitzSimons.

DESTINATION GOBI—20th Century-Fox. Directed
by Robert Wise: C.P.O. Sam McHale, Richard Wid-
mark; Jenkins. Don Taylor; Walter !,anders. Casey
Adams; Kengtu, Murvyn V3'e; Wilbur Cohen, Dar-
ryl Hickman; Elwood Halsey, Martin Milner; Paul
Sabatello, Ross Bagdasarian; Nu ra-Salu

,

Judy Dann:
Tomcc, Rodolfo Acosta; Commander M'’yatt, Russell
Collins; Wali-Akham, Leonard Strong; Son of Keng-
tu, .Arithony Earl Numkena; Frank Swenson, Earl
Holliman; Yin Tang, Edgar Barrier; Aide, Alvy
Moore; Captain Briggs, Stuart Randall; Skipper,
William Forrest; Naval Captain, Bert Moorhouse;
Admiral, Jack Raine.

GIRL WHO HAD EVERYTHING. THE—M-G-M.
Directed by Richard Thorpe: Jean Latimer, Elizabeth
Taylor; Victor Y. Ramondi, Fernando T.amas: Steve
Latimer, William Powell; Vance Court, Gig Young;
Charles “Chico” Menlow. James Whitmore; John
Ashmond, Robert Burton; Julian, William Walker.

GIRLS OF PLEASURE ISLAND, THE—Para-
mount. Directed by F. Hugh Herbert and Alvin
Ganzer: Roger Halyard, Leo Genn; Lt. Gilmartin,
Don Taylor; Captain Beaton, Gene Barry; Thelma,
Elsa Lanchester; Gloria, Dorothy Bromiley; Hester,
Audrey Dalton; Violet, Joan Elan; Pvt. Henry Smith,
Peter Baldwin; Col. Reade, Philip Ober; Wilkinson,
Barry Bernard; Rev. Bates, A. E. Gould-Porter;
Capt. McKendry, Richard Shannon; Simon, Leon
Lontok; Gunner Miller, Michael Ross; Marines'..
Johnny Downs, Richard Beedle, Mike Mahoney,
Cyril Brooskin, John Dale Huffman.

LAW AND ORDER—U-I. Directed by Nathan
Juran: Frame Johnson, Ronald Reagan; Jeannie
Bristow, Dorothy Malone; Lute Johnson, Alex Nicol;
Kurt Durling, Preston Foster; Jimmy Johnson, Rus-
sell Johnson; Fin Elder, Barry Kelley; Maria. Ruth
Hampton; Denver, Chubby Johnson; Frank Durling,
Dennis Weaver; Jed, Jack Kelly; Ben Wiley, Wil-
liam O’Neill; Wingett, Gregg Barton; Judge Wil-
liams, Richard Garrick; Bart Durling, Don Gordon;
Johnny Benton, Don Garner.

LONE HAND—U.I. Directed by George Sherman:
Zachary Hallock, Joel McCrea; Sarah Jane Skaggs,
Barbara Hale; Jonah Varden. Alex Nicol; George
Hadley, Charlie Drake; Joshua Hallock, Jimmy
Hunt; Gus Varden, Jim Arness; Daniel Skaggs,
Wesley Morgan; Mr. Skaggs, Roy Roberts.

MAN ON A T/GHTEOEE—20th Century-Fox.
Directed by Elia Kazan: Karel Cernik, Fredric
March; Teresa Cernik, Terry Moore; Zama Cernik,
Gloria Grahame; Joe Vosdek, Cameron Mitchell;
Fesker, Adolphe Menjou; Barozne, Robert Beatty;
Rudolph, Alex D’Arcy; Krofta, Richard Boone;
Konradin, Pat Henning; Jaromir, Paul Hartman;
The Chief, John Dehner; The Cirkus Cernik. The
Brumbach Circus; Duchess, Dorothea Wieck; The
Sergeant, Philip Kenneally; Vina Konradin, Edel-
weiss Malchin; Captain, William Castello; Mrs.
Jaromir, Margaret Slezak.

PRESIDENT’S LADY, THE—20th Century-Fox.
Directed by Henry Levin: Rachel Donelson Robards,
Susan Hayward; Andrew Jackson, Charlton Heston;
Jack Overton, John Meintire; Mrs. Donelson, Fay
Bainter; Lezvis Robards, Whitfield Connor; Charles
Dickinson, Carl Betz; Mrs. Phariss, Gladys Hurl-
hut; Moll, Ruth Attaway; Capt. Irwin, Charles
Dingle; Mrs. Stark, Nina Varela; Mrs. Robards,
Margaret Wycherly; William, Robert B. Williams;
Col. Stark, Ralph Dumke; Jane, Trudy Marshall;
Cruthers, Howard Negley; Dr. May, Dayton Lum-
mis; Clark, Harris Brown; Jacob, Zon Murray;
Samuel, James Best; Colonel Green, Selmer Jackson;
Mrs. Green, Juanita Evers; Minister, George Mel-
ford; House Servant, George Hamilton; Slave Girl,

Vera Francis; Jason. Jim Davis; Innkeeper, Leo
Curley; Mary, Ann Morrison; Uncle Alfred, Wil-
liam Walker; Square Dance Caller, Sherman San-
ders; Lincoya, Ronald Numkena; Colored Boy. Rene
Beard; Henry, Phariss’ Driver, Sam McDaniel.

SALOME—Columbia. Directed by William Dieterle:
Princess Salome, Rita Hayworth; Commander
Claudius, Stewart Granger; King Herod, Charles
Laughton; Queen Herodias, Judith Anderson;
John the Baptist, Alan Badel; Tiberius Caesar, Sir
Cedric Hardwicke; Pontius Pilate, Basil Sydney;
Ecra, Maurice Schwartz; Micha, Arnold Moss;
Oriental Dancers, Sujata and Asoka.

SOMBRERO—M-G-M. Directed by Norman Foster:
Pepe Goncales, Ricardo Montalban; Eufemia Cal-
deron, Pier Angeli; Alejandro Castillo, Vittorio Gass-
man; Maria, Yvonne De Carlo; Lola De Torrano, Cyd
Charisse; Ruben, Rick Jason; Elena Cantu, Nina
Foch; Father Zacaya, Kurt Kasznar; Don Carlos
Castillo, Walter Hampden; Don Homero Calderon,
Thomas Gomez; Gitanillo De Torrano, Jose Greco;
Don Daniel, John Abbott; Little Doctor, Andres
Soler; Dona Fela, Fanny Schiller; Rosaura, Luz
Alba; Don inocente, Alfonso Bedoya; Don Nacho,
Jorge Trevino; Napoleon Lopes, Tito Novaro; Man-
ager, Manuel Arvide; Tomas, Felipe De Flores.

SPLIT SECOND—RKO. Directed by Dick Powell:
Sam Hurley, Stephen McNally; Kay Garven, Alexis
Smith; Doitie, Jan Sterling; Larry Fleming, Keith
Andes; Asa, Arthur Hunnicutt; Bart Moore, Paul
Kelly; Arthur Ashton. Robert Paige; Dr. Garven,
Richard Egan; Dummy, Frank de Kova.

STORY OF THREE LOVES, THE—M-G-M.
Directed by Gottfried Reinhardt and Vincente Min-
nelli: Nina, Pier Angeli; Mrs. Pennicott, Ethel
Barrymore; Mademoiselle

.

Leslie Caron; Pierre
Narval, Kirk Douglas; Tommy, Farley Granger;
Charles Coutray, James Mason; Paula Woodward,
Moira Shearer; Aunt Lydia, Agnes Moorehead;
Tommy (12 yrs), Ricky Nelson; Girl at Bar. Zsa
Zsa Gabor; Marcel, Richard Anderson; Pierre’s
friend. Alix Talton.

TROUBLE ALONG THE RMF—Warners. Di-
rected by INIichael Curtiz: Steve Williams. John
Wayne; Alice Singleton, Donna Reed; Father Burke.
Charles Coburn; Father Malone. Tom Tully; Carol,
Sherry Jackson; Anne McCoDnick, Marie Windsor;
Harold McCormick, Tom Helmore; Father Mahoney,
Dabbs Greer; Father Provincial

,

Leif Erikson;
Procurator, Douglas Spencer; Cardinal O’Shea,
Lester Matthews; Stan Schzvegler, Chuck Connors;
Moose McCall, Bill Radovich.

WAR OF THE WORLDS. THE—Paramount.
Directed by Byron Haskin : Commentary by Sir
Cedric Hardwicke; Clayton. Gene Barry; Sylvia.
Ann Robinson; Gen. Mann. Les Tremayne; Dr.
Pryor, Bob Cornthwaite; Dr. Bilderbeck, Sandro
Giglio; Pastor Collins, Lewis Martin; Aide to Gen.
Manji, Houseley Stevenson. Jr.; Radio Announcer,
Paul Frees; Wash Perry, Bill Phipps; Col. Heffner,
Vernon Rich; Cop, Henry Brandon; Salvatore, Jack
Kruschen; Bird-brained blonde, Carolyn Jones; Man,
Pierre Cressoy; Young zvife, Nancy Hale. Girl,
Virginia Hall; Martian, Charles Gemora; Sheriff,
Walter Sande: Dr. Hettinger. Alex Frazer; Dr.
DuPrey, Ann Codee;*Dr. Grataman, Ivan Lebedeff;
Ranger, Robert Rockwell; Zippy, Alvy Moore; Al-
onso Hogue, Paul Birch; Fiddler Hazvkins, Frank
Kreig; Doctor, John Maxwell.

WILL IT BE A BOY

— OR A GIRL?
While you're waiting to see—
Soothe tight, dry skin with

MOTHER’S FRIEND
Betting on a boy? Wishing for a girl? Which
it will be is anybody’s guess. But there’s no

guess-work about the ease and comfort you’ll get

by massaging with MOTHER’S FRIEND. Feels

so soothing and relaxing to those cramped and
aching back and leg muscles; rubbed gently over

the abdomen and other parts of the body, it can

keep tight, stretched skin soft and elastic, helps

you regain natural skin beauty after baby comes.

Why not try MOTHER’S FRIEND tonight? Only

k Apply germ-arresting

mfUmmViC § OIL-O-SOL at once.

X . I
V Helps control infec-

of simple care in minor miunesV tion. ease pain, speed

emsms \
store— MOSSO’I

May avoid terrible infection/ 0IL*0*S0L

Be radiant with Beauty— Attract Admiration

use the

Jip Jur

It’s New! It Works!

for the perfect lip contour

Trace outside or inside for your size

Patent applied for

Send ^1.00 to: Lip Lure, 2100 Vale Street, Reno, Nevada

scHOOLniV
No classes to attend. Easy spare-time train-

ing covers big choice of subjects. Friendly \

instructors; standard texts. Full credit for\
previous schooling. Diploma awarded.!
Write now for FREE catalog!

WAYNE SCHOOL catalog hhoJ
2527 Sheffield Ave./ Chicago 14^ lllinoisy

IjIK make $50-$60 a week
Practical nurses are needed in every

0
^ M t community. .. doctors rely on them .

* patients appreciate their cheerful, ex-

I
pert care. You can learn practical

1
nursing at home in spare time. Course
endorsed by physicians. 54th yr. Earn
while learning. High School not re-

quired. Men. women. 18 to 60. Trial plan. Write now!
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING

Dept, 26, 41 East Pearson Street. Chicago li. III.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
Name. -

City atate.^ . .Age

STYLE A. En-
gagement Ring
with a 1 kt. im-
ported simulated
diamond.

STYLE B. Wed-
ding Ring with
many simulated
imported dia-
monds.

STYLE C. Wed-
ding Band Plain
or Embossed.

SIMULATED DIAMONDS IMPORTED
To make thousands of new friends we
offer you choice of any ring shown. Any
style in white or yellow gold color effect
or Sterling Silver, Just select style ring.
Send together with tills ad—name, ad-
dress, ring size and 50c coin or money
order. ACT NOW! Guarantee: 10 Day
Money Back If Not Satisfied.

SIMMONS CO., 849 Church St. Annex

ONLY

50a
POSTPAID

Nothing More
Dept. D-810, New York 8, N. Y. to Pay—Ever/

P
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BRIEF REVI EWS
For fuller reviews, see photoplay for months in-
dicated. For this month’s full reviews, see page 19

A—Adults F—Family .A J

ALL ASHORE—Columbia, Technicolor: Pleasant,

tuneful tale of three sailors’ shore leave. Mickey
Rooney, Dick Haymes, Ray McDonald. (F) April

ANGEL FACE—RKO; Mild suspense drama in-

volves Bob Mitchum in innocent-looking Jean
Simmons’ scheme for murder. (A) March

BATTLE CIRCUS—M-G-M: The Korean war is

soft-pedaled; the engaging romance of Bogart and
nurse June Allyson is played up. (A) May

BWANA DEVIL—Oboler, U. A.; AnscoColor,
Natural Vision: Crude, pioneer 3-D drama of

lion-hunting, with Boh Stack (F) May

CINERAMA—Cinerama Productipns, color; No
story, but plenty of excitement. Amazing new tech-

nique using a huge curved screen is now showing
in New York and Detroit. (F) January

CITY BENEATH THE SEA—U-I. Technicolor:
Sprawling adventure-romance. Boh Ryan, Anthony
Quinn play deep-sea divers. (F) April

COME BACK, LITTLE SHEBA—Wallis, Para-
mount: Intimate, grueling drama of marriage and
the desires of youth. Shirley Booth’s splendid;
Burt Lancaster, Terry Moore score. (A) January

CONFIDENTIALLY CONNIE—M-G-M: Gay little

comedy. Prof. Van Johnson and wife Janet Leigh
cope with living costs (especially meat) ; rancher
Louis Calhern intervenes. (F) April

CRASH OF SILENCE—see review for STORY
OF MANDY, THE.

FACE TO FACE—RKO: Two-story film. James
Mason stars in a dreary sea tale; Robert Preston,

Marjorie Steele, Minor Watson, in an excellent,

unusual comedy Western. (F) January

FORBIDDEN GAMES—Times Film: Powerful
tragicomedy of war’s effect on children (amazingly
portrayed by Brigitte Fossey, Georges Poujouly).
French dialogue, English titles. (A) March

GIRLS IN THE NIGHT—U-I: Stilted story of

youth in the slums, with attractive newcomers
Patricia Hardy, Glen Roberts. (A) April

GUNSMOKE—U-I, Technicolor: Fast, witty West-
ern, starring Audie Murphy as a gun-slinger
tricked into respectability by Paul Kelly. Dashes
of sex: Susan Cabot, Mary Castle. (F) May

HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN - Goldwyn,
RKO; Technicolor: Magical musical. Danny Kaye
is the story-spinning cobbler; exquisite Jeanmaire
is Farley Granger’s ballerina wife. (F) March

I CONFESS—Warners: Absorbing but shakily
plotted thriller about a young priest Involved in
a murder. Fine acting by Montgomery Clift, Anne
Baxter, Karl Malden. (A) May

I LOVE MELVIN—M-G-M, Technicolor: Airy,
youthful tune-film with lovable co-stars, Donald

O’Connor makes a cover girl of Debbie Reynolds,
movie-struck chorine. (F) April

IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST, THE-
Rank, U-I; Technicolor: Michael Redgrave,
Michael Denison, Edith Evans sparkle in the dia-
logue-dominated Oscar Wilde farce about upper-
crust romance and deception. (A) March

JAZZ SINGER, THE—Warners, Technicolor:
Lush, heart-tugging musical with Danny Thomas
as a cantor’s son who loves show business and
Peggy Lee. (F) April

JEOPARDY M-G-M: Taut, artificial suspense
drama. Barbara Stanwyck, Barry Sullivan are a
holidaying couple in grim danger. (F) April

LAST OF THE COMANCHES—Columbia, Techni-
color: Vigorous, tightly constructed Western in
which cavalryman Broderick Crawford leads a
chance-met group in its stand against desert thirst
and hostile Indians. (F) February

LILI M-G-M, Technicolor: Delicate, charming
romance-with-music. Leslie Caron’s a delight as
a shy waif who works for the dour puppet-master
(Mel Ferrer) of a French carnival. (F) May

LITTLE WORLD OF DON CAMILLO, THE—
1. F. E.: Rollicking, inspiring French film with
English titles. Fernandel’s a fighting village priest;
Gino Cervi, the red mayor. (A) March

MA AND PA KETTLE ON VACATION—U-I:
Funny, good-natured hokum gets the Kilbride-
Main team tangled with a Paris spy ring. (F) May

MAN BEHIND THE GUN, THE—Warners, Tech-
nicolor: Well-made horse opera of early Cali-
fornia, starring Randolph Scott. (F) March

MEMBER OF THE WEDDING, THE—Kramer,
Columbia: Shapeless but often touching story of
a troubled adolescent (Julie Harris), with mag-
nificent acting by Ethel Waters. (A) April

MISSISSIPPI GAMBLER, THE—U-I, Techni-
color: Handsome, fitfully exciting tale of old New
Orleans. Honest gambler Ty Power loves aristo-

cratic Piper Laurie. (F) March

MOULIN ROUGE—U. A., Technicolor: Subtle
color and rich Parisian atmosphere overshadow
Jose Ferrer’s portrayal of Toulouse-Lautrec, the
tragic, deformed painter. (A) March

NAKED SPUR, THE—M-G-M, Technicolor; Big,
rugged Western with beautiful scenery. Outlaw
Robert Ryan (with companion Janet Leigh) is

captured by James Stewart. (F) April

NEVER WAVE AT A WAC—RKO: The Army
makes a human being of snooty Rosalind Russell,
with an assist from ex-husband Paul Douglas.
Marie Wilson adds more laugbs. (F) March

NIAGARA—20th Century-Fox, Technicolor: En-
tertaining melange of murder, Marilyn Monroe,
magnificent settings. Joseph Cotten’s her be-

trayed husband; Jean Peters scores. (A) April

OFF LIMITS—Paramount: Bob Hope and a meek
new Mickey Rooney join the MP’s to provide a lot

of laughs, a few slack spots. (F) May

PETER PAN—Disney, RKO, Technicolor: En-
chanting cartoon feature based on the beloved
Barrie fantasy of eternal childhood. Peter, Wendy,
Tinker Bell, Captain Hook come alive to the tune
of many sprightly songs. (F) February

ROGUE’S MARCH—M-G-M: Disarmingly old- I

fashioned melodrama about the British in India. '

Peter Lawford’s the disgraced hero. (F) April

SEMINOLE—U-I, Technicolor: Satisfactory action ‘

yarn of Indian warfare in the swamps, with Rock
Hudson, Anthony Quinn. (F) May

SHE’S BACK ON BROADWAY—Warners, War-
nercolor: Slight but bright backstage tale. Trying
a comeback, has-been movie star Virginia Mayo
feuds with ex-lover Steve Cochran. (F) April

SMALL TOWN GIRL—M-G-M, Technicolor: Jane
Powell’s the girl; Farley Granger, the spoiled big-

city kid in a listless musical with pleasant songs

and dances. (F) May

STAR, THE—20th Century-Fox: Uneven but sub-

stantial story of a movie actress (Bette Davis)

who can’t face failure. Sterling Hayden helps her

salvage her life. (A) April

STARS ARE SINGING, THE—Paramount, Tech-

nicolor: Warm, charmingly informal musical,

with Rosemary Clooney as a singer who helps

refugee-singer Anna Maria Alberghetti. (F) April

.

t

STOOGE, THE—Wallis, Paramount: Likable vi- :

gnette of show business. Dean Martin plays a I
J

swellheaded star; Jerry Lewis, his humble partner.
^ ^

With Polly Bergen, Marion Marshall. ( F) March ;

3

STORY OF MANDY, THE—Rank, U-I: The edu-
j

i;

cation of a deaf child (Mandy Miller) is deeply 1

affecting; the marital problem of mom, Phyllis I

Calvert, less so. British-made. (F) May
| f

SYSTEM, THE—Warners: Sentimentalized racket-

busting story with no punch. Frank Lovejoy’s an

implausible gambling boss. (A) May

TAXI—20th Century-Fox: Amusing though flimsi-
,

ly plotted. Dan Dailey, obliging New York hackie, I

helps just-off-the-boat colleen Constance Smith in

search for missing husband. (F) April

TONIGHT WE SING—20th Century-Fox, Tech-

nicolor: Classical numbers outweigh the slim story

of impresario David Wayne and wife Anne Ban-

croft. Ezio Pinza's impressive. (F) May



I do want luggage as smart as my going-away suit

fHE SMART BRIDE SttyS Ido^
^ want luggage that matches my husband^

s

I do want luggage that is open stock

h wonder brides fall in love with Samsonite! It lasts... like a good

urriage. Its tapered shape and costume colors have great fashion flair,

/id the better-than-leather finish keeps spotless with a damp cloth.

,And what jewel-box elegance there is in Samsonite’s interiors! Lux-

^lous linings, plastic hangers, silk-soft curtains and dividers!

"(Samsonite is open stock, so you can add to it as your family and for-

ties grow. Matching men’s pieces for your fiance. A set of TW'O pieces

csts less than you’d expect to pay for just one piece of such fine luggage.

NOT SHOWN:

Vanity O’Nite . . . .

Men’s Quick-Tripper
Men’s Two-Suiter . .

Journeyer
Hand Wardrobe . . .

SHOWN IN NATURKl RAWHIDE FINISH

A. Pullman $27.50
B. Train Case 17.50
C. O’Nite (Convertible) . 22.50
S. Ladies’ Wardrobe . . 25.00
E. O’Nite Regular (shown in

other finishes) .... 19.50'

All Samsonite also available In these smort finishes; Natural Alligator

Bermuda Green • Admiral Blue • Saddle Tan • Colorado Brown PtOVSH

ler Bros., Inc., Luggoge Div., Denver 9, Coio. Also molters of Samson Foldaway Tables ancd Chairs. Foliding Furniture DIv., Detroit 29, Mich.
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First cigarette to offer

PREMIUM QUALITY in both regular

and king-size

KING-SIZE

1 {fOARETTES

fAI^TTE5
'i
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LIGGETT L MYERS TOBACCO CO. LIGGETT t MVEBS TOBACCO CO

Copyright 195J. ticCFit & Mvas Tobacco G

WHEN you are asked to try a cigarette you

want to know, and you ought to know, what
that cigarette has meant to people who smoke it

all the time.

For a fullyear now, a medical specialist has given

a group of Chesterfield smokers thorough examin-

ations every two months. He reports:

no adverse effects to their nose, throat

or sinuses from smoking Chesterfields.

More and more men and women all over the

country are finding out every day that Chesterfield

is best for them.

^ (/out

Try Much Milder Chesterfield

with its extraordinarily good taste.
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